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Josy Baker at Her Chez Pushes

Middle Valve Down and Gives Out

By CECELIA AQER
, In . a tumult t>f "qu'est-ce que
'• c'ests," hand-kissings, clicking of

the heels; young men monocled, Har-
lem doormen in Zouave uniforms,

and occasional champagne cork
pops, Josephine Baker opened Chez
^Josephine Baker Friday night (Feb-
ruary 28), and in so doing provided
:'a spot where those who have been
participating in the controversy
jr*glng in the sets wliere people get

i.iiSrorked up about those things, may
r-now repair to gather more material
for "their stand on the question of
whether Miss Baker is a great artist

or whether the press, after the open-
ing of the 'Zeigfeld Follies,' did not
give Miss Baker a dirty deal.

Certainly*the- small confines of a
flight club—Chez Josephine Baker
was last not too well known as 'Le

Mirage'—offer a better opportunity
for observing the technique of the
Baker bump, which, Miss Baker's

(Continued on page 70)

BIGGEST FRENCH

CIRCUS STARTS

Paris, Feb. 26.

Largest traveling circus in France
Will start Saturday (29) when the
Medranos, -whose shows hitherto

haVe been fixed or semi-Axed, open
a tent -with 6,000 capacity. Will tour
France from March to October with
one night and longer stands.
Opening show, -which starts at the

Porte d'Auteuil, near Paris, includes
Ritters" Midgets and Togare, -with

six tigers. Floyd DiiPont, local

American Impresario, will stage a
sort of oriental ballet as a closer.

Tent is steam heated and cooled.

Show carries fire department of 20

and a hospital tent with ambulance.
One ring and a stage. Medrano
family has run a stationary circus
in Montmartre for 40 years, and for
five years a semi-fixed one which
does one-month stands in larger
towns. Both will be retained.

Ownership of the three shows will

enable- Medranos to offer long book-
ings.

Edith (Hillbilly) Maxwell Pic

Hollywood, March 3.

Warners Is having a yarn written
around Edith Maxwell, whose trial

for killing her father got a heavy
Play in the dailies.

Carries the title of 'Hillbilly Jus-
tice.'

Billing

FoFTils " current appearance
in 'Dear Old Darling,' Alvin,

N. T., George Ml Cohan coined

a billing phrase: 'American
stage actor.'

Term is a reminder that .he

Is off Hollywood, just in case.

IN 8 WEEKS

Shirley Temple's last picture,

'Littlest Rebel/ her first to be pro-
duced for 20th-Fox by Darryl
Zanuck, has grossed over, $1,000,000

for its distributor alone in first eight
Weeks of release. The gross for the
theatres it. has played in that time
has beeh around $2,900,000. This is

understood to be a record for any
picture on its first two months'
dates.

'Curly Top' has gotten close to

$1,000,000 in distribution returns to

20th so far.

Wildwood, N. J., March 3.

Chamber of Commerce of Wild-
wood, N. J., wants Shirley Temple
to serve as the queen of the summer
resort's annual baby parade and J a

offering the child star $12,000 for a
single day's stand. Bid was made
Monday (2) through the Rockwell-
O'Keefe agency.
There, would be two appearances

for the youngster on the day
selected, one during the parade and
the other during the banquet in the

evening. Parade would be staged

on any date picked by the player's

reps in May or June.

N. Y.'er's Ice Ballet

Hotel New Yorker Is Installing a
portable skating rink and an ice

ballet, to work on it for next sum-
mer. Troupe will Include a fancy
skating team, a comedy act and a
line of girls.

Effort is being made to book
Sonja Heine, world's champion fig-

ure skater, for the opening show.
Ice shows went out of fashion

some years ago, but have been stag- >

ing a successful comeback lately at
j

the College Inn, Chicago. I

Four fix in Race for Academy's

Award; John Ford Top Director?

Appalling Dearth of Likely

Film Fodder Forcing
Metro, 20th-Fox, RKO to

Set Up Drama Coaching
Institutes East—O t h e r s

May Follow

THOSE 'NEW FACES'

Confronted with a dearth of tal-

ent on the Broadway stage, at least

three major picture companies plan

to ' inaugurate their own schools of

acting in New York. Several others

are expected to follow suifc It

means that at least four and maybe
five or six major film producing
companies will have company-
operated Broadway talent 'kinder-
gartens' in full swing by late spring.

Indicative of the trend In training
its own prospects for screen work
is the capacity enrollment at Para-
mount's actor training school. This
one has been in operation for past
two years under the supervision of

(Continued on page 70)

Free Commersh Show

Digs Into the Blue

To Sell Auto Parts

Hollywood, March 3.

Crammed full of risque and dou-
ble entendre lines 'The Shaler Cir-

cus,' commercially sponsored vaude
entourage, appeared in auditorium
of Hollywood women's club before

a small, non-paying audience.

Show, comprising four acts and
an afterpiece, runs little more than
two hours, with advertising plugs

for Shaler automotive products.

Seven people utilized on stage, in-

cluding announcer and an attend-
ant.

Bill is topped by Monk Watson,
comedy monolOglst, and also in-

cludes Eddie Mack and Buddy
Brown, acrobatics; Zeke, hillbilly

banjoist, and a bit player. Ad plugs
come frequently between the sev-
eral acts.

Tour, purely commercial, is being
made by truck. Tickets here carry
line 'for adults only,' with indica-
tion made that original stag ver-
sion was much better, but had to

be cleaned up for resentation to

mixed audience.

Garbo and Coward

Stockholm, Feb. 21.

Greta Garbo is here and
Walks around quite freely, go-
ing to theatres, cinema*, and
restaurants Without causing
much attention.

Noel Coward met her on the
street and was quite shocked.
Told her that it won't do; she'll

ruin the w-.k. mystery built up
around her and which she has
managed to keep for so long.

COURTESY PASS

GAG A FLOP

ON B'WAY

Looks like the 40 and 65c 'cour-

tesy pass' gag is cold on Broadway.
Indicated by the folding of 'The
Devil of Pel-Ling' Saturday (29)

after less than two weeks at the
Adelphi. Nightly takings were
puny, one statement showing $21 In

the till and another something like

$77, with last week's estimated gross
hot over $500.

Meller had a ticket scale of $2.20

top, but even before it opened slips

were distributed with the informa-
tion that they could be exchanged
at the box office, at a rate of 40c
for the balcony and 55 and 85c for

the lower, floor. Plan flopped.

Stated that this type of cheap ad-
missions is no longer saleable be-
cause theatregoers won't fall for

throwaways unless the shows are
established.

'Pel- Ling' was presented by O. E.

Wee, who when associated with
Jules Leventhal, staged a number of

revivals on the throwaway basis.

Leventhal is now interested in
'Squaring the Circle' and 'Sailor Be-
ware' for out of town dates on the
low admish plan.

TOWNSEND PLAN PLAY
Portland, Ore., March 3.

Play based on the Townsend pen-
sion plan is being produced with a
local cast for presentation at the
Mayfair, picture house, by Will
Maylon and George Stone. Produc-
ers also wrote the script, 'Life Be-
gins at 60.'

Play Is in 12 scenes and is- aimed
for presentation film houses,

Hollywood, March. 3.

Charles Laughton Is expected tc

hose out Victor McLaglen for

beat actor performance when votes

are counted in annual Academy
awards banquet Thursday night (5)

Laughton is on the ballot for hia

'Captain BUgh' role in 'Mutiny On
The Bounty,' but he is also men-
tioned for his performance in 'Bug-
gies, of Red Gap' which gives him
a double, nod in the votes over
McLaglen's solo outstander in, 'The
Informer.'
Checkup of voters shows that

Bette Davis and Elisabeth Bergner
are due to wage a hot battle for
award on best actress performance
tn 1935. Former was nominated for
work in 'Dangerous,' With Mlaa.
Bergner getting on the ballot foil

'Escape Me Never,' British-mad©
feature. Academy members are
likely to. hand honors to. Bette Davia
this year, in view of freeze-out of
the player from nominations last

(Continued on page 72)

ffWOOD GUILDS'

ACAD BOYCOTT

Hollywood, March 3.

What amounts to a virtual boy-
cott of the Academy Awards Ban-
quet March 5 was imposed by the
Screen Actors and Writers Guilds
following a meeting yesterday
(Monday) to discuss a course to be
pursued. Wires went, out to all

Guilders asking them to ignore in-
vitations to attend.
The film Guilds are burned at

the asserted subterfuge used by the
Academy to lure Guilders to the
banquet. It is claimed the pro-
ducers are making up parties and
including Guilders in each group,
without their knowledge it is an
Academy setup.

Pullman Pix All Set

Chicago, March 3.

Sidney Cohen is giving a final

demonstration of motion pictures
on trains to officials of the Pullman
Co. here today (Tuesday). Cohen
and B. I. Clatworthy, engineer, have
developed special projection equip-
ment with RCA Photophone.
They expect Installation in some

300 Pullman club cars in. the fir.

year.
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Much Litigation—-Par Tops ,
with Legal Rows Over*

West, Qietrich,: .Raft and McMuiray^Warn^rs'i

Cagney and Dvorak—Metro Also—Heavy Losses

Hollywood,.

Last' te\y months has been open

season for quarrels between studios

nd their stars. Currently * there

re dozen pPutihg sessions In which

stars "£n'd producers., are... making'

, faces at each other for some reason.

•Paramount has. been toughest hit

through '" the Mae West, Marlene
Dietrich, George Raft' and Fred Mc~
Murray rifts, La West doesn't like

the way the studio handled lier and
her last effort, 'Klondike Annie.'
Miss Dietrich walked out on 1 Loved

•tt .Soldier,' feeling that the assign-
merit '.to play a chambermaid lacked
sufficient glamor. George Raft
claimed Carole-Lombard was trying

to out^'smart him by insisting on her
"favis' cameraman oh their next pic-

ture, 'The Princess ComesAcross,' so

he walked.- ' Pair had- several tiffs

during their iagf picture, •'Rtfmba,'

"which probably had more to do with
Raft's walking than the selection of

the lehser. Fred McMurray, Assigned
to Teplace Raft, didn't show ufr to

start the picture, came several days
later ' with a demand for a salary
boost from his- contracted $40ft.'

Studio gave hinva reported jump. tp.

$1,000, so he went back to - work.
Raft likewise kissed and made up

' with Pair this past week and goes
back on salary March 23.

Sulking at Warners
At Warners, James. Cagney' and

Ann Dvorak didn't talk- to the studio
and Cag'ney's suit is still pending.

- Miss Dvorak, claimed that the studio

-suspended her because she Was
unable to work due to 111 health, but
she has since won and lost a point
in her claims. Cagney made a
contract with >Warners, for 20. plc-i-'

tures In five .
years. He has com-

pleted that number of pictures in

four years, -feels that the contract Is

finished, has an offer to dp a single

picture from 20th-Fox for $120,000.

Studio wants to hold; him. to the
period stipulated In the contract.

Myrna- Loy has patched up her
difficulties with Metro -and returned
to work, but she was 'out for several
months. Clifton Webb was brought
here by the same studio, remained
here for. seven months, and finally

quit .when ;his --temperament :didn't

Jibe,' with' that of Joan Crawford as
to' how they should .work in 'Ele-

gance/ Miss Crawford; too, felt that
the picture was not for her talents

so the studio, with around $400,000

invested", pleased its star by relieve

lng her ot the assignment.

Par's Sour Break

Warners got-a? break in that there
wasn't any financial, investment in

Cagney or Dvorak ^pictures when
•stars-. took" their -;walk. However,
Paramount got .the short end of its

quartet of recalcitrant artists. Mae
(West's picture is reported to^have
cost close to $500,000 over its sched-
uled $800,000 budget; the Marlene
Dietrich stroll from 1 Loved a
-Soldier' has studio holding tfie bag
for $800,000

.
on->pre-production and

three -weeks* %?qbk on the picture.

The combined j^tft-McMurray inci-

dent was a " bargain, relatively,

studio getting out of that for around
$i 00,000.

Meanw ile It's a holiday in Dixie
for the barristers.

Disliking part assigned him in

'Murder in the Big House,' Lyle
Talbot refused it, arid has been tem-
porarily suspended without pay,
awaiting next assignment at War-
ners. Dick Purccll replaced.

No Line Forming

Culver City, March 3.

ill Grady, Metro caster, is

staging widespread hunt for
j

male lead in 'Speed,' auto rac- i

lng yarn. .

j

Wanted a new fabe, typically j'

American, with; nervA looks', i

and ability to act and drive i

racing car. 1

WB REMAKING HAWK';

ROGERS NIXES 'OPERA'

Hollywood, March. 3.'

Warners has decided to remake.

'The Sea Hawk' as a follow Up tio

'Captain- Blood' on a . heayy budget.

Harry Joe BroWn, who' held* i'eln on.

'Blood', will produce. ~

Errol; .Fly.ni) draws the starring

,

role.. TSkbatinC sea jhaeller
'

v
being

adapted "by tJelme'r Daves. •

Universal studio execs and
Charles JR. Rogers, representing, the
tpwdin-Rogers* Byndlcate are duel-
ing- over remake' bf 'Phantom of the
Opera.' Studio wants to do it over
again but Rogers is- determined that
it has seen' its day. Silent version
was made by U in 1925v Further ob-
jection is that picture, to be done
right, would have to carry a budget
of around $1,000,000 and that it pre-
sents too much, of a gamble with
public reception doubtful.

Rhodes Goes Straight

Hollywood, March 3.

In giving Erik Rhodes si ing

lead opposite fiarriet Hilliard in her

first featured picture, 'Twinkle;

Twinkle,' RKO:-Radio will separate

the comic from his dialect.

Rhodes long has yenned for
straight role, with opportunity to
warble. ' Leigh Jason will direct.

ANN DVORAK WINS AND

LOSES IN WB ACTION

, Hollywood, March 3.

Ann Dvorak both won and lost

in her suit against Warners. Court
held her contract was not breached
by the studio, but also awarded the

actress '$7,000 accruing since Janu-
ary.

Court maintained that sufficient

evidence was shown proving Miss
Dvorak was in no 'physical con-
dition to report for work, which was
the basis of the action.

Carol Frink Suit Due
Chicago, March .3.

'.

Circuit court last week named
May 11 for trial of the $100,000

alienation suit of Carol Frink, legit

and flicker ed of the Hearst morn-
ing Herald-and-Examiner, against
Helen Hayes, who now Is Mrs.
Charles MacArthur.
Miss Frink divorced MacArthur in

1926.

Elis. Bergner's Op.
London, March 3.

Elisabeth Bergner underwent a
serious operation here today.
Necessitates an lndef postpone-

ment of the new. Barrle play in

which, she was to open next month.

WMGER AFTER FONDA
Hollywood, March 3.

Walter Wanger is negotiating
with Henry Fonda for lead in

'Spendthrift,' musical from Erich
Hatch yarn.
Al Santeli directs from George

Marion, Jr's screen play. Produc-
tion starts in three weeks.

WILL MAHONEY
The Evening News said: "The cor-
diality .with which Mr. Will Ma-
honey, tl>e notabje American come-
dian, w'a's received when lie visited
the

1 Nottingham Enipire a ' few
months ago was repeated last eve-
ning on appearing at the: head- of
the- company in 'Radio- New York.'

He- again ..impressed, the. houses; by
the originality ,pf his act. , His com-
edy was unfailingly resourceful, and
his dancing . and playing a giant
xylophone With, his feet also brought
down the house."

Direction

WW. MORRIS AGENCY
Mayfair Theatre Building

New York City

GUS HILL SUING U PR
OVER 3 OLD SCRIPTS

Gus Hill,, yeteran showman,, has

brought suit for $15,000 in N. Y.

supreme court against Universal

Pictures and for the return of three1

scripts, innegan's Ball', 'Irish Visi-

tors.' and 'Peggy O'Neill,' which he

claims the 'company is unlawfully
holding. Suit became known Fri-

day (28,) .when .Hill asked the Court
to direct Robert Harris, Universal's

eastern production manager, to sub-

mit to -examination before trial and
to- produce-, books, letters arid other

documents relating to the scripts.

Judge John E. McGeehan reserved
decision. . ,

The defendant has entered a gen-
eral denial, of Hill's claims.

Jaae Manchester: Civen

New Trial in Her Suit

Readirig. Pa.,. March' 3..

' .Judge. Paul N. Schaeffeis in Berks
Civil .Court here, granted Jane Mah-
Chester, picture actress,- a new t.rla.1

of her suit against- Reading Lodge
of MoPse. Miss Manchester, guest
some years ag^o in;., the? hotel thfn
owned by the - lodge, asks • damages,
for 'injuries she suffered when scald-
ed in a bath in her room.
The plaintiff alleges the bath, fix-

ture was defective, suddenly releas-

ing scalding hot water over her,

When first called. for trial the suit

was ' dismissed on the ground that
no evldence of negligence by the. ho-
tel and lodge .was shown..

GRACE MOORE FAVORS

- CONCERTS' EASY SKED

Since aiTiving- in New' York "for

Metropolitan OperVehgageme'nt anil
concert dates, Grace Moore has been
complaining 'over Hollywood "fllm-

chores, mentioning mostly the long-,

working hours at the stiidios. Hud-
dling with her concert managers,
she's reported to have expressed a
desire for more personal 'appear-
ances for next year.

She'd like- one broadcast a. week,
plus two concert dates, which, would
not make her over "three hour's ac-
tual singing. On the Coastj she's
compelled to chant ..for eight hours
daily and its getting1 her down.
She closes her Vick's air series

on March '9, but , reappears on radio
for the General Motors' program^ on
the 22d. Diva had planned to sail

for her European tour soon after,

but she may have to return to the
Coast for retakes on her forthcom-
ing Columbia picture, 'The King
Steps Out.* Nelson Eddy succeeds
her on Vick's.

Her opera appearance Wednesday
(4) " in 'La Boheme' was a sell-out

being preseented under Mrs. W. R.
Hearst's patronage for 'her milk
fund. She repeats the same role

on the 12th.

Farrell Starts

Sydney, Feb. 12.

Charles Farrell didn't waste any
time getting to work on 'The Flying
Doctor' for .National. Was in ac-

tion the day after arrival. Miles
Manader is director.

Work has been completed on
'Thoroughbred' (Cinesound) and pic

Is now in the cutting room. Shoot T

ing schedule ran only 36 hours over
schedule. Helen Twelvetrees stars.

Raft-Par Patch Dp

Hollywood, March
. His argument with Parartiount
settled, George Raft goes, back on
the studio payroll -March 23, start-

ing in 'The Duchess,* night club

story.

Yarn is original by William R.

Ijipman and William Wright.

Leonard's Double Hosp.
Hollywood, March 3.

Robert Z. Leonard, Metro director,

is in the Hollywood hospital with
two fractured ribs as result, of a
fall.

He also parts with his. tonsils

while in 'the hosp.

MOLINA'S BAND SHORTS AT U
Chicago, March 3.

Universal is negotiating with the
Carlos Molina band for a series of

shorts.

First 'Rancho
Parade'.

Anyway, It's Good Publicity

Dr. Mudd's Two Daughters' Views Keeping
'Shark Island' to Fore

POWELL-LOY'S 'LIBELED'
Hollywood, March 3.

'Libeled Lady,' ..original by Wal-^
lace Sullivan, has been bought by
Metro.

It will serve as tri-starrer for
William Powell, Myrna Loy and
Mickey Rooney. Larry Welngarten
produces.

Sullavan's 'Roxana'

Hollywood, March 3.

Ben Markson, on leave froril

Warners; has been assigned by Ed-
mund Grainger to write screen play
of 'Roxana,' next for Margaret Sul-
lavan at Universal.

Story, by Clarence Budingtoh
Kelland, will be produced by
Grainger.

Washington, March 3.

Ladles will probably get together
If matter gets into court, but right

now two living daughters of Dr.
Samuel A. Mudd, on whose life

'Prisoner of Shark Island' is basedi
are at odds over merits of 20th

Century-Fox's film.

To offset charges of Mrs. Nettie
Mudd Monroe, or Baltimore, that
film doesn't do justice to her
father, Ray Bell, local Loew p.a.,

dug up other daughter, Mrs. Albert
Gardiner, of Charles County, Md.,
and brought her to town to voice
her reaction.

Latter sister was called for and
delivered In private car, with Dr.
Frank T. Shyne, local osteopath and
ex-showmah, as personal body-
guard. After seeing 'film in theatre,
she was ushered with son and
daughter- Into office of Carter Bar-
ron, local Loetv's division chief.

Under direct questioning, she ad-

mitted 'it was a wonderful picture.'

She explained that her mother was
'a. real beauty,' but that Gloria
Stuart, who portrays her on the
screen, 'is about as pretty an
actress as couid probably be found.'

(Nettie says Gloria's looks don't do
heir. mother justice.)

Asked if there was anything abvut
the picture that she would change
if she had the chance, Mrs.
Gardiner said her only objection was
ragged clothes that Warner Baxter
wears in prison. She added that
her mother sent Dr. Mudd clothes
all the time he was in prison and
that he was 'immaculately dressed'
during his entire stay.

Threat of suit by Nettie was an
exclusive ;'arn in Daily News,
plastered all over city page, and was
hot planted by theatre. Follow up
with Mrs. Gardiner's views' g6t play
in all sheets, though chiefly on
drama pages.

PAR PLANS U
IN

THE EAST

Easter feature production will
be started by Paramount early . in
June with Oscar Serlin, present
eastern casting director, heading
the production outfit at the Astoria
plant.... Present plans call for six tp
eight features the first year.

Serlin - obtain two leading
players foi* each picture from the
Hollywood Jlsts. but remainder . of
cast will consist' of eastern stars,
bhtaihed fi'bm current legit shows.
However, in some instances name
players suited for characters will be
chosen even if not appearing cur-
rently on Broadway. Figure to con-
siderably diminish production costs
^because of -saving on time, that
player is under contract, expense, of
pending .to. Coast and limited time
that he's '.before camera.
"Present seit-up contemplates pro-

duction of only Class A pictures,

with limited schedule enabling pror

ducirig unit to concentrate on each'
Individual feature..

CANARIES UNCERTAIN

OF CHIRPING IN PH

Lily Pons goes back to RKO this

summer for a second picture but

it's not set ' whether another opera,

starj ladys Swarthout, goes back

to Paramount for a third Aim this

spring.. "Miss. Swarthout is in New
York how after some concert tour-

ing, awaiting decision as to whether

she will continue with Par. Official

decision not yet given, although
deemed unlikely.

Miss Pons sailed Saturday: C2S>)

for Europe for five opera \appear-

ances. Her second RKO ;fllmuBical

is still .unset as to story.

Diva plans to' close her Paris

house and bring all of her personal

effects to New York,, where she'B to

reside permanently.

Boles Summoned Back
By mutual consent, Parampunt's

booking of John JBples for a p.a. at

the Chlcaeo, Chicago, week of

March 13, has been cancelled to en-

able the actor to return to the

Coast for a picture commitment to

20th-Fox.
Boles leaves for Hollywood di-

rectly after completing his en-

gagement at the Michigan, Detroit,

where he opens Friday (6)'^

Clemens Directs 'Claws'
Hollywood, March 3..

William Clemens will direct 'Case

of the Velvet Claws' at Warners,
starting March 26.

Tom Reed, who scripted, and
whose contract has expired, Is re-

tained to write screen play on
'Changeling' for Harry Jo Brown
production.

SAILINGS
March 14 (New York to London),

Clifford C. Fischer, 'Folies Bergeres'

Co. (Ile de France).
March 4 (Paris to New York),

Bob Stern, Joe Friedman, Prince

Littler (lie de France).
March 4 (London to New York),

John C. Flinn (Aquitanla).
March 4 (New York to London),

Mr. and Mrs. Sam Goldwyn, Fred
Kohlmar CBerengarla).
March 4 (New York to Mel-

bourne), Chaney and Fox, Irving

Tlshman, Buster Shaver, Olive .and

George Brasna (Monterey).
March 1 (New York to Buenos

Aires) White and Manning, Helen
Justa, Etta Moten (Southern Cross).

' March 1 (New York to Los An-
geles), Mr. and Mrs; Jaok Cohn
(Santa' Elena).
Feb. 29 (New York to Genoa), Lily

Pons, Jeffrey Parsons (Conte dl

Savoia).

Feb. 29 (Los Angeles to Hono-
lulu), Bette Davis (Mariposa)*
Feb. 28 (West Indies Cruise),

Frederick C. Kendall, Morula

Markey, Mr. and Mrs. Bill. White
(Ruth Morris), Dave Gardiner, Don
Tannen, Loretta Dennlson, Martin

Lovejoy Four, Ted and Pat Wing,

Miss Neville, Gloria Fay, Andy
Kress Orch (Lafayette).
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Unprogrammed Ted Healy-L B. Mayer

Act at Studio Club Shindig; $3,500 Net

liollywoodj . March 3.

tudio .Club, wtiich had a
1 formal dinner dance Feb. 29. at the

a
Ambassador hotel, attended by 700,

<H'including top studio execs, stars

and other studio employees, had one

unprogrammed act which proved

.

;
the tallf of.the town the following:

1 v Sunday 'and at 'the studio on Mon-
'day.

' During introduction of acts and
- entertainment, Ted Healy, as m.c,

. : -clowned with acts and as Igor Gorin
'

hit a high note In a folk song en-

core, remarked, 'that's all I wanted
.to know,' and 'said he would then

:Blng a folk song and proceeded into

a- mammy number. ':•

Louis B. Mayer, flushed,' rah to

•the front of the. .ripbin,; halted the
'proceeding's? and

j
.pushed 'Healy to

the side. Healy ' thinking it a gag
carried off the incident With a smile,

:i with majority- of mob as well as he

ti
.figuring it was a .gag on part of the

Metro studio head. However, Healy
'"v
'was ' later informed Mayer was

"'burned at him and that he owed an
apology.
Just before the program ended

Pete Smith, functioning as m.c. in

a suave manner, started talking
'u 'fcbout a boy from Broadway who
l.'i.'carne' to Hollywood for a, chance
nsandtthen brought Healy before the

mike. There was thunderous ap-
0-*%}iause.'for five minutes from the

-lajKowd before Healy could talk. "With
IfloMs overcoat and hat on Healy ad-

dressed the crowd, 'I don't, feel I

have done anything wrong. They
told me I ought to apologize. I be-

lieve, that Mr. Mayer is the one in

the .wrong. I know that Metro is

the biggest company and that Mr.
Mayer is a power. I'm not afraid of

anyone. I don't have to be, I can
still make a dollar singing in bar-
,'rooms.' Then Healy went on to

reiterate he. didn't fear anyone in-

the business.
Putting his apology up to the

crowd; Healy stated, 'If you feel I

owe an apology, I apologize.* Then
with a smile, Healy called- to
"Mayer's table arid said, 'Come, on, L.

^B., give me a 'smile, doggone you;'

Mayer' walked on the .floor shook
hands with Healy and addressed
the Metroites, 'Ted Healy is sup-

posed to use his judgment at all

times in his acts and. judgment. He
was not to be used in making fun of

M
:auch a great voice as Gorin's or

1
J Allan Jones.'

Mayer went on to say, 'When I
i' 'hear a voice as great as Gorin's or

* Jones'' I'm as much a. fan as anyone
'-'and: don't feel that such artists

should le ridiculed even as an act.'

Studio head then complimented
members on their good behavior
after which Healy went on singing
his folk ..song.

Affair was a financial success
^garnering around $3,500 net for the
club.

Ruth Roland's Can. Pic

Quebec, March, 3.

Dave Bruxermah, with Joe;Kru4ll-
berg assisting, is directing a local

pic with Ruth Roland 'in lead arid

several local socialites in scenes.
Shooting the past three Weeks, film

•s now on last lap.

•Temporary title is "From Nine to

Nine* and is first of 12- to be put
over by Associated Screen News for
British quota here.

Danny Ahearn Paroled

Under a Heavy Guard

Albany, March 3.

A heavy guard accompanied
Danny Ahearn, autnor and scenario
writer, upon his departure last week
from Great Meadow prison after
having been paroled. He had been
convicted of attempted grand lar-

ceny. Ahearn is known especially
•/.'for his book, 'How to Commit a
Murder and Get Away "With It.'

Ahearn was said to have been on
..-..'the way to New York and eventu-
al ally to Hollywood where he expects

to write for Alms.
Officials would no.t explain why

policemen were guarding Ahearn,
rbut it was learned measures were
.taken to protect him from gang--
land vengeance.
Ahearn landed in prison after he

was convicted of attempting Il-

legally to sell memberships in the
Newspaper and Mail Deliverers'
I'nion lii New York.

Second Suit in Par

Airplane Crash, Pat

Drew Asks $165,000

Angeles, March ' 3..

Chauncey D. (Pat) Drew, elec

tric^an with - the Paramount crew

that figured in plane crash near At-
lanta, Mo., last. May, has filed suit

against Transcontinental & "West
ern Air, seeking $165,000 for loss of

left leg and other! injuries.

Complaint, second growing out of
the crash, also asks leave to amend
when damages, through loss of

Salary, ^return of compensation be-
ing paid Drew by Paramount, and
other expenses; could be computed.

Here's Sand in Your Eye, Deserts

Greeting to Scribes on Location

Plenty- of Headaches At-

tached ; .to . Rounding Up
10 StarsWeekly for These
Programs, What with

Film Production Sched-

ules, T&me for Radio Re-

hearsals, Etc.

PICKFORD-PARSONS

HOPKINS' PIC WITH JR.

FAIRBANKS IN LONDON

Hollywood, March 3,

Miriam Hopkins is understood to
have broken up her South. American
tour at Mexico City, to return to

discuss .with Myron Selznlck the
possibility of doing a picture with
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., in London.
Actress 'has planed for New York,

to discuss the matter with Samuel
Goldwyn, for permission to make-the
picture before' he sails for Europe.
Goldwyn is, scheduled to sail today
(Wednesday).

HOLMAN BACK
Harry , Holman arrived In. New

York from abroad Monday (2) and
left for Hollywood.
He made a picture in London.

Hollywood, March 3.

Battle for picture names to ap-
pear oh radio programs is at its

height here. Currently with five

programs weekly; using picture

names every star In Hollywood is

being »hust!ed by representatives of

the .various advertisers for spots on
their programs. ' Bing Crosby's
Kraft Cheese hour, Al Jolsoh's Shell

Chateau, Mary Pl'ckford's United
Ice hour, Louella Parsons' 'Camp-
bell's. Soup airing and the Lux pro-
gram are the competitors' for .pic-

tyre personalities.
. In the case of the Kraft, Shell and
Lux programs, latter emanating
from New.. York, J. Walter Thomp-
son' Co. handling the account, pays
for all p.a.'a. Soup (Wallis Arm-
strong) and Ice. (Donahue & Coe)
airing expect the stars to appear
gratis. Thompson, outfit has put a
crimp" in the free 'talent to a certain
extent by insisting that between
the - time of signing the. contract
with a star and their appearance
on any Thompson account, they
cannot appear in a gratis Bhow.
Averaging around $2,000 for a first

line star; plus . transportation if

they are on for Lux, the ruling
makes the stars hesitate about
giving their talents away.

Roundup Troubles
It's no easy matter to get ah aver-

age of 10 stars weekly for the- air.

Problems are many, including stu-

dio production schedules, material,

type of program and availability of

players.. It's all a headache for the
program's contact . men.'

In the case of both the Parsons
and Plckford programs, all sorts of

pressure Is brought, on the . players
to get them- before the mike. Oppo-
sition, between Miss Parsons and
Miss Plckford ~ Is keen, with ' both

(Continued on page 75)

Ernie Orsatti Goes 10%

St, Louis, March 3.

Ernie Orsattl, outfielder for St.

Louis Cardinals, has retired from
baseball fpr good to assume. -duties

as .v.p. of Orsattl & Co., theatrical

agents, Hollywood, Cal. Last fall,

after a so-so year due principally to

Injuries, Orsattl . was .
traded to

Rochester in • International League.
He arid his :brother, Prank, will

conduct Hollywood business. ; Ernie
doubled for Buster keaton in many
pics and is no novice in film/ and
theatrical fields.

Life on World Cruise Ship, Travelog

In 5 Languages, by J. A. Fitzpatrick

Jane Withers P.A.'ing

In Chicago at $2,500

Chicago, March 3.

Jane Withers, picture kid player,

opens at the Balaban & Katz Ori-

ental Friday (6) at a reported sal-

ary of $2,500.

Agent Harry Rogers Is now lin-

ing up two additional weeks for the

Coast youngster.

REINHARDT HOLDS OFF

NEXT WB PIC TILL FALL

Hollywood, March 3.

Following powwow with Jack L.

Warner and Hal Wallis, Max Rein

-

hardt, reached decision to defer his

next film for Warners until late fall.

He plans to return to his theatre in

Salzburg within a few weeks to re-

main through the summer.

Rcinhardt. with his wife, Ilclene

Thimig, caused some concern to WB
execs on day of his arrival here

from .east by leaving train at Ana-
heim, and motoring through the

orange empire.

Capetown, Feb. 6.

James A. Fitzpatrick bas arrived
here on a world cruise which he is

taking to film two features for

Metro. First will be In color, a
full-length travel picture, with ac-
companying narrative In . English,
French, Italian, Spanish and Ger-
man".' H.. M. WinUm, cameraman,
and Fred Detmers, assistant, are
handling the shooting.
Other film, black and white, titled

•AU the World's" a Stage,' will be a
dramatic story depicting emotions
and life on a world ship cruise.

Wheeler Dryden; Daphne Warren

-

Wilson, Molra Lynd, Benjamin. D.
Sharp and Charles Hone, who are
scheduled for roles in this film,

came in oh the boat with Fitz-

patrick. Frank A. Goodliffe, cam-
eraman, and Hall Roblllard,

sound engineer, comprise technical

crew for this unit.

Percy Marmont, British film and
stage actor, also reached here today
to join the Fitzpatrick party on
their cruise. He plans to make two
features in the Far East. At the

conclusion of his tour next June,

Marmont plans to open in New
York in a new play, 'Queen's Folly,'

and to take the production to Lon-
don later.

Colored Paper

Pans Connelly'

s

Baltimore, March
Etaltlmore Afro-American, nation's

largest Negro newspaper, this week

carries a story claiming Marc Con-

nelly drew what the sheet describes

as a 'color line' in casting his . play,

'Green Pastures,' for a Warner pic.

Paper says this 'has
.
greatly in-

censed the entire theatrical fra-

ternity of Harlem.' The 'color line/

in the Afro's vernacular, means that

Connelly has . chosen only very dark
complected actors for screen version

of 'Pastures'; with the paper
bluntly announcing 'Pullman porters

arid, stevedores get. leads.' .

Connelly is taken to task because
It is charged many Negro actors are

Idle, while cast of 'Pastures' is de-

scribed as non-pro. Because they
were light-hued, many who were
In stage production are not in the

film, paper asserts,. The late Rich-
ard, 'Harrison (the original 'De

Lawd'), would not be in pic were
he alive, the paper opines. Reason
fpr Connelly picking very dark
Negroes for roles is that he doesn't

want 'erii to black up. The Afro
alleges that because he was too

light, Charles Winter Wood, who
assumed lead in stage show after

Harrison's death, is not in the film;

ditto George Randol, the Pharaoh
on the stage; Daniel Haynes, who
played Adam, and others.

The Afro claims that colored ac-
tors are referring to the forthcom-
ing film as 'The Black Pastures.'

Hollywood, March 3.

20th Century-Fox wanted th«
press to get a good look at th«
California desert transformed into
an Arabian cominurilty for 'Under
Two Flags'^ so it sent out an Invita-
tion to 25 trade, dally and fan mag
writers to be its guests laBt week-
end, and the press was entertained.
Harry Brand, 20th-Fox public re-

lationser, made some swell arrange-
ments. Brand can usually fix most
things but is; at a loss in handling
the weather. Here he was double-
crossed. 100%. Press party left

Hollywood at 6 p.hi, Saturday, ar-
rived dri the location next rriornir..;

to be greeted, not by Ronald Col-
man, Claudette Colbert and "Victor"

McLaglen, but' by one' of the worst
sandstorms that the desert has been
able . to whip up in many a day.
Eyen Death "Valley Scotty stuck in-

doors with his feet in the stove.
.

.Twenty gents and five femmes of
of fourth estate, sat around th«
•camp, soon found their eyes, mouths^
ears and -noses filled with sand.
One grand old gal became hysterir

cal and. had to be sent back to Los
Angeles by car. Remainder of the
brave band of newshounds stuck It

out. Back to Calexlco they came to .

the comfort a modern hotel

which soon ran out of hot water
because the mob all jumped in tubs
at the same time. That night,

most of the scriveners went over to

Mexican, on the Mexican side for a
glimpse of life in the raw. Next
morning the' lads and lassies took

a vote; decided riot to travel back
the .37 niiles to the sand dunes, but
back to Los Angeles Instead,' so

they loaded themselves on the bus
for home' and fog,' but ho sand.

Sidriey Skolsky. didn't make th»

trip. -Someone told hlrri there wer«
Indians in the neighborhood*

GOLDWYN'S $165,000

FOR 'DEAD END' RIGHTS

Film rights to 'Dead End,' legit

hit, via the sealed bid routine went
to Samuel Goldwyn. It's the first

time picture rights have been sold
in this manner. Price paid Norman
Bel Geddes reportedly $165,000. This
is $5,000 more than Goldwyn paid
for 'Dodsworth,' Sinclair Lewis
>novel, which brought $160,000.

Every major film producer bid for
the legit hit.

The S1G5,000 price by Goldwyn Is

the second highest for screen rights
to any show; novel or story. High
is 'Broadway,' bought by Universal
for $240,000.

Second highest bidder for rights
was Warner Bros., with a reported
offer of $110,000.

Perelmans' (Film) 'Divorce'

Hollywood, March 3.

Paramount has assigned S. J. and
Laura Perelman to do the treat-

ment on. 'Diyorce.'

Al Lewis produces.
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WB Blowing Up 'Bubble'
Hollywood, March 3.

Script of 'The Mississippi Bubble,'
Robert Lord's version of early
American .financial wizardry, la be-
ing written by F. Hugh Herbert.
Errol Flynn set for top spot by

Warners who will produce, with
Lord supervising.
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West Pic So Far a Boon to tte B.O.
.1 . 1 '

.. . y .

Giving 'Klondike Annie' a 'B'

rating, which: means It isn't recom-

mended for children, the Legion of

Decency is refusing to reverse it-

self on the picture In spite of re-

ported pressure from the Hearst

newspapers which have gone to war
against Miss West and her latest

feature. In addition to getting the

'B' classification-from "the Legion,

^Klondike* was passed by the Hays
office and state: censor bodies.

The Hearst-West tilt," arousing
concern within Par but in all proba-^

bility helping the picture at the box-
office, Is regarded by the company
as some kind of a personal fight

someone, is- waging- with Miss West..

Company discussed the matter at

length at ' last week's hoard meeting
but Is' faking ho action. Despite the
Hearst-iWbck papers; Par Id refus-

ing' to ' interfere with bookings
.
ori-

the' picture. ; 'Instead,' it Is moving-

up playdates in some spots' In the:

thought' that the current publicity,

whether to' be : regarded gbodr or bad,

is
1.a boxolHce stimulant.

Lewis' Book
< Editorial in the PariT Block news-
papers that was reprinted In Hearst .

dailies* urging film production of *It

Can't Happen' Here/ and making it.

more or less an Issue with the Hays
organization;- is regarded in indus-
try circles- as considerable tordo
about nothing. Metro -halted pro-
duction on this film but; if the pub-
licity haBy -

; by. -the ' book publishers
cttntiiiues, chanced of going ahead
on the. film are Increasing daily.

Figure that it would be poor show-
manship not to cash In on .the

ballyhoo, being concocted by Sin-
clair Lewis' book publishers.
Block, .editorial tied: up : crHicismr

o# failure .to produce 'It Can)t Hap-
pen Here' by,, comparing book's;

theme, with, alleged rough material
in-: Mae West's 'Klondike Annie/
Joe Breen office ^had - okayed script

on 'It. Can't .Happen*, as to . moral
contents, and status,^ of .picture's

schedule had ' reached the casting
stage when- Metro, .halted plana to
produce, at least .for time being. *

- Hays! office has; no comment cur-
rently on Hearst's ' editorial- attack-
on 'Klondike Annie.' Joe Breen, of-
fice approved, picture for release,

and. yesterday. CTues.) there, was no
indication ..thai; the Hays orgahlza-}
tibn considered, it necessary to In-
terfere with the, functioning of the
Breen office. ^

Hearst, papers are editorially ac-
cusing latest release of 'March of
Tiriie* with v spreading .'pure -propa-
ganda foru Statin's^ second' five^yea^
plan." - The clip criticized by >Hear8t
is the one dealing with 'Stakha'no-
vism* newly publicized; speed-up
process: put into-, practice , by.- the
Soviet. Editorial claimed : 'Time*
got its footage from Russian film
agencies. Claimed 'genuine Ameri
can newsreels refuse to accept it.'

Hearst and 'Time, mag (and the
radio and film 'March of Time')
have been at odds: for a long time.
Hearst .papery, give- no' favorable
publicity to the mag, newsreel or
radio program. No.: publicity, on lat-
ter two ever go into a Hearst sheet.
Just paid. ads.

Thwart Attack By Afr
Hollywood,- March 3.

.
Although Hearst • local - sheets,

Sunday and. weekly. .Examiner and
evening Herald-Express refused ad-
vertising copy on Paramount'& Mae
West pic, 'Klondike - Annie/ and at
same time conducted vigorous edi-
torial campaign, against the actress.

Picture got away- to healthy, start
Thursday (27) at the Paramount
here, and: -lookB > headed for a sub-
stantial week.
House took the $1,0M saved in the

Hearst sheets and bought air space.
Understanding here is that here-

after Mae West's name is to be
dropped from all Hearst papers.

Jeffrey Bernerd West

**
•

* {*

Jeffrey' Bernerd, .general manager

of Gaumont-Brltish, now in Amer-

ica, la eh route to the Coast on a trip

to all GB exchange centers and also

a studio survey of three weeks or

so.

Bernerd is being accompanied by
Jimmy . Campbell*. . British music
publisher'-now in ^America, who will

set a plugging campaign on the film

songs in forthcoming Jessie Mat-
thews-Robert Young- GB filrousical,

'It's Love Again.'

Prod Sked; Kohn,

Since he completed 'Diamond Jim'

and 'Sutter's Gold* for Universal,

Edward Arnold Is under deals to six

diflWent firms/ Contracted tD B. P.

Schulberg and' Ralph Kohn, Arnold
la. now making Hero' for Columbia.
[Then* he : goes Into 'Come; •and* Get
It,' E/dnarrFerber story fair- Samuel
Goldwyn, followed by 'Jubilee Jirii

FIsk,' for.RKO, and, back to Schul-
berg for 'Life of Allai Pinkertpn.'

'Life of Canneld/ "for DaVId Selz-

nlck follows, after which Arnold
returns to Schulberg for 'Life and
Loves of Dumas.'.

The Schulberg films to. be made
by Arnold are to. be released sub-
ject to whatever company affili-

ations- B; P. Schulberg and Ralph
Kohn. make following: the comple-
tion of their ; present sojourn - at Co>
luxnbia. -The .Columbia deal : with
Schulberg and . Kohn: runs • out in

May, There is-
,
a; possibility that

Schulberg-Kohn -may shift rto an-
other major firm, -United Artists be-
ing'.mentioned and denied.

RUSHING MAE WESTS

PIC DfTOB'WAY PAR

With, a view to cashing in While
discussion .Is . hoV' on 'Klondike
Annie/ including the Hearst and
Block newspaper blasts, the Para-
mount* N. Y„ has again set back
'MJJky Way' (Harold Lloyd), which
was to come in March 11. The Mae
West picture opens on that date in
stead.

. . . ,

Another change is setting back
the Dick Himber orchestra which
was to have come in March 11 with
'Milky.' Instead, the Par is moving
in Fred Waring's band.

Frank Lloyd Starts at

Paramount May 1

1

Hollywood, March 3.

Frank Lloyd will take a two
month vacation before he start's his

contract at Paramount, which calls

Cor four pictures a year. Producer
deal gives him - his own ' staff, al-

lows him to go off the lot for writ-
ers, actors and directors.

Takes his respite ' after finishing

'Under Two Flags' at 20tfi-Fox. Ex-
pects to check in at Paramount
around. May 1.

Boston, March 3,

ostori American,: Hearst paper,

took a paste at 'Klondike Annie,'

which opened at the Metropolitan
Friday (28), with .Major Bowes'
amateurs on the stage. The film's

title was not actually used. Hearst
papers here, the American and
Record, both refused advertising on
the film' as 'has been done In other

cities where Hearst papers are pub-
lished.

Met. although shorn of all pub-
licity breaks on 'Klondike/ adver-
tised in advance and oh opening day

'

. (Goritiriued on page 78)

Regan Sealed by Rep
Hollywood, March" 3,

Due to return to Coast, late this
month following personal appear-
ance tour in east, Phil Regan goes
to Republic with whom he has
signed to do three pictures a year
over a five year period.

Player gets a three week guar-
antee on each film.

Boach. Farms Patsy Kelly
Hollywood, March 3'.

Patsy Kelly goes on loan from
Roach to 20th-Fox for the comedy
spot in 'Private Number/
Lorctta Young and Robert Taylor

have the leads.

* Goldwyns Abroad

Sam Goldwyn. Mri, Goldwyn and
Sxm Goldwyn; Jr., ajsUl today (4) for

Europe, a^.om)P*nIe# :by.Fred Kohfr.
'

m«i talent-story scout for Goldwyit

<rho cam* east with, latter a couple

weeks ago;
Goldwyn is due back in California

April 16. Kohlmer may come back
ahead of him.

1 '
. 4

.

WALLACE WINS POUT

IN SUTT VS. MAE WEST

Frank Wallace, vaude actor who
claims to be the husband of Mae
West, obtained an. order in N. Y.
Supreme Court Thursday <C2T) per*

mitting him to serve notice through
the Sheriff of Los Angeles, county
of his suit to restrain' the actress

from denying: she Is his wife. The
order , was granted by Justice John
E. MeGeehan after Wallace.- Tiad

told of bis difficulty in serving. Miss
West personally.
The .actor is suing- to stop the

screen star from publicly denying
they were ever "married and also

with declaring she had obtained a
divorce:from-him. In his complaint
Wallace says- they, were married on
April 11; ,1411. in Milwaukee by
Judge Joseph Ev Gordes and that the
ceremony was witnessed by Arthur
Shutkin of Milwaukee and Etta H.
Wocd of Newark, N. J, To' support
his * contention. "Wallace - produces
what purports to be a certified cer-

tificate of the marriage license. He
also- says 'that If Miss West ever
obtained a, divorce It was illegal as
he was never served with papers
In' the acttdriy

Wallace says he is bringing the
present action because he' feels that

the* denials of Miss West and her
charge that he is an Impostor have
'subjected hfm to ignoming and un-

:

pleasantness and casting doubt on
his true status as the- defendant's
lawful husband, all of which is

harmful to bis person -and standing
in the community and professional
standing- as an actor/ He wants
the Court to also declare him the
actress's husband and to .declare

void -the purported divorce, if any;
obtained by Miss West.

Le Baron

In Casting at Par

Hollywood, March Si

In addition to duties in charge of
physical production at 'Paramount,
Fred -Leahy"' has been assigned
supervision of studio casting.
New policy at studio will be for

all Important -casting- to be done by
William LeBaron, ejtecuthre,produc-
tion head, ' in conjunction with as-
sociate producers on pictures, in

attempt to get better balanced casts.

Leahy will handle all other casting.

Corrigan Crashes. Thru
Hollywood, March 3.

-

-Ray (Crash) Corrigan, double and
stunt man at Republic, will get
first opportunity to play in his own.
right. He goes in top spot of 'Un-
dersea Kingdom/ new serial getting
under way this week.
Player, heretofore, has played

minor roles ' in, Republic cliff-hang-
ers.

Cagney Pic to O'Brien
Hollywood, March 3.

Top spot in Warners 'Stage

Struck' goes to Pat O'Brien, instead

of James Cagney, originally as-
signed.

Cast also includes Dick Powell,
Joan Blorideli,* Guy Kibbee and
Anita Louise, with Jane Froman
likely getting singing role.

Lazarus to Selznick?
Hollywood, March 3.

Jeff Lazarus, head of the Para-
mount editorial board,- leaves that

organization when his contract ex-
pires April 1. Has been with the
studio for the past 'four years',.

Is negotiating to join David
Selznick as story head.

BOZO FINALLY TALES
Hollywood, March 3.

After pantomiming for 20 years,

Bozo Snyder spoke his first lines in
'I'll Get It Wholesale/ which Al
BoaHberg directed for RKO.

Short" was completed »«i eight
I >.\VH.

IB. Censors OK 'Annie*

Chicago, ;March..& .

Paramount ran into a snag on
'KlontUke Annie* last week when
the censor board hlxed the picture
in. toto bill eventually got a 'white*

(not 'pink') general release. Since
the initial turndown coincided with
a double-barreled tirade against
•lewd* product by the Hearst rags,

especially the morning Herald-and-
Examlner, it came at the wrong
timer ".'

'

• Exchange had picture up for an-
other viewing, and film was finally

okayed.

Hollywood, March 3.

Deal for Walt' Disney's Mickey
Mousse and Silly Symjphohy feature

series, and the cartoon 'Snow White'
plus the entire output of the Ani-
mating Studio; to be released by
RKO-Radio In. 1938-T was closed

March .2 ending United Artists" dis-

tributing arrangement. Five car-

toons remain on - the cun*ent UA
m'ogram.
Reason behind switch, is said to

be Disney's displeasure at not get-

ting an owiner-partrier&hip share
when. Alexander Korda was' taken'

into UA last fall. Another factor

in the deal .wljh RKO pr9Vldes for

a guarantee oh the negative cost of
every subject* pjoduced, thus re-

quiring less operating capital. UA
setup allowed for rio

v
negative ad-

Y^cSv .,'
,

'-,

'

"'

s
-.*;

Rep'orted that Jock Whitney's
buying into Disney's outfit was
forerunner of taking a heavy finan-

cial interest in RKQ. Leo Spitz, M.
H. Aylesworth and Ned Depinet ne-
gotiated the deal with Walt and
Roy Disney. Deplriet entrains east
tomorrow (Wednesday) with Disney
following in two weeks. Ayles-
worth flew east today (3).

FIVE READYING FOR

PANBERMAN AT RKO

Hollywood, March 3.

In addition to one picture, now
In production at Radio, Pandro
Berman has. five stories in prep-
aration.

Being lined up for production
during next four months include
'Never Gonna Dance' and 'Watch
Your Step/ both slated as co-
starrers for Fred Astaire and Ginger
Rogers; 'Portrait of a Rebel' and
'Quality Street/for Katharine Hep-
burn, and 'Winterset/
'Mary of Scotland' currently in

production.

Jolson's 'Jazz Singer'

Remake; 10th Anni

Hollywood, March 3.

Modernized version of - 'The Jazz
Singer/ brought up to date, will be
made by Warners, again starring Al
Jolson.
Remake will celebrate 10th anni-

versary of sound, 'Jazz?. Singer' be-
ing first of profitable features
turned out.

Ingster Goes H'wood
Hollywood, Ma-reh 3.

Deal for screftn rights to original
yarn, 'Ship Master,' lias been made
by 20th-Fox with Boils Ingster,
French novelist Deal also includes
Writer's services on screen treat-
ment.
Writer due here early this month.

Warners' Flavin Play
Hollywood, March 3.

Martin Flavin's 'Love Begins at
20' is to be made by vyamers, With
ttoss Alexander and Anita Louise
paired,

Frank McDonald Oirects..

By CECEtlA AGER
,A -Mttle- while ago .Douglas Fair-

banks, Jr., wjus att
(
4etor» Today he

s*t» 'behiad a desk^ in the . United
8

Artists' offices talking tele-

phones, dictatins cables, , sending

tor- bis secretaries, thinking up pub-
icity angles' that have value, making
decisions, persuading hold-outs, in
fact, giving out like an executive
picture producer. And he's riot act-
ing; though he: looks' handsome and i.

ypuntr and shrewd arid dynamic and
inscrutable dol»ir% Mr. Fairbanks,

'

Jr^ Is now; coTmanaging director, of !

Criterion. Filrus .productions, Ltd!,
which will make four pictures a"
year In London, to be. releasee; in
this country by. U. A,, , Two of . them'
will . l^ave .Fairbanks in theni as
actor, but theni TFalrbarikis, Jr., prdml

1

'

ised cheerfully, the other two won't;

'

Fairbariks' metamorphosis from'
actor to producer'happened, he says,
like this: He is 26/ He's been an
actor for"10 years. He looked about
him7 saw what had happened to lots'-

Ot other actors; who were big shots
when he started, wondered hat'
would happen to him in 10 yeai-s.

He'd be no less the- actor then than
he is now, he figured, but what with
one thing and another, like bad pic-
tures, for instance, maybe people
wouldn't think so. . Next, Jr. Fair-
banks looked at nis bank .balance,
arid saw it wasn't there/

How He's- Organized.
Fairbanks was working in London,

—where American actors are in .fle--,.

mand to support British film stars
in British pictures as a wedge into
the American market—at the time
w;hen these thoughts struck him. and
it wasn't long after, that Criterion
Films Production^ Ltd., was organr.
-ised.. .Fairbanks^ Jr^. had organize^
it Its first production, 'The Amaj-
te'ur' Gentleman'—that's one ".witr£
Fairbanks in it—will be released"
here soon.

; But Fairbanks did riot ru.s$-'?i^o

producing helter-skelter. iie:, ua&v

iifia' seen what ' happened to other
actors ' who- org-ariized their own
companies, and doped it. but that
actors have failed as- their own
bosses because they riin thernselves;
Actors "ttrho run themse.lves seem to
ruh themselves Into the ground. So
Fairbanks, Jr., decided that he would
not be a dictator in his company.
He would be only a nominal leader,-

and surround- himself with an or-
ganization as cool ^s he was Impnl-
sive, as feet-on-the-ground as he
was head-in-the- clouds.
An actor overestimates his^impor--

tance in pictures, Fairbanks had
concluded. He must be made to
think of the picture as a rwhole.
With an organization whose author-
ity is properly split up, he will. AndV
so Fairbanks' partner in Criterion
Films Production is Marcel Hellman.
Continental producer, who knows
his stuff.

And yet Fairbanks' thespiari" Im-'.

pulsiveness should not trouble 'him'
too much, for, because of the press
of business and appointments and"
sudden new developments, it was
necessary for this interview to take
place in two installments. In the
second session Fairbanks remem-
bered everything he -had said'in the
first 'As I said yesterday ,'• "he re-
called, accurately, which -is most
un-actor^like; indeed, very alert-
producer-llke. As was his awateness
of the problems of . distribution in
this country:' 'English-made pic-
tures must break down the preju-
dice of 12 years of bad films with
American exhibitors. They must
&ell the exhibitors to take them bade
into their theatres.'

No Longer Localized
Once the pictures are in the thea-

tres, they'll draw, Fairbanks says,
for today the English realize thfy
must no longer make national pic-
tures with customs and diversions
only comprehensible to the British
in them, as they used to do wh.en
English films got their bad name
with American exhibs. No; today
English pics are intrrnationnl in
feeling and consider the tastes /\|
the American market witli Vtt'e'ma-;
ternal lave.

Oh, there is an economiij feelin
twined round their altruism. Fair-
banks said readily enough, but they
feel more friendly townrd us than
we seem toward th>in, although
Fairbanks has discovered thai Hie
feeling of American. stars who'll lil-e

to make a picture In London i< as
friendly as friendly ran hn. Vi,ii"'l

ho surprised at the nj>per-livaI'l;V-t

American stars who yoarn to i

y

(Continued on page '!!•)
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N.Y/S GIVEAWAY TEST CASE
—; ^5

Geo.XSchaefer in DA as V.P. in Charge

Of Sales; May Add More Producers

Samuel Goldwyn on Monday (2),

representing the board -.of directors'

of United Artists, announced the

appointment of George J. Schaefer

as a- 'V.p'. and ' general sales man-
ager of U.A. In charge of American

and Canadian distribution. Schaefer

already has assumed his new post

In the very office where, 20 years

, . he started in the business- as

secretary to the late Lewis J. Selz-

nick. Today, David O., a son of

X. J. Selznick, is among U.A.'s

principal producers.

Schaefer's contract is for three

years.
Maurice SUverstone; chairman of

the United Artists organization in

England and abroad, continues to

head, that company's business in

Europe.
Kelly's Now Deal

Goldwyn paid tribute to Arthur

W. Kelly who has been in charge of

the company's affairs in the east

since, the departure of Al Lichtman,

on a temporary assignment. Gold-

Wyn credited Kelly with having

done a commendable and successful

Job of holding the company to-

gether during that. Interlude that

culminated with the naming of

Schaefer; In tribute to Kelly's work
during this period, he has been

given a new two-year contract with

an, increase.. Kelly continues as v.p.

of UA in charge of foreign sales,

exclusive of England and the Con-
tinent;

,
Goldwyn sails for Europe today

(Wednesday).
At Paramount, where Schaefer

served for 15 years, he attained the

post of v.p. In charge of distribu-

tion and general manager of that

company, prior to John E. Otter-

son's advent into Par. Schaefer left

Par, shortly after Otterson became
president of Par.

Other Bids

It is known that Nicholas M.
Schenck talked with Schaefer con-

cerning a possible connection with

Metro.
The U.A. matter was talked about

even prior to Paramount's reorgani-

zation When Schaefer, seemingly,

was offered a U.A. post. Schaefer had
been vacationing in the south. When
he cairie back the middle of last

week the
:

deal Was closed.

Trade talk Is hot again that other

producers . may hook up with U.A.,

with Schaefer in the company" now.
Walter Wanger's recent affiliation

is said to have been partially In-

fluenced by Schaefer's prospective

advent.

Woolf, with U Contract

In Kick, Joins Bernhard

In Reed and Segal Deal

London, March 3.

With the deal between Charles

M. Woolf and Universal for distrl

bution on this side; closed, the next

move being negotiated here is for

the recently acquired interest by

Fred Bei*nhard in the Reed and
Segal circuits to be organized into

a public company. Bernhard and
Woolf will become managing direc

tors of it.

Woolf*s part in the deal will be to

throw In his Universal product as
part of the company's assets.

PROD. HUM AT METRO

BUSIES 77 LENSERS

A Lenten Asset?

Last year during Lent many
exhibs were Surprised when the
40-day self-denial stretch did
not seem to hurt biz nearly so
much as in years, past,- and al-

ready exhibs. are noting that
at the beginning of current
Lenten season the boxoflices
do not seem as materially af-
fected as in former seasons.
One reason advanced is that

the Legion .of Decency has be-
come" an asset. There Is now
scarcely a diocesan paper that
does not feature listings of all

Alms; and a great many of
these sheets carry theatre ads
and amusement pages replete

with readers and kindred pub-
licity copy. Some papers al-

most used the Decency cam-
paign at Its white-hottest as
a wedge to get theatre adver-
tising.

The 'curse' of seeing pix dur-
ing the Lenten season seem-
ingly has been somewhat re-

moved by the church publica-

tions which have made their

readers more film conscious.

Expected That Ruling in
N. Y. Will Serve at Model
for Rest of Country-

—

Moss to Enforce Same as

Pin-Game Tactics

EXHIBS WATCHING

Hollywood, March 3.

Production activity at Metro last

week, with nine features and one
short in work, had 77 cameramen
working on various units, in addi-
tion to a group on process shots.
Largest group of grinders used on

tl.e 'Romeo and Juliet' and 'San
V.i in-l.-.i'o' units,

Selznick Tints

'Allah' Remake,

'Dark' Set Back

Hollywood, March S.-

DaVid O. Selznlck's second film

production, to be made In Techni-

color, will be 'Garden Of Allah,'

rights to which, producer have
acquired from Robert S. Hlchens,
the author; Picture Will probably
star Merle Oberon, with Richard
BoleslaWski directing.

'Dark Victory,' also Intended as
starrer for MIbs Oberon goes back
to third place on the Selznick pro-

duction calendar. 'Garden of Allah'

was made by Rex Ingram In 1927.

FWC-20th Product Deal

Hollywood, March 3.

Spyros Skouras and Ed Alperson
plane to New York tombrrow
(Wednesday), at which time It Is

expected the 20th-Fox product deal

with Fox-West Coast for next sea-

son will be closed.

Matter of Git-Edge Securities

Figured by Laemmle to Keep U Co.

Control to Himself After March 14

LE BARON'S DEAL

Said to Be Temporary—Sheehan
Still Undecided

Despite N; T.'s License Commis-
sioner Paul Moss holding his Are

pending definite settlement of test
exhibitor lottery- case, there is
every indication that startling ac-
tion against innumerable stunt
nightB Incorporating the gambling
idea will occur in Greater N. Y.
within the fortnight. "Any steps
tending to curb bank nignt6, lottery
giveaways, contests arid other freak
setups, incorporating, the element of
chance, when and if taken in New
York are expected to set. the pace
for remainder of the country. Film
exhibitors who still believe that pic-
ture product should be used to' at-
tract patrons think, that if N. Y.
puts its foot down on lottery, nights,
it Will serve as model for action on
the part of industry leaders and of
other city, county and state officials.

Commissioner Moss threatens- to

clamp down In a sweeping move
against film theatres in much the
same manner in which he attacked
pin games In cigar and candy stores
and pool halls. The license com-
missioner already has admitted that
he probably will revoke exhibition
licenses where It can be proved that
the bank,' screeno, Monte Carlo,

Lucky, etc., nights are gambling,
as defined by courts. If test case

proves unsuccessful, other moves
undoubtedly will be taken by him,

regardless.

Commissioner Moss last week
found a so-called lottery stunt be-

ing worked at afternoon shows at

the Academy of Music, N. Y. A
number of houses already are hold-

ing some freak stunt every night in

the Week currently. In Moss* opin-

ion the lottery and giveaway nights,

unless curbed soon, may spread so

that one will be held at every show.
He agrees with Ideas of industry

leaders that all exhibitors soon will

be on same basis, with all operating

stunt nights, only that each one will

have additional expense of staging

freak stunts.

Favor Abandoning 'Em
' Recent meeting of representative

Greater N. Y. exhibs in Moss' of-

fice showed that majority of ex-
hibitors favored abandoning these

(Continued on page 72)

Hollywood, March 3.

William LeBaron's status, as
Paramount studio production head
appears to be a temporary stopgap,
It' is understood.
While John E. Otterson and W.

R. Sheehan apparently are in

agreement on a possible deal for

Sheehan to join, the Par folij as a
unit producer, it is understood that

a definite arrangement by the

company with Sheehan, reduced in

writing, is still in abeyance.

PAR BOARD, SO

FAR, ROUTINE

IN ITS BIZ

20th-Fox to Shut Down 85% in May

And June, Zanuck to Vacash

WARNERS H. 0. EXECS

END STUDIO CONFABS

Hollywood, March 3.

The Warner home office contin-

gent is clearing out this week for

New York. Joseph Bernhard, gen-

eral manager of theatre operation,

left Saturday (29).

Harry M. Warner, Gradwell Sears

and Andrew Smith pull out tomor-

row (Wednesday) after having gone
Into the 1936-37 product lineup and
decided upon an increase for next

season of five feature pictures from

GO to G5.

Nick Schenck Stays On
Hollywood, March 3.

Nicholas M. Schenck is remaining
at the Metro studio possibly another

10 days on product, conferences and
Ihe new Irving Thalberg contract

Hollywood, March 3.

With 1935-36 program completed
and enough features on hand to

take care "of early season 1936-37
requirements, Darryl Zanuck will

take a six weeks vacation early in

May, with 20th-Fox studio 85%
closed during May and June.
Currently, studio has three picts

to finish for the '35-'36 program of

53 features, with two of these put
into production yesterday (2).

Third will get going within i0 days.

Close to dozen pictures of the '36-

37 program will have been put in

the can at Westwood by time of

Zanuck departure.

Sol Wurtzel, who is producing at

the Sunset-Western plant, will con-

tinue operations during Zanuck's
absence, with several plcts in work
during that period. Upon Zanuck's
return, Wurtzel probably will take
a two months European trip, during
which time his plant will virtually

shut down.

Effective immediately four Para
mount subsidiaries, two of them-bf
major importance, cease to function,

the business of each transferred

directly to. the parent company,
Paramount Pictures, Inc. Thd com-
panies on which books were closed

as of Feb. 29 were subsidiary to the
old Paramount Publix Corp. Latter
went into bankruptcy but these

and other subsidiaries w4re solvent.

Subslds are Paramount Pictures
Distributing Corp., which controlled

all domestic sales; Paramount In-

ternational Corp., controlling all

foreign distribution; Penates Trad-
ing Corp., a sub.sld which dealt in

export trading, and Parager Corp.,

a realty company. Other subsidi-

aries may be gobbled up later by
the parent organization, with the
sets of books and essential board
meetings of subslds thus cut down.
The parent board at its Thursday

(27) meeting ratified the merger
plan on the four subsidiaries and
discussed the Mae West-Hearst
situation as well as production and
studio setup. John E. Otterson,
president, reported on production
and plans, outlining what was being
done and pointing out that prepared
scripts ready for shooting were well,

ahead.
No action was taken on confirma-

tion of numerous recent production
contracts given out by Otteuon.
These

v

include the producing con-
tracts to Winnie Sheehan, now in

New York, and Frank Lloyd; new
contract for Boris Morros as music
head and producer of musicals, and
William LeBaron.
The board took no action In the

Mae West matter, with all bookings
and plans going ahead undisturbed.

Hollywood, March 3.

Laemmle still figures that

despite the current held by

the Charles R. Rogers-

Cpwdln (Standard Capital .Corp.),

group expiring March 14, he .can.

retain control of the company; in.

the original deal made for tho
Laemmle and associates' stock,

amounting to around 80%, purchas-
ers are to pay $1,500,000 in cash and
put up gilt edge securities equiva-
lent to the balance of $4,000,000,

which is to be paid off $500,009

yearly and bearing 6% interest to

Laemmle for unpaid portions.

Technicality on which 'Laemmls
figures he-can- avoid -the pickup is

that r. A. P. Glanninl, of the Bank
of America, Is to decide what stock
is to be accepted as security.

Laemmle will insist, according to

the deal, that the securities put tip

be kept at par, meaning $4,000,009

face value,, and be able to bring
about the 6% interest.

With gilt-edge stocks only bear-
ing around 2%.% Interest, it is fig-

ured, that the purchasers would havo
a hard job putting up ' suitable se-

curities to bind the deal. In tho
meantime, Rogers here has been
trying to induce Laemmle to accept
$2,000,000 in debentures of the com-
pany, with the balance to be covered
by securities until paid off,

Laemmle feels that the hitch will

be brought about by the .security

requirements and that the option
will, lapse and permit him to re-

tain the company, which he feels Is

now in a healthy condition; due to

the fact that money is coming la

steadily from releases.

Laemmle left town for the week-
end. Reported he went to Ense-
nada for the reopening of the neV
.Casino, while the studio claims he's

at Las Vegas. Not due back till ths
middle Of the week.

C0SH0-WB SIGN

FOR LONG TERM

Hollywood, March 3.

Cosmopolitan Productions has
signed a new long-term deal with
Warnt-r Bros., although the old deal

still has a year to go. Production-
releasing ai'rangement continues as
originally set.

With the release of 'Hearts Di-

vided,' nine pictures will have been
turned out by Cosmo (W, R,

He-arst's ouflt), with two more to

come to complete the current deaL

'Riffraff' Pickets

Pinched on BVay
More than a score of youths were

arrested during last week in front
of Loev.-'a State, on Broadway, for

littering the sidewalk with hand-
bills announcing 'Boycott Riffraff;'

1776, George Washington Fought for

Liberty and .Democracy. 1936, We
must fight to preserve it.'

Magistrates differed in thplr de-
cisions. One freed the yoiith3, while
$inotb<?j' convicted them, but sus-
pended sentence,

E. V. Richards About
New Orleans, March 3.

E. V. Richards, Saonger theatres
head, surprised employees by ap-
pearing at his Canal street office in

a wheelchair last week.
Richards had been seriously ill. for

the past few weeks.

LICHTMAN'S FINDINGS

ON U. S. FILM TASTES

New Orleans, March 3.

American fllmgoers are favoring

action --dramas, with historical back-
grounds in the opinion voiced Fri-

day (28) by Al Lichtman, Loevr

executive, here on the last lap of a
three-month tour which has twlco

taken him to the Pacific coast.

Business in every section has im-
proved, he said, a condition reflected

from tlie box office. He believes tho

Upturn is sound.
Futures for two newcomers in

films were .predicted by Lichtman.
They are Robert Taylor and Louisa
Elani^r.

Lichtman spent two days here in

conference with Thomas Conners,
southern' and southwestern sales

manager; Churli's Kesnick, Atlanta
hoik? nianag"r; C. J, Bryant, New
Orleans exchange head; RoCney
D, Toups, Loevv's State manager.
|vr<\ and J. Frank WHllngham,
.\i"i>i]ii'.ln unit ropi'esenfatlve.
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Wild Charges Fly—Church Joins Film Biz—Neely
Bill Affords Myers Free Latitude— Pettijohn,

R. H. Cochrane,; Kent in Washington for Industry

Washington, March 3.

Screams of independent exhibitors
and' civic leadera. last week min-
gjled with trumpet blasts from, the
Hollywood 'big eight,' ,aa. block;

hooking- alternately wis' built up and;
torn down before the; Neely sub-
cbmmittee of,' the Senate: Interstate 1

jdbmm'ejr'Cf? Committee. '.'

., \

"Renouncing block booking. as, main
reason Why objectionable pictures
flh'd . their way. into communities
Vfhich:. <not want them, members;
.Of Allied .'States Association testt-

fled that«xhibs' scorned- certain Maej
West -films and would be only top •.

gjad'tp cooperate, with uplift groups
Jh Shoeing' gpdd ^pictures',, if eel^c- j

tipn^were left up to them.
_

- ;

^Industry . representatives; ,includ-i

ing; Sidney ;R; .Kent, president of

20th Century-Fox, ;;and ', Robert \Hv
Cochrane, Universal v.p'., . were
equally Insistent that when\ exhibi-
tors: j&tdf to. /goj^vjpictu^
are talWn^'

!m terms of box office :

•

' rather , than , niprals.
.

• Senate 'hearing's;' rushed to
?

, f
-

;

elusion Ftfday.'night <29) after; tVp

.

.flag's pf/niprhhig.aAd'^
j

sforis, will ',
he .itolipWed by.', repeat

j

performance '.

. the •• House side, '•

March 9. Neely-Pettengili - anti-
bloolt booking' bill, joint ^measure
sponsored by Senator Neely of West
Virginia and Representative Pet-
tengili ' of Indiana, must be put
through' its paces before, the. Pet-,
tinglll subcommittee of the . House
Interstate Commerce Committee be-
fpre matter can be dropped or made
into: law.. - :

Church Allies with Pi

r Minor sensation was created two
"days before hearings, started in
Washington, when Catholic ' Church
joined hands with its one-time arch?
eriemy;;'Hollywood*.
in. spirited defence,; oi block

fcbbking; Bish'pp's committee of the
Region of Decency issued' a stated

meht condemning the Neely bill, and
skying .that the Legion 'sees in the
legislative measure, not a means: of

securing a wholesome screen, but
rather a -grave danger of political

tehsprshlp,' ' : .

Catholic spokesmen went on to
#ay that . there would be: danger of
political . appointees -interpreting the
provisions of the. law so as^to. set up
xnorfLl -standards Pf the industry, and
that 'there would be danger, also

of these appointees being Influenced

by political pressure in their in-
- -tetpretatlons.*

Parade ' of witnesses during " the
first day's hearings consisted mainly
of leaders'of civic and women's or-

ganisations, " Abraham F:"" Myers,
general, counsel, and. his Allied
States associates.

Dr. Stephen P. Cabot, honorary
president of > Motion Picture. .Re-
search 'Council, made, the- j pre?
liminary Address *.before 'the Senate
groutf, charging that 'while : the • in-

dustry has " accepted responsibility'

In. matters . relating to better films

'they haye not lived up to., it.'' Per
ferring- to. films as 'a school of man-"
ners' . for-; modern children, (Cabot
produced . letters and

,
statements of

psychologists and experts Jto illus-

trate' 'vast: hajm* done to kids who
attend f " pictures/ of the' gangsters
end sexy type.

Assuring ) Senate solons that 'ex-

hibitors are forced to show second
rate pictures because, block booking
system gives them no leeway for
outside, buying of better films, Cabot
said passage of the-Neely bill would
'open the field to independent and
experimental production' and would
encouraob Independent producers to

make pictures.

'We . believe this bill will restore

free competition and in the long
run that would be a real help to

art. We believe it 'will remove the

femstantly threatening danger .of

this-powerful Industry in Hollywood
dictating its will as to what com-
munities 3,000 miles away shall see,'

the Research Council head declared.

Cabot' admitted, however, that

there had been a 'tremendous im-
provemeht

,>

in the class pf pictures

produced, as compared with those of

1927,

_..
Myers' Charges

^lock' booking and blind selling

fare, the proper subjects of regula-

tory legislation because they permit

(Continued on page 64)

'FAUNTY' PREMIERE

AT WARM SPRINGS, GA.

Hollywood, March 3,

World premiere of David-0..Selz-
nlck's fLittle. Lord Fauntleroy.'- takes
place ' tomorrow • <4) at Wairm
Springs/ Ga., being given 'for bene-
fit

'
of. the .Bp youngsters in in'stitu>

tiori, sponsored by. President Roose-
velt.. .

'.
u..

If sufficiently' recovered from his

cold, • Freddie Bartholomew,, who
plays title role, may go 'from New
York to W^rhx Springs for the
opening.

M. C. Cooper Due Back

.

to Start on 'Goster'

.
Hollywood,:-March 3.—

Expected ' to tetum to thevCoast
after European trip early this

mbnthi Merlant C.
7 Cooper will re-

sume executive' spot at. Pioneer,

putting into jprodubtibn 'Life-of Cus-
ter/ lh .coipi^.Wii^;J

i

ohn Fprd direct-

ing.
'

"'

;

'

, An- untitled story about.New York
life is also . awaiting consideration

by Cooper.

'>.\S>> ;
- '

:
'

'"

Levy Ba^ j«i Coast

'HoHywp.od,rMarcb 3.

Jules Levy, RKO sales manager,
got in Saturday (29) from Hono-
lulu and remains on .the Coast for
week; -!

v
'• * •..

Will hold -discussions- with studio
heads fin forthcoming product be-
fore returning ..east.

Metro's 'Have a Heart* Suit

Los Angeles, March"3i
J. Pratt Irby has, filed suit, against

Metro in which he seeks $20,000 and
a;n injunction; against studio's fur*
ther use of the title 'Have- rHeart.'
Complaint, asserts'. MQ used; title

On a pic featuring Jean Parker and
James Dunn in 1934 - and - alleged
Irby's assignor, Joseph W. Dubraks,
invented the name.

Pay for Pic Extras

On Call for

Hollywood, March 3.

11m extras, are now drawing pay
for delays, ^heii canW to studids for

fittings. Business managers of major
lots, at meeting with Pat Casey,
adopted., measure whereby time for

any' ;co*sturrie
>;

fitting shall ^er limited

to one and phe-ha^t hdurd from time
of reporting.- ••*'.->,
I ISxtras jalsmisisef wlthitf one and
pne-half Tibiirs ftj^er belng^a^d Tviii

be given carfare.. Extras detafned
more : than an hour and a half on
fittings will be paid on basis of one-
quarter, of agreed daily wage for
each two hours or -fraction -thereof.;

L. A: to n; y.
Jerry' Copper.
Harry M.. Warner...,
Andrew Smith.
.Giradwell Sears..

,

I.

.

'. jiosepfi^Bernha,rd.

, .Mlriangv Hopkins,.

.

• Grantland- Rice.

; . John Zarift. .

Leo Justin. -
!

'

Howard Pietz.

Mary Pic'kfordV

Lynn Farhbl.
Bill. Kuser.. \

- Marlon Parsonnett,
Ned Wplfl
Rosalie Stewart?
George Browhe.

.

;

Josephine Hutchinson.
Spyros Skouras.-
William Powers.
Xlxh 'p&ylftsori.

'

Irving; Betry.
Stepin Fetchlt.

Gil Pratt.

Lou Anger.
.-•Winifred Shaw.- ':

.'Meivilie
;Baker.

: M: •H. 5Ayreswbttti.-

Bef'na'rd Newmiiin.
Bichard :

A'. Rowland.
' Lynn Far'nol;

, Ed Xlpersbn.
Sammy. Holtzmap.
Ned- Depinet.

N, Y. TO L. A.
Gene Raymond.
Sigmund Romberg.
Jack Cohn.

'*

Bob Colder.
.

Jeffrey Berperd.
Jimmy Campbell.
Leo Flanders.
Frank Lawton.

Monfcy obtained from sale of $15,000,000 issue .of Loew/s^ Inc., 3%%
linking fund' deben;tJuV.e8 1st. to ,be ijsed %o\ reiinb^r^e company's treasury
for- advances made^itb '^ubsiaiaries fpr. retiring

. debt 'And preferred .^stock
and to add to Loew working capital. This is tp be done after $7,972,600
is employed in the redemption on April i of the present Loew 6% bonds.
The, new, small-interest bearing. Loew- bonds are subject to redemption
ahead of maturity' date and also .'are entitled to benefit of semi-annual
sinking fund, starting May 15 this year. This will retire at least $760,000
of the. principal amount each year. ' -

Through agreement between Fox-West Coast Theatres and United
Artists /Distributing Corp.,-' Los Angeles break oh Charlie. Chaplin's
•Modern Times' is advanced three days ahead Of the customary .14 days'
clearance, as set up in the .F-WC protection, sheet, which conforms to the
late NRA schedule. Under agreement, downtown, first .run of '.Times'

will conclude Wednesday (6) afer .its. week at the United Artists, .fol-

lowing-two weeks.at 'Loew's State (day-date vfith Chinese in Hollywood)
'ii»d'g6e^'-into--eirduIt'8 .^Vllshire -<40o ib&bey::ii:

'<lay9
:

'Uiter.

• George J. Schaefer, new y.p. and general sales manager of United
Arjtists,.,chose this' deal 'in preference tp several others reportedly made
him* in.'additlbn to standing a' good chance of. returning to Par •'with

^ddlphJZukor said to favor thaK .

' ,iiad pff6r$ irpm> both. Metro and
the proposed new Cowdln-Rogers "Interests in 'JUniv^rs'aK Latte^ wapted
Schaefer to dome in as general manager and understood that he was
Vav'erlner -between this and the one. he^- accepted . in -UA.- Metro
wanted Schaefer in ' ,*'

Construction work lagged last.week pn-the. new .Criterion, 1,500 seater,

on the old New YorkVCrlUrion site , on Brpadway between 44th to 46th
streets.. Non-sirriv'al pi final steel girders . wa.s the reason. Block long
sign,. whilcK- will 'he' a, Wrigley ad; is 76% s completed- and Will be lighted

long before the theatre Is completed. Sign
r

itself is covered with 'special

tarpaulins as soon as bolted in place.

•Hoase, is slated for pccup.an.cy.. in May, lease to B.' s. Moss.

Landing only one- art student-with ability as ah animator after trying

out 50 aspirants from 1,700 who responded tp advelrtrsement, Walt Disney
Is launching extensive drive in eastern fields. From- ads placed in eastern
dailies, producer figures' on ' large' crpp of students ' and i? adding 12 class-

rooms' to 15' already; in o>pcration';at his Coast . studios. Candidates ac^
cepted go info school tinker 'sniail salary for period of time. Those that
make grade go on the Disney animating staff,

International Photographer, on front cover of February Issue, 'iised

photo of Mary Pickford,, Jesse Lasky and other execs on United Artists

set Of unrt's- 'Onei B^h^y'>Afte^|^p1bn., '-In background of. group Merrltt
Gerstad, chief lenser on the "picture, 'was blocked outl Gamerarnai,

i
t
*ap-

parentlyr unpopular-with- union mag. because of his attitude durtng'
t
'i9S8

strike.
"

Universal lineup for "Buclc Jones for current season will provide? Idr
player's screen appearance. 23 times in more than 4,000 picture houses,
playing the 15-chapter serial, 'The Phantom ' JClller,' plUs eighit western
features, ' In' which' he will be. Starred. This ..will^tpp all previous: highs
for any picture player's playdates during, a single season.

Valley of Death sequences in : Warners' 'Charge of the Light Brigade,'

.will be biggest outdoor sets called for by. any picture, -with Director
Michael Curtiz, and other WB execs now scouting locations near Inde-
pendence, Cal., and In Arizona. "Outdoor scenes w'ill provide work for

3,000 'extras, plus 697 in the Light Brigade charges.

Hollywood big time agent is sort of embarrassed and reluctant to ask
favors for his clients from some of the studio big boys,, due to his falling

down on picking winning nags at Santa Anita during closing weeks pf

the' meet. In early season he. rated successful handicapper and cut studio

execs In on his pickings.

By MIKE WEAR
Optiml&fic ' attitude t ow a^t* d s

Roosevelt's, new .tax proposals and
;reflectiPn of warlike preparations

abroad pushed stock market higher

yesterday (Tuesday) in increased

tr&dihg. Amusement sector "was in

van. pft this forward drive. Although
new highs' we're few, substantial
gains, were recorded by many: Big-
gest advances were made by. Uni-
versal pfd., up 5% . points to new
peak; Eastman Kodak, up 4%' v

t°
riew top; Radio ,B, up '3% near prer
vioUB h'ifeh; Radio common, an , ad-,
vance. of 1%; General, Electric; up
nearly a point; Westlnghouse, " si.'

total gain of 2^; and Universal
common up VA to 10.

General Theatre bonds pushed
ahead to new high territory at 27%.
Paramount Pix liens climbed 1%
points and Warner Bros, obligations
advanced a point Columbia Pic-
tures? common, dipped 2 points, to

hew low at 37. Technicolor sagged
from its recently established peak.

Street was inclined . to view ad-
ministration's new tax setup as
forcing industrial companies to dis-

burse all its extra earnings, making
Eor increased dividends.
After two-day healthy shake-out

ip the middle of last week, the
stock market rallied smartly Mon-
day (2) to show substantial gains
all along the line. Amusembnt
Group; undoubtedly as well Hituated
as many other representative groups,

Yesterday's Prices*

< Sales,
< iOO

400
. 1,000
' 13,000
: -3;70O

7,000
1,600
1,100

101,000
: 12,000
-16,600

3,000
1

15.C0O

11.400
2,000

$03,flOO
2,000
5,000
5,000

-84,000
1,000

23,000

High
Co!. Plot.. 37
Oon^ Film
East. K...167V&
Gen. El..; 40'^
Loewr ...... 49%.
Paramount 10%
Do, 2d pt 11

Pathe .... 8%
'•RCA ...... 13%'
Radio B. . 04%'
RKO...... 8%
20th-Fox.. 82V4
W. 3..... 13%

• • CURB:
Tech. .... 81%.
Trans-L .. 414

BONDS'
Gen.' Th..»27%
Keith v.,.. DO
Loow ..,..103
Par-B'wdy 50%
Paramount W)W
RKO 75%
W. B°. 04

Net
Low.fcast.chge.-

.
.80% 30% + %
0% 0%'

165. 167 +4%
30% 40% 4- %
40 49%+%,
10 10% + %
10% ,11 4-,.%
7% 7% + %

13% +1%>
04% +3%
8%.+ %

32 . + %
13% + %

12%
01%
8%
31%
12%

27 27
96 •• 00 +
102% f02%.

i3G%+%
80% 90% +1%
75% 75%>- %
93 04 +1

• New 1030 high.

staged a strong comeback after two
weeks of reactionary tendencies.
With several issues pushing into

new high territory, the group fin-
ished with a gain of 0.875 of a point
as measured by the averages. Close
was at 43%. Amusement Group
high was 44'A while low mark for
12 representative stocks wai" virtu-
ally a duplicate of the previous
week's figure of 4134..As with other
sections of the market, volume
dropped considerably, only 296,100
shares changing hands in this
group.
Strength In Universal pfd., Tech-

nicolor and both issues of Twentieth
Century-Fox carried through to the

(Continued on page 30)

r
Collections this year for California State Unemployment Insurance

Fund from extras and their employers, to be .made through Central Cast-
ing bureau, Is expected to be in excess of $36,500. -Figures based on
$2,500,000 paid out last year for mob- work. Of total assessment, employ-
ers wiirpay $25,000. and players $11,600.

Federal government couldn't see' an attempt of Fox West Coast to
make a lower tax . Return on seven of it* non-operating subsidiary com-
panies, with result that.capitai stock tax liens were slapped on the seven
corporations in U. S. district court' at tos Angeles. " Liens total • slightly

more than $2,400, companies named being subsids, all located in, California,

^New two-way amplification system: for theatres, invented .by Douglas
Shearer, Metro spuhd eh^ef, has been' adopted by Radio Corp; of Amer-
ica. Shearer, currently is. negotiating !With Electrical- Research Products,
Inc., to construct, and distribute the ; apparatus. Loew's theatres, and
affiliates will install system-

!

' ' '
'

. Harry
.
Warren and Al Dubin,

. doing songs for 'Hearts Divided" it

Warner's, have completed their 69th film tune sinfie. Starting, as a'- team
less than three years ago. In- addition they have, knocked^ put six songs
which have not been used In films. Warren has 'written the melody ;

:of
84 songs, while Dubin, did lyrics for, 96 accepted numbers.

.

- 'Green Pastures,' just, completed at Warners, finished up in appro'xi-

mateiy 176,000 feet; This will be cut to 10,000 ft. for intended 100 min-
utes' showing. George Amy gets cutting task. Official billing for film

will read: Directed by Marc Connolly- and William Keighley.

Old time film, fave, in dire need, .was tipped off to job. by friends.

She called ac the studio but flatly rejected the offer -.because the. part

wasn't exactly what she thought it should be. "Femme is missing meals
rather tl n climb off her pedestal.

Script formula at " Paramount has been changed after many y£ars,

dialog and action now being incorporated' in one form, same as those

Used for stage plays. Heretofore, and in most studios, picture scripts

are split, with dialog on- one side and action on the othor, Split system
was invented when sound pictures came in,

Production of filmusicals last year by RKO showed an increase of 10%
over the previous twelvemonth, it is revealed in figures compiled by
Carl Dreher, head of studio's sound department. Statistics .show that

37% of the company's pictures carried tunes. He said indications

pointed to an even greater 'increase this year.

,
Mary Pickford curls, mysteriously reported, missing from motion pic-

ture exhibit at the San Diego exposition during closing days of the fair

last fall> have just as .mysteriously returned,.
:
with no ,one seemingly able

(Continued on page 23)
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Loops Weather and Biz Both Oke,

Chi Leading with $35,000 on Desire

And 'Vanities Unit; Chaplin's 21C, 2d

Chicago, March 3.

(Best Exploitation: Garrick),

Trade continues to improve as the

weather sets better. Loop is again
being - ; visited by. the neighbor

-

hooders,

•Leading -the -parade - again is the

Chicago, which 'has been success-

fully restored as the key money
grosser of the - town; Has a two-
way magnet operating currently for

one of the best box office statements

in weeks. Combination of 'Desire'

(Par) and the Carroll 'Vanities' unit

is making its mark. Flicker is getv

ting' the heavy femme play from
comments and should build to

pleasant results.

'Bedheads . . Blondes' unit at the
Oriental isn't making hay for that
house,'which has always been a ripe

market for exploitable girl shows.;

Both - the- Oriental' and State-Lake
have perked considerably in the
past months due to a strengthening
of the stage shows. Speaking of

vaude, this Is the last week for it

at the Palace, With 'Follow the Fleet*

(Radio) arriving Friday (6), and
there' is considerable likelihood that

the house will remain in straight
pictures.

Chaplin • came through with " a
smashing $29,000 last week and on
the pace looks an easy bet for f6ur.
weeks at this house, figuring on the
average, rate of decline.

Jimmy Savage topped the town
on exploitation currently- for both
the Garrick and the Apollo. Garrick'
has become a highly profitable spot
lately. Savage went' to town on
Rutiv Chatterton, plugging 'Lady
of Secrets.

Estimates for This Week
. Apollo (B&K) (1,200; 35-65)—
•Had to Happen' (Par). George
Raft-Rosalind Russel flicker setting

for an average take of $5,000. Last
week 'Bohemian Girl' (MG) snagged
a neat $6,000.

Chicago (B&K) (4,000; 35-55-75)
—'Desire' (Par) and 'Vanities' unit.

Combination exhibiting unusual
< power at the wickets, which are
whirring to melodious $35,000. Get-
ting big night play. Last week
'Wilderness' (MG) slipped off after
fine start and finished to fair enough
$31,500.
Garrick (B&K) (900; 25-36-65)—

•Lady of Secrets' (Col). Ruth Chat-
terton piece singing along to better
than average business for $6,500.

Last week 'Zero' (WB0 took healthy
bite at $6,100.

Oriental (B&K) (3,200; 25-36-40)
—'Millions in Air' (Par) and 'Red-
heads vs. Blondes' unit. Mostly the
stage half of the show this week,
but not over $12,000. mild. Last
week 'Charlie Chan' (20th) touched
$17,600, good.
Palace (RKO) (2,500;. 25-35-55-65)—'Love on Bet* (Radio) and vaude

headed by Ralph Bellamy. Indi-
cations for $18,000 currently, so-so.
Last 'week $16,900 for 'Muss 'Em'
(Radio). House goes straight flicks

next week for IFleet' (Radio).
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 35-56-65)

—'Two Cities' (MG). (3d and final

week). Closes here, tonight Tues
day) and will be replaced by 'Lone
some Pine' (Par). Dickens picture
garnered three excellent money
sessions, gettiny a round play both
evening and matinee. "Will hold to

better than $7,000 for final seven
days, great, after taking $10,800 last

week.
State- Lake (Jones) (2,700; 20-25

35-40)—'Dangerous Waters' (Col)
and 'Radio Cltv Follies' unit. Gross
has.lifted considerably at this steady
spot. ' Up • more than three grand
over pace established during the
winter. Around $14,000 currently.
Last week 'Fang and >Claw* (Radio)
got a handsome $13,400.

United Artists (B&K-UA) (1,700;
45-55-75)—'Times' (UA) (2d week)
Chaplin picture grinding 'em in and
out on rapid turnover. Turned in a
walloping $29,200 last week and will
stick above * $21,000 currently,
plenty of zoom.

ductioh had a ready-made audience.
Pic is 'Yellow Dust.'

. 'Petrified Forest' ran up a strong
first week at the Evergreen Orphe-
um and rated enough raves to hold.
'Klondike Annie' at the Evergreen
Paramount is above par and will
boost that house up several notches.

Estimates for This. Week
Broadway (Parker) (£, 00 0; 25-40)

—'Riff Raff* (MG).. Plugged equally
with 'Days at Lido' and 'Old
Plantation/ color shorts, as 'Metro
unit show,* going nicely for $4,600.

Last, week 'Wilderness' (MG) closed
strong second week with $4,800,

United Artists (Parker) (1,000;
25-40)—'Ghost* (UA).. Hitting a
good enough average for this house
around $4,000. Last week 'Rose
Marie' '(MG) closed strong 24-day
run, grossing total of $20,000. Last
seven days worth $3,700.

Paramount (Evergreen) (3,000;
25-40).—'Annie! (Par) and 'Marriage'.

(Fox). Getting; nice play on the
West pic and will put this house
over the top for okay $6,600. Last
week 'Lady Consents' (RKO) and
'Had to Happen' (Fox) registered
nicely, chiefly on the first pic, and
closed for good enough $4,700.

Orpheum. (Hamrick - Evergreen)
(2,000; .

25-40)—'Forest' (WB) and
Master's Voice* (Par) (2d week).
Rated enough raves to hold for sec-

ond week! which is bringing $3,000,

fair. First strong at. $5,800.

Mayfair (Parker. - Evergreen)
(1,400; 25-40)—'Yellow Dust' (RKO)
plus local stage production 'Life

"Begins at 60,' which has a Townsend
pension b.o. appeal. Looks like big
week at $5,000, with admish upped
to 65c. Last week 'Nevada' (Par)
and 'Kind Lady' (MG) hit average
pace for $2,800.

MGM 'UNIT' STUNT WITH

'RIFF/ $4,500, PORTLAND

Portland, Ore., March 3.

(Best Exploitation: B'way-Mayfair)
/Two unusual stunts pulled by
Parker's Broadway and Mayfair this
week wai;ranted extra coin for both
houses. Broadway exploited its

Metro 'unit show,' consisting of
'Riff Raff pjus two color shorts,
'Starlit Days at Lido' and 'Old
Plantation,' and Metro news. Sell-
ing the whole show, feature and
shorts together, is J. J. Parker's idea
of presenting a stronger b.o. front
than combo plx. From early results
the gag is working out well.
Mayfalr's big plug this week is for

a local stage unit called 'Life Begins
at 60.* Produced solely for a Town-
soiulile appeal, the 45-mlnute pro-

Ceogan-Grable Aid

To 16G Week in St. L,

Chaplin $17,000, Mild

St. Louis, MaTch 3,

(Best Exploitation: Amb-Loew)
Biggest shopping day of year,

'Downtown Sales Day,' brejakln

Saturday, day after theatre opening
date, too much of a handicap for

deluxe houses to overcorrie with re
suit Friday's business was below
par and all shows got away to bad
start. This includes Chaplin's 'Mod-
ern Times' at Loew's and personal
appearance of Jackie Coogan and
Betty Grable at Ambassador.
Business perked swell Saturday,

although not enough to overtake
poor getaway. Houses in midtpwn
suffered also as natives, waiting for

big event downtown, treated all the
atres' alike. Probably only house to
benefit from big sale was Ambassa
dor when Coogan and Grable were
made stars of an extensive news
paper campaign and radio hookup
This being her home town, news
papers opened up generously, and
with all downtown department
stores carrying boxes about Betty
and. her fiance, it looked like one of
best advertising tie-ups any house
in this burg has had in years.

Coogan and Grable on stage- and
'Here Comes Trouble' on screen will

give Ambassador one of best b.o.

takes.
For first time in eons two houses

are holding over, Shubert-Rialto
with 'Klondike' and Orpheum with
'Fleet.' Although 'Fleet' riot con-
sidered on par -with other Astalre
Rogers features, is doing good bus!

Fox rushed in 'It Had to Happen'
and second feature to fill gap before

'Country Doctor.' scheduled for big

run at that 5,200 seater next Friday

Estimates for This Week
Fox (F&M) (5,038; 25-35r55)

'Had to Happen' (Col) and 'Too

Tough to Kill' (20th), Won't do
more than $8,700, fair business. Last
Week 'Music Goes Round' (Col) and
'Every Saturday Night* (Fox) caved
in badly at midweek and finished

with disappointing $10,600.

Ambassador (F&M) (3,018; 25-35
40)—'Here Conies Trouble' (20th)

and Jackie Coogari and Betty Grable
In person with California Collegians

on stage. Her St. Louis friends will

help house to a $16,000 week, good
Last week 'I Conquer the Sea' (Jud)
and 'Leavenworth Case' 'Rep) and
Club Plantation Revue on stage
Revue aided greatly in grabbing
$11,300, good.
Shubert-Rialto (WB) (1,723; 2o

35-55)—'Klondike Annie' (Par) (2d

week). Disappointing $9,100 the

first stanza, scarcely enough to jus-

tify second week when $6,000 will

be large.
Orpheum (WB). (1.950; 25-35-55)

—'Follow the Fleet' (RKO). Swell

$13,200 and will be followed by $9,-

400 during second for another good
run.
Loew's (Loew) (3,162; 25-33-53)—

Modern Times' (UA). Slow pace
will hold take to $17,000; more was
expected. Last week ^Whipsaw'
(MG) and 'Tough Guy* (MG), dual,
grabbed off $12,600 for good week.

Missouri (F&M) (3,614; 25-40)—
'Burlesque* (Fox) and 'Invisible Ray'
(U). Too much opposition to do
better than $5,400. Last week
Chan's Secret' (20th) and Tour
Uncle Dudley' (20th)> poor $4,300.
Grand Opera House (Ind) (2,200;

15-25-35)—'Hitch Hike to Heaven'
(Jud). and vaudeville. May do $3,-
400 for fair business. Last week
Dance, Band' (FD) arid IdOi of Mil-
lions' (Ind) and vaudeville, $3,300,
fair considering other attractions
few blocks away.

Lyon in Person

Detroit

N. Y.'s Apt House Strike Bigger

Bugaboo Than Lent; 'Wife Vs. Sec,'

'Rhodes 40G Each; Par, M. H. 3dW

Detroit, March 3.

(Best Exploitation: Fox)
With the early stages of Lent

passed, houses are putting out the
dough for names, and grosses vir-
tually everywhere in town look
promising this week. Two holdovers
cutting into b. o. considerably, but
flock' of Hollywood players in per-
son are making up for it.

Aided by a $10,000 stage, show,
including- Wallace Beery, Bebe
Daniels-Ben Lyon, and Eddie Pea-
body, the Fox is: zooming along to a
walloping $32,000 this stanza, tops
in the town. Pic is 'Every Saturday
Night.* ...

Michigan also has a flicker name,
Ricardp • Cortez, on its stage, but
Fox beat its chief opposlsh to the
draw. Film at the Mich is 'Petrified
Forest,' and gross will be about
$18,000. Both 'Modern Times,'
at the United Artists, and 'Follow
the .

Fleet,' at RKO Downtown, are
holding on pretty well in their
second sessions and figure to stay
for at least another week each.
Chaplin pic doing around • $12,000,
nice, this week, with Astalre-
Rogers drawing a little less, about
$10,000.
In an attempt to grab some of the

Fox and Michigan's stuff, the State
brought back Beery's 'Big House'
and added Cortez' 'Man Hunt,' dual,
but will get only Its regular gross,
about $4,500. Cinema, formerly the
foreign film and 'revivals' Europa
theatre, returned to the downtown
fold last week after a two months'
darkness. Name changed to get
away from foreign film rep, but
house is still playing 'em, . opening
with 'Blue Light,' an Italian flicker

with English titles.

Exploitation not unusual this

week,' but Fox lined up a lot of free
stories and art in daily press on
Beery and Daniels-Lyon, Likewise
engineered several radio plugs; ap-
pearancff of Daniels-Lyon at
Crippled Children's hospital, and
human interest stories on arrival

and stage debut of Beery's little

adopted daughter. Mich also got a
good play on Cortez, with parties

and store displays.

Estimates for This Week
Fox (Indie) (6,000; 30-40-65)—

•Saturday Night' (20th), with Wal-
lace Beeryt Ben LyorirBebe Daniels
and Eddie Peabody on stage. A
$10,000 show, plus the pic, is send-
ing b. o. skyward this weelc; $32,000,

tops of the town and tops for house
this year. Nice exploitation, too.

Last week 'Shark Island* (20th)

drew in a nice $23,000, with aid of

N. T. G. unit.
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000;

30-40-65)—'Forest' (WB), plus Ri-
cardo Cortez heading vaude. Faced
with strong opposlsh, flicker and
Cortez will still do $18,000, oke.

House got good $20,500 last week
on 'Goes' (Par), plus Benny Rubin
unit.
Downtown (RKO) (2,500; 30-40-

65)—'Fleet' (RKO) (2d week). Gross
sticking okay with Lent and lots of
competish, around $10,000, good, due
this week. First session did a nice

$15,000. Will stay third week.
United Artists (United Detroit)

(2,000; 30-40^66)—'TlmeB* (UA) (2d

week). Chaplin film started off like

house afire, but doesn't seem able

to hold the pace. Given wide ex-
ploitation and eight shows a day for

first few days, but later cut to seven
after poor early morning shows.
Should do around $12,000, good, this

week, after a nice opening session

of $19,000. Will stay at least an-
other week, due to contract. Fourth
session problematical.

State (United Detroit) (3,000; 25-

40)—'Man Hunt* (WB) and 'Big

House* (MG), dual. Resurrected
Beery's 'House' and added Cortez's
;Hunt' to grab some of two combo
houses' stuff, but figures to get only
its steady share of biz, about $4,500.

Last week good $4,200 on 'Woman
Trap' and 'Timothy' (RKO).
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 35-40)—

'Personal' (U) and 'Dangerous
Waters' (U). Doing Okay, with
around $6,000 in offing current
stanza; "Lady of Secrets' (WB) and
.'Dan Mathews' (Col), dual, got a
neat $4,500 last week.

(Best Exploitation: Roxy)
A strike of elevator operators,

doormen, janitors and other build-
ing service employees is causing
some lament among Broadway man-
agers. While. Lent, which started
Wednesday (26), hasn't hurt much
so far, the strike On Monday (2)

started . to .interfere with business
all over town. If it continues for
any length of time, the strike and
Lent together may have the man-
agers running for aspirin.

The first day of Lent. (2B) cut in

noticeably as it usually does but
the "weekend was generally good, in

gome houses excellent. It remains
to be seen how much the elevator
strike will hurt. The managers are
a bit afraid of it, if lasting, because
people won't leave their homes.
Some buildings are posting notices
that elevators that are- being -run. by
non-union help will not operate af-
ter 12 midnight and that front doors
will be locked at that hour.

In spite of everything, most pic-
tures are . receiving their, share .< of
the break's. Among the new ones
to arrive on Broadway for Lent and
the strike, the' best is

:
'Rhodes': at the

Roxy. It may push its hose up 'to

$40,000, which Is big. At the Cap,
which -had. a sad experience last

week with 'Music Goeis Round.', the
new one, 'Wife vs. Secretary' is

attracting a lot of women and. with
a break, will get over $4ft;000,- hold-
ing a second weelc.

•The Walking Dead,' 'The Garden
Murder. Case* and 'Don't Gamble.
With Love' are other new pictures.
The Strand hopes to collect $20,000
with 'Dead,' -while .the Rlalto. is

praying for $7,500 from 'Garden
Murder Case.' The Astor tenant,

Peace with Newspapers

Gives 'Round - Break in

l incoln; 'Goes' $2,500

Lincoln, March 3.

(Best Exploitati : Varsity)

-With all b..o.'s moderating- a little

this Week, mostly, because the. cards

at the various houses aren't sport-

ing much, 'Anything Goes' has the
best chance 1 to step o,ut for the Lin-
coln apd will get around $2,500.

Foremost news is the agreement of
the Westlarid theatres, "Varsity and
Klva, to come over to the news-
papers exclusively in ads, which will
rate the latter two houses some sup-
port lh a publicity way as well as
giving a break in. the reviews which
have; heen completely ignored for
almost a year.

Film at. the Var ty, 'Music Goes
Round' had two contests in Its

honor, one [to write a new chorus for
the song on Nebraska weather, and
the second a much be-signed Dodge
car "promoted from the local agency
on which, the mileage was guesBed.
With all the pub furore accorded,
and being unusual, It may push the
house up further than expected, al-
though it'll take some time to build
it.

Eeti is Week

Colonial (LTC) (550; 10-16)—
'Garden Case' (MG) and dual,

•Pagans' (MG) and 'Suicide Squad'
(indie). New serial 'Rex and Rlnty'
(Mascot) started on last half, too.

Near $1,000 in this fine weather.
Last week 'Bulldog Courage' (Pur)
and dual 'Two in Dark* (RKO) and
'Prairie' (WB), $950, good.

Lincoln (LTC) (1,600; 10-20-26)—
'Goes' (Par). Has a good chance to
see $2,500, which is nice money over
here. Last week 'Riff Raff' (MG).
with Harlow the same old draw.
Take ran in the shadow of $2,700,
which is oke.

Orpheum (LTC) (1,350; 10-15-20-
25-40)—'Miss Fleet' (WB) and stage
show headlining Wally Stoefler's
band. Last half 'Scarlett* (RKO)
and for the week a $2,300 gross Is
likely, Just over average. Last week
'Another Face' (RKO) and the Kit
Kat Club unit, big stage show, and
later 'Red Salute' (UA) oi. a split

took $4,500. doubling average pace.'

Stuart (LTC) (1,900; 10-25-40)—
'Milky Way' (Par). House is look-
ing for way out on this one. It's

going to be tough getting much over
$3,400. Last week 'Zero' (WB) had
tough wading too, the- neighbors
shying from anything reminiscent of
ice box weather. Finish was about
$3,300.

Varsity (Westland) (1,100; 10t20-
25)—'Round* (Col). House having
signed a trurc with newspapers and
being given publicity backing, .. as
well as the prompter of this week's
best exploitation, should figure in

this picture going to $1,100 or bet tor.

Last week 'King of Damnod' (OK).
Got only $800, bad.

'Don't Gamble With Love' may en*

:

tice a moderate $5,000. At the Cen-
ter 'Voice of Bugle Ann' • crept out
last night (Tuesday) after a dis-.

appointing week of under $I0;00O.
•Love On a Bet' . opens there thi

morning (Wednesday).
Two strong holdovers which don't

seem to mind Lent and the strike
are 'Follow, the Fleet' at the. Musio
Hall and ' •Lonesome Pine' at the
Paramount. Second week of former
will be $85,000 or over while second
for 'Pine' appears about $33,000,
both very good. 'Fleet' and 'Pine' go
a thh-d week. That's one answer
Lent gets In this town, with Times
Square theati'es seemingly suffering
less from it each year. The Chap-
lin picture, 'Modern Times' slid off
with arrival pf Lent to $35,000 on
its third week and may not-go over
$27,000. this- week (Its fourth).
The Roxy and. Gaumont-British,

distributor of 'Rhodes,' put on a big
exploitation campaign to sell this
week's picture and the answer is the
business It is doing. In addition to
numerous • tleups and - special
publicity; ., preview press showing
was 'held, at the Rltz Carlton and
another .showing: at the -GB •home -

office for ;25
.
Rhodes scholars." Thea-r

tre advertised picture heavily and
dressed lobby as well as front ef-
fectively.-

Estimates for This Week
Astor* (1,012; 25-35-65) — 'Don't

Gamble oh Love' .(Col), Opened
here Saturday morning .(29) and
may reach moderate $5,000. Last
week . 'Lady of Secrets' (Col), much,
better, under $7,000.

Capitol (4,620; 25-35-55-8S-$1.26)— Wife. vs. Secretary' (MG). Get-
ting the women more than the men
and looks good for $4.0,000 or over.
Remains a second weejc.- Last week
'Music Goes Round' (Col) had the
management dizzy looking at empty
seats, only $17,000.
Center (8,525; 25-35-55-S5-$1.10)

—'Bugle Ann' (MG). A disappoint?
er, under $10,000 on week ending
last night (Tues.). Second week of
'Shark Island' (20th) brought a
pickup, $12,000, . okay.. 'Love oh a
Bet' (RKO) debuts this morning
(Wed.).
Palace (1,700; 25-36-56)—'Pasteur*

(WB) and 'Lady Consents' (RKiO),
dual. ' At $9,500 or thereabouts thi*
pair, is doing pretty "Well. Last
week's ' doubleton, 'Ceiling Zero"
(WB) and 'Chatterbox' (RKO), took
a slide with Lent to under $8,000;

,

Paramount (3,604; 26-36-66)—
•Lonesome Pine' (Par) and Eddy
Duchin orchestra (2nd week). A
big business-getter and goes three
weeks in spite of all the present
b. .o. drawbacks. First, week wa»
$61,000 and second (current) will be
around $33,000: 'Klondike Annie*
(Par) and Fred Waring band i«

scheduled for March 11. Harold
Lloyd picture, 'Milky Way' (Par)
being set back again.
Radio City Music Half .($,989;

40-60-86-99^$1.10-$1.65) — 'Follow
Fleet' (RKO) and stage show (2nd
week). Astaire-Rogers musical con-
tinues very strong, $85,000 or over
this week (2nd). The first was
$103,600, aftef-* a slow start. After
another week for the picture, Hall
brings in 'Country Doctor' (20th>,

March 12.

Rialto (750; 25-40-65).,— 'Garden
Murder Case' (MG). Mystery item
may get' $7,500, with Rlalto cus-
tomers not the type to bother about
Lent. Last week 'Yellow Dust'
(RKO) grossed $7,800.

Rivoli (2,092; 40-76-99) — 'Mod-
ern Times' , (Chapiln-UA) (4th

week). The high prices of 73 from
1 to 6 p.m. all over the house and
99c froni there on may be cutting
this one's top chances down> Thip
week (3rd) ending tonight (Wed.)
probably not more than $27,000.

Third week backed up to $36,000,

final day of that week being the first

day of Lent when all houses suf-
fered. Stays here two more weeks
for total of six, with Ldew circuit

clamoring for picture.
Roxy (6,836; 25-35-65)r-'Rbodes*

(GB) and stage show.. This pic-

ture was sold unusually well and,
with luck, will hit $40,000, big, von
the week but no holdover. House
isn't holding 'em these days even
when it may seem Justified. It In

keeping Pinky Tomlln (on stage)
for a second week, however, with
'Love Before Breakfast' (U). Last
week the Bowes amateur unit No. 1

and 'Don't Get Personal' (U), a
sleeper, house did $38,200, very good.
Strand (2,767; S5-55-65-85) -«

'Walking Dead' (WB). Not arous-
ing much Interest. $20,00 or so, fair.

Last weelc 'Road Gang' (WB) got
523,100. House opens 'Colleen"

(WB.) Saturday morning (7).

State (3.450; 35-55-75) — 'Rose.
Marie' (MG) and stage show headed
by Jimmy Savo and Frances Arms.
A little disappointing but still good
profit at SL'5.000 or close to it. Last.
woHc ' Kin-raff (MG) and the Dave
Apolk.n unit went to $23,000.
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'Annie Overcomes Hearst Taboo

leef $26,000, 'Pasteur'

Los Angeles, March 3,

<Be3t Exploitation: Paramount)
Beginning of Lent* end pf racing

season and sunshine again after two
weeks of inclemency ,

all contribute

toward a stilted box office locally

this week, though houses had what
they considered and expected to be

heavy' coin getting attractions.

Week-end trade off considerably;

Klondike Annie,' the Mae West
pic which Hearst papers refused to

recognize froni either advertising,

news or reviewing point but socked
editorially, was the top coin getter

- of the week, though a bit behind in

take of the' previous West opus,

'Gpln' to Town/ Matinee business
is almost on par with that of 'Town'
but night trade is a bit behind^ On
the . whole the Hearst publication's

ignoring of pic hurt a bit but not
great deal.

iFollow the Fleet,' at RKO and;

Pantages, opened to good.. Business
but not what was figured, as trade
considerably off from that of 'Top
Hat.' Stays; second" week, however,
at both houses.

,

'Louis Pasteur,'-which JDowntown.
and, Hollywood Warners had hanked
on- as sure-fire, proved disappoint-
ing. Mats are . light, with most of

'patronage emanating from the eld*

era. Double bill combo of 'It Had
to- Happen' and 'Exclusive Story' at

Chinese and State not sp forte. Par
tronage here just seems to .shy off

the double bill bargains.

Orpheum Is doing, oke with
Bowes unit on stage and dual fea-

ture, 'Freshman £ove' and 'Murder
of Dr. Harrigan,* Chaplin's 'Mod-
ern Times' at United Artists, on
moveover from the State, juat doing
flo-so, though house will get better
than an even break.

Paramount, finding Itself frozen
by-the - Hearst papers, took the

$1,000 ordinarily expended In them
to : overcome the . freeze by taking
splashes in local shopping news,
which has home-to-home circula-

tion, of around 400,000 j went heavy
• oh the- 24 sheet boards, used street

perambulators, and bought load of

ether announcement time on major
and small ether stations. Besides
had music store and drug store tie-

ups; all. of which gave, pic smash
•exploitation advantage.

sttmates for This Week
Chinese (Gratiman) (2,028; 30-40^

55)—'Had to Happen' (20th) and
•Exclusive' (MG), split. Dual bill

not effective from coin angle, with
house having hard struggle to get
an even $5,500, not illuminating.
Last week 'Times' (UAK (2d and
final week). Just cantered out with
$11,400; which was below expecta-
tions -and. no profit to house on ac-
count guarantee for . film rental.

Downtown (WB) (1,800; 30-35-40)—'Pasteui" (FN). -Heavily bally-

hooed and exploited, but the younger
element shied from this film, which
will have to do plenty of battling to

get an even $8,200. Holds over.

Last week 'Forest' (2d-flnal week).
Came through a bit better than cal-

culated to finish over $7,200.

Filmarte (Fox) (900; 40-55)—Tnr
former' (RKO) (2d week). Best pic

award stuff proving great aid for

film which -will hit around $1,700 for

this stanza. If it nails Academy
award (6), will be held over for
third week, otherwise the gate. Last
week, first okay at a little tinder

$2,500.

Four. Star (Fox) (900; 30-35)—
'Pro Soldier' (20th) (2d week).
Holdover stanza considerably oft

front initial week, $2,800, mild. First
week plenty healthy at final count
of $4,700.

Hollywood (WB) (2,756; 30-36-40-..

55)—'Pasteur* (FN). Matinees very
light, with night trade of the older
folks pretty heavy. Weekend
brought them out in droves. Pic'

will hit the finish line- with around
$9,000, which house had expected to

nearly double. Holds. Last week
'Forest' (WB) shied off on final days
and went out shy of $6,600.

Orpheum (BdWy.) (2,270; 25-30-
35-40)—'Freshman . Love' (WB) and
•Dr. Harrigan' (WB), split, and
vaudeville. Bowes unit helping
plenty and will mean close to $9,000,

profit all around. Last week 'Tim-
othy' (Par) and 'Hostess' (WB).
Pathetic at $5,000 after fair start.

Pantages (Pan) (2,700; 30-40-.r>3)—'Fleet' (RKO). Not the b.o. dyna-
mite that was figured, but will do
healthy trade, for 'first stanza to

around $13,000 a;nd holds. Last week
''Love Qn.Bef (RKO). and 'Muss 'Em'

(RKO). Previews were only help

toward making take this big, Got
$5,300.

Paramount (Partmar) (3,595; 30-

40-55)—'Annie' (Par) and stage

show. Matinee trade exceptionally

heavy, but night not what expected.

With full force ahead will get fairly

syood $18,500, though expected to hit

$23,000. Last week

1st Runs on Broadway

(Subject to Change)
Week of March 6

Capitol—'Wife vs. Secretary'

(MG) (2d wk).
. Centers-'Loye On.
(RKO) (3).

Music Hall— 'Follow The
Fleet' (RKO) (3d wk).
Paramount—Trail Of the

Lonsome Pine' (Par) (3d wk)*
Rialto— 'Three Godfathers'

,

(MG) (7).

Rivoii—'Modern Times' (UA)
(5th wk).
Roxy—'Rhpdes' (G-.B) (2

.wk). , .

Strand—•Colleen' (WB) (7).

Week of March 13

Capitol—'Robin Hood of El-

dorado' (MG).
Music Hall— Country Doctor'

(20th-Fox) (12).

Paramount— Klondike Annie'

(Par) (11).

ftivoli
—'Modern Times'- (UA)-

(6th wk).
Roxy—'Love . Break-

fast' (U).
Strand—Colleen' (W£) ! (2nd

wk).

Round' (Col). Did plenty oke and
above calculations at $16,500.

RKO'' (2*950; 36-40-55) .

— 'Fleet*

(RKO). Shy ot fleet patronage and
not coming through with night trade
as other pics of this combo have
here. Will be lucky to hit $13,000

but holds. Last week 'Loye on Bet'

<£KO) and 'Muss 'Em' (RKO). No
complaints on the $6,100 this combo

°
State (Loew-Fox) (2,024; 30-40-

55)—'Happen' (20th) and 'Exclusive'

(MG), split. Shoppers are going for

the single bills current week, with
result this house will do toil of

trade if 'it hits an $8,000, which Is

just little over the red mark. Last
•week 'Times' (UA) (2d-final week).
Came through .'at expected hold-
over pace with final count $12,500.

United Artists (Fox-UA) (2,100;
30-40-66). 'Times' (UA). Not a
tornado by any means but good fig

ure -business, while not profitable, at

$4,700. Last week 'Tough .Guy'

(MG) and 'Ghost* (UA). With bank
night help, this combo did plenty
oke by breaking bit over the $4,500

mark.

Heavy Bally, but Just

Fair $7,000 for 'Round/

Seattle; 'Fleet' Hits 141G

Seattle, March 3.

(Best Exploitati Liberty)

Weather break is helping. 'Rose

Marie' continues run at Music Box,

while 'Modern Times' moyes to Blue
Mouse. Liberty giving splurge for
'Music Goes Round,' with Mike
Newman up from L.- A. to handle
special campaign.
Liberty rates top exploitation for

'Round,' with upper newspaper
apace and radio plugs, music store
tieups, blurbs in news stories and
Illustrations on the 'round' theory,
and 'official club emblems' being
handed patrons. Printed, card at-
tached to emblem boosts th# pix.

Estimates for This Week
Blue Mouse (Hamrick) (900 ; 27-

37-42)—'Times' (UA) (2d run).
Moved from Fifth Ave. and getting
good $4,500 on .

repeat. Last week,
'Rose Marie' (MG), five days, big
$4,800.

Coliseum (Evergreen) (1,800; 21-
32)—'Rebel' (Fox) and 'Millions in
Air' (Par). Combo drawing fair

§3,000. Last week, 'Monte Carlo'
(20th) and 'Whipsaw' (MG), dual,

$3,800.. good.

Fifth Ave. (Evergreen) (2,400;
27^37-42)—'Forest' (FN). Okay at
$8,000. Last week 'Times' (UA),
first run got a big $13,000.

Liberty (Jensen-vH) (1,900; 16-
27-37)—'Round' (Col). Plenty of
publicity and advertising and price
upped at b. o.. but just fair at $7,000.

Last week 'Dan Matthews' (Col)
and, 'Silver Spurs' (U), dual, $3,400,

good.

Music Box (Ham rick). (900; 27-
37-42)—'Marie' (MG) (3d week).
Still strong at $5,500. Last week
$5,700.

Orpheum (Hamrick) (2,000; 27-
37-42)—'Fleet' (RKO). MUslc store
tieups and big newspaper campaign
on Astaire and Rogers. Under 'Top
Hat' but okay at $14,500. Last Week,

'Music Goes ' 'Lady Consents' (RKO) and 'Live

Ghosts' (MG), dual, $5,100, six days,

n « s* n ' .

Paramount (Evergreen) (3,106;

21-27-32)—'Preview Mystery' (Par)

and 'Master's Voice' (Par), dual. En..

route to fair $1,200. Last week, 'Had
to Happen' (20th) and .'Chatterbox'

(RKO> dual, $4,600, good.
; Rex (Sterling) (1,400; ,16-21*32)—
'Manhunt' (WB) and- stage show,
'Town Scandals.' Oke $2,900. Last
week, 'Dancing Feet'. (Rep) and;

vaude, $3,300, good.

SEC $6,500, 'DESIRE.'

$6,200 IN LOUISVILLE

Louisville, March 8.

(Best Exploitation: Rialto)

Balmy spring weather la here
again.- -But- the- Lenten season has
aiso begun,, so show biz here -will

probably just coast along with be-
low average takings until after
Easter +

.'

i Biggest noise hereabouts Is 'Fleet'

at the Brown, which continues to

pile them in for some,healthy gross-
es, ^ iSecOnd week lor- the Astaire -

Rogers -opus should ring the bell, to
the tune of $7,000, and top the town.
•Annie* after a -swell week at the
Rialto, has shifted to *the Strand,
where It looks to pile up a nice
$3,600 on the week.
.'Pasteur' has been heralded Jo>y

the Mary Anderson over a period
of weeks, and. audiences here have
their interest aroused. A bang-up
opening and nice weekend biz
should bring in $3,700.
'Wife vs. Secretary' at the State,

and 'Desire' at the Rialto, both had
nice openings and hefty ' weekend
trade;, although indications are that
the traffic will lighten quite per-
ceptibly after the Saturday-Sunday
spurt.
Opposlsh from the legit field Is

'Tobacco Road' playing Memorial
Auditorium for a full Week with
Wednesday and Saturday matinee,
This is first time in years that a
legit attraction has tarried here for
a six-day stay, town having become
strictly a one-night, stand in recent
seasons.
Vaude continues at the . National,

and current hill headed by FIfi

D'Qrsay should pull in. some biz for
four days. Double-feature pic
rounds out, while house is turned
over to barn dance frolic on Satur-
day night, from ll to 1 a. m.
Rialto is* spreading It on thick for

'Desire,' particularly in the news-
papers, using novel method of
dates torn from a calendar, with a
line of dialog, underlining photo of
Dietrich and .Cooper. ' It attracted
attention, being Somewhat different
from the usual newspaper layout.

Estimates for This Week
Loew't State (3,000; 15-25-40)-,

'Wife vs Sec' (MG). With three
names like Harlow-Gable-Loy this

one is sure to appeal to the femmes,
and $6,500 looks like the figure. Last
week 'Modern Times' (UA) not up
to expectations, and opposish too
tough; Took $9,500. -

Rialto (Fourth Ave) (3,000; 15-25-
40)— Desire' (Par). Big exploita-
tion on this one, but doubtful if re
turns will, he any too .hefty. Nice
weekend trade Indicates $6,200, fair.

Last week 'Annie' (Par) proved that
la West still packs a b.o. wallop,
grossing $8,000, and shifted to the
Strand.
Brown (Ind) (1,500; 15-25-40)—

'Fleet' (RKO). Second week for this
number, and town is flocking to
see it. Will easily hit $7,000 and
mebbe more, best biz done at Broad-
way -house since 'Top Hat.' Last
week same film took $8,500, terrif.

Strand (Fourth Ave (1,500; 15-25-
40)—'Annie' (Par). Shifted from
Rialto and keeping up nice pace' to
total around $3,600.- Last week.
'Shark Island' (20th) counted in on
the general hefty takings at $4,500.
Mary Anderson (Libson) (1,000;

15.-25-40)—'Pasteur' (WB). Getting
the class trade of town and mat-
inees strong with school children
lamping the pic for its educational
slant. Will crowd fair $3,700. Last
week 'Forest' (WB) pleased with
$3,000^.okay.

National (Ind) (2,400; 16-26-40)—
'Monte Carlo' (WB) and vaude.
Fifi D'Orsay heading stage bill. Pics
still the weak element here with
stage attractions providing b.o,

strength four days. Hllbiliies frolic

Saturday nights
:
proving hypo to

b.o. and will probably be permanent
Saturday night attraction. Looks
headed for $4,800, oke. Last, week
'Bad Boy' (20th) and 'Radio City
Follies' unit for four days, and 'My
Heart Is Calling' (GB) dualled with
'Ring Around the Moon' (Ches),
three days, took $5,400, fine.

Alamo (Ind) (900; 15-25)—'Java'
(U) and 'Another Face' (RKO),
splitting with 'Front Page' (UA)
and 'Dancing Feet' (Rep), dual,
average at $1,300. Last week 'Oakr
ley' (RKO) and 'Cook* (Col), split-

ting with Two in Dark' (RKO) and
'Mississippi' (Par), dual, also $1,300.

Fleet' Stands Up for $9?000 Second in

National First Runs

PARAMOUNT
> 'Klondike Annie,' Orph.,
Seattle, March 6; Par, N. Y.,

11; Mich, Det, 20; Minnesota,
Mpls., "27; Roosevelt, Chi., Apr.
11. .

"•
,

'Milky Way,' Chi, Chi., March
, ; Par, N. T„ 25.

'Desire/ Mich., Det.,. -March
6;. Orph, St., L., 13; Denham,^
Denv.* 26.

'Lonesome Pine,' Denham,
Deny., March 5; Minnesota,
MplS., 13; Rialto, St L., 20;

Mich., D6t., 26.

'Give Us This Night,' Rialto,

St L., March 13; Denham,
Denv., Apr.2; UA; Det, 10.

'13 Hours by Air,' Denham,
Deny., Apr. 16.

'Moon Is Our Home,' Orph.
St. L., Apr.. 10; Denham, Denv.,
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'Little Lord Fauntleroy/
State, Miami, March. 6; State,

Bost, 6; States Prov., 6; Aldine,

Phila, 6; State, Louisville, 6;

Xoew's, Dayton, fl; Pal, Indpls.,

6: State, New Orl, 6; Aladdin,

Denv., 10.

'Modern imes,' Victory,

Evansvllle, March 1; Pal,

Milw., 6; Century, Richmond,,

6; Pal, Merlden, Conn.; .;

Great' Lakes, Bull.-, 7; Pulaski,

Little Rock, 8; Pal, Calgary,

21.

Loew Rushing 'Times'
With the Loew circuit clamoring

for the Chaplin picture, 'Modern
Times' its original run of 10 weeks
at the Rivoll, N. T., will be reduced
to six. The Loew houses will start
the picture almost prbnto there-
after. 'Times' ends its fourth week
tonight (Wednesday).
'We Three' (Goldwyn) follows In

-at the Rlv.

Brooklyn Getting

Out of Its Shell,

'Anything' Goes 14G

Brooklyn, March 3.

Harrowing winter weather has
disappeared and temperatures, are
rising hei;eabouts to almost com-
fortable levels. Folks are getting
out and going downtown, for picture
fare.
Tendency lately in downtown the-

atres has been to give patrons some
sort of flesh acts: Albee featuring
ams on Wednesday nights "while

FOx Is stressing .Monday nights for
amateurs and Wednesday evening
for radio broadcast from stage via
WOR. Paramount featuring bas-
ketball games on Friday nights to

good results.

Estimates for This Week
Paramount (4,000; 25-35-60)—

'Anything Qoes* (Par). Will bring
in satisfactory $14,000. Last week
'Pasteur' (WB) received excellent

$21,000 for nine-day run.
Fox (4,000; 25-35-50)—'Bohemian

Girl* (MG) and 'You May Be Next*
(Col). Will snare tolerable $13,000.

Last week 'Mister Hobo' (GB) and
'My Marriage' (20th) $14,000, good.
Loew's Met (3,400; 26-36-50)—

•Rose Marie' (MG) (2d week).
Dropped to $12,000. Last week $17,-

000, okay.
Albee (3,400; 25-35-50)—'Shark

Island' (20th) and 'Had to Happen'
(2Qth). Look to fine $18,000. Last
week 'Lady Consents' (RKO) and
•Muss 'Em Up' (RKO), $12,500, okay.
Strand (2,000; 25-35-50)—'Murder

at Glen Athol' and 'Timothy's Quest'
(Par). Should bring in unexciting
$4,500. Last week 'Dan Matthews'
(Col) and 'Master's Voice' (Par),

$4,000, quiet.

No Lent Dent in Montreal;

'Marie' Leader at $12,000

Montreal, March 3.

(Be6t Exploitation: Palace)
First week of Lent made little in-

roads on grosses, with fans more
show-conscious than for years past.
Some big grosses ahead.
His Majesty's breaks into the film

column this week after a two
months' darkness with 'Forgotten
Men,' war pic. Fans fairly fed up
on heroes, although just now they
are trying to sell the town to the
American Legion.
Palace will likely top the town

with 'Rose -Marie,' Manager George
Rotsky getting big houses over
weekend. The Chaplin vogue is still

in full swing at Princess, with the
house standing 'em up and turning
away biz even in third week on
'Modern Times,' which should gross
another $11,000.
Rotsky tied up virtually all music

stores for 'Marie,' one of them on
Main street playing continuous rec
ords all day. Unable, to plug songs
over CFCF, owing to musical war,
playlet with three of characters in
play broadcast Thursdays and 15,000
Jcahette MacDonald blotters dis
tributed past three weeks over all

Minneapolis, March 3.

(Best Exploitation: Orpheum)
Unimpressive line-up Is holding

down takings currently. Outside of
two holdovers, 'Follow the Fleet' and
'Magnificent Obsession,' tlieve's lit-

tle to quicken the box-office pulse.
' 'Fleet' smashed through to nearly
$17,000 In ItB first wfeek at the Or-
pheum and ' may lead the town on
its second canto. Blizzards the last
two-' days-;of the initial session pre-
vented the original hopes from mai-
teriallzingk but it was a plenty good
gross at that
Amazing robustness also is being

demonstrated by 'Magnificent Ob-
session' which goes into its eighth
lo6p week and still holds to a highly
profitable clip. It proved a .break
lor the sure-seater World to grab
oft this one after its hbtsy-totsy
Orpheum week.
Of the newcomers, 'Voice of

Bugle Ann,' at the State, is copping
the most praise, and ^Desire' is land-
ing the major share of biz. The
former lacks the title or cast names
to pull according to its merits. But
even 'Desire' will- not Bet any box
office afire.

Some improvement in the weather
helps a bit. Lent is not much of an
adverse factor here.

.

Orpheum garnered exploitation
honors with -some ^iandy store win-
dow displays and effective, news-
paper advertising for 'Fleet.'

Estimates for Thia Week
Minnesota (Publix) (4,200; 25-35-

65)-^Desire''(Par). Not heavy to
stand up effectively in this big house
at 65c. after 5- p. m. Critics unkind
and that's hurting, too. Will do well
to top fair $7,000. Last week 'Milky
Way* (Par) and Bowes' -amateurs,
disappointing 812,600.

Orpheum (Singer) (2,800; 25-36-
65)—'Fleet' (RKO) (2d week). Jim-
dandy for the box office. Despite
enormous first week, apparently
hasn't milked town yet and seems
on way to good $9,000. First week,
$10,600, very big.

Stat* (Publix) (2,300; 26-36-4ft)^-r
•Bugle Ann'. (MG). Lots of praise
from critics being spilled on this
one, but title and lack of cast draw
names detrimental. May build <i©j>

word-of-mouth and other boosting
to fairly good $6,000. Last week
'Exclusive* (MG), $3,500, light.

World (Steffes) (350; 25-35-40-65)—'Obsession' (U) (8th week). The
wonder of 'the loop. . Should reach
fine $2,500, Last week, $2,700, big.

Time (Berger) (290; 15-26)—
•Hitch Hike Lady' (Rep). Pretty
good $1,000 in prospect Last week.
•Happened One ftight' (Col). Too
many return engagements for this
one and they yanked it after four
poor days on $250.

• Lyric (Publix) (1,300; 20-25)—
•Woman Trap' (Par). May hit fair

$1,500. Last week 'Freshman Love*
(WB), $1,200, light.

Uptown (Publix) (1,200; 25-35)—
'Collegiate' (Par) and 'Zero' (FN),
split En route to pretty fair $2,500.

Last week 'Two Cities' (MG) >nd
'Collegiate' (Par) , split, $3,200, good.

Century (Publix) (1,600; 15-25)—
'Rebe'' (Fox). Second run. Head-
ing toward pretty good $2,400. Last
week 'Bride' (Par), second loop run,
$2;000, fair.

Aster (Publix) (900; 15-25)—
'Whipsaw' (MG) and 'Millions in
Air' (Par), second loop runs, and
'Whispering Smith' (Fox), first run,
split $900, okeh. Last week 'Scarr
let' (RKO) and 'Coronado' (Par),
second loop runs, and 'Great Life'
(Par), first run, split, $700, light.

office buildings in town. Ads ti

with Ford in press locally.

Estimates for This Week
His Majesty's (CT) (1,600; 60)—

'Forgotten. Men' (Emp). Tied up
with local regiments, which march
to theatre every . night. May get
$3,000.

Palace (FP) (2,700; 50)—'Marie'
(MG). Looks like a two-weeker and
should top town at $12,000. Last
weeTc 'Ghost' (Regal), $8,000..

Capitol (FP) (2,700; 60)—'Zero*
(WB) and 'Freshman Love' (Par).
Pvogram that may see $8,000. Last
week • 'Wilderness' (MG) and 'Pa-
gans' (MG), $7,000.

Loew's (M. T. Co.) (3,200; 50—'Im-
personation' (U) and stage show.
Should get $11,500. Last week 'In

Person' (RKO> and Emil Boreo, in
stage show, $12,000.
Princess (CT) (2,300; 50)— : Times'

(UA) and 'Guard Girl' (Col) (3d
week). Going strong and should
take $11,000 after $12,000 last week.
Cinema de Paris (France-Film)

(600; 60)—'L'Equipage' "and 'Jim La
Houlette.' Good for $1,000. Last
week 'Maternlte' and ^'Rothschild,'

$1,200.
St. Denis (France-Film) (2.30P;

34)—'Cavalerie Legere' and 'Car-
touche.' Lent hits French, theatres
hardest, and $3,500 looks like tops
here. Last week 'Amants et Vo-
leurs' and 'La Famille Pont- iguet'
$4,500.
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Til Hearst Tdd 'Em;

Boston, March 3.

(Bett Exploitation: Fine Arts)
Fireworks' opened up' when- the

Boston American and Record, both
Hearst sheets, put the blast' on
'Klondike Annie' on the day (28) it

vnveiled'at the "Met. Booting around
everything and anything connected
with the film, a series, of editorials

named names unstlntingly. But
•accompanying the buzz of what-
izzlt amongst the startled trade
came the din of clicking turnstiles

"as™ gawplslv-'--flint-fans~ churned*
through the gates to get a glimpse
at what the editorials had so tempt-
ingly titled lewd and libidinous.'

It's not often that Boston gets
a hot tip like that. Result is that
'Annie' will gross above expecta-
tions, with .. . Bowes' amateurs on
stage, to tune of about $32,000.

'Fleet' more than earned a hold*
over, this week after almost maneuv-
ering into a new house record. Sec-
ond stanza looks like $25,000. Keith-
Boston is healthy with Lupe Velez
and Roger Pryor on stage and 'In-

visible Ray' on the screen, around
$22,000,
•Modern Times' took a sharp

swerve after the holiday last week
and will have to shuffle some to

hit $8,000 for third frame.
' Orpheum and State are skittish

this week with' a .so-so dual .bill,

'Music Goes' Round' and 'Shark Is-

land.' Rest of the town placid.
George .Kraska ait the Fine Arts

can go to town on exploitation, on
a limited budget, when he scouts
out an unusual attraction for .his

.screen. This is one of those weeks,
with 'Slalom' the center of attrac-
tion of a campaign aimed intelli-

gently at theatre-ggers and sport
fans alike. Week-end. snow trains
were a. principal medium. At each
end of each car on each train leav-
ing North Station, /Kraska had
planted a window* card that couldn't
be overlooked.: Distributed a big
batch of heralds at sport events at
the Garden through the' week. Duked
up a ski display In the lobby of the
theatre. Planted some pushover
publicity on various sport pages.
AiTanged for a special sketch in
the Transcript to highlight the
mm; Kraska, incidentally, edited
the-fllm himself for American show-
ings, so he knew, what he was sell-

ing.

Estimates for. This Week
Met (M&P) (4,200: 35-50-65)—

'Annie' (Par) and Bowes' unit. Very
encouraging at $32,000 pace. 'First

a Girl' (G-B), with Wallace Beery
in person, disappointed last week
with $25,300.

Keith Memorial (RKO) (2,900; 25-
35-50)—'Fleet' held over for second
week with promise of hefty $25,000.

Opening week smashd $36,800. May-
be two more.

Keith- Boston (RKO) (3,000; 35-
60-65)—'Invisible Ray' (U) and
stage, show topped by Lupe. Velez
and Roger Pryor. Winning combo
at $22,000 gait. 'Next Time' (U) and
Ruth Ettlrig and Toby Wing on
stage last week hit $21,000 with aid
of "holiday.
Orpheum (Loew) (3,000; 25-35-

40-60)—'Round' (Col) and 'Shark
Island* (20th), dual, not going far
at $13,000. Last week Umpy $12,5.00

for 'Intrigue* (Col) and 'Happen'
(20th). double.
State (Loew) (3,200; 25-35-40-50)

—'Shark Island" (20th) and 'Round'
(Col), dual. N. s. h. $10,000. Last
week off, $9,000. for 'Intrigue* (Col)

and 'Happen' (20th), dual.
Majestic (UA) (1,626; 25-35-40-55-

65-85)—'Times' (UA). Dove after
the holiday weekend, gathering in

disappointing $12,000 for second
week. Third week points to $8,000
at best.
Paramount (M&P) (1,800; 25-35-

50)-^-'Satufday Night'. (20th) and
'Preview. Murder' (Par), dual. Be-:

low' par at $6,000 clip. Last week
satisfactory $7,000 for 'Timothy'
(Par) and 'Woman Trap' (Par),
dual.
' Fenway (M&P) (1,600; 25-30-40-
50)—'Saturday Night' (20th) and'
'Preview' (Par), double. Will dally
with about $3,600, fair. Last week
oke $4,000' oh 'Timothy' (Par) and
'Woman Trap' (Par).
Scollay (M&P) (2,700; 25-35-40-

50)—'Pink' (UA) arid 'Forest' (WB),
dual. Look promising at $7,000 romp.
Below standard last week, $6,400,
for 'Milky Way' (Par) and 'Bur-
lesque' (20th), di .1.

CHAPLIN TOPS N. H.

$1-1,000 For 'Times' at Poli—'Anni ' '

$4,033 Holdover

Now Haven, March 3.

(Best Exploitation: Poli)
Chaplin is having clear sailing:

this week, other spots taking what's
left. Ma*1 West, holdover,, is coast-
ins to -fair second week, after heavy
first.

College put on a hefty campaign
for 'Professional Soldier,' but was
outweighed by avalanche of bally
let loose by Poli for the Chaplin
picture. Highlights of Poli cam-
paign included heavy air plugs;

Sunday feature,story on Chaplin's
vaude. days here; tie-up with pub-
lic schools and art supply store on
Chaplin drawing contest; window
display of original Chaplin suit;
bannered trucks and band at special
kids' matinee; parade of 11 Chaplin-
dressed

.
ushers carrying single let-

ters spelling out 'Modern Times,'
heavy art work all ai-ound town;
extra news space including national
ads; all kinds of. paper, from menus
to 24-sheets.
- Estimates -for This 'Week
Paramount (M&P) (2,348; 35-50)—'Annie' (Par) and. 'Tango' (Invin-

cible) (2d week). Picking up fair
$4,000.' Last week topped the town
with nifty $9,200.

Poli (Loew) (3,040; 35-50)—
•Times' (UA). Fast turnover on
short bill means fine shows daily
for big $11,000. Last week 'Shark'
(20th) and 'Saturday Night' (20th),
not . too good at $7,200.
Roger Sherman (WB) (230;

50)—'Love on Bef (Radio) and
'Muss 'Em' (Radio). Weak marquee
strength. "putting it up to word-of-
mouth. Fair $5,500. Last week 'Pas-
teur' (WB) and 'Personal' (U) okay
at $6,000.

College (Loew) (1,565; 25-35)—
•Prof, Soldier' <2pth) and 'Only Hu-
man' (Radio)* Excellent campaign
selling this one for big $4,000 at this
scale. Last week 'Obsession' (U>
and 'Next' (Col), holdover, magnif
at $4,600 on 35-5Qc. scale.

Buddy Rogers,

With 'Personal'

$15,000 in Cincy

Cincinnati, March 3.

.

First run biz as a whole is fairly

good, considering Lent and advance
of Spring warmth. 'Wife vs Secre-
tary' is the b. o. cake-taker this
-week, piling up $18,000 at the Palace.
Shubert, with 'Don't Get Personal,'
bolstered by Buddy Rogers band, is

next best at $15,000;
A dlsappolnter is 'Music Goes

Round,' which was amplified by ex-
tra advertising. Its $7,500 is a crawl
for the big Albee.

Estimates for This Week.
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 35-42)—

'Wife vs Sec' (MG>. Lively at $18,-

000. Last week 'Lady Consents'
(RKO), $8,000 passable.
Shubert (RKO) (2,150; 35-55)—

'Personal' (U) and Buddy Rogers
band. Hotcha notices for the
Rogers troupe. Fast getaway points
to a nifty $15,000. Last week
'Widow' (WB) and 'Spices of 1936'

unit an all -right $11,500.
Albea (RKO) (3,300;. 35-42)—

'Round' (Col).' Luke warm notices.

Opened slow ahd no build; $7,500.

Last week 'Fleet' (RKO), nine days,
$26,000, socko.

.

Capitol (RKO) (2,000; 35-42)—
'Fleet' (RKO). Second run, $6,000^,

swell.
- Last week 'Goes' (Par),

moved over from Palace, $3,500,
tame.

Lyric (RKO) (1,400; 35-42)—'No
Mercy' (Fox). Okay crime trade at
$4,500. Last week 'Invisible Ray*
(U), $4,000.

Keith's (Libson) (1,500; 30-40)—
'Pasteur' (WB) (2d week). At
$3,500, good. Pulled $6,000 on first

seven days.
Grand (RKO) (1,200; 25-40)—

'Dancing Lady* (MG). Revival. Be-
low standard take at $1,900. Last;

week 'Marie* (MG), fourth down-
town week, $2,800, nice.

. Family. (RKO) (1.000; 15-25)—
'SWifty' (FD) and 'Coronado' (Par),

separate. Trusty $2,000, Last week
'Silver Spurs' (U) and 'Hell Ship'

(Col), split, $2,300..

. Strand (Jnd) (1.300; 15-25)—'Cir-

cumstantial Evidence' and 'Happi-
ness C.O.D.,' double. Looks like

$1,800. Ditto last week on: 'Valen-

tine' (Rep) and reissue of Chaplin's
'Immigrant.'

'Soldier' with a Real Pro

For Bally, $3,500, Tacoma
Tacoma, March 3.

(Best Exploitation: M. B„ Roxy)
Burg is aiming to go to town this

week with stellar stuff at. ace

houses.. Lieut. Bert Hall, profesh
soldier, is doing personal talk on
Music. Hnx stage In conjunction
with "Professional Soldier' on serpen.

Best exploitation honors are di-

vided with Itoxy and Music Box
getting them. Roxy has most elab-

orate animated front in history o(

town for 'Modern Times.' with mod-
ern machinery in mrtlon and Chap-
lin climbing ludicrously about;

Music Box has Hall visiting schools

and clubs, giving tall tales <>{ his

adventures and bullying the pix.

Estimates for This Week
Blue Mouse (TTamrifk) (750: 16-

27)—'Whispering Smith' (Fox) and
'Fang and Claw' (RKO), dual. Okay
at $1,100, Last week 'Tough Guy'
(MG) and 'Beat Band' (RKO), dual.
Slowed down to weak $1,060;
Music Box (Hamrick) (1,400; 16-

27-37)—'Pro, Soldier' (20th) and
•Pagans' (WB), dual, with personal
by Lieut Bert Hall, soldier-mart.
Good, $3,600.. Last week 'Without
Names' (Par) and Bowes unit, $1,-
900 in two days, big' grab; 'Zero'
(FN) and 'Two in Dark* (RKO),
dual, seven days, $3,900, big.
Roxy (Hamrick) (1,300; 16-27-37)

—'Times' (UA), Moving theatre
front for ballyhoo.; Tops town at
$4,00Q. Last week, 'Marie' (MG)
held over, nine days, garnered
grand $6,800 for the run:

Dr. Mudd Controversy

Id Wash. Gets 'Shark'

$23,800; 'Annie' 17G

Washington, March 3.

(Best Exploitation: Fox)
Mild weather after weeks ofsnow

is offsetting whatever harm Lent
may be doing here this Week. Varied
product is splitting biz pretty evenlv.
with no riots and ho flops. 'Shark
Island,' aided by local angle and un-
expected controversy over authen-
ticity, is the leader:

'Klondike Annie,' . tossed in on
three days' notice, is holding np to
fair grosses despite raps all atound.
Hearst , sheets carrying neithet- ads
nor reviews. They lambasted it on
moral grounds with editorials on
drama pages, but chief (effect was to
stir up interest in: film, cancelling
attempts of non-Hearst critics to
label it merely mediocre.
Earle Is going round and round in

all departments this week, but it's
just a bit too late. 'Music Goes
Round* plus Mike Riley and Ed Far-
ley on stage, gave house natural for
bally and it went limit. Result, while
up to average gross, is nothing like
it would have been a month ago.
Fox rates best exploitation for

campaign on 'Shark Island.' Smart-
est stunt was answering widelv-
publicized charges of Dr. Mudd's
daughter that film was not authen-
tic by digging up another daughter
who said, in effect, that it was o. k.

Estimates for This Week
Palace (Loew) (2,363; 25-35.-60)—

'Annie' (Par). Roundly panned all
around, but Hearst's spectacular,
editorials

. are stirring up interest
and Mae West has enough draw to
assure satisfactory $17,000.. Last
week, second of 'Marie' (MG), held
up .to sock $16tfi00.

Earle (WB) (2,424; 25-35-40-60-
70)—'RoUjid' (Col) and Mike Riley
arid Ed Farley oh stage. Theme
song, which Is chief pull, has passed
its peak. . May get average $17,000.
Fox (Loew) ($.434; 25-35-60)—

'Shark Island' (20th) and vaude.
No-name vaude putting all on picr

:

which is doing nice biz, thanks to
local angle and controversy with
Dr. Mudd's daughters. Should see
good $23,000, Last week 'Milky
Way'. (Par) .took fair $19,600.

Keith's (RKO) (1,830; 26-35-60)—
'Ghost' (UA) (2d week). Rave no-
tices carrying second week toward
big $8,200. Last swell $14,000.
Columbia (Loew) (1,853; 25-40)—

'Pagans' (MG). Average $4,000 if it

holds up. Last, week 'Pink' (UA)
got oke $4,500 for third week on
mainstem.

Belasco (Radih) (1,100; 25-35-50-
60)—'Soak Rich' (Par). Covered by
second string critics, who were kind
to film that ace spots wouldn't
touch. Looking toward good $4,000
for arty spot. Last week 'Loyalties'
(FD) took floppo $1,200 for six days.
Met (WB) (1,853; 25-40)—'Forest'

(WB). Second week after big stay
at -Earle headed for good $5,000. Last
week 'King of Damned* (GB) sur-
prised with same figure.

'Bohemian Giri'-Marcus

Show, $10,000, Indpls.

Indianapolis, March 3.

(Beat Exploitation: Lyric, Loew'*)
Turnstiles are clicking a sweet

tune downtown this Week, with im-
proved weather and strong attrac-
tions bringing out the natives.
'Modern Timos' at Loew's and the

smaller Lyric with a combination
bill -of the Marcus Revue on the
stage with 'Bohemian Girl' as the
film are hitting a swift pace, which
Will mean very good grosses of
$10,000 in each house. 'Klondike
Annie' is next in orde-r at the do
luxe Indiana with an okay $7,500.
Circle is faring well enough on a
repent of 'Rose-Marie' at $5,000,
while 'Ceiling Zero' is being re-
peated at the Apollo with mild
success at $3,000.

JSxploitation honors arc- divided
by the Lyric and Loew's this week.
The for er splashed the country-
side with piper on .the Marcus
show, oficc-ted an excellent classi-

fied ad tieup with one- of the dailies,

cashed in on the revue's Asiatic
tour by getting special stories tying
in with the names of the Japanese
statesman why figured iii the re-
bellion there, and promoted extr.i

radio coverage. Loew's concen-
trated on prominent downtown win-
dow displays featuring Chaplin cut-

Pasteurized but Strong Bally Getting

'Pasteur' $14,000 in PHly; 'Efeef

outs and tied up with the town's
leading shoe store in display ads on
Charlie's shoes, etc.

Estimates for This Week
Apollo (Fourth Ave.) (1,100; 25-

40)—'Zero' (WB). Repeat run do-
ing, only moderately at $3,000. Last
week, 'Pasteur' (WB), off at $3,200.

Circle (Katz-Fe)d) (2,600; 25-40)
—'Marie' (MG). Repeat run good
for $5,000. Last week, dual of
'Chatterbox' (RKO) and 'Informer'
(RKO), ..with the latter emphasized
on its .repeat, only fair at $3,800.

Indiana (Katz-Feld) (3.100; 25-
40)—'Annie' (Par). Mae West
showing more .strength this time
than in her two previous .pictures.
Gross good at $7,500. Last Week,
'Milky Way' (Par), mediocre at
$5,250.
Loew's (Loew's) (2,800; 25-40)—

'Times' (UA). Opening day light,

but came back strong over the'
weekend and appears to be headed
for swell $10,000. Last week,
'Round* (Col), dualled with 'Tough
Guy' (MG), weak at $4,000.

Lyric .(Olson) (2,000; 25-30-40)-^
'Bohemian Girl' (MG) and A. B.
MarcUs' 'Revue Continental' on
stage . Latter featured in campaign.
Very good at $10,000. Last week,
'Man HUnt* (WB) and Olsen and
Johnson on. stage; socko due to lat-
ter, at $12,000.

-4r
r

Cold in K. C; 'Fleet'

, 'Times' 11G

Kansas City, March 3.

(Best Exploitation: Midland)
With a sweet weather break,

bringing real spring temperatures,
the,, opening week, of the Lenten
season promises to be the best for
amusements for some time.

Chaplin's 'Modern Times' is at
the Midland, and going fair. Main-
stree.t is showing 'Follow, the Fleet*
and cleaning up, while the Newman,
after 10 days of "Klondike Annie'-
has 'Desire' and is getting a strong
play from the women.
Harriet Hilliard, featured in

'Fleet,' is a former Kansas City
girl, who graduated from high
school here as Peggy Snydc-r. Many
of her friends, and schoolmates, arfe

catching the picture.
Manager McManus of the Mid-

land gave . 'Modern Times' a long
advance build-up. Prior to the
opening, he sold the 'Modern Times'
idea to one of the large; department
stores, which gave its Malnstreet
windows to displays calling atten-
tion to the modern merchandise in
the store and the. picture at the
Midland. Windows contained large
blowups of scenes from the picture,
a motion picture projector, numer-
ous stills of both star and scenes,
together with suitable titles. A pror
fessional Chaplin impersonator and
a couple of 'sandwich me-n' In
Chaplin cutouts paraded the streets
In front of the house, which had
a special front for the occasion,
with built-up electric signs on the
canopy. One sheet cards on a num-
ber of trucks attracted attention
and four daily radio plugs on sev%
oral stations kept the subject hot.

In addition to these specials, thou-
sands of lines of extra space were
used in the papers.

Estimates for This Week
Mainstreet (RKO) (3,200; 25-40)

—'Fleet' (Radio). Management did
not lay down on publicity. One of
the stunts was, a gob from" the Naval
Reserves sleeping in a hammock In
the lobby the night before the open-
ing so he could buy the first ticket.
Another was a swell navy blue dis-
play in a prominent Mairistreet win-
dow, with plenty of notice to the
picture. Going strong oyer the
weekend and looks like $18,000. big.
Last week 'Lady Consents* (RKO)
and 'Hollywood Secrets' unit, $14,-

500* good.
Midland (Loew) (4,000; 25-40)—

'Times' (UA). Business just fair
over weekend and indications are
for $11,000. Last week 'Exclusive'
(MG) wound up with $7,300, not so
good.
Newman (Par") (1,900; 25-40)—

'Desire' (Par). Opened fair in spito
of strong opposition and will prob-
ably register around $8,000, good.
Last week ' nhle' (Kir) (to days).
515.000, big.

Tower (Rewot) (2.200; 25-35')—
'Next' (Col) and stage show. Hold-
ing close to average and turning in

close to $7,000, nice. Last week.
'Round' (Col) and stage show $7,900;
pretty good.
Uptown (Fox) (2.040; 25)—'In-

visible Ray' (U). Thriller opened
fair. Two-bit price hot increasing
grosses, Likely to hit around SI', 700.

Ucrht. Last week 'Personal' (V)
$3,1 fair.

Philadelphia, March 3.

(Best Exploitation: Boyd)
Whatever benefits might . h

been expected to be derived from
better weather and clearer streets
have been offset by beginning of
Lent. A couple of hold-overs will
have as good a chance as any of
leading the field, which isn't likely
looking.

'Shark Island' has proved to be a.

sound hit at the Fox and its second
week is getting the ' benefit of. the
national ad campaign which isjus t

breaking. For that reason, despite
Lent, around $16,000 or $17,000 is
looked for, unusually good.
Other important hold-over is

'Follow the Fleet,' which'" will get a
sturdy $20,000 or close to it In its
second week at the Stanley. But
this Astaire-Rogers pic hasn't
shown, hold-up strength of its
predecessors.
Stanley-Warner put on a whale

of a campaign for 'Pasteur,' spread-
ing themselves in a' dignified way
on this Paul Muni pic. Tie-ups
with doctors, laboratories, hospitals
and libraries, an endorsement by
the Medical Society, distribution Of
50,000 heralds

.
by milk companies

and extensive radio talks, together
with one of the biggest mailing lists
attempted in months, all gave 'Pas-
teur' every exploitational break*
Aldine has a second weak sister

in a . row in 'Sylvia- Scarlett' which
Won't- get over $5,600. Earle, after
three, excellent weeks* is. due for a
sharp slump: with 'The Bohemian
Girl' on the screen and a stage
show headed by Xavler Cugat's or-
chestra. Not over $14,000 figured,
after slow start.
Chaplin's Modern Times'- Is a lit-

tle off at the Erlanger, but ought to
breeze along to a satisfactory
$18,000 or better.

Estimates for This Week
Aldine (1,200; 40-55-65)—'Scar-

lett' (RKO). '*" Another dismal one.
Maybe $5,600. Last week 'Lady Con-
sents' (RKO), Very sad, $5,000.
Arcadia (600; 25r40-50)--'Exclu-

sive' (MG). Second run; $2,200.
Last week, 'Goes' (Par), second run,
fine $3,100 in eight days.
Boyd (2,400; 40-65)—'Pasteur*

(WB). Plenty of fine exploitation
work. Will ride past week but won't
get two; $14,000. Last week 'For-
rest' (WB) (2d week),- five days only
and $8,600—off.

Earle (2,000; 25-40-50)—'Bohe-
mian' (MG) and vaude. Good bill,

but not as strong on names as last
three here. Not over $14,000. Last
week, 'Love on Bet* (RKO) and
Vaude. Gene . Raymond's name
counted for neat $19,000.

Erlanger (2,000; 40-65-87)—
'Times' (UA) (3d week). Good
$18,000 despite Lent's start. Last
week a rousing $22,000.
Fox (3,000; 40-55-65) —'Shark

Island' (20) and stage show {2d
week). Fine $16,500. Last week's
$22,000 was hot.

Karlton (1,000; 25-35-40)—'Two in
Dark' (WB), First, run and won't
get over $2;300. Last week, 'Next
Time' (U), second run, just $2,400.

Keith's (2,000; SO^O-SO^'Forrest*
(WB), second run. Probably $3,200;
Last week, 'Ghost' (UA), second run,
disappointing at $2,100.

Stanley (3,700; 40-55) — 'Fleet*
(RKO) (2d

#
week).. Strong at

$20,000 or nearby. Last week's
$27,000 topped the town.

Stanton (1,700; 30-40-50) — 'Girl*
Trap' (Par). Plardlv $5,000. Last
week 'Tough Guy' (MG), $6,200.

'Klondike Annie' $6,800,

No Excitement in B'ham
Birmingham, March 3.

(Best Exploitation: Alabama)
'Klondike Annie' so far has gotten

by without a squawk: Seems strange
that a picture can get by in the
'Ham when people In other cities
are after its scalp.

Walter Huston In person at Tem*
pie for one night (Thi(rsday) at
$2.75 top will probably have little
effect on picture grosses.

. Alabama takes exploitation cake
this week, through all-around cam-
paign on 'Klondike.' Houses are do-
ing nothing extraordinary but good
campaign consist of Increased 24-
shects, nowspapers, etc.

Estimates for This Week
Alabama (WIlby- incey) (2.800,

30-35-40)—'Klondike Annie' (Par).
Will get around $6,800, moderately
good.

Ritz (Wilby-Kincicy) (1,600; 25-
.10)—'Xcxt Time. We Love' (U). Not
up to last *ve?k's Tins.'1

, of Rancho'
(Par) but will get around $L',700;

last week $.V.00.
Strand (Wilby-Ktncev) (800: 25)

-'Drift Fence' a.nd TTot TiT>s.' split.

About $1,700 nnd luckv lo pet it.

Last week 'irivisil.Je Hay" (U) ?2,1>00,

•?ond.

Empire (Acme) (1.106.; 251—
'Pasteur' (FX). Will not gr»... what
it really should bpeaii«e_the town
iloesn't swallow this type iM:t should
take $:>.<! on easily at (wn bits. Last
week 'I.-idy Tubbs' $1,500.
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lack Benny's Wow 31G in Pitt with

Txcl Story* Tleet' Also Nice, $21,500

Pittsburgh, March 3.

(Best Exploitation: Stanley.)

Downtown's two top spots, Stan-
ley arid Penn, collecting every cent
of loose change around this week
while four remaining first-run sites

wait in vain fOr some marina from
the heavens. It's all Jack Benny at
Stanley where radio comic,: opening
latest p. a. tour, continues to dem-
onstrate he's . the hottest b.p. thing
around again this 'year..

Benny, with 'Exclusive Story' on
screen; heading for sensational $31',-.

000, or perhaps better, equal to rec 7
brd-rbreaking trade he did ,a year
ago when scale was considerably
higher.. . First two days of engage

-

merit, the Jello star pulled 7,000

more customers through the doors
than he did over same period in
1935, doing six shows on Saturday
(29), and forced.to do. five yesterday
(Monday) despite all-day hailstorm
that management figured would cut
;ih .seriously. Didn't, however* and
week should be biggest Stanley has
ever had under present admission
setup,-, topping even previous high of
Major1 Bowes' unit.

Affected little or none at all by
sizzling Stanley biz .is 'Follow the
Fleet' at' Penn, where in first three
days ^Sogers -Asjte Ire -musical cor-
ralled better than $10,000 and looks
headed ' for ah easy $21,500. Stack
of-.bookings .prevehts.h.o. hut 'Fleet'
will- 'move to Warner Friday (6) to

, continue, run at like scale. This one,
incidentally, gave Penn its best-Sun -

day. trade since seven-day week was
lerflized.' "

,

:' Elsewhere, however,;- it's, the - dol-
drums,': with .possible exception of
Warner* where 'Rose of Rancho' and
'Jtfurder- of Dr; Harrigari' are hold-
ing up. fairly well and > may elirnb
fairly close to. .$5,000, 'Melody Lin-
.gers On' and 'Lone wolf Returns'
plunging;, the Fulton down, to brutal
$2,000, while Alvin will be lucky to
get even $3,000 with -Don't <5et Per-

(

sonar and 'Hell Ship Morgan,' Jaffe's
1

Casino," top, slipping after brisk
getaway and doubtful if 'Confiden-
tial* and••' 'Oddities' uriit wjll breast
%h<3 tape at more than $4,600.'

' in addition to' Swell, radio,,plugging
fdr. Jack Benny at Stanley on his
own network broadcasts, in addition'
to shots on local station, Stanley got
first-page publicity for 'Exclusive
Story,' City ,riow engaged- In war
on numbers racket and ; flicker Was
screened .for ;MaV:6r. McNalr and his
aides and they'announced after see-
ing l&:to accOfripahlriient of plenty
of newspap&r; plasts; that their bat-
tle against . policy racketeers would
take on. renewed vigor.

Efitlmatea for.Thit Week
Alvin. (Harris) (2;000; 25-35-40)—

•Don't Get Personal' (U) and 'Hell
Ship Morgan' (Col). House taking
it on chin again, merely marking
time until Friday (6), when 'Coun-
try Doctor' (20th) comes in for What
management hopes will be at -least

three-week- run. Current . session
doesn't look like more 4han miser-
able $3,000, if that. Last week . 'Mu-
sic Goes Round' (Col) a dud, un.d at
$3,500 cost everybody plenty.

Casino (Jaffe) (1,800; 25-35-40)—
•Confidential' (Mon) and 'Oddities'
unit. ' New house, ' formerly JHarrls,
finding it -a little tough to keep 'em
coming in without any important
flicker product to speak of. In addlr
*tlon, ;^his week's.; unit.

• n.s.h. and
chances pretty slim. -Maybe $41500,
maybe' not. 'Last week Ada 'Leon-
ard's 'Cocktails M -1936' and 'Mimi*
(FD) somewhat better at around
$5,000.

'

Fulton (Shea-Hyde) (1,750; 15-25-
40)—'Lone .Wolf (Col) and 'Melody
Lingers' (UA>; , Nothing in" this
combo 'to bring 'em in* "and house
sinking' way b'elbvv- sea levei at $2,^
000. Even that much. Isn't certain.'
Last; week 'Here - Cpm.es.. Trouble'
(20th).. and 'Dangerous' Intrigue'
(Cq1>: also in the dumps at $2,450...

Penn (Loew's-.UA) (3,300; 25-35r.
40)—'Follow the Fleet' (RKO). . An-
other siriash for Rogers-Astaire
team, -Fleet's', sailing along to duo's
best- rst-run gross in .downtown
sector.. On strength of big weekend
and with any kind of break' in
weather Will easily hit $21,5.00. with
a chance of even sailing beyond that.

Doesn't stick here because of accu-
mulated bookings, but moves to
Warner Friday (6) to continue first-

run engagement at. same scaled Last
week 'Klondike Annie' (Par) very
good, adverse criticism proving a
boomerang and lifting West to first-

rate $14,600.

Stanley (-WB) (3,600; 25-40-55)—
•Exclush'e . Story' (MG) and Jack
Benny . unit. . RadlO Qomic stUl hot-
test :stage shot arotuid 'these parts
and smashing through to sehsa*
tional $31,000, with possibility of

even going beyond that with any
weather break at all. That's just

about even . with Benny's business
here last yjear, when prtce. scale- was
considerably', higher. He'll play, to

at leai3t ,20;000 ^riioi'e people on-. ijhe

week, /how^^fe -At. present -prices

thi&U'^£'jW''E(teh for :the Stanley,-
breakih^*y^ri^:;mark .jtet couple of

;

"months ago "by Major Bowes ama-
teurs. Last week swell combo of

'Milky Way' (Par) and Buddy
Rogers unit good for nice $22,500.
Warner (WB) (2,000; 25-40)—

'Rose of Rahcho' (Par) and 'Dr.

Hai'rigan' (WB). Swai-thout getting
some attention and house holding up
fairly well despite stiff competish;:
prospects are for fairly decent '$4,-

750. .Last week 'Scarlett' .(RKO)
and' .'Master's Voice' (Par) excellent
at $5,500.

Buffalo So Good

Bringing Back

'
'Annie

Buffalo, March 3.

(Best Exploitation: Lafayette)

Improvement in weather condi-
tions Is. largely responsible for Im-
proved husiness at local box. offices,

the field being led by 'Secretary'
which -came under the wire for one
of the best openings, in weeks. .

..Both .the .Hipp - and Lakes are
playing repeat engagements, 'Rose
Marie'- being'brought' back for a sec-:

ond week at the Lakes and the ad-
vertising calling attention to . the
fact that the. frigid spell during its

last engagement; was probably re*
sponsible for- keeping away a lot of
fans. 'Klondike Annie/ goes into
its- second Week at the Hipp being
switched to here, from the. Lakes
where it saw a fine gross for its first

stanza. '" V
;

.': 'Music Goes Round' at the Lafa-
yette Is

.
clicking nicely' and may

be held for a second week.
The Lafayette did a complete cov-

erage injts exploitation for 'Music/
Thousands of Inserts in -popular
magazines- .^ere. .used, and .distri-
bution trucks bannered. The picture
got top comment from the dailies in-
cluding special stories, art and con-
tests, and- even, th^e radio commenta-
tors extending themselves.

Estimates for This Week
Buffalo (Shea) (3,600; 30-40-50)—

'Wife vs. Secretary' (MG). Failed
to hop up .the reviewers but the.

fans are eatihg it alive and if the
weather holds out gross may get up
to $18,000, Last week, 'Milky Way*
(Par), a surprise, dropped off sharp-
ly after good opening and was very
pianissimo at $9,300^.

Hipp (Shea) (2,400; 25-40)—
Klondike Annie' (Par). Moved
over from a first week at the- Lakes
and . looks to be hitting a good
stride At over ' $7,000. Last week,
'Ghost Goes West' (UA) public no
go for this and limped in under
average $6,400.

Great Lakes (Shea) (3,400; 25-40)
—'Rose. Marie' (MG); Return en-
gagement for this picture which did
a fairish week before last at the
Buffalo. Getting along okay for
probably over $8,000. Last week
'Klondike Annie' (Par) the best
draw irt town and worked up over
expectations for fine $12,700.

Century (Shea) (3,400; 25)—'Big
House' (Col) and 'Hitch Hike Lady'
(Rep). Same old stride here with
indications of another average
$6,000. Last week, 'Tough Guy'
(MG) and -'Freshman Love' (WB),
$5,600.

Lafayette (Ind.) (3,400; 25).^-
'Muskr Goes Round' (Col) and
'Dangerous Intrigue' (Col). Strong
business indicated and may- be held
over for another stanza; ' good for
around $10,000. Last week, 'Crime
•and Punishment'" ' (Col) and 'You
May Be Next' (Col) slackened some-
what from the early going and came
in to' about $8,000.

'ANNIE' BALLY OFFSETS

RAPSFOR 16K IN CLEVE.

Cleveland, March 3.

(Best Exploitation: Pal, State)
Record crowds at Grotto annual

indoor circus and beginning of Lent
not hurting grosses much, even
afnong the Class B spots. Break in
cold spell is turning the tide, and
top-notch product is doing the rest.
Mae West is at top of parade, but

her 'Klondike Annie' isn't burning
up State's figures as expected.
Stinging raps by cricks over 'dirt*

and influence of women's clubs are
cutting down attendance, but with
high-powered ballyhoo It will man
age to reach $16,500.

'Love on a Bet' is coming along
nicely at Palace, boosted by flash
girl show .to $1-5,000. Hflpp hitting
about $12,000 on second stanza of
'Fleet,' .while. .'ModeMT. Times!, .is

yanking- $G ;O0O Into Stillmian after
doing: $10,000. at Stat# previously.
' Exploitation prize snared by Pal-
ace, where Gardner Wilson un-

corked some hptcha tie-ups for' Ada
Leonard's unit, and by State's Milt
Harris. Best by latter were free
theatre parties for those having
Leap Tear birthdays, backed by
newspaper, and Mae West heralds
at circus and with department store
purchases,

Estimates for This Week
Pafaca (RKQ) (3,200; 35*40-60)^

'Love on Bet' (Radio) and Ada
Leonard unit. Nicely balanced, well
sold bill and good for $15,000. Last
week,: Fred Waring band, and 'My
Marriage' (Radio) scored sweet
$21,500,

Hipp (WB) (3,500; 26-40)—
'Fleet' (Radio) (2d week). Holding
up for : smart $11,500. Last week,
$14,500.

State (Loew's) (3,750; 30-35-40)—
'Annie" (Par).. Blast .of criticism
froth newspapers , against : "Mae
West's purple gags, and purity
leaguers, may make it tough for
houses in long run, but State can't
kick about $16,600, Last week
'Times' (UA) had ho trouble in
banging out $19,000.

Allen (RKO) (1.872}' 26-40)—
'Muss 'Em' (Par). Fairly good at
$3,000. Last week *Fang and Claw'
(Radio) fell to $2,600 In six days.
Stillman (Loew's) (1,872;- 25-36)-r

Second run of 'Modern Times* (UA).
Around $6,000, excellent. Last week.
'Whlpsaw' (Par), above average,
$3,500.

'Fleet,' Sold, $7,500,

Hose Marie' Dual 10G,

Both Big in Omaha

Omaha. March 3,

(Best Exploitation: Brandei
Omaha)

.. Back to straight- pictures once
again for theatre row with out-
standing Alms in two houses and a
probable weakie . in

.

' the other.
Omaha with 'Rose' Marie' will prob-
ably conae put first, as it has nearly
half again the ' capacity Of the
Brandels where *Follow the .Fleet'
holds.
Brandels is single featuring the

Astaire-Rogers flick and can turn
them over

, six times daily, while the
Omaha double-featuring,can squeeze
in only four programs, per day. This
may tend to even the' score but ca-
pacity still, favored. Orpheum.with
'It. Had to Happen' and 'Freshman
Love' is just' running a couple of
pictures.
Weather man giving, the area a

breathing spell with mild weather
the diet practically all of last week
with indications of continuance.
Travel in town rapidly getting back
to normal and theatres will not have
to undergo any severe buffetings of
any duration rest of the season. Be-
ginning of Lent will trouble some.

Last' week the Orpheum with Ted
Lewis on stage and ''Exclusive
Story' on screen stood out over op-
position- like a lighthouse. The fig-
ure piled up here is a modern house
record though some behind the fig-
ure set few years back by the same
orchestra leader.. The. figure be-
tween 17-18 grand tops any take
here. In past three years, and is

gloated over by the house force In
the face of sloppy weather and' a
week's free show at the City Audi-,
torium. Free Show sponsored by
the G. M. auto show featured Joe
Venuti and band and Paul Cholet's
revue, and cut in noticeably on all
theatres.
Brandels and Omaha both in the

exploitation puddle with . some
standout work. A neck and neck
race with- Brandels .having perhaps
the most unique connection In -a
tie-up with the navy itself.

Estimates for This Week
Omaha (Blank-Trl-States) (2,100;

25-40) — 'Rose Marie' (MG)- and
'Master's -Voice' (Par). - Bullish de-
spite strong, opposition and free
show at the Auditorium, arid set to
near or top the recerit records of
'Mutiny' and 'Marietta.': Cinch for
two week run arid will be a top-
notcher. 'Voice* hindering by cut-
ting down .the turnovers per day.
$10,000 very likely. Last week 'No
Mercy' (20th) coupled with 'Metro-
politan* (20th) just average at $5,-
800.

Braiideia (Singer-RKO) (1,260;
25-35-40)—'Follow the Fleet' (RKO).
Biz bids fair to equal 'Top Hat.'
Has the program all to itself for six
times dally giving this small house
an upping in capacity in compari-
son to the larger opposition houses
which are double-featuring. Also
fairly certain to stay two weeks, and
should have little trouble going over
$7,500. Last week' 'Music Goes
Round' (Col) doubled with 'You
May Be Next' (Col) satisfactory at
$4,800.

Orpheum (Blank-Tri-States) (2,«
976;26-40)-^'Had to Happen' (20th)
and 'Freshman Love' (Par). Just
a picture bill and should come in
around $6,000, lightest week here in
many. Last week 'Exclusive Story'
(MG) screen was in support of Ted
Lewis and his 'Happiness Follies'
on the stage. The hi-hatter always
a good seller and more than gratify-
ing this time, $13,000 in the face of
sloppy weather and. a quality free
show all week at the. Auditorium
makes It virtually a modern houwe
record.

Other M's Help 'Soldier/

Hobo' to $18,000, Newark

Newark, March 3.

(Best Exploitation: Branford)
HoWDyex' week here at three

houses. Although two did not draw
all they anticipated the first week
they're holding over regai'dless,
Proctor's, with the only new pic,

will take a tremendous week with
$18,000 for 'Mr. Hobo* and 'Profes-
sional Soldier.' . 'Of the repeats 'Rpse
Marie* should be best with expected
$12,000. .

Branford, for. 'Music Goes Round'
and 'Road Gang,' is displaying
plenty of paper, .using 24-'sheets,-

one-sheets, . window - cards, six-
sheets, three-sheets and .20,000 herr
aids. Goes in the local Dodge X'adlo
program 1 and is tied up with the 60
James drug stores.

> Estimates for This Week
Branford (WB) (2,966; 26-76)—

'Pasteur* (FN) arid 'Personal' XV)
(2d week). Will take about- $8,500,
nice for a second. On the first all
right, but not what hoped for. Fell
off after a smashing Weekend to
$15,600.
Capitol (WB) (1,200; 15-30-40)—

•Pagans* (MG) and 'Riff RafT (MG).
Ought to beat the usual $3,500. Last
week 'Collegiate' (Par) and 'Wilder-
ness' (MG). Couldn't tilt the $3,500
groove.

Little (Franklin) (299; 80-40)-r
'Corka Generale' (Leo) (2d week),
'Five days for a disappointing $460.
The Poles take Lent too seriously.
First week mostly grand at $1,460.
Loew's State (2,780; 25-30-66-65-

76)—'Marie* (MG) (2d week). Bids
fair to take surprising $12,000, which
would make money for a new showr
First week got a fine $18,000.

Proctor's (RKO) (2,300; 20-66)
and Lyceum (Roof) (770, same
scale)—'Mr. Hobo* (GB) and *Prof.
Soldier* (20th). Holdovers else-
where helped this house. Will be
excellent at $18,000. Last week bet-
ter than anticipated at. $12,000 for
'Lady Consents' (RKO) and 'King
of Damned' (GB).
Terminal (Skouras) (1,600; 16-20-

26-30-35-40)—'Spy 77' (FD) and
'Bridge of Sighs' (FD). Looks like
beating house record for. the year at
$8,000, Last week 'Dr. Crespi*
(Rep) and ^Suicide Squad' (Rep)
okay at $6,700.

TLEEf SEWS UP

%t Kat' Revue

s

In Denver to 10G

JDenver, March 3..

,
"Woman Trap*' at the Denham

gets top money but reason is the
Kit . Kat Revue on stage, which gets
full, credit. 'Ghost Goes .West' cops
secorid riioney but without stage
show. >

• 'Modern Times' well above aver-
age at Par on .second week and
goes to Broadway for third and last
week in first runs.

'Professional Soldier' did best in
regard to average of house by
doubling average at Aladdin and
getting promoted, downtown to the
Paramount for a second week.
Broadway and Paramount are sort
of heaven for good film$ that play
other Huffman houses, particularly
.the Aladdin and Denver.

For th> first time Denver has
seven first . run houses. The old
Empress, reopened by Geo. A. Allan
an the Center, joins the select
group, giving an independent pro-
ducer fpr the first time a first run
here.

Estimates for This Week
Aladdin (Huffman) (1,500; 25-40-

50)—'Prof. Soldier' (20th). Big biz,
$5,000, Goes to Par for second week;
Last week 'Pasteur* (FN) turned In
the corking gross and won an ex-
tended run at the Broadway; $4,000.
Broadway (Huffman) (1,500; 25-

40)^-'Pasteur' (FN). Following a
week at the Aladdin, nice $2,000.
Last week 'Petrified Forest' (WB),
following a week at Denver, and
'Widow Monte; Carlo' (WB). split,
turned in $2,000. Former- film did
very riice but latter only fair.
Center (Allan) (1,600; 20-25-35)—

'$1,000 . a MlnutC (Rep) and stage
show; Opening week and folks here
go for anything new, $4,500. Last
week house dark after three years*
Denham (Cooper) (1,500; 25-^35-

40)—'Woman Trap' (Par) and Kit-
Kat Club stage show. Flesh re-
sponsible for wow $10,000 pace. Last
wcek--<Kiondike Annie' (Par) stood
them up every day, and with some
of the best dally -turnovers the. thea-
tre has ever Had, turned in $13,000
at the botfoffice. Picture could have
stood some extra time, but for the
stage show, booked in currently.
'Annie' did the second best week of
the house.
Denver (Huffman) (2,500; 25-35-

50)—'Ghost Goes West' (UA) and
stage band. Up to $7,500. Last -tyeek
'Modern Times' (UA) did -$t2'i000,
not as good as expected, but' good

(Continued on page 23)

Baltimore, March 3.

(Best Exploitation: Hipp)
'Follow the Fleet' has the town

sewed up this week, Hipp booked
in. a short, speedy; stage show of
33 mins., chucked out trailers arid
boned the hewsreel down to three
minutes. Business fbrced house to
pare stage ' show down to skeleton-
ised 26; minutes, and expunge the
neWsreel over the weekend. Run-
ning added show daily arid opening
house an hour. arid, a half earlier
than usual, Hipp looks certain to
rooket tQ $27,500, which will estab-
lish all-time high at house. Old
record was pegged by 'Top Hat' at
$26,700.

Keith's is h.o/ing 'Klondike Annie'
after an opening week that equaled
anything -house has had since Mae
West's last, 'Goin' to Town.' . It's

on a dayrto-day basis how, with 11
the minimum and likelihood that
it will go longer. Easy $13,600 . for,

the 11 days. .Town is scratching
scalp, just as- to why 'Klondike' isn't
being held over. . Management has
been deeply concerned over Hearst
and local Catholic press attacks on
pic, but on the other hand these
knifings haven't harmed biz percep-
tively.
H. T. Rouston, ballyhoo man of

the Hipp, strewed a sterling cam-
paign for 'Fleet,' getting but to long
lead with advance; tom-tomming up
every . nook and cranny that pre-
sented angle through, which film
.could., be plugged. Lou Brown's
wallops for Wayne'mrig at

-
Century~

trailed by eyelash.
Estimates for Last Week ,

Century (Lpew-UA) (3,000; 16-25-
35-40-65-66)—'Garden Murder' (MG)
and Wayne King band.. It's $19,000
is sizable,, but means crimson with
King crew at $8,500 net ballooning
the budget. Last week 'Modern
Times' (UA) and 'Bring on- Dames',
unit, $18,700, n.s.g.

Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,300;
16-25-35-40-66-66)—'Fleet) (RKO)
and stage show. All-time high
gross, $27,600, and h.p. Last week
'Round' (Col) arid Farley-Rilfey
stage slumped in closing days ati;d

ambled in at $15,500. -
-

Keith's (Schanberger) (2,500; 15*
25-30-35-40)—'Annie' (Par). Wesjt
a wallop, With sock $13,500 ass/ira

'"

for 11 days ending tomorrow' (WejC
may roll on, depending ori biz todayV
New (Mechanic) -(1,800; 16-25-30-

35-40-56)—'Shark* (20th) (2d week).
Jogging, in for good $3,000 after
first lap lugged home happy $5,200.
Stanley (WB) (3,450: 15-25-35-40-

55)—'Forest' (WB) (2d week). Has
planed down sharply, .no more than
mlldish $4,000 after bully $9,600 on
opening trot.

TIMES' OPENS WELL IN

PR0V.; $15,000 INSIGHT

Providence, March 3.

(Best Exploitation: Loew's)
This week is. a flukey one and it's

anyone guess just where it will .end.
With one or two exceptions, notably
Loew's where 'Modern Times', is on
view> bills are pretty weak, and busi-
ness is in .same category, Loew's
figuring on at least $15,000.
Loew's had no opposlsh in ex-,

ploitation, which has been rather
unusual in these parts of late. Lack
of opposlsh Served Its purpose .'of

placing more emphasis on the
Loew's campaign, which was
marked by a mass, of routine stuff,
thoroughly worked out, however.
Stunts outside of the routine batch
included several co-op ads, tie-up
with telephone people on correct
time, and-, 200 special window loca-
tions throughout- the city.

Estimates for- This. -Week
Loew's State (3,200| 15-26-40)—

'Times' (UA). Opening day busi-
ness Was only so-so, but terrific
crush came hi over the weekend.
Weekend business assures house'of
at least $15,000, strong enough. Last
week 'Happen' (20th) and 'Tough
Guy' (MG). showed a wallop, com-
ing through for nice $12,000. . ;.

RKO AJbee (2,500; 15-25-40)—
'Fleet; (RKO) (2d week).' Indica-
tions are that house can garner
$8,0.00 without any difficulty. First
week went over big at slightly more
than $14,000.

Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 15-25-40)
—'Saturday Night' (20th) and 'Con-
queor the Sea' (Col). Ordinary film
fare and Won't wind up with more
than $4,000. Last week 'Pasteur'
(WB) and 'Hostess' (WB) oke at
$7,500.
Strand (Indie) (2.200; 15-25-40)—

'Timothy' (Par) and 'Eagle's Brood'
(Par). One Of slowest weeks house
has had in months, off at $3,500 for
five days; bill yanked today (Tues-
day) for new dualer. 'Klondike.
Annie' (Par) and 'Master's Voice'
(Par). Last week 'Round' (Col) and
'Leavenworth' (Rep) took it on the
chin despite some fancy exploita-
tion; so-so at $8,000.
Fay's (2,000; 15-25-40)—'Ring

Around .Moon' (Chest) and 'Beef
Trust Revue' on stage. Variety bill

only thing saving house from tak-
ing slide this week; no more than
$5,500 -in. prospect, off. Last week
Trouble' (20th) lukewarm at $0,000.
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HE STANDS ALONE AS THE GREATEST ENTERTAINER OF MODERN TIMES!

>V4

The cinema's first immortal returns!

f^-'N. V. Herald-Tribune

The funniest picture in years , . . Chaplin still

supreme. My only advice is to see the film and
laugh yourself sick. — N. V. World.Telegram

Highest rating EXCELLENT. It is Chaplin at his

best...the season's motion picture event. — N.y. p0st

Time has not changed his geni — N.y.T/

o4fter smashing every record in the history of the Rivoli Theatre since it was
built, "Modern Times". . . now in its 5th smashing week • . . continues to play to
S.R.O. audiences.Every house playing this box-office phenomenon has been forced
to hold over indefinitely because of eager,Chaplin-hungry, crowds storming thea-
tres for a long-awaited and joyous fun fest with the world's matchless comedian!

The picture of which it can truly be said...

THE WHOLE WIDE WORLD HAS BEEN WAITING FORI

in

Written, directed and produced by Charles Chaplin

Released thru UNITED ARTISTS
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cinch; for a box-office cleanup! All the ingredients

for vigorous money-maker I" — Hollywood Reporter

Cqnto£s top picture!^ grosses!

Daily Variety

ii

Should be a hit! Los Angeles Ti

"Samoel Goldwyn has'given"Eddie Cantor the best

comedy vehicle of his career. Outstanding offering

for audiences everywhere I" Associated Press:

"Should register d high WpTkronTthe box-office

barometer!" —Box offic*

Here.are just a few Variety headlines proving Cantor

xi powerful box-office magnet Respite one of the

worst^mntersionlrecOrd t

V^ther;Huriitveryb^

Zero In KC But ^SnV*|ig1/M

Cantor's $20,000 Despite St. Louis 1

p3ntor_$16/>00 in teeberg Cincyl

'?ink" Strikes For^^19G€ New ProwSence Record 1

wfink?;At„$20,<H^

jffslTunel^

^n\*'v$32,000:in Boston!

presents

ETHEL MERMAN • SALLY EILERS
PARKYAKARKUS • WILLIAM FRAWLEY

anc/ t/>c GORGEOUS GOLDWYN GIRLS M i
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UNDOUBTEDLY THE BEST PICTURE I'VE

OF SAMUEL GOLDWYN'S GREATEST!

t • Si ONE
i

Shelfg Graham, Nana Syndicate

"One of the roost powerful pictures that has come to the,

talking screen ... .will mean excellent business at box-office./'

<s- Film Daily

"Great entertainment, for mass and class . sz»:will fill seats;

everywhere. Will be the talk of the town." Box-Office

"Samuel Goldwyn should be nij

to screen so powerful .a film as 'These Three',"

— loue/fo Parsons, UNfyEnSAtmVm,

^Sbmurf Goldwynls/These Three' is notable piece of drama,

the like of 'which one seldom encounters in film houses."

Hollywood Citizen-News

"Samuel Goldwyn's. 'These Three' is one of the finest pictures

of the year and is a credit to all who had any part in it.

A long to be_remembered_event." Modern Screen.

"Is extraordmary offering for women. Will do smash business"

r- Daily Variety

These Three' will rank with best of reason . . . performances

by all principals are fprcefuji one) brilliant
v ^Mwrick Kdnn, Motion Picture Daily

Goldwyn's finest - emotional drama, ifi fact anybody's.

^ Los AngelesJimes

SAMUEL. GOLDWYN presents

//

HOPKIIW
(Rememberher performance i "barbary Coast"9} ho achieved top honors in "The Oark Angel )

M C CREA
Directed by WILLIAM WYLER

Screenplay by LILLIAN HELLMAN • Released thru UNITED ARTISTS
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P I C K F 0 R
D

- L A S K Y PRODUCTIONS
p re s e n f s Entertainment Forecast:

"ONE RAINY AFTERNOON"
will befollowed bysunny skies for any-
one who's old enough to laugh . . .and
quickly rising temperatures for any-
onewho's youngenough to fall in love

!

HUGH HERBERT JOSEPH CHWIHOflN

'Directed, by Rowland V. tee

<^£ary Pickford and Jesse Lasky launch one of the industry's

most important producing organizations with a delightful

comedy that is literally studded with star names of proven

box office caliber.

\
ft«fcat«/ ilru UNITED ARTISTS
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FIRST IMPORTANT
OF THE NEW YEAR!

— New York Times

"One of the season's funniest pictures. Cast has the

air of enjoying it all as hugely as the audience.

Grand Ghost Story/' -N. Y.Sun

"Satire of the grandest sort. Gay, charming, ro-

mantic, amusing and entertaining."

— N.Y. World-Telegram

"Captivating comedy . .. . tender in its romance . . ^
charming in mood .• . . lavish . .. witty . . . delightful."

— N. ^. Daily Mirror
A

1

-A thousand delights await you...as bright a satire

as the screen has seen . • . as jolly q ghost story as

ever haunted Broadway with its hilarity."

— N. Y. American

"A gay and thoroughly amusing comedy. . .de-

lightful entertainment. . . riotous . . . hilarious . . . you'll

find the picture a grand film."
— N. Y. Evening Tournfil

it

""Excellent. One of the most consistently delightful

comedies of this or any other season. Exhilarating

fun and a deserved triumph." — N. Y. Sun

Ployed to four capacity weeks at

Rivoli Theatre, N. Y. Holdovers

wherever booked and piling

up record grosses from coast

to coast!

TV:***

••••V.S

•.v.*. .v.v :v.:
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W Ha t is; jhe woxld coming to? One man has the,

.a
1

a ring to p~redictj^:and only Alexander Korda could give

this; tremendousistory the bigness and scope it deserved!.

U II i E UNDER KORDA PRODUCTION

Directed by WILLIAM CAMERON MENZIES

Jeleasedjh-ru UNITED ARTISTS
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"ONE OF THE FINEST ACHIEVEMENTS IN SCREEN HISTORY."
1 —* Screen BopJc

Greater than 'David Cojiperfield '£ . > never been $o thrilled."
• ^ Los Angeles Herald-Express

Box-office of large proportions...prosperity for all concerned."
— Hollywood Reporter

Magnificent entertainment. . . mass and class appeal/'
— Box Office

One of the finest pictures of any era." — Universal sityice

A box^office Knockout in the first round." - Daily Variety

« ; .« « i

Contenders for the 1936 Academy Award." — Detroit Free Press

''Truly marvelous ... a perfect screen story. — Hollywood Script

41
Freddie Bartholomew tops his 'David Copperfield.

— Public Ledger Syndicate

ii

ii

S E I Z HI C K • INT E R NUT 1 0 Nil p.r e S ents

starring

F R E D D IE B A R T H OLOMEW
DOLORES COSTELLO BARRYMORE

wiill

C. AUBREY SMITH . GUY KIBBEE . MICKEY ROONEY
HENRY STEPHENSON . E. E. CLIVE • UNA O'CONNOR
JACKIE SEARL V IVAN SIMPSON • JESSIE RALPH

DIRECTED BY JOHN CROMWELL . SCREEN PLAY BY HUGH WALPOLE

Sfrom ike worU-famous slory. ly. FRANCES HODGSON BURNETT

UNITED ARTISTS

PRODUCED BY DAVID O. SELZNICK
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MARCH TOWARD THE BUILDING OF A GREAT NATION!

JAMES

handful of fearless men and women carved a new

world out of the wilderness ... .fighting side by side against

overwhelming odds. Hemmed in by danger from every

quarter, they lived and loved with the fierce realization that

every moment in their bitter battle for existence must count!

A Reliance Picture

An Edward Small Production

Released thru United Artists
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FICTION'S ROMANTIC AND FIGHTING

FROM THE PAGES OF JEFFERY FARNOL'S WORLD
...TO GIVE YOUR

« # *

-FAMED BOOK
THE YEAR!
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A LT DISNEY S creations aire the most publicized short

subjects in the world. They are big enough to stand beside your feature

as marquee attractions. When you play the colorful Mickey Mouse and
Silly Symphonies be sure and give them plenty of space in your ads,

lobby displays and other advertising and exploitation. They're little

features but they mean big money!

Watch for these Silly Symphonies

mm
tagWML
III
mm
m

I
mm.

COCK O' THE WALK m~«>
"E L MER ELEPH A N T"
"THREE LITTLE WOLVES"

And be sure to advertise these new-

starring vehicles for Mickey Mouse

"MICKEY'S POLO TEAM"
"ORPHANS' PICNIC"

"MICKEY'S GRAND OPERA"

Released thru UNITED ARTISTS
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STRIKE ME PINK

THE GHOST GOES WEST

CHARLIE CHAPLIN ;n MODERN TIMES

LITTli LORD FAUNTLEROY

THESE THREE

THE AMATEUR GENTLEMAN

ONE RAINY AFTERNOON

THE LAST OF THE MOHICANS

THINGS TO COME

January 24th

February 7th

February 21st

• March 6 th

• March 13th

t March 20th

Apr// 24th

June 19th

i t-Xf-

Th9 rtl«o«t dot* of nVcprocfoc.'

lion wiff bo announced /afor

.ViVrt^WiVij

From the inspired pen of H. G. Wells comes orte ofthe

most startling pictures ever produced I An incredible

glimpse of the future that will astound the entire world!

You cannot have qUALITY

without U. A.
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115 'Dream Dates and Grosses

The following lists 115 roadshow txvo-a-day engagements to date at ad-
vanced scales of $1 -top or more of Warner . Bros.' 'Midsummer Night's
Dream/ picked at r&ndom throughout the United States. The playdate, the
population of the. city, or town, number of days of engagement, and the.

approxiTifaie grogs' are given.

East
Town.

Erie, Schenectady,. 1$

Carlton, Providence ...........

Cataract, Niagara Falls . . . ... .

,

Majestic, Harrlsburg, Pa...'..,

Cap. Reading1

, Pa. i ...........
Embassy, Easton, Pa, ...... ...

,

Pal, Bethlehem, Pa^ ..... . ...

Hipp, Buffalo..... .......... . .

.

Arcade, Salisbury, Md. ......

New, Easton, Met, ...........
Grand, Westfleld, N. Y. ... .

.

Grand; East Strpudsburg, Pa
Avon, Watertowri, N. Y. . . . ..

Garden, Princeton, N. J
Glove, Gloversville, -N . Y . .

.

Cerlmac, E. Liverpool, O ....

Pontiac; Saranac Lake,N.
State, UnlbntpAvn, Pa.
Embassy, Lewl,stbn

v

, Pa. . *
.'.

Colonial, Norwich, Nv Y .....

»

Temple, . Kane, Pa .

.

Liberty, Cumbe;rla,hd; 'Md. . .

.

Keeney, .
InVira;* N. Y ......

;

State,-. Hamilton, 2^>Y t . .

.

».. .

Colonial, .Norwich, !N.' H. . . .

.

Pickwick, Greenwich, tJbnn.
Stater Westminster, Md . . , .

.

Colonial, Canaan,'. Conn.> ... .-.

Ease's SH., : Essex, '/Coring
Cap, Middietown. Gbmi. ..-,» -.

.

Strands Plainville,: {3pnn , , .

,

• ••«»•<
• ••»*•<

» » • * • «

».• •* •

A - •.* » *

•
' » I. • * *

• • • *

• • • 4

• *. * 1

• • « 4

• •.• i

• , »'l

• *.

• • ''ii

• * • «

» i « I

• % • i

V * • <

• • •
'*

Pop. App. Gross.
95,000 $2,300
25,000 4;S00
75,000 1,500
80,000 2,600

111,000 3,300
35,000 1,600
58,000 1,000

573,000 8,600:
11,000 600
4,100 600
3.466 350

' 6,090 400:
32,000 1,100
6,992 • 1,800

23,000 1,000
23,000 1,100
8,020 600

20.000 1,600
13,000 2 2,200

- 8,378 .1- -70Q.

6.2S2 1 650
37,000' 3 1,000
47,000 1 1.200
.1,700 1 600
8,400 1 700
6,000 2 1,700
1,900 2 .370.

'565 ,J_. 440'
2,777

»»
O 660:

16,000 3 1,500
:

6,301 400'

Midwest

•**•••<
i » . * • • • j*

*••'•••«#«••*•
« • '«

4 •*•'••**» •

> 4 t » • •

I • t

> • «

i « • • • • •

• * I

««t«t*»«*.•••••••

Kenosha,- Kenosha, Wis
Strand, Oshkpsh, Wis...
.Grand, Terra . Haute, Jn
.Orph., Hannibal, Mo . . .

,

MS$ee,;EvaosviUe, Wis.
BiSgndeisj . .Omaha , .......
Gradfd, Dubuque, la . . . .

.

GmHS, Alton, ill.....

M^wiohi" Portageville, Mo
Orp& Quiiicy, 111 . ... ....

Lincoln, Decatur, 111. » ...

Orph, Galesburg, ill. . , . . . , .

;

Grand, Decorah, ;ia , , .1

.

Castle, Manchester,.. '...«..<,..•.....'••

'Orph, Elkhart, Ind. ... ...... .-. , ... . ; . . .

.

Ehglert, Iowa .City, la. ; .
'.

.

,

Mars,- . Lafayette-, • Ind v

»

Piatt, Sulphur^Okla. ..... .........
.Roxy, Owatonna, Minn.-. i'.

,

Orph, Sioux City, la
Genesee, Genesee, 111 ....

.Fargo, Sycamore, 111

Kerrldge, Hancock, Mich
Cap, Madison, Wis......
Dixon, Dixon, 111.

Missouri, Senath, Mo..
State* Nashville, 111

Jeffries,- janesville, Wis 1 ....
.

'..
•.

f
. .

.

Venetian, Racine, Wis. . . . . . . . .

.

Sheboygan, Sheboygan,- Wis
Missouri, Hayti, Mo.
Cap, Cincinnati, 0> ..

.

;

.. i »

Pal, South Bend,. Ind. . .

.

Majestic, Grand Rapids, Mich

West
Music Box, Seattle .'

,

Alhaihbra, Sacramento . ,

Stanford, Palo Alto, Cal
Fox, -Tucson, Ariz .

.

'.

Cap, Yakima, Wash
Elsinore, . Salem, Ore
Fox, Spokane, Wash
Crest, Provo, Utah
Campus, Berkeley, Cal >»

Mission, San Jos'e, . Cal.
Dr,eani, Sidre Wblly, ^Wash..... -

Mt, Baker, Bellingham, Wash
California, San Bernardino, Cal..
Fox, Riverside; Cal. . . . . . .........
Vitaphone, Wenatchee, .Wash
Ai^dian, Pullman, \VSrash . ...

.

Warner, Fresno, Cal ........
McDonald, Eugene, Ore. ....

Fox, Bakersfleld, Cal.. ...'••

California, Ontario, Cal
UAy,Pasadena, Cal. ....
Ventura, Ventura, Cal..
Studio, Prescott, .'Ariz. ...........
EUehsburg, Ellensburg, . Wash; '.

.

P4t>/ Salt Lake- City :— ........
Mayfair, Portland, Ore .... . ..

South

••••••
••••••

• • • •

• •

50,000
40,000
63,000
2,200
2,269

214,000
'41,000

30,000
i;262

• 39,000
67,000
29,000
4,581
3,413

33,000
16,000
26,000
4,242
7,654

79,000
3,406
4,021
6,795

57,000
99,00a
1,086
2,243

21,600
67,600
39,200
1,620

450,000-

104,000
169,000

365,000
93,000
13,000
32,000
22.000
26,000

116,H)00

16,000
82,000

67,000
- 2,719*

31,000
37,000
30,000
12,000
3,322

63,000
19,000
26,000
13,000
76,000
12,000
6,500
4,600

140,000
302,000

St. Charles, New Orleans
Melba, Batesville, Ark .

.'

.

Delta, Opelousas, La.....
Gem, Newman, Ga. ......
Talesman, Rosedaie, Miss
Regent, Indiinalo, Miss
Jeff, Charlottesville, Va".
Rialto, LepAhto, Ark. ........

Mjjftry Anderson, Louisville..
Uptown, Dresden, -Tenn. . . .

.

G$p, Osceola, Ark
Rex, -Glensville, Ga
Np*U Vidalia, Ga.:...
Nlatex, Mabank, Tex
i^lba, Goldwaite, Tex,....,,
Strand, Honey Grove, Tex. .

.

Pal/- Louisville, Ga

.

New -Deal, Gorman, Tex . . .

,

Majestic, Commanche, Tex.

.

Ferguson, Hamlin. Tex....,
National, Richmond, Va....
Princess. Lexington, Tenn . .

.

Legion. Mayfield, Ky
Kmpire, Birmingham .......

i t * • • # * * 4

458,000
-4,484

6,299
6,386
2.117

3,116
15,000
1,195

307,000
1,047
2,573
1,503
3,858
9G3

1,324
2,475
1,700-

1,200
2.50Q
2,328

183,000
1,823
8,000

260,000

WB's Ballyhooing of the

Bard in the Bumpkin Belt

Boosted the Boxoffice—
All on a 2-a-Day Basis at

Uppe<l Scale $1.10 to

$2.20—- Comparative
Takes with Other Fix

600 ROADSHOWS

Inside Stuff-Pictures

(Continued from page 6)

to explain whei*e they have, been reposing in the interim,

agent cannot explain, so he
. says.

Monty Westmore, film makeup expert,- has returned to the Coast from
London where he was to handle makeup for the now discarded 'Cyrano
de Bergerac' He fulfilled his contract by merely putting, test makeup
on Charles Laughton several times during his six-Week stay.

National .Screen Service has signatured .largest initial order for

trailers in company's history. Twentieth-Fox taking 3.00 prints for the
day-date opening of 'The Country Doctor;' Total order on many pic-

tures run to 300, but first Prder is rarely over 76 prints.

Wallace Beery..missed the first show 'at the Fox, Detroit, Friday .(28),

opening" day of .a .^j&elc's engagement, when his plane front Boston wa»
grounded en, route, to the ' auto town. ,Beery played- the Metropolitan
thea'tre in the Hub last week.

2

2

i

1.
2'

2

2

1

900
1,050
2,400
560
130

3,500
960
.800

60
.1,060

.1,400

1,000
260
350

1,000
1,600
2,200*
250
260

2,100
.140

150
460

3,300
900
180
190
630

1,400
1,150
130

12,300
1,630
2,600

9,700
3,500
1,600
2,100
800

1,400
3,200
800

2,200

2,800
400

. 1,100
1,500
1,500
900
600

3,500
1,800
1,400
600

2,100
660
460
630

2,900

6,600

6,400
160
400
260
60

170
1,300

90
5,300
130
.240

80
200
110
130
70
50

120
150
370

3,900
150
380

2,900

TOTAL GROSS; 115 ENGAGEMENTS, PLAYING 22« DAYS., $178,510

By ROY CHARTIER
'mdsuminer Night's Dream,' dir-

.rfi.Qte.Ai.bjr. Max Heihhardt for Wa,r-
rier Bros, and probably .thfr biggest
gamble ever taken by any picture
company or producer, has played a
total, bt 212 engagements to date.
These engagement's haye grossed for
^the theatres a total.of .847^00 in ad-;
inisslpns o_ more, than half the cost!
ofthe pipture, $l,4o6,000«

- All bookings bf the first Shake-;
spearean talker so -far have - been:
on a roadshow basis of two Bhpws
a day with a few exceptions where
morning matinees have been given
to children, teachers or others. The
scale in all instances, has. been ad-
vanced, with no engagement of the
212 played to date at less than $1
..top. It. has rangeA

,

;up -to * $2.20. for

the Ji.rgpr keys in which it opened
ait an early date last- fall. The pic-

ture has gone through the • bigger
keys as a roadshqw and is now be-
ing booked into,any spot, no matter
how flmaJ' . than can be sold. It will

unquestionably set a record for the
most extensive twp-a-daylng^'ariy--
plcture has ever received.

Some of the Hamlets.
Among, the 212- playdateg so far

on the roadshow books for 'Dream'
are - such towns as Mabank, Tex.,

-with a population of 963; Louisville,

Ga., pop. 1,700; Sidre. Wplly, Wash.,
pop. 2,719 and Nashville, 111., pop.
2,243. Expecting to get its nega-
tive cost and more out of the road-
showing of 'Dream' the Warner pol-

icy is to penetrate every town In

the country that's a possibility for,

a twice-daily engagement, if only
for one day. The present thought
is to ke p on roadshowing the pic-

ture until next year, with general
release held off until September,
1937. .Around .400 two-a-day ad-
vanced-scale dates are expected to

break between now and June. 1,

running total of engagements by
then to over 600. The high goal

set by Warners on two-a-day dates
alone before September, 1937, when
it goes On general release to all the-

atres and at all prices, Is 6,000.

This is not counting dates abroad,

nor does the 212 engagements here

concerned include any bookings in

foreign cities.

WB is selling exhibitors on a per-

centage" basis only. It is getting a
minimum of 50%, no matter how
small the town and the grossing

possibilities. Its" highest contracts

call for '75% of the gross from the

first dollar.

Educational Co-operati

The distributor of the picture in

many, engagements contributes - to

the advertising budget but this has
not run as high as might be Imag-
ined. Total advertising cost so far

to WB which adds to the negative

cost ' isn't more than $100,000, but

everywhere the distributor has lent

its roadshow accounts extended
publicity and exploitation support.

Probably no picture has been as

well exploited as 'Dream,' Warner
Bros, readily acknowldeges the co-

operation in this direction given it

by the church, women's clubs, civic

bodies, educational factors and the

Motion Picture- Producers & Dis-

tributors of America, Inc. All have
worked hard to arouse public inter-

est and support in behalf of the

prestige, piece Warners turned out

in 'Dream.' As a result; It has
brought people to theatres who are

not regular film patrons.
' 'Dream' was a slow starter and
called for careful and astute sell-,

("Continued on page 74)

Twentieth Century-Fox toying -]with idea, of; retagging its rfecent

release, 'It Had to Happen/ to 'It Can't Happ'en.'. . Switch would be to

capitalize -on recent publicity over the Sinclair Lewis . book, 'It- .Can't

JIap.pen. Here.!..

Republic, . with writing staff of 51 during production peak twpi months
ago,: has ., curtailed; scribblers .to. 25V Reduced, personniel will '-'continue

until production pick's up.- v ;
"-

Indie producer making series of reUglous, And educational; subjects pit

Coast -ib- refusing 'to .engage f«r his casts' any one who;.has ..ever been
divorced: . Producer himself has been- .three times divorced.!

•From aggregate of 78,000 Btudip production artd publlpity stills Jumped
by Hays office 'oenspr board over yearns period, less "than l%'vfc$£e re-

jected. Board gives the' critical eye. to around 1,500 'stills each week.

Morros to Produce

Under a . renewal of his;. . contract
with: Paramount, Boris Mprros will

produce musicals on .the Par lot in

addition, to continuing as general
musical director at ' the studio.

Former managing director of the
Brooklyn' Paramount is - now back
ih.'Nr. T.'.on a talent scouting trip.

S1HH0NSES BUY IN

ON RELIABLE LEASE

Hollywood, March % ,

Joe and Leslie Simmons, now con-
trol half Interest of lease of Re-
liable studios. Other half

.
held by

Reliable Plcutres, operated by B. B.
Ray and Harry Webb.
Simmons currenty producing Tim

McCPy series of westerns. for Purl-
fan release but plans expanded pro-
gram next season;

UNIT DEAL FOR

Mae Murray Loses Again

Tiffany Productions, Inc., again
successfully defended itself against
the $300,000 suit brought by Mae
Murray when N. Y. Supreme Court
Justice Church yesterday (Tues-
day) held that the actress had
failed to prove that Tiffany had de-
nied her the right to examine its

books, to determine the true profits.

Former star was paid $26,000 as her
percentage of profits, - but alleged

that $300,000 was due her.

First suit also resulted in a vic-

tory for Tiffany, but, the Appellate
Division ordered it retried.

,
Hollywood, March 3.

. No new deal has been entered into

between Mepyyn LeRoy and Warner
Bros. ' LeRoy had expected to dis-

cuss it with Harry M. Warner, his
father-lh-rtew, while latter' was here.

However, the details of it w'Ul'W
worked out when LeRpy gets to

New York before sailing for Europ*
March 18..

Regardless of how it is worked
out, whether or not LeRoy .gets hi*

own unit autpnprny( Warners states

he will remain with the company.

WB's Outdoor Tinier

Hollywood, March 3.

At least'portlon of 'God's Country
and the Woman' will be leneed li

color by Warners.
Company probably will go on lo*

cation in big timber country of

Oregon for tint exteriors. Bett«

Davis and George Brent have top

spots in Aim,
Three Technicolor ebortB remain

to be finished on Warners current

tint season. They are 'Changing th#

Guard,' featuring Sybil Jason;

'Birth of the Star Spangled Banner,*

and 'Ain't Rio Grande/
Bobby Connolly directs trip of col-

ored shorts.

Sisk-Reid 'Plough' Team
Hollywood, March 3.

Robert Sisk and Cliff Reid will

co-prbduce 'Plough and the Stars,'

pic version of Sean O'Casey Story,

John Ford directing, at RKO Radio.
Dudley Nichols preparing screen

play.

'GOOD EARTH' STARTS
Culver City, March 3.

Metro puts 'Good Earth' into pro-:

ductlon next week despite no solu-
tion oh the Chinese- Occidental
angle in the romantic sequences for

a Hays office okay.

..
Paul Muni. and Lulse Ralner are

the only players sot.

McKenzie Improved
Maurice McKenzie, Hays o cc

executive who wont to the hospital
for a rest cure last fall, is returning
to his official duties in N. Y. March
15.

McKenzie has been in the south
recuperating, since the fir.«t olKtho
year.

ROADSHOWING 'ZIEGFELD'
Metro plans to roadshow 'Great

Ziegfeld'.

Picture won't be ready until

around Easter.

On Broadway, iegfeld' goes Into

the Astbr on a special . deal with
Plunkett-Krellberg, present lessees

of the hoCse.

DENVER
(Continued from page 10)

enough to be taken across the street

to^the Paramount currently. Very
steady, business all week.-
Orpheum (RKO) (2.C00; 26-35-40)

—'Fang and Claw' (RKO) and
'Muss 'Em Up' (RKO), double. Jiist

so-so as expected, $4,000- Last week
'Lady Consents' (RKO) better than
average despite of stiff competition.

Paramount (Huffman) (2,000.; 25-
40)^'AIodern Times' (UA). Follow-
ing a week at the Denver, $4,000, a
third of its take at the Denver last
week. Last -week 'Gallant Defender*
(Col) and 'Lone Wolf (Col), doubl*
1)111, a little below average. $2,500.
Competition .. was too stiff, both
across the street at the Denver, an-
other Huffman house, . arid at th«
Dp nham and Orpheum.
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Natan Name Dropped, but Banks

StOt Angling for Co. Control

Paris, Feb. 23.

Next step in the untanglement of

the affairs of Pathe Cinema (no

longer ltnown as Pathe Natan)
would appear to be the. adoption of

a settlement with Its creditors.
'

Company is now officially Iri

bankruptcy,, but this doesn't seem to

make any . real change In Its situa-

tion.

Head man. of the company at the
moment Is M. Mauger,' receiver.

Mauger was. receiver of the Societe

deGerance des Cinemas Pathe, the-

atre-owning .subsidiary,, and the
'Commerce Tribunal extended the
bankruptcy of the subsidiary to in-

clude the parent company, appoint-
ing.Manger as receiverdor the whole
lot: All assets and liabilities of.

both corporations are to be con-
sidered as a single unit.

Only, a few hours before the Pathe
Cinema bankruptcy was declared^

the- stockholders, |n a, regular ineet-

iixgi
; took back r their -company from.

Judicial Administrator Pioton and
elected a hew board of directors^ th-
:cludihg Paul Brunet, " a director of
Kodak m. France? Marcel Aboucaya,
financier and film angel, and Robert
Dirter, president of the stockholders*
protective association, •

Officer*

Brunet was' named president, and
Aboucaya .and Dirler both became
managing: directors. Other direc-.

"tonr chosen ' are - Robert Mfeg. and
Paul Regamey."

Appointment- of Mauger as ' re-
cgfcV/er a* few1 hours later took the
sujirtrte authoritjrTJTer the company

, oat of the hands of t^v ntsw board.
'v But the 'bankruptcy does not mean

, ;that the. asfleta of the company will

'W' sold ..'off. Court -ordered ' that
Mauger keep . the concern running:
for the next two months, at least,

without liquidating it

In .the meantime it is the duty of

Mauger as receiver to consider any
settlement offered to clear the com-
pany of .debt Stockholders',: as-

represented -by thefe board of
:

direc-
tors-, have; the priority in offering a.

•settlement, and the financial group
whfeh Brunet' and Aboucaya repre-
sent assert that they arer prepared
to pay 199%.

If that comes true, it's alt oyer but
'the shouting, and Pathe Cinema,
.made over* should emerge again, as
a dominating' element in the French
film, business and a force in the
world trade.-

Buts

There are two important buts:
first, strong bank. Interests are still

anxious to get hold of Pathe Cine
ma. Bank de Paris et les Pays Bas,
one of the. most powerful in France,
and the; influential Lazare Freres,
have both been unofficially men
tloned in financial newspapers as
ready to step in, although it is; not
clear yet.

Second, although Dirler-

Aboucaya-Brunet group says .it

will pay creditors- in full, an agree-
ment, will have to be reached, on. how
much the company actually owes;
It is estimated, that indebtedness of
the Societe de Gerance and Pathe
Cinema together amounts to about
|3,000,000^ of which more than half
Is owed to Kodak, but there's, noth-
ing definite about those figures.

Financial operations in the past
have, been so obscure that consider-
able wrangling is bound to follow.
Some question of extending the

bankruptcy further to include the
personal assets of Bernard Natan,
and the court will hold hearings to

this effect. . Last remnants of Natan
control were eliminated officially at.

the Monday stockholders' meeting,
and the name Pathe" Natan on
screen credits and theatre marquees
has now been replaced by Pathe
Cinema.
Fact that Mauger is the liquidator

of. Gaumont-Franco Film-Aubert
(which -has never been declared

bankrupt) formerly led to fear that

the two firms -would be consolidated

under: government auspices. This
doesn't seem likely or possible how.

.
.Stockholder^ meeting at' which

the .new regime was installed was a
:»weet row;, in which the Dirler

forces triumphed over the bank reps

by a large-majority, As soon as the

. bankers'saw they were • Ifeked they

went to the Commerce Tribunal to

push for bankruptcy.
Stockholders' defense committee

at first was indignant against the

bankruptcy, but on examining the

Pathe, CamnoBt join

Vs. Umanski Group

Paris; Feb. 23.

Pathe and Gaumont chains, which
own . an overwhelming portion; of

Paris' film theatres,, have ganged up
against the policy of the Umanskis,
Champs-Elysee showcase, owners, of

showing French talkers in the new
Le Paris. House is alternating
Frenchers with original versions in

English.
Chain bosses announce that ho

French/film, booked in Le . Paris can
get a later run in their houses, and
they may-: even extend the boycott to

all films- of firms booking Frenchers
In the Umanski house, 'they .say.

Pathe has its biggest house, -the

Marlgnan, a few doors - from Le
Paris, aha specializes there in class

French, language first runs) Gau-
mont has; the Colfsee across; the
street-with the same pcrtfc;..

_
They

don't, mind competition1

: from Eng-
lish talkers^ they say.

:

SAVILLE AS UA ASSO.

PRODUCER IN LONDON

London, March -8->

United Artists Shortly wilt add
another associate producer to its

staff here, Victor Saviile.

Saville will form, his own produc-

tion unit with outside • backing and
will produce three pictures here and
in Hollywood annually, with . UA
holding world release rjghts. Agree-
ment is how ready and awaiting' the

arrival of Sam GoMw-yn in, early

March for an exchange of signa-
tures;

. Paris, Feb. 23.

Political unrest following the.

attack: off Royalist youths, on the
Socialist . leader- Leon Blum lias
given a new sock to show . business
here. Street; parades and demon-
strations < are- starting up again,

which keep people in doors;.
'"

Dissatisfaction of taxi drivers,

who are having, bad business, with
recent fare cuts adds: to the sense
of disturbance^. General ' theatre
strike against poor tax,, also threat-:

enav
'"

Jean. Chiappe, former • prefect of

police, accompanied by>Pierre Mor-
tler, - president of the theatrical

press association, called on Premier
Albert Sarraut to urge him to do
something about giving tax relief to

theatres and avoid a strike. Sarraut
said he'd, see his finance minister
and also. Georges Mandel, Com-
munications Minister, to find out
what action could be taken.
Maude! must be consulted because

he controls, radio, and the most
widespread idea of how to take the
poor tax off theatres, is to transfer
in it some way to the users of the
ether. No system, has yet been
found, however,, of soaking the lis

' teners' for enough extra money to
contribute to the. support of the
public hospitals and poorhouses

. which the local taxes on entertain-
ment now pay for.

-London,, Feb.

. One of the results to the impasse
between British Broadcasting Corp.

and the film trade, following1 the
trade's refusal to let the radio- hoys
televise any fttra. other than, footage
which has been away from general
release for at least three- months
and BBCs retaliatory intention to
produce- . tltma! of its own, may be
the agreement concluded this week,
with RKO whereby the March of
Time fs to be anglicized! and ' con.-

trolled as far as local editions are
concerned by John Grierson.
Grterson is- in charge of the Gen-

eral 'Post office film propaganda de-
partment. By linking- with the
March of •Time Grierson now. finds

Mmaelf in charge of a virtual,news-
reel organisation in addition to his
work for the G* P. O., which is

closely linked- with B. B. O. through
the Government. Grferson is thus
in a position to satisfy BBC's yen
for new film.

March' of. Time may get its big-,

seat publicity break here to date by
being- the first newsreel under a
regular televising- contract,

Brit. Studios Blazes

Hi fasarance Rates

London, Feb.
Considerable rise in the price of

fire insurance for British studios
has- followed the recent $2,500,000

fire at the British & Dominion and
British International studios.

Fire was the worst yet expert
enced In the British studio trade,
although there were no fatalities;

—

as there were when the Gams-
borough studios went up six years
ago. Only a few irionths previous to
the blaze Julius Hagen lost one of

his studios in a fire.

With two major fires following in

close succession Moyds has raised
the premium cover charges as much
as 10%..
Normal studio fire coverage is

around 2.5% of the sum assured ; it

will how rate about 2.75%.

See Hope for French Biz Unity

of

Hat* 'MeJody,' 'Anna*

Top Swedes'* B. 0.'s

Stockholm, Feb. 21.

'Midsummer Night's.Dream' (WB>
only lasted two weeks- (18 per-

formances) at the* Spegehx theatre

of the Syehsk; Fttmfndustrt chain,

and was then transferred to a sec-
ond run house,, the Puck, Successor
at the Spegela UWivefllm's, Swedish
picture 'SUnriy Side.'

^Annapolis Farewell* (WB) was
released at the big China theatre,
with a lot of naval officers: and blue-
Jackets invited. Succeeded by
Top Hat,'. (RKO); _ As a. special
publicity stunt RKO extended in-
vitations to society and theatrical
folks, with the request that they
wear : evening, clothes, and

;
for the

first time- in Swedish motion pic-
ture history a lot of swells accepted.

Hardest competitor is "Broadway
Melody 1936' (MG), now: in its
fourth week at. .the Skandia and
simultaneously at Svensk's biggest
2nd run theatre, the Gota. Lejon.
Garbp's 'Anna Karenina* (MG> • is

In its fourth week at the H«d Mill.
Garbo got the usual superlatives in
the press- and her name is still sure
box office here.

ONLY SIX

Britons in Hollywood
Hollywood, March 3.

The Mayfair party happened, too
soon after the King's death for a
big British turnout but they made
up for it at the Screen Actors! Ball.

Among the Britons present, were,
Lord and Lady Cavendish, Heather
Angel, Ralph Forbes* Merle Oberon,
Herbert Marshall, Henry. Wilcoxon,
Errojt Flynn, David Niven, Frieda
Inescourt and Ernest Cossart.
Now that .Alison Skipworth is

permanently domiciled she'a having
Sunday

.
afternoon 'at homes.'.

Sybil Jason has been having lots
of fun.' going to the cinema, playing
with her new dolls and tripping to

court's deeisfon new directors de-
cided that it wasn't so bad, and they
might be able to reach an agreement
with the creditors through- it They
may not even appeal against the
bankruptcy.
Pathe Cinema stock, which rose

from 17 to 34 between the an-
nouncement that Pioton had called a
stockholders' meeting and the elec-

tion of the new board, took a dive
back to 16 when bankruptcy was
announced. It has. now gone up to

20, indicating Bourse sentiment that
the affairs of the concern are about
normal.

the. desert in between pix. She
starts work next week in a Tech-
nicolor short at Warners.
Walter Pldgeon is working si-

multaneously In. ' ig Brown Eyes'
for Wanger and in 'Brazen' on the
Educational lot.

Mary Ellis,, star .of razen,' has
received complete script of the new
John Balderston play, which
she'll appear in London.
Arthur Treacher has signed a new

seven year contract with. 20th -Fox.
Kathleen Lockhart claims to have

a perfect system for playing the
horses.

Merle Oberon skeded for .Seiz-
riick's new pic, 'Dark Victory,' to
be made in color.

In less than two weeks, Leslie
Howard is skeded to leave for New
York to do 'Hamlet' on the stage.
Mona Barrle taking her house

guests, Madge Elliott and Cyril
Ritchard (both of London), to the
races.

Basil Rathbone, Ralph Forbes,
Red Denny, Conway Tearle arid
Henry Kollcer lazing in the sun
waiting for a call oh the set of
'Romeo and Juliet.'

Reggie Owen, on a terrifically hot
day, wearing Eskimo garb, with fur
moccasins, pants and bloiise for
'Petticoat Fever.'

Paris,

. . After a production season, which

has resulted in an unusual quantity

of high class films that are chasing

second-rate American product, from
the. French, market, local picture

output has taken a quantitative

nosedive. Survey of studios around
Paris ..

'

in

work.

Drop is a bit more drastic than
a mere seasonal slump. Forty pic-

: tures have been announced as . in

Work, and the fact that only six- of
them, are actually being shot is dis-

quieting in -light .of the Indie pro?
duction which dominates the local
industry.

One of the six is 'Tarass Bulba,'
s.uper megged by Alexis Granovsky,
with Harry Baur starring.' Picture
has been in work a long time and
has undergone two extensive re-
makes. - Femme lead has been
changed four times; Granovsky has
plenty of financial backing, and
needs it. Film is now said to be
conclusively in the cutting room.

Another, just starting, is Pierre
Billon's version of Zola's *L'Argent*
(•Money'), with T»ierre Richard
Willm, which kicked around for a
month or more with director and
cast under the. mistaken impression
that the funds were in hand to be-
gin production. Also Jacques^De-r
val's 'Women's Club,' 'Fear,* 'Gotrri

the Corsaire'. and 'Call of Silence.'

Among pictures recently com-
pleted are ' ichori,' with Victor
Boucher, based oh legit hit by Jean
de.LetrazT 'Under the Eyes of the
Occident,'- produced by Andre Daveh,
formerly of Paramount and Fox
French production staffs; and Gen-
eral Productions* 'Mutineers of the
Elsinore.'

Among the future productions an-
nounced are 'Adventure in Paris,'
based on an Yves Mirande story, [ to
be made by Daveii; 'Beethoven* . to
be megged by Abel Gance, with
Harry Baur in the lead; another
Gance picture starring the cOrtilc

Georges Milton; a Louis Verne'uil
picture, 'Mme. Vidal's Lover,' with
Victor Boucher and Elvire Pope-scot
a life of Tchaikovsky, based on, a
book by Nina Barberova-; a produc-
tion by

1

M. Gargour, formerly of
Pathe-Natan, based on the life of
Marthe Richard, French wartime
woman spy; a 'picture by Marcel
L'Herbier, starring Nathalie Paley,
based on 'New Men' by Claude Far-
rere;. and 'Kreutzer Sonata,' based
on the Tolstoi classic, to be made
by Franco-Austro Films at the
Francois Premier studio.

Paris, Feb. 23.

United at last against the extreme
price-cutting taciics of certain
French exhibitors, the two rival dls-

tribe' . assbefiktionst.. . old . Chambre
Syndicate .and the opposition group
to which the Americans belong,
have combined In an agreement to
resfuse to rent films after March 1

to houses., charging less than 20c
admission.;

- It's a case .of the- lion and the
iamb lying down together, for the.

two associations hitherto have been
devoted almost . exclusively to the
business of cutting, each other's
throate. Roger Weil is credited
with having bnraght about , the con-
ciliation.'

Organization to which the Yanks
belong, formed after their seces-
sion from the old Chambre Syndi-
cate over a quota fight, recently
changed Its name, from Union Syn-
dfcale des Distributem's to Chambre
Syndicate^ so that now no one can
tell who's- who.

- Old outfit, still headed by Charles
Delaev has also reorganized, and its

diBtribs* ' branch is a separate en-
tity, ' thus making the. conciliation
easier. [

'

LoRg-Jointfd

Present co-operation may
step toward the unification of the
French industry, . which has long
been limited. Henri Klarsteid,
Paramount. French sales chief* has
.been callins for. it in repeated
.tradepaper: articles..

Price-cutting menace, takes the
f0rm chiefly of theatres with 6%c.
-admisslonis. Touched off by pih'un
. Franc .theatre set up last year in
. Paris exhibition hall abandoned by
the bankrupt Citroen Autmobile Co.,
the movement has spread to vari-
ous parts of the country,. /.

Cruvrate houses will still be .able
to get pictures from distrihutprs
belonging to neither of the associa-
.tiftnsK.hut it'a, hoped that thia

;
ppa-

sibility can* be blocked with coop-
eration of the exhibs* association.
Idea is that the- exhibs should agree
not to rent from distributors who

[ deal with the outlawed price-cut-
ters.

This two-way cd-operation may
.
b$ possible,, because Raymond Liis-
siez'. powerful exhibitors^ organisa-
tion has^ always worked in close
co-operation with the exhibs* out-
fit to which the Americans belong;
although it has violently fought
the- Delac group. If Lussiez comes
into the anti-price-cutting fight,
.trade unity will be nearer than ever
before.

Amateur tk Figures

In French Scandal,

Bat 'Riders Barred

Paris, Feh. 23.

While using a motion picture
taken by*an amateur as means of
identifying the assailants of the
socialist leader Leon Blunu local
police have forbidden professional
newsreelers to make pictures of the
events following "the riot

. Royalist organization,, the Action
Francaise^ was officially' dissolved
as a result of the .attack on Blum,
in which its members participated,
and considerable crowd movements
ensued, as well as police activity
Which would have made good news-
reel stuff. Word was sent out,- how-
ever, that they'd have to lay off.
Film made by the amateur,

Gerard Bennett has created lots of
stir,, although never shown publicly.
He happened to be there with his
camera when , the royalists mobbed
the automobile in which Blum was
sitting; Police grabbed his film and
toted it to headquarters. Several
arrests were made, reportedly on the
basis of it.

Trade is making its usual feeUe
protest against films forbidden to
cover a news -story on which the
printed press has . free rein.

WB'a Next Britisher

London, Feb. 23.

Warner's (London) latest produc-
tion is 'Fair Exchange,' by Brock
Williams, depicting college life, with
an' Oxford background! Ralph Ince
is directing, with cast including
Roscoe Ates, Isla Sevan and Patric
Knowles.
Expected to be

weeks.
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-U. S. PACT IN
Droits Option on French

I Which Starts a Scramble

., Feb. 23.

Battle royal has been going on

tor thfe past few weeks over France

Actualites, French newsreel hith-

erto controlled by Gaumont-Franco

Film-Aubert. G. F. F. A, was forced

to. -drop a $53,400 option it held on

the reel.

here are only two purely French

newsreels; and in view of the seneral

elections * this year they both are

politically important.. Number of
interests immediately moved to get

control of France Actualites, and at

the -same , time the Government,
• which controls G. F. F. A., also took
an interest in keeping control, if

possible.

News that France Actualites was
on the market leaked out through
the fact that,notice was given to all

Its Employees, when G. F. F; A. de-
cided to drop the option; Keel Is-

Owned by a Belgian group, headed
by the Baron Empain, which is not

in a po rttibn to operate it. "Was first

believed it would, be. closed down.
Story spread tilat G. F. F. A. had

made a deal to show the Fox reel

in its theatre chain instead of the

French -clips, and patriotic indigna-
tion arose, both that Frenchmen
should be. fired to make room for an
American product, and also that

: foreign interests' .should get a news-
reel hook in so important a circuit.

In fact, Fox had made an offer, in

; a general business wayT to supply its

^*eel to Gaumoht, but nothing had
'come of it.

Fox Atiu?ss
Later, story got out that Fox

wanted to buy France Actualites.

This also was denied , by Fox offi-

cials. Admitted, however, that Pox
had propositioned France Actual-
ites oh the possibility of supplying
it with. American material in order
to get a possible break with G.F.F.A,

Actual candidates for the pur-
chase of the French reel appear to

be Reginald Ford, English owner of

a chain of French newsreel houses,

and Eclair Journal, "other French
reel. A financial group beaded , by
JVI. de Rouvres Also has made a bid.

Two thousand, shares of stock In

France Actualites were supposed to

tiave been sold at. auction on Feb.

ID,, but no information as -to the re-

sult, if any, has been announced.

Now understand that the reel is to

be kept alive and reorganized, and
the current report is that G-F.FJL
will, after all, keep a hook in. Seems
unlikely that Ford, a foreigner,

would be allowed to work into a

politically important item.
L. ; :

•

METRO'S THREE P1X

LEAD SYDNEY FIELD

Sydney, Feb. 12.

Metro has three films playing top

city spots. 'Broadway Melody' is at

the- St. James, "Vanessa' opens for

Snider-Dean, and 'Escapade' will;

begin a long rtin try fof Dave Mar-

tin. All three ate in opposition to

Greater Union and Hoyts.
Other major American pix here

now include 'Top Hat* (RKO), 'Last

Days of Pompeii' (RKO), 'Return of

Peter Grimm' (RKO), 'Metropoli-

tan' (FOx), 'Your Uncle Dudley'
(Fox), 'Dark Angel' (UA), 'Red
Salute' (UA), 'Stars Over Broad-
way* (WB), and 'Broadway Hostess'
(WB).

British slipped with only 'Where's
My Man' (G-B) and 'No Limit'

(ATP) showing.

MITCHELL'S NAVY PIC

London, Feb. 23.

Oswald Mitchell is doing a new
sailors* yarn for Stoll Film Prods,
by Gebi'ge Pearson and Ivor Ballas,
titled 'Shipmates of Mine.*
Shooting starts around March 15.

Mitchell is dickering with David
Burns to play the American com-
edy sailor role.

Butcher's Films wi.U release.

Hungary Banned 46

Films During 1935
Budapest, Feb. 51.

Film Censor Board's statistics for
1935, just published, show that of
•Jit) sound and Hi silent films ex-
amined, 7%, 43r 46 pictures, were
denied performance.
Of the imports,' 437 were American

pictures, 15fl German, 77. French, 33
British, 23 Austrian, 12 Scandi-
navian and five Italian.

In the course of the past year, 186
sound and 43 silent pictures were
produced' in Hungary. That includes
newsreels, educationals and adver-
tisr™^ pix,. as well as regulation
fer; t res.

.
Censor Board issued

. export per-
nits for 62 sound and 13 silent local
nade films;

SET FOR

Paris, Feb. 26.

General French amusen&nt^jslrike.

against the poor, tax is called for

March 20. Performers and em-
ployes have been notified that they'll

be locked out on. that date, and

they'd better see about unemploy-

ment relief.

But, as usual, in strikes called

this far in advance, there is a good

chance that it will never come off.

If tax relief is not granted before

March 20, the strike will take, place,

but the public authorities may come

around before that -time in order to

prevent trouble.

A delegation of theatre, film and
vaude 'leaders, headed and accom-
panied by former Prefect of Police

Jean Chiappe, now president of the

Paris Municipal Council, called on
Communications Minister Georges
Mandel to see what he would do to

help. Mandcll comes into the pic-

ture this way: last year the Gov-
ernment put through a decree per-

mitting cities to cut the poor tax

if the charities department would
consent, and if an equivalent

amount of money could be derived

from some other source. No relief

has yet been granted because the

money hasn't been found. Current

idea is that part of the tax on radio

sets con be used foT the poor, and
the theatre people called ort Mandel,

head of the state radio, to see what
he would do about it.

Mandel replied that the radio tax

must, by law, go entirely into radio

programs and plant maintenance.

But he said he would help, anyway.
He offered $660,000 a year to the-

atres, out of his budget,- in return

for the privilege of broadcasting

shows. He has already come to the

rescue of subsidized theatres by
paying" money for broadcasts, and
he is ready to do the same for pri-

vate playhouses.
This wouldn't be so bad for legit.

But the film theatres, vaude and
other amusements would get noth-

ing out of it. Representatives of

dance halls and carneys kicked that

Mandcl's $660,000 would mean noth-

ing to them, and they needed poor

tax relief as much as anybody.

So the solution hasn't been found.

Among the most worried managers
are the concert impresarios, who are

afraid they'll be obliged to cancel

engagements of several celebrated

foreign artists who are to appear in

recital here. Vladimir Horowitz,

pianist, is booked at the Salle

Pleyel for March 20, and managers
wonder what impression will be

created a hrond If lie Is not. allowed

to play.

Unknown Whether Films
Involved in Wash. Nego-
tiations—If Not, Pic Men
Fear, Much Trouble Will
Result

JUNE OUTLOOK

Paris, Feb. 2-6.

Negotiations now going on in.

Paris with a view to a Franco

-

American
. commercial treaty may

mean life or death for the American
film trade in France, yet the dicker -

ings are being kept so secret that
local film reps don't even know
whether their interests Are being
considered.

If United States film exports to
this country are protected in the
pact/ as eventually signed, every-
thing will be okay and future of the
trade should be clear. If, on the
other, hand, no.provision Is made, it

looks as if the quota fight will be
renewed in June. American inter-
ests here can't expect to stave off

the menace indefinitely, as they have
staved it off every six months in
recent years. The June fight, un-
less the treaty negotiations inter-
vene, promises to be tougher .than
ever.

Naturally, Yanksfaere would like
"

isli Version Prod, in France

A flop; Garganoff Drops 'Sheba

Hill's Knee Ailment

Postpones 'Adventure'
London, Feb. 23.

Sinclair Hill, film director", is in

Middlesex Hospital suffering from
a germ that caused a compression
of the muscles behind his knee, and
will be laid up for six weeks. As a
consequence the filming of 'The Gay
Adventure* had to be postponed.
Monty BanVs has been substituted

as director and the Walter Hackett
comedy starts shooting again Feb.
24, with Yvonne Arnaud and Barry
Jones In the leading parts.

NO MG PRODUC

SUMMER

to know whether the State Depart
ment reps in Paris are fighting to
have protection for pictures in-
cluded in the treaty.
Right now the battle in French

government circles oyer- Yank films
is at a standstill. General elections
are looming, and the government
has plenty of other things to. think
about, besides films. During the life

of the present parliament, therefore,
no action is expected, but the elec-
tions will be over by the time the
present quota decree expires.
•Not known whether bill for the

'protection' of French films that was
prepared under the Laval Govern-
ment has been dropped, but it is

believed that Fine Arts Director
Huismans, one of the officials who
supervises the cinema business, and
a bureaucrat who stays in office

throughout all cabinet changes, still

maintains a strong anti-American
attitude.

A triple threat to the Yanks is

now seen as possibly looming in.

June. First, a bill providing for. a
strict interior 'quota on foreign
films, requiring the theatres to play
a certain percentage of local madeB.
Second, the Maurice Petsch report,

which still exists, and which would
create a government monopoly of
film exports, the proceeds to go to

a fund to finance local production.

Hollywood, March
Metro's British production activ-

ities probably will be- delayed until

midsummer. 'Filming of any pic-

tures under the British quota will be

dependent on availability of studio's

contract playemand writers, which

will keep production skeds in air

until unit has been definitely estab-

lished.

Ben Goetz, here on production and
story details, has four scripts
planned for production abroad.
First will bo either 'A Yank in Ox-
ford,' formerly 'Manners Maketii the
Man,' or 'Wind and the Rain.'

Third, a move for heavy taxation
on foreign films, figures, now cited
being as high as $8,300 on -every

original version and $26,400 on every
dubbed film.

National Ecopomic • Council,
which has been considering means
of 'protecting' French films, has
just been perpetuated, so that this

body now offers a consistent' threat
Felt that arguments cannot avail

with the local elements who want to

keep out American films, and the.

only effective work must take the
form of pressure, such as that which
can be exercised i" connection with
the commercial treaty negotiations.

Meanwhile, looks as if the im-
proved quality of. French pictures

is acting as an automatic quota.
Local mades now monopolize the
best dates, and it is possible to book
only outstanding American product
for good profits.

Paris, Feb. 26,

Experiment of production of Eng-
lish versions in France is a flop.

Based on his experience with.
'Battle,' distributed in America by
United Artists, and on the weak-
ness of Englishers produced bero
this year by Other local

,

producers.
Leon Garganoff, .Russian-French,
iilmer, has abandoned his project to
make an English version, of 'Queen
of Shebaj' on a Pierre Benoit story.

Garganoff had a contract with
United Artists giving the U. S. dis-
trlb refusal of American distribu-
tion for two English versions tolr

lowing 'Battle,' but option will be
allowed to lapse.

English versions made here can
be expected to reach the British
market, but not America, and on
tliat basis it Is scarcely worth while
to make them. 'Vie Parisienne' and
.'Koenigsmark,' English versions
made here this year by. Seymour
Nebenzahl and Roger Richebe, both
were sold for England before' pro-
duction, but neither has: found a
U. S. taker;' "United Artists still has
an open option on Vie Parlslenne,'
and Jean Lenauer in .New York la
trying to set rid of ''Koenigsmark'
for Richebe.

. British studios, on the other band,
seem to be getting ready to invade
this riarket with .. French versions
made simultaneously -with their
product for British consumption.
Six such pictures are locally re-

Americans In London
Russell, Marconi -and Vernon to

broadcast for the first time. Former-
ly were- part of Stanelli's Bachelor
Party, a regular air feature here.

Grace Moore concert at Albert
Hall June 4 already being adver-
tised, with house practically sold
out.

Edmbnd Ryans flat-hunting, now
that 'Three Men on a Horse' has
settled down, for a long run here.

Wilson, Keppel and Betty booked
j
by Prince Littler for his next- pan-
tomime Christmas time. Likely
eight weeks in Leicester.

Vic Oliver and George Beatty to

alternate as m.c/s at the Rltzi hotel.

Francis Harle, new managing
director foT Twentieth Century- Fox
here, takes a similar post with Brit-
ish Movietone News,
Lacy Benedict, Hungarian agent,

operating from the Masi office in

Paris, here to marry Virginia
Vaughan, American dancer. As Miss
Vaughan is 17, under age here for

matrimonial purposes, couple is

eloping to Gretna Green to get over
the legal entanglement.
Edmund Lowe boasts he. has vis-

ited every physical culture spot in

town during his stay.

With Alice White sick and in a
nursing home, Glna Malo replaces
her in the current G-B Will Hay
film. Miss Malo platinuming for the
event-

Mrs. Edward G. Robinson in town.
Lou Wiswell, for 20 years general

manager for Henry W. Savage, now
located in London, associated with
T. Hayes Hunter.
Twentieth Century -Fox gave an

informal luncheon to the trade press,

where Walter J. Hutchinson, retire

ing managing director here, intro-

duced Iiis successor, Francis L.

Harle.
Marion Harris playing a return

date at the Cafe de Paris. In for a
month with option.

Gene Sheldon ami" the Mrs. treas-
uring a letter from King Edward.
David Bums, one of the 'Three

Men on a Horse,' already ap-
proached for local film work.
Lord Melchett writing personal

letter to Charles Raymond, Metro's
manager at the Empire, in ronnee-
lion with the late King George".
Palestine Jubilee Forest Fund.

ported as ready for shooting across'
the Gnannel, send French trade cir-
cles are considerably exvlted at tba
prospective competition. Czecho-
slovakia and Italy are already malt-
ing .French versions from time to
time.

Failure of French-made English
versions to crack Aiweiica' 1s at-
tributed to technical weakness la
production and lack of star value.
To do the :job right ii would ba
necessary to bring; a. whole studio
staff and cast across the Atlantic.
Only real solution to bi-lingual

international production—if It is
ever 'reached—is considered to b»
an alliance between, important proi
ducers in two countries, for an lex-

change of personnel and versions.
Only in such -a way can advantage
be taken, of . the economy of making'
a picture for two language-market*
at the -same time, and yet . not- sac-
rifice the quality necessary for
proper' .distribution. Only no im-
portant profiteer exists in Franca
now who could make ah alliance
with America or England,
Despite his abandonment of Eng-

lish versions, Garganoff is not giv-
ing up the trip to America he
planned this. year. Ho expects to
get over In April or May, probably
accompanied by Pierre J3enolt,

Building Restridions

Pot Op at the Hague

The Hague, Feb. &i.
Netherlands 'Bioscope Assn.

adopted a measure to stop all erec-
tion of hew Cinemas in Holland. A
special commission will deal with
the matter and, without its con-
sent, no new houses are to. be put
up.

Applies also to foundation of. new
film distributing offices, while some
restrictions arc also Imposed on
starting of nevv film studios.

Association comprises exhibs, dis-

trlbs and producers, so it has power
to enforce its rules. Measures, wont
into effect as of Feb. 15.

Oolder Ships Pair

Of Col. Quota Films
Hollywood, March 3.

Lew G older has completed and
shipped ear-il first two features films
for Columbia release on English
quota program;
Pictures were produced in Can-

ada under banner of Central Films,
Ltd. Thpy are titled. 'Stop,' Look
and Love,' and 'Tugboat Princess.'
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THINGS TO COME
(BRITISH MADE)

London, Feb. 21.

United Artlstg release of Alexander Korda
(London Films) production. Stars Mar-
Sardtta Scott, • Raymond Mossey, Ralph
Richardson, Cedrlc Hardwlcke. Directed
toy William Cameron Menzles. . Written for

screen by H. G. Wells from Ms novel, 'The
Shape of Things to Come.' Camera. Georges
Perlnel. At Leicester Square theatre, Lon-
don, Feb. 20, '30. Running time. 110 mips

ffohn Cabal ...Raymond Mes'sey
OswQld Cabal .Raymond. Maasey
Plpper- ' Bassworthy . , . .

,

.Raymond Passworthy,,

.

The Boss
Roxaria.

.

Rowena,
Tiheotocopulos.-.
Dr. Harding... .

Mrs. Cabal .
.'.

Richard Gordon
Mary Gordon
Katherlne Cabal
Maurice PassAvorthy:
Modern Mltanl
The Child

.Edward Chapman

.Edward Chapman
, .RallTRichardson

.... Margaretta Scptt
....Margaretta Scott

. . . .Cedrlc Hardwlcke
Maurice Bfaddell

...... . .Sophie Stewart
.Derrick De Merney

.Ann Todd
Pearl Ateryle

r.T —Kenneth vllllers

, ; „ .Ivan Brandt
..'... . Ahrie McLaren

The world 100 years from now Is

going to be a, ihost unhappy place

in which to live. .'Mechanical in-

genuity will have reached its peak

In the supply of material wealth.

Apparently only a few will have to

do the work,, such- as button-push-,

ing, and -there will: be unlimited
leisure tot the masses.. There will
be no place for the spiritual quali-
ties of man to. express themselves;
•everyone will be too efficient to be
kind, generous or. tender. It's go-
ing to be a world ruled by engineer-
ing, dictators' on a communistic,
plan. Wrist-watch' telephones will

.Keep everyone in touch with every-
one, else.: it's going'to be like living
On a glass top bench in Bryant Park,
with no, escape- from the' radio;
Everyone Is going to be pushed ihto
compulsory happiness, because all

!

the thinking will be Reserved for a'

tew big shots,

That Is the kind, of promised land
Which H, G. Wells has offered as
Utopia in the .film, 'Things to Come.'
No </other. production in • months ihas
been so eagerly,awaited by the Brit-
ish*-trade,' press' and public 'Nega-
tive '^cb^"-^'-^!^'^ exceed $1,000,-!

0.00; . picture required a y.ear for
shading, -and leading English play-
ers .have-..the principal roles.

William Cameron Menzles 1$ the
director, and for lavishness of
treatment . .and decor, and skillful

mixture, of Hlusionary devices of ex
pert camera tricks and sound necro-
jnancy, it wirpaasea IriS scope any

WIFE VS; SECRETARY
• Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer ' release of Hunt
Stromberg production. Stars Clark Gable,
.lean Harlow, Myrna Loy. Features May
Robson, Geo.- Barbier. James Stewart, Ho-
bart Cavanough. Directed by Clarence
Brown. Soreenplay Norman Krasna, Alice

Duer Miller. John Lee Mahln; camera, Ray
June. At Capitol, N, T„ commencing Feb,
28, *30. Running time, 88 mlns.

..Clark Gable
, , . ; .Jean Harlow

. .Myrna Loy
....... ......May Robson
...... .Hobart Cavanaugh

James Stewart
...George Barbier

.. .. i-.GIlbert Emery
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....Billy Newell

; Marjorie Gateson
Gloria Holden

.....Tom Dugan

Van Sanford.
Whltey.......
Linda, «,

Mlml..
Joe. . . . -.

Dave.
Under>vb'od. ,

.

Simpson....^;
Edna
Tom
Eve,
Joan. • •

Finney.......

thing which has, -come'from Holly
wood. It ' reminds of - 'Metropolis,'
made in Germany, and 'Just Fancy,'
made by Pox in Hollywood. It is

bigger and more imaginative in de-
sign, but equally 'unbelievable in
jfitory.

Because it Is a departure from
routine, paths, and as such is to be
commended it will be . viewed as ah
experiment successful in' every re
epect 'except' emotionally. Fpr heart
interest Mr. Wells hands you an
electric, switch.

As all . these transformations of
the human race* are going to take
place by 2036,. Wells immediately
gets Into .action by starting his
nightmare of: .destruction of our
present civilization in 1939. World
War on a scale of hellish destruction
is three; years away, it^seems^ On
Christmas eve, '39, an enemy air-
plane squadron of thousands of
bombers will destroy London. Great
machines of death and: terror on
land and sea will annihilate mil-
lions. Battle will carry on until the
period of general exhaustion sets

1

in

about 1970. Then pestilence and
famine and all Pandora's ills will

afflict the remaining population.

Disease and its ravages will .be
conquered by the simple process of
killing all the sick. (They'll be
luckier than they think.) Communi-
cations will be; severed, humanity
will return to tribal civilization, and
then, from somewhere - in the Medi
terrariean, a new order of . things

. Will - be 1 started by Airmen of the
World, .assort of benevolent organl

.iHMm that will conquer what is left

by flta^fbg. sleeping bombs on the
J^forant- old-timers -thus* rendering
tbem^Ors du combat -while the ' en
-giheering corps rebuilds the cities

'tfeplants the fields and reorganizes
television. ,r

, T^ayiel will be exclusively by am
phlblan airplanes, furniture will "be
niade of substantial cellophane,
everyone will live in glass houses
And the burning question of the mo
Jhient :Wlll .be the selection of two
young persona, boy and girl, to

make the trip around the moon in a
stratosphere bullet. Why anyone
wants to fly around the 'moon id not
clear, but there you are.

..' Not an inch of 'Things to Come* is

believable. Only illusion is in the
ttialn titles, which precede an hour
and 50 minutes of screen spectacle,

unsurpassed in design and imagery

Dialog is intolerably bad. Charac
ters make long, meaningless
speeches. At the final fade-out one
of. the characters, who already has
had far too much to say, is still

speech-making about 'humanity and
the future of invention.'

Judging individual performances
.fcy effort, the cast does admirably
against the handicaps of the script.

It's too- bad present day film dis-

tribution isn't on a' Wells .2040 basis,

when the' negative ebitr'p.ouid be re-

trieved by^uttoh^pushiiig. It's going

to be harder than that. .; It'er going

to be almost impossible. Film.

With a triple threat for the mar-

quee, ITslfi'arTiy fashioned-'story-arnd-

outstanding production, this picture

seems to have what it takes to get

them In. It is possible that in spots

some may figure from the title that

this is another copy of Harlow the

man-eater, but little advance

work should effectively correct, that.

in spots, where there has been a
reaction against the: triangle of the

wronged wife,, the cheating husband

and the guileful stenographer, the
fact cannot be stressed too strongly
in the advertising that this Is not
that sort of story at all. If this is

done they'll come in and love it, It's

different, it's interesting and it has
all the advantages .that careful and
intelligent 'direction can give it.* It

gives all three stars ample oppor-
tunity to get out and act instead of
letting. .. the;- situations carry ' them
along, and it gives Miss Harlow one
of. the most sympathetic, roles she.

has bad,
;

Story is no masterpiece of dra-
matic literature. . It does not try to
be. . It aims at the audience through
the box office window and registers
a direct hit. It strikes a new. angle
for a threadbare .theme* Here Miss
Harlow is no siren.. She is a per-
fectly competent - secretary, very
much in love with' her job and her
boss, but she does not go on the
make for him. MissLoy, as the wife,
is much in love with Gable/ and
he with her. They are an ideal cou
ple-until his mother plants the seeds
of suspicion, which are watered and
fertilized by • other women friends,
The blowoff. comes "when Gable re-,

fuses to take his. wife to Havana oh
a business trip; but has his secre-
tary fly down with some important
data on the deal he has gone to
close. Miss Loy calls up and Miss
Harlow answers the phone.- Miss
Loy decides to go to' Europe and
forget it all.

She is on the steamer when Miss
Haflow comes to her cabin, -frankly
tells her that she hopes the truce
is hot patched up, since she aims
to catch Gable on the rebound and
warns -her that if she. does, go, she
will be washed • out. It is the big
scene of the play," yet it is played
Simply, sincerely, without a single
plnwheei or , roman candle of the
usual rhetorical claptrap. Neither
raises her Voice, which is always
held to conversational . tones. This
may disappoint some - who gauge
dramatic value by the volume of
sound, but . there is. enough else to
send them away contented. Miss
Loy returns, and Miss Harlow picks
up her affair with her own boy
friend placidly enough. If she can
not have what she wants, she'll take
the next best.

The script has been excellently
handled, with the dialog held to a
naturalness seldom achieved on the'

screen. It ' even reaches a point
where. May ' Robson registers two
Strong laughs in ' a ; supposedly . pa
thetlc scene ;without: in the least de
tracting from Miss Loy/s chances.
It was l'iskyt but. her dry comment
rings the bell both times.
• But the dialog Is. not .relied upon
?to„ replace, action..;' The "story is;. in.

constant motion, /divided between
Gable's home . and 'office, with a long
sequence in' Havana and a: skating
ball for the employees of Gable's
firm, which adds to the pictorial
value and still- advances the story.
Apparently Gable is written, out • of
the script now and then for the
purpose of giving, him a fresh
chance on hig return. The device
Works. . And the well plotted play
is handled with a dexterity . of ' di'--.

rection . that adds to. the buildup.
Even the photography is constantly
above average and. the' voice regis
tration is excellent:

. Miss. Robson is done. right by in
her two brief bits, and that has not
happened in other pictures. Gable
gets a -part which might have been
tailored to his order and differ-
entiates skilfully between his irii

pulsive love for his wife and his
friendly appreciation of. his stenog
rapher's merits. He makes' the
character always believable. Miss
Loy gets a part which suits her, but
it is Miss Harlow who profits most.
She clicks in every scene without
going spectacular as to costume
She shows she really can act. some
thing beside the vamp roles with
•which she has been chiefly identi-
fied.

Supporting • cast has been care
fully chosen and they all contribute
to the general effect, but none of
them gets much chance. Chic.

Miniature Reviews

'Wife Versus Secretary'
(Metro). Gable, Harlow and
Loy In a real box office pic-

ture for the sticks and the

'Rhodes' (GB). Walter Hus-
ton starring as the man who
figured importantly in South
African history. Good enter-

tainment and should do all

right in this country, even if

it doesn't get the women.
•The Walking Dead* (WB).

Weak story and haphazardly
Interpolated assortment of
scientific abadaba revents
Karloff from making much of

"a~shooker-out of-this one.-

•Voice of Bugle Ann'
(Metro). Lionel Barrymore in
an unimportant entry .-concern-
ing fox hunting in Missouri.

'Return of Jimmy Valentine'
£Rep). Modern-day -crook

yarn built around the old
cracksman character, with
Roger Pryor, Charlotte Henry
and Robert Warwick. Mostly
for dualers.

r

'Timothy's Quest1 (Par). Kate
Douglas .Wiggln's. homespun
comedy-drama, w i t h ' Dickie
Moore and Elizabeth Patterson

;

'{.best as secondary dualer.
'The Garden MurdeV Case' ,

(Metro) S. S. Van Dine story
c h. a,p.g e d .; -fpr ' fiimlzation;

presages fair grosses.
'Don't Gamble with Love,'

(Col). Not a safe gamble ex-
cept as No. i feature .on duals.

'Murder At Glen . AthoC
(Ches). Absorbing detective"
murder yarn .with Competent
cast topped by; John Miljan,
Irene Ware and Iris Adrian.
'timber War,' (Amb). Obr

vious but artionful film. J; 6.

Curwood name may help in

dualers;

RHODES
Gaumont - Brltiata production and re-

lease. Star* Walter Huston. Directed by
Berthold Viertel. From novel dt . same
name by Sarah Gertrude MilUri; adapta-
tion, Leslie Arllea and Michael Barrlnger;
dlaioff. Miles Malleflon: 111m editor, D. N.
Twist;' camera, Bernard Knowlea. and 3^ P.
Bennett. At Roxy. - N. Y., -week Feb.; 28.
'30. Runrilnff time, 8» mlns. »

Rhpdea , .Walter Huston
Kruger. . . .-. .Oscar HbmolUa
Jameson. *, ...Basil Sydney
Barney Barnato. .Frank Cellier
Anna' Carpenter... Peggy Ashcroft
Mrs. Kxuger.. ..............Rehee De Vaux
Cartwrlght. .................. .BernSrd Lee
Helm V. . t . .Lewis Casson
King Lobengula Ndanisa Kuraalo
Cartwflght's Fiancee. ... ..Olennis Lorlmer

They'll be sending for him in Holly-
wood, or should, Basil Sydney, as
the life-long doctor friend of Hus-
ton also excellent. Lesser roles

are carried off very competently by
Prank Cellier, Peggy Ashcroft, and
Renee de Vaux. - Miss Ashcroft, a
novelist, is the closest the. picture
ever gets .to .women , or' romantic
appeal. The love Interest is. vaguely
suggested and never realized.
The dialog, on occasion, Is a bit re-

dundant, but always has a purpose,
and on the 'whole contributes much
to the entertainment sustained and
the performing chances for the cast
members. It is always dignified,
pointed and. often dramatic. One
good scene is between Huston and.
the novel-,writing Miss Ashcroft;
with latter denouncing Huston for
his policies. The

.
scenes . between

Huston and Homolka are all . very
fine; Board meetiiig at -which Hus-
ton forces his hand 'In < expanding
from diamond mining to other fields

is another highlight and well Writ-
ten;
S6me interesting sequences con-

cern the savage black king of an
upper South African colony, which
Rhodes Wants. The *bony oniperor,
a blustering clown, Is played very
cleverly, by .Ndanisa Kumalo; a .na-
tive, of . Matabelelandv When he
realizes' his kingdom la being taken
from him, he stirs a laugh,- buf at
the sajne time: he's . acting a part
well. Char.

THE WALKING DEAD
. Warner Bros, "production and -release.
Stars Boris Karloftt features Rlcardo Cor-
tez. Directed by Michael .Cuiilz. Story by-
Ewarl Adamson, Joseph Fields: adsiPta.-
tton, Adamson; camera, ' Hal Mohr. . At
Strand, N. T., commencing Feb. 29, '86,

Runnlnc time, 62 mlns.
John Ellmah......... ........ Boils Karloft
Nancy. : .Marguerite Churchill
Nolan. . . . . . i ........... .-. ... . .Rlcardo Cortez
"Tioder. . . ... ............. ...Barton MacLane
Jimmy .Warren Hull
Warneti . . . ... ........... . ... .Henry Q'Nelll
Warden Addison Richards
Blachstone » . . .Paul Harvey
Merrltt. .Robert Strange.
Trigger. . .Joseph 'Sawyer
Judge Shaw....... ....... »,...Jogenh KlnK
Betcha. . ........ . . .,. . . . ... . . k . .Eddie . AcUff

VOICE OF BUGLE ANN
Motro-aoldwyn-Mayer release of JoNv

Considlne,. Jr., production. Stars Lionel
Barrymore; features Maureen O'sulilvan
Erlo Linden. Directed by. HIchav l Thoroe'
Story, MaeKlnlay Kantor; ndaptitloo'
Harvey Gates, Samuel Hoftenstelnj niusiepi
score, Rudolph JCopp; camera. ErneBt
Haller; film editor, Qeorjre Boemler, At
Center* N. .T., week Feb. 20, 130.- Running
time, 70^. mlns.

..Lionel Barrymore
Maureen O'SiiUIvnn
...c,.. Erie Linden
.... .Dudley DIgfjes

Spring Byington
.Charley Grapewln
Henry Wcdsworth
..William Newell
, . .Jamei Marklln

. . ...Jonathan Hale
; rederlck. Burton

Sprint? Davis. .... ...

.

Camden Terry
Benjy Davis .........
Jacob Terry, <....;..,
"Ma Davis, .

.

Cal Royster. . ..

Bake Royster..
Mr, Tanner,

,

Del Royster. . .

District Attorney..,.,.
The Warden. ....... ..

»•«•**•«»«•»

• « • *

'Rhodes* is one of the better Eng-
lish-made pictures.

.
It cost , more

than most to turn out. and while .it

miiy not get the wonaeh« its potenr

tialltles as a money-getter on this
side appear pretty' good. Good, ex-
ploitation and advertising by the-
atres will suggest what the picture
promises—the . epochal discovery of
diamonds in South. Africa and the
building of a continent there. Then
the Walter Huston name is for sale,
and that should entice.

Although it does not make itself

always clear as to history, the adap-
tation pf 'Rhodes' and the produc-
tion given it deliver what the' aver-
age film -fan is looking for. There
is considerable sweep to the produc-
tion,- it is historically interesting,
the performances of the cast are ex-
cellent, and technically much is to
be found that impresses. Numerous
exteriors shot on African soil not
only lend pictorial conviction to the
story,.' but . have been, so well pho-
tographed and directed that they
must be appreciated!.

Early : mob BCenes of the rush to
stake out> diamond claims, the cov-
ered- wagon caravan- up> into the
African wilderness, the conflicts
with natives and other big scenes
are a bit away from what audiences,
expect from Britain, in many Ways
'Rhodes' has a way of reminding of
'Covered Wagon* and other Ameri
can spectaoles. The English do- not
sustain! their big .mob. scenes' as
weH >as ' American producers, but
have done theni* expertly. Geoffrey
Barkas is credited with having di?
rected ;

. the South African exteriors,
while..S. R. Bennett Is credited as
photographing these sequences. Stu
dio. camera work Is by Bernard
Knowles.
Huston gives a very good per-

formance as Rhodes, the adventurer
history maker who went into South
-Africa in diamond prospecting days
(1870) and ended up controlling the
Kimberley mines. He branched out,
intent on developing S.A. in every
possible direction, only to die at
just about the time his dreams were
being fulfilled in the union of South
African colonies ' following the Boer
war. Huston grows older by de-
grees and in the death scene at the
end of the picture is giving his best
Picture ends on his funeral up on a
high hill -in Rhodesia, named after
him, with natives by this time re
verlng him-
An unusually fine acting job comes

from Oscar Homolka, who plays the
stubborn president of the Transvaal.
He ip a character actor who Is tops
when properly fitted, as bere

Dr. Beaumont. .Edmund Gwenn

Those with a yen- for shockers,will
get limited satisfaction from the
story: that has been wrapped around
Boris Karlpff's' Initial stalking piece
under the Warner Bros, banner. The
director and the supporting cast try
hard? to give some' semblance of
credibility to the trite and pseudo-
sclentlflc vaporlngs of the writers,
but the best they .can' produce is
something that . moves swiftly
enough but 'contains little of sus-
tained interest, Karloff -will have
to be sold on past performances.
'The' Living'. .Dead' lets him down
badly bh - opportunities;

Scientific and, philosophic for^
mulas which stud and motivate the
narrative have beeri' churned oyer
by both,screen and stage. Only new
laboratory reference contained in
this macabre- theme is the 'Lind-
bergh heart,' which organ has been,
kept going for some time at the
Rockefeller Institute through the
joint experiments of. the flyer and
Di\ Alexis Carrel. Paha, that' are
awed by such things might get
some compensation out of the .dem-
onstration of laboratory gadgets
and the surgical and psychiatric
hocus-pOcus which take up a. sub-
stantial' portion of the proceedings.
Karloff plays the part of a sensl-

tive-souled musician who twice gets
himself into prison by the railroad
route.-'. After his original . discharge
from the bastille he artlessly be-
comes embroiled with a- racketeer-
ing gang and in the niurder of the
judge that had sent him away. The
lattei: deed is witnessed by a couple
of youngsters but a Warning from
the gang stays them from going to
the

.
authorities; Karloff, protests his

innocence but with brains of the
mob, Rlcardo Oortez, serving as his
defense counsel, the odds are stacked
against him and he gets the chair.

At. the 11th hour the eyewitnesses
of the slaying, Marguerite Churchill
and Warren Hull, who are lab as-
sistants to a noted research scientist
of- the Carrel type, disclose all to
their employer. In a series of scenes
Which reek of flimsily confected
Suspense efforts are made to stay
the execution but the governor's
pardon doesn't get to the prison un-
til after the first electric shock has
been applied to Karloff.
An operation brings the executed

man back to life. In place of a-perV
sonality and subconscious, the liv.-.

ing dead man has acquired a super-
natural power. It was through this
supernatural power he is able: to
recognize his enemies and to track
them down one by one and lead
them to self- extinction. Before they
themselves are killed the remaining
two in the racketeering crew of five
put Karloff out of his stalking
existence with a spatter of bullets.
The cloning scene has the scientist
pleading with Karloff to tell ' the
secret of death but the question re-
mains unanswered.
As the head menace Gbrtez is

loaded dpWn with no easy assign-
ment. About all he can do Is look
wise, keep a sneer well oiled and
give the living dead man stare
for stare.' Edmund Gween plays the
soul-probirig scientist true to tradi-
tional screen requirements, While
Marguerite Churchill and Warren
jiu'U' blend satisfactorily- into the
general .furore when it comes to
either romance or melodramatic up-
holstering,'" ' Odfec.

•Bugle Ann' will be appreciated
chiefly by dog lovers, although it's

not likely that even the most rabid
poach fancier would 'cdndone__tJhie
murder, of . a man over a dog which
is something attempted in this pic-
ture. Its appeal will be very limited.
Lionel Barrymore does what he

can with the role- of Springfield
Uavls. ' He kills a mean cuss of a
neighbor because he believes he
destroyed his favorite foxhound,
and he manages to command con-
siderable sympathy for his conse-
quent/plight.

:
Besides, thei mur , story concenr.

trates on Barrymore.' s love for his
dogs, and romance between 'Eric
Linden, .as the old map's boy, and
Maureen O'Sulllvan as the murdered
man's, daughter. But until the
action gets - under way, and. for a
considerable period, it's mostly a
technical pictorial on the' Missouri
farmers' favorite sport.
When -a'

;

Mtssourlan' goes a-foxin*
he sits

1 by a campflre on a damp
evening' and lets . the foxhounds do
the actual work.

.
Even the Missouri

foxhounds are more .gentle than
their cpusins. who run for the red-
coated sportsmen of the east. They
don't .hurt .the fox,' or even catch
him. They just; tree 'lm and then
return to the. campflre when • the
master blows h*3 horn. Meanwhile
the master follows the chase by
ear.

Picture deWves Its title, from the
name of the dog over which
murder, is committed and the rest
of the fuss made. Her name isn't on
the billing, but she's a fine looking
specimen, should anybody in the
audience be interested or recognize-
champion, stock when they! see it*'..!

F.Ox hunt "sequences are well done-,
and interesting;, but it's the type of-,
material that

- needs more and better
than has been provided. With- this,

story the novel . material fails' litoji]

make a satisfactory feature.
.
With- '

out it/ the chase: stuff might have
made a' good short subject..
Barrymore receives, excellent sup-

port from Miss O'SulUVari, Linden,
Dudley Digges, Spring Byington,
Charley Grapewin and others. But
everybody, including Dire c t o r
Richard Thorpe, was up against th
old, unbeatable literary handicap.

Bige.

JIMMY VALENTINE
Republlo production and release. Fea-

tures Roger Pryor, Cliarlotte Henry. Robert
Warwick, Edgar Kennedy.- Directed by
Lewis D. Collins, Supervised by Victor
Zohel. Screenplay, Jack Natteford and
Olive Cooper; original, Scott Darling, Wal-
lace Sullivan, Paul Armstrong. Jr:: cam-
era, William Nobles. At Globe, N. V.,
week Feb. 20. '30. Running time, 71 mlns.
Gary Howard .Roger Pryor
'Midge' Davie Charlotte Henry
'Jimmy' Davis............Robert Warwick
Mac , James Burtls
Callahnji .....Edgar Kennedy
Tony ScapelH.. ^....J. Carroll Nai&h
Mary Davis...., Lois Wilson
'Red' Dolan...... Wade Boteler
Radio Actor.. Ga'yne Whitman
Augie Miller. '. ....Dewey Robinson
Rocco .Hooper Atchley
Warden Keeley W. P. Carlton
Dixon ..Frank Melton
Kitty Jeanle Roberts
Louie < ....George Lloyd
Nick ..George Chesebro
Kelley Charles Wilson
G-rognn .Franklin Parker
Price. .'.Harry Bciwen
Finney w. . . . .Lane Chandler
Clerk. , Jack Mfick
Blonde Gertrude Meuslnger

Absehce of strong name players
is only thing that will confine this
to. the nabes and dual spots. Film
is filled with

.
popular ingredients

and- intriguing crook story that
holds attention throughout. Cast
and director have done. cn>i'tsworthy
job in projecting a too highly Im-
probable plot.

•The Return of Jimmy V-ilentirie'

is a rather sensatioha attempt" to
show what happened to famous
cracksman after fade-out on stage
and screen, ^injects modern slant
by having newspaper offer healthy
reward to- any person locating
Jimmy

,
Valentine, purpose of con-

test-being to bolster slipping ad-
vertising lineage and combat com-
mercial radio competish. With such
a bare background, it is only natural
that the star reporter should do the
heroics in finding the retired safe
opener.
Romantic element has been skil-

fully Introduced so that it figures
in actual, climax. Authors have
found it expedient to bring in sons
of Jimmy Valentine's old arch ene-
mies—as modern gangsters. It is

the machinations of these ruthless
gang chiefs that enables the film to
build to_exciting denouement.
Paul Armstrong, Jr., son of Jim-

my Valentine's creator, collabed on
story while Robert Warwick, who
was in. 'Alias Jimmy Valentine' in
the early 20s, Is cast as the elderly
Valentine.
Roger Pryor contributes best per-
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forjnance he's done in months as the

demon *eporter,' relentlessly on the

trail of the retired crook. Char-
lotte Henry' dbes a commendable
trouplng assignment as Jimmy Val-
entine's daughter and heart interest.

Bobert " Warwick is excellent in

subordinate role of Valentine. J.

Carroll Nalsh is responsibie for an-
other iopriotch acting stint as the'

gangster chief. Idols' "Wilson has
only, a few brief scenes, but good. .

Edgar Kennedy and James Burtis
have been superbly teamed to pro-

vide' comedy relief. Kennedy does

his familiar irritated man stu.ff but
is favored here with an excellent

foil in Burtis as- well as by the
smartest lines of the film. Early
scenes are burdened with trite dia-

log but there is much brighter ma-
terial as the picture progresses.

' Wear.

TIMOTHY'S QUEST
Paramount release, of. .Harold Hurley pro-

duction. .. Features Dickie Moore and Eliza-

beth Palttersbn. Directed by Charles Barton.
From , novel by ' Kate Douglas AVlggln.
Screen ' play, Virginia Van TJpp, Dore
Sohary and • Gilbert Pratt J . camera;- Harry
FlBhbeck: film editor, Jack Dennis. At
Strahd, Brooklyn, Week. Feb. 'll, *30, as
half of double bill. Running 'time, CO mine.

\ Timothy* . . .v • • • *»....;>.. .Dickie Moore
Samantha Tarbox. ...... ...Virginia Weidler
Martha.... ....Vi. ...... i. leanoro Whitney
David Masters.'. .......(Tom Keene
Vlld'a Cummins'......;, llzabeth •Patterson
JlBverand FellbwsV. 'v. Samnel S. Hinds
Hltty . Tarbpx.; .••«.* ; . .v... ... . . .Esther ;

Dale
Jimmy. ••• •» • * > • > • > • • • •> . .Etennle, Bartlett
Dr.' Cudd. , . . . . J. MV Kerrigan
Flossie Cudd, . . . . ... . ;.. .'Irene Franklin
Gay. ....... . .

,', ». t . ._•;•'.> ....Sally - .Martin
Ed. .... ... ... ,.'..> . . . v. . , .'v-. .Jack . .Clifford

Herb. .. .... i ............. ... ... John Kelly
'Jabe'" . i .

;'...
-,
.'.'Raymond "Hattori

Joe. ..Ralph ftemley

This 'will have; to depend on 'pdr
sonal .appeal 6f- Dickie .'Moore to
draw.- The - two officially- featured
players 1*1 'the? main areyuhkhbwn to
picture Audiences;. In a story- that's
overburdened -with -sentimentality,-

. looks as though a weak Job of trans
ferring . the Kate ' Douglas Wiggin
story to the screen plus the waver-
ing direction Will limit this one to

the double-programmer *stables and
Bome nabes. Title will be no help
either.
', Mrs, Wiggin's story holds enough
homey background and wholesome
appeal to -make -satisfying screen
comedy-drama, but as .projected. H
is cluttered up. with extraneous ma-
tertar that falls to measure • up.
Fundamentally, 'Timothy's Quest' is

thdtale of an orphan whose sincerity
arid' charm finally softens the hard-
ened spinster.
Dialog is bright for the most part,

furnishing what laughs the picture
has;'It is in the awkward,maneuver-
ing .of character and .cumbersome
pacing of plot that the director falls

'down'..'

Dickie Moore does as well as he
could, under circumstances although
appearing a bit too precocious at
times. Ho has an able running mate
in Virginia Weidler, as his orphan
sister. . Under proper guidance and
suitable direction, she should bo
heard from, again. Elizabeth Patter-
son again displays her superb sense
-of acting ' values as the old maid,
turning in an outstanding job.

. Eleanore Whitney and Tom Keene,
In the' romantic roles, show real
possibilities. Miss Whitney's rare
beauty is undeniable despite the
shabby gowns -and plain headdress
she wears. Raymond Hatton is on
Only for a flash bit.

Three writers .credited with the
screen version which may have been
a case of too many cooks. Harry
Flshbeek's lens work is a highlight.

Selling- this as a kid picture may
help in certain localities but its

chief appeal seems to. be for neigh-
borhoods and where they go for
sugary melodrama. Wear.

Secret de Polichinelle
('Open Secret')

(FRENCH MADE)
Paris, Feb. 19.

Roger Rlchebe production for Paris Cine-
ma release. Directed by Berthomlcu. Fea-
tures Jules. Ralmu, Francolse Rosay and
Alerme. Story, Charles Spaak, based on
play by. Pierre Wolff. At Paramount, Paris.
.Jouvenel Jules Ralmu
Mme. Jouvenel ..Francolse Rosay
Trevox . . . . Alerme
Marie Janine Crispin
Henri Bernard Lancret
Robert -..' ...Alain Michel

The Garden Murder Case
Metro- release of Luclen Hubbara and

Ned Marlin production. Features Edmund
Lowe, Virginia Bruce, Benita Hume,
Douglas "Walton, Nat. Pendleton. Directed
by Edwin- L. Marin. Ba*sed on story by
S. S\ Van Dine; Bcreehplay, Bertram Mlll-
hauser; camera, Charles Clark; film edi-
tor, Ben Lewis. At Rlalto, N. Y., week
Feb. 20, '30. Running time, 6\ mins,
Phllo Vance...... Edmund Lowe
Nurse Beeton.. .Benita Hume
Sergeant Heath .Nat Pendletbii
Major Fenwlcke-Ralston. ... . ,H. B, Warner
Markham . . , .Grant Mitchell
Dr. Garden. ..Henry B. •Walthall
Inspector Colby. Charles Trowbridge
Zalla Graem;..........;....Virginia Bruce
Floyd Garden . , » ; Douglas Walton
Lowe Hammle... ......Gene Loekhart
Woode Swift. , ....... Kent Smith
Mrs, Fenwlcke-Ralston. ... .Frieda Inescort
Mrs. Hammle Jessie Ralph
Doremus. ........ tlenne Girardot

S. S. Van Dine's 'The. Garden Mur-
der ,Case,' whUdunlt, was shuffled for
the screen version, a couple of mur-
ders being added, plus a more pro-
nounced love interest. Result is a
fair thriller that will do fair busi-
ness. .

Lucien Hubbard and. Ned Marin,
producers, drafted, ah extremely
capable cast for Edwin L. Marin's
direction, and it .'isn't the fault, of
the players or the director that the
filmization of Phllb Vance's, further
exploits does not move, as fast as
the, hovel 4id-. between,- covers. Ber-
tram Mlllhauser's screenplay, which
changed, about .everything of the
book except its title, is the slower
upper:

: Lowe .makes . an excellent detec-
tive Of-the sopWsticated-Schoolraifd
.Virginia Bruce is a charming spa*
pect. That "these two' -cllnch-at the
finish is also

;

'

. innovation '-for the
Philo Vance Character as :;p6rtrayed'
for the. reading public;
Three murders are in the story-,

two, of therrt being thrills. First Is
the death bn the racetrack; second
the fall of the .villain's' wife, off 'a

bus, both, caused by hypnotism. H.
B* Warner- plays the fakir who
mesmerizes, "his victims to- their
graves;.-

, Especially good performances are
turned iti by Gene Loekhart^ who
plays" a secondary villainous. role as
Miss Bruce's caddish uncle (he's
victim 'No. 2 in the story) ; Jessie
Ralph, an old shrew, and Frieda
Inescort, who takes the dive off the
omnibus. Nat Pendleton plays the
dumb headquarters detective, Ser-
geant Heath, another old Van Dine
character, doing "well by the role,
With Grant Mitchell and Benita
Hume ditto as district attorney and
nurse; respectively. Other parts.
Including those of Henry B_ Wal-
thal and Kent Smith, are only sec-
ondary,
' Credit is due to the photography
of Charles Clarke. 8cho~

(In French)
Combining three sterling charac-

ter-players, this film is fine enter-
tainment. Although less Sophisti-
cated, it has a certain resemblance
to the . type of picture in which
.ClaUdette Colbert has been used a
lot in recent years, such as 'She
Married Her Boss.' That is to . say,
it depends a lot on dialog and act-
ing, with plenty of humor, rather
than ori movement. Difference is

that in this film sentiment takes the
place of the smartness in' the Amer-
ican productions.

. feting of the three featured per-
fbrmers Is really fine. Raimu, one
of the big stage and screen draws of
France, is without equal for putting
oveir comedy lines. • Script hands
everything to him. Miss Rosay, and
Alerme, who could bo termed a fat
comedian if his work weren't so
light and delicate.
Story is about a couple of bour-

geois parents who fall for the ille-

gitimate child of their son. Therein
comes the sentiment.

.
Dialog, is important—dangerously

so for American importation—but
good titling ought to be able to
carry the gags. And the featured
trio, should, be seen. Stem.

deal of ground covered In the 65
minutes' running time.
Lee Ltoeb and Harold Buchman

wrote the story, fashioning a rather
good plot around the.two leads and
the gambling business which Inter-
feres with their . happiness. Cabot
plays the owner of a. successful
gambling club who doesn't believe
In crooked wheelfe or . dice. He is
talked out , of . the -business by. his
wife ,so. that their, newly-arrived
baby may grow up in different sur-
roundings, . Cabot selling out. . He
invests his money in another busi-
ness and is taken.
Irving Pichel makes a good rival

gambler and Ian Keith a good
racket attorney. The baby, Richard
Livernoin, is quite cute. Elizabeth
Rlsdon. does well with a nursemaid's
part. Char.

YOU MAY BE NEXT
.Columbia production and release. Fea-
tures Lloyd Nolan, Ann Sothern, Douglass
Dumbrllle, John Arledge,' Directed by Al-
bert's, Rbgell, Story, Henry Walea ahd
Ferdinand Roybcr; . screen- ' play, Fred
Nlblo,- Jr., . and -Ferdinand Reyber; camera,
Allen .'G,; Selgler; film editor, John Raw-
Una. At Globe, N. T., starting Feb. : SM,
36. Running time, -66 mins.
Fay Stevens Ann -Sothern
Nell Bennett .Lloyd "Nolan
Beau Gardner... Douglass Dumbrllle
"Eddie House John Arle^go
J. J. Held , Berton Churchill
Miss Abbott . ....... , f»M !< A. .Nana-'- Bryant
Dan McMahon.. ........Robert Middlemass
Mitch Copk ............ . . i ^George McKay
Ted Line. : i'. . ^Ge'ne Morgan
Nick Barrow.... Clyde Dilson

Baratsagos Arczot Kerek
('Friondly Expression, Please') 1

«

(HUNGARIAN MADE)
Budapest, Peb, 19.

Keleti production and release. . Directed
by Laszlo Kardos. Story, Fred Karlntby,
Istvan Mlhaly; scenario;' Paul Vary; music,
Nicholas Bro'dsky; camera, Istvan Elben.
Cast: Szo:ee Szakall, Eva Szorenyl, Imre

Raday, Antal Pager, Eve Fenyvesey, Erzsl
Matray, Vllma Medgyaszay, Bekassy, Mak-
lary, Qardonyl, Bilicsl. /

(In Hungarian)
A sound and pleasant comedy

whiCli affords two excellent actors,

Szoke Szakall and Antal Pager,
every occasion for first rate per-
formances. Szakall plays the part
of a cheap photographer in an
amusement park tent, whose ex-
cursion into the field of press pho-
tography entangles his pretty
daughter into an affair with a young
celebrity. This leads to complica-
tions and humiliations but, of

course, ends. well. Szoke Szakall
makes a warm, human figure of

the part. He is a: comedian with a
very personal note and much human
appeal.

Pager, in a less important role,

once again shows that he is a great
asset to Hungarian pictures and
knows how to get his personality
over. Women in the cast are not
on a level with the men.
Far above average local, produc-

tion and a picture which deserves
the success it is getting at home,
and may get abroad. JacohU

Don't Gamble with Love?
' Columbia production and release. Stars
Ann Sotheih, Bruce Cabot; features Irving
Pichel, Ian Keith. Directed by Dudley
Murphy. Story and adaptation, Lee.Locb
and Harold Buchman ; film . editor. James
Sweeney; .camera. Henry. Freullch. At
Astor, N. Y., Week Feb. 20, *30. Running
time, 0,"i mins. _ it_

Ann Edwards A™ Sothern
Jerry Edwavds Bruce Cabot
Rick Collins ..Irving Pichel

John Crane..:. ;..Ian Keith
Martin Gage , i

Thurston Hall
Dan George McKay.
Grace..., Elizabeth Rlsdon
Boh CllHord Jones
Salesman. ..I .Frnnklln Pan'gborn

Uaby. i Richard Livernoin

Highly proficient, direction • and"
well-balanoedJcast -lift '"tfbu May.Be
Next' out of. routine 0-mah 'story
class. Should go big on any double
bill and hold its own i'n' subsequents.
Constructed, around- idea* that -gang
sters could collect coin, from radio
biz by Jamming

.
programs, -..it in

culcates; numerous . implausible
slants that are overlooked in the
dashing tempo of the story.
Femme angle iis dwarfed by desirie

to emphasize melodramatic elements
of plot. - This 'may' be a' "weakness
where romantic slarit is pre-requisite,
As handled here it is subordinated
with good effect. ..'Staccato pace, set
from opening shot, which finds chief
engineer of radio chain attempting
to find new location for transmitter.
From then on it maintains Its dash-
ing speed until gang attempting to
blackmail big national, station is

cornered,
v Albert S. Rogell handles varied
elements, of fast-mbylng .'yarn ..with
intelligent discrimination. . -Never
permits audience to forget, real
threat this band ' of crooks is to the
efficient operation of radio. . Builds
thia slant until finally he has the.

naval autjhorities on their trail. Has
constructed anti-climax so. that* it

readily^ dovetails Into big. moment
of fllmV.
Brunt of acting carried by D'ougr

lass - Dumbrllle, as the scheming
gangster chief; Lloyd -Nolan; the en-
terprising radio engineer who Is the
innocent .victim of. their plottings,
and Berton Churchill, radio station
manager. All fit in. well, Dumbrllle
being rougher than usual In hls

;
ef-

forts to carry out a perfect, blackf
mail

.
job. Ann Sothern, cast as the

balladist in the. gangster's, road-
house, is more fetching than, ever,
but gets little chance to handle
other than routine lines. John Ar-
ledge makes a vigorous assistant to
the chief engineer.
Allen Seigler has contributed some

superb camera work, his blending
job being tops. Wean

KNOCK-OUT
(With Music)

(GERMAN. MADE)
Bavarla-Film-A.B. production and re-

lease. Stars Max Schmellng and tAnny On-
dra (Mrs. Schmellng). Directed by Karl
Lamac: music by Leo Leux. At the 70th
Street theatre, N. T., Week Feb. 28, '36.

Running time, 86 mins.
Marianne Pluemke. Anny Ondra.
Max . Breiier. .Max Schmellng
Hawkins ; ..Hans Schonrath
Huetgon .....Samson Koerner
Fraculeln Mellt ......... .Edith Meinhard.
Theatredirector Fritz Odemar
Camilla ...Anny Markart
Josef. .Hans Richter
P. F. Schmldtchen . ........ .Otto "Wernicke
Trainer w ..... . .Meyer-Falkow

Murder at Glen AthoJ
Chesterfield release of Maury M, Cohen

production. Featurea John Mlljan, Irene
Ware, Barry Norton, Directed by Frank
R, Strayer. Adapted from a Crime Club
novel by Norman Linplncott: screen play,
John W. Krafft; camera, M, A. Ander-
sen. Af the -Strand,. Brooklyn, week Feb.
27. '36. as halt o£ double bill, Running
time, 08 mins.
Bill Holt John Mlljan
Jane Maxwell.,...,. ......Irene Ware
Gus Colletr, . . . . . , ....Noel Madison
Tom Randel .......... ., Barry Norton
Muriel Randel .-Iris Adrian
Reuben Marshall......:... Oscar Apfel
Ann .Randel;.;.,......,,;. ...Betty Blythe
Mike Jeftorles.. .James P. Burtis
Campbell . Snowden ......... .Harry Holman'
Harry Randel...... ..........James Eagles
Simpson. , . , ... » ,, Wilson Benge
Cosmano, .Paul Ellis
Dlst. Atty. McDpugal . . Capt. E. H. . Calvert
Dr. Burgher Henry Hull
McGurn ."Frank O'Connor
Dr. Agnew.; Robert Frazer
Jenkins ._. .Sidney Bracey

Another in list Of Crime Club
novels that have, been hitting the
screen of late, 'Murder at Glen
Athol,' should enthuse murder-de-
tective story fans and .grab a nice
share of thie dual program business.
Marquee ' weakness probably' will
keep-It out of most solo pix houses,-
plus, the added , handicap of a trite
titlfe. Despite . these factors, ' the
film rates especial appeal for riabes
and theatres where they go" for thi'ill-

feature's. _: :

! This Crlme,..Club story..has- been
proiected. with niqre .^il^.than pre-
vious attempts. 'Am ingratiating" per-
formance by. John Miljah, who here:
preves that—he . can be as suave a

Short Subjects

ROOr-TOPS OF MANHATTAN
VVith Deane Janis, Bob Burns^ Gil-

bert Lamb, Beverly Phalon, the
Bemises.

Variety
20 mink.
Strand, N, Y.

Vitaphono 1021-22
. This is one of the "Broadway
Brevity* series and makes a stab at
combining cabaret, entertainment
With dramatic vignettes. Proceed-
ing project a passable outlay of sing-
ing, dancing and comedy talent,
while the touch pf story neithier gets
in the way of the entertainment- nor
amounts to anything significant.
Writing team of Sanford Green,
Irving Kahal and Cliff Kess has pro-:
vlded a couple of nifty tunes for
the short, with the 'Rooftops of
Manhatan' receiving a particularly
effective interpretation from Deane
Janis, this, singing ingenue of - the
Camel, cigaret program;
Bob Burns' Arkansaw twang and

assortment of mother-in-law jokes
make a fairly diverting interlude.
Beverly and Bill Bemls hit It. off
nicely with : their- fast stepping in.
the modern" manner. Odec.

The question this one tries to de-

cide is whethc- it pays to be honest,

even in operating a gamblinar house.

It tackles the problem convincingly

but not entertainingly enough to

assure success at the box office.

Ann Sothern and Bruce Cabul are

well enough ,eas> and turn In steady

performances, hut they aren't more
than moderate lure at the ticket

windows. Title may attract the

curious but everything points to

less than average pull. It has been
fairly well produced, backgrounded
and photographed. Also, it has been
edited competently, with a good

(In German)
'Knock-Out' proves that Max

Schmellng is still clever with his
mitts but that the acting to be
done in his family will be done. by
his wife, Anny Ondra. Both are in
the film, but. the only thespian abll-r

ity Is ;
displayed by Miss Ondra,

Aside from, a pleasing musical
score, some singing and fantastic
camera effects, this feature fits into
the groove Of 'just another fight

picture.' Only difference is the no-
ticeable weakness in handling of
the big fistic sequences as compared
with the American manner of doing
the same. Climax ring battle looks
like it was s.taged entirely for the
lens and is rather flat.

Really smart moments are dom-
inated entirely by Miss Ondra. When
she is not around the proceedings
become humdrum. Beautifulblonde,
trim of figure and couivfenance,
Max's wife is a good comedienne.

Schmeliiig, in this film, lacks even
the basic elements of showmanship.
Appears natural only when doing
his Hsti'b training or. actually in the
ring heaving punches. Remainder
of the cast is well balanced but far
from outstanding.
Even with its apparent flaws, this

feature should prove a welcome
change of fare for German-speaking
houses. Wear.

Sleuth as a .villain, aids the .'genet?
ally good impression; ,j considerably.^
.He easily dominates /every -scene,
without .overstepping bounds'; :

'

,
Irene. Ware' contributes a, charm-

ing, performance as itie "girl." • Oscar
Apfel, does .one,, of.' his. standard^
elderly ,. .roles .with, especial, skill'/

James P." Burtis, as the detective's
pal and aide, gets plenty of humor
out of his ' part despite ordinary
lines.

Iris Adrian, who previously has
been- ••unhappily assigriedy' really
comes into her 'own lii> thla^lni..
Shfe's the much 'married "vamp about
whom the plot revolves. 'With ntbre
grooming Miss Ware should 'go
places. Noel Madison plays a. .typ
leal bootlegger^gangster role- con-
vincingly, Barry Norton in a minor
role is given little chance. Betty
Blythe, star of silent era, makes- her
lesser; - elderly character stand out
In the .'closing sequences.
Attempt to . introduce' so^ealled

smart dialog . 'goes slightly, awry
When : it' sticks to routine talk to
.forward plot, it's oke.

:

• Director Frank -R,^ Strayer "has
kept stluation well in-hand through-
out, stressing vital , points and muf-
fling subordinate detail.- Lighting
and. choice: of. backgrounds -.tuns,

from high -class to .poor, which
probably .was not entirely camera-
man Andersen's fault. ' Wear, .

LA MARCIA NUZIALE
(THE WEDDING MARCH)

Mandefllm production and . franco-
American release.. Features .'TulHo Car-
mlnatl, Klkl Palmer.* Directed by Mario
Bonnard. From the play by. Henry Ba-
tallle. Cast Includes Cesare Bettarlnl, En-
rico Vlarlslo, Diana - Lant'e, ' Assls Norrle,
Lia Banara. At World, N. T., week Feb.
27, '35. Running time, 93 mins.

(In Italian)

Henry Bataille's drama about, a
self-sacrificing woman gets such,
involved and lengthy treatment .in

this production that the edge is all

the audience's when it comes to
suffering. The film , makes a bid for
American attention in more ways
than one. It. has Tullio Carminati,
of the Broadway play, 'Strictly
Dishonorable/ and th& Graee Moore
starrer. 'Love Me Tonight.' Also a
pretentious garden party with bal-
let of near-nudies performing
against a setting of snurting foun-
tains. Carminati's name on the
marquee and a few ballet stills,. if

available, might make a selling

combination.
Major burden of this dreary piece

is carried by Kiki Palmer, an ac-
tress who is all tragedienne. The
ta&k' she gives the camera Is a
tough, one. For Carminati it's a
he-vamp role. He waltzes and,
leers his way through it nlftlly. As
Slgnora Palmer's ineffectual hus-
band, Cesare Bettarlnl. is 'Old Man
Tragedy' himself, with more flair

for taking conventional . stances
than for putting some shadings into
his Work; The plaver with a tell-

ing personality is Enrico Vlarlslo.
He Isn't around very long but his
characterization of the four-flUsh-
lng pal who claims an. in with
everybody gives him top rank as a
trouper in this cast.
Though the direction. lighting

and cutting compete for maladrolt-
ness, the stodglfiess of the proceed-
ings is occasionally relieved by the
interpolation of good outdoor scenic
shots. The film is exceptionally
well scored.
What starts Signora Palmer on

her career of seJf-.saerifico is her
runaway marriage with J3ettarlna.
who' regards himself as a musical
genius. She stems from the nobil-
ity, but her faith in the commoner's
talent makes this of no importance.
When her husband falls to get his
compositions accepted for publica-
tion, she prevails upon an old school
chum to get him an office job in the
plant owned by the latter's spouse.
Complications develop when the
school chum's playboy husband

FOURvSTAR BOARDER'
Charley Chase
20 Mins.

'

Globe; Ni' Y.
Hal Roach - Metro

Charley"Chase is in fine fettle in
this bright comedy piece. Comedian!
is aid6d by- original' line's and situa-
tions, as'iwell as intelligent direc-
tion by Charles Barrett, who has
guided : him in other fun vehicles.'
Producers- surrounded1

:

Chase with
competent support, 'topped by' TV
Roy Barnes.

< Plot is -that" of the newly married
yoiing/ couple, given a hew. twist W
dragging, in the . girl's old ' flame id-
masquerade as her- hubby so they will
get a- full cut, to her aurtt'8 -wealth.
Chase- Is the newlywed who Agreed
to lef the old boy friend play the.
temporary role of hubby to hi* re-
cently acquired wife. Turns • out
that the aunt finally falls for and
weds the masquerader • once . she
learns the truib.

There, is a sequence lnv which.
Chase does a -fake broadcast of a-
boss race that is tops for original-
ity, of idea and execution. Wean

CHARLES. (CHIC) SALE
'important New*'.-
10 Mint.
Capitol, Ni Y.

.t ' -Metro ..

Overstressed story somewhat de-
tracts ffpm Chic Sale's character
sketch of a country editor who puts
,a gangster killing in. the .obituary
notices, to play up the weather' re-
port. A Public Enemy.' is cut down
by G-men, with himself as an on^

1

looker. To him the approach of
bad farming weather is. mdre im-
portant, and makes the front page.
'When the Chicago, paper comes in
With the story smeared all. over its
front page, the natives guy him, but
the editor of that same Chicago
paper, • who is in town backs Sale
up.

.

It Is all too impossible to be ac-
cepted, but It gives the star a
chance to - show his Versatility. Brief
enough not to annoy." Chic.

:

(Carminati) goes oh the make for
Signora Palmer. After several reels
of pursuit and resistance , Signora
Palmer is about to yield when she
thinks of her duty to her girl friend.
Just as she decides that suicide is
the only way out, another thought
of self-sacrifice stays her. Though
she realizes her husband is of ordl"
nary stuff and she ho longer loves
him, "the woman is convinced that
she has become absolutely neces-
sary to him and to leave him would
be a case of rank desertion.
There are English tltLes. O^ec,

When Knights Were Bold
(BRITISH-MADE)

(With Song)
London, Feb. iO.

Capitol Film production and General. Film
Distributors release. Stars Jaelt Buehanun;
features Fay Wray, Directed by Jack .Ray-
mond, Adapted from Charles Marlbire'8
play by Douglau Fui.b»r and Austin Parker;
nampra, 1'. A. Young. At Pavilion. Feb.
10. '30. Kunnlng tlma, 70 mins, .

.Sir duy do Verc, ....Jack Buc-honan
Lady Howeha , .Fay Wray
Brian Ballymoie. . Gurry Mareh
Aunt Agatha. ..,.< Knte Cutler
Aunt Esther..., Marltto Hunt
Oouyln Bertie , Hubert Ho.vton
The Canon Aubrey Mather
Uarlter , , A ubi-ey Flt7,i?cral<J

Whittle Kobort Molnby
The Tramp-. Moonr JlarrJott
Tho Mayor, ...... Charles IJaton

That old British favorite, 'When
Knights Were Bold,' which ranks
with 'Charley's Aunt' ad one of the
perennials, has been filmed with
considerable skill tins tirnr.

Jack Buchanan and Fay Wray,
who has spent as mucii time here
as in Hollywood during the hast
two years, have the leading roles
in tho farce, and they are capably
supported by a good cast. Unus'ual
attention applied to the selection of
lesser and background characters,
significant of the rural English
types, complete

,
a highly capable

ensemble. There are a few inter*

(Continued on page 31)
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ALL AMERICA SURREN
TO THE FLEET!

HELD OVER FOR THIRD
TRIUMPHANT WEEK AT
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL!*

RECORDS TOTTER IN S

*A bok-ofiice honor belonging
to only three other pictures in

the entire history ol the Music
Hall: "Little Women"-"One
Night Of Love" "Top Hat

RKO RADIO PTCTURE
Directed by Mark Sandrich
Pandro S. B«rmin Production
SMtdBpraUupUy"tkm Lmt«" by H«b«rtOdwnw
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ROXY, N. Y.
Inky Tomlin, the homespun en-

tertainer from Oklahoma who's been
out. in Hollywood .on floor bills and
in pictures, is here this .week. He
heads the new stage display . which
doesn't weigh so heavily, but man-
ages to amuse, particularly with
Tomlin in it. '"'Rhodes' (GB) is the
feature. It should keep the Lenten
wolf from the door, with the Walter
Huston name as lure.

Starting o.ut slowly but warming
Tip nicely and finally .fhidin his way
into the high favor of the audience,
Tomlin is an agreeable entertainer,
He works very naturally, without
any fanfare or ostentation and
Winds up ingratiating himself Into
an audience embrace without, trying
so hard after all. Tomlin was in
'Ddn't Get Personal' (U) which
played -here lastv Week. . and about
six months ago in 'King Solomon of
Broadway' (U). He sings 'ditties

from both of these pictures, plUB
ether novelty. numbers that are.par-
ticularly suited to his style of per-
formance and personality, such as
Tdu Can Get More Music From a
Grand Baby Than From a Baby
Grand.' 'I'll Be Your Sitting Bull
if You'll be My Minnehaha* and
Til be Your -Dustpan if You'll be
My Broom.' Tbriilin is here for two
weeks.

.

Nothing outstanding on the rest
of the show. Two singles, a dance
team and a comedy risley.act are.
the Other turns. With no nipre than
mild' guffaws from the SixiLucky'
Boys, who • clown around and; in-
dulge' in slapstick in connection'
;with theiir risley routine,- there, isht'.

'mucli
.
to

r laugh af curreiitiy: ~"The'
Lnckys are just back from an en-
gagement at the London Palladium.

Stuart and. Chase,, dancers, figure
in a. production number middle, and,
Vith the Gae: Foster, girls for a sec-,

ond routine -near the dose. Their
second number, a ' modern type of
ballroom dance, is by far .better
than the cape moderne up. ahead.
Capes make the latter" colorful; -but--

that's- about, all.

Jigsaw, Jackson, rubber-limbed ac-
robatic specialist who's pretty good,
And' last week's winner of the' Fred
Allen amateur content, Anthony Del
Casino, singer,, are up front. Del
Casino sings the number he won
the contest on, 'With All My Heart.'
He does' it nicely enough to rate
consideration.
"", Foster: girls have" ?the usual three
numbers, one a rather effective de-
sign in . which- masks are used.
Freddy Mack, :m.e. and orchestra
conductor; is still in the pit here.

Business not what' it should have
been. Friday night, Lent is probably
the answer. Char.

Playhouse, Hollywood
'

....'
' "Hoilywood, Feb.. 29.

In its hectic career of 10 ' years
the 'Hollywood Playhouse has been
ah*out everything -— dramatic, mu-
sical, concert :and burlesque. Now
comes George Schafer, former. Pitts-,

burgh operator, with a. cbmbo policy
of presentation-vaude and pictures,
/sealed at 25c. and 40c.

As with all houses of this type,
Where -

it's a single shot and where
product is pretty well sewed up in
the territory," Schafer's problem
will be pictures.
Opening bill - has 'I Conquer the

Sea' (Harperlft) as the feature. For
the time being he will have to take
what he Can get from the indie ex
changes. Chances of getting even
a major reject are pretty slim, for

there's a dozen Brpadway houses
laying in wait for one of -those
Vaude will mean- little to the house
unless the picture attracts. Located
as it is a block off Hollywood boule
yard, it. won't "get dropins.

Opening bill is just seven '" acts
playing in front of the Babe Egan
band. Turns are all repeaters.
Booked by Fanohon & Marco, they
come , out here after, playing F.

4
&

M.'s Paramount downtown. Current
bill Including the band, costs around
$2,700, ^ Seven, acta and. 10 .line girls
constitute too much show. Acts are
none too well- spotted- .

Thelma
White m.c.'s the show

;
and takes a

spot for herself for three special
numbers which she does very well.
Babe Egan's Redheads, no. longer

titan, worked rather ragged Satur-
day mat, second day. Band was re^
organized several, weeks ago for a
Vaude unit with Bert Gordon, being
prompted by E. M. Glucksman. Idea
fell through. Band works back-
•tage, with rest of the show in 'one.'

Hector and His Pals open. Standr
ard dog act does well with its rou-
tine of hoke. Nixon and. Carmen
next. Bad gab renders • the . team
very -small-timey. Dancing not so
hot. Finish is. ventrlloqulal bit that,

-fives them a lift. Eddie Gordon,
tramp cyclist, follows with his
familiar routine and baggy pants.
X>oes okay, but is held back, by the
band. Miss White next.
Danny and Eddie, colored dancers,

with four fast routines, score in

their spot. Lads with Gordon and
Hector were at the Paramount last

week. Line girls on for. a routine
also done at the downtown house
last week. Idea Is handling mir-
rored canes. Good effect.

Del Chain and Sonny Lamont,
with their mind reading act, land
their comedy solidly. Willie -Mauss
with the 'cycle of death' closes. May
not. conflict with Gordon, but a bi-
cycle is a bicycle.

Presentation of the acts is all

Wrong, Oi'pheum downtown has

stuck to vaude type lineup for the
past two years and is doing okay,
ytage band means nothing in this
spot. Schafer should switch to. a
pit band, and get away from the
m.c.'ing unless he wants to put pro-
duction behind his present policy*
Some $23,000 has been expended re-
furbishing the theatre and installing
sound.
Business for the first two. days

was from hunger. Gall.

HIPP, BALTIMORE
Baltimore, Feb. 28.

Custom here with a b.o, and un-
usually long pic on the spools is to
whittle down the stage show to the
barest bone. 'Follow the Fleet'
(RKO) is the film and the house
has hurled out aU trailers, skeleton-
ized the newsreel and dotted the
stage with a 33-minute whirligig
that whisks on and off like a bound*
lng bunny.

Show is called a unit, and could
possibly qualify for that classifica-
tion if it had been built up more
thoroughly. There's no comedy us
such in the whole- layout because
time -is at a premium this week
when, twin', turnover is expedient,
but it is said that show will be am-
plifed with some auxiliary acts-
which could fatten It up into full
size. Providing the acquisitions are
good, "it might well make an o.k.
unit at that; the basis here is fair
enough.

Irene Vermillion, dance flash vet,:

is featured in the- show, called
'Rhapsody lii Red.' (The 'Red' for
vermilion?) She works hard With
this show and. just about boots it
over singleharided.

'

Only one man in whole show, Ker-
mit Dart,' sleek, dark, mustachioed
leader of a 20-glrl. orch' that , occu-
pies stage throughout. He fits in
well at batoning his crimson-clothed,
charges, but ' the 1 band is mild at
best; 20 pieces should do and sound
much better. .They have, a couple
novelties, 'including a bright . idea-
number with and about hats from
varied climes and countries . and
thunder through the inevitable 41B12
Overture.' Major part of the band's
brass section consists of the five
trumpeters Miss Vermillion carried
around when last here with her flash
act.

,

Joan Buddy is an pke blues singer
with three long numbers; she might
shape lip

-

. more sharply for values
if not on so long; ' Midget Yvenne :

Merrie •,
' (formerly .. of

- Mason and
Yvonne) catches the ..mob's fancy
with her singing' and. hoofing. Once
she skims out and does an imita-
tion of a Vermillion bit, and another
takeoff is on Miss Buddy.
Miss Vermillion portions out her

old numbers through the show, and
tosses in for added measure a new
one, phis leading the band at Several
junctures. She's Either on stage or
making a quick

. change of costume
from . curtain, to curtain. And her
terrific aero' leaps and contortion
work seem "even more corking than
in the past.

PARAMOUNT, L. A.
Los Angeles, Feb. 27.

It's, swing week currently at the
Paramount for. the regular bouse,
band so Jay Whldden's combo is

batting. Spotted oh stage, the band,
aside from an • opening overture
snapplly rendered, only plays for the
straight vaude show offered in con
junction.

Six. acts, each individually meri-
torious, have been , thrown together,
with little or no attempt at routin
ing, arid with an. utter disregard of
similarity. As . witness the Five
Maxellos, With their class acrobatic
offering, following .Motter and
Davis, outstanding rlsley act, spot-
ted in se*cond bracket, and then
Jerry Coe, accordionist and comedy-
eccentric stepper.
To compete w\th -the latter are

Tommy arid • Betty Wonder, - whose
forte also is eccentric dancing. And
on top of this there's Barb'arina and
her toy Pomeranians, who also
dance, mostly upside down, while
her toy canines go through their
paces.
And. then, as if there wasn't

enough falling all over the stage,
there's Fritz and . Jean Hubert, in
their timewern drunk act, still good
for howls. Fritz, apparently, was
suffering from a bit of'temperament
at opening show,- cutting the turn
short, turning his ,backeh the pay
mob on the bow, and refusing to re-
spond for a second glimpse. A
smart audience, might have resented
this lack of courtesy.

All1 of the acts have been seen
hereabouts on numerous occasions,
with- exception of Motter and Davis,
and most, of their routines, while
not entirely - hew, seemed so to the
Par audience, which relished the
turn immensely.
Jerry Coe's forte is his snappy

renditions on the accordion, with his
offering running from speed to slow
motion, particularly the latte." in his
dancing.
Wonder youngsters are doing

about same routine as in previous
years, with Tommy scoring with his
dummy dance, arid girlclicking with
rendition of 'Minnie, the Moocher.'
Mae West's 'Klondike Annie'

(Par) gets full credit for heavy
draw, with house about 85% ca-
pacity at start of first show. Also
on screen Par news >and 'Betty
Boop' cartoon. Edwa.

Wintergarten, Berlin
Berlin, Feb. 19.

With only four acrobatic acts in

the current bill, the Wintergarten
steps oufof its way. Carnival month
of February and heavy competition
from the Scala make it necessary to

put more weight on comedy.
Althoff's Elephants is a very good

comedy act to top- the bill and, al-

though the routine of the bulls re-
sembles closely Power's Elephants,
who- came here first in 1925 and
have revolutionized all pachyderm
acts in the Fatherland, Althoft un-
doubtedly ranks among the best
animal trainers. Dancing' elephants
were unknown here until Power's
aot came to the Scala a decade ago,
but it wasn't long before copy acts
turned up. So with the Swing stuff
widened gracefully to elephants, the
Wintergarten, which played Power's
act following the Scala, considered
It a good idea to again dish up this
style of entertainment, and it's, a
real clickv
Twelve other acta make up the

bill. Don Del Monte, American -wire
walker formerly with the -Four Or-
tons, clicks splendidly. Pim'B Navy,
British trampoline act, evokes
plenty of laughter; so does Maxim
Trio, aerial acrobatics.
Two Walkings walk in the foot-

steps of Hal Sherman Patrix is a
good conjurer; Mady and Co. are
fine tumblers and gymnasts; Morris
arid May are entertaining comedy
cyclists; Mabel, Sid and Chester,.
Karl Peukert, Claire ' Schlichting,
Lilian Dorle and Three Barings
make up the rest of the bill.

. EMBASSY, N Y, ;

(NEWSREELS)
The. 1.08th show at this Broadway

newsreelers .runs .- 63 minutes in-
cluding 'March of Time' and is a
snappy. . compilation and edition of
visual current events. Only.. 34
clips, .

excluding 'Time/ of which
Fox Movietone totals 10, Pafhe 9,

Paramount 7,' Universal 5 ' and
Hearst Metrotone only 3 subjects.

Par's, special on the Tokyo revolt
tees off., with pictorial closeups of
the fiv§ politlcos assassinated (since
then; of course, . Premier Okada has
been .discovered alive) but Fox's
supplementary clip on the same
subject is ..almost equally as good.
After Par's-, clip on Spanish riote
the world revolt stuff tapers off and
the reel goes library.
Flood warnings, the Mardl Gras

festivals in New Orleans and Nice,,
skis, ice thrills, frozen Niagara, etc.,

are more or less library excepting
that the latter is literally frozen
and its • torrential course petrified.
Graham McNamee for TJ emphasizes
that this Is the first time in history
of motion pictures that the frozen
Niagara was lerised and may not be
again In the average lifetime.

Pathe's
,
Easter shoes and Fox's

hat fashions slip in incidental but
highly -effective commercial plugs'
for* -the Delman and Dache. firms.
Still the lookers 'in- gam-gear, and
chateaux probably compensates for
the free ads. ,

Carl Laemriile's 30th anniversary
covered by U . was an effectively
sentimental interlude and showed
the grand old man of the films look-
ing very, chipper. Rubber bathing
suits on Florida, lookers; aquaplane
to glider .for a thriller; Clem Mc-
Carthy's Santa Anita Handicap cov-
erage

,
are other highlights. . Only

one' Lew Lehr this trip, on toutfees,
and a natural for his. dialectic com-
edy. Better than usual.
Lots of sports stuff starting with

Venzke's comeback to the Cubs,
Senators and White Sox in training,
capped by the Olympics. Ahel.

CENTER, DENVER
Denver, Feb. 27.

The old Empress, with her face
lifted, a new marquee arid renovated
internally, has been opened as the
Center,by George A. Allan, recently
with . the Playhouse 'in Salt Lake
City. The house has been dark for
three years and reopening has
brightened up the old theatre street,
Curtis, Where a few years.back most
of the downtown shows were
centered
Center will have a first run

policy, in a deal With J. T. Shef-
field, marking the first time an in-,
dependent producer had had a reg-
ular first run here. Sheffield runs
the Republic exchange here. Stage
shows will be produced by W. Rex
Jewell.
Three or four acts will be used

each week. Art Reynolds is direct-
ing the iO-piece orchestra.
Jewell acts as m.c. for. the opener,

and the house puts on a short skit
knit together with a few verses. Calls
it 'Hello Denver.' Makes the show too
long, but the opening crowd was in
a mood for plenty of show and ap-
plauded freely. Orchestra is on the
stage With a flashy diagonal Checker -

board set. Girls in the line know
their business. Were with Jewell in
Salt Lake City. In the unit regularly
will be the Happy Chaps, a quartet

;

and Tommy. Seymour, slngw.
Following the prolog, Stevens and

Meyer open with a fast roller skat-
ing act, good enough to win a flock
of applause.
Freddy Ryck does some neat tap

and novelty dancing; Tommy Sey-
mour, sings and is assisted by the
line as each tries to solo on a few
lines, and as singers the -line girls
are good dancers. No two costumes

alike in this routine. Audience re-

mains respeotfuly quiet. They had
to Jn. order to hear them. -. •

Mack Murray does a Are eating

stunt, singing a song as he chews
up oigarets and lights more, oc-

casionally reviving those he had in

his mouth and smoking them some
more. Chews up lighted riiatches,

etc.. a la Chaz Chase, Line does an
airplane routine, with the airplane

idea carried out by red arid silver

costumes and helmets,
Happy Chaps, in cowboy togs,

sing several tunes, and the crowd
wouldn't let them go. Reynor Lehr
and Co. (the Co. beiftg a colored lad

who can tap) start the act with
Lehr singing a song about "Mam-
ma's Getting Younger and Papas
Getting Older,' one of those tjongs

with numerous verses. Lehr does

various dances, requested by plants

in the audience. His fan dance, with
two newspapers has therii rolling.-

Finale went off with all on stage,

and with huge bouquets/ horseshoe
floral pfeces and other designs being
presented to Jewell and the aicts.

Feature, '$1,000 a Minute" (Rep).
Rose.

National, Louisville

LoulBVllie, Feb. 28. .

Its a straight' vaude bill at the

National this week; with Fifl D'Or-
say the headliner. To make it seem
more like old times, there is also

an animal a!ct to lend variety*—
Lobo, the dog star, Bill ~is minus
girl line, and the .band performs
its duties in the pit, starting things
off with an overture.
. Joe Christy, who appears later

on in Tils 'tum, Vith partner, -1s

emcee, and bririgs on first Vic Bln-
nis's Dance Fashions, two men and
three women. First is a ballroom
routine, two men and a girl» fol-

16wed by a' hock, dance, fast and
clever by the heaviest girl. Act
Closes With Blnnis doing a grace-
ful bolero with girl: partner. Bln-
nis appears later on the bill doing
a soft shoe^ tap which garners nice
returns.

J
!

Ted and Art Miller on next for
some guitar iand ukelele playing,
-With some good gagging by the
guitai*. manipulator, deadpan, elon-
gated lad who lias a nice, sense of
comedy values. They harmonize well
on a couple pops, but register more
solidly with their comedy efforts.

Lobo comes on next with his
trainer, who puts the canine
through his paces. This item enlists
the aid of Christy, who shares some
laughs ' in his attempt to attack the
dog's master by drawing a revolver.
Act closes with trainer showing au-
dience that the dog is only acting
ferocious, because he's been trained
to do so, and in reality he's quite
gentle, although he shows the folks

a full set of serviceable teeth.
Another 'hillbilly turn; Slim; Jack

and their boys, ' brings on . two
guitar players, backed up by fiddle,
banjo and bull fiddle. The boys dish
up the usual 'comin' . round the
'mountain*

:
stuff, . with Slim Bryant

doing -a good hick, and snagging
some laughs. Boys evidently had
some friends in first row, as most
of applause seemed to come from
that sector; They're heard dally on
an. early morning spot over a local
6tatlon.
Christy does his regular turn with

a stunning brunet partner. They
click with their gagging, and Christy
ties things up with some hot piano
playing.

. Miss D'Orsay then breezes on,
to sing her French

. dialect • songs.
First is an impression of a Parisian,
streetwalker, very good. Fifl seems
to have brought -a different perr
sonality to town this time, in fact,
it's astonishing what a difference
a change in hair coloring can-make.
Last time here- she was a. raven
haired brunet, now a brown haired
girl. But she has the same naughty
wiggle and accent, which makes her
songs most interesting. To wind up,
Miss D'Orsay has Slim Bryant on
for the kissing , biz which gets
laughs.

Binnis' dancers are on to finale,
with five dancers taking *>art.
'Widow From Monte Carlo' (WB),

and Universal news round out.
Stage show runs one hour. Biz light
first show Friday. ' Wied.

PARAMOUNT, PARIS
Paris, Feb. 19.

Good old scenic production tpuch,
carried on by Jacques Charles, con-
tinues to make the Paramount stage
shotvs attractive at relatively little
expense.
This week there's just one act and

a ballet, presented in the usual
colorful manner. Act is the Mari-
gini, two men acrobats, who were in
America with one of the Fischer
shows. They do hand-to-hand work
and plastic poses, with nude statue
effects.

Ballet is a Russian outfit headed
by Oiga Tamara, consisting of a
line pf girls and twp men, dping the
usual stuff and bursting intp song
from time to time. Nothing extraor-
dinary about the shpw, but ccs-
tumes, sets and lights pull it tc-
gether.
This type of production, coupled

to a good orchestra playing the
popular type of serious music, does
more for the Paramount than 'three
or four mpre expensive vaude acts
can do for «ome pf its competitors.
Whole shpw, Including'" tlie picture,
is tied into a pleasing unity. Slcm.

KEITH'S, BOSTON
oston.- Feb. 2.7,

Another loving vaude show
highlighted with names and sup,
ported by a smart assortment of
standard acts. Production is more
or less side-tracked, although a girl

line and some colorful scenery help
out in spots.

Names" are Lupe Velez &nd Roger
Pryor from pix. Miss Velez has
never shown to better advantage
Opening with a song after some

quick chatter and impromptu off-
sides that wake 'em up she sings a
number from a Aim, then tntb her
imitations of Swanson, Dietrich and
Hepburn. Wears a yeiloW, feathery,
costume, then for unit bit slides
into a rhumba outfit:

. In the rhumba bit she is expertly
aided by Roger Pryor, who fills In
during her change. Pryor'e presence
does much to build up the tremen-
dous reception the pair received
when they Buffalo.

Pryor's own inning, earlier in the
lineup Is noteworthy In that he is
enthusastically greeted at every op-
portunity; but ' he doesn't offer
many openings. Seemingly groping
for a compact routine, he tells
Hollywood 1 stories, and fumbled a
trombone solo, wisely . deleted after
first show.. It, is a case of a per-
sonable screen player, with plenty of
.ability, .looking for a 'routine. Sig-
nificantly,, when he -appears to in-
troduce Miss Velez he nearly, stops
it by jUst walking on. That's how

—

much they <Uke him.
Surrounding .talent . is^well : diver-?

slfled. Line girls open with a can-
can, remarkable for some effective
silhouette lighting., Ford; Marshall
and Jones, three dusky hoofers, get
next spot and make the most, of it.

Open and shut with . ,-ome heated,
Harlem stuff and fill in ' between
with ysome more furiouB husky
vocalmg and demoniacal dancing.
It's all top speed action arid a pip of
a pace • setter for the shciw. Ros6,
Pierre and Sinister deuce with radio
Imitations, strictly burley buffoon-
ery.
In a! production number that fol-

lows, Glrie, DeQuincey and Lewis
are given a perfect setting for their

hokum adagio turn, which opens as
a straight ballroom act. Many sen-
sational catches and falls in,.this

one.- "
,

• '*'•••>

'

After Pryor's bit, Joe and Pete
Michcn ccme iri fpr the big mop-up.

'

These rugged, comics tear thprn^:>_

selves apart and bring out every,
available handclap in the house
with ' the springboard comedy by
Pete. A beautiful spct fpr the beys
and' they den't miss. Miss Velez fol-

lows and show folds svlth a Blghtly

Spanish number by the line.

^Invisible Ray' (U) en the screen.
Fox.

ORPHEUM, ST. PAUL
St. Paul. Febi 28.

On the neels of a three-day run*of
'Midsummer Night's Dream* (WB)
comes a five-act vaude bill, and it's

doing BOcko biz.

"The Canestrellys, three men and
two girls, billed as 'world'a greatest
unsupported ladder act,' click as
openers, showing some hair-raising
balancing and ladder - walking.
There's a juggler in this quintet
who uses his head and schhoz like

a seal in man's clothing.
Number two is DeMay, Moore and

Martin, class terp act ably abetted
by Francis Lewis and Steve Allen.
Besides the dance routines, there's
enough novelty here to make the
turn welcome on any bill.

Pat Kennedy in - the trey spot,
tencring pops. He also introduces
the O'Connor Family. Latter' act.

only fairish; nothing new since their
last appearance here. Closers are
Three Flames, roller Bkatlng act of
two men and a femme, decked out in
luminous garments and working
with lights dimmed. Slick flash,

winding tip the bill with zest and
garnering a healthy hand.
Feature, 'The Lady Consents*

(RKO), with pathe news and shorts.
All for 60c. top—a dime tilt over
last year's vaude prices at this
house. Rash-.

LOEW'S STATE, N. Y.
Five acts, Unbalanced, augment

'Rose Marie' (MG) here this week,
with the film and Jimmy Savo,
headliner, Combining for the .draw.
Lent, and the fact that 'Marler^ust
wound up three weeks at the

.
Capi-

tol up street, will hold the. take
down.
Layout has two singles following;

one another, Frances Arms and
Savo, though both are strong clicks,
with'twb novelties in succession- in
the opener and deuce, Maximo arid-

Carter and Holmes <New Acts), re-
spectively. -Fortunately, these also
are good, Carter and Holmes espe-
cially socking. Remaining act is the

«

closing Twelve Aristocrats, evenly
split as to sex, who give the show a.

classy dance windup, as usual.
Savc's 'paritp has tp be strong to

follpw the robust character-singing
ef Miss Arms'. If the guy with the
hysterical laugh, at the shew caught
Friday night was net a plant, then
Savp ought to carry him alone:. The
giggle was almost as funny to the
mob as Savo's pp.nto-' and singing,

' (Continued on page 47)
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When Knights Were Bold
(Continued from page 27)

polated songs lor the star; also his

inevitable tap-dance. Production is

finished and professional in every
respect. Selected scenes of English
country-side views, • including ex-
teriors of ah bid Norman castle, de-
light' and properly- place the action.

•Knights' satirizes overemphasis
of so-called British traditions, of the

old families of nobility. liero, a
youfig British otfibe'r" oh duty in

India, Is' surprlsjed to learn that he
has fallen heir to '^states' back- home.
Beturnlng^ Vith a native servant of

homicidal instincts, he is greeted- at

his village by a delegation of coun^
try-folk whom he immediately cap-

tivates by< a liquid' celebration in

tha * totfn p#b.' Meanwhile the

austere relatives aw"ait "him at the'

castle. His entrance is amusing and
completely upsets the traditional

dignity bfr the" place; -Two aunts

and stfndry'cbiifllnsj-laeludihg. Jiady

RoWena, Played - by Mtss' Wray, try,

to fmiJreTss oipon -the <newr-heir the'

obligations of his 'responsibilities.

He'is concerned;only with having *
gOOd time1 and Winning' Rowena. j-

Principal action of the. piece talces

place ' duringa1 flash-back drea!m se-

quence ^fheH ' t\\ " hero; *now. i reinr
c'arhaied- asvhls "famous ahcestbry

Sir Guy devVere, leads his -vassals

to
;suftcedsful :'medieval.. eombat.it; «;!< »

While no presentation bt' 'Knights',

could possibly*' be" "given 1 -wlthpub • an-

elanbrate display of mounted- soU
dlers in eoatsf of 'inail 'and .all the

contraptions of ' siege?' machinery,.. it

-nevertheless remains* tfrue that the;

audience at the initial, unreeling,

seemed to -set taost .ofj ltejaughs

and entertainment ?fbm,the modern
pbrflohsbf the^story.
Agbod'job of "adaptation was;done

by''-Dbuglas
- FUfber > and <Austin

Parker. ' Hatry Perritt's. musical
arrangements are splendid. Of the

talent, ' Kate Cutler artd Martita

'Hunt, as the maiden aunts, and
Atlbrey 'Mather, an the • village

carton, prove excellent^ foite .for

Btlchanan's 'nonsense. • Moore Mar-
riott contributes a bit of charac-r

terizatlon as a: tramp ' trombonist
which is very good.

'Knights' has all the attributes

for popular success.

TIMBER WAR
ifciftbaaaador release, Slg Neufeld-Maurlce

Conn production. Features Kermit May-
uanJ.' ," Directed by Sam Nowfield. From
story by James Oliver Curwood, adapta-

tloh-'by Joseph O'Donnell and Barry Beren-

get^WJotog, Jack " Greenhalgh. • At .Arena,

N/W:J ftas- half of double bill, three days.

Fab. J}£>-March 1-2, '30. Running time,. 86

mlns *
'

*

"

*

Jim Dolan ,\ ..Kermit Maynard,

Bally Martin. -.Lucille Lund
Larry Keene.,.*. ...... Lawrence Gray
Ferguson, ........ f Robert Warwick
Murdock ................. ."Wheeler Oakman
O'Leary. . . .

.

;
. . . . .'J.-; . . .... .Lloyd Ingraham.

Bowan .......... Roger Williams

James Oliver Curwood story, re-

duced here to its rough-and-tumble
angles; 4s' .an action • film and the
CurWood name should help. It has
one gOocP attribute, changes pace
every so often by falling away -from
the- common fChatter of the . charac^-
ters and flst fights to show off scen-
ery of the tlmberlands an$Dumber-
Jack activity. Whether or not the
shdts are': library they!re interesting
Just the same.
Kermit Maynard is the hero who

by - accident is compelled to imper-
sonate a* wastrel heir - to large tjmr
berjands which opposition forces are
conspiring to >. destroy. Lawrence
Gray Is the Wastrel. Shan.

JACK OF ALL TRADES
(BRITISH MADE) -

London, Feb. 13.

Gaumont-Brltlsh production and re
leasei Stars Jack. Hulbert. -Directed by
Hulbert and. Robert Stevenson, Screeft play.
J. O. C. Or.ton, from Paul Vulplus play,

•Ybwth at the .helm': camera. C. ^Van
Eilger. At' Marble 1 March pavilion, .Lon-
don,. Feb. 47, .•'410.'- Running time, 75 mln*
Jack-Warrqhder ...» Jack Hulbert
Frances Wilson
Ltohel .Fitch..:.
Huckle
Bdhtdn .........
Holman
Nicholas
Ol{ Lady

WilHams .......
Henry- ICIlner

Qlna Malb
j. Robertson Hare
. . . At hole -Stewart

Felix Aylmei-
. ..,.11.. F. Maltby
Fewlaas Llewellyn

. . Mary Jorrold
Peggy Simpson

. . . Marcus Barron
,.C. M. Hallard

Barrfngton Cecil 'Parker
Chief Gangster Tan McLean
Dancers Betty Astell, Bruce Setbn

yerting In theihselves (particularly
a cabaret dancing and singing num-
ber entitled, 'Tap Your Toes and
They'll I^ever Get Cold/ and a duet
Song, ahd' dance by the star and
Miss Malo), .'they slow Up the un-

r^w^^i^® «l
:

ory, which contains ulvm „,„,„„. wirecwaplenty Of hqnest and plausible farce by Marcel L'Herbler. From play by Henri
Situations.' As. a result, -picture is <

Be
r?,ste,'"» No. other production bredlta

unevenly, paced. . -
°"0,1°K1* " —

Htilbeirt plays' an unemployed
youth who, in financial desperation,
shows up at a' society reception in
full evening dre's's" to accept a job as
waiter. He *1?' mistaken- for a guest
a<hd; before he can explain his real
status, lie has involved himself in

LE BONHEUR
('HappInoM')

(FRENCH MADE)
Frthco-American releaao of Pathe-Natan

production, stars Charles Boyer. Gaby
Morlay; feature* Michel Simon. Directed

available; At Cinema Do Parfi, N. T„
Feb- 27, '38. Running time, 105 mltu.
Philippe. ».;,,„,,, .... .Charles Boyer
Clara ,Stuart. .,...,.„,, , ; ... , , .Gaby Morlay
Noel Malpas... .Michel Simon
^ouise

, .Paillette
«*eorerey , , , . , , . . jacquo Catelaln

(Iii: French)

amusing, complications^ which"'in- bu^one^
ecufcThd' a^buS r ban,s?r -

few iA-^tfi'-i^Sy^
with

™ tJ!^%l.}?Z^ &tts£v ' lectors because of its stellar castr
i^
h yoUhg ^debutante. To Bojsr and Gaby Morlay "tjIus the

for^utv^ ^iquerade he. reports Henri BernstS„
y
tfg art boJnd ?o

£Lw.*L at th
? bank's offices the mean something, though the aVer-

?1^Ŵ m
.°l
;
ni
?u

gr>
.

d
f
clares

:
himself age auditor is pretty sure to. be dis-a memter of the staff lately -.re- appointed

•H' from' -Paris/ ..Ulks. his-v.-way. Henri Bernstein, . Prance's ace
S'Sufe^1161

*'
C?™?H* with a- Plan .dramatist, doesh^. have much luckKfi? mew^feho* tnanufactute, --when he, turns, to pictures—taostly.

t»r„fii
c
°tP«

r?^?^lf way ,to because of the fact that he refuses tb<
?
Wftfe-h^ten

**-v : ^ .
•

i
1 give in

'
and. that he likes psyeholbgy

-

e
, > ,

confe6«es- to.^hi^swteet- A. bit . too muchv This;.one,, again, is

ii nl fl

ia-Siyen: the sack, but his a psychological treatise: rather (than
wi|d nnancial scheme succeeds nev- a piece of entertainment. No
ertheless. He lias .dnyolved

.
ythe ' adapter- is mentioned andvit is • ipos-.

bankers-- beyond 1
- the • pdint or re- i sible~that^ Bernstein did it himselfi

U'eat.
;

- They ..go.^hrpugh -with the \ it sounds like him*;. it's^ a •(continu*
»S,eT^eS put the back door. ( bus -stream of lines :wjiieh° -ObnoeivV

tt, WW?
nm:. qui^haippiiy; But ably might be. okay-bnstage but^-on

Jlp.t.WtU MOO feet, pf the. wildest I the screen, are 'way off.

PM-. ot.
;
herqlsm .r,jescue"..firiale. ' "

\
' Charles Boyer made ItAfoti;iPathe-J/MW^.iW the whole .rahks.Naitan in ^between. 'assignments inhW»v.wiJ* 'H°a' Pho.toferatjhy and [ Hollywood and evidently:iirUshedi it,

iu»mn frv^n^* •

psrsbnally^okay. His;
: a smooth, one .and.

,
-—

—

J ,...^» »"»..-.. *.;»™ should .like* it..
: Miss

Mftltb-y. Musical recording is di*- | Morlay is hot so fortunate. She did
TO9t a

(

ri<? ^suitable.;
.

• 1 E the..samei-.rble. in, the origlnalii-piay--

-H^

—

—7-
.. [and was okay in. it, but here' she

k»a art*^ni i-r »
:

v*rwr* \
seems miscast

;

v .sloppy.direction ahd
fAo l rliULLETS i bad, scripting may, be the answer. ,

, . _ I Story.
;
-has Boye?-' «s,..a ^oof. <$m-

iJS !^JlS c
i
ure^leise

ri?
f
*n,

rn
,

f,r,J
*i i muhist.. Miss Morlay

-

is. a, faitt'ousRay <j>roductlon 1 Features Tom Tyler and ! screen star and"that fact msilrp«*^^himRex Lea.se. DIrectedr by Henri Samuels, ana
l
nX wci maKea

I

mm
Story Jay J. Bryan; dialog and continuity I

mad, qo he shoots'her. In court she
r,"~' — ^ - feels sorry for him and asks the

judge to let him go, 'but he won't
have, any of that. . He tells . the
judge he's guilty and he's glad of
it.. So he's jugged for slk months

Swanstrom), who will not allow her
to take any interest in management
of the house.
In order lo give- her husband a

lesson
,
Eva engages herself in a

flirtation. When she Is called before
the family to explain, .she tells them
that she has been misunderstood- by
them, that she has been denied the
very, thing that she has longed for—<

tp take care of the home—and that
her love for her husband grew every
day from having been the love for
his mOhey from the first; Ribe and
his mother are deeply, touohed,' by
her speeota and they capitulate. All
is happiness again.

. . •
-

A fine love story ..played in beau->
tlful surroundings with the best that
Sweden has tq , offer .by way of
names, direction,' 'photography and
studio equipment, it's the most ex-
pensive picture eyer produced here..

Swen."
:

Carl. KrUsada. and Rose Gordon; camera
Pliny G.oodfrlend; At the Arena. N. T.
Feb. El-22. "36, as half ol double- bjll
Running- time, C9 rnlns.

Tom
Jimmy
Joan .>.,.,
Travis.;.'.

:

Drummond
Frank
Jake
Pat .......

.Tom Tyler
. .Rex. Lease

\''
Ma'rKaYet Nearlng j

at hard labbrJ When he comes out
;...;Al. Bridge —lo and behold—the ]Bridge

........BUI Gould
.Bob Walker
James Aubrey

.Charles Whltaker

Producer of this thriller hit on
the bright idea of using two west-

little woman is"

waiting for'- him; She may be a
beautifully screen star to the world,
but underneath, it seems, she's Just
a soft-hearted dame. She never saw
Boyer before he shot her, but im-
mediately she fell in love with him
and here she is waiting for him

ern stars, instead of the customary •
wl*h °Pen at

!
m8*^

As though that Ish't
single hero. Unlike some attempts ei^Stein^i^£
tpsbolster film strength by. this arti- tic fillip by having" her decide to
flee,' Bernard B. Ray obviously - lias star in a film based on the story of

heightened the appeal. m^f? wlt?"S6 ma,
l wbo 8

»
ot

•L i.- ' her. Thatdisgusts him and he walks
i
Rex

^ rea% w£l b m n
,
Q ndtr'

was off. 1 never to see her again. And:
tossed in with Tqm Tyler, when the that's the end of the film. Allegedly
latter^generally .is viewed as suffici- proving-.the title: happiness is what
ent. Has not dimmed Tyler's, luster you make -it.
and

(

affords. iLease plenty of oppor- Maybe- if 'the photography; were
tunity- - tgobd (which it Isn't) and if . the

r
'Past Bullets' is a fast-moving^ adaptation were -.good (which itj v^rjusha~saves Wm wheh's^

tale of Texas rangers' fight to. rout Isn't), and if the direction were good
a band of contraband runners. Tom l (which it isn't) .the acting, would
Tyler, of course, is the leading fig- f carry it. As is, It's a case of sev-
ure in the ranger operations,, with f efal good, performances in

.
search

Highly ' diverting farce with mu-
sic, is Jack Hulbert's latest starring
vehicle, in \vhlch' he has the support
of an excellent cast* including the
Very attractive and talented Gina
Malo. She is the ideal partner for
Hulbert; one of Britain's leading
comedians.
Although somewhat uneven in

construction, 'Jack of All Trades'
moves rap'idly-^-tbo rapidly in some
spots—and gives Hulbert a chance
to -'dO all- his pop tricks, which in-
clude, tap-dancing of a high order
and" a breezy, spontaneous manner-
ism?

,

It -is a satire on the methods of
'big husinesa' and holds Up to ridi-
cule the

. pomposity of self-impor-
tant corporation executives who
thrive on inter-office communica-
tions and make.-belieVe activity. As
aJbackground- for the kind of acting
«'ack Hulbert does admirably, it is a
wen-chosen vehicle. Directors Rob-
ert StevensOn and Hulbert found it-

necessity to expand on the central
Idea in order to give the star a
chance; to show his ..wide range of
ialents.c

Rex Lease -introduced as his .friend
who ;

finally wins spurs - as a fuli-
fiedged officer.

Standard formula i's followed for
the most part, With early encount-
ers with brigands, and then the bus--

tomary daring rescue of the girl

sweetheart, runaway wagon filled

with ammunition^ and capture of
bandits through a novel ruse. Spark
of originality is introduced when
dummies on horseback are employed
to ' decoy the outlaws, while real

rangers do a rear guard attack.
The£e two western lads, Tyler and

Lease^ put plenty- of realisni into

their work whether doing a rescue,

a slam-bang saloon fight or a wild
canter over the plains. Climax fis-

tic 'battle is a teeth-rattling affair.

Margaret Nearing, new face on
the western scene, is appealihgly

pretty but no great shakes "on thes-

pic" eiTort. Al Bridge, oldtfmer 'in

oats dramajs, does a swell- villain.

Should be okay for western houses

and as secondary dualer» Wear.

LIEBELEI
(AUSTRIAN MADE)

Elite Tonfllm of Vienna
-

production. Di-

rected by Max Ophuels. Based on Arthur

SSchnltzler play. Cast Includes Gustav
Gruendpens,- Mngda Schneider, Dlga. Tsche-

chova, Paul Hoerbiser, Lulse Ullrich, Wolf-

gang Llebenelner.' Willy Klcliberger. At
05th St. Clnemav >'.. opening 1-eb. it,

103G. Running time 68 mlns.

(In German)

Instead of waltzes this story oC

Vienna/ concerns a ^ove tragedy.

Having fallen in love with a frau-

lein a jyoung officer Is haunted by

the. complications' o£ a former affair

with a married woman. In the end

he has to fight a duel with the hus-

band. Husband kills him, where-

upon the fraulein tosses herself

from a window. All of this is. in

German with superimposed English

captions; It Is a picture p£ few vir-

tues and many obvious limitations,

oven for the Teutonic market in the

United States.
Performances, direction, sound

and photography passable but un-

distinguished. Most interesting part

of the story/ largely lost in English

titles, Is the effort of the lieutenant

to save his friend from the duel.

This develops the narrow-minded
Imposed by custom

of a film. Kauf.

PA SOLSIDAN
('Sunny' Side')

(SWEDISH MADE)
Stockholm, Feb. 10.

Wlvefllm production for Sversk release.
Directed by Gustaf Molander. -Baaed on
Norwegian .stage play by Helge. Krog;
screen adaption by Oscar Bemberg abd
Goa'ta Stevens; camera, Ake Dahlquiat.
Cast:' Lara 'Hanson, Ingrld Bergman,

Karln Swanstrom, Elnar- Axelaoii, Edvin
Adolphsbn, Marianne Lofgren.

CAFE MOSCOW
(HUNGARIAN MADE)

-1 Budapest;' Feb: -W,
\. Patrla produotlon and release. "Directed"
by4stvan Szekely. Scenario, Istvan T&matf-
and Istvan Szekely. Mu^lc, Sandor, Laelo,-
.Oast: Anna Tokes,. Julius, Caortos, Ferenc
TCIss, Lajos Verteo, Nuay Sohiogyl, Joseph

,i Julias?!,.- Joseph '

" Tlniar, ' tajoa GaYdohyi;
Gerp- Maly, •-. v.-i" ; '

! ' ',. •: • * » *.' ' .'

• (in Hungarian): ) .v 'y«i-

This is an entirely noyel depart
ture in Hunaarlan-:productJton,: -beiihg.

the first dramatic^fllmv - S°'*ar, ; prb-r;

ducers here have clung, to the idea
that homemade ', drama, could,, .not
possibly "pay its^.wayt ' as- Jt. /would,
haye little appeal f/}r„ audie^pe's ,in

the :
proyinces. - That , fa why. '.they

haye. _concentr,ated_pn. c.omedJLes.. t_^._
'Cafe Moscow' is proving, the. con-

trary. Drama,* if i|t has a thorough-
going .good story,

.
thiri,lling

. action^
and is well made, will pay as surely,
as the .inane musicals .that' cphtinu-
.ally rbpeat themselye^, ' 'Cafe', is .a
good picture,, as/^uhgariari'-made,
films.' go, but the. tiigry deserves
:inuch' .better * treatment.

l

Aja iah
American' .productipn, or remake,, it

boul'd make a great .picture,.
.

','.„,
It's a :war story,, hut the "little

Galiciaii ^bwn in 1915, .amid the
changing' fortunes of .- the World,
War, is merely the background and
has little to. do with what is .essen
•tlally - strong character drama. When
the Russians have to clear out of
the. town, .Verjusha, wife of General
Suharov, is left behind.

.
Tq. escape

detection,, she figures ,as"a singer
at the Cafe ..Moscow, frequented by
Austrian ahd Hungarian \. - bfflcers.

$he tries, to get, into ..the ' confidence
of one of them,. Lieutenant Szilagyl,
and induce, him to 'help/ her. aCross

:

the lines,, . but he insults - her . by
treating' her, as. the. little hussy- she
pretends to. be. Months later the
Russians, regain possession .of . the
town, and this time: it is, Szilagyl
and two of his comrades whp ;!are
left behind. He is discovered, court

-

martlalled and sentenced to death..

Nouveaii Testament
(New Testament)
(FRENCH MADE)

Paris, Feb. 23*
Clneaa produotlon and Tobla release. By

Sacha- Guitry, directed by and etarrlnf
author, with technical aid of Alexandre
Ryder. Cast Including Jacqueline Delubao,
Betty Dauasmond, Marguerite Templey,
OhrUtlne . Gerard, Chanle'a .. Deschamp%
Kerly, Pauline Carton.-- At Marlvauig
Pari*. Running time, ,9T minutes.

type of 'honor'

Whire these Interpo'laUons are dl- on Aiistrlan' o rers. J.ana.

(In Swedish)
Eva Berg

.
(Ingrid Bergman),

daughter of w.k. painter, has in-

herited, her . father's ' artistic vein,

and devotes alf h'er- spare "time to

painting. Since, her father's death
the struggle for earning a living,has
become „Quite. a contrast to her
childhood days in the wealthy home,
and she is torn between the monot-
onous typewriting in the

,

bank,
where she is employed, and the
longing for., a life of luxury and
case. Her only means, of happiness
is partaking In the gatherings of her
artist friends. .'

Wealthy yachtsman Harold Ribe
(Lars Hanson) comes to town on
business concerning his country es-
tate, Sunhy Side, and happens to

have some transactions with the
bank in which Eya is employed.
Eva is acting as temporary cashier.

When adding up the money due him
she gives him a thousand too much
and a little chat ensues.
He meets her again at a party in

Olle Lagerberg's (Elnar Axelson)
home. Olle is a friend of Ribe and
has lately been attehtlve to Eva.
At this gathering is also Joakim
Brink (Edvln Adolphson), novelist
and known as a great Don Juan.
He exercises all his influence upon
Eva, much to the annoyance of

Ribe. Brink suggests to Eva that
she accompany him to Paris. She
takes it as a Joke and. writes her
resignation to the. bank,' Brink dic-

tating it In a humorous way. Let-
ter is left behind and mailed by an
intriguing woman In the party who
Is jealous of Eva. Following day
the unsuspecting Eva is Informed
by the bank manager that her resig-
nation is accepted.
Ribe proposes to the homeless and

penniless Eva and she gladly ac-
cepts. She is installed at his beau-,
tlful estate and is Jealously watched
by RIbe's aged • mother (Karln

covers .that her. feelings of .hatred
and revenge^ have turned to ^loye.
There is a big thrill in the. scene
when she wins Szllagyi's life' from
her husband in .a game of roulette.
Although a certain sklmpmess -is

apparent in production,, the action
is good, and the picture very effec-
tive. Csortos as the Russian gen-
eral, and Anna Tokes as Verjusha,
are very good

;

In their -way, but
limited. Vertes as Lieutenant Szil-
agyl; and the less important mem-
bers of the cast are bke. Jacobk

, Samvetsomma Adolf
('Adolf the Slacker').
(SWEDISH MADE).

.

Produced by Svensk Talfllm. Adolf Jahr
featured. Directed by Sigurd Wallea. Writ-
ten by Toroten ' Lundquist and' Weyier'
Hildebrand. Cast: Weyier Hlldebrand, Elsa

' Carlson, Karln Albln.

.{In Swedish) ...
Stockholm, Feb.. 21'..

This Is the. best Swedish comedy
this season.
Story is about Adolf (Adolf Jahr),

a young happy-go-lucky fellow^'.who
tries all kinds of excuses in Order
to evade military service^,.. But his
schemes are seen through, and
every time he . is discovered he, is

put to do the dirty work.
There are a lot of funny situa-

tions in the barracks instigated by
Adolf, and many are the jokes , he
plays on his antagonist; the ser-»

geant (Weyier Hildebrand). Adolf's
cousin who lives near the camp is

in love with the sergeant, but Adolf
fixes it so that it appears that she
is in love with Adolf instead, be-
cause the sergeant doesn't ., know
that his sweetheart is Adolf's cousin.
Adolf

,
has fallen in love with a girl

he has met on the train out to the
camp, and in order tp impose upon
her lie borrows the lieutenant's uni-
form while the latter is asleep,
Adolf believing that the girl is the
lieutenant's sweetheart.
At .the end of the manoeuvre the

old feud between Adolf and the
sergeant Is turned into friendship
when Adolf's cousin tells the ser-
geant that it is he she has loved
all the time and that she. is Adolf's
cousin. And Adolf conquers the
girl he loves.
Hardly a dull moment in the pic-

ture; the "dialog is unusually funny
and the Mm offers, good entertain-
ment* Adolf Jahr is very popular
here since his roles in. 'Petterson &•

Bendel' and 'Perhaps a Gentlemen.'
Pic shotVI do well locally and oke
for specialized houses abroad.

|

' Bxcen.

(In French)
Sacha Gultry's film, taken directly

from his last season's stage, success
and filmed in record time at -Par*
amounts Joinville studios, proves
that in certain,cases the. method o{
filming a stage play virtually un«
changed is good. This picture cart
make, money in France, and would
evei be an interesting importation
to:America for the. restricted publio
acquainted with 'French.
/Object of the picture is to crystal*

lisse • on the screen
.
Gultry's . stage ;

ialogue. ••••Film-, shows thei actors-
talking, that's all. And It's, a -good

If.-a regular film -script had-been
^rltterii :based* On- the play, show
Would- probably

, have been spoiled.
'New1 -Testament* is>a wittjr play, and
probably -would , have made a bad
31m'.- ' So- -In filming-: lt> Guitry --Was
Ight to leave it a play, and to- k^ep

t^ie same cast that made It a leg^t
ijubcess., . ,-:

1

[Audience * almost-, seems
.to feel

tpat.it is^witnessing a legit perform- >

3hqe. It tends to- applaud as if yv«
ctprs. were before. Jt. < Only th»

l^ughs...are .not as- full • as if th»<
actors were really there: naturally,
there- is>-no give- and .take between
the screen and'the pebple- in frbhti
But by avoiding, film, tricks iGultry
has .actually:.succeeded ln getting, his
lines -Over far better than In the
average film dialogue. -> Maybe it's
also because they -are 1 better lines-
than are generally.^written for films.

; System, which started in the early
Marcel Pagnol pictures, Is prohably
to spread due to Gustave Quinson's
fitting up of the basement of the
Theatre Pigalle as a studio for film-
ing plays produced Upstairs. Maybe
It would, pay if somebody tiled th«
system in- America; Some: legit hits,
depending, on- dialog, which won't
make ordinary pictures, could be put
into celluloid cheaply a la Guitry,
and taken on- the road for possible
profits. Bpe™'

Grass und Ktiss, Veroiiika
('Love and Kisses—Veronika')

(HUNGARIAN MADE1 *

(With Mu.fo)

Pllm, produced, in Budapest, Features
Pranstaka Gaal and Piul Hoerblger.'
Dlrected by Carl Bqeae. Music by Prani
v ac™"5- k H, tyBa™to St., theiitr«!rw;
T.. weelc Feb. ' 21; Bunnlhg; time, M
niina>
Verontta ,, ... ... .".Pranzlska Gaal
±rau..Ralner ........Paul HoerblgerMax Backer Otto Wallbur*.
WJtn

a
ur
6^6

//
86,nt Fr^u HUdeBHdebrandt

Emll, Hahediener hel Ratrier. . .Kurt LIIlea
Prau. Bolte, Verohlka'a Wlrtln • - -

Inhaberln de» BlumengeBchae?ta*OIg^^ogT
AnI

i* •.».'..........,...;.....Ehml Btmml
Sanltaetsrat Soharmelater. . . .Arthur Bergen
Seine Frau . . ^ ....... r. . . . .Erlka Glaesaner

(in German)
. Highly amusing farce*comedy has

' been concocted from simple story of
pretty flpwer girl who- falls In lovs
With her, boss. It's one of those
series-of-misunderstandings . plots
with .sparkling lines and deft per-
formances makng It highly palat-
able. Judged from number of laughs
generated In steady stream at this
house/ It should prove a favorite In
theatres where- German -Is ^under-
stood.-

If nothing.else, this feature, serves
to prove that Franziska Gaal, petite,
dark-haired actress whom Univer-
sal has under option, is coming
along1 nicely under U.guidance. She
is studying English -while continu-
ing" her film efforts abroad. Miss
Gaal indicates splendid, possibilities
as a' mimic, accompanied by a cer-
tain amount of histrionic ability.

Looks remarkably pleasing -before
camera in this picture; In addition; •

she - displays a nice Voice that may
build with future coaching,

. 'Paul . Hoerblger, as the florist, »

Otto ' Wallburg, the Insurance' man
who " wants to get ' away, to- Berlin
from his wife for periodical visits,

and.Hllde Hlldebrandt, the wife, all

well-known German actors, top. the
capable cast.
Franz Wachsmann, credited for

the muBlo. has turned out a smooth
tuneful score. Entertainment In
cafe scene Is extraneous but musical
background here also Is adequate.
Entire production is handsomely
mounted and splendidly lensftd.

Wear,

Parker on Loan for

Lessees 'Door* Lead
Hollywood, March 3,

Cecelia Parker goes to Sol Lesser

on loan from Metro for femme lead

opposite Richard Arlen in ' Mine
With the Iron Door.' Pic is Sec-

ond Harold Bell Wright story to be
made by Principal Plots (Lesser)

for Columbia release!

Unit headed by Director David
Hunter . Is on location near Palm
Springs for eight days, then swings
Into RKO Pa the studios for inter-

iors.



Wednesday, March 4, 193$

TIME: Tuesday, Moith 3«* 10:30 to 10:45 P. M.

STATIONS: Enlir«N.B.C. Nrtwerk

FIDLER: Previews—of the new pictures . . • For two years, I have been

bringing you these weekly reviews of new pictures. During that

jime, I have given four bells to only nine pictures. In two years,}

only nine motion pictures that I considered good enough to be

ranked among the great pictures of all, time . . . Tonight, 1 shall

do something unprecedented on this program...! bring you d

review of the finest motion picture I have ever seen — "The

Country Doctor."

I can think of no other way to pay my
humble respects to this great motion picture, than to ring one

bell for each of the five Dionne Quintuplets— Cecile, Yvonne,

Marie, Annette, and Emelie .. .Words to describe "The Country'

Doctor" completely fail me. I defy the finest writers to find words!

that will even come close to describing the charm, the drama,

the laughs and the tears that this , picture will wring out of your

heart . . . I must review "the Country Doctor"in three separate

parts. First: Even if it did not haveThe Diohne Quintuplets, there

still would remain one of the most human stories of all time*.

.

Second: The sequence detailing the birth of the world's most

famous and beloved babies is unquestionably the greatest situ-

ation, for comedy, drama, and heart interest—ever shown on a

screen . . . And third: The magnificent portrayal of the title role

by Jean Hersholt is something of which the original country doc-

tor—Doctor Allan Dafoe—may forever be proud... Nor can I fail

to acknowledge the moving performances of Dorothy Peterson,

Slim Summerville, Michael Whalen, June .Lang, John Qualen,

Montagu Love, Robert Barrat, and every member of the cast..^

Whatever flowery terms press age/its may coin to describe this

picture— whatever promises theater advertisements may make
to you— believe them all., They could hot possibly exaggerate

the charm of the five Dionne bundles of love, nor the beauty of

the picture... Don't fail— let nobody fail—to see the picture that

will swell your heart with joy— "The Country Doctor."

THE KEYSTONE
OF YOUR FUTURE
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Astaire Over West
St. Louis,

Confronted "with the choice of.

plugging 'Follow the Fleet' or 4Klon-

djike Annie/ Homer Harraan, .

and B. F. Moore, mgr. for WB en-

terprises here .decided the Astalre-

Rogers opus was the better and be-

gan a wow program for feature

that is bringing' 'the natives In

droves to ' Orpheum theatre In

downtown sector. As Ginger be-

gan "her theatrical career here as' a
member of 53d Lowry's show at Am-
bassador theatre several years ago
and became one of town's fav.es,

Harman and Moore had no trouble

in getting lots of assistance from
the Showboat Ballroom which put
on and advertised, at room's ex-

pense, 'Follow the -Fleet' Night one
week before pic opened.

1 Small life preservers with Astalre

and Rogers heads In ' center were
strung all over place and p. a. sys-

tem made lots of announcements on
feature's opening ' date. Ballroom
also paid for 11,000 heralds which
were distributed by ushers at office

buildings in downtown district dur-

ing noon hour. Dodge Motor Car
Co. co-oped with parade of cars

-with Ginger's endorsement All cars

carried . copy of theatre, picture,

play date, etc.

Explpiteers tied ' up with
-.
men's

wearing apparel stores
p

with new
'Fleet Blue* in suits and other wear-

• irig accessories; contacted • all.

steamship companies for window
tieups and offering guest tickets to

theatres to every one purchasing
steamboat ticket; shoe store tieups

with sandals Vforn by Ginger in pic;

60 24's posted week before opening;

1,000 hand mirrors with appropriate
copy distributed several days be-
fore opening; 10,000 tags with string

attached-Hjopy on same reading not
to forget Ginger and Fred in .'Follow

the Fleet'; U. S. Navy Dept. per-
mited use of navy boards on the
pic; several swell newspaper tieups

and radio- hookups.

Buildup
Washington.

Offering prizes for babies named
•Rose Marie* is natural bally for

new MacDonald-Eddy opus, but Ray
Bell, local Loew Pia., built idea to
surprising proportions .through en-
couraging some mathematical prob-
lems. Instead of offering award to

one baby, he demanded twins, one
to be named Rose and the other
Marie. Stunt was labeled 'Rose
Marie Twins Derby,' and prizes in-

cluded $25 bank account and car-
riages from dept. store.
Drama editors hopped on idea,

one asking If boy babies were
eligible. Bell came back with offer

to accept males if they were named.
Nelson and Woody (Van Dyke).
Then critics demanded how about
two-thirds of

- a set of triplets. LoeW
office retaliated by offering' to count
triplets if all had names tying in
with, production. Same rules were
stretched to include quadruplets and
quintuplets.. Sextuplets were ruled
out as constituting mass production*
rather than art. Possible names in-

cluded everything from Jeanette to

Hunt (Stromberg).
Stunt, with critics' queries printed

in their columns and answered fol-

lowing day after- 'lengthy confer-
ences' Of Loew officials, gave thea-
tre ' running stories for six days,
with everybody trying to think up
complications to stump Loew staff.

Problem was solved when girl twins,
were born, both girls, and took tags,

Rose and Marie.
Other 'Rose Marie' idea consisted

of tie-up with Florists' Telegraph
Delivery' Association. All Rose
Maries coming to theatre were in-
vited to leave names, ages and ad-
dresses at box /office. Oldest and
youngest each day were sent 'Rose
Marie Bouquet.' Show was plugged
with window card in each of dozen
flower stores in association.

In St. loo

, , , ,
St. Louis,

Mississippi river, frozen solidly
for first time in 25 years, served as
background for exploitation of
Modern Times,' Chaplin screeli
opus, now current- at LoeW's. When
freeze-up came, Harold 'Chick*
Evens, mgr., and Jimmy Harris, p.a.,
conceived idea Of erecting 24-sheet
boards on both sides of Eads and
Municipal- bridges over which thou-
sands of commuters, iii autos, street
cars and trains, pass daily.
However, wind of almost gale in-

tensity and uncertain footing,
stymied this plan. Determined to
take advantage of unusual situation,
Evens and Harris, from safety of
solid ground, directed the plastering
of 24r

s on the ice : from, shore to
shore, at such a distance from
bridges that they could be seen
without difficulty. This is first time
stunt lias ever been pulled in this
neck of the woods.
Also utilized a number of old gags

and some new ones. Among out-?
standing stunts -was parade of 11
'Chaplin* stooges, on ^street with
cutout letters of title on their backs
Four more stooges, attired as
Charlie, pedaled around business
district on bike and entertained
populace with falls, etc. Along front
or theatre Mgr. .Evens and pa,
Jimmy Harris built up a novel .front,
using large cut-out letters along
entire front of building, large panels
built up. like New York premieres.

A. balloon- shower on opening-1 day
at One of city's • business downtown
intersections stopped all traffic as
citizens

.
fought for balloons. v By

time cops entered office building .to

stop stunt it had been completed
Theatre also used large . Greyhound
bus literally plastered wlt;h Chaplin
copy and big .bill-posting' campaign
and had numerous commercial tie
upg with heralds, co-op ads,, radio
plugs, 300 magazine cards to all

sections of city and topped cam
paign with a -truck stunt with huge
boiler mounted on back.
Biggest, and most impressive

newspaper and radio tie-up put
over in years ?n this town was ef-
fected ..last week j.by. Fanchon &
Marco's mgr., Charies.E. Kurtzman
and P.A.'s Tom Kearns and Jack
Brashear in connection with the
Jackie Coogari-Betty . Grable per-
sonal appearance at the Ambassa-
dor.

. It was a b.o. honey from .be-
ginning to end. The young., film
stars were made sole stars of an-
nual 'Downtown Sales. Day' which
meant they Were heralded through
newspaper columns and oh the radio
for days before hitting town. Every
downtown, store, including Famour-
Earr, Stlx,.Baer & Fuller, Sonnen-
feldS, Scruggs, Vandervoort & Bar-
ney, Klines and others, carried
boxes for two days in all ads. calling,
attention" to radio appearance of
youngsters on a' city-wide radio
hookup, with full credit for the the-
atre in all copy. Friday and. Satur-
day, news columns also carried
stories, and in . radio section of one
sheet was a paid, institutional ad, a
two-column cut of Bfltty and a
store on the one single page. '

Kids Like Stories

Rochester.

A 2-mlnule story period at tlie

Riviera theatre's kids' matinees en-
abled the nabe to drop pay days
and- special gifts. Manager- Eddie
May,, who doubles as house orga-nist,

takes the role of 'Uncle Ed' and re-

counts a feat of some Rochester
child over the' loudspeaker system.
Stories"' aim. to teach a worthwhile
lesson and the kids flock in to see
whose name ' is to be mentioned.
Parents like the idea too and have
sent in enough stories, already to
last six months. Saturday after-
noon attendance, h&s.- jumped from
300 -to 1,200.
Manager May manages to keep, an

intimate atmosphere for His patrons
with variety of stunts and -special-
nights. Leap , year party proved
popular with each lady accompanied
by an escort receiving a- gift appro-,
priat'e for the man. .ThJrty'*flvo
prizes for men were* provided by
neighborhood merchants ancLspecIal.
songs with organ . accompaniment
added to the party. atmosphere:

Wrong Credit

Unless the' error has been
corrected, exhibitors should
note that the. press book and
some "of the ads credit 'Timo-
thy's Quest' to the author of
'Mrs. Wlggs" of the Cabbage
Patch/

'Quest' was written by Kate
Douglas Wiggln. Alice Hegan
Rice authored *Pitch.'

Weil's. Novelty
So far as this department is

aware, Joe Well is the first to splash
a picture of a heroine with a black
eye- 6h the front cover of a cam-
paign book. He does it' through the
medium of a portrait of Carole
Lombard in 'Love Before Break-
fast.'. Done; in color with an ele-?

gantly pasted left eye. Same idea
Js used for some of the ads with
the artist uncertain whether it is

the right or the left eye that got
blackened-, so. he plays no favorite,
Incidentally It is also the first to use
a .cellophane finish- on the Cover.
Swell.
Repeated on a stunt lor 'Sutter's

Gold' With a Sutter's Gold shade put
out by the T.extime Color Card assn.
First, done on 'Phantom of the
Opera' and encored, several times,
always with good effect.

Lifted It

Edward Harrison, of the Capitol,
Plttsfleld, Mass., vises the blanket
party excuse for the back of a card
listing the pictures for a month,
with the tie-in a request not to in-
vite the holder to any parties since
the Capitol has such a string of at-
tractions.

:

The excuse card is new and really

funny and will be carried, around
instead !of merely being, read and
tossed into the waste basket. Which
gives- Harrison an extended- run for
bis comparatively small expenditure.
Probably he Will have a spare one
if anyone interested sends a return
envelope. It is good to pick up, but
rather long for printing, here.

S. A. Exhibit

For the engagement of 'Rhodes'
at the ROxy, G. B. promoted a dis-
play of weapons and utenBlls from
South Africa from the American
South African steamship line.

Display was made; in the' lobby
the previous week and hefpeu

?

to

arouse curiosity.

Might be a good, idea to . keep in

mind that in.Jo'burg they- use rick-
shaws, tlnawn by husky Zulus In

ornamental feather head dresses.
Plenty . of rickshaws around from
Chinese and Japanese

.
plays. All

they . need 4s a husky Negro or
plenty of burnt cork,

Back to Newspapers
Lincoln.

Coming out of the "recent cold,

snap with a bang, the exploitation
boys are :

' stirring up plenty, of stuff

around here, the most notable being
City Manager Milt Overman's . idea
to plug 'Music Goes Round' opening
this week at the Varsity. His is a
lyric contest and the lyric Is to be
a new verse for the chorus of -'Goes

Round.' He's awarding prizes
amounting to $25 and 20 pairs of

ducats to the show.
Lyrics, of all kinds came in an-

swer to the contest and judging was'
done by Milt Overman, representing
the Westland Theatres, and Barney
Oldfleld, film crit on the local news-
papers.
Big help in the 'venture was his

recent decision fo come to a truce

with the newspapers and advertise
In them exclusively which has been
the cause of -a .scrap between the
two concerns for over a year. With-
drawal of the theatre's ads? from the
'Shopping Guide' gets it. back on
the- theatre page and -rates' 't an
equal break- in a publicity way w*h
the opposition .1. H. Cooper theatres.

Cough Drops for Chaplin

Loew's Rochester used ' 150,000

Listerine cough drop envelopes- on
'Modern Times! which got it 14 day-
time and seven night announce-,
ments- on the radio, and the air also

"was ufr'ed for a special kid matinee
sponsored by the Democrat
Chronicle's kid club. The Journal -

American ran a memory contest and
two nights before the opening -the

Inquiring. Reporter broadcast from
•the lobby, the questions pertaining

to the plx. (

About 1.00 stores displayed- cut-

outs,., there v.-as a special night at a
supper room and something, new
wr» a letter to all ministers with

the suggestion 'for a serthon might,

be found lri Chaplin's work In

spreading good cheer.

New Orleans,
Operating engineers at the

Saenger, Globe and Tudor theatres
walked out Saturday afternoon, de-
manding a contract .

with the
Saenger organization giving them
terms similar to those in effect be-
fore the, former Saenger. organiza-
tion went into bankruptcy, in 1933.

The organization was recently re-

organized. The engineers, now paid
from $35 to S50 weekly, are seeking
restorations to $39.50 to $66 a week,
the former levels.

They also wish hours cut from 56

to 47%. A. TL. Colby, president and
business manager of Local No. 226,

International Union of Operating
Engineers, said that the union has
lost its original contract because
the firm had. gone into court to

break previous contracts.
Picketing of the theatres is going

on. .
;

Benjamin Dudenheffer resigned as
purchasing agent of Allied' and has
bought Ed GoodrOw's Attractions
exchange. Gpodrow plans to open
gasoline station.

Denver.
Stage Employes Union No. 7 of

Denver has elected as officers for

this year: Louis F. Buckley, presi-

dent; J. W. McGovern, vice presi-

dent; J. Mas, treasurer; and George
W. Brayfleld, secretary and busi-
ness agent.
Paul Hoppin is modernizing the-

Palace theatre. Expects to install

a new marquee soon.

Omaha.
Omaha chapter of the National

Variety Clubs elected New Chief
Barker D. V. McLucas, exchange
manager for for UA. Assistants are

Evert R. Cummings, divisional man-
ager for Trl-States, and Joe E. Scott;

exchange manager at 20th-Fox. M.
G. Rogers, head of film transport
company, is Dough Guy, and Ed-
ward Shafton the Property Master.

On board of directors only two
members hold over, Bill Miskell and
Roy Miller; other members are

H. J. Shumow, Walter Green, Bob
Ballantyne and A. A, Mehdehhall.

.a
.'^Oungstown. O.

Rents for stojhei'ooms in Hippo-
drome Arcade have zoomed 100% in

anticipation of opening of new bus
terminal on site of former Hippo-
drome, for years a white elephant,

in hands of Realty Guarantee &•

Trust Co., which has interests in

other houses here.

Toronto.
Further FP-Can. changes. Jack

Arthur, present manager of Im-
perial, switching posts -with Tom
Daley, now manager of the 3,260-

seater Uptown. Imperial, largest

theatre in Canada; has dispensed
with stage .attractions and house
orchestra, which Arthur directed,

and. now goes all pix; same situa-

tion, as at the Uptown since Arthur
was brought along to pep up the
Imperial. Walter Graydoji, aide, to

Jerry Shea for over a quarter cen-
tury' arid later shifted, to the Im-
perial wnen that house revived' stage
presentations, is back at the Shea
stand. Tom 'Daley '-will bring Ken
Craig, his assistant, along to the Im-
perial; Jack Arthur takes Verne
Hudson along to the Uptown. Stan
Andrews; in from Winni peg, is new,
assistant to Dave Kreudel,' no^'
managing the Tivol'i. T'P-CVmi's n1h?r

downtown house. Krendel's for

nier assistant, Harry B; Neun, gets
the managership of the Capitol,

Cobourg.

Lincoln.
Norfolk, Neb., Grand .was pad

locked by the Are department this

week after the second bad fire of
the year. It will not be reopened
until the house has its heating' sys-
tem completely gone over.

•W. L. Youngclaus, operator of the
Empress .Grand Island,, and. the
State,' Central. City, has bought a
third, small, town house, Comet, at
Shelton, this week. Purchase was
made from Mrs. A. E'. Phelps.
Jack Riggs, manager of the Cen-

tral. City Sun, has joined the Re-
public sales, force in Omaha, and
will cover the ' state; Mrs. Riggs
will .run the house. .

Rivoli, Beatrice; Is trying out 'two
days a week of vaude.
Two houses

,
changed policy here

this week, Liberty deciding to do
the big pictures four days each
starting Fridays and the sluffs three
days starting Tuesday.. .

It's ,a sec-
ond runner.. Colonial is dual featur-
ing the first halves.

For Nationals

Billy Rose has been capitalizing
passionate patriotism: to fill the less
desirable seats in the Hippodrome.
The • washup was Scandinavian
night, Feb. 25.

;
, .

-.

In each Instance the consul gen*
eral of the country or countries was
a guest of honor, with a drive being
made .on the nationals of the coun-
tries 'to come and whoop it up for
the fatherland. Advertising Includ-
ed display ads in foreign language
newspapers, appeals to all societies
and airing on foreign, language sta-
tions where available.^
Only expense . was the small ln«

Vestment in the papers, postage and.
the rental of a few national flags.
Series included a Spanish-Portu-
guese:-Hungarian-French night, Ital-
ian

.
night, Slavic night, Chinese,

night and closing with the appeal
to the Scandinavians, Best results
were from the latter and the Italian
and Spanish sections. Jewish Pub-
licity. Service handled the ads and
roped in the consuls and Alfred
Tamarln did the presswork,

Page from the Fast

. Charlotte, N.
.

J.

Judge Ben Whiting, presiding
over cit£ police court, was prevailed
on to sentence persons convicted in
his court of traffic violations on the
day of-the Opening of 'Magnificent
Obscession' to a trip to the, theatre
to see the film. The picture story
hinges on an auto accident that
blinds Irene Dunne,' playing the lead
role. Gag started when the silent
'Manslaughter' was first run, but
it's still good.
. In

..
addition to

. this, Gene Street,
manager of the Carolina, where the'
film showed, had the safety commit-*
tee from- the Charlotte Junior Cham-
ber of 'Commerce in 'to see^ a mid-
night pire-view of the 'picture,' and
that committee endorsed

. the pic-
ture in the name of street and high*
way safety.

Lynchburg.
Willis Grist, Jr.; transferred here

for the third time as manager of
Publix properties, succeeding Colo-
nel Frank M. Boucher., C. A. Ball
succeeds . Dick Eason as manager
of the Isis.

Boucher and Eason switched to
Charlottesville to handle Publix
properties. Boucher succeeding
Grist as cm. there and Eason man-
aging the Lafayette in place of Ball.

Lexington, Ky.
Construction of a new theatre in

Danville, Ky., will be started March
15, according to announcement by
officials of Warner' Brothers. Seat-
ing capacity will be 450.

Rochester.
Arthur. Krollck, chief of service at

the RKO Palace, promoted to as-
sistant manager following shift that
put Charles Freemati in charge of
the Temple. Harry Holt continues: as
assistant manager of the Temple.

Canton,.
Charles Schweitzer has. resigned

as manager of the Allen, Akron. His
successor has not as yet been
named. ...''"

Johnny' Morln of Pittsburgh, has
been sent .to: Yourigstown. to relieve
the ailing Billy Murray of the man-
agerial duties at. the • Harris Strand
in that city.
New Ohio, State road, just outside

Akron was opened last week with a
double feature first run policy,
under the management of Ernie
Austgen.
Dixon, Dixon ville, Pa., has been

taken, over by John- Bianco and is
now operating under his manage-
ment. The new operator is the son
of Sam Blanco, former exhibitor at
Clymer, Pa,
George A. Delis, district manager

for the A*,. G. Constant interests,
with liealrtquartera hi.- Stenheni^ine;
Is In Portsmouth. O.. this' week at-
tending to final details preparatory
to the opening "of the new Oarden
theatre.
Core theatre at Holidays Cover.

W. " Y'dt. on the site (if 'the forme'-
Tilncoln theatre was recently on».ned.
TTou'fe a ??n t'.'T? f.% ^--j'.p y (if

'.jo* it r>t<0.

Beady for duins
• Spartanburg, S. C.

Carolina Theatre and local news-
papers combine on 'The Country
Doctor,' co-starring the DIonne
quintuplets and Jean Hersholt, is
about the biggest .piece of coopera-
tive exploitation- dished up in these
parts in many a moon.

. Partly due to good -, newspaper-
human, interest: buildup on the
Dlonhe infants in the past, the
ground work Is- beautifully laid.
Herald, morning paper, has -bought
'The Country Doctor,' from which
the picture was filmed, for Use as a
serial. Serial ends the. day the plx
begins a four days run at, the Caro-
lina.

,

Talbert, local manager of- the Pal-
metto Amusements, Inc., .

running
three local houses, also has an-
nounced plans to have nurses and ~

other suitables as guests on opening,
night.

Sold 10,000 Tickets

Montreal.
Born of brain wave when, he saw

women in back rows knitting during
pix at Palace, Manager Botsky
evolved a Knitting Contest which
ran between Jan. 17 and Feb. 28.

In mezzanine he Installed a knit-
ting expert and display of knit
wares which attracted the women
from all parts of town. Biggest
wool manufacturers in town spon-
sored contest, supplying expert and
model exhibition with result that
Botsky had 6,000 letters and 200

|

finished knitted sweaters, etc., on
which to determine winners. Many
wOmen returned to mezzanine dis-
play four ,

and five times and he esti-

mates that In period of contest he
had close on 10,000 . extra admis-
sions.

Nite of., awards will undoubtedly
jam theatre, since no person win-
ning and not present can get cash
prizes which, incidentally, are paid
by sponsoring wool firm.

Heal Prof Soldier

Seattle.

.

Lieut. Bert Hall, sojourning for
a time in Seattle, on

.
stage for week

at Orpheum along with 'Profession-
al Soldier' (20th) got legit hew*
stories and Special -front showing1

his medals and blowups of WrlteUps
in 'Time,' 'Lit Digest' and other
mags.
As Gen. Chan, in China, he had

many thrills and his fighting as"

profesh for 11 different : govern-
ments got plenty of publicity. Ill*

books were also displayed in foyer.

Cops Co-operate-

Buffalo.
Shea's Hipp made- a tie-up with

Buffalo Police Department tor 'Ex-'
elusive Story.' Commissioner of
Police allowed the use of his name-
In speoial o.ds featuring, the 'num--
bers racket.'
Lobby • display . in advance -of

nhowi jig went to .gutvi and gambling'
flpvlce»-aud a special screening; f<>r
the pntae department.
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FUN!
The blustering skipper of

"Steamboat Round the

Bend". » * now gives the

crowds who laughed him

into stardom a full portion

of his joviality * • .in a hu-

man, humorous story of

big business that means

grand business for you!

HUDSON
DOWNS NORMAN FOSTER

ALAN DINEHART SARA HA DEN
DONALD MEEK WARREN HYMER

Associate Producer Bogart Rogers Directed by James Flood

Screen play Patterson McNutt and A. E. Thomas

Suggested by the story by Edgar frankli

A FOX PICTURE
DARRYL f. ZANUCK
in Charge of Production

THE KEYSTONE
OF YOUR FUTURE
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INJUNCTION DENIED

VS. 'LONESOME PINE'

IS VARIETY 35

temporary injunction to re-

strain Paramount from' continuing

to exhibit the
.
picture, 'The Trail of

the Lonesome Pine,' was denied the

Trail Co. by Justice William T. Col-

lins in tlie N. Y. Supreme Court
Thursday (37), The plaintiff, a dis-

solved domestic corporation, sought
the temporary injunction pending

the outcome of its suit against Parr-

amount and others to determine the

ownership of the rights to the origi-

nal John Fox, Jr,i story,

In his decislprTdenying. the injunc-

tion, Judge Collins held that no good
could result from the temporay
check of the shoeing, of the picture.

He declared that if the plaintiff's

claims are sustained On trial, the

defendants would be held account-

able;
•

The suit, filed some timo ago, is

directed against Paramount Pro-
ductions, Inc.,

1 Paramount. Pictures,

Inc;, Paramount .Distributing Corp.,

Marc Klaw individually, and as sur-

viving member of the firm of Klaw
& Erlanger; Joseph Klaw and Mor-
timer Fishel, The Trail Co. contends

that the original rights to the story

/were purchased by William Norrls,

plaintiff's asslgnoi*, from the author,

John Fpx, Jr., oh March 21, 1910/and
that these rights went to the Trail

Co., in March, 1911. The .plaintiff

Charges, that the exclusive drama-
tization rights- "which it holds will

be destroyed by distribution of the

picture. The suit is for an. accounts

ing of the profits received by the

defendants 'from exhibition of the

picture. The complaint papers state

that Noriis's wife,. Mabel Blanche
Norrls, and Geraldine. Lb'lley* ar'e the

surviving directors of the Trail Co.

It is claimed by tlie plaintiffs that

Par advertises the picture as being
authored by; ; Eugene Walter and
based oft the Fox story. It is claimed

that. Norrls never surrendered his

rights to the
.
story or to the play

written by Waltor and Robert M.
Baker. Klaw: & ..Erlanger' enter into

the suit only 'because the firm pro-

duced the play, under the. promise,

the plaintiff alleges, that the play

would not be assigned to anyone
else without the consent of the

laintifC.

"

Patent Suit Voided

Los Angeles, March 3.

Holding that licenses and sub-

licenses held by defendants were
valid, U. S. District Judge William

James threw out suits filed by
rites Patents, Inc., against RCA
hotophone, Inc., RKO Studios,

lectrical . Research Products, Inc.,

and Metro.
Suits sought injunction and ac-

counting for damages for alleged

letters patent infringements of im-
provements on Photometric device.

Bruce Tinting Travel

Series, Scouts Locales
Hollywqod, March 3.

Robert. C. Bruce heading for Ari-

zona and New Mexico to produce
series of one reel travelogs in' Tech-
nicolor for Paramount. Camera
crew on first two subjects headed by
Wilfred. Cline.

Other, reels of the series will be
made in Honolulu by Bruce, as w.ell

as several in. Alaska late this spring.

Bruce, while away, will also take
black and white scenic backgrounds
for use by Par oh' process work.

Efrus Heads Beaumont
Hollywood, March 3.

Sam .Efrus is in charge of produc-
ing and distributing Beaumont Pic-
tures,- Mitchell Leichter's resigna-
tion placing him in control.

Outfit currently preparing next
way Tearle film.

WB's 'Radio Jamboree' Tuner
Hollywood, March 3.

George Bricker's original, 'Radio
Jamboree.' has been taken off the
shelf at Warners after a five-month
siesta.

Studio will produce it as a musical
with Brlcker doing the treatment.

Title Changes

. J-Tollywood. March -3.

What was 'Job' at SOth^FoxT be-
comes 'Tun-noil'. Gregory Rat-off
co-directing with Otto Browar.
Columbia's 'Bless Their Hear Is'

hits- the release sheet as 'And So
They. Were Married.'
Warners' switched, back to 'Angel

of Mercy' as title for Crimean war
story after working handle of
'l-Mor nee Nightingale.'

Advance Production Chart
Hollywood, March 3.

Hollywood production activity registered a new high last week with a
total of .48 features before the camera, the greatest number of pictures in
ivoric at one time this year.

Added to this there are 19 features in the final editing stages and 70
stories being readied for early production. Aside from this, eight pictures
were completed and previewed last week with an equal number starting
before the cameras and included in the 43 in production.

Pictures previewed last week weni 'Give V3 This Night', Par; rHetl Ship
Morgan,' Columbia; 'The Country Doctor; 'wih->Fox; 'House of a Thousand
Candles; Republic; 'Treachery Rides the Trail' and 'The WalMng Dead,'

Warners; 'These Three,' U. A., and 'Silly Billies,' RKO-Radio.
• Metro continues to lead the field in activity with 10 features before ihe
cameras, two editing and eight preparing. W'arners follow closely with
nine. in work, four editing and 14 preparing. Paramount has eight, three
and 12; 20th-Fox, six, one and six; RKO-Radio, five, two and seven; Co-
lumbia, four, two. and five; .Universal, three* three and six; Republic, two,
two- and six, and United Artists, one in work and six preparing.
New pictures going before the cameras last week listed Metro with start-

ing 'Good Earth' and 'Mob Rule'; Paramount, 'Poppy; with C. W. Fields;
RKO-Radio, 'Mary, of Scotland' and 'Special- Investigator'; Republic,
'Comin' flound the Mountain' and 'The Girl from Mandalay; and 20ife*

Fox, 'The First Baby;

Columbia

Four in work.'two editing, five preparing. Those in work are:
'THE KING STEPS OUT,' reported Jan. 22; 'ROAMING LADY,' 'PANIC

IN THE AIR' and 'AND SO THEY WERE-MARRIED' (formerlj 'BLESS
THEIR HEARTS'), reported Feb. 10. No. new pictures started last week.
Picture completed jind previewed last week was 'HELL SHIP MOR-

GAN.'
New pictures being readied for earjy production are 'MINE WITH THE

IRON DOOR.' Harold Bell Wright story, which Sol .Lesser will produce
with Richard Arlen. Title of *U. S. SMITH' has been changed to 'PRIDE
OF THE MARINES.'

Metro

Ten in work, two editing and eight preparing. In work:
'SMALL TOWN GIRL, reported' in Variety Jan. IS; 'ROMEO AND

JULIET,' reported Jan. 22; 'PETTICOAT FEVER' and 'KELLY THE
SECOND,' reported Jan. 29; 'MOONLIGHT MURDER,"THE UNGUARD-
ED HOUR,' 'SAN FRANCISCO,* reported Feb. 19, and 'ABSOLUTE
QUIET,' reported Feb.. 2C Pictures to start last week .were 'MOB RULE'
and 'GOOD EARTH.'
'MOB. .RULE.' Directed by' Fritz Lang, produced by Joseph Mankiewlcz.

Original by Norman Krasna; screen play,. Barthitt Cormack. Cast: Syl-
via Sidney,. Spencer Tracy,."Lionel* Barrympre, Eric. Linden, Bruce Cabot.

. Story—is indictment of lynching in America. Boy is innocently con-
victed of murder and is about to be lynched by the mob. He escapes and.
later shows up to prosecute all. the ringleaders that incited the mob.
'GOOD EARTH.' After a year and half- preparation, got under way

last week with preliminary shooting. Sidney Fraiikiin directing, Irving
Thalberg producing. Cast thus far lias Paul Muni. Louise. Rainer.

Story is taken from the famed novel by Pearl Buck -who describes life

in China as it is.

New stories announced for production lists IGHT IN GLENGYLE/
'THE FIREFLY,' by Rudolph Friml and Otto Harbach; 'YELLOW-.
STONE/ an original being prepared....by Ralph Staub, and 'SPEE.D/ an
original auto race track story.

Paramount

Eight in work, three editing, 12 preparing. In work:

».« „„w.. „ , —- 'BORDER
FLIGHT/ reported Feb. 2C. Starting this week
'POPPY.' irected by Edward Sutherland. Produced by William Le

Baron. Adapted from the Dorothy Donnelly play of the same name.
Stars W. C. Fields, who played in the original stage production. Sup-
porting cast: Rochelle Hudson, Richard Cromwell, Lynne Overman,
Maude Eburn -'Granville Bates, Catherine Doucetk

Adrian- 'Morris, Ralph
Remley.
Story is comedy drama depicting Fields' rise from medicine show barker

to owner of a big circus. His daughter, ' born in. circus' business, grows
up with it arid becomes a great performer, her romance balancing the

comedy antics ot Fields. Entirely located under Canvas.

Completed arid previewed last week, 'GIVE US THIS NIGHT.'
New pictures being readied for early production are: 'SOMETHING

TO LIVE FOR,' featuring Herbert Marshall and Gertrude Michael;

'RHYTHM ON THE RANGE,' starring Bing Crosby, and 'EARLY TO
BED,' co-featuring Charles Ruggles and Mary Boland.

-New. stories announced for production: First of Harry Sherman's new
series of Rev Beach stories- will be 'THE BARRIER,' to be done in color.

'THE GENERAL DIED AT DAWN' being skeded for Madeleine Carroll

and 'Cta-vv 0:ooper. .'CARMEN' will be a femake. 'THE DUCHESS,' a

night club yarn, is being readied as no?:t, George Raft starrer.

RKO-Radio

Five in work, two editing, seven preparing.

In work: 'DANCING PIRATE,' reported Variety Jan. 29; 'THE 'WIT-

NESS CHAIR,' reported Feb. 19; 'ONE TO TWO,' reported Feb. 26;

'MARY OF SCOTLAND' and 'SPECIAL INVESTIGATOR,' started last

week.
'MARY OF SCOTLAND.' Directed by John Ford; Pandro Berman pro-

ducing from play by Maxwell Anderson ; screenplay, Dudley Nichols.
Cast: Katharine Hepburn. Fredrlc March, Moroni Olseri, Frieda. Inescourt,

Molly Lamont. Anita Colby, Jean Fenwick, Alan Mowbray, John Carra-
dlne, Ian' Keith.' Leonard Moody, Donald Crisp, David Torrence, 'Robert
Barratt, William Stack, Douglas Walton, Paul McAllister, Frank Baker
Wilfred Lucas, Cyril McLaglcn, Brandon Hurst.
Story is romantic historical drama based on lives of Mary. Queen of

Scots, and Queen Elizabeth of England. Scottish lords plotting against.

Mary succeed'-in'marrying' her Off to Lord Darnley though her real afffec-

tion is for the -Earl of Bothwell. Queen is ordered arrested, she flees to

England where Elizabeth, fearing her power might succeed in taking
over England, has her beheaded. Meantime Bothwell had died!.

'SPECIAL INVESTIGATOR.' irected by Lewis King, produced by
Cliff Reid. Original by Erie Stanley Gardner; adapted by Louis Stevens,

Thomas L-ennon, Ferdinand Reyher, Cast: Richard Dix, Margaret Calla-

han, Erik liodes, Joseph Sawyer, J. Carroll Naish, Frank M. Thomas.
Owen Davis, .lr.. Sheila Teriy, Ray Mayer. Harry Jans, Ethan Laid law,

Jed Prouty, 'i .lenks.

Story" concerns' New York criminal lawyer (Dix) whose brother be-

comes in vqlvfid with gangsters and is killed. Dix turns special investi-

gator to track down the 'murderers. Search takes him to small western

town where he succeeds.
Onlv picture being readied for early production is next Astalrc-Olnger

Rogers' 'NEVER GONNA DANCE.'

Republic

in work, two editing,- six preparing. Started last week:

IN' RO.U-ND THE MOUNTAIN.' irected. by Mack Wright,

supervised hv Armand Scha'efer; original, Oliver Drak ; screen play.

Drake. Dorreil and Stuart McGowan. Cast: Gene Autr.y,. mi Ruther-

ford,-' Smiley Burnett, Ken Cooper, Tracy Lane.
Story—tvpicai Autfy western, Av.try the hard -lighting pony express

rider who is robbed of money consigned to Dolores Moreno, in desperate

freed of i
f to stave off mortgage foreclosure. Matt Ford, neighboring

rancher, lso twins to sell string of horses to the express company, fears

compclif >n of girl rancher. While both arc. bidding for sale they enter

horses i
; a race, tlie ones winning to be -purchased. While all. tlii* is

"ping ov Antrv digs no further evidence which' climaxes with conviction.

°'G|RL "ROM MANDALAY.' Dlreclfd by Howard Brethertoh. super-

vised by Victor Zobel. adapted.from Reginald Campbell novel, 'Tiger Val-
ley,' screenplay, Wellyn Totniah and Ehdre Bohem: Cast; Kay" Linakeiy
Conrad Nagel, Donald Cook, Esther Ralston, Harry Stuhbs, Jack Santos,
Joe Bautista, George Regas.
Story—triangle of -two Englishmen and a girl; men neighboring lumber

operators in Burma backwoods; One goes to Mandalay and brings back
a wife who 1 was formerly engaged to the other. This brings about con-
siderable, jealousy and., intrigue, climaxing with fight against tropical
jungles. Production is laid entirely in the tropical country, presenting
exotic and primitive life of the oriental natives.

;

Picture completed and previewed last week,
SAND CANDLES.'
Pictures being readied for:

HOME,' 'THE HARVESTER,' '

TRAIL.'

OLD KENTUCKY,
and THE LONELY

ZOth-Fox

Si in work, one editing, ix preparing. In work:
'UNDER TWO FLAGS,' reported Variety 15; 'THE COUNTRY

BEYOND,' reported Jan. 22; 'ZERO HOUR,' reported Feb. 5; 'O'MALLEY
OF THE' MOUNTED,' reported Feb. 12; 'HUMAN CARGO,' reported Feb.
19; 'POOR LITTLE RICH IRL,' reported Feb. 26. Started last, week :

.

'THE FIRST BABY.' Directed by Lou Seller, produced by John Stone,
original story and screenplay by Lamar Tro'ttt.,- Cast: Dixie •Dunbar,-
Shirley Deane, Gene Lockhart, Johnny Down's, Jane Darwel'l, Taylor
Holmes, Marjorie Gateson. '

»

'

Story—domestic comedy. Young c,ouple have their own ideas about-
rearing '». family, Fun beginswhen first baby, arrives." Girl's mother
steps in and tries to 'influence the Couple to rear the 'baby in the modern
manner, while the boy's mother insists that it should be raised along old-
fashioned lines.
Completed and previewed last week, 'THE COUNTRY DOCTOR/
Lined up for early production, 'TURMOIL,' formerly known as. 'JOB';

'LIGHTNING STRIKES TWICE,' 'MERCY KILLER' sfnd 'TO MARY—
WITH LOVE.'

United Artists

One; in work, none editing, six preparing. ' In work:
'ONE RAINY AFTERNOON,' reported in Variety Jan.

pictures started here last week.
Completed and . previewed last week, Samuel

the 1935-36 program, 'THESE THREE.'
Pickford-Lasky is working on next picture to star Nino MartlnL

No neir.

Universal

Thr.ee in work, three editing, six preparing. In work:
'SUTTER'S GOLD' and 'SHOWBOAT,' reported In Variety Jan. 15;

'DRACULA?S DAUGHTER,' reported Feb. 12. No pictures previewed of
started last Week.
'SUTTER'S GOLD' was brought back into production for added -scenes;
Being readied for early starting: 'IT'S A SMALL 'WORLD,' for Mar-

garet Sullavan; 'UNCONSCIOUS/ for E. E. Horton; 'INTERNATIONAL
TEAM,' for Jack Holt; JWHAT PRICE PAROLE' and 'POSTAL IN-
SPECTOR.'
New stories announced for production lists 'ROXANA/ Clarence Bud

ipgtoh Kelland story for
'ADAM'S EVENING/ by Katherlne Kavanaugh.

Margaret^Sullayan, and an original, story*

Warners

Nine in work, four editing, 14 preparing.: In work:
'GREEN PASTURES,' 'HEARTS DIVIDED,' reported In Variety Jan.

15; 'SONS 0' GUNS,' 'I MARRIED A DOCTOR,' 'THE GOLDEN AR-
ROW,' reported Jan. 22; 'LAW IN HER HANDS,' reported Feb. 12; 'BIG
BUSINESS,' 'TWO AGAINST THE WORLD' and 'MURDER, IN THE
BIG HOUSE/ reported Feb. 26.. No new. pictures started last week.

Completed and previewed last week: 'TREACHERY RIDES
TRAIL' and 'THE WALKING DEAD,' _
Readied for early production are 'ANGEL OF MERCY,' 'EARTH-

WORM TRACTOR' and 'CHARGE OF THE LIGHT BRIGADE,'
New stories announced for production lists 'RADIO JAMBOREE,' to be

made on lavish scale, musical with radio background; 'THE CASE OF.
THE VELVET CLAWS' (Warren William), 'THE MISSISSIPPI
BUBBLE/ original about early financial wizardry.

Shows current standing of the vari
duction schedules for the 1935-3$ season.

Number Number
Quota Completed Now in

of Pix or Shipped Work
for for or

Studio. Season Release Editing
COLUMBIA ......... 40 26 6
GAUMONT-BRITI 16 Made in London
METRO 50 20 12

PARAMOUNT 65 40 11

Western .... 6 4
RKO-RADIO 48 23
REPUBLIC 32 12

Western 21 7
20TH-FOX 53 41

Western 4 2
UNITED ARTISTS
Sam GohJwyn. ..... 7 7
Selznick-ln)er'l 5 1

Pickford-Lasky 4
Reliance .. 1

Korda- London 5 Made in London
UNIVERSAL 36 19 6

Westerns 6

WARNERS 47 13

'462 65

Balance
to Be
Made on
'35 -'36

Program
8

Number
New

Stories
in Final
Prepai-
ration

6

5
1

14

70
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Walter Winchell, You Are Wrong

said in your column,

ished in the Los

ruary 29th, 1936:

Winchell s Daily Chatter,

es "Herald-Express"

"A letter from London includes news

which escaped the American corres-

pondents there. 'Ned Sparks, the

pan comic, made a crack about

the King when he died and a British

actor let him have it on the set/"

My actions at all times have been respectful to-

ward King George V, late ruler of the British

Empire, I am a British subject. As such I have

always had a reverent respect for the Crown.

I vehemently condemn such irresponsible re-

porting.

(signed) NED SPARKS
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Film Exchange Employees Union

Powwowing to Avoid Genl Walkout

While unable to make any. head-

way with Republic Plots, which the

union is still Picketing in New York,

the Fill Exchange Employees have

been liuormed Warner ros. is will-

ing to meet With their representa-

tives to consider it v demands. ThiB

does not mean necessarily that the

Warner N. T, exchange is ready to

recognize the new and meet

its demands. Warners has simply

agreed to listen, without making
any known commitment.

Charles J. Post of the U. S. Dei

partment of iLabor arranged for a
meeting - between the! FEE union

and WB..Ke is "taking,an active in-

terest in the campaign of the FEE
to organize the N. Y, branches of.

all distributors.

FEE will make every effort to

ilkout. One con-

ference of three hours was held

with Repub heads under auspices of

the Regional Labor Board, Major

John Moore mppearlng for ' latter.

William B. Manoney of the Ameri-
t n Federation of Labor , in N. Y.,

also attended. Louis Nizer, attorney,

appeared with Herman Gluckman
and Robert J. Fannon of the Repub-

lic exchange. No agreement could

be. reached..

DURKEE JERKS ADS,

NO PUBLICITY PEEVE

Baltimore, March 3.

The Frank H; Durkee chain of 15

nabe theatres here, largest fleet of

indie filmeries In state, has jerked

all advertising out of the Balto Sun

papers because the policy of the.rags

to give no publicity, art or readers

to any subsequent-run nabe-house

advertiser. Durkee chain has been
taking space in the Sun for over 20

Vears, and thought that since down-
town first-run theatres got reviews,

occasional art and brief readers, its

15 houses should get a little some-
thing. Sheets, however, hold that

publicity on pix wTien they first hit

town should be ample for all subse-

quent showings, and would not bend
the years' old inflexible policy.

Durkee houses continue to adver-

tise in the rival rags, Hearst-owned
News-Post and Sunday American.
These sheets give art, readers and
few publicity puffs to all theatre

advertisers.

Quickest Quickie

Hollywood, March 3.

Alltime speed record in turn-
ing out a two-reel picture was
set at Talisman studios when a
fly-by-night producer, calling

at 6 p.m. for stage space,
moved in at 8, and at 2 a.m.
following morning checked out
With film In the can.

Provides: for Re-Release of

Oldies, Current Events

Pix, Specially Produced,

and Scientific Subjects

Fox-W.C. Execs

End Coast Meet;

P. R, Kent East

Los Angeles, March 3.

Winding, up two weeks of strenu-

ous conferences, mostly on forth-

coming Fox West Coast film prod-

uct buys, Spyros Skouras, with sev-

eral members of his eastern re-

tinue, planed east. Sunday (1)

night. Also returning to New York
were attorney William Powers, Jim
Davidson and Irving Berry, latter

Skouras* sec.

Eddie' Alperson, chief Skouras

film buyer, is staying oyer for

further confabs with John D.

Clarke and Herman Wobber on

20th-Fox buys for 1986-37 season.

P. R. Kent, F-WC v.-p. in charge

of real estate ,is being shifted to

staff of National Theatres Corp.,

holding company for~the local the-

atre circuit. He will handle all

realty ' for Fox affiliates through

eastern offices of National The-

atres. Milton Hossfeld, chief F-WC
film, booker here,

;
also shifts to New

York.
Division operators here for the

powwows, all of whom have re-

turned to their respective stations,

included- Elmer Rhoden, Kansas

City; Harold Fltzpatrick, Milwau-

kee; Rick 'Ricketspn, Denver; Arch

Bowles, San Francisco; Frank

Newman, Seattle.

GEO. BROWNE EAST ON

SOUND MEN STATUS

Hendry Aides David

Salt Lake City, March 3.

Ray Hendry, formerly manager of

Capitol, was named assistant to

Harry David, v.p. and general man-

ager of Intermouritain Theatres,

Inc. David also announced acquisi-

tion of Grand, Preston, Idaho, and
the Grand, Brigham City, Utah,
boosting the number of houses con-

trolled by the chain to 18i Capitol,

Salt Lake, 2,200 seats, is the largest.

Chain has two. other theatres in

Salt Lak ; four in Ogdeh, three In

Boise; two in ProvO, Logan, Twin
Falls; and one each in Brigham
Ctty and Preston.
First part of a $75,000. improve-

ment program for this area will be
remodelizi.ng of the Paramount,
1,200 -seator here, to cost around
$25,000. House closes March 15 for

two weeks. New seats,- redecora-

"tions with drapes and carpeting to

match will be the Order.

Santley'ti 'Harvester' FinaJe

Hollywood, March- 3.

Joseph Santley, on -extended leave

Trom Walter Wanger, will direct

'The Harvester' instead of 'Gentle

man from Indiana,' to wind up his

contract obligation acr-Republle in

shorter time.
Switch made when 'Harvester'

given guh over 'Gentleman.'

Hollywood, March 3.

George Browne, president of In

ternational Alliance of Theatrical

Stage Employees, hopped east- for

get-together with Dan Tracy, head

of International Erotherhood of

Electrical "Workers, in attempt to

settle jurisdiction of studio sound-

men under basic studio agreement.

Annual parleys on the pact come u>
late this month in New York,

Clarification as to which first

cameramen are to be members of

International Photographers, local

659, IATSE, was approved at meet-

ing of major studio managers, fol-

lowing number of conferences be-

tween Browne and Pat Casey, pro

ducer rep.

Clause will be added to basic stu

dio agreement defining cameramen

outside of . IA jurisdiction as firsts

who do not actually operate cam-

eras, either in process-work or pro-

duction—more than 23% of their

studio working time. If engage

ment is by picture—cameraman

does not come under union regula-

tions if he works less than 25% as

operative first. Same applies when

lcnser is engaged on yearly basis

NO B.O. OPPOSISH

Recent Sub-Zero Weather Puts

Chill on Giveaways in Midwest

As a B.O. Hypo;

Rep's 3 Story Buys
Hollywood. March 3

'Corpus Delicti,' Cosmopolitan

ma- yarn by Allan Vaughan '
Elston,

and 'Portia on Trial,' b.s-'Faith Bald-

win, which ran in Ladles Home.

Journal, have boon bought by Re-

public, both for early production^

Another recent story purchase,

'The Devil Commands.'' goes to .Tack

Neville anrt'Dc ^oe Cor adaptation.

A three-point program, involving

all major producing-distributing

companies, for film educational re-

leases has been formulated.

This would Include the production

of
.
pictures, . re-release of old

jects, and a system that would in-

sure the projection of films solely

in classrooms without any added

cost to pupils. This latter feature

would prevent any competition with

features shown, by exhibitors in

various communities.

Films, would include (1) Those

that make the past live, i. e. his-

torical subjects such as 'The Cru-

sades,' 'Old Ironsides,' 'Tale of Two
Cities,' 'David Copperfleld.' 'The

Covered Wagon/ and others that

might be produced in the future.

(2) Pictures that keep students

Informed on current subjects. These

would be incorporated lp a Special

newsreel framed for exclusive class-

room Study, covering scientific, po-

litical and social problems and
events throughout the world.

.

(3) Films designed to indicate

urend bf future world events in

everyday life, in domain of govern-

ment, politics and scientific dis-

covery; Educators feel that this

type of motion .picture, comparing

present forms of government, social

life and invention with probable de-

velopments in these fields of en-

deavor 10 to 20 years from now, can

accomplish much for students. Edu-
cational leaders believe that pupils

are eager for this type of feature

and feel that the films constitute

the best medium to present this

phase of life. Figure that it will

help students after they graduate.

It is believed likely that first con-

sideration in any such ambitious

program would be given to newsreel

(current topic) type of pix: ' As be-

ing weighed at present. It would J>e

.

apart" from the newsreels usedr in

theatres. Facilities of present news-
reel company set-ups would be em-
ployed but the special reels so pror

duced would be excluslvejCor school-

projection.

Held Necessary

Educational authorities hold that

this development is of vital im-

portance . in teaching youngsters, a

view concurred in by industry and

trade association leaders. Reason is

that they feel that it will go far in

taking up the present lag in the

educational system between text

teachings and current developments.

Reels would form permanent record

of world developments,- with some
of the school /newBrecls confined ,

to

a single scientific invention or dis-

covery in some instance^.

This tentative outline has resulted

from film industry representatives

watohlng closely the rise of the

Progressive Education movement.
This movement claims about half of

educational experts of nation cur-

rently. These educators say that

the idea of mass education Is wrong
(|

idea of making all types of students

fit into same mould.often works out

disastrously.
~ They believe that

something is vitally awry with the

tools being used by schools at

present. They contend that the sole

use of text books, even if up-to-date,

is responsible for routine pro-

cedure. They hold that not only

should different texts be given dif-

ferent pupils but that this variety

of books should be supplemented by

the use of picture*! .'».'>'! rnriin. Right

now t'hey feel that theic Is a crying

need for the motion pieluro as an

educational factoj\_

Backers of tlurprogresslve Edu-
cation plan charge that thus far

the child under tho present school

Mex Terp Dearth

Hollywood, March 3.

Faced with shortage of Mex-
ican dancing girls, Pioneer Pic-

tures, had to select white step-

pers /and make them up as
Mexicans .for dance, ensemble
in 'bjdStcing Pirates.'

The Mexican border, is less

than 160 miles away.

13 KC

Theatres Start

Anti-Trust Suit

Kansas City, March 3.

.

The owners of 13 suburban pic-

ture theatres hdre have filed suit in

Federal court here on conspiracy

grounds against the local distribut-

ing agencies for nine major motion
picture companies. Defendants
named are Paramount, .. Universal,

20th Century-Fox, Metro, Columbia,
RKQ, United Artists, Vitagrapli and
Fox-Midwest Theatres.

Suit is based; oh Sherman antir

trust charges as it applied to inter-

state • commerce, and the suburban
theatre owners. assert the distribut-

ing companies . have withheld pic-

tures until after they had been
shown as secondr-run attractions at

•houses operated ^by Fox-Midwest..
'The plaintiffs described themselves
a's independent exhibitors, owners
of the following theatres; St.

John, National, Central, Roanoke,
State, Prospect, Circle, Sun; Lind-
berg, Baltis, Admiral, Murray and
Ritz.

Fox-Midwest organization, is. al-

leged to own or operate 12 theatres
in suburban Kansas City.'-

system lives in the. world of . his

grandfather. They advocate', the
pupil should be familiarized- with
world conditions. More radical

members of this group even go so
far as to say that it is futile to

publish ordinary text books: "Would
lean heavily on motion pictures and
radio as a means of education, with
timely booklets or pamphlets as
basis of study.
One Colorado educator cites 'David

Copperfleld' as doing more to ac-
quaint children with Charles
Dickens than the great army of lit-

erature teachers. He believes that
the school that is not .giving atten-
tion to education .regarding the
films and the radio is neither meet-
ing Its obligation- to- the -.child nor
to society..

Special Kid Shows
Syracuse, N. Y., March 3.

Columbia Pictures has
,

picked
Syracuse for a test of its. special

children's programs. Programs,
units of six reels of selected ma-
terial, endorsed by women's organi-
sations, are designed to meet the
amusement heeds of youngsters A-S
years of age. Columbia plans a
scries of 40 annually with releases
corresponding to the weeks in the
school year.

Programs will be shown Saturday
mornings from 11-12, admission
•fixed ut a dime.:

Annual meeting of the National
Education Association in St. Louis
last week was disappointing to those
interested in growth of visual edu-
cation in U. S. schools because no
official action was taken On the sub-
ject'. Marked enthusiasm for talk-

ing pictures as a means of bolster-

ing teaching in the public schools

was more in evidence than at any
previous confab of the NEA and
plainly Indicative or- present-day
trend.

Chicago, March 3.

The .giveaway racket in the mid-
west is finding Itself suddenly out
of favor with the exhibitors of the

territory. Dishes, silverware, screeno,

bank night, Hollywood, bonus and
all the other wrinkles Which played
up gifts above the entertainment.,

are' rapidly passing out of the i

amusement picture as. both inde-

pendents and circuits are getting

back to first principles. Big blow
came last week when Essaness cir-

cuit dropped bapk night through-
Out its entice circuit of 28 houses
with -the; exception of the North-
center which is located in the heart

of a competitive giveaway situation*

The circuit Is readying to kill bank

.

night out of that house as soon as

the- situation is cleared up.

Chi Going Clean

From indications' Chicago, the

most crowded city In the country

as far as giveaways are concerned,

will shortly be the cleanest town .in

that respect. Kitchenware and
screeno have passed- out entirely.

The only one hanging on at this;

time is the bank night and other

money gift angles, 'and bank night Is

taking it on the chin daily as more
and more houses have decided to

dispense with it.

Money nights are being sloughed

out of the nabe and independent
houses, rapidly with only the big

key houses retaining the giveaways.,

since the Industry has learned that

the bi^ houses have the great ad-
vantage because of the larger lot-

teries, and they ..are. corraling the

bulk of the gift night business. . As
the smaller houses learn that they-

can't, buck the 3,000-seaters on give-

aways they are quitting entirely and
•returning to straight show busi-

ness. In this manner the; big Bala-,

ban & Katz nabfes such as the.

MarbrO; Tivbll, Southtown, etc.,

continuing &s the last stronghold oi

.

bank nights with their ability to

.give away $250. at a clip, prizes

often -building. to\-$1,000 Or $1,500;

All who' want .to" take a chance ore

lotteries flock to these houses and
are skipping the smaller spots

which 4re" now convinced that en-

tertainment,
-'

in the , final analysis,

is their real salvation.

Cold leather's Chill

Another convlhcer -for the the-

atres both in the- city and the sub-

urbs that, the money gifts didn't

help business was the failure of the.

giveaways to buck the recent cold

snap. Houses had been sold on the

idea that the .public couldn't stay

away from the, mdney evenings, but

when the sub-zero weather hit this

territory the money _ nights died

brutally, because of the sluff prod-

uct, which proved tot these exhibit-

ors that the coin festival was not

the answer to show business.

.

B. & K, is also readying to quit

the stunt, BCelng that the l'est of
the town is dropping the free

money. Execs of B. & K." have-

stated right along that the entire

giveaway' setup was wrong: in fact,

eveii the promoters of the special

nights admitted that it was not

show business; But' both B. &..K.

and the. promoters, operated on tho

basis that as, long as everybody,

else was giving money away, it was
necessary to go along In order to

meet the competition. This condi-

tion of competition Js disappearing

and with it the entire epidemic of

raffling off a portion of the night's,

receipts.

Midwest senses a strong upturn In

boxoffiee and the exhibitors through-

out the territory arc- hastening to

get'Tiieir houses in order. They aro

spending m re time- and thought on

the booking of their bills; llipy are

considering jacking Up the admis-
sion prices to the pre-depresh lev-

els; they are- rehabilitating their

ihcitroK with new fronts, new
screens, new carpeting' and new
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Credit Warners for giving you Star as well as Story Variety, with

such added starters this season as Fredric March, Errol Flynn,

Claude Rains, Jack Oakie, Charlie Ruggles, Olivia De Havilland,

James Melton, June Travis, Jane Froman, Edmund Gwenn, and now

BORIS KARLOFF
The Master of Horror Achieves His Masterpiece in

The Walking Dead
WithRicardo Cortez EdmundGwenn •MargueriteChurchill •Warren Hull

BartonMacLane • Henry O'Neill Joseph King • Directed by Michael Curtiz

AN "A-HOUSE SUCCESS AT N. Y. STRAND
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Stock Market
(Cpntinued from page 6)

close, enabling ail four to hang up
new high' for 1936.

Technicolor's new peak at 32%
was the highest point reached in

reveral years. This stock finished

the weeH at 31%. tov a. total gain of

«i4 points. It forged ahead to new
tons on three successive days, cul-

minating on Monday with fin ad-

vance of nearly 3 points on huge
. volume. Activity in Teck made it

the most popular stock of any in

Amusement Group from the stand-

point of volume.
• The two issues" of .20th - Fox
started climbing upwards shortly

after the announcement of dividend

oh the. preferred. Made successively

fresh peaks for four, trading days,

the common finishing at 31% or a
net gain. of. 4% points for the week.

The preferred finished at 40%, after

getting to 41, for an advance of 2%
In thft week.. . High for 20th-Fbx
common was 32% ^corded Monday.
Although the new high registered

was only ff , points, above, previous
peak, Universal pfd;. Sported sensa-

tional gain of 16 points for the past
week. New high was 86 and closing

price, 82.

Kid-week weakness pushed, four
amusements to neiw lows. Loew pfd.

dipped to 104% whUe new lows also

were made by Paramount 1st; pfd.,

at 75%. Paramount 2nd * pfd., at

10% and Columbia Pix common, at
39. ":

Bond list also sagged with Para-
mount Pictures 6s drooping to a
new low at 88 and Ldew 6s dipping
to i02%. Only?; ainusement Hen to

reach a new high was 'General The-
atre debs which .hit 27.

Monday's Built
The bull movement in the market

Monday (2) was so sweeping that it

pushed the. Dow-Jones industrial
averages , to highest point in more
than a year at 164,54. The close, as
measured by .averages was 164.08,

an advance of 1,34 points for the
Week. .

Showing. =was particularly
encouraging because the industrial,
averages had slipped to 149.09 in

Wednesday (26) trading. Hence,
some . market observers were In-

clined to view the reaction as Iong-
dverdue technical one.

Favorable dividend actions tended
to bolster trader attitude towards
amusement list. Columbia Pictures,
Loew, Columbia Broadcasting Sys-
tem^ 20th Cent-Fox, Radio Corpora-
tion, and Keith - Albee - Orpheum
took dividend action. Regular quar-
terly was declared by Columbia Pix
,on certificates and common shares.
Loew directors declared usual SOc
quarterly without mentioning .any
cash

. extras. RCA ' payment was
usual quarterly Of 87c on the Pre-
ferred A. Kelth-Albee declared its

;

first preferred divvy since Oct. 1,

1931, being $1.75, the usual quar-
terly payment.

Declaration of dividend by 20tli
Century-Fox was rated especially
encouraging because it clearly indi-
cated that the company was cover-
ing the $1.50 annual divvy, require-
ments on the preferred. Directors
declared 37%c on the preference is-
sue payable March 31, which Is at
the rate of $1.50 per. year, the one
previously fixed by the company. It
is the first to be paid since this
cumulative preferred was issued
last fall.

"Aside from the pace setters, which
went into new high territory, there
was a long list of amusements to
show healthy gains. Eastman Koclak
common was up 1% at 162%, near
year's peak. The preferred ad-
vanced .4 points . to 164. Keith pre-
ferred boasted a gain of 5 points to
90, fractionally away from high
mark. Loew's common' was up 1%
at 49% after nearlng old high. Radio
B was up a point, at 91% after
reaching , 92 previously. Others to
shoW advances of less than a point
included American Seating, Colum-
bia Pictures preferred, Trans-Lux,
Columbia Pix common, and West-
inghouse.
Favorable RKO earnings state-

ment indicating estimated profit of
more than $600,000 against $310,000
loss (in 1934) was not reflected in
action, of RKO common. Stock was
down fractionally at blow-off, final
quotation being 8%; The fact that
this company has been traveling in
the red for such a length of time
probably accounted for this lack of
further bullish enthusiasm.
Columbia Broadcasting issues

staged a smart recovery from
around 52 to 56 ( asking price. Move
was based on director's action in
upping the quarterly dividend from
40c. to 50c. CBS paid 40c. in four
quarters of 1936. &giv rate places
the A and B issues on a $2 annual
basis.

GiE.'s Meeting
General"Electric dividend meeting

Is rated the most important one of
the week by Wall Street. With the
stock selling around current levels,
the present 80c. annual dividend
rate yields little more than 2%.
Which suggests that the rate may
be boosted the same as was recently
done by Westinghouse, the other big
electrical manufacturing company.
Present earnings are reported to
justify such a hike.

Aside; from the. steady drive
ahead of General Theatre. Equip-
ment liens, which carried these
bonds up .3 points to 27, the amuse-
ment bond division was inclined to
slip lower. Sell-off was concen-
trated on two Paramount obliga-
tions and Warner Bros. Paramount-
Broadway 3s declined nearly- .2

points to 66, new low, arid Para-
mount Pictures 6s fell nearly 5 points
net after registering a new low at
88. Warner Bros. 6s close?! on bot-
tom at 93, a loss of points.

Summary for week ending Monday, March 2:

High.
20',i
46%.

J*

163%
165

' 41%
90ft
H45ii

lORVi

lfll'a

12
87
12%
8Th

o<;

97

4L
Sit

57%
122%

STOCK EXCHANGE
'86-^
Low. Sales. Issue and rate. High.
20H It,100 American Seat 24
80 "-',400 Col. P. vtc. (l)t.. 38
6'i 7.000 Consol. Film... 6(£

IB 1,400 Consol. Film pita. (%)<.......... 18%'
47 600 Col. Plcts. pfd. (2%).... 47V

15(11 2,200 Eastman Kodak (C)8 162',

158 (10 Do. pfd. «U 104
86% 64,000 Gen. Elec. (80c! )....... 4014
85 AO Keith pfd. (l%)t 90
48 10,600 Loew (2)§. .............. .. 407'

lOiYa ' 2,200 Do. pfd. (0'/4) ...106
854 200 Madison Sq. Garden (00c.)..... I.t'i

9% 88,700 Paramount 10%
76% 5,000 Do. 1st pfd 70
lOVi 12,900 Do. 2d pfd . .. 11V*
7% .8.000 Pathe Film.. 8'.4

11% 138.J800 Ttadlo Corp 11!%
•641,4 2,000 Badio pfd.. A (3>0 ...... 65Th
8214 15,200 Radio pfd. B 93
6 48,800 RKO '. 8T4
22% 22,500 20th Cent. -Fox *32%
3t% 20,400 Do. pfd.. Ml
60 1,070 Universal pfd.; #. *85
' *>?4 70, 100 Wurner Bros ». lt ........ . U
50 .200 Do.. pfd....;r.—rrrrrr.v . Wi
9414 11,000 Westinghouse (3) 1 f7*i
123% 80 Dff. pfd. (314)... J 34

Low.
28. •

6V4
18(4
47
ICO
102
m»
90
4814

10414
914
9%

^7514
11014

734
11%
55%
89
7%

2014
8514
65%
12Vi
54

IJIHi

Last.
23%
•3014

6%
18%
47%
102%
104
-.39%
90
4914
104%

10
7«
10%
7%

12VS
55%
9114
8U.

31%
0414
82

12%
55
117%
134

Net
eng.
+ %- %
- %
+ hi

+114
+4
-.%
+5
+1%
-1%
- %- %
-2%
- %- %- %

+1
- %
+414
+2%
+16
—1
-m
+ %
-i

•New 1930 high,
t Plus stock dividends.
tPajd this year.
I Plus, cash extras.
I New 1030 low.

$307,000
28,000
84,000
28,000

510,000
0.000

102,000

Gen. Thea. Eq.
Keith 0s, *4<f

Loew 6s, '41....
Par-Broadway -5s.
Paramount 6«, '5

RKO dehs 0s
Warner Bros. Cs,

> .•••••••««•
..............

27'
flfi

KM
57»«
l)4.l*

7ft'4

95%

+ u
+614
+ 14

+ %

+3
- 14
- %
-1%
-4%

OVER THE COUNTER, NEW YORK
Bid.

9.x

Asked.
64 '4
100

* New -mo high.

J Plus stock dlvl
t Paid this yoa'r.
' Xpw 1030 low.

British Stocks

'Condon, Fob. .23.

-Associated British Cinema?, lead-
of the entertainment group in the

cma} stock market, opened wealc for
l»e current -fortnightly account
sorting Feb. 17, price being about

'•aumont-

20th - Fox's 1st ivvy on Pfd.

Initial dividend by 20th Century-
Fox was declared last week when
payment of ST^c. was announced
for the preferred.- This is the first

declaration on the j)i'eforred which
is on a $J.50 cumulative, paying

basis, with payments dating from
Jan. 1 thls-jfnr.

T'reforrcd was j's-ium 2iUh-Fox

last Any usi.

$1,000 Reward for Olsen's

Would-Be Assassins
Milwaukee, March 3.

.
A $1,000 rewai-d baa been posted

for the arrest and conviction of the
attempted assassin of Oscar Olsen,
president of the projectionists'
union. Olsen reported that while
driving from. his home to the Para-
dise theatre a car drew abreast of
his machine and two shotgun slugs
penetrated, the windshield. There
were no witnesses to the shooting.
Since there ls< no labor trouble " in

town, police .are unable to gather
the reason for the attempt to kill
Olsen.

RKO s Net Profit for 1935, $665,297;

Radio Picis, $777,425; No Reorg Plan

Bank Insurance KO'd

KAO Back on a Divvy

Basis; '35 Net Profit

Between $400-500,000

keith-Albee-Orpheum is back to a
dividend basis on Its 7% preferred
stock, after a five-year lapse. Fol-
lowing the board session held Friday
(28) it will declare a 1% % preferred
stock dividend payable in April; as
of December, 1931. This was when
the RKO chief theatre subsidiary
went oft its. preferred stock divi-
dend.
Approximately 70 of the 100 the-

atre* operated by- RKO are -under
KAO operation or subsidiaries.

KAO's net for 1935 should be be-
tween $400,000 and $500,000.

The directors also, approved the
present bonus system for the..sun-
dry managements which w?Ls spon-
sored through Herbert Bayard
Swope, KAO chairman, and Malcolm
Kingsburg, vice-chairman, Kirigs-

burg is M. J Meehan's chief rep-
resentative in KAO. Bonus system,
it . is understood, will continue for

an additional year.

NEW SOUND SCREEN

AID TO PROJECTION

Hollywood, March 3,

New type sound screen was
demonstrated last week at Metro by
Lester B. Isaacs, in change of sound
arid projection for Loew's circuit.

Invention figured by experts to. rev-
olutionize theatre projection.

Isaacs, has been collaborating with
Douglas Shearer, MG recording
director. New invention, named the
Raven, screen, is made of metal. It

has louvres, similar to those on an
auto hood, but much smaller, which
permit sound to pass unobstructed
through screen from loud speaker
units, but set at such an angle that
no loss. of light occurs from projected
image.

Incorporations

NEW YORK
Albany.

Bobbydlck Amusement Co., Inc., Man-
hattan ; operate theatres, etc. ,* capltat
stock, $1,000. Freda Jaret, Bertha
Reich and Matty Cook all of 16 Court
street, Brooklyn.

Hatlkvah' Amusement Corp., New
York; capital stock, $10,000.. Herman
J. ' Rubenstein, Sophie Dolllnger and
Alexander Kronhart, all of' 299 Broad-
way, New York;
Beacon Productions, .Inc., Manhattan;

capital stock, 200 shares, no par value.
Lillian Zucker . and Anne Cohen,' both
of 110 East 42nd street, and Herman
Wald, 342 West 56th street, all of New
York.
Masque Sound and' "Recording Corp.,

New. York; operate sound motion, pic-
tures, etc. Martha G. Hayes, Enla
Puccl and Bather Streltzer, all of 285
Madison avenue, New York..
On Your Toes, Inc., Manhattan; pro-

duction of musical entitled 'On Your
Toes'; capital stock, 150 shares, no. par
value. Dwight D. Wlman, M. I.

Trimble and Forrest C. Harlng. all of
137 West 48th street,. New, York.
-Westbury Operating*

.
Corp., Hemp-

stead; general theatrical afid motion
picture business;- capital' .^tock, 1?12
shares, no par value. Hamilton K. Hill,
Concord street j John R. XII II, - Maple
street, and Frank A. Calderone, Jericho
turnpike, e»l of Westbury.

.

CALIFORNIA
Sacramento.

Counsellor Magazine; capital stock 100
shares, no par. Directors: Frederick
Hutchinson. Harland "West, Edmona
DePatlc, all of Lob Angeles.

Craig Movie Supply; capital stock,
'2,600 shares, no par. Directors: Tallbri
R, Craig, Helen M. Craig. L. Etta Craig,
Joseph Farna'n, 'Omar Bollnger.
Thcutco Incorporation of .Sun Fran-

cisco; capital stock. $10,000. Directors:
Herbert A. Leland, R. E. Bancroft, V. W.
Neilsen.

Certificate of dissolution of Crafls 20
Big Shows, Inc.
Hollywood Ballet; onpllol, $2».00t>.

none -subscribed. Directors: Marcel
Silver, Alda Burona, William Bei-gor

(

James A. Arthur.
Tullsmnn Studios, Inc.; eaplt.il slock,

r.ftO • shares. Directors: It. Hyati, M.
Haperln*. Ila.rnett Shapiro.

AnHoelated Cinema Studio*. Inc.;
eapilal stock, 2,000 shares, no par, Di-
rectors:' Victor Ford Collins, others.
Cinema Arts (iulld. Inc.; no capital

.itnck. nirec'tnr?i: ' AVMlliim H.. floii.

Larry 'M:iclnros>h. Pliailes ..O. Urr>rM»!i.

(leorjfe AlevaiMlcr, ilolin .1. fir-ju. .-«, «. I

of J.'jh Angeles,

Denver,' March 3.

The. attorney general's office has

vetoed the. bank night Insurance

plan, to have been started by the

Theater Guarantee Corp. Assistant
Attorney L; Glenn Donaldson, be-
sides ruling the plan did. not come
under insurance, said the plan was
a lottery, and in direct violation of
the state constitution and laws.
The plan was to guarantee against

loss, at; bank night, the company
agreeing to pay the party- whose
name was drawn first if said party
was not at. the

:
theatre. The opinion

by Donaldson said that insurance
laws did not apply because the in-
terest: must be more than a mere
hope; thus an expectation of a gift

is not' an insurable interest/

Bernhard Advocates

Longer Pictures to

Kayo Double

Hollywood, March 3.
"

- pictures running

from two to two and Bne half .hours

was strongly urged by Joseph Bern-
hard, general manager of' Warner
Bros, theatres, at production pow-
wow held last week at studio, with
Gradwell Sears and Andy Smith; Jr.,

western and eastern sales chiefs;

respectively, sitting in with Harry
and Jack Warner and other studio

production execs.

Bernhard contends that increased
length picts would help overcome
dual bill problem and would also

build up additional theatre patron-
age.

Bernhard planed east Sunday (i).

Legislation

N.O.' Tax Rap

New Orleans, March 3.

State franchise taxes on the par
value of their capital stock must
be paid by corporations, in Louisiana
without deducting any deficit for

operating losses and the like in any.

given years, according to a decision

handed by the istate supreme court
Wednesday (26). It waB a. 4-3 de-

cision, Justice-elect A. L. Ponder
being called in to break a tie and
give the deciding decision, which
was in the case of the state against
the Blsso Realty investment Co. The
company had sought to deduct
$108,000 of operating losses from its

$270,999 of capital stock.

Ky. Breeds a Tax Idea

Louisville, Ky.
Among the 10 revenue measures

to be presented to Gov. A. B. Chand-
ler for his approval before he pre-
sents his program to the' General
Assembly in the special tax ses-

sion to be called after the present
special session, is one on amuse-
ments, providing for a tax of lc.

on each 10c. of admission price. It

is estimated that the tax would
yield §700>000 each year.

RKO's ^profit for 1935 is indicated

as $665,297 in a preliminary un-

audited statement issued in the re-

port 'ving Trust, as trustee

of the company, filed with' the

Federal Court, N. T , Feb 28. This

Is after all charges. The company's
loss for 1934 was $310,574.67.

;

From June 30, 1934, to December
31, 1935, the company's available
cash .increased from $4,696,904 to

$5;287,893.

While conferences about reorgani-
zation have' been held, no reorgani-
zation plan is reported as yet.-

Of the original $55,000,000 in
claims against RKO, approximately
$33,000,000 may be considered, for
reorganization, purposes unless ad-
justed further, which sum Include
the $9,000,000 Rockefeller' claim ad-
ditionally to the allowed Interstate
claims.

Theatre operating subsids of RKO,
exclusive of Orpheum, Inc., sub-
sidiaries show ah unaudited, pre-
liminary net profit of $69,348 for

1935, compared with a loss of
$741,718 in 1?34.
• Operations::of~14- active- Orpheum
subsidiaries, according to the report,

improved approximately $150,000,

over 1933. It is estimated that the
results for 1935 will indicate a fur-
ther ImprOvejnent amounting to ap-
proximately $125,000.

The,preliminary accounts for RKO
Radio Pictures, Inc., indicate a net
profit of $777,425 for 1935. For 1934,

Radio Plcts. showed a
$570,378.

RKO Pathe and Pathe News
RKO Pathe Pictures, Inc., and,

subsids show, a preliminary net loss

of $187,937 for 1935, as compared to

the 1934 loss of $270,47.7.

Pathe News,. Inc., for 1935 shows a
preliminary net of $3,921, against a
loss of $48,646, In 1934.

RKO subsidiaries still in receiver-
ship or. bankruptcy include RKO
Western Corp.; RKO, Southern
Corp.; Orpheum Circuit, Inc.; To-
ledo Theatres & Realty Co.; Or-
pheum Theatre Co. (Indiana); RKO
Theatres Operating Corp.; Des
Moines Orpheum Co.; B. F. Keith-
Columbus Co.; and the Palace
Amus. Co.

Estimated Status
Recapitulation of the 'estimated

status' of the claims against RKO,
as filed; according, to the report:

(1) Allowed by Special Master,
subject to the approval of the Court,.

$10,678,101.38 (includes Rockefeller
Center Claims).

(2) . Allowance by stipulation, etc.,

subject to the approval of court,

$5,535,228.

(3) Negotiating, investigating and
preparing for hearing, $2,948,845.

(4) Secured debt of RKO (prin-
cipal amount), $13,768,600.

(5) Withdrawn, $4,705,211.

(6) Payments made on RKO's se-
cured 6% Gold Notes subsequent to
the filing of claim thereon, $450,000.

(7) RKO's 6% Gold Notes (un-
secured) in treasury (included in
claim filed thereon), $626,000.

(8) Amount of reduction by
amended claim, brief, stipulation, al-
lowances, etc., $16,104,721.

'Sippy Censorship
Jackson, Miss.,' March 3.

A strict censorship bill Is expected
to be introduced In the" legislature
during present session. Act would,
create a five-man board which
would have final authority on ail

pictures shown in the state.

Monopoly in Miss.?

Jackson, Miss., March 3.

Attorney General Greek Rice has
under consideration an investigation
of alleged monopolistic activities in

the' state. He admitted several days
ago that he had received reports of

alleged violations of anti- trust laws
in the state and said an Investiga-
tion would be launched provided ad-
ditional evidence to support reports

is presented him! The case would
probably parallel the St. Louis
trials, if brought to . court.

One lar.ff? string of 'housed is re-

ported 'to be the eye of the investi-

gation. There is a state law provid-
ing for a stiff penalty of a maximum
lino of. SS.OOO por day for violation
(if tlu> auli-trust hvas.

The .state could use that monr-y,

Doug, Jr.

'(Continued from, page 4)

in English pictures—who have, in

fact, promised to.

Yet it shouldn't be surprising, for
first' rate British films gross as much
in England, Which, has only one-
third the population, as in all of the
United States. The equipment there
in the new studios is first class.

'The Amateur Gentleman's was made
with the first RCA .High • Fidelity

new type microphone put out; It

came to Hollywood months later.

The production is excellent, for the
English studios have absorbed the
fine Gerrnan technicians sent out of

Germany by the Nazi purge, and
the production budgets and salary
allotments are first rate, too.

Thoiigh, as for himself, Fairbanks
says he draws a very small salary,

puts bark Into the company almost
everything ho makes. Ho is build-

ing toward his future, and, his nego-
tiations concluded here, sails back
to .England about March 1G.

He likf.H England, ho went to

School thore, but when he's there,''

lie lllcos us. He likes us when he's

here, too. He is an American citi-

zen, lie shall always remain an
American citizen,, he js^ld,- and; his
.•om(;;iny is financed by- 'more Am'cr-
Iran caiiiial than it is British,

"
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CALENDAR OF
Chesterfield

t 1640 Broadway,
New Vork N V

ridge of Sighs. A story based on. the famous bridge of sighs. »«8
J?* j

1
*^..

'
ens, Dorothy Tree,.Jack La Rue. Dir. Phil Rosen. 6b mlns. Rel. Feb. iu.

Condemned to Live Uhvlnclble). Horror story. Ralph Morgan. Russell Glea-

son, Maxine Doyle; Dir. Frank Strayer. 62 mlns. Rel. Aug. 16. Rev.

'The Last Trap,'

lackmer, Irene Ware. Russell

Rel. Sept, 1. Rev. Oct. 30.

Dir. Frank Strayer.

Oct. ?; . . „
Dark Hour, The. A murder mystery from the popular novel,

Lamont
with Ray Walker. Irene Ware. Berton Churchill. Dir. Charles i-amont.

64 rolrts. Rel. Jan. 10.

False Pretenses. Modern love /story.
Hopton. Dir. Charles Lamont

Itr.n Hike to Heaven. Movie-struck girl takes a Hitch Hike ta

Henrietta Crosman. Anita Page, Herbert RawUnson. Dir. rranlc Strayer,

64 mins. Rel. Nov. 1. _ ... ,

.

. ady In Scarlet. A mysterious woman In a mysterious setting.

Denny7 Patricia Farr, Claudia Dell. Dir. Charles Lambnt. 65 mins.

Rel. Oct. 16. Rev. Jan. 8. . , ,

tittle Red Schoolhouse, The. A story of ehool-dajrs,. w1th Junior Coghl ,

Dickie Mooie. Dir. Charles Lamont. Rel. Feb. 26.

Mulder at Glen Athol. Crime Club story of a G-man on vacat on. John Mil-

• Jan! Irene Ware, Noel Madison. Dir. Frank Strayer

ina Around the' Moon. Story of love oh the, rebound. - f „,_,._..8
dared^love Donald Cook. Erin O'Brien Moore. Dir. Charles Lamont

68 mlns. Rel. Dec. Rev. Feb. 21.

Sneietv Fever (Invincible). Proud vbut Impoverished family, struggles to keep
S C

up-SS^n^ &la Wilson, Lloyd Hughes. Dir. Frank Strayer. 66

mins. Rel. Oct. 1. Rev. Nov. 27.
, ...

Tango. The modern 'Tango' girl. A story of a Professional model. Marian

Nixon, Chick Chandler. Warren Hymer. Dir. Phil Rosen. 66 mine.

Rel. Jan. 1. Rev. Feb. 21.

Rel. Oct. 1.

Three people, who

92 mlns..

Bellamy,

••T&RSans- Columbia ^"SSfttft*.

rai- of the Mlsslna Man, The. Candid camera turns detective. Roger

> Pryor^ Joan Perix Dir.* D. Ross LIderman, 68 mins. Rel. Oct. IB.

Rev. Nov. 27. ...... „. . , . ,

"?fcaiithfl of Dan Matthews, The. Harold Bell Wright's novel. Rtchard
t
Arlen.

*
Chariott; winter^ Dlr; Phil Rosen. 66 mins. Rel. Dec. 10. Rev. Jan. 29.

Cattle Thief/ The. Western. Ken Maynard, Geneva Mitchell. Spencer

Gordon Bennet Rel. Feb. 28.

crime and Punishment. From the novel by Dostolvsky. .Edw. Arnold, Peter
~

Lorre. Marian Marsh, Tala Blrel. Dir. Jos. von St-

Rel. Nov.. 20. Rev. Nov. 27. * ; <.

Dangerous ' Intrigue. Famous .Surgeon does a comeback
Gloria Shea" Dir. DaVid Sllman. 69 mins. Rel, Jan. 4. Rev. Jan. iz.

Devil's Squadron. Richard Dix, Karen Morley. Dir. Erie enton. Rel,

March 12.

Gamble with Love. Expose, of gambling backed Jay a. dramatic story.

Ann Sothern, Bruce Cabot, Irving Pickel. Dir. Dudley Murphy.. Rel.

Feb. 16. '

.

CSecape from Devil's Island. Just that. Victor Jory, Florence Rice. Dir. Al

Rogell. 64 rains. Rel. Nov. 10. Rev. Nov. 27.

c.,fhi. I- Hir Hat A. Vivid ' story of a mother's sacrifice.^ Pauline Lord,
* b

BliJ" Bufke!
aMs Hayward. Dir. Alfred Sahtell.

,
72 mins. Rel. Oct.

24. Rev, Oct. 30.

Gallant Defender. The. Western. Chas. Starrett, Joan Perry, David

Selman. 67 mlns, Rel. Nov. .30.

Gentleman Goes to Town, A. Formerly 'Opera Hat.' ,
Jean Ar-

thur. Dir. Frank Capra. Rel. March 21.

rand Exit. Novel story pf a Are Investigator. Ann Sothern. Edmund Lowe.

Dir. Eric . Kenton. 68 mins. , Rel. Oct. 26. Rev. Nov. 13.

Guard That Girl. Mystery death threat story with an odd. twist Robert
•
*

Allen. Florence Rice. Dir. Lambert HiUyer. 67 mlns. Rel. Sept. 20.

Rev; Nov. 13.

Heir to Trouble. Ken Maynard Inherits a baby. Ken Maynard^Jnan Perry.

Dir. Spencer Gordon Bennett. 69 mins. Rel. Sept. 26. Rev. Feb. iz.

Hell Ship Morgan. Purgatory on a tuna fishing boat. George Bancroft, Ann
Sothern, Victor Jory. Dir. D. Ross Lederman. Rel. Feb. 8.

If You Could Only Cook. Kitchen masquerade that ends In a wedding^ Her-

bert MarshaVJean Arthur, Leo Carrlllo; Dir. Wm. A. Belter. 72 mins.
' Rel. Dec. 30. Rev. Jan. 1.

Lady of Secrets. Love comes at last to sealed lips. Ruth Chatterton. Marian

Marsh, Otto Kruger, Robt. Allen. Dir. Mario nGerlng. 73 minfl. Rel.

Jan. 26,

Lawless Riders. Western. Ken Maynard, Geneva Mitchell. en-

nett. 67 mins. Rel. Dec. 28. '• »

Lone Wolf Returns, The. .Favorite screen and Action character reappears.

Melvyn Douglas, Gall Patrick, Tala Blrel. Dir, Roy W. Nell. 68 mlns.

Rel. Dec. 20. Rev. Feb. 6.

Music Goes Round, The. Love on a showboat goes^sour on Broadway. Harry

Richman, Rochelle Hudson. Ed Farley and Mike.R«ey;<a"th°%°' th
«

song). Dir. Victor Schertzlnger. 85 mlns. Rel. Feb. 27. Rev. Feb. 26.

Mysterious Avenger. Chas. Starrett, Joan" Perry. Dir. David Salman. Bel,

Jan. 17.
,

One Way Ticket. Love in and out of prison, and a girl who weds^ convict

Lloyd Nolan, Peggy Conklin, nir. Herman Blberman. 71 mlns. ReL

Nov. 25. Rev. Jan. 8

These tabulations are compiled

from information supplied by the

various production compahi03 and

checked up as soon as possible after

release. Listing la given when re-

lease dates are definitely aet. Titles

are retained for six months. Man-
agers who receive service aubse-

quent to that period should pre-

serve -• copy of the calendar for

reference.

The running time as given here

is presumably that of the projection

room showings and can only approx-

imate the actual release length in

those states or communities where

local or state censorship may result

in deletions. Running time in the

reviews as given In 'Variety' carry

the actual time, clocked in the the-

atre after passage by the New York

state censorship, ince pictures are

reviewed only actual theatre

showings.
While every effort is made to hold

this list accurate, the information

supplied may not always be correct,

even though-official. To obtain the

fullest degree of accuracy, 'Variety'

will appreciate the co-operation of

all managers who may note discrep-

anci

Studio Placements

Philip
'Lawyer
WB.
Hoot

Public Menace. Crime reporter on board ship. Jean Arthur. Geo. Murphy.

Dlr; Erie Kenton. 72 mlns. Rel. Sept 80. Rev. Sept 25.

She Couldn't Take It. Gangster seeks to tame Wild-socialite, Geo. Baft, Joan

Bennett, Walter Connolly, Blllle Burke. Dir. Ty Gamett 77 mins. ReL
Oct 20. Rev. Nov. 13.

,

She Married Her Boss. Title tells the story. Claudette Colbert Melvyn
Douglas, Michael. Bartlett Dir. Gregbry LaCava. 90 mlns. ReL Sept
19. Rev. Oct 2.

Superspeed. Speedboat environment Norman Foster Mary ĉ »s'«
an
an

i

d

Florence Rice. Dir. Lambert Hellyer. 67 mlns. Rel. Spt. X. Rev. Dec. 4

Thundering Hoofs; Western. Ken Maynard, June Gale. Dir. Spencer Gor
don Bennett. Rel. March 28,

Too Tough to Kill. Newspaper girl saves a hardbolled hardrock man. Victor

Jory, Sally O'Neill. Dir. D. Ross Lederman. .58 mins, ReL Nov. 23

Rev. Dec;. 26.

United States Smith. Charles Blckford, Florence Rice. lr. D. Ross Leder

inan. ReI.*Mardh 16.-.'

Western Courage. Western. Ke^n 'Maynard, Geneva Mitchell. Dir. S. G
Bennett. 68 mlns. Rel. Nov. .

IB.

Western Frontier. Ken Maynard meets a blonde Queen of the Range. Ken
Maynard, Lucille Brown, Nora Lane. Dir. Al Herman. 69 mlns. «
Aug. 25. Rev. Dec. 25..

You May Be Next. A super criminal defies the world. loyd

Nolan. Dir. Al. Rogell. 67 mins, Rel. Dec. 31.

DuVVorld Office: 729 Seventh Ave.,
New York, N. Y

rasqiiita (G*»r). Austrian-made of Lehar musical. .Tarmla Novotna, lr.

Carl Lamac. 86 mlns.: Rel, Jan. 1. Rev; Jan. 22.

Leflono. Technicolor version of Ball with plenty nudity. Dir. Maraula de la
" FaJaise 60 mlns. Rel. Oct. 1. Rev. Oct 9.

^*»eCheur d'lalande (Fr). Pierre Loti's saga of fishermen. Yvette Gullbert

Dir. Pierre Guerlais. 76. mlns. Rel. Sept. 15. Rev. Sept. 26.

C».* r\;_.* *_ Offices i R.K.O. Bldg.,
rirat Uivision Now York. n. y.

Releases Also Allied, Chesterfield and Liberty

ir'cumstantlal Evidence. Reporter fakes murder' In campaign against death
penalty and alraost goes to chair. Chick Chandfcr, Shirley Grey, Arthur
Vinton. Dir. Charles Lamont 70 mlns. Rel. Aug.. 1.

Dance Band (Alliance). A girl and boy band leader find a peppy, tuneful

exciting way to overcome rivalry. Charles 'Buddy' Rogers, June Clyde

Dir. Marcel Varnel. Rel. Nov. 8.
-

Dark Hour, The (Chesterfield). A fast-moving mystery, presenting a baffling

problem in crime detection. Irene' Ware, Ray Walker, Burton Churchill

Dir. Charles Lamont. Rel, Jan. 15.

Drake the Pirate (Alliance). England's virgin queen In a human tale of

devotion. Matheson Lane, Jane Baxter. Dir. Arthur Woods. 78 mlns
Rel. March 1.

Death from a Distance. (Invincible). A girl reporter and a police Selective
' .' match their wits. Russell Hj&ton, LoIa

:
Lane, George Marlon, far. Din

i, Frank Strayer. 62 mlns R?T Sept. l, ',„,,
False Pretences. Sympathetic romance of a sh»;ly lady, powerfully devel-

Hf oped. Sidney Blackmer, Irene Ware, Russell llopton, Betty Compson,

Hollywood, Mai-en 3.

Harron, 'Golden Arrow,'
Doman/ 'Big^ Business/

Gibson; : Walter Fraser,
directing 'The Breaks,'. Gutter.
Harry Clork, screen play, 'Night

in Glengyle,' MG.
Ken Maynard; Chester Bennett

directing, 'Avenging Waters,' Dar-
mour.
Grace Goodall, Roslna Lawrence,

Jack Clifford, untitled Kelly-Kelton
comedy, Roach.
Edward H. Griffith directing un-

titled Janet Gaynor yarn, 20th-Fox.
Prank Albertson, Art Stone, Gwen

Lee, Morgan Wallace Lucille Glea-
son, Clarence Kolb, Raymond
Brown, Roger Gray, Lew Kelly,

Mack Sully, Joe Irving, 'Mob Rule,'

MG.
May Digges, Nyas Berry, *San

Francisco,' MG.
Harry Behn, screen play, 'Texas

Rangers,' Par.
Leslie Swabacker; play,

untitled original, Rep.
Vernon Steele, Gilbert Emery,

'Dracula's Daughter,' U,
C. Montague Shaw, 'Undersea

Kingdom,' Rep.
Arthur Loft, 'Witness Chair,*

RKO.
Reginald Barlow, ' /

U.
Lucille Gleaaon, Dprothy Grainger,

.

'One to Two,' RKO.
Douglas Wood, 'Murder in the

Big House,' WB.
Gail Patrlcki George Barbier,

•Early to Bed,* Par.
Donald Klrke, 'Border Flight,' Par.

. Martha Raye, 'Rhythm on the

Pat C. Flick, Esther Howard, Wil-
liam Griffith, Wheatoh Chambers,
Betty Farrlngton, 'Florida Special,'
Par; "

Sherman Lowe, scripting 'Second
Choice,' Imperial.

. William Newell, 'Princess Comes
Across/ Par.
Ernest Hilliard, Toppy/ Par.
Lee Phelps, 4 ig Brown Eyes/

Wanger. ...

Monte Vandergrlft, ' ran-
cisco/ MG.

Cyril Thornton, Margaret Warner,
'One Rainy Afternoon/ PL.
Ann Shoemaker, "Lightning Strikes

Twice/ 20-Fox,
Esther Dale, Edward T. Brophy,

'Case Against 'Mrs. Ames/ Wanger.
Delmar 'Daves, screen play, 'The

Sea Hawk/ WB.
Robert Neville, Martin Mooriey,

screen play; 'You Won't Talk/ WB..
Gene Austin, CUndy. and Coco,

Clyde Hager, Snub Pollard,
.
Jean

Yarbrough; Ewart Adams directing,
'Headlines/ short, RKO.
Rachel Crothers, adapting TDark

Victory/ SI.

Arthur Rankin, Harry Harvey,
'Panic On the Air/ Col.
Robert Emmet Keane, 'Murder In

the Big House/ WB.
Edward Cooper, 'Human Cargo/

20-Fox.
Si Jenks, 'Fugitive Gold/ RKO.
C. Montague Shaw, 'Florence

Nightingale/ WB.
. Sam Hayes, Morgan Wallace,
Jonathan Hale, Bruce Cabot, Ricca
Allen, Gertrude Sutt6n, 'Mob Rule/
NG.
Frankle Davro, 'One To Two/

RKO.
Doris Lloyd, Mary Gordon, Paul

McAllister, Nell Fitzgerald, 'Mary of
Scotland/ RKO.
Snowflake, 'Poor Little Rich Girl/

20-Fox.
Jack Baxley, 'Moonlight Murder/

MG.
Isabel Dawn, Boyce DeGaw.. 'The

Moon Is Our Home.' Wanger..
Taylor Holmes, J.ohnny Downs,

Marjorle Gateson, Jane Dai-wpll.
(Continued on page. 46)

Edwa^fi Gargan, Lucy Beaumont, lr. Charles Lamont. 66 mlns.

FrontSr'justlce (Futter). A rlp-ronrlng qut-door drama of might and right.

Hoot Gibson. Dir. Robert McGowan. 68 mlns. ReJ. Oct. 1. Rev. Jan, 8.

Girl . Who Came Back, The (ChestcrtieUi;.. The regeneration or a girl hope-
lessly Involved In a vast counterfeiting plot Sidney Blackmer, Shirley
Grey, Noel Madison. Dir. Charles Lamont. 66 mlns. Rol. Sept. 8. Rev.

Gun Play*' (Beacon). Western. Big Boy Williams, Marian Shilling. Al-
bert Herman. 69 uilns. Rev. Jan. I.

Happiness CCD. (Chesterfield). Hilarious solution to the money, problem
that besets tvery family. Maude Eburne, Donald Meek, Irene Ware,
William Bakewell. Polly Ann YQung and' Lona Andre. Dir. Charles La-
mont. 69 mlns. Rel. Oct. 16.

Hitch Hike to Heaven (Invincible). Story of actors In a traveling troupe, and
how they' crash Hollywood. Herbert Rawllnson, Henrietta CroBman,
Russell Gleason, Polly Ann ,

Young, . Anita Page, Dir. Frank Strayer.
63 mins. Rel. Dec. 1.

Hong Kong Nights (W. Futter). Ah exotic story of American courage and
Oriental cunning, Tom Keene, Wera Engels, Warren.'Hymer, Tetau Ko-
rnai. Dir. E. Mason Hopper. 69 mins. Rel. Sept. 16.

I Conquer the Sea (Halpefin). An exciting yarn of Newfoundland whaling
waters—an outdoor story oi unusual action and drama. Steffi Duria.
Dir. Victor Halperin, 67 in ins. Rel. Feb. 1.

Java Head (Associated). An adaptation of the Joseph Hergeshelmer prize-
Winning hoVel also serialized In the Satevepost, a gripping drama of
the barrleTs of race and prejudice. Anna May Wong, Elizabeth Allen,

1

Edmund Gwenn, John Loder. Dir. J. Walter 'Ruben. 70 mlns. Rel.
Sept 1 Rev. Aug. 7.

v

Law of the 45's (Normandy). A dashing tale of reckless courage triumphant
over great odds. Mile-a-minute romance geared to the 'speed of ham-
mering hoofs and rapid gunfire.. Big Boy Williams, Molly O'Day. Dir.
John .McCarthy. 50 mlns. Rel. Dec. 1.

Living bead, The (Alliance). Coffins a.nd chills—terror' and thrills, and dead
that live again I George Curzon, Sir Gerald du Maurler, Dir. Thomas
Bentley. 66 mlns. Rel. Feb.

Ml I (Alliance) Murger's immortal love story freely adapted from 'La Vie
de Boheme.' Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. and Gertrude' Lawrence. Dir.- Paul
L. Stein- 76 mlns Rel. Oct. 8.

Old Curiosity Shop. (British made): Dickens story. Ben Webster,
Dir. Thos. Bentloy. 90 minB. Rel. Dec. 26. Rev. Dec. 26.

Penthouse Party (Liberty). Children reunite their divorced parents. Marguer-
ite Churchill, Bruce Cabot, Evelyn Brent, Reginald Denny. Dir. Wm.
Nigh. 77; mlns. Rev. Feb. 21.

Red Wagon (Alliance). Life under the big top with cross- currents of love,,

hate, and revenge, Charles Blckford. Raquel Torres, Greta Ntssen, Don
Alvarado, Anthony Bushell. Dir. Paul L. Stein. Rel. Dec. 8.

Ring Around the Moon (Chesterfield). A.strong hutaajv interest drama of the
daughter of a newspaper publisher and a reporter. Erin O'Brien-Moore,
Donald Copk, Ann Doran. Dir. Charles Lamont. 69% mlns. Rel. Jan. 22.

Society Fever (Invincible). A mad, merry saga of the zany Proutys. Lois
Wilson, Lloyd Hughes, Grant Withers. Hedda Hopper, GuInn Williams,
Marlon Shilling, Georgft Irving.: Sheila. Terry. Dir. Frank Strayer. 66
mlns. Rel. Sept IS. Rev. Feb. 21.

Southern Maid (Alliance).. Romantic story under Southern skies. Bebe Dan-
iels. Dir. Harry Hughes. 60 mlns.. Rel. Feb. T.

"~
'

Spy 77 (Alliance). Italian war espionage highlighted by. spectacular airplane
warfare. Greta Ntssen, Don Alvarado, Carl Dlehl. Dir. Arthur Woods.
77 mins. Rel. Jan. 15. Rev. Feb. 12. -

Swlfty (Diversion). A murder mystery of the range. A cowboy saves him-
self from the gallows in a Btory packed full of excitement Hoot Gib-
son, June Gale. • Dir. Alan James. 60 mlns. Rel. Dec.. 27.. .

Tango (invincible). The brilliant story of a glittering night club dancer who.
picked the wrong partner in her dance of life. Marian Nixon, Chicle
Chandler, Warren Hymer. Dir. Phil Rosen, 70 mlns. Rel. Jan. 10.

Rev. Feb. 22.

Firtt National 3 CM,K
V
w
w^a v.

Studlost BurbanK,
Calif.

Broadway .Hostess. lamoroua drama of Broadway> bright lights. Wlnl
Shaw, Phil Regan, Genevieve Tobin, Lyle Talbot, Allen Jenkins. Dir.
Frank McDonald. 69 mins. Rel. Dec. 7. Rev. Dec. 18.

Captain Blood (Cosmopolitan). Based on. Rafael Sabatlni's smashing tale of
the sea rovers of the 17th century. Errol Flynn, Olivia de Havllland,
Lionel Atwlll, Basil Rathbone, Ross Alexander, Guy Kibbee. Dir. Michael
Curtiz. 119 mlns. Bel. Dec. 28. Rev. Jan. 1.

Case of the Lucky Legs. Detective story In a beauty contest. WarCen Wil-
liam, Genevieve Tobin, Patricia Ellis. Dir. Archie L. Mayo. 77 mins.
ReL Oct. 6. Rev. Nov. 13,

Celling Zero (Cosmopolitan). Story of three war buddies who, In developing
commercial aviation, are thrown together In the most exciting events
of their careers. James Cagney, Pat O'Brien, June Travis. Stuart Er-
wln, Barton MacLane. Dir. Howard Hawks. 95.' mlns. Rel. Jan. 26.

Rev. Jan. 22.

His First Wife. Adventures of young men with all-feminine triangle. George
Brent, Genevieve Tobin, Glenda Farrell, Patricia Ellis, Frank McHugh.
Dir. Raymond Enright. Rel. March '28.

I Found Stella Parish. International trials and tribulations of a famous
actress. Kay Francis, Ian Hunter, Sibyl Jason, Paul Lukas. Dir. Mer-

. vyn LeRoy, .84. mins. Rel. Nov. 23. Rev. Nov. 6. ,

Irish In Us, The. Three brothers of Irish extraction w ith Cagney leading in
the mlsohlef. Jas. Cagney, Pat O'Brien, Olivia De Havilland, Frank

. McHugh. Dir. Lloyd Bacon. 84 mins. Reh Aug. 3... Rev. Aug. 7.'

Man of Iron. Comedy-drama which treats of the adventures in high society
of an unpolished workman. Barton' MacLane, Mary Astor, John Eldredge.
Dir. Wm. McGann. 61 mlns. Rel. Dec. 21. Rev. Dec. 11.

Murder of Dr. Harrlgan; Murder mystery.
. Kay Llnnaker, Rlcardo Cortez.

Dir. Frank McDonald. 67 mins. Rel. Jan. 11. Rev. Jan. 22.

Payoff, The. Sports columnist is put on the rocks by his cheating wife, but
makes heroic comeback. James Dunn. Claire Dodd, Patricia Ellis. Alan
Dlnehart Dir.. Robt. Florey* 64 rnins. Rel. Nov. 9. Rev. Nov. 13.

Road Gang. Powerful drama with the glamorous romance of a girl who
battles to establish the innocence of the man she loves who has been
framed and sent to a terrible penal institute by crooked poilHo.lans.
Donald Woods, Kay Linaker. Dir. Louis King. 60 mlns. Rel. Feb. 1B<
Rev. Feb. 26.

Shipmates Forever. Made at Annapolis. Dick Powell, Ruby Keeler,- Lewis
Stone. Dir. Frank Borzage. 109 mlns. Rel. Oct 12. Rev. Oct. 23.

Song of the Saddle. Stirring Western drama with music. Dick Foran, Alma
Lloyd. Dir. Lou King. Rel. Feb. 29.

Story of Louis Pasteur (Cosmopolitan). Dramatization of the stirring events
In the life of Louis Pasteur In his battle against ignorance and his efforts
to save life by science. Paul Muni, Josephine Hutchinson, Anita Louise,
Donald Woods,. Dickie Moore.. Dir. Wm. Dleterle. Rel. Feb. 22.

The Murder of Dr. Harrlgan. Kay Linaker, Rlcardo Cortez, Mary Astor, John
Eldredge, Joseph Crehan. Dir. Frank McDonald. 67 ins. Rel. Jan. 18.

fl-R : 1600 Broadway,
** New York.

Alias Bulldog Drummond. Comedy chiller takeoff. Jack Hulbert Fay Wray.
Dir. Walter Forde. 62 mins. Rel. Sept. 1. Rev. Sept. J.1.

Born for Glory. Naval warfare, with aid of British gov't. Betty Balfour.
. Dir. Walter Forde. 70 mins. Rel. Oct. 15. Rev. Oct. 23.

First a Girl. Musical comedy romance. Jessie Matthews. Dir. Victor Saville«
78 mlns. Rel, Dec. 26. Rev. Jan. 8.

King of the Damned. Heavy melodrama and action. Conrad Veldt, Helen,
Vinson, Noah Beery. Dir. Walter Forde. 81 mins. Rel. Jan. 20. Rev.
Feb. 6.

Mister Hobo. Tramp picked up because his name Is Rothschild acts as the
deus ex machina. George Arliss. Reh Nov. 22. Revi Feb. 12.

Morals of Marcus. Comedy. -Lupe Velez, Ian Hunter. Dir. Miles Mander.
.72 mins. Rel. Jan. 1, Rev, Jan. ^C.

Passing of the Third Floor Back.' From the play of the same title. Conrad
Veldt. Dir. Berthold" Viertel. Rel. pending.

Rhodes. Adventure drama depicting exploits of Cecil Rhodes In South. African
diamond region, Walter Huston, Oscar Homolka, Basil Sydney, Frank
Celller. Dir. Berthold VlerteL Rel. Feb. 20.

39 Steps. Romantic melodrama. Robert Dbnat Madeleine Carroll,
fred Hitchcock. 66 mins, Rel. Sept. 1. Rev. Sept. 18.

Transatlantic Tunnel. Fantastic story of undersea pathway between Eu-
rope and America. Richard Dix. Helen Vinson, Madge Evans, Basii
Sydney. Dir. Maurice Elvey. 90 mlns. Rel. Oct. 16. Rev. Oct. 30.

Motrnf Offices, 1776 Broadway,lVia5COC New york, N. Y.

Confidential.. An expose, of the numbers racket. Donald Cook, Evalyn Knapp.
Warren Hymer. Dir. Edward Oabn. 68 mlns. Rel. Oct. 26. R'ev. .Nov. 20

Brown, 80 mlns. Rel. Nov. 29,
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Waterfront Lady. Fast moving1 romance of two who loved—and Joked with
the Bhadow of the law across their lives. Ann Rutherford, Frank Al-
bertsori. Dir. Jos, San.tley. 67. mine. Rel. Oct. 6. Rev. Nov. 6.

ity,
M

Calif. Metro
. Y,

. Lionel
Clarence

I Wilderness. Film . version of F-
Barrymore. Wallace Beery,
Brown. 93 mins, Rel. Nov. '*

Anna Karenina. Tolstoy's far -» or ' a' woman's struggle for love.
Greta -Unrbo, Fredric March, u„oii .cathbone. Dir. Clarenco Brown
86 s

mlns. Rel. Sept. 6. Rev.: Sept 4.

Ishop Misbehaves. A cleric Impressed Into duty as a detective. Edmund
'-. Gwenn, Maureen O'Sulllvan, Norman Foster. Dir. E. A. Dupont. 85

% mins. Rel. Sept. 13. Rev. Oct. 2.

Bohemian Girl. Derived from the but well away from
It. .Laurel and Hardy. Dir. ins. Rel. Feb. 14.

Rev. Feb. 21.
.

roadway Melody of. 1936* ig song, and dance show. Jack Benny. June
Knight. Eleanor .Powell. Buddy and-Vllma Ebs'en. Dir. Roy Del Ruth.
102 mins. Rel; Sept. 20. Rev. Sept. 25.

Exclusive Story. Martin Moone,y'n numbers , expose. .Franchot Tone, Madge
: Evans, Stuart Erwiri;. Dlr, Geo.'B. Seitz. 7,6 mins.. Rel.-Jan.* 17. Rev.

Jan. 22. '

'

, , .

reat'Zlegfeld, The. Based'on the ilfe of the iate,' great Impresario. William
Powell. TjOuIso Ra.lner. Fannie Brlce, Ariri' Pennington, Dir. R. Z. Leon-
ard. No release date.

Here Gomes the Band. An Ambitious song writer and a stolen melody. Ted
Lewis and his hand. Virginia Bruce,- Ted Healy. Dir. Paul Sloane.
82 nilns. Rel. Aug; 30. Rey.. Sept. 26. -

I Live My Life.: The archeologlst and the society girl. Joan Crawford, Brian
A heme. Frank Morgan, Aline MacMahon. Dir. W. S. Van Dyke*.'" t'5-

mins. Rel'. Oct. 4. Rev. Oct. 1G,.

It's in the Air. High pressure comedy with stratosphere setting: Jack
Benny. Una Merit el. Grant' Mitchell, Mary Carlisle. Dir. Charles RIesner.
80 mins. Rel. Oct. 1. Rev. Nov. 13.

Ind Lady. Based on the Broadway play by Edward Chbdorov, stemming
from a Hugh Walnole tale.. Aline MarMatibn. Basil Rathbone, Dudley
Dlgges.^ Dir. G. Seitz.. 78 mins. Rel. Dec. 6, Rev. Jan. i.

Last of the Pagans. Love story of th*» South Soas Mala, nf Kgklmn' fame..
and Lotus Long. Dir. lchard Thorpe. 70 mins. Rel. Dec. 20; Rev;
Jaiv 35. f'

'

Mutiny on the Bounty. Based on famous historical episode of South Seas
mutiny. Olarli Gabie. Charles Laughton, Franchot Tone. Dir. Frank
Lloyd. 131 mins. Rel. Nov. 8. Rev. Nov. 13.-

Ight at the Opera. Wlid adventures in mistaken Identity of three Italians.
Groucho, Chlco and Harpo Marx.. Dir. Sam Wood. 96 mins. Rel. Nov. 15.

Rev. Dec. 11. .

"

O'Shaugnnessy's Boy. A father and son who follow . Wallace
Beery, .lackle Cooper. Dir. Richard BoTeslawskl. Rel, Sept.
27. Rev. Oct. a, • '

'

Perfect' Gentleman The. An actor who comes back, Frank Morgan. Cicely
. Courtheldge. Dir. Tim Whelan. .73 mins. Rel, Oct. 18. Rev. Dec. 25.

Pursuit. PseUdo kidnap story. Chester Morris. Sally Eilers. Dir. Edw. L.
Martin.. 75 mins. Rel.. Aug. 9. Rev. Oct.. 9.. -

Rendezvous. Based on .
Majors Herbert O. tardley's 'Black Chamber." William

Powell, Rosalind Russell. Cesar Romero. Dir. W. K. Howard. 95 mins.
Rel. Oct. 25 Rev. Oct. JsQr

, Story of the California tuna fishers. Jean Harlow, Spencer Tracy,
ir. J. Walter Ruben. 85 mins. Rel. Jan. 3. Rev. Jan. 15.

In Hood oi El Dorado. Drama, of a frontier days' 'bad man.,
ter, Ann Loring. Dir. William Wellman. No release date.

Rose -Marie. Rudolf Frlml's operetta. Nelson Eddy .lennette MacDonald.
Dir. AV. S. Van Dyke. 110 rains; Rel. Jan. 31. Rev. Feb. 5.

Tale ot Two Cities. Based on Dlcitens' famous novel of the French Revolution.
Ronald ('olman Kllzaheth Allan. Edna May Oliver Rnsll Ratlihnnf»
Henry B. Walthall. Dir. Jack Conway. 121 Ins. Rel. Dec. 27. Rev.
Jan.'l.

Tarzan Escapes, Further adventures of the ape man. Johnny Welssmuller.
Maureen O'Sulllvan. Dir. James McKay, No release date.

Three Live Ghosts. Based on. the novel by Fred S. Isham. Richard Arlen,
Ann Loring, H. Bruce Humbeistone. Rel. Jan. 10,

Whipsaw. Spencer Tracy as a "Q"-man on the trail of noarls with a fortune.
Myrna Loy, Harvey Stephens. Dir. Sam Wood. 80 mins. Rel. Dec. 13.

Rev. Jan. 29.

Monogram
(Released- through Republic)

it Beyond, In the. John Wayne, Verna Uillie. 65 mins. Rel.

: 5851 Marathon St., .

Hollywood, Calif. Paramount ; 1501 Broadway,
New York, N. V

Anything Goes. Broadway musical hit. Ring Crosby, thel Merman. Chas.
Ruggles, Ida . Luplno. Dir. Lewis Milestone. 90 mins. Rel. Jan. 24..'

Rev. Feb. 12.

Bar .20 Rides Again. Hopalong Cassidy western. William Boyd, Hi-

son, Ethel Wales. Dir. Howard Bretlierton. Rel. Dec. 6,

Big Broadcast of 1936 The! Jack Oakle, Lyda Robert!, Burns and Allen and
Wehdy Barrle carry along a fanciful story which serves as background
for an array of radio stars. Dir. -Norman Taurog. 97 mins. Rel. Sept
13. Rev., Sept. 18. •

ride Comes Home, The. A girl with spirit and a boy with a temper. Clau-
dette Colbert, Fred McMurray. Robert Young, Win, Collier, Sr. Dir.

"Wesley Rlggles. 83 mins. Rel. Jan. 3. Rev, Jan. 1.

Call of the Prairie. Western. One of the Hopalong Cassi William
Boyd. Dir. Howard Bretlierton. Rel. March 6.

Collegiate. Musical. .lack Oakle Inherits a girls' school. Jack Oakle. .Ice

Pen ner, Ned Sparks. Dir. Ralph MUrphy. SO mins. . Rel. Dec. 27. Rev.
Jan. 29,

Coronado. Story of Coronado Beach, Southern California' swank resort, Johnny
Downs, Betty Burgess, Jack Haley, Alice White, Leon Errol. Dir. Nor-
man McLood. 76 mins, Rel. Nov. 29, Rey, Dec, 25. »

Desert Gold. Zane Grey western. Larry Crabbe, Marsha Hunt. ir. Jas.

Hogan. Rel. March 27.

Desire. An American engineer on vacation in France and Spain becomes ln^

volved With a band of crooks, Marlene Dietrich,
,
Gary Cooper,v Dir.

Frank. Borzage. Rel. Feb. 28,

rift Fence. From a Zano Grey novel. Larry Crabbe, Katherlne De Mille,

Tom Keene. Dir. Otho Lp'verih ". Rel. F" ' 14.

le'.a- Brood, The. Second In the Hopaiong Cassidy series. William Boyd;.
' Jimmy Bison. W-ni. Farnum. Nana Martinez. Dir. Howard Bretlierton.

6l nilns. Rel. Oct. 25. Rev. Jan. 29.

F. Man. Boy wants to be a G-man buTfhe only gets an F; Jack. Haley, Grace
Bradley. Dir. Edw. F. Cline. Rel. March 13.

ive Us This Night. Musical. Jan Kiepura, Gladys Swarthout. Alex.

Hall. Rel. March 6.

Hands Across the Table. The story of a barbershop manicure. Carole Lom-
bard, Fred McMurray. Ralph Bellamy. Dir. Mitchell Lelsen. Rel.

Oct. 18. Rev. Novi 6.

Her Master's Voice. Ed. Everett Norton pets Into trouble for flirting with

his own wife. Stage hit. Peggy Conklln. Dir. Jos. Santley. (5 mins.

Rel; Jan. 17. Rev. Feb. :'C.

Here Comes Cook lev Oracle Allen ,'ets her .fa theirs.Jyilu.ne„flOd Starts

a

private theatre for out-of-work actors. Geo, Burns. Grade Allen. Geo.

Barbler. Dir. Norman McLeod. 05 niins. Rel. Sept. 6. Rev. Oct. 16,

It's a Great Life Storv ol the CCC camns. Joe Morrison. Pnul KHIV Chas.

Sale, Rosalind Keith. Dir. Edw. F. line. 63 mins. Rel. Nov. Kev.

Feb.. 5.

londlke Ahnle. Mae AYest warms up tlio frozen north. Mae West, Victor

McLaglen. Dir. Raoul Walsh. Rel. Feb, 21.

Last Outpost, The. From Britten Austin s striking fiction story. Cary

k Grant, Claude Rains. Gertrude .Michael. Dir. Chas. Barton, <2 nuns.

Rel. Oct. 4. Rev. Oct. 9

Little America. With Byrd in Antarctic. Special. 62 mins. Rev. Oct. 16.

Mary Burns, Fugitive. G-men story. Sidney Silvia, Mulvyn Douglas, Pert

Kellon. Dir. Win. K. Howard. SO mins. Rel. Nov. 16. Rev. Nov. 20.

.lllfons. In. the Air. A romance of the radio amateurs. John Howard Wendy
Barrie. Willie Howard. Dir. Kay McCarey. 72 mills. Rel. Dec. 13.

Rev. Dec. 18.

Milky Way, The. Harold Lloyd production taken from a stage hit. Lloys,

Adolphe Menjou. Vei'ree Teasdale. Dir. Leo McCarey. Rel, Jan. <i,

Nevada. Larry Crabbe in a western story. Monte Blue, Kathleen Burke.

Dir. Chas. Barton. 5S mins. Rel.. Nov. 29.

Pain/ Springs. Romance In a desert paradise. Frances..Langford, Smith aN
lev,'. Sir Guy Standing. Dir. Aubrey Scotto, Rel. April «.

Pettr lbbeUon. .George Du Maur.ier's famous love classic, Gary Cooper Ann
Harding, John Halllday, Dir. Henry Hathaway. S3 mins. Rel. Nov. b.

Rev, Nov; 13.

Preview Murder Mystery, The. Tnsidc studio stuff used to "nj^yel a ^"P 11 -

of mystery murders. Resinald Denny, inorencc Drake, Gaal Patrick, tsoa

LaRocque. Dir. TvOhcrL Flgrey. Rel. Feb. 28.

Reunion. Spy story of the World War. Herbert Marshall, Gertrude Michael,
Lionel Atwlll, Guy Bates Post. Dir. RObt. Florey. Rel. April 7.

Rose ot the Rancho. Richard Waltop Tully's and Davio Belasco a gorgeous
Btory. of old -California.. Gladys Swarthout. John Boles. Charles Rick-
ford, Willie Howard. Dir. Marlon Gering. t'6 mins. Rel. Jan. 10 Rev.
Jan. 15.

Scrooge (British made). Sir Seymour Hicks and Donald Calthrop In Dickens*
•Crtstmas Carol.* Dir. Henry Edwards. 72. mins. Rel. Dec. Rev. Dec. 18.

Ship Cafe.. Waterfront story of a stoker who. sang. Carl Brisson, Arllne
Judge,. Mady Christians.. Dir. Robert Florey. 64 mins. Rel. Nov. 1.

Soak the Rich. Pink columnists and one i-ed. Waiter Connolly, Mary Taylor,
John Howard. Dir. Hecht-MacArthur. t'5 mins. Rel. Jan. 17. ReV.
Feb, 12.

So Red the Rose. From Stark Young's best seller. Margaret Sullavan. Walter
Connolly, Randolph Scott. Dir. King Vidor. t'O mins, Rel. Sept. 27;
Rev. Dec, 4.

(

Thirteen Hours by Air: Saga of a transcontinental plane pilot. Fred Mac-
Murray, J-oan Bennett, ZaSu Pitts. Dir. Mitchell Lelsen. Rel. March- ,27,

Timothy's Qu^st. Kate Douglas Wiggins' child story. Eleanor Whitney, Tom
Keene, Dickie Moore,, Virginia Weldler., Dir. Chas. Barton.. Rel. Jan. 31..

Too Many Parents. Cadet story. Frances 'Farmer, Lester Matthews. ir,

,
' Robt..F. McGdwan; Rel, Marcli ; 20.

Trail /of the Lonesome Pine, The"; Air Technicolor production of John Fox's
story- Sylvia' Sidney, Henry Fonda, Fred MacMurray, Fred Stone. ' Dir.
Henry Hathaway. 1Q0 mins. Rel. March 13. Rey, Feb. 26.

Two Fisted. Two pugs enter Park Avenue society.- Lee Tracy.Roscoe Karns,
Gall Patrick. Dir. James Cruze*. 60 mins. Rel. Oct. 3. Rev, Oct, 9.

•

Two for, Tonight. From the stage hit by Max and J. O. Lief, uay- hearted
playwrights on the loose. Blng Crosby. Joan Bennett, Mary Boland,
Thelma Todd. Dlr: Frank Tuttle. 60 mins.' Rel. Sept. 27, Rev. Sept. 4.

Vlr inla Judge, The. Based on Walter C. Kelly's vaudeville character. Wal-
ter C. Kelly, Stepin Fetchlt, Marsha Hunt. Dir. Edw. Sedgwick. 60
hilns. Rel. Sept. 27... Rev. Oct. -23.

Wanderer of the Wasteland. Zane Gray story. Dean Jagger, Gall Patrick,'
Edward Ellis,. Dir. Otho Levering. 62. mins.. Rel. Aug. 16. Rev. Oct. 16.

Wings Over Ethi Topical, 62 mins. Special release. Rev. Oct. 1<>;

Womari Trap, The. Adventure story of a reporter's search for diamond thieves
in Mexico/ Girl complications. Gertrude Michael, Geo. Murphy. Dir.
T.AA HfAP..A,P ' Pal V.k 1 A &Leo McCarey. Rel. Feb. 14.

ItudUt: R.K.O. Radio Office: R.K.O. Bldg.,
Radio City, N.Y.C

Annie. Oakley. Events fn-Mie life of Annie Oakley, famous" woman .rifle shot.
Barbara Stanwyck, Preston Foster, Melvyn Douglas. Moroni Olsen, Pert
Kelton," Ahdy Clyde. Dir. George Stevens. 90% mins. Rel. Nov. 15.
Rev. Dec. 25.

Another Face* A killer has his face remodelled by plastic surgery and be-
comes a movie actor in Hollywood. Brian Donlevy. W'allace Ford,
Phyllis Brooks," Alarr Hale. Dir. Christy Cabanrie. 72. mins. Rel. Dec.
20. Rev. Jan. 1.

Chasing Yesterday. Adaptation of an - Anatole. France classic. Anne Shirley',
O. P. Heggie; Dir. Geo. Nichols, Jr. 78 mins. Rel. May 3. Rev. Oct 23.

Chatterbox. An orphan with a vivid, imagination yearns to become an act-
ress, but finds happiness .with the mart of her dreams. Anne Shirley,
Phillips Holmes, Edward Ellis. Dir. George Nicliolls, Jr. 68 mins. Rel.
Jan. 17; Rev. Feb. 21.

Fang and Claw. Frank Buck's latest expedition Into the Malayan Peninsula.
Frank Buck. Dir.' Frank Buck. 73 mins. Rel. Dec. 20. Rev. Jan. 1,

Farmer in the Dell. Retired midwest farmer accidentally crashes studio in
' Hollywood and, much to his own surprise, rises to fame as. aft actor.

Fred Stone, Jean Parker, Esther Dale,.. Moroni Olsen; Frank Albertson.
Dir. Ben Holmes; Rel. March 2.7.

Follow the Fleet. A song-ahd-dance man who Joins the navy meets vh is
former girl friend In a dance hall and helps her salvage a ship by
staging a big show. Fred Astaire. Ginger Rogers, Randolnh Scntt,~Her-
bert Rawllnson. Dir. Mark Sandrich. 110 mins. Rel. Feb. 21. Rev.
Feb. 26.

Freckles. Orphan, boy who conquers fear in order to save the life of a little
girl and thereby wins the love and esteem of his benefactors. Tom
Brown. Virginia Weldler, Carol Stone, Lumsden Hare. James Bush,
Dorothy Peterson. Addison Richards; Dick Alexanaer. Dir. Edward
Killy. 69 mins. Rel. Oct. 4. Rev. Oct. 30.

Love ort a Bet.- To win a bet, a meat-packing heir starts out from New
York in his underwear. By the time he reached his destination he has
money, clothes, and a charming fiancee. Gene Raymond, Wendie
Earrie. -Heren Broderick. Dir. Leigh Jason. Rel. Feb. 7.

"

Mtf6S*'-Em Up\ -^-Private detective solves* the origin of extortion notes and a
kidnapping. Preston Foster, Margaret Callahan, Jack Adair. Dir.
Charles Vidor. Rel. Jan. 31.

HI Gaucho. A romance of the plains of Argentine.- John Carroll. Steffi Duna,
Rod LaRocque. Montague Love. Dir. Thomas Atkins. 69 mins. -Rel.
Oct. 11.

Hie Family Tree. Old Man Murphy comes from Ireland to visit his son only
to find that the family has changed its name to Murfree. James Barton,
Margaret Callahan, Addison Randall, William Ilnrrlgnn, Maureen De-
lany. Dir. Charles Vidor. 68% mins. Rel. Sept. 20, Rev. Feb. 12.

I ream Too Much. Lily Pons debut picture. . While trying to sell her hus-
band a opera, a great impresario discover's Lily's marvelous voice. Lily
Pons, Henry Fonda, Osgood Perkins, Eric Blore', Paul Porcasl. "Dir.
John Cromwell. 95 mins. Rel. Nov. 29.

In Person* A motion picture star who fears crowds runs away to a mountain
hideout. Ginger Rogers, George Brent. Alan Mowbray. Samuel S. Hinds.
Grant Mitchell. ' Dir. William Suiter. 87 mins. Rel. Nov. 22. Rev. Dec.
IS-

Lady Consent*. An ideal marriage is broken up by a scheming siren, but the
wife gives the other woman a taste of her own medicine. Ann.Harding,
Herbert Marshall, Walter Abel, Margaret Lindsay. Dir. '.Stephen Robr
erts. 76 mins. Rel. Feb. 28. Rev. Feb. 12,

Last Days ot Pompeii. The destruction ot the City of Pompeii. Preston
Foster, Helen Mack, Alan Hale. Dir. Ernest B. Schoedsack. 96 mine.
Rel. Oct. 18. Rev. Oct. 23.

Muss 'Em Up. Police story. Preston Foster, Margaret Callahan. . Chas.
Vidor. 70 mins. Rel. Feb. 14. Rev. Feb. 5.

Old Man' Rhythm. An adoring, father deserts business to Join his son as a
college undergraduate. Six new songs. Charles Rogers. George Barhier,
Barbara Kent. Dir. Edward Ludwlg. 74 mins. Rel.. Aug. 2. Rey.
Sept. 25,

Pewdersmoke Range. An epic western' laid In a Southern California cattle
town. In the late '60s. Harry Carey, Hoot Gibson, Bob Steele, Tom
Tyler, Guinn Williams, William FarnUm. William Desmond, .'Buzz' Bar-
ton, Wally Wales. Art Mix, Buffalo Bill, Jr.,.Buddy Roosevelt, Franklyn
Farpumj 'BdotB' Mallory. Dir. Wallace" Fox. 71V& mins. Re). Sept. 27.

Rainmaker*'; A rich but dishonest farmer tries to stop Wheeler and Woolsey
from working their rainmaking. invention to help the lima bean farmers..
Robert Woolsey,; Bert Wheeler, Dorothy Lee, Fredrio Roland, Berton
Churchill, George Meeker. Dir. Fred Gulol. 79 mins. Rel. Oct. 25. Rev.
Nov. 6.

Return of Peter rlmm, The. From David Warfleld's hit. Lionel Barrymore.
Helen Mack; Edward Ellis. Dir. George Nicliolls, Jr. .82% mln.s Rel.
Sept. 13. Rev. Oct 9.

Seven Keys to,-.Baldpate. Remake of the Cohan play. Gene Raymond, Mar-
garet Callahan, Eric Blore, Erin O'Brien Moore, Moroni Olsen, Grant
Mitchell. Dir. William Hamilton and "Edward Killy. 69 .mins. Rel. Dec.
13. Rev. Dec. 18.

-Silly Billies. Wheeler and Woolsey In the middle of the California gold rush
and Indians. Bert Wheeler, Robert Woolsey, Dorothy Lee, Harry Woods,
Ethan Laidlaw, Delmar Watson, Dick Alexander. Dir. Fred-Guiol.- Rel.-
March 20.

Sylvia. Scarlett. A father takes' his daughter to England and dresses her as
a boy. Katharine Hepburn. Edmund Gwenn, Cary Grant. Dir. George
Cukor. 90 mins. Rel. Jan. 3. Rev. Jan. 15.

Thoroughbreds All. A champion race horse In stolen by gangsters and Is

helped back to his trainer by his staunch friend, a dog. Rel. April 3.

Three MusKeteers. From the Dumas classic. Walter Abel, .Margot Graname,
Rosamond PInchot, Onslow Stevens, Paul Lukas, Heather Angel, Moroni
Olsen. Dir. Rowland V. Lee. 97 mins. Rel, Oct. 25. Rev. Nov. 6.

To Beat the. Band. A befuddled heir to $59,000,000 with strings tied to It mar-
ries his girl to a disillusioned chap about to commit suicide. Hugh Her-
bert. Helen Broderick, Roger Pryor. Fred Keating. Eric Blore. Phyllis
Brooks. Dir. Ben Stoloff. 65 mins. Rel. Nov. 8. Rev. Nov. 27.

Top Hat. American dancer who falls In love with a young girl, but has a
hard time winning her on account of mistaken Identity. Fred Astaire,
Ginger Rogers. Edward Everett Morton, Helen Broderick. Dir. Mark
-Sandrich. 101 mins. Rel. Sept. 6. Rey. June 26,

Two In the Dark. A man, his memory gone and his Identity unknown, gets
involved in a murder mystery. Walter Abel.- Margot .Graname, Brie
Blore. Dir. .Ben Stoloff. 72 mins. Rel; Jan. 10. Rev. Feb. 5.

We're Only Human. Cop loses a convict on his way to prison but recaptures
him. Preston Foster, Jane Wyatt. Dir. Jas, Flood. 67 mln.s. Rel. Dec.
27. Rev. Jan. 22.

Yellow Dust. Bob Fairfax finds gold and romance in the same day, but &
crook tries 'to horn In on both. 'Richard D'x. J.*ila Hyarits, J-e«s'le

Ralph, Andy Clyde, Onslow .Stevens, Dir. Wallace Fox. 02. mins. Rr.-)..

2 .Rev. Feb. 26.

i Continued on page 40)

Ariz. Mormonites

Use Theatres as

Weapons in Feud

. PhoenlXi .March 3i

Internal • flgh$ within Mormon,
church in Arizona is reported back,

of invasion, by Harry L. Nace with
a .350-seat picture\ house in . St,

Johns, as direct cornpe.ti.tion to Pat-
terson Hall, operating'picture shows
Witri portable equipment. Nace's
backer In the St. .Johns venture, and
who is understood to be construct-
ing theatre, Is said, to be.a high dig-

nitary of Mornion church, who re-

putedly has a feud on with another,
church official interested in opposi-
tion, house.
Nace's St. Johns' builder alSp Te-

ported erecting the new Nace rhouse
in Holbrooke, Ariz:, another strong
Mormon community. Back of feud
is said to have been the . killing of a
member of. family of one of the

church execsr-with a popular Ari-
zona football player, member of the
other clan, accused of the slaying,

but eventually acquitted and .ab-

solved of.any, blame.

BERINSTEIN LONE L. A.

DELEGATE AT MIAMI

Los Angeles, March 3.

nly west coast member, attending
annual winter confab of directors of

Motion: . Picture Theatre Owners of

America at Miami, starting toinor-

raw (Thursday) will be Ben N, .,-

Berinstein from Lbs Angeles.-
Berinstein trained out 7 Sunday

night (1), and will plane from Jack-
sonville to Miami.
Morgan Walsh, northern Cali-

fornia M.PTOA director, unable to

go to Florida meeting, due to ab-.

sence pf his partner, Gfeorge Mann.

Contracts

Hollywood, March 3.

John Lee Mahin termed at' Metro
on writing-acting pact.
Radio lifted option on Maxine

Jennings.
Metro optioned Buddy Ebsen for

another year.
Rosalind Marquis" - tabbed with

termer at Warners.
Radio lifted options on pacts of

-

Jane Hamilton, Maxine • Jennings
and Lucille Ball for half-terms.

Gail Sondergaard nailed to termer
at Warners after finishing in
'Anthony Adverse/

BILLY
AND

BEVERLY

BEMIS
AM^BICA'S MOST

VER8ATI1/B l>ANCB TEAM

HARRISON CARROLL
ing Features Syndicate

Columnist—Said:

''Incidentally, Billy and Bev-

erly Bemis are the Cutest

Dance Team in Hollywood."

—Representatives-

New York

ILES INGALLS
Car\ Is 4i Allen onie*

—Hollywood

—

GOLDER A LANG
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Studio Placements

(Continued from' page 42)

Gene Lockart, 'The First Baby,* 20 r

Fox.
Natalie Moorhead, 'What Becomes

of the Children/ Sentinel.

Charles Trowbridge, 'Absolute
Quiet,' MG.
Arthur Jacobson, Edward Gargah,

Guy "Usher, Wallace Wales, James
Eagles, Helen Brown, Robert Adair,
Frank Shannon, 'Sutter's Gold,' U.
John Francis Larkln, continuity,

'International Team,' U.
Jerry Larkin, Russell Hicks, 'Spe-

cial Investigator,' RKO, ...

George Bldredge, 'Reunion,' Par.
Alan Baxter, Henry • Kleinbach,

/Big Brown' Eyes,' Wanger. •

Housley Stevenson, 'Law in Her
.Hands/ WB.
1 Beth Marion, Zella Russell;
Spencer Bennet directing, 'Avenging
Waters/ Darmour. .

Kenneth Thomson,, Ross Leder-
mari directing, 'The Cralgmoor
Case/ Col.
Margaret Bloodgood, 'The Case

Against Mrs. Ames/ Wanger.
George RigfLB, 'The Girl , rom

Mandalay/ Rep. •

Nigel Bruce, 'Florence Nightin-
gale/ 'Charge of the Light Brigade/
WB.
Ralph Morgan, Erin O- r len

Moore, 'One to Two/ RKO.
Bill Cody, Bill Cody, Jr.; Harry

Fraser directing.. 'Reckless Buck*
aroo,' Kklfwood.
John CromWell directing ^ 'To

Mary—With Love/ 20-Fox.
William Collier, Sr., 'Case Against

Mrs. Ames/ WangerV
,

~Gr1mn"'Kayfrs^ir«eft'- untitled
original, Col. .

Madeleine Carroll, 'The -General
Died at Dawn/ Par.
James Burke, 'Something to Live

For/ Pur,
Gaston Glass, rlncess. Comes

Across/ Par. *

Margaret Mann 'Florida Special,'

Par.
Onslow Stevens, 'Bar 23/ Sher.
Jed Prouty; 'Special Investigator/

RKO.
Robert Armstrong, 'One to. Two/

RKO.
-

-W-HIam -Von-Br-lnGlcenHOi^eula-
Daughter/ U.

Stanley Fields, Cecelia Parker,
Richard Arten, 'Mine With the Iron

' Door/ Lesser.
Billy Gilbert, ich

Girl/ 20*Fox.
George , Chandler,. 'Reunion/ Par,-

Anna Demetrld, 'Showboat/ U.
Roy ^Mason, Raymond Brown,

Bob McKenzie, 'Comin' Round the
Mountain/. Rep.

'

Carleton, Devoe, and Riley, 'San
Francisco/ MG.

Willis Goldbeck, scripting 'Garden
of Allah/ S-I.
Ian Keith/ 'Mary of Scotlan ,'

RKO.
Herbert Fields, screen play,

•Kitchen Privilege/ U,
John Sheehah, Grant Mitchell, Sid

Saylor, 'One to Two/ RKO. %

Georgia Caihe, Ara Jeral , 'Angel
of Mercy/ WB*

—Henry Johnson, screen - play; Ed--
war'd Killing, William Hamilton, di-

recting, 'Bunker Bean/ RKO.
Maurice Kess, 'Brazen/ Wanger.
Charles Wilson, 'Big Brown Eyes/

Wanger.
Ward Bond, vening Waters/

Darmour, '

Jean Muir, 'White' Fang/ 20-Fox.
Paul . GraetZi Rosalind Marquis,

Jeanne Madden, 'Stage Struck/ WB.
Polly Vann. 'San Francisco/ MG.
Spencer Charters, 'Mine With the

Iron. Door/ Prin.
Joan Marsh, Robert Frazier, Niles

Welsh, Barbara Pepper, Claudia
Dell, Glenn Boles; Walter Shumway,
directing, 'What Becomes of the
Children?' Sentinel.
Marie Osborn, 'Special Investiga-

tor/ RKO.
John BoleB, 'White Fang/ 20-Fox.
Fred Walton, Lillian Cooper,

'Angel of . Mercy/ WB.
Henry Daniel), 'Unguarded Hour/

MG.
Gene Pianette, William Dugan,

screen play, crime, short, MG.
Howard Hickman, William Tan-

nen, 'Mob Rule/ MG.
Joseph Kane; B. Reeves Eason,
irectlng, 'Undersea Kingdom/ Rep.
Joe E. Brown, June Travis, Carol

Hughes, 'Earthworm Tractor/ WB.
Joan Blondell, Barton MtaLane,

Humphrey Bogart; William Keigh-
ley, directing, 'Bullets and Ballots/
WB.
Kubec Glasmon, Joel Sayre; Louis

Friedlander, directing, 'What Price
Parole?' U.

'

Rex Taylor, Jack Nattefdrdi screen
play, 'Sitting on the Moon/ . Rep.
Guy Endore, screen play, 'Riddle

of the Dangling Pearls/ RKO.
Wyndham Gitten, screen play, un-

titled original, WB.
Charles Wilson, Town
hi/ MG.
Jane Barnes, 'San Francisco/ MG.
Allen JenKins, 'Turmoil,' 20 -Fox.
Rett© Davis, George O'Brien: Tom

Reed, screen play, 'Changeling/ WB.

'BOOTS' FOE O'BRIEN
Hollywood, March 3.

Principal Productions ha-, engaged
Robert Watson, Canadian scrib, to
write original and screenplay of
story based on pop song, 'Boots and

(Continued from page 43)

Republic ldg. (

,. N.Y.
Burning Gold. Fast action. Ill Boyd. Rel. Dec. 1.

CappyJMcka Returns^ Peter B. Kyne's familiar fiction hero. Robert McWade.
I_a,H!r*

Fjorine McKinney. Dir. Maok Wright. 67 mine. Rel.
Sept. 23. Rev. Dec. 4.

Crime of Drv Crespl, The. Original si dry suggested by Poe'sThe Premature
Burial. Eric von

,
Stroheun, Harriet Russell; Dwlght Frye. Dir.. John

H. Auer. 64 mlns. Eel. Oct. 21. Rev. Jan. 16,
Dancing Feet. Capitalizing the modern. craze for tap dancing. Eddie Nugent,

Ben Lyon, Joan Marsh. Dir. Joseph Santley. 72 mins. Rel. Jan. 31.
Federal Agent. Swift action. Bill Boyd. Rel. March 15.

Forbidden Heaven. Suggestl.e or Oiie More Spring. Four derelicts In an
abandoned London bouse. Chas. Farrell, Charlotte Henry. 'Beryl Mercer.
Fred Walton.- Dir. Reginald Barker. Rel. Oct. 6.

Forced Landing. Murder mystery. Thirteen passengers^ ride with death on
a. transcontinental aeroplane. Toby Wing. Esthftr Ralston. Onslow
Stevens, Sidney Blackroer. Dir. Melville Brown. €6 mlns. Rel; Dec. 2.
Rev. Jan.. I.

Frisco Waterfront. Drama! Original story by Norman Houston; Ben Lyon,
Helen Twelvetrees, Rod La Rocque. Dir. Arthur Lubin. 66 mlns, Rel.
Dec. 7. Rev. Dec. 25.

Hitch. Hike Lady. Comedy-drama, Four characters, of the road unite to
keep old lady from discovering son 1* In prison. Alison Skipworth. Mae
Clarke, Arthur Treacher,. James Ellison. Dir. Aubrey H. Scotto. 77

. mins. Rel Dec. 20. Rev, Jan. 22..

Hous'e of a Thousand Candles. Fast moving plot centers around efforts of an
international spy organization to gain control of papers .which will plunge
Europe Into war. Phillips Holmes, Mae Clarice. Dh\ Arthur Lubin.
Rel.: Feb; 29.

Laughing Irish Eyes. An all-Irish cast. Dir
Joseph Santley. Rel. March 10.

Lawless Range. Western; John Wayne. radbury. Rel. Nov. 4;

Leathe'rneeka Have Landed, The. From the original story by Lieut Franklyn
Adreon. Lew Ayres.

Leavenworth Case; The. Anna -Catherine Green's detective story. Donald
Cook. Jean Rouversol, Erin O'Brien Moore. Dir. Lewis D. Collins. 66
mins. Rel. Feb. 10. Rev.. .Jan. 22.

Melody Trail; Western; Gene Autry.
60._mins.- -Rel. Oct._14.-. Rev. Dec.-

New Adventure of 'Tarzan. Herman Brlx. lr. Edw.
McGaugh. 71 mlns. Rev. Oct. 16.

New Frontier, -The. Western. John Wayne.
Rel. Oct 6. Rev. Dec. IS.

Racing Luck. Fast action. BlllBoyd. Dir. Sam Newfleld. Rel. Oct 2t\
Red River Valley. Western, Gene An try, Frances Grant. Rel. Feb. 24.

Return of Jimmy Valentine. Fast-moving and suspense-filled mystery com-
edy. Roger Pryor, Charlotte Henry, Robert Warwick. Dir. Lewis D,
Collins. 72 mins. Rel. Feb. 14.

x

Sagebrush Troubadour, the. Western. Gene Autry, Barbara Pepper, Smiley
Burnette. Dir. Joseph Kane. Rel. Dec. .2,

Singing Vagabond. Musical western. Gene Autry, .Ann Rutherford. Dir. Carl
Piersqn. 52 mlns. Rel. Jan. 5.

Spanish Cape Myatery, The. From the novel by Ellery Queen. Helen Twelve-
trees, .Donald-Cook , .lank f .a—Rue,-Betty—Bly4he.—DlrT-Lewls-D^-CollinSr
Prod., M. H. Hoffman. Rel. Oct. 17.

'

Joseph- Kane.

W. F.

64 mlns.

Saddle.
It "will

O'Brien.
be starrer George

Thousand Dollars a Minute. A. Newspaper man makes a bet wherein be has
to spend $1,000 a minute. 70 mins. Rel. Nov, 5. Rev. Dec. 26.

rumbling Tumbleweeds. Western. Gene Autry, Dir; Jos. Kane. 67 mlns
ReU Sept.' 9, Rev. Feb. 6.

'

Two dinners. From the Warwick Deeping story. Otto Kruger, Minna Qom-
bell, Martha Sleeper. Dir. Arthur Lubin. 72 mins. Rel. Oct 10. Rev^
Sept. 18.

West erf God's Country. Romantic western. John Wayne. Rel. March .

Westward Ho. Western. John Wayne. Dir. Robert Bradbury. 66 mins.
Rel. Aug. 18. Rev. Feb. 21.

studio: Fox. Hills, Ofltll Cpntlirv.Frtir Offices i 444 Weat 66th St.
Hollywood, cai. *v\n Leniury-rox N#w Vork N v

Bad Boy; By Vina Delmar,- James -Dunn, Dorothy -Wilson,- Louise Fazenda.
Dir. John Blystone. 66 mins. Rel. Oct. .25. Rev. Oct.. 30.

Black Gang, The. Paul Kelly, llm Summerville, Mona Barrle. Dir. Lewis
Seiller. Ret Feb. 28.

Captain January. From the book of that name. Shirley Temple, Guy Kibbee,
Slim Summerville. Din David Butler. Rel. Aprl 17.

Champagne Charlie. Paul Cavanaugh, Helen Wood. Dir. Jas. Timing. Rel.
May 1.

Charlie Chan at the Circus. Warner Oland. Keye Luke, Geo. and Olive Brasno.
Dir. Harry Lachman. Rel. .March 27.

-Charlie Chan In Shanghai. "For once Chan operates in the home port. War-
ner Oland, Irene Hervey. Dir. John Blystone, 70 mlns. Rel. Oct. 11.

Rev. Oct. 16.

Charlie Chan's Secret. Warner Oland. Roslna Lawrence. lr. Gordon Wiles.
71 mins. Rel. Jan. 10. Rev. Jan. 22.

Country Beyond, The. R6chelle Hudson, Paul Kelly. Dir. Eugene Forde.
Rel. April 8.

Country Doctor,. The. The story, of the Dlonne quins. DIonne quintuplets,
Jean Hersholt, June Lang, Slim Summerville. Dir. Henry King. Re).
March 6.

Dressed to Thrill. Tutta Rolf, Clive Brook. Dir, Harry -Lachman. 68-mlns.-
' Rel. Aug. 16. Rev. Nov. 27.

Everybody's Old Man. Irvin Cobb. Rochelle Hudson. Dir. Jas. Flood. Rel.
March 20.

Every Saturday Night. Domestic drama. Jed Prouty, Spring Bylngton. Dir.
Jas. Tinling. 62 mlns. Rel. Feb. 7.

Gentle. Julia. Jane Withers, Jackie Searle. Tom Brown, Marsha Hunt. Dir.
John Blystone. 63 mlns, Rel. April 24.

Here Comes Trouble. Geo. Raft, Rosalind Russell, Arllne
v
Judge, Leo Carillo.

Dir. Lewis Seller. 62 mins. Rel. Feb. 21.

Here's to Romance. Story of an opera singer. Nino Martini, Genevieve Tobln,
Anita Louise; Dir. Alfred B. Green. 82 mlns. Rel. Oct 4.. Rev. Oct 9.

In Old Kentucky. Final Will Rogers release with Dorothy Wilson, Russell
Hardie, Bill Robinson. Dir. Geo. Marshall. 81 mlns. Rel. Nov. 22. Rev.
Dec. 4.

It Had to Happen (20th). Geo. Raft, Rosalind Russell. Dir. Roy del Ruth.
80 mlns. Rel. Feb. 14. Rev. Feb. 19.

King of Burlesque. Warner Baxter. Alice Faye, Jack Oakie. Arlihe Judge.
Mona Barrle. Ir. Sidney LSnfleld. 86 mins. Rel, Jan. 3, Rev. Jan. 22.

Littlest Rebel. The. Shirley Temple, John Boles, Jack Holt, Karen Morley,
Bill Robinson. Dir. David Butler. 73 mins. Rel, Dec. 27. Rev. Dec. 25.

Man Who Broke the Bank at Monte Carlo (20th). Ronald Colman, Joan Ben-
nett, Colin Clive. Nigel Bruce. Dir. Stephen Roberts. 68 mlns, Rel.
Nov. 29. Rev. Nov. 20. !

Message to Garcia, A. (20th.) Developed from Elbert Hubbard's essay. Wal-
lace Beery, Barbara Stanwyck, John Boles.. lr, Geo. Marshall, Rel..

April 10.
'

My Marriage. Claire Trevor. Kent Taylor, Pa nllne Frederick. Dir. Geo. Arch-
ainband. 68 mins. Rel. Jan. 31. Rev. Feb. 26.

Metropolitan <20tli). Musical. Lawrence Tibbelt, Virginia Bruce, Alice Brady;
Cesar Romero. Dir. Rich. Boleslawski. 76 mins. Re). Nov. 8. Rev.
Oct. 23.

Music Is Magic. Alice Faye, Ray Walker, Bebe Daniels, Mitchell and Duiant.
Dir. Geo. Marshall. 66 mins. Rel. Nov. 1.' Rev. Nov. 20.

Navy Wife. Claire Trevor. Ralph Bellamy, Dir. Allan Dwan. 72 mlns. Re).

Nov. 29. Rev.- Jan. 8. !

O'Malley of the Mounted. Western. Geo. O'Brien, Irene Ware. David
Howard. Rel. March. 27.

Paddy O'Day. Jane Withers. Pi -ie Tomlln, Dir. Lewis Seller. 76 mlns .

Rel. Jan. 17. ReV. Feb. 12.

Prisoner of Shark Island, The (20lh). A lidle known stoi-y of America's Dev-
ils Island. Warner Baxter, Gloria Stuart. Dir. John Ford. % mlns.

Rel. Feb. 28. Rev. Feb. 19.

Professional Soldier (20th), Victor McLaglcn, reddle Bartholomew. Gloria

Stuart. Dir. Tay Garnett, 75 mins. Rel. Jan. 21. Rev. Feb.

Show Them No Mercy (20lh). Rochelle Hudson. Cesar Romero. Dir. Geo
Marshall. 76 mlns. Rel. Dee> 6. Rey. Dec. 11.

Song and Dance Man. Claire Tre\or, Paul Kelly. 72 nllns.

Rel. March 13.

Steamboat Round the Bend. Rival captain* In a rlv«r row with a murder
angle. Will Rogers, Irvin Cobb. Anne Shirley. lr. John Ford. 90 mlns.

Ret Sept. 6. Rev. Sept 26,

Thanks a Milllorr . (20th). Musical. Dick Powell, Ann. Dvorak. Fred Allen.

Patsy Kelly, Paul Whltcman Band. Dir. Roy Del Ruth.. *5 mlns. lie!.

Nov. ID. Rev. Nov, 20.

This Is the Life. Runaway youngster takes a fancy to a derelict. Jane With*
ers, John AlcGuIre, Sally Blane. Dir. Marshall Nieian. Gfr mins. ReL
Oct 18. Rev,J

Oct. 9.

.

Thunder In the Night. Murder in Budapest..
-
Edmund Lowe, Karen Morley,

Paul Cavanaugh. Dir. Geo. Arcliainbaud. 69 mlns. Rel. Sept 20. Rev.
Sept. 20.

Thunder Mountain. Zane Grey Western. Geo. O'Brien, Barbara Frjtchle,
Francis Grant Dir. David Howard. 6 mlns. Rel. Sept. 27. Rev. Oct. 2.

Under Two Flags. (20th.) The Ouida stahdby. Ronald Colman, Victor Mc-
Laren, Claudeite Colbert, Rosaling Russell. Dir. Frank Lloyd. Rel. May 8»

Way Down East. Remake or the Griffith silent version. Rochelle Hudson,
Henry Fonda. Dir. Henry King. 84 mins. Rel. Oct; 25. Rev. Nov. 6.

Whispering Smith Speaks. Western. Geo! O'Brien. Dir. David Howard.;
mlns. Rel. Dec. 20. Rev. Feb. 21.

Your Uncle Dudley. Ed. Everett Horton.-Uois Wilson. Dir.,
68 mlns. Rel. Dec. 13. Rev. Dec.

-

18.

Studio: 1041 N. Formosa Blvd. 1 |_^*._ J A «.*;•#_. Offices: ?29 Seventh Av«.,
Hollywood, Calif. United ArtlStS fi9vil yorU, N. V.

Amateur Gentleman. Jeffrey Farnol's story of si, young man who gambles to
save the life of his father. Douglas- Fairbanks, Jr. and Elissa Lah-i.
Dir. Thornton Freeland. Produced by Criterion Films, Ltd. Rel. March
20. Rey, Feb, .5.

*

Rarbary Coast.. A blazing story ot America's last frontier.' of untamed emo-
tions. Miriam Hopkins, Edward G,' Robinson, Joel McCreai Dir. Howard
Hawks, 90 mins. Rel. Sept. 27. Rev, Oct; 16, :

Dark Angel,- The. A love story that will give love a new meaning. Fredrio
March, • Merle Oberon. Herbert Marshall. Dir. Sidney Franklin. 105
mlns. Rel. Sept. 6. Rey. Sept. 11.

Ghost Goer West. , A gay romantic comedy with Robert Donat, star of 'Count
of Monte Crlsto'; Robert Donat, Jean Parker. Eugene Pallette. Dir.
Rene Clair. 86 mih. Rel: Feb; 28, Rey. Jan. 16.

Little Lord Fauntleroy. Frances Hodgson Burnett's famous novel. Freddie
Bartholomew and Dolores Costello Barrymore. Produced by David Selz-
niok. Dir. John Cromwell. Rel.- March 6.

Man Who Could Work Miracles. Based on afi original by H. G. Wells. Roland
Young; Joan Gardner and Ralph Richardson. Dir. Lothar Mendes.

Modern Times. A. dramatic comedy based on mass i»rod'u«itlon In a big fac-
tory. Charlie Chaplin, Paulette Goddard. S7 ins. Rel. Feb. 12. Rev.
Fe.D. 12. .,

Melody Lingers On, The. Lowell Brentano's best-seller. Poignant mother-
lave. Josephine Hutchinson,. George Houston, Helep Westler. Dir. Davi
Burton. 66«mins. Rel. Oct 26. Rev. Nov. 13.

Red Salute. Two young lovers who And themselves tangled in a rast-mbving
series of amusing difficulties. Barbara Stanwyck. Robert Young, Hardie
Albright Dir. Sidney Lanfleld. 77 mins. Rel, Sept. 13.. Rev. Oct 2.

Strike Me Pink. Eddie Cantor's first comlp melodrama with songs. Eddie
... —Cantor,_ Ethel^flnmair^arl^

man Taurog, 99 mlns. ReL Jan. 16. Rev. Jan. 22.

Splendor. A country irl marries into a society family. Miriam Hopkins,
Joel McCrea. Dir. Elliott Nugent. 76 mins. Reh Nov: 23. Rev. Nov. 27.

Theee Three. A dramatic story of how three young lives are nearly wrecked
by the malicious lies of a spoiled child. Miriam Hopkins, Merle Oberon,
Joel McCrea. Written by Lillian Hellman. Produced by Samuel Gold-
wyn. Dir. William Wyler. Rel. Feb. 28.

~

Things to Come. A dramatic adaptation from the' H. G. W'ells story. The
Shape ot Things to Come.' Raymond Maesey.' Ralnn Richardson, Mau-
rice Braddell. Din_ Wm. Cameron Menzles. Rel. March 13.

Studio i Universal
I lnitr_kva_il Offices: 30 Rockefeller Center.universal NewYorH, n.y,

Affair of Susan, The. Comedy. Zazu Pitts, Hugh O'Connell. Dir. Kurt Neu-
man. 62 mins, Rel. Oct.» 7. Rev. Nov. 6.

Dangerous Waters. Drama ,of the sea Jack Holt. Robert Armstrong, Diana
^Sibson. Dir. Lanibert Hillyer, - 62 mlns. Rel. Jan. 13; Rev. Jan. 29.

Don't Get Personal. Comedy with music. Sally Ellers, James Dunn, Pinky
Tomlin. Dir. Wm.JNigh;. 70 mins. Rel. Feb. 24. Rev. Feb. 26. .

East of Java. Drama7 Charles" Bickfor^ Leslie Fen ton,
"

Frank Albertson. Dir. George Melford. 72 mlns. Rel. Dec. 2. Rev,
Dec. 18.

Fighting Youth. Football story. Charles Farrell. June Martel, Andy Devlne.
J. Farrell Macdonald. Eddie Nugent Dir. Hamilton Macfadden, 80
mlns Hei. Sept. 30. Rev. Nov. 6.

For the Service. Western, Buck Jones, Beth Marlon. Dir.
Rel. April 6;

Great Impersonation, -The. Drama. Edmund Lowe, Valerie Hobson, Wera
Engels. Dir. Alan. Crosland. 68 mins. Rel. Nov. 9. Rev. Dec. 18.

'

HI* Night Out. Comedy. Edward Everett Horton, Irene Horvey. Lola Lane,
Billy Burrud; Dir. Wm. Nigh. 74 miiis. Rel. ISTbv. _1. -Rev, Nov. 29.

;

Invisible Ray, The. Mystery drama, Karloflf, Bela Lugosl, Frances Drake.
Dir. Lambert Hillyer. 82 mlns Rel. Dec. 30; Rev. Jan. 15.

Ivory Handled Guns.. Western. Buck Jones, Charlotte Wynters* Dir. Ray
Taylor. 68 mlns. ^ Rel. Nov. 1L Rev. Jan_-22.

King Solomon of Broadway. Musical drama. Edmund Lowe, Dorothy Page,
"Pinky Tomlln. Ed; Pawley, Louise Hariry. Philip Brooks. Dir. Alan
Crosland. 72 mlns. Rel, Sept. 30. Rev. Oct, 23.

Love Before Breakfast. From novel by Faith Baldwin: Carole Lombard, Pres«
ton Foster, Cesar Romero. Dir. Walter Lang. Rel, March JJ.

Magnificent Obsession. Drama. Irene Dunne, Robert Taylor. Dir. Jobn M,
Stahi. 110 mlns. Rel. Jan. 16. ReV, Jan. 8. ^ ..

Next Time We Love. From Ursula Parrott's 'Say Goodbye Again/ Margaret
Sullavan, James Stewart. Dir. Edw. H. Griffith. 85 rains. Rel. Jan. 27.
Reb. Feb, 6.

Remember Last Night? Mystery drama. Edward Arnold, Sally Ellers, Con*
stance Cummings, Robert Young. Dir, James Whale. Rel. Nov. 4,
Rel. Nov. 27.

L

8ha Gets Her Man. Comedy. Zasu Pitts, Hugh O'Connell. Dir. Wm. Nigh,
66 mlns. Rel. Aug. 19. Rev. . Sept 11.

JShow Boat. From the stage play. Musical drama. Irene Dunne, Allan Jones,
Helen Morgan, JPaul Robeson. Dir. James Whale. Rel. April 13.

Storm Over the Andes. Drama. Jack Holt, Antonio Moreno, Gene LoCkhart,
Mona Barrle. "Dir. Christy Cabanne. 82 mins. Rel. Sept Iff. Rev. Oct.2,

Stormy. Outdoor drama. Noah Beery, Jr., Jean Rogers, Arizona Wranglers.
Dir. Louis Frlendlander. 67 mins, Rel, Nov. 26. Rev. Dec. 11.

'Sutter's Gold.? Historical romance. Edward Arnold, Blnnle Barnes, Lee
Tracy, Montague Love, John Mlljan, -Catherine Alexander, Morgan Wal-
lace, Addison Richards, Prlscjlla Lawson, Nan Grey. Dir. James Cruze.
Rel. March 23;

Sunset of Power. Buck Jones Western. Buck Jones, Dorothy DI*. Dir. Ray
Taylor. 66 mins. Rel, Dec. 23. Rev. Feb. 21.

Sweet Surrender. Musical. Frank Parker and Tamara. Dir. Monte Brice,
77 mins. Rel. Nov. 26. Rev. Deo, 11'.

Three Kids and a Queen. May Robson, star. Comedy»_rania,
metta, Wm. Benedict, Frankle Darro, Billy Burrud. Dir.
86 mlns, Rel, Oct. 28, Rev. Nov. 13. >

Throw Back, The. Buck Jones western. lr. Ray Taylor.
Sept 16. Rev. Nov. :6,

Studies. Burbank.
Calif.

Boulder Dam. Powerful drama with tremendous government project for back-
ground. Ross Alexander, Patricia Ellis, Lyle Talbot. Dir.* Frank Mc-
Donald. Re). March. 14.

Colleen; Big musical revue loaded with comedy and songs. Ruby Keeler,
Dick Powell, Joan Blondell, Jack Oakie, Paul Draper, Hugh Herbert,
Louise Fazenda, Hobart Cavanaugh. Dir. Alfred E. Green. Rel. March 1.

Dangerous. Dramatic story of a beautiful and brilliant actress who wrecks
the lives of those she contacts and also her own. Bette Davis, Franchot
Tone, Margaret Lindsay, Alison Skipworth. Dir. Alfred E. Green. 78
mins. Rel. Jan. 4. Rev. Jan. 1.

Dr. Socrates. Medicine and gangs In conrilct Paul Muni, Ann Dvorak, Bar-
ton MacLane, Robert Barrat. Dir. William Dleterle. 70 mlns, ReL
Oct 19. Rev. Oct. 9.

Freshman Love. Frank McHugh; Patricia Ellis, Warren Hull. Joe Cawtliorne.
Dir. Wm. McGann. Rel. Jan. 11.

Frisco Kid.. Barbary Coast action story. James Cagney. Margaret .Lindsay,
Rlcardo Cottez, LIU Damita, George E. Stone: Dir. Lloyd Bacon, Rel.
Nov. 30. Rev. Nov. 27.

G_olnfl JJIobbrj-W. I<ansaa..farmer suddenly rises to riches through_the stock
market. Guy Kibbee, ZaSu Pitts, Edward Everett Horton. Dir, Kobe.rt
Florey. C7 mlns. Muddled motives in a mountain shack. Rel. July 6.

Rev. Sept. 4.

Goose arid the Gander, The. Kay Francis, George Brent, Genevieve Tobln,
Ralph Forbes. Claire Dodd.. Dir. Alfred E. Green. 05 mins. Rel.
Sept. 21 Rov. Sept. 18.

I Live for Love. Spanish artiste pn American stage. Dolores Del Rio, Everett
. Marshall.,-. Dir.. Busby "Berkeley £4 mins— .Rel, . aept_28_. Kev_.Oct_L23^
Life of Louis Pasteur. Ills trials and triumphs. Paul Muni, Josephine Hutch-

inson, Anita Louise. Dir. Wm. Dleterle. 85 mlns. Rel. Feb. Rev. Feb. 12,

Little Big Shot. Two tough guys as a baby's guardian. Sybil Jason, Robert
Armstrong. Glenda farrell. Edward Everett Horton. Dir,, Michael Cur-
tlz. 72 nHns Rf l. Sept. 7. Rev. Oct. 9. y_

Man Hunt. Stirring drama with a thrilling chase for. a murderous bank robber
by --Federal -a gAi i is and the part played in It by a hick reporter and his

(Coniinuod on page 'I")

Warner Brothers omew3
SZyVr!.V.'
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HELD OVER • ROXY
It's a

SI WAGON
is

A COVERED WAGON . IN BOTH SWEEP OF
MATTER AND EXECUTION." -Hollywood reporter

SIMILAR TO OUR OWN CIMARRON' . . SWEEPING PICTURE

OF A COLORFUL ERA. -newyork evening journal

ii

DRAMA, FRAUGHT WITH THOUSAND THRILLS OF
ROMANCE AND ADVENTURE. -NEW YORK AMERICAN

MELODRAMATIC AND STIRRING

FOR ANY ONE."

SCORES ON ALL COUNTS
A PUSHOVER."

EXCITING ENOUGH
-NEW YORK SUN

ENTERTAINMENT THAT IS

-film daily

^Walter huston
TOPS

*EM ALL

DIAMOND
MASTER

EMPIRE
BUILDER

JUNGLE
CONQUEROR

Physical Distributi Fox Exchanges Canada, Regal Films, Ltd.
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CALENDAR OF CURRENT RELEASES
(Continued from page 45)

sweethtjart^Marguerite Churchill, Wm. ; .Gargan, Ricardo Cortez, Chic
Sale, Pir. Wm. Clemens, 65 roins. Rel. Feb, 1. Rev. Feb. 12,

Midsummer Niohtis- Dream, A. Spectacular production of the Shakespeare
comedy. Extensive cast of stara Dir. Max Reinhardt, Wm. Dleterle.
133 mins, (Roadshow.} Release pending.' Rev. Oct. 1ft.

Its Pacific Fleet. HUariouB comedy romanced Joan ' Blondell, "Glenda Far-
re)l. 'Hugh Herbert,

-
Warren Hull. .Dir; Ray Enrlght ° 66 mine. Rel.

Deo. 14. Rev, Dec. 11. '

Mr. Cohen Takes a Walk. (British Made). Merchant prince brings, his bust-
"ness to. the point where' he Jar shoved out. He takes to -the road. Paul
Graett. Dir. William Beaudine, 79 mine. Rel. Feb. Rev. Feb. 21.

Moonlight on the Prairie. Upper class western story. Richard' Foran, Sheila
Marinors, George B Stone; Dir. D. Ross Lederman. 63 mins. ReL
Nov,. 2. .. Rev. Feb. 21.

Page Mlat Glory (Cosmopolitan). Living. prototype of ideal beauty In Holly
wood. Marion Davies, Pat O'Brien, Dick -Powell, Mary Astor, Frank
McHugh Lyle Talbot. Patsy Kelly, Allen Jenkins. Dir. Mervyn LeRpy.
.92 mlris. Rel..Sept 7. Rev. Sept 4.

periohal MalH'a Secret. Housemaid manages her employers into prosperity.
Margaret Lindsay, Warren Hull. Anita Louise, Ruth! Donnelly. Dir.
Arthur G. Collins; 68 mins. Rel. Oct 26. • Rev. Dec. 11.

Petrified > Forest. Based on the Broadway stage play. With Leslie Howard,
i Bette Davis, Humphrey Bogart. Dir. Archie Mayo. '76 mins. Rel. Feb.

8. Rev. Feb.. 12.

ftpeclal Agent (Cosmopolitan).- Woman G-man has her troubles. Bette Davis,
George Brent Jack LaRue, Ricardo Cortez, Henry O'Neill. Dir. WiJ-

••' Item Keighley. 78 mins. Rel. Sept 14.

tars Over Brpadvyay. Broadway theatrical story. Pat O'Brien, James Mel-
ton, • Jane Froman.' Dir. Wm; Keighley. Rel. Nov. 23, Rev. Nov. 20.

8,9 mins. '
.

" ;°

Walking Dead, The. Thriller revolving about discovery of Lindbergh heart.
Boris Karioff, Marguerite Churchill, Warren Hull, Ricardo Cortez. Dir,
Michael Curtiz; Rel, March 21.,

Widow from Monte Carlo, The. Farcical comedy of a social climber. Wm.
Warren, Dolores. Del Rio, Louise Fazenda. Dir. Arthur G. Collins. 60
mins., ReL Feb. L Rev, Jan. 29.

Miscellaneous Releases
ir,Between Men (Supreme).. Western. Johnny Mack Brown, Beth.Marion.

-'— —~ Robt -Nt-Hradbury. ... 60-mins—ReL-Jan,_2B.._Re.v.- Jan^29.

Land of Promise (tJrlm). Photographic survey of the Palestine of today
57 mips. Rel. Nov. Rev. Nov. 27.

Outlaw- Depgty (Syndicate). Tim McCoy Weatern. 65
mins* Rev. Dec. .4.

Penthouse Party (Liberty);
Swlfty (Diversion). Western. 62 mins.

. Rev, Jan. 29..

Trails of the.Wild (Ambassador). Canadian mounted story. Kermlt Maynard,
Blllie Seward. Dir. Sam Neufleld 61 .mins. Rel. Aug. 7. Rev. Dec 4.

Toll of the Desert (Commodore). Western.- Fred Kohler, Jr., Betty Mack,
' Dir; Lester Williams. 69 mins. Rev. Jan. 15.

Foreign Language Films

Around the court of Louis
lr. Carl Froehlich. 95 mins

Light comedy. 70 mins. Dir. Heinz

Dir. A. Dovjenko. 86 mins,

(Most ot these available with English titles.)

und June -Kaiser (Ger) (General). Historical
.
propaganda in splendid

production. Emil . Jarinings. Dir. Hans Stelnhoff. 82 mins. Rel.. Dec;
1. Rev.: Dec. 11,

Aufforderting zum Tanz (Ger) (Casino). Costume romance to music. Dir,

Rudolf Von der Noss. 80 mins. ReL Nov, 15,

Bohemios (Sp) (Clnexpoft). Love in Mexico's Greenwich Village. Dir. Rafael
- Portas. 70 .mins. Rel. Aug. 1.

Budai Cukraszda (Hung.). Comedy romance. Dir. Vela Gaal. Rel
• Jan. 1,

.

Builders of Socialism (Amklno) (Russ.). Newsreel compilation. 88 mins,
Rel, Jan.. 16. Rev. Jan. 29.

Cabella del Pueblo, El (Sp>. Racetrack story. lr. Manuel Romero. 70 mins,
• Rel. Dec. 15.

lemencla (Sp). Semi-historical drama. Dir. Ins. Rel,

Aug. 15.

Co MoJ"Max ttobl W Nocy (Pol). Slapstick farce. 70 mins. Rel. Dec. 1.

Crime • and Punishment (Fr) (Lena uer) . Dostoevski's drama. Harry Baur,
Pierre" Blanchar. Dir. Pierre Chehal. 103 mins. Rel.. Nov. L. Rev

!; Nov. 20. •';

/ .

'
'

'

Csu'nay Lany (Hung.) (Danubia). Romantic farce. Lily Muratl. ela

Gaal. 80 mins. Rel. Oct.. 15. Rev. Oct. 23.

Delito dl Mastrovanni (It.) (Metropolis). Melodrama. Dir. Amleto Paler I

'
' 65 mins. Rel. July 15. Rev. July 31.

ier Mllllardaire (Fr) (France). Satire. Dir. Rel
Nov, 1. Rev. Nov. 6.

Doppo una Notte D'Amore (It.). Murder mystery plus singing. Dir. G. rig

none.- 70 mins. Rel. Oct. 15.

Mostoba (Hung). Magyar's Shirley Temple pic. Dir. Bela Balogh, 80

mins. Rel. Nov, 15.

Efly ej Velenceben ( ung). Musical comedy. Dir. Geza Cziftra. 90 nalns,
° ".' Rel. Dec. 16.

Elnok Klsasszongy (Hung.). Frantic love among the magyars, Lily Muratl
; . Dir. Andre Marton. 90 mins; Rel. Oct. 1- Rev. Oct. 9.

El Hombre Que Se Rcla del Amor (Sp.). Romance from Madrid. Dir. Benito
Perojo. 60 mins. Rel. July 15.

Frauen urn den Sonnenkoenlg (Ger.) (

XIV. Renate Mueller, Michael
. Rel.. Jan. I. Rev. Jan. 15.

Frlscher Wind aus Kanada (Ger) (Ufa).
Kcriter. Eric Holder. Rel. Sept. 16.

(

rontler (Russ.). (Amkino). Aviation. in Russia,
Rel. Dec. Is. Rev. Jan. 8.

Glueckllche Relse Ger.). -Musical comedy. Dir. Alfred Abel. 90 mins. Rel
*. Jan. 16.

Golden Taiga (Russ) (Amklno). Adventure In Siberia. lr. Vladimir Schneid
erliof. 80 mins. Rel. Aug. 1.

Grain (Russ.) (Amkino). More collective farming. Dir. .Olga Preobrazhens
kaya. 8<) mins. Re). Jan. 15.

ruen 1st die Heide (Ufa). Nostalgia for the home lot. Dir. Hans Behrends
80 mins. Rel. Oct. 1. Rev. Oct. 10.

Gypsy Baron (Ger) (Ufa). Johann Strauss opera. Fritz Kampers. Dir. Karl
Hartl. 105 mins. Rel. Sept. 1. Rev. Sept. 18.

Hellige und Ihr Nahr, Die (Ger). Romance. Dir. Hans Deppe. 60 mins. Rel

Dec. 1.

Hello Budapest (Hung). Radio musical comedy. Dir. Laszlo Vajda. 80 mins,

,
Rel. Nov. 15.

Hermirie und die 7 Aufrechten (Ger) (Casino). Battle tor peace, Helnrlcb

Georg. DIiy.F. Wysbar. 105 mins. Rel. Sept. 15. Rev. Sept. 25.

Heroe de Nacozarl. El (Sp). Railroad drama. Dir. Guillermo Calles. 80 mins
Rel. Sept. 15:

Herr der Welt, Der (Ger) (General). Fantasy drama. Harry Piel. 90

mins Rel. Dec. 1. Rev. Dec. 18.

Herr Kobln Geht auf Abenteur (Ger) Domesti Hans Deppe
70 mins. Rel. Nov. 15. Rev. Dec. 4,

Hlmmel auf Erden, Der (Ger). Comedy with musi lr,

E' W. Emb. 70 mins. Rel. Dec, 15.

Hombre Pellgroso Un <Sp.) (Criterion). Gangster comedy-dr ich-

ard rcahn 80 mins. . Rel. Oct. 15.

Ich Kenn Dlch Nicht (Ger) (Casino). Romantic comedy. Magda Schneider,

Willi Forst. Dir. Geza von Bnlvary 70 mins. Rel. Nov, 15.

Isla Maldlta, La (Sp). Mexican melodrama. Dir. Boris Malcon; 70 mins. Rel.

,
Dec..].

ine Angst vor Llebe (Ger.) (Casino). Romantic comedy. Li

Hans Stelnoff, .70 mins. Rel. .Ian. 15.

leln Dorritt <Ger.) (Bavaria). Made from the DlcUens yarn
Dir. Karl Lamac. 70 inins Rel. Oct. 15. Rev. Oct. 2.1.

losterjaefler, Der (Ger.) (Ufa). Romantic-historical yarn,

mayer. >D mns. Hoi. Jan. ).

Lac Aux Dames (Fr.) (France). Vicki lJaum roi

Marc Allegrct. 80 mins. K«l. Jan. 15.

Larsson r -Andra
-

Glftet (Sworlish) (Scandinavian). .Marlial farce. Edward

.Person. Diu S. Bauman. 70 mins Rel. Oct. 15 Rev Oct. 30.

Legend ot' William Tell (Ger.) (General). English version of German pic

Conrad Veidt. Dir Heinz I'aul. io Ins. Rel. o«il>i. U Rev- Oct. i.

redita dello Zio dial ) (Metropolis). Comedy Angelp Musco. Dir. Amleto

I'nifrinf. S5 mins Kel .hfn*i 15 Rev. July 3 ,
^

L|ed vom Glueck, Das <G*»r) (Casino). Romantic musical comedy. Dir. Carl

Boe.sse. 80 mins. Dir. Dec. 1.

House Reviews

LOEWS STATE, N. Y.
(Continued from page 30)

and these were strong enough to call

for three encores.
Carter and Holmes start rather

slow, but finish to stop-propeedings.
applause. Maximo, whose .wire act
is something of a novelty for the
State, which hasn't played one for
some time, v is a breeze. His drunk
on the slack wire is classic, though
the flashy Spanish costume on his
femme prop handler causes expecta-
tions of a rhumba at any moment.
Show runs 55 minutes. Sclio.

LOEW'S, MONTREAL
Montreal, Feb. 29.

Cene Curtis has a winner this
week with the Five Cabin Kids as
headliners of a fast-moving bunch
of acts, Al Gerson orchestra again
works in well, with general en-
semble.
The kids get a hand as soon as

they appear, which occurs after the
12-girl . line, half; as- drum majors
and half as drummer boys* wake up
fans with plenty of sound and looks,
getting : good .applause. Kids file in
front of mike for. songs and action,
as in films which fias the house
shouting, and to flll in as they leave
a tap dancer steps through 'Poet
and Peasant.' Kids back for more
songs and smallest of gang takes
mike for song and dance ' to big
hand and couple of calls. After, this,

Anny Ondra.

Peter Oster-

Dlr.

they have a "jbo. getting a,way,
Lela Moore is in the deuce for het

lover's dance.*
Girls are on again In skating

costume and roller skates, with one

of them rapping but a good tap and
getting another hand. Followed by
Murray and King .with Nina Olivette
in trey. Knockabout, comedienne
gets plenty of rough handling, sings
a good song and is most of the act.

Another turn that goes over for a
couple of calls, ending in fast build-
up to a finish. Girl line in another
costume,

.
mostly ribbons, and then

James Evans in final act juggling
balls, table and bed, fast, and clever,

for ahothej big hand.
Feature, 'Great Impersonation'

(U). Lone.

MEDRANO, PARIS
Paris, Feb. 19.

Weakest show for a long while at
the Medrano. Maybe it's just a co-
incidence, but there ar no Ameri-
cah1 acts. Management seems, to be
neglecting trans-Atlantic 'attraction
—or maybe they're : getting too exr
pensive, what with the pay being
offered by the Alhambra and the,
A. B. C. these days.
Headline number is a French ani-

mal act: 17 lions, tigers, ..bears and
leopards working together, with
Alfred Court. It's effective, largely
because of wiring which' Court has
'arranged to light the ' beasts from
underneath • during poses;
Chung Tee Wah Chinese troupe,

which winds up the first pai't of the
show, also is good. 'Most sensational
stunt is a head-to-head balance by
two men, without a head-pad. Two
Swansons, a pole act, precede them.
Another aero number, is the 3>As-
tonys, two men and a girl who work
high up on suspended poles.

Qpenei* is Chiezel, - whp walks up
and down stairs on hia head; fol-
lowed by a couple, Yra and XTEfarei
,who do a balanqe-dance act on a
large rubber ball; Cage act and the
Chinese nearly have to support the
show alone, v '

.•Stern-

Joan" of Aro again. GustavMaedchen Johanna, Das (Ger.) (Ufa)
Ucicky. 60 m 1"8- Rel- 9c.t. 1.

Marta Chapdelalne ( r), (France). 'Grim drama. Madelalne Renaud,
Julien Duvivier. 80 mins.. Rel. Sept. 16. Rev. Oct. 2.

Martin Garatuza (Sp.). Old-fashioned melodrama. Dir. Gabriel Sorla. 70
mins, Rel. Oct. 1;

Maternelle, La (Fr) (Tapernoux). Sensitively-treated story of children's lives.
Dir. Jacques Benolt-Levy. 86° mins. Rel, Oct 16. Rev. Oct. 23.

Meln.Leben fuer Marla-lsabell Ger) (Casino). Military romance. Dir. rlc
Washnek. 80 mins. Rel. Nov; 1.

Milosc Wsaystko Zvvycleza (Pol.). Comedy romance. Ir. M. Krkwicz. 70
mins. Rel, Jan. 16,,

Muertos Hablan, Los (Sp). Mystery drama. Dir! Gabriel Sorla. CO mins.
Rel. Nov. 15.

Nagymama (Hung). Comedy-drama. Dir. Istvan Gyoergy. 60' mins. Rel.
Dec. 15.

New Gulliver (Russ) (Serlin-Burstyn); Swift's classic played by puppets
Dir. A. Ptushko. 76 mins. Rel. Nov. 1. Rev. Nov. 6;

Noches de Buenos Aires (Sp). Argentine romance. 80 mins. Rel. Deo. 1.

No Mataras (Sp) (Modern). Comedy drama. Dir. Miguel Torres. 70 mips,
Rel. Nov, 1.

'

Pantoffelheldeh (Ger.) (Casino). •'Farce of family life. Weiss Ferdl. ir.

Fred Sauer. 80 mins, Rel: Oct.. 16.

Pasteur (_Fr.). (Lenauer). Sacha Guitry's first film. Rel. Jan. 16. Rev. Feb. 12.

Peasants (Russ) (Amkino). , Life on the farm. Dir, Frledrlcn Brmler. 104
mins. Rel. Aug. 16. Rev. Sept. 4.

Pepo ( Armenian) (Amklno), First film from Armenia, . sentimental . yarn of
' home life. Dir. Ber-Nazarov. 60 mins. Rel. Oct, 1. Rev. Oct. 16.

Peter Vinogradov (Russ.) (Amklno). Life on the farm. Dir. A. Macbaret 80
mins. Rel. June 15. Rev, July 3.

Polenblut (Ge(). (Bavaria). Comedy romance. Anhy Ondra. Dir. Karl La-
mac. 60 mins. Rel. Nov. 15.

:

'

'

_
Prenez Garde a la Peinture (Fr) (Tauernoux). oFlgtnal version, of Chris-

topher Bean. Dir. Henri Chomette. 70 mins. Rel. Aug. 16,

Ray»~ El. (Sp.-). Mexican Robin Hood. Dir. Julian. Gonzalez.! 60. mins, J.ReK'
Oct. 15.

Red Army Days (Russ.) (Amklno). Romantic comedy. Dir. A. Zharky,
Joseph Helfets. 70 mins., Rel. Oct. 15.

Reifende Jugend (Ger.) (Casino). Drama of adolescence. Heltba Thlele. ir.

Carl Froehlich. -90 mins. Rel. Jan. 1. Rev. Jan. 8.

Rellcarlo, El .(Sp.). Bull fighting and comedy. Dir.. Ricardo Banos. 60 mlna,
Rel. Jan. 1.

•

Rosa de Francla (Sp.) (Fox). Historical drama. Roslta Diaz, Antonio Mo-
rino. 80 mins. Rel. Oct. 16.

SchwarzvValdmaedel (Ger.) (Casino). Musical romance. Dir. George. Zech.
70 mins. Rel. Oct. 15.

Shir Hash irim (Yiddish) (Globe). Sentimental metier. Samuel Goldenberg.
Dir. Henry Lynn. 79 mins. Rel. Oct. 1, .Rev. Oct 23.

So Eln Maedel Verglsst Man Nlcht (Ger). Comedy romance. Dolly Haas,
Willy Forst. Dir. Fritz Kortner. 72 mins. Rel. Sept. 15. Rev. Oct, 2.

Soviet Journey (Russ) (Amkino): Toui ot Russia. Silent 60 mins. Ret.
Aug. 1. *

Stoerfried, Der (Ger) (Ufa). Marital farce. Adele Sandrock, Paul Henckels.
55 mins. Rel. Nov. 16. Rev. Dec. 4.

Sueno de Amor (Sp.). Life of Franz Liszt. Dir. Jose Bohr, 90 mins. Rel,
Jan. 1.

Sunny Youth (Russ) (Amklno). Glorifying Soviet youth. Silent Dir. Paul
Koromoltseff. 75 mins. Rel. Aug. 15. Rev. Aug. 21.

Swledenhelms (Sw) (Scandinavian). Domestic drama. Tuta Rolfe, Gosta
EcUman. Dir. Gustaf Molander. 75 mins. Rel. Sept. 1. Rev. Sept. 11.

Tango Bar iSp > (Par). Musical melodrama. Carlos Garde!, Rosita Moreno.
Dir. John Reinhnrdt 86 mins. Rel. July 1. Roy. .Ti^lv 17.

Tesoro de Pancho Villa, El (Sp.). Action roeller. Dir. Arcady Boytler. Rel.
Jan. in.

To Qiiero Con Locura (Sp) (Fox). Musical comedy. Roslt Moreno, Raul
Roullen, Dir. John J. Boland. 80 mins. Re); Nov. 1.

Tlerra, Amor Y Dolor- (Sp). Domestic drama. Dir. Ramon Peon. 60 mins.
Rel. Aug. 1.

Todd un Hombre (Sp.). rizeflght story. Dir. Ramon Peon. 90 mins. '"Rel.

Jin 1.

Tolle Bomberg, Der (Ger.) (Casino). Comedy with music, Dir, George Asa-
garoff. 60 mins. Rel. Oct. 15

Traum vom Rheln (Ger). Scenic romance. Dir. Herbert Selpln. 90 mliis.
Rel. Dec. 1. Rev. Dec. 11.

Ungklarlspappan fSw.) (Scandinavian). Domestic "Comedy. Dir. Gustaf Mo-
iandT. 70 mins. Rel. Jan. !.,

Ultima Cita, La (Sp.) (Col.). Show biz lomance. Dir. Bernard Ray. 60 mins,
Rel ; Jan. 15.

Vasember (Hung). Comedy romance. Dir. Emll Martonfli. CO mlna. Rel.
Dec. 1.

Vler Musketlere, Die (Ger) (Casino). Farce on soldiering. Dir. Heinz Paul
M mins. Rel. Nov. 1. r

Was Bin Ich Ohne Dlch? (Ger) (General). Light musical. Betty Bird, Olga
Tchekowa. Dir. Arthur Babenatt. 85 mins. . Rel. Dec. 1. Rev. Dec. 18.

Wenn Am Sonntagabend (Ger) (Casino). Rural comedy drama. Harry Lledtke.
Dir. Charles Klein. 90 mins. Rel. Dec. 1.

Wlnternachtstraum (Ger) (Casino), Romantic comedy. Magda Schneider.
Dir, Geza yon Bolvary. 60 mins. Rel. Dec. 15.

Young Forest (Pol). Native hurrah. Dir. Josef Letjes. Rel. Dec.
1 Rev. Dec. 4.

Zslvany Becfuelet (Hung.). Crook comedy. Ernest Dir. Geza
Gilfra. 00 mins. Rel. Oct.

sino). Romantic drama, Lulsse Ullrich.

EARLE, PHILA.
Philadelphia, Feb. 29.

A generally good vaiide show was
greeted by the poorest attendance

the Earle has. had in more than a
month, but it may . build some oh
friendly word-of-mouth. Audience
for first show developed' consider-
able, enthusiasm. Pic. is 'The Bo-
hemian Girl' (Metro).

Stage part of the' bill is opened
by Falls, Reading and ft-oyce, two
men and a girl. Trio does - some
fast acrobatic tapping, starting with
unison, followed by a well-Jroutined
solo . by the girl. They go into com-
edy after thaty^tiar°all three taking
some trick falls that bring a strong
hand. \

Regis Toomey, film actor; follows.
Comes on cold to the scahtest kind
of a hand. Personality ingratiating,
but turn is not put across properly.
After a minute or two of introduc-
tory patter; Toomey goes Into an
Irish ballad which gets a fair hand.
Act lays', in monolog that follows
but the screen player's, second song
(also an Irish, ballad) ends the act
to warmer applause. Toohiey's
pleasant personality, agreeable
speaking voice and "kay singing
voice rate better material.

Bert - Frohman rollows, starting
with a few gags and then warbling,
into the mike. He's joined on the
stage by Bert Gordon, now billed as
the 'mad Russian of the air.' They
share ensuing patter, with now
well known 'You mln It* expression
bandied back and forth. Some of
the gags are old, but act clicks.

.Feature act of bllLiXayler CUgat
and his orchestra, hasn't tjeen 'in.

Philly In a long time and practically
all the material is hew here. Act is

really a little too classy for this

house, but it had the sti ff,and audi-
ence steadily works up to enthusi-
asm. Act includes Carlos Zalazar
in his 'Peanut "Vendor' song, Georges
arid Jalria, splendid dance team,?
Carmen Castillbr .contralto, and
Consuelo and Tomas, rumba team,
besides :

Cugat and the orchestra^

Runs 40 "minutes, rather, long, t»ut

worth the time. Waiters.

Zv/ischen Zwel Herzen (Ger.) (

mins. Rel. Jan.- 15.

Key to Address
Harold Auren, 1540 Broadway.
Amkino, 723 Seventh Ave.
Bavaria Film. 489 Fifth Ave.
«:asino. 'M0 R 80tb St.

Danubia. "329 Seventh Ave.
European. 154 W. 65lh St.

Onrrlsop Films. 729 Seven t.h Ave.
Fr?iu:e Filn). 6C Fifth ftvtf. -.

Jeneral Foreign Sales, 729 7th Ave

Germanla, 22-:,?, 19th St., Astoria. L. I

J H. Hoffbcirfi, 729 Seventh Ave.
Inter-Continent. 50 IS. 42nd St

"

Kinematrade. 723 Seventh Ave.
Jean Lonauer, 250 W. 57th St,
Murlin Nosseck, 32(j AiiduiMjn Ave.
Metropolis. 2fi0 Flflh Ave.
Scandinavian Film?. 220 W 42d
I'ohn Taprrnoiix. 12fi W**1 4Cth fit

729 Seventh Ave,

FOX, DETROfF
Detfolt; Feb'i 28.

Natives here go hook,' line, and
sinker for film name's In their vaude,
so the Fox shpved" & 0,000 worth of

it Into their laps this. Week. With
Wallace Beery headlining, arid Ben
Lyon-Bebe Daniels arid Eddfii^ Pea-
body" assisting, show is the costliest,

If not the best here in. many ihbons.

Outcome was never iri; dpuht, with
a break in , the weather, a;nd house
virtually had patrons -hanging on
the chandeliers «.t opening perform-
ance. It wasn't, the pic, 'Every Sat"?

urday Night' (,20th).

Peabbdy's failure to
.
aptfear for

opening show, due to ' train delay,
spoiled first performance, but, while
it taxed audience patience, it dis-

played Maestro Sam Jack Kauf-
man's ability to carry on. Hoping
for Peiabody's momentary arrival,
management shoved in a half-hour
of ' he^'sreels,' then

: gave up and
turned the problem oyer to Kauf-
mans-

He opened with the usual over-
ture,, featuring Frank Connors and
Marian Shelby, vocalists; followed
with Alene and Evans, nifty riiale

balancers, and then hustled onto
stage to waste time. Aided by Max
Lieb

r
pit violinist Miss Shelby and

Connocs, Kaufman cleverly filled in

for about 15 minutes and kept crowd
interested with his .chatter. Lieb
may have cut himself Into a better
job, with his neat violin selections.

Lyon and Miss Daniels do "well
with their patter - and - singing
sketch. Miss. Daniels draws a round
Of applause for her singing of 'Rio
Rita.' Patrons got the idea Beery
wasn't going to appear either, when
introductory trailer was atarted, and
several began to leave.

Earnestly and with script in hand.
Beery troupes on. the stage to a big
hand. Beery tells a few jokes arid
comments humorously on Hollywood
personalities, and then bowed to a
heavy ovation, Pete.

GRAND O. H., N. Y.
For first time in a long

stretch, stage department utilizes Oi)

minutes. Generally it Is 40, and fre-
quently .shorter. Outlay, which
sttys on longer, is not particularly
high on batting average, With the
overtime caused by 'A Trip to Hit-
land,' act endeavoring to pen a song

,

hit before, the housa .and taking its'tal'

time about it, House was fidgety by
the time it was pieced together.

Mickey. King, aerlaiist, a regula-
tion opener. She"s a tlhy miss, who
generates 62 wrist turns in mid-air
for a getaway. Under New Acts.
Four Bohr, also new to files, com-
prising a (luartct of sopia lioofei's

attirf'd in lirown tails.
'

Lang and .Squlros In next to closer
po.slllon. They're doing a now
routine, the only holdovc-r bit Ijeing -

(Vic whistling send-off. Lang and
Squires offering took the top spot in

gftiTcring applause. Also ..tinder New.
Acts.

.Dual program on the screen,
'Huso, of the , Rancho' (Par) and
Siik-ndor* (U.A.). Business good.

Bral
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3-tfay Deal Ties WHN. H-G-M Sponsor

For Radio Version of "Wife Vs. Secy'

Statin WHN, New York City, is

putting- through the first three-way
commercial tie-up between its film

studio affiliate, Metro-Goidwyn-
Mayer, and. a sponsor. Has a deal
starting April' 3 to serialize a radio

' v.ersion of the M-G-M film -Wife
"Versus Secretai'y-' Dr. Lyons^ tooth-
paste will bankroll five times
weekly.
Working agreement with M-GrM

was one of the first things effected

by, Louis K.. Sidney when he .took

eh rge of the Loew-owned station
last year. : 'Wife vs. Sec' deal works
both.- way;-, with studio supplying
basis for the script in return for

airing 6:? the title during' the pic-

ture's exhibition.
* Metro , made another' radio :

tie-up

for the same, picture, this one on a
.national scale through Kolyhos'
Must plain Bill' on CBS. Program
is running a prize contest for a
name for a velvet gown worn by'

Myrna Loy in the film.

Dr. Lyons deal is one of the three

put over by Sidney last week for

WHN . with Biaekett,; Sample &
--^HUmm'ert.^:^gency_.-tooicAihe_--Mrs^

Wigga of the Cabbage Patch' script,

formerly on CBS, for Jad Salts, as. a
five times weekly local show, and
closed for a .retur'n : of :

Muislfled Oil

to the New York station as sponsor
of the WHN Movie Clubr commenc-..
ing April 3. Mulslfled previously':

bad this same show, but dropped it

some time ago.

WMCA-WIP CONTINUE

Partnership Papers Signatured ,
for

Another 3 Year*

Affiliation between WMCA, NeW
York, and WIP, Philadelphia, has

been extended for three years. New
contract, which involves WMCA
feeding sustaining and commercial

programs to the Philly outlet, was;

signatured last week. Event marked
the first anniversary of the Inter-

city Group.
Under the terms of the renewal

agreement WIP assumes full obliga-

tion for the .wires between Phila-

delphia and the key station in the,

regional network, WMCA.

PASTOR LEADS

BOYCOTT OF

COURT TRIALS NOT FOR

PUBLIC AMUSEMENT

Helen Hayes Off Marcli 24

Sanka Coffee, sponsoring the 'New
Penny* stanza with Helen Hayes
over the NBC Blue through Young"
& Rubicam, is picking up a can-

cellation privilege and will fold the

series on March 24.

Run at that time will have been

^6 weeks.

COUZENS JOINS

ANVIL

St. Louis, March- 3.

Discontinuance of, broadcasting
from two divisions of police court,

effective March 1, wa,s ordered by
Mayor Dlckmahn Wednesday .(26),

following a,, cabinet meeting, Al-
though court procedure -.' has been
aired for more tliali three years, ho
moVe was: made to halt procedure
until several Weeks ago, when City
Counselor Waymon urged, discon-
tinuance on grounds that airing of
trials was not upholding dignity of
courts.

Mayor Dlckirnann agreed with
city's legal adviser and added he be-
lieved broadcasting of trials was
source of embarrassment to defend-
ants and because it limited langu-
age Of Witnesses, thus curtailing f;ull

evidence being brought out. "Mayor,
said he 41d not believe police courts
or' any 'Other" courts shouldrbe used-j-;

for amusement of general public.

Wit* EMOX and KSD have ,been

broadcasting-' police court trials.

THOMPSON SHIPS 4

MEN TO HOLLYWOOD

Macon, Ga., March S.

As long as/Majoi" B6w.es Aniateur
hour conflicts with the services of

the First - Street Methodist church
in Macon on Sunday nights mem-
bers of that church, or at least a
majority (100) of them, win boycott
Chase and Sanborn 'products; 'This
edict was pronounced last, week by
Rev: G. Reid Smith, pastor of the
church, who. said, many of the con-
gregation stayed home to listen to
the,program.

Invitation of the Major to Install

a radio and. let the congregation
listen in fell on deaf ears as-far
as Reverend Smith, is concerned.

Washington, March 3,

Congressional . criticism of the

Federal Communications. Commis-
sion spread ,

to the U, S. Senate
Monday, (2), when resolution ask-
ing Commish- to, come clean with, all

testimony and: data concerning" the

'Willard HoteL incident' was intro-

duced by Senator Couzehs of Michi-

gan.
Repercussions from the now-

famous , 'discussion,' allegedly over-

heard in a hotel room by the .son of

Commission Chairman Anhlhg S.

Prall, in which Intimations were
made that a member of the Com-
mission was open to a bit of palm -

greasing, forced the CommisV to

conduct an Investigation *
'.! five of

Its seven members!. Commish report

failed to make public evidence

gleaned during, probe, on grounds

that the Department of Justice,

which took, a hand in the proceed-

ings, objected 'to airing of its find-

ings.

J. Walter Thompson is transfer-
ring' four, more men from its New
York office to. Hollywood next week;
Two of them, Herscliel Williams
and John Christ; are ' producers,
with the other' pair* -Carroll Carroll
and Phil, Mygatt, coming from the
agency', writing staff.

. Shift. Will' give, the Thompson
coast branch .practically as many
producers and" writers as there are
in the" .New York layout. Carroll
will head up the. script staff. On the
west coast, while. Williams, will

handle the Swlft-SigmUnd Romberg
program, •• which moves to Holly-
wood. •March. 16 and remains there,

as long as the composer is on his

writing assignment at the Metro
studips. •

Leo Bolley'i Speech
.'Syracu.se,- rch.

•'•tgg^.- Leo BoHey will continue, as .Sports

Rppotter for TydolyVeedol at WFBL
(Col) for a second, year.- Incidentally

.jbe's
:
. the- -only local station -broad-

caster handling a- Tydol-:Veedol pro-

rani ; called Into • New York ;
this

week for the convention of the Tide-

water Oil Company;
:

JEIe'Il. address .the convention on

spouts br,oadcasting.

GarJ«r>d- to Smith- to H«n««r • -

, -TH6k :mw&?' -is- .tfi-fotitutiAg; as

Buffalo 'Tiriifes- drarij'atlc' crttie for

£rdfs Sm'it^
Garland, , of the. Ne^v Yor-k World-
•Telegritm.,

'

> =

Smith took York
*£-«thvt during

In New York

H. A. Woodman, KDKA, itts-

burglu '
•«

Lynden Morrow, KDKA, Pitts-

burgh.
"

J. R. Mac Ph'erson, KGA, Denver.
John A. .Holman, WB25, Boston.
George'- Harder,. WBZ, Boston.
Kolln Hager, WGY„ Schenectady.

A. MacDonald, WGY^ Schenec-
tady.
Vincent Callahan, WRC-WMAL,

Washington, D. C-

John Dodge, WRC-WMAL, Wash-
ington, d; C.

Vernon H. Prlbble, WTAM, Cleve
land.

Howar WTAM, Cleve
land.

E. C. Cariston, WMAQ-WENR
Chicago.
David McKay, KpO-KGO, San

Francisco.
In Chicago.

M. H. Peterson, Hearst Radio,
New York.

Walter WTMJ, Mil-
waukee.
Les Fox, KMBC, Kansas City.

Cal Wilder, WSYR, Syracuse.
Jim Claneey, WTIC,. Hartford.
Gig Stewart, WRQC, Roekford.

Breedy, Program Director,

Slashed at WRAW-WEEU;

Jail Negro Band Leader

. Reading, Pa., March, 3.

Paul J. Breedy, program man
ager of stations WRAW and WEEU,
was siashed about the heck and
head last Thursday (28); James
White, 23, negro orchestra leader,

is held In County Jail in default of

$2,000 bail charged with the crime,

White, seeking an engagement
but without complying with rules

calling for an audition, ^reportedly

Insisted oh going oh the air with
his dance • band and when .. turned

down by Breedy allegedly attacked

him with a knife.' Bi^edy's wounds
dressed at hospital, were not seri-

ous.
,

Bailey Gos's, ' announcer and for-

mer football player at Albright Col-

lege, saved Breedy—from possible

serious injury by knocking White
down and pinioning the man until

police arrived."

Breedy was formerly a soloist In

the Cathedral of Sts. Peter and Paul,

Philadelphia.

Fred Stone's 50 Years

A.T.&T. Accepts Under Protest

FCC Television Conditions

WLS STAYS CST

Chicago Clocks E8T of March 1—
• Farmers No Lik»

Chicago, March 3.

Though Chicago and many sur-

rounding townships $witched to

Eastern standard time on March 1,

WLS, the Prairie Farmer station,

decided to stick on Central standard'
time following ;a poll of its listeners;

Poll revealed . a. vote . of 65 to J.

against the switch, in time, with the
Chicago area itself voting 34 to 1

against the shift. - Exact figure's -oh

the midwest votg> were .
66,718

against and 1,211 for the clock re-
vision,'

Quarterly dividend on CBS stock
has undergone a 25%. boost. Net-
work's board of directors at a/meet-
ing^last Wednesday (26) declared a
royalty of 60c. for the first 1936
quarter with payment Mar. 27 on
the stock of record Mar. 13.

Columbia last year started off

paying 40c. a quarter and continued
through the year on that, basis in

addition : to paying -$i extra,, which
made, it $2.60. for the 12-month
period. In 1934 it paid $2.75, which
included $1 extra. Web's stock was
split five for one in the. early part
of the . same year, and in the last

quarter . issued . a 50% stock divi-

den

AUSTRALIAN RADIO

IMPORTS BANDSMAN

London, Feb. 23.

Howard Jacobs, band leader, here
since 1922,. at various night .spots,,

including Savoy, ' Berkeley,' Clar-
idge's, Carlton and Rltz hotels, has
been signed by the Australian Gov-
ernment to go ' to Sidney to lead
band for. the Australian Broadcast-
ing Corporation.
Contract calls for $600 per week,

for three months, with " options.
Jacobs takes Cecil Norman, one of
the best local arrangers, with him,

HAROLD KEMP QUITS NBC

Goes to Hollywood in April for

Fanchon & Marco

Hollywood, March 3.

Half century. In show biz by Fred
Stone will be featured with. 30
minute program over National
Broadcasting network March 14.

Stage, screen and radio will unite
in honoring vet '"performer.

Show will be handled by Perry
Lieber of Radio studio and Bob
Redd, NBC producer, which will go
transcontinental from h

Polo Playing Local Station Manager

Credit for Columbia's cracking of

the. Standard -Brands business goes

to- qne of its station- managers who
Is a comparative newcoj to the-

CBS payroll. He' is'Timothy
man, of- WKRC, Cincinnati. Al-
though, tlie contract he got On- Chase
&' Sanborn tea is- strictly local,' he
rates as .the' first Columbia man "to

get even a wedge Into the SB'
budget. The network's sales depart-
ment 'in New tYork- has beon trying.

;

to d.O;-it for years but the monoply
remained NBC's..
What, .the New. York office had;

be&iv» "trying, .to :do' through persist-

'

etjt sales- and', promotional battering!

Goodman,, for ivliom the WKRC job

served -debut in radio,-

achieved through a social cohnec-:
tton and What he considered a good-
showmanship idea. It was while

p. P. Wobley; v.p. in charge of ad-
vertising and' merchandising for
Standard .Brands, .was visiting mu-
tual -friends in. Cincinnati .during the
recent Christinas holidays that
Goodm n suggested the idea of
using 1 a 'prominent local socialite,

Annie
,

Lohgworth Walliiigtord, for

a chatter se>"ies in behalf of- Tendeu-
Leaf Tea; Wooley in turn!' wired.
John U. Reber, J.- Walter Thomp-
ton's radio- head, to come on to'

Cincy : nd a deal 1 involving Mrs.
Walllngfoi>d and 13 weeks of the
station's time was closed.

In addition' to being a socialite on
his own Goodman is. a. polo playpr..'

Harold Kemp is leaving the NBC
artist bureau, New. York, to go to
Hollywood in charge' of the Fan-
chon & Marco talent agency. His de-
parture date is March 31, at which
time NBC will appoint a successor
for its band booking department,
which Kemp headed.
Kemp has been with NBC for the

past three' years. He was the first

important vaudeville showman to
enter' the radio field. At that time
he - was the booking head of the
Warner ros. circuit, but he' fore-
saw the eventual wash-up of vaude-
ville and accepted the NBC post
when the network went into the
stage field for executive talent and
offered him a job.

. As a booker and talont buyer
Kemp had more than 15 years'-, ex--

pei'icnee prior to his joining NBC.
As head of the Fanchon & Marco
office he will be making his first

try In the agency business outside
NBC. His Wife (Bobby.Folsom) and
.daughter will accompany him to the
Coast;

ColweD Scripts Bing

Los Angeles, March 3.

-. Robert Colwell, here from the J.-

Walter Thompson New York offices..

Hubs • temporarily -for^Sanv: Moore,
writer of the Bing Crosby air pro-
grams for the' company,- who re-
signed Feb; £9 to join the Willi hi
F.sty, agency.
Moore heads for New York, 'ac-

companying Stanley ,Holt of the
•Kniy* agency as soon as -latter re-
f-ovor.s from siege of flu.

Washington, March 3.

.American, Telephone and Tele,

graph Company must shave Its pro*
posed coaxial cable with othei*

television experimenters, Federal
Communications Commission ruled
again last week.
Reaffirming its original decision

to
,
prevent phone company mono*

poly of the television field. Com*
mish assumed jurisdiction over con*
structloh .-.of . the , New York-Phili:
adelphla cable and announced that
It would closely watch A. T. & T. ac+
tivitles during the 'experimental
period following completion of the
project.'

!

'

'Squawks of. the telephone: com-
pany, dating from the Commission's
original .finding the case last
August, continue although A. T. &
T. counsel has indicated that Com*
mish order will not be contested.
The Commission has no legal righjt

to meddle In the proposed cable in*
stallation, -because

(

of the experl«
mental nature .'of ( the enterprise,
phbne trust asserts.

"

In their- final argument, A. T. &
T-^attorneys

:
giHidg4ngly-agreed-that-

they might overlook question-. o£
Federal juiisdictibn, pi'ovldihg; other
terms and conditions were accept*
able.
-Pointing- to a provision

Communications Act which' requires

'

that caniers ^shall. "not undertake
'the construction of a new line* be-
fore obtaining Commish certificate,

that ithe construction or operation
Of such a line isydictated by 'public

convenience and necessity/ Com-
munications body insist that they
are within their rights in super-
vising installatlon^job.

'The whole ground of petitioners*

contention that we are without
jurisdiction is based upon their
theory that the ney line is now ex-
perimental and that until they seek
permission • to place it in commer-
cial use the Commission is without
jurisdiction.' Commissioners de-
clared, 'Obviously, if the Commis-
sion is to consider the public con-
venience and necessity of any con-
struction, it must do so before the
construction is. undertaken, else the
very purpose of serving the- public

interest, -and of avoiding needless
waste, by the carriers ,is thwarted.'

' Determined to keep an eye on
development of the^ proposed cable,

Commish imposed 'terms and con-
ditions' which will force A. Ti & T.

experts to report. 'every 60 days' on
the progress of the work; maintain
for Commish convenience a recol'd

of construction costs- and, 'daring

.the standardization -period of the
coaxial system,' refrain from "giv-

ing ,t ny , undue ' or unreasonabl
preference to any television system
so as to exclude any other available

practical television system.
• 'The petitioners shall not operate
the proposed coaxial cable system
In general commercial usage for

any service ' (other than the inci-

dental commercial usage necessary
for test and standardization pur-

poses) unless and until. . . .this

Commission grants an appropriate
authorization,' decision stipulates.

Anxiety on the part of A. T. & T.

Officials to" start work on' the new
type transmission cable, attracted

attention of the Commission which
sensed plan to monopolize television

industry.
Not isinterested

Originally offered up- -as a major
experiment in telegraph and tele-

phone transmission, the New York-
Philadelphia cable system, was re-

vealed by scientists as the. most
practical means of making tele-

vision available in this country and
under persistent- questioning' before

the Commission, last October and
November, phone company officials

admitted , more than a passing in-

terest in the television possibilities

of the experiment.
Secret negotiations between .

the

A. T; & T. and Radio Corporation

of America, offering to make oabie

facilities available to R. C. A. for

the development of ' television^ were
uncovered at the hearings and the

Commission immediately concluded

that 'one of the objectives of-, "the

petitioners is to Construct a cable

ftxiitable for- 'the transmission of telc-r

Vision.'

Edward Jardon, tenor soloist with

j>mUh-Siverson orchestra iil new
Fcls .Naptha- program over WILOf,
•Rochester,-- comes' 'from WNAC. and
WBRT . Boston,- where he . sang for

the same sponsor.
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BIZ EYES NOVEL WEB
Cycle of Ghost Stories Hits Radio

Haunted House Stuff Gets Nice Breaks in

Newspapers

Yen for ghost Btorles Is flaring up

among Manhattan broadcasters, web
and Independent, Bince the boys
found out that spook stuff Is one; of

the easiest -ways of crashing gobs
of free space In the dailies. WHN
currently has a three-a-week 'Ghost
Walks' series. CBS web and WBNX,
local Indie, had similar fare until

it was dropped because of title

overlapping. . NBC has a rebroad-
cast; of. the British Broadcasting
Corp.'s airing from a 'haunted*

house on tap. ,And now' one com-
mercial sponsor, Harold F. Ritchie
& Co. (End), Is going in for a broad-
cast from, a creepy place on Staten

_JDsland next Tuesday UP).
Local cycle got started when NBC

announced its BBC rebroadcast,
which; will also come off on the 10th,

and immediately commanded news-
paper attention. At about the same
time WHN launched its 'Ghost
Walks/ Beries. Three weeks later

CBS had a program by the same
name, and a short time after that
WBNX was also in the 'Ghost
Walks' category. ' Latter then in-

vestigated who had rights to the,

title. Developed that Chesterfield,

an indie pic company, had made a
film by that name two years ago
and had title rights. WHN, owned
by the Marcus Loew Booking
agency was filially awarded the title

by the pic company whereupon CBS
and WBNX withdrew their stanzas.

Following all this ado, N. WfAyer
(agency for Ritchie) inserted a clas-

sified ad ' in the dallies inquiring
about haunted houses. Has now
located one on Staten Island, owned
by a historical society, which can
be called 'haunted' without getting

Into, a libel suit. Broadcast from
there Is coming off on the same
day as NBC's BBC rebroadcast (10),

the gag being that 'American* and
'British* ghosts will be compared.
CaBt of the 'Eno Crime Clues' spe-
cial stanza will include Dr. H. Car-
rington, director of the American
Psychical Institute. Stunt is said

to be one of the best newspaper
crashers that ever came down the
radio pike.

O.K. ON PRAll

IS EXPECTED

Reappointment of Anning S. Prall

as chairman of the Federal Commu-
nications Commission for another
year is expected to come through
very sod'h. Portfolio will come from
the White House.
Extension will set at rest reports

in both Washington and broadcast-
ing circles that Prall was to yield,

his chairmanship to Commissioner
Stewart in conformity with a policy

which would have the assignment
rotating among the FCC's member-
ship; Close observers of the Wash-
ington scene doubted whether any.

such disposition would be made of

Prall in view of. the coming political

campaign. Prall is too close to the
White House, it was believed in

these quarters, to prompt anything
but a reinforcement of his present
Btatus.

Consider Marx Bros.

Lever ros. has bought five

quarter-hour spots a week on NBC
and a \veekly half hour period on
Columbia to plug Life Buoy soap
and Rhino. First will bo used for a
script show yet to be contracted far
while the CBS segment will contain
a variety program.
Ruthrauff & R^an, agency on the

•account, is dickering w: h the Marx
Bros, for the half-hour lap. An-
other comic It is interested in is

Eddie Cantor, if he Is hot bound by
hhi..Pebeco agreement.

SALES START WITH SELLER

L. B. Wilson Encourages Staff to
Patronize Own Accta.

Cincinnati, March 3.

New contest by L. B. Wilson for
his WGKY employees encourages
hem to buy station-advertised prod-
ucts.^ He's offering $25, $10 and $5
for purchasers of most stuff during
March and also for April.

It's an honor stunt, and at end of
each week employees bringing In re-
ceipts and labels of their purchases,
for charting.

WEIL BE BACK.'

WORLD TELLS

ERPI

World Broadcasting System has
served notice on Electric Research
Products, Inc., that It is prepared to
take back for operation the trans-
cription recording studios at 711

Fifth avenue. The return privilege

was accorded World when ERPI
took possession of the WBS equip-
ment about two years ago as re-

sult of certain financial obligations

which had not been met. With the

arrears practically paid off, World
has exercised the repossession op-
tion and ERPI has agreed to step

out.
.

Following the receipt of notice

from WBS, ' ERPI advised Associ-

ated Music Publishers, Inc., which
has been also using the . 711 Fifth

avenue plant for transcription cut-

ting, that it has six months in which
to And another recording connection.

BURKE BOYCE ON OWN

Titterton Heads Merged Conti ity

Rights at NBC

NBC in New York has consoli-

dated its continuity and literary

rights departments into one unit.

Lewis Titterton, previously head of

the literary rights division, will head
up the combo. Meantime Burke
Boyce, for 10 years continuity chief,

is leaving the web and will engage
in freelance writing activities.

Boyce is author of the *K-7' spy
dramas run on sustaining by the

web, and for the past eight years has
written at least one-half hour script

per week.

Chamberlins Sell WNBR

To Commercial Appeal

Memphis, March 3.

Memphis Commercial Appeal, ra-

diomlnded paper which already

owns WMC -herei has now increased

its radio stake by laying out ap-

proximately/ $50,000 for purchased
WNBR. Latter, founded in 1925,

has been in the hands of Mallory

and Francis Chamberlln heretofore.

With the shift in ownership, the ex-

owncrs will become associated with

both WMC and WNBR under the

newspaper's aegis. Federal Com-
munications Commission must, of

course, approve the sale.

Purchase of a second .station by

the Appeal considerably narrows

clown the competitive situation here,

giving the Appeal ownership o£ half

of the city's stations.

WREC aggressively handled by

Hoyt B. Wootcn, broadcasting

pioneer, competes for the market's

share of national spot biz.

George Shell, KDYL, Salt Lake
City announcer, has authored five

books, with a new one 'R6ot, Hog,

and DIE,' forthcoming in two weeks,

lias been with station nine years.

Kellogg Account Makes
Network Based on Re-
broadcast an Actuality—
Immediately Bring* Up
Various Questions

EXPECT YELPS

Immediately after the announce-
ment of the formation of the Corn
Belt wire-less hookup OB8 and
NBC officers assigned their re--

spective station relations depart-

—fnents'to make a sttidy pf_the pro-
ject's details and report back to"

them as soon as possible. View
expressed by both national Webs is

\that regardless of how- the pro-
grams are transmitted they will

object "to the alliance of one of

their affiliated stations with an-
other network.
One Columbia official pointed out

that under the contract which the
network has with its associated
Stations each of the latter is barred

. from taking the program service

of any outside link other than the

.

regional setup 6f wHich it is al-

ready a member.
However, NBC has its WLW arid,

CBS its WNAC, Boston, both of
which are precedents that weaken
the network's 'indignation.'

Des Moines, March 3.

Joseph O. Maland,. manager of
WHO, 60,000-watter here, is pioneer-
ing the first network without tele-

phone lines. Dubbed the Corn Belt
Wireless network and consisting of

WHO; WNAX, Yankton, South Da-
kota; KOILi Omaha; KFAB, . Lin-
coln; KMA,

.
Shenandoah;: KFJB.

Marshalltown; WOC, Davenport, and
KMBC, Kansas Clty> the new com-
mercial group will be baptized next
Monday1

(9) With . a. half-hour pro-
gram for Kellogg's (N. W. Ayer),
starring/, Gene and Glenn, former
NBC team, now attached to WHO'S
staff.

Operating under Rule 177 of the
Federal Communications Commis-
sion, which permits the rebroadcast
of programs, Corn Belt will be fed.

from WHO by shortwave. Individ-
ual stations will then put the pro-
gram out longwave. WHO has
shprtwaved eustalners to WOC,
Davenport, for years. WLW, Cin-
cinnati, and WSM, Nashville, also
feed 'satellite stations similarly by
shortwave. Rebroadcastlhg has
therefore been amply tested on the
mechanical Bide.

Several unusual angles are brought
up by the Maland innovation. Esti-
mates of the cost of telephone wires
to link the same number of stations
for the same program on a 13-week
contract run between $6,00Q-$7,000.

Substantial savings as against the
use of electrical transcription discs,

the usual alternative to network
broadcasting, also i.. considerable. A
further oddity concerns the fact that

members of the Corn Belt group are
both NBC and CBS affiliates. How-
ever the Mutual network in the East
provides precedents in thab Mutual
links are also links for NBC (WLW)
and CBS (WNAC, Boston).

Advertising rates for Corn Belt is

the total of the national card rates

of all its members. Such individual
discounts as would ordinarily be
earned by any national spot adver-
tiser will accrue individually, but
there will be no over-all discount
At present WHO will be the only

origination point. Later there may
be programs shortwaved to the
group from a city other than Den
Moines. All of the stations are
located in territory withi unanimity
of Interests (agricultural) and a
common program source is not faced
with any problems of varying tastes,.

WHO feels that regional accounts
can be attracted because of saving
in wire charges plus the better grade
talent available in Des Moines as

against what advertisers could spon-
sor in the other towns (with the

possible exception of KMBC),.

Arithmetic Joggling Charges Fly in

Monthly fine Gross Fend of Networks

Station Reps Frown

Formation of the Corn belt
web, and its landing of the Kel-
logg account, is not being
viewed, with particular Joy by
some of the station reps. These
reps' stations had also looked
for a piece of the Kellogg biz,
but when the N. W.' Ayer
agency bought the web, they
were excluded from putting In

• a bid for the account.
Reps state that while this

would be okay if the Corn Belt
web were a wired hookup, N.
W. Ayer now puts itself in the
light of buying a virtual
periment and that rebroadcast

-

~ing-4s -by-no-means certain -to .

produce adequate program, re-
production. Claims it's the first

time to their, knowledge that
an' agency has ever bought a
medium which had previously
not been tested! to the fullest.

N. W. Ayer, on 'the other hand,
contends that rebrOadcasting
has. had sufficient- engineering
tests and that the Kellogg pur-*
chase . is. withal enough, of a

„

bargain to be worth trying'but.
-Another angle from the rop
side of the picture, Is that
-'Free & Sleininger, and its sub-
sidiary, Free; Johns & Field,
represent the majority of the
Corn Belt stations, Have
WOC, KOIL, KFAB, WOC,
and KMBC; KMA has no rep;
KFJB lists Aerial Publicizing;
and WNAX has Norman Craig,
Wilson-Dalton and Walter Bid-
dick;

lucky Strike

Lucky Strike, through Lord &
Thomas, has made a change in radio

plans and will bring out a schedule

in the next couple of weeks whereby
both NBC and CBS are allotted an
hour show apiece. Earlier, when
Lucky Strike first contemplated a
doubling in its radio expenditure,
the plan was to give both hours to
NBC, but now a shift has been made
on the grounds that two chains will
supply two kinds of coverage.

Starting date of this arrangement
is not yet set. Plans, however, call

for removal of the present 'Your Hit
Parade' series from the NBC Red
and an allotment of the Saturday
eve spot to CBS from 10 to 11 p. m.
NBC gets an hour show for the Red
on Wednesdays from 10 to 11 p. m.
Programs"* will be musical, closely
resembling the current stanza.
Ray Sinatra's unit will' move into

the Lucky Strike spot on NBC next
Wednesday night (11).. Network is

having, some difficulty clearing time
on the westcoast, but it Is expected
that the situation will be straight-
ened by next week. Carl Hoff re-
turns to. the cig account's Saturday
night this weekend (7).

Vocal setup with Sinatra will in-
clude Lynn Martin.

FITZPATR1CK RUMOR

UNFOUNDED—KLAUBER

Report that Leo Fitzpatrick, gen.

mgr. WJR, Detroit, had been ap-

proached about Joining Columbia

was denied by Edward Klauber, the
web's executive v.p., last week. In
some trade quarters he was said to

be coming in as operating head of
the .network's owned stations, while
others had him filling a sales berth.

Fitzpatrick, has also an interest in

WG'AR, Cleveland.

How NBC and Columbia

mine the monthly time grosses for

each other's networks has developed

into a burning issue between them.

Each ia accusing the other of fig-,

ure juggling, with , the controversy

now having reached the point where
one web is sending out tabulations
which are in contradiction of totals
previously released by the other
network.
What brought the battle of sta-

tisttcs to a head was the break*
down which NBC gave for its Jan*
uary, '1936, revenue, NBC reported
that the red (WEAF) network had
done $1,756,395 and the blue (WiTZ)/
$926,421. In a,, release- that Colum-
bia put out-last week- this- network
inferred that the figure' stated for
the red trail did not square with the
facts. Figure which • CBS set down
for the red link was $1,687,629.

lscrepancy of $67,765 became
obvious, explained CBS, when it

was noted that NBC had not in its

breakdown taken account of what-
the Pacific link had taken in for the
month. What NBC had done, CBS
pointed out, Was to throw the gross
for the westcoast link into the red
network's pot i

NBC's comeback was that this
assimilation of grosses was no.
more' out of the way than the prac-
tice that CBS,'

.
b^*.earfied on for

some time of including -the revenue
of the Don Lee Network In the pub—
lished monthly gross for the Colum-
bia Network. If anything, charged
NBC, could be called arithmetical.
Juggling, the latter practice was it.

CBS Wants to Top NBC Red
Now that NBC has individual

links on the westcoast for the red
and blue networks, explained NBC,
it was the logical thing to allocate
to' the major hookup the income de-
rived.. from, their respective pacific
affiliations. Anything on the Fa<
clflc red, would henceforth be con-
sidered part of the red network and
anything on the pacific blue would
be merged with, .the tally for the
blue network. And since moat, of
NBC's Pacific business during Jan-
uary had come from red network
programs it was decided to assign
the whole sum to the latter net-
work.
Behind CBS' boiling is the fact

that the web compares its month-
ly gross with the business shown
for the red network. Even with the
higher figure NBC gave for the red,
the lead for January went to Co-
lumbia, which exclusive of the Don
Lee Network did $1,769,871. It was
the first time that CBS topped the
red in eight months.

Special Knowledge of
A

WLW Earns Merrill \

Agency Unique AccL

Lehn & .Flnk (In behalf of Pebc-
co) has appointed the Merrill Ad-
vertising ;Cp. to handle a special
radio assignment In Cincinnati
where, the agency has one of its. two
Offices. Agency has purchased 'The
Johnson Family,' live talent show
over WLW, for Pebeco, and will

conduct a test campaign.
Appointment of McrriJl in no way

affects the standing of Lcnnen i&
Mitchell, which regularly handles
the Pebeco account and stages the
Eddie Cantor program on CBS.
Merrill states th^t 'we have mere-
ly been retained for a special test

of one particular program in a ter-
ritory with which we 'are unusually
familiar.'

Lehn & Fink has not commented
on whether the 'Johnson' broad-
castM signify the start of a large
live talent spot campaign to supple-
ment the web series. For one of its

other products. Hinds Honey & Al-
mond Cream, however, such a pol-
icy of web program pluft live talent
spot Is already in effect-to a size-
able extent (through * Kenywoi
Eckhardt), ^
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(ALL. TIME EST)

This Department lists sponsored programs on the NBC, CBS, and
Mutual networks arranged alphabetically under the advertiser's name.

All time is p. m unless otherwise noted. Where one advertiser

has two or more programs they are listed;consecutively.

An asterisk, before' tj^
account

Abbreviations: Su (Sunday); M (Monday); Tu (Tuesday);

W (Wednesday); Th/(Thursday); P (Friday); Sf'. (Saturday).

AMERICAN CAN
9-Tu-WJZ

Ben Bernle ft Lads
•Fulle'r-Smith-Ross

'A.M KR1CAN
homp

l
pwunjcTe

"'('AURClli'V
-

WJZ-7 P.M. .-

Tues.-HVd.-Tliur.

•Easy Aces'
Gooflman - Ac«-
Jane Ace

; Mary 'Hunter'
Helen Spring-
'

'~"'TKnly'nni»V
Mp*>a~WEAFr. .

Hammetstetn; Music
: Hall . ..

Ted !

;
.Ham nierVeln ' "

Lucy .LtfugbJIin-'-

-Lee Johnson
Rotter); Chis'libl

Lazy.. ,
D,an

Blackett, „.

'^MBI<ICAN'.,'-i
-tobacco
•».8rir>WEAF

.tLucky/ SJrlke)
Carl' Hoff'Orb.
Lord A •''Wibinne

'

AMERICAN
. RADIATOR
•^St^Sun-WRAF

,

•Flresid* ''Recitals* >

Sifturd Nllsaen
Willie Morris, .

•;'
,

Frank .St. Ledger
• Ore- -

"'

•Blfcker Advt
' JT.Armro Iron
^•.SO-.W-WjlZ

Bennett Chappie.
Acmco Bd
Frank Simon
•Gardner-Grelet

a:.-'* v.

'

-ffl-WEAF
tT*rry Hntltrk
Howard Price .,

•Pari* -ft Penrr

BABBITT CO.
10:45 B.tri.-Mnn. to

Frl-WUZ
•David - Harum'
.Wllmer Walter'
Peggy 'A(lenhy
Edith- Spetice ..

Walter Sbderllnff
•Blackett
BEST FOODS. INC
O- ajn.-TH-tU--

WEAF .

Ida Bailey Allen
•Befctori ft* Bnwlee
BETTER SPEECH

.INSTITUTE
3-Sun-W,lZ

Tour. English'
Auspltz & .Lee'

BOURJOIS SALES,.
INC.

"

Mon-8':30-W.JZ
('Evening 1n Parts')
Martoh Dpw.ney
Ficklns Sisters
Mark: Warrio'w Ore
•Lord ft Thomas
UKISTDL-.UYUIIS
0-W-WEAF

(Sal Hepatlca)
(Ipatia)

Fred Allen
Portland Hnffa.
Eileen Douglas
Jack Smart
Peter Van Steedah
Young & Rubicam

CAMPANA
6:30-Su-W.lZ

'Grand Hotel''
Ann Seyraour/
Son Araeche

10 F-W JfiAF
•First Nlgbter'
Francis -X- Bushman
Betty . Lou;. Oerspn ..

t

Carlton BrlckOrt
CHIT Souhler'

'•

Harry JackBon's Qr
•Aubrey Wallace .

CARNATION Mll.lt
10-91-WEAE

Lullaby Lady
Ireehe wicker
M L Eastman,
Ruth Lyon
Erwln. Wasey
CHEVROLET
9-Snt-WttAF

Rublnoff
' Virginia Rea
Jan Peerce
Graham McNamee
•Campbell-E
CITIES! SERVICE

- R-F-WEAF
Lucille Manners
RosaHo Bourdon Or
Quartet
•Word * Thoma«
CLICQUOT exun

3-Sn-WEAF
Harry Reser &
Clleciuot Club .O

Lynne Gordon
Ernie - Weber
John Zellner
•N. W. Ayer
COOK & SON
0:30-5u-WJZ

•Man -From Cook's*
Malcolm - LaPrade
Lew White
•Wertheimer
COX GELATINE

11 a-m.-Thnrs.-WJZ
Jack Bercn
•Katz-
D. L. & w. COAL-
II: in M.m.-ru-tV-

• Th-WEAF-'
•Studio No. .7

Jack Clemens
LnrtUtn Clerirene
•JJuthrauff & Ryan

FORD
Frl-9:30-WJZ

Fred Warlngs Penn-
i.sylyanlahs

•N. W. Ayer
' ' FiRESTONlf •

J:30-M*WEAP,.,..
v'nrnl. Rn<"flmble

"Richard Crooks":
Margaret- Speaks. ...

"Sweeny-.lajnes
.''"'

/
4 ?*'"''.;

FiTcn'
v

•

; I:4ft-SiVJWEA» ' i

Morlri-'Sisterls-' i

Rdncn 4B;oys « . .v<

, »L.
.

W„ .Ramsey,

„

Wendiir'Hall -:*'•>

•*Ramseyv«T j>

... ^EN'BItAL.^
. EIJECTRIC

;
lt p.m.-sattiW'

'Matt die'mens; th'.
Melody ; Master'

Marjorl^^Bdwards, ...

Beatrice . Herfbrd
Uftrrie : Ja'oobs Bond
..AHp Joeelyn ;«.-,-
'• Virginia- Howard'
Edwin 'Jerome
Frances NordStroro
Robert. Strauss. ...

William Stldklea ^

Chafme : Allln'< f
• B. B. D. ^.-p. f, ,

flENERA I. FOOPS
9-Th-tVEAF
,
'(^^ax.we»l) l•'" A"

'Show' Boat'
hanny -Bosd
Conrad'- Thlbault
Frank Mclntyre
The . Westerners
Virginia
'Molasses 'n* Jan'ry'
/>un Hoenschen.
[Walter Tetley
Laurie Masse? . .

•Benton & Bowlee
7-Su-W.IZ

; (Jell OV
Jack- Benny
Mary. Livingston
Johnny Green's Or
Kenny' Baker'
• Toting' Rubto.am

••>'; »:80-Tn-W«IZ
(Sanka) .. .

'New Penny'

"

Helen Hayes
Ned: ' We-Vei".
•Toung ;

'4fc Rublcem
GENEBAt MILLS
10:4>VtV-F-AyRA.V
J (Gold ; Meail)

"''

Betty' (Tro'cUer
Cooking Heciper
McCord Co.

.

4-OailyWjz
'

' (Bisquick)
nVtty: A-Bob'1

'-'

Edith Davis >

Dorothy' Sh Idler
Elizabeth Reller

,

Lester Tremayne
Loretta Poyriton • ^

Frank Dana
•Blackett

OEN. MOTORS
10 '•p.m.-Su-WEAF
Charles Kullmah.
Ernd Ra'pee, Cond.
G Motors' Ore
•Canipbell'Ewald

HOUSEHOLD
FINANCE.

8:30-To-WJZ
Edgar A". Guesf
Be'-nardlne- Flynn
Sidney Eljstrpm
Galllcch'los Oro

.
"C/'D. Frey

"

. HORLICK'S ~.

M to F-7:30-WJZ
,
.(Malted Mflk).,

Lum &• Abher
theater LaUck .:

Norrls GofT,
•Lord & Thomas'

' HUMPHREY'S
-MEDICINE

5.15-Wed-Frl-\VJZ
'Sweethearts of the

Air-
Peter De Rose
May Slhghi Breen
Andy Sanella
•Blow

•JERGEN
0:30-Su-W.IZ

Walter Wlnchell

.

•J Walt. ThriWpion
JOHNSON & SON

(Floor' Wax)
8 p.m.-Mon.-WJZ
'Fibber McGee ft

Molly'
Vlnrlon & J JoMan
I.ynn Martin
Charles. Laveer
Master Singers
Emery P'Arcy
U. MarcelH's Ore
•Needham.' L. ft B.

S. C. JOHNSON Si

SON
7: 15-Th-WEAF

( Glu-Co)
'Life' Studies'
Tom Powers
•Needham, L. ft B.

KELLOGG
;t;30- Dally Ex, 8a-

So-WJZ
Singing Lady*
freene Wicker

8.30-F-WJZ
James Melton
UeU Nlohol's Ore
N. W. Ayer

< KRAFT-PHENIS
10-Tli-WBAF

Blng Crosby
Jack Oakie
Alex Brallowaky

Wlni Shaw .

Marina Sohubert
Jimmy < Dpraey- Oro •

Bob Bftrha; . .. .,J Walt ThompV.
LADI ESTHER

,8:30-Tu-W-WEAF
tATayne King Oro
TJ. W. • Tliom'n'soh

LARCS "* BROS.
'(Edgeworth Tob'co)

<Corn Cob Plp»iCl"J>'
-^at Binford
, Squire Hlx
Sue. Hathaway >: ;,V:

r*B..jB.
1p.

;

.&. l
-9..:.

! LljFE ,8AVEB ..

\

,r«-WedJWJZ > -

"fLlfeifaVer R«ndez-
'

I ..-VtlUS!..

Prjjl .Diiejr

iren' '
" ""

-renV'BeiaBley
-

.

• 1 '

Clyde Lucas Oro
Tfopplng ,Sc Lloyd.

GEORGE W.
'

' liUFT COV '*

-j- - (Tangee )- - ..

: 10:30-Ta-WEAT
Jimmy Fldler
Cecil. W.C
: j LUDEN'S .

MACFADDEN
»:80-F-WEAR
( True. Story ) y

'Court of ^H^oaaD
Relatfottr-1 -iV

Percy Hemoi
Ned Wever
Wllmer Walker v.-

Alice Rheln heart
Helen Spring
Vera Allen
Fred Feikel, rg
Lucille Wall
Allyn Joslyn
•Arthur Kudner
OK. MILES LAO'S

(Alka-Seltzer)
' fl^Oi-Sa-WJZ
WLS Barn Dance
Ridge Runners
Uncle Eztar
Lulu Belle
Maple City

7:10 BI-W-F-WEA*
'Uncle Ezra,' Radio
i Station' EZRA
Pat Barrett
Cllrt . Soubler
Carletoh' Guy
Nora Cunoeeh
•Wade .

BENJ. MOORE CO.
11:30 a.m.-Wed-
' ' " WEAJB1

Betty Moore
MODERN FOOD
TROCESS CO.
«:)5^M-Wi)Z

Charles, Sore*
Harry Swan
•Clements Co.

MOLLE
9 p.m.-Tu-WEAF
'Voice of th« Peo:-'
. pie'
Parks Johnson-.
Jerry Belcher
•Stalk-Goble-

JOHN O.
5IORRELL

B:30-Su-\VJZ
(Dog Food).

Thos. Mulllns
Marion Claire
•Henri. H. ft Mr.D.

PACIFIC BORAS
. »-Th-WJZ

Deatn Vall'y Days'
Tim Frawley
Edwlh W. Whitney
Lonesome Cowboy-'
.lean. King
-Jack McBryde
Joseph Bonlme Ore
McCann-flrlck .

PEPSODEN1
I-Dally Ex Sut- SOD-

••
' WEAF "

Amos . 'n- Andy.
Freeman' Goaden
Charters Correll
•Lord ft Thomas

6 lp.m.-M-9-Frl
WJZ

Al Pearce ft Gang
Mable Todd-, :

.

.

Morey Amsterdam
Arlene Harris
Harry - Foster
Monroe Upton
Andy Andrews
Tony Romano
3 Cheers
William Wright
•Lord ft Thomas
PHILIP MORRIS
8-Tu-WEAF

Phillips Lord
Sally Singer
3 Sweethearts
I .eo RelamanJs Oro
Eton Boys
Phil Duey

PILLSBURT
IO:30-l)ally-\VJ2

Today's Children'
Irma Phillips
Walter Wicker
Bess John'Bon
Irene Wicker
Lucy Glllman
Fred Von Amon
Jean McGregor
•Hutchinson

PINEX
3:15-S0-WJZ

Pine Mountain
Merrymakers

John Lair
Red Foley
•Palmer
PITTSBURGH
PLATE GLASS
fl-Thnrs-WJZ

Pittsburgh Symph'y
Antonia Modarelll,
Con.

G. Martlnelll
»B. B. D. & O.

PRINCESS PAT
0:30-M-WJZ

p
'A. TaIe of Today*
Joan Blaine
HarVey Hays
Laurette Fillbrandt
Wlllard Farnunx
Robert Griffin
Harrietts Wldm«c.
Fr'ank Pascellt -

*

Isabel Randolph.
•McJiinkln,
p*crR «tG'ftfHhsi
3:30vOai|y Ex. Sa-

Sa-WEA*
(Crlsco)

•^Vlo ft Sade'-
Artj Van ,Harvey s

Billy ..Idelspb-, .
.

...

'B'e'rhridihe -Flyhn1 ''
'

7c15-M-W-F.WJZa:

Capt. Tim Heaiey
•Biatitthin..!

Pat Barnes " '•

5!ackett-SrB},- i .i i
'

i :

:

•Gardner l

^i45iM" ttf FiWBA*
(Ivory Soap)

The O'NelllB*
Kate, McQomb
JAne-jW^st'. i

Violet Dunni ^ ;
x'~

Jimmy Donelly
Jack Rubin-
Jimmy Tansey '•

Janet Gilbert
•Jilackfhati ;,

•3:15 Daily Except
S»: «..8tf-WEAF

(Oxydol)
Ma Perkinr
Virginia Payne
JJarJPrle Hannon
Ctiaa Egelaon -

Hilda Graham
Charner Batson
John Mathews
Corlne Dearth
Butler Mandevllle
Ken Griffin .

•Blnckett
t0;15 - a.m. Dally.
Except flat A Ban*

• WEAF ' •
•

(ChtpsoY.
•Home Sweet Home'
A G, Smith
Harriett < McGlboon
Billy Halop
•Blackman
Mon to Fri-3-WEAF

(Camay)
'Forever. Young'
Curtis ' Am all
•Bet;ty ; Wragge
Marlon Barney-
Jack Rosleigh '

.

•Pedlar ft Ryan
QUAKER OATS CO.

5:30-SaL WEAF
'Kaltenmeyer's Kin-
dergarten'

. Bruce Kamms,n
Marlon Jordpn
Jim Jordan-
Johhny Wolf
Thor - Erlcaon
Merrill Fuglt
Harry Kogen;-Oro '

fLord ft' Thomas-
RALSTON PURINA
0:B0-M-W-E-WEAF
T,qm iCMiX : Adven-

tures'" * -
'

•Gardner
BADMJ CORP.
AMERICA

2 p.m.-Snn-WJZ
•Magic-Key of RCA'
John B. Kennedy
Frank Black
Russ. Morgan Ore
Ruth. Ettlhg
Laurltz Melchon
•Lord ft Thomas

REAL SILK
0-Sa-WJZ

Chas. Previa Orcb
Olga Albant
.Betty. Bennett
Singing Knlghtj
•Leo' Burnett

REGIONAL
ADVERTISERS
10:30a.m. W-F-

! WEAE
'Mystery Chef
•McCahn-Erlcksoh

' REMINGTON
j RAND .

tf:30-Mon-W-F-
WEAF

Edwin Hill
•B. B. D. ft O,
RITCHIE CO.
8-Tn-WJZ

(EnoJ
'fino Crime Cl'ues'

~

Clyde North
John MacBryde
Catherine Cooper
Robert Shayne •

Mark Smith
John Brewster
Warren Colston
Charles Slattery
St John Terrell
Don Beddoe
William Boren
Lawrence Hutt
Frank Moran
Tex Rltter
Lawson Zerbe
•Ayer
SCOTT St BOWNE

Sun-5:45-WJZ
Gabriel. Heatter
•MarschalU & Pratt

SHKFllEliD
FARMS

6:4ff-M-T|i-F-WEAF
Billy, and Betty
•N. W. Aver

SHELL
(Petroleum)

0:30-Sn-WEAf
Al Jolson
Fred Nlblo
Waiter' Connolly
Bill . Robinson
Benay Venita
Victor Tcung Ore
•J. Walt Thorn ps6n

8HERWIN-
WILLIAHS

^ 8:30-Sa-WBAF
'Me'tropolltaa Opera

Audlttona*

Edward Johnsoa
Cecil-W-C

SINCLAIR
9-«*WJZ

Malcolm- Clair
Gus Van
Sinclair Ot*
BUI Cbllda

'

Frits Clark
Joe ParsonM
Cliff Soubler
Harry Kogea
•Federal

SPRATT'S
8;4S-S«-WJZ

Albert P. Terhune
Pnrla. ft Peart •

SMITH CORONA
Thars-7xl5-WJZ

*Nlne tc F1V«*
Luollle Wall '

Parker Fennelly
Jack Smart
Jimmle McCallloa
•N^weiunm-mett
SMITH BROS.
2-San-WEAF^

•Melody Matinee*
Vieter Ardens' Orb
•Brown St Toroher
STAND. BRANDS

8:Sa-WE^F
(Chase ft Sanborn)
A. K\ Spencer* ,pir.
Amattu^Hh; -

Ma.U - Odvr . Bowes

.

Qrllha'tn ' •MeNsine*:'
s : 8-W-WJOAF -:

t(ftoy4i;.G>iaUtt*).s
One Man's Family*
Carteton ID.: -SUMMii-

Dir.!
I. Anthony SroyJlh*
Mlnetta Allen

KaTETeen Wilsdn
*

l»,

B^w{n^•
> 8-Thnrs-WEAF

. (Fietschmann)
G, Thompson, Dir.
Rudy Vallee;and ^.r
His Conn: TiinlfV

Fred -Bartholomew
Eddie Green -

Helen Lynd
Frank.vFay'-'

. 7:30-Su-W«IZ .

(Royal «eiatlht^i
•Bakers Broadcast'
Root. Rlpiey'-
W-iU -Bur^s

.

Ozzle Nelson' Ore.
'

Harriett . Hilllard ,t,

•J. Walt. Tndmp. ..

STERLING ' PROD.
•tSO-Sh-WEAV .

, .'^ (Bayer's)
Frank, Munn. ,

Lucy Monroe -

Arden * Ardea •

.

Gue Haensqben Or«
Bert HlracM .

'

¥-F-WEA» '

(Phlllfpa Hag) -

'Walt* Thne*. v
Abe) Lyman Ore
Bernlce Claire
Frank Munn

9-SnVWEAF
(Br. Lyons Tooth-

- paste)
Rodney ' McLennon
Rachet . Carlay
Meh /.bout Town
Andy Sannella Oro
•Blackett '

-

SVS OIL
6:4A-Dnlly Except

8n-8n-WJZ;,
Lowell. Thomas
»R.bcli*j -WHiiq,mi»

: -' 8WTFT >
'

.10 p.m.-Tn-WEAF
•Studio Party*

Slgmund Romberg
Deems Taylor
Kathryn Wltwer
Helen MarahaU
Morton Bow*
Rise Stevens
George Brltton
•J. yfr Thompsoa

XASTTEAST
l«-Sa-WJZ

•Pageant of Toath*
•Clemeota

TEXAS' CO.
•:S0-Ta-WBAV

•Fire Chief Revue*
Eddy Duohln Ore

:Donald NovU
: Gloria Grafton
Hantt-MjStXger
UNION OENTBAl

(Insurance)
- 8-So-WJZ

'Robs* ft- Driims*
H. Williams, Sir. .

Helen. Clair*
Reed- •Brown, Jr,
John Griggs
Brio 'Dressier
Hrwyn Mutoh
Edward Jerome
Jack Rosleigh

.

•J. Walt. Thompson/

Paownack'? bio
.CrWiCecll *

BtlrWadlly-WJZ
'Little.Ocph.an,>•
Henrietta:' Tedro

Eugene McGlllen
Blackett'^

CHAS. .WARNER

• (Vlnce)
J„ Charles Thomas
Frank Tours Oro
•Cacll. ^W,, ft. C^__
9:30 p.m.-W-WJZ

i- : • ..^Sloan's) n. >'*~>

'20,000, Tears In
S^lng Sing-

Warden Lawes
•C.TW>Cecll
\VEfcO PtoODtTCTS
10:30 -p.m.-S&t», r

'

'. WEAF' :..,
'Dr. West's Celeb-

rity 'Night'
George- Olsnn
Ethel Shutta
Wallace Beery
•J. W,' Thompsoa

WELCH ,

(Grape Juice)
•-F-WJZ

(Ten* Rich
•Ka«t«r
.. WHEATENA
7ilowTuThurs-Ss>t-

'-., WEAF •'

Topeye the Sailor*
•McKee, Albright
WOODBURY'S
9:4S-Sa-WJZ

Paul Whlteman
Arthur Tracy
Jl%y. Bargy
Ramoha
King's Men
Durplle
Johnny Houser,
Bob Laurence :

•

•Lejinen '& Mitchell,
Inc./.

Columbia

ACME PAINT
e^O-Sn-WARO

Smiling McConnell
•Henri. H. ft McD.

'AFFILIATED
PRODUCTS

(Louise Phllllppe
Cosmetics)
:16-W-WABO

Paris Night Life'
Armlda,
Pferre Le Kreune
•Blackett-S-H

. A » P
7:80rTu-W-Th

WABO.
Rate Smith'* Coffee
Time '

Ted Collins
Jack Miller's Orb

. 'Paris ft Peart

AMERICAN^
HOME PRODUCTS
(Edna Wallace

.

Hopper Cosmetics)
11:15 a.ra.-M to F-

WABO
'Romance of Helen

Trent'
Virginia Clark.
Marie Nel'aon

.

Eugene McGlllen
David -Gothard
Hilda

. Graham
Audrey McGrath'
Mary Calvert

(Kolynps)

WABC-ll:3a A.M:
Hon. to Frl.

'Just Plain Bill'
Arthur Hughes
Ruth Russell
James Meighaa
Hurtle Arnall
Geneva Harrison
Ray^CdlllfiB

. (Klssproof ) .

(Outdoor Girl)

11:45 n.m.-Mon to
Frl-WABO

'Rich Man's
Darling'

Peggy Allenby
Ed Jerome
Ethel Remey
Carl Swensori.
Ona Munson
Blanche Sweet

(BIsodol)
8:30-F-WABC

•B'wky Varieties'
Oscar Shaw
Carmela Ponselle
Elizabeth Lennox
Victor Arden's Ore
(Old English Floor
^ Wax)

Frl^:15 p.m.-WABC
Lazy Dan, the
Minstrel Man'

irvIng Kaufman
'Blnckett

Atlantic ref.
7-Sa-WABO

'Atlantlo Family
Tour*

Frank Parker
Bob Hope
Honey Chile
Jack McBryde

Rosemary DeCamp
Joe Granby
«N.- W. Ayer

CAMPBELL
,

(Soup).
B-F-WABO

•Hollywood' Hotel1
'

.Dick Powell
Lnuella Pareons
'Everybody's Old
Man' .

.
Irvln S. Cobb
Rochelle Hudson
Raymond- Palg* Ore
'Frances .Langford
Anne Jamison'
(gbr Gorin
(Tomato Juice)
8:30-W-WABC

Burns ft Allen
Milton Wataon
Ken Nlles
Jacques Renard's. O

. *.F. W. Armstrong
COCA-COLA CO.
,9:30rW-WABC

'Refreshment Time
Connie Boswell
Al Bowlly
Ray Noble's Oro
•D'Arcy
COLGATE-PALM-
OL1VE-PEET

(Palmollve Soap)
8-Sa-WABC

'Zlegfeid Follies of
the Air'

Fannie Brlce
,

James Melton
Patti Chapln
Al .Goodman's Qrc
5:45 M to F-WABC

(Super Suds)
The Goldbergs'
Gertrude Berg

.

James R. Waters
'Everett Sloane
Rosatyn Silber
Rosemary DeCamp
Richard Clark

19-W-WABC
(Palmollve Shave)
'Gang BuBters'
Phillips T»rd
Alice Relnhart
James VanDyk
Howard Smith
Matt Crowley
•Benton & Bowles
CONSOLIDATED

CIGAR
(Harvester Cigars)

8-Th-WABC
'Harv and Esther'
Teddy Bergman .

Jack Arthur
Hernard

.
Gorcey

Audrey Marsh
Rhythm Girls
Victor Ardents Ore
•Altken-Kynett
CONTINENTAL

BAKING
(Wonder Bread)
0:45-Tu-F-Sa-

WABC
'Renfrew of the
Mounted'

Laurie York Er»-
klne, Au.

Houhe Jameson
•B. B. D. ft O.

CORN PRODUCTS
UilS-M-W^r-Sa-
~

' WABO

'

•Muiflcal Beyerlee'
Stuart Churchill
Orson Well*
Ken' Wood's, Ore
*>E> w. Heuwig

CREAtt OF
WHEAT '

6-H-W*.WAB0
-*B«0k RKfgera*-
Matthew Crowley
Adele Ronson
Edgar Stehll'
Joe Granby
Walter Tetley ?

' E. R, Johnstone, An
( •Ttio^btoin

7
."-

. ,

DEL.v "
liACk.'-- *

WSTRN COAL CO.
(Blue Coal) -

«:3ft-M-W-WABO
•Vanished Voices'
Clyde North, Ait
Bennett Kllpaolt
Crank Novak's Oro
Clark Andrews. Dr,
•Ruthrauff ft Ryan
E. I. DU PONT DE
NEMOURS ft CO.

:. 8t>W-WABC
•Cavalcade of Am,'
Arthur Pryori Jr.,

•

: Vtt**+\ 1-

Kenneth W«hh, >JAui
Harold Levey's Or
•B B D ft O

' f|;ls co.'.
(F.els Naptha Soap)
11 a.m.-Tu-Tli-

. . -WABO..-:., .

'The'Rhythm Boys'
George iMacdooxaJd :;.-

Al Dary
Ice"Swlt«e'r
•Ray KulP.I-v . '

Young & Rubiojim
./ fORD 4IOTOH

S^30-Sa^WA'BQ
Jose:^Mah'zitfnaVet

l

'ft

. hl»
(So. -Amerlcapfl

Dolores .

RanSbn 'LUtei» :

i.

Paqulta-. Anderson . • -

7" 0-Su-WABO .

Tord Sunday. Eve-
: nlng. Hnur* 1

Richard Bonelll ..

Detroit Syrt Orcb
Vlctbr Kblar
9:30-Ta-WABO

Fred Waring
Stella Friend
Rosemary & Prticll-

la .Lane "

Poley McClintook .

Tom .Warlnp t

Bill Marshall
Trey Peters
Stii^rt Churchill
Johnny Davis
Tubby Hatilon
Gene Conkllh"
Charles Newman
Feme
•N. W. Ayer
GENi DAKING

—

5:30-Su-WABO'
Julia' Sanderson
Frank Crurnlt
Carlyla Stevens
Three Jesters ,

.

Jack Shflkret - Ore
GENERAL MILLS
5:30 Dolly ex.Sa-

.
Su-WABO

Jack. Armstrong,
: All •Am. -Boy
Jim Orhechl :

Sara,jane Wells
John Gannon - .'

Bill B. Myers
•Blackett ' •

GULF
7:30-S«-WABO

Phil Baker
Beetle Bnd Bottle
Agnes .Moothead

'

,MaxIne Gray
E Smalle's 7 Voices
Hal Kemp's Oro
YoUng & Rublcam
UKCKER U-0
" (Force)
{lfl-M-W-F
WABO. .

'Bobby Benson St
Sunny Jim* >

Nelil O'Malley
Florence Halop'
Eddie Wragge
Detmar Poppen

.

Lorraine Pankow
Joe Wilton
Peter Dixon
Billy Halop
John Battle
John* Shea
•Erwih-Wasey
H, j. HEINZ CO.
10 a.m-M-W-F-

WABO
.Josephine Gibson
Lois Miller
•Maxon -

JULIAN ft

.KOKENGE
(Footsawer Shoe's)
1:30-Su-WABC

'Musical Footnotes'
Vivian della Chleaa
Franz Imhof

.

Jolin Wefther Ens'.
'A Moore ft. Wallace-

KLEENEX
12:30-91 to F-WABC
Story of Mary
.Marlln'

Baall. Lnughrane,
Dir.

Jane Cruslhberry,
Ail.

'

Joane Blaine
Robt. E. Griffin
Bob White

'

Jesse Pugh
Corleton. Brlckert
Betty I.oi) Gerson
Jack Daly
Bob Flske
Murray Forhes
Ma'rjorle Hannan
Anne Davenport
ISHbel Randolpb
Lucille Husting
•Lord ft Thomne

G. KRUEGER
(Beer & Ale)

7:16-Tu-Tli-WAnC
'Kreuger Musical

Toast'
Sally Singer
Jerry Cooper
Ray Block's Ore
Blow ,

LADY ESTHER
10-M-WABG

Wayne King Ore
*£>tack-Goble

Betty Garde
Louie Oresa Oro
•Lennen ft Hltobell

.t-Su-WABO
'

(Hind's Honey 4
Almond Cream)

'Raffles' .

Leslie Howard
Graham '.Harris Oro
Kenyon ft Bck-
herdt .

1.EVER BROS. :

(Lux Soap)
9-M-WABO

'Girl of Golden
west*

Eva LeGalliehne
•J. Wait' aJbopipson

ttSSEQt''*'
<• MYERS

(Chesterfield Clgs)
9-W-WABO

Rosa Ponselle

9-Sa-WABO
Nino Martinis
Andre Kostelanetg
Oro throughout

Newel l-Emroett

'

MOHAWK CARPET
MILLS

t» Star Jones'
JoHnny.Wane

P**
Biu Johnstone
Phil Van Zante
Florence Malone
Eddie Ma.fr
^Arlene\ Francis
•Blackett-S-H.
'slNATl6KAEf

1CB''-'

'Parties At ipickfilr?-
•MaryfPickfqrd

WILDROOT CO.
7:15-M-WARO

Ted Hualng
;Charloteers 4 '•

|*B. B. D. ft O.

WM. WRIGLET
I 7-Dally Ex. Sa*

Sn-WABO -

.Myrt ft Marge*
•Mrytle Vail .

-Donna Demerol.
Vinton Haworth
Les Tremayne
Ray Hedgo
Karl: Way

Marie Nelson
•Frances Hooper

, ZOTOS
(Maohlnelesa

Permanent Waves)
,4-Sa-WABC •

•Hour/ ft Charm'
Phil Spitalny's All.
QlrJ Efts,

Arlene Francis, m.o,
- Maxine
3 LHtie -Words
Evelyn Kay
Gypsy Cooper
Aaueay Apy xaj »

AXTON-FISHER
(Spud)

. Tn-11 p.m.-WOR .

•Soldiers: of'Fortune*
Tex O'Reilly
Enoch Light Oro
Craig - McDonnell

' Oyanguren
Jerry ijesser
•Keny'n ft Eckh'rdt
" CALxASPIRIN -

! 18:45-M-W-F-
. ;_

':. WOB .
: •

•Palbted' Dreams' 1

Kay -Chase -.•>

aWS**'
Bess- Flynri
*Rclncke:,B.r
: ft'-F,' ... : ;

CROWN OYERALL
v ! 7;45^- Piinj-ThUr-.

t WO"
• •Crown* Heaallght 1

I F.-raiic»'- r--'
' Charles .Seel

,

CHarles- -Wayn* '

Derote i5is ••>,.,

WJUiam Greene . .

Claire - Grenvme
Joe: Lusa* Orb-i *

4H. W.- Kastor
CRUSADERS

: Moir-8:15iWOR
The .Crueadere" ^
Freq .<*. Clark
•M*7rschaflk ft' Prat*
ll.*45-fMotJi to Frlf
... . WOB
•Blackett
.' ' GORDON

• j BAKERIES.
1:30-M-F-W-WOB
•Loft* Ranger* •

Sehl • 2.
. . . oruen
7:45-Ta-SaiWOB

•Washington
: Mer.ry-;Go-Ro.und
Drew Pearson
Robert 'Allen
De Garmo ft Ktlb'ne

HOUSEHOLD

PINAUD
1:15-M.Th-Frl<

WOR
Alice Day
Pearson Ore
Ootet . .

Lord ft Thomas
PURITY

BAKERIES
5;1S-M to F-WOR

-'ihe .Mystlo'
M.H..H-. ffoaclilm Dir.

: Ralph "Schoolman
.Ejthel. Everett
Ann Sedgewlck
Jeff Spares
Edm'nd, MaoDonal
.Arlene' .Jackson

'

Eddie' Vreeland

.

. Camllle 'Joachim •

•Hanff-Melizser
^

'ijf'JW'.'^-.(SSS TnnIC)
^30iF-WOR

The-'Musio Box*
Mary - By . Wood
Bailey Axton
'WflHam'-'Stbess
J«l>nf(on-Dalils

.t.Pjpp. CIGAR
B:3Q-M-WOR

'Good* Evenihg
;Serehade' •

Isham Jones Orb.
Etbh Boys'
Loretta '.Lee
.Harry Von ; Zell
•YoUng %! R.

'
'' WASEY

• /Zerao) ;
.

H tq Thn-ll:15 Si-
' S:30-AVOR

*Lampiighter'
Jacob - Tarahlgh
•lSrwIii -Wasey
R. L. WATKINS
9:45 s.m.-M to 'F-

. WOB
(Dr.. Lyons* Tooth

^ Powder)
FINANCE— 'Back. Stage Wife*.

Gibson
Ai:LyonB (\Oro
*B£na„hue &, Coo

,

PACKARD >IOTOB
''i'-'-'tlAR-.t'O.^ .

-*

, «:39tTu-WABO j
^Lawrence T,ibbett..
'Don Voofbee's Orb
•Youhg ;ft Rablcanv

PHILCO
7:45 dally ex.. 8a-

. Su-WABO ^
Boake -Carter-
•Hutchlns

PLYMOUTH
MOTOR

9:30-Th-WABC
•GulllXer;

1
the

Traveller.'
Ed .wyiin \h..*.*>..

John S. Young
John Mclhtyre
Lenhle Hayton's Or
•J. Stirling Getchell

POMPEIAN
12:18-Tn-Th-WABC
Jerry Cooper
Ted • Royal's Oro
•Topping ft Lloyd
REMINGTON'

. BAND ft TIME
10:3Q-Dally ' Except

Sat-Sa-^VABO .

•March o'f Time'
•B B D ft O •

B. J. REYNOLDS
TOB. CO.- ,

(Camel Clgflretret)
•0-Ta-Th-WABC

'Camel Caravan'
Walter O'Keefe
Loui* - Sorin
Alice Frost'
Kenny Sargent
Pee Wee Hunt
Deane Janls '

Ted^ Hualng
Glen Gray "a Oro
•Willlm C. Esty Co.

SOCONY VACUUM
8"INWABO

*Taverh
Re<1 Hor""

-
.NBC. NEV/> PROGRAMS

Waiter w. ing Real Silk Hosiery Mills; 'Jack
BeatrJcffLinie Hylton's Continental Revue,' 9 to

Tavlru singlrs"
1

.9 : 30 - p.m. EST.r . Sunday, .. startinrr
Freddie Rich bra. April 5i_ 62- weeks. ..Stanza .occupies

*.J?^
n
/.n

e
«»

tt
tlie, same . niche and. stations prevl-

offli. * ously held by: Real Silk's .'Life is a
.

8-M-WABO Song' which folds when Hylton be-
3
Royarcan1i

0
dian8* »?,n3 ' Blua^ (18 stations) with a re-

•Marschaik & Pratt broadcast at midnisht to the Paclflo,

STERLING PROD- Red; KOA> Denver, and ICDTL, Salt .

8^WT
A
8
BO Lak8 CIt^

(Bayer's: Aspirin) ' i NBC RENEWALS
'Lavender and Old i « • , , m.
Lace' | Cox Gelati ; 'Jack Berch—The

Fritzi Scheff t kitchen ' Pirate,' ' be^innihgr March
Fr
U
a
C
nk Mu'nS* 1™'* 52.week3. Split Blue with WJZ,

liis Haenschen's Oi { Ne,w York, WBZ-A, Boston Spririff-

J)-Sn-WABO , j field, WFIL, Philadelphia, and
(Phllllpa :Dentsl 1 '

9:30 p.m.-Snt-WOB
WOR

-'Sherlock Holmes'
Richard Gordon
Harold West
•Frey

. MUBINE
(Eye Wash)

9.:30-Thh-WOB
•Listen to.Thls'
Johnny ft Doty ..

Lew Diamond Oro
•Neisser-Meyerhoff

OLSEN RUG: ''

5:30-Su-WOB .

'Sunday Afternoon
: At Home*
Louise' Raymond
Wells GInn
Umberto Neely Ore
*P.-F.-Presbra

Vivian Frldell
Ken Griffin
Henry Ssixe -

Mary McCormlck
James Gobs
Blackett'S-H.
WANDER CO.

'(.Ova) tine)
S-M to F-WOB

•Molly of Movies'
Klrby Hawk'e
Gene Byron .

Blackett-S.-H.
WHELAN DRUG
'Yours Sincerely*

6. p.TO.-Su-WOR
Isham Jones Oro
T Singing Stare
H Smalle's 7 Sing-

ing Stars .. T•Young ft Rublcjkn.

Network Chart

LARNED CO.
(Hill's Nose Drops)
C.'45-Th-WADC

Imperial Hawaiian
Bd.

•Blackett

LEnN ft FINK
(Pebeco)

7-Su-WABO,
Eddie .Cantor
Harry .Einstein
Jimmy Walllng-ton
Burt Gordon

Magnesia)
'Melodtana'
Bernlce Claire
A, be Lyman
Oliver Smith
Blnokett

STEWART-
WARNER
( Alemitei

10-Th-WABO
Lysbeth Rug&es
Bob McCdy
Art Thorsen
Horace Heldt Ore
Bernle Mattlaon
Campbell Sisters
Radio Ramblers
Jerry Browne
Charles Gobrtmbn
•Hays MacFarliwid
STUDEBAKRB
1Q-F-WA.HC

rtlchard Hlniber
Stuart Allen
•Roche W ft C
U. S. TOHACCO

(Dill's Best)
8:30-M-WABO

'Pipe Smoking Time*
Pick ft Pat
LaPrell Bros 4
Benny Kruger's Or
•McCann-Erlck
WARD RAKING
C:l5-Tu-Th-Sa-

WABC
'N*ew9 of Youth*
Laddie Sonman
Jackie Kelk
Ethel Blume
Alfred Corn
Lester Jay
Joyce Walsh
Hanley Stafford .

Hlman Brown, Dir.
•iFletcher ft Ellis

WASEV PROD'CT.^
7:30-M-WABC

'Singing Sam'
Harry Frank el
l-5-Dully Ex, Sa-Sq-

WABC
fl:45-Hn-\VABO

'Voice Experience'
M. Sayle Taylor
•Erwlo Wasey

S
WBAL, Baltimore.
Remington Rand; !Edwln C. Hill

Presents the 'Human S"ide of " the
Xews,' begrinning March" 31; 52
weeks. (Note: With this renewal a
time- change takes place; program
will shift to the 7:15 p.m: EST-
,time- spot on Tuesday, Thursdays
and Saturdays). Basic Red, Group
B.

CBS NEW PROGRAMS
Pom pe fan Co.; unnamed stanza

featuring Jerry "Cooper 'and Ted
Royal's orchestra; 12:15 to i2:30 p.m.
EST., Tuesday and Thursdays, be-
ginning March 3. This stanza sun-
plants the current Pompeian 'Youth
and Rhythm' series on CBS (but
makes, a time change). East and
Midwest coverage on" 13 stations.

Note: New contracts or renewals
for 52 iceeks are generally can-
cellable in cycles of 13 xcccks on 30

days' notice.

'Jack Armstrong' to NBC
Chicago, March 3.

General Mills is readying to move
the Jack Armstrong kid script show
from its present ride on Columbia
to a daily gallop on the NBC red

waves early this summer.
This move will follow the book-

ing of a GO-minute radio ride on Co*
lurhbia by General Mills starting

June i,. which, will also include the

'Betty and Bob' show on 'NBC.
Flour company feels that it should

use NBC facilities for at least one
of. Itq programs, in order to secure

divers! fled coverage.
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WSAI, Cincy, Bans Blurbs, Hikes

Coincidentally New Transmitter Baptized
with Cascade of Ballyhoo

Cincinnati, March. 3.

Spot announcements, have been
definitely bounced off by the air by
WSAL With them; went the sta-

tion's hillbilly entertainers. One,,

five and 10-mihute~periods for com-
mercials are to follow, with expira-

tion of present contracts.

New order went into effect Mon-
day (2). Back of it is transfer, of

the station's transmitter from Ma-
son, O., 22 miles north of Cincy, to

hilltop overlooking basin of the city.

Transmitter change occurs Wednes-
day (4), with switch of power to

new plant, designed by Joe Cham-
bers. Opening .of new ,WSAI trans-

mitter is being exploited : in show-
manship style rare in, broadcasting.

John dark, general manager of

WLW-WSAI, assigned .
Fritz Witte

to the ballyhoo task. Campaign in-

cludes city-wide >spread of window
cards, with 'It's all over town' head-

ing and . a picture ' of the WSAI
transmitter; spare tire covers, street

car outside signs, sound trailers in

downtown and outlying- theatres,

full-page announcements In 'the. two
afternoon papers, and a four-page

section in local fan weekly.

Outside sustaining programs
scheduled for first night is a quar-

ter-hour piping in Lowell Thomas
and Lum andAbneiv who are on

\WLW in'NBC hook-ups.
Novel stunt tabbed for opening

«ay is that of a roving mike re-

porter/ visiting' various sections of

the city -for pick-ups on a short-

wave set to be rerooted to the trans-

mitter. Operator of pack transmit-

ter is to use a motorcycle and have

a police escort:

Special Washington Wire

To Pick Up Officials for

WHN Week of Salutes

_With the advent of a power up-

ping to 6,000 watts, WHN, New
York, has skedded a solid week of

open house' and special stanzas,

March 9 to 15, with a heavy stud-

ding of celeb guesters. Station lias

rearranged its commercial program
setup so that some of the sponsored
•veiling spreads will go into matinee
niches and make room for the cele-

brating.
Name lineup set as follows: An-

nlng 8. Prall, Ed Sullivan, Mark
Hellinger, Col. William Rankin,
Bev. A. Holsworth, Vice-president

John P. Garner, Senators Royal S.

Copeland, Robert F. Wagner, Wil-
liam G. McAdoo, Millard E. Tydings,

Marcus A, Coolidge, Joseph F.

Guffey, Harry Flood Byrd, and R. B.

Russell; Congressmen Theodore
Peysler and Wadsworth; Col. Hal-
sey, Stephen Early, James J. Far-
ley.

Nathan Straus, Harold Jacob!,

Xou Little, James O'Shaughnessy,
Louis NIzer, Judge Gustavo Hart-
man, Mayor Fiorella LaGilardia,

Governor Herbert- Lehman, ' Friars

Club, Radio Franks, Prince Piotti

and Madeline Hardy, Clarence Wil-
liams and Eva Taylor, Kathryn Par-
sons, Gene Buck, Chick Meehan, Dr.

Charles St. John, Samuel Liebowitz,

and Gilbert T. Hodges. WHN is ar-

ranging for -a direct wife to Wash-
ington, D, C, to pick up the Capital

crowd.
Perry Charles, publicity chief of

the station, and Ted Husing will

present a series of 14-year flash-

backs as another part of the open-
ing festivities. Loew outlet is 14

years old.

Local Music Hare, Liked
Norfolk, Va, March 3.

Norfolk listeners, not used to air-

ing of local orchestras seem ,to be
taking favorably to new series of

Friday night half-hour spots being
filled by Buster Asble Orchestra,
•iglit piece combo heard over
WTAR.
Musikers are not new at town's

dances but (.his Is their first radio
work.

TIME CHANGE COSTS COIN

Ralph Ginsburgh Loses 6 Weeks—
Confiiction of Dates

Chicago, March 3.

Ralph Ginsburgh ensemble is

dropping out of the Footsaver Shoe
'Musical Footnotes' program on Co-

lumbia due. to the new time ar-

rangement which shifts Chicago to

Eastern standard time. With
switch Ginsburgh ensemble's show-
ing,on the radio conflicts with ap-
pearance at Palmer House. Though
the Ginsburgh group held contract

with client for additional six weeks
on show, they okayed the contract
abrogation.
Ginsburgh continues on. regular

sustaining gallop on 'WGN and
Mutual.

STIRRER-UPPER

SCRAMS WSYR

Syracuse, N. Y., March. 3.

Major William L. Pitts, Syracuse's

stormy petrel of the air, a sustain-

ing feature over WSYR (NBC) for

more than a year, is off the local

station's program as a result of a
sharp difference -of-opinion with the

management as to editorial restric-

tions on subject matter. ,

Pitts, in his 'Humanity on Pa-
rade* Sunday evening programs, was
permitted to handle a variety of

subjects/ from Father Coughlln to

the Townsend Plan, without gloves

until repercussions followed a sting-

ing attack on theatrical union la-

bor here and elsewhere.

Unions called in their counsel and
international representatives^ and
threatened libel prosecution. Station

backed up the broadcaster, a local

newspaper man, but changed its po-

sition subsequently when he ap-

peared at the studio prepared to pay
his respects to the WPA set-up and
the local Democratic organization.

Advised that he had better accept

editorial guidance in the choice of

material in the future, Pitts did a

walkout shortly before program
time.

COMMUNIST PARTY'S

1ST NETWORK SPOT

First time an officer of the Com-
munist Party in the United States

ever spoke over a national web will

occur Thursday eve (6). At that time
CBS is alloting a 15 -minute spot at

10:45 p. m. to Earl Browder, gen-

eral secretary, for an- exposition of

'The Communist Position in 1936.'

Following night, over exactly the

same facilities, Rep. Hamilton Fish;

Jr. (Rep., N. Y.), will deliver what is

understood to be a rebuttal to the

Communist views.

On previous isolated occasions

Communist party members have
spoken over the ether, web or other-

wise, but this was generally in

forums, debates, etc., and never in-

volved a party officer.

2D WEB OR SPOT

E

Quietly Approaching Sta-

tion* in Towns Where Al-

ready Has Outlets—Big
Loss from Lack of Time
to Accommodate Spot

Accounts or Move in Di-

rection of Another Net-

work Believed Behind
Dickers

CBS, Shepard Renew Dickering:

Hook-Up with Mutual Must Stop'

Reported Basic CBS Demand

RECALL CHI CASE

Approaches made by Columbia

reps to owners of stations In certain

towns Where the network controls

its own local outlets has aroused-

considerable speculation in the
trade. This contacting, with; the
queries haying toMo with the sta-

tion's interest, in selling or leasing,

has spread the impression that CBS
has seriously embarked upon pre-
liminary phases, of the organization
of a second crosscountry link. In
other broadcast quarters the propo-
sitioning has been interpreted, as a
move on CBS' part to supplement
its own local holdings with sluff-off

facilities.

. With two stations in a community
under its control the . network would
be able to allocate hookup programs
to the- minor outlet and make the
high-powered one available for 'local

or spot commercials, Through the
operation of a string of such sup-
plementary stations the network
would be able to boost its income
substantially on the major watters.

.

Some of these CBS-owned outlets

have heavy calls for night time
periods from national spot accounts.
Under the present setup, which
limits the network to a single sta-

tion in e^ach area, the steady flow, of

hookup commercials during the
choice evening hours -allows such
major watters .'little, if any, time to

take care of the spot business of-

fered them.

Price Different!'

With two stations available, net-
work customer's might be induced to

add the lesser outlet to their list by
making the price differential- attrac-

tive enough. They wouldn't get the
coverage of the other, outlet but the
savings might be sufficient, for the
addition of a station in another
area. CBS by the same stroke'

achieves a two-fold objective; more
time is put on the market at the
national spot rate for the major
watter, while the network commer-
cial becomes a unit in the popularity
buildup of the other station.

Dual local release angle recalls the
situation that prevailed a few years
ago in Chicago when CBS con-
sidered it advisable to make WGN
the source of its commercial pro-
grams at a retainer of $5,000 a week
so that WBBM, owned outright by
the network, could go on turning in

a big profit from the sale of local

and spot time.

mm NET FOR

MUTUAL SYSTTB

KRAFT AIRING VARIETY

SHOW ON COAST RADIO

Hollywood, March 3.

Kraft Cheese launches second

Coast airer. Thursday (6), originat-

ing in San Francisco. It will be

30-min. program, going out Fridays

at 9:30 p.m. (Pacific time). Rush
Hughes will emcee^
Featured will be Jack Meakiri's

orchestra, Cliff Nazarro and Helen
Troy, whose 'Susie at the Switch -

•board' skit will be cut in from here.

Mutual Broadcasting System did

$152,064 net in times sales over its

four basic stations last month.
Business it turned over t6 supple-
mentary outlets came to $62,000

more.
For the past eight months, or

since July 1, 1935, Mutual, has
grossed $1,007,683 net from the
booking of time on the basic four-
some.

HYLT0N TO REAL SILK

English Bandsman Stays In United
States • While

Chicago, March. 3.

Jack Hyltori band switches to the
Real Silk period of an NBC blue
coast-to-coast hook-up on April 5

immediately following his wash-up
with the Standard Oil of Indiana
split CBS hook-up.
This defers Hylton's return to

England for picture and 'Crazy
Show* dates.

'

TIME

Hibbing, Minn., March 3.

National pride in this city, which
has a large foreign content, is re-
sulting 1n some unexpected cash for
WMFG. Few months ago the sta-
tion, ' through announcer Ken Fager
lin, launched a series of 30 minute
stanzas, each devoted to a different
nationality. ' lovenians then de-
cided a half hour wasn't enough and
asked for a bigger plug. When de-
nied, they, raised enough dough by
subscription to put on one full hour
per week.
Now the Finns, Swedes and

Italians are mulling the same kind
of proposition* and 4t looks as"

though what started out to be a filler

series will result ' in a nice bit of
coin.

Ail-Negro Talent on

Programs to Please

Balto Colored Colony

Baltimore, March 3;

WCBM, local indie, is making first

attempt to build programs directed
to the colored population, which in

this town forms one-fourth of total
number of residents. Other three
stations here have never designed
any programs for specific' colored
consumption, and never, made any
effort to get advertisers with
products chiefly used by Negroes.
Last winter WCBM had a colored
cafe on air once weekly on commer-
cial basis, and okayed arrangement
whereby cafe got hunk on dough
by peddling pieces of programs to

colored stores and eateries which
catered to Negroes exclusively.

I
In past ten days WCBM has taken

on three half-hour colored commer-
cials per week, aside from station's

three other sustaining programs
which likewise are open to accounts.
One commercial is in serial drama-
tization form, titled 'Highlights of

Negro History;' another is church
program With drug-store sponsor;
third is participation-commercial
with musical entertainment.

All talent on all these programs
strictly colored, likewise copy scrib-

blers.

Walter Duncan, member of the
NBC sales department in New
y/ork, being sent to Schenectady to

be national sales rep fqr the upper
New York State territory.

WLW's Fancy Clock

Cincinnati, March 3.

Crosley's sound engineers, under
Don Wihget, haye built a studio
program block that will soon b<? put
in operation on WL'W.
Indicates hours by a musical tone

and quarter-hours by a cycle tone.

Longest register, of 12:45, requires
10 seconds.
Will be placed in master control

room and checked daily with Arling-
ton 'time signals.

After a long stretch of inaction,

on the subject Columbia and John
Shepard, 3rd, have resumed nego-

tiations for a renewal of contract

on the Yankee Network! Deal which
how holds between the two has
until, the end of the current year to
go. Meanwhile NBC has received
word that CBS has also approached
WEEI, Boston, with a proposition
to buy. WEEI, which is owned and.

operated by the Edison Electric. Gov
of Boston, recently signatured a.

contract extending Its association
with the NBC red (WEAF) link.

Discussions with Shepard on the
renewal idea were left hanging over
a year and a half ago while CBS
sought to find a way out of the Bos-
ton dilemma through '£ tieup with
WHDH. Under an agreement
which Columbia entered into., with
the latter station the network was
to become a co-operator when and
if It was able to obtain a full timers*
franchise for It. Maneuvers in that
direction failed a'nd about a month
ago the network made a settlement
of its obligation with WHDH. In,

the meantime it was reported that.
Columbia, was interested in the deal'
that Cherry & Webb, Providence de-
partment store and station opera-
tors, .was trying to make fo.rWTIC,'.
Hartford 50,000-watter; with a view;;:j

to moving It to Cape Cod or Boston.
It is understood that NBC itself has
given consideration to the acquisi-
tion of WEEI. Price asked has so
far proved the major impediment to
any. 'serious discussions of the prop-.
osition.: Even if WEEI became part
of the CBS list, the shift, it is said,

would /not place NBC in a. predica-
ment. WHDH is on 83a kilocycles,

which channel is controlled 'in "the
western end by KOA, Denver. The
letter 60,000-watter is owned and :

operated by NBC and since the,

dominant transmitter's permission
must .be obtained in case of time
changes there would be nothing to
prevent WHDjl from going fu)l

time, should the- loss of WEEI
necessitate an affiliation or buy.
Like WEEI, WHDH is licensed at
1,000 watts.
Boston situation has been a fly

in CBS' ointment for years and it

hopes to. have- it cleared up either
way by the end of spring.
What is expected to produce sharp,

differences of viewpoint between
Columbia and Shepard during the
ensuing disccssions Is the Yankee
Network's tieup with thd Mutual
Broadcasting System. Shepard has
frequently made his WNAC, Boston,
available to Mutual commercials;
and it is understood that CBS will
insist that the deal be predicated on
proposition that Yankee Or any sta-
tion in it. controlled by Shepard will
not carry programs originated by a
national network other than Colum -

bia.

Nine of Daily's Staff .

On KGW-KEX Regnarly f

Portland, Ore., March 3.

Portland Oregonian, owners of
KGW-KEX, NBC outlet here, are
using a good number of its editorial

staff as talent for radio. At the
present time nine writers are being
used. Those on the ether are: 01t
Glwadys Bowen, society editor,

has a commercial 'Cocktail Hour' on
KGW. Herbert Lampman gives a
weekly show concerning Pacific

Northwest wild life. Catherine
Jones, fashion editor, on 'Home In-
stitute' helps the overhead consid-
erable, for she docs her own copy.

Bill Moyes, radio editor, writes
the continuity for a program titled

'Circus Court.' This show on KEX
weekly and. the largest user of talent
of any radio entertainment in the
Pacific Northwest. Nancy Morris,
'Home Institute' editor, writes and
produces a commercials 'Oregon
Home Institute' for KEX. L, Greg,
ory, sports editor, hits, the" atmos:
phere weekly with sports views.
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fi5, YEARS OF WORDS AND
MUSfC

frvihgj Berli , Frank Black, Fred
HufBmith, . Lucille Manner*, the

\ .Revelers
Orchestra,- Songs, Talk
60 M ihs.

Sustaining
Sunday; £ p.m. (once)
WJZ, New York
NBC selected last weekend (1)

the Sunday evening spot on the blue
network which Is parallel With the
hour consumed by Bowes' amateur
show .to join. .in the series of trib-
utes which have been paid Irvine
Berlin the past few weeks in cele-
bration of his 25 years of soiig writ-
ing. NBC's gesture was conceived
and carried out with a highly com-
mendable sense of showmanship,
with the occasion developing a'mu-
aical cavalcade that must have
brought hot only Berlin but. the
listeners themselves a wealth of
reminiscing. The Sunday Svent
made a fitting climax to the flow
of public kudos which started with
the dinner given Berlin by his fel-

" I6w writers at the Ambassador, Los
Angeles, late in January. This din-
ner was marked by the scenic recrea-
tion; of Mike's Bowery joint- where
Berlin, got his start.

What, proved, to be largely in-

favor of' the program which Frank
Black, NBC's general musical di-
rector, • produced aiid batoned, was
the' '-restraint placed' upon dramatic
interpolations. A song writer . Is

known by .his tunes; that is. what
(he listeners should hear, and that
was. what they got. Dramatic seg-:
linent was used ph one occasion only,
and- that was as a lead-on. to the
playing of Berlin's wartime hit, 'Oh,'

How I Hate to Get Up In the Morn-
ing.': Berlin .took part' in -.this' in-
terpolation, both in.line reading, and
thei. musical conceit that followed,
with the results marking it the out-
standing Item, of the hpur,,
-Berlin's "works were effectively
and, adroitly grouped as to type and
period. ,It- was a four-way classi-
fication, showing .the writer's de-
velopment .

by .turn' in the. field of
.ragtime, .show music/, jazz . and mo-
tion ' pictures, with Berlin either
leading ; the parade" 'or so quickly
adjusting himself to thfe current
manner as to keep him up front.
iRvBlack welded together, for the oc-
casion a crack collection of ar-
rangements and did brilliant service
in weaving the singing talent, which

. included Fred •• Hufsmith, ' Lucille
Manners and the Revelers quartet,
into, the proceedings. Berlin's con-
versational, passages with Black at
the mike put the' writer's personality
In a keenly favorable light.

One thing about thfe Black pres-
entation that should prove of socko
value was the plug that 'Follow the
Fleet' got. .It was a choice mosaic
of words, and music, 0<Jec.

John C; rake, formerly; of KGGF,
Coffeeville, is a' new sales promotion
and publicity addition at KGNCy
Dodge City (Kan.). Other new^
comers are Paul- Mason as an-
nouncer, and Lee Bliss, woman an-
nouncer, who will work on a com-
mercial kiddies amateur contest

FANNIE BR1CE
"Zejsfeld Follies of Air'
Comedienne
COLGATE-PALMOLIVE-PEET
Saturday, 8 p.m.
WABC, New York

(Benton d Bowles)
Fannie Brice was. in poor scoring

trim Saturday (29) as she joined
the 'Zelgfeld Follies Of the Air,' She
was a comedienne without comedy.
Her material left her fighting a
losing battle. In the studio she
seemed to get a few snickers : oh
mugging. But on. the loudspeaker,
cold and callous, this didn't register.
It wad pretty plaintive humor all

the way.
.
Came up first with a string of .

wisecracks that lacked glitter nd.
were unbecoming to a 'woman. Later
did her Snooks, This was mildly
diverting. Still , later .did. a . satire
that wasn't satirical on a female
platform

,
demon discussing inter-

national affairs. Finally she sang
'I'm n Indian,' with most of the
lines, either- brushed up for radio or
shorn of most of their force

.when
divorced from the- mimicry that
makes this performer stand out be-
hind the footlights.

It was a disappointment.

SUNSHINE HOUR
With Paul Keast, Three Sunbeams,
Ken Njles* David Broekman's or-
chestra

Musio
NATIONAL LIFE AND ACCIDENT
INSURANCE CO.

Monday, 9 P.M..
KHJ, Los Angeles
This one. went to the post a few

weeks ago as The. Cheer Club, a
comedy" offering. Gags were so sour
and moss-covered that 'sponsor
called- a halt', ordered :a new script.
Funny stuff . has been dropped en-
tirely and In its place is a straight
regimen of music.
As it now stacks up -it's an un-

broken run of trick orchestrations
by Broekman's crew. Not a single
letdown from the subdued brass,
the shrieking, reeds. Maestro con-
ceives of himself as blazing' a new
trail in music and' thinks that his
Whirligigs will be Standard before
long. - '

-

Band opens with a swlngy bit, a
la Broekman, with the flurry main-
tained to the signoff. Three Sun-
beams, . femme chanters, do two
numbers up nicely In Boswellesque
slyle. Paul . Keast, ^een here in-

light opera, follows with 'When I'm
Looking at >You.' Voice too raspy
for radio, doesn't register.
Danny Stewart, native Hawaiian

guitarist, plucks the steel bands and
vocalizes a chorus. Helped to sus-
tain the travelog flavor as ork had
been. to England, Italy and Africa.

'

Only respite from the mad music;
melange - was brief interlude, of-
persiflage between Ken Niles and
Broekman, and. the three commer-
cials,

*

Program is in sore need of a
coupla prOps, It's no • sinecure to
hold an audience for 30 minutes
after they've hugged their sets for
two or three hours., over network
specials. Trick arrangements that
tend to confuse a far from certain
formula. Helm.

CAPITAL COVERAGE
To reach the purchasing power of the con-

stanily increasing population of Washington,

D. C, and its numerous suburbs in Maryland

and Virginia—here's the answer.

500 WATTS— NBC Red Network

500 WATTS, 250 WATTS-NBC Blue Network

WASHINGTON, D. C i

Two of NBC's Managed and Operated Stations

'Flying Red Horse Tavern' (spon-
sored by Socony"Vacuum overCBS)
continues with Beatrice Llllle.

Stanza shows finesse in all depart-
ments with Freddie Rich doing
glossy orchestra .work, Walter Wolf
King contributing able emsee and
straight chores, ..Four Red Horse-
men vocalizing, and Beatrice Lillie

supplying a skit, a song, and a 'bed-
time' story. LiUle burlesques dish
out a strong amount of chuckle
value, and will highlight the show
for another week. J. Stirling Ketchell
agency handlings things.

Victor Moore, on the eve of sail-

ing for California to try films
through RKO, appeared for Lux
soap in one. of the Monday night
hour long dramas. 'Alias the Dea-
con,* which served Berton Churchill
and Hugh Cameron back in 1927,
did not come off too well on - the
air.. Moore did. fairly' well wltU the;

part; .although his- voice lacks the;
ability to cOn-. ey that, syrupy hypoc-'
rlsy which was .so amusing on the
stage.
His reading, however, of

: many of
the sly, double-meaning lines was.
good. Development of the melo-
dramatic side-plot was' somewhat
hard. to. follow'. On the *the air, even,
with a previous familiarity with the
story. At least 10 characters read;
lines. And there wasn't always per-.;

feet clarity as to who was who and'
why.

- Columbia Broadcasting has inau-[
gurated a late Monday night .series;
ehtltled 'Public Opinion.' On a basis!,

of the first hearing the name* is a-

misnomer in that it is merely a typi-
cal sample of typical partisan poll-
tics. As, usual the Republicans
think the' Democrats .are. all wot;
Columbia will' presumably alternate
speakers sq that next Monday a
Democrat will hurl back thunder-
bolts; at Congressman Mutt (Ore-
gon), who led off.,

.Mutt is a good .speaker, fast, clear
and possessing an exceptionally lis-

tena,ble radio"""voice.' He is^severaf
notches above the; average of his
contemporaries in the vote-soliciting
trade. But to call these party blasts
'public, opinion' just doesn't fit. Iri-i

stead it is an attempt to influence
the said p. o. ^

Cities Service always makes a
sentimental memorial of the centen-
nials .it passes. So again for the
500th performance the Henry L. Dd-
herty program ' went in for bigger
'and better retrospection. In addition
to Jessica Dragonette, Rosario Bour-
don and. FOrd BU~d, the program's
regulars, 'there wias added for the
milestone . salute Edwin. Franko
Goldman,, the brass band conductor,
Graham McNamee and the Revelers;
AH the guests are alumni of the 10-
year old'progfam. McNamee referred
to the crude broadcasting conditions
of 1926, when Cities took to the cos-
mos from downtown Manhattan,
original site of WEAF. Always in
good taste, this program has a sou-
venir program commemorating the
600th which listeners may have by
sending in name on sales receipts.

'Parties at Pickfair* program
showed improved felicity and tighter
continuity on its third broadcast.
It's a production headache, but the
auspices seemed to be moving closer
to the right formula. Ginger Rogers
and Charles Butterworth helped a
lot and the three-way comedy re-
hearsal routine, between Miss Pick-
ford; Miss Rogers and Ceasar Ro-
mero wa's probably good fan stuff.

A gayer, more natural, Mary Pick-
ford was also revealed. She'll make'
as many friends with comedy didoes,
and fewer enemies than with the
preachy-preachy stuff.

OLD DOC EASY
With Sterling Harki
15 Mine.
Sustaining
KWK, St. Louis
As Old Doc Easy, Sterling Har

kins is a musical-medicine man dis
pensing pills in the form of old time
ditties. . Program starts off with in-
vitation for everyone to 'Take it
easy.' Harkins vocalizes lyrics that
date back to 1872 and some are the
original tear producers. The slow
pace of th«!se tunes is later over-
come in program as he bounces into
some snappy, peppy jazz.
Program is- suited for the Oldsters

who still get a kick- out of the tunes
way back "yonder. Harkins' Voice
is, pleasing enough but some of the
•pill', gags should be left in camphor.

Sahu,

EVENING IN PARIS
With Morton Downey, Pickens Sis-

ters, Mark Warnow, Margary
Wilson

Music, Songs, Talk
30 Minis.
BOURJOIS
Monday, 8:30 p.m.
WJZ, New York

{Lord & Thomas)
Bourjois program has been re-

vamped In personnel' recently, but

remains fundamentally as was,

Morton Downey and the Pickens
• Trio carry .the vocal department,

Downey supplies the high-pitched

lyrical sentiment and the Pickens
gals heat up the swlngy stuff. Both
are established entertainment dis*
pensers and render unto Bourjois a
full accounting of radio enticement.
Warnow's orchestrations remain

a strong point' These approach'
modern music with disciplined
imagination. Make-believe of a
night club. in New York is con-
tinued. Llfesaver uses the ' same
program device. •

"

Bourjois punches hard oh charm
and employs .Margary Wilson, a
merchant of that ' commodity, to ex-
pound (and illustrate in her own
dulcet accents) the meaning of the
word, Lady Esther- program, rival;
purveyors of scented talcstone, also'
is plugging: charm, but calls it 'com-
posure.' Commercials on both pro-
grama on the same night (Monday)
listened Very much •alike, with t>oth
ladles devoted to a culture-oozing
affectation of voice which, for all
that it Is used intelligently, is just
over the safe side of the bundary
from absurdity. hand,

'WHILE THE CITY SLEEPS^,
•With Finney Briggs, Forrest Lewis,

Vivian Fridell, Jess Piigh, Clare
Baunv Charles EgleatOrt, Cecil
Roy, Marie Nelson, Pauli Hojp-
kins, James fioss

Drama '

15 Mine.
Sunday, 1:30 p.m.: Thursday, 5 p.m.,
WEAF, NeW York '

(Russell O. Comer)

LYNN MARTIN
With Carl HofPs Orchestra
60 M ins.

LUCKY STRIKE
Saturday 8 p.m. EST
WEAF, New York

(.Lord & Thomas)
fHIt Parade' stanza of. the 29th

ushered Lynn Martin into the
major net stuff after she had been
doing some guesting oh the west
coast for a while. Gave a good ac-
count of herself, though the nature
of the- Lucky Strike program not'
the best showcase opportunity she'
might have.
Voice is geared low and on this

occasion was devoted entirely to
slow melodic tunes ('Alone,' etc.)..
Came through with clarity.

tn coming to the NBC web (1),
this stanza already had an even 100
performances, behind it as a local
job in Chicago for the"same sponsor.
Expansion may therefore be taken
as an omen of pull. First network
airing turned out £o be a passable
enough job, but the program idea
shows up as stronger and more in-
triguing than the . actual program
structure Itself. Latter, while okay
in spots, is' oh the whole ho heavy-
weight*

Material for Bowey's dramas is
composed of incidents In the lives
Of milkmen,- as written in by ;the
jnilkmen themselves or sent in by
the listening audience. Finney
Briggs. who also plays the lead role
in the stanzas, writes- this con-
tributed stuff up into dramatic form.
This idea comprises the actual
strength of the series. : It surrounds
the dramas with an air of actuality
and, in a sense, . recruits reporters
or sjtory -tellers from the listener
ranks. It furthermore makes heroes
of BoWeys' dealers (milkmen) who
peddle the sponsor's ingredient for
a milk drink.

Stanza reviewed evolved the yarn
of a dairyman, partially deaf as the
result of a war wound, who noticed
two gangsters in a restaurant plot-
ting a stickup and tried to warn the
police. Latter don't believe him be-
cause of his bum hearing. . Stickup,
however, Is. pulled as per warning,
whereupon the milkwagon jockey
directs capture of the hoodlums. It
finally turns out that he 'heard' the
bandit conversation by lip-reading,
Ast the high spot of racy tale, the

lip-reading finish is pretty weak.
But the fact that it's supposed to
be true, plus the fact that a listener
(a woman in Burlington, Wis.) sent
it in, gives weight. Acting fair, and
a big help, though the performers
occasionally had to struggle with
highly synthetic lines. Series should
do an okay job, selling on its strong
novelty angle. Commercials very
tame.

PITTSBURGH SYMPHONY
With Maria Jeritia
30 Mini.

'

PITTSBURGH PLATE GLASS
Thursday, 8 p.m.
WJZ, New York

(B, B\ D, d 0.)

Most essential consideration about
this classical stanza, aired from
Carnegie hall in Pittsburgh, is that
it plays opposite Rudy Valjlee. it
thus shoots only at those listeners
who prefer a symph to variety—in
short, the remainder of the audience
after Valee's vejry considerable fol-
lowing- has been subtracted.
Opening4 program (27) was stand-

ard symphony stuff with Maria
Jeritza, as guester, to break Up the
playing w^th four solos. Walter
Damrosch also briefly piped in from
New York to extend congratula-
tions.

Jeritza's -sopranoing provided the
high spots of ' the program, es-
pecially her rendition of the aria
from- 'Herodiade.' Orchestra itself
came through well enough, but<
critical listener^ Undoubtedly took
cognizance of the fact that its three
numbers were all in allegro tempo
and steered clear of thoroughly
heavy farq. Played p_relude to Act
III of 'Lohengrin' i Dance of the
Comedians from 'Bartered Bride';
and Bacchanale from .'Autumn and
Winter' (the last had a hard time
beating the studio clock tovthe
finish). Since the stanza will pretty
certainly hit only the' blue blood
music lovers iii the main, its best
publicity and audience bets would
seem to lie in the direction of thor-
oughly heavy fare. More weight
wouldn't hurt.
Solo guesters will continue to ap-

pear with Giovanni Martinelli^ Efrem
Zimbalisti Joseph Bentonelll and
Others ' lined up.- Commercials ' are
virtually nonrexistant. There's a
hrief mention comparing the, spon-
sor's products with the fine music,;
and an offer of a booklet, but that's
about alh -

'

KENNETH McCAL£B
With' Julian S^anian^s Music
Talk, Music, Si ing
30 M ins;

'

N. Y. MIRROR
Saturdays, 7:45 p.m.
WNEW, New York
New Sunday Mirror program on

this statlo^usupplants '.'Round the
World in New York,' (shifted to
WMCA) sets a pace that may be
difficult to maintain. Sensational
dramatization of a Pennsylvania
electrocution, conceived and related
by Kenneth McCaleb, m.e. of the
Sun. Mirror magazine section un-
folded picture on snuffing out of two
lives , via electric chair just as. he
saw it while a newspaper reporter,
Gripping from outset,' his descrip-
tion held strong engrossment.

.

Second section of- program intro-
duces a new professional musical
'And' of Julian Seaman, music ed of
Mirror. £.ola Montl-Gorsey sang on
this program. Possessing typical
concert voice, she turned in a nifty
rendition of . two tunes. Only criti-

cism is that more popular melodies
were not selected Or ones better
adapted or trimmed for radio pre-
sentation. Idea of spotting these
•finds' is unique in that they admit-
tedly are not amateurs yet new-
comers to radio.

Sufficient variety incorporated in

this program' to make it one of most
popular framed and conducted by
McCaleb. Wear.

'TOPAZE ROOM'
With Frances F. Neilsen, Mrs. Paul

Nitze, Mrs. Lewis Coffin
Children's Serial
15 Mina.
JUNIOR LEAGUE
Wed., 4:45 p.m. EST
WOR, New York
New York Junior League is be-

hind this children's serial. They've
done better with other 'shows simi-
larly concocted for juvenile tastes
on »oJrher. metropolitan outlets,
thougft this bears the stamp of some
intelligence. Current title Is a
puzzler to start with. It's the cute
label for a room upstairs back home,
where the: young travelers now
abroad have left a map so their
parents and friends can trace their'
journeys weekly. At hearing, trio
was exploring the .Nile,.' though it
might have been Peoria.

Closing stanza
.
had ' the- adven-

turers stumbling into adventure in
a dark tunnel but climax was ;

carried oyer to the following install- 3

ment on 'teaser' technique. Three- I

some airing the roles, sounded alike,
making It hard to pick out Willie or
Betty. Compares unfavorably with

'

League's 'Orgets' over WINS last
,

yeac iWhich had imagination an ele- i

ment noticeably missing here. Biah

KATHA LEE y
Songs
15' Mins.
HARVEY'S BATHS
Daily, 11 a. m.
WHN, New York
Coney Island bath outfit has

brought in this singer (real name is

Harriet Lee) to build up their health
cure biz, and are labeling her 'Ra-
dio's most pleasant voice/ Her
pipes are pitched low .and function
with power and clarity, but right

-

now she's Working along" pretty
standardized lines. .

Accompaniment is banged out on
a pianp, and the numbers tend to-
ward the ballad and sob type. More
emphasis on her fortes—lung power
and sharp rendition—would pump
up the personality angle.

.

General impression of the stanza
is passable, and it is burdened with
less than usual amount of commer-
cial blather for this kind of local
account.

CHILDREN'S HOUR
With Homer Burton Blackwell
Singing, Instrumental'
30 Mins.
BAACH'S CHILDREN'S SHOPPE
Sunday, .3 p.m.
WAVE, Louisville
Only amateur stanza how riding

over the WAVE alrlane .is heard
each Sunday, 3-3:30 pirn, with
Homer Burton Blackwell, vfeterari

announcer, handling the emsee
chores. Period is sponsored by local

children's wear firm, and prizes are
merchandise to the value of ?5, $3

and $2. Program is announced as
an opportunity contest for children
only.
At program caught (2) talent .was

varied, consisting of. vocalists, violin

solo, tap dancers, accordionist,
trumpet solo, readings, etc. Ages
ranged from 3 to 13,
Program opens with fa.nfa.rfi

(transcribed) after which, the emsee

(Continued on -page DC)
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NBC REJECTS PROCTER & GAMBLE IDEA;

NO HR. RATE FOR SCATTERED QUARTERS
1

• -4-

Veto Exercised by Affiliates Dooms Discount Granted
Jan. 13 to Cincinnati Soap Firm—Controversial
Subject Has Been Up Before '

Wednesday, March 4, 1956

MUZAK FOLDS

IN CLEVELAND

North American Co., utilities com-

, has closed down-; its 'wired

wireless' operations in Cleveland,

aftef reportedly.' operating at a loss,

during experimentation, for a
year, In Cleveland the utili-

ties' subsidiary, Muzak, Inc., had
confined itself to. selling the wired;

tousle service, to private homes,
while In New York the same outfit

recently embarked on the business,

pf vending a- wired music service to

hotels,; restaurants, barber shops and
barrooms.

"While • developing, the projcot .in

Cleveland, Muzak, which is allied

with another North American sub-
sidiary, Associated Music Publish-
ers, 'Inc., amassed a huge library of
transcriptions at. a cost of $250,000.

This, library has already been sold

to 30 stations.

AS' far as Cleveland was con-
cerned; the placement of Muzak re-

ceiving sets In thje home had as its

•primary motive the boosting of the

use of electric power. The homes
were serviced over the same wires
bringing the -householder his elec-

tricity. The local power company, is

a North American subsld.. if the

project had gone over in Cleveland
the idea would have been, extended
in other cities where N..A..has elec-

tric power company alliances.

SIDNEY YANKS EIGEN

FOR AIR REMARKS

Jack Eigen,* handling Broadway
chatter over WHN, New York, was
pulled from the air Monday night by
L. K. Sidney, managing director, fol-

lowing 'gosslper's remarks about
Sunday Enquirer and Marcus Grif-
fin, columnist on the sheet. General
tone of the copy was considered by
Sidney as in bad. taste, with order
forthcoming for the speaker to exit.

Station watching its chatter stuff

very carefully, guarding against of-
fensive jabs. Eigen 'off permanently.

JAD SALTS TO WHN
Wyeth Off Columbia—Will Go

Discs

Wyeth Chemical (Jad Salts) con-
tract with CBS currently comes, >to
an expiration, and because of CBS's
policies the biz is shifting off the
web. Blackett - Sample - Hummer t,
agency in charge, is now putting the
show 'Mrs. Wlgg's of the Cabbage
Patch' on WHN, New York, five
times weekly at 6:45 p. m. Started
Monday (2) and is live talent.
Coverage in ;other marketing areas

will be procured via a disc cam-,
palgn. Latter has riot, beefi set as
yet, but a program and a station, list
are in preparation.

Agencies-Sponsors

Bozell-Jacobs agency lias the
Amalgamated Broadcasting com-
pany account. ABC is the new
Samuel Irisull. radio organization in-
Chicago.

Holland Furnace account has
switched to the

. Ruthrauff & Ryan
agency

1

from the Blackett- Sample-
Humihert office.

Adam Hats is sponsoring broad-
cast of Professional Music Men, Inc.,-

benefit show on Sunday night (8),
over WHN, New York, from 9 to 11
p. m., Eastern standard time. Show
is to be staged at* the AlVin.

General Baking's -Adventures of
Terry and Ted' platters are no long-
er an off-the-wire cutting job from
the. CBS show. Are now cut in
World Broadcasting's , studios for
placement five-weekly. Station .list

concurrently is being expanded to
eight by B.B.D.& Q., agency.

Fred Cleary, newspaper man and
formerly on the staff of the Boston
American, is latest addition to staff

of WGH, Newport News, Va. He is

to pound out continuity and dp sales
work for the station.

Bell Trailer Co., Chicago (makers
of lightweight travelers), using radio
through the Malcolm-Howard Ad-

.
vertising Agency, also pf Chicago.

Bill Cook added to the' sales staff

pf KVOA, Tucson, Arizona.

Transcriptions

General lectric Co. (through the
Maxon agency) has contracted with
World Broadcasting for a series of
13 quarter-hour musical discs to
plug GE household appliances. Will
be shipped for use on March 19 on a
two-a-week basis. Station list not
set*

Walker Remedy Co. using one-
minute platter announcements for
'Walko' over WLS, Chicago; KDKA,
Pittsburgh, and v WBT, Charlotte
(N.C). Schedule calls for 13 e.t.'s

through the Weston-Barnett agency,
Waterloo, la.

Procter & Gamble (for Drene
shampoo) Is placing 13 more 15-
mlnute musical discs. Six stations
on -the lis£ so far? H. W. Kastpr &
Sons, agency In charge.

Lykolene (dental cream) placing
12 one-minute platter announce-
ments over WIRE, Indianapolis,, and
WHIO, Dayton, through H, W. Kas-
tor & Sons.

Rrank Hen n i ngs, sales director of
eastern transcription division of the
Columbia Phonograph Co., has re-
signed.

Pittsburgh .Plate Glass Co., through
BBD&O., New York, will soon place
a platter campaign to supplement
coverage In cities hot reached by
the Pittsburgh Symphony stanza
over the NBC Blue. Discs aren't
cut yet, but will very likely not be
symph stuff. Station list being
formulated at present, and. will

probably call for a half hour per
week for 13 weeks.

. Dr. Caldwell's has. renewed its

disking contract of the 'Monticello
Party Line' show for another 13

weeks with the Columbia Recording
lab in Chicago.

Because several, associated sta-

tions vetoed the proposition, there

isn't any chance '

of. NBC putting
into general effect a policy which
would allow the hour rate to .pre-

vail for customers using four non-
contiguous 15-mlnute px'ograms.
Procter & Gamble, which started
the agitation in this direction, will

be so notified within the next two
weeks by the network. It is un-
derstood that P. & G. will also be
advised that the special discount
privilege it has enjoyed on NBC
operated outlets since Jan. 13 will

not be renewed at the end of the
current 13 -week period. ,

Letter of notification to P. & G.

SOUTH CAROLINA DUO

ADDED TO NBC LOOP

WFBC, reenville, S. C, and
WCSC, Charleston, S. C, have been

.

added to the NBC Southeastern
Supplementary Group. Minimum
evening rate per each ..is $120 per.

hour, with other time periods in

proportion.
WFBC is owned by the Greenville

News and pperates at 5,000 and
1,000 watts. WCSC is affiliated,

with the Liberty Life Insurance Co.

and uses 1,000 and 500 watts.

Pat Barnes on Wax
Chicago, March 3.

Procter and Gamble is moving, its

Dreft show with Pat Barnes off its

present ride on a split NBC blue
network to a spot schedule.
Switch will take place, by the first

of April with show to be disked.

will serve to lay at rest an issue
that h.as caused sharp differences
between execs within the network's
sales -and administx'ative depart-
ments.. One side has cprttejided that
the granting of the soap and food
combine's request would lead to
general tinkering with NBC's sales
polices, while the opposition camp
took the view that if an account
cpuld get the hour .rate, on four
programs that succeeded one an-
other there was nothing illogical in
applying the full hour rate to four
quarter-hour shows scattered
through an afternoon's schedule.
Captaining those who pressed P. &
G.'s case were Edgar Kobak, until
recently NBC v.-p. in charge of
sales, and Niles Trammel, head man
for the web in Chicago.

No Alternative

- After weeks of Wrangling in NBC
it was decided to let the hour rate :

apply in the instance of NBC-oper-
ated stations that were .carrying the
various P. & .G. programs and to
take a referendum among associated
stations to determine whether to
make the special discount applicable
to the entire network. Fact that a
number of affiliates h?.ve already
nixed the idea leaves NBC ho
alternative but to drop it alto-
gether.

Only non NBC-operated outlet*
that' is allowing P. & G. the hour
rate on non-contiguous programs Is
WLW, Cincinnati. Whether this
station will withdraw the special"
discount when NBC Joes in April
is problematical.

CBS has consistently refused to
accept any business based on the
principle which P. & G; has- sought
to 'make effect on NBC.

YOU ARE PAYING FOR

why not use it?
r

THE CROSLEY RADIO CORPORATION, CINCINNATI, OHIO
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Stuttfs, Novelties Ti&Ups

Outstanding Stunts

TRAINING CAMP
RECORDINGS

WHAM .

ROCHESTER, N. Y,

Ship Ball Players in Wax-
Rochester, N. T>

Lowell MacMlllan. in his fourth

year as dally sports commentator

over WHAM for Kendall Reflninln?

Co., is going South for two weeks to

get first han i data from the base-

ball training camps. George Driscoll,

recording technician,, will go along
too,\jsLrid malce records of, ..the. an-
nouncer's comments, i n cl u d i.n e-

Interviews with leading baseball
personalities^ .

'

Main contact will be< with the
Rochester Red Wings, but other
Florida camps will be visited. Wax
will be, shipped, back to the studio

by air mail for the daily 15-minute
sportcast.

.

'Trip is entirely financed,

by Kendall1
.

;; ' • - '

"

MacMiHair was aii athlete at' the'

University
-

, ofv Rochester and -the,'

Eastman.- . School, of 'Music before
joining.WHAM.-

ALEXANDER

E.Katz's B«di<k Brochure
.

'I .: New York,City,
E." Katz : Special Advertising

Agency, radio (and newspaper) rep,

has isued rv promotional brochure on

its : client station KX.Z; Denver, with
specific eniphasis on market data.

Booklet defines the Denver market
and gives figures on population,

density, families, wired homes, radio

homes, wholesale and retail sales,

etc. Katz claims similar booklets

with identical info will' soon be
issued for all other clients. Atten-
tion will also be paid to the stations'

showmanship in describing them.

Women's Edition of NBC
New York City.

An eight page tabloid paper, en-
titled 'Women's Edition of the
NBO News Service,' has been issued
by' NBC (2?) to do a public rela-
tions, job among influential femmeS;
Five hundred copies havei been sent
to club leaders', tnag and newspaper,
editors, etc;; •

Publication had been intended for
appearance early in January,; but
was stalled for a ' while dub to a
debate over whether %o, issue simul-
taneously a

r

general r&dio mag called
'Ifedio Rostrum .'„.' \ Xiatter finally

.was nixed?.': The woman's .mag is

iiow plaite'd for Issue once 'every fottf

to six weeks.
. Editorjal Contents deals-

1

' chiefly
with women's doings in the light of
radio, plus .some feature .stuff. Mar-
garet .'. Cuthbert, director of NBC's
women's; activities, Is editor.'

tf&fvmmi by Chrysler"

A CBS Super Air Show
BEGINNING

Thursday,/March 12
At 8 P. mVeST

COAST-TO-COAST

Per. Sfrti.i CBS ABTISTS BTJBEAU

METBOPOUTAN
us w: tilth st.

MUSICAL BCBEAti
New ¥orlt

WINS PRIZE—SPONSORED

Buffalo'* 'Most Valuable Youhfl
Citi ' On Program

Buffalo, March 3.

Buffalo's 'most valuable young cit-

izen'- has gone Commercial over

WBEN. He's Robert C. Hufstader,

winner of the Junior Chamber
of Commerce Gold Key for

outstanding Civic service during

1935. Organ music by Hufstader is

part, of new program called 'under-

standing our children.* Includes

brief spiel on kid psychology by
Lilyan Haviiand and is sponsored
by. Dodd- s Alderney Dairy Inc.

Hufstader Is organist at West-
minster Presbyterian Church and
Tetnple Beth ZIon. He's lecturer in

music at the University of Buffalo

and -was formerly associate musical
director and organist at.,WBEN./ .

In announcing the Gold Key awai'd
to Hufstader, Dr..Edward A. Sharp;
chairman of the award, committee*
said, 'This year the fcoromitte;unani-

mously elected a young. ma,n tyhq Is

contributing .in:. a> remarkable man-
ner to the refinement and. richness
of life, in Buffalo. He . is .

doing it,

quietly, hiodestiyiV wifRout calling'

attention to himself..'.

New Business

w

Small Tqw», Amateur' Tie-Up
'

... . Dodge;: City* Kan..
... Lock! grocery store lias started a
kids amateur, stanza .for Saturday
afternoons on, KGNO. Thirty mop-
pets, aged 12

v

arid"_under as per rules,

turned out. for/the .first broadcast
(22) but ;half of them couldn't get
on the 30 minute show and will ap-
,pear later.

Telephone calls In this burg of
10,000 , totalled 385 for the first

stanza, and all of 'em had to phone,
the grocery store to get their vote
registered! Sponsor very mild with
his commercials, using no advertis-
ing except mention of his name.
Also bankrolls a five-minute market
basket, program five, days weekly.

Opening. New Drug Store
Salt Lake City,

: Opening ' ot " the ' new Walgreen
drug? "palace ^largest In. the TJ. S; on
A' single floor) handled last week -by

KSb. Spot buildups were, followed
by studio half-hour " program pre-
ceding premiere.
Earl" J; Glade, KSL managing di-

rector, took charge and . Introduced
visiting company officials and a
scattering of local biggies.

JAN

$1- a- Story Pays KWK
St. Louis.

KWK is giving local rags a spirit

ed fight as first dispensers of news
stories in town by inaugurating
scheme of awarding one dollar -to

\ .person who telephones a. news story

WFn.,PhiladelpIiia,Drops5;

Clipp Doubles in Brass

Philadelphia, March -3.

Arnold, vrho ; moved. • to

WFIL .a few nionths- ago. as pro<-

gram director,'returned last week to

WIP. While he's currently titled

only announcer, it's generally un-
derstood he'll be made produc-
tion manager, post he ; previously

held at Gimbel station.

Arnold's leaving WFIL was part
of what board of directors desig-'

hated as an *
" 'economy move?

Change moves Roger Clipp, busi-
ness manager, to hew duties and
results in following persons being
off staff :' Ted Hale,' assistant pro-
duction manager; Ed Stenzel and
George Brazee, engineers'; Ed Wal-
lis, announcer, and' Sylvia Lenson,
secretary In hews department.

'

' • Station Is

'

:
currently doing with

-

Out ' either "production or program
directors,' Clipp assuming those du-
ties, WFIL also goes off the -air an
•hour earlier than . previously and
an hour ahead of other local sta-

tions, rlgning off at midnight.
That's partly dAle to testing for

change in transmitter, that having
been ordered, by Federal Communi-
cations Commission; Another shift

in plans for WFIL; is almost certain
abandonment of plans for moving to
new quarters. Understood it'll re«

main where it is for some. time.

'I J ! . .

1

BOSTON
Jlgelow Kennard (jewelry), 66 an-

nouncements on staggered schedule.

Through A, B. Hall. WEEI.
Bherrin (Fellows Medical Mfg. Co.)

continuation of program over five

stations, of New England net, for 13

weeks, starting March 3, Through
Fisher-Zealand, Inc. WEEI.
Walkover Shoe Stores, 156 125-

wojjd announcements at 8:14 a.m.,

Monday, Wednesday and Friday.
WEEI.
Harper's Bazaar, one-half hour

program March 10 at 10:30 p.m.
(transcription) < WEEI. >

Scott Furriers, 13 15-minute pro-
grams, . Mondays at 10 :46 a,,m. over
four stations of New England Net-
work, Originating in WTIC, Hartford,
titled 'Scott's Song Contest.? WTIC,WJAR, Providence, WCSH, Portland,
and WEEI.
John P. Squire & Son (pork prod-

ucts),. 78 programs 16 minutes, elec-

trically transcribed, Monday through
Saturday at 7:30 a.m. Through,
Goulston company. WEEI,

Gle'ndale Coal Co,, 13 programs,
Sundays 4:45 to 5:00, transcriptions.
Started- Feb, 2. 'Glendale Fireside
Fantasies.' WEEI.—B'-A—Schoenbrunn <6 Co., 132" 15-
miriute programs, five times weekly,
started March 2 and ending .Sept; 1.

Through Arthur H, Ashley, . N. Y.
WAAB. '

Haywttfd : Wine & Liquor Co.,'

weather vreports, three times weekly:
Through Davi Malkiel, Boston,
waab;.

• ' Bristol-Forsyth Corp* (cosmetics),
52 participations three, tinges weekly
in 'Dorothy Melvin's'Charm Mirror,'^
ending June 19. . Direct;- WAAS.
Murine Co., 15-minute programs,'

Thursday only. Through 1 Npifiser
Meyerlioff, Chicago, ending April 16.
waab, ; .

:

: AwejicQii Lio$rty Y
%edgiie,- 125

word participations in the 'Spotlight
Revue.' Through Fitzbitting, Bos-
ton. WNAC;

Meter1 and Frank Company, series
of 34 day and two night announce-
ments. KGW. Also series of 22 day
and three night announcements on
KEX. '

'

»
•

NOW—4th Year Radio City

Music Hall, New York

•

ON THE AIR FOR
C HE V RO LET

Sat. ? *.M. E.S.X.—WEAF—NBO
" '.Management

DANIEL M. WlNKLER—Mark Hanna Corp.

054 Madlsun Ave., New York

EMERSON GILL
his ORCHESTRA

FRENCH CASINO
MIAMI, FLORIDA

MCA Olrtotlon
"

or tip to studio. If news is hot.
enough station shoots one of- its

trained news announcers to spot.
So effective has scheme become that
recently KWK was on air with two
general alarm fires before news-
papers oould get to street.

'Dollar a story' idea also enabled
-station to have representatives first

at scene of airplane crackup that
caused three fatalities. Local papers
have not yet paid much attention
to station aggressiveness, but
chances are they will be put in a
position of offering something to
combat this news gathering rivalry.

Income Tax Explanation
Buffalo.

George T. McGowan, collector of
lrtte'mal revenue, and S-. James
Napl'es; his assistant, have taken to
the air . to explain income tax
wrinkles to the public. WGR,
WKBW, WBEN and WEBR broad-
casting their talks intermittently.
Naples Is' an old hand at broadcast-
ing. He was one of the pioneers In
nightly news broadcasts several
years ago.

YOUR OLD FRIENDS

THE O'NEILLS'
now radio's most popular

family brings you more

|_aughter Jears and [-|eart-throbs

! Kr
1 1

Presented by Ivory Soap 99 100 °/o pure

LISTEN 3:45-4:00 P. M.—E. S. T. f WEAF
* NBC Network—Coast-to- Coast

-IW • * Every Mon. t Tues. t Wed., Thws. t Fri I

Mgt. Ed Wolf, 1270 Sixth Ave., N.Y.C.—Dir. Blackman Advertising, Inc.

Saumenig from Nashville

Manages WGSC, Cha'ston
Charleston, S. P., March 3.

Revision of some exec positions
made by WGSC here. J. Dudley
Saiimenig, fornierly-^manager of
WNOX, Knoxvllle, now managing
this station. Meantime Hugh Dead-
wyler, former manager, has been
made field rep for both WCSC and
WIS, latter located in Columbia.
Fred Sheppard, previously chief of

the sales staff at WNOX, now a
salesman for WCSC.

In, Out or Moved at WLW

Cincinnati, March 3.

In, out and transferred to WLW
during past week:
Newcomers are.Marie Jane Croft,

John Rae, Frank. Loyejoy and Na-
nette Sargent, on dramatic staff, and
Jack Edmunds, from KMOX, St.

Louis, in production.
Lewis Valentine switched from

production man to announcer. Mi's.

Sidney Rauh, local, replaced . Claire
Grenville on Aunt Mary series. Miss
Grenville, on station for past year,

returned to N. Y.
Al Godwin did a tra-la after year

as announcer. His brother, Charles,
also an announcer, remains.

WOR Stalks Funnymen

WOR, New York, is staging a
series of auditions for comics start-

ing March 15. Station is particu-
larly combing yaudevll nite clubs.

Hearings will be privately held,

with those selected hired on salary,

for a spot oh an evening sustain-
ing show. If an act shows possi-
bilities a special program will be
framed around it for submission to
commercials.

PITTSBURGH
American Assn. of : Washing Ma-

chine Mfgrs., 26 flve-minuutue spots.
Placed by Meldrum and Fewsmith,
Inc. KDKA.
Dairy Assn. Co.,

' 14 one-minute
spots. Placed by Hays Advertising
Agency: KDKA,
Gimjiel Bros. ', 26 two-minute spots^

Placed by Elsie Lichenstul. KDKA.
,

Campbell Cereal Co., 24 quarter-
hour programs. Placed by Mitchell-
Faust. KDKA.
i Jfniori Savings Bank of Pgh., '%1

one-minute announcements. Placed
by Ed M^.Power. KDKA.
" Ticfor Brewing: Co., 91 one-minute
announcements. Placed by . Fain Adr
vertisSng Agency. KDKA. -

International Vitamin Corp., 26
quarter-hour programs. Placed by
Ellis, Youngreeh and Finn. KDKA

r. Ellis Sales Co., 57 two-minute
announcements. Placed direct.
KDKA.
Hartz Mt. Products Co., two five

minute spots. Placed direct. KDKA.
Fairdll Wallpaper CO., 26 two

minute announcements. Placed di
rect. KDKA.

A. C. Gilbert Co., 13 fOur-mlhute
spots. Placed direct. KDKA.
John Morrell and Co., '63 four-

minute spots and 7& flve-minute
spots. Placed direct by Henri Hurst
and McDonald. KDKA.

Chr. Hansen's Lab., Incr, 39 four-
minute spots. Placed by Mitchell-
Faust. KDKA.

NEW YORK
Tappin's Jewelry Co., 11 16-minute

programs weekly for,52 weeks') starU
ing. March 2. Bess & Schlllin, Inc.
WNEW.
Great Stuff Products, 15-minute

programs five days a week for 13.

weeks. iBess & Schlllin, Inc. WNEW*
Electrical Equipment. Corp., 30-

minute program six days a week for
13 weeks. Bess & Schilllh, Ino,
WNEW,

, Fischer Baking Co., IB-minute pro-
gram flvO days a Week for 13 weeks,
started Feb. 24, Bess & Schlllin.
Inc. WNEW.

JANESVILLE, WIS.
Pure Oil Co., five 15-minute 'Diary

of Jimmy Mattern^ platters weekly
for 13 weeks. F,reltag Advertising
Agency, Chicago.. WCJLO. '

Ford Motor Co., one 30-mlnute
'Fred Waring' disc per week, on a
26-week renewal . schedule, N. W.
Ayer Agency. WCLO.

Chevrolet Motor Co., three 15-mih-
ute 'Musical Moments' platters per
week, on 13-week renewal. Camp-
bell-Ewald Agency. WCLO. '

Carter Medicine Co., three an-
nouncements welekly

:

for 52 weeks.
Street & Finney Agency, New York.
WCLO.
Zerbst Pharmacol Co., six an-

nouncements, weekly for 21 weeks.
Ruthrau'ff & Ryan Age'ncy, Chicago.
WCLO.

WBRC, Birmingham, is .picking up
Jay Castle / orchestral vflrom Thoinas
Jefferson Hotel. . ,

AL

And His ORCHESTRA
"ZTEGFELD FOLLIES OF

THE ATJEL" 1

EVUBT SATUBDAT—WABO
8-9 P.M., EST

Columbia Network
Coast-to-Coast

•
4 STAR RATING
FOR SOLID YEAR

PORTLAND, ORE.
American Washing Machine Asso-

ciation, 26 flve-minute electrical
transcriptions, Tuesday and Friday
mornings.

. Through Meldrum and
Fewsmith Advertising Agency. KGW.
Dodge Brothers Corp., three quar-

ter-hour electrical transcriptions,
Sunday nights. Placed' through
Ruthrauff and Ryan Advertising
Agency. KGW.
Doumitt Shoe Stores, 62 weekly

quarter-hour programs, Sunday af-
ternoons, electrical transcriptions.
Placed, direct. KGW.

Pyroil Company of Oregon, 13 spot
announcements. Placed direct.. KEX.

TED REID
Malvin Castleberry on

SHEFFIELD FARMS' BILLY &
BETTY

Recently with
' BOSES tt DBUMS
iRENE BICH PROGRAM
1IOMR SWEET HOME

THE AMERICAN SCHOOL OF THE
Allt

NUC SUSTA1KEBS

414 West 120th Street
NEW YORK CITIT

ALEX HYDE
musical director

WHN new york

and His. Palmer House Ensemble
Wishes to Inform the Trade That Due to Connection of Time, They

Have Been Forced to Withdraw from

The Musical Footnotes Program on CBS

NOW AVAILABLE FOR OTHER PROGRAMS
CURRENTLY AT PALMER HOUSE, CHICAGO

WGN and Mutual Broadcasting System

THE VIRGINIANS
'Radio's Best Ail-Around Colored Quartet

Management WSAI Wednesdays at 7:3l^P. M. E.S.T.

MARY L. SHANK
WSAI

161ft BROADWAY WLW
"NEW YORK CITV

Mondayi
Mnndayi
Frldaya
Saturdays

at 10:30 A. M. E.S.T.
at IU5 P. M. E.S.T.
at I :« P. M, E.S.T.

at 10:00 A. M. E.S.T.
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British Broadcasting System

/Balance Sheet of Operations for 1935)

Licenses .........

Other sources

Income

Expenditures
On- programs-

Artists
Orchestras .„.-.

Rights and royalties

Relay lines

Staff • salaries

Expenses.

Engineering--
.Plant and research
Staff wages
Expenses

Other Expenditures

—

Maintenance
Administration
Pensions .

Depreciations .

Income tax . .

.

Governor's fees

,-. $10,191,310

2,116.555

$12,307,865

Increase

$-\

» t • *.* « 4 * •'• a

i «•••*• i

• • • 4 • • • 1

$2,006,000

1,005,400

936,285

271,125
1,136,0*00

196,630

$5,557,840

$469,880

1,285.650

177,115

$1,932,645

$912;800

694,490

187,685

935,000

600,540

26,035

$97

Decrease
$4,465

Grand total $10,734,055 $1,231,135

{The number of license holders, or indi idual receiving sets installed

wring the year increased 622,540, to a total of 7,403,109.)

ACTORS, $2,006,900; BANDS, $1,005,400

REPORTED BY BRITISH RADIO FOR 1935
First Public Financial Statement Issued by B.B.C.—

Monopoly Received 150,000 Fan Letters, Good
and Bad, Last Year

RADIO STATION USES

VARIATION OF 'BANK'

Green Bay, Wis., March 3;

nd now 'bank 1 night,' the widely

used Ipulmotor for picture audi-
ences, has landed in radio.

WHBI here has a stanza spon-
sored by an auto company - which
•works the 'bank night' of the films

in almost identical form.

National Sportsmen's Show: is to

be exclusively broadcast by WNEW,
New York, from Grand Central Pal-
ace this week, with Dob Edge,
station's sportsman, at the mike.

H'wood Country Church

Aired West by Palmolive

Los Angeles, March- ,

Long a sustaining feature on the
Don. Lee' coast chain, the Country
Church of Hollywood goes com-
mercial .next MOnday (9) with
Palmollve-Peet bankrolling for ini-

tial, try of 13 weeks. Cast of hill

billy characters will be retained'

with Rev. Josiah' Hopkins taking
title role of 'Goose Creek Parson."

Charles ' Vanda of Columbia's
coast staff produces.

Mn. A. T. ild, WFIL, Phila-
delphia is West coast cruising.

London,

It . seems an impossible task . for
the British Broadcasting Corp.,
the government's monopoly of
radio, to, keep, every one of its

7,403;109 license holders happy and
pleased. Program policy during
more than half of the broadcasting
hours of the day has prompted in-

numerable complaints from sections
of the country where listeners would
prefer dance music to weather re-
ports, and from other parts where
the demand is for Parliamentary
debate and the supply

-

Is free
cooking lessons, advice to young
mothers, and travel lectures oh
South Africa. It seems that, the
B.B.C. can't please all of the people
all of the time.

Internal •workings of the B.B.C.
and an accounting; for the funds' of-

income and expenditure . for 1935,

have just been made public, the first

report of Its kind given out. As
result the letters to newspapers
from

.
the listeners, "who evidently

have been waiting for a chance to
express themselves about the pro-
grams in general and a few of the
broadcasting policies in particular,
have; been numerous, humorous and
highly interesting. This letter writ-
ing habit is a national institution,

and ,the B.B.C. report- States that no
less than 150,000 communications,
critical and commendatory, were re-
ceived by B.B.C. during the past
year. There was a preponderance of
approvals, the report says:

Daily. Mall has taken up the
cudgels for' diversification in Its

editorial columns and starts a leader
with the comment: 'The. B.B.C.
proposal to 'save money for the
autumn' by cutting out alternative
programs until 8 p.m. during the
summer will disappoint thousand of

people who do not desert their radio
sets during the long, light evenings.
It is a mistak , surely, to assume,
that there is only a general interest
in listening when the sun has set. .

.

The proposal that regional stations
shall contribute more to the main
program pool is in pursuance of a
tendency ;Which has been recently
marked.

.
It is. contrary to: one of the

reasons for establishing these ex-
pensive stations, which was that
they would represent local life and
encourage local talent.'

No Amateur
Notwithstanding, there is little

hope for a deluge of the 'amateur
hours' which have assumed a domi-
nating place in American broadcast-
ing.

Magnitude of B.B.C. operations is

revealed - in the. financial report
which has given the British public
its initial glance behind the scenes.
The number of license holders in-
creased during the. year by 622,540,
to 7;403,109. Although tees are. nom-
inal (about $L25 per annum, on the.

average) the total income from -this

source was $10,191,310. From other
income sources, such "a? the sale of
publications $2,116,555, was received,
to a total of $12,307,865, or an in-
crease in receipts over the preced-
ing year of $2,067,865.

Substantial increases in salaries
for artists and orchestras are ex-
plained in the report as a desire of
the management to Improve the
type and personnel at every oppor-
tunity. More than $500,000 increase
in these two items was expended;
artists, $354,215, and orchestras
$162,615. There was a . reduction of
$625,000 in emergency contribution
to the Exchequer, and. $25,000—half
the payments so far made towards
the television service—is shown as

recoverable hy the Postmaster-
General.

'It was anticipated/ it is stated,
'that a large total would be spent on
television in 1935, but for various
reasons expenditure has been de-
layed.'

'There is plenty of criticism of
B. B. C. and some of it gets venti-
lated here. The B. B. C. is a vast
monopoly, and the fate of most
monopolies is rigor mortis, unless
their muscles are kept supple by
being pummelled and kicked. Taken
all through, the B, B. C. does a big
job in a big way. If you don't like
it, try one of the foreign stations for
a night or two.'.

Coming from Scotland, the above
is regarded as high praise!

Paris, Feb. 23.

First French, national radio budg-
et, .which Is clearly separated from
other state receipts and expenses,
provides for the spending of $10,-
000,000 in 1936 on broadcasting. Of
this $8,330,000 comes from license
taxeo on receiving sets and the
balance from taxes on the sale of
tubes.

Slightly, more than" a quarter of
this revenue will be spent- on pro-
grams, and the balance on plant up-
keep, personnel and running ex-
penses of the 15 state outlets.
That leaves approximately $5,500

a day to program 16 stations. Even
considering' that

. they are hooked
up in networks for a, part of the
time, this doesn't leave much, for
performers' pay, after such expenses
as news gathering activity,' perform-,
ing rights, and the like have been
taken Pay for work on the
French radio is therefore, likely to
remain low, In spite of the efforts of
.Communications Minister Georges
Mandel to boost salaries by straight-
ening out the budget.

WSB, Atlanta, jumped a;ll the way
to Union Springs, Ala., to work -with

the town Legion post in promoting
an amateur show.

tveit if WCAU could con-

line its powerful signal to

Philadelphia's city limits

WCAU would still reach more

listeners per dollar than any

other Philadelphia station.

PHILADELPHIA PA
5 0/000 WATTS

ROBERT A. STREET • COMMERCIAL MANAGER
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Radio Reports

i Continued from page 6B)

reads lengthy plug anent the ex-

treme generosity of the sponsor, In

awarding the merchandise prizes.

Pp tieipants are interviewed a la

Major Bowes as to their age, do.

they study with a teacher, what
school do they attend, What is their

favorite sport* arid what Is their

favorite radio program 6r artist.

Routine Is obviously laid but. In ad-

vance, but every now and then a
child will disconcert the announcer
by naming, e prcgram or personality

on rival station as being his favor-
ite- ,_

*

Commercial copy laid on mtich too.

thickly, and completely smothers
entertainment value. Lengthy plugs

are inserted between each number,
and prices are quoted so volumi-
nously that entire 30 minutes takes

on the aspect of a continuous..coni*
mercial spiel; Sponsor's i.ame is

mentioned innii. erable times, too,

but 'that's evidently what, he wants,
as he is the boy who Is paying the
bin. '

.
, . .

,

No votes are accepted" over the
telephone,- and voters must come to

store in person. Tab on votes of
winners is not announced. Hold.

WKRC, Cincy** has taken platter

service of Associated Music Publish^

ers and will drop Standard .Radio

Service at expiration of present con-

tract, April 1,

BENAY
CURRENTLY APPEARING

CLOVER CLUB
HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.

GCEST STAR
JOLSON'S SHELL CHATEAU

Saturday, March 7th

Manatcmtnt CBS Artists Boreaa
Persaaal Mnnnce»eat

JULES ALBERTL 515 Madison Ave.
New Y«rk City

'New King of Syncopati

jimmie
{HARLEM EXPRESS)

HARRY OWENS ORCHESTRA
With Wembly Edward*
Dance Music
16 Mins.
ROYAL HAWAIIAN . HOTEL,
Tuesday, 12:30 a.m.
WABC, ew York
American type dance music, -fil-

tered through a Hawaiian motif in

orchestration, is embellished with
guitarlng and yodellng in the idiom
of the pineapple islands. Sent over
by shortwave and thence, put on the
longwave switchboard by CBS, the
music is very agreeable and a wel-
come change of diet for ears habitu-
ated to the more conventional tin
pari alleylsms;
Not technically a commercial, the

program, by its very emphasis upon
the point of origin, is directly pro-
motional in character. Not a very
good broadcast hour for the east,
but the three hour differential on
the Pacific coast suggests a good
break. Presumably Hawaii gets
most of its vacationists from the
middle income strata in the Pacific
area, anyhow. Land.

AND HIS ORCHESTRA
TCRDTJE UNIVERSITY

March 7

direction
HAROLD F. OXLEY

17 E. 4Wh St. New York City

EYE WITNESS'
News Dramatizati
15 Mina.
LORD BALTIMORE LAUNDRY
WFBR, Baltimore

"vvTBH is .fond of styling self a
'pioneering* station, and with this
effort once again strengthens 1 claim
as a broadcaster which shows initi-
ative in shaping; programs. This
one is going to be extremely
difficult to turn to the desired
crlspness. Sponsor is not likely
to "be found willing to underwrite
the great . expense (for Balto) of
having flock of actors on hand to
properly play out the dramatiza-
tions—and without 'em, as - Is now
being- broadcast, program loses
much punch and realism.
On weekly, .Sunday afternoons,

the dpitialer wormed in only two
subjects during entire quarter-hour.

Series, of programs offer 45 week-
ly to- best eye ' witness writeup of
any newsworthy event submitted
by anyone. That stroke Is in line
with the WPBH policy of tacking
on, if at .all possible, some show-
manly stunt to each program which
may spur, public listening interest.

Here and There

Lindsay MacHarris hack at KHJ.
Los Angeles, as production man-
ager, succeeding Bill Goodifrln, sub-

bing since Scott Perkins* departure,

Dick Richards, WJR, Detroit, got

a surprise visit from Lew Weiss,

who flew in to greet his boss re-

turning from Hawaiian yacaah.

Professional Won Amateur Contest;

Now Seems

Guy Earl,' KNX (Hollywood)
owner, gave Lee Cooley, announcer,
five months leave lor European
tour.

Glover Dalaney, former assistant

program director of WESG, Elmira,

is hew announcer at WFBL, Syra-
cuse; name changed to Charles
Ijelaney.

Bob Brown subbing as 'Singing

Gentleman' as Ireene Wicker flips

to Bermuda for some sunshine.

Ralph Atjlass abed with the flu.

Peggy Wall was Interviewed in

Chicago last, week by Ben Piazza
for Hollywjjod contract.

Robert Ksller, copyright chief at
WMCA, New York, recovering from
ah appendicitis operation. Expects
to be back March 10.

Baltimore, 7

Anybody attempting to sell an

amateur stanza in this city might

ust as profitably peddle pink ele-

phants. Here the slmon pures are

out, washed up, no go. The pende^.

lum has swung the other way, and
only one station, WCBM, utiU has a
commercial am stanza, but the rest

haye nothing at all like It and don?t

want it.

With the nlghteries it's the same
story, although they, with only a
few nabe exceptions, frowned on the

craze from the . start. What the.

nlghteries here crave is oldtime acts,,

and the older the better.. Customers,
go for 'em.

As for amateur contest 'winners,'

the anathema against the whole Idea

Stan H ubbard, out of the hospital

and mending, after a tough jaw-
bone chisel.

Doc Young^ WDGY. St. Paul,

owner, skipping with the missus
from Florida . to Panama Canal
Zone on their annual vacash.

. Lennox- Murdoch; KSL, Salt Lake
City production manager, father of

a new boy.

Glen Parker moved this week
from WIP to WMCA, New York,
being third from station to make
the jump. Others were Bob Carter
and Jack Vincent.

* 4 No^

WednuHdays
COCA-COLA

EXCLUSIVE MANAGEMENT
ROCKWELL-O'KEEFE ! NC.
WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY

HARRY HARTMAN
Sidewalk Interviews
15 Mins.
R. B. CLOTHES
Weekdays, 1.2:30 p.m.
WCPO, Cincinnati

(F. TP. iv, Inc.)

Man-roh-the-street routine is right
down Hartman's alley. It's a flrster
for the stunt locally under spon-
sorship and is creating considerable
comment among the natives. Hart
mail has been doing mike duty at
ball games, boxing and mat shows
here for the past seven' years and
worked himself into a Cincy fixture.
His lingo is of the every-day variety
and. he's fast In cutting It loose.
Works this stanza hi lobby of

sponsor's shop in heart of theatre
district. Lunch-time period is ah
asset, encouraging downtowners to
mix in on the proceedings and be
heard by the office gang and mom
and the rest of the folks at home.

,

Started off by asking one and all
the same question, with daily
changes, but soon spread to catch-
as - catch— can . queries, affording
more interest for listeners and .giv-
ing an added thrill to interview [vol-
unteers. Quiz

v concerns topics of
local a-1 national interest, mostly
serious, with humorous askings
tossed, in at frequent intervals.
Gaps now and then sound like

Hartman is working without a
helper; • Roll

Bob Bachman, formerly of CBS
jid Grand Rapids Civic Auditorium
replaces William Price as engineer
at WOOD-WASH, |Grand Rapids;

Tom Mitchell, former vocalist at
WOOD-WASH, ^Grand Rapids, now
Music Supervisor on a WPA recrea-

tion -project.

William. .Warey- of K.UT, Austin
Texas, and Robert Wetmore, ' new
announcers at WSYR, Syracuse*.
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S.S.S. MUSIC BOX
Music, Songs
30 Mins.
S.S.S. TONIC
Friday, 9:30 p.m.,
WLW, Cincinnati

A de luxe pitch. It started a year
ago on this station, soon , spread to
the Mutual web and has renewed
for 52 weeks. Has had stiff bppo
slsh all the while from the three
major nets.
Program" is alternated between

religious hymns, popular selections
from npera, amateur nights of the
pre-gong era, and hillbilly tunes,
Harold Carr, the 'Music Box
Master,' announces that a cast of
over 60 artists tbok part in the
stanza auditioned (21). It was
'opera' night, and at the outset the
announcer wisely served notice, to
avert tuning out by new listeners,
that what was meant

. was ?old
fashioned music from the operas
that we all know and love.'

Set-up 1 had classy string en
semble, a soothing tenor soloist and
two femme soloists 'who delivered
pleasingly, and excellent male and
mixed choral background.

S.S.S. identity is. used often. Two
out-and-out blurbs for the remedy
are too long and too close together,
being eight minutes apart in first

half of the period.- Wording, how-
ever, well handled, working- in
symptoms and builder-upper blurbs
effectively. Koll

Thomas A. Axelsen, newspaper
man, is newest addltl in to KSL, Salt
Lake continuity staff. Also handling
publicity.

on

Dr. Pepper Soft Drink

From Texas Group to

13 Southern Stations

San Antonio, March 3.

Time clearance, lined up on 13 ad-
ditional south and southwestern
outlets for Dr. Pepper Bottling Co,

'Pepper-Upper' show which Is

spreading beyond Texas Quality
Net stations.

In addition to four TQN stations

comedy-revue .
production will, he

piped to XVOO, Tulsa; WKY,
Oklahoma City; KTHS, Hot
Springs; KTBS, ShreVeport; WMC,
Memphis; W-SM, -Nashville; WJD2,
Jackson; WAPL Birmingham;
WMAZ, Macon; WSB, Atlanta;
WWMC,. Nashville; WSOC, Char-
lotte, and WFBC, Greenville.

Believed first instance of show
originating in southwest extending
coverage to this extent.

.
Sponsor

has been plugging soft drink via
TQN and has renewed for a year,

added stations to tie in on the re-

newal series. Tracy-Locke-Daw-
soh's Dallas office handles account,-

Now lines up as biggest radio ac-

count in southwest.

is taking a Bad • toll among them.
Typloal example is that of a young
tenor, El Gary, who used to be a
pro singer with a good commercial
following. Last autumn WBAL put
on twelve weekly 'elimination'
shows, bankrolled by a brewery, with
the winner getting a gold loving cup
and a -week' at Loew's Century at
^200 (half footed by the brewery).
Gary won, appeared at the Century
as an 'amafeu'r,' and since has had
practically ho engagements at all.

Turning amateur turns but as a
jinx. National agency said it used,
to book hito often, but now there
are no radio or nightery buyers.
Cases like' this aTe wising up the

rest of the pro crowd. Couple of
weeks ago when WCAO aired two-:
a-day simon pure shows from the
General Motors trade exhlb at the
Armory, the. -station tried to lure
local small time pros Into coxnpetish
for $10i); Performers roundly nixed
the- idea, with the exception of a
few.WCAO singers who obliged their
employer, at. his behest.

William H. West,'v.p. and g.m. of

WTMV, East St. Louis (111.), spend-
ing a couple of weeks in Florida
with his family. Woody Ktose
pinch-hitting as exec for him.

John Blair getting a
Pacific coast goings-on.

load of

Seymour Harvey added
mike staff at WIBX, Utica.

to the

Skippy Williams, locally popular
orchestra emsee, now announcing
over WHBY-WTAQ, Greeh Bay
(Wis.).

KM A, Shenandoah, reports
mail count for 1935 as 256,629.

its

Thomas A. Burke in *The Health
Hunters' over WGY has left State
Health Department to teach at the
Augustinlan Academy, Staten Island.

C. 0. Chatterton, assistant busi-
ness manager of the Oregonian sta-

tions KGW-KEX, returned to Port-
land last week after an extensive
business, trip to New York, Wash-
ington, C, and other eastern
cities.

Al Williamson of NBC, Chicago,
questionnairing the radio eds on the
publicity likes and dislikes.

Wax WNEW Commercial

For WCAP, WPG, WTNJ

New Junior G-Men of America
program, sponsored by the Fischer
Baking Co., of New Jersey, which
is broadcast daily five times each
week over WNEW, also is being
repeated over WCAP^ Asbury Park;
WPGr Atlantic City, and WTNJ,
Trenton. Each broadcast, from
WNEW is taken off on line and re-

corded on Instantile," three record-
ings being taken at a time.

Junior G-Men program is by
Bradford G. Hathaway. Set-up for

four stations handled by Bess &
SchiUln. May be expanded' to more
stations later.

Program Is designed along Boy
Scout good deed lines, with out-
standing venture of Junior G-Man
club member dramatized. Other
personal experiences told by nar-
rator. Broadcast goes out on four
stations Monday to Fridays in-

clusive.

'You Go to Your Tower,

We'll Go to Ours'-WNEW

Jerry Stone - and Harold Davis,
WDAS, Philadelphia, rumored in

line for appointments from Mayor
Wilson.

Don Allen resigned as KFWB as-

sistant production manager to cast
(Continued on page 79)

Fels-Naptha Local Repeat
Syracuse, March 3.—Felff-Naptha ' has "returned to

WFBL with a twice-weekly broad-
cast. Their program is the same as
last year, featuring Jack Buckland,
local tenor favorite, with orchestra.

Contract Is for 39 weeks and
agency, Young and Rubicam.

WNEW and WHBI, Newark, have
come to an amicable parting of the
ways as far as the mutual use of
WNEW's transmitter is concerned.
Starting the early part of next
wee,k WHBI will be back to. its-old
transmitter and WNEW's "equip-

ment will shut down while its

sharer of the 1,250 k.c. channel is

on the air.

WHBI is on for 12 hours a week,
and is owned by Hoyt Bros., chem-
ical manufacturers.

Boake Carter's 1st Miss
Philadelphia, March 3.

Boake Carter's record of broad-
casting five years without a miss
was ended last week when he was
bedded with" grippe, being replaced
by David Lawrence, editor of United
States News. Carter was back again
next night.

His string had reached 2,172 con-
secutive broadcasts. Airs from
WCAU.

WALTER

Broadcasting with
hblen Hayesthb show boat"
fbud . aixen

"buck boueb8"
"bobby hsnson"

palmoi.ivk
guy lombardo

american bchool. of jhe
CBS—NBC

AIR

THERE IS -ONLY ONE

Booked Exclusively Through
WSM Artists Service
Nashville, Tennessee

GRACIE
BARBIE

"GEORGE WHITE'S SCANDALS"

Sola Direction, HERMAN BERNIE,

161* Broadway. New York

LEON

And His ORCHESTRA

Dir., Alaslo Corp. of America

Tr. Mgr., HERMAN BERNEE

PHIL BAKER
Gulf Refining Company

Sundays, 7:30-8 P.M- EST

WABC-CBS

A. it

Dlrectfea

Lyoai
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New York Radio Parade
By Nellie Reveil

Gager Wasey «« Radio Editor
Gager Wasey of the Erwin. Wasey Agency radio department, is how

a radio editor. O. B. Wintei'9, exeoutive of the concern, in his spare
moments owns the Centervilje, Md., Queen Anne Record, and so Gager
will undertake to provide a radio column for the paper. A clipping being
a dipping, the local p;a.'s will please make appointments* prior to calling!

Studio Too Small For Sound Effects
?Th© Goldbergs' and 'Bobby Benson' programs are having studio

troubles with CBS. .jMrs. Berg no like the new studio set-up on the third
floor. And.' the Bobby Benson program is complaining about having to
write program to. short size of 6tudid. Sound effects are important to
script. With present studio limitations some sound effects' have to be
written, out cause? room Is too small to hold them.

Among the- Spielers
News among the spielers: Jack Fraser has joined the NBC staff, Clyde

ItltteL o'uted at NBC, doing nicely as a free-lancer with the Lowell
Thoniaa arid Betty Moore programs as well as recordings. George Hogan
has joined the CBS staff. Dell Sharbutt, of CBS. has been hosting visitors
front Texas, the home state. Ted Jewett has birthday on the 7th. Don
punphy is staff man at WINS. Assisted Earl Harper on football broad-
casts during; 1934-6.

Scrambled Notes
Pages and guide* at NBC readying their annual dance ,and entertain-

ment. Tentative set~up calls for the Starlight Roof of the Waldorf-
Aatoria oil March 20 with Vallee providing tunes and the Artist Service
providing talent.!..MyIon Smoleh out with the grippe....German gov-
ernment is latest to complain about the March of Time....Spngcopa,tors,.
vocal trIo» rejoin the Kellogg show on Friday evening. Had been off for
paBt month. . . ;Frank Cooper handling Peg LaCentra ... .New program
built about Thornton Fisher is being readied at NBC. Using script by
Vernon Radclift, NBC productioneer, show has to do with Broadway
and will. nave.orchestra^ vocal group and dramatized spots. . . .Chet Strat-
toh doing the lead on 'Wilderness Road' Bhow at CBS. .. .American Air-
lines Invited the WQR • sales staff to a sample plane ride last Saturday
afternoon (28).' Figured to show how swell It Is and mebbe they'll take
planes in trying to sell time. So all the boys get excited and Saturday
the date Is cancelled cause AA didn't have an empty plane. Everything
had . been chartered.

Short Shots
Curious event will take place on the Vallee show tomorrow eve. Six

minutes of the program will be a comedy script, by John Tucker Battle,

who writes and acts in Bobby Benson show. Battle showed his scripts

at CBS some time back.. Everyone liked. Now if clicks on Vallee (NBC)
will be given spot on CBS Ken Fickett, recently of WOR, Is new
productioneer at BBDO. Also added to the production staff at BBDO
"was Irv Mitchell of Hollywood where he was affiliated with Freeman
Lang. . . .United Cigar's program folds at WOR. Ditto the Whelan Drugs
show. , ...Lennon & Mitchell working on a new program destined to air

at MBS. Mebbe the new Old Gold show. .. .Lynn Martin vocaling in

place of Maty Courtlandt on the Sateve Lucky Strike program. .... Landt
Trio 'and White and Phil Cook closed for Omega at NBC...Paul White,

the CBS public eventer, in Cleveland setting the convention, broadcasts

> . . .Horn & Hardart program at WABC was cut 15 minutes Sunday to

allow broadcast of King Edward VIII. .. .Morton Gould* the young WOR
conductor, will guest conduct the General Electric program on NBC on

March 22. ...March 7 makes it 14 years in radio for Ken Woods, nee

Lou Raderman. ...Helen Fox's folks have gone to hum and the extra

cot has been folded away. She had a touch of the flu over the weekend
....Paul Stewart doing trie juve lead On 'David Harum*... .Vic Knight
and Larry Harding of the CBS staff co-directed the Chrysler program
sold by CBS. .. .Mildred Munson goes into the Rainbow Room.... Gene
Sarazen being offered to radio.

Nemo
Guldens. Mustard has cleared spot time on a selected number of out-

lets. Stations already selected. Erwin Wasey the agency. .. .Ray Noble

Is a gentleman to the last, degree. Last week he dismissed one of his

top musicians, Bud Freeman, of sax and clarinet. But Bud and the band

amazed at method. Freeman received a shsrt note giving him his two

weeks' notice in the most polite fashibn ... .Stuff Smith of the Onyx will

do more radio guest spots .... Mary Kendal of Ed Smallee's '7 Voices'

just over an ill stretch Willie Morris entertaining her mater in from

jMexico, Missouri. ...Sam Kaufman, mag writer on radio matters, sold

book to Whitemare Press. To do with radio naturally enough. Con-

tracts- okay. Publishing date not set as yet Walter O'Keefe renewed

oh Camel... .Dave Alber will wed Doris Edelman on June 7 Armida

will plane to Detroit on the 12th for three p. a.'s. . . .Emory Deutsch

orchestra renewed by CBS. Henceforth will concentrate on being a

dance combo.'. . .Doug Connah, to Pittsburgh for Plate Glass program

debut. .. .Howard Doyle, ex WNEW announcer now on the Major

Bowes Amateur program ... .WNEW will pipe speakers from Cleveland

and Philadelphia conventions to the stations during such times as the

conventions are recessed .... Red Nichols hikes to Battle Creek for a

chat with the sponsor. .. .Walter Craig in Palm Beach. Squire Lloyd

of Topping and Lloyd also there.

Stand By
Sears-Roebuck is listening to Irving vReis' 'Only Yesterday' program

at CBS. Irv is doing script and production Hal Kemp orchestra

remains on air for Gulf during summer weeks while Phil Baker is

taking his rest and vacash What happened to General Tires supposed

take-back of Jack Benny after his stretch for Jello. Remember.?

Laura "Gil' Hoffman, secretary to Prentice Winchell, has been doing

a wee bit of acting on the WMCA Comedy Scriptcrs program .... Bob
Wilson of CBS sales staff- returned from Florida Monday (2). after

cuppla weeks in the sun Louis Philllppe's Paris Night Life program

on CBS adds the New Orleans outlet to its network tonlte. Station

WWL After doing duos with a string of gals Jimmy Brierly of CBS
gets himself a solo spot Lou King Garcia band dickering with the

NBC Artist- Bureau Romberg program goes to California .... Betty

Mandeyille is now' on CBS staff .... Connie Gates back In action after

short HI stretch Harry Wald back on the job. ..-.Jim p'Bryon of CBS
press to Detroit on the new Chrysler show.

BUFFALO ANTICIPATES

WBNY-WEBR RIVALRY

Buffalo, March 3.

.
WBNY, Roy Albertson's new sta-

tion, went on the air Friday (28)
for the first time, testing. Official
opening of the transmitter still is
contingent on completed tests and
approval by FCC so no date is set.
Meanwhile, Albertson has added

sports announcer Ralph Hubbell to
his staff. Hubbell left WEBR Sat-
urday (29) to join WBNY payroll
and await opening. Staff now in-
cludes Hubbell,, Jack McLean, pro-
duction manager, and Tow Dwyer,
business manager.

Interest here In the opening of
new • station is high because of
known rivalry between Albertson
and Herbert H. Howeli; owner of
WEBR. town's other 100-watter.
Albertson is former general man-
ager of the Howell station and
while there authored the Town
Crier broadcasts which were but-
spoken In denunciation of civic and
political activities and received
plenty of front page bally by local
rags.

Since breakaway,/WEBR has con-
tinued town crier broadcasts with
at least four different authors. Al-
bertson, too, has announced his in-
tention to have a town erfer on
WBNY when the station begins
operation.
To protect his town crier title,

Howell has sought court restric-
tions against use of 'Old Town
Crier,* «Ye Oide fowne Cryer,' and
•The Old Town Cryer* to prevent
Albertson from making capital of
the already established name.
Nevertheless* Joe. Glass, original

town crier voice at WEBR is said
to be in line for announcing assign-
ment at WBNY.

WBRC, BIRMINGHAM'S,

COOKING SCHOOL CLICK

Birmingham, March 3.

Newspapers here burned other
day when a local refrigerator staged
a cooking school exclusively through
WBRC, Columbia outlet. Not a line

of newspaper advertising was used
and credit for. pulling in huge
crowds went solely to the station.

Newspapers kept a stiff upper lip.

Cooking school was held during
mornings at Rltz, before regular
show time, and although due to run
only three days show was held over
for two more. First morning 4,000

women stormed the theatre which
seats only 1,600. To -friake It still

worse the temperature was 15 de-
grees below freezing. Second morn-
ing about 3,200 femmes trotted
downtown for the lessons and the
third day something like 4,500 came
along. Sponsor was . sorry for
failure to rent municipal auditorium.

This marks first time an attempt
has been made to stage cooking
schools without aid of newspapers.
Page one publicity blabs were miss-
ing but radio blah seemed to make
a satisfactory substitute, Judging
by the crowds.

Bill Young, manager of WBRC,
was on hand each morning to give
a bottle of perfume to the first 100
ladles to enter the theatre. He still

wonders how he got out alive.

DEFEND CONSTITUTION

AT FULL CARD RATES

Baltimore, March 3.

A banquet carded for tomorrow
(Wed.) evening by the Association
for the Defense of the Constitution,

anti-Administration group akin to

Liberty League, will be broadcast
over WCBM for one hour on strict- for President

ly 'commercial basis. Station re-

fused to carry the affair sustaining,

classing the show and speech- mak-
ing as political.

Chief guest-spielers will be Bain-

bridge Colby, one-time secretary of

state, and Col. Henry Breckinridge,

former assistant secretary of war,

under Woodrow Wilson. Latter has

recently announced himself as can-

didate in the Maryland primary

election for Democratic nomination

Standard to Platter

Foreign Operas, Chants

Hollywood, March 3.

Standard Radio has' closed two-
year deal with Society of European
Stage Authors and Composers to

record numbers from their catalogs

and publishers. Most of the tunes
are operatic arid folk songs.
Numbers have the same status In

this country as in public domain and
go to the stations tax free.

Englishman Joins NBC
Austen Croom-Johnson, hereto-

fore pianist and producer for the

British Broadcasting Corporation,
has joined the NBC production
staff in a permanent capacity.

NBC has been looking about for

radio production showmen.

Tell Sisters on Woodbury
Philadelphia, March 3.

Tell Sisters; gal harmony trio,

winners of last week's talent audi-

tion by Paul Whiteman here. Set

for guester ori his Sunday (8) Wood-
bury show. I

They're on WFIL staff and have
j

weekly' commercial for Dr. Algazf\
'

local dentist.

Washington, March. S.

Meeting
,
within three days of its last get-together, the broadcast di-

vision of the Federal Communications Commission acted on a handful of
applications, mostly renewals, and recessed for another week.
Bismarck, North Dakota," station, which has been In. the doghouse over

unauthorized iuice-jump for many moon's, was granted a reprieve .'on a
temporary, basis only to conform to commission's^ action of February S'
Offending transmitter,-KFYR, is seeking renewal of its old license to
operate on 5.50 kc with 1 kw nights. 5 kw days.
Ten other stations were given temporary rerfewals on the same basis,

as follows: KELW, Burbank, Calif; KFRC, San Francisco, Calif; ICFUO,
Clayton, Mo.; KMTR, Los Angeles; KSEI, Pocatello, Idaho; KUSD,
Vermillion, S r Dak.; WMMN, Fairmont, W. Va.; WOS, Jefferson City,
Mo.; WPHR, Petersburg, Va.; WTMJ, Milwaukee, Wis.
Thirty-day license renewals were handed KFPY, Spokane, Wash.;

WFIL and auxiliary, Philadelphia; and WLBL, Stevens Point, Wis.
Pending consideration of petition of WLWL, New. York city, speci

temporary authority from March 1 to April I was extended WWL,
Orleans, La., transmitter how operating on 850 kc with 10 kw. Station
KWKH, Shreveport, La., sharing same frequency, also received ;a month's
extension of special authority.
A third Louisiana transmitter, WJBW, New Orleans, received tem-

porary license renewal fon One month, subject, to commish action. Station
shares with WBNO, New Orleans, on 1200 kc with 100 watts. Month's
extension also was given WJEJ, Hagerstown. Mdi
New station application of the ABC Broadcasting Company,. Big Spring,

Tex„ was dismissed with prejudice. Station had requested to operate
on 1500 kc with 100 watts, days.
Only one application was referred to the examiners, with WHIO asking

day juice-jump from 1 to 5 kw, on the 1260. kc frequency.
. The following applications were received: Harold F. Gross and Edmund
C^ Shields, Saginaw,. Mich., new station to be operated on .950 kc with
SiOO watts; Jonas Wetland, Kinston, N. C-t new station to be operated on
1200. kc with 100 watts nights, 250 watts days; station WEMP, Milwaukee,
Wis., change frequency from 1310 kc to 1010 kc, and power jump from
100 watts to 250 watts nights, 500 watts days, unlimited; Courier-Post
Publishing; Company, Hannibal, Mo., new station to be operated on 1310

kc with 100 watts; Glenn. Van Auken, Indianapolis; Ind„ .new station to

be operated on 600 kc with- 1 kw days; WORL, Needham, Mass., Increase
power from -500 watts to 1 kw; News Press Publishing Company, Santa
Barbara, Calif., new station to operate On 1410 kc with 500. watts* >

A
to. the

Mark
"In theHeart

of

This new network will blanket the

fertile North Middlewest Market

AFFILIATED BROADCASTING COMPANY
Entire 42nd Floor, Radio Tower, ivic Opera Bldfl., Chicago

GEORGE ROESLER
RADIO STATION REPRESENTATIVE

As national sales manager of the Affiliated Broadcasting Company
will continue to represent the following stations:

WKBC, Dulnth, Minn. WIT;, St. Loulu, Mo. KFYR. IHsmartk, >". 1>.

WMl'O, nibbing, Minn. lVBO\V,Terrellnute,Ii»<l. HARK, Little Koclc, Ark.
WIIKJvItO<-k IkIiiixI. 111. WSI'A.Spartcnbui-K.N.C. .

(Tlx- Quart Citlrip) WOKO) '

WKHII, La Crostte, WIh. WATIV J
Albany, X. Y. K,|ll.S,Sunlrriuicl8CO,Cal.

Telephone: Andover 1500
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The eighth of a series of articles on collegiate likes and dislikes as

regards dance music and dance bands.
• The writers, staff members of publications at their respective schools,

have been asked by Variety to give the opinion of the student body as a

whole father than pass personal judgment Neither has ^^.ff^JZl
ther instruction as to what was to be said or how. These artic^s appear

as the undergraduates have written them, with the expressed opinions

being'their own,

.Variety publishes the series to give music men and band lewersacToss-

secS of mnent undergraduate opin^
the hope that it will be both informative and, instructive. For what the

Allege group has to say about dance music is deemed important in the

trade.

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
By J. F. Golay, '38

(U. ily Trojan')

There's a swing to the music that's making the University of South-

ern California collegians dance these days. It all started when Benny

Goodman came to open an engagement at the Pal6mar,'dlne-and-dance

spot in Los Angeles and long time haven for the college kids on that

side of town.

At that time Goodman was prevailed upon ' to appear for a musicfest

on the campus. Though It was to be a 25-minute program in an audi-

torium with a capacity of 2,300, Goodman and his crew kept 3.600 foot-

tapping Trojans busy yelling for 'more' for almost an hour. Class rooms,

were empty and the aisles packed.

Sopn afterward Louis Prima and his wild-eyed gang added fuel to

the flames in a sizzling half-.hour session. Between them Goodman and

Prima had buried' sweet music with : full- honors at the Trojan uni-

, and when Anson iWeeks accepted an invitation to appear in a

jazz-program and presented the same old routine, he slipped into a newly

rnade local grave and made it a double-header;

TheseVoplriiona are further reflected by the popularity of various

swing-V-swing resorts around town. Jimmie Grier, who for three years

has held hjs local leadership by changing, style to fit trends as they

come and go, is now mixing more and more stomp with his old standbys,

the sweet and slow.: Nowadays his music .'Goes 'Round and 'Round' as

he stomps out this current craze with the best of theth.

There has been enough student patronage at the Ambassador hotel's

Cocoanut Grove to affect even Ted Lewis Who has had a band as long as.

most of we kids have been alive. Though he varied his floor show and

picked up new entertainers along the line, his same old melodies lingered

on-^'till he hit L.A. A month ago the announcement that; b* was to

so\ open at the Grove didn't exactly make the Trojans happy. But Lewis

hasn't been up there for so long without knowing how to handle this,

sort of a dilemma.. Now he swings it and he's got the Trojans that can

afford the Grove .solidly behind him.

The/ boys and girls • aren't hitting the .
Wilsliire Bowl. ItV because of

'Sterling Young who sounds exactly like Flo-Rito. That doesn't help

any here. Sterling's .stuff is .even more ignored by the lads since old

r. Goodman innoculated the campus..

. . .•Now here's the. paradox; Ex-football player Larry Lee at the Beverly

-

Wilshire; as uninspired as , the Supreme Court, has captivated ah. in-

surgent group who seem to go for his sentimentality, such as 'Dancing

PROFESSIONAL
MUSIC MEN, Inc.

SECOND ANNUAL SHOW

Alvin Theatre, New York

SUNDAY, MARCH 8

A GALAXY OF STARS

Your Favorites of the Stage, Screen, Radio,

Niteries Will Appear
/

P-O-S-l-T-l-V-E-L-Y

Tickets on Sale at the Box-Office

Proceeds for Unemployment Emergency Fund

Music Notes

Members of the Songwriters Pro-

tective Association last week re-

ceived a circular letter advising

them that the SPA's legal depart-

ment was prepared
:
to handle- the

details of copyright renewal gratis.

All that the writer had to do; said

the letter, was to submit a cory of

the original copyright along with
the registration fee and the asso-
ciation's attorney would carry on
from that point in Washingtonr

Arthur. W. Frew and Frank Ferr
neau of the United Attractions, new
band booking company, will bring
'name' bands, etc,, to Columbus, as
well as the rest of Ohio, Indiana,
Kentucky, and Michigan. First .at-

traction is Ina Ray Hutton, on March
18; to be followed by others.

Landt Trio and White, NBC -act,

have had several comedy tunes ac-
cepted by Shapiro-Bernstein for
publication. These include 'The
Gee Men,* 'The Lie. Detector,' -The
Three Explorers' and 'Old Man
Worts.'

Jerry Johnson's orchestra has re-

placed Billy Lustlg's at the New
Kenmore Hotel. Albany. Rosco'e

Ails heads the new floor show.

Chester Wright and Robert For-
rest penned 'I Stumbled Over Love'
for Metro. 7~

Arthur Freed and Nacio Herb
Brown, have completed 'Would

Ending It All

With threatened revival of

the nth 'moon' song cycle su-
perinduced by 'Moon Over
Miami', Willie Raskin is writ-
ing the moon song to end all

moon songs, 'Moon Over 48

«

States'.'

You?' for Jeanette "• MacDonuld in

Metro's 'San Francisco.'

Jerry Pettit of Denver has moved'
his orchestra to Casper, Wyo„ for

an indef engagement at the New
Gladstone hotel.

, Arthur ..Schwartz, scores and Irv-

ing Caesar writes lyrics for i 'Mark
of Zorro' at 2.0th-Fox.

'-"

George Olssn crew, follows Veloz
and "Yolanda into Cocoanut Grove,
L.A., April 13.

L. Wolfe Gilbert celebrated silver

anniversary of 'Waiting, for the.

Robert E. Lee' <riday (28),

Gus Kahn and Con Conrad cleffed

'Xady Comes to Town'' which Metro
is trying to spot.

KUR-ZHENE'S TOUR
Palm Beach; March 3.

Joe Zell.i is taking; his., imported
Persian maestro, Massard Kur-
Zhene and a band of i8 north on a
tour aftev -the Florida .season' at the
local Zelli's.

.in the Dark.', Swing fans suspect that his trumpets can't handle fast

music. <And even those loyal to Lee admit he can't sing. But he'll

change.
VI

•When pocketbodks are slim, and the , fraternities and sororities dance
by radio instead of going out for the .evening. Glen Gray's recordings
get the most requests. Gray, the smart fellow, mixes thorn up,. When
he's: hot, there isn't anybody hotter. When, he's sentimental, he' wrings
tears from a coed's heart. These days at the Greek-letter houses almost
nothing is. being heard of Lombardo, , Olsen, Ray Herbeck, Garber, and
others who sell sentiment Instead of swing, A lot of Trojahettes still

think Lombardo is too adorable. But' he's slipping rapidly with the boys.
England has' furnished U.S.C. students with four recording favorites;

Ray Noble, ace of them all, keeps the radio stations busy answering
Trojan requests for almost all of his English recordings, old as they are.

Strangely ehough his popularity diminished whert he broke up his band
and came over to America to reorganize with ; Yankee group. The
answer . might be that Noble isn't as hot as he used to be.

Jack Hylton, the British Paul Whiteman, is liked, even oh recordings,

because he's not afraid to mix tempos, and can make, a phonograph
scream when he's* In the.; mood;
Not so well known, but the idol of a select group of stomp fans who

know swing, when they hear It, is Lou Stone. He's another Britisher;

Few of his recordings are extant, but the Stone fan—and" there are many
oh the campus—can (and will) sit for hours, playing over and over sOme
of his classics, 'White Jazz,' "Black Jazz,' and 'Embassy Stomp.' His
addicts complain woefully, however, because of. the singular lack of
Stone discs.

Local collegiahs are also requesting more and more of Bert Ambrose.
The; demand herfe for 'I'm oh a See-Saw' was due chiefly to the popu-
larity of Ambrose's recording of the number .

*

The general antipathy of the dancing crowd at Southern California

is for such unexciting maestros as Wayne King. Don Bestor, according'
to campus opinion, is as corny as they come; Freddie Martin is too
unbending and unoriginal, and such old timers, once favorites, as Gus
Arnheim, Abe Lyman, and Carol Lofner are out of favor. The trouble,

They don't swhig.it.
Colored Bands

One set of students is wild about the swing music as dished out by
colored musicians. Fats Waller, Cab Calloway, Duke Ellington, and
Louie Armstrong rate high with them both as stompers supreme and
as colored entertainment. And while on the subject of colored orches-
tras, the most recent rise to fame in the opinion of the Trojans has been
made by Jimmy Lunceford. He orchestrates his swing music, doesn't
throw it together. The ardent stomp fan can discern the subtleties of
jazz arrangement as expertly as highbrows- know their symphony in-
terpretation, and Lunceford is unquestionably a master. At least, these
college students are beginning to think so.

Feminine opinion, as it so often does, differs in some choices. Though
the coed likes to swing with just as much enthusiasm as the male col-
legian, she still likes to be soothed with music upon . occasion. This
might explain the. partial . success of Larry Lee, 'previously mentioned,
who's certainly soothing if nothing else. Eddie Duchin drawer the popu-
larity vote from a lot of U.S.C. girls. Ozzle Nelson, too, garners a fol-
lowing from, the coed group. There are others, though, whom the girls
admire that are regarded as offside by the sacred cult of swlnglsts. Take
Ted Flo-Rlto. The majority group on the campus—exponents of the
stomP—listen in shocked surprise when the romantic coed coos, 'Isn't

Ted divine?' But sorority girls won't accept Wayne King." They demand
variety, at least, and think King is pretty, stodgy.

Not So Favored

Those thought to be favorites with the general public seeni to go the
way of all flesh when collegians voice their opinions. Chief among these
is Rudy Vallee, regarded as perhaps the leading orchestra-variety show
on the air. He Is greeted With disdainful looks and the whir Of turning
radio dials when his hour comes over the ether here. Fred Waring,
another of the Vallee *type, rates not much higher. His orchestra, is
regarded as slightly hammy, and is sneered at by Goodman addicts.
Another smart, sophisticated orchestra which deserves a better fate

has been crossed off the local eligibility list. That's Richard Himber.
There are many more—Hal Kemp, whom they say is becoming just a
trifle old fashioned and runs to the coniey at times; the Dorsey brothers
(recently split up) Who swing but don't quite strike the popular fancy.
And Paul Whiteman, who might as well abdicate as King of Jazz, if

Trojans can be believed.
Other names might be more popular at Southern California if a per-

sonal appearance in Los Angeles could be arranged. Leo Reisman. rates
highly with those who have heard him; Ben Bernie, after his Catalina
Island engagement, earned many friends though this was more due to
the ol' maestro himself. Some who still remember Phil Harris, when he

• played at the Grove, wonder every once in a while what has happened
to him. This query Is mostly . frOm the gals.
Rating of Benny Goodman at the top indicates which direction the

wind is blowing. The old order changeth, in jazz as in other things.
(Next week: Harvard)

Max Kaminsky annexed by Tommy
Dorsey for ride trumpet _ _

'Stuff' Smith's' bunch and McKen-
zle and Condon's auditioned

for a "battle of music at the Para-
mount, \ Y. . Swing pianist
Gerry Moore knocking 'em over
Millie's Inh, London. . ..Tenorman
Joe Meclk arranging, for Henry
Busse and occasionally cutting loose
with some fInfe licks ....Top first-
trumpeter Adolphus Cheatham,' With
Cab Calloway, getting offers from
Fletcher Henderson. . . .Jim Mundy
Of Earl Hlnes' orchestra arranged

Race Records

Latest wrinkle in disc collecting
is putting a premium on race-
Benny Goodman's 'Goody Goody'
....The Connie's Inn relief band,
alternating With Don Redman, caus-
ing plenty comment Otis Johnson
on trumpet and Clarence Grimes on
cjarlhet standouts. .-. ;WOR staging
Jam session on the air March 12> . .

.

Joe Venuti returned to New- York
... .Ofay drummer Mannie Berger,
pupil of Chick Webb's, noteworthy
newcomer. . . .Tony Pastor, crack
violinist, joining- Benny Goodman's
sax section Sid Black taking th
hot tenor .passages, with Tommy
Dorsey*. . .AltOist Jimmy Williams
discovered in London. .. .Chick
Webb playing Franklin Hall, Yale,
night of junior prom. . ..Forrest
Crawford Joining jamsters at the

•Famous Door, , Ni „Y.

records waxed fo'r sales in the
South. With the deserved exception
Of Bessie Smith, ho mind was paid

. to these platters iu.nt.il Mead Lux
Lewis was discovered by Johnny
Hammond. Mead Lux' , ^Honkey-
Tonk Train Blues' was cut under
the direction of J. Ma;yo Williams;
a graduate of Brown University and
present head of the race record-
ings at Decca, along with a thous-
and other numbers. Williams names
the late Leroy Carr as the greatest
all time piano -vocalist. Carr's
"How Long

. Blues' sold over 200,000
copies oh Vocation. A present Decca
artist, Georgia. White, accompanied
by

.
guitar ..and bass, is selling

heavily. 'River Blues' is standout.
Today, a best seller averages 26,000
Copies. Other top-notchers are- Joe
Pullum ort Brunswick, and Amas
Eston on Bluebird.

On the Air

The revamped 'Gems of Color'
hour hit

(
the ether waves with

plenty splash. Chick Webb, with
Ella Fitzgerald on vocal, back-
boned the program while the Ink
Spots and the Cecil Mack Choir
alternated. High spots consisted of
'Milenberg Joys' in which trump-,
eter Sidney de Paris and tenorman
Macrae were standout. A novelty
solo on the flute by Wayman Carver
made the cats fall out. Arrange-
ments were.' solid with the brass
section headlined. The theme-Song,
'Shine,' allowed Ella Fitzgerald to
swing out with her youthful tone
and fine phrasing in spite of a
tempo that dragged.
The Captlvators let go on 'Goody

Goody,' abandoning the usual heavy
arrangement for hot solo work with
fine results. The. Three Tell Sisters
gave out a. nice version of 'Alexan-
der's. Ragtime Band' with an okay
trumpet , backing as well as the
usual good guitar. The more accom-
paniment these trios have the better.
Abe Lyman caught trying the
swingo. on 'Goody Goody,* with a
fine arrangement, but no solo work.
Vocalist gave a fair imitation of
Helen Ward.

Disc Dictum*
Decca offers the fans the all too

infrequent tenor work of Babe
Rusin on a new Bob Howard re-
lease. Titles are 'You Hit the Spot,*
and

. 'Whose Big Baby Are You/
Berlgan oh trumpet, Sighorelli. on
piano, and Art Shaw on clarinet
take most of the. solo passages.
A little too much vocal brings this
platter down. Another disc by Jimmy
Lunceford rates high. 'I'm Nuts
About Screwy Music' and 'I'm walk-
ing Through Heaven With You,' are
the titles. The second Was waxed a
long time ago.

'Screwy Music' lives up to its

title in a big Way, being- a plenty
precise performance of ah intricate
arrangement. Ed Tompkins takes
some incredibly high notes on his

horn, and Joe Thomas fans a few
pn the tenor. Showing what five

reeds and six brass can do with
enough l-ehearslng. Incidentally,
Cecil Scott plays the fine clarinet
on those Willie 'The Lion' Smith
race records.
Victor is planning to wax Christ

topher Columbo' by Gene Krupa's
band in Chicago. Personnel will

consist of Clui Berry,' Roy Eldrerte^
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Testify

At Wash. Copyright Hearings;

Wasnington, March 3.

Dat oV debbll radio was battered

.and beaten for three days last week
as the House Patents Committee,
ostensibly considering technical: de-

tails . of copyright revision, listened

to Tin Pan Alley recite Its griev-

.

ances against music users and Insist

on ' retention of the $260 punitive

damage provision
,
of existing copy-

right statutes.

With contingent of blgr-name com-
posers providing window ' dressing,

Gene Buck and Nathan Burkari,

voicing arguments of American So-

!

cietjr of Composers, Authors & Pub-
lishers, charged' the 'power trust'

and.' Wall Street are responsible 'for'

mo ve s to- • modernize antiquated
statutes, • protested that the Duffy
bill (passed by the Senate last year)
would benefit 'exploiters* of music,
arid passionately 'opposed any ma-
terial alterations' of the 1909 law.
' Impeachment of a Federal judge
was threatened as committee mem-
bers^ showing: slight interest In basic
Issues or merits of revision bills,

bickered in a fashion which" left

little doubt there, are only slim

chances that, legislation will be en-
acted at this session of Congress.
Name-calling reached new highs
when ASCAP mouthpieces and leg-

islators alike slammed, broadcasters
and other music users. ;

-Only two. of Buck's supporting
cast—Deems- Taylor and Sigmuhd
Romberg—received opportunities to

go to bat last week for the present
copyright measure as . Buck and
Burkan, .latter pinch-hitting on legal

aspects of performing rights tiff,

monopolized what time was not con-
sumed by the publicity-hungry com-
mitteemen. Raft of other -big

names, including George Gershwin,
Rudy Vallee, Irving Berlin, Charles
Wakefield Cadmari, Billy Hill and
Mabel Wayne, fidgeted,- but were
denied- chances to express their

views on the copyright issue.

Vallee Testifies

Rudy, Vallee, frozen out: by long-
winded committeemen last week,
occupied the spotlight today (Tues-
day) as an expert on copyright leg-
islation, and eventually' confessed
his only knowledge of the Duffy' bill

was derived from reading.a brief by
Burkan listing the,, features objec-
tionable to ascAp!
Heckled and harassed by unfriend-

ly "questions from Congressman
O'Malley, Vallee entered blanket ob-
jection to all features of Duffy
measure and gave unqualified ap-
proval to the . Sirovich bill, although
admitting he had not read either

proposition.
Describing himself as 'merely a

Jieaphyte, a young stripling in the
Society,' Vallee warned organizations

assailing ASCAP and backing the
Duffy measure that 'thej^re digging
their- own graves and. killing the
goose that lays' the golden egg.' He
'resented' the tag of 'racketeer,' arid

ballyhboed the Society. as 'protector

of the little' fellow/ •

'The worst feature of the Duffy
bill is the killing -of inspiration of

persons who create music,' Vallee
testified. 'The songwriter of today
finds more difficulty in writing, tunes
than he used to six years ago,' be-
cause the voracious appetite of radio
demands SO songs a year . instead of

five, of six, and gives very little re-

muneration.'
Defending the licensing system,

Vallee declared.: 'There is no rela-

tion between performance and re-

muneration. A song may bombard
you from the air and the screen, and
yet bring practically nothing to its

creator. If the Duffy bill passes,

writers will have less reason tb
write. If I were a Writer, I wouldn't
dig down and starve to write a
score for a show and then get almost
nothing.' Pleading for legislation

encouraging tunesmiths', Vallee said
his popularity depends on quality of

music, and warned that the Duffy
measure will wipe out 'the thing
that encourages the creative 'spirit/

he told committeemen, 'My radio
program is no better than the tunes
I can find for my guest artists.'

The ASCAP license fees are . 'a

Joke' instead of exorbitant, Vallee
Said, declaring the Hollywood res-
taurant, New York, pays $50 a week
to the Society and grosses $20,000.

Taking the stand for a brief mo-
ment* Burkan charged the National
Association of Broadcasters inspired
the Washington suit, accused broad-

continued on page 60)

Jones on Tour

Isham Jbnes leaves the Lincoln
hotel, New York, March 27 for a
tour- of one-nighters, including col-
lege stands. He winds up the United
Cigar and Whalen Drug Store ac-
counts oyer WOR and associated
stations the sarne week.
Tommy Dorsey may ' replace at

the Lincoln.

WB PUBLISHERS'

Despite > the 'fact that it hasn't
published anything but picture
scores ' since, the first of the year,
the Warner Bros, publishing group
came through the month of January,
last, with a profit, of $4,400. In Jan-
uary, 1935, it lost $8,000. ,

. Music Publishers Holding Corp.,

the WB subsid involved, has been
able through its breakaway . frorii

the American Society of Composers,
Authors & Publishers, to effect sub
stantlal " savings in general opera-,

tions. Its plugging staff has been
cut down to a bare skeleton, while
by refraining from publishing any
tunes

,
by outside writers it has not

had to pay. advances, which for the
Harms, Remick and Wltmark firms
have in recent years amounted to

as high as $10,000 a month.

Another angle- that has not proved
as discouraging as Warners bad an-
ticipated is the . renewal of copy
rights by writers, whose works are
In the WB catalogs. Warners claims
that . few writers have refused to

grant such, renewals because of the

ASCAP schism,

List of stations Which -have ob
talned licenses from Warner had by
yesterday (Tuesday) grown to 241.

Major indie station group, which Is

represented by transmitters in Vari-

ous sections of the country, Is. ex-

pected to signature agreements dur-
ing the. coming week.

Representatives of the New York
Hotel Men's Association failed to

turn, up last week for license nego-
tiations and Warners proposes to

start infringement suits against sev-
eral of their number as soon as the

violations .have been properly

checked and complaints drawn up.

Petrillo-fyCA Remarks

Draw Suspension for

Hylton's Trombonist

Chicago, March' 6,.

.

Joseph. CroVello, trombonist with

the Ja.ck Hyltbn orchestra, has been
expelled from the. local musicians*

union on ' charges that he made
slurring' statements regarding the

union .and its' president, James C.

Petrillo.

While the trial was held In

secrecy, It was reported that the re-

marks Crpvello allegedly made con-

cerned the recent union ban on the

open booking of local musicians into

hotels arid cafes by radio station

and network artists bureaus.

In connection with this oi'der, it

is reported, Crovello allegedly re-

marked the ruling inferred a close

relationship between Petrillo and.

the Music Corp. of America.

AMU Again
New York branch of the American

Musicians' Union, Inc., has become
active again, with quarters In the

Times Square sector arid John Files

serving as the new local secretary.

AMU's new charter for New York
designates that branch as Local 41.

AMU was set up in Chicago in

1892 after a group of musicians' had
broken away from the local branch

of the American 1 ^deration of Musi-
cians.

Most Played on Air

To familiarize the trade with
the tunes most on the air around,
Neio York, the following is the
listing of the songs most played-
on the cross-country .networks
last week, in relative standing,
according to the approximate
number of combined plugs on
WEAF, WJZ, and WABO.

Lights Out
I'm Shooting High
Write Myse|f a letter
Feel Like a Feather
Table; for Two
It's Been So Long
Alone
West Wi
Please Believe Me

,
You Hit The Spot
So This Is Heaven
Let's Face. The .Musi
Cling To Me
Building Up To Letdown
Old Fashioned Song
Rendezvous in Honolulu
Lovely Lady,
But Where Are You
Let Yourself Go
Goody Goody
Got My Fingers Crossed'
Name of That Song
Every Minute of .The Hour
Green Fields and Blue. Birds
If You .Love. -Me

Publishers Can Collect

For Themselves Under

Argentine Court Rule

Buenos. Aires, Feb. 20.

Right of. the. American Society of
Composers, . Authors & Publishers
to designate 'any group It elects, .to

do its., fee collecting In - Argentine
has b.eeri vacated by a' decision; \tt

an Argentine', court.. "Under; ruling
ASCAP may riot Interfere, with the
collecting privileges exercised In
dividually by any American pub-
lisher.

Finding resulted, from litigation

brought by the Musica. Internacional
Downey, as Argentine agent for
Robblns Music, Corp., to restrain the>

General Society,^ of Argentine Au-
thors from licensing the perform-
ing rights to 'Sleepy Head,* writ-:

ten by Walter Donaldson and. Gus
Kahri. Downed contended that it

had designated such rights, solely to:

the Argentine Association of Au-
thors & Composers of Music.
Up until the end of 1934 the Ar-

gentine Association had been the
local collector for ASCAP, but a
deal later made by the American
Society transferred this function to.

the General Society of Argentine
Authors, better known as the.Clrcle..

Argument advanced by Downey was
that regardless of what action waS
taken by ASCAP it (Downey) could
retain Its alliance with the Associa-
tion a~d as such do the collecting

for both itself and the writers. In

its decision the Argentine court not
only upheld this viewpoint but took
the positkn that 'Downey's rights

had • precedence over any ' that

ASCAP might give by virtue- of

President Roosevelt's proclamation
of Aug. 23, 1934, under which the
citizens of Argentine 1 were given
reciprocal protection of their works
in the United States.

As the Argentine law now stands,

American writers will have to look

for their share of the performing
rights collections to their publish-

ers. .ASCAP is barred from acting

through its new collection affiliation

In that country*

ame

To Natl Ass'n of Copyright Owners;

is, No Longer
<n

'

Music Men's Show

Second benefit show of the Pro-
fessional Music Men, Inc., takes
place at the Alvin, N. Y., next Sun-
day (8).

It was postponed from March 1

due the mixed schedules of some of'

the important name talent turning
out for the.song exploiters* frolic.

U. S. Publishers

Suit to Enjoin Cops

From Being Meanies
New Orleans, March 3.

• Petition for an injunction against
police raids on female imperson-
ator's at the Wonder Bar, French
Quarter night spot, was filed In civil

court by Emile Morlet, proprietor.

Judge William H. Byrnes refused to

set a date for a hearing or to issue

a restraining order, sending the case
in for regular allotment:
Petition asks a temporary re-

straining order, to be followed by a
permanent injunction, and is di-

rected against Police Chief George
Reyer and; the city.

Reyer, it is charged, has arrested

the female impersonators several

times, although they obtain'their re-

lease on small bonds. Reyer says he
will arrest the impersonators every
time they appear.

Flier Into the song sheet business,
which, had the' Music Publishers
Protective Association, arid the
Songwriters' Protective Association
locked In. a bitter wrangle last year,

has developed an aftermath in

Canada. Among those involved in
threatened- litigation as the. result
of the publication- of sheets 'in the
•Dominion Is W. St: Clair Low, head
of the Canadian Music Sales Corp.
"American publishers who charge

that Low had no authority to in-
clude their numbers in the .lyric

folios,, which were sold for a dime
throughout Canada, will not decide
on what steps to take toward Low
until they have obtained, from an ex-
pert on Canada copyright an opinion
covering the question of Infringe*:

ment involved. In the meantime
these publishers have deceived' as-'

surarices that the Canadian folio

will be discontinued.
Situation in Canada was brought

to the attention of music men on
this! side by 'the l Trans News Cb. of'

Canada, dlstrib for the sheets: Trans
News became concerned oyer its po*
sition In the matter when a right

broke between the originators of the
Canadian folio, . Paul Schwartz and
Albert Siegel. Schwartz wired the
.publication distrib from the States
that neither Siegel nor Low had any
authority to okay the use of copy-"
righted numbers in the folio, and
ito—take—the—thing_off...the-, market.
Trans News then wrote publishers
.In New York advising them of the
dispute and the circumstances sur-
rounding TNis checkup with Low.
!on the right to reprint copyrighted
lyrics.

Schwartz, a brother of Arthur
<Schwartz, songwriter, claims he had
obtained a franchise, to publish the;

sheets in Canada from Jerry Van
Wiseman, who made the original

publication tieup with the MPPA
and the SPA. American firms which
Low represents aver thatythev rights
conveyed to him by them are re-

stricted to the publication of regu-
lar sheet music from plates shipped
•.him, Sahtly Rros.-Joy, which Is

affiliated with Exclusive Music, is

asking Low for $1,000 damages, for

the unauthorized use of 'The Music
Goes Round' verses in one of the
Canadian folios.

Letter from the News company
brought Francis Gilbert, MPPA
general counsel, and Saul Born-
stein of Irving Berlin, Inc., to

Toronto. .Following a conference
with Low, it was decided to find but
what: rule of damages would apply
to the case under the Canadian
copyright law before making any
move to sue or arbitrate.

Bobby Meeker's orchestra, which
had been at De Witt Clinton Hotel,

Albany, since early fall, closed Feb-
ruary 29 and headed for the Palace

Hotel, San Francisco.

WPA Sets Up flLab' for

Composers in Philly
Philadelphia, Mar. 3.

Composer's forum-laboratory has
been established here with ' WPA
funds, Idea is to encourage com-,
positions of all kinds, but general
supposition is serious music will

get preference over jazz.

Each participating composer will

get $10 and committee of five well
known musicians will act as Judges.
So far no indication has been given
of what will be done with composi-
tions received.

Kaper, Jurman and Gus Kahn
have written, 'The Spats And Ten-
nis..Club,' comedy number for Ted
Healy to warbje in 'San. Francisco.'

Music Publisher*' Protective As-

sociation will cease tb exist under
that name as soon as Francis Gil-

bert, general: counsel for the organ-1

ization, has obtained legal permis-
sion to make a change, The trade

group is to be known as the Na-
tional Association of Copyright

Owners. Decision to assume a new
title was made- at a general meeting
of publishers' Friday (28 )

.

Switch of names was motivated
by two reasons. One was. to relieve

the organization of Its original pur-
pose,, the .enforcement- of .a code of
trade practices jut ethics. ; Other,
had to do- with the realization .by
the publishers of the movement
started among writers to establish
themselves as the real owners 'of the
copyrights to their works.

.
It was also believed by . the pub-

lishers that the; stigma
:

which had
been attached to the 'protective'
connotation of the name and the
fact that the original organization
had contained a restricted-

: list ' of
publishers has been of no help In
battUng the Duffy, copyright bill.

'

Discussion which led to an bver-
whelrnlng vote' in favor of the name
switch was Started hy ' a riiember
who wanted lb know whether' the
original code of ethics was still a
part of the organization's hy-laws.
When he was answered in the riega«?
tlve he gave as his opinion that; the
general ignorance In the Industry
was probably responsible for the
failure of. the recent new member-
ship campaign. He added .that the
angle about the, code's, elimination
had not -been: mentioned to those
asked to Join and that tt It had, he
was sure there .would have been a
substantial turnout.

No Opposish

~' It also -developed during the dls-
cusslon that the old code had been
used by the proponents of the Duffy
measure to attack the publishers'
position. .Some one then wanted tp
know, why the. MPPA tag* couldn't
be dropped altogether,, and when no
one voiced any opposition, it wai
moved that the name of the organi-
zation be changed.

MPPA .was organized In 1919 pri*
marily to curb plug bribery Iri the
vaudeville business. Association
later assumed other functions, such
as a credit bureau, the. licens-
ing of mechanical rights and the
registering of song titles. The credit
angle was. dropped last summer
when It wa^, decided to reorganize,
With this incurring, a revision of
the *membership classifications and
a reduction In dues.

Modificati

New. constitution makes both
Class 'A "arid Class B members
eligible to vote instead of restrict-
ing the franchise, as Is now the
MPPA rule, to Class A members,
and establishes Six other Classen of
membership, \ Reorganlzatiori also
entails the setting tip o'f a separate

'

bureau for the licensing of syn-
chronization rights, with the ex-
pense of operation Underwritten by
major motion picture companies.

MPPA rules, relating to registrar
tlon of titles and administration <ft

a code of ethics are also affectecf.

The code 'Wilt be administered
under separate autonomy of the In-

dustry In^t.ead of having it come
under the supervision of the 'asso-

ciation, while under the revised rule

for . song registrations the original

registrant waives, his rights if he
doesn't publish the song under . the j
title submitted within a year, after
registration.

i

NBC, N. Y. MUSICIANS

NEGOTIATE NEW DEAL

Scale, committee of the New York
musicians union and NBC arid Co-
lumbia reps have been engaged the
past week in riegotlating a new con-
tract. Previous agreement with the
netwdrks expires toddy' "(Wednes-
day).

Union is asking for boosts tarsal*
ary -all -along the ;Hne and a reduc- j
tion in hours for staff musicians.
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Duffy B31 Hearings

(Continued from page 59)

casters of trying to handicap the

-Society by similar prosecution In

every state. Unfavorable decision

In Washington will be carried to the

U. S. Supreme Court, > the . ASCAP
attorney predicted.

Explanation of Washington
• troubles prompted Congressman
Daly to make more threats of pun-
ishment for judges unfriendly to the

Society, while O'Maliey's continued

reference to the, attitude of^Federal'

courts in Wisconsin brought from
Daly assertion that there is 'too much
free speech' in Wisconsin. 'It's a
good thing, he's jiot a Federal judge,'

Daly said concerning the Washing-
ton, decision; 'for this Congress is in

a mood to take action, and I was
going to add him to the list.'

Sympathetic Majority

While a preponderant majority of

the committee ,was avowedly sym-
pathetic to ASCAP, the copyright
pool received occasional kicking

around during the week from -Con-

gressmen Thomas O'Malley of Wis-
consin and Braswell Deen of

Georgia, who„ ." heckled , ..Buck and
Burkan with pointed 'questions

about methods .employed to force

music users to obtain performing
.licenses.

'Wired radio', and television were
portrayed as ogres threatening the
economic future of tunesmiths • as
ASCAP spokesmen defended efforts

to obtain royalties from. hotels, ex-
hibitors, barrooms and broadcasters,
with Buck fearing perfection of new
entertainment ideas will seriously

affect the music 'Industry.

.
Pointing oul^ that the North Amer-

ican Co.; huge public utility holding
firm, is back of wired radio, Buck
declared this method of pumping
music into, homes over telephone and
light tvires is . 'liable to be eminently
successful because > there -are mil

lions of people kicking at the quality

of advertising over the radio.' If and
when the system la put into wide-

spread operation, composers will be

exploited through use of recorded
programs from which only 2o. roy-

alty is received, if the $250 mini-

mum is knocked out of the present

law, Buck declared.

•Though millions and millions are

being paid for advertising, the

American Composers receive less for

the use of their Works than in any

'Stew' in Columbus

Pittsburgh, March I.

Following five-week stand In

Wheeling, W. Va„ George Sharp's

production of 'Drunkard,' which
played here all of last season and
part of this, moves on to the Hotel
Virginia, Columbus.
Show will alternate with 'No

Mother To Guide Her,' also pre-

sented ..here at beginning of this

winter. Sharp expects to return to-

Pittsburgh and Fort Pitt hotel in

fall with a new; meller revival,

probably 'Murder In Old Red
Barn,' which Hairy Bannister is

how" doing In Manhattan at Ameri-
other country,' Buck asserted. 'Here's ttq ii

what wired radio willdo: They'll en- ca?.W ™"1

tft «nr„«v
gage a big band toTnake one disc ''J^f*£*i£

S
£fl^ JiS^

or perform from a central spot and' ttrd
<
a h,s

J^*?" ?r
T,?-

'

take our works fbr 2c. apiece.'
long time stock fav here In her hus-

Sharpest tiff between ASCAP rep- band's repertory company at old

resentatiyes and the committee yut
'

. i

came when O'Malley charged in- '

-'

.

frlngement suits have been brought '. retention of the *260 punitive dam-
against scores of small taverns and

j
ages Irked Congressman Deen, who

saloons which cannot afford stiff
;
wanted to, know why, if the Society

licenses. Wisconsin Congressman
j
has collected only $8,800 in damages,

told Buck that Federal courts in his I there should be .so much excitement
state have found ; the only way to l over this clause. .Buck's stock reply
handle. ASCAP, which is 'throw them I was that the damage provision is

out on their ear/ ; 'a deterrent against piracy.'

After Buck admitted that society. *Why not have, $250 damages for
attorneys in various cities are paid every automobile accident?' Deen
on a percentage, basis, Burkan- inquired,

'

termed-Wisconsin 'the most flagrant
] «why put an automobile that may

case in the union' of piracy, assert-
; last a year in the Sam© class with

ing that 30 hotels pay. only $3,000
j a 30ng that will last a hundred

annually to the copyright pool. Both) ye{ira^ ;Btogtt retorted.
Buck and Burkan denied that ASCAP Cna„enffine the equity of the It-
employed 'shake - down' methods,

|cense ssystem, the Georgia Congress^^^XS^ 1^^ ^ expressed the view that it
ings have been threatened ia order ; w .

to compel persistent violators to
t *™l ^\C^»J?,JT^^a

obtain licenses.

How It Works
'This is how we work/ Burkan

explained. 'An attorney finds a res-
taurant operating with an orchestra
to attract people. He sends a notice
of violation and

;
asks the restaurant

to either' take out a. license- or stop
using our music. We send a second
and third notice. Then if the man
refuses there is filed- in itbe United
States Court a compla^nt,

. We don't

P EMOTES fi%\
From the . Maestro-8on§; Writer.
BAY NOBLE—His Most Beau-

tiful Sonir and Fox-trot
"The Touch of Your Li w

Here's a Swing Hit—Farley
& Riley'

a

"I'm Gonna Clap My Hands"

On the Air—Everywhere!.
"So This U Heaven"

' • .

Those' Two Swell Songs from
'Dancing Feet'.

"EverytTme T Look at You"
- "Dancing Feet"

/RniLV BRO/'JOY ^

lb!9BR0RDUJRV,n.V.C.

pay a royalty,' all physicians should
be taxed by authors of medical text

books from which they derived their

knowledge. This view brought from
Buck an explanation that, 'there

aren't millions of piracies. I haven't
heard- of any stealing 'of medical
books,' while Burkan pointed out
tnat the right of reproduction is

restricted in the case of inventions

and writings.-

•Your Society is valuable,' Deen
make a practice of -collecting dam- '< commented, 'but there is. always the

ages. We want to sell music! (danger of an organized minority

This outline of Society procedure , controlling the majority.' ,,

brought from O'Malley an accusar I
' '°n© of the most powerful organ-

tioh that ASCAP is 'trying to charge \
ized minorities In theJlJ. is the

Whatever the traffic will bear' and
\
National Association of^Broadcast-

on observation 'that's what gives it ' ers,' Burkan shot back. 'We Will

the aspect of a legal racket.' [show you the war chest that's been

These remarks lred Burkan, Who
J

raised for this campaign by the

shot back, 'We resent that from t
radio people.'

your lips or the lips of any Con- I
Th© $260 damage provision should

gressman or Senator., In the name be retained, the committee was told

of common decency and fair play,l Dy Burkan, because 'there 1b no test

don't try to put through, this in- or criterion whereby you can fix the

iquitous bill by calling us a racket.' value of a performing right.' ASCAP.:

ASCAP counsel characterized O'Mal-
J

execa strongly opposed the idea of

ley's charges~as 'part of the false, ff

lvln
f

th« ^fj0
??*^"STf

fabricated, villainous Information Sf"*" £j
that has been thrown in to cover

da™a
.f^^"5*^^^ th*«„ _ ^ , I 'It is cheaper to pay damages than

up m purpose^ the IDuny bttV !
license,' Burkan asserted:

Defending Society efforts to check^ B
QU \hia cl that,s

piracy by small niteries, Burkan
tfce end of thl8 B0Ciety. We are go

; Current Favorites

"GREEN FIELDS
AND BLUEBIRDS

"P0LLY-W0LLY-
PO0DLE"

Featured by Shirley Temple
In "THE LITTLEST REBEL"

"I LOVE TO RIDE THE
HORSES

(On a Merrj-Go-Round)"
from "King of Burlesque"

SAM FOX PUBLISHING COMPANY

MOVIETONE MUSIC CORPORATION
1250 SIXTH AVINUE

RCAOUILO'NG RADIO CITY

NEW YORK

complained that restaurants and
saloons with a pair of instrumental

ing to get damages of 4c, 8c, 12c
There are thousands, of Infringe-

ists or radio entertainment 'pay for ments going on now< They're going
their beer, telephones, meat, and.. to keep on piratihg first and paying
advertising, but don't pay for their later. The man who's not a pirate
music.' I has nothing to fear.'

National Association of Broad-
1 Warner Bros.' withdrawal from

casters was pilloried by Burkan'ASCAP was attributed to a com-
during an. assault on the radio in-|bination of influence by the broad-
dust'ry. ASCAP attorney told legis- j casters .

and a desire to grab greater
lators the government's anti-trust

j
royalties by Buck, who denied the

suit was. inspired by the 'power | Society is trying to boost its take
trust,' read N.A.B. bulletins to sup- las a result of the split.

WB Wants More Coin

Warner Bros, wanted more
money,' Buck explained. 'We told

port his contention that the indus-
try is out to break up the copyright
pool, and referred to trial proceed-
ings to. demonstrate that radio is them we're not ouV for ail the traffic
grabbing music without compensat-

, wm bear. So these gentlemen
ing the creators. '(thought this Society could be
The broadcasting trade asspcia-

(
utilized and they Could move In

tion in 'confidential' reports to mem- j with all the influence they possess,
bers has 'dragged in the- Depart- ] They thought they should be get-
ment of Justice in the most im- ' ting millions and millions of dollars,

proper manner,' Burkan said. 'quot-
j

This Society has tried to be de-
lng a bulletin which said the mat- j cent with the broadcasters, of this

ter of contract renewals had been] nation and to furnish them with
talked over with Federal officials. ! service they cannot buy. They

to inserting of certain data in the

record, and much heavy gavel-

pounding was required to reestab-

lish order. During one of these In-

terchanges. Representative Burr-
wood Daly of Pennsylvania threat-

ened to impeach the Wisconsin fed-
eral judge who has tossed ASCAP
attorneys 'out on their ears.'

.

The outburst followed Burkan's
assertion that a flock, of Milwaukee
suits (were rejected on unprece*
dented technical grounds because
ASCAP failed to file Incorporation
papers with the complaints. Daly
roared,' 'If there, is a Judge that
threatens, an attorney, I . shall take
it up on the floor of the!. House and
foster and further impeachment
proceedings. I think we Bhould in-
vestigate this whole situation right
now.'
Another similar bit of pyrotech-

nics occurred the following day
when O'Malley read a telegram from
a. Chicago attorney, charging, that
the Society sued a. 'small tavern'
under the $250 clause and that 125
additional cases were filed in a Bln-
gle day. Burkan's temper broke and
the ASCAP attorney screamed,
'That's false.

.
We'll pay his ex-

penses. Bring him on here. We'll
pay the bill. Let's see him.'

Hill's Dramatic Story
,

Ah unscheduled outburst of emo-
tion by. Billy Hill, author of 'Last
Roundup,' noticeably moved the
Committee as the Greenwich Village
tunester took the floor to praise
ASCAP. Explaining that Ave years
ago .the gas was shut

.
off, his rent

was uhpald, and his wife was about
to have a child, Hill related how he

?

was unable to raise cash because 'I

hadn't . written anything that any-
body had ever heard of,' but told
his troubles to Buck, who gave .him
$200 to get his wife Into a hospital.
Adding that the baby is now 'a fine
little girl,' he choked with sobs and
concluded abruptly, 'That's why the
Sirovich bill is so Important.'
Another .like Incident upset the

hearings when a woman claiming to
be defendant of Jefferson Davis,
Confederate hero, grabbed the spot-
light and started on a tirade against'
individuals whom she claims have'
pirated a book she wrote about the
KuKlux-zKlamr-Gendarmes-rushed
in and. hurried her off to the House
hoosegow, but soon released her.
The only other witnesses during

the initial week were Deems Taylor,
who pointed out the loophole
through , which record makers have
been able -avoid licenses, and
Sigmund Romberg, who pleaded for
American entry into the world copy-
right union.
'Any bill Is concerned primarily

with protection of the creator,'
Taylor said, 'I can't help feeling
that this (Duffy) bill is colored to a
large extent by the exploiter of
music'
" Calling attention to the provision
of the present law Which permits
disc makers to obtain tunes for 2c
royalty per platter, Taylor said the
.190? act deprives creators of the
right to sell exclusively and de-
fended the $250 clause as 'the rock
on Which ASCAP rests.'

'I'm worth practically nothing to
anybody' under the compulsory
phonograph license feature, Taylor
commented. 'That's one bad feature
of the present law. The Duffy bill

is even worse. If you strike out the
$250 minimum it means ASCAP is
going to be absolutely helpless.
Urging action which will give

Americans automatic world copy-
right, Romberg tc'l the committee
that his shows are being pirated in
numerous foreign countries which
do not recognize American copyright
under existing laws.

N. Y. Police Tft Men's'

Charges Vs. Fr. Casino

Tossed Out of Court

Alexander C. Anderson, Inspector
and boss of the bluecoats in Times
Square, received an upset in West
Side Court when Magistrate An-
thony F. . Burke ruled that,' in his
opinion, Sergeant Mike De Lucaand
Francis Hunt, plalnclothesmen, An-
derson's 'flit men.' failed to prove
that the show a* the French. Casino
•was indecent.
De Luca and. Hunt told of paying

$10.50 for steak sandwiches arid
highballs on the night of February
7. They paid" tops to sit up front*
thoyjawore. Both testified they have
excellent eyesight and sat up front
so that they could testify minutely.
The court room was jammed. The

hearing lasted four hours and fif-
teen mlnuteB. Summonses had been
obtained from Chief Magistrate
Jacob GOuld Schurman, Jr., and were
issued for Carl M« Snyder, manager,
and the corporation.
Hunt, principal witness, testified

he and his boss, De Luca, viewed the
entertainment from their table, 81
or 40 feet from, the stage, and that
they* found the Show,shocking and
indecent. Much of the . testing
centered about In a Couturier's Shop
number.
The court wanted, to know how

Hunt knew the 'bride' In one of the
scenes,, who had lost her wedding;
gown, was nude. Hunt told of his
vast

.
experience in observing

. bur-
lesque shows and cabarets.

Morrison's Bookings
Chicago^ March 8.

Morrison hotel has added two
more - bands to Its advance booking
1st and is now pencilled In until far
Into the summer.
Ted Lewis band starts- March 18,

followed by th"e new Sophie Tucker
orchestra setup in April. Then the
Casa Loma orchestra and Ray
Noble orchestra. First two bands
set through the Music Corporation
of America, the latter two through
RoclcWell-O'Keefe and the William
Morris office.

FQRSTER Pmenfs
RYTHMIC FRANK SKINNER

FOX-TROT ARRANGEMENT OF

FALLEN*
that OutstandingIndian

Jle&Hfy by tke Writerof
PAtt MOON*
PRICE 75*

F0RSTER
B Kill I) L

D

C

vv H.'K*.

M U f
- 1 C

PUfcUSHFk. INC.

16 WABA r
H AVE,

CHICAGO

'What business was it of the De-
partment of Justice to discuss with
N.A.B. the renewals?' he asked.
'Mind you, the broadcasters are
calling in an assistant TJ. S. At-
torney General.' What is the busi-
ness of the government whether
they get a

tried to form their own society, but
they couldn't do it with a million
dollars. They even asked our mem-
bers to write, under phoney names.
They tried to set up their own Radio
Program Foundation, but couldn't.

'Warner Bros, found Out they

better contract' The

'

couldn,t exert pressure, and with-

purpose of this suit is to put usl^' ^hey "3 to break our

out of . business so those broadcast-
contracts so they could step in an*

ers can get from our members their, g? »orc
»
money. I wouldn't be a

, 'bit surprised if right this minute
works for nothing. »

in gome room the broadcasters Were
'Big "Corporations'

The question of discriminatory
contracts between webs and inde-
pendent stations came up momen-
tarily when O'Malley sought Infor-
mation about royalty formulas from
Buck. Admitting that chains get
better terms than individual broad-
casters, the ASCAP prexy said

'Here's the big thing—when you're
dealing with N.B.C. and Columbia
you're dealing with big corporations.'

not in a huddle trying to buy the
Warner catalog.'

Admitting the content of the
ASCAP and Warner catalogs is a
matter of controversy, Buck de-
nied both pools are trying to col-

lect for the use of contested titles.

He was confident, however, that in

the end ASCAP will win control of

performing rights.

Heated debate broke out during
O'Maliey's quizzing of ASCAP

ASCAP's repented demands for spokesmen, with Burkan objecting

GEMELLTS SECRET MAERLAGE
New Orleans, March 3.

Secret wedding seven years ago
of Angelo Gemelli, operator of the
Cltez.Paree, was revealed in Civil
district court here Feb. 28 with the
filing of a petition for separation
by, Mrs. Bertha Boisblanc Moore
Gemelli. She seeks an Injunction
against disposal of community
property, pending outcome of her
suit, in which she* asks $25 a week
alimony,
Her husband, Mrs. Gemelli's petl

tion says, has steadfastly refused to
acknowledge and announce their
Wedding, declaring that to do so
would 'ruin his professional career. 1

She says he purchased the club
with funds- she provided.

L. A. EMERGENCY TAX OFF
Los Angeles, March 3. f

By vote of 298 to 132, musicians,'
local, 47, AFM, voted to wipe put,

effective March 1, the 1% eirier

gency fund tax paid for some time
past by studio musicians.
Attempt to provide for payment

of 1% weekly tax by all members
of local lost by two-thirds majority

B. R. Team Opens in S. A.

Rio de Janeiro, March 8.

Garland and. Chula, dance team
from the U. S., opened at the Ca-
sino here Sunday (1).

Team Is in for six weeks.
Bill Miller.

VISIT OR WRITEMARKS
/A us i c
LITTLE CHIN-CHIN
{Keep Your Chin Up)

Has Taken Its Place with

GOTTA GO
TO WORK AGAIN

and

I MADE
ARRANGEMENTS
WITH THE MOON

At tho Top of Our Popular
Catalogue

' OCHESTRATIONS

—

50c EACH

BILLY CHANDLER
General Pror ional Mgr.

Other Marks Songs
Most Played on Air
Week Ending Feb. 29

STANDARDS (Orch. 75c)
Song of the Islands
Moonlight and Roses

Jazz Me Blues
Sari Waltz

Parade Wooden Soldiers
Fraaquita Serenade

TANGOS (Orch. 80c)
Derecho Vlejo

Amapola
Qulereme Mucho

Mama Yo Qulero Novlo
Por Que

Donde Estas Corazon

RUMBAS (Orch. 75c)

Negra Coneehtida
Mama Inez
My Shawl

Peanut Vendor
Jungle Drums
Cuban Belle

RADIO CITY, N.Y
NO OTHER ADDPtSS NEEDED
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Night Cliib Reviews

Kabaret der Komiker
;

(BERLIN)
Berlin, Feb. 18.

Ever since Kurt Rbbitsohek, now
; managing the Paris A 1 h am b ra;

walked out; of this house early in

1033 aniid some very exciting; mo*
ments and not, entirely to. the satis-,

faction of the acts (Cardinl, Ameri-
can card and coin manipulator can
tell a story) f the Kabaret der Kom-
iker has gone through hectic days.

Scores of so-called ''showmen tried

their luck in vain, and the house ex-,

perimented with all sorts of shows.

It was closed.so often that the pub-

lic never knew whether it was open
again or not, and several attempts

to rej5«iin.its former prestiigd failed

'jniserafely; .'
•''

' Jlouse is now back td its old pOK
|cy, minus* the* home guard of legit

actors that gave it Its name. These
now rate as jion-Aryan and . have
long departed for other, shores, ex-

cept pne or two (Max~fihrllchand
^VTilly Rosen) ,

who are back in town
but under the .clipped Wings of the

- Jewish Cultural league. Curiously

just, enough for variety, speed and
tempo, Medardo ih.c/s it' (he was
handicapped bj^ a bad throat the
night caught) and also essays a
snatch of good-humored legerder-
main. - " •

Ramon: and. Luchida -are the: Ar-
gentine dancers. He's almost a
camera , type, but Lucinda would
do better with a little wardrobe.
Considering the tempo of a spot
like El Toreador, couturier accoutre-
ments are • perforce limited, but a
little dressing up would help their
professional progress.
Fermln and Gloria are the Mexi-

can dance team. They do native
tamale tempos. Gloria is a: person-
ality looker.
The idea catering to the

Spanish, Mexican and Cuban tastes
is completed by the rumba special-
ist, Fantasia Novia who gives out
the hip-weaving- in boxoffice nianr
ner.i All three .acts do repeat numi
bers arid click,
The natural balustrated setting of

El Toreador permits . an effective
entrance for all acts .from the baU
cony Upstairs; There is also a /stroll

enough the Jewish" Cultural League ing quartet of itrummers who sing
.- has its own cabaret under the

- same
j-oof as the Kabaret der Komiker,
at th& adjoining Cafe Xieon,. but like

all Its enterprises. -whether grand
opera, drama .or ,cabaretr is tempo-
rarily .closed how by order, of au-
thoritles. •:*..'

Current bill Of the Kabaret der.

Komiker offers five m.c.'s, all of

them good arid working' in pairs;

They are Hellmuth Rrueger, a
brainy fellow; Peter Sachse, Kurt
Seiffert, who looks like the late

Randalls' Miami Return

Havana March 8.

The Randalls, dance .trio, now in

their sixth week, at the Sans Souel,

with another fortnight to go, -open
a return^ engagement March 17 at
the Hollywood Beach (Fla.) hotel's

Bambo Room., It's a return engage-
ment there. Their current engage-
merit here marks the Randalls'
fourth Havana season.
They opened Dec; 31 at the. Holly-

wood Beach (Miami suburb) resort
for two weeks and had to come here
by previous commitment, hence
the deferred return.

Frasetto Ousted Over 'Benefit' Refusal

As PMDy Union Warfare Opens

DINNER-N1TERY

HITS PARIS

at the -tables. No cbuveft ; $1 mini,,
mum check. *

Frank Martin is impresario,, and
it's a spot that rates a better biz,
break than evidenced, although the
Lenten season would have especial
effect here. Abel.

VERSAILLES
(NEW YORK)

Lucienrte Boyer again clicks at
. ,

.the Club Versailles, N. Y, This
Fatty Arbuckle; Robert Porsay .and marks the French chanteuse's third
Hans Reimann,

,

Platte and Seiffert return to this nitery. Her strong
are responsible also for an enter- impression in N. T, makes one
taming sketch. Trude Hesterberg, wonder anew why she didn't* reg
a favorite here and in all the Ger- ister in Florida at the Bath and
man cabarets, gets a . big reception. Tennis club, where her engagement

Charlotte Ander accents on 'Vamp' had to be cut short. Her artistry,
with poor material. Three Rilands especially when singing, in the
are clever- instrumentalists and Gallic tongue, asserts itself in the
singers. manner in Which she holds the in-
Barma is exceptional in acrobatic terest of her public,

dances, arid more good, dancing Is I Surrounding show is equally
offered by Melas Sisters; arid Marja sturdy. Manya arid Drigo give but
Tamara. '* ballroom dancing in their usual
Show is the nearest attempt to high-type terp mariner. Both look

American vaudeville possible here, svelte on the floor and click with
except that It refuses to degrade Its their routines. . Reed Lawton Is the

• specialty acts '-to open or close the barytoneing entr'acte and likewise
" effective.., Isay Volpin is Mile.

Boyer's special maestro, per usual.
Joseph C. Smith's orchestra and
Alfredo ,Brito'e tangoista alternate
with the dansapation.

Versailles continues ' orte of. the

, Paris, Feb. 26.

Dinner shows at $2, everything: in>

eluded, have hit Paris. Blossomed
out Saturday (22) in two spots at
pneej one in Montmartre and the

other bri the Champs Elysees.

Philadelphia, March 3.,

Action commenced last night (2)

in the local musical war, which has

the .
Philadelphia hotels, restaurants

arid broadcasters lined up against

the musicians' nlon, when ' the;

Pennsylvania hotel dismissed Joe
Frasetto's union band upon the
leader's refusal to play a benefit.

Hotel substituted with a non-union
aggregation, which, had already re-

hearsed the floor show and was be-
ing held In reserve. Hotel manage-
ment declared it will sue Frasetto
for breach of contract, and the
leader expects the local union to

defend him.
This was followed today (Tues-

day) by a union ban against LeRoy
Wilson's opening at the Arcadia In-
ternational restaurant on- the
grounds that, although Wilson is a
local member, his musicians are oiit-

of-towners. • Wilson left- for idew
York to file an appeal with . Joseph
N: Weber.
More fireworks are due tomorrow

(Wednesday), when Tony Shayne is

scheduled to succeed Mickey Alpert
in the" Walton Roof showv. with

Montmartre spot is Chez lesi A1 t going to the Paradise, New
Nudistes. Joe Zelli's old Place on the Yorki Shayne is on the local union's
Rue Fontaine* Done over, pla^e of- nlx m anA it h« opens as booked,Wtwo shows nightly, at *:30. and the unlon mn pM out the Walton's
12.30, with customers -allowed to. -

t bfltld ^mon Kelem'^

show, 'as done in the. States.

EL TOREADOR
(NEW YORK)

Havana in New York is El Tor- m . „¥ . „ m Vi,wlr , fl

eador on Central Park North* just|st^
west of Fifth avenue. It's one of the 'Right life- With Nick Prounis re.

most colorfUl niteries in town, on'

the edge of Spanish Harlem with
-a corking rumba-tango, Don Gil

berto, whose riative rhythms are ar-

-, resting, but. whose sole shortcoming
'

1b'that the dance grouping is .awry.
He switches from a rumba to a
tango to a waltz in that . sequence
Instead of playing them in seta. Al
most any foxtrotters will essay a
•rumba, but ' the moment Gilberto

.'switches into a tango, or a. waltz
he chase's, 'em off the floor.

With Nick Prourils re
cuperating in Florida following a
had siege of poor health, Arnold
Rossfleld is the Boniface at. the
door, aided. and. abetted by Roberto,
et al. Abel.

POSTPONE PHULY BAND SUIT
Hearing on injunction suit of

Universal Artist Bureau against Del
Regis orchestra, scheduled for last

week, was postponed until March 26

UAB, claiming breach of contract,

The show is pert and Aotcha-^ I
seeks to halt band from playing

any engagements. Del Regis, with
counter-claim of contract violation,

adds the assertion that the con
tract's year option is illegal.ROBBINS' CHATS

A N*w Radio Triumph 0 ;

ED SMALLE I

and His 7 Voices £

Heard on Phil Baker's-

successful Sunday night;

broadcast via CBS.

The Smalle aggregation;

chooses:

"LOVELY LADV"
»SI SHOOTING HIGH"

"ALONE"
''LOST*'

"THE OLD OAK TREE"

ROBBINS
nui sjc r our oua iidn

STEWART SHUTS DORADO
Salt Lake City, March 3.

Wally Stewart, Salt Lake nite

club operator, who, last month left

his Club Dorado to the, management
of his wife, closed the spot Feb. 28.

He plaris to devote all his tiriie to

the Alta Club, haven fqr Utah
millionaires. Stewart has been in the

biz for nearly 25 years.

BLACKSTONE'S SHUTTER
Chicago, March 3.

Indications are that the Mayfair

room in the BlacUstone hotel 'will

shutter for the spring and summer
March 31, following the current ap

peavance of the DeMarcos arid the

Al Kavelin orchestra.

current band, Milton Kelem's,
The warfare which has been;

threatening since the militant fac-
tion came into power .at union
headquarters Will come to a head
today at a general union .meeting,

Extensive replacement of union
bands in reprisal, with resultant
strikes all over town, appears likely,

Seven Reasons

Situation in general concerns:
1. Recent union rule barring all

'benefits' by musicians under any
circumstances, whether men are
paid or not, without ' specific per
mission from union in each case.

2. Recommendation by union ex-
ecutive committee* being voted for
possible passage today, calling for
alliance with the Ariierican Federa
tlon of Actors..''

Dispute .'with...stations WCAU

buy a $2 meaKor drinks which range
in price from $1 to $1.60.

Barbara La May, American con-
tortive dancer, is headlined. Also
Helene ' and Regis, dance team; plus

six local attractions and a nude line

of 20 girls. Title of show is

Voluptes.'
Champs Elysees spot is the old

Lido, also done over by jLeon Vol-

terra, with ..the swimming pool, a
feature since the opening! 10 years
ago, eliminated- Dinner price is the

same as in Montmartre but drinks

run as low as 65c.-

in covering over the pool, Volterra

has enlarged the floor and installed

a small advancing stage siniiiar to

that of . the Bal. Tabarin. Openlrig

show headlines Borrah.. Minevitch,

doubling at A.B.C.'; Lu Ann Mere-
dithj.billed as aJlQllywojod_star,.-the

Dormonde bicycle act and 18 Tiimara:
| and KYW over ciassiflcatlon of

Beck girls.

KANAWHA CHANGING HANDS
Lynchburg, March 3.

fcanaWha Club has folded, but re-

port is that Wiljiam (Tubby) Riyes

will take it over*

It had been under Haley's

management*

MASTERS ON B'WAY
.
Chicago, Marcli 3.

Frankle Masters band is slated to

replace the Abe Lyman orchestra at

the Hollywood!'New York, April 11,

when Lyman shift's to the College

Inn here.

Buddy Rogers follows Lyman at.

the Inn.

RICHHAN IN CHI
Chicago, March 3.

Harry Rlchman is dated for the

Chez Paree on March 23, following

the current Milton Berle show.

Franz Waxman, formerly of UFA,
joined Metro music, department to

do scoring.

Nat Sbilkret scoring
Scotland' at Radio.

'Mary of

\

THE BEST IN MUSIC

Released from

'FOLLOW THE FLEET'

Words an* Muslo by
*~

IRVING BERLIN

BtJX WHERE ARE XOU?

LEI'S FACE THE MUSIC
AND DANCE

I'M PUTTING ALL MY EGGS
IK ONE BASKET
LET YOURSELF GO

I'D RATHER LEAD A BAND
WE SAW THE SEA

GET THEE BEHIND ME,
SATAN

HARRY LIMK G P M-
IRVINC BERLIN nc

Inside Stuff-Music

Date for forthcoming Paul Whitemari concert In Carnegie Hall
,

de-

pends on/run of 'Jumbo' at the Hippodrome. If the production runs

well into the summer, a Tuesday night date will be decided upon

Program is being considered now and may have a Rodgers-Hart com

position on hand for the main modern work. Whiteman wants to use

an opera singer, if possible, to solo before, the orchestra.

Either the N. Y. Philharmonic or the Philadelphia Symphony will

appear On the boards, with the Wnileman contingent augmenting the

personnel. Returns are to be turned over to the modern music museum

at Williams College, which the orchesra loader has endowed. 'Jumbo's'

Tuesday night shutdown policy will be the only available time open

for the performance during the spring season, when Whiteman wants

to stage the concert.

While doing research on 'Brave Old Army Team/ Shapiro, Bernstein

& Co dlscovored that the 'Rain Chain Song,' which West Point cadets

by tradition whistle just before a parade, is based on the music of a

World War hit, 'Long Boy.' which the publishing firm also controls.

'Bain Song' is Included in an anthology, 'Songs of the U. &. MWfary

Academy' which was edited by V. C. Mayer, organist at W. P. Shawfro-

Bernstein does not propose to bar May*..- f'-'-m f.ituro Inclusion o#-.;the over number of men to be employed

number-

commercial or' sustaining programs,
which may result in new setup or
end of present agreement and dis-
missal of house bands. Union Is

also making another effort to force
WFII/to talie house band,

4. All band leaders being notified

(a) that all future contracts must
be okayed by union and (b) all past
cases of under-scale ' engagements
must be reported by

.
leaders at once

-r-for lenient punishment if reported
or severity if not

5. Rule that no amateur or vaude-
ville show may be given without at
least Ave musicians as accompani
ment.

6. Union's protest' to Philadelphia
Inquirer (morning daily generally
called 'conservative') about recent
editorial about WPA music.

7. New rule that absolutely no
one may enter union headquarters
without displaying his union card
The new no-benefit rule seems

most likely to lead to the warmest
scrap. Union steadfastly opposed,
benefits. When fines failed; latest

action was taken, barring them un-
der any circumstances. That applies
to the so -called 'benefits' in hotels

where cabaret band merely goes
from one room to another in same
hotel, playing for flock of guests
who pay the house. Although hotel

men's organization has gone on rec-

ord as opposed to 'benefits,' it lias

no power to enforce its rule.

Certain hotel men give plenty of
benefits,' almost for any group that
requests. One, in particular, is un* :

derstood ready to make a fight on
the question, even to heaving out
the union musicians and, if they
take part, the union waiters. There's
some talk among both" the musicians
and waiters that, rather than lose

their Jobs, they'd throw their union
membership overboard.
Another angie in that union has

been a trifle reluctant to bring mat-
ters to a heud as, if the one place

lets out union employees, several

others are known to plan following

suit at once. In two recent battles

with hotels • musician -waiter
question, the union broke' even*. H
won In one case and lost in the

other.

Two spots, Frank Palumbo's and
Rafters, recently let out union bands.

They've not had any trouble. In

Palumbo's caso, the grief started

ante* Palumbo. gave 'em thevboot.
Only retaliation was putting, him o'n

their 'unfair' list.

Uevyt' Kick

Dispute with WCAU and KYW
has union locking horns once more
with Leon and Ike Levy, operators
of the stations. Union has given
up demand to have stations, con-
tract all bands through 'union in-

stead of through leader, but it still,

is holding out for fines it claim's are
due for remote dansapations last

summer While stations were with-
out house bands. Another point of
contention is on spot announce-
ments. Union claims spot an-
nouncements tend to make sustain-
ing programs commercial and it

wants musicians paid commercial
rates on such programs.

Complication on that point is that
i^evys say Romeo Cella, former
president of 'the union, verabally
agreed with them on. both questions
before signing contracts With them-
about house bands for two stations.

If Cella did. that, is alleged, with
idea of putting men to work and.

making good showing for votes; in.

annual election, he denies it now
that he's- no longer in Office. Na-
tional president Joe Weber- last-

—

week took a hand in that dispute,,

sending a representative 'to confer
with both sides and report back to

him for settlement;

Sudden 'announcement of pul|ng

that all bandleaders must report to

union on cases of past and present
under-scale jobs has employed

1mu-
sicians in a panic, Many say they
don't know what to do. It's an open
secret that few places pay scale, but
men working on such jobs figui

they might as well take it or some-
one- else will. Marty leaders are
afraid to report such cases, fearing

heavy fines„ or" suspension,, But, in

case they ' don't,^there's the.fear men
In. their band riiiy - report' .therni.

Union protest to- Philadelphia In-

quirer; apparently,', tad ; no • ejfltect.

Pa^er (anti^Ne'w'^ealiiraniah edi-

torial' ridiculing the WPA taiglo

project as 'boondoggling.'

New union' rule ftbout "non-mem-
bers being' barred from union prem-
ises, allegedly, is aimed at non-
union musicians yrho 'enter union

headquarters and transact business,

thereby depriving our men of work.'

It!s hinted; however, that the rule

is also designed to halt outsiders

from 'spying* on union proceedings

and plans.

HEMOUSE,0FMUSICfUi,ovt|^ ieS

fnm the "Onyx Club"—That
Blrthilm «J

"MUSIC GOES .'ROUND"
Swing Binds «ntl Song ' Sensations—

Cornea "stuff" Smith #lth

"ISE A-MUGGIN'

"

A Sirlug Novelty Hit
•

Included In "lee A-Mugglu' " And A*
I'flrt or Thl* Song, You Oet

"THE MUSICAL ARITHr
METIC GAME"

1-2—3-4-5—6-UH—8-9—
Woof, Etc.

•
Tak "lie A-Muioln' " for th. Next

Big Novelty Song Sinulil
' •

The 'Mutlc Fan*' Arc "Keeling Reptt
U>" at "The Onyx"—They're . Requutlnt

"lae A-Muggi *"

5irrT7MU
SlCPUB

|-
,CATlON5^

I in band. W'lifrn union raisod the i

• R E I ST •
HIT7 OF THE HOUR
From Boston'* Cocoanut Grove

Vln the VliC Network

Yon Hear the Dellplitful Voice
and Music of

RANNY WEEKS
and Ills Orchestra Featuring

Enelimd'fr Newest- Hone Sensation

"TIMS WHEEl; OF THE WAGON
IS BROKEN"

"IT8 BEEN SO LONG"
•S GREAT TO BE IN I.OVE

AGAIN"
"WITH ALL Ml' HEARX"
"UREAKIN* IN A PAIR OF

SHOES"
nml the New Hit from California

"HAWAIIAN PARADISE"

LEO FEI/T,
I629- BflORDUURY* Neill Yo-iK
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NEW ACTS
CHARLES and HELEN STONE
REVUE (3) w

Dance*. Piano, Song*
13 Mins.; Full

'

Grand O. H.
r
New York

An entertaining flash act. Charles
.Storie, .blond boy, , is a nifty, dis-
penser' of tapology, • stylish, ^ rhyth-
mic and capable-of-wearing 'clothes

nattily, besides having an eye to
- costumes. Perhaps if his attractive
blonde, dance, partner, didn't hide
behind long skirts! the combo effect,

already good enough, could be im-
proved.
Tapping a 'Poet and Peasant'

overture (if that -was it) has be-
come standard',- but Stone arid his
llthsome partner wearing full dress
•offer a different swing, zestful and
interesting. ;

. A blonde pianist sings by the
piano, before a mike, to introduce
a "lady in Red' routine by ; Stone
and nis partner, in costume. It's a
•cute trick.. The brunet , toe," dancer
Is also good., and while the act. lots

down a bit with that back bender,
latter does a speedy back: twisting
finish to lift the pace again .that,

•continues more forcefully with 'Poet
•and Peasant,' which"follows.

'•

Special drapes would heighten
the^ act's • atmosphere and before .a

band,- Charles Stone and- .his part- 1

her. would fit anywhere. Sfidrc. •

BRENT
Songs
6- Mi lis.';

Grand O.' ., NeW York
i : Perhaps If Judy Brent-were taken'
4n band, by persons-, who know, how;

.
this brunet who disports a peppery

. . .
style of singing .ought, to come along
~in • time ''to' .put oveif" songs more
•gracefully .and vmore 'tunefully' than,

1 • 'she ' does at present. .- {« •

; ,~Sst the; girl, toad any training it
•,haB -not .been .from ' experts. THer
go.wn : 1s^>oi gold cloth arid Wraps
lohjg;''enough to trip her across the
stage, "tike other newcomers to. the"

1

'stage', she hides "much behind' ;a;

mike that's riot really musical.
.Deuced here arid didn't know

'.^kjcwhen to quit with her half-polished
'..^imitations of stage and screen sat-
ellites, giving the impression some-
how* that she hadn't seenv or quite
'understood some of the persons . she

' was burlesquing; '; Ngvertheless': she
was a. hit here. Shan. :

•A TRIP TO HITLAND' (9)

Sdnga -
:

30 Mins,; Full (Special)
Grand O. hi., N. Y.
Regularly the G. O. H. final offer-

ing is allotted about 20 minutes . for

its-stuff; but this one Utilized a good
.30, with house not liking it very
much.. Overlapping caused by the
songwriters In" the act suddenly an-
nouncing they would write a special

ditty for. the matinee house, and
then apparently taking their time
about it.

Those listed include Billy Baskett,
Eddie Nelson, Johnny Tucker, Fred-
die Rose, Gene West and Ernie Bur-
nett, plus the Manhattan. Trio for
specialized chanting. Each of the
tunesmiths presents short bits of
their best-sellers, of another day,
most all of which get a hand. . But
that extended visit hurts .their

chances later.

Black drop Used, with five, pianos,
arranged in semi-circle. M.c. .uses
a microphone for his. .duties ;and
moyes it regularly for tbe^ridividual
spotlight, bows.. If clipped, the . act
would be- appropriate for general
entertainment..
Voices of "the ; %?& 'frequently off

key. - Announcements >oh Bta'ge a bit
muddled also, which mixes up the
routines of the various pianologlsts.

, 'i. Bral.

LANG AND SQUIRE
Comedy
10 Mins.; One
Grand O. H-j N. Y,
New material for this standard

mixed team. Lnise. Squire, tall

blonde; begins to chant, with her
partner out to sell pork chops: The
laughs start when she askB hirt to

sit down, and no sofa is. in sight.

Imaginary effects continue, until the
dramatic fireworks are turned on
and there's a shooting fray re-

enacted, and a final blow-off ending
In an electric chair. .

{

Act is labeled 'Just Nonsense.'
Laughs are confined to the delivery
end mostly. For a second bow
there's Harry Lang's standard whis-
tling, bit, and it brings the act a
nice hand.
Team- has been doing some Tadlo

work of late, but this material out-
lay is all fresh in substance. In
next to closing position here on a
break- in, the turn, landed solidly.

Br

FLOYD CHRYSTl E and Co. (2)
Comedy and Acrobatics
10 Mins.; One
Grand- O. H., N. Y..
?.. -What's hew in ,.thist comedy acro-
batic.

;
act is the. droll character, .as-

sumed by Gbrystie. 'He's^shy on the
stage, later " prances around coyly
and ensnares special attention with
his deadpan remarks.' The're1^ 'mbre ;

talking than " Usual in
•

' this one.
Partner is a' husky who' bears, the
brunt of 'the stunts: "

r
..."

.

"
•

There's the familiar foot slipping
.bit off the shoulder; and :thew some
eye-gouging business; which house
ate up. - Talk is " ample enough to
hold.
Act doesn't look new, but is not in

the flies. ' -Bral,

CARTER and HOLMES
Comedy,. Acrobatics
10 Mins.-; One
•State, N. Y, v
,. This is almost. a dumb. act,,.but a'

' knockabout, sock that , can go places
with more' polish. No team, .since
'Mitchell , arid Durante, has inflicted
so much punishment on itself in
.Such ah entertaining way Coupled!
.With the mayhem, the boys have;
one' bit that's a. comedy wow, a
takeoff on a pair Of wrestlers.
Undoubtedly funny tor wrestling

fans,' this bit- is- also a geni to/those
unfamiliar with the antics of the
.groan and, grunters. It gave Carter

-.arid Holmes enough applause to tie
. . the show up here in the deuce.

Team is vOung arid can still learn,
1

but "they're - apparently on the right
track. . That is, if they live through
those falls; : Scho.

'

FOUR BOBS
Dances

'

> Mins.; One
Grand O. H-» N. .

Short and snappy dance' turn.
Four colored' boys; decked "out in
dark brown tails, plus tan hoofing
slippers, -for fast array of stepping.;
It's rhythm stuff, not distinctive,
but noticeable for its pep and ener-
getic .spirit; There are solo breaks
for each" of .the dancers;' . ;

. No truckin' ' included. Deuced
here oft a four-act program.

Bral.-

MILLER, KEELAN arid DEAN
Instrumental, Dances, Piano
13 Mins.- Full
Grand O. H., New York
These two girls and a boy, who

trumpets loudly, try very hard to
please but somehow don't impresB
strongly, especially the boy and his
brass Work. Using a trombone, the
boy simulates steamboat arid en-
gine noises, but they all sound alike,
Opened here but not .enthusiastic-

ally on a four-act layout. The girls
dance, and areshapely, one on- her

MICKEY KING
Aerialist
10 Mins.; Full
Grand O. H„ N. Y.

.This tiny girl specializes, .in body
and twist turns. In mid-air. - She
sells, her feats well, makes the aero-,
batlc flashes neat in delivery and
was okay' here ag-an-opener. •

To close, she hands out a stiff

sample of 62 .Wrist flips, with audi
ence giving periodic outbursts of
applause. When she lands on the
stage for a clearTcUt perspective,
she stacks up as being more at
tractive in the s.a. line than is usual
for femiriine aerialists. Bral,

Bolln P. A.'ing Air Act
Los Angeles, March 3.

Gene Bolln, formerly explolteer for
P-WC and Warners on ^Coast, is

handling advances of. road tour of
'Calling All Cars,'. Coast ether act,

By Chris Hafledorn.

Eddie (Shuffle' Feet) Ross down
with a slight coldi .ditto Bob Mer-
rick.

Harry Gordon gaining, lots of

pounds.
New innovation by Dr. Karl Fis-

chel of hot" chocolate" every night in

the Lounge at nine proved okay;
most all patients gained weight /the

past month,' ' ' _
'

Mrs. " Frances Bobbins, owner-
manager of the North'wood, San., to,

Hot Springs for six, weeks.
Marya Blake doing fine, with her

shorthand lessons. Teacher is' Betty
Huntington.
Tommy Abbott up for on?, meal

the past. week. Doris Cbnnes . okay
for two meals in. the dlnlpg room,
Garry Sitgreaves. operated on .last

week to repair broken ligament in

left hand.
Hannah Zimmerman" and Sir John

Louden both, up again afjter beating,

off colds.

Rita Preftacy taking thWest'cUre
religiously.

Write those you know at Saranac

One-Man Show
Chicago, March 3.

,Milton Berle ;came to the - rescue
of Balaban & Katz, 'Friday morning
(28), when the 'Vanities' unit arrived
three hours late at the Chicago the-

atre.; Berle, who is appearing at the
Chez faree, rushed over at the re-

quest of B. & K. and did 40 minute's

on his. t>wn while the 'Vanities'

scenery was being hung1

.

Show, went oh' at 2 o'clock, two
hours behind schedule.

Howard-Shelton Dated
Chicago, March 3.

Balaban & Katz has set Tom
Howard ' and George Shelton to

head the Oriental bill for the week
of .March 13.

Another Major Bowes amateur
unit comes to the house March 20.

r _ _ _ M. D. (Doc) Howe, of Fanchon &
toes- and the other'laps. ^Ptanoused I

Mt»"co office, is booking the turn fol-

ia for accompaniment for the boy.
f

lowing preliminary week's showing
Shan. at F&M Paramount here.

N. 7. BROS. IN N. 0.

New Orleans, March 8..

Buddy, Joe and Charles .Canton,

brothers of Jersey City, N. J., have

leased the ground floor of the Baiter

building in the business district

here for a nite club.

They have started work of re-

modeling and decorating with a
view of opening by March 15.

ALL TALENT

GUS EDWARDS'
"SHOWINDOW"

Y0UN£>ALENT (Over 16)

STANDARD ACTS (With New Material)

UNIQUE ACTS of Every Description

AMBITIOUS AUTHORS and COMPOSERS
Pretty Girl Dancers for "SIXTEEN SWEET SIXTEENS"

Apply io BROADWAY THEATRE STAGE DOOR (52nd ST.), NEW YORK
Daily After 10:30 A. M.

AGENTS WITH ACTS A>D MATERIAL HIII, BE PROTECTED

JACK BENNY UNIT
(STANLEY, PITTSBURGH)

Pittsburgh, Feb. 28.

At beginning of his p, a. swing
last season—alqo in Pittsbursh-^-
Jaclc Benny discovered a sock unit
formula and has wlBely decided to
stick by it. Air comic's present
layout

. Is practically the same, with
a couple of variations, and it's

smash entertainment from start, to
finish.

;

Gets, off to nice start with some
eye-filling modernistic stuff by
Stuart Morgan dancers, and then
Benny steps out in .'one' and- from
there on even a sensitive microscope
would have trouble detecting^ list-!

ness moment: After a shortsession
of ' wisecracks he brings on ' Mary
Livingstone, and big hand indicates
the . missus is still an important cog
in the Benny -works;
Georges Metaxa does a swell

'Alone' after a few preliminary gags
with Benny, and then latter is on
again/vwith Benny and Mary in a
funny 'bit. Metaxa winds up with
•When_a Gypsy Makes His Violin
Play,' which 'brings on Benny again
at the. finish in gypsy rig for more
screams. \

- ;

Benny is around practically every
minute and that trigger-mind of his

'

is always busy. He's shrewd-enough
not. to take any - chances and whole
unit - shows the wisdom ' of his.;

astuteness. After Metaxa, he actu-
ally gets through a fiddle solo and
then tops it with a phony dramatic
recitation about young- girls< and
their mothers and the facts of life.

On the heels' of this, he announces
he has three gals seeking an oppor-
tunity on one of his talent quests
and that's the cue for the Chicken
Sisters. Dead-pan girls repeat their
riot of- last year and' tie up the pro-
ceedings. ~.

Eor a finish Benny: has another-
sock, not; quite, however, up to last

season's stunt When, after trying to
play the fiddle *all through the per-
formance, he finally got out. onto
the apron and got through the first

couple of bars only to have the
screen Curtain go .down oh. him and.

the flicker start. This time he has
the Liazeed Arabs and after they've
gone," through some brisk tumbling,
on dances Benny in the same get-
up and horns in Oh their pyramid
bit while they proceed oblivious of

his presence. Finally he lies down
on the floor, disgusted, and lets

them go ahead.
Then Benny dances off into the

wings .as if to make ready to whirl
across the floor and hotfoots It back
of the curtain- to the other ' side

while one of the Arabs does, the
tumbling foi* him. It's a variation,
but a strong laugh curtain.
Practically nothing Benny can do

to improve on this .layout. It's bul-.

let proof right how. Cohetii

MELODY PARADE
(ORPHEUM, LINCOLN)

Lincoln, Feb. 29.

With most of the talent meeting
for the first time, on any stage here
at the Orph this week, it's surpris-
ing this unit is aS good as it is. Sur-
prise act of the show is a wire turn,
Chattita Trio, two lads and a gal-
all Spanish, although the billing has
Wally Stoefler and his band, a fairly
well known najne here, plastered to
high heaven,
'""Wally and the boys. warm up with
.'White Heat' and then intro Cas-
sill and .'Barrett, a trim- ferp .team.
Dressing is good and both members
smart to look at, the girl an eye-
flller. The -work is easy and. slow.
The first time they're on it's a
number built around 'Stormy
Weather* and finishes up with the
shutter being given a whirl in front
of the spot for a flicker effect which
is nice. The last, time the two come
out it's for a waltz, which is okay.
Maxine Harding, petite little

singer, gets by on her looks. She
returns later for a bit of clowning
with. Stoefler over, the number 'Out-
side of . You,' for which the hand is

more reassuring.
'Band does a 'Melting Pof* bit,

some old and some new tunes for
an interlude, and then turns the
stage, over to Curry and Hall, new
act from the night olubs. Used to
be Curry and White. Hall is new
and shows it, but he may come
along. He docs one bit, the, pres-
ent day crooner and his love for
the mike, which will go fine some
places although somewhat blue.
Several of Curry's gags are that
way, too.

Chattita Trio, on the wire, is the
closer. All three are youthful and
evidently think very little of a
broken neck. One lad has a dance
routine on the wire which is a hand
wringer. Everything is straight
away, but It's done with a snap
that makes it count. Barn.

Redheads Vs. Blondes
(ORIENTAL, CHICAGO)

Chicago, Feb. 29.

Taking the best parts of his
'Platinum Blondes,' unit, Jack Fine
has dyed the hair oC half of. the girls
titlan, let the rest continue to douse
their tresses with silver glint Show
consists of 30 femmes," of whom 18
are in the chorus and the 'rest prin-
cipals. Latter are mostly specially

pepple. . There are four chorus num-
bers. " • -'' r

Unit will deliver J30 minutes of
good entertainment for the average
audience, and with proper exploita-
tion should get better than average
grosses. The show offers exploita-
tion possibilities,

. .At. present the only talking and
Comedy act in the show Is Boice and
Marsh, holdover- frpm rPlatinum
.Blondes.' Spotted next-to-closlng,
the girls indicate a tendency to >.i

slide off, • They are getting into a
rut and they need some new ma-v
terlal. They are .a good, natural
team, and . w,ith some . brighter,
newer material they would again be
surefire."

More to the point, with knock-
about comedy, are. the Dawn Sisters.
In their two appearances the girls
clicked cleanly, first on their novelty
dance and later' in a knockabout
adagio. Other 'acrobatic dancing
item is contributed by the Southern
Sisters, fair enough.
Fine has ^spotted three strong

,turns for specialty numbers in the
show. Dale Wlnth'rbp is a great
little tap dancer. Has everything at
present but salesmanship. With a
bit more experience she is a cinch,
to develop. -Sissle and Neal are a
harpist and a. whistler. Whistling
girl Is a comer;
Taking as •-much as possible from

the opening of the se'eond act of
'Great Waltz,' Fine has his 18 girls
togged up' in white ballet costumes
and faking toe work. He. has utilized
the intermittent side -rlighting effect
but of 'Waltz' and has Ruth.Pryor
spotted as the ballerina. It went
'oVer powerfully with 'this audience'.
The. fact this mediocre number is
such a click is an indication that
the. public as. a whole is; swinging
over to.what theythink of the better
class stuff, and 'whether it reaily is
better or not doeshlt 'count. Gold.

Lanny Ross in Detroit

Detroit, March 3.

Lanny Ross heads the attractions
list of the second annual .'Little

World's Fair' opening here Friday
(6) at Convention Hall. Detroit
Symphony ork will open exposition,
while Benny .Kyte's WXTZ band,
Del ipelbridge's ork, a 100-piece ac-
cordion choir, a marimba band,
various choral and sport groups will

provide entertainmeht rest- of weelt
Boss will do four shows daily,

Meanwhile, in the. General Motors
Building,

,
Horace Heldt's ork wjll

furnish music for G- M.'s special car
exhibition.

Shilling Case Again

Postponed to April 23
Although the- court' had previous- ,

ly ordered that the trial of William
Shilling, indie agent, charged with
operating a. theatrical employment
bureau without, a license must pro-
ceed, or else the defendant be dis-

charged, the case was again ad-
journed when called; in N. Y. Special
Sessions last Friday (28). A rep-
resentative ' of the license depart-
ment requested the postponement,
stating that a hew license statute
governing theatrical employment
agents ' was pending before th«
Board of Aldermen and for this rea-
son asked that Shilling's trial be
put oft until April 23, which was
done. ..

Shilling's arrest occurred Sept. 10,

which was prior to an agreement of
Loew's, RKO and Indie agents' as*
sociations to submit to licensing
under the proposed new statute.

Unit Time
ittsburgh, March 3.

Joe I-Iiller and Sid Marke'jj Na-
tional Theatrical Exchange Is book-,
lng units exclusively into the (Casino

here, in addition to the Granada,
Beaver Falls, Pa.; New Bradford
theatr , Bradford, Pa.; Capitol,

Wheeling; Drake, Oil City, Pa.;

Mlshler,. Altoona; Caremlc, E. Liver-
pool, O., and Park, Meadvllle, Pa.
Units such as 'Follies de Paree,*

'Band Box Revue,' ICocktalls of.

1936,' Count Berni Vici show, et al.

are being routed in these houses.

Colored Unit in Dixie

Baltimore, March 3,

A colored unit passed through en

route south from New York to play

Negro houses in Dixie states. Show
is carded to open this week in Win-
ston-Salem, N. C, and continue
through the Carolinas, Tennessee,
Georgia, Alabama and Louisiana.
Lew Crawford assembled the unit.

Cast includes Baby-Cox, Troy Brown,
Ernest and Freddie, Marcus Slater.

Beatrice Richmond, line of ei lit

girls, and Floyd Ellis' orchestra

'
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RKO Bankrolling Another Unit, 65

People in Tollies Comique' at $7,500

RKO for 'the. second timer: this

season Is bankrolling the produc-

tion of .
a, unit tq" play its own the-

atres, this time the 'Follies Comique,'
• a 65-people show that is figured to

cost the houses it plays, around

$7,500' per week. Circuit's first pro-

: auction • attempt was 'Vanities,'

whioh cost the theatres around

$11,000 .a, week and lasted only two'

Macklin Megley will stage the

-'Follies Comique' fdv- RKO. on a

salary ancl; royalty' basis, while Bebe
Barri will put orith£ dances. It

opens in. Providence. March -.17. for

a two-day 'dress rehearsal;' goes to
1

Boston. ' for two weeks' opening

March '19, then, for a week at the.

Palace; 'Cleveland., Ko time booked'

Waiter. that; '..
:

,

)

.

'

Acts' set -thus, far are-. iana'

Deriise, who was at the- Weylin ho-

tel/ N. Y,;'-Luelene La,. -Riviera,

Dolores and Candida, last at '.the

. Rainbow Room in . Radio City, and
v
Ferry Corwey.. All told there, will

be a ballet, i containing 1« girls, 12

• showgirls; two' fill-in femmes. and

28. > principals'.

Koerner*? Idea

. idea' for! tbia 'productipn, as with

-'Vanities,' was advanced by. Charles

Koerner, RKO division manager in

Boston. Circuit figures the show will

• be a cheap substitute for the French

Casino productions,' two of which

toured the RKO houses at $8,600

• net, plus percentages and r.r. arid

baggage costs.

'Folles Pavisienne,'. last Casino
• show to play .the vaude houses and

now at the Casino in Miami, .
sails

. for England March 14 to open at

theatre in London April 2 for a

three-month run. Current Casino,
;

N. Y., show will follow into the

London spot.

F&M LINES UP MORE

FILM NAMES FOR PA'S

Numerous additional picture per-

sonalities are being piloted for stage

engagements with the Fanchon arid

Marco agency acting for them. They
itaclude Alice Brady, Luis Alberni,

Fred Keating, Ivan Lebedeff, . Flor-

ence Lake\ Lila Lee, George Ban
croft, Russell Hopton, Helen Cos
tello and Monroe Owsley.

F&M is putting Miss Costello and
Owsley but in an act to be billed as

'Grease Paint,' written by William

E. Barry.

$16,100 Awarded Father

For Death of Dancer

Albany, March .3.

A jury in Supreme Court here

Saturday (29) returned a'verdict for

$.16,100 in a suit asking $210,00.0 for

the death of a young vaude dancer.

Latter, Virginia' Roberts, was killed

and three other members of her

family were injured when a Rutland

train hit their automobile in 1933.

Action was brought by Joseph L
Roberts and the surviving members
of his family for the death of the

girl and injuries to the others.

Must Be B.O.

London, Feb. 28.

Ah American actor who .
has

been doing agency work here
for some time approached a
vaudeville circuit here- with a
view of scouting for some
talent for him in .Airierica,

where he is due shortly.

Exec was willing to rely on the

actor's judgment, but' irisisted

acts, must not be -above $250,

arid added 'Will you "please see

that you get' a few -'film -.name's.'-

Fitzgerald 111 on Coast

Hollywood, March 3

Harry Fitzgerald is at Queen of

Angels Hospital here, recuperating
from- a stroke suffered last week. He
is 63.

The veteran vaudeville agent came
put here about a year ago to join

the Fox studio's casting department
and later opened an agency with
Jack Marcus.

Name Act Competish

Strong in Minneapolis
Minneapolis, March 3

Strong competition between the

Publix Minnesota and Singer Or-
pheum has both houses going out

after big stage shows^and name at-

tractions. Orpheum has Ted Lewis
this week and Eddie Peabody unit

next week, with Veloz- and Yolanda
unit to follow.

Horace Heidt band comes into.the

Minnesota this month. Jack Bonny
also Iras been copped by same house.

Kecon'd edition of the French Casino
show, proviqusly skeded for -the

Orpheum, ha;s been cancelled.

Case' at B'way,

N. Y, on 2-a-Bay

Gus .Edwards, with brand new
bankrollers, is going . through with

lis straight vaude, two-a-day, plans

'or .New "York,, having negotiated a
lease on B. S. Moss' Broadway thea-

tre. Hi.v idea is an all-stage show
composed chiefly of new talent, with

the latter supported by a sprinkling

of standard acts. Reported that a
guarantee for at least three months'

rent for the theatre' was put on the

line.

Putting up the money for Ed-
wards' venture are Louis Smllansky,

lawyer and owner of the Whittier

hotel, Detroit, and Samuel Levy, at-

torney. Both angeled the legit" re-

vival of 'Ghosts,'- which Nazimova
is now touring.

, .

First shoSv at the Broadway will

operi on or about AqvII 6, with the

house at the sariie time undergoing

a change of name to Gus Edwards
Show Case. Theatre was originally

opened as the Colony. Scale for the'

vaude policy will be 50c. matinees

and $1.00 nights, all .seats reserved,

with the two-a-day policy varying

on Saturdays when a midnight show
will be given. This will also include

auditions for talent not already in

the show. No films, not even news-

x-eels, will be shown.
Besides the standard , acts and

new faces, a stationary line of 16

girls will be included. No dance

director or pit orchestra has been

engaged as yet, Edwards himself

will book" the shows and stage, but

will not appear, on the rostrum. He
started to audition talent, including

writers and composers,
1

early this

week. He doesn't plan to use. name
acts.

Though the amateur angle is

masked by the 'new faces' billing,

Edwards will give prizes to new
writers for skits, songs and acts,

but what salaxies will be paid be-

sides is not disclosed. Like the

Palace in its closing days, Edwards'

shows will run as long as they can,

no weekly change being contem-

plated.

Last straight vaudeville try in

New York was at the Earl Carroll

theatre. This also was in revue

style and lasted four weeks.

Fields Takes Bath,

Stops Creditors from

Hounding Comeback

The page in contemporary show
history which is being written by
Benny Fields, who is making a
comeback . (which is paradoxical to

show business because all of a sqd
den this vet songster is being 'dls

covered'):
.
has forced Fields and

Blossom Seeley, his wife, to file in-

dividual petitions in voluntary bank-
ruptcy. Staging his comeback after

a series of tough breaks, which his

intimates were cognizant of, Fields
found himself harrassed almost from
the second day. after his .opening at
the'Hollywood cabaret-restaurant on
Broadway,, with creditors dunning
him .on old accounts.
One of these items is for $8,000 to

Mhie. Frances, the
1
couturier, with

I whom, Fields avers, his . wife had
spent many thousands. Miss Seeley

lists Mme, Frances, Inc., for $2,000,

arid Frances & Co., Dressmakers,
Inc., for $6,000. These items consti-

tute her sole liabilities. There is

the usual $250 exempt valuation for

personal- wearing apparel,, 'which
constitutes her sole assets.

Both reside at the. Hotel War
wick. Fields', liabilities total $13,661

and $250 assets, valuation of per-

sonal apparel. Among the credi-

tors are Goodman' Ace (Easy Aces);

Jack Benny, $1,506 ; Ruth Etting,

$500; ' George Burns ' (and Allen),

$500, an^ Park Central hqtel/fi.OOO*

etc,-"' *'" "'"'
s.

Long a standard team, with the.

breaks against thent, Fields went to

Chicago asTa -single Working in joints

solo because latter couldn't afford a
two-act especially jeopardizing the

reputation of- Blossom Seeley.

Finally he got into the swank Chez
Paree there. His Broadway come-
back is the current big noise of the

main stem.

RKO Palace, Chi, Dropping Vaude

For 'Follow the Fleet' and May

Not Return to Stage; B&K's Angle

Top and Bottom

Detroit, March 3.

Week of March 13,. the fol-.

lowing extremes will .play. De-
troit's two yaudfllm houses:

II Milarip company's produc-
tion of 'Rigoletto' at the Fox,
and Major Bowes Amateurs at
the Michigan.

Rockefellers

ProtestUC:

Gerber Unit

SLEEPER JUMPS

TO CATCH ACTS

New York's vaudeville bookers

iare now journeying to Philadelphia,

Bostpn, Baltimore, Washington arid

even Chicago to see new acts and
units, with the big town now a dead
source, for material. Dropping of

stage shows by RKO . at the Jeffer-

son on 14th street and the Tilyou

Brooklyn, closed the last channels

Only the G. O. H. remains,
Vaudeville production in New

York has also become practically

a dead issue, producers npt chancing

any investments along. those lines

When there is so little, playing time

and no circuit break-in or showing
houses. Result is an acute shortage

of playable flash acts. Scarcity of

flash acts is giving the larger

novelty turns a break, with six and
seven-people acrobatic acts a regu

lar thing now on the five-act shows

Apices' Plastered

Cincinnati, March 3.

Plaster on the properties of

'Spices' of 1936' revue, with Count

Berni Vici which played the Shu-

bert here last week, was lifted by

private settlement. Court action

was instituted by Milton Schuster,

Chicago agent, who alleged Harry

Rogers owed him $700 on a $3,000

note, given in 1026.

Schuster declared that Rogers is

sole owner of stock in Berni-Rog-

ers, Inc., and that he transferred

his holdings to the corporation to

place them beyond the reach of

Schuster. Common Pleas Judge

Dennis J. Ryan appointed a re-

ceiver.

2 U. S. Act>to B. A.

Etta Moten and Helena Justa,

colored linger and dancer, respec-

tively, and White and Manning,

ofay dance team, sailed Saturday

(1) for South America and an

eight-week booking at the Malpe

theatre, Buenos Aires. Eddie.Mey-
ers agented.

Open there the end of this m6nth.

VINCI AND YOUNG SPLIT
Baltimore March 3,

Sam Vinci and Frank Young, who
have been at Al Getz' nltery oh

westside for three solid- years, split

up last week. Young continues at

the Getz spot as a single.

The Rockefeller interests are

steamed over billing, advertising

and representations of a stage Unit

called 'Radio City Follies,' which
played the State-Lake,' Chicagp;

.last week and the Fox, Detroit, the

week previous. XjTnlt is laying .
off

I this week. Alex Gerber produced
and is booking it. He's a fran-

chised RKO agent.
Among talent In the unit is a line

of girls billed as the Roxyettes.

That was the forriier name of the

Radio City Music Hall line; now
balled the Rockettes.
Claiming that the show misrepre

sents, Rockefeller Center attorneys

made a demand upon Gerber arid

Jones, Llnick & Schaefer, operatprs

of the State-Lake, Chicago, that the

billing be changed- This occurred
last week at about the tiriie the unit

was ending,a weekTs engagement in

Chicago. It has no further^ book

ings set.

Rockefeller sources, say that the

'Radio City Follies' unit represents

that it is made up of people, in

eluding girls', who have played the

Music Hall, N. Y. Wee Willie Robyn
is in the show and has played the

Hall but others in the .troupe

haven't it is claimed. Advertising

also, has used silhouette cuts of

Rockefeller Center buildings, it is

charged.

CM Newspaperman's Onion

Idea for Colored Talent

BaUlmore, March 3.

, Franklyn Frank, Chicago corre

spondent ' for the Associated Negro

|
Press, has started a campaign to

unionize colored nitery talent. In

Washington a.nd Baltimore, where

|
there are about 30 colored nite

spots, talent is being contacted.

Frank's proposal is to establish

minimum salaries along lines the

I AFA has put into practice, with the

hope that the colored group may
eventually affiliate with the Ameri-

can Federation of Labor charter
' holders.

Balto CatholicW'kly Threatens Boycott

Of Vaud Theatres Playing Dirty Shows

Chicago, March 3.

With the RKO Palace dropping
vaude for the first time and going
straight flickers for 'Follow the
Fleet' (RKO), it is reported that the
house will not return to flesh again
and will shortly be taken over by
Balaban .& Katz either on a lease

arrangement or on an operating
deal. .The Palace- is the..only RKO
house. In. the midwestern territory

now,, the . circuit having given -up
the Woods, State-Lake, Eriglewood
and Belriioht in the past'three' years.
Reported that the circuit, .is riot

anxious to remain active with only
one. outlet.

*

RKO has been on the verge - of
disposing -of the house several times
in the past year - or so. Three firriis

-are possible take-overs, B.&K. Mort
Singer and Jones, Linick & Schaef-
er. With Leo. Spitz, B.&K. attorney
and advisor, now chief of RKO, it

looks a cinch that if any switching
deal is consummated it will be with -

B.&K. Latter's acquisition of this
house would give It -control of the
loop*

B.&K. has been on the spot, for

enough screens in the loop for. all

the product which. Is being turned
out. Bulk of squawks from public

«nd press over the late releases In
the city have been directed at them.
Chicago Is about six weeks behind
the rest 'oif "the cbuntry on releases
and on many pictures run as
high as 10 weeks behind, the
other key cities. 'Nite at the Opera,!ji

'Magnificent Obsession,'. 'Ah Wil-
derness' and 'Rose. Marie' are among
pictures which have been booked
into the loop long after the other
cities played them.
B.&K, could utilize the -Palace for

long1 run flickers, in which case it

is likely that the Oriental price
would be boosted from 40c to 50c,
which would allow the J.. L*. &
State-Lake to hike to 40c all week'
instead Of ' its current 35c top.

RKO pictures would be protected
for. a guaranteed loop and nabe out-
lets in Bi&K. spots through a long-
term franchise deal with B.&KJ "

PHONEY TO BENEFIT'

GYP IN BALTIMORE

Baltimore, March 3.

Baltimoreans Were gypped' by a
pair of phonies who several Weeks
ago peddled 25c tickets/ to non-
existent 'N. V. A; sneflt' which was
touted to take place at the Audi-
torium here this week, i Yesterday
(Monday) Leonard B. -McLaughlin,
operator of house, got calls from
several people who inquired about
the show. Inquiry disclosed the
racket, which cops are now looking
into.

-Recently In Washington, D. C,
police collared a pair, of youths who.
were conducting a similar stunt,

with tickett priced the same for an
'N. V. A. ber.efif there.

Buyers were told that due an-
nouncement would, not be made in

papers until week show would play.

The racketeers worked apartment
houses mostly.

altlmore, March 3.

Baltimore Catholic' Review, dio-

cesan weekly covering Balto and

Washington, would not carry an ad

for Loew's Fox, Washington, be-

cause house has on stage currently

a unit, 'Bring on the Dames,' which

paper terms 'filthy.' Unit played

LoeW's Century here, last Week and

some readers of Review complained

to sheet.

The Review, in current issue, raps

Balto Century and indie Hipp for

'smutty' stage shows it claims

houses has been having. Paper has

been squawking to managements

and has been appeased by declara-

tions that nothing objectionable will

e-ver be shown on stages henceforth.

Review threatens that if 'dirt' con-

tinues, it will advise Cathplics to

boycott theatres.

Paper this week is also tearing

into Keith's for current pic, 'Klon-

dike. Annie' (Par), Mae West starrer.

4 American Acts Open

,

On London Vaude Bills

London, March 3.

Chaz Chase opened at the. Hol-

born Empire, doubling, from Gros-

venoT House. Over nicely, though
Gaudsmith Brothers are laugh hit

of show.
Jules Bledsoe and Clarence JohnSr

ton opened at the Dominion. Bled-

soe replaces Turnor Layton in the

former duo team. Present combo is

not well blended, with Bledsoe over-

shadowing his partner.

BOTH AND SHAY HOME
Roth and Shay, after two years

abroad, arrived from Germany Mon-
day (2),

American team has played the

Continent almost continuously in

the past 10 years, hitting tliew

shores but twice a ye-n.r In that

..period.

J. Fred Lovett Benefit

Providence/ March 3,

Rhode Island , and nearby Massa-
chusetts' showmen Tst week to put
over benefit show Cor family of J.

Fred Lovett, vet theatre manager
in these parts for over 30 years, who
died recently. Benefit staged at the

Carlton.. Realized over .$2,000 for 1

Lovett's family.

Talent of all kinds was donated

by local theatres as well, as booking

agencies, a 4 ,
/fc hour show for $1.

Martin R. Toohey, LeRoy manager,
Pawtucket, chairmaned committee;

John F. Hodge, manager of Strand,
!» ovldence, treasurer, and Lieut.

William F. McTornan, assistant

police censor, secretary.

DOT LEE IN BOSTON
Dorothy_. Lee goes into Keith's,

Boston, Thursday (5) for a week.
She's an added startc-r with th«
'Hollywood Restaurant Revue.'

A^ehtcd by Bill Miller of th«_

Chm'leH 'MorriHon- agertcyr'
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Anti-Block Hearing

(CSpntlnued from page 6)

monopoly, are a' cloak for dishonest
business practices, carapol the show-
ing of undesirable pictures and pre-

vent, the showing of desirable pic-

tures,' in the opinion of Abram
Myers, Allied counsel.

.

'There is no industry in " the

United States that has more per-

sistently and flagrantly disregarded

the anti-trust laws than the mo-
tion picture producers and. distrib-

utors,' bellowed Myers.
The Allied counsel charged. In-

dustry overlords with drawing up
contracts that contain no means
of identification for the pictures

covered, switching features from
straight to percentage basis 'and

Vice versa and holding for late dis-

tribution new films with big box
office pull. 1

Switching from his attack on big

studios, Myers- told the committee
it would be 'foolish to imagine us
coming 'here to advocate something
that is going to put the distrib-

utors out of business' and predicted
happy days for both eachlbs and the
producer-distributor, should Mock,
booking, and blind selling be given
.the gate. The big shots would
make more, money in the end, be-
cause better pictures, would have
longer runs, Myers contended, and
this would also appease the educa-
tional and civic 'groups yammer-
ing for clean piz..

Nathan Yamlns, president of Al-
lied. States and kingpin of a string'

of independent theatre? In Fall
River, Mass-, gave as his chief
squawk {act that block booking
'forces ua to puy bad pictures in

order to get good ones' and accused
producers of serving up films with
the best box office possibilities' vn~

the percentage clause of their
contracts. Tamlns, 'later singled
out as a target for the remarks of
:-George J. Schaefer, former Para-
.mount chief, assured the Subcom-
mittee that small exhibitors are
anxious to run better films In their
theatres but are, forced-.to run In-
ferior films because of 'play or pay*
rule which imposes & tariff on all

pictures included a block.
Complaining that his new theatre

at Newton, N/J., is playing, to fewer
-paid admissions than the -smaller

.
house which he operated in 193.9,

. Sidney js. Sainuelson. charged/that
block booking, since it 'came into
full flower in 1932* has cut the nam
her of feature pictures progressively
from 8<)D to fewer than. 600.

Praising the Neely bill, Samuel
son said, 'I am convinced;' that the
elimination- of this monopolistic
practice will restore to this Indus
try a great era of prosperity.'

No Rebuttal
Spokesmen for the big companies

had to take it and like it during the
first day's hearing. Hopes of
Charlie.Pettijohn, Hays mouthpiece,
for free-for-all discussion with tes-
tifying exhibs faded when Senator
Neely imposed a gag on the oppos-
Ish, in order to speed up hearing's.

In addition to squelch admin-
istered Pettijohn, the West "Virginia
Senator sharply rebuked Hollywood

representatives who objected to re-

cessing over the weekend on

grounds that Important execs could

not spare valuable time. Ruffled

committee members settled down,

after brief spat, to push through

remaining witnesses.

Tempo of Friday hearings was
speeded up to permit proponents of

the bill to wind up testimony and
leave time for producer-distributor

cohorts to present their side of the

picture.'

Dr, Henry. James Forman. author

of 'Our Movie-made Children,'

slammed block booking and blind

selling as responsible for sins of

exhibitors who show objectionable

films. Asserting that kids are In-

jured by viewing crime and love*

making pix, Dr. Forman said that
from 6 to 7 days were necessary for.

youngsters to recover' from the ef-

fects of an exciting film. Scenes
of horror produce the equivalent of
Shellrahock in kid spectators, the
educator declared, and high school
students freely admit .copying pas-
sionate love-scenes in their private
life,

Pointing to the abolition of block
booking In Denmark,. Katherlne V.
Lyford, Massachusetts Civic League
leader, remarked that 'Hollywood
sells Denmark on a selective basis-
how can they deny - it to -American
exhibitors.'

Hardships of Dr. Joseph T.
Atanasoff, owner of the World," Mil-
waukee, were aired before the com-
mittee. Atanasoff, whose family
has been kept In a state of siege
behind locked doors of -his theatre,
banded members of the committee
copies of the complaint which . he
had attempted to press in the Wis-
consin courts, charging distributors
with

,
conspiracy and.' collusion

against him. . Atanasoff asked a
Congressional Investigation. Com-
plaint is how in the hands of G-
men, he Bald.

Pettijohn Speaks
Charles C. Pettijohn, general

Counsel for Motion Picture Produc-
ers & Distributors of America,
sailed Into exhibitors and upllfters
alike, as first witness In defense of
block booking. Starting off with a
denunciation of Nathan Tamlns,
Pettijohn went, into personalities
and attacked one witness after an-
other.

Walter B. Llttlefleld, Boston ex-
hibitor who had testified earlier that
he had

t
refused to play the new

Mae West picture in his theatre,
played Mae West films last year
and the year before, Pettijohn
charged.. .Later admitting that he
had confused Littlefield with an
other New England witness, Hays
attorney was forced to make' public
apology..

Press comments . unfavorable to
Dr. Forman*s book were read aloud
by Pettijohn, who recommended
similar study by one-time New
Dealer Raymond Moley as a saner
picture of the situation.

Pettijohn lit into the Allied group
by challenging their interest In
better films. 'No morals are in
volved with theatre managers/ he
cried, 'With them a 'good' picture

(BENNETT, LEONA, PERRY, OLLIE)

Four Franks
'Youthful Stars of Steps and Tunes9

Many Thanks to George Black and Val Parnelt for a
Successful and Pleasant Engagement in

'CRAZY SHOW,' at the LONDON PALLADIUM
Which Terminates March 7th

Thank Jack Taylor for 24 WEEKS' CONTRACT TO CO-
STAR in His Annual Blackpool Show Titled 'KING JOY'

Our Best Regards,to Ferdi Simon, Lou Wolfson

and Guy Perkins

American Reps:

WILLIAM 'MORRIS OFFICE
New York

GUY PERKINS, Middle West

Personal Rep:

European Reps:
FOSTERS' AGENCY

London, England

SIMON AGENCY
New York

Is. the bne that brings them in, a
'bkd' keeps them out.' .

'Ostensibly written to alter the
trade practices of the Industry, the
real effect of the present MIL would
be to strike a blow at the freedom
of the screen, at the progress of an
art and at the great popular service

of motion picture entertainment,'
Pettijohn declared.

Referring to the Interest of civic

organizations in the Neely bill,

Pettijohn claimed, The red herring
that has been drawn across the trail

of this measure is that its provi-
sions would meet an allegedly
'moral issue/ That is the excuse
for a certain type of promotion that
this measure has already had.'

Prominent reform workers had
been misled into working for the
bill, in the belief that 'certain

minority elements' throughout the
U. S. would be entitled 'to dictate

the moral standards of the screen
for their community/ Hays lawyer
Insisted;

Kent's Opinion

.
Pettijohn's assertion that exhibi-

tors were not concerned with the
moral side of the Issue was sup-
ported by Sidney Kent. 'The moral
issue is not tied in with this thing
at all, Fox president said, confirm-
ing Pettijohn's statement that ex-
hibitors tagged films 'good' or 'bad,'

according to their box . office " po-
tentialities.

Independents testifying at ~ttie-

learlngs were not "representative of

he industry, Kent said, adding that

f a poll of. indies were taken, not

more than 25 or 80% would vote

no outlaw block booking.

Defending block hooking as the

•most practical sales method yet

tried by the industry,' Kent chal-

enged statements of the bill's op-

ponents that exhibitors would show
setter films if free to do their own
selecting.

Nudist pic, "Valley of the Nude/
was cited by Kent as an example.

Film, of 'half-clad' nature loVers

was tossed out by larger affiliate

theatres, Kent contended, but was
gobbled Up by curious patrons of

Indie houses.'

Cochrane* Universal'* v.-p., de-

scribed the motion picture business

as 'a gamble based on averages.'

exhibitors are aware of that fact,

Cochrane pointed .out) and 'while

the exhibitor buys *blindly' he

knows from, experience 'ust about
what he will get 'through his knowl-

edge: of; stars and companies.'

Cochrane bitterly denounced ex-

hibitor witnesses as 'amateur and
professional, tinkers, who make their

living by raising Cain,*, and rapped
the Neely bill as 'both destructive

and old-fashioned.'

George J. Schaefer produced con

tracts sighed by Nathan Tamlns,
to show that the self-elected

guardian of Fall River morals had
booked Mae West picture for seven
daySj after buying for four days.

Yamin's. general manager, Schaefer
said, had been active in a film

clean-up campaign in a nearby
town, and in a newspaper Interview
had stated, 'After seeing Mae West's
last picture, I actually blushed.'

Schaefer produced facts and
figures to show that selective book
ing. had been tried' by Paramount
in 1919 'and- had been 'found un
economical and unsound." Under
the drastic Neely bill, big affiliates

could afford to buy the best films,

Schaefer pointed out, while the

small theatre owner would have to

take what was left.'

Three exhibitors appeared in

support of block booking and blind

buying during the last session of

the hearings. M. A. Light-man,

Memphis, exhib and owner of 45

houses, said that a selective buying
system would result in sale of un
desirable films at low prices to ex
hibltors who did not care what sort

of pictures they ran in their houses
He predicted that such a condition

would bring about expansion of 10c

houses sponsored by persons look
ing for 'banned' pictures.

Stanley Sumner, of Cambridge,
Mass., and Alfred F. Mayhew, New
Haven, Conn., expressed themselves
satisfied with the present sales

method of group selling and praised
distribs who, they said, cooperated
with exhibitors and' the public to

the best of their ability.

Club women representing the
better known sapolio organizations
voiced their distaste for block book
Ing throughout the hearings, al

though Mrs. M. P. McCoy, of the
General Federation of Women's
Clubs, declared that 'methods of

distribution are matters of trade
concern only' and said that the in-

dustry 'should and can- discipline
itself.* Several other women wit-
ness unexpectedly defended oppo-
nents of the bill.

Famous Players planning to spend
$3,000,000 on Its . next 24 films.

Around $126,000 each, which was
big money then.'

15 YEARS AGO
(Front Vaiustt and Clipper).

Censorship in the District of Co-
umbia busted by its opponents, in-
cluding both picture and church
people. Regarded as an entering
wedge to national, censorship.

Ohio censors clamoring' for con-
trol of theatrical posters.

Chaplin's 'The Kid' did better
than $60,000 at the N. Y. Strand.
Stockholders kicking at the rental
price.

Harry Houdlnl formed a company
to make four releases a yean. First
one was plenty,. so he quit.

Out in Los; Angeles William A.
Brady suggested smashing all ex-
hibitor organizations, and starting
anety with only one. Still the aim
and still in the future.

Mary Plckfoi ' 'Pollyahna' had
rolled Up a gross of $900,000, but her
'Suds' was only around the $400,000
mark.

r-Ben Hur* roadshow off, again.
Second time it had been halted due
to jams between Klaw and Erlanger,
joint owners. "••

"— !

••

Charles Horowitz, song writer, in
the hospital for bad burns. Spent
the time wrlting

ra comedy and sold
it as soon as he came out.

Chicago jolted theatre managers
with the proposition to base licenses
on admission scale. Also consider-
ing an ordinance to prevent upped
-prices; on Saturdays: and Sundays.
No action oh either.

Equity was seeking through N. Y.
legislature an act to require man-
agers to file a bond in $250 for every
player sent on the road,. Too strong,
and killed.

Even in those days the' Marcus
show was now and then branded as
salacious. Doesn't seem to have
hurt any. Stopped In Toledo.

Another freak bill In. Albany
to fine managers who advertised
actors not actually - appearing. Legit
was the -goat for freak bill In those
days.

Authors' League In a Jam with
Hearst. Claimed the publisher
sought control of picture rights to
all stories bought. Pubs still cut in.

Lillian "Walker, of the Yltagraph,
was asking $760 a week for personal
appearances. Did a three-minute
act.

50 YEARS AGO
(From flipper)

Alberta Gallatin given the bounce
by Janlsch In Chicago. She took
so long to dress she missed the first
scene.

•Clio,' a . classical drama, not re-
garded by Chicago as hot, but the
girls were so pretty the show made
money for a fortnight.

Chicago theatre managers voted
against employment of lithographs
as an economy measure. Usually
such an agreement lasted from six
to eight weeks.

Panorama of the Battle of Gettys-
burg to be taken on the road under
canvas when summer came. Blow-
off was a bunch pf fair dates. Really
a cyclorama.

B6ston was suffering from zero
troubles. Three above made, worse
by heavy winds. ' Shot business;

Henry Miller was playing in
Boucicault's 'The Jilt.' Just a
leading man then.

James O'Neill was threatening to
do Hamlet' but making too much
money in 'The Count of Monte
Cristo.' He stuck to Edmond
Dantea for years, just as Lewis
Morrison clamped himself, to
'Faust.'

—J?art!ey_Campbell in bankruptcy,
but not seriously Involved accord*
Ing to the referee.

Ed Solomon and Lillian Russell in
supplementary proceedings over a
judgment for $309.64 on a loan of
£60 made by a London jeweler,
Solomon promised to pay out of the
proceeds of the first week of his
now opera 'Pepita.' Miss Russell
had backed Solomon's loan.

Cole and Sells shows both planned
on Coast invasions. A compromise
gave Cole the northwest and. Sell*
took. California.

J. J. Rosenthal quit as Minnie)
Maddern's advance. Jack Oster*
man's dad land a. four star p.a.

PAULINE COOKE
PRESENTS

TWELVE ARISTOCRATS
Thl* Week

Loew's State* - New York
"COOKE & O. L.OZ"

BUY DOROTHEA ANTEL
Invalid Actress, Famous Greeting
Cards. SI Original and Exclusive De«
elgns. One Dollar. Agents Wanted to
Sell Cards. Liberal Commission. Call
or write

DOROTHEA ANtEL
926 West 7«nd Street, New York City

The THEATRE of the STARS

BOOKING AGENCY
GENERAL EXECUTIVE OFFICES

L0EW BLOG. ANNEX
160 WEST 46™ ST. NEW YORK

fcpOfsi 9-7BOO

J H. LUBIN
GENERAL MANAGER

SIDNEY H.PIERMONT
BOOKING MANAGER

Flakosit <

' M ITAM MHITS

LMIRCQSHMAN
M E LB A

THEATRE BLDC.
CIRCUIT 'AH ,
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NEXT WEEK (MARCH 6)

THIS WEEK (FEB. 28)
.filumerala in connection with bills below indicate opening day of

•how. whether full or split week

Week of March 2

RKO

Keith'* <«••)

Carl Shaw Co .

Lester Cole Co
(Three to AH) '

BOSTON
Keith's -(5) „

H'wood Rest'rn t B
Dorothy Lee -

(27)
Bebe Barri Girl"
Ford Marshall & J
Rom Pierre ft S
Roger Pryot
Miction Broa

.

OIne DeQuincy ft L
Lupe Velez

CHICAGO
Palace (0)

Bete Barri Olrla
Fetch ft Deauvllle
NonchaJants
Bobby May
Rosa & Stone
Ralph Bellamy
Thelma Leeds

CINCINNATI
Palace <fl)

Daniels & Lyon

Continental C'v'lc'de
(28).

Buddy Rogers Bd
CtEVEIiAND
Palace (Q)

H'wood Sccreta
(28)

Ada Leonard ReV
Red Hodgson
MINNEAPOLIS
Orphean* (9)

Ted Lewis Bd
SCHENECTADY
Keith's (5-7)

Virginia Lee
Lathrop Bros
2eb Carver Co
Weist ft Stanton
Phil Regan
Barl Jack & B

TROY
Keith's <«-•).

"Will ft G Ahearn
Rogan & 'Barlow
Earl & Fortuha
Leon, Navara Oro
(One to fill)'

NEW YORK CITY
State (6)

Jack Benny
Mary Livingston
Liaxeed Arabs
George Metaxa
Stuart ft Morg'nCo
Chicken Sia

Phil Baker Co
HARRISBURG

Regent
•Making TalkleB*
Hap'ed In Harrlsb'g
PITTSBURGH
Stanley (6)

Jan Garber Oro

OFFICIAL DENTIST TO THD XI. V. A.

-1>R. JULIAN SIEGEL
1501 Broadway. Nevr York

This Wk.r~tfnBO Chesney, Robt Bralne
.M

BALTIMORE
Century (0)

Gautler*s Toy Shop
Qolt ft Kerr
George Glvot
Tod Adair Rev

DETROIT
Pox (6)

ime a . .

RICHMOND
Loew's (•)

Dave Apollon Rev
WASHINGTON
Loew's Pox (6)

Gwynne. Co
Roger Pryor.
Stone ft Lee
Fata Waller Ore

NEW YORK CITY
Paramount (4)

Eddy Duchin Oro
Pickens Sin

BOSTON
Metropolitan («)

Bert Gordon
Bert Frohman
Regis Toomey
Cordova Sis
D & B Barntow
Riant DeBorl
Larimer ft Hudson
Emma Ortero
Edgar King

CHICAGO
.
Chicago (6)

Wallace Beery
Carr Bros & B

Oriental (8)
Jane Withers

DETROIT
Michigan (6)

Herbert Lynn ft M

Tommy Trent
Bryant Raines ft Y
Frank Conviile CO
John Boles

OMAHA
Orphenm (6.)

Ina Ray Hutton Bd
Jack Pepper Co

MONTREAL
Loew's (6)

Mickey Braata
M ft L Robblns
Revel. Baxter ft '.

The Aristocrats •

Line Girls

TORONTO
Shea's Hip «J)

Shirley Gordon
The Br'odells
Frank Gabby Co
Aaren ft Brodetlck
Ming ft Toy
Line Girls

Wilbur Cushman

ABILENE
Paramount (11-13)
Cavalcade of Luffs
Murand ft Girton
Charlie Bruglge
Evans & Rudle

'

Peroy ft Pals
Danny Harris
Pat Nemo
Dan ft Ann Manos
Wile Lila
7 Play Boys

BARABOO
Al Rlnglinr (0-10)
Chatterbox Rev
Al DoCarr ft Sp'tty
Frazler Bros
Capps Bros
3 Doyle Sis
Dolly Capps
Ann ft C Howard
7 Tonlcal Turiesters

BILLINGS
Babcoek (10-11)

March of Rhythm
Jed Doolcy. Co
Shay ft Parker
Lane & Harper
Billy Joy
St Clair Sis
Clalrs
Juanlta
Waneta <

Billy Joy's Bd
BOISE

Plnney (8-0)
Chicago Follies
Col Ches Davis
Henri Nelser
Skating Swingers
Bobby Bedford
Bobby Dyer
Ellison Sis
Frank Peg J.ones
Emlle Leone 3
Chos Davis Ed
CEDAR RAPIDS

State (8-8)
Kit Kat Klub Rev
5 Payne Bros
2 Kanazawa Japs
Barney Star
Ruth Sue Powell
Wagner Sis
.Jeanette Lee
Richardson Sis
Paul Cholct
C Klttenettes
Krazy Kat Bd

CHEYENNE
Linrnln (6-7)

Blue Paradise Rov

DeBarrles Birds
Carvelle Sis
Carl Thorson
Les Nichols
Margie Richman
Tony Francisco
Billy Burt
Dot Hlgglns
P'r'dlse Rhythm Bd
Gay ft Marcla
CLARKSDALE
Paramount (6-7)

Sirens in Satin
Shannon Stanley
Billy Balrd
Corner ft Parks
3 Aristocrats Dance
Fayo Sis
Lnngdon & Storey
Leroy & Sharp
6 ' Satinettes
Stanley Meyer's Bd

CBESTON
Strand (10-11)

Mardl Gras Nights
Glen Dale
Hadji 'Baba 3

Shannon & Harris
Jack Lowe
Dorothy LaRue
Bob South Co
Ge'orgo LaTour .

Masqueraders Bd
DCBUOl'E

Orphenm (11-13)
Top Hat Rev
Great Togo
H Fuller ft Sis
Mack ft Miller
Elmer Brown
Nancy Tate 6
Anita Muth
Joyce Barker
Dub Taylor
Bill Martin's Bd

DULUTH
Gnrrick (11-13)

Chatterbox Rev
Al Do Carr ft S
Frazler Bros
Capps Bros
3 Doyle Sis
Dolly Capps
Ann & C Howard
7 Topical Tunesti'is
GREENVILLE
Texan (11-1S)

Browne ft LnVellc
Clifford Wayne C
Jerry ft Jean
Clarence ft De-Lorcs
Grey Wolf

lorn Heart
Little Deer
Carlyle Wayne
R Patrlok Sutton

HELENA
Rio (7-8)

Jed Dooley Co
Shay ft Parker
Lane ft Harper
Billy Joy
St Clair Sis
Clalrs
Juanlta'
Waneta
Billy Joy's Bd

HUTCHISON
Pox (6-7)

Passing Parade
Bradna Boya
4 Bars Harmony
Great Koban
Chan Knoll t
Bert Dexter
Edlthe Roge
D Sis
Mickey Reynolds
7 Rhythm Makers

JACKSON
Century (0-11)

Sirens .in Satin
Shannon Stanley
BUiy Balrd
Comer ft Parka
3 Aristocrats Dance
Faye Sia
Langdon ft Storey
Leroy ft Sharp
6 Satlnettea
Stanley Meyer's Bd

KEOKUK
Resent (8-9)

Glen Dale
Hadji Baba 3
Shannon ft Harris
Jack Lowe
Dorothy LaRue
Bob South Co
George LaTour
Masqueraders Bd

LACROSSE
Mojeatlo (7-8)

Let's Have a Party
•6 Denise. Dancers
Billy Raymond Co
Carlton Sis
Frank Sterling
Blaine ft Douglas
8 Melody Men

LINCOLN
Orphenm (6-8)

Top Hat Rev
Great Togo
H Fuller ft Sia
Mack ft Miller
Elmer Brown
Nancy Tate
Attlta Muth
Joyce Barker
Dub Taylor
Bill Martin's Bd

MACOMB
Illinois (0-10)

Rainbow Rev
Fiddlers 3
Herbert Mondln
Hash! ft Osai
Vlnco Andrews
Mariene Sis
Connie Mitchell
Jimmy Mack
Black Panther
7 Sirens'
MASON CITY
Cecil (11-12)

Kit Kat Klub Rev
8 Payne Bros
2 Kanazawa Japs
Barney Star
Ruth Sue Powell
Wagner Sis
Jeanette Lee
Richardson Sia
Paul Cholet
6 Klttenettes
Krazy Kat Bd

MITCHELL
Paramount (10-11)
H'wood Holiday
Johnnie Dunn
Mildred Perlee
Stalac Bros ft P
Syble Lee
Billy Thornton Co
Spud Seal
Stone ft Kane
Joe Donaldson

MUSKOGEE
Rite (11-12)

Times So. Topics
Lorette Grey
Lutes Bros
Sherman ft McVey
Fenwlek ft Kocher
Hoist 2

Ginger Stover
Buddy Mock
Glenn MaBon
Joe Clausers Co

OGDEN
Orphcum (6-7)

Chicago Follies
Col Ches Davis
Henri Nelser

Skating Swingers
Bobby Bedford
Bobby Dyer
Ellison Sis
Frank Peg Jonea
Emlle Leone 3
Cb.es Davis Bd
OKLAHOMA CITY

liberty (7-i»)
Times Sq Toplca
Lorette Grey
Lutes. Bros
Sherman ft.MoVey
Fehwlck ft' Kocher.
Hoist 2 -

Ginger Stover
Buddy Mack
Glenn Mason
Joe -Clausers Co

OTTUMWA
Ottumwa (11-18)
Rainbow Rev
Fiddlers 3
Herbert Mundth
Haahie ft. Osald
VInee Andrews
Marlene Sis
Connie Mitchell
Jimmy Mack
Black Panther
7 Sirens ;

PITTSBURGH
Cozy (8-9)

Fads ft Fancies
Gabby Bros
Murdock ft Mayo '

DeLoUIe. ft Mllo
Dale ft Dean
Tommy Seymour
Myra Carol
Doree ft Hayward
Louise DeLpuie
Jimmy Read
42nd Streetera .Bd

SAPULPA
Criterion (11-13)

Fads & Fancies
Gabby Bros
Murdock ft Mild
Dale* ft Dean
Tommy- .Seymour
Myra Carol
Doree ft Haywar
Louise DeLoule'

'

Jimmy Read
42d Streetera Bd
SIOUX FALLS
Egyptian (7-8)

H'wood Holiday
Johnnie' Dunn
Mildred Perlee
Stalac Bros ft P
Syble Lee
B Thornton Co
Spud Seal •

Stone ft Kane
Joe Donaldson

ST. LOUIS
Grand O. H. (6-13)
B'way Bandwagon
BlUy Farrell Co
Slror 3
Richardson 2
Udell 8
Rich Barnsdale
Harper Roisman.
Rolsman's Co
VANCOUVER
Beacon (6-18)

Town Scandals
Joe ft Ed Dayton
Butters Tr
Art Gleason
Phil Bernard
Mayfalr Sis
AUyn ft Gaudraux

. Joyce Rogers
Town Crier's Bd

WACO
Orphenm (6-8)

Cavalcade ' of ' Laffs
Curand & Glrton
Charlie Brugge
Evatis . ft ' Rudle
Leroy ft Pals
Danny Harris
Pat Nemo
Dan ft Ann Manes
Mile Lila
7 Play Boys

WICHITA
Orphenm (8-10)

Passing Parade
Bradna Boys
4 Bars Harmony
Great Koban
Chan Knoll 3
Bert Dexter
Edlthe Rogers
D Sia
Mickey Reynolds
7 Rhythm Makers

WINNIPEG
Orphenm (0-14)

Blue P'r'diso Rev
DeBarries Birds
Carvelle Sis
Carl Thorson
Les Nichols
Margie Rlchman
Gay ft Marcia
Tony Francisco
BlUy Burt
Dot Hlfrglns
Paradise R'yl'm Bd

Canterbury M. H.
1st half (2-4)

Rolf Holbe
3 Girlies

2d half (5-7) '

Van Cello ft Mary
4 Smith Bros

DOMINION
Jules Bledsoe
Clarence Johnson

New Victoria
3 Cossacks
3 Carlton Sis
Trocadero Cab

Mignon Nevada
'

Hutch
Geo. Doonan
Chris Charlton
Bennett ft Williams
Maurice

BRADFORD
New Victoria

4 Brilliant Blondes
Dudley's Mldgeta
Dennia Boys ft R
Mary O'Hara

BAST HAM
Premier

Roper ft Pam
Vedraa
Troy Sia ft Wilton
EDGWARE ROAD

Grand
Leon Cortez Bd

EDMONTON
Empire

16 Rhythmitaa
Fred ft B Taylor

HOIXOWAY
Marlborough

R ft E Myles
Rusty ft Shine
Jubilee Juniors'

ILFORD
Super .

Stewart ft Ollye
3 Virginians
Mona Vivian .

ISLINGTON
Bine Hall

1st half '(2-4)..

Tan Celo ft Mary
4 Smith Bros

2d half (6-7)
Rolf Holbein
3 Girlies

KILBURN
. Grange

Leon Cortez Bd

LEWISHAM
PalaceSAM Harrison

Angela Parselles
LEYTONSTONE

Bialto
Laurie Joy ft G
Hugh Ormonde
Valllere
NEW CROSS

KIneina
Lester ft Andree
Kam Tal 3 .

.

'

Tarano ft' Hardw'ke
OLD KENT ROAD

Astoria
16 Tiller Gls
Peter Bernard-

PECKHAM
Palace

Lester ft Andree
Kam Tat 3
Tarano & Hardw'ke
SHEPH'RDS BUSH

Palace
Bolster Sis
Vine Moore ft N-
SXAMFORD HILL

Regent
R ft E Myles
Rusty ft Shine
Jubilee Jra

STRATFORD
Brpadwny

Stewart & Olive
3 Virginians
Mona Vivian
STREATnAM

Palace-

'

5 Sherry Bros .

TOOTING
Granada

5 Sherry Bros
TOTTENHAM

Palace
Jan Ralflnl Bd
Len ft Lucette
TOTTENHAM
CT. ROAD
Panunoont

Terry's Juves-
Tessa Deane
Harry Champion
H Lipton's Debs
WALTHAMSTOW

Granada.
Chas Manning Bd
Laurie, Joy. ft G'

• Hugh- '.Ormond'
Valllere

Provindal

Week of March 2
ABERDEEN

TlvoU
*Brighton Follies'
James Hunter
Bruce ft Radcliffe
Musalre
ALDERSHOT
Hippodrome

Phyllis Robins'
Bob Lloyd ft Joy
EDINBURGH
Theatre Royal

"Follies on Parade'
Caryl! ft Mundy

GLASGOW
Paramount

Ann Penn
3 AdmiralsW Rogers , ft Taylor

Pavilion
'Blackbirds'
Peg Leg Bates
Walter Batle
Tim Moore

B3NGST0NR
Empire

Diamond Bros
Peggy Cochrane
.Conrad's Pigeons .

Bert Weston
Max Herman'

LEITH
Capitol

Medlock ft Marlowe
LIVERPOOL

'• Paramount.
RawIcB ft Landaner
SHAKESPEARE

Horace GoldIn
Hilda Baker
Jack Douglaa
Crastonlans
NEWCASTLE
Panunoont

Songs from Films
1« Masterslngers
Elaine . Robtnson
David Evana
Eric Palmer

PLYMOUTH
Palace

Owen McGiveney
Manley Bros
Selma 4
Tex McLeod
MacCarthy H
St John Sis

BEADING
Palace

Teddy Joyce Bd
Fred Culpitt
Yeltony 3

Tommy Dixon

ft R

10 Argenflna Ladles
Aljihonse Berg <

3. -Bredwlns
Georges Bruyais
Choppy
M'rg'evite DuFresne
Estelle ft LeRoy
Marlta Farell
Cllly Feindf
Dany Flore
Little Fred
Vera Nargo
Orbal
Mile Paris
Plroslra
Andre Randall
Shcrkot
Sonla Gansser ft A
Jack Denny's Ore
Vincent Travers Ore
Russell .Patterson's
Personettes

Glno'fl Cedar Gard'n
Fllberto ToSelll
Don Martin Oro

Gloru\ Paiast

Paul Tremaine Ore

Gr'nwlch VU1. Inn :

Albert Pryme
Elena . McCoy
Pat Clayton
Lillian Cairnea

.

Antony Tosca Oro

Gypsy Tavera
Bert Linden
Alda Luciano
Bukku
Chubby Rosa
Jules Keaton Oro

Jim Henley's

Jack White
Kay Hamilton
Vincent Padula Ore

Anna . Held's

Jack Rich
Llndy Lou
Brown -ft Brown
TbojtB*
Sunny Lambert-
Paul Bass Oro

Hickory House
Klrby Walker
Marjorle- Naylor.
Francetta Malloy
Ted Lane
Arthur Gansfried E
Wingy Manone Bd

Cabarets

HEW YORK CITY
Clob Gaucho

Dlmltri
Virgil
Persa Ravel
Los Gauchos
Rllla Dau
Munoz ft Bolau

Warner

PHILADELPHIA
Enrlo (6)

Riley ft' Farley Co
(28 >

Falls Reading ft B
Regis Toonioy
Cantor's . Co
Xavlnr Cugat Ore
PITTSBURGH
Stanley (6)

Jan Garber Ore
(28)

Jack Benny Rev
Mary Livingston

Stuart Morgan Co
Liazeed Arabs
3 Chicken Sis

WASHINGTON
Earle («)

Large ft Morgner
Xavlar Cygat Ore
(One to nil)

( " 8

)

California Rev
Raymond AVIlbcrt
Fred Llghtner
RMcy ft Farley Co

r
Independent

CHICAGO
State Lake (SO)

Radio City. Follies

DENVER, COLO.
Deiiliam (37)

Kit Kat Klub Rev
INDIANAPOLIS

Lyric (6)
Eddie Peabody
Aunt Jemima.
Deploy Mooro & M
Rosa Plene ft S
Motiroe. ft A Sis •

KANSAS CITY, MO
Tower (6)

A
IV Elgins
Lowe ft" Hlte
Bliss Lewis ft

Jack Carson
LOUISVILLE
National (C-i»

Gertrude Avery's R
Barney Grant & L
Mecca Samuel & L
Avery ft Stooges,
Thelma Dean
Murray Brown Co

NASHVILLE
PrinrcSN .(10-12)

Gertrude Avery's

Arvhmont
David Howell

Bal Musette

Ann Kennedy
Flo Hill
Georgle Daniels
Gordon Davis
Bobby Leonard
Tommy Martin
Parisian Serenaders

Barrel of Fun

Ed ft Morton Beck
Bobby Tremaine
Percy Stoncr

Bill's Gay M'a

Joe B Howard
Kay Parsons
Gus Wlcke
Will Ward
Bill Lorraine
Ed Furman
Ethel Gilbert
Jerry White
Paul Davin

Black Cat

Lonny Simmons ft

Rhythm Kittens

Cafe ironvllle

Burt Stevens Ore

Casino Vencala

John dl Michael
ff Bracclante Ens

Chateau Moderne
BlUy Castle
Elena McCoy
Jiurlel Rogers
Fnk Mcb'ariane O

Chez Josephine
Baker

Josephine Baker
Rocky 2

Helen Gray
Ray Benson Ore
Antobal's Cubans

Club Cllquot

'Contln't'l Varlct's'

Vera gtrllslta-

Jancy Dolova
Tohsle Say
Maxtne palimer
B^nnio Beard
Valla Valbntlnova
Vava Prozenko
Pola Montoya
'Kasha Poleschuck
Col F Maybohni

Hotel Sherry-
Netheriand

Allan Gray. Oro
Colony Boya

Hotel St. Morlta

Nikita Balleft
'Chauve Sourla Rev'
Dorothy Fox
Ron Perry Orb
Sunny Rice
Irene Antarova.
Andrea Salama
Leo Resnlck
Leon Navara Ore

Hotel St, Regis
Kay Thompson

fHartmanns
> Julea Lande Oro
Emll Coleman Ore

Hotel Toft
Geo Hall Oro
Dolly Dawn
Hotel Voaderbtlt

Murray Dancers
Bernle Dolen Ore

Hotel Waldorf-
Astoria

Corlnna Mura
Enrico & Novello
Dr. Ross
Charles Magnantl
Orville Knapp Ore
Michael Zacln Bd
Hotel Warwick

Arthur SkrllOw Ore

otel Weylln
Charlie Wright
Bobby Brooks Ore
House of Morgan

Helen ' Morgan
Clifford Newdahl
Car) Randall
Phyllas Cameron
Don Alberto Ore
Howard's Showboat
Joe Howard

* Joe Rlcardel
; Waiter Lopez Ens

J

Jimmy Kelly's

John ROckwood
Evelyn Wilson

i Betty Murray
Mary Lane .

Janice Andre
Chlqulta Venezla

Mura Toumanova
Darlo Blrse

.

Orllk ft LoUk
Mischa
'Nicholas Matthey
Gleb Yellln Oro
Rusalun Troyka

Vera Strelska .

Vova Protzenlko
DUnya ft Kola
Dlna Larlna
Sasha LeonoS
Amstel's Bd

San Soncl

Jerry Blaine Oro
Ship's Grill

Rex Bvans-
Sidewalks of N. S
Koscoe Alls
Mammy Jinny
Helen Stone
dork ft Verdi
Anthony Trial Oro
Betty. Lewis
Small's Paradise

Charlie Johnson Ore
Paimlre ft . Vales
Cnunk . Robinson
Ollle Potters
Arnette
3 Blink Boys
Amos Bonds
Marion Heirston

Stork Club
Teddy. Lynch
Gus Martel

N Brandwynne Ore
Solly's Showboat

Alberta Pryme
Belty Rowland \
Dorothy Buckley'
Doris Scott
Frackln Scott
Francis Smith
Jimmy Watrfn B*y»

Thru the looking
Glass

BlUy Keatbn
Bo Brummels
Kitty O'Reilly
Juvelle Donahue
Vivian <»Tey
Marcelle CUrran
Louise Stewart
Maurice McNPll
Billy Mahnan

H'lyw'd Restaurant ] Warren ft Bodle
Abe Lyman Oro
Benny Fields
Jack Waldron
Bob Anson .

Marlon Martin
Rose Blane -

Barren & Lane
Cass Dalley
Gertrude Briefer
Marg'rlta Laurelton
B Jelesnick Ore
Hotel Ambassador

Clara Belle Walsh
Jack Holland
June' Hart
Vincent Bragale
Vincent Lopez Ore

Hotel Astor

Jack Berger Oro
Hotel BarblEon-P'xa

Ivor Peterson

Hotel Biltmnre
Rusa Morgan Oro.
Linda ' Lee.
Goff ft Kerr •

Nadlne ft Glraldo

note! BneUaSbam
Bob Fra.ni.
Patricia Leeds

Hotel Commodore
John Johnson Ore
Donalo ft Durano .

Terry - Green
Claire Vermonte

., Carter ft Scbauh
J Mldgfe Parks

Alice Lowell
Coletta .EllBWOrth
Lee Brwin Oro

Tony's
Beatrice. Kay

Town Bar
Gypsy Erma
Brook 2
Ann Kennedy
Barbara LnPprte
Gordon Davis
Chubby Smith
ThomashefBhVs

Harry Littman Ore
Ches Doherty Rev

Cbangl
Gladys Bentley Rev
Pearl Balnea
Ray White .

3 Melody. Maids
Avbn ' Long
Hot Foot Watson
Lucky Sia
3 Lang Sia
Edna Mae Holly
Ken ft Ben _
Willie Bryant Oro'

YersaltleB

Lnclehne Bbyer
Manya ft Drigo •

Brlto's Rumba Bd
Jos Smith Ore

Village Ban
Roy Cropper
Ktrk & Lawrence
Mildred Bragdon
Collette ft Barry
Milton Mann Oro

VUlage Nat Glob
Riviera Boya
Lou Raymond
Iris Ray

Dickie Wens
Kenny Watta
Shim Sham Rev

Wlvel
Marianne
Ernie Maran
Boring ft Lazor
Betty Bear
Baron Gyldenkorn
Naina Kinova
Frank LaSalls Oro
Bob Lee

• Wynne Rolpb.

CHICAGO

Clnb Rlchman
Lee Carr
James Sherry
Harry Bernle
GeOrge Oliver
Freddie Monroe
Jack Mayo Oro

Club Sharon
Jean Abbott
Kay Harris
Al Appollon Ore.

Cocoanut Grove
Jean. McCulley
Raye Prince & C
Dick Messner Ore

Connie's Inn
Maxle Armstrong
Eddie Green
James Anderson
Kaluha
Don Redman Bd

Uelmonlco's
Murray Alan-
Jay Mills Ore

Jack Dempsey'a
Dorothy WJlliaiils
Carol Chapelle
Heat Wives
iteii Nitrvo Bd

'Eighteen' Club
Jlnimle Rogers
Mary Mercer

El Cbico

Consuelo Morena
Portia Portar
Emlle de Torre Oro

El Toreador
Ramon. ft Luclnda
Toreador 4

Fcrmin ft Gloria
Fantasia Novou
Medaro
Don Gllberto Ore

El Mororro
Ernie Hoist Ore

Famous Door
Red -McKenzle B<1

French Casino

•Folles de Fenimrsf
' Eiiiliee Adreon

otel Edison
Sammy Wilson Ore
Mac Coogan
Frank Cornwell i

Hotel Essex Uouse
Musical Rogues
Hotel Fifth Ato

P Handelman Oro
Music Masters

Hotel Gotham
RaoUl Llpoft Ore
Hotel Gov Clinton

Eddie Lane Ore
Hotel Grt Northern

A Ferdlrtahdo Ore
Hotel Lexington

Ozzle Nelson Oro
Harriet HllUard
Eugene Jelesnick Or

Hotel Lincoln

Loretta Lee
Barker 3

Isnam Jones Oro
Hotel Lombnrdy

Teri Josefovlts

Hotel Madison
Val Olman Ore

Hotel McAlpin
Enoch Light Orb
Mary. Danis
Hotel Montrlalr

Don Richards Ore
Coral Islanders
Lillian Kenny

j

Jaysnolt Sis
\

Hotel New Yorker 1

Bob Crosby Ore '

Vera Van
Frftnk Tennill
Ray Baduc

Hotel Paramount
Phil Traversl Oro

Hotel Park Lane
Mas Bergere Ore

Hotel Pennsylvania,

Hal Kemp Ore
Knott ft Towne
Tosl's Calif Co

Hotel Pierre y

Panciio Ore
OreKorl Franzell Oi

Hotel l'liua

E\v Symington
Lydia &. .luresca
Henry King Ore
Georeo S.ieiney Oro

Hotel Itz-Cnrlton

Annan Vecsey Ore

Hotel KooHcVelt

EstbOr Veins Ens
Guy Lombardo Ore

Hotel Savoy -lMn»i

Undor & Farrell
Dick Gasparre Ore
.Maurice & Cordob;t
OrtHll Fomcen Ore
Kab.tneras OrC

Hotel Shelton

Esit Klr.g Ore

Joau Miller
Billy Mack
Joe Capella Ore
Mary Barton
3 Raymonds
Danny Biggins
Dorothy Darr

. Gladys Faye
Kitty Mulligan

, Gene Walter
Joe Rlcardel Ore

[ Kit Kat
' Alfredo Allman-
(' Toots & Al
Aida Ward

'

I Donna Clara
Jackie Mavley

I, Bob Hargrave Ore

La Hue
Coatain ft Crane
Marie Almonte
Nick Vonzen Bd.
Eddie' Davis >Oro

Leon * Eddie's

Eddie DaviS
Nan Blackstone

VBlUy Reed
1 Kirk. Mills, BTward
' Wilson B ft M
Mlml Rollins
Princess Ahl
Win Farmer Oro

Madeleine'*

Jack and Jill

Lucille Jarrett
Damar Ore
Joe Gray 3
Man-Abont-Town .

Al Manatl Oro
Maisonette Basse ;

' Codolbah Oro
, GeOrge Oroa
', Jasha Nazarenko
[ Boris Belostozalcy
! NadJa Kortez

Maxim's
• Jane ft J Farrar
Rita Renaud
Irving Fields
Val Krhle Orb

Mon Paris'

Jean Sargent
Versatile 3
Barry Wlntbn Ore
Oscar Cal vet's Orc-

Monte Rosa
Herrera Ore
No. 1 Firth Ave

Michael Tegnor
Vivian Howard
Joo Lllley
Harold Wtfodnll
Hazel Webster
New Montmartre

j Elsa Maxwell
Jacques Fray's Ore

Normandle
Ann Courtney

. Ernest Charles
j
Hal Hope Ore

Old Roumanian
Thais
Sadie Banks
Jack. Hlrsch
Russian Gypsy 3

Mickey Mallory
Sol Schneider ..

Roumanla Gypsies

Onyx Club
StuiT Smith Bd

Paradise
Eddie Garr
Georglo Tapps
Tie Toe Gfrls
Betty Kean
Robblns Fam
C Dornberger Ore

Plnce. Elegante

Tommy Mills
Steve Lentl
Eddie Ulanchaid
Bill Farrell
Rcnp Kauft
Irve Harris
Leo Lazaro Ore

Rainbow Grill

"mart Set. A

Nancy Noland
Kuby Newman Ore

Kalnbow Room
Drtrio & Diane
Pickens Sis
Naricy Noland
Nano Rodrtgo Bd
ttay N'oblo Ore
Russian Kreichmuif

Gypsy Markorf
Adlft Ktiznetsioff
Nastla Pollakovo

Blsmareh Hotel
Dorothy MlUer
Phil LeVant Oro

ttlachliawk

Win Osborne Orb
Dick ft Dot Rogers

. Chez Puree
Sylvia Frooa
Wally & Yerdyn
Jack Gilford
The Theodores
The BUtmoretteS
Johnny Weirs '

Milton Berle
Henry Buose Oro
Biacbetone Motel
(MoyfSlr Room)

DeMarcos
Anna Fulton
Kavelln Oro
Continental RoWO
(Stevens Hotel)

Larry Blake .

Sonya ft Romero
2 Eileeris .

-

Horry Sosnik ;Oro

College loa
Mary Ann Hewes
Evelyn Chandler
George Oieen
Ethel Bhutto,

Cotoalmo's
James Hall
Maggie McGulre
Don Donna & Don
Don Enrico
Countess Alebossl
Faith Bacon
Bob Tlnsleyo pro
Congress. Hotel
(Urban : Room)

Benny.Goodman
Helen Ward
Gene Kruppa
T^eon- ft Mace
Art Barnett

Clnb Alabam
Elliott Sis
Anthony Marks
LeMarge Sis
Effle Burton
Ginger Woods
Art Williams

Club Minuet
Danny Beck
Flo Ash
Lucille Shearer
Virginia James
Shirley Handler
Adellnna Dossena
Lew Sales Ore

3 Deuces Cafe
Art Tatum
Zutty

Drake notel
(Gold Coast Boom)
Jack Hylton
Pat O'Malley
Magda Neeld

Peggy Dell
Alec Templeton
Effle Atherton
dive Erard
Merry Macs
Freddy Schweitzer
Georgle Lyons

.

Edgewater Beach
Hotel

Bernle Cummins Or
Dorothy Crane
SHea Lewis, ft Ash
Johnny Rexola Co
Harriett Smith GlS

Hl-Hat
Freddy Bernard
McNally Sia'

-Ada Lee
Marian Kay
Pablo
Syd Lang Oro

Paddock ash
Mary Stone
Andy Rice
Claire Powell
Ann' Rush
Jean Kirk
Jess Johnson Ore

Palmer Hoase
(Empire Room)

Lime 3
Harald ft Lola
George A Martin
Freddy Zay
Embassy 4
Bob Mascagno
Ted Weems Oro

Ralnbo-CaiimO
Alts Warahawskl
Sanne ft Loomls
Richard Ware
Woods ft Bray
Carlton Kelsey Ore

Royale Frolics

Dolly Kay
Henri Lisbon
Nell Kelly
Una Cooper
Barbara McDonald
Sid Tomack
Terrace Gardens
(Hotel Morrison)

3 Byrons
Rex Weber
Art Jarrett
Rosalean ft Seville
Kings Jesters
Rudy Bale

MS Clnb
Eddie Rlckard
The Dictators
Leslie Gold ft JU

Vis Lags
•Pep' Smith
Almes ft Vlvlenne
Ruth Ennls
Dolly Dollne
Farrell 81s
Flo Ray .

Ed Kraus Ore
So) Wagner Oro

was*

PHILADELPHIA
Adelphla Hotel
(Cafe Mnrgnery)
Bob Roltner
Walters ft Walters
Roberts ft White
Earl ft Josephine
Jack Gwynne Co
Joan Andrews
Laddie Lamont

fSvnn (i Fontaine
Ann Seymour
Agnes Toll©
Eddie Bontielly Oic
Vincent Rlz:*> Ore
Anchorage Inn

Oliver Naylor Ore
Arcadia Int'l

Billy Losscz Oro
Mnrlo Vlllnnl
Pierre ft Temple
Koinoffs
Lillian Manners
Pete Tlhturln
Sally La Mar
Albernlo
Vaughn 3
Arcadia Girls

Burvluy Hotel

(Blue Room)
Hylvan Horrnon Orr
Itfllevne-Htrutfortl
(Planet Room)

.Meyer Oavls Ore
Iten Franklin

(Georgian Room)
Manny Lu Porte Ore
Drews
Robert Reinhart
Rut.h Somcrs
Chez Mlrliaud

Ted Comer Ore
.

I'runk PiilumlMi'e
Cafe

George need

Alice Lnrey
Kane ft Harris
Suez- ft Meln
Don ft Carita
Lew Hoffman
K ft D Schooley
5 Modernettes
Charlie Wilson
Pennsylvania- Hotel

(Mirror Room)
Doye ft Knight
Marcelle Welllnft'n
A ft M Drake .

Dorothy Banm
. Alice Garry
• Betty NflWcomb
Lila Bonhette
Evelyn Harlan

.

Jcanetto Garrotte
Walter Donahue
Mirror Girls

Rafters

Frank Fairfax Oro
Bobby Heath
Linda Getz

'

Rltz-Curlten Hotel

A I Da vies Oro

Silver Lake Ina
(CnmdeB)

Mlclty Famltant Ore
Beth Uliallis
Andre ft Ellena
J. ft N. Bell

Tbrfli Clnb
TroUbndors Ore
Paul N'eff

Dot I^indy
8 Roxyettes
Patty ft Dean

Town Casino

Al White
Tommy Tucker
De Caros
Selma llallman

(Continued on page 73)
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%st of Contract

rarv.»

New contract between playwrights, iwid producers for .stage productions

is a long one, rurining to nearly 1^000 words.' Salient points in it are;

Managers must, make no production contracts with non-members of

the Dramatists' duild.

Playwrights must e.nter ho production contracts with managers no't in

good standing with the Guild,

• All members of a production firm must be in good standing with the

Guild.

All production contracts, and all additions or modifications of them,

must be signed or countersigned by the Guild:

Should an author sell the motion picture rights prior to production on

the' speaking stage, no contract may be made for such production for

a period, of one year from date of sale.

Plays .must he produced within 12 months of sale.

First minimum payment advance is $lt)0,.with J100 morei due for fur-

ther option each month until the: sixth month and $160 due each "month
thereafter. In June, July- or-- August ;the^e figures are halved/ except for

the first payment; which remains -'the
1

[ same. ;' '

.

' \ '

,

' -All advance: payments jnuBt/be' paid' hy the manager to the Guild t6f.

the authort's' account* and can heifer jt>e refunded.

If - thVplay - is put- oh - in Manhattan and jru^'s.for at least three ..we^is,

'mahjageV shall' have texcliisiV'6 rights'1 in the
.
,U.. .{3/ so long, as- he pprttihues-

to $>* produce It .at ie.ast 78 petfbirifnahQes. a^yekr,; If it runs \ess. th^n
three weeks he; forfeit aU^HghVs." 'Jf play is first produced, outside of A

•J'
Broadway, ;mahager .must! produce: '76 performances within four months
to.-hold the rights: ' if folding after three^p^fflrman^ces/jftut before.three
weeks, manager may reopen within- three hloiiths, Vlth /ho further;bptIott
coin- due.the first month' 'bufc-payablfj thereofte$at th*rr^u^lar;irate.)

j,

'.

•'• 'Manager -'gets exclusive. rights :toi produce" ixi Gres(t Britain for six

tot6hthto- ;afteK*^ewv'T0rk" applying., as lh the

* y

; . , m.tk ? \- •••

\ All royalties vmugt-be'vC^^ office receipts from all sources
whatsoeyer,.,including qoin frpm -ticket specs or any other outside pay-
ments..':-.

. v. »v
'\

vNo. playwright can-walVe or reducfc royalties without Guild permission"
•If . done :,-by. several companies, "fticbl "royalty statement" is. Separately

computed. -
.

'• .*,\

"
:
"

' ' ''
: ; ' *

''*'''

Royalties . -must 1 be paid within- seven diy's after each Saturday,' arid

accompanied by daily b.o. reports.
* Repertoire" performance : royalties are computed' on eight performances'
Weekly basis.; T

_

V" £
' "''•

>v '

"

f"
/ ' '

'

"

•GulM^niay at' jts' optibil demand ^hat-'all monies be payable to' It for
ccdunt- oit tfte **Mti6r;' '" "'

''

"'

Guild s may at
]
any ' time require bond from the. manager to' cover

faymepts. ?

Manager must pay hotel and traveling expenses for the author for trips

16 Attend rehearsals, and premiere.
Manager must ' rehearse, produce , and present play without any addi-

tions 'or, changes of §cript
.
except those authorized by the author,

, and
^Jce.. versa.":; Any.change,

;
^hateyer/ibecpriies 'the property of the author

, Without 'payment unless a .b'pna
;
.fta> collaboration contract is'Tha'de. . If

toanager . feels :
author unreasonable on this score he' may complain ' to

$ulld, which will appoint a council .member' to help straighten things' out
Author must approve cast and... .director at all times,: but must' hot be

^reasonable' .about -it.
' •'>

Author, must be: notified., of all. rehearsals' and may 'attend any of them
.' Author- retains; complete title in and to all rights, except: those specific-

ally ^granted' by : contraot ' to' the manager.
-

'Motion i picture negotiator .has the right tor sell motion picture rights

after three weeks' run in New York or' 75 performances out of New
York, oi*, on a' royalty basis, prior to production.
Film royalty * contracts :must 'be 'for a .

minimum pf ,7.%%. of the gross;

there must .be an, advance or guarantee, under. no circumstances return-
able; there must be an arbitration clause In case of d^PUte .on .account
lng; in any dispute, on, accounting, burden of proof must be on producer
(motipn picture) ; picture must be produced within two years after

authorized release date; after, two years all rights revert, if hot produced,

;Np r picture -of"a play-can- be- released until .six- months after end..pf

NiiT, run or; If- : nbt produced' in f^. T... until a year and four months
after first performance*

lock Sale

Author can at no. time make "block sale of picture rights.

Coin for picture sale must he paid to film negotiator for splltup.

Author cannot dispose of stock, amateur or semi-professional} engage-
ments until after end of first class -production. ' •

Author may . release play, for production by radio or television one
year, after production has ceased, except by written permission of the
producer* Outright sale to radio or television is. hot-permitted, prior} to-,

regular production. r -

Author may release the play for.production in foreign language In the
U. S.; any- time, after first performance.
Author may release tabloid or condensed version rights one year after

end of run,

Author may arrange for publication of i^^s.ic. in. any show; copyright
toust be

^
'in his name; ! music "may be released for publication simulta-

neously with first, performance of play;., outright sales of music rights!

must not be' .made' prior to -flrat cla^s^ production of play.; discs, rolls, or
other' mechanical • contrivances pf music from play cannot be. relea,sed

within one month of 'first performance;, rights to all. music publication ,or
rolls, even for mbtioi) picture's;' remain the author's. , >v .

Top percentage's permitted to be laid to managers for motion picture
rights are 60% of first ^15^000;' 33 1/3%. of next $16,000; 24%. of: all money
oyer $30,000.

Top percentages .for radio and television are- same as for pictures..

Top. percentages for stock, amateur and semi- rofesslonal 60%, same,
for condensed and tab versions.

Top percentages to producers on music publication, or mechanical re-

productions of music 25%.
If production cost is over $60,000, division of m6tion picture rights

may be altered by the Guild Council,, and at the' author's request.

Where an agent Is used for sale of any subsidiary rights, author may
-deduct agent's commission, not to exceed 10% inclusive, from proceeds
before splitup with manager.

Itt no event can the author appoint the manager, or any of his em-
ployees, as. his agent in sale of rights.

'Motion' picture negotiator, appointed by the Guild, shall handle all such
sales' and negotiations and moneys; he may negotiate and sell without
manager's consent; manager has ho "rights of any kind in film sales

except the receipt of his proceeds as and when ready; should the man-
ager consider himself wronged in these negotiations he shall have no
recourse in law; the manager must not in any way, directly or indirectly

Interfere with disposition of film, rights; negotiator shall at times keep
the. author arid the Guild informed of' all steps in sale, but shall never

reveal this information to anyone, else.

All film sales moneys ai'e to be. paid the negotiator, who will deposit

It, .then pay .S^^ to the Guild and diyide the. rest as called for..-.

. Negotiator will be paid a maximum of $15,000 a year out of >the 3}£%
of' film coin, . t.v

Negotiator may be sujperseded by two-thirds vote of managers, in good

standing or two-thirds council of the Guild.

All foreign rights except British remain the property of the author,

PLAYS ABROAD

REGINA DI ROMA
('Qu«en of Rome')

Rome, Feb, 21.
New play by Nino 4'Aroma at Vallea

Uieatro, Rome, atarrlns Tatlana Pavlova,

With .playwrights In Italy pretty

harrassed for modern subjects out-

side of patriotic sermons, It is no
Wonder to find young authors turn-

ing to historical subjects. Even
when the subjects, .have already
been hashed' over-' as often as that
of the' life of Mary Stuart,
D'Aroma in his 'Regina dl Roma'

takes a new slant on ah old story
by t eniphailzlng; the Queen's
spiritual side above ,the political,
emotional and :

personal aspepts of
her life. "He 'presents her as the
last champion "of4 Catholicism In' :a
(jountry" in which .Protestantism' is,-

winning,- . and.. ,nn)akes. . . hec : death
worthy, nqt only qf a queeri^ hut-of 1

a saint. In this sense,;' then,v Mary
Stuart becomes 'Queen of Roihe' as
much asr Queen bf" Scots.? >*• B&n,

Miss Cornell's Illness

.Opening of 'Saih^, Joan,' slated tor

Tuesday^' (&) at £he Martin Beck,
N. Y., was set back until next Mon-
day (9) because Katharine Cornell

Jost . her voice. $tar was suffering

with laryngitis when she played
•PittsbutTirlrtest week and waB forced
'to cancel the Friday and Saturday
'performances

. there;

Qlaimei' tp ; have been ..the first

tithe -the
:

.
star missed . scheduled ap-

ipearances on .account of illness.

SILVER SWANS
Ii0ndon,. Feb^.20, •

Musldal In " two acU -b/ Ouy -Boltdn and 1

CHfToxd Grey; -from -thehia' iuraested. by
Edmond. Samuela'. and .H^nir.'-.C. James*
etory TTie "Hlfchwajrman, j mtislc,' Edrhond
Samuels; additional) Humbert,' < Perclval

y. - Presented.^^biy , Charlton Morton at
. Londbn, ToV. W, 'SO. Yroductloii

by John Harwood.
Town Crier. ^> > . . . . .RIphard-Topg.
John Prltchard.. Cecil G, Calverli
Bill Lauder ............BHIr Holland
Doo

.
Weatpn. >. . . . . ..Sebastian Smith

ICatJa .«....'••...«* . .y.-^ •;...« . .^Maflrda -JCun
Sericel Tonlcoft. , .... i .»..'.. .'. rSte've ' Geray
Terry Burke. . . . vi-*. . .Bruce Carfax-
Mary Weston. ............ ...Marta Labarf
Jack Burrldfte .;....,

,,'.','..3ack' Barty
Alice Brevamne., . . . ..... .Delysla
Speciality Dancers.... t ^H?,e*nt+ft ABhou?

I Johnny Wit

Anticipated by London theatre-

goers as one of the important late

season productions, 'At the Silver

Swan,' .disappoints. Not' the

offorts of the hard working ' star,

Delysla, cah lift the piece from Its

rather depressing mediocrity;' Lack
of melody and originality in the
compositions, and a baffling, dis-
jointed and dull, book cannot be
overcome by the very colorful, cos-
tumes and dances of a large and
comely chorus, Or by some diverting
comedy supplied by Magda Kun and
Steve Geray.
Perhaps the main difficulty is the

antique character of the' operetta.
It is reminiscent of the pre-war
type of musical. Choice of Australia
in the '70s of the past century as
the locale of the action, provides a
period as dusty ' and unattractive
as some of the humor of the dialog
and situations..

' Story deals with periodic visit of

an itinerant' minister who makes the
rounds every six months and "mar-
ries off ' the young couples in groups
of six and the comedy leans to quips
about wedding -nights, innuendoes
and bedroom vulgarities which date
back to Queen Elizabeth.

Charles. Morton is . the producer
(Continued on page 70)

'Budapest, Feb.
Gi R.'STiaw'B''

,Saih^:J6'an,, has fittdi

a successfut'reVlVal'at tK^ BelvarosU
theatre^'dlre'rfed- 'by At-.thUr^Batdos.

^Pldy'
v
was -''chbsen of .the/sak* .Of'

Bl'iha' Sulla;
'

' ^oung >«ctr«ss Whb
sprang lnt6, ,th6

,

• limelight here only

a y^ear ago.' .

.- b :

22 WEEKS IN CANTON

Six weeks priori to. the expiration
of the

1

five-year basic minimum
agre&ment between the managers
and dramatists Guild, latter's pres-
Udentii- Sidney -;ti$yiufo,\f&nt a cir-
cular letter to

v
producers "calling

their attention to the fact that the
agreement would pass out Feb. 29
and that a- new contract would bo
framed. Showmen, through the
.Theatre League, sought to huddle
with' the, authbrs but it Was not
until. mid-February that there was
a^jgetrtogether. Managers, point out
that it' was .clear; the authors .never
ntended.to. confer, with .them, over
the. new' contract,.ternis.

New ri^di ib'r p^^n^ stock

run WaV e'stahlished Were ihls week
when the. Kinsey Players, .

rep

trotfpe,:.'Sconcluded , . ;
consecutive

wieekiv^'tlhe ^rand • ppera.;. House,

icdmpany lias been playing; continu-

ously at the local theater since Opt.

5, seven days a week and three

matinees weekly.; ^

Engagement, which will run at

least: another ; month, Will keep the

company, here until early April;

when it closes tp prepare for its

annual ,
tour ' under' canvas:

iKinsey troupe has been offering

two bills weekly, switching vaude-
ville with legk.

A union stage crew. has. been em-
ployed and a five

.
piece union pit

band used.
Edith Aftibler players, until- this

week, held the local long run record,

with 21 w,eeks three years ago at

the same house.

WOMAN BURNED IN

LOBBY OF THEATRE

Odd accident
;
occurred In the

lobby of the Music Box, N. T., Fri-
day (28), during Intermission of
'The First Lady/ when Mrs. A. G.
Buchsbaum, 22, received, burns on
the back and legs, Flare of a match

-

end Is -believed to have set the back
of the woman's flimsy evening gown
ablaze as she entered the lobby
from the foyer. ' Ushers and male
men patrons pulled off their coats
to beat out the fire, but Mrs. Buchs-
baum writhed on the floor in pain
and had to be carried to a taxi and
rushed to the Polyclinic hospital.

Young woman's husband claimed
the dress caught fire as she' passed
up an aisle of the theatre: William
G. Norton, manager of the theatre;

stated this was not true. Lobby
doorr Were quickly closed and com-
paratively few of those seated knew
what the commotion was about.
There is a growing tendency for

patrons to light cigarettes in legit

theatres at intermissions before
reaching the lobby and the fire de-
partment will be asked to station
extra men In the front of houses,
with orders to serve summonses on
offenders.

At the premiere Of "Victoria Re-
gina,' Broadhurst, Gilbert Miller,

Wash. Showman Told

Not to Use Balto. Ads

Baltimore, March 3.

Understood the N. T. United
Booking Office has TiPtified. Steye

Cochran, manager of the National

theatre, Washington! to cease plug

ging shows that
,
play his house in

Balto media. Cochran' this season

has been papering, this tpwh, get

ting, press attention, and taking

newspaper ads for shows in his

house whlch\do. not come here. Final

play- that will be plugged while oh
the , National stage is -Idiot's De.

light,' next, week's . attraction.

Claimed that
:
the. kick against

Cochran's practice came from
Balto group of merchants. Beef al-

legedly 1

is that luring 'theatregoers

over to the capital hurts all forms

of biz here, :such as restaurants,

shops, etc. Report js. that .some lo

cal picture exhibs aiso squawked.
UBO has a local house,. Ford's; as

well as the National. Local good
will is of value for that reason.

$40 Minimum

Equity's council resolved Tuesday
(3) that no member shall appear in

any amateur or : little theatre per
formance unless paid at least the
minimum salary of $40 weekly ($25

for juniors).

This action was taken after Frank
Gillmore reported that there were a
number of Equity people playing
little theatres on the Coast, getting
small remuneration, if any wage at

all.

producer, acted on his own and
yanked lighted cigarettes from the
lips of several first-nighters who
sought to enter the house while
smoking.

but must not take place until one month after first performance in Eng
land, or. until manager's British rights expire.

No production of musical comedy, operetta or grand opera based on
play shall take place Until, run of original has ceased, except by per
mission of manager.

If manager performs any contract breach author may. call on manager
to correct breach Within three days, after which all rights revert if not
attended to.

Any and all olalms or disputes must be submitted, for arbitration.
Contract is. for a period of two years from March 1, 1936.

There -Were 1 several- joint confer-
ences,- during^ -which. - the - authors'-

committee disclosed to the\ managers
only the points, they, cared to, then
dehrjanded -seprecy^-.- Authors fur-
ther outsmarted, .the.. ' shQwmen.v by
coming \pjut.-. with .qthe hew .^picture

rights^ percentages- late last week,.
Actually .»

: that .fare" i the ^managers
only two day» 'in which , to contract
fob.ipiays oft/the i6rmer,: termsi

-* : ^' '•'
li.i U:''

Broadway legit managers contend
that'nto'st producers are creative in
making- presentational : Case In point
lia' that of • 'Strictly Dishonorable.' <

•*'St was. -a first -playr 'iby" Preston
Sturges, the'n assistant -. stage
manager. He- is -now pnethe": Coast.
Brock " Pembertonf who presented
the' 'c'o'medy,^ and, 'Antoinette ^Perry,

who "staged it, wrote so> many lines

into the script* that the : _ author
threatened suit. Reported that $750
Was offered for the original script

by Hollywood. Show clicked, how-
ever, and the picture rights were-
sold..for $126,000.

Claimed, too, that in script form
•Dead End* was hot considered hot
for films and got several rejections!

but last Week the rights brought
$165,000, record high for -the season.

•Equity is on the sidelines in the

authors-managers dispute. 'Actor
representatives made" no statement,

but are inclined to entertain the)

managerial argument that • fewer
productions ..may .

result, which
would mean less chance of actors

getting engagements. .Equity „'would
like to .see disputed, points , settled

by arbitration;

Guild's method of framing the new
contract is. the same Used by . Equity,

however, in adopting changes of
policy during the past season and
then informing the managers. No
joint conferences in either instance.

Long contract drawn up by. the
Dramatists Guild without participa-
tion of the managers, provides for
the retention of Joseph P. Bicker-
ton, Jr. For the. past five years,

attorney has acted as arbiter, pass-
ing on bidding of picture firms, that
being the system used heretofore to
ensure the author, and manager get-

ting the highest .price possible,

i Under the new .order,- Bickerton
will act similarly but will be shown
as the 'negotiator' and, act only for
the. author, who has full 'say as. to

film rights. That* however, is sub-
ject to final okay by Council of th
Guild.

Authors, in. negotiations thus far,

have, claimed that they are switch-
ing from a 'minimum basic agree-
ment' to a contract. Former was
drawn up by the two: groups' rn-^oint

sessions five years ago. This time
the managers ' didn't sit in at all

but were merely handed the results.

Nevertheless the contract, as
printed, is titled, 'Minimum Basiq
Agreement Between the Drama-
tists' Guild of the Authors' League
Of America and Theatrical Produc-
ing Managers.'

New contract promulgated by the

Dramatists Guild, setting forth,

changed percentages favoring auth-
ors in picture rights deals, is for

two years. At its expiration there

may be further changes, depending
on" how the new deal works out.

Guild not only Includes play-

wrights but all authou, composers
and lyricists figuring in musical

shOWs.

Spotting L. A. 'City Hall'

Hollywood, March 3.

Al Leichter is here looking for

house in which to produce 'City

Hall,-' three-act political drama by

Ralph B. Potts.

Play, using 14 in cast, will ..be put

on In San Francisco later, under

auspices.
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Sliding Film Coin Scale Down to

25% for Mgrs. in Authors' New

Contract; Writers Get AD Rights

Dramatists' Guild went through,

with it* smoldering threat of the last

few months Thursday (27) voting

In a new contract form for produc-

of new plays on roadway.

This new contract, according to the

writers, went into effect as of .Mon-

day (2) and was passed, in the ex-

pected take-it-or-leave-it manner
by the. writers, with only two dis-

senting Votes after a hectic four

hour session.

Authors, • according to these new
terms, have, declared themselves the

unrestrained owners; of all scripts

and are now free to dispose of all

rights to- them Without the assent

of managers; whether the "plays are

produced or not. New set-up prin-

cipally pertains to picture rights,

authors claiming full say as to sale

for that purpose*

Not only will the authors fix their

own sale prices, .henceforth, but

. they -will also name the release

dates. Cause of the change in the

last-named item is that writers

.claim producers- have been too anx-

ious to cash in and have erred fre-

quently in the past by fixing release

dates, of films too early. Whether
or not playwrights have more ex-

perience, in this matter and can do.

better^ of course^ remains to be

seen.

Also, managers Will receive a leS-

• portion of film coin, Producers

were completely ignored in the

phrasing of this portion of the con^

tract and were* merely handed the

new figures at the last minute. A
joint committee of showmen and

authors had drawn up the mini-?

nium basic agreement which was
in effect for the five years ending

March 1, but the managerial views

were entirely disregarded this time.

Mgrs;' Plea Turned Down

While the Guild was meeting at

the Shelton hotel, New York, for

its final, vote on the plan, which

had been drawn up and passed In

committee and by the councils of

the Dramatists Guild and the Au-
thors League, the managers sent

word over requesting a postpone-

ment of decision for a month or

two in order that some of the points

In dispute be adjusted. Request

met with flat refusal. Managers
thereupon said they would refuse

to do business under the new terms.

Whether they can stick together on

that remains to be seen, but since

spring is coming on, anyway, it i9

likely that there will be a protracted

battle.

Move on the part Of the authors

was inspired by the increased par-

ticipation of Hollywood in the back-

ing of Broadway shows arid the

few purchases of film rights thus

far this season. Apparent lack of

bidding for film rights on picture-

backed shows is the point made by

the authors, as proven, they claim,

by the fact that not one of the 24

film-financed shows this year has

been bought by any company other

than, the one putting up the original

coin.

Authors, in the new compact, also

demand the privilege of selling film

rights at any time before or after

production. Also they want to be
able to make deal's that entail bo^h
film and stage rights, with a straight

percentage for both, in. addition to a
lump advance payment. Ail such
deals are to be made at the discre-

tion of the author, although they

must be approved by the council of

the Guild.

Terms in the new contract call

for a sliding scale downwards for

producers on film coin. Up to $15,000,

the producer is to get 60% of rights;

above that sum, up to $30,000, he is

to get 33 1-3%; above $30,000 he is

to get only 25%. On shows whoso
production cost is over $60,000, ex-

ceptions can be made, with the
author agreeing on different terms
and giving the producer a better

break, subject to approval by the
Guild council. This would take in

• mostly musicals.

British Rights

Some of the clauses in the new
contract, on the other hand, are dis-
tinctly favorable to showmen. Brit-
ish rights will now go to the man-
ager' automatically and without
rojralty payments, but he must dis-

pose of such ri his within six.

months. All. other forei rights
remain with the authors.
Another change in the contract

considered favorable to managers
gives them monthly options to pro-
duce rather, than the six-month
option in the old contract; and mini-
mum option coin is now set forth.

Previously a $500' payment was
called for; now this Will be cut to
$100 a c onth. A lesser amount ap-
plies over the summer months.
Authors now Insist that the works

of foreign authors come under the
same, rules as American writers.
Whether

;
in book or script form,

plays from abroad are to be. subject
to the. same procedure. This mea-
sure was stuck in because several
producers 'have been In the habit of

putting on plays by aliens without
restriction of any -.sort from the
Guild.

JUMBO' BEING

SET IN LONDON

London, .March 3.

Negotiations are afoot to produce
Billy. Rose's 'Jumbo* Over here at

Earls Cqurt Exhibition Hall. Sir

Oswald Stoll also wants' the show
for the Coliseum but promoters fig-

ure the massiveness of the hall more
suitable.

John Murray Anderson is here

presumably on the deal but refus

trig to talk.

ROAD SHOW PLANS

SET FOR 'DEAD END'

With the picture rights to 'Dead
End,' Belasco, N. Y„ sold to Gold-
wyn at a record high for the season

($165,000), road show plans have
been made definite.^ Number two
company will not be sent out this

season, being due In Chicago around
Sept. 1. A Coast presentation will

probably reach the boards one
month, earlier. Deal is pending for

London, where Noel Coward plan's

to make the presentation..

•End' Is figured to last oh Broad-
way well into' next season. Because
its juvenile contingent automatically

bars the drama from Boston^ Wash-
ington and Philadelphia, indications

are thf-i visitors to the metropolis

from Eastern points have added in-

centive to see the original.

RADIO-LEGIT TIEUP

Plug for 'Postman' Plus Cash For

Use of Theatre Broadcasting

Deal between the Lyceum, New
York, and WINS, for use of the legit

house to broadcast on Sundays, is

a two way arrangement. In addition

to a cash consideration, the Hearst
station has agreed to plug 'The

Postman Always Rings Twice,' mel-.

odrama which opened at the theatre

last week.
'Postman' airings are for two

minutes, three times daily. First

plug was last Thursday (27) after-

noon, when George W. Lederer In-

terviewed Spence Bettlehelm, one of

the theatre's lessees.

Nichols Play Dates
Baltimore, March 3.

Anne Nichols' production of 'Her

Weekend' will play the indie Maryr
land here week of March 23.

Play opens in Princeton, N. J„

March 19, then does two perform-

ances at the Playhouse, Wilmington,

before heading in here for its first

full week. Philly follows Balto

and then. N. Y.

'EuTopa' Dramatization

Max Gordon plans to stage

•Europa,' Robert Briffault's best-

seller novel.

Deal was put through by the

William Morris o ce, with Kyle

Crichton acting for the author.

Robert Buckncr is slated lo do the

drama! luaUon.

DRAMATISTS' PACT

FIGHT AT A GLANCE

Authors claim there is no
fight. They have written a
new contract, and that ends it

as far as they're concerned.

Producers claim they will not
sign or accept it, but have done
nothing about It as yet.. Sev-
eral meetings have, been held
with no decisions. Or protective
or battle .moves made, thodgh
several are under considera-
tion.

Point most bitterly resented
by managers in new contract
is clause scaling new percent-
ages of film right sales, with
producers to get only 50% of
first $15,000; 33 1-3% of next
$16,000, and '25% above from
there on.

Managers also object to au-
thors declaring themselves sole

negotiators and owners of film
rights and cutting producers
out on the negotiation end.
Managers get a 'break* in be-

ing handed British: rights,' and
' by having option coin cut down
to . a $100 monthly basis.

Author's answer to picture
ri Ms squawk is: 'What - did
managers do before there were
any picture rights?'

Producers' angle is: 'How
can we. get angel money with-
out being able to dangle film

coin, as bait?'

Hollywood, which is
- really

the cause of the headache all

around, has not officially com-
v mented.

HIGH SALARIES WASH

DP FIVE-ROLE PLAY

High salaries' and mild business
quickly used up the bankroll of
'Mainly • for Lovers;' which stopped
at the 48th Street, N. Y., Friday
(28th), after' playing one week.
Although the cast had but five play-
ers, the payroll was around $2,200.

Application by the management for
Equity permission to cut salaries

was rejected- when it was disclosed
that the slice would approximate 75

per cent. Cast agreed to some re-
duction, but not to the extent
planned.
While he did not receive top

money in the cast, Arthur. Marget-
son was guaranteed a four-week en r

gagement and the coin for that
period was deposited with Equity.
Play had

:

one week out of town.
Loss was around $20,000, although
'Lovers' was a one-set. production.
It was presented by Richard Kra-
keur and B. Charles-Dean. In Lon-
don play was called 'Lover's Leap.'

Chicken vs. Egg Question on New

Writers Contract; Managers Idea

Of Script Collaboration Cut-in

When Broadway's managers and
the authors, as represented by the
Dramatists Guild, conferred; last

week on the eve of the expiration
of the basic minimum agreement, it

became clear that ^he -two sides

were unalterably' opposed in opinion
as to which was the more necessary
in show business. ramatists say
that , without plays there can be no
shows. Managers declare that with-
out managerial skill there would be
ho hits.

Burning oyer the Guild's tactics,

in refusing to' meet them before and
jointly draw up a new contract, as
was done with the original pact,

WANTS SHOWS

Atlantic City,

This seashore resort's Chamber of

Commerce wants the town restored
to its former place in the theatrical

sun.
,

As the first- step - towards accbm~-
plishing its objective the Chamber
president, Arthur S. Chenoweth,
has begun making inquiries to learn

if Atlantic City can. again get some
Broadway tryout shows.

Mayor White is strongly in favor
Of the movement, voicing the opin-
ion that such shows as George
White's 'Scandals' and Earl Carroll's

'Vanities' were a big asset to the re-

sort at one time, and would like to

see them, brought back.

President Chenoweth says he un-
derstands the shows were taken
away from Atlantic City because
they lost money during the depres-
sion-years. He. feels that wouldn't
be true any longer.

SENATOR IN SHOW BIZ
New Haven, March 3.

Chapel Playhouse, Guilford's sum-
mer theatre, has been sold %o. for-

mer Senator Harry Durant' for

$2,850.

Jf Burleigh Morton leased the
spot past three years for summer
stock. Durant is expected to use
the building, a former church, for

the same purpose.

Grossmith Must Leave Country;

Exemption Denied to Kurt Bois

Alien actors figured in two sepa-

rate items on Broadway last week.

In one case Lawrence Grossmith,
British actor, was told by the Labor
Dep't he would have to vamoose.
In the other, Kurt Bois, German
refugee, was nixed by Equity as

hot being indispensable, to the pro-

duction he was being considered for.

Neither case has any connection

with the current alien actor bill

agitation in Washington, though
apropo.
Grossmith is one of the most

familiar English actors on Broad-
way,, and is currently appearing in

'Call It a Day,' Morocco, N. Y. He
was ordered to leave the country
because he overstayed the time
limit of his passport. Although the

London player has made frequent

appearances in legit shows here

during the past 36 years, he never
sought citizenship, nor did he es-

tablish himself as a resident alien.

Englishman, one of the original

members of Equity, has resident

alien standing with that association

but the Department of Labor "ad-

vised him last week to sail not

later than March 7. His application

for an extension was denied, ruling

pointing out that he failed to act

when informed that he would have
to leave the country in January.
Understood that the Theatre

Guild, whjch presents 'Day,' may
request an extension for Grossmith,
although his part is. not weighty.
Grossmith first appeared hero in

1S00. and from 1914 to 1922 he did

not leave America. During an ex-
tended stay in Australia new im-
migration laws were passed and,
when he returned to New York, the
actor discovered he was outside the
exempted resident alien rating.

Present engagement is his first suc-
cessful one in several years.

Bois
Application for exemption of the

six month interval which. Equity re-
quires between engagements for
alien players was denied to Bois.
James R. Ullman, who plans pres-
entation of 'The Ugly Runts,' ap-
peared before the council last week
with that request, but it was ruled
that the services of the player were
not that important to the play.

'Runts' was tried out" at Ann
Arbor, Mich., last season and
Equity people were cognizant of
the leading parts. Understood that
Ullman planned, to. use Bois in the
number three cast assignment.
Equity advised the manager that an
American actor would serve just as
well.

Bois was unlucky in his first part
over here, having appeared earlier
in the winter in 'Tomorrow's a Holi-
day,' which John Golden yanked
after one week. He received top
critical attention. Manager splurged
on production and the show ended
$40,000 in the red, it is claimed.
Bois entered the U. S. under the
quota. Although he probably will

not appear in another legit show
until next season, all other show
fields are opon to him.

the managers found other objection-:-

able* points and say the schedule of

picture money participation is lop-

sided in theory and viewpoint. In
answer to the authors* claim that
the producer, merely supplies, the
money .and little else, the managers
say that this type of showman is a
small minority.

Managers were indignant when
told they did not contribute to the
value of plays and. declared that
nearly all producers either add to

the script or in. other ways definitely

better the authors' work. Authors
answered laconically to the. effect

that the story counted most, with
all other factors incidental.

ided?

As showmen see It)
1

the plan of
reducing the managerial percentage
of film coin in the higher brackets
Is lopsided. They contend that the
more money secured for picture
rights the more they should, receive
as their portion* since the success of
shows is largely attributable to the
managerial or production end plus
their upping of the bids. If there
is to be a sliding scUe, managers ,

say, the authors should get the.
major share In the lower; brackets.
But' they (managers) aire opposed
to disturbing the 50^50 -arrangement
that has existed since the Holly-
wood end became important.
Just What producers are going to

do about it will develop during the
spring. Some managers say they
will accept plays only from new
authors or concentrate on plays of
foreign authorship. Such methods
could succeed for a time, at least,

with' the probable result that the
Guild would blacklist the holdouts.
Another possibility would have the
authors going into the American
Federation of Labor. Heretofore,,

however, the playwrights ' have
nixed such a suggestion.
Whatever the outcome, it is likely

that producers will act individually.
They are represented by the League
of New York Theatres, not a Closely-

knit organization. An agreement to
hold but on the Guild may be made,
but if the managers Stick it will be
the first time for them,

inancing

Matter of financing productions
may be- written down" by the authors,
but the Importance of raising coin
Is regarded as vital to most people
in show business. 'Status of mana-
gers in show - business has been
questioned before, but they point
out that detractors have done little:

more than talk.

Some producers believe they have
solved the problem. Taking the
position, that 'they are really col-

laborators with the author, either by
virtue of writing in lines, or suggest-
ing script changes, these managers
state that they are entitled to a
share of the royalties and will con-
tract with authors along those lines.

Share of royalties includes part of
the author's share of the picture
money.
Some managers have made simi-

lar arrangements with authors in

the past. Late David Belasco. Was
almost always in on the new writ-
ing of plays lie produced, A few
other* have similarly treated with
authors while some, who could have
declared in, stuck strictly to the
managerial end.
When it was suggested to the

authors that they probably could
classify producers, rating those
known to work with playwrights as
apart from those who dp not the
Guild was not interested.

Mgrs.. Idea

When the managers and authors
first huddled, the latter claimed.iHat
there was indicated collusion ' be-
tween producers using Hollywood
backing and the picture people over
the bidding on film rights. Asked to

suggest a solution other than pro-

vided for in the new contract, the
managers, put forth a plan. It

called for the author to name an up-
set price oh his play, that figure to

be known only to the council of the
Guild and the author. All bids un-
der upset price would be rejected

and
(

anything in excess accepted.

Authors' committee thought it a
good plan, but the Guild's council

killed it cold.

Some of those at the Guild ses-

sions during the framing of con-
tract demanded cutting the mana«
gers out of all film participation.

.Sliding scale is really a compromise
on the part of the scribblers.

i
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Legit Celebs' Informal On-Stage

Reception for William GiDette

Comedy In three acts revived at the
Golden, N. Y.. March 1, '80, by John
Golden; William Gillette starred; written
by Austin Strong; $3.30 top.
Theodom Flndley Wllllniu Gillette
Judge Trumbull ...Jam.eto : Kirkwood
Dr. Richard Gaunt v.. Charles Coburn
Miss Fnirchild .Elizabeth Love
Mrs. Saunders .Isabel Irving
Poole ; . Brandon Tynan
Gordon Schuyler.. William Post. Jr.
John Crawshay John Blair
Douglas Sydney Booth
Benjamin Surratt .Scott Morore
Clancy Victor Colton
Gray , . . ; .John McKee
Policeman _ . . . . .Robert Burton

An exceptional evening in the

theatre was the combined -effort on
Sunday- evening (1). by the' players

and the audience Invited to attend

the revival of what in its day was a
'pleasant comedy called "Three Wise
Pools.' It was in the nature of a
reception honoring; America's oldest

playing actor, William Gillette, who
.still has plenty on the ball at '80. •

Silver hair was not restricted to

-the cast, for 'there were many out

;front, whose names .were.lh lights on
Broadway in the past, as well as a
liberal number of professionals how;
in the limelight. Play seems divert-

ing, ' especially on an oft evening,
• the kick- bf the premiere came

.

at the 'firifile, When, Donald' Brian,
acting as m.c, introduced stage hot-,
ables to Gillette. .

.

Tfchat came after he suavely chat-
ted' about beating the adage, anent
the age of man, including the pre-
scribed limit set by the' Bible:
..George M* .Cohan was tost, to «ome
tip oh the.rosfrum. He said he,' too,
was a provincial actor and the ;pkft
•giggled over that, for they have
."been touring, for the past two
.months to in-and-out business.

Then came Helen Hayes, Lenore
triric, Fritz! Scheff, Cissie Loftus,
Florence Bjeed, May Irwin and ti£h>
ers of the present and the past to
felicitate the tall, spare player, who
••has" been' hibernating in his estate
in Connecticut.

Gillette mentioned he was sorry
that John' Golden was not present.
"That was a cue, for* the manager
was waiting on the long distance-
telephone and his: address was
switched onto a loud speaker. Talk-
ing from Miami, Golden, added his
congratulations. It was a neat
stunt,, something'. that denoted the
difference between the old and the
new more effectively than any other"
Incident during the evening.

'Three Wise Fools' was presented
by the late Winchell Smith and

. Golden at. the Criterion; N- Y„ now
razed, in Nov., 1919. Show started
slowly but made a run of it, man-
agerial duo at the time making a
issue of *olean plays' after their suc-
cess of /Turn to the Right.' Austin
Stebng, ^author, was present Sunday
-evening, also.

Chief in support of the star who
gained fame as the stage version of

, Sherlock Holmes, are Charles Co
hum, James Kirkwood, Brandon
Tynan and Isabel Irving. William
Post, Jr., and Elizabeth Love play
the juvenile leads, letter replaced
Mary Rogers, who withdrew shortly
after the tour started,

Play is slated for one week only,
There was some doubt whether Gil
lette would return to, Broadway and
he explained that hesitancy by men
tioning his 'sincere farewell' in 1931,
No doubt that the show could re-
main longer, but the house is defin-
itely booked to get '-Star Spangled'
next week. • Ibee.

DEAR OLD DARLING
Comedy In two acta , presented at the

Alvln, N. Yv. March 2, "36 by George M
Cohan; written by and starring Wmself
staged bv Sam Forrest ; $3.30 ton.
Calvin Miller Gebrfee M. Cohan
Gertrude Collins . .Ruth Shepley
Acton Reynolds Denniston
Jane Mayo .Marian Shockley
Joseph Leggitt .....Charles D. Brown
Mrs. Mayo..... ..Theresa Maxwell ConoVer
Julia Taylor .Edna' Mv Holland
Clarence Wheeler .......Ben Lackland
Gesso .....M. Hlrano
Ij. B. Stewart Josenh Swwney
McDevltt..; Joseph R. Garry
Captain Cramer Walter Gilbert
John Mayo .Forrest Orr

^fjifeaii

> " " * 'Jack Williams

too abrupt, quiet
stretch.
However, from the opening line,'

when Cohan walks, on lit, 'Dear Old
Darling.' delivers. Scene, which is

one of the most enjoyable in the
play, has Calvin Miller entering
with .Gertrude, his fiancee, Who was
married before. Part is played by
Ruth Shepley, who does not reap-
pear, until late in the performance.
Story has her insisting on seeing a
telegram, which is an affectionate
message from Jane Mayo, an 18-
year-old girl whom he had met on
a trip to. Europe and who had con-
trived to be With him in London;
Paris and

.
the. Riviera. Gertie

walks, disbelieving life story that
the friendship was entirely platQillc.

Jane contrives to visit Calvin and
leaves a photograph inscribed: • 'To
my dear old darling, with all the
love of my heart and soul.' That
cute little message gets laughs from
lis pal, Joe Leggitt, his butler,' and
everybody else who sees it, Nobody
seems to believe his oft-expressed
declaration that there, was no af-
fair with the. 'child,' while she, .on
the other hand refuses to listen to
his. assertion that, .a man of SO and
a girl in her teens is no deal.

-.JUrrives Mrs. Mayo, the girl's

mother; who accuses Cal of impro-
prieties, also the kid's supposed fi-

ancee. Old gal hints darkly of what
may happen when Jane's father, an;

Arizona, rancher, .arrives by' 'plane';

the next;day, ' Cat becomes alarmed
and asks for police protection. Two

\

detectives query..him. There is. fun
;

in, that; but.Jater Calvin bawls thenii
out.and orders them from the house,

j

AH of this provides more fun in
j

the playing'than indicated in but--

'

line. But the plot.' thickens and,
*nidway in act two, the audience is

let in. on a scheme to nick Cal for
100 G's. Cops nip the scheme, but
a captain of detectives promises to
come hack and tell Calvin what kind
of a sap he is.

Fellow later set down as a 'spot-
ter' is noticed walking up and down
across the street and is finally
brought into the house. Dialog be-
tween Cohan as Cal and Joseph
Sweeney as the private -dick does
much for the laugh score* There Is

another comedy gumshoer from
headquarters who gets* giggles by
the way he sizes up Cal. Part is

assigned to Joseph R. Carry, - who
seems newer, in the Cohan menage
than some others—the -star even
has his Jap valet, M. Hirano, on for
a bit. Cohan tails him by another
name. •

Charles. D. Brown plays Cal's pal,

Liggett, who. gums lip the 'works.
Marian Shockley as the little siren,

Jane, is also new, coming here from
coast legit, :Theresa Maxwell Con-
over is Jane's scheming phoney
mother. Others, including Walter
Gilbert, Edna M. Holland, Reynolds
Dennilson, are in the well chosen
and well trained cast. Stager, as
always, in a Cohan play, is Sam
Forrest. Ibee,

place, the good-hearted Nick being
unsuspecting to such an extent that
he reproves her for snubbing the
bum. There, is no clear reason for
them killing Nick, though the dis-
trict attorney ascribes reasons after -

they. bash , in the Greek's head and
run him over' an embankment in a
Oar. ';

Situation Which has Frank sign
a complaint - against Cora leads to
the play's few. diverting scenes,
those in which' the d.a, builds up a
case of murder, only to have wily

,

defense lawyer kick over the apple
cart. In the end Cora is killed when
the car' in which she and Frank are
driving to Frisco smashes into' a
pole. Frank, who has married her
—she is. to have a baby—is eon-
victed of murder. Just before walk-
ing the last mile, he confesses to a
priest that he is innocent of that
charge, but not of the other one, of
which he was freed;
Divided opinions over the playing

of Frank,, by Richard ' Barthelmess,
his legit debut. It is a ratty char-
acter which could have been hart-
died in a tougher manner, but how
that would improve the story is

: not
indicated, Mary Philips as Cora
has a difficult assignment, too. She
helps plot the murder, so is hard, to
like. . •

".

.Cast is :well chosen throughout;
and if the play does hot.cllck if can
hardly be charged to the actors, jo-
seph Greenwald turns in a corking '

job as Nick. Charles Halton as
Ma|ihy Katz, -clever defense law-
yer; and Dudley Clements aS the
prosecutor, contribute the all too
few engrossing moments. Ibee.

WPA Review

womanWdestiny
i

-Drama 4n- four acts by. Samuel Jesse
Warshawsky. Presented by the Managers'
Tpy-Ont Theatre (Federal Theatre Project)
at -the WllllB, N. Y., March, 2, *3fl. Super-
vised by Ottq Uetzger. Staged by Edward
Vail.. Scenery designed by James M&rcum
and executed by Cleon Throckmorton. C3c.
top. .

Cast: Alexandra Carlisle, Joseph Guthrie,
Terry Carlson, - Robert Perry. William Ro-
salia, George ISorn, Henry Trader, Fuller
Mellish, Roger Quintan, Alice Cavanaugh,
Dorothy Raymond, William LaviUe. William
Brandy, Wilfred Clark, Walter Scott Weeks,
J>illoii M. Deasey, Horace Head, J. Warren
fcyons, Robert Harrison, Tom Morrison,
Walter Green, Carlton Macy, Howard Hall,
John IV Morrissey. Lee Beggs, Robert Con-
nese. Henry Sherwood, Boris Korlln, Frank
Varigtm, Frank. Kelly. Theodore Collins,
<3ewgB C. Mantell, Ralph Simone, Kermit
Augoatlne.

Postman Always Rings
Melodrama In two acts, presented -at the

Lyceum. N. Y., Feb. 25. '30. by Jack. Cur-
tis; written hy James M. Cain: staged /by
Robert Sinclair: ' Richard Barthelmess
starred; Mary Philips featured; $3.80 top.

•Nick Papadakls ..Joseph Greenwald
Cora Paoadakls May Philips
TYank Chambers .... lchard Barthelmess
State Trooper ,..Tohn Kearney
Policeman ';. Joseph Cotten
Walter Sackett Dudley Clements
Manny Katz ..Charles Halton
Secretary . -....Mary Holsman
Matron Queena BllotU
Insurance Adjuster Walter Vonnegut
State Trooper Al Cunningham
Priest , Philip Ryder

George M. Cohan is back again on
Broadway in a new play written by
him"and starring himself. 'Dear Old

Darling' is .good diversion and gen-

erous In comedy, It' should attract

plenty of people in addition to the

Cohan fans.

'Darling' is a lark. It is a stunt In

story and performance and good
theatre. It has the actor-author-
manager on Btage most bf the even-
ing, but. Cohan is the exception,

never being hard to take. from, out
front.
Seems that the star wrote his

play In a kidding mood. He Joshes
the cops as much as he spoofs him-

; s;eljC. and has a good time doing it.

' K'aysartH "two* acts; the later section

of the .*>lay «oes pretty far into,

melodrama and that accounts for a
sharp change of pace. Maybe it is

Plays dramatized from novels

have the presumed advantage of a*

following among the readers, but

percentage of such stage successes

is comparatively small. Despite the

sensationalism of the story" in 'The

Postman Always Rings Twice,' it is

questionable fare.

perhaps the .fault lies in the fact

"that the principal characters are

'objectionable persons. Author got

away with it in his book, which was
a best seller. Also, it was bought
for pictures but the Hays office

nixed it. Presented in two acts,

the most effective portions come
after intermission. That the princi-

pal.Who evokes most audience sym-
pathy appears only in act one is a

handicap.

Impression }s that the two plot-

ters in the clumsy homicide are on
stage too much. Relations between
Frank Chambers and Cora Papada-
kls, corn-fed wife of the Greek pro-

prietor of a wayside inn near Los
Angeles, are rather casual. Man is

the type who thumbs his way from
town to town and claims to gag.his
tvay to cuffo meals. Cora is bored
with her existence, having mawled
the Greek to. get away frdni sling-
ing hash in a cheap

1

eating joint.

Cora and Frank go for «ach -other)

soon after he starts "working In the

For a time this new WPA offering
looks as If it might be another biting
jab at first lady activities, but this
idea is soon squelched with an'
ultra.-serious discussion of' party
platforms, armaments, war clouds
and Japanese and Russian . embas-
sies. First lady angle does creep in,
though, only" here it jells into a lady
president of the" U. S. She's the
woman, of destiny.
Sam Warshawsky has written the

play in a sombre mood, not saying
-anything i>aTticularly new, and the
soap-box attitude of the characters
makes it dubious fare for Broad-
way. -Half a. dozen managers have
held the rights.
There's no lift to the intended dra-

matic scenes. One character, a war-
shocked son left blinded by the last
conflict, moves as a whispering
chorus through the play. He enters
whenever his mother is about to
make a decision, clinching her final
remarks,, and wandering in and
around With a wealth of* vociferous
war speeches. Cast is large, and. all
are mature; Not a single young per
son in the long array.
Woman of destiny theme is not. a

bad one for stage fare, but as pieced
together here; the situations lack any.
punch. Using Japan and Russia as
probable war adversaries is old stuff
on stage and screen. In serving the
purpose here to project a feminine
leader of the country, it is repeti-
tious and dull. Only part to convey
suspense where -woman prez takes
the oath to guide the nation.
Show is mounted in good taste.

Everything is simply construced un-
der Cleon Throckmorton's eye, from
designs by James Marcum. A gar-
den scene, . which takes too long a
time to set up, gets some special
attention from the audience. That's
Where these productions do manage
to get across, in hitting those Who
have not followed' legit much and
have forgotten the value of stage-
craft.

Opening has a woman political
leader holding the whip hand. After
making a clever move for the inner
circle workings, she finds herself
elected vice-president. She's against
war, and talks this -continually.
When she doesn't, her blind Son is
on stage doing so. On the eve of
another world war, the president
dies of heart failure, and she's put
into office as the war plans begin to
whirl above.
Alexandra Carlisle plays the lead-

ing role, giving it a certain com-
mand. She's not of the WPA, but
was stuck In by the Shuberts for test
purposes. Robert Perry is the blind
soon.
-Last scene has the cabinet resign-

ing, with the leader pra,ctjcally left
by herself. She calls In the foreign
ambassadors, then telephones their
countries and straightens the snag.
There's no war, and she suddenly
forgets all about the green table
palaver and decides to go home and
see if her grandchild is ailing.

Curtain .fails on a week note. Pro-
gram has the • show scheduled for

Plays Out of Tom

NOT FOR CHILDREN
. Pasadena, Feb. 26.

Satire In three acta <n)ne scenes) by El-
mer Rice. Directed by Thomas- Browne
Henry. _
Cast: Jack Rae, George Relo. Thomas

Browne. Jean Inneae, Douglas Wood, Lou-
ise I<orlmer, June Sharer, Joan Wheeler,
William Henryi William Bberhardt, Mil-
dred .Young, Charles Lane, rroduoefl by
the. Pasadena, Community Playhouse, Pas-
adena. Cal., Feb. 30, '36,

Following the poor reception of
'Between- Two "Worlds> and 'Judg-
ment Day,* Elmer Bice had some
rather harsh things to say ahout
New York's drama editors. At that
time he declared emphatically that
he was. off the theatre for good. As
It happens, he had a play all.written
several years previously, and Shelved
sayihg the same things. He sat
down and, polished It up, sharpen-
ing'' some of the barbs.

In' it he kids -himself, the "theatre,
the critics, the producers and the
actors. However, he goes over-
board so far that few audiences will
understand what the play is all

about. There's some - good se-
quences in it, but on the whole it's

a disjointed, episodic, piay that will
render' most audiences /punch-
drunk. '

. While disjointed, Rice has writ-
ten numerous entertaining episodes,
which, with music, dancing and
production, would do well in a re-
vue. He has done ,a good job of
burlesquing the down-to-earth
drama, smart writing, soliloquy oh
a bed, and several other acts.
. Piece opens with the producer of
the show- stepping down front and
announcing that he has produced a
play which he does not understand,
sq* he' has engaged two- professors,
one male and one. female, of applied
psychology, to explain the proceed-
ings. Pair take their places in front
•of the curtain and- go into a. dry
dissertation on the drama and

.
why

it is all wrong. Here comes the tip-
off on Bice's theory that he finds
himself dependent on an interpre-
tive -medium- which is essentially
artificial, conservative and conven-
tional; he Is appealing- to an audi-
ence which is slow of apprehension
and impatient of subtleties, which
is on an emotional and Intellectual
level akin to adolescence and
which, as he matures in his art, di-
minishes.
From here the play starts With

the usual scene of a husband, and
wife .preparing for divorce at the,
breakfast table, . As the plot un-
folds, the two characters on the.

sidelines interrupt, explain the
faults of the scene's construction,
However, the following scene has
•nothing, to do with the opening act
and has., the audiences bewildered
until it is half bVer. Between acts,
the two interlocutors discuss God,
religion, sex and other unrelated
subjects.
Play drifts in and out -of sequence

continually, and. at one time, goes
Into the dressing rooms of the
players, with the two professors
evidently ^members of the cast.
Here it goes completely screwy and <

becomes a play-within-a-play-with-
in-a-play. Second and third acts
follow out this plan .generally, oc-
casionally going back to the couple
who are after the divorce.
Rice may have written with

tongue-in-cheek, but if he did he
was taking considerable chance, for
In' doing so he laid himself wide
open. He also picked a title which
is a pip for sarcastic wisecracking.
.
Play Is exceptionally well cast for

Pasadena. Thomas Browne Henry,
who also directed, and Jean Inness,
play the leads, the .two professors.
Both

. handle their long speeches
excellently. Charles Lane gives an
interesting characterization

. of an
agint; Joan Wheeler and William
Henry are acceptable juves; Doug-
las Wood and Louise Lorimer are
okay in minor assignments. George
Reis overplays the producer. Rest
of- the cast acceptable. Henry's di-
rection is capable at all times.
Opening night' caw half of the au-

dience start for their cars at the
close of the. second act; they had to
be advised that the play was not yet
over; some of them returned.
Play has already been done In

London, but never in New York.
Call.

New Haven Shudei't Heorg
New Haven, March 3.

Taft .-Realty Co., former title

holders "of property including the
Shubert theatre, has been granted
an extension' of first law date from
March 2 to May 6 in order to *at-

tenipt a resumption of title through
reorganization under Section 77B,
Federal Bankruptcy act.

Property is now under a fore-
closure judgment in action brought
by trustee of first mortgage bond-
holders. Judgment is for $1,882,-

83245, and property could be re-
deemed by payment of this amount.

'three acts, plus an extra scene, but
as presented it is done in four
straight acts.
Washingtonian aura does well in

supplying so many roles to mature
actors. Stage is flooded with diplo-
matic characters half the time.

Bral.

'Jubilee* Closing

'Jubilee' goes off the boards Sat-
urday <7> and will, not tour from
tl» Iinpe'rial, N. Y;, whore it is in
its 21st week. For months it was a
Broadway standout musical and
was figured set into warm weather.
Capacity trade with $36,000 weekly
grosses -were registered week after
w-eek, then Mary Boland, starred,
had to return to Hollywood.
From that time on business slip-

ped and last week the pace slowed
down to around $17,000. After an
interchange of telegrams between
Sam Harris at Palm Beach and Max
tSordbn on the coast, closing notice
went 'up ..Monday. Duo produced
•JUbilee' with Metro's backing.

Show's t6tal production cost was
$182,000. It earned back $115,000
and would doubtless ha , . operated
out of the red had the cast remained
intact;

' Decision to . close has an
angle that 'JUbllee'

(
was a hard luck

.show, jThere was a hack stage fire

while, the show tried; out in Boston
"and a more serious blaze shortly
after the Broadway premiere. Miss
Boland lost her mother and there
were several other obits in families
of the cast.

'JUBILEE'
Opened Oct. .12, *35. Only

one knock in the carload of
frontline cHticg for this Har-
ris-Gordon musical, Garland
(T"ejegram) saying 'Jubilee'
falls short of its f etentions/
Hammond (Tribune) Said, how-
ever, ft is 'full of ftrst-class
fiin, rhythm and splendor.'

Variety <ibee) said: *Quite
evidently the. 'ayes' have it.'

Another major musical ends this
week, 'At Home Abroad' going to
the road from the Majestic after a
run of 25 weeks. It Was an early
musical click and first led the list
with grosses, approaching $40,000
weekly, Reyue is claimed to have
earn d excellent proflts.

'AT HOME ABROAD'
Opened Sept. 19, '35. Shu-

bert revue was .generally
praised by the first stringers,
with nearly all of them credit-
ing Beatrice Lillie for most of
the show's entertainment.
Brown (Post) aaid it 'will un-
questionably take "its place at.
one of the new season's major
musicals.
Variety (Bige) said that lack

of comedy 'is likely to keep a
productiohally excellent show
from reaching its just re-
wards.1

•'Hallowe'en' stopped at the Van-
derbilt last Saturday after playing
one week and a half tc small pick-
ings.

'HALLOWE'EN'
Opened Feb. 20. Only Man-

tle (News), of the major
critics, gave this horror play a
chance. Anderson (Journal)
opined, 'I imagine that by next
week the cast will give up
playing it.'

Variety (Ibee) said: 'Hardly
figures to appeal to the aver*
age theatregoer.'

'The Devil of Pei-Ling' flopped
out of the Adelphl on Saturday also.
It was likewise panned and, even
with cheap tickets, could get no-
where.

'THE DEVIL OF PEI LING'

Opened Feb. 20. Coverage of
this thriller got 100% negative
notices.

Variety (Kauf) declared it 'a

poor play.'

TVIainty for Lovers' stopped at the

48th Street, late last week after eight

performances.

'MAINLY FOR LOVERS'
Opened Feb. 21. Notices on

this were mixed, with the, ma-
jority, however, thumbing down
the comedy. Anderson (Jour-

nal) said it it depressing 'that

a comedienne of Dorothy Gish's

subtle talent can't find any-
thing better.'

Variety (Ibee) «aid:> 'Not

funny enough for Broadway.'
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Actor Sues Equity for Salary

Alleged Due from 'Eternal' Bond

Actors Equity and Its officers In-

,
jrflvidually Were named defendants

last week in a suit for $294, filed

In Municipal Court, N. T., by Henry

Rosenblatt, actor, who accuses the

organization with double-dealing in

distributing bond money to the cast

Of the abandoned production of 'The

Eternal Road.'. Suit Is unique in

that Rosenblatt, son of the late

Cantor- Joseph Rosenblatt, also ac-
cuses Equity of negligence in fail-

ing to procure sufficient bond to pay
off the cast in full.

According to affidavits filed by I.

Robert Broder, attorney for Rosen-
blatt, Equity, admitted the actor as
a memberi then, in distributing the
bond to the < cast, handed him a
non-member's share. Rosenblatt,
who adopted his radio name of Paul
Dennis in the show, had been signed
mt $176 weekly for the show, and
claims his jshare from the bond
Should have been $350, less $56
membership fee for Equity. Instead,

he charges, he was told that his

share from the bond was $102, with
Equity deducting membership fee

and handing him a check for $46.

While the Meyer W. Weisgal
spectacle was still in rehearsal un-
der direction of Max Relnhardt,
Rosenblatt was approached by an
Equity deputy to Join the organi-
sation. He signed an IOU, which
was to have been deducted from his

first week's salary, or from the
bond, with Equity doing the latter,

but not, Rosenthal maintains, from
What should have been his. shave.

According7 to Broder, Rosenblatt
was told .by Charles Mantia, of

'Equity, that the older members, of

Equity who were in the cast were
pgid off in full first, with the bal-

ance then divided among the other
performers. Rosenblatt refused the

$46, but was later sent a check for

$102, with an explanation that his

membership had been rejected. This
Rosenblatt also, refused, with
Equity's Council deciding not to'

alter the situation after it. had been
approached by Broden
Broder contends that there's • no

• line drawn in Equity between old

*nd new members so far as shar-
ing in bond money is concerned,

and that Rosenblatt was therefore

eligible to a full share in the dis-

tribution of the coin, or else, that

all the Equity members in the cast

should have received equal shares

In proportion to their contracted
salaries.

Officers of Equity named in the

suit are Frank Glllmore, president;

Osgood Perkins, Florence Reed,
Arthur Byron " and Peggy Wood,
v.p.'s; Paul Dullzell, executive sec-

retary and treasurer, and Leo Cur-
ley, recording secretary.

N. Carolina Units

Charlotte, N. C, March S.

'The Drunkard* was presented for
three days by the Asheville WPA
group, aB its second*play. 'Light,' a
new play by Kenneth Ellington, of
Asheville, in rehearsal, Did Ibsen's
'Master. Builder* early in February.
Three persons were authorised

here as an employed staff to assist
Director Thomas B. Humble of the
Charlotte Little theatre. .,. Robert
Putnam has been hired as general
assistant and D. L. Payne as tech-
nician and carpenter. " A secretary
is to be selected.

Mrs. Alexander Mathis, director of
the Elizabethan Players of Roanoke
Island, has been made project super-
visor for the Roanoke Island and
Dare County project. She will have
a staff of four assistants. Part of the
efforts of this group will be directed
toward an observance of the 350th
anniversary of the landing on
Roanoke Island of Sir Walter
Raleigh.

Homer Mason on Vaude
Unit for Connecticut

Bridgeport, March 4.

Homer B, Mason, of the former
variety team of Mason and Keeler,
is directing a vaude unit of the
Federal Theatre Project at- Park
theatre here. Acts wil? tour Con-
necticut after the Bridgeport stand.

Project's drama company, directed
by Cecil, Spooner, gets going next
week with James Gleason's 'The
Shannons of Broadway.* Already
recruited to support Miss Spooner
in the play are Marian Belmont of

Stamford, formerly with the Heck-
scher Players in New York;. Marian
Thompson of Fairfield, and Dorothy
Weller, another Manhattan old-,

timer.

Park's working personnel is oper-
ating under Gertrude.Dondcro, state
director; Charles E. Blanoy, super-
visor; Hal Clarendon, technical di-

rector; James Conroy, house man-
ager; and Frank A. Silva, Jr., press.

432 ON WPA .ROLLS

IN UPPER NEW YORK

.Ottl

Lack Is Another

Headache to WPA

TALENT SWITCH

BYD.C.

Press department of the WPA
shows in New York faces the prob
lem of how to: acquaint the general
public with Information concerning
the various attractions and where
playing. It was hoped to secure
permission to use a percentage of

the receipts for advertising, but no
such ruling was secured and no
other, provision has been worked
out.

There are 238,000 persons on the
federal relief payrolls in New York.
It is proposed that each address a
letter to his or her favorite news-
paper, making the request that the

names of the shows and theatres

booked be set forth. Each regional

director will be asked to impart that

idea to all those on the various pay-
rolls.

Business -in the legit theatres al-

ready open has been slim. In five

nights (no matinees and- Monday
nights free to WPA members or

people showing hortie relief cards)

the takings at the Manhattan, N. Y.,

for 'American Holiday' were around
$480 last week at 56c. top. That was
the best gross reported yet. In

Harlem at the Lafayette, 'Walk
Together Chillun' got approximately
$300, top being 40c. Latter scale

goes for 'Chalk Dust,' which opens
at the Experimental theatre and
55c. for 'Woman of Destiny,' which
started In the Bronx Monday (2).

Syracuse, N. Y.,

Plans that called for replacing

the locally recruited leads in the

Federal Theatre
:

Payers (WPA-
sponsored and financed stock com-
pany) with imported troupers have
been officially nixed by Washington
officials. Setup had contemplated
replacements on the theory that" it

was essential to better productions
for the season, which Is to continue
until July 1.

Federal Theatre Players is housed
at the Civic theatre by arrangement
with Syracuse university.

First two productions had Arthur
Roberts and Dorothy 'Holmes fea-,

tured, both locals. Under official

administration turndown of the im-
ported talent idea, they probably
will remain. Contemplated change
called for Grant Gordon and Grace
Carney coming on from N. Y. for

two leads and Erford Gage joining

as juvenile from Albany.

WPA Finally Started in New York

With Four Shows Open; 4,700 on

Payroll in City and 9,000 in U. S.

4 Philly Units

hiladelphla, March 3.

Various units of the theatre proj-

ect of Philly's WPA have fulfilled 26

dates during February, playing to

approximately 10t000 ; people, Dates
have all been of a charity nature,

with the first commercial booking
not figured until the end "of March.
After that admission performances,
are being skedded, both here and
upstate, to be played on a' regular

percentage basis.

Four units now working—three
vaudeville and one marionette. Two
of the ' vaude units are wliite and
one colored.

Officials of the- local WPA say

that there are not enough ..
out-of-'

work, legit actors here to make that

feasible. Those that are jobless

have been absorbed and taken care

of in . directorial and, other depart-

ments.

There are 432 persons, mostly
players, enrolled on the New York
state WPA relief theatre rolls (out-

side of New York city), and 130

musicians. Latter are part of the

Federal Music Project, but are be-

ing booked through the State The-
atre Project, under the direction of

George Gatts.
Gatts is auditioning for vaude-

ville urtits this week, with 150 to

be selected for vaude units which
will tour the state.

One audition will be held today
(Wednesday) at the County Center,
White Plains. Another .is slated at

the post omceVTiempstead, L. I. on
Thursday (5).

State touring plans now include
Sing Sing. One stock presentation
la carded weekly at the prison, the

Westchester WPA theatre unit ap-
pearing.

Howard Due April 15
Leslie Howard's presentation of

'Hamlet' with himself in the lead is

due in New York April 15. Star Is

lated to arrive front Hollywood
middle of this month, production
going forward in his absence.
Alternate plan would have How-

ard, tour for six weeks and appear
as 'Hamlet' in the fall. Actor, how-
ever, figures a 10-week season this

spring In New York Is preferable.

15 CUTRATERS

Ducateers Take It- on Chi
Leblang Biz Up

ut

Drop in New York agency ticket

sales reacted in the cut-rate field,

Leblahg's listing as many as 15 at-

tractions last week and most shows
making -allotments on a half-price

basis. That was not the top number
of shows at bargain rates this win-

ter,, one week in January listing 17.

Lively trade is reported by Le-

blang's lower floor branch. Explan-

ation is that many average- salaried

suburbanites kept indoors" by the

January And February storms ven-

tured forth during last week's mild

weather. It is this class of . patron-

age that goes for cut-rate tickets.

No Leventhal Billing

Philadelphia, March 3.

Name of Jules Leventhal, pro-

ducer of road versions of 'Squaring

the Circle' and 'Sailor Beware,' is

being kept off those shows for the

local dates. 'Circle,' opened at the

Broad Street Theatre here last night

(2), and Is billed as a TrI-Art pro-

duction. That's the firm which of-

fered it here last September, which.,

since then, has stepped out.

'Sailor Bew&re,' scheduled for the
:

same house March 16, will be billed

as presented by Samuel F. N. Nird-

Hnger (manager of tho?iU»r>, jifconl-

1 iiiL, to present plan.

DETROIT WPA STARTS

ON UU0M' REVIVAL

Detroit, March 3.

After weeks of delay due to

scarcity of actors and bickering,

Detroit's $30,000 WPA theatre proj-

ect finally will be launched March
16, with Franz Molnar's 'Liliom' as
the opening production. Cast will

total about 25, while 75 more will

participate as ushers, stage hands,
etc.

Jack Marvin, local project direc-

tor; plans to produce one play every
two weeks until May 15. Next pro-
duction will probably be 'I Confess.'

Lead in 'Liliom' will be taken by
Peggy Fenn, 25, who has been in

radio here for some time and toured
in 1931 with the Detroit Pla; ers.

Helen Dubois Budd, 61, whose career
includes legit work with Sarah
Bernhardt and Jesse Lasky and
silent pic work with Richard Dix,

will have one of the female leads.

Another is Elynor Knight Hill, 51,

V'ho formerly owned a stock com-
pany in St. Joseph, Mo.
Thomas Wood Stevens, of Chi-

cago, assistant administrator of
national projects, is here to set

things in order for the opener, site

for which has not been definitely

chosen. Likely, however, that the

Detroit Institute of Arts aude or

one of the downtown dark pic

houses will be used. Mrs. McKee
Roblsoh, socialite, heads the local

sponsoring- committee, with Edwin
Gramercy, ex-Bonstell player, as

director and Gordon Falrclough, for-

mer N. Y. stage manager, as tech-

nical director.

Flash Opening

For Two Flags'

LA. Fed Project

Louisville's In

Louisville, March .3.

Local legit is on the upbeat with

'Tobacco Road' occupying the stage

of the Memorial Auditorium this

week. Charles Timblin heads the

company.
Walter Huston in 'Dodsworth' is

set for a single performance, March
20, to be followed by Nazimova in

'Ghosts/
Harry J. Martin, who formerly

operated summer stock at the

Brown and National theatres, has

announced plans for a season of

five to ttn weeks in the Audit-;) imn

i
(if CV..hur1 ...ia IJoll.

.Xos Angeles, March 3.

Federal Theatre Project became
potent on the Los Angeles legit front

last week when 'Under Two Flags'

opened at the Mayan theatre and
local officials of the FTP announced
that the government agency had
taken over the Mason and Musart
theatres and was about to close a
deal for the Music Box in Holly
wood.
Project will start four shows in

rehearsal this week. Also will start

casting 'The Bohemian Girl,* Agents
are on the road arranging, for tours,

with Long Beach, Anaheim, Santa
Ana, San Diego, San Bernardino,
Redlands and Riverside lined up to

handle- the troupes. This is the

first legit activity of the local

project, which has heretofore con
fined its activities to variety, con
cert shows and orchestras.

'Under Two Flags,' reduced as
it was some 40 years ago with all

the old time hoke and scenery-chew-
ing retained, got away to a good
start on opening night. In order

to get a flock of people in the cast,

stage was at all times filled with
players.

House was capacity and the audi-

ence, well schooled in behavior at

productions of this type' due to the

local three year run of 'The Drunk
ard, got into the spirit of the thing,

Not to be outdone by Hollywood, the

Federalites went for a flash open-
ing with lights and loud speakers.

Expected that within four weeks
some 300 players will be employed
in these 50c. legit shows in this

sector.

Opening of 'Woman of Destiny/

in the Bronx- (Willis .theatre) Mon-
day (2) and the start of, 'Chalk

Dust* tonight at the Experimental

(Daly's 63rd Street) finally gets

most of the new plays on the Works
Progress Administration " theatre

projects schedule in operation in

New York. There are ,several more
to come, but the opening dates are

indefinite.

New plays have absorbed plenty

of attention of the federal theatre
project's staff* but is not the- larg-
est of its activities. There are 30

show sub-projects, some with three
or more separate units. There are
4,700 persons on the relief theatre
payroll in the city of New York
alone, about 48% of that number
being actors. Around the country
oyer 9,000 are employed in various
WPA theatre projects.

Estimated that $1,760,000 still re-

mains of the. $3,000,000 alloted to the

New York region; Approximately
$600,000 is. . now being expended
monthly. Most of that is in wages,'

Only 10% being allowed for materi-.

als and other items. Therefore in-

dicated that by the end of June,
when the WPA relief program ia

dated to wind up, the theatre proj-

ect in the metropolis Will have more,
than expended its funds. Applica-
tion- was made for ah additional

$1,000,000 by former regional dlrec-

tor Elmer Rice, but no decision is

known to have been made in Wasli-"
ington.

Any objection to. WPA shows
coming within the Broadway zone
appears to have become dissipate^"™
since it is clear that such attrac-

tions can draw very little money*
At the box office pace they have"

been going, the takings are less

than expected, approximating 60%
of the weekly rent paid qn an aver-
age.

Theatregoing public is supplied

with little information concerning
the relief shows and those playing
the neighborhoods are reported far-

ing little better than in Manhattan.
Drama critics have, mostly passed
up, the WPA presentations, dailies

using reportorial Items so far with
one or two exceptions. Constant de-

lays in opening dates is partly re-

sponsible as well as pressure of

regularly presented attractions,

i i

4
!1

4TH NEW HAVEN PLAY

BUT STILL RED INK

NEW WAY OF TOURING

WPA IN MID-WEST

Peoria, 111., March 3..

WPA actors who have been do-
ing the late Frank Bacon's 'Llghtnin'

here, offered to do It anywhere else

if expenses were guaranteed, with
the understanding that any intake

above guarantee should be given to

local organizations.

Decatur, desiring money for its.

Civic Symphony Orch, responded,

and the guarantee was posted by
Mrs. W. S. Ridge ly. Arrangement
was that she was to be re-paid from
the first $80 taken in Feb. 27^28;

sum of $80 was arrived at as $50 for

transfer from Peoria and $30 for

rental of an auditorium in Hill high-
school. An afternoon performance
Feb. 28 was rt-nt-free because It was
"for" children arid' sausadhilsslon.

Gross f«r first show fell far be-

low $80 but business, at 50c. per.

was much b<-ttH" Feb. 28. Needs of

the Civic oivh were hot greatly

lightf-nr-d by tiif- <-:.c<"-?.s of .gal* over

-o.Jt.s.

New Haven, March 3.

WPA theatre project here goes
into its fourth production ('Good-
Bye Again') this week (4) with, ag-
gregate figures plenty overboard, on
the negative side of the ledger. Bills

are changed fortnightly, with six

shows weekly (Wednesday^Satur-
day) and to date the average take
per production has approximated
$150. This just about covers the red
ink used in the bookkeeping system.
Response to the project has been

pretty mild, de. plte fair enough of-
ferings. Theatre is in an out-of-
the-way. location, which may ac-
count somewhat for the vacant
pews. Scale of 35-55-83 and 40c.

mats doesn't draw 'em.

Heavy original expenditure has
been disposed of and project may
see better light from now on. lans

include early presentation of a mod-
em Version of Mollere's 'Would-Be
Gentleman* and American premier

of 'The Enchanted Cat,' Walter
Klavun and Henry Busse staging
the latter.

fl

Metro Cooking Up

Stager in Studio"

Hollywood, March 3.

Br-lievcd the first instance of a
studio engaging a writer to do a
play for New York stage produc-
tion is the assignment at Metro of

Elmer Harris to develop an opus
which Max Gordon will produce oe

Broadway with studio backing. ,

Tills will also he MeiVo'.s first- plaj *

!n v. hich it. goes from scratch.
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Plays Abroad

AT THE SILVER SWAN
(Continued from .page 66)

and Delysia, long a favorite
.
here,

the star. - She wears some stunning
creations

. ot. the Victorian period.
But; all the bustle is in the,costumes.
Delysia sings two, melodious num-
bers, 'Man I Adore,' (reminiscent
of 'The Man I Love') and 'Encore.'
Not much- of, the score 'will 'find its

way into popular orchestrations In
the gales or over the radio.

Comedy team of Magda Run and
Steve Geray furnish some early
amusement, but they are asked to
carry too much of the plot. Their
style of humor and dancing is

original, however, and less of it

would have, made it more onjoyable.

Bruce Carfax sings and plays the
tenor-hero in rather C0ck?sur6
fashion. Hit of the evening is an
Apache burlesque by Lucienne and
Ashour, who do an. acrobatio-
specialty of startling intensity.
There is a bit of priirimadoririling

by. Marta. LaBarr,' apd sonie /very
low-down comedy by ' Jack Barty.
Neither is- very go^d.-

••"-''

CGMO UNA TO^RE
('Like a Tower*)

... Madrid, Feb. 11. -•:

Three act drama in Spanish - by -Felipe
Sasgone* produced at Lara ttfeatre. <M,aclri<I.

Isabel . ... , . ,'. ;', ............ ,'. . . .Maria Pftlou
Canrh&), ..... . Pilar" Miinbz
Ellsai'. .... .viv. -. . . . . .'. ."Irene" Caba Alba
Juaha: •. .'

,;} ,* . . ; . ; ... . .yMs$tlde' <3aHan'a
Pepltd. ........ ,'. .^.......jraclnta. \ Alenza
Father Antonio; , , . ..... A'.Man\)el ' G'oiizaigz
Carlos. v vi . . . »

.' ;v .Gasrpar ,cdriipos
Mafrlo'.-. .-. . . . < r. ,»v. . ........ .Vincent^ Moya-'
Vlncente Molllnet. Julio SanJuan
PedrltrOj... v..> ... . ..Pedro Hurta&o

This is Felipe Sassone*^ fii'st; play
JnJ( several ,

years but . the wteryal
didn't , ^dd- .

duality A bit on the
asceticism; i-slde^ and almost, ..con-

verted'/ .mto a Continuous,^sermon,'
Catholic press gave it -a hand- here
but the liberals panned it.

Story is abput a girl -who gives up
the only man she ever loved inorder
to make ' her ' sister .happy; Fellow
In the case happened to be' the
sister's divorced husband and the-
sis 'was.' g6|ng .to the dog's without
him. •

i

Caspar Campos as Carl6s> brother
of the girls; steals the acting honors.
Maria Palou, who plays- the., role . of
Isabel, sacrificing elder* sister,, does
a good job, but the emotional acting
becomes aVHttle £oo racking by t$e
time the last certain drops: f Ziff< ....

Almost in Confidence
London, Feb. it.--.

Comedy In' three acta by Reginald Long,
presented by the Repertory Playera for. on*
night at the Aldwych theatre, Fob. 10, '36.
Produced by Gordon Sherry. '

Arthur Heakell, M.P . . . . . ; . Aubrey' Dexter
Cynthia HeskeU. . . . .... . U.Margaretta, Scott
Anthony •Tollhurst. Harold "Warrender
Alfred. :.,.,> .... Philip 'Holies
Lady Constance Wilder. . . . «> . .F6bia Drake

form the play is unsatisfactory, de-
spit^'"a general -excellence in the
acting. Jolo.

DAME NATURE
Paris, .Feb. 19.

.

Three act comedy by ' Andre Blrabeau,
presented by Pnulotte Pax ond. LUclen
Beer at Oeuvre, Parle,
Father Jacques. :v..^.JEdmond Oransdet
Janitor. ; . . . , ; . . . .Paul Paulet
Leonie Perrot Odette Joyeux
Doctor. ......... ... . . . . . . , . ,1+ouIs Pordoux
Andre Taluyers, ..Jenn Paqul
Robert Batalllon. .......... Emile GenevolB
Madame Taluyers. . . . ........ . .Paulette Pax
Mr, Taluyers, ..Allaln Dhurtal
Benjamin Levy .Claude Berjac
Uncle Valllery
Marechal. .Claude Salnt-Val
Majjame Clairac. . ...... .Jacqueline. Leclefc
Josette. ." Paulette ' Laurens

. Girl of 15 and boy of 14 have a'

baby. That's what this play's about.
.It's not. morbid. .

It has comedy, and
'

pathos. Wdeklnd did a.piece on the
same "subject, 'Awakening' of Spring,'

1

about 20. years ago, but he" got all

.worried dyer the "tragedy of the'
case. '.' '

'

.

''.

. Not so Birabeau. He- represents'
his. kids as "almost perfectly ihrio-
,'cent;: and. not realizing the implica-
tions of: what's happening. Twb'
comedy scenes stick out: in "the" first

act, wheh the doctor, having ttild

;the girl What's the- matter, with her,"

inists
1
"!' oh ' seeing the ..prospective

father and is floored Wheri a .kid in
short pants walks ini And in

;
the.

third,... .When!'.. .the boy's' .rhother',/

•warned by a blackmail letter from !

"the girl's ' drunken.- father,, goes to"

see. the .girl und^r '.the . impression
that Jtfie guilty man is heir husband,

,' riot, -fiejr '-'son.
:

,.

;/ -' "
'r "

;Patbt)s is - ithickegt in .the .second
act. ,w'hep the .boy- is .fdrcfed .to re-

J

.

ttialrv at his, home for a cbaiareitfs
1Christma^'. party, ,whlle the , girl,

1

is

.

having. ;t]h6' baby. He gets the. An9.1
'news ;,ofi the- birth frpm a; kid
while ->e!£. mnriing* a PuhchTarid-.'
Judy anqw, for Jils little guests.
Despite" urieveh'ness of- Writing

and
.
mood, show is interesting, and

its: early reception here, indicates
moderate success. Btern. .

Cecile Sorel Sued on

Bill for Face Lifting

Paris. Feb. .26.

Before going Into the last Casino
de Paris show Cecile Sorel ordered
a face lifting operation performed
by a woman beauty surgeon, ODr.

Afldery. She agreed on a fee of
$2,0QO.

After a few treatments Miss Sorel
stopped coming. Not that the oper-
ation wasn't satisfactory, she says,

but It was sufficient. On getting
the doctor's bill she . decided ;iahe'd

pay only one-third of the. fee, $666.
"nr. Asdery thinks otherwise, and

is suing for the full $2,000.

COMEDIE FRANCAISE'S

NEW TIME OFF RULES

" P£riS/ Feb. 23.

.

After years of Vagueness and- in-

decision, ."'definite .; '
, i the

amount . Of time »" they can< have

annually .tot!'; ^engageritents

Wer.e served on members the.
Comedie . Franoaise by Minister < of
National EducatioA Giiernut. i

;
''>

Members
, of .the' Cbmedie. w!hb

have served -25
" years or 'moi;e ge,t

60; days ott a^yeari!ita. work, or .rest,

as they see: fit.... '^fteen-yeai.r veter-
ans get 50 days off, and those who.
have served ' less than iK years get
45-,-days.^; '•';.:•?

_

'.'•> '
'•'••* -

;

v
-» i

"

Days , off can be taken ad libV^but

th6. arj^t»--t^ust;t^!

'^jS'.«, time slip'

.for'' Jejrery/ da^^'t^keiii' and anyone
playing legit;

;
ftlrii , radio engaged

merits ' without authorization •• arid
turnjng. in the slip.'gets , a $65 flnfe.

.Same fine wIU ; "be. levied for. every-
day In excess1 of 'the 1 annual allow

f

ance which' an artist may take, , irid
If anyone takes more than ten days
over the allotted time, daily fine will
bevdoubled.;

arten

Rights to produce this" play were
contracted for by Victor :Payne-
Jerinlrigs before this " try-out. As
played before an audience, plot Is
involved and confusing. It vacillates
between coriiedy and farfce' and, as a
result, is neither one. nor the other."

Author sets out to deceive his
audience, which _is always, resented
and generally conceded to. be bad
construction. Also one cannot be
expected to be sympathetic ..to a
story where all the leading char-
acters are rotten.

Hero is a burglar* heroine is a
prostle. Big. •'surprise* is almost at
the end of the third act, when the
'heroine,' supposed to be married for
nine years to a dignified member of
parliament, turns out to be his
mistress.
There are some very funny scenes,

which would' be highly diverting in
a worthwhile plot; but in its present

(Continued from page .1

)

Oscar iferlihV head of' Par's east'erij

casting department. . ;

(

.

••
' Preliminary steps toward: institut- .

Ing
*class work: already" has' been,

started by RKO in the. east, with
20th Century-Fox, under Joseph
Plricus' direction, 'ready to begin
operating a school. In -the next few.,

weeks. '

'

•';

Metro-6oldwyn-Mayerj under the"

supervision, of Al Altmiin, eastern

talent scout, has plans under con-
sideration, but is not set on details

or;

time when it would, be started.

But Metro's school for aptors and-

actresses seems; assured" because
some ' officials, of company are
understood to be appalled by the.

mediocre calibre of talent and nojv
available from the stage, and its

general lnadequack on the whole.
Further contributing factor Is that

any likely artists often fail to

measure up to camera requirements;

Installation of school at present
depends- on how much next sea-
son's : production sited is hiked and
on how greatly legit hits decline.

Metro already has a stock com-
pany for girls on the west coast.

Kelly's Disappointment

Actual steps looking to some
school Or 'company Coaching setup
may not be taken for at least a
month 'by tJriivergal. " It is likely

at I. MILLER
1552 BROADWAY

S tita l t sizes
I to 4— AAA to D

Play Leading Roles

. . . with theatrical producers, stage and screen folk

who know I. Miller to be the largest manufacturers of

smalj size shoes in New York City.

Ingenue models $8.75

Miller Beautiful" models $11.75, $12.75, $13.75

% Miller DeLuxe" models $14.75 and up

'
.

'• i: .
'

that nothing will he done until fu-;

ture man^emeiat : control is
;
def-

inite^ set ^Kecerit visit of Parii-

Keilyv 'U's casting director; ftoni

the, C.ba
:

st.' iSi'SfeJd "tp haye' convinced-
officials.

.'

. flfi - went l>ack . to Holly-
wood, after :acouring -N. •Y. stage for

.

talent, stating' he was thoroughly
disappointed with the 1936 crop' of
legit actors.' He signed only one
girl, arid: she. is unknown both in the.,

theatre and. to the screen".

. "Warner- Bros.* eastern talent 'of-

fice denies that the company would
launch a school. Special, coach, who
also arranges tests', has been used
by."WB for some time In the east

Paramount's training school turns
out the average pupil in eight
•weeks, but" the duration of study
course depends On individual ability.

Presently there are 40 enrolled. Re-
cruits are culled from every branch
of the entertainment field, besides
from ranks of models, beauty con-
testa and university dramatic so-
cieties. Oscar Serlin, Who' founded
the school,, does.' not consider the
present ' season as worse on the
legitimate stage than others In re-
cent years.

"While some ot the eastern talent
hunters are convinced that the ' cur-
rent year markp a new'low for fur-
nishing prospective • film talent,

others have become increasingly
aware, of the trend over the last

few y-sars.

No question, but . that the. calibre

of talent.found' in legit field,was not
measured up, ' to picture qualifica-

tions, forcing film companies to
search vaudeville, burlesque; radiot

cabarets, college drama societies,

arid model guilds for suitable types.

Baker

(Continued from page 1)

adhei'ents have malntairied indig-
nantly, never so much as got going
in the Vast and impersonal reached
of the Winter Garden; "Well,' the
Baker bumps got going Friday night
all' right, ' in a costume which her
arnazed press agent, A. Arthur Price,
confided Cost 175 smackers at Brooks
for seven little straps, but then Mr.
Price had forgotten to count the
gold beads.
But first >Ml$s Baker, standing

gracious and poised by an impres-
sive pile of unopened flower boxes
at' the head of the stairs leading
down to the main room, personally
greeted her guests, who were mak-
ing a great to-do about personally

Inside Stuff—Legit

Martin Jones, who recently toole title to the Vanderbllt, New. York;
made two unusual bookings since he bought the house. Both deals con-
cerned 'Mulatto/ mixed cast; drama which "he produced. Show was play-
ing the Vanderbllt but was moved to the Golden because 'Granite* had
been booked in prior to his taking possession. Arrangement called for
the Golden management to serve notice to vacate on any Monday but
gave Jones the right to give notice up to Thursday.- That accounted for
'Mulatto's* quick return to the Vanderbllt, 'Granite* flopping out in one
week.
However,. Jones booked in Williaria de Mllle's 'Hallowe'en/ figuring it

might click, and moved his own show to the Belmont. Similar Monday-
Thursday deal was made,, so when 'Hallowe'en'

. stopped suddenly Satur-
day (29), 'Mulatto' switched back In again;

•Mulatto' has drawn small grosses. Tjnderstood. that between fixed
charges it can break even on about $3,500,, its claimed pace.

. Deferred radio appearance of Fannie Brice in the radio version of the
'Follies' a Week ago. Satjirday reflected at the boxofflco all last week when
radio fans inquired at the "Winter Garden, N. Y. b,o. If Miss Brice Was
still- ill, She didn't join the radio 'Follies* program, uritil, this past Satur-
day (1),' but was in; the

. stage • production- all the time. On broadcast
nights the curtain ;ls held to 9 p.iri. instead of 8: 46, per usual, to permit
Mi^s Brice to return to . fhe "VP'iriier 'Garden. . The Palmbllve hour is 8-9.

Perhaps the topmost- royalty hookup for any musical is for 'Ziegfeld

Follies' with the sundry authors, stagers and Billie Burke Ziegfeld get^
ting cuts on/the. gross.

When the mariag(erlal ; duo- of Smith arid Golden opened 'Three "Wise'
Fools' in November, 1919,' at the old Criterion, N. Y;> th.e play was rated
doubtful and a deal;.was: made !with the

-

e

laie
:

:

jbV-Xebla'ri]g
,

-
,;\yhereby tli'

latter- woftliL haVe . cleaned-''upyKi^teinda^ce.' imprbved^'fS'iFhereupon 'the

ticket jnjr*n: "*inr^ :iiii-':his cbritrabt, "giving back full control of tickets tq

the managers. Attraction went on to a profitable' long run.
• '"Fools' .was. revived' this, season and'.'Js

1

current for the week at the
Garden witi| #illiairi;Gjliette starred, Iri the' original presentation Claude
Gillin|w«itieiV

vnlayed the lea'd. ' ' '}

'

Special reduced, price tickets for M
Jfumbo/ HippQ'drbrri,e, ,N. Yv

being distributed as ,a variation of excursion trip ...ecsploitation, ' Crew
of ''former 'box; office men' are qn the job; under the direction of- Ned
Aiybrdf Distributors, working principally in the outlying letropolitan

area, * call on .'the personnel ^officers' tof industrial plants', leaving, slips

redeemable at half. the. box office .price.

Slips ate limited- in- the riumher assigned to each' plarit, approximating
26%. of the VotaC payroll.;. Planned 'to distribute about l,000,00fr slips' In

this way',..
'' '

';
"'•

Gertrude Flynri, who originally play«d tlie lead in 'One Good Year/
Fulton, N. Y-., has not returned to that cast as reported. She was sup-

posed to rejoin after the swift departure of 'The Puritan/ having left

'Year'- for the. latter play.

Cast of 'Year' is. on percentage, although^the minimum salary 1 require-

ments apply. . .
Miss Flynn asked for, a set salary arid tile "show's manage-

ment is stiH 'quibbling abprit it.

'

Pasadena Comniunity Playhouse has been given an anonymous gift of

$100;000 to: be used for the construction' of a flve-stpry building, in the

rear of the theatre. Will house executive offices, rehearsal halls- and a
carpenter shop., ^

•• >- .... ,

•The Postman Always Rings Twice' was presented at :the- Lyceum,

N;
. Y.. last week, in- a- two-act lay-out.

-

a

f
Several, fiays afterwards it was

split tip into three acts.

greeting her. It showed the muggs
already seated inside and watching
that ,they had been to Paris and
knew everyone there worth 'know-
ing. It was not until after these gaily

Continental, carryings-on had finally

subsided that Miss Baker made her

way to the floor and, gracefully

welcoming everyone again, called tor

her presents. Whereupon a chic

little, colored page boy scurried forth

bearing a large b.e-ribboned pink
box which, opened, turned out to be
the pen of a live baby, pig dressed
In Dabies' rubber pants.
Then Miss Baker plunged into the

box again and this- time pulled out
a baby's bottle filled with milk,

while some of the
.
guests squealed

their pleasure at being present at
what must certainly be something
terribly like Rome, in Nero's day,
whereas others of the guests—the
cons, doubt—didn't get that impres-
sion at all, and just sat glum.

The Pros and Cons
However, the Baker cons and the

Baker pros all agreed that she put
over her song, in which the lines of.

the lyrics begin in French, and
then give

1 up and finish in English,
with a charihing sense of humor
and a small but obedient voice. The
pros were very excited wlien later
Miss Baker returnecUn a sweepingly
dramatic red velvet cloak—matched
by the red velvet capes. of. her two-
white male dance partriers dressed
as Zouave officers—for it was plain
from the beat of the tom-toms that
now. Miss Baker was really going to

get going. She did, once her cloak
had been snatched off by her part-
ners, after soirie pretty fancy yearn-
ing—though the- cons took it cooly,

remembering the specialty 'of one of
Miss Baker's partners earlier in the
evening, who, whipping a piece of

needlework out' of his pocket, had
showed how the jerky movements of

rieedlework embroidery are like th

movements of the rhumba.
The Baker bumps are accurately

directed, With a nice thought to ac-
celeration. They start slowly at her
waist, convolute through . the abdo-
m£it; and eiriergc

:from her hips in

epic upheaval. Nevertheless, Chez
Josephine Baker seetns a spot apt
to draw more very good looking
young men escorting older women
than older men escorting pretty
yOung girls.

American Academy

of Dramatic Arts
Founded 1884 by Franklin H. Sargent

THE first and foremost in-

stitution for Dramatic and
Expressional Training. The in-
struction furnishes the essen-
tial preparation for Directing
and Teaching as well as for
Acting.

Spring. Term Begins April' 1st

Catalog of all Courses from th» Secretary

Room 247-C, Carnegrle Hall, N. Y.

"J.UMEC ORK

STAN KAVANAGH
JOHN MASON BROWN, New York Post, sal
KaVanagh, who is the most extraordinary and lilc

reviewer has ever seen."

ZIEGFELD FOLLIES, WINTER GARDEN, NEW YORK
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Lenten Doldrums Ahead but 'Boy

12G, Tffaltz $19,500, Torgy' 15G, Chi

Shows in Rehearsal

Chicago, March 3.

Down Into the tenten doldrums

sinks the ship o£ legit- as this town
prepares to rush into hiding until

Easter, While other branches of

show business prepare to add ex-

tra artillery to buck the annual

trend, legit managers run for cover,

despite the fact that, the current

theatrical year 'has been far above

expectations. Only new entry set

for the loop tietween now and Easter

is the Walter Hampden 'Cyrano -de

Bergerac' revival at the Grand on
March 16 for a two-week session.

Easter • will ..see the arrival of 'At

Home Abroad' as the spring's first

straight musical show.
'Personal Appearance' bowed out

of. town Saturday (29) after an ex-
cellent 10-week stay, sticking on the
profit side of the ledger throughout.
Hopped to St. Louis and then into
Kansas City. Ralph Kettering, mid-
west rep for Brock Pemberton, is

covering the town ahead of the show
and tying up on several exploitation
angles.*

... 'Great Waltz' could go on for-
ever at Its present pace, delivering
profits week after week, but is being
forced out of the Auditorium by
pressure of previously booked at-
tractions: the return of both the
San Carlo pop-priced opera and
pallet Russe, both of which have be-
come powerful box office shows in
this town.

Estimate* for Last Week
'Boy Meets Girl/ Selwyn (1,000;

$2.76) (7th week). Best of the
comedy box 'office, shows In town
now. Holding remarkably steady
pace. Around. $12,000 last week, ex-
cellent.
'Great Waltz,' Auditorium (4,000;

$2.75) (10th week). Starting to ad-
vertise 'last weeks' as forced finish

nears. In the neighborhood of

$19,500 again, fine.

. 'Personal Appearance,' Harris
(1,000; $2.75). Finished its 10 weeks
here on Saturday (29) and off for
more midwest time. Closed to
nearly $9,000 on final session. Ralph
Kettering,, ahead of show in Kansas
City, has arranged a testimonial
banquet for producer Brock Pem-
berton at Emporia, Kansas, as local

boy who made good.
'Porgy and Beta/ Erlanger (1,200;

$2.75) (3d, final week). George
Gershwin music-drama a resound-
'irig money-maker.. Above $15,000
last week.

HORSE' SOCK

WAG'S, DETROIT

Detroit, March 3.

Backed up by good exploitation,

'Three Men on a Horse' rode to a

nice $14,50.0 victory at the Cass last

week. Played eight days at $2.75

top, an ektra performance being
added for Sunday (1).

,
Comedy did nice biz here last sea-

son, too, with the same cast, so

show received a lot of free publicity
In the daily press, in addition to con-
siderable paid advertising. Weather,
best hereabouts for moons, didn't
hurt.
With prospects of a season last-

ing until mid-May, the Cass has al-

ready set 'Porgy and Bess' for March
9, and Hampton's 'Cyrano de Ber-
gerac/ March 30. Other in prospect
are 'At Homo Abroad' and 'Winter-
set.' House is dark current week.

Estimate for Last Week
'Three Men on a Horse' (Cass;

1.400; $2.75 top). Got good. publicity
and, with okay biz, play rode to a
nice $14,500 victory last week. Ex-
tra performance added, helped figure.

'Porgy and Bess' coming in March
9, House dark current week.

Skinner $1,200, Mpls.
Minneapolis, March 3.

Cornelia Otis Skinner grossed a
satisfactory approximate $1,200 at
the Metropolitan for two nights and
a matinee.
House is not announcing any un-

derlined attractions.

ENGAGEMENTS
Hancey Castle, Damiah O'Fiyim,

'Her Week End.'
.
Betty Breckehridge, Philip Wood.

Kay Loring, 'Three Men on a Horse,

'

(road).
Eda Heinman, 'Larger Than Life,'

Helen Wynn, 'Winterset.'
Ruth Matteson, 'Night of Jan. 16.'

Stuart Beebe, 'Mulatto.'
Phyllis Cornell, 'Squaring the

Circle.'

Reed Brown. Jr., 'The Fields Be-
yond.'

'ALOES' OKE, WASH.

Gets Neat $9,000 on- Premiere Week
—Evelyn Lay© a Draw

Washington, March 3.

'Sweet Aloes' gave the National
approximately $9,000 last week,
usual figure for a premiere here
without smash angle. While critics
were yes and no,, none rapped the
fchow hard enough to hurt and
Evelyn Laye in her first local bow
was an unquestioned draw.
House is dark now,, with interest

centered on the opening ,
of Lunt and

Fontarine in. 'Idiot's Delight' next
Monday (9). Top balcony is already
sold out for all performances and
looks like only the ork will be left

by the time the. b.o. opens on Thurs-
day.

'At Home Abroad,' which was
postponed and accounted for the
Capital's only legit stage being
blank this week, 'is set for. March 23.

ROAD' $13,000,

Philadelphia, March 3.

'Three Men on a
.
Horse,' which

opened last night at the Garrlck, has
probably come in to town with as
pronounced a bang as any legit of-
fering in a .number of seasons. It's

being touted for an extended run,
with guesses and prophecies run-
ning from eight weeks to three
months, latter estimate bringing it

close to. the Democratic convention
in June. Advance sale and opening
were both big (over $11,000 before
the opening) but Philly has seen so
many big Broadway hits come in,

primed, for long stays and fall short
of expectations, that the pessimists
have their fingers crossed, Garrlck
has taken no more bookings for the
season.
Week's other opening is 'Squar-

ing the Circle' at the Broad; . This
one tried out here In the fall and
did two fairly good weeks.
'Tobacco Road' moved last night

from the . Forrest to the Chestnut,
where it is skedded for 'two addi-
tional weeks,, making Ave in all. for
the show here.

Forrest; dark this week* reopens
Monday for a fortnight's booking of
'At Home Abroad.*
On March 16,. 'Winterset' starts a

two week stay at the Chetsnut and
'Sailor Beware' begins an indefinite

stay at the Broad. Several members
of the original company will be seen
in the cast.

Estimates for Last Week
'Danger—Men Working' (Broad,

2d week). Week's lay-off didn't help
this try-out, the crix said when they
gave the show a second review. It

has again been closed—this - time
indef. Intake under $2,000 last

week. 'Squaring the Circle' current,
with 'Sailor Beware' due.
'Tobacco Road* (Forrest, 3d week).

Beginning of Lent didn't help any.
Still strong, however, with $13,000

reported. Moved this week to the
Chestnut for an additional fortnight.

'At Home Abroad' in next Monday.

Current Road Shows

'Boy Meets Girl,' Selwyn ,Chicago.

. 'Cyrano' (Walter Hampden) Cox,

Cincinnati, 2-4; Hartman', Columbus,
5-6; English, Indianapolis, 7.

'Dodsworth' (Walter Huston).
High Schools Aude, Little Rock,

Ark., 2; Auditorium, Memphis, 3-4;

Temple, Birmingham, 5; Erianger,

Atlanta, 6-7.

'Ghosts' (Nazimova), Curran, San
Francisco.

'Great Waltz,' Chi-

cago.

'Night of Jan. 16,' 1 Capitan,

Hollywood.
'Old Maid,' Biltmore, Los Angeles.

'Personal Appearance,' American,
St. Louis1

.

'Personal Appearance,' Nixon,

Pittsburgh.
'Porgy and Bess,' Erlanger, Chi-

cagOi
San Carlo Opera, Auditorium, San

Francisco;
'Squaring the Circle,' Broad,

Philadelphia.
'Three Men on a Horse,' trick.

Philadelphia.
'Three Men on .a Horse,' Para-

mount, Toledo, 2; Michigan, Jack-

son, Mich., 3; Michigan( Ann Arbor,

4; Palace, Flint, 5; Gladmer. Lans^
ing, 6; Mizpah Temple, Fort. Wayne,
Ind.. 7.

'Three Men on a Horse,' Palace,

Ashtabula, O., 2; Ceramic, Eaat'

Liverpool, O., 3; Weiler, Zanesville,

'On Your Toes,' Dwight D. Wimah.
'Sons of Rome/ Theatre Union.
"'Her Weekend,' Anne Nichols.
'Sailor Beware' (road), Jules Lev-

enthai..
'Larger Than Life/ Crosby Gaige.
'Star Spangled,'. Arthur Hopkins.
'Idiot's Delight/ Theatre Guild.
'Case of Clyde Griffiths/ Group,

Milton Shubert.

Plenty of Life

In Old Maid,'

L A.s

Broadway Has Another Headache,

Elevator Strike; All Grosses Off

Los Angeles, March 3.

'The Old Maid,' in for two weeks
only at the Biltmore, hit a nifty pace
on its opening stanza and looks
headed for substantial profits on the
brief stay. here. Matinee biz is
especially good and most of the
nights are near capacity on the
lower floor. House goes dark for
a week after next Saturday (7), re-
opening March 16 with a single
week of Alia Nazimova In 'Ghosts,'
Henry Duffy's production, 'Lean-

ing on Letty/ featuring Charlotte
Greenwood, wound up (29) after 11
prosperous weeks. 'Night of Jan. 16'

debutted Sunday (1).
Estimates for Last Week

The Old Maid/ Biltmore, Los
Angeles, (C-1656; $2.66). Typical
Hollywood premiere, with' Judith
Anderson and Helen Menken getting
credit for heavy draw. Opening
week, starting with Tuesday night,
hit neat $14,000, plenty oke. ^ '

'Leaning on Letty/ El Capitan,
Hollywood, (C-1571; $1.65). Char-
lotte Greenwood wound, up her 11
weeks here with neat $8,500, strong,
as anticipated.

CORNELL ONLY FAIR

$13,000, 4 DAYS, PITT

Pittsburgh, March 3.

With only five performances on
the week, due to the star's Illness
and cancellation of final three shows,
Katharine Cornell's 'Saint Joan' was
held down to around $13,000 at the
Nixon' last week. Show had prom-
ised to wind up at better than $20,-
.000 since Friday night and both Sat-
urday .offerings were complete sell-
outs when the closing notice was
posted.
Although take was satisfactory,

it was still way under capacity arid
below expectations.. This has been
attributed chiefly to that $3.30 tariff,
stiffest scale here this season for a
strictly dramatic attraction. Un-
doubtedly scared plenty of 'em
away. She charged same last year
for 'Romeo and Juliet' but only for
three days and then to SRO. Gen-
erally believed that same would
have been true of 'Joan' had she
limited it to four performances.
Big sale was for cheaper seats in

balcony and gallery, but downstairs
way off except at the Wednesday
mat, when only last couple of rows
were left Unsold.
Current at the Nixon is 'Personal

Appearance,' at $2.20 top, same as
charged here by 'Tobacco Road,'
which cleaned .up on a three-week
run. No possible h.o. for 'Appear-
ance,' however, since house has been
rented out privately for next week
and 'Idiot's Delight' comes in March
16. It's an ATS offering1

, as Is
'Winterset,' fifth of series, due
April 6. That still leaves the sub-
scription society with one to fill.

Estimate for Last Week
'Saint Joan' (Nixon; 2,100; $3.30).

Practically $20,000 week In bag when
the star took sick Friday (28) and
cancelled the three remaining per-
formances. In five shows got about
$13,000, considerably below expecta-
tions. Balcony and gallery sale big
but stiff orchestra top, highest so
far this season here for straight
dramatic attraction, believed to have
kept plenty away. 'Personal Ap-
pearance/No. 2 co., current.

Belasco, N. Y., Reverts

Belasco theatre, N. T., was sold
at a foreclosure sale yesterday
(Tuesday) to the Stuyvesant The-
atre Co., stock of which Is held by
the David Belasco estate. Foreclo-
sure suit was brought against Ha-
zel L. Rice (Mrs. Elmer Rice) to

satisfy a judgm- nt for $98,097 sub-
ject to a $250,000 . prior irlortgage,

with taxes of $25,197 due. Bid was
$50,000.

Theatre was opened in 1907, with
David Warfield in 'A Grand Army
Man.'

4; Midland; Newark, O., 5; Virginia,

Wheeling, W. Va., 6-7.

'Tobacco Road/ Chestnut, Phila-

delphia.
'Tobacco Road/ Municipal Aude,

Louisville.

'Wintsrsei/ Shubert, Boston.

Business on Broadway nosed
sharply last week. Drop was exr
pected, but not to the extent reg-
istered. Again the musicals were
the worst off, so much so that it

was decided to close on leader this
week, -Jubilee' being ordered off.

Another leases as scheduled, which
narrows the musical field and may
benefit' the 'survivors.

/Weather has moderated, but
showmen had something new to
worry about early this week when
an elevator strike started. Normal
activities may be considerably cur-
tailed because class apartment
houses were left without service.
Result was immediately felt at the
box offices, and the agencies report-
ed an unusual number of cancella-
tions. Anyhow, town is due to
slump for another two weeks, man-
agers hoping for. an upturn after
March 15, federal tax date.

'Victoria Regina/ . Broadway's
dramatic standout, has not been
affected up to this week, but all at-
tractions are likely to slip further,
Other successes, while .generally
reaching lower marks than previ
ously, turned in clearly profitable
flgures—'Boy Meets: Girl,' 'The First
Lady,' 'Dead End,' 'End of Summer/
'Call It a Day' and 'Pride and Preju
dice.' Likely to join the leaders is

?Dear Old Darling,' ..Which - opened
promisingly Monday (2).

.
Leaving, in addition to 'Jubilee,'

is 'At Home Abroad,' Majestic.
'Mainly For Lovers' stopped at the
48th Street late last week; 'Devil of
Pel-Ling/ Adelphl, and 'Halloween/
Vanderbilt, folded Saturday. Due
In . next week: 'Star. Spangled,' Goi-
deri, and 'Case Of Clyde. Griffiths,'

BarrymoreJ 'Saint Joan,' "postponed
from this week, is now dated for
next Monday (9). at the Beck.
'The Postman Always .

ings
Twice' Qperied at the Lyceum last
week, quoted over $8,000 in seven
times and may develop. 'Love On
the Dole' looks doubtful at the Shu-
Ibert, English import getting less

than $6,0.00.

Estimates for Last Week
'At Home Abroad/ Majestic (25th

week (R-l,776-$3.30). Final week;
revue was first musical click of sear
son and drew heavy coin at Winter
Garden; last week lowest mark of
run; $17,000.
'Boy Meets Girl/ Cort (15th week)

(C-l,059-$3.85). One of Broadway's
best money shows, with weekly
gross topping $19,000; little affected
last week.

'Call It a Day/ Morosco (6th
week) (C-961-$3.30). ExtraN matinee
to capacity for another comedy suc-
cess that is a summer holdover pos-
sibility; topped $16,000.

'Children's Hour/ Elliot (68th
week (D-957-$3.30). Long run hit
should round out the season; three
matinees to advantage; over $8,000
good figure for this dne.

'Co* Respondent Unknown/ Ritz
(4th -week) (CD-918-$3;30). Claimed
improvement and may make good
showing; estimated around $7,000 to
probable profit last week.

'Dead End/ Belasco (19th week)
(D-l,000-$3.30). Sure candidate for
summer and maybe longer; business
always excellent and pace last week
again $15,500:
'Dear Old Darling/ Alvin (1st

week) (C-l,355-$3.30). Presented
by and with George M. Cohan; writ-
t e n by actor - manager - author;
opened Monday; winning strong
press.

'Devil of Pei-Ling/ Adelphl.
Withdrawn Saturday ; played week
and half.
'End of Summer/ Guild (3rd.

week) (C-914-$3.30). Rated among
best written comedies of season;
capacity; with, subscriptions, ap-
proximately $15,000.
'Ethan Frome/ National (7th

week) (C-957-$3.30). Theatre par-
ties helping to rather good grosses;
last week eased down to $L2,500.

'First Lady/ Music BOx (15th
week) '(C -1,000 - $3.30). Finished
to capacity; somewhat affected with
field last week, but approached
$17,000 mark.
'Fresh Fields/ Empire (4th week)

(D-l,099-$3.30). Getting rather light

grosses but can operate at moderate
money and may last; $4,500 esti-

mated.
'Hallowe'en/ Vanderbilt. With-

drawn Saturday after playing one
week and half.

'Jubilee/ Imperial (21st week)
(M-l,468-$4.40). Final week; sagged
away down and notice went up;
around $17,000; lowest gross to date.
'Jumbo/ Hippodrome (I6th week)

(M-4,327-$3.30). ,Nlght attendance
fair but afternoons virtual capacity;
last week's gross quoted around
?37i000.
'Lady Precious Stream,' 49th St.

(6th week) fD-700-?3.30). Moved
here from Booth but attendance
light, estimated around $4,000.

'Libel/ Henry Miller (12th week)
(D-i)44-$3.30). Eased off somewhat
but definitely among the moderate
successes and may last through the
spring; approxiniatcly $9,000 last
week.
'Love on the Dole/ Shubert (2nd

week) (f'D-1 3«8 - S3.30>. British

drama doubtful after first' week of
mild business; estimated around
$6,000.
'Mainly for Lovers/

Stopped after Thursday ni
formance; one "week.
'May Wine/ St. James (l4thweek)

(M-l,520-$3.85). Playing week to
Week; business dipped under $10,-
000; has made a fairly good show-
ing.
'Moon Over Mulberry St.' 44th.St.

(26th week) (D-l,325-$3.30). Has
played six months .but receipts
small; approximately $3,500 for pos-
sible even break.

'.Mulatto/ Vanderbilt (20th Week)
(D-804-$3.30). Same applies for
this drama, which moved back from

:

the Belmont; house and show same
management, which accounts for
stay; maybe $3,500.
'Night of Jan. 16th/ Ambassador

(25th week) (D-l,156-$2.75). Court-
room melodrama, commands steady
draw to profit; eased off last week,
but well oVer $8,0001
'One Good Year/ Fulton (15th

week) (C-913-$3.30). Another low
grosser that operates With cut rates
for about even break; estimated
around $3,500..

'Postman Always Rings Twice/
Lyceum (2nd week) (D-957-$3.30).
Drew mixed press but fair business
after opening; quoted over $8,000 on
first .seven performances.

'Pride and Prejudice/ Plymouth
(18th week) (D-l,046-$3.30). One of,
the strong matinee draws; three
afternoons played and ' Mondays
omitted; takings approximated $14,-
OOfr last week.
'Russet Mantle/ Masque (7th

week) (C-900-$3.30). Looks grooved,
with grosses . topping $8,000 right
along'; also three matinees weekly.'
'Sweet Aloes/ Booth (1st week)

(CD-708r$3.30), Presented by Lee
Ephraim and Warners:; written by
Jay Mallory; opens tonight. ,

~

'Scandals/ New Amsterdam (Hth-
week) (R-l,717-$4.40). Hit tough
going until week-end and . gross
slipped doWn to around $20,000
mark, the stop limit.

'The. Fields Beyond/ Mansfield
(1st week) (CD-l,097r$3.30V Pre-
sented by Henry Hewitt; written
by Francis Bosworth; .opens Thurs-
day (5).
'Three Men on a Horse/ Play-

house (58th week) (C-869-$3.30).
Despite length Of stay and road
shows, comedy is a summer hold-
over candidate; last week around
$10,000.
'Tobacco Road/ Forrest (118th

week) (C-l,017-$1.66). Holds to
profitable business here and road
and .may stick another summer, too

;

over $8,000 claimed.
'Victoria Regina/ Broadhurst

(11th week) (D>-l I118-$3,30>. Condi-
tions do not affect remarkable busi-
ness of dramatic leader, which
grossed $23,600 last week.

'Ziegfeld Follies/ Winter Garden
(6th week) (R-l,425-$5.50). Scale
may /have affected pace of revue,
which won generally excellent
notices; quoted at $29,000; best at
week-end.

Other Attractions
. 'Saint Joan/ Martin Beck; Katha-
rine Cornell in revival postponed to
Monday (9).

'Three Wise Fools/ Golden; revi-
val with William Gillette announced
for this week onlyi

WPA
'Woman of Destiny/ Willis, Bronx;

managerial relief show try-out;
opened Monday; 65c. top.

'C.h a I k .Dust/ Experimental
(Daly's 63rd) ; due to open tonight;
40c. top.
'American Holiday/ Manhattan;

55c. top.

'Walk together Chilian/ Lafay-
ette; 40c. tbp.

COHAN BIG

$16,000, HUB

Boston, March 3.

With nothing but 'Three Men on
a Horse,' in its final week of a 17-
week run, for opposition George M.
Cohan's 'Dear Old Darling' pepped
up very nicely in its second and
final week at the Colonial. Doubt-
less could have stayed on for a
couple more frames, but had to

move" on to New York.
'Horse' moves to Philly this Week,

after spending the winter here.
'Winterset' opened at the Shubert

Monday night (2) for two weeks.
'Personal Appearance' at the Plym-
outh March 9.

Estimates for Last Week
'Dear Old Darling' (Colonial, 2nd

week, $2.7.5). Perked slightly above
first week's take to good $16,000.
'Three Men On a Horse' (Plymouth,

17th week, $2,75). Bid good-bye by
local crlx as if a cherished Boston
institution had left town. ,-Record
run ended with nearly $9,000 for.

final lap.'
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N. ¥. Concert-Opera ManagersKe
MET'S SPRING SEASON

Hoeppel-Brant as Pro-Dickstein

New York concert and opera ex-

ecutives in New York express dis-

satisfaction with the part the so-

called Grand Opera Artists' Asso-

ciation is playing in Washington in

respect to the pending Dicksteln
bill. This measure would restrict

the Importation 'of ., foreign talent.

Concert world in general"' seems to

feel the measure will be a calamity.

But in any event, managers feel that

Elizabeth Hoeppel and Evelyn
Brant are not representative of the.

opera-concert world*. Edward John-
son, Fortune Gallo or Paul Longone,
or persons of their prestige, should

be called, the New Yorkers feel.

Elizabeth Hoeppel, president, and
Evelyn Brant, secretary of the
Grand Opera Artists Association
last week advocated restrictions

against foreign talent. Their argu-
ments on behalf of the theory of

reciprocity did hot make a hit with
the managerial contingent which
feels that the entrance of govern-
mental bureauracy in platform, pod-

. JLum... and opera transactions . would
be disastrous. Dicksteln: bill has
been- criticized for proposing/ to

' place in the hands of .American con-
suls in foreign countries the -right

to act as .judges of 'artistic values,

reputations or accomplishments.
Pronounced tendency to Increase

American representation in opera
sufficiently takes, care of patriotic

element concert world feel.si Interr

.nationalism is the. bedrock of con-
cert /booking they feel.

JAPAN, CHINA, JAVA TOUR

Jooss Ballet Sets Oriental Trek For
1'

Next Seapon

Detroit, March 3.

Mo,:te Carlo Ballet Busse, behind
costly and extensive exploitation,

drew flye capacity audiences into

Orchestra Hall last week, at $2.50

top.. House seats 2,0QO. There were
two matinees,. Friday and Saturday
(29); wttb night showings Thurs-
day, Friday and Saturday. Took
$14,000 for five performances.

Detroit Symphony orchestra ac-
companied company of 125."

. Hall
had booked ballet, on a flat- con-
tract.

When Winifred Carter, regular
harpist of Symph, became ill sud-
denly" one hour before opening per-

formance, Eugenie Krokus, harpist

of Jimmie Biggins' WWJ ork, was
pressed into service and played
despite only the hour's practice.

Following a nine weeks' tour over
the U. S. next year, Jooss Ballet will

embark for the orient and appear
in! Japan, China' and Java. It will

be the first ballet troupe intact to

visit these, remote sectors since

Pavlowa toured years ago.

Company sails this week for Eng-
land following its current series of

American appearances. Next year's
tour opens in Newburgh, N. Y.^ on
Oct. 12 and closes in Los Angeles
on Dec. 13, from which port com-
pany departs for orient.

Columbia Concerts Is handling.

tail* on $3 Top Grand

Spring supplementary season '"of

popular priced opera at $3 top at

the -Metropolitan Opera, N. Y. is

still unsettled. Final decision is to

be made within two -weeks. Cast-
ing .and other details apparently not
worked out.

*

Several other opera - minded
groups are watching -on the- side-

lines. Carnegie hall management is

after Fortune Gallo to come in for

a summer run of opera if the MeVa
Spring season does not materialize.

Alfredo Salmaggi who expects" to

place popular-scale'd opera into the
Hollywood theatre on Broadway
postpones opening from March 6 to

the 21.

Symphony Maestro. Waves
Baton 160 Times in 8 Mos.
From the standpoint of busy

batoning, Alexander' Smallens is

No. 1 conductor this season. Since
July 1 of last summer up through
Tuesday (3), he's conducted a total

of 150 performances of symphony
and opera, in a period of eight
months. Latest effort was perform-
ance, of Rimsky-Korsakoff's opera,
'Kitzeh' at the Metropolitan Opera,
N, Y. for the Arts of

:
Musical Rus-

sia troupe.

During July, and August, he con-
ducted 35 'performances at th'e

Lewisohn Stadium, Including 16
operas, nine Fokine. ballets, 10 con-
certs plus programs with Jascha
Heifetz and Harold Bauer as- boIo-

Ists. Also one concert with' the
-Philadelphia- orchestra In Phllly.

Following two days* freedom,
Smallens then

, started 'Porgy and
Bess' rehearsals and from, the Bos-
ton tryout session through the N. Y.

run at the Alvin. conducted 110, per-

formances of /the George Gershwin
opus.,

Rochester Signs Iturbi

As Regular Conductor

Rochester, March 3,.

Jose Iturbi Is set to conduct the

Rochester Symphony next year, be-
ing the first permanent conductor
this city has had since Eugene
Goosens' left several years ago to

join the Cincinnati Symphony. Guy
Fraser Harrison will be associate

conductor.
Iturbi will still tdur as solo

pianist,' however.

Berlin Concerts

Lucreaa Bori's Farewell

TOURING

Baltimore, March 3-
.

Several hundred -New York Old
Guard operaddicts have bought

i tickets for Lucrezia Bori's final op-
eratic appearance in the U. S., when
she sings Mimi in Puccini's 'La
Boheme' with the Met Opera at the

Lyric here on April 2.

Mall orders for that farewell per-
formance also received from Boston,
Phllly,- and flocks, of course, from
nearby Washington which the Met
does not play.

Berlin; Feb. 23.

Michael Bohrien at the Charlotten-
burg Civic Opera.

CasBado gave two cello recitals at

ithe Beethoven Saal.

Ohegln gave a lieder evening.

Philharmonic Orchestra . had sev-
eral concerts, .with Bach and
Brahms evenings a feature;

Carlo. Zecchi on. the piano -with
the Landes Orch, Berlin, under
Gustav Havemann.
Sonata evening

.
by Wilhelm

Kempff and Kulenkampf at. the
Sing Academie with Beethoven's
Spring Sonata and Schubert's Fah-
tasie C-dur, followed by a Chopin
concert, .by Koczalskl.

White Haired Boy Woflder of U.SXR.

rom

BERLIN'S ONLY NEW OPERA

'Magic Piddle' Produced Similar to
'Schwanda'

/ Berlln^Feb. 23.

Only one new production of a
modern work has been undertaken
ibis winter at the. Berlin Opera,
Werner Egk's 'Die Zaubergelgd'
(Magic Fiddle). The work repre-
sents a combination' of Bavarian
folksong and a piquant orchestral
technique deriving from Stravinsky.
With Egk and Hlndemlth the

only really productive talents of the
new generation In Germany*, the ar-
tistic outlook is not very favorable.
Both the plot and the music of
'The Magic Fiddle' have i& cer-
tain resemblance, to Weinberger's
'Schwanda,* The. story derives from
the famous theatre, manager Count
PoccI, a friend, of Ludwlg I 6f
Bavaria. It tells of a simple peasant
Kaspar, wh » Bets out to; see the
world with! 'but 10-' pieeea ! d£ sliver

in his pocket. Luck has It that he
meets- with a fairy prince and' ac-
quires a' magic-. Addle which will

make him famous and rich upon the
condition .. that he .abjures . earthly
love.

Kaspar achieves fame as a violin-

ist, and then comes to grief through
the intrigues, of an adventuress. The
glitter of the great world, loses its

charm for him. and the moral Is 'Be

It oyer so humble, there's no place
like home.*

Awards

CABNEGIE HALL
Annual
eve.

CHICAGO

OPERA

CO.

Only Opera

On Tour with

Right to Use

This Name .

.

JEAN BAPTISTS DcKEYSEE
Director

•
OFFICES

Suite 2227, 33 North LaSalle St.,

Chicago, III.

Repertoire 1935-'36
WFAUST" with Mary cCormic

"CARMEN" with Coe Glade

•"RIGOLETTO" with Rosalinda
Morini

"HAENSEL AND GRETEL":
Special Cast

"IL TROVATORE": In prepara-
tion f/

"CAVALLERIA RUSTICANA"
and "PAGLIACCI" as double-
bill

Note—Name of Chicago Opera Co.

belong* to Mr. DeKeyter, Former

Chicago Opera' now ' Cily Opera.

There hat been no Chicago Civic

ppera since 1951,

'Dybbuk* in Rehearsal
Art of Musical Russia company

has begun rehearsals tor its next
opera, 'Dybbuk' which it will present
this spring with the Detroit Sym-
phony. Premiere is slated for May
6 in Detroit.

Other dates for the troupe follow:
Chicago* May 7, 8, 9; Detroit, May
11, 12; Cleveland, May 13.'; Pitts-
burgh, May 14; Philadelphia, May
16. Troupe numbers 150.

'

Concert Notes

Mona Rani and her group of
Hindu entertainers will appear at
Town Hall on March 21, following a
series of London dates. Haensel &
Jones, of Colum ia Concerts, han-
dling.

Jose Iturbi flys to South America
at ' end of his- present concert en-
gagements, to conduct symphony
programs at Teatro. Colon in April
and May. He'll also play and con-
duct in Lima and Montevideo.

William Dollar gets his first

chance as choreographer with the
American, Ballet next Sunday night
when his 'Concerto'" is presented.
He's been rehearsing it since last
fall.

FowFer & Tamara now in London,
ballrooming on the concert stage,
return late this spring for U. S.

dates under Arthur Judson banner.

Richard Crooks singp at. the Florr
ida Music Festival in St. Peters-
burg on .March 11 and 12.

Ruth Miller, soprano Wife of
Mario Chamlee, skedded as soloist

of Mrs. F. D. Roosevelt's White
House reQCBthm. to. National Pen
Women March" 17>

"

(March)
X—Philharmonic;, aft. w
3-OratoElo Society. 1<^-Marla Safonott.

0-Phllharmonic, IT—™iadelphla Orch.

6—Philharmonic. 10—Philharmonic,
1—Philharmonic, 20-PhHharmonic

morning; 21—National Orch.,

National Orch., aft.

aft Philharmonic* eve.

8—PHllharmonlc, aft. 22-PhilharmonIc, aft.

N. C. School Of Cehudi and Heph-
Muaie, eve. zibah Menuhln,

9—Marian Anderson. *V?.
10—N< C. Women's 23-National Orch.

Symphony. 25—Philharmonic Pen-

It—Philharmonic, aion Fund.
12—Boston Symphony.26—Philharmonic.
13—Philharmon lc. 27—Philharmon ic.

14—Boston Symphony, 28—Philharmonic,
aft morning.

Philharmonic, eve.20-Phllharmonlc, aft.

TOWN HAIL
(March)

1—Myra Hess, aft.

Philip Frank, eve

2—Edward Tomlln-
son, morning.

Ahlceta Shea, aft.
Hans Lange,
Chamber Music,
eve.

3—David Seaburyi
morning'.

Egon Petri. .

Michael Zadora,
eye.

i-Rt. Hon. .S. de
Madarlaga,
morning.

Henry Peering,
Beatrice Harri-

. son,, eve.
6—II. A. Overstieet,

Yndrnlng.
Alan -Seymour,
' e.verilng.

7—Arthur Bestor,
morning.

Barrere Tjittle

Symph;, eve.
8—Arthur Fear. aft.

1>—Everett Dean
Martin, morning.
Benjamin de

.
Loache, aft.

Beethoven Assoc.,
eve.

10—David Sea bury,
morning.

Kolisch quartet,
eve

11-Staniey High,
morning.

Harold Bauer,
Manhattan
•String quartet,
eve.

13—H. A, Overstrcet,
morning.

Conrad Thlbault,
eve.

14—Sydney Thomp-.
eon, morning.

Alexander1 Har-
sanyl, eve.

15—John Charloa
Thomas, aft.

Emanuel List,
eve.

lfi-Ida Wright B"w
mari, morning;

Catherine
Reiner, aft.

Isldor Achron,
eve.

17—John Mason
Brown, morning.

Suzanne Bloch.
Cella Pessi, Carl
Dolmetsch, aft.

Stanley Summell,
eve.

18—Stanley High,'
morning.

Pordliam "TJ Glee
cliib, eve.

20—Edward Weeks,
morning.
Paul Stassevltch,
eve.

'

21—H. A. Overstieet,
morning.

Robert Crawford,
afternoon.

Mona Rani, Hindu
dancers, eve.

22—Workmen's Circle
Chorus, aft.

Cosme McMoon,
eye.

23—William I.yona
Phelps^ morning.

' Hart House String
quartet, rve. ,:

24—Mary Sandall,
' morning.
Blart Symphony,
Victor Blart,
conductor, aft.

Chamber Music,
eve.

25—H. V. Kaltcnborn,
morning.

Eleanor Bergor,
aft.

Gil Valeriano. eve.
27-011 ve Bond, fve.
28-Wllllum Lyons

Phelps, morning.
Helvetia Maenner-
^hwpevc.

20-Phil Duoy. oft.
Harvard Ok»o
Club, eve.

30—Alice Gusaway,
morning,

Mlksa Merson,
evo.

Cl-Mary, Sandall,
morning.

MiibIc Art Quar-
tet, eve.

tContinued from page 1>

year for her performance in. 'Of.

Human Bondage.'
John Ford Is way out in front to

nab honors for best direction of the
year with 'The Informer,' which the
film colony considers strictly as a
directorial achievement. Final run
to the wire will be close, however,
with Frank Lloyd still in the run-
ning with 'Mutiny On The Bounty,*
most expensive talker production
made to date.

: Ben Hecht and Charles MacArthur
are odds-on choice to come through
to win recognition for best original

of the year with 'The Scoundrel.'
Adaptation and screen play honors
will result In close contest between
Dudley Nichols for 'The Informer';
Talbot Jennings, Jules Furthman
and Carey Wilson for 'Mutiny On
The Bounty'; and the five Writers
who split credits on 'Lives Of A
Bengal Lancer.' Nichols Is slated to
get voting consideration over the
others, however, in that he has solo
credit on 'Informer' while both other
pictures have three and five writers
respectively, cutting, up the credits.
Four pictures are closely bunched

in the drive for best production of
the year, out of the dozen nomi-
nated. 'The Informer* holds stra-
tegic position over the others be-
cause of various awards already
made for that picture, but . it will
have plenty of competition from
'David Copperfield,' 'Bengal Lancer*
and 'Mutiny.'
Excellence of. both 'The Informer'

and 'Mutiny,' so far as Hollywood
judgment is concerned, is indicated
by fact both productions are "nomi-
nated- for four similar, awards—best
production, best direction, best act-
ing and. best adaptation. Last min-
ute switches in members voting can
give either of the. two pictures three
out of four of the awards for which:
they are nominated and there is an
outside chance that one or the other
niigji t make a clean, sweep.

Giveaways

(Continued from "page 5)

alleged lottery games. But noisy
minority Was of opposite opinion,
result being that no definite agree-
ment was made.
Recent check of special stunts

being conducted by exhibitors, all
under guise of showmanship, re-
vealed some 20 or more such freak
nights, most of which incorporated
gambling slant.

Bank night, screeno, cash prize
night, gift night, ladies' night
(when each femme patron is given

\

article of glassware), Two-for-One
night, family night (when all mem-
bers of family up to six are ad-
mitted on one admission coupon),
amateur night, radio audition stunt,
race track, barrel of fun, surprise

Moscow, Feb. 21.

Great excitement among locals
over the greasing of skids recently
under Dmitri Shostakovich's much
touted operai. 'Lady Macbeth of
Mtsensk' and the scram notice given
his red hick ballet, 'Limpid Stream.'
Crack down ^on boy wonder com-
poser was preceded by a critical
editorial in 'Pravda,' Communist.
Party organ, which appeared one
morning with about the same fore-
warning as chain lightning, arid
Dmitri was on the pan sure. 'enough.
According to the Pravda critic,

Shostakovich's orchestration and
vocal effects dumfou.nd the listener
by a purposely dissonant and mud*
died flow of sounds.' Further to
imitate boiler factory symphonic
achievements/ this pitchfork pundit
declares, 'Xragmfents of melodies dis-
solve in the general roar,, scrunch
and scream.' Says -the party-in-
spired spokesman, it is music dif-

ficult to follow and quite impossible
to remember.
But despite divesting of

Shostakovich's prestige, he didn't
really sneak home in a barrel until
the Soviet Composers' Union held a
special meeting on his- case, bringing
with them more hammers than horns;
Shostakovich, - according • to Minor
League Composer Knipper, speaker
at the inquest, Isn't having a nail
driven into his coffin just because
Pravda said so. The boy still has
a chance to come back, th6 com-
posers wer6 told, if h6 will just re-
form himself and get off that mod-
ern, eccentric, tricky music racket
in favor of good, clean, musical
music that fpiles can Whistle as they
walk out.

Meantime, Shostakovich's much
heralded ballet, 'Limpid Stream,' Is

probably coming off - the programs
of both Moscow and Leningrad the-
atres. Critics, saw ..In \t „no.t_ a.jtrue
portrayal of lives of modern collec-
tive farms, but rather cahdybox
peasants of pre-Revolutlonary
tradition. Ballet artists performed
as if they didn't know which side
of a cow to negotiate when seeking
to draw lacteal fluid. Also they
didn't have the true plowman's
glide, and handled their hoes like
golf sticks.

As for 'Lady Macbeth,' which
isn't the real Shakespearian article
but a caviar and vodka adaptation
to the Russian taste. Odd angle ia

that Pravda's blast isn't unlike a
similar one delivered at 'Lady Mac-
beth'—when it was staged at the
Met. in New York last winter—by no
less a non -Bolshevik than Olih
Downes of the New York Times.

Dubrovsky Sails
Georges Dubroysky, baritone with

Art of Musical Russia, sails March
7 to fill engagements in Monte Carlo
and The Hague, replacing Chaliapin,
Deal okayed last week.

Singer was in 'Kitzeh/ Tuesday
night (a) Which was presented at
the Metropolitan Opera as the sole
novelty of the current season.

night, auction night, gift-to-all
night (when first 100 or more en-
tering theatre are tendered small
gifts), lucky derby, auto giveaway,
steeplechase, lucky, take a chance
night (or week), sweepstakes,
truckln* contest and Monte Carlo
are prominent stunts favored at
present time by exhibitors.

Postal authorities have ruled any
of these stunts that even smack of
containing an element of chance
are lotteries as. far as the U; S.

malls are concerned. Consequently,
exhibitors have found their, house
programs barred from mailing or

turned back when mention of lottery

stunts are made in the pamphlets.

Fresh drive on exhibitors using
bank nights and other stunts in

which lottery angle allegedly is. em-
ployed started over weekend in

Bronx area. Four or move Loew
houses were affected. Arrests made
at the instigation of District At-
torney Foley's o ce, operation of

lotteries in violation of the gambling
statute being charged.

As a gesture of co-operation
with thp drive by the authorities on
cash drawings, giveaways, etc.,

Lo'ew's ordered the elimination of

bank nile and screeno immediately
from all its Bronx theatres. It is

felt that similar action' may follow

later for other localities in Greater
New York where Loew operates.
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Marcus Unit Booked-—
Showman May Build An-
other Sydney Theatre

—

Mostly . Am e r i c a n and
English Acts

UNITS EVERYWHERE

By Eric Gorrick
Sydney, Feb. 5.

Sir Ben duller is "returning1 to his

.first love—vaudeville, showman says

he .. is convinced that vaude will

prove a large factor in the Aus-
tralian entertainment field this year,

fie is so sold on' the ideia that he
is importing the A. B. Marcus show
from. Atnerlca for a season starting,

next April. Half ah orchestra will

make the trip with the unit, rest of
the musicians engaged locally to

comply with ,union ruies'.

. At the present time Sir Ben is

dickering- with the City on a site

for a theatre which he proposes to

build here- this year. His g.m. W.
J. Douglas,, is now in London, fol-

lowing his long .illness in Berlin,

Douglas may be well enough to

make bookings prior to his return.

. Sir Ben points out that the strong
local success of vaude and vaude

-

revue ie due to the fact that the

public, with more money to spend,
is seelcing Other avenues of enter-

tainment, besdes. talkers, and their

choice has fallen on vaude.
States that vaude-revue in the

principal cities of Australia has
scored an emphatic success. In
Adelaide b'iz with, the George Wal-
lace unit .has been very big; In

Brisbane a Frank O'Brien unit Is

doing well, and in Melbourne Roy
Bene, is doing capacity on two-a-
day. All these shows are playing in

qpposition. to other vaude units

without any hurt, to one another. .In.

"Sydney *YankT~NeIl is solidly set on
two-a-day.

1

Knight mentions that the major
element .of success is due to the im-'

portation of overseas' acts.

Snider-Dean will take over Sir

Ben's Apollo, Melbourne, in a few
.weeks for pix, but is reported

anxious to secure another theatre

for the presentation of a vaude
policy. Hoyts is also trying a little

vaude with pix in some of its Mel-
bourne theatres. Acts at present in-

clude Long Tack Sam and Argus.

Greater Union is not so Interested

in vaude just now, but during the

visit abroad of Stuart F. Doyle in

the hear future some attractions

may be booked for a tour of the cir-

cuit in conjunction with pix.

Several indies are also figuring on
breaking into the vaude field, and
overtures have been made to Sir

Ben Fuller for several of his the-

atres in New Zealand, with the

Knight not at all anxious to part

with any more theatres.

Units and acts currently playing

here include George Wallace, Frank
O'Brien, Roy Rene, Connors-Paul,
Sadie. Gale, Argus, Long Tack Sam,
Norman Thomas Quihtette, Jean
Flbrlan, Croel & Allen, Johnny
McGregor, Allen & Breen, Lassetirs,

Rene, Charlotte Ayres Co., Angus
Watson, Harry- Marconi, Phillis

Dixey, Elsie Gilbert, Les Diamonds,
Sanderson, Orlandos, Ardini Trio,

and Maudie Edwards.
Every incoming English and

American boat brings a fresh load

of performers for an Australian

tour, with this year expected to see

vaude and vaude-revue at the zenith

of success.

What Hurt

Paris, Feb. 26.

Local actor named Lyjo
signed a dozen acts for five

performances at the small Salle
d'lena, profits to go to stage
charities for which Lyjo works.
At 9:30 on opening .night,

there was still nobody out
front.

Lyjo, telling the acts there
would be no payoff, said that
what hurt him most was that
seven people had bought seats
in advance and even they didn't

show up.

BOOKING BATTLE IN PARIS VAUDE,

U. 8. ACTS CAN GET TOP COIN NOW

New Savoy Show
London, Feb, 23.

New Savoy revue, due in March,
was written and produced by Wil-
liam Walker'
Lineup includes Dorothy Dickson,

Ivy St. H.ellier, Hermione Gingold,
Nelson Keys and Jean S.ablon.

Will be staged by Dennis Free-
man, a former British Broadcasting
Corp. producer.

12 U. S. ACTS

NOW IN REICH

Berlin, Feb. 23.

Twelve American acts are' cur-

rently playing in Germany. They

are the Three Swifts, Howard Nlchr

ols, Three American Babes, Bonell

and Bay, Clemens Bellings, ..Don

Del Monte, Arthur Barat, Four

Ortons, Al Trahan, Raymond Baird,

Lamb and Allis and Emily Loosen.

All these play in vaudeville; none
in cabarets, which throws a light

on salaries In. the night spots. As
to the circuses, the season hasn't

started yet, but big indoor circuses

like Krone in Munich, Sarrasani in

Dresden and Magdeburg, and Jacoh
Busch in the -R-hinelands are going
full blast over the. winter months
but no American acts in the cur-

rent bills of any of 'em.

Both the Scala and Wintergarten,
Berlin, are understood to have many
American acts under contract for

future dates.

Reason that most American acts

appearing here do not take on any
additional German time is advance
bookings in France or England be-

fore they open in Berlin.. Offers are
plentiful from local agents, but, not
being able to. accept them to follow

Berlin, It's hardly worth while re-

turning for them. Rare cases like

that of Joe Jackson, American
tramp cyclist, coming from London
to play 15 days at Leipzig and go-
ing straight back to London. It is

v

more of a personal craving for 'at-

mosphere' than anything else.

200-YEAR-OLD HOUSE

DESTROYED BY FIRE

Rome, Feb. 21.

Season^ of lyric drama at Turin

will be continued despite the com-
plete destruction by fire of the

Regio Theatre. House itself will -be

rebuilt as soon as possible. Hoped
the Beason can be continued in

another Turin theatre despite ob-

stacles, ajid that not a single play

of the program will be scratched.

Fire broke out after a perform-

ance of the opera "Liola." Theatre

was built in 1738 after the architec-

tural design by Count Benedetto

Alfieri, and was inaugurated in 1741.

It was completely renovated in 1908

and again in 1924, at which time the

stage was greatly enlarged and a

cupola added. Seated 3,000.

'.Guardian's family, consisting of

three women and four children,

trapped on the top floor of the blaz-

ing building, were dramatically res-

cued by the firemen.

'Pride* Clicks
London, March 3.

?Pride and Prejudice,' Helen

Jerome's adaptation of the novel

(same as current in New York)

opened at the Saint James Friday

(27) and was enthusiastically

greeted. LOoks like a click.

'Promise' at the Shaftesbury

opened Thursday (26). It is a fine

adaptation of the newest Henri

Bernstein French play of the same

title, which has been doing good

business in Paris for some time. It

is a model of theatrical construc-

tion, though a typical- French' play

of the old school. Good entertain-

ment.

Enforced Click

Berlin, Feb. 23.

Acceptance of the new Ed Kuen-
necke • operetta, 'Die GrosBe Suerid-
erin' (•'The Great Sinner'), for the
Berlin State Opera by order of a
highly placed state official and
against the wish of both general
music director, Clemens Krauss and
Intendant Heinz. Tietjen has caused
quite a turmoil..

Play, has since been given, under
music director Gerhardt Steeger,.

staged by Oscar Waelterlin and
turned out a click.

CHEAP SAT'DAY SHOWS

FOR POOR IN ITALY

Rome,
"Theatrical Saturdays' are a new

institution in Rome. They have been,
arranged at the request of the Duce
in order to given 'the people', an op-
portunity to see plays and hear
music which they could Otherwise
not afford.

Thus on Saturday the four prin-
cipal theatres of Rome, the Royal
Opera theatre, the Argentina, the
Valle and the Quirino, give matinee
perfonhances at nominal entrance
prices. Only laborers and peasants
and their families are admitted.
Families of soldiers now in East
Africa are given best seats free of
charge. Employees of stores and
government offices also get a break.
Hoped eventually to extend benefits

of the. 'Theatrical Saturdays' to all

that 'small bourgeoisie* who used to

love theatre;, and who have hot been
able to go of late because of pro-

hibitive admission prices.

Mangan s New Show

At Grosvenor, London

London, Feb. 23.

Next Grosvenor House floor, show
will be staged by Francis Mangan.
Lineup thus far includes Edna
Covey, Bendover, s Martinet and
Crow> Doris Niles and 12 show girls

from America.
Overhead of show is limited to

$2,500 per week, with Mangan in on
percentage of profits.!.

Show opens March 9, with 12

weeks guarantee and option.

Felix Ferry denies
-

that the cab-

aret show produced by him and
Jacques Charles at Grosvenor House
was a failure. Production was en-

gaged originally for a run of only

five weeks to fill in a gap between
two already existing contracts', he
says.

Payne to S. Africa

London, Feb. 23,

South African Theatres has signed

Jack Payne and band for its cir-

cuit.

Payne will line up his own unit,

comprising, besides Payne, George
Jackley, Donald Stuart, Delfont and
Toga, and Gladys Chappelle.

Sails March 13, with twelve weeks
guaranteed salary and percentage,

plus option.

r

Political Import
Berlin, Feb. 21.

'Olive— Der Kampf urn Inrticn'

CCliv.e—The Fight for India') ,
his-

torical play by W. P. Lipscomb and

R. J. Alinney, had its premiere at

the Altona Municipal theatre, arous-

ing special interest in the German
press.

Germany's demand for return of

her lost colonies is one of the big

political topics of the day. Pluy

was obviously chosen for its po-

litical idea rather than its artistic

quality.

ABC and Alhambra Now Faying Bigger Salaries for

Yank Headliners Than Americans—Opposition

Becomes Fierce

Paris, Feb. 25.

Battle between the A.B.C. and
Alhambra, rival local straight vaude
houses, wages fiercer as the sea-
son approaches its climax.

It's a booking fight. Talent supply
is below demand, and both houses
have upped salaries beyond what
Paris can ordinarily stand in order
to get what'll bring 'em in. Re-
sult is that American headline acts
here get substantially more than
they can . command in the United
States'.

Rottembourg and Goldin, who
run the A.B.C., think they feel the

WHAT IT COSTS

TO PRODUCE

IN PARIS

Paris, Feb. 24.

What it costs these days to put
on a musical show in Paris is re-

vealed
. by figures published regard-

ing the Franz Lehar operetta
'Song of Happiness/ which closed

at the Gaite Lyrique after 135 per-
formances because it couldn't get
out of the red in spite of grossing
3120,000 in 32 days. Figure of this

size should normally mean success
in Paris.
Gaite Lyrique Is a municipal the-

atre rented to the producer., M,
Byavard, under theoretically fa-
vorable conditions. But here are
some of his running expenses: 10%
to the Public Charities department,
$12,000; authors' royalties, 12%, $14,-

400; rent to the city at $80 a day,
$7,360; salaries to cast of nine prln-^

cipals, $28,000; electricity, $4,000;
orchestra, $7,360; special royalties
to an imitation ice-skating patent
specialty, $10,000.

This totals $83,120, without count-
ing sets and costumes, ballet danc-
ers, chorus, stagehands, machinists
or advertising.

PLENTY PROPAGANDA

IN NEW ROME PLAYS

Rome, Feb. 21.

First three plays presented at the
National Theatrical contest, taking
place this montli at Florence, were
chuck full of nothing but morals
and good Fascist lessons.

First, 'Rye Bread- by G. Luigl
Marcoli, was about a farmer named
Pietro who was a Patriot, and his
son, Giacomo, who volunteered to
fight for his country in the World
War, and his other son, Nanni, who
volunteered to fight for his country
in the current war. against
Abyssinia. C-iacomo was a deserter
in the World War, thereby breaking
his mother's heart. Twenty years
.later he redeems himself by volun-
teering to go down to East Africa.

Second play, 'The Cqnvcrgents'
by Ricardo Averini, is a modern
story Of the prodigal sOn who goes
away from home and makes good,

is rich and honored, but finds he is

unhappy because he cannot take

root away from his home.
Moral lessons get ev*»n thicker in

the. third, 'Rythrnns of the Nineteen
Hundreds' by Ugo Maz/.oncini. In

this one the author -contrasts in two
acts the lives of two modern fam-
ilies of the same social level. First

Is .spineless arid frivolous and lives

on Imported luxuries. Other is sane

and strong and lives in the spirit

of simplicity and sincerity inspired

by the Fasrist Revolution. Former
turns out all bad; latter all good.

Alhambra weakening under the

strain of keeping up the sterling

programs which are necessary to

fill its 2,500 seats, and in con-

sequence are turning, on the -heat.

This fortnight they have Tlno Ros-
si, pop Corsican singer, whose
plaintive airs are big b.o. lure, in
all of France. There is now not a
bigger draw in the country, and he
commands top pay for A French
number, On top of that house has
slapped on Borrah Minevitch and *

his gang, which costs a pretty
penny, too,

ReaBon for thiB splurging is that
Robitchek and Bizos will open Fri-
day (28) with Mlstinguett, In
both houses the bills last a fort-

night, And that of the A.B.C., which
opened last Friday, will overlap the
Alhambra's Mlstinguett bill. Rot-
tembourg and <3qldin

: expect it to
cut in the draw of the a.k. girl

star.

A.B.C., in this battle for sur-
vival, has the edge on the Alham-
bra In many ways. It's only a spot
more than half the other house's
size, with a consequently . smaller
nut. This .advantage can- be a
boomerang, of course; if the cost of

.

acts get so high that even full

houses at the A.B.C. won't
,
pay, but

up to very recently Rottembqurg-
and Goldin have succeeded in at
least keeping the general price .of

the bill fairly reasonable.
Then, Rottembourg and Goldin

have an Organized subway circuit
behind them, and can offer a
month's time to certain acts,. In ad-

.

dition to the A.B.C. They also
have a booking agency that can get
out-of-town dates, and even Paris
dates to double. All this is a heavy
advantage in booking.
Alhambra also has a booking"

agency, now, but it's of newer
formation and

.
not nearly so ^active.

Was created by Yyea Bizos and
A. Tavel, latter formerly an indie

booker, and it has the Foster
Agency exclusivity In Paris—which
doesn't mean quite as much as it

used. to. Its greatest importance is

for collecting commissions on num-
bers booked at the Alhambra, to
keep the 10% in the family, rather
than for offering additional time to
acts.

There was a tendency at first for
the two houses to specialize in dif-
ferent kinds of bills, and to conflict

lAs. A. B. C. had mostly French
type programs, with few American
acts and almost no big Yank head-
liners, while the Alhambra copped
most of the foreign numbers. At
one time' an attempt was made by
one of the competitors to persuade
the other to come to an agreement
on this, to keep down salaries,

A. B. C. agreeing not to outbid the
Alhambra for art American number
and the Alhambra not to outbid the
A. B. C. for a French star. But
nothing came of It. •

Alhambra has always found that
It needed a French name to top the
bill. Americans keep up the qual-
ity, but there are few American
acts, if any, which can draw like

a French star with a rep and fol-

lowing. That's why both houses
have been going into legit and pic-

tures for name headliners who are
rare in regular FVench music halls.

At the same time the A. B. C.

has found it necessary, to go into the

market for Yanks In order to keep
up with the ontertalnment standard
f;ct by Its rival.

Distinct weakening was fel* in

the Alhambra's take after the
Christmas holidays. Advertising
budget Was drastically cut in an
attempt to bring the nut down.
A. B. C. hasn't felt the slump nearly
as much, and that's why Rottem-
bourg and Goldin are socking tin

competition now.
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N. T. World-Telegram went Into
the Saturday Ave cent class last

Saturday with a six section paper
for a jit.

Four sections are black,and white
for main sheet; sports, features and
suburban. In addition there is an
eight page comic section (issued
In two parts) .and a six page roto
section, with tjie front and back
in color.

Makes the third of the jitney
Saturday editions. Evening Journal
haying long been issued at that
price and the Post in for a short
trial, some years ago.
W-T arid- page ads in other papers

$xcept the Journal to launch the
idea. . Journal retaliated. W-T sig-

nified willingness to take; the Jour-
nal tieup,. but the latter refused the
W-T *

;.

Saturday. Sun is reputed to be
beating the pair with its., special'

flepar.tr.ents,

reel's WPA p.a. Spot

... News leaked ..out last week that'

for past, tqro months George Creel
.has been acting as chairman of a
new W;PA 'advisory/, committee
'which .has been established to over-
come antagonistic, public sentiment
toward the .WPA. The committee is

a publicity department.
. . Creel top-spotted U. : S. propa-

. ganda during, the World War. ' He
lost the Democratic gubernatorial
nomination In California in '34 to

Upton Sinclair......

History of Carnegie Hall

"House that'Music Built;' concern-
ing, history of Carnegie Hall, N. Y.,

will be _
out. soon under McBrlde

banner. Ethel Peyser Is the author.-

Publication Will be In conjunction
with' the ioOth anniversary -of

Andrew Carnegie's birth.

Tenants of the building will also
be included, such as Ruth St. Denis,
Ted Sh'afvn;. Frank LaForge, Isadora
Duncan and the American Academy.

Best Sellers

Best Sellers, for the week ending Feb. 29, as reported by the

American News Co., Inc.

Fiction

'The Last Puritan' ($2.75) *; . ."..By George. Santayana
•The Hurricane' ($2.60) ,...;By Chas. Nordhoft and James N, Hall
'It Can't Happen Here* ($2.50) .....By Sinclair Lewis
'Faster, Faster1

($2.60) . . .By E. M. Delafleld

'If I Have Four Apples' ($2.60) .....By Josephine Lawrence'
'ABC Murders' ($2.00) . , .By Agatha Christie

'North to the Orient' ($2.50) ,....;By Anne Morrow Lindbergh
•Life With Father* ($2.00) ..................... . .By Clarence Day
'Wopllcott Reader, The'. ($3.00),. ..........By Alexander Woollcott
'Man the Unknown' ($3.60) .By Alexis Carrell
•The Exile' ($2,50) .... . ..By Pearl S. Buck
'Mrs. Astor's Horse' ($3.00) . . . ...... . , .... i .... , .By Stanley Walker

Wis. News Staff,on Strike

With 29. members of thb editorial

department of the Wisconsin News,
Milwaukee, oh strike, most of the
departments of the sheet are being
run by substitutes.

Strike was called by" the Mil-
waukee Newspaper Guild when
John Black, business, manager, of
the Kei rst paper, refused to siga a
Guild contract. The.strike took only
about half of the writers out, some
of the Guild members refusing to

budge because they claimed the
strike was ..illegal. Among those
staylng.on the job ^ere Cele Kinov*
sky (Ceqlle Lane), film critic, and
Roy L. Foley, drama critic,

Vivian Gardner, radio editor,

joined the walkout, and her plate la

jeihg filled by Glady Becker (Peggy
Pattbri),-- drafte:dr Worn- -WISN- and
former- film editor of the News.

, PutnamV Staff Additi

Dlarmlnd ^Russell and Kenhett L.

Rawson have been added': to the

editorial staff of Putnam's. Russell,

whov is .son of A.E., worked with his

father, on, 'editorial board ' of the
Irish' Statesman for several years.

Rawson, served as navigator and
geographer oh second Byrd Ant-
arctic Expedition.

Chi H-E Shifts

New. setup on the Hearst. Chicago
Herald-Examiner has Homer Guck
sis publisher, Fred E. Eldiidge as
managing,editor, Lee Ettleson in as
night managing ed, and Victor Wat-
son, day managing ed.

Herald-Examiner Is -the morning
paper for Hearst in Chi.

Lurton Quits Fawcett
Douglas Lurton, supervising -edi-

tor, of the Fawcett chain of mags
for. eight years, has resigned.

No successor named for Lurton's
post, but William Kbstka, editor of

Modern Mechanics and inventions

mag, becomes eastern managing
editor for Fawcett.

Fiction and Films
»

Morehouse's Trek
Ward Morehouse leaves next Mon-

day (9) on ah unusual assignment
for his paper, the N. T. Sun. Will
cover the entire U. S. on a three-
month trek, contributing a daily
column to his paper on Oshkosh (or
whatever the town) After Dark.
His usual column in New York is

titled Broadway After Dark.
Morehouse's instructions are to

visit every state in the union. First
stop will be Flemington, N. J„
where he will do a contrast of the
town now and as it was when he
covered it during the Hauptmann
trial. From- there he heads south
and , to the ' Coast, coming back on
the northern route. Will use auto-
mobile for travel most of the way.

Artists Will Go Native

Kit Kat Art Club, one of the oldr

est organizations of illustrators and
painters in New York, will hold its

65th annual 'skelter' in the ballropm
atop the Manhattan Opera House
March 13. Event is tabbed the
'jungle ball,* with Tony Sarg as
m.c.

It is to be in costume, and last

minute guests can secure leopard
skins, pr grass skirts on the spot.

Tracy Buys Current History

M. E. Tracy, writer of syndicated
editorial columns for many years,
Is the new owner of Current History
Mag. ; Mag, published since 1914 by
N...Y: Times Co,, is to change hands
after April issue. Policy to -remain
same.
Tracy is third editor of publica-

tion. First was George W. Ochs,
who edited mag until his death
in 1931. Spencer Brbdriey succeeded
Ochs.

Paris Supplements

Sunday supplement bug, which
first bit the Paris Soir, evening
paper of the French capital, has
spread to the Paris morning paper
leader, Le Journal. Like Paris Soir,

Le Journal, brings out its' Sunday
pape; on Saturday, and it's plenty
sensational.

Second number of the magazine
section carried that piece on the
loves of Adolf Hitler, which roused
so much trouble.

$50 Globe Girdle

Smarting out with $50, Gwynn Dew
Bell Syndicate staff writer, has ar-

rived on Coast as part of tour by
Which she plans to Circumnavigate
the globe. She'll spend 10 days In

Hollywood, working on series of

picture yarns.

Also has assignments' from Col-

liers and Fortune.

CHATTER
• Ludwlg Lewisohn on Coast for
lecture tour.

Robert Nathan almost finished
with his new nov.el.

Another Ellery Queen mystery to
make appearance in May.
Lewis Corey to edit special quar-

terly issue of 'New Masses.
Boalce Carter's tentatively titled

'America Speaks!' out in about a
month.
George Horace Lorlmer, ed Sat--'

evepost, sunning himself on Cali-

fornia desert.

Doubleday publishing book on
George V, which editors of Fortune
have written..

Edwin
.
Arlington Robinson

memorial tablet to be placed in his
Gat*diner, Me:, home.
Mauritz Hallgren working on new

book; this one covering govern-
ment's military and naval activities.

Capt. Griffith Bonher, 60, maga-
zine writer and former newspaper
reporter in upstate New York, died
Feb, 27 in Monrovia, Cal.

'Best in tho Greenwood' was
authored by Joslah Titzell, one of
Doubleday's editors, under pseu-
donym Frederick Lambeck.
Viking Press, publishers of Doro-

thy Parker's last three books, have
publication rights to two earlier
ones, 'Sunset Gun' and ''Enough
Rope.*
Ulrich Stelndorff (U. S. Carring-

tbn) finishing his new novel on the
desert near Indio, Cal. Recently
sold 'Love in Reverse' to Para-
mount as a Bihg Crosby starrer*.

Before he departedMor Vienna,
Franz Werfel received gold medal
from editors of Jewish Forum for
distinguished service to Jewish
people and humanity in general.
Dan Ma Imva ring's third novel,

Angel's Web,' is on way to pub-
lisher. Author's second tome, 'Man
Who Murdered Himself,* recently
off press under pen name.. Geoffrey
Homes.

All Sports Rec 1936 edi-

tion. 18 out, again -compiled and
.edited by Frank Menke, It is a
paper-bound, 448-page volume, con-
taining the marks established in all

fields of sport, professional and
amateur.

Shakespeare

(Continued from page 23)

ing. This may be explained by the
fact that It was such a radical de-
parture for picture -screens. Many
theatres - have been difficult to con-
tract qn . a roadshow date. They
have been afraid of the high ad-
mission demanded by the roadshow
contract and' by change In policy to

two shows a day instead of the con-
tinuous policy. Warners frequently
approached 'such accounts 'to sell

them the picture, on the theatre's

poorest day of the week, on a basis

of what the theatre. Is satisfied to

do that bad day, and then go to help
the exhib put it over, sharing possi-
bly in the advertising cost.

rossoa

Some of /the - tanktowri dates
played reveal interesting 'figures

when comparisons are made.
'Dream' went into Sulphur, Okla.

(pop. 4,242) on a Tuesday and for
,the day grossed $250. 'G Men' at

the same theatre oh a Friday and'

Saturday did only $120, while 'Ship-

mates -Forever' on three days (Sun-
day^ Monday, Tuesday) grossed
$200. In Rosedale, Miss. (pop. 2,-

117), 'Dream' played on a Thursday
to $60, while 'G Men,' a nationally
strong grosser, -got $45 on two days

.
(Wednesday, Thursday) and 'Ship-

mates' on a Sunday and Monday
nabbed, only $60. In a town, .like

East Stroudsburg, Pa. (pop. 6,100)

the Shakespearean picture did $400
oh a Wednesday and Thursday.
Against this, 'G men' on Saturday-
Sunday, ' Monday and Tuesday,
grossed $290 and 'Devil Dogs' on
the. same four days got $300.

In Hamlin, Tex., (pop. 2,328),

'Dream' played a Tuesday to a total

of $370. 'Flirtation Walk' at the
same theatre on a Thursday and
Friday played to $130 while 'G Men'
on a Sunday-Monday date played to

$126.

The smallest town . so far played
at $1 top and two shows on the day
is Mabank, Tex. 'Dream' went Into,

the Matex there on a Wednesday,
but with the town having a popu-
lation of only 963, it got $110 on the
day. 'G

.
Men' in the same town

on a Sat.-Sun.-Mon. engagement
grossed $30, while 'Shipmates' on
the same three days got $55.

With the business that Is being
done in many of the smaller towns,
WB could play the picture more
than one. day but it prefers not. to
•so that the. company won't lull the
general release possibilities of
'Dream' for the same or other the-
atres in the various towns played.
Even in larger spots such as

Omaha, the roadshow engagement
was restricted to three days (Mon.-
Tues.-Wed.). Pictures those
days did $3,500 against . the same
figure for 'Black Fury* oh a whole
week and $3,900 for 'Captain Blood'
on eight days. Madison, Wis., a
pretty good minor key, played the
picture two days (Frl.-Sat.) a;nd
grossed $3,300. 'Page Miss Glory,'
at the same house (Capitol) got only
$2,400 on a full week; 'Go Into Your
Dance* also on a week got but $3.-

200 and *G Men* with an engage*
merit of five days more than 'Dream'
only managed to top 'Dream' by $200
on a whole week.
Grosses of 'Dream' 'in most of the

larger key engagements are ' well
known. Those picked here at ran-
dom from the 212 dates, a total of
116 being tabulated, gives a picture
of what 'Dream* is doing in the
medium -sized spots and in the
backwoods. The 116 engagements
on a total of 228 ..days, two per-
formances- daily, grossed a total of
$178,510 for the theatres. '

I

By WOLFE KAUFMAN
Still Promi ing

Daniel Fuchs has been working
diligently in his little corner of the
world, Williamsburg, rooklyn, His
IJrst novel, last year, 'Summer in
Williamsburg,' was a: good one, get-

's ting attention if not sales. His
second one, 'Homage to Blenholt*
(Vanguard; $2.50), will probably
have the same sort of career, short
lived but incisive,

In 'Homage' Fuchs peers into the
futile lives -and bickerings of an-
other group of Jews in. their ghetto
homes. He knows the people he Is

talking about and has a deep
sympathy for them, Fuchs has been
compared to James T. Farrell, but
actually doesn't write similarly, ex-
cept insofar as they are both honest
writers; Fuchs is just a bit soft, his

sympathies stray his weakling
characters a bit 'too obviously.
Farrell is a tough gUy, as much so
as all his: characters are tough.
' Fuchs is finding it none too easy
hut should wide his reading audi-
ence with each work.

By EPES W. SARGENT
Creaky

Trying to tell an 1886 plot with a
1936 .

technique' doesn't get 'Tintype
Of a Lady' (Macaulay; $2), by
Kathleen Shepard, anywhere in par-
ticular. It is the same obvious stuff
aimed at the class of reader who
used to subscribe to the Fireside
Companion or Something to Read

Heroine is the illegitimate child
of a simple midwestern girl who
eloped with an actor and Incurred
the small town's scorn when she
came home. The daughter, Joy
marries the son, of the local Midas
for love, but she sells out to get
square with the old man, though she
loveB the boy. .

She goes to New York
k wins the

attention of a great producer who
makes a star of her. Then she
meets the boy again. He calls her
all those names jiiat the situation
seems to. call for, and. then marries
her again. No novelty, no sus-
pense, and not the saving grace of
Style. Yet it could be made into
a fair picture.

isses

ichard Sale, a new writer re-

putedly in his early twenties, sets

himself a difficult task In his first

novel, 'Not Too Narrow . ... Not Too
Deep' (Simon and Schuster; $2), It

is a difficult story tb tell arid he. has
chosen to tell it in a', difficult

manner. The result is that the book
doesn't quite come off;

Teh meh plan an escape from
Devil's Island,, all of them criminals
of one sort or' another. At the last-

minute, a mysterious eleventh , man
joins them. They are all bullies or
weaklings. The eleventh man is a
gentle, super-human, super-strong
soul. The trip is made, with only
three of the. bullied losing their

lives. The others are Completely
changed because of the religo^-

philosophic ministrations of the 11th

man! who appears or disappears at
will, who knows what's coming and
what isn't, etc. Without the char-

acter ot that 11th. man, and told

briskly and photograplcally, it

would have been a good book.

Metro has the Aim rights.

Disguised Musical
Wallace Smith and Eric Von

Stroheim are program-credited -for

the book of 'May Wine,' current

Broadway musical.. Wallace Smith
alone is .billed as author of 'The

Happy Alienist' (Smith, and Haas;
$2), which is the same story, or

practically.

As a musical comedy it- Is- fairly

amusing.. As a book, it is still a
musical comedy. It strikes, one as a
Viennese fantasy written by an
American. It is light in a distinctly

pachydermic manner; it is not even
funny, though, throughout, the

shadow :.of the author is visible

pleading, 'Hey, look' here, this is

funny, why don't you laugh?'

It should "make an amusing film

when touched up. Paramount owns
the rights.

Heroine Always Wins
Clarence Buddlngtbn - Kelland

again follows the line of least

resistance in 'Roxana' (Harpers;

$2). It is a good smooth-paper mag
serial; it is a good novel for the
maid and her friends to read; it will

make a good family film.

Story is the one of the very pretty
and very smart girl from the small
town who comes to New York and
puts the boys in the big town
through their paces. Universal has
the screen rights.

- 3 Books, Few Laughs
Books of humor 'don't, often get

very- far; they very seldom are
really funny, except .when written
by professional humorists and even
then-^there have been mighty few
humorous best-sellers. Three small
items along this line are tried cur-
rently. 'Pink Rants,' by Dr. Ralp Y.
Hbpton and Anne Balliol (Van-
guard; $1), is a rather silly proposi-
tion about a girl who was a champ
football player. Not much, but the
idea's a nice one and. could be the
basis of a very good film.

Kenneth Roberts follows along the
footsteps of half a hundred o£her
scribblers in his new little book, 'It

Must he Your Tonsils' (Doubleday-
Doran; $1). Cantor wrote a book
about operations, Irvin Cobb wrote
one, and Will Rogers wrote one.
Roberts doesn't follow any of them
successfully with this tome.

Carl Kroch got himself a good
idea when he started the compila-
tion called 'So Red the Nose'
(Earrar & Rinehart; $1). He got 30
name authors to give him their

Comedy Sheri
A sheriff who looks like W. C.

Fields, Instead, of a tough mugg, is
a novelty if not altogether bellev-r
able, but W. C. Tuttle makes him
interesting in .'Henry the Sheriff'
(Houghton-Mi lin; $2). to
make it harder/ Henry is a former
vaudeville actor with no previous
experience in law enforcement, but
he manages to do pretty well by
himself and the community and
erase the tough guy, who wants to
run the county.
Sometimes the comedy angle gets

In the way a little, but It is read-
able arid well knit and should be
a novelty as a picture.

Kathleen Norris' 57th
Like the well known plckler,

Kathleen Nbrrls achieves her 57th
chore in 'Secret Marriage' (Double

-

'day, Doran; $2), just appearing be-
tween covers after serialization. It
i§- only her 56th novel, however,
since one job was a play. And this
does not Include her collaborations,
either.

-For so prolific ah author, Mrs.
Norris offers unusual " variety,
though she seems now to favor an
outline in which a family Is moved
from the lap of luxury and back
again. But these transitions are
always achieved through a fresh
handling. She does" not' follow a
single pattern. In 'Secret Marriage'
she has done a well woven bit of
writing, with a decided novelty for
her denouement. Worth reading
and .worth- picturing.

personal preferential cocktail recipe.
Gagged up and with caricatures by
Roy Nelson, it makes an okay addi-
tion to bar-room literature if riot to
the humor shelves.

'Libel' Between Covers
Edward Wool's novel 'Libel" is

current on Broadway and In London
in play form and succesful In both
spots. Now it is first published as
a novel on this side (Macrae-Smith;
$2) and it is understandable why it

hasn't been done here before.
A good action and mystery yarn in

its elements, it is too melodramatic
and unbelievable as written. One of
those cases where stage' technique,
lights and grease paint help gloss
ovef deficiencies in logic. Twentieth -

Fox has the film rights.

Omnibus of Crime'
A good sense of humor, a clever

use of action mplodramatics and a
keen plot sense combine In 'The
Unicorn, Murders,* by Carter Dlclc-

sori (Morrow; $2), making it ace
cop and robber reading. Whether or
not it could be wound into a film
is another story, and doubtful be-
cause a bit too Improbable.
James G. Edwards continues

rummaging into medical and hos-
pital tangents for his whodunit
material, His'newest is 'The Private
Pavilion' (Crime Club; $2) and
right down the alley, Good dialog-
ing is especially helpful. Not likely

for filming, however, because a bit

rough.

Readers Digest's Contest
Readers" Digest mag is offering

five awards of $1,000 each for five

best non-fiction articles submitted to

them. Articles to contain maximum
3,500 words, and must be authored
by persons who have not heretofore
contributed to national periodicals.

There will also be prizes of $500

each for any manuscript judged ac -

ceptable for publication. ' Conte*
closes May 1.
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Among the Women
By The Skirl

est dressed woman of the week:
MYRtiA LOY

('Wif« V«j Secretary')

Gable, Lqy and Harlow would draw in artythin , arid they will in
•Wife vs, . Secretary,' although, it is hot a good picture. In fact it is
ownright silly.

' Clark Gable has the sappiest role of his career and Jean Harlow tries
hard to look business-like as a secretary, but she succeeds in being a
siren ftt best. ,

Myrria Loy is lovely as the wife and wears some beautiful clothes.
Her first appearance is in a, rustling silk frock made on redoncote lines
yith ft. darker petticoat. The,. short

.
bodice .carries an organdy collar.

This is what she wears at. breakfast where .she discovers a gorgeous
bracelet inside a trout. Miss Loy leaves the table without the ^'r^celet
and qne. wonders what becomes of it. A mink cape , is worn over a
cloth frock which has a lame laop.at the neckline. The hat is a *malty£h.
affair. A black velvet gown . is made with a tight fitting bodice' cut

. square- with narrow shoulder straps. The skirt hugging the hips fibres

at the hem, ending, in a short train, A diamond necklace, earrings and
many bracelets complete a very lovely outfit. Anpthef y^uare neck dress
is of the hostess' type. There is k- huge, ; metal* ljselt buckle and a brooch
Was attached- to^a- chain, • A single breasted taileur ia worn with lace

jabot and tricorne hat.- In a skating rink sequence Miss Loy wears
a black caracul coat with silver fox collar and small hat. Of course,

there are bedroom 'scenes, with the usual, lace trimmed nighties and
pajamas of -lame with satin - pants.

Miss Harlow, 'as the- sec, while at the office. Is seen in a series, of
cloth* dresses;- simple in design-' with different necklines.. One evening
gown of white satin is worn with a three-quarter coat. of the same
material and an ermine collar arid reveres, A beaver trimmed coat, and
*6ne tailored suit ,are shown,
'May .Rdbs.on, in for a bit, but' making that bit tell, is in a fox trimmed

suit and small hat. Ohce again" ' she- is seen, in velvet negligee with
Which is worn a dog cellar ' of 'peaBjs,

For Dog Lovers and Food Smellers
Dog - lovers will enjoy 'The Voice of Bugle. Aim/- the Center.

O., O. Mclntyre shouldn't miss it.

-.Maureen O'Sulllvan is the. girl in the plot, and she is very .nice: in

the. .simple frocks pf the country type. Cloth skirts with jersey pillions

are in order, although a few ginghams and suspender types are. shown.
In ' a courtroom scene Miss O'Sullivan wears a simple tailored suit

With a hat of. the up-brim variety. Spring Byingtpri is a. farmer's wife

In the usual farm clothes., There is a sit down supper in' the yard and
the food looks so good one can almost smell it.

State .
Fill's Up

State goes on its mei'ry way,, filling tip :to capacity at the Important

hours.
This week Frariees Arms entertains in a black velvet gown. The

only ornaments are two diamond clips at the shoulders.

The six girls of the Twelve Aristocrats are in white satin 'with sashes

of dark blue ohiffon beginning at the. shoulders, down the back and
flowing to 'long ends, Nyra Nash, a good looking brunet; wears for her

flUmg-in appearance a black .silk frock with gie'eri dots. The bodice

Is peplum at the waist , line and the neck is high. Act' is very pre-

tentious in. its hangings. The fu-st one is of silver curtains and a drop

painted to represent a Spanish shawl is the second.
' The girl with Maximo wears a 'white fringed frbek trimriied with red

roses and - carried out the red motif in a huge comb;

Names
i

(Continued from page 3)

using every angle possible to get

etars away from each other.

Stars of late have begun to= halk

on airings unless there is a definite

script for them to follow. Most' fa-

vor excerpts from their pictures,

preferring this rather than taking

a Chance on haphazard material

which most often favors the pro-

gram's personality and riot the Vis-

iting ' name. ' Studios having- no
'broadcast clauses in their contracts

With players like the picture idea

because it's a plug for the feature.

Burning Out Fast

. Adyerusing agencies feci that

•the. picture names are being burned
out, at a fast xate and that w

(
ithin

' the current broadcasting season . all

names- will be used up. By the time
that fall arrives they'll start .re-

peating. This is a poor prospect be-
cause a

:
great

. number of players
have, found that ,the one itlme shot
didn't do them any good, in fact, it

..has been detrimental to. several
who had .radio deals pending, that
were dropped following their guestr
ing because, prospective 'buyers
didnlt like their work. In a number
of instances, it was not fault of the
player, trouble being with the. pres-
entation.

Lolly. No Like It

Miss Parsons is reported not lik-

ing the idea of Miss Pickford ask-
ing screen personalities and notables
to appear oh the United Ice In-
dustries broadcast over Columbia
network.

Lolly has been having a cinch on
getting big personalities and studio
cooperation on her program for
which she gets around $1,600 an
etherization and which is a three-
way split proposition with her em-
ployers. Space reimbursement for
those who coriiply is the pay-off in
the local Hearst papers and pf
course the Universal Service for
which she' writes and syndicates her
column.
When Miss Pickford started on

the Ice etherization, matters came
to a head when Lolly Is said to' have
conveyed word to Pickford-Lasky

organization, that if Miss Pickford
did not stop Intruding on her radio
idea there would be no. publicity In

her - columns for the pictures of the

company; or people working for

them. . She ,let it be known also to

P-rll that her ultimatum had .the

okay of Mr. Hearst, giving the im-
pression it would be to no avail to

appeal to the 'Chief* as Hearst ,is

called by his emplos'ees.
Lolly also is not pleased with

Ginger Rogers going on a Pick-
air program and turning her down.
Unless Miss Rogers comes through,

it is said, she is. also in the Parsons
'doghouse.' Two others whom- Miss
Parsons is not so keen about for

refusing to do. .a .little soup-ether-
ing are. Fred Astaire and Fredric

Max*ch.
pickford Pays Talent

After the first program, for which
Miss Pickford had free guests, Lynn
FarnOl, of the Donahue-Coe-agency,
came to an agx*eement with Miss

Pickford to hire talent, which would
give' suitable entertainment,, while

free talent might dot as it pleases.

Ginger Rogers was paid $2,500 on

last week's' program, as were Fran-

cis Lederer and Ida Lupino who are

working in the Pickford-Lasky pic-

ture, 'One Rainy Afternoon." Miss

Pickford oh all programs is to pay

her talent.

Miss Parsons is reported to have
called up Samuel Goldwyn on the

telephone in New York and

squawked about the United Artists

account being with bonphue-Coe,
arid ' also concerning Lynn Farnol,

who is handling the ice and UA ac-

counts. This information was
passed on ' by Goldwyn ' to Ed.

Churchill, head of Donohue-Coe,

who in turn imparted it to Farnol

on the Coast. Farnol asserts that

either Goldwyn or Churchill spoke

to Hearst from New York and lat-

ter said he knew nothing, about

statements attributed to Miss Par-

sons, as having said it would be of

no avail to appeal to Hearst as he

knew all about it.

As an aftermath to the situation,

Farnol says Sam Briskin,' RKO ex-

ecutive producer, Issued an order

that in the future no RKO-'Radio
contract players or stars could do

Did You Know That

—

The William Gillette opening
Sunday, night was a triumph
...among those paying tribute
to' the actor were Helen Hayes
(who looked stunning in a long

• black velvet wrap), Fritzi
Scheff, Cissie Loftus, Edmund
Breese, Florence Reed, May
Irwin, George M. Cohan, Lenore
Ulrlc, Brian Aherrie", . Jerry
Oliver Smith, Glenn Anders,
Kitty Carlisle and Ward More-
house...Jack Whiting sails

next week for England. . .goes
into rehearsal imniedlately at
the Drury Lane...Bob Young
was mobbed by fans after his

broadcast the other night.-.*

the Jack pemriseys to Atlantic
City ' for rest, . .Vlvien'ne

Segal tells sweeeeeeelilllil.

stories. . .Ursula P&rro'tt weiht
and got- sick so she couldn't
attend the party she gave for
Jack WUdberg, . .Margalo Gll-

-mpfe was' there
(

and, Mr, anl.

Mrs. Florence Shaefer, : Lea
Salisbury,. Johnny Green and
the Ralph Blums.. ...that's a

,
grand, tan that Dorothy Rod->
gers picked, up in Nassau. .

.

Dorothy . Jordan Cooper, ;
-back '

from St. Md'iitz,' looked so
.pretty In grey, .

lunching at
Sardi's the other d£y with Ona
Muhson . . .Billy' Bakewell was
was. there, too, with' Radle
Harris ' pretty^ Martha

'

Sleeper, ; Kenneth' MacKerihti,

Osgood Perkins,. Watson Bar-
relit arid Jimmy S.ayo. ., .Mildred
Halliday entertains, at Sherry's

March . 6 . . . Patricia 'Bowman
and Everett .

Marshall were
•tete-a-tete/ dining at the Es-
sex House., .why isn't she
dancing somewhere at the mo-,

ment. . .Mr. arid-Mrs. J. Robert
Rubin were; cocktailing at the
Persian - Room. . ;J-, J. Mc-
Carthy's got a case, of grippe,-

too. i. Julia ShaweU's cocktail

party, Tuesday, was for Martha
Deane; . .Dr. Henry Smith flies

to the Coast to visit his' wife,. •

Helen Menken. , .they say
Frank; Fay will write for 'Es-

quire'. . .Peacock Alley, at the
Astor, Is riot so popular since

they removed the chairs... .

•Charlie Kemper will do a War-
tier short. ... NewYorkers gaped
•at those two men wearing-
White satin lined.- . Inverness •

capes at the Winter Garden,.

Saturday night.

State Officials Scored as Plans

Go Ahead for H'wcod Race Track

Broadway Pooch Peddler's

Puppy Was Cold; $2 Fine
Angelo Russo, dog peddler, well

known to. theatregoers on Broadway
and frequenters of nlte clubs, was*

'bagged' again last week. This -time
for failing to provide warmth for a
small, white poodle he held in his

arms for sale.

Russo usually parks himself In

the area of 43d street and Broad-

way. He. wore a heavy coat and
ear muffs. The pooch was shivering

from the frigid weather. Society

for the Prevention of Cruelty to

Animals was notified and Angel was
served with a summons. In Magis-

trate's Court he was .filled $2.

Russo has been peddling' dogs oh
the. Main . Stem, for years. He ob-
tains them oh 'memo' from .pet

shops. He gets what he can from
the. purchaser. .The dog usually is

perfumed' and wears a large fed
.ribbon^

6 Tollies' Chorus Boys

Trapped in Hotel Siege

. Six chorus boys in the 'Ziegfeld

Ppllies/ at the Winter. Garden, New
York, almost missed up last Wednes-
day night's show when a police raid

on the Alvin Hotel, 62d Street arid

Broadway, where they reside, was
the scene of a coup of a number of

prisoners allegedly implicated in' a
$'275,000 safe robbery in Flushing,
li. t. The cops blocked all exits,

cb'mmandeered the 'phone switch-
board and elevators, and the boys'

explanations of 'a show that night
didn't mean anything to the-, gen-
darmes almost up until curtain time.

Abe Cohn, 'Follies' company man-
ager, who had scurried to l'escue

them from John Law, was told that

if he entered the Alvln Hotel he too

might be delayed for hours under
the strict rule .not to permit any
egress until every tenant had been
founded up, regardless of how many
hours it took for all of them to re-

turn to their quarters. Cohn finally

got the six choristers out.

any free broadcasting. They would
have to be paid for It or'stay off the

air.' It is understood that this order

is predicated on Lolly having called

Briskin prior to Ginger Rogers go-

ing on the air for Miss Pickford and
complaining, as well as askirig him
not to permit it.

Miss Pickford states she cannot
understand Miss Parsons' attitude

toward her, as she considered latter

a friend of 20 years' standing, and
a dear personal one, and that she

was in no way- trying to trespass on
the newspaper chatterer's province,

as she was paying for all the artists

appearing with her, whereas Par-
sons* artists wtre gratis. Also that

her program, she felt, in no. way
conflicted with the Hollywood Hotel

program. 1

Miss Pickford and her radio aides

fly from here today (Tuesday) fol-

lowing the broadcast. They do the

next two airings in the east.

B'waySeesKg

R. K. Fare Cuts

Forgetting for the moment the

offish business since Washington's

Birthday, Broadway is looking for-,

ward with expectations that the

summer will bring flourishing at-

tendance; That is predicated 'on the

announcement of .reduced train fares

by 'the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission.

Eastern trunk lines have been or-

dered to cut. fares for coach travel

to 2c. per mile. As the announced

rates approximate a reduction of

nearly 60% on most tickets,. It is

believed, the metropolis will again be

the iriecca of summer tourists. West-
ern, lines installed lower rates more
than a year,ago in. competition with

bus lines, and while rail officials op-

pose the I.C.C. ruling, similar im-
provement Is anticipated along the

Eastern seaboard.
The rate reduction may be an im-

petus to send more shows on tour.

Ever since the lines increased rates
during war times, transportation
costs were One . of the factors that
showmen claimed made road-show-
ing Impractical. That was made
more pertinent when fewer book-
ings were available, and longer
jumps required.

Lower rail rates in the East were
predicted last season but the I.C.C,

held back its decision and the cuts
were voted in by a vote of five to

four. Pullman rates call for three
cents per mile but surcharges are
ruled out.

Hollywood,. March
Taking stand that Santa Anita

race track and those connected with
It were monopolistic, and baiting

Gov. Frank F. Merriam and Racing
Commissioner Carletoh Burke,
group of film and business men met
with sports writers of Southern
California last week to announce
for a new racing plant at

just north of hereon the main coast
highway.

Projectors stated that plans and
permission from. stete to operate
such a plant were being stalled by
Burke and the governor, at the In-
stance of those controlling Santa
Anita,

. Plan is to construct a .non-profit
track, with all proceeds after amor-
tization to be turned over to local
charities. Sponsors claim Merriam
and Burke had given their personal
okay for such a trade, to be called
Hollywood Racing Association^ but
later backed down. '

' '.

Santa Anita was. characterized by
severar.'cif .the projectors as a coin*
grabbi organization, that would
within a short time; be responsible
for a drive to kill racing. Already
petitions-are being circulated.

itter denunciations were also
hurled oyer way California- horses
have been treated, as well as against
the actual' running of the races and
stewardship Of the track. Number of
New York sports writers also voiced
disapproval at way Santa Anita has
been operated.

Sponsors of new- Encino track,
who plan to spend around $1,600,000,
are: C. E. Toberman, Walter Mc-
Carthy, J. J. Murdock, Leo Carrillo,
Joseph N. Schenck, Ross Cooper, H.
H. Cotton, Norman Church, A. T.
Jergins, Frank and Walter Muller,
Eugene Stear:.g ,arid others.

PEGGY DOLAN LOSES

$16$4C0 LAWSUIT

Peggy Dolan, e*-showglrl,

peared in the N. Y. Supreme Cou.rt

Friday. (28) to oppose a motion
made by Carl George Preis, wealthy
engineer, to dismiss the suit
for $166,400 instituted . by .Miss Do-
lan for breach of -contract to pro-
vide for her for life. Judge Wil-
liam T. Collins, after hearing both
sides, dismissed the suit
In her complaint; Miss Dolan de-

clared that Preis had entered an
oral agreement with her in 1935 to
pay her $100 weekly for life If she
would- give up the stage- and devote
herself to his well-being. In other
words, Bhe says, she wa$ to act as
his 'social secretary and- escort.' He
paid her regularly until July, 1935,
she claims.
In his motion to dismiss the suit,

Preis said:

'I. desire to state most emphatic-
ally that the assertions in the com-
plaint are pure fabrication's, moti-
vated by an ulterior purpose arid a
deliberate attempt to extort money
from" me in order to' prevent pub-
licity in this so-called type -of

'personal actions.'

MARRIAGES
T>ltz Hellbron, trombone player

and vocalist with the Jan Garber
orchestra, to Margaret Moon, non-
pro, in. Chicago, Feb. 25.

Mrs. Helen :Stumar, widow of Uni-
versal cameraman who lost his life

;
in an air crash while filming 'Storm
Over the Andes,' to Eddie Brand

-

statter, Hollywood cafe operator,
Feb. 27, in Santa Maria, Cal.

Thelma Connor to Charles Deshay
Gary, Feb. 28, in Loe Angeles. Bride
Is member of the Connor twins, of

vaude; groom is screen actor.

BIRTHS
Mr and Mrs. John Wayne, daugh-

ter Feb. 25, in Los Angeles. Father
Is Western film actor.

Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Stelnfeld,

daughter, Feb. 27, in Los Angeles.
Father is Warner studio publicist.

Mr. and Mrs. Irving Asher, daugh-
ter. In London, March 2. Mother
was formerly Laura La Plantc.

Father is head of Warner Bros,

studios in Kneland.

pet's Track Schedule
Detroit, March 3..

With a 62-day racing meet set,

Detroit Fair Grounds will open the
third season, of legalized horse
racing in Michigan. May t23.

Season divided into two meetings,
with spring racing due to end July
4. Fall meet, usually opening around
Sept. 1, will be moved up to August
15 this year and run till Sept. 12,

thus avoiding cold weather and con-
flict with closing stages of the base-
ball season.

SPIRITUALIST PINCHED
Seattle, March 3.

Local spiritual seance Was thrown
into furore when four deputy prose-
cutors, Who were in the audience of
25 who had paid 50c each for the
show, seized 'Rev.' Fred Mattern,
who was doing an Uncle Tom ap-
parition at the moment. Elinor
Marsh, one of the four raiders,
which included another girl, broke
up the meeting when she flashed .a

light on the black 'ghost.'

Mattern said spirits would take
him out of the jail house, hut ho
iHl.
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Broadway

Roger Wolfe Kahn down with
Influenza, r

Frank Case debuted new bar .""at

his Algonquin,

Zac Freedm*n now with Lou
Irwin's agency.

Harry Snowden, of National b.o.,

lost mother last week.
Tom Waller laid : up one day last

week with attack of ptomaine;
Joey Keith and Jack Leffler to

Florida with the- ball . players.
E, H, Griffiths in from the Coast

for a week to look over the shows.
Louise Campbell

.
replaced Gloria

Blondell in 'Three Men on a Horse.'
Jack Goldstein lias resigned from

United Artists as exploitation di-
rector.
The' Bill Whites (Ruth Morris) on

a West Indies Cruise,- sailing last

Friday.
Audrey Christie replaced - Dennle

Moore in 'Larger Than Life.' re-,

hearsing.
Al Raymond (Raymond and Cav-

erly) has joined the Hotel Edison
exec staff,

Ona.-M-un.soh is. back from Wash-
ington and reading scripts of. three
new plays.
Douglas Whitney, of Mirror sports

department, up and around after a.

grippe siege,
Em 11 Coleman reviving his

Metropolis Opera Company, which
he operates cs a hobby.
Jan Peerce's sister returned from

honeymoon last week, and Jan
threw party for newlyweds.
Jerry MeManus joined the Times

as third-string reviewer . and assis -

tant to Frank Nugent, film cd<

New Film Alliance is hosting Joris
Iveris, European picture director, in
Steinway Hall Saturday night; (7)..

Ruth Etting came into town from
a week at the RKO Boston and into
bed, with a nurse, suffering a bad
coldi

Boris Morros blew into town
sporting another of those wild-
looking shirts of his, red and. blue
checks.

.

.Francis Albertanti now p.a, for
Mike Jacobs' 20th Century boxing
Club. Resigned similar post at the
Garden.

'

Charles Ford, Universal, newsreel
editor, to Florida for brief stay.'

Ditto Dave Palfreyman, of Hays or-
ganization.

"

Ara, recently divorced wife, of
Bill Fields, . advance agent, married
to Earl D. Whltson, Texas League
ball .player..

. Lucille Watson, in 'Pride and
Px-ejudice,' got eight ducats, to 'Call

It a Day' from Gladys Cooper as a
birthday gift.

Sophie Tucker held over two
more weeks at the Hollywood Coun-
try Club, Hollywood, Fla>, where
she opened Feb. 8.

Humphrey Doulens,. ridgeport
Post film crick arid- Westport, Conn.,
Variety correspondent, appendecto-
iriized at Norwalk hosp.
Leon Netter Is back from Florida

arid even though the weather' "wasn't
tops lor there, he figures anything
was better than New,York.
Joe Moss, Jr., son of the". Holly

wood nitery impresario, is a DeWltt
Clinton high school senior . and
maestro of his own dance band.

Charlotte Lamberton's contract at
the Hollywood restaurant has been
extended for another month. She's
the deaf-mute dancer in floor show
there.
Bob Collier to the Coast on a

television proposlsh. As advance
scout for WB's 'Dream' 'dates he
lost some poundage making 20-30
spots.
Paul Moss, License Commissioner,

Is sending new portrait phot03 of
himself to the' newspapers morgues
in hopes they'll replace older ones
that might not be so flattering.

Mort, Lewis., writer for' Molasses
'n' January, flew in from Detroit
Sunday, just in time for the ele-
vator strike. He lives on the 23d
floor of an apartment and had to
walk.
Eddie' Scanlon. of 'At • Home

Abroad,' and Eddie .Dowling, of
'Follies,' swapping stage-manager
berths, latter going on tour with, the
Beatrice Lillie show and Scanlon
staying at the Winter Garden.
Film studio will be the setting for

Associated Motion Picture Adver-
tisers' 'Naked Truth' . dinner March
14 at the Hotel Astor, N. Y. Hidden
newsreel camera, covering entrance
to ballroom where affair is to be
held, will 'shoot' guests as they
inter.

€ H A T T C
novelty, there's a ladies' band con-
ducted by Glzl Royko.

.

Mask Legit Co. at . Amsterdam
doing local premiere of Hunter's
play 'All Rights .Reserved.'

Conductor Bruno Walter arrived
at Amsterdam and is going to lead
Concertgebouw orchesti'a for a
month.
Lien Deyers, Dutch film star, on

the UFA staff, is here with her
husband. Alfred Zeisler, UFA
director.

•'Pareh' folklore film of Nether-
land-India, which pays special at-?

tention. to-rice production, and made,
by Franken and Balink, 'now get-
tin lusical synchronization.

Paris
By Bob Stern

London

. The Hague
By M. W. Etty-Leal

Menaka Hlndue ballet a success
here. •

Vina Bbvy. French soprano, sing-
ing for AVRO.
Dutch soprano Hansr Gruys in-

vited to sing in London.
Cold spell playing havoc at box-

offices of legit and cinema.
Contert'gebouw. conducted by

Georg Szell, Hungarian conductor.
Dolly Mollinger, Dutch film act-

ress, engaged by Gaumorit-Brltish.
....Radio-censor, banned a lecture on
Holland's monetary situation slated

by KRO.
Chinese play by S. L Hslung, 'Em-

broidered Ball,' in 50 th performance
at Amsterdam..
At Heck's lunchroom here, as a

John S. Tapernoux here.
Con Colleand to Rlveria for a rest.

Gus Schaeffer of Paramount back
in Paris.

Olsen and Jane, dance team, play-
ing at Rex,

'Music Goes 'Round and' Around'
hitting Paris.
John Murray Anderson, reported in

town, but unfindable.
'Three Men , On a HOrse*

heai'sal' at Sarah Bernhardt.'.'
Paul Reboux taking a crack it

talky American pis shown here.
Benny Carter going to London to

insert swing into B.B.C; broadcasts.
Georges . Bororisky ready for.

talent-hunting' tour over continent.
Television broadcasts, hitherto

weekly, being. put on a daily basis.
Henri Clerc' play, 'Beau Metier'.

('Nice Trade') revived at the Odeon.
Arinabella signing with Basil Dean

tip .make , a picture .'Ballerina' in
June. ;

Gaby . .Morlay. signed for femme
lead of French version of 'Private
Lives.'

E. D. Leishman, RKO Radio Euro-
pean chief, doing a swing around
the Continent.

Colisee* former Jacques Haik
showcase, now run by GFFA, re-
ported for sale.

'Ghost Goes West,' (UA) a sellout
at the Lord Byron, and set to stay
for several months.
Alexander Korda and Charles

Laughton passing through on .way
to. the Riviera for a rest;
Warners and Apollo theatre using

heavy poster , and newspaper adver*
tlsing for^'Captain Blood.'
Studio de TE'toile cutting prices

to $1 top for fourth month of Pola
Negri German film 'Mazurka.'

Jossleyn Hettnessy and the Mrs.
having newspaper and diplomatic
gang to their house for. cocktails.-

"

Henri C?erc, deputy,who takes lots
of Interest in film and stage affairs,
refusing to run for reelection this
year.

Curtis Melnitz writing an article
on 'Reactions of American Film
Spectator' for new publication of
Cldalc,
Andre Salmon, following Francis

Carco in a poetry-recitation act at
the Noctambules, cabaret on the
Left Bank.
Leon Beytout, of Societe Nouvelle

de Cinematographie, to New • York
to dicker for U. S. distribution of
'La Bandera.'
Jan Kiepura, interviewed here,

quoted as
.
saying that Americans

are Just uncultured cowboys, but
they've: got coin.

Pourtja Halama coming from
Warsaw to dance in Parnell Ballet
at the Casino de Paris, vice her
sister ZIzi, who's sick.
Paramount Theatre running bene-

fit under patronage of President
Lebrun for opening of 'Samson,'
Harry Baur-Gaby Morlay film.

Local photog making stills of the
Ritz, Crillon and Cafe de la Paix to
be used at United Artists Hollywood
studio for sets of 'Dpddsworth.'
Simon Gantillon's 'Our Lady of

the Films' being translated into
German by Dr. Lothar'for produc-
tion at J.osefstadt Theatre in Vienna.

Pierre O'Coiinell and Nicolas
Farkas, who were production man-
ager and director of 'Battle,' form-
ing a producing company of their
own.
Juan Berrone, Italian who has

been distributing in France for sev-
eral years (he once had the Colum-
bia product) to produce three
French films on own,
'Anna Karenina' (Par), showing

at Cinema des Champs Elysees. get-
ting overflow crowd which is turned
away from 'Ghost Goes West*
(Korda) at Lord Byron next door.
Marcel de Hqbsch bringing out

two-reel educational showing the se-
crets of target practice in the
French navy, taken on board a. real
battleship during action.
Con Colleano.. only American to

play in Medrano Circus benefit for
the widow of the Clown, Aritonet,
getting the biggest -hand of the eve-
ning, along with Maurice Chevalier.
Council of state, France's highest

court, on plea of Raymond Lussiez,
head of film exhibs' asociation. for-
bidding town of Meaux to build a
municipal film theatre in competi-
tion with private interests

Steve. Geray has a new car.

Len Urry taking bigger . offices,

Boris Karloff in for a G-B film.'

Edna Best In red velvet pants.
Harry Foster latest flu victim. .

Jane Carr abed with jaundice.
Clifford Whitley has taken to rid-

ing.
Geor Arliss another

house.
Robert Jorgenson „with his arm.

in a sling.
Alex Esway to New. York tor a

fortnight
Stanley Lupino now flirting with

playwrightlng.
Mrs; Jack Waller oh a cruise

around Madeira,
Gilbert Miller and Max Schach in

a suppertime huddle.
.

Jack Hulbert's daughter had ; &
bad tumble from a horse.
Countess of Carlisle scripting and

film adapting as a sideline.

Arthur Dent and Eugene Frenke
conferring on a picture deal.
John Stafford has retltled 'Danc-

ing Boy' to 'Beloved Stranger.'
. Gene Sheldon at .the Alhambra,

Paris, for a month- with options.
Joe Gilbert, free-lance, song-

smith, launching out. on his Town.
Charles Cochran arid Henry She-

rek frying >to Paris over the week-
end,

.
Louis Levy, G^-G.'s musical direc-

tor, 'fined $10 for exceeding speed
limit

-

.

Columbia's 'She Married Her
Boss' in serial form In Daily
Sketch.
Brian Desmond Hurst joining

British International as associate
producer.
Wyn Richmond replacing Flor-

ence Desmond in 'Seeing- Stars' at
the Gaiety,

Sally Grey and Claude' Hulbert to
be costarred in new Zimmerman
production.

Sheila Hamilton, English girl in
German films, operating an eatery
in Baker street. ;

Leslie Hutchinson had a valuable
dressing case stolen from a car out-
side Hippodrome;
Adrian CraWley* newspaperman,

getting a public showing of a pic
he made for a gag.
Certain name writer, insisted his

monicker be taken off the credits for
a British film; . he won.
Janice Adair, film actress,

- mar-
ried to. Alfred Wallace Roome, Gau-
mont-Brltish film editor.
Jack Doyle-Judith Allan vaude-

ville act tried out at the Lewisham
Hippodrome last week.
Payne-Jennings and Killig have

purchased the Victoria Palace lease
ftoin Sir Seymour Hicks.

Jessie Matthews to bed for a
week; recovering from 10 weeks of
seven-'days-a-week filming.
Barry Mackay doing physical

training: decided fllrii ..work's more
strenuous than he thought.

Sir Seymour Hicks taking . out
company to play 10 weeks In South
Africa. Due to start in August.
Alexander CruiCkshank, Jr., will

be In charge of the Howard &
Wyndhams once-nightly bookings
Dennis Stoll, composer son of Sir

Oswald, will give a talk over the'air
on 'The Musical Theatre in Soviet
Russia.'

Reg. Connelly' off to the south of
France on vacation, while his part-
ner, Jimmy Campbell, prefers
America.
Henry Sherek off to Birmingham

with Charles Cochran to confer with
Renee- Houston on the new Coch^
ran show.
Warners first to tradeshow at

the Piccadilly, under new manage-
ment. Showing dates down for
March 3-6.

Hildegarde, American, radio and
cabaret name here, making her
vaudeville debut at Chiswick for Sir
Oswald Stoll.
Rose Perfect working the Hyams

Bros, circuit, and also signed with
Lawrence Wright for a Blackpool
summer season.
John Myers, Alexander Korda's

publicity head, recovering from
nervous breakdown after three
weeks. In Austria,
Ritz hotel, showing another all-

Amerlcan cabaret. Vic Oliver, Diana
Ward and Walter Crisham and
Florence Chumbecos.
Harry. Prlngle, former stage di-

rector at the defunct Piccadilly the-
atre, may stage television talerit for
British Broadcasting Corp.
Bernstein Theatres, Ltd., associ-

ated with G.-B., has announced
plans for erection of a picture house
in Greenwich to seat 2,760.
Mark Ostrer throwing a party at

the Savoy for Constance Bennett,
with Jessie Matthews and Sir Cedric
Hardwlcke among the guests.
Freddie Carpenter staging dances

for the Charlot-Riscoe"June revue,
due at the Vaudeville theatre March
11, after a Manchester tryout.
Ada Reeve making her ether de-

but March 20 by permission of
Charles Cochran. Arthur Klein,
composer-pianist, accompanies her,

'Public Nuisance No. 1.' Fellner-
Woolf pic starring Frances Dav and

Arthur iscoe, tried out quietly at

the Astoria, Streathamj a Paramount
house.

John C, Wilson* manager for Noel
Coward, off to New- York to arrange
for the presentation there in the'

autumn of Coward's one-act plays
with the London cast.

Forsythe, Seamon arid Farrell due
back here for General Theatres
Corp, Open in Birmingham Feb. 24.

'Sweet Aloes' off on tour. Playing
the sticks for 10 weeks.

Hildegarde sent for from Paris to
replace Florence Desmond in "See-
ing Stars,' Firth Shepherd-Leslie
Herison show. Miss Desmond Is in-
disposed and out of the show.
An adaptation by Ian Hay of Ed-

gar Wallace's 'The Fellowship of
the Frog,' starring Gordon Harker,
comes to the West End later in the
year after a provincial try-out.

' Classical concert habit growing
among , harmonica virtuosos. Bor-
rah Minevitch started It with a
concert at the ritzy Queen's Hall,
arid now it is Larry Adler's turn.

Otto Kanteurck, although under,
contract with BIP as chief cam-
eraman, loaned to Capitol Films for
a series of pictures. First will be
'Pagllacci,' with Karl Grune direct-
ing.

'

McKeigue & Elliott have split,

due to former's, recent illness.
George Elliott forming' company
which will comprise Paul Murray
and the Honorable Anthony Vivian
besides himself.
Major Steel, one of the original

syndicate, which made a fortune out
of the. old Aldwych farce successes,
returning to show business with a
musical cornedy scheduled to follow,
the current panto at Drury Lane.
Harry Slingsby, former manager

of Tlvoli. Hull, arid recently in the
same capacity at the Prince Edward
theatre, appointed to manage the
once nightly touring section of Gen-
eral Theatres and Moss Empires.
Completing work on the screen

play of 'Two's Company,' Ned
Sparks-Gordon Harker vehicle for
Soskln-British & Dominions, John
Paddy Carstairs swings over to
screen treatment of 'A Shadow on
the Wall' for Soskln Prod.
After eight months' run at the St.

James' theatre and two local week-
ly-change houses, " 'The Two Mrs.
Carrolls' with Leslie Banks and
Elena Miramova returns to the
West End, following *A Page.frorii'
a Diary,' which closed after three
weeks at the Garrlck.

Berlin

Panama
By Bea Drew

Betty. Golden, local singer, left fbr
vocal studies in Boston.
Eve Carrol of the Kelley. Ritz

married to Reginald Fernando.
Beauty queens are arriving daily

for the carnival which opens Feb.
22.

During carnival time beer will
be sold at the temporary street cor-
ner dance halls.
El Rancho is . being remodeled.

When finished will have the largest
dance floor in Panama.
Marjorle Qulnn back from Cali-

fornia, where she has been taking
dancing courses from Eduardo Can-
sino arid Ernest Belcher. .

Atlas Garden gave a one hour
amateur show. It was . broadcast.
Panama station. ' HPSJ has an
amateur, hour every week.
Fulton Oursler of Liberty magar

zine here for a conference with
Jafsie. Dr. Condon was to speak at
the Union Church, but cancelled.
Adrlenne Ames and Genevieve

Tpbin were, visitors; also Mrs. Oli-
ver Curwood, Somerset Maugham
and Lloyd Douglas and wiCe and
daughter.

Mexico City

Grahame

Miriam Hopkins vacationing here.
'Extasic,' Chechoslovak pic, doing

'well in revival at Cine Regis.
Ace bull, fighters going social,

wearing soup 'n' fish at parties,
Local lottery ticket peddlers'

union had net profits of $3,000 last
year.
European puppet show click on its

second engagement at Teatro Fa-
hregas.
Sonia Verbitsky, Russian pianist,

gave, two concerts at Three Marys
Islands.
Xenia Zarinia, Russian dancer,

gave a recital at Palace of Fine
Arts (national Theatre).
Clayton W. Kirby and Evelyn De

Gage, American dance team, fea-»
tured in floor show of newest swank
nitery.
National Railways of Mexico has

banned sale of hard HkHer on trains,
stations and restaurants throughout
its system.
Esperanza Iris, Mexican, who has

a name house here, and Maria Co-
nesa, Spanish, commediennes, doing
well in operettas here.

Eddie Duisberg to Paris.
Arnold Schiller* Prague agen^

Reniamino Gigll signed by Bavarlft
for a new film.

.

• Stetson to Hamburg for returd
date at Ufa Palace.
White. Tom Cat, new nlterjt

opened on Kurfuerstendamm.
Munich Oktoberfest, largest Ger%

man carnival, dated for Sept. 19.
Emll Jannings signed for twd

more Syndioat films. He's currently
in legit.

Al Trahan signed for long run of
now Jack Hylton show at London
Palladium.
Beer consumption in Germany if

last nine months increased by 39>
000,000 gallons.
Two German pictures, rieseni*.

not' and 'Der Ammerikoenlg,' nixed
by Italian censor.
Edward Stirling and his En

Players touring the provinces;
rent ln ; Hamburg.

Gerald: Morlce, manager of Brit*
ish Puppet and Model Theatre Guild,
here from London.

'Accent on Youth' (Par) opened
at Atrium, dubbed 'Eine Frau von
20 Yahren' ('A Woman of Twenty',
-Comedian' Harmonists, one of th*

numerous copy acts of the Revellers,
changed their name to Meister Sex-
tet.

Albert theater, Dresden, formerly
the Royal Playhouse, now playing
vaudeville, the only vaude spot in
Dresden.
johann Strauss' operetta, *Wald-

raelster,' composed in. 1838 when th*
maestro was already .71, revived at
the Plaza.
Egon Heinemann back .from

lengthy tour in England; .going to
Blackpool again for a season with
outdoor act.

Carl Hans Grovermanr composer
of 'Medea' and 'Die Heilige Not,' has
finished a new opera, 'Narr in Pur-
pur' ('Fool in Purple').

Circus Carl Hagenbeck, now in
winter quarters, contracted for Frel-
markt, Bremen, following a season
at Scheveningen, Holland.
.. 'Der Nachbar zur Linken* ('The
Neighbor to the Left') is a new
Heinz Steguweit drama at the
Mannheim National theatre.
Bernard Shaw's 'Candida' here in

two languages, in German at the
Deutesehes theater and English at
the Theater Saarlandstrasse.
Schumann equestrian family

claimed to be the oldest circus
dynasty -in Europe. Schumann
Brothers -have their own circus in
Copenhagen and Stockholm.

'Der Tot der Antigone' ('Anti-
gone's Death'), drama by Houston,
Steward Chamberlain, will be pre-
miered at Landes theater, Detroold;
during. Richard Wagner Festival
Week.
Syndlcat shooting a Zeppelin film,

depicting the life and work of th*
late Count Zeppelin. Deal completed
after arrangements with Cserepy
are settled. Zepp works at Fried

-

rlchshafen -will co-operate with
Zepp museum and old Zepp models.

Budapest
By E. P. Jacobi

Laszlo Fodor settling down
Budapest for good.
Gustav Froelich bought an estate

of 250 acres near Budapest.
Elisabeth. Bergner intends to play

Lezso Slenory's 'Louise Bodnar,'
current here.
'Empress Josephine,' Imre Kal-

man's new musical to be performed
at Vigszinhaz.

'Orgy Co., Ltd.' Is title of Count
Theodore Zichy's novel dealing
frankly with Budapest night life.

Police seized all copies.
Fearing state-subsidized National

Theatro will again grab best talent
from independent stages, like it did
last year, producers are contracting
members for the 193G-37 season.

Aiital Neirieth, National's man-
ager,' buck from Berlin, where he
arranged to perform Hans Johst's
drama 'Thomas Paine' in Budapest
if Berlin will put on the Hungarian
classic 'Tragedy of Man.'
Another theatre in the red is th

Kiraly, which gave
:

two daily per-
formances, at low prices,- of old op-
eretta revivals, producer Spitz, an
Austrian, has disappeared, and com-
pany now on its own, ivith Imve
Farkas, playwright, actitig as man-
ager.

Madrid

Munoz y Maestre newest local

film disti'ib.

Paulina Singerman guest of liter-

atis' Pen Club.
Federico Fernandez new manager

for Klang film.
Juan Brasa p.a. for MGM's Capi-

tol theatre here.
Peter Lorro plx drawing bigger

all the time here.
Florian Rey megging 'Morena

Clara' for Clfesa, starring Impevlo
Argentina.
Exclusivas Fehrei'e y Blay, distrib.

upplng Its capital iand changing its

name to Ediciones y Distribuciones
Cinematdgraficas.

Isldro Socias and Juan ParelladM
finished shooting 'Inccrtidumbrc

'

Story by Francisco GIbert, with vix*'

including Hilda Moreno.
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Ralph Bellamy east- for. a .flesher.

ftrlt« Feld off Paramount payroll,

Pat O/Brlena planning nursery
annex.

Hub Robinson. Joined Mayer
agency.
Fanchon Boyer asked court for a

wringer.
Wferaers will give Ann Tobin a

hew ta*v

George Bosener doctoring scripts

at Metro.

Beverly. West ehucked the chow
mein biz.

,

• Rosalie Stewart to Broadway via

the canal.. ,
•

.

Winifred Shaw vacationing, in

New York. .

Linda Marwood pouring . tea . for

English set*
'

Tommy McLeod now free lance

publicizing/ '
•

Carol Hughes was rifle

shot In vaude.
tfoe Sauer adopted film name of

Joseph Sawyer. .

Waterson Rothacker sunning him-
self at Phoenix. .

.

:

Beatrice Hagen starts p. tour of

east this 'months-
Li'na" Basquetta'- up- and around

after long Illness; '

Throat ailment Her
man Mankiewlcz.
Jesse Lasky, Jr., back from Lon

don scripting stint;

Ted Healy breaking in his new
stooges at benefits.
Bob . Knowlden's mother passed

away in Salt Lake.
Melvyri Douglas and Helen <5a-

bagen househunting.
Joe :

Gilpin heads Warner Camera
ClUb for second. year.

Tom Mix breaking in new waTd
robe for circus season.
Sam Kerher washing up. as asso

elate of Harry Wnrtzel:
The Howard J. Greens occupying

their new BevhiUs home.
Republic drafted Charles rowne,

actor, as asst. story ed.
.'

Melville Baker and wife to Broad-
way to glimpse new plays.

Mag writers guested ..Beulah

Livingstone a Holly Derby.
Frank Roderick, vet on Central

Casting office staff, resigned.
Terry Walker here from Florida

under contract to Paramount.
Sherman Grahcell Joined Doug

Tauszig as agency associate.

Mary- Boland back from New
York' to bury her mother here.

Ada flu layoffs: Howard Hawks,
Carole Lombard* Robert Ross.
Ken Mayhard added

,
another 40

acres ta .his Va.ri Nuys ranch.
Grantland Rice 'headed east, after

lmihg sports events on mat,.
"

Carl Laemmle. Sr., and ack Ross
vacationing at Las Vegas, Nev. .

Fred Datlg baok on casting job
at Paramount following Illness.

;

Henry Henigsoji resumed. Par
producer post following illness.

Virginia De Bolt new casting- di-

rector of Academy-Halperln pics.

Roy Wolff succeeded Sidney Shall-

man as Fanchon & Marco booker.
Marc Connolly house-guesting

Lloyd Lewis of Chicago Daily News.
Cornell giving Laird Doyle honor-

ary degree of Doctor of Literature.

Russ Burdwell added Neville Reay
to his publicity staff at Selzhick-Int.

Cora Sue Collins tossed theatre

party for group of fellow film mop-
pets.

Julius Tannen's son, Charles,

signed to stock contract at 20th-

Fox.-
Fan mag gold medal to Shirley

Temple as most' popular player in

1936. " „ .

Alice Glazer and Mrs. Paul
Gregory en route to Hawaii for. two
weeks.
Dan Kelley, U casting director,

home from New .York scouting ex-

pedish. _..

Louis Venator of- N. Y. Times
standing by for word to haul to

Japan.
John Mason Brown, drama crick

of N, Y. Evening Post, here on lec-

ture tour.
Gil Pratt pulled out for New York,

on his way to - London to direct a
British pic.

Harold. Heffernan, Detroit News
pic ed,' 6h pencil pushing Lour of

the studios.
Edward G. Robinson in from Man-

hattan to start 'Bujlets or Ballots'

at Warners.
Mary Baker trained for New York

to look over current plays. for Sam
, Jaffee office.
' Sam Goldwyn installed lounge
room for press hounds, adjoining

publicity offices.

Edward Arnold pulling out soon
for N. Y. to open another personal

appearance tour.

Margaret Ettinger formed asso-
ciation with London firm for her

uhliqity services.
King Vidor, Kenneth Thomson

and Ernest Pascal guested by For-
eign 'Press society.

Rex Ingram, De Lawd of 'Green

Pastures,' sticking at Warners for

another assignment.
Hal Mohr assigned to photog new

Kdward G. Robinson pic, 'Bullets or

Ballots,' at Warners.
Frank Borzage lias maintained

downtown office for. five years, , but

he's never been in it.

Teuny Wright's homing pigeons
won nodal for flight from Sun Ber-
nardino to Hollywood.

Hearts Divided' (Marion Da vies)

C H A TTEB
winding up this week at Warners.
Actress then goes «ast.

Metro gave Wilhelm von Wy- ;

metal, tech director,' time off to

stage opera in Cleveland.
Dorothy Wilson, Mm actress, and

Lewis Foster, scenarist, have filed

notice of intention to wed.
Lady '. Dunne, drama and picture

ed of London Sunday Referee,

o. o'ing studios lor material,
Travis Banton and his assistant,

Edith Head, fashion designers at

Par, optioned for another year.
Richard Arthur Hould. 11-year-

old from New Zealand, put under
stock contract by Paramount.
Radio signed Mine. Hilda Grenier

as technical advisor on court
etiquette lor 'Mary of Scotland.'

Gregor Rablnovltch, European
producer-director, here for one. pic-

ture assignment with Universal.
Options on Rlcardo Cortez, and

John Eldredge allowed^ to. lapse by
Warners. Both players east for?

personals..'
' Leo Carriilo brought Guayaraas,
Mexican Indian* back with him after

hunting trip across border, Metro
testing the lad.
Our Gang,- heading east April 12

for personal appearance tour, will

have special- play car attached/ to

Union Pacific train;
Helen Rose, formerly with Fox

studio and with Roxy theatre in

New York", set by Fanchon & Marco
to head costume dept.
Warners testing Edward G; Rob-

inson for heavy lead In' 'Charge of

Light Brigade.' Capt. E. ROchfort-
John made technical director on pic.

Richard Arthur Hould, 12; Qlympe
Bradna, 15,

: and Jeanne Allen Per-
kins, 18. had contracts with Para:-
mount confirmed in superior court.

Maxine Roselle lost $17,836 dam-
age suit, against Miramar hotel in

Santa Barbara, blaming too thickly

waxed floor for her injuries while
dancing, .

Craig Reynolds installing minia-
ture motors in tiny planes he con-
structs, trying to outdo Reginald
Denny, who uses rubber bands for

power,
Dolores Costello Barrymore to

Warm Springs, Ga., for world preem
of .'Little Lord Fauntleroy.' Dennis
Morrison, of Seizhick-international
publicity sta;ff4 also aloqg to handle
exploitation.
Large number of Southern.. Cali-

fornia negroes, playing in WB's
'Green Pastures,' had .their first

taste of catfish when/Marc Conned
ly, . producer* tossed a feed, of ..the

tidbit, imported here from the Sac-
ramento river.

Mai Factor group of makeup ex-

perts to London to open a branch.
Davis Factor, in England super-
vising the hew layout, in. charge of

the group including Dr. A. T.

Frascati, - Sidney Smith, Maree
Coffey, Harry Mendlen and Steve
Ferentzy.

Barcelona

Distrlbuldores Reunidos out of busi-

ness.

.

Libia Dlmas singing at the Granja
Royal.
. Vaude at the Circa Barcelohes
theatre.
Continental Films a new dlstrib

firm here.
. 'Abajo 10s Hombres* a holdover at
the Principal.

Tivoli presents 'Alo! Alo! Rio.* by
a Brazilian revue co., new in Barce-
lona;

\E1 Gato Montes,* Maestro Penel-
ia's first picture, In the cutting

room.

'

Gaumoht-Brltlsh opens branoh at
Barcelona. < Rairaundo Minguella
manager.
M J. Messerl, local Paramount

head, back at his desk after, honey-
mooning.

' Sidney Horen, local Fox head,

back > from London after confabs
with M. Hutchinson.

Liceo, Barcelona's opera- house,

closed season (Feb. 9) with Wag-
ner's 'Gotterdammerung.' -

After a few retakes and cuts ."El

Ultimo Contrabandlstai' picture

starring Miguel Fleta, opened at the
Tivoli.
Friends of Saeha Goudinei dancer,

now seriously ill and destitute, or-

ganized a benefit show at the Teatro
Comico.
Antonio Moreno and Julio Pena

attending the premiere of 'Alas

Sobre el .Chaco' (U) at the Cinema
Cataluna.
United Artists to distribute Incer-

tldumbre,' film produced by two
newcomers, Sodas and Parellada,

with Hilda Moreno and Ramon de
Sentmenat.

Wald's ork at Un'on • Grill after

week abed with cold. .,

Bob Weeden, - enn's singing
usher, quits after seven years for

sales post, in NeW York.
Gloria Davis, 13-year-old dotter

of 'Jill Davis, MPTOA prexy here,
laid up with broken leg.

Sam Honlgberg-fllllng In for Man-
nle Greenwald at Art Cinema While
latter opens an arty house In De-
troit,

Quebec

Rome

Honolulu
By Mabel Thomas

Milwaukee

Variety club will hold Its annual
circus at the -Schroeder hotel

March i4. m
Catherine Pannill Mead, for 19

years music critic of the Milwaukee
Sentinel, died last week.
Two boys, 15 and 16, were taken

into custody after slashing seven

seats at the Avalon theatre.

Alfred S. Harvey, news editor of

the News, is assisting Roy L. Foley

In covering theatricals here.

Wisconsin Grand Opera company
will prescent its initial performance
at the Davidson Saturday (7).

Don Bohl, former News film critic,

writing Under the name of Don Reel,

has returned to that sheet as a re-

porter. _
Burglaries of the Venetian, Gar-

field, Parkway and Tower theatres

were confessed by two men arrested

here last week. . ,

George Levine, former Universal

manager, and Edda Wolsner have

purchased the Pearl, Grane and

Layton theatres from Charles

Wasiiicheck and have formed the

h. P. G. Amusement Co.

Sally Haines a visitor. s

j; J. Franklin to California.

Jack Frost singing 'at the King.
Hazel Forbes and. her mother

here. ... . .

Mark Sandrich and his family are.

coming. . . .
.

The Fred Astaires, expected at

Waikiki.
Polly Morah a visitor eii route to

Australia.
,

Mr, and Mrs. Lew
:
Meta!ger here

for a month. „ . .

Irma Wllkersen iolned the Fan-
cbonettes here. .

Consolidated officially opened its

Kapahulu theatre.
Charles Kenyon wired lor reser-

vations for a month. /
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Schwarthe

spending twelve days here.

Mrs. Ruth Davis, mother ol Bette,

here: daughter arrives later.

Splendid season on here and the

hotels all jammed with tourists.

Mr. and Mrs. Jules Levy visitors

for two weeks, then on, to China.

Bert Wheeler will be living ax

Kahala for the next two months.
Fred Williama down .from Frlsoo

for the annual Consolidated meet-
ing, 1

Sidney Kent's daughter looking
Waikiki over oh her way to Aus-
tralia. , . .

Mary Adams playing the lead in

the Community Player production

of 'Old Maid.'
'

Carter Herman and his bride, ror-

mer Polly Ann Young, honeymoon-
ing at Waikiki.

Pittsburgh
By Hat Cohen

Philadelphia

By Arthur B. Waters

Milt Young piloting Regis Toomey
around.

, , . n

Drama and film desk boys and

girls all flirting with la grippe.

Larry Mackey. manager of the Ar-

cadia, given a bachelor dnmer last

£g
Sam Stratton, Bill Fields, Nor

Markwell and Vince McKnigbt, legit

n.a.'s In town.
Mary Holsman. socially prominent

local deb. playing in 'The Postman
Always Rings Twice.'

j

Eddie Keller and Jack Han is. |

Garrick's b.o. men. show-shopping i

on big stem during an off week; »

Germantown Theatre Guild, local-

,

outfit, doing 'Going Away of Harri-

son Sell/ play by late Jay House. :

Joe FIvhn starting intensive cam-

1

paign to keep 'Throe Men on; a

Horse' here until the Dfmooratic

Convention in Jutiv.

Virginia Cooper joined Plul

Baker's unit In Detroit.

Ed (Hip) Segal getting ready to

desert the bachelor ranks,
Virginia Sims' mother here from

California for a short visit.

Charlie Poole here from New
York to join local UP staff.

Annual Pitt Cap and GoWn show
booked for Nixon week of. April 20.

Milton Frankel on Coast, where
he's been landing some bit work in

pix.

May Boegle negotiating with
Trudi Schoop for a local date next

season.
Christy Wilbert in from Provi-

dence to give the home folks the

once- over.
Joe Wagmans celebrated seven-

teenth wedding anniversary over

week-end.
Hyde Clayton, Pitt law student,

playing lead in 'On the Spot' for

Playhouse.
Joe Wilton, formerly of -Wilton

and Wfrber, straightlng in burlesque

this season.
Henrietta Leaver, Miss America,

signed for aniTual Auto Show at

Motor Square.
'

I Ethel Co,hn, wife of the 20t.h-Fox

pxchange manager, ailing in West
Penn hospital.
Jack Klingcr brought on from To-

ledo to manage Bill Skirboll's

P.irry. Jiee the Pitt.

Fr»?'la lji*7-fi\v bac Jean

Gilberto Govl at the Quirino.
.

. Tatiana Pavlova playing in 'Mirra
Efros' at the Valle.
Anna Fougez Co. putting on a new

review by Calandrlo.
'All. . .and then Baba' is name of

new Rlpp review at the Gallerla.
'Canada' by C. G. Viola being put

on by Melato Carini-Mari Co. in

Argentina.
Review 'Marionette, These Sanc-

tions' in its 100th performance at

the Manzonl.
. 'Maternity' by racco being
played by Melato-Carini-Marl co. at

the Argentina.
Anna' Fougez revue company

putting on Delta review 'Two Thou-
sand Kilometers Per Hour.'
Ellsa Cegani starring in Colombo

film, 'La Noh e Una Cosa Seria*

('That'3 Not a Serious Matter'). .

' First performance in Italy of Gio-
vanni Lattanzi's 'La Citta Santa*
('The Sacred City?) to be given soon.
Cinematographic Exhibition will

take place at Venice at same time
as the Biennial, which will be In-

augurated June 1.

'Madonna Bugla' (Milady Lie) is

the name of a reVue being put on
by a Neapolitan co, at the Eliseo.

Written by Mario^Mangini.
Vasa Prihoda and Isa Miranda in

film 'A Woman Between Two
Worlds' ('Una Donna Tra Due
Mondi*); interiors taken at Rome,
exteriors at San Remo. !

Italo-Viennese musical comedy co.

directed by Gondrano Trucchi ap-
pearing at Ellseo with Emmerich
Kalmann's 'Countess Maritza/ and
Paul Abraham's 'Flower of Hawaii."

Isa Miranda, Ennio Cerlesi, Urn-
berto Sacrlpante and Lorls Gizzi in

Italian version of 'Diary of a Be-
loved Lady' ('II Diario di Una Donno
Amata') film made in Vienna in

German and .Italian.

With 'Cyrano de Bergerac' given
at- the Royal Opera -Theatre in

Rome, 'Julius Caesar* by Malipiero
at the Carlo Felice Theatre in

Genoa, and Tl Camplello' by Wolf
Ferrari at the Scala in Milan, the

big operatic premieres of this sea-
son are over.

Detroit
By Pete Womhoff

Local B. A, A. to stage benefit at
Barium March 6.

Vice cleanup is on In Dearborn,
Henry Ford's home town.
Opposition to State's 1 a.m. rum

curfew is seething in spots outside
Detroit.
Max Heine and Gub Coplan may

reopen the- Lafayette ' theatre with
dramatic stock.
Sound-proof room for crying ba-

bies has been installed in Romeo
theatre, Romeo, Mich.
Two thousand wedding rings

given away at Leap Year dance in

Campus Ballroom here.

Duke Ellington to play for one of

the new series of dances planned by
local alcohol -abstainers. Youth, Inc.

Mombo/ circus-girl show current
at Oriole Terrace nltery, may go
into Fox theatre before going on
road.
Europa Theatre, former foreign

pix house, has changed name to

Cinema and now playing 'artistic

fllclCGI'S'*

Gladys Swarthout to appear m
concert at Grand Rapids, Mich., this

month, accompanied by Olivet Col-
lege's symphony ork.

H. Haller down with flu.

Tubby Long in from Toronto.
D. Berzan off on a . trip to Cuba.
Harvey Harnlck in from "Toronto.
O. R. Hanson here from New

York.
Leo Duvaney back from Marl-

times.
Joe Crarhpton to. New York over

the week-end.
Harold Bishop lining up a pearl"

grey Pontiac.
Harry Dahn postcardlng his pals

from California.
Campbell Carroll from Canadian

Press to the Star.
Paul Cardinal going Into double

harness this month..
Harry Kaufman doing exploita-

tion for Consolidated.
Gv Cockells redecorating the

System, downtown nabe.
Louie Bruxerman hit a snowdrift

motoring back to Toronto,
George Gladianos getting set lor

big racing season at Niagara.
One local nabe showing four fea-

tures, vaude and Orch, Sic. top.
E. de Roussy, France-Film man-

ager in Montreal, down with grippe.
Verdun Palace, C* T. house, re-

modeled and reopened Saturday:
With ''Heart's Desire.'
Sarah Fisher, Montreal girl, back

from London and Paris, on radio
here with Syrup Symphonies.
Plenty of headaches, for bookers,

and exhibitors With : snow-bound
trains all over the province.
Second-run theatre war on here,

with the Francals seeking injunction
against Imperial for showing of
'Mutiny on Bounty* (MG) with Joe
Lightstone following suit- -against
the same house : for showing, of
'Magnificent Obsession' (U).'

Barney Balaban off to Honolulu.
Dick Bergen hopped lor some

Florida suntan.
Cal Hermer will be a daddy in a

couple of weeks.
Ben piazza skipped to N. Y. after

a couple of days
,
in the loop and will

.

head back -to California around
March 15,

Mae West gave policerhen, hotel
clerks and others who were kind a
special handkerchief with her name
embroidered In full.

Bill Pine, of Par, fix town for
special exploitation ' for "Trail ' of
Lonesome Pine'; then into Memphis
lor -more publicity ' and then to
Hollywood to take, up "his duties
with the DeMllle production unit.

'

Kansas City
By Wilt Hughes

Snl-A-Bar Gardens, nltery, ha?
Imported Phil Wilcox.
.New daughter in the Lowell Law-

rence (Post critic) home.
John McManue, head man at the

Midland, is spilling: Hollywood news
on a weekly radio broadcast.
George Trautman, president of

the - American Association, .of Ball
Clubs, in town conferring with., the
local baseball officials. -. -

- Retail stores getting the first re-
lief In many weeks- from the severe
winter blasts and theatre managers
hope to be next In line.

General Motors free show In the
hew Municipal auditorium, with Its

free music and nightly amateur con-
tests, drew close to 100.000 during
the week.
Bob Levy, of the. Malnstreet, is a

musical composer on the side. Score
of 'Mum's the Word,' recently pre-
sented at one" of the suburban the-
atres, is his.

Boston
By Maxwell Fox

Minneapolis
By Leg Reel

Neoma Judge home on visit.

Second French Casino show can-
celled by Orpheum.
Newspaper Guild's first 'gridiron

dinner' held last week.
'Buzz' Balnbridgo, vet showman

and former mayor, seriously ill.

Local Fox exchange Avon $1,500

cash prize in national sales' contest.
Star baa upped Its theatrical ad-

vertising rates two cents per line.

Kathryh Grill, looalite, engaged
for Broadway production, 'Bury the
Dpad."
Theodore L. Hays, in charge of.

labor organization contacts for film

companies in. this sector for the last

25 years, was honored at a midnlsht
.-testimonial by local union 356. St.

I'aul Picture Operators. Tribute
paid him for his dealings wUh union
organization In his capacity as ex-
ecutive of the F. & It.. Northwest
Publlx and Minnesota Amus. com-
panies.

Joe Rlnes' new Brookllne home
officially opened.

Liipe Velez sails for England
March 11 for G-B pic.

Howell Cullinan back on job.

Sid Paine still in Florida.
Charles Koerner spending most of

his time in 'New York on vaude
angles. .

Ted Hannon and Claire Staples

'at home' on Beacon Hill after

honeymoon.

.

Garment strike the best outdoor
free show playing here. Plays thrice

daily to about 2,000 spectators.

Baltimore
By Albert 8charper,

Barnum-Ringling show will pitch

here May 20-21. ...
,

Leona Straw, onetime 'Follies

chorine, will graduate from Johns
Hopkins school of nursing in June.

Pic crix beleaguered for material

to fill their columns this week. Only

two new films bowed Into downtown
area this session.

Poster hanging in lobby of Ford s

announces - as coming 'Taming of

.Shrew/ with Lunt and Fontanne.

Play closed couple weeks ago..

Marg Barker, Balto deb and char-

ter member of N. Y. Group Tholtre,

carded for one of leads In Orou'i

production of 'Case of Clyde Grif

fit he,'- in rehearsal.
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East

Mrs. Viola F. Raphael wins her
libel suit against Mrs. I^ucy. Cotton
Magraw. Gets tliei technical six
cents damages.

'

Katharine Cornell gets degree of
Doqtor of Letters from University
of ;.Wisconsin; . Will receive citation
aird diploid' in June; '."

.

'

,

' Lily Pdns but of 'the "Met Thurs-
day. , Laryngitis. Was to have been
her finale in the regular season.
Pof the first time in his. <fl) years

on the-stage William Gillette, did a
Sunday show (1) tp let employed
actors get a chance to see the play.
Salmaggi moves his opera season

at the Hollywood, N. Y., from March
6 to 21. Doesn't want to buck the
•Met.

'

Joan Warner's fine of $3.30 for
:nude dancing in Paris sticks in

French . supreme, court, but pro-
prietor's fine reduced from 200 to
50 francs.
A. T. & T. finally gets permission

to. run that coaxial cable between
.•N.-T, and Phila. To be partly. used :

for television tests and. to be. open
to all experimenters.
American Arbitration Association

finds for. Stephen Gross and- Mrs.-
-JRoot, authors of 'Oner Good Tear,'-

in their complaint against .Al Rosen,-
who produced.' Agree that he. in-
serted lines and employed an actor
not acceptable to the authors. He
is ..given, until March 10 to remedy-
the offenses. Their yvsxt. choi'e is

the consideration this week of the
charges of. Shea ...and . Raymond,'

' vaude : teainyv.agaitisit George White.;
Claim they had a; run-of-play con"-'

. tract, but got bounced. White sug-
gested arbitration.
-Elizabeth MiehL has renewed her,

'opti'bri'oh .'Fire- Across the Skyj but
will not. produce until next season;

'Co-respondent- Unknown-' to.-.do a
show next Sunday. (S)- for the Stage
Relief- Fund,..,-'. -

:

Catholic- Bishops, c o m ml t't e e;

against/Federal censorship. F,ears
• too much politics. Suggests public:
opinion as"a safer guide.
John Krimsky; chduffeuring 'Mur-

dey at -the Old- Red Barn/;,plans to?

make one serious production next
season.
Association of Foreign Corre-{

spondents tendered- a .luncheon to
, Samuel Goldwyn in N. T. last
. Thursday".

. Smith & Ayer, who did 'Paroiell,'

to cha'nce. it again with r*Left Tur .'

pue in abdut three weeks.
Starting Tuesday of Easter Week;

'Boy Meets GhT will give a daily
matinee.
Asa Etherldge, musician, drew 16

days in the coop Thursday. (27> on
a bit and. run charge. Struck a
man and knocked him into the. gut-
ter Oct. 23. When arrested he ex-
plained the -sight :ot blood made him

News From the Dailies
This department contains rewritten theatrical news items as published during the Week in the

daily papers of New York, Chicago, San Franasco, Hollywood ahi: London,
'

' -^'arttiy takes no

credit, for these news items; each has been rewritten from a daily paper.

111. Wanted to pay a fine, but the

judge said jail.

Supreme Court Justice McGeehan
Signed an order authorizing service

In Los Angeles pn Mae West in the

suit of Frank Wallace, who says he
Is her husband. Plaint asks that

she be enjoined from denying that

he is her husband or saying she is

not .married. Further asks that ho
be declared her husband and that
any divorce existing be voided on
the grounds of non- service.

Nine candid camera operators
fined $2 each and ordered to turn
in their cameras in West Side court
Thursday. Judge complained, street

snaps -might cause domestic troubles

If a husband was-photoed with an-
other ;woman. Merchants made
cojmplaint because discarded cards
Uttered their sidewalks.

Paul Cunningham in $500. .bail for

trial : Monday (9) on a charge of
drunk driving. His car .collided

With a truck Monday (9).

World-Telegram -going to a. six-
section, five-cent 'paper, weekends.
First issue last Saturday1

.

Holdover of • 'Follow the Fleet'

gives Music" Hall' production -heads,
a chance: for vacations. Leop. Leoni

David Wark Griffith got a
Kentucky divorce from his wife,
Linda. Local law accepts five-year
separation as proper grounds and he
says they parted in 1911.
says they parted in. 1911.' Then he
married Evelyn Marjorie Bald-'
win, 26.

D. A. Doran relinquishes options
on 'Rats of Norway/ 'Mad Morning'
and 'Lucrezia Borgia.' Still holds
Wild Justice' and 'Penny Wise/
Community Music School, cam-

paign fund up to. $67,774, but that's
hot evert the- halfway mark.
United Artists invited the report-

ers to come and see 'Modern Times'
along wtth\a bunch, of kids who
were too young to have seen 'City
Lights/ Idea was to note their, re-
actions,, but. they did not react
strongly.

Capitol, N, T.v offering $2,100. in
133 cash prices for best- names for
a dress worn by Myrna 1 Loy. 1

Howard Chenery follows 'The
Devil of PelTLing' wlth 'The Fourth
Generation! and. . 'Always Good
Morning.' To . try: them out in his
Kalamazoo straw hat this summer.
Railroad fares go to two- cents a

mile except on speed* trains, 'but

doff and the Mrs^to Florida to join cents if they ride the pullmans.

the Erno. Rappees;-: Hattie Rogee
and ., her husband, Willis

;
Conklin,

southern cruising, while. ;Gene Sny-'
der, boss of: the Jjtocke.fctes, hopes to.

make B^whuda* and ' back;-

Police invaded AJvln, theatrical,

hotel, Wednesday—night: and rah it

for a time, arresting 16 men arid a.

woman, charged with a series of.

safe-, robberies in Queens: Nine - held'

•for the lineup, still protesting, their
innocence.
Report gives new B'way busses:

50% more patronage than the street-

cars they ' replaced.
Judge Nolan, of Westchester

County, -holds void- the regulations,
barring import of liquors across the
Connecticut state line.

. RIalto, N. Y., to get an ad-
vertising sign oh:the roof. It will be
80 feet high; or five feet higher than
that on the" old New -York-Criterion
site. Will also have a traveling
hews bulletin 230 feet long. For a
whiskey company.
Frederick Muschenheini, of Astor

hotel, celebrating his 65th birthday,

told reporters that he .believed
Times Sq. and that sector in gen
eral, was,due for a big advance.

Coast
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PARAMOUNTSi
Sylvia Sidney - Fred MacMurray and

]

Jty?nry- Fonda in

"THE TRAIL OF THE
LONESOME PINE!'

QN THE STAGE;: Eddie Dufchln and
|

His Orc-Iielski'a', wttii Pickens Sisters.

5th SMASHING WEEK
CHARLIE CHAPLIN

in

"MODERN TIMES"

R i VOL!
C»ntlnuoU» irbm ir-.TO- MidnlU Showt

ItU Av. & 5Qth 8t.

ROXY
ALL OKc TO

Walter HuntoiL us
"RHODES'

Stagf^—In Person

PINK* TOMM2N'
Stuart fc Lea, jlguw
Jaoloon, Gae Faster
Girls, Many Others.
Freddy Mae'x & Roxy

Rhythm .Orch.

cflnr° MUSIC HALL
ih. 8tr««t and 0th Avenue

Fred ASTAIRE, Ginger ROGERS
"

. In;

. '.•EOLtOrt', *I|E/' FLEET"
'JlilSlc and iLyrlCs by Irving Berlin

, JO) .BKO Ileditt PJrUife

Ihi- Staaa: *'2B3fc" - Ruwell, Mark-
arl's dUertlnt "nifavle* W th» Tutiu-a, in -fou<

mnit. with fi ueid- Hall tait. 8yfl*jhaT)y Oreh,

CAPITOL
' OliABK ' JEAN . MXRXA
GABLE HARLOW LOY

VWIFE \.H. SECREXARU'"—COMING SOON-r-
Rob't . Myrna

MONTGOMERY tOl'
-PETTICOAT FEVER*'-

4iM %tmtn
« sMaMrAr

. —O.N STAGE—.
Jimmy SAVO— Frances ARMS

—ON SCREEN—
Jeunette MacDonald

Nelson EDDY
"ROSE MARIE"

Coming Frldriy, March 6
-JACK BENNY— In Person

TRANO B'WAY
f. 4 7TH

23e' to 1 P.M. — Midnight Shew

BORIS KARL0FF
in "The. Walking Dead"

with Rlcnrtlo. Cortez—Edmund Gwenn—
~ Mftrjr.uerHe' ChurtfJilll

Warner IJroa. Parade of Chills find Thrills

Hollywood Scouts
Hollywood, Maich ft

Fashion scouts have been lnstaUed
in HollyAvood by several' New i'ork

garnient manufacturers to spot new
creations - that might lead to prac-
tical togjs for the femme trade.

Scouts get their advance flash of

nevr "creations at ' pi'e-vj'ew.'j and
duplicate conies of parmcnts -arn on
market long before relea«>.

Alia Nazlmova being sued in
White Plains for $.30,000. • Suit dates
back

.
to. -Sent., . -.34," -when her . car

struck and 'killed, two
.
little . .boys,

jler." chauffeur .^as' driving.
Mrs. A. (J,. Buchsbaum, one of the

audience at 'First
- Lady' at" the

Music Box, Friday night. In. the
lobbyy after the. first apt, her' dress
became ignited - from • a match'' or
cigarette .and she was. enveloped in
flames, which were put out by. her-
husband, and Buddy McCarthy, an
usher. In Polyclinic . hospital with
second degree tourns of body and
legs.
Benny Fields and his wife, Blos-

som Seele'y, in the debtors' dunk in
N. T. Assets of $260. each. He owes
$13,361 and she is back $8,000. Fields
explains it's a legal technicality to
keep, a few minor creditors • from
coming in on him too hard now that
he's a hit. Adds all debts will be
paid.
Men stopped working on 'Danger,

Men Working.' .Closed a second try
ih Phila. and : brought into N. T. for.

possible script and cast changes. -

Wilhelm Firtwaehgler: to crack
the. whip over the N k T» Phil-
harmonic Symphony next year, vice
TbscahJnl.. Will conduct the first

i2 weeks of the new season.
Bronislaw Huberman lost his

$30,000 strad. Taken from his dress-
ing, room at Carnegie Hall, Friday,
While he was on the stage.

Players In , 'Boy' Meets Girl' got
salary boosts last -week.'

Police- failed to convince police
justice that alleged nudity ,in French
Qasinpr' 8hbta. Is- ot>jec'tipnable.: -

'.'j

Atlantic. City,' designates a diittip-.
ing .ground for' autos - .and other
heavy

,junk 11 miles' off shore. Idea
Is that It'

t
Will form; a' flshihg bank

in two -or three • years.
NFlre commissioner after- N..l Y

theatres for fire' haz?:ards. After-
math of recent holocaust.
New York

. motion . picture critics
pin the laurels on Grarbo.and tiauigh-
tpn' for the best " performances, of
1935. Consuls General of their
respective .countries received the
awards on performers' behalf.
Park Commissioner Moses ad-

vocates small fees for use of, city
bathinp: beaches, swimming pools
and srblf links to help pay upkeep.

Billy Rose due back from Holly-
wood today after • a- conference with
RICO, but npt 'about 'Jumbo.'
Wilfrid Pelletier. of Met. op., N. Y.

prlven honorary degree of Doctor of
Music bv University of Montreal.
Earl Carroll reported to he figur-

ing takinpr over the Warner Holly-
wood. N. Y., and giving it his name.

Strike of apartment house service
men stopped elevators S'-iday (1).
Some hotels and restaurants also
lost waiters and cooks.
Gus Edwards plans to open the

Broadway with- a 'revusical* in
April. Will try out new faces and
material on a sort of amateur night
idea.
Mary Ellis mav be prima donna

of 'White Horse -Tavern' if Rowland
Stebbins produces next season.
George Abbott, working on ht«

Markless version of 'Uncle Tom's
Cabin' will also use - bloodhounds
when Eliza crosses the Ohio.- Usually
great danes are carried.
Aimee Weber, prez of National

Housewives, Inc.. urging recording
of all radio broadcasts as a guard
against libelous attacks.

A. Jj. Jones and Morris Green giv-
ing heavy thought to a spring
edition of 'Greenwich Village Fol-
lies.' v-

Sam Grigman says he expects to
put 'Tobacco Road' out for a 40-
week tour next season;
Met. op. stage manager, refused to

put electric fans in Fafner. the.

dragon used in the Ring, but re-
moved' 75 pounds of padding. The 11
stage hands who work inside the
monster complained tho ptoani pip?
made his- Innards too ivaim, ,

Retrial of Busby Berkeley on
three charges of second degree
murder postponed In L. A. Superior
Court until April 6 at request of
dance director's attorney.
Year of litigation ended when

Betty Boyd settled her $80,000 prop-
erty settlement suit against Charles
Henry Over, Jr.,. her former hus-
band, out of court for $25,000.

Suit for divorce filed in Jj, A. by
Maude Wiiyne Walker, former
screen actress, against Johnny
Walker, film actor.
• Daughter of Virginia Bruce and
late John Gilbert threatened by kid-
napers. L. A. police believe It to be
work of a crank.
Divorce filed "in Reno by Mrs.

Ruth Thomas Fltzpatrlck. against
James A. Fitzpatrick>' travelogue
producer. ,.

, Five-year probation given Ray
Keowh,' accomplice ' In Bank Night
fraud, by I#. A. »court. Ringleader
of gang drew 20-year, sentence.
Will of Alexander Pantages, leav-

ing complete estate-, to widow, filed
for- probate: in L. A. court. Value
placed on estate is only $10,000..
Mairgaret Sullavan announced her

Intention to divorce William Wyfer
following separation;

. En route to . Hollywood from
Brooklyn, Gloria Shea, screen
actress, injured ih auto crash near
Abilene, Texas.

"

Siht Millard, Frisco burlesque
manager, preferred charges against
Ada Brackett, San Diego Expo
nudist queen, for stealing costumes,
which she. denied.
Vivian Duncan Asther ordered by

L.A.. court to pay $1,245 back salary
to Mischa Guterson, who arranged
27. numbers for . her and .instructed
her in leading a band.
Charging fall from horse caused

by faulty paraphernalia, left her
permanently injured, Helen Hender
shot, trick rider, filed $50,000 damage
suit in L.A. against Tom Mix Clr
cus and Wild West Show.
George Raft and Virginia Pine an

pounced intention to wed as soon as
Miss Pine's , divorce is final.

Herman Hubler, last of gang of
four convicted of defrauding thea
tres in Bank Night conspiracy, given
one to ten years in San Quentin by
L. A. court.
Out of court settlement of $8;500

closed $86,400 damage suit filed in
lj. A' against Hal Le Sueur, brother
of Joan -Crawford, .- by Wonian who
claimed permanent injuries from
auto crash.
Amelita Galll Curci and husband

injured in Hollywood auto accident
Doreen Hamby, . carnival per-

former, finished knlfer throwing act
in L. A, after being hit in thigh with
piece, of cutlery.

.
..

.Spirit for $3,500; assert^dly due on
commissions, filed in L. A. by A & A
Lyons,- Inc., ' against Barbara Stan
wycki
Camden F. Knight,, actor, and

Jean Armand, press agent, "filed suit
for $139 alleged back salaries from
L. A. production of 'The'Widow; in
Green,' staged by Warren Millais.
Adolphe . MehJou Won $445 judg-

ment against L. A. cleaning estab-
lishment for theft of apparel from
delivery truck.
Warren Millais, i. A. theatrical

producer, freed of petty theft charge
brought by Jean Armand, publicity
man, and Camden Knight, actor,
for asserted unpaid salaries in con-
nection with production of 'The
Widow in Green.'
Jack Gallagher, screen stunt man,'

accused by Faith Hampton, film
actress, of beating her'when she at-
tempted to break up fight between
GaUagher, and her escort.

Sheila Mannors reported to L. A.
police theft of $3,000 in clothes and
jewelry from her Beverly Hills
home.
Vera Reynolds, screen actress,

faced contest of her divorce suit by
Robert Ellis, actor.

'Antife

(Continued from page 4)

in both papers, leading off their afla
with.. a. jsphjsh. on the. .Bowes, unit
and referring to the pic as a 'big
feature attraction.'

In a red hot editorial today the
American probed into Miss West's
theatrical career, ./highlighting the
arrests in. 1927 and.' 1930. resulting
from her appearances in 'Sex* and

Man.' Potent line in
•The play (Klondike
produced by Para-

'The Pleasure
the editorial:

Annie') was
mount.'
The editorial was.headed 'Filth on

Stage and Screen.'

Opening business at the Met was
best In weeks.
Day before, the American lam-

basted^ the Soviet clip in the most
recent ' issue of 'March, of Time/
Which played the Keith Memorial
two weeks ago; and Is now playing
in subsequent • runs in the Boston
area. An editorial branded the clip
as 'pure propaganda for Stalin's
second five-year plan.'

incoln, Alio

Lincoln, March '3.

Declaring -^it 'unfit' for youhg
people, County Attorney Max Towlo
notified the Stuart- theatre here to-

day that an immediate injunction
would be lodged against them If

attempt is made to show 'Klondike
Annie.' It has been under fire of

local women's clubs and various
charity organlzations,-

Helps to a Record

Syracuse, N. Y., March 3.

Hearst's 'Journal-American.' hay-
ing refused to accept RKO-Schine
Keith's copy for 'Klondike

,
Annie*

went after the picture editorially
hammer and tongs bran it 'im-

moral indecent film.'

'Journal' handled the picture
wholly in its editorial columns with-
out calling upon its critic, Franklin
H. Chase, to go oh . record under his
signature.-

The other dailies, benefiting by in-

creased advertising, gave the picture
routine attention but the critical

reaction differed markedly. Con-,
troyersy had the natural result the
picture opening to a few. dollars
under the record gross rolled up
during the early winter by Major
Bowes' Amateurs.

ENJOY
HOTEL PARIS
TRIPLE VALUE

RQONU-u B&tH

RADIO
FREE USE Of

FROM

POOL

WEEKlt

Here is New York's best

bet for people in show
business. Only 12 min-

utes from Times Square.

HOTEL PARIS
97th St. ft West End Ave.

New York City

A Knott Hotel BBBBS

Preferred by

FOLKS
Many artiste of the stage and screen

make The Belvedere their headquar-

ters inNew York • 400 large outside

rooms (12x20)...each with bath and
shower...serving pantry with refrigerator...com-

plete hotel service • Daily rafes...from $2.50 single,

$3.50 double. Special weekly and monthly rates

to theatricals.

•HOTEL BELVEDERE
IOSEPH C. REYNOLDS • MANAGING DIRECTOR

319 West 48th Street;New York • Phone PEnn. 6-5900
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OBITUARIES
FRANK H. KELLS

Frank H, Kells, 70, died <Feb. 25,

in Memorial hospital^ Albany, fol*

lowing the amputation of one' leg.

Kells had been a theatre manager
more than a' half century.

His first house was the Hudson
(N. Y.) Opera house where he re-

mained for 18 years during the hey-

day of road shows. He moved to

North Adams, Mass., where for 35

years he managed the. Empire and
Richmond theatres. Four years ago

he. went to,. Scotia, N. Y., and. oper-

ated, the, Rltz, Later Kell$ man-
aged the Capitol, Regent and Fol-

. lies 'In Albany.

after a four days' illness of .pneu-*
monla at Bucyrus, O..

He had been fulfilling his first

managerial assignment at Schlne's
new theater, in Bucyrus, which
opened recently. Burial was in
Zanesville,

Here and There

(Continued from page 56)

his lot with Hollywood transcrip-
tion house. Owen Crump and Cliff

Howell split up the. duties.

Arthur Hayes, of Radio Sales,

put in three days last week at
WKRC, Cincinnati.

ERNESTO GARGANO
rnesto Gar , 53. died Feb. 28

In New Orleans following, a month's
illness at Baptist hospital.. He was
born in; 'Naples, Italy, and "came tb<

America as a boy. At One time he
conducted the' orchestra at the old

j French- Opera- house, before it

burned. In New Orleans ne • pro-

moted the New. Orleans Grand
Opera company and . directed- sev-

eral of Its outstanding productions.

He leaves three sons and two sis-

ters.

His body was sent to Philadelphia

for interment.

WILLIAM J. GANE
William J. Garie', 5.7, died in Phila-

delphia, Feb. 16, after, a brief ill-

ness.

. He vjas manager of the Manhat-
tan theatre (the old Standard) in

New York and credited with being

the first manager to play vaudeville

with pictures. In 1916 he opened

a theatre In Paris to show Ameri-
can pictures but was halted in this

enterprise by the outbreak of the

war. •

Recently he had been employed
in the Pennsylvania state ta.x bu-

reau, handling the new amusement
tax.

COUNTESS MARIA ClBOTTI

Counters Maria Virginia Milesl

.Paris Cibotti, 86, once noted lyric

soprano,, died Monday (24) of last

. week at her Philadelphia home,

, where she had lived for more than
'

60 years. She had been in 111 health

jor several years, but was well

known on both Opera and concert

•. stages many years ago.

The Countess was the daughter of

'Count Lulgi Leppoldo Paris, who
was exiled from Italy for his sup-

port of Garibaldi in the Italian free-

dom movement.

ANTONIO SCOTTI

Antonio Scottl, 71, operatic bari-

tone, died In Naples Feb. 27. He
retired about four years ago. Al-

though born in Naples, he had never

"sung in that city, though his ap-

pearances included practically every

other amusement center. He was
for a long time one of the leading

lights of Metropolitan opera.

Intended for the priesthood, he

made his operatic debut in 1889 in

Malta, and made steady progress

until , he was recognized as in .
the

first flight of International stars.

JOSEPH FINSTON
Joseph Finston, 3G, short-subject

film producer, died March 1 in Mo-
norovia, Calif.,- sanitarium after

three months' illness.

Deceased resigned three years ago
as music contractor at Paramount
studio to make group shorts in the

East called Featurettes.
.

Funeral services and burial in Los
Angeles March 3. He Is survived by
a brother, Nat, Paramount music
director, and a sister, Mrs. Nat Shil-

kret.

MME. LIZETTE
Mrs. Elizabeth Snowden Mcln-

tyre, 89, professionally known to

the circus as Mine. Llzette, aerialist

and equestrienn .-, died in Columbus,
Ohio, February 29.

One of the dancers in the original

production of 'The. Black Crook,'. she
later traveled with the W. W. Cole
and the Forepaugh shows. She mar-
ried Thomas W. Mclntyre, tumbler
and clown, retiring when he died,

about 15 years ago.

CALDWELL H. BROWN, JR.

Caldwell -H. Brown, Jr., only son
Caldwell H. Brown, Zanesville,
theater owner, died recehty

. DAWSON
Sam M, Dawson, 79, former the-

atrical executive',- and recently a
guest of the Percy G. Williams
home, died at Isiip, L. I,, March 2.

He had long been with the Bar-
hum & Bailey Show and was with
Eugene Torijplcins for a tinie.

(

Hje

had been publicity man for thje

Bijou theatre, Pittsburgh, and man-
ager of the Olympic, Cincinnati.

Interment in. Lynchburg, Va.

KHJ (Los Angeles) 'Calling All
Cars' cast on tour through southern
California and Arizona.

IS D. CROWL
Morris D. Crowl, 65, former presi-

dent of the Stark County Agricyl;-

tural Society, almost, a quarter of k_

century .active, as a director and
Other < capacities In tht, promotion of

the 'annual Stark -county- fair, died
at his home In Canton, O., > 25,

following a heart attack.

•Surviving him are his widow and
two sons.

HARRY KNOWLES
Harry Knowles, 68, who had/been

with the Jenkins Music Co. for al-

most 30 years, died in Kansas City,"

Feb. 29.

An assistant to E. Grant Ege,
general manager of the Jenkins
firm, Knowles largely "' concerned
himself with the buying of music
for the company's jobbing division.

COLETTE AND.RI

Colette Andris (Pauline Toutey,
privately) the first nude dancer to

use the balloon which later gen-
erally superseded the fan, died Feb.
17 in Paris, after an illness of sev-
eral months.
A university graduate, she was an

author as well as a dancer, and pub-
lished three hovels.

E. G. KENDREW
E. G. Kendrew, one of the oldest

American colony members in Paris,

died. Saturday (29) at the American
hospital, Neullly, outside of Paris.

He was a veteran journalist and at-

tached to the. British Embassy in

the French capital.

Kendrew was for many years
Variety correspondent in Paris.

IKE KELLY
M. j. Kelly, known as 'Big Mike'

among New York stage hands, died

of tuberculosis about two weeks ago.

He was a master carpenter and as
such, was connected with George
White for 12 years, being in charge
back stage for the producer's vari-

ous 'Scandals' and other musicals.

HARRY ENGLISH
Harry English, 54, former widely

known theatrical executive, Identi-

fied for more than 20 years with
varied theatrical enterprises, died

Feb. 22 at his home in Newark, O.,

following a lingering illness.

RUTH CLARKE
Ruth Clarke; for many years in

vaudeville and on the Columbia
wheel, died in New York, February

25, of cancer.
She is survived' by her husband.

Charles, and a son and a daughter.

GEORGE LASK
George Lask, 71, stage manager

of the Florodora sextet, died March
1, in San Francisco.

He managed the Tivoll, Frisco,

and also sponsored popular-priced

operas.

SPARKS BERRY
Sparks Berry, 69, for many, years

manager of the Pilgrimage Play,

Hollywood outdoor spectacle; died in

Los Angeles, Feb. 28.

His widow survives.

Mother, 80, of Fred Slegel, owner

of Palomar theatre, Oceansid.e, Cul.,

died there Feb. 27.

Credit or Else
Bridgeport, Mar. 3.

Company operating amusements
at city-owned Pleasure Beach park

has asked for extension of credit on

$11,000 rent and other bills, ,.
".'

Decision to operate park thifc#ea-

fion said to be .dependent oh fifty's

attitude toward extension.

Geor Fischer, KFWB (Holly-
wood) announcer, .plays himself in

Warner's 'Voice of Life.' His first

pic. break.

Kenny Baker optioned for another
six months by.. Jack Benny's Jellb

sponsors.

CHI WANTS AN AGENT

Asks for Local Rep. of Dallas Cen-
tennial

Chicago, March 3,

Plenty of yelps heard around
town over the lack of a local office

for the Texas Centennial Exposi-.
tion to be held in Dallas this sum;-
mer.

Agencies, advertisers, showmen
and. other would-be participants
in the Texas doings this sum-
mer are beginning to pass, up arty
further .consideration of the Fair
due to the inability to secure any.
information locally*

Harold Bock- now aided and
abetted in his Hollywood NBC pub-
licity chores by Frances Scully, late
of 20th-Fox studios.

'Charles W. Phelan has been apr
pointed the- publicity committee Cor

coming advertising convention in

Boston this June under auspices of

Boston Advertising Club.

Gale Pafle, NBC warbler in Chlr
cago, taking respite on Coast, and
looking toward Hollywood studios.

Chet Mittendorf, KFWB (Holly-
wood) commercial manager, stalked
into office of auto agency to sell

a contract and came off at receiv-
ing end of a sale—with a new car.

Igor Gorin, Metro contract op-
eratic singer, on .air with...Grace
Moore's (Vick's) Open House for
third time! He sings each week on
Campbell Hollywood Hotel program.
Although under contract to M'-G-M
for several months, he now is being
set for first film.

Don Shumate, previously on the
'Magic Kitchen' at KMOX, St.

Louis, now a member of the sales
staff of KMA, Shenandoah (la.).

'Hawtry of the Royal Mounted'
being presented by WGY, Schenec-
tady. Matinee Players. Frank Oli-

ver is author and also doing char-
acter. Robert Riesling has title part,

with Allen Warburton (Warren
Munson), Alex Mantha, Barbara
McWade, Naomi Williams and
Mathilda Sentner in support.

Marc Williams, cowboy chanter, is

now doing two- 7 : 30 a', ra. stints and
a Friday evening broadcast over
WGY, Schenectady, in addition to

four 10:05 blocks.

Ep Hoyt, managing editor of the
Portland Oregonian, oh the air .each

Sunday- afternoon.

When his present contract with
Ford for the Sunday afternoon pro-
grams, .'originating at WJR and
fed to CBS, expires in May, Man-
zanafes' orchestra will move on to

Dallas for a few weeks at the TexaB
Centennial, then to San Diego fair

and finally to Hollywood,

Converting Lake Boats

Into Show Boat-Hotels
Buffalo, March 3.

A number of Great Lakes pass-
enger boats will be hauled to .con-
venient harbors this summer, and
transformed into floating hotels
with show boat feature's;,

'Tionesta^ • of the Gi-eat Lakes
Transit fleet Is scheduled by pro-,

.meters to be anchored in West
Niagara River off Grand, Island.
Other lakes boats are being re-

modeled for similar purpose, to .be-
come hostelries at Long Beach, Cal-
ifornia, arid Marblehead, Mass.
Local project, under sponsorship

of Ship Hotels, Inc., calls- for Mem-
orial Day opening with accommo-
dations for over 700 guests.

'

Bull Biz Big

Mexico City* March 3.

After steadily losing public favor
to films for many years, bull fighting
here: has come baok with a, re-
sounding box office bang.
Management, of the hlggest local

ring figured that mediocre' mat-
adors had much to do in keeping
the mob away.- Heavy purse bait

was tossed out arfd has .brought sur-
prisingly good results.

Bills Next Week

(Continued from page 65)

Rombna
Ted Pike
Harriet Lee
Gene Zem'say ' Ore- .

20tli Century Tavern
Wlnstead 3

,

Casper & Roth
Porothy Smith
Dave Fox ' •

Barney Zeeman Ore
Harry Adar Ore

Walton Boor
Mickey Alpert
Kathryn Rnnd
Yvette Bugel
Marjorle Barrett

Humbert. 3
Consuelo Flpwerton
Myrna Smith
Farum Bros
2 Mystics
Frederico & Rankin
Milton Kellem «'n,

Weber'H Hofbrau
(Camden)

Fred Gruber.

'

Flsa Hart
Gregory Qulnn
mil Btlger Ore
Jack Justin Ore
Yorktown Tavern
Jack Adcock "Ore-

LOS ANGELES

Lauri* York Erskine, ex of the

Detroit News» writing a 'Renfrew of

the Mounted' series for WJR, De-
troit

Dick Richarde, pres. of WJR, re-

ported to be stepping out as head
of Detroit Lions pro eleven, which
lie owns, in favor of K. T. Keller,

auto exec.

CKLW, Windsor- Detroit, running

a 60-second trailer at Fox theatre

weekly in a contra-deal. Featuring
dance bands, etc., of station.

Russ Hall, saxophonist and cellist

with WWJ ork, seriously ill In a
Detroit hospital.

Reid Kilpatrick, announcer for

WHIO, Dayton, back in Detroit.

Eugenia Krokoa, harpist of De-

troit Symph; added to JImmie Hlg-
gins' dance ork at WWJ, the first

dance harpist in town.

June, Joan and Jerry, girls trio

formerly on NBC, now singing at

the Powatan nite club, Detroit.

Terry O'Toole, master-of-cerc-

monies of Yankee web's Irish Echoes
program, has made the front page

of his home town newspaper, in

Ballymena, County Antrim, Ireland.

Winifred Lee Wiiliamt, femme an-

nouncer on the WJIM, Lansing,

Arbaugh Musical Clock stanza, back
from Neyir York where she got an

eyeful of new women's styles.'

Beverly WWshlre
Viola Von
Larry Lee Ore

111more Bowl
3 Radio Rogues
Fred Scott
Marie Hollis
Bob Cutter
Trudy Wood
Foresome
Dolores & Andre
Jlmnjy Grler <>r«*

Fritz & J Hubert
Cafe Clement

Billy Gray
Martha Raye
Audrey Rochlln
3 Roberts. Bros
Ray Bradford Ore
Archie Robbing
Jerry Bergln

Cafe -de Farce '

Kathlyn Bessette
Al Geeco
Ethel & Lewis
Carolyn Dyne
Patsy I>a Marr
Ted Dawson Ore

Cafe La Maze
Park Ave Boys
Stan Clair Oro

Clover Club
Anlwa Boys

Club fertile
Eleanor Thatcher
Sol Hop! Hawaiian
4 King Sis
Nick Stuart Ore
Cocoanot Unite

Veloz & Yolanfla
Hoffman R & Gerad
Shep Fields
Eddie' LeBaron

Famous Door
Louis Prima Oro
Al Mack

Marcell Inn

.

Warner Sis
Donald Cook Ore

Omar's Dome
Jimmy Blttlck Ore

June Marlowe
Haftone Sis
Red -Smith
Bernlce Lyriri
G & Nancy Lyon

Pttlnmur
Bob Eberle
Kay Weber
Dorsey 3
Hudsr>n-Met7.«cer Gls
Bobble Harrison
3 Kitselanos
Mary Jane Andes .

Jimmy Dorsey Ore'

Paris Inn
Slnglrir Waiteri
Paul McLaln
Hugo Marchettl
Pe»«» Cohtrelll oro
Lollta & Ardo
Tiiora Mcitthalson
Sylvia & Bec,lna
Jack Black) n
Henry Mohnet

Plrrone'*

George Hall
Dolores nay
John Undhort Ore
Caroline Mason
Les Lyman

Mherry't

«

Ben Carter
Gyi'sy Glen
Mary Lane
Paul Kaln Ore
Derina Carter
Allan 2
Three Mttle Pigs

Leslie Shiockner
Maxlne Oden '

hnu Slnjter Ore
Paul Roberts
Smaroff Girls
Sunnlo Evans
Murlal Parker

Topsy'e
Bob Leahy
Leona Klce
George Redman Or<
Marjorle Sparks
Clco Brown
Marjorle & L,. Mc
Geo. Redman Ore
Ginger Welden '

Independent Burlesque

Week of March 8
'They're Off—Gayeiy, Baltimore.

•N'lfe'ht Birds'—Troc. Philadelphia.

"GlnKcr Snai»K'—Republic, N. Y. C.

.'Vanity Fair'— Werba's. rooklyn.

•Ann Corio and Her GlrlH In Ulue —
Hudson. I'nlon City, N. 'J.

'Smart Set'.—Variety. PiltHburffh.

'XoveltW-s of 1 »3G'— Howard, Bo
'IIlRh Jinks'— Empire, Ncwnrk.
•Jdlly Girls'—Gayoty, Washln»;ton.

.

'FlylnK High'—Lyric Allentown. Pa..

Mon. and TueM. : New Kftm. Mahanoy
City, Pa.. Wed.; Ma.ie.«ilc. AVIlll(>m.<«r">i

-

ii

Pa., ThurH. ; Orpheuin, Iloarlinx. I'n., J'rl,

and Sat.

Open Up Or We

Shut Down, S.D.

Expo Tops Plea

San Diego, March. j3.

City council . has turned deaf

.

to request, of 51 of 55 directbrs of
CalifoVnia Pacific International Ex-
position that fair be given a break
on a fer/ games of chance, Unless
city dads decide to liberalize town's
gaming laws and permit few. dice
and \Vheel.. games for the yokels,
it'll be curtains.

'

Fair> on its reopening, has been a
100%; bust so far, and there's every
indication of a foldup before sum-
mer unless drastic blue Jaws are
relaxed.

Council takes attitude that If

granting fair the gambling;, privilege
it- will have to. throw the town wide
open as matter" of fairness.

'Hannibal' as Outdoor

Summer Spec in K Y.

Hollywood, March. 3.

. Fred Goldsmith has acquired 'The
Life of Hannibal,' by W. P. Lipi-
comb, and will produce it as a sum-
mer outdoor spectacle in New York.

Later, producer plans to bring it

here to Hollywood Bowl. Wants
Charles Blckfbrd for title role.

Vancouver's Big Time

Vancouver, B. C., March 3.

Most ambitious 'long term' cele-

bration in western American his-

tory since the San Francisco Ex-
position—and modern times allow
much greater scope In attractions
today-^Vancouv^r's Golden Jubilee
plan';: are now neaping maturity.
Starting May 24, Queen Victoria's

birthday, now Empire Day, the
festivities will npt wind up until

Labor Day and the close of the an-
nual Canada Pacific Exhibition.

Between those dates tourists, are.

expected to flock here and with
support promised by federal and
provincial authorities, ..western

cities and towns, Pacific coast cities,

China, Japan, Hawaii, transporta-

tion interests and national indus-

tries, success of the Jubilee seems
assure I. Unofficially the Jubilee

celebration doesn't get. under ;way
until July 1 (Dominion Pa*), but
the flags will he; out; on the May -24

date,'

Busy in Dixie
* . .

Charlotte, ]Jf. C., March .3.

American Legion" Century of

Progress Exposition is in progress

at Winston-Salem, and a Shtlne

Circus will open at Charleston this

week.
Using a warehouse at Winston-

Salem, exposition is selecting a Miss
Winston-Salem, prompting a mar-
riage in a cage of lions, staging a
baby show, and otherwise missing

no bets.

McCoy Rumbaing
Detroit, March 3.

As a goodwill gesture by Ford

Motors to native tangorand-rumba
countries, Jose Manzanares' orches-

tra will go to Hollywood +he mid-

dle of this summer to make a se*-

ries of 'shorts at Metro. Because

practically all of the tango and
rumba numbers as now played in

the U. S. are 'offensive' to the laftdfl

of their origin, Manzanares will

play the melodies In their 'real' or

native manner in the series. -

Shorts will then he shipped by
Ford for exhibition in Latin and
South America.

Virginia Pilot

Lynchburg,' March 3.

T. Gilbert Wood, of Roanoke, was
elected president of the Virginia

state fair association at the annual
meeting in Richmond. 'Henry S.-

Hotchklss was chosen vice-pres-

ident and treasurer; Charles A.

•Sorhma, secretary and general man-
ager, and Clarence T. Rlddick,. as-

sistant general manager.
Thirty-first annual

Sept. 28-Oct. 3.
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ONCE MORE MARK WARNOW LEADS!

This time with "PERFORMANCE by CHRYSLER". .r. a new radio highlight starting on

March 12th (Thurs. Eve.) at 8:00 P. M. over 52 CBS stations. Under Warnow's direction the program

features Alexander Gray, The Chrysler Imperial Ensemble, "The Chrysler Eight"—a male chorus, "The

Chrysler Six"— feminine chorus, and Charles Hanson Towne— noted reviewer, critic and raconteur.

C 0 L I) M B
REPRESENTING MARK WARNOW EXCLUSIVELY

ARTISTS BUREAU
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OF B'WAY MUSICALS
,000 a Day to Put On Texas

Show Plus $150,000 (or Names

Billy Bps© will get $1,000 a
day for 100 days from the Fort

Worth, Texas,' city officials and
chamber of commerce- to recreate a
Frontier City of '49 as part of the

-Frontier—Centennial—celebratlan_on.
July 1, 1936. That Is the official

day o£ opening.
Rose will, headquarter at the Sin-

clair Bldg., Fort Worth, and will put

on a flash show, ' surrounding which
will be. an industrial exposition.

Centennial is a $6,000,000 under-
taking.
Mayor Van Zandt Jarvls, John B.

Davis, general manager, and Will-
1am. Mohnig, chairman of the

Frontier Centennial, . along with
local newspapers, " behind the
expo.
Rose "leaves today or tomorrow

'(Thursday) from New York for

Fort Worth and will take with him
a large staff of collaborators. He
anticipates commuting between
New York and the southwest, which
Is but 11 hours away by plane.

The $100|000 to Rose is net. He
has an 'administrative fund' of

$50,000 at his disposal for the Btaff,

such as Albert Johnson who ac-
companies the showman imme-
(dlately to create the decor. John

|
Murray Anderson, now In London
(huddling on a British reproduction
lof Rose's 'Jumbo,* ha*J>een cabled
(to return "to" "America within "the

Wfeek.and join Rose.
A $160,000 fund for name acts is

at Rose's disposal for the purchase
(Continued on page 68)

Palucca the Dancer

Palucca (pronounced
looka),

r
foreign dancer, Is be-'

_ing peddled to N.Y>' concert
managers for next season.

Mention of her label gets
laughs, but her .prompters, can't,

see the humor.
'

She's a barefoot interpreter.

TWO PLAYS IN SEARCH

OF A B'WAY MANAGER

Two anti-war plays, 'Bury the
Dead' and"'Over Here,' will be shown
at the 46th St., N. Y., Saturday and
Sunday (14-16) by an independent
theatre group! With the hope that
they may be taken over by a com-:
merclal management. Idea origi-

nated among volunteer players par-
ticipating in Sunday benefit playlets
given at the Civic Rep theatre, 14th
street.

For want of a better name the
benefit bunch was known as the 'Let
Freedom Ring Benefit Co.' 'Free-
dom', drama was. a. recent, tenant of
the house. Original group is re-
ported having been shunted aside
when casts for the uptown showings
were chosen. Understood they may
picket the 46th St. in retaliation.

TUNGSTEN BALLY COST 180G
Wrlgley gum Is paying $180,000

rental a year for the electric sign
being constructed atop the new Cri-
terion theatre on Broadway, It's a
full-block sign, 44th to 45th street,

and will be larger in dimension than
old Wrlgley tungsten billboard atop"
the old Putnam building, now the
Paramount.
Another big sign for Broadway

will be over the new RIalto. Sclven-
leys has taken that.

PAN N.Y. DAILIES

FOR STRIKE

SLUR'

Broadway legits and nite clubs,

both of Which,pay an unusually high
theatrical advertising rate, are

peeved at the New York dailies'

scare stories anent the .alleged ill

effect done on amusement places

because, of the elevator strike in

apartment buildings. Over-empha-
sis on thlB, managers of the theatre

and after-theatre enterprises aver,

has done much to aggravate an
already negative situation induced
by Lent, etc.

Showmen point out that the news-
papers don't feature the fact that

the paralysis of lift service is also

denting department stores, for ex-

ample, and while show biz adver-

tising isn't as imposing as that of

the big stores, it's sufficiently siz-

able, argue the showmen, and at inr

creased rates, for them to be ac-

corded more consideration.

The niteries particularly have
been badly hurt by the elevator

strike. The residential sectors hit

by the situation are those from

(Continued on page 58)

Politics Is All Right,

But Not at the B. O.
Portland, Ore., March 10.

William Maylon's local legit pro-

duction of 'Life Begins at 60/ a
piece with a decided Townsend
pension yen, connected for only fair

pickings at the Mayfair last week.
Show was designed to lure pension

sympathizers to the theatre but re-

lying on a Townsend audience evi-

dently isn't the stuff to bring a b.o.

bonanza.

Rehearsals Commuter
Philadelphia, March 10.

David Morris, legit juve, current

here in 'Squaring the Circle,' at. the

Broad St., commutes dally between
here and New York, where he is re-

hearsing in 'On Your Toes,' musical,

for Dwlght D. Wlman.
Will leave 'Circle' at the end of

this week.

Only Four Left on Current

List—-Other Factors In-

volved -— Rehearsal Coin,

Radio Cut-in Figure

FEW ANGELS AROUND

Withdrawal of *At Home Abroad?
and 'Jubilee? last Saturday (7)
leaves Broadway with only four
musicals, the smallest mid-season
representation of that type of at-
traction, since '

feefote the war. Sur-
viving are 'Ziegfeld Follies,* 'Scan-
dals,' 'May Wine' and 'Jumbo,*' lat-

ter's score, rating it with the mu-
sicals. But, unless business for
these shows perks iip, another new
low mark will be recorded.. Only
one new musical ('On Your Toes')
is definite for the spring and only
three are on tour,

In the 'twenties' there were 23 the-
atres which could house musicals on
Broadway and there were nearly a
score of such attractions on the
boards at the same time. Last sea-
son at this time the legit list held
only five musicals, but they com-
manded somewhat better business.
Decline in stage musicals has

been rather progressive, with Holl-
ywood always a factor, especially
since the comeback of musical pic-
tures. Little doubt that the Coast
has corraled most of the pop com-
posers and lyricists, and the studio
staging of numbers in Hollywood
outshine the stage, in comparison;
What is even more pertinent .is the
fact that few of Broadway's mu-
sicals this season have had standout
melodies, although the films have.

Straight Legit's OK
There are other factors of theatre

opposition, mostly other diversions,

such as radio. If, as indicated, Hol-
lywood has chiefly affected legit', the
musicals have apparently felt the
brunt, because straight^ show clicks

on Broadway have been registered

right along regardless. Absence of

backing for musicals is pertinent,

too; there isn't the coin around for

such financing as in former seasons,

while some leading musical show
producers are out of the field, or

deceased.
Increased cost In musical show

production has come with Equity's

rehearsal money requirement.
When the rules were announced it

was quickly perceived that, while re-

hearsal coin might not affect

straight shows, it would up the out-
(Contlnued on page 18)

Alley Oop

When the elevator service

strike spread to Times Square
yesterday (Tuesday), agents
made immediate arrangements
with their adagio acts to have..

themselves tossed upstairs.

Critics Pro and Con on That 8 PJH.

Curtain (or B'way Legit Premieres

the Switch

Major Albert Warner has
recently purchased in Florida
an estate which he has taken
over completely furnished even
down to sliver, china, etc.

After moving in he found the

former owner's', initial em-
broidered in all the linen;

*M. G. M.'

LAEMMLE NOT

TO LET GO OF

UNIVERSAL?

Hollywood, March 10.

Close, friends of Carl Laemmle

aver he is determined to retain

control of Universal Plots and

doesn't expect the Rogers-Cowdin

syndicate to meet his terms for the

optional purchase of Laemmle's

interest.

Vet film man figures that the four

pictures nearing release will bring

in enough coin to carry him over

the summer and provide funds for

production start of new releases

next season.

Th© dignity / th« jiew York
press was .practically completely
spilled in a, lobby debate at the open-
ing of 'The Fields Beyond/ legit play
at the Mansfield,. N. Y„ Friday night

(6). In deference to the request of

several of the dramatic critics, man-
agement had announced an 8 p. m.
opening and tried .to' adhere to it,

A couple of the scribes came . late

regardless and objected violently,

matter ending in a loud' voiced dis-

cussion by some ofthe boys them-
selves which held up the third act
curtain for. a minute and was con-
tinued outside the theatre after the
end of the play.

Bobert Coleman of the N. Y. Daily
Mirror was the" chief objector. He
likes to eat a leisurely dinner, he
claims, and get to the theatre at
about 9 p. m., but is willing to get;

there by 8:45 some nights, Eight
o'clock, however, is a barbaric hour,

he claims, and he won't have it.

Kelcey Allen of Women's Wear, on©
of the oldest hands' at drama criti-

cism in New York, tried to calm
Coleman with the result that both
were soon shouting at the- top of
their voices.

Gilbert Gabriel, who is generally

(Continued on page 63)

HURRY UP CHURCH TO

HEAR MAJOR BOWES

At Universal home office yester-

day (Tuesday) It was announced

that any possible picking up of the

option by Rogers-Cowdin (Standard
Capital Corp.) was entirely up to

those interests. U and, Rogers-
Standard have a clearly worded
agreement which designates exact
amount of coin to be put on the

line. Rogers- Standard have un-
til midnight March 14 (Saturday) to

exercise the option. Nothing else

figures in set-up, it was stated at
Universal headquarters in N. Y.

Conn.'s Gov. in Child

Wei. Propaganda Film
Cov. Wilbur Cross of Connecticut

will participate in a propaganda

film which the Children's Welfare

Ass'n. of Conn, is producing. A.

Sundgar of the Yale Drama School,

who wrote 'The Fallow Ground/ due

to be presented on Broadway, au-

thored the propaganda film script.

A little theatre cast will support the

Gov
7
.

Gene Rodney, Reliance Pictures

exec, will supervise. Rodney is

nephew of the late Lou- Sagal, New
England showman, and is currently

on a leave from Hollywood in con-

nection with the large <agal estate,

Norfolk, Va;, March 10.

Church sei vie 3 Sunday p.m. will

be followed by Major Bowes Ama-
teur Hour listen-in each week at
Hop j Chap I, interden mlhational
group in Norfolk. Church has been
moved up to 7:15 p.m.
Then those wishing to hear the

program on the NBC web adjourn
to Sunday school room, where radio
is turned on.

Millionaire Legit

Wilmington, Del., March 10.

Wilmington Drama League, which
gets plenty of interest from the du-
Pont clan in front of the footlights

and backstage, will have Its own
theatre this summer in the mid -city

district. Undecided whether to build

a new one or recondition an old

house.

Outside of picture theatres .which
are figured, too large, the only thea-
tre with stage accommodations suit-

able for legit is the Garrlck, which
has been dark for several years.

Large number of millionaires per
capita here gives the little theatre

idea a special aspect, the, leisure

crews demanding legit at any cost.

Samuel B. Bird heads the commit-
tee on location., Other, members are
William Winder Laird, Jr., E. Paul
duPont, William Mapel, executive
editor of the town's only two dailies,

and Douglas T. Stewart. Gayle P.

Hoaklns, artist, Is the league presi-

dent.
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Warner Write-ins Almost Wreck

Academy Slate; 'Bounty Voted

Best Pic, McLaglen, Davis Tops

Hollywood, March 10.

'Mutiny On The Bounty' was
"voted the best production of 19.35

by the Academy of Motion Picture

Arts and Sciences when ballots were

counted at annual awards banquet

at the Biltmore hotel last Thursday

night (5); Irving Thalberg's Metro
production—lead1 by a wide margin
over the other il pictures nomi -

ated. RKO Radio's 'The Informer'
got second position and Warners'

'Captain Blood* finished in third

iSPQt.—As—antleipated^RKQis-^he^-In*.
former' walked away with top
honors in the Academy voting, get-
ting four awards. John Ford romped'
home ahead of the field to draw the
statuettes for the best direction.
Victor "McLaglen was voted the best
actor's performance. DUdley Nlchr
ois got* the nod for best adaptation.
And Max Stelner outdistanced all

competition for .best musical scor-
1ns.

Bette Davis won honors for
:best

i>arforma'nee by an actress, 'getting

majority Of. votes in that class, for

her . work In Warners' 'Dangerous.'-

herlne Hepburn,- landed In sec-

ond position, for performance In

RKO's 'Alice Adams,' with Elizabeth!

Bergher running third for rOle in

•Escape Me Never.'
Surprise Of balloting was drive of

the Warner contingent to take ad-
vantage of the write-in privilege

in- the Arotlng. Concentrated .sup-

port from the Warner lot, through
the' pencil' method, resulted in ' Hal
Mohr getting award- for the best

.cinematography of the year .oh 'Mid-
summer Night's Dream.* He beat

Cost $243,000

•Informer' was made at. a
negative cost of $243,000 and
finished in 18 days from script;

eight days in actual work.

the three regular nominees for this

prize.*

Warner Write-ins Score
Warners went for the write-ins

in all classes where one or more of

their candidates had not been nom-
inated' through regular channels for

final ^balloting, and importar.ee of

one organization putting', on such a
drive was -clearly seen when three

other-write-ins proved runners-up
In their respective divisions.

Michael Curtiz, Warner write-In,

sneaked into second spot, for best

direction on 'Captain Blood,' while
the WB candidate for best actor

performance; Paul Muni -in 'Black

Fury,' nearly beat out". Victor Mc-
Laglan In that division.

Widespread feeling exists among
Academy members that the partici-

pation of one major, lot in a .cam-

paign to throw strength to its own
candidates for various honors as

openly as occurred this year, will

.
depreciate the value of the annual
awards and ' may result In discon-

tinuance of the voting.

Best Writing
Ban Hecht and Charles MacAr-

thur were voted best original screen

story award for 'The Scoundrel'

(Par). 'Lullaby of Broadway' (from
WB's 'Goldlsgers of 1935'.) -by Harry
Warren and Al Dubin,-drew award
for best song of the year. Dave
Gould won top honors for best dance
direction on two points, the 'Feeling

You're Fooling' number from
'Broadway Melody' (MG) and the

'Straw Hat' staging in 'Foljes

Bergere' (20th-Fox).

Metro's sound department, head-

ed by Douglas Shearer, nabbed first

in the sound recording division for

work on 'Naughty Marietta,' Rich-

ard Day of the Samuel Goldwyn or-

ganization topped the art direction

group for work on 'The Dark Angel,'

while Ralph Dawson won the film

editing award for Warners' 'Midv

summer Night's . Dream.'
Brevet for Griffith

Special award was presented to

David Wark Griffith for his
1

con-

tribution to the advancement of the

motion picture Industry. Griffith

arrived on the Coast a few days be-

fore the affair 'for his first Visit to

the Coast in several years, and

awards committee hastily convened

Boxscore by Studios

-RKO- Radio (4 firsts): Victor
McLaglen, John Ford, Dudr
ley Nichols, Max Stelner.

Warner Bro's. (4 "
firsts) j-^

Bette Davis, 'Lullaby of
roadway,*"Hal Mohr," Ralph

Dawson,
Metro (3 firsts):

—'Mutiny on
the Bounty/ Dave Gould,
Donglas Shearer..

Paramount (2 firsts):—-Hecht
and MacArthur, Clem Beau-
champ and Paul Wing.

.

Sam Goldwyn (1 first):—Rich-
ard Day.

to confer; the ndnors^6ir~the-pioneer-
producer and, director.

In the scientific and technical (di-

vision,;- certificate of..merit went ' to.

Agfa-Ansco Corp. for development
of the Agfa-Ansco infra-red film,

with fudges reporting 'infra-red film

has resulted in a significant . im-
provement ' in ! photographic . quality

and has increased the facility in

which transparency and effect shots
are made.'
••• Eastman Kodak also received cerV
tlficate of merit for development of
the ..Eastman, .pola-screen,-, with
judges reporting it 'a directional
light filter , to ;M .

applied to the
camera, and helps to remove some
of the limitations in photography.'
Seven honorable mentions were

also voted by report of the judges
in the technical and* scientific di-

vision.

Few Toppers on Hand
Eighth annual Academy awards

dinner, although having virtual ca-
pacity of 1,300 in the BIHmore -Bowl,

failed to attract. many top ranking
stars and featured players, direc-

tors and writers. Campaign of the
Screen Actors and Screen Writers
Guilds a week previous to the affair/

at which time the Guilds advised
their members to pass up the
Academy function, had its. effect
With' various producers and stu-

dio heads having wholesale reserva-
tions for parties that included Guild
members, latter bowed out following
Guild wires asking them to stay
away. Banquet tickets were liberally

distributed to secretaries and, others
on the various lots, as result.

U CONTRACTS TWO FROM
BROADWAYSTAGE PLAYS

Hollywood, March 10.

Two players recruited from N.
stage have been given contracts by
Universal. They are Doris Nolan,
who attracted attention as femme
lead In Broadway production' of
'Night of January 16/ and Jeanne
Dante, from cast of the Warner-
backed 'Call It a Day.'
Miss Nolan was at one' time un-

der contract to Fox but never used.

ing's Par Chore

i Hollywood; March 10.

Wid Gunning has been signed by
Paramount to a one-picture deal to

write a screen play, 'Let's Get Mar-
ried.' The former trade paper pub-
lisher has been a story broker.

Chi Holds Withers
Chicago, March 10.

Jane Withers, now persorialing at
the Balaban & Katz ' Oriental, will
hold-over in town for an additional
t\yo weeks.
Set for fortnight In the key nabe

theatres, Marbro and Southtowh.

LEE'S METRO BREAKIN
Hollywood^ March 10.

First dtectorial assignment at
Metro for Sammy Lee Is two-reel
musical, 'New Shoes.'

Arthur Lake and Jean Chathurn
will be, featured.

RKO FARMS ABEL TO M-G
Hollywood, Mardh 10.

Radio has loaned Walter Abel to

Metro for the featured role in 'Mob
Rule.'

Fritz Lang directs.

WANT SULLAVAN FOR

DIETRICH'S PAR PIC

Hollywood, March'
Paramount is negotiating with

Universal for Margaret Sullavan for

the leading role in 'I Loved a Sol-

dier,' which Marlene Dietrich spurn-
ed. Miss. Sullavan served notice on
Universal that her part In 'It's a
Small World* Is not to her liking,

due to the similarity to 'Broadway
Bill,' and is Insisting on another
story, although the script .is ready
and Al Green; on loan from War-
ners, is prepared to direct.

Previous dicker by Paramount for
Miss Sullavan collapsed.

ffwood for G-B

Hollywood, March 10:

Jeffrey ' Bernerd, managing
director of Gaumont-British, here
for two weeks' stay, plans to close
deals for1 several players and direc-
tors to. go tip England for his com-
pany. Bernerd will also survey fteld

for possible GB production here.

Here for Confabs with Bernerd Is

Arthur Lee, American head of GB.
He Is setting plans, for local, pre"
miere of company's ' 'Rhodes."

"

While here Bernerd. hopes to ef-

fect London film deals with Joan
Bennett, Sylvia Sidney, Victor Mc-
Laglen, Richard Arlen, Raoul Walsh
and. others.

Arthur Lee and Larry Darmour.
Hollywood reps of GB, arrived here
Monday (9) from N. Y., former
bringing print of 'Rhodes.'

NICHOLS TURNS DOWN

ACADEMY STATUETTE

Hollywood, March 10.

First to turn down the Academy
award in its eight years' existence

Is Dudley Nichols, who declined the
statuette for, the screen play of 'The
Informer,' voted the best- of the year.

In a lengthy letter, Nichols said

he was unable to accept the award
as he was one of the founders of
the Screen Writers' Guild, which
'was conceived in revolt against the
Academy and was born out Of dis-

appointment With the way*. It func-
tioned against employed talent In

any emergency..-To- accept the award
Is to' tacitly support' the Academy,
an*d I believe It the duty of every
screen writer to stand with his own.'
Frank Capra, Academy president;

said Nichols won the award and
that It stands whether he claims
the statuette or not. Academy says
it will not change the award, but
will keep the doll and, if - Nichols
wants It, at any time, it's his.

Hepburn Favors Second

Weiman Novel for Film

, Hollywood, March 10.

RKO is talking purchase of Rita
Weiman:s Jiovel, 'What Manner of

Love' for Katharine Hepburn who,
it is understood, is especially keen
fpr .lt. Studio is now in production
on another Wcimari novel, 'The
Witness Chair.*

Play by Miss Weiman and her
husband, Maurice Marks, 'The
King's Breakfast,' has .been set for
production next fall by Raymond
Gallo in New York.

Davis-FIynn Teamed
Hollywood, March 10.

Bette Davis shares the lead with
Erroll Flynn in Warners' 'Another
Dawn.'
Yarn is by author of 'Dangerous,'

for which performance Miss Davis
won the Academy award.

BOB RUBIN'S SON ELOPES
Robert Hitchcock Rubin, son of

J. Robert Rubin, Loew-Metro exec-
utive, and a student at Yale, eloped
March 3 to Harrison, N. Y., where
he married Mary Topping, N. Y.
society girl.

The bride is of the Topping
(Bethlehem Steel) family.

The Wi-ners HEAVY RUN ON
Producti

1—'Mutiny on the
Metro.

2—The Informer/ RKO-Radio.
3—'Captain . Blood,' Warner

Bros. -Cosmopolitan.

Best Performance

(Actor)
1—Victor cLaglen, 'The In-

former,' RKO-Radio.
2—Paut Muni, lack Fury/

Warner .-First Na-
tionals

3—Charles Laughton, ''Mutiny

- on. the Bounty/ Metro.

Best Performance

(Actress)
1—Bette

.
Davis, 'Dangerous/

Warner Bros.
2—Katharine Hepburn, 'Alice

Adams,' RKO-Radio.
3—Elisabeth Bergner, 'Escape

Me Never/ British & Do-
minions.

Direction

1—John Fordi 'The Informer/
RKO-Radio.

2—Michael. Curtiz, 'Captain
Blood/ Warner ros.-C.os-

mopolitan.
3—Henry Hathaway, 'Lives of

a Bengal Lancer/ Pava-;

mount
Ori ' Story

Ben Hecht and Charles Mac-
Arthur/ 'The Scoundrel/ "Par-

amount:
Adaptation and Screen Play
Dudley Nichols, 'The Informer/
RKO-Radio.

Short Subjects.

(Cartoon)
'Three Orphan Kittens/ Walt
Disney.

(Comedy)
'How to Sleep/ Metro, Jack
Chertok, producer.

'(Novelty)
'VVings Over. Mt. Everest/ Gau-
mont British and Sklbo
'(Educational).

Assistant Director

Clem Beauehamp and Paul
Wing/ 'Lives of a Bengal
Lancer,' Paramount.

Best Musical Scoring

'The Informer/ RKO-Radio, by
Max Stelner.

usi

/
(Best Song)

'Lullaby of roadway' (from
'Golddiggers of 1935/ War-
ner Bros.-Flrst National).
Music by Harry Warren;
lyrics by Al Dubln.

Dance Direction

Dave Gould, I've Got a Feel-
ing YoU're Fooling' (from

'

Broadway Melody of 1936/

.Metro), and 'Straw Hat*
number (from 'Folies Ber-
gere/ 20th Century).

Sound Recording

Douglas Shearer, 'Naughty
Marietta/ Metro.

Art Direction

Richard Day, 'The Dark Angel/
Samuel Goldwyn.

Cinematography

Hal Mohr, 'Midsummer Night's
Dream/ Warner Bros.-Flrst
National.

Film Editing

Ralph DawEon, 'Midsummer
Night's Dream/ Warner
Bros.-Flrst National.

Special Awarc'3

David Wark, riffith, for his

contributions to the advance-
ment of the motion picture
industry.

Scientific or Technical

Class 1—No awards.
Class 2—'Mtrit certificates to:

Agfa-Ansco Corporation for

Infra-Red Film, and to East-
man Kodak Company for

Pola-Screeh.
Class 3—Honorable mention to:

Metro, for an ti- directional

negative; William A. Mueller
of Warner Bros.-First Na-
tional sound department for

automatic dialog control of

sound in dubbing; Mole Rich-
ardson Company, solar-spot
spot lamps ; Douglas Shearer .

of Metro, automatic camera
and sound recording machine
oontrol; Electrical Research
Products, equipment to ana-
lyze fllm .travel flutter In re-
cording; Paramount, Trans-
parency Air Turbine Devel-
oping machine; Nathan Lev-
lnson, Warner Bros.-Flrst
National, method of Intercut-

. ting density and area sound
tracks for range.

A meeting has heen dolled for
this, week in Hollywood oy 10
leading talent agencies to take
steps against the free appear-
ance of film names on. radio
programs. Agencies may olnd
selves to pay fine for any viola-
tion.

LOs Angeles, March 10.

Heavy influx of transcontlrtentals
to the Coast before summer Bets in.

First to shuttle - west Is Slgmufrdl
Romberg's Swift ' airer, now en-
sconed at- Hollywood NBC studios.
George Olsen due in April to be

followed by Frank Fay in June.
Rudy Vallee heads for the Pa-
cific slope shortly thereafter for
dua.1 role of radio emcee-crooner
and cinema star.

Concentration -portends heavy run
on film; names as all programs will
use guesters. That also goes for
Ben Alexander's Kellogg cereal airer,

which loses its amateur standing
March 26.

With agencies .bidding against
each other for name players, event-
ual: effect expected to be a sharp
tilt in prices asked for one shot at
mlke.\ Recent publicity given to
Ginger Rogers $2,600 pit oh Mary
Pickford program also, having its
effect, with that amount being the
pivotal figure.

Despite agitation against free
airing by players, aimed at those
who fill guest spots for Louella Par--
sons on Hollywood Hotel, nothing
deflnte has resulted. Screen Ac-
tors Guild is slated to fake some
action against the practice at
board meeting this week.
Miss Parsons-'has lined up follow-

ing players:
March 13: Joan Bennett,

MacMurray and ZaSu Pitts.
March 20: Dolores Costello -Barry-

more, Freddie Bartholomew and C.
Aubrey Smith.
March 27: William Powell, Luise

Ralner and Virginia Bruce.

WARNERS, TALBOT CALL

IT QUITS AFTER TIFF

Hollywood, March 10.
Lyle Talbot is oft Warners con-

tract list after three years. Washup
was by mutual consent.
Two weeks ago Talbot took sus-

pension because he didn't like lead
part in 'Murder in the Big House/,
at which time contract still had few
weeks to run. Next hike in pact
would have tilted actor to $1,000
weekly.

Getting to Be Habit

Hollywood, March 10.

Fifth of William Morris office

staff to become casting director is

Jack Welner, who moved over to
Republic yesterday (Monday).
Others are Bill Perlman, Rufus.

LeMaire, Bill Grady and .Lew
Schreiber.

20TH'S SCBIB FACTS
Hollywood, March 10.

New Year writing contracts given
Joseph Hoffman, former "Variety
mugg; Sol s

iklns, Kenneth Eari;
Murray Roth, at 20th Century-Fox.

SAILINGS
March 27 (New York, to London),

Molly.Picon (Chiamplaln).
March 18 (New York to London),

Peter Mole (Berengaria).
March 18 (New York to Lon-

don), NieT Templeton (Berengaria).
March 14 (New York to Paris),

Mr. and Mrs. Trem Carr (He de
France). 1

March .11 (London to New York),
Mary Carlisle (Berengaria).
March 11 (New York to London),

George Seed (Aquitahia).
March 7 (New York to Paris),

Ed Perkins (Veendam).
March 7 (New York to Paris),

Princess Natalie Paley t Kurt J oops,

Leon Greanin (Champlain).

ARRIVALS
Alex Yokel, Joe tviodmann,

Robert Stern, M. Buerk, John C.

Flinn.
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Film Canaries Faced with Dearth

Of Popular Operatic Arias for Pix

Within , at; . aho^t i .
dearth of.

traditional operatic arias will be an

acute problem for vHollywood sing-

ing stars, and^Scrlpt writers and

producers may be forced to junk

the Metropolitan Opera aura . for

good, or concoct ..fresh ideas entire-

ly to enable the hlgh-C draws to

stay on. This is the theory accord-

ing to. metropolitan concert man-,

agers, now huddling over the year's

platform business which is mainly

concerned with operatic headliners

In New York, or on the Coast.

So far; Grace Moore has used up
butterfly' and -'Boheme* to. advan-
tage, with only 'Louise' left' to her-

especial talents. Lily Pons has

chanted 'Lakme/ and while a col-

oratura voice permits a wider range

to pick from,, leftovers will prob-

ably' be used up by the time she

gets around to her next RKO-Radio

opus.
Nino Martini shot the works in

Were -s to Romance' (20th-Fox),

Singing practically every tenor solo

on board. Lawrence Tibbett has

utilized Tagliacd' in. 'Metropolitan'

(2pth-Fox), and then switched to

spirituals for' a liberal' handout.

Jeaiiette MaeDonald, who's not an
opera diva primarily, took a flihg at

•Juliet' in the opening stanza of

Rose-Marie' (Metro). Gladys
Swarthout duets, the same . opera

with Jan Kiepura In her new film,

•Give Us the Night' (Par).

Main exception of the top draw
is Nelson Eddy who has stayed

clear of any "aria spread and come
through nicely.

Reverse the
s

lot?

F. C. Schang, Jr.', sales chief for

Columbia Concerts which handles

many of the singing stars, feels that

Hollywood Would be -well to forget

the struggling, voice-student theme
for good. Also anything smacking
of a' continental swing circuit. Any
thing but those two worn motiva-

tions. One possibility Would be to

start with an established diva and
show her down-hill course In later

years.

.

Musical, comedy versions still

have life, affording fuller range for

interpretation and free handling of

lilting light opera fare. The Rene
Clair method lends itself Svell to the

singing : star pictures.

Best singing- sequence to date,

according to Schang is the kitchen

scene in Miss Pons' 4
I Dream Too

Much* (RKO), with the star putting

the kettle on to a flood of casual

canary chanting. This particular

bit still has the industry interested

in such treatment for its stars

when making a Coast production

Before leaving for Europe last

week, Miss Pons acquired a stack of

scripts which she's reading during

her European opera dates, to find

something new in the dramatic line

for her next assignment. Miss

Moore, also touring n°w for a short

time before going to Europe, is re-

ported particularly anxious to get

something different in the way of

story material for her next effort.

BERLIN AT 20-FOX TO

TUNE, SCRIPT 'FRONT'

Hollywood, March 10,

Irving Berlin is due in from the

East today .(Tuesday) .at 20thrFox
to collaborate on story and; write

music and lyrics for filmusica'l

titled 'Out Front.' William Consel

man collaborates with rlin on the

story.

Berlin's deal provides for him to

receive a flat price for the job, plus

percentage on the picture's gross

He received $70,000 per picture plus

percentages from RKO for musica
scores on 'Top Hat' and 'Follow The
Fleet.'

Scott in TBohicans'

Hollywood, March
Randolph Scott goes from Para-

mount to Edward Small, oh loan

for lead in 'Last of the Mohicans,'

last Reliance picture to be made
by producer for United Artists re-
lease. Production starts early in
April at RKO Pathe studio.

Scott is returning to Paramount
this week, after . attending funeral
of his.father in Raleigh, N. C. Actor
goes into -lead spot in Paris 'And
Sudden Death' before swinging over
to Small. '

Amateur Heckler

n
lil II

2d Pic by Quins for 20th

Reported Twehtieth-Fbx has the
DIonne quins set for a second pic-,

ture, to be made ' tor the 1936-37
program, Joe Moskowitz went to

Ontario recently to discuss a second
picture to be made with the kidlets.

'Country Doctor' went oh release
thl$>- week. The quins received a
reported $50,000 for this picture.

NAZIS BAN

CHAPLIN PIC

s me Lyons

And Gets Gong

Detroit, March 10.

Thomas., James, . 235-pound

steamfitter and amateur heckler,

took a day off last-week and Went to

the Fox theatre; bdoed the Bebe
Daniels-Ben Lyon yaude act; re
ceived a shiner arid* cut lip in the
melee with Lyon, ushers and pat-
rons; landed in jail, and next day
was fined $15 for 'inciting a riot'

James protested he didn't like

the Lyon monolog or Lyon's pro-
fessional stooge in the audience, so
he decided he had a right to boo.
Lyon passed the first few bops off

while he Was on stage alone, but
went into the audience to pacify
James When the. heckling continued
while Miss Daniels was singing.
Both James. and Lyon claimed the
other struck first, but Lyon, showed
no bruises.

Mort Lewis, author of the -skit,

dropped into a seat beside James
after the first few boos, but to no
avail. Arthur . Grey, the pro heck-
ler, and Lyon then came on the
scene; scuffle followed, as did ush-
ers and police. Melee held up show
about 15 minutes.

Berlin,. March 10. -

German opinion has been suspi-
cious, of 'Modern Times' 'from;, the
start! A Frankfurt newspaper de-
scribes the N. Y» premiere in these
words: 'Charlie plays the part of a
Communist leader. The public was
npt at all enthusiastic. On the con-
trjaryi -never was^ Chaplin so heavily
attacked; The picture was more or
less hissed off.'

.

By order of Dr. Goebbels, minis-
ter of Enlightenment and Propa-
ganda, the admirers of Charlie
Chaplin in Germany will be barred
from seeing 'Modern Times/ Much
rumor about it has led to an official

of the Propaganda Ministry stating

that, although the film has not yet
been submitted to the German cen-
sor, there is no doubt that it will be
banned.
Nazi objection to 'Modern Times'

is based more on the convictions,

firmly held by the authorities, that
Chaplin is a Jew than on the film's

supposed 'Marxistic' tendencies. In

the first month of the Nazi regime;
Chaplin's name apeared on a list of

'prominent non-Aryans.'

PENNER BLOWS PAR

FOR RKO CONTRACT

Hollywood, March 10.

Joe Penner goes to Radio on term
contract, with studio now on hunt
for yarn.

Comic and Paramount, where he
was recently on two pic ticket,

failed to get together on renewal.

METRO'S VAUDE TESTEES
Senor. Winces, vaude 'artist re-

cently from Spain, has been tested

for pictures by Metro. Now appear^
ing with the Dave Apollon unit. He
is ventriloquist and juggler. Test

handled via William' Morris office.

Johnny Woods, another vaude-
vllllan, was screen tested last week
by, M-C. Curtis & Allen office

handled deal.

James Cagney Called 'Bad Boy'

In WB Contract Clash; Star Says

Too Many Pix Bad for Career

Getting Ready for Greta

, March 10.

ressnre is being put on Metro
writers by Irving 'Thalberg to rush
script of 'Camille' and 'Mine. Wal-
weska,' both scheduled as early pics

for Greta Garbo.

Reported from' Stockholm that

Garbo was to sail yesterday (Tues-
day) from Sweden for America
aboard the Swedish-American liner

Drotthingholm.

Donat Set as Hamlet'

For Korda; Laughton

Maybe as Nonius

London, March 2.

Alex Korda aims at getting a new
screen slant on Shakespeare With
his film production, of "Hamlet/
scheduled to start April 1, with Rob-
ert Donat playing the lead.

Vivien Leigh, Royal Academy of

Dramatic Art protegee discovered
by Sydney .Carroll, is the likely

Ophelia, and Charles Laughton may
play Polonlus.

Script has been written by Miles
Malleson, who first started on it

three years back, and Cameron Men-
zies will direct.

Korda's Idea, so far, has been to

keep the original dialog, suitably

hacked, and cut. out the spectacle,

idea being to present the band ,with
the simplicity of a stage presenta-
tion and not build him up into a
'super-spectacle.'

PAR JUNIORS CAST

FOR 'JUNIOR PROM'

Hollywood, March 10.

'Junior Prom' will be produced at
Paramount by Harlan Thompson.
Film will have college atmos-

phere, with music. Cast will Include
Eleanor Whitney, Johnny Downs,
Robert Cummings and John How-
ard, all younger members of

studio's stock list.

Par Admits

Contract;

INDIE HORROR PIC

'Alcatraz' Will Show Torture Gad-

gets at Fed Bastile

Mae West

for Cohen Pair

Pat O'Brien Says

He's Suspended,

WB Says Not So

Hollywood, March 10.

Refusing, to play a straight feed-

ing part to Dick Powell in 'Stage

Struck' * at Warners, Pat O'Brien

takes position he has been placed

on suspended list by studio.

Hal Wallis, studio production

head, stated that O'Brien is not sus-

pended, but is only out of the. pic-

ture, with probability that Warren.

William, now in Arizona, will step

into part.

O'Brien said that when part first

offered him he informed studio there

Was nothing in it for him; with stu-

dio stating story would be rewritten.

Receiving script, second time, actor

said only change he found Was
:
in

the tag, and he notified studio chiefs

he would prefer not to play the as-

signment. He then asked for his

six. weeks' layoff, as provided in his

contract, "but drew, instead; he in-

sists, a suspension.
O'Brien has been at Wrarn6rs two

years', under contract providing for

six pictures a year. Pact has two
more years ,to go.

MAMOULIAN DIRECTS

MARTINI'S DESPERADO'

Lbs Angeles, March 10.

Befor a courtroom with the
S.R.O. sign out, James Cagney, Jack
L. Warner, et al., went to bat last

week in a trial to determine whether
actor's contract with studio should
be abrogated or he should stick it

out. Charges,, varying in nature,

were hurled by both sides, with
Cagney labelled as 'a bad boy in the
industry' and termed 'recalcitrant'

by witnesses for Warner^
Suit resulted from Cagney's re-

fusing to start work on a Warner
picture December, last. In his com-
plaint Cagney charged that under;

—

a deal with Jack Warner, made in

19.32, he was. to have starred in four.

pix yearly. Further ' alleged that he
had .appeared in 14 flickers in last

'three: years. Complains his too fre-

quent appearances, hurt his b.6.

draw..

Actor also is seeking to have an
indemnity, agreement with the
studio declared, invalid. Under the
plan, $1,260 of actor's salary, which
had reached $4,500 weekly under the
1932 pact, was held in escrow to
protect studio in event Caijjney failed

to work through Illness or other rea-
sons.

Cagney also complained that he
wag to have received top billing for
all pix, but that studio failed to do
so in some instances.

Whip Hand to Studio?

When Cagney failed to' show" In

December, last year, for work, the
studio^, sent a letter advisingr him
that time lost would be added to

length of contract. He protests this
extension plan, claiming it grants
power to studio to compel and con-
trol his services for a period in ex-
cess Of contractual agreement.;
Austin Sherman, attorney for

Cagney, opened testimony with as-
sertions that when Cagney refused :

to work for Warners in 1932 mat-
ter was taken before the conciliation

committee of the Academy of Mo-
tion Picture Arts and Sciences. At
the hearing before the committee,
various witnesses testified and ah.
agreement was- reached whereby
Cagney was to receive $3,000 weekly,
with $500 yearly tptional Increases,
for five years, he said.

However, witnesses differed as to

(Continued on page 23)

Hollywood, March 10.

Rouben Mamoulian, recently re-

turned from. New York where he
produced the operatic version of

'Porgy' for the Theatre Guild, will

direct Nino Martini in 'The Gay
Desperado,' original by Leo Bir-

inskl, bought by Plckford-Lasky as
second production.
Production start .set. for around

May 1, Jane Miirfin collaborating

with BIrinskI on screen play.

Tain and Mabel' on Tap

For Marion Davies' Next

Hollywood, March 10.

Next Marion Dayies picture, 'Cain

and Mabel,' goes into production at

Warners Burbank studio April 9.

Lloyd Bacon will direct from Earl

Baldwin's script.

Twelvetrees Personals
Sydney. Feb. 1.1.

Helm Twelvclrees has com-
pleted the first pic for Cinesound
'Thoroughbred,' and will make a
stage appearance in Brisbane for

.Creator Union Theatres. Will do an
act showing how a pic is produced,

with two male leads. Act will run
around 30 mins.

IE successful Miss Twelvetrees
..lay do the act for a short run in

Sydney ami Melbourne. 'Thorough-
bred' is now in the cul ting- run.

Hollywood. March 10.

Burroughs'- Tarzan has acquired

film rights to J. J. Gilberts 'Alca-

traz,' .story of the federal prison in

.San Francisco hay. It will be one. of

four specials to he produced this

year, 'with script first submitted 10

Wash ins ion.

Number of mechanical devices as

used at the prison will be intro-

duced in film, including the electric

eye and voietoui'h. invented hy Leon

Theremin the gas chamber and the

du ngeon.

Hollywood, March 10,

Paramount last week notified Mac
West that the studio has recognized

her contention that studio violated

their contract through failure to

mal<o a picture during her last

working period, and admitted that

this breach frees her from any fur-

ther obligation.

Miss West has signed a two-pic-

ture deal with Cohen, drawing sal-

ary and percentage, which will net

her around $300,000. Miss West
currently is working on story, With

production skedded to start
,
in five

weeks.

Cohen is working on l cleaning

plan for the two West pictures.

Larrimore's Film Debut

Hollywood, March 10.

An original story is heing devel-

oped at Metro for the screen debut

of Fran cine La rrimOre.
Decision was rriudr- after Irving

Thalberg had thumbed jthrnugh sev-

eral- stage plays and found none to

fit her talents.
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Newsreek Don't Cotton to Merger

Own Trade

"While editors of several newsreels

will' admit that the saving to be

obtained through; combining one or

more of the new* weeklies would

spell the difference between a profit

and Loss for firms involved, none of

companies -will admit that their reel

is figuring to. participate in any

merger or working Agreement. With

the major companies vitally inter-

ested in. retaining the official iden-

tity of their own newsreels, industry
leaders anticipate some working
agreement- as the plan more likely

to be; agreed upon rather than any
actual combination.
Some such working combination

set-up would enable two of the
newsreel outfits to operate with ap-
proximately half the staffs neces-
sary by . the organizations. Actual
negative expense might be larger,

but the combined set-up would
eliminate duplicate coverage by
cameramen. One newsreel official

estimated such an arrangement
would reduce total costs each week
nearly 59%, "Where operating ex-
pense ordinarily might ruii $12,000

weekly for- each of two companies
now, by combining operating staffs

the two' could get out practically the
same high standard reels for $15,000'

to $18,000.

Such deal would mean that each
newsreel would be placed on a profit-

operating: basis where , at present
each reel now is. in the red practi-

cally every "week.",

Working Agreement
.

Such a working agreement would
permit both: newsreels to retain in-

dividual identity as at present.

Major film offiicials always regarded
the newsreel as . the sole spokesman
each company has to reach the puh-
lic via the screent which has been
the prime objection to merging with
other'.newsreels.

"#hile Pathe News "showed, an ex-
cellent financial statement recently,

this newsreel always 'has figured tn
talk of any working agreement if

only because - it is. recognized as
having probably the mast extensive
and valuable film library in the
business. Because of Its long and
comprehensive history, impartial
newsreel officials estimate that
Fathe's newsreel library is worth
$1,000,000.

In connection with this newsreel
company. Universal and Metrotone
have been mentioned most often on
any working combination. Both
companies deny any. negotiations as
does Pathe. Universal regards its

newsreel as an extremely valuable
property while Hearst's interest in

MetFotone foregoes arty near likeli

hood of any merger with other
reels.

Cmm Sets Releases

.Hollywood, March 10.

Maurice Conn has returned from

New York where he went
,
to. set re-

lease of Ills forthcoming independ-

ent productions^ New England

franchise rights to 16 Academy fea-

tures were, sold to Phil Smith. Brit-

ish distribution rights for Prankie
Darrqw pictures made by Conn have-

been acquired by Independent Flint

Distributors, Ltd.
Conn, while in New York, estab-

lished an exchange for handling his

product in that territory.

Title Spree

Detroit, March 10.

Wallace Beery took along $9,250

for 7 days' Work when, he left town
last week after engagement at the
Fox\theatre here.

Contract called for $7,500 net, plus

a split over $29,500. House grossed
close to $32,000 during Beery'S stay.

Also on the vaudev bill with Beery
.were Ben Lyon-Bebe Daniels, who
got around $2,500, and Eddie Pea-
body, making total cost of the vaude
in neighborhood of $15,000, highest
here in many moons.

FIDLER'S PIC GOSSIP

AS MOVIETONE CLIP

Hollywood, March 10,

Jimmy Fidler, columnist and
radio chatterer, joins 20th-Fox
Movietone News ApriL 1 under five

year contract as picture news and
personality gossip narrator.
Film will carry Fidler phiz, with

termer calling for minimum of :36

clips annually.
Fidler carries title of Hollywood

news editor under deal, and will

supervise his own camera crew.

WALLACE BEERY TAKES

OVER 9G OUT OF DET.

Tibbett Back on the

Metro Lot for 1 Pic

Hollywood, March 10.

Metro }s. looking for story to fit

Lawrence Tibbett, who is returning
to studio for single picture.

Songster currently has one more
film to make on two picture deal at
20th-Fox.

Thomas to Col* Olmstead

East; Shea Joins Par
Hollywood, March 10<

After five years' in Paramount ad-
vertising-publicity department, Bill

Thomas has moved to: Columbia to
replace Ed Olmstead, transferred to
Col.'s New York offices, as publicity
head.
Joe Shea,. .. aide to Gabe Ybrke

when latter was at Fox, replaces
Thomas at Par.

Hollywood* March 1».

Although Columbia has made
number of title shifts on new
Frank Capra picture, studio is

determined to 'go to? town!, with
it. Originally it was labelled

'Opera Hat,* then changed to.

'Cinderella; Matt* It finally be-
came. 'A Gentleman Goes . to

Town.'
Now they're 'more specific,

and it's 'Mr* Deeds Goes to

Towns'

The Boys Start TaHriag for Headline!

F-WC BUY WITH

MH-FOX SET

Los Angeles, .March 10.

First countrywide circuit buy of

a major company's' film product for

1936-37 season was closed, here- last

week when deal was completed be-

tween National Theatres* Inc.; and
20th-Fox. Buy, which, provisionally

calls for 59 pictures, was made-for
some 450 houses included in Na-
tional Theatres setup, which takes
in the Fox-West Coast circuit and
all of its affiliates and. subaids;
Buy was discussed, here for sev-

eral days- by- Spyros and Charles
Skouras, and all

•

'F-WC division

chiefs, with John D. Clarke and
Herman Wobber representing 20th-

Fox...

20th-Fox understood to have ne-
gotiated number of other product
deals in Various key centers, with
some Idealities as much as 75% sold.

Closing of Fox "West Coast buy and
launching of selling season on
Coast is approximately at same time
of the year as last season.

All 20th-Fox branch exchange
managers In the western area con-

ferred at . San Francisco last. Satur-

day (7) with Wobber, when new
season's product was outlined, and
word given for selling to get under
way.

J. J. Sullivan, chief film,buyer for

Fox West Coast, heads east in two
weeks, to start negotiations with
other majors for 1936r37 product*

This is several months' earlier than
usual, but with the Skourases . said

to take stand that film buys are

much too important tti leave until

just before new season opens. They
want all

- buys cleaned up before

summer sets in.

Dangling Fame
Hollywood,. March 10.

Lois Wilde, former Metropolitan
Opera dancer and a Howard
Chandler Christy model, will do
fernme cliffhanger in Republic's
serial > 'Undersea Kingdom.'

Schulberg's Next at Col.

Hollywood, March 10.

Next for B. P. Schulberg at Co-
lumbia is 'Queer Money.' Erie Ken-
ton directs.

0AKIE LEAVES PAR

FOR RELIANCE TERMER

Hollywood, March 10.

Jack Oakie terminates his Para-
mount contract Sept. 1 and moves
over to Reliance Picts on a term
deal.

Reported negotiations with 20th-

Fox didn't jell.

Metro Anchors McGuire

Hollywood, March 10.

William Anthony McGuire draws
a new two-year writing contract at
Metro.
McGuire, who has been confined

to bed with flu attack, will function
under Hunt Strombecg.

Temptation's Contract

Hollywood, March 10.

First instance of a foreign pro-
ducer signing up an American exec-
utive is the three year contract

handed Mel Templeton, Paramount
budgS." head, to install an American
system for London Films.

Templeton sails for London
March 18.

Cullman at Palm Springs
Hollywood, March 10.

Howard S. Cullman, operator-re-

ceiver- of the Boxy, N. Y., is spend-
ing hi* entire honeymoon-vacation
at Palm Springs and will not visit

Hoflywood.
Instead he Is going direct from

there to Santa. Fe and back to'.N, Y,

Within If) days.

NPTOA Pans 'Busybody Legislation/

Favors Intra-Industry Arbitration

Miami, March 10.

The Motion Picture Theatre Own-
ers of America's exec board, conven-

ing here, has decided that producers

and exhibitors will bury the hatchet,

preferably in the scalp of 'busybody

legislation/ The 'groupj meeting at

the Biltmore, decided to appoint a

committee to meet in N. Y. with

sales managers of the producing or-

ganizations to 'iron out' differences

between the two groups, Ed Kuy-
kendall, president of the association

announced after the meeting.
'We'll put before the> sales man-

agers of the producing units tho
proposition that unless concessions
are made in the matter of cancella-

tion privileges, we will be faced with

the ; necessity of both national and
state legislation, Kuyke.ndall said.

'Neither the producers nor the ex-

hibitors desire annoying legislation.

Neither believes the Government
should interfere with the motion
picture business and both would
rather settle differences between
themselves.
'But these concessions are vital to

us, and I feel sure the producers
will see it that way. If we can
reach a settlement, we can combine
forces against the ridiculous Neely

-'

Pettinglil bill now in Congress, a
bill which would damage us both
terribly.'

It is this bill that the film men
term 'busybody legislation support-
ed by* soreheads and chiaelers in the
business and

,
busyhodles and pro-

fessional reformers outside it.'

Washington, March 10.

ight over regulation of the mo-
tion picture- Industry opened on a
new front Monday (9) when a sub-
committee of the House Interstate

Commerce Committee settled down
for hearings on the Pettingill anti-

block booking bill. Proposal, which
is a companion measure to the
Neely. bill discussed two weeks ago
before a similar committee in the
Senate,, would curb group Belling

and blind buying, imposing stiff

penalties on producers and dis-

tributors that fail to toe the line.

Charging that motion pictures

have 'destroyed the* reputation of
America abroad' and tossing most
of the blame into the laps of 'eight

men in far-off Hollywood/ Repre-
sentative Culkin (Rep.), of New
York tore Into the picture industry
and declared himself in favor of
making the motion pictures a public
utility, under Federal supervision.
Culkin wsls the 'first of thr^e Con-

gressmen to appear before the com-
mittee in support of -the measure,
which, was introduced partially at
his request. Citing cases where the
big producers have run afoul of the
anti-trust laws, he declared that, in

the eyes of the government, 'the

motion picture industry ig actually

a monopoly and Will Hays is the'

czar of the group.*

'Majors to Blame'

The majors were blamed for re-,

lease., of "undesirable* pictures in

Europe which, Culkin charged, have
given inhabitants of foreign coun-
tries a distorted idea of American
life. 'Nothing tn our present day
relations with foreign countries is

so absolutely fatal and destructive
of good will .as those pictures which
are represented as being true to
American life,' he stormed.
Answering Charles C. Pettijohn,

counsel for the Hays group, who
previously argued the Pettingill bill

contains no real provision for rais-
ing moral standards, Culkin insisted
that passage of the measure would
result in clean films for community
houses and a general Improvement
in theatres all over the country. He
admitted, however, that perhaps the
powers of selection of local exhibi-
tors might be 'below the level" of
the producers.' The bill itself, he.
said, 'has a moral stay by giving;
Voice to local influences* and would
compel exhibitors to show films
suitable to their communities.
In contrast to hearings before the

Neely subcommittee twp weeks ago,
much curiosity and interest was dis-
played in the proceedings both by
spectators and participants. Lively,
after a long weekend, the committee
of five Congressmen closely followed
the testimony of proponents of the
bill.

First witness at the opening hear-
ing was Dr. Stephen P. Cabot, hon-
orary v. p. of the Motion Picture
Research Council, who repeated
much of the testimony he gave be-
fore the Neely committee and again
urged adoption of the measure as a
means of outlawing pictures which
are harmful to kids. Although ad-
mitting that films, during the past
year, 'have improved in quality and
character,' the elderly gent de-
pressed doubt that they would re-
main so. Producers have been
making promises since the start
of the industry, Cabot charged,
•but those promises did not amount
to much. They say that they have
at last cleaned house and will con-
tinue to keep it clean,' but there may
at any~*time be an increase of un-
desirable pictures.'

Only member of the opposition to
testify during the first day was
Pettijohn, who was allowed 30
minutes at the start of proceedings
to outline his case. The Hays coun-
sel approached the subject of block
booking from the Standpoint that
distribution of films is a mechani-
cal problem, and that enactment of
the Pettingill bill would result in
serious confusion in an industry
which delivers 30,000 miles of film a
day to all parts of the country. He
compared .such a condition with a
railroad suddenly required to route
its trains oyer 30,000 miles of track
without schedules, and predicted

;
that there would be 'wrecks' in

either case.

Picnic for Lawyers'
. Another point which Pettijohn
brought out was the legal diftlcul-

ties; which would arise, under those
Clauses in the bill which provide
for injunctions, fines and jail sen-
tences for group ' sale's of pictures,

failure to provide accurate synopses
with all pictures and . other viola-
tions ot the . act The bill 'would
provide a, picnic and a merry-go-
round for lawyers all over the coun-
try.* Pettijohn insisted.

The. Hays lawyer again attacked
the motives of independent exhibi-

tors, claiming that, 'although they
have good people believing that they
would produce 'King of Kings' and
•David Cbpperfleld/ their selections

would follow the trend of the box
office, rather than that of moral pic-

tures.'

Pettijohn pleaded that the abol-

IshmentTof wholesale selling should
be extended to wholesale buying as
well, as films would be put oh the
auction block and 'the man with the
most money will ;

get' the best pic-

tures,' Exhibitors want to pick the
cream and leave the skim milk to

their opposition,' he asserted.

Review of the bill was giVen by
Henry R. Atkinson of the Motion
Picture Research Council's legal'

committee, who countered' an attack
made by Pettijohn on the legality of
the . bill at the previous hearings.
Atkinson was questioned closely by-

Representative. Cooper ot Ohio, who
asked if there was anything . in the
measure to prevent exhibitors from
buying undesirable films. Upon be-
ing- told ^nothing whatever/ the Ohio
Congressman restated his question:
'There, are ladies present today who
are interested in cleaning up. You
say you are going to leave this en-
tirely up to the exhibitor?' Atkin-
son replied that he thought . that
local civic groups 'would have con-
trol of neighborhood screens/ once
the measure was passed.
Representative Connery (Dem.) of.

Massachusetts appeared in the role
of 'a friend of the theatre, and a'

friend of the moving pictures/ Con-
nery, who spent many years as. a
vaudeville performer and ran his

own theatre in Salem, Mass., before
entering politics, supported the Pet-
tingill bill 'both from the. proposition
of doing away with a monopoly and
from the moral proposition/

Double. Entendre.

Recalling that he had opposed the
drastic Patman bill two years ago,
and that he had expressed himself
at that time as against federal cen-
sorship for the film industry, Con-
nery said that he felt that the bill

would cure 'not immediately, but
ultimately, the exhibition of un-
moral pictures.' He attacked 'the

double-meaning line/ as the ohief
evil of undesirable .pictures. 'Pro-
ducers introduced the double-mean-
ing line and risque scene/ he said,
'trying to get a laugh from the audi-
ence.'

Representative White (Demo.) of
Idaho appeared in the bill's behalf
and protested- that the big. com-
panies put the little fellow but of
business. Abram F. Myers, general
counsel for Allied Associates did a
repeat performance of his monop-
oly-blasting act of two weeks before
and charged against that motion
picture producers and distributors
had shown flagrant disregard for the
anti- trust lawsi
An informal opinion procured

from the Attorney General and
written by Harold M. Stevens, as-
sistant Attorney General, was intro-
duced in the record by Chairman
Pettertgili. The Department of Jus-
tice, according to Stevens has found
that block booking and blind selling
are widely used .by producers and
distributors and place the exhibitors,
especially the independents, ait a dis-
advantage. The opinion also found
that the major, producers had
formed a habit of allocating their
choicest productions to affiliate the-
atres.

it is believed that legislation on
block booking and blind selling
should be Upheld by the courts, and
that legislation affecting other proc r

tices and relationships of the indus-
try would also probably be upheld/
the opinion, stated.

Women Champion Films
Cracks that 'many mothers use.

theatres as a nursery* and that it
;

was difficult to see the difference,,
between buying films in blocks and ,

buying books under the Book-of-
the-Month club system, were made
by women representatives of civic
organizations who testified against
the Pettingill anti-block booking bill

during the second day's hearings
before a house subcommittee.
'Some exhibitors want to have

their cake and eat it too/ the com-
mittee was told by Mrs, Edwar
Barsham, chairman of theWilming-

\ (Continued on page 29)
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SIX. REVEALS

MORE HC CO.

Washington, March 10.

Sale by Jack L. Warner of large
slugs of Warner Bros, securities In
late January was revealed last week
by Securities and Exchange Com-
mission. Semi-monthly report on
stock, holdings also threw .more
light .on transactions incident to
the Fox-20th Century, merger last
fall,

AS one of the major owners of
W. B. paper, Jack Warner cut his
holdings of 6% debentures to 1,823,-
000 by selling blocks of 20,000 and
13,00.0 oh two successive days. Only
a few. days earlier he had picked up
3,000 shares of the Arm's common,
boosting his holdings of these tick-
ets to 88,060 shares. Also liolds 10,-

618 of the $3.85 preferred in his own
name and 4,786 through a personal

. holding company.
Belated stock dividend boosted

Jack Conn's investment in Colum-
bia paper, report shows; He re-
ceived 813 shares of common
through, the trust agreement,, rais-

ing his interest to 1, 377,748.

More
. sales of 20th Century-Fox

ducats by Sydney, Towell, director,

were revealed in the S. E. C. sum-
mary. Towell disposed of 275 shares
of common and 550 of $1.50 pre-
ferred, cutting his holdings of the
respective issues to 34 and 67 at the
end of the month.

Multiple sales, purchases and ex-
changes of Fox-20th Century paper
by Harold B. Clark and White,
Weld & Co., of which he is a mem-
ber, during August and September
were revealed by the Commish. The
previous S, E. C. report showed
similar activity by Wall Streeters

and other Investors in the two
Hollywood studios.

During September, White, Weld
sliced its holding of 6% debentures
by selling 19,800 shares in three

different lots oyer a period of two
weeks, and" by purchasing 10.1C0

shares during the same interval,

making a net reductton of 9,700. At
the end of September, Clark held

in his own name 50 shares of com-,
mon and 101 shares of the $1.50

preferred.
During the previous month, ac-

cording to an amended report, Clark

acquired his 50 shares of common
through an exchange in which he

surrendered 201 shares of the old A
common. By the swapping method
he also acquired 101 shares of pre-

ferred. White, Weld & Co., in

August, boosted its holdings by pur-

chasing in three lots 2,100 deben-
tures, raising its total to 9,700. The
Wall Street firm in September then
proceeded to dispose of all this

paper.

STILL WORKING OUT

SHEEHAN-PAR DEAL

Whitney's Biz Abroad

Hollywood, March 10,

Jock Whitney, while abroad, will:

try to induce Alexander Korda to
make two or more color pictures In
London for Pioneer and Selznick
International release. Figured he
could take advantage of Hollywood
talent now in England.
Whitney is also said to be reading

two plays for possible Broadway
production.
Whitney Is en route to Eng-

land for the Grand National race.
He planed east Sunday (8).

Returns to the Coast in April for
production conferences with David
O. Selznick and t»ioneer pictures.

WB PLANS MORE

PROD. ABROAD

Harry M. Warner and Sam
Morris, WB foreign head, sail for

Europe next Wednesday (18) to dis-

cuss European distribution plans

and to check Into production on

the other

The company is interested in ex-

pansion of production In Europe.
WB already is set up In the Ted-
dington, England, studio. While
abroad, Warner and Morris will also

lay plans for further showing of

'Midsummer Night's Dream' In for

ejgn countries.

51,1.11,1
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U. S. Eyes Pix Industry to

Make Up Deficits—Talk
of Starting Admish Taxes
at 20-25c Tickets—Pro-
pose Rap on Undivided
Profts of Corporations

HURT RESERVES

HEARST'S N. Y/PAPERS

TABU 'KLONDIKE' ADS

To get around the Hearst ban
against ads on the Mae West .pic-

ture, 'Klondike Annie,' Paramount
has worked out an ad to cover the

rest of the show. It invites the

public to phone to learn what fea-

ture would be. Such an ad for the

Paramount, N. T., was prepared and
in N. Y. accepted by the Journal

and Mirror but turned down by the
American.
Par advertised the Fred Waring

orchestra and pit entertainers, with
ads Indicating special operators had
been put on to answer, inquiries as

to. the feature.

Present plans for Winfleld P..

Sheeha'n as a Paramount producer
call, for production of 10 pictures a
year, with studio facilities and
schedules to determine how many
of these are to be 'A' and how many
'B' pictures. If Sheehari is to make
four A features, he would then make
six in the B grade; six of the A
type, the other four would be B. All

this depends on circumstances.
While Sheehan is agreed on join-

ing Par as an associate producer
at John E. Otterson's invitation, the
contract itself has not been re-

duced to paper. Nathan Burkan is

working it out for She-ehan before
it is brought up for ratification by
the board.
Frank Lloyd's contract as a di-

rector has been signed but also

awaits board approval.

MYRON SELZNICK'S FLU
Hollywood, March 10.

Myron Holznick was ordered to the
hospital by his doctor. Heavy flu

attack.

Nebraska Tussle
Lincoln, March 10.

City Manager Jerry Zlgmond of

Cooper Enterprises here Is attempt-
ing to gain a showing locally of

'Klondike Annie' even if the' film

has to undergo certain deletions.

County Attorney Max Towle, last

week, slapped a guarantee of in-

junction against the showing if at-

tempt was made to follow through
on the ads. Zlgmond has turned the

matter over to the Omaha dlstrib

offices and suggests they do a laun-

dering stunt.

Rochester, N. Y.. March 10.

Editorial blasts by Hearst's

Journal American against 'Klon-

dike Annie' caused last minute
shift from 1,900-seat Century to

delayed opening in. the RKO Pal-

ace, 3,400-seater and ace house in

the Comerford group.

Detroit, March 10.

United Detroit Theatres (Par

subsid) has shunted 'Klondike

Annie' to the RKO downtown. Pic

opens Friday, replacing 'Follow the

Fleet.'

Fred Schuessler Vice

Datig as Par Caster

Hollywood, March 10.

Paramount expects to close today
(Tuesday) with Fred Schuessler,

recently resigned as RKO Radio's

chief caster, to head the casting de-

partment.
Fred Datig, for past 11 years

casting director at Paramount, has
resigned. Continued ill health

prompted Datlg'9. leaving gtudlo.

Washington, March 10.

Heavier taxes on the film indus-
try are being weighed by HoUse of

Representatives committee beating

the bushes for' more than $1,000,-

000,000 in additional government
revenue, but prospects are that the

existing 10% -tap on tickets costing

more than 40c will be unchanged.

A lower starting point for box of-

fice impost was advocated by vari-

ous members of the ways and means
committe e. opposing President

Roosevelt's request for a stl charge

on all corporation earnings and
there is still a, chance that the

theatre levy may be made more
stringent in order to avoid socking

all business and Industrial firms

heavily on their undistributed in-

come.
Indirect opposition to a stiffer

:
ticket tax was registered Friday (6)

by Internal Revenue Bureau which
pointed out, however, possibilities of
corralling much additional revenue
from broadening the charge to in-
clude neighborhood houses, in ah
unsigned memorandum on the sub-
ject of nuisance, levies, Commis-
sioner Guy T. Helverlng admitted
the yield could be Increased Ave
times but washed his hands of re-

sponsibility by sounding an 'on your
own heads be it' chord.
With the present tax bringing In

$16,000,000 annually, the theatre im-
post could be made to produce $80,-

000,000 if exemption were chopped
to 10c, Helverlng said. But in the
event of such action 'patrons of
motion picture, theatres and the like

would be made subject to the tax,'

Commissioner said, adding '.there

fore, the increase in revenues would
be obtained largely from lower In

come groups.'
Luxury Tax?

Still pondering ail possibilities,

committee may eventually decide to

lower the starting point to 20c or
25c, according to members desirous
of ducking responsibility for adding
to the business tax burden. A sub
stantial number of legislators feel

the box office rap is in the nature
of a luxury tax- and that large

amount could be raised in compara
tively painless fashion by lowering
the exemption figure.

Film corporations, as all business
firms, are in danger of having the
government pounce on all their

earnings. In demanding more cash
for government operations, Presi-
dent Roosevelt suggested major re-

form by abolishing existing levies

on capital stocks and surplus profits

and in lieu of these bites he urged
a graduated levy on all Income be-

fore distribution. Scales being de-
bated by committeemen range from
20 to 37% %, with limited exemption
in order to allow diversion of a rea-
sonable amount of earnings to re-

serves.

Would Hurt Reserve Funds
Such a tax would hit the film In-

dustry especially hard, statisticians

admit, because of the custom of

pouring large amounts into reserves
and surplus as a cushion against
production risks. The immediate
effect of such a tax would be to

force concerns to distribute their

plgeOn-holed cash, paying a huge
sum to the Treasury, and to curtail

studio practice of building up a ma-
terial backlog to meet future hard
times.

The effect of such tax law changes
on the amusement biz was reflected

In an analysis of 1933 tax returns—

LeRoy Wants Own Production Unit;

May Leave WB, Distrib Elsewhere
4-

'Sutter's Gold Week'

Sacramento, March 10.

Governor Merrlam has proclaimed
the week of March 25-31 IGpld
Week' In recognition of. the world
premiere of UniversaTs 'Sutter's
Gold' at Sacramento, March 25.

Banner publicizing the film is

hung pn the main floor of the cap-
itol. »

THALBERG DEAL

SET, sen

Nick Schenck left the Coast Fri-
day night (C) for New York via
Florida after conferring on the Irv-
ing Thalberg matter. tJnderstobd
here that all the terms of the agree-
ment have been found satisfactory,
and that the contract will be signed
by Thalberg later, probably when he
arrives in N. Y. en route to Europe.
New 10 -year ticket reported ' to

call for a minimum of 10 pictures
yearly made by Thalberg's unit, with
Thalberg to have first call on all

contracted Metro people for his pro-
ductions.
Herbert Maas, Thalberg's attor-

ney, was reported to have left the
Coast for N. Y. over, the weekend.

OTTERSON'S WALL ST.

EDITORS' POWWOW
John E. Otterson will

.
explain

Paramount's financial situation and
setup at this time at a luncheon
Friday (13) to the Wall street edi-

tors of the New York dailies. Pre-
ferring not to appear before too big

a group at one time, trade paper
and wire service representatives
will be addressed later by the Par
president.

The private dining room at Par.

headquarters will be the scene of.

the lunch to the financial eds of

eight N. Y. dailies.

Hollywood, March 10.

Determined to form his own pro-
duction company, Meryyn LeRoy
may pull away from Warner Bos.
Both United Artists and Paramount
may land him on a releasing ar-
rangement, it is said.

LeRoy when- in New York shortly
will confer with John E. Otterson
and UA with respect to producing
his own pictures for release through
one of these- companies. Harry M.
Warner, WB president, who hag
been On the Coast discussing mat-
ters with LeRdy while surveying
production generally, preceded him
east, accompanied by A. W. Smith,

^

Jr.; Gfadwell Sears and Joe Berr'
hard, who arrived there Sunday (8).

LeRoy . and his wire, the former
Doris Warner, sail for Europe on A
holiday.

Irving Thalberg also has been
after LeRoy for some time. H«
wanted him to do 'Good Earth* but
Warners wouldn't let him oft tor
this one.
• LeRoy is Harry M. Warner's son«
in-law.

M READYING

LONDON PROD.

'London, March 10.

Metro's policy of going in for
local, production on a. bigger seal*
than in the past Is likely to get
started in the near future.
Understood that the first picture

on the new -setup will be 'Bonnie
Prince Charlie,' with Leslie Howard,
due here in June to start work in it,

and Valerie Hobson opposite,

'ADVERSE/ 'PASTURES'

TO BE R0ADSH0WED

Trem Carr's Vacash
Hollywood, March 10.

Trem Carr is taking a two-month
vacation jaunt through Europe be-
fore making a new production tieup.

Former Republic Pictures head is

due back May 15 to make a choice

from several deals.

latest available statistics—which
showed surplus and undivided
profits in the major industry group
containing amusements were ap-
proximately eight times as great as
dividend payments.

Indicating that amusement enter-

prises habitually set aside large

amounts for reserves, Treasury fig-

ures showed that in the serv-
ice trades (professional activities,

amusements, hotels, etc.) 6,331 cor-
porations, showing net income in

1933 put aside $245,428,000 as un-
divided profits and distributed only

$31,576,000 as cash dividends. In ad-
dition, dividends aggregating $9,-

048,000 were paid by the 28,195 en-
terprises which wound up the year
in the red, so that the whole group,
including both the profitable and
losing concerns, handed over to

stockholders $41,521,000 and with-
held a net sum of $179,173,000 (with
deficits amounting to $66,255).

The excess profits tax, which
President Roosevelt wants repealed,

cost amusement enterprises only

$72,000 in 1933, so that the .benefit

for the industry from lifting this

levy Would be negligible. Exhibs
would save $24,000, and prr-d ucers

$22,000 on the basis of 19'3:! oi K-ra-

tions..

Warner Bros, executives will hold
a conference today (Wednesday) to

discuss 'Anthony Adverse' and
'Green Pastures,"' together with
sales policy on both pictures. Harry
M. Warner, Joe Bernhard, Grad
Sears and Andy Smith, Jr., who re-

turned Sunday (8) from the Coast,

saw both pictures out there. 'Ad-

verse' was seen prior to scoring,

'Pastures' in its nearly-completed
rough state.

Major Albert Warner, v.p. in

charge of distribution, who has
been in Florida for six weeks, re-

turned Monday (9) in order to at-

tend the conference today, and later

in the week Hervey Allen, author of

'Adverse,' comes to New York for

huddles with Farrar & Rinehardt,

publishers of the book, and Warner
Bros, on plans to push the. picture,

Warners is. virtually set on road-

showing both 'Adverse' and 'Pas-

tures.' What company heads will

principally discuss today (Wednes-
day) is on just what basis both pic-

tures will be two-a-dayed and
when. 'Adverse' will probably go

out ahead of 'Pastures,! but whether

or not the roadahowing should be-

gin this May or early fall is to be

decided. 'Pastures' roadshbwing

also will be discussed.

Rogell Departs Col
Hollywood, March 10.

Winding up his termer at Colum-

bia as director, AI Rogell will' ne-

gotiate deal with another studio.

He pulled out yesterday (Mon.)

Tor (iuaymas, Mexico, on fishing

trip.

THALBERG TIES M'NTJTT

Hollywood, March 10.

William SJavcns McNutt has been

placed under a two-year contract At

Metro.
He'll function exclusively -on .Irv-

ing' Thalijfi-g productions.
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[ Union Picketing N. Y.

Theatres Showing Republic Films

Beaching a deadlock with Repub-

lic In its negotiations for recog-

nition and this closed shop, the Filth

Exchange Employees Union has.

started picketing all theatres in tho

Greater. New York area playing Re-
pub, pictures. According to the

union's allegations Republic prod-
Met is being cancelled or shifted in

a number 6t instances in order to

avoid the picketing.

"While the situation with Republic
has reached, this stage, with the
FEE turning down compromise pro-
posals of that exchange in New
Tork and preparing for a fight,

the newly created union hopes to

make better headway with Warner
Bros, and otherb,

A /meeting, is scheduled for this

'afternoon (Wednesday) with War-
ner executives,! at Which the FEE
•will present its demands for con-
sideration and/discussion. WB has
made, no commitment except to dis-

cuss the matter with an FEE com-
mittee. Favorable progress is also

reported with Columbia after con-
versations- with Jack Conn in New
Yori.,

Alto Circuit Houstt

The FEE .
picketing program

against Repub, after all apparent
nope for" an agreement with this

. distributor had been dissipated; is

-against all nouses exhibiting Repub
product, including circuit theatres

of the Loewv . RKO and Skouras
chains. t7nion pickets only 'when
a Repub picture is - current, with
placards of the pavement, marchers
attacking Repub only, FEE checks
theatres , and Repub pictures, as-
signing' ^wo men to', each house
when playing a Repub release.

Only Loew house "to be picketed

so^ far .is the Hollywood, which
Monday and Tuesday. (9-10) was
playing *NeW Frontier/ The Melba,
Brooklyn, also Loew's, was to play
thh; same; picture oyer the week-
end, but didn't,, although scheduled.
RKO is not Jcnown to have made
any; cancellations or booking .shifts

so far, but numerous.indies have.,
A. H*. Schwartz's Century circuit is

claimed to have, cancelled' Tent-
house Party,' . which was to play
the .'Oceanic, Brooklyn. The Folly,
Brooklyn, an Indie, cancelled both
'New. Frontier' and .'Penthouse
I^arty,' according to union, informa-
tion. FEE also says it has been
promised by twb other indie houses,
Circle and University, latter In
Bronx, that they would cancel Re-
public pictures bobked.'Hope of the
theatres In Cancelling or setting
hack pictures is that FEE and Re-
public may get together.
The American Federation of.

Labor, which issued k direct charter
to the FEE, is assisting the new
union in its fight for recognition
Other unions in the industry, such
as Local 306, N. T. Operators, are
lending' moral support. They are
naturally

.
sympathetic to the FEE

drive for recognition and any ef-
fort of this or other unions to im-
prove - working conditions, a high
labor executive pointed out.

1936 Film Daily Year

Book Bigger W Better
Film Daily'* Tear Book, like the

circus, is always bigger and better.

It has to be bigger in order .to be
better, since much of the matter is

merely revised, but the 1936 volume
runs 1,216 pages as against. 1,088 for

the. previous year, and lists 15,436

titles against the previous 14,537.

The NRA Code, which used up a
number of pages last year has been
dropped, to be replaced by more
timely material.

It remains the one essential ref-

erence volume for the film trade and
film writers; a history as well as a
reference book.

loew's Wins Big Smt

The *1,$75;000 suit brought by the

.Theatre Holding Co., of Atlanta,

6a., against Loew's, Inc.; Marcus
Loew Booking Agency, Fox Thea-
tres Corp. and; Loew's Atlantic
Corp., "involving ' the, long term
lease of. the Fox Theatre In Atlanta,

Was dismissed on motion Thursday
(5) by Justice Salvatore Cotillo In'

•N. Y. supreme court.' The Court In
a lenghty opinion held that the de-
fendants could not be held account-
able for a rental agreement made
In 1926 between the Taarab Temple
Building Co., now dissolved, and the
Fox Theatres Corp. The plaintiff

company was formed by bondhold-
ers and sued as assignee of the
Trust Co. of Georgia and the
Taarab Temple Building Co., and
also as present owner of the build-
ing in which the theatre is located.

Jas. Clark May Stick at 20th.

James Clark, head of the acces-
sories department in 20th Century-
Fox who resigned a couple weeks
ago, may return to the company in

a sales capacity after 20th's general
sales manager, John D. Clarke, no
relation, 'returns from California.

The accessories department has
been taken over by Lee Balshy,
former assistant to Clark, Elliott

McManus, from the publicity divi-

sion, becomes his assistant.

Terry's New Set-Up

Paul Terry has been elected pres-

ident ,of Moser-Terry, Inc;, makers
of ^ferry-Toon cartoons, succeed-
ing ¥*rank Moser, -retiring to devote
his time to painting. New name
for firm is Terry Toons, Inc.

Harvey D. Day Is new v.p. in

charge, of sales; Philip Scheib, mu-
sical direct^ and second v.pij Wil-
liam M. Wjaiss, secretary-treasurer.

SMALL SAVINGS

ON CAN. TARIFF

Much heralded saving for picture-;

business In.the hew Canadian tariff^

which went into effect the first of'

this year, will result in an annual

saving, of less than 1150,000 on fea-

ture-negatives shipped Into Canada
by the nine U. .S. picture companies
doing the bulk of business. Figured
that saving on shorts .would, hardly
amount to an additional $1,000.

Fact • that the tax reduction on
accessories is ^held to be of minor
character1

; leads picture executives
to estimate the annual saving in
taxes for. producers will be under
$175,000. American companies do
not Ship in any positive prints, con-
sequently biggest slash- is- on nega-
tive prints.

All film companies in the U. S.

sending1 negatives to Canada
for distribution pay the tax
bill, which is pyramided and includes

duty on negative, excise tax .and
sales tax. Working arrangements
by U. S. plx companies so set up
that Canadian, laboratories handle
this negative and American pro-
ducers ; pay for ' printing cost.

Saving on each 7,000-foot print Is

estimated to be around $38. Nine,
larger companies, that do

:
most of

biz With Canada make . average
of nine prints per feature of about
45.6 different negatives on which
each of the nine companies, would
effect this small economy. It figures

around $143,900 annually.
Probably' biggest benefits under

new tariffs obtain to the equipment
manufacturers. Makers ot motion
picture projectors, spotlights . and
screens obtained a.20% slash, .duty
being dropped from 36% to 15%,
In :the industry it is realized that
such steps were taken because
Canadians do not feel the com-
petish, there being few manufac-
turers of this equipment in Canada.

War Scare Jitters Dents Stock

Market, but Amusements Rally

5th 'Cassidy' Hops Along

Hollywood, March 10.

Fifth of 'Hop-Along Cassldy'
series of westerns for paramount re-
lease, under label. 'Bar. 23,'

. is cur-
rently in production by Harry Sher-.
man, with company on location at
Lone Pine.
Unit of 70 will spend 10 days there

and at Kernvllle for exteriors. Cast,
headed by Bill Cody, includes Jlm-
mie Ellison, Onslow Stevens, .Muriel
Evans, George Hays, Claude King.
William Duncan, Clara Kimball
Young. Howard Bretherton direct-
ing.

L. A. to N. Y.
Allan Jones.
Mervyn; LeRqy.
John Blystone.
George Browne.
Johnny Green.
Laura Harding.

N. Y. to L. A.
irvlngr Berlin.

Gavin Muir.
Arthur Schwartz.
Lincoln Kirstein.

Dr. Milton Bender.

By MIKE WEAR
Anxiety over European ' troubles

diminished considerably in yester-

day's (Tues.) stock market, with
many groups recovering much of

ground lost in Monday's sell- off.

Amusement list followed general
trend with Keith pfd. pushing to a
new high at 91%. Technicolor re-

covered 2% points to hit 32, frac-
tionally

.
away from year's

.
peak.

Westinghouse common advanced 3

points. Loew, Radio common,
Radio B, Warner Bros, common and
both 20th Cent-Fox issues advanced
or at least held even.
The two Consolidated Film stocks*

rallied briskly as soon as fine earn-
ings statement was known. Issu-
ance of report came too late to af-

fect quotations materially. Parr-

amount 2d pfd. dipped to' a new low
at 10. Warner Bros, bonds sank to
8*9, new low for current move.
. War clouds which started gather-
ing over Europe as a result of
Germany's new move brought sell-

ing Into the stock market last week
in the final two sessions. The result
was that the substantial gains of
mid-week were wiped out and ev.eh
lower prices prevailed in many
'individual stocks.
Amusements suffered with the

others, although the fact that they
were not particularly favored in the
upward climb aided them in stem-
ming the pressure.. Amusement
Group showed a loss of 0.329 of a
point at the finish, which was at
slightly above 43, as measured by
the averages for 12 representative
stocks. Unusual part about this
comparatively mediocre showing was
that the group established a new
high for two year,<* <>r longer at 45%
earlier in the week. Low point was
42%, fractionally below the closing
level for the grqup averages.
Major portion of acti*f*v in the

Yesterday's Prices

Sales.
500

2,700
300

11,700
1,700
0,800
2,600
2,000

30,500
4.BO0
7,200
1,800

21,800

11,300
000

$10,000
1,000

70.000
2.000

29,000'

High.
Col. PIct.. 37%
Con. Film. 6%
East. K...161
Gen. El... 40
Loew . . 49
Paramount 0%
Do 2d pf 10%

Path* .... 7%
RCA ..... 12%
Radio B... 04
RKO ..... 8%"

20th-Fox.. 30
W. B..... 12

CURB
Tech. .... 32
Trans-L, .. 4%

. BONDS
Gen. Th.. 20
Loew 102%
Paramount 88%
RKO ..... 70
wv" oo%

Net.
Low.Last.chge.
30% 37% + %

OVi + %
104 +1
30% + %
40. + %

+ %
10%
7% +

12% +
03% +
8
30
11% +

5%
163
39%
48%
•>%

10
7%

12%
nm
20%
11%

%
%
%

%
80% 32 +2%
4% 4%

'27% 28% -1
.102% 102%
88 88 — %
70 70
80' 00%+%

• New 1036 low.

Amusement Group was on the up-
side, only scattered issues picking
up in volume during the Saturday
and. Monday selling wave. < Volume
for the group rose to 341,400, con-
siderably above the previous week's
trading activity.

It was to be expected, with such a
see-saw market that the number of
lows would nearly equal the total
of hew 1936 highs. This was true in
the amusement sector where six
new peaks were made as against
four lows.
The new tops were made by

American Seating, at 27, up 60c;
Eastman Kodak, at 167%, a gain of
60c; Madison Square Garden, at
12%, an advance of 2; Universal
pfd., at 87%, off 2 points; Techni
color, at 32%, off 1% pointSj and
Radio A, at 56%. General Theatre
Equipment liens and certificates of
the same established new 1-936 peaks,
while RKO debs hit a new low at 75,

as did Paramount 6s, at 87%.
New low prices were established

(Continued on page 31)

Showing of D. W. Griffith's early spectacle?, Intolerance,' this past week
to the select membership of the Museum of Modern Art Film Library
proved too strong for many, and the directorate is faced with a peculiar
problem concerning its future polite viewjhgs. Dowagerfl„especialIjc wilted
under the bloody moments; In future when film is shown, a warning may
bo posted before hand, as catering only to those with good stomachs, bo as
to offset any squawks. -Filth narrates four tales at Once, all ending in
disaster. Onrush of the crucifixion, St. Bartholomew's massacre, gal-
lows hanging and Fall of Babylon had them squirming. It was made
in 1916.

Board wanted Griffith to make a personal appearance with the showing,
but could not get him in time. Elmo Lincoln's 'Man of Valor' character-
ization with its head-chopping v stunt caused the main yelp from the
membership. Most of the revivals are chuckled at as good fun.

Major 'Krum. El Bow's- Amateur Hour was screened for the 16th annual
dinner of the White House Correspondents Association Saturday (7)

the form of customary burlesque reel produced by Fox Movietone. . Com-
prising mostly library shots, picture, which drew big hand from Presi-
dent Roosevelt, lampooned numerous New Deal big-shots, giving the
gong to Secretary ' of Agriculture Wallace, Relief Administrators Ickes
and Hopkins, Attorney General Cummings, Secretary of State Hull and
other cabineteers. Film was prepared under direction of Arthur DeTltta,
local Fox reel rep, with cooperation of Lew Lehr, Lowell Thomas and
Truman Talley.

Recent letters sent out by ,the National Council for Prevention of
War,- Washington, pretesting against so-called warlike and preparedness
speeches Jn newsreels have been traced to. Albert Benham, director of
what is designated as the moving picture department of the council.

Newsreel executives since that time have conferred with Benham and the
whole matter has been brought to a head in an exchange of letters be-
tween the picture director of this council and news weekly officials. One
newsreel company :

ls investigating the connection between the National'
Council for Prevention of War with Senator Nyey who's conducting the
senate's munitions probe in congress.

Under its policy of previewing a new, picture oh Tuesday nights, the
N. Y. Paramount is virtually a. deluxer- in a dual feature policy on those
nights. While habit has been to preview a new picture on last show at
house Tuesday eves, last night

. (10) house brought Mae West's 'Klondike
Annie' In at an early hour so that it would set two showings on the
night. Anyone coming In at 6 p. m. would see both 'Lonesome Pine' and
'Annie/ plus the Eddy Duchin pit band show, with an extra performance
of both before closing. Par opens at 8:30 a. m, today (H)» earliest any
de luxer has ever attempted in New York.

U. S. Navy Department forbade newsreels to shoot anyhing but 'whole'

pictures of two new submarines, the Shark and the Porpoise, when the

two undersea ships visited Washington Navy Yard last week. Subs are

new and are ou*, on shakedown cruises. It was first time newsreel men
could recall that navy gave such an order since wartime. All the boys
sh5t were lengthwise views, since they. . couldn't film any individual or
interior portions of the subs. Another new wrinkle is that, all negatives
must be handed In to a navy technician, and after development returned
with only the Bhots okayed by Uncle Sam intact.

Dishware giveaways in picture houses of metropolitan N". Y..area have
become bo costly in the operation of theatres that several 'spots have
tacked on an extra, admission fee when awards are made. Thus, 20c
houses have had to charge 25c., the extra nickel described by manage-
ments as covering dish costs. Average price for many such articles is

8c. to 9c. »

Writer, wanting to satisfy his own curiosity, gave intelligence test to

head man of indie Coast studio, idea being, to ascertain if producer knew,
a go6d story when he saw one. Writer took script of 'Dark Angel,'

changing title to 'Dark Mystery,' and made sure producer would read it.

Week later exec rejected yarn oh ground it was amateurish, with im-
possible plot for screen.

Hollywood freelance p.a. has become persona non grata with Los
Angeles dailies through a stunt put over for one of his femme clients.

P.a. planted photo of .his client ill in a hospital bed, advising the papers
photo had been specially made. Later checkup revealed that picture

was production still from major studio where client, was under contract,

and closer examination of photograph showed makeup on ingenue's face.

1Heavy demand for color photography by NEA, Acme, Hearst and
other services has forced major film studios to install color still equip-
ment. Various photo services are handling number of newspapers which
have gone heavily for color photogs in mag and drama sections. On
Coast, both Hearst's Examiner and L. A. Times are splashing color in

Sunday issues.

Rating of foreign press correspondents in Hollywood major studios is

being governed by release dates of American pictures in the respective

countries. Earlier .the release the more important the correspondent.

Group has been splu Intb two sections, A and B. Also a class C division,

which gets a fast^go-by and draws no preview ducats.

Held up for more than two months on retakes for 'Champagne Charlie'

due to inability to round up cast, 20th-Fox has finally brought picture

back into work for added scenes. Players sought, but tied up elsewhere*
included Minna Gombel, who was called east; Noel Madison, working at

other studio, and Herbert Mundin, tied, up in studio's . 'Under Two Flags.'

News photogs got even with Babe. Hardy , at the Academy awards, din-
ner on Coast for an attack the actor is said to have made on one of the.

bulb pressers at Santa Anita race track. When comic made his appear-
ance at Academy shindig, brotherhood of lensers, to a man, laid down
their cameras.

Attempt will be made by Metro to convert 'The Devil Is a Sissy* Into

a juvenile opus. All juve cast will be headed by Freddie Bartholomew,
With Mickey Rooney and Spanky MeFartend also featured. Yarn is

built along lines similar to 'Dead End,' current N. Y. stage success.

Private collection of occult lore and gadgets, valued at $30,000, has
been gathered by Garret Fort as. material to be used in his screen stories.
Collection regarded as one of most valuable extant, and exceeded in cost
and magnitude only by that of late Harry Houdini.

Metro carpenters worked six weeks to construct revolving stage Set
for 'Pretty Girl' number in 'The Great Ziegfeld' which goes before
cameras this week, with Seymour Felix photographing. Completion of
number washes up production.

Warner studio chiefs having tough time determining billing of 60 or
more players who will get screen credit in Marc Connelly production,
'The Green Pastures.'

Hal Roach has discontinued series of two-reel pictures featuring Patsy
Kelly and Instead will confine her to features.
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Onions' Merger

Awaits Uniform

Operator Scale

The proposed merger between
Local 306,' New York Operators,
Allied and Empire State unions 're-

mains on, with efforts now being
made to set up a Uniform wage
scale for independent theatres in the
Greater New York area. This and
other things must be Ironed out be-
fore the merger can be put through,
It is officially pointed out.

The 306 union has set a wage
scale with Frisch & Rinzler, Con-
solidated and other indie chains. It

is now working on remaining inde-
pendent exhibitors in association
with Allied. On. Saturday (7) it

held a meeting to discuss a scale as
well as the grouping of the three
unions (306-Allied-Empire) into one,
which would follow. Ail. major clr--.

cults, Including RK
, Loew' Pay,

Warner Bros, and Skoyras, are
signed up under rrangements
reached some months De luxe
houses such as Radio City Music
Hall, Par, Strand, Roxy and Rivoli
are continuing under last year's
.contract and terms, with this ac-
cepted as being, 'signed up..'

Delay In effecting the 306-Allied-
Emp combination is regarded as not
unusual, since there are so many
ramifications and 'situations' to con-
sider in merging the operators in
Greater N. Y. Also, ' Joseph Bas-
son, president of 306, was in Florida
for a while. -Later, Harry Brandt
of Allied, was away.

Re* Licensing Move
A re-licensing of all boothmen In

New York, agreeable to Mayor F.. H.
LaGuardla, may occur- prior to the
intended merger and even if the
merger should fall through. While
the mayor and 'other city officials

believe ops should be re-examined
and re-licensed, action remains to be
taken •• forcing this move. Basson
believes the maximum number of
operators to be licensed in New
York should be 2,500. The number
now holding licenses to enter booths
is around 6,000. Theatres in the
Greater N. Y. zone number under
600. A lot of the men having li-

censes have never been Inside a
booth, according to union sources.

Buffalo Bank Raids

Buffalo, March 1.0.

The Rialto and Granada theatres
(Schine) were i-aided Friday night
by a special police squad and the
managers placed under arrest for

operating 'treasury nights' in viola-

tion of lottery laws. Police claim
that the Rialto was offering a $10
cash award and the Granada a $.35

prize when the raids were staged.
The theatres claimed that, they
were not violating the law as re-

cently laid down in a Brooklyn
case.

It is possible that trial of the local

cases may be adjourned until the
higher courts have passed upon an
appeal in the Brooklyn 'case.

Would Enjoin Picketing

Pittsburgh, March 10.

George Jaffe, operator of the Ca-
sino, formerly the Harris, brought
an injunction suit here in common
pleas court last week against Inter-
national rotherhood of Electrical
Workers to prevent picketing. Jaffe
charged that because he refused to
employ a maintenance man, at $50
a week, whose (Juties, he said, would
be to put in a now electric light
bulb if one burned out . in the lobby,
electrical workers placed him on
blacklist.

A man representing himself as
secretary of union dehmnded three
weeks ago, when house opened, that
Jaffe hire a man for the mainte-
nance job, he says. The same day,
two men started picketing the the-
atre and sidewalk. Although they
have not appeared since, Jaffe
stated, he has been threatened with
more picketing and requested the
injunction to stop such action.

ARNOLD TILTS LANCE
Hollywood, March 10.

Edward Arnold will be starred in
'Lance,' sB. P. Scliulborg production
for Columbia.
Story is from magazine serial by

Ut>\- Stout. Lionel Slander gets fea-
"•ivd spot in film.

ACCESSORY FIRM'S SUIT

Schwartz'* Master Art Vs. National
Screen and Am, Display -

Master rt Products, Inc.,. and
Isador Schwartz, president, have
filed suit for $250,000 damages in
N. Y. supreme court against Na-
tional Screen -Service, American
Display, Chas.. L. Casanave, Toby
Gruen, Herman RobUns and Sam
Denibow; .Plaintiffs- also .seek in-
junction.

Master. Art, accessory' business
with picture theatres', competes
with American Display. Action is

predicated on . allegation . that Na-
tional Screen Dacks American Dis-
play financially in violation of
agreement made by I. Schwartz with
National in December, 1932.

Schwartz claims an agreement
whereby he gave up his contract as
manager with National's advertis-
ing and shorts department (on
which about §150,000 he charges still

remain due him) and National
agreed not to compete with, or aid'

any other company in any way in

competing against Master Art for
a 5-year period.

ALGER CIRCUIT HOUSES IN ILL. A TEST

FOR VERTICAL UNIONIZATION BY IA.

2 Czech Fix Still

Expect Myers-Clinton

Showdown at Conv.

0( NW Allied April 20

lieapolis, March 10.

As: result or a scrap between
Abram F. Myers, head of the na-
tional Allied States, and J. B. Clin-

ton, president of Northwest Allied

States, the latter organization of In-

dependent exhibitors is expected to

be the battleground of a. hot fac-

tional fight when the annual
vention is held here April 20-21.

Several of the old
,
guard, includ-

ing W. A. Steffes, long the North-
west-Allied leader and a former na-
tional Allied States' president, arc
known to feel -that Clinton over-
stepped himself in attacking Myers
personally and assailing the latter's

'business methods' in a report to his

directors. They will have a darkr
horse candidate for the presidency
to oppose Clinton. Steffes and Ben-
nie Berger, large independent chain
operator and a former Northwest
Allied president, are strongly pro-
Abrams and anti-Clinton, although
neither will commit themselves.

Clinton- was prompted to launch
his attack on Myers by a letter

which the latter sent to Allied di-

rectors prior to a visit paid to them
by the. Northwest Allied president
to 'discuss plans to bring about
closer cooperation between distri-

butors and exhibitors for their

mutual, benefit.' Clinton charges
that Myers assailed his character
in these letters. At the recent meet-
ing of national Allied directors
Myers 'explained' that he merely
called attention to charges that
others had made against Clinton.
He promised a 'reply* to Clinton
when the latter1 returns from his

South American pleasure trip late

this month.

Over 'Ecstasy' Tag

Legal tanglements surrounding

two Czech films, 'Exstase' and
'Ecstasy of Young Love,' continue

in New York. Latter opened at the

Bijou, N. Y., Monday (9) after court

skirmishes, still continuing, al-

though title has been clipped and
the word 'Ecstasy' dropped.

Original 'Exstase,' which gained
considerable newspaper notoriety

through being banned by the Uv S.
government, is still not ready for
showing; N. Y. Censor board has
Ijeen considering it for the past
week. Eureka Films Is" distributor.
Metropolis Films, is; handling the
other pic.

Trouble started when Metropolis
booked its picture- Into the 55th St.
Playhouse, N. Y. several weeks ago.
Eureka got a court order for tem-
porary injunction and theatre
yanked the film; Subsequently mat-
ter was taken before Justice Collins
of N» Y. Supreme Court, who turned
down Eureka's request for a" re-,

straining, order. He pointed out,
'Quite true, the wo/d 'Ecstasy' is

descriptive' but went on to say that
'if the plaintiff's film had been ex-
hibited, in- this country and attained
a local popularity under the title

the defendants would be prohibited
from palming off their picture. The
publicity which the banning of

'Ecstasy' received does not entitle

the plaintiff to protect that name
More than foreign use and local

publicity must be shown.' He went
on, 'It does not follow that defend-
ants may profit by the plaintiff's

advertising. The defendants . should
be more scrupulous than they have
been, not to lead the public into the

belief that 'Ecstasy of Young Love'
is the 'Ecstasy' which because of Its

obscenity has obtained such prom-
inence and for which an appetite

has been whetted.

''Ecstasy of Young Love' was
booked Into the Bijou and adver-
tised that way, whereupon Justice
Irwin Untermeyer signed another
order forbidding advertising or sale

of the film under that title. Screen
title was switched immediately but
billing in front of house remained.

S. S. Krellberg, operator of the
theatre,, was called to court yester-
day morning (Tuesday) by Justice

Untermeyer and told he would have
to curtail the title and advertising
matter to 'Young ,Love' or be held

In contempt of court. All advertis-

ing copy on the film had. been
yanked for yesterday's dailies

awaiting court action.

First Move for All Branches of Show Biz—Exhibitor
Amenable on Operators and Janitors Unions but
Balks at Doormen and Cashiers' Union Hopes

Don Prince Badly Hurt

New : Orleans, 10.

Don Prince, southern rep of Co-
lumbia Pictures, is under observa-
tion In Baptist hospital here as re-

sult of an injury to his neck follow-
ing a dive into 18 inches of water
at Pass Christian; Miss., Thursday
(5)'. The gulf, water's looked so

tempting to Prince that he couldn't
resist a swim, so stripping down to
his shorts he dived. The depths
turned out to be a foot and a half.

X-rays failed to show the neck
was broken, but it's believed Prince
will be a couple of inches shorter
when he gets out again..

Ford Denies. Plans

For $5,000,000 Comm'l

Motion Pic Studio

Move to Organize N. Y. Theatres

Service Men Into Union by Fal!

Detroit, March 10*

Ford Motor Co. is reported plan-

ning a big commercial film studio
here, at cost of $5,000,000, as nucleus
for big scale production of commer-
cial pix in opposish to Chevrolet,
which for past several years has
been making around 40 a year. Re-
port is denied.flatly by Ford Motor
directly and through local office of
firm's ad agency, N.W. Ayer & Son.
Latter explained that rumor no
doubt, arose from fact Ford has been
seeking sound equipment to replace
silent cameras of factory. Rumor,
is still circulating freely hereabouts,
however.

If proposed studios become reality,

Detroit's position as commercial pix
center of country would be unchal-
lenged. Three big studios here at
present are producing hundreds of
flickers annually. They are Jam'
Handy, Which handles Frlgldaire
and other General Motors, products
in addition to? Chevrolet; Wilding
Co., which has been making a few
flickers for Ford past few years in

addition to Dodge and other auto
makes; and Metropolitan,, smallest
of the leaders, which also handles
an occasional G.M. film and others.

Chevrolet's flickers range from
$75,000 to $100,000 each. Practically

all of talent for films made here by
companies past . several years has
been drawn from N. Y. and Chicago,
including Lowell Thomas, Jack
Pearl, Phillips Lord, Ted Huslng,
Eddie Rickenbacker and others of

stage, screen and radio. Most of bit

parts have been filled by local radio
and stage players.

Chicago, March 10.

•st move of the International
Alliance of Theatrical, tage . Em-
ployees the adoption of th

vertical union plan for all of show
business has been made. Last week
the IATSE started negotiations oh
a new general show business union
setup in the E. Alger circuit
houses in Pekin and LaSalle, 111.

These negotiations were taken up
with the coming expiration of th
present operators' union contract.

In the first conference with th
Alger circuit the union made de T
mands for a new wage and time
setup and included, the janitors,
doormen and cashiers in their nego-
tiations, insisting that the circuit
make one deal which will cover all

four of these work divisions in the
Alger houses. While there has
been no doormen or cashiers' union
in operation in these towns, the
janitbrs have been organized and
Would be in a position to make de--
mands for their own deal. But the
union heads have okayed the tak-
ing over of these contract negotia-
tions by the George jBrowne-IATSE
organization for one general union
agreement. r

Only work division which Jhe
IATSE has not included in its con-
tract conference is the usher group,
and the " aisle watchmen continue
for the time' being as completely
unorganized for group bartering
with the employers, though there la
a growiifg report that by the time
the next contract negotiation rolls
around , the ushers will be a part
of the union agreement.

E. E. Alger Is willing to negotiate
a new contract with the operators
union as a separate deal and will
make an

. individual .agreement with
the janitors union, but he will not
consider any negotiations on union
terms and agreement with th«
cashier and doormen work divisions.
Operators have threatened to walk,
it is understood, unless Alger will
agree to blanket negotiations for
the four divisions of theatre work-
ers.

Managerial information is that a
move to organize ushers, doormen
and other service employees of

theatres not only in New York but

elsewhere may be expected in the

fall. While the Building' Service

Employees Union, Local 32B, which
Is presently waging a strike in

apartment and office buildings in

Greater New York, may attempt to

expand its activities to cover the-

atres, it is believed any union going
after the workers in showshops
would be organized by the Interna-

tional Alliance of Theatrical Stage
Employees.
In any event, whether lrectly or-

ganized by the IATSE or independ-

ently, the IA would have complete
jurisdiction of service employees- in

the theatres. George E.. rowne,

president of the I A, has received

authority on jurisdiction ior the-

atres from top to bottom, wall to

wall, and any union not affiliated

with the IA wouldn't have force.

About a year and a half -.^o a
union was organized for ushers,

doormen, janitors, porters and other

service people working in theatres

but, lacking proper organization
plans, it failed to. make any head-
way. Officer^ of that union, now

inactive, are reported sounding but
proper people to contact on another
organizational move.
Should the Building Service Em-

ployees Union, Local 32B, which has
jurisdiction of apartment houses,
hotels and office buildings, want the
theatres also, it would have to or-
ganize a separate union and that
union would have to become affili-

ated with the IA. Such a situation
is unlikely.

Browne, who has been on the
Coast several weeks on studio mat-
ters, is expected in New York some
time next week. He is reported
coining on to discuss film studio and
theatre jurisdiction with the Inter-

national Brotherhood of Electrical

Workers, who lost strength In the in-

dustry through the agreement with
producers .bringing back the basic

agreement and apportioning added
jurisdiction in studios to the IA.

Under that agreement, an arbiter

was to be named to determine
whether the soundmen would re-

main With the IBEW or be turned
over to the. IA. The arbiter is not

known to have been named as yet,

although' he. was to have been agreed
upon within 60 days after the agree-

ment or by Feb. 10.

Hollywood, March 10.

Standard Oil Is making a four-reel

picture with a cast of picture names
and a professional production setup:

Film is budgeted at $50,000; directed

by Christy- Cabanne. Players in-

clude Edgar Kennedy, Frank Cra-
ven, Ray Walker, Maxine Doyk;,
Bryant Washburn, Fred Kohler,
Vivian Oakland, Frank McGlynn,
Frank Melton and Betty Blythe.

Raphael Wolf is producing.
Commercial S.O. pic is aimed at

its personnel of 250,000' midwest
employees.

United Detroit's 16th
Detroit, March 10.

Number of United Detroit theatres

jumped to 16 this week with the

J5-year leasing of the new $200,000

University theatre from Detroit

Consoldlated. Nabe, located In ex-

clusive U. of Detroit district, was
originally set for 1,300 seats but
plans are being revised to include
a balcony and raise total to near
2,000. • House was started last fall"

but has Iain half-finished for 8omc
time due to lack of cash. Opening
slated for May, on duals.

United, which runs foiir houses
downtown and 11 nabes at present,

will pay fixed rental p' is share In

profits. Consolidated which operate?.-

the Ambassador nabe, now plans

to build two othf»r nabes.

Picquet Again Heads

Carolina Exhib Org

Charlotte, N. Cv,,March 10.
Charles Picquet, of Pinehurst, was

reelected president of the Theatre
Owners of North and South. Carolina
at the annual convention of the as-
sociation at Pinehurst last week.
The organization maintains head-
quarters here.
Other new officers, Albert Sottile,

H. E. Buchanan, v.p.'s; Mrs. Walter
Griffin, sec; directors, H. R. Berry,
J. M, Gregg, H. F. Kincey, J. F. Mil-
ler, S. S: Stevenson, Robert Bryant,
George Bailey.
Picquet has served as president

of the. association for 12 years.

Minn, Test on 'Bank'

MlnneapollS/j&March 10;
Legality of 'bank nights' under

Minnesota lottery statutes is to be
tested in the courts here, Edw. J.
Goff, county attorney, will ask the,

grand jury to vote test indiotmeht*
against theatre owners conducting
weekly cash .drawings. At the same
time, the county attorney expressed
the opinion that 'Bank Nights' are
'lotteries.' He points .out that the
state attorney general has ex-
pressed a similar view.
According to Goff, the action la in

response to cohtplaints from local

theatre owners who are not utilizing

gift nights.

Hossfeld To Denver

Los Angeles, March 10.

Milt Hossfeld. recently promoted
from chief Fox West Coast booker
to field man for National Theatres
(Skouras Bros.) booking depart-
ment, pulls out March 18 for Den-
ver, his. first division stop eri route
East

Ilosr-feld will work, out of New
York. His successor here has not
befMi nanxvl.
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Quints Romp Through L. A. for

Smash $33,000 at State-Chinese;

Burns and Allen $23500 at Par

Los. Angeles, March 10.

(Beet Exploitati : Chinese- State)

•Cbuntry Doctor' took town by
storm, with heavy campaign pav-
ing the way, and Chinese and State
will do best trade at scale since
'Tugboat Annie,' the record holder.

Dionne. pic is playing to larger at-

tendance than 'Modern Times/ but
latter had higher tariff for first four

days. The attraction is a cinch for

a. combined $33,000 at the two
houses, with the State running
about $5,000 above the Hollywood
house.
Individual top take goes to the

Paramount, which has the Burns
and Allen stage show to check a
big gross that looks like $23,500 for

'Preview Murder Mystery.' Heavy
ballyhoo, ether and otherwise, was
on the B. & A. stage show, which
had broken eastern -house records.

'Follow the Fleet' is holding over
for second stanza at Pantages. and
RKO to neat trade; as is 'Pasteur'

at the Downtown and Hollywood,
Fact that Paul Muni was written
in runner-up in Academy awards
helped trade a bit.

r.'Bugle Ann' is in at Four Star for

so-so trade. .Another first run
added to Contingent is Playhouse,
Hollywood, which has a seven-act
vaude show- and playing, any avail-

able first run. Current is "Morals
of Marcus' which, however, is not
getting to first base. House has
too stiff cbmpetish to battle it out
in- the premiere run field. Filmarte
has %ast of

.
the Pagans* in for

week, pOBsIbly. . two, but is mean-
ingless in draw qualities here.

With Harry Brand, 20th-Fox stu-
dio pub head, throwing in his forces
with the theatre staffs, 'Country
Doctor* stole everything in exploita-
tion and selling line. They used
tleup with Evening Herald-Express
tor week in advance of opening,
getting page one text asking women
to write guardians ' of the Dionne
Quints as to how the kids should'
be reared and educated. It was a
pushover for locals, especially the
mothers and dads, to spill their
ideas. Theatre gave two tickets, to
each, person whose suggestion was
rinted.
Also tied up with -Broadway de-

partment store on fashions,. Store
took page tieihg in .pic on dresses,
rompers, etc. Also gave two double
windows with replicas and blowups
of quints and cast, also scenes, of

pic. that attracted crowds. Other lo-

cals stores put in similar window
displays. Had tiein with Modern
Screen on Quints and- planted 1,500

window cards around on gag, men-
tioning theatres playing Pic. Quint
contest in Shopping' News, . which
circulates 400,000 gratis locally,

having readers write yarn oh his-

tory of kids to date, with quint dolls

and tickets as- prizes. Air was also

used for plugs with Jimmy FIdler
going to town on national an-
nouncement pic was first he. ever
awarded 'five bells.' It was a 32-

cyltnder campaign and most thor-

ough an attraction has had locally

in many a year.

Estimates for Thie Week
Chinese (Grauman) (2,028; 30-40-

55)—'Country Doctor' (20th). Smash
tvade from start and at scale best
thing house has played since going
into straight pic policy. Looks like

cinch for outstanding $14,000, get-
Ling more people than initial Chaplin
week. *Last week 'Happen* (20th-
Fox) and 'Exclusive Story* (MG).
Got $5,500,' which was red.

Downtown (WB) (1,800; 30-35-40)
—'Pasteur' (FN) (2d week). Keepr
ing at nice gait and with preview
held should reach good $7,000. Last
week a bit above anticipations,
reaching $8,500.

Filmarte (Fox) (900; 40-65)—
(MG). Not so forte. Will be lucky
to hit $2,100, which is tough for
house as it spent plenty coin and
above regular budget on adv. Last
week 'Informer (RKO). Second and
final stanza kind of blah, getting

$1,400 for six-day holdover.
Four Star (Fox) (900; 30-36)—

'Bugle Ann* (MG). Lacking draw
names and not being anything un-
usual, this one Creating no excite-
ment and will garner around $3,000,

which is poor for Initial week of a
picture here. Last week 'Pro.

Soldier' (20th). Second and skidoo
stanza very week, with MacLaglen,
even though talked for Academy
ward, only able bring in $2,100.

Hollywood (WB) (2,756; 30-35-40-
55)_'Pasteur' (FN) (2d week).
Couple of previews helping along,

with holdover week above expecta-
tions. Will Kit fine $7,000. Last
we"ek, galloped ahead of Downtown
and came through with smart $9,200.

Orpheum (Bdwy) (2,270; 25-30-35-
40)—•Widow Monte Carlo' (WB)
and 'Great Life' <Par), split, and
Vaudeville. Letdown from previous
week, without unusual stage attrac-
tion. Should come throuqh with
around $6,000. Last week 'Frrsh-
man Love' (WB) and 'Ilarrigan'

1st Runs on Broadway
(Subject to Change);

Week of March 13

Capitol—'Robin Hood Of El

Dorado' (MG).
Center— Song and Dance.

Man* (20th-Fox) (11).

Music Hall—'Country Doctor"

(20th-Fox) (12).

Paramount—'Klondike Annie'

(Par) (11).

Rivbli—'Modern Times' (UA)
(6th wk).
Rialto—'Tough Guy' (MG) -

(14).

Strand—'Colleen' (WB) (2d

wk).
Week of March 10

Capitol 'Petticoat Fever*

(MG).
Music HaltH-'Country Doctor*

(20th-Fox) (2d week).
Paramount—'Klondike- Annie'

(Par) C 2d wk);-

Rivoli—'These Three* (UA)
(18).

Roxy—'Love Before

.

fast* (U) (2d wk).
Strand—'Here Comes
ride' (WB) (20),

$10,000 expected. Last week very
nice $13,500/

Capitol (FP) (2,700; 60)^'MIlky
Way' (Par) and 'Woman Trap'

(Par). Harold Lloyd bringing them,
with likelihood of $10,000. Last
week 'Zero' (WB) and 'Freshman
Love* (Par), $7,500.

Loew's (M. T. Co.) (3,200? 50)—
'Baldpate' (RKO) and 'Sophisticated

Scandals' unit. Average with gross
around^ $11,000. Last week 'Imper-
sonation' and stage show, $10,000,

Princess (CT) (2,300; 50)—'PaB-
teur' (WB) and 'Jimmy Valentine'

(Rep). Getting big ballyhoo in local

press and maybe $6,500. -Third re-

peat of 'Modern Times' last week,
$7,500.
Cinema de Paris (France-Film)

(600; 50)—'Odette' and 'Charisqh de
Paris.' Got $800.- Last week
'LJEquipage* and 'Jim LaHoulette,*
§1,000.

St; Dehit (France-Film) (2,300;
34)—'Sous La TerreUr' and 'Petite
Femme dans Ie train,' $4*000. Last
week, 'Cavalerie Legere' and 'Car-
touche,' $3,500.

Pittsburgh's Fancy Turns to Quins-

(WB). Balanced with Bowes unit
on stage and not up to Hoyle as
Bowes outfits had 'twice previously
played Paramount.. Still $7,800 not
so -bad.

Pantages (Pan) (2,700; 30-40-55)
:

—
'Fleet' (RKO) (2d week). Though

not
.
anywhere hear" 'Top .Hat,' sec-

ond stanza good on holdover
week at $9,000. First week, plenty
oke at $12,500.

Paramount (Partmar) (3,595; 30-
40-55)—'Preview Mystery' (Par), and
stage show. Strictly Burns, and
Allan, heading stage show. Opened
to corking business and kept going

,

at.pace that Indicates cinch $23,500.
Last week, "Annie' (Par). Hearst
blasts helped plenty with trade go-
ing to $20,600.

Playhouse (Shafer) (1,200; 25-40)
—.'Marcus' (G-B) " and vaudeville.
Just doing lukewarm trade and
operator taking It on chin with take
which cannot reach over 1,000.

RKO (2.950; 30-40-55)—'Fleet'
(RKO) (2d week). Going little

stronger here than in Hollywood.
Should reach $9,000, nothing to
sneeze at. First week, oke at
$12,900.

• State (Loew-Fox) (2,024; 30-40-
55)—'Country Doctor' (20th). Long
parade of customers all day with
house going tops on trade over pu'sl-
ness of past several years. Big
$19,000. Last week 'Happen' <20tb)
and 'Exclusive (MG), a headache at
$8,200.

United Artists (Fox-TJA) (2,100;
30-40-55)—'Happen' (20) and 'Ex-
clusive' (MG), split. No one worry-
ing about what to do with the
profits. Fright at $2,900 top. Last
week 'Times' (UA). No sensation
here as did not even equal expected
fair take, falling to $4,400 windup.

LLOYD OKAY IN MONTI;

1ILKY WATT-TRAP' 10G

Montreal, March 10.

(Best Exploitation: Capitol)
Lent so far is making little dent

In grosses with packed houses every
weekend, and the only drop, oh
Mondays, balanced by good attend-
ance refit of week. Chaplin pic could
have run a fourth week and the
'Rose Marie' holdover are proofs of
good biz this year.
Palace repeats 'Rose Marie* with

big biz over the weekend and should
run $10,000 currently after $13,500
first week. Capitol has best chance
of a big week in some time With
'Milky Way* and 'Woman Trap,*
which 'might make, five figures, since
Harold Lloyd has a following here.
Loew's, running 'Seven Keys to
Baldpate' and 'Sophisticated. Scan-
dals' unit is average at $11*000.
Princess taking a chance oh Paul
Muni in 'Louis Pasteur' and 'Return
of Jimmy Valentine,' good for $6,500.
Harold Bishop, working last

couple of weeks on 'Milky Way,'
put over some heavy exploitation;
50,000 bottle collars are being sent
out wholesale all over MontreaT"atr=-
tached to the milk bottles • left at
doors, by one of the largest dairy
firms in town. Another tie-up with
Nestle's Milk provides hot chocolate
In the mezzanine and all drug stores
are tied with Capitol on milk shakes,
etc.

Estimates for This Week
Palace (FP) (2,700; 50)—'Made*

(MG) (2d week). Sllll big and

Cincinnati, March 10.

(Best Exploitation: Albee)

'Country Doctor' Is the b. o. pacer
in cinema circles currently, copping
$15,000 for the Palace. That's $4,000
ahead of 'Shark Island,' at the Al-
bee. Of other new product, 'Ghost
Goes West' is in line for $4,500 at
the Lyric and 'Boulder Dam' for $3;-
500 at Keith's.
Combo Shubert, with 'Calling of

Dan Matthews' and Ben Lyon and
Bebe Daniels added to 'Continental
Cavalcade' stage set-up, is tugging
$11,000. 'Wife vs. Sec' is' in second
week transfer to Capitol and bring-
ing $5,000. and 'Fleet' is third-week-
ing on the main line with $3,300 for
the Grand.

'Shark Island' got press breaks
when E. B. Dinerman, of. RKO, lo*
cated a descendant of Dr. Miidd.

Estimates for This Week
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 35-42)—

'Country Doctor* (Fox). Ga-ga audi-
ence reaction and notices, with
cricks tossing extra posies at Jean
Hersholt. -Very good $15,000. Last
week 'Wife vs. See* (MG), $17,500,
great.

.

Albee (RKO) (3,300; 35-42)—
'Shark Island' (20th). Opening
shoved up two days. Warner Baxter
carrying extra weight in this story
and coming through. Olfcay for $11,000.
'Annie' (Par) opens Wednesday
(11). Last week, five days of
'Round' {Co}), $5,600, dull,

8hubert (RKO) (2,150; 35-55)—
'Dan Matthews' (Col) and Ben Lyon
and Bebe Daniels with 'Continental
Cavalcade' revue. Below par at
$11,000. Last week "Personal' (U)
and Buddy Rogers band, $14,500,
swell.

Capitol (RKO) (2,000; 35-42)—
'Wife vs. Sec' (MG). Second down-
town week, $5,000, 'all right. Last
week 'Fleet' (RKO) transferred
from Albee for extended main line
stay, $7,000, zippy.

Lyri (RKO) (1.400; 35-42)—
'Ghost' (UA). General trade no
savvy satire. At tops, $4,500, dis-
appointing. Last week 'No Mercy'
(Fox), $4,500.

Keith's (Libson) (1,600; 30.40)—
'Boulder Dam' (WB). Striking ob-
structions at $3,600, under level.
Last week 'Pasteur' (WB) (2d
week), $3,600, fair, following $6,000
for first seven days.

Grand (RKO) (1,200; 25-40)—
'Fleet' (RKO). Third .downtown
week, $3,300, good. Last week
•Dancing Lady* (MG), returner, $2,-
200, fair.

Family (RKO) (1,000; 15-25)—
'Song of Saddle* (WB) and *My Mar-
riage' (Fox), split. At $2,100, ' reg-
ular. Last week 'Swifty' (FD) and
'Coronado' (Par), divided, $1,900.

Strand (Ind) (1,300; 15-25)

—

'Alice Adams' (RKO), encoring, plUs
revival ' of Chaplin's 'Adventurer.*
At $1,600, no squawk. Last week
'Circumstantial' and 'Happiness C.
O. D.,* double; $1,700.

'FOREST'-HUTTON BAND,

$14,000, OMAHA HA-HA

Omaha, March 10.

(Best Exploitation: Orpheum)
Holdovers «t two houses and a

stage show at the third. Orpheum
which occasionally goes flesh now in
the midst of a burst of stage shows
and offers Ina Ray Hutton and her
unit as the second , stage presenta-
tion in three weeks. This 'house
will be far ahead of the town and
would have an extra large figure
except for the identation of Lent.
Holdovers at the Brandeis and the

Omaha mark practically capacity
biz at these two the Bast week and

National First Runs

PARAMOUNT
•Klondike Annie,' Par, N.Y.,

March 11; Keith's, Dayton, 13;

Albee, Cincy, 13; RKO Down-
town, Deti, 13; Chi, Chi, 20;

Minnesota, Mpls., 27,

. 'Desire/ Met, Boat, March
13; prph, St. L>, 20; Orph, Se-
attle, 20; Dehham, Denv., 26.

•13 Hours By Air,' prph, St.

L., Apr. 3; Denham. Denv., 16.

'Trail of Lonesome Pine/
Malco, Meinp, March 13; Ri-
alto, St. L„ 13; Pal, Dallas, 14;

6th Ave., Seattle, 26.

WARNER BROS.
'Colleen/ Par, Hot .Springs,

March 18; Stanley; Balto, 19;

Pal, Bethlehem, Pa., 20; New-
man, K. C, 20; Warner, Mllw.

20; Shubert, St L., 20.

UNITED ARTISTS
'Modern Times/ R 1 a 1 1 p,

Butte, March 11; Cap, Hamil-
ton, Ont, }9; Met, Winnipeg,
20; Pal, Cincy, 20; Lincoln,

Trenton,. 21; Pal, Youngstown,
27; Pal, Stamford, CU 27; Cap,
Edmonton, Alb., . 28,

COLUMBIA
'Don't Gamble With Love/

Shubert, Cincy, April 10.

'You May Be Next/ Studio,

Salt Lake City, April 2.

'Lady of Secrete,' Orph., Des
M., March 10; Roxie, Oakland,
Cal., 18; Strand, Niagara Falls,

April 1.

'Hell Ship Morgan/ Roxie,
Oakland, Cal.; March 18 ; Rialto,

Atlanta, 20; Maj„ Columbus,
O., 28.

evident to continue. Brandeis holds
'Follow the Fleet' for a full sec-
ond week after defeating all records
except those set last fall by 'Top
Hat,' . explanation probably being
the Lenten week opening. Some-
where near a grand under the 'Hat*

figure still puts the 'Fleet' above
everything else.

'Rose Marie' at the Om^ha sent
recOrds scattering besting totals

for several separate days and. grand
total for the week. Figure noses
out 'Mutiny' by few bucks. In face
of this amount of biz film holds
only extra two days giving way to
hew Mae West flick.

Weather has at last given this
section a break, however temporary
It turns out to be. Mild tempera-
tures past week have helped grosses
combat., the Lenten negative effect,
and. city practically rid of snow.
Now the fear is for floods with
every river, water hole and trench
In the area running to bank level

—

or over. Little danger in the city
Itself with its hills, but surround-
ing area swimming on all sides.
Weekend weather fair.

Last week while Omaha and
Brandeis were packing them in Or-
pheum just looked on. Holdover
biz at the' first two explains drop at
the Orpheum with the screen fare
it had to put up with.

Bill Miskell of the Orpheum got
out some. heavy notice for the Hut-
ton show and 'Petrified Forest' ' on
a campaign that started two""weeks
past.

Estimates for This Week
Orpheum (Blank-Tri-States) (2.-

976; 35-65)—'Petrified Forest* (WB)
and Ina Ray Hutton on the stage.
Second flesh troupe in three weeks
but this one will have to look up to
the figure drawn by Ted Lewis fort-
night ago. Figure between $13,000
and $14,000, satisfactory* Favorable
weather may increase this some.
Last week 'Had to Happen' (20th)
and 'Freshman Love' (WB), double,
just two films, $6,800.

Brandeis (Singer-RKO) (1,250;
25-35-40)—"Follow Fleet' (RKO)
(2d week). Single feature continues
to grind them in and out six shows
dally for another week. This one at
$8,250 about a grand under the rec-
ord set by 'Top Hat' last. fall, but
considered more than exceptional in
the Lenten opening. Second week
should get this one over $6,000 ordi-
narily strong for a first week's total.
No complaint here.
Omaha (Blank-Tri-States) (2,100;

25-40)—'Rose Marie' (MG) with a
record week behind it holds an ex.
tra two days with 'Master's Voice*
(Par) cutting the schedule to only
four turnovers daily. First week of
'Marie' $10,600, nosed out 'Mutiny'
record, but can't be held a full sec-
ond week because of previous deal
on next. . film. 'Klondike Annie'
(Par) opens Saturday in the face of
opposition from' the Hearst Bee-
News and a refusal by .that paper
to carry the theatre ads. 'Bound to
hurt some, but not squelching. Seven
days of 'Annie' with 'Man Hunt'
(WB) dualled will top average some,
probably $7,000.

. Pittsburgh, March 10.
(Beet Exploitation: Alvin)

. First breath of spring more than
overcoming, usual let-down felt by
Lent and main, stem is sailing along
this week to one of briskest sessions

.

in months. Initial opportunity, too,
theatres have had of studying prac-
tical benefits of seven-day week
since Sunday's mild weather brought
'em out in droves, giving flrst-run
sites their best extra day since law
passed last November;
Competition around here at mo-

ment is Tough, but out of it all.
•Country Doctor,* stands out. Alvin
management might have expected
bit too much from this one On rUq
possibilities, but present Indications
are for two weeks and maybe three.
First seven days should see site
reaoh to $14,000 bracket, no record
but sensational at this 2,000-seater.
Surprise click is combination of

'Shark Island' and Jan Garber's
band, with latter exerting pull as re-
sult of heavy air plugging out of
Chi recently. Weekend pretty close
to $10,000, exceptional, and should
have no trouble winding up In the
neighborhood of $22,000, great. An-
other healthy week is in sight for
Warner, where 'Follow the Fleet*
continues following big week at
Perin. Looks like pretty close to
$6,000 and no kicks coming at that
figure.

Disappointment is snowing of
'Modern Times' at Pehn. Chaplin
picture doing nowhere near - ex-
pected bis and Will be lucky to
breast the tape at $14,000. That's
fair enough ordinarily^ but not for
the moat eagerly-awaited production
in recent years. Despite first-rate
notices, 'Love Before Breakfast/ on
double bill with 'Return of Jimmy
Valentine,' is finding rival attrac-
tions too much to buck and hasn't a
chance of bettering weak $3,200,
while same's true at Casino, where
'One Way Ticket' and the Bernl-Vici
unit .will have a struggle shooting
over $p,000.
Campaign of 'Country Doctor' was

naturally limited as far as tie-uns
were concerned by NEA copyright
on quints, but even so every other
angle was utilized. Newspapers
were generotfs^ With space. Press
has been running story In serial
form with photogranhs from flicker
for weeks, extra billboards gobbled
up and national advertising splurge
carried effective sock.

Estimates for This Week
Alvin (Harris) (2.000; 26-35-40)

—'Doctor' ,'20th). Dionne flick a
bonaflde smash and should have no
trouble running up to $14,000. That
makes h; o. certain and manage-
ment Is lookln*? forward to possibly
third week. Last week 'Personal*
(U) and 'Morgan' (Col) in the
dumps at $2,750.
Casino (.Taffe) (1,800; 25-35-40)—

'Ticket* (Col) and Bernl-Vici unit.
Stage show well liked and only
thing, that's holding site up against
stiff competition. Around $5,000,
not particularly good but satisfac-
tory In face of everything around.
Around $600 better than last week*
•Confidential* (Mon) and 'Oddities*
unit.

Fulton (Shea-Hyde) (1,750; 15-
26-40)—'Breakfast' (U) and •Valen-
tine* (Rep). Tough break for Lom-
bardo flicker getting in among so
many Other ace attractions becsuise
under ordinary circumstances the
well-liked comedy might have stood
& chance of getting some real dous*h.
As is, doubtful of even $3,200. But
that's considerable improvement
over last week's miserable $1,900
with 'Lone Wolf (Col) arid 'Melody'
(UA).
Penn (Loew's-UA) (3.300; 25-35-

40)—'Times' (UA). Chaplin pic a
b. o. disappointment and will do just
a little better than average biz here.
Around $14,000, which is no gross at
all for star, indicating even a Chap-
lin can't stay away too long. Prob-
ably moves to Warner Friday (14),
not because take warrants it but as
result of original commitments with
distributors. Last week 'Fleet*
(RKO) okay at $20,000, about $2,000
under what 'Top Hat' did here.

Stanley. (WB)' (3,600; 25-40-55)—
•Shark Island' (20th) and Jan Gar-
ber's band. Click, with large meas-
ure of credit going to Garner. Looks
like $22,000,' and everybody smiles.
Last week Jack Benny, with 'Ex-
clusive' (MG), rolled up new high
here at present scale, getting $31,000.
Warner (WB) '(2.000; 25-35-40)—

'Fleet* (RKO). Moved here from
Penn and still showing plenty of
strength. Will, get .$6,000 and pos-
sibly bit more without any trouble,
and that's healthy. Last week 'Ran-
cho' (Par) and 'Harrigan* (WB)
drifted off after warm start, but got
fair enough $4,85t).

KINGSTON COLLECTS
Los Angeles, March 10.

Judgment for
1

$660 awarded Al
Kingston in municipal court suit
against Carroll Graham for com-
mission covering sale . of latter's

story, 'Bordertown,' to Warners.
Agency handled placing of story

more than a year ago.
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Drops Vaude for 'Fleet'

Some Squawks and

'Beery $30,000, Tine

Chicago, March 10.

(Best Exploitat j : Oriental, Palace)
' For some reason, business was
•way off Friday (6), opening day for
the bulk of the town's pictures.
Weather couldn't be better, shows
looked unbeatable, but the people
just weren't there. Particularly dis-
appointing was the Chicago with
•Milky. Way* on the- screen and Wal-
lace Beery on the stage. Business

' was far under expectations, especi-
ally on the matinees.
: On Saturday, however, the town
began to pump with its oldtlme
power and the sidewalks again lined
up with people. Particularly at the
Oriental, where Jane /Withers in

Serson attracted what appeared to
e every kid within a' radius of 100

miles.
Palace has gone straight pictures

for 'Follow the Fleet' arid got away
to a fair start.. There has been re-
action against

:
the house, for pulling

the vaude, with many customers
putting up a yelp.

Building in great
,
style is 'Trail

of .the Lonesome Pine,' which opened
Wednesday" (4). Getting this swellest
set of word -.of-mouth comment town
has heard in long time. Will hit
above $16,000 on the first week arid
likely hold close that pace for the
second. .

Exploitation was strong through-
put the town. Jimmy Luntzel banged
the drurii In great Style for Jane
Withers; Johnny Joseph had the
town 'Fleet' conscious weeks before

' the flicker opened. Also in the ruri-

nlng for smart . exploitation were
Jack Thoma arid Jim Savage for
their handling for. 'Music Goes
Round' at the Apollo.

Estimates for This .Week
Apollo (B&K) (1,200; 26-35-65)—

(Round) (Col). .
Started Saturday

(7) and got away nicely on the
weekend surge. Riley and Farley
Instead of Red Hodgson in the pic-

ture hurt in town because of Hodg-
son's identification with the tune in

this territory. Will hit around $7,-

000. Last week 'Happen' (20.th),

$4,700.

Chicago (B&K) (4,000; 36-55-75)
—'Milky . Way' (Par) and stage
show. Wallace Beery headlining.
Got away sadly but started on the
up-grade over the weekend. Indica-
tions are for around $30,000, dis-

appointing. Last week 'Desire*

(Par) and 'Vanities' unit clicked for
$38,600.

Garrick (B&K) (960; 25-35-65)—
*Desire' (Par). Holding over here
after fine: session at the Chicago.
Will touch close to $7,000. Last
week. 'Lady of Secrets' (Col) man-
aged average $5,300. .

Oriental (B&K) (3,200; 25-35-40)—'Navy Wife' (20th) and vaude.
Jane Withers on the rostrum ac-
counting for bulk of the box office

jingle." Clink of coins adding up to

good $16,000. Last week 'Millions

in Air* (Par) slumped towards end
of week to finish at $13,300.
• Palace (RKO) (2,600; 25-35-55-65)—'Fleet' (RKO). Straight pictures
and grinding 'em in on an

.
eight-

show schedule daily. Left the bar-
rier slowly but beginning to break
into a gallop, with indications for

$30^000, powerful, in the offing. Last
week 'Love on Bet' (RKO) tearful

at $16,200.
Roosevelt (B&K) (1.500; 35-45-65)—'Lonesome Pine' (Par). All-color

flicker getting talk of the town and
settling down to money gallop which
is going to spell profits for weeks.
Will make it a beautiful opening
session at tuneful $16,000,- -and will
probably hold near to that pace for
at least a fortnight. Last week
'Two Cities' (MG) finished three
weeks to happy $7,900 for final ses-
sion.

State-Lake (Jones) (2,700; 20-25-
35-40)—'Freshman Love' (WB) and
N.T.G. unit. It's the N.T-G. parade"
which is corralling the shekels cur-
rently for $15,000, zowie. Last week
'Dangerous Waters' (RKO) held to

fine $12,900.
United Artists (B&K-UA) (1*700;

35-55-75)—'Modern Times' (UA) (3d
week). Chaplin picture sticking to

good pace and will make it four
weeks here without difficulty. Re-
markably little slump-Off. Above
$17,000 currently, great, after big
$20,700 second weel<.

'Forest' Nice $14,000

As B'klyn Picks Up
Erooklyn, March 10.

Considerable improvement in

product and weather. Downtown
b.o.'s report better biz than has boon
their lot in past few weeks. Albee
scoring rather well with 'Shark Is-
land" and 'It Had to Happen' in

second week.
Paramount with 'Petrified Forest'

holding up very well against stiftl

competition.
Estimates for This Week

Paramount (4,000; 25-33-50)—

'Petrified Forest' (WB). Excellent
press notices. Basketball games on
Friday night, drawing record crowds
arid calling for much comment. This
week about $14,000, good. Last week
'Anything Goes' (Par) $14,000.

.
Fox (4,000, 25-35-50)—'Yellow

Dust' (RKO) and 'Music Goes
Round' (Col). Drawing nice crowds
and figured to bring in $16,000, good.
Last week 'Bohemian Girl' (MG) and
'You May Be Next' (Col) received.
$13,000, over average. -Management
highly satisfied with radio tieups on
Monday and Wednesday nights.
Loew'i Met (3,400; 25-35-50)—

•Ghost Goes West' (UA) and 'Bugle
Ann' (MG). Getting favorable re-
sponse and will bring in $14,500,
good.. Last week 'Rose-Marie' (MG)
(2d week) $12(000, mild.
Albee (3.400; 25-35-50)—'Shark

Island' (20th) and 'Had to Happen'
(20th) (2d week). . Pretty good
$10,000 anticipated. Last week duo
received fino $18,000.
Strand (2,000;. 25-35-50)—'Woman

Trap' (Par) and 'Drift Fence' (Par).
Looks no more than $4,000, mild.
Last week 'Murder at Glen Athol*
and 'Tirhothy's Quest' (Par) $4,500,
unexciting.

LENT IN ST. L A

REAL DENTER,

QUINS 16G

St. Louis, March 10.

(Best Exploitation: Fox)
Not an alibi, but an on-the-level

fact are the .managerial statements
that the poor business here despite

the excellent attractions of the past
two weeks is caused by Lent. Lent
in St. Louis is more than just a
season of the year what with 60%
or better Catholic registration.

Chaplin's opus after a mediocre
opening at Loew's failed to gain any
ground and ended up a dismal week
with less than $14,000. 'Wife vs..

Secretary' will do well but not the
business that the combo Gable-
Harlow-Loy justifies. Again debit
Lent.
At the big F&M Fox one of the

truly great exploitation campaigns
of the year got the Dlonne Quins in
'The Country Doctor' off to a splen-
did start but not in keeping with
what this attraction deserves or was
expected, to get. It will be a good
week alright but riot the record-
breaker the house anticipated.
Ed Lpwry, after a recent success-

ful week stand at F&M's downtown
deluxer, the Ambassador, is back
again with a new show and is bol-
stering with amateur elimination
contest. Lowry is a great fave here.

Shubert-Rialto, . after playing
'Klondike' by itself for two weeks,
is back with a dualer 'Love On a
Bet' and 'Man Hunt,' but these pics
don't figure to disturb the bigger
ones.

'Fleet,' which set a house record
at Orpheum, downtown WB the-
atre, first week, is be-ing held for. a
third but business doesn't seem to
justify it.

Grand Opera house, still only
vaudeville theatre in town, is man-
aging to get a little more than the
nut each we-ek and the management
is satisfied the house can be built

into a substantial moneymaker.
Harry Greenman, mgr. at Fox,

Lucille Byrnes, et al. at the house,

did everything but Import the Quins
in acquainting St. Louislans with
the fact that 'Country Doctor* was
on the screen.

Estimates for This Week
Fox (F&M) (5,038; 25-35-55)

—

'Country Doctor' (20th) and 'Tango'

(MajK Shouldn't miss $16,000 and
may beat this mark if weather stays

good. Crlx also helped by calling

feature a five-star effort. Last woek,

'Had to Happen' CCol) arid 'Too

Tough to Kill' (20th) didn't do as

well as expected and finished with

$8,200. fair.

Ambassador (F&M) (3,108; 25-35-

40)—'Devil's Island* (Col) and 'Dan-

gerous Intrigue' (Col) and Ed
Lowrv and unit on stage. Headed
for $13,000 which will he satisfac-

tory and profitable. Last week
'Here Conies Trouble' (20th) and
Jackie Coosa n, Hetty Grable and
California Collegians on stage, $14,-

S00. but expected to do better.

Shubert- ialto (WU) (1.725: 25-

35-55]—'Love On Bet' (RKO) and
'Mao Hunt' ( WB).. Doesn't figure to

top $7,500, only fair. Last week
•Klondike Annie"; (far), 2nd week,

factc-d fa.^t. oniy 3$. G00.

Orpheum (WB) (1.930: 25-35-;>5)

—'Follow the Fleet' (RICO) (3rd

week). At $fi,000 will be lots of

money for 3rd week; last week nice
$9,100,
Loew'e (3,162: 25-35-55)—'Wife vs.

Secretary' (MG). Looks $15,000, all
right. Last Week 'Modern Times'
(UA) biggest surprise in town when
only $13,200 was counted to end of
run.
Missouri (F&M) (3,514; 25-40)—

•Strike Me Pink' (UA) and 'Danger-
ous Waters' (U). Too much bp-
posish from Fox to enable this
house to take over $5,200. Last week
•Burlesque' (20th) and -'Invisible
Ray' (U), only $4,800, poor.'
Grand Opera House (Ind) (2,200;

15-25-35)—'Java—Head' (FD) " arid
vaude. At $3,300 for this bill will
clear nut and' allow some profit.
Last week 'Hitch Hike to Heaven"
(Jud) and vaude, $3,100, fair.

'Sec' $7,000, Good; 'Annie'

$3,000, 2d Week, Portland

Portland, Ore, March 10.
(Best Exploitation: United Artists)
Burst of good biz for several spots

this -week,-Good weather -arid1

'strong
pix ran up the b,o, score. Topping
the list in exploitation is 'Wife vs.
Secretary' at Parker's UA. Parker
figured that pie was good for three
weeks and turned On the bally with
long run in view. Pic responded
With a so'cko first week.
At the big Paramount 'Klondike

Annie' held for a second stanza.
Evergreen's Orpheum also clicking
.with another winner. Orpheum just
closed successful two weeks with
'Petrified Forest,' and now has 'Fol-
low the Fleet' also getting a great
play. With few musicals shown in
the burg during the last few weeks.
'Fleet' connected for extra biz on
that angle.
Parker's roadway decided that

Its exploitation.of 'Metro Unit Show'
last week was a b.o. booster! Unit
idea was plugging two short sub-
jects in color plus news equally with
the pic, 'Riff Raff.' Ted Gamble
figured that selling the whole pro-
gram in this way when product
warranted, was better than the old
double feature policy. By way of
contrast the Broadway went for
twin nix this week, 'Exclusive Story'
and "Bohemian Girl.' Getting around
par.
Paramount goes grand onera next

week with screen dark. San Carlo
Comnany goes in at $1.65 top for
six davs.

Estimates for This Week
Broadway (Parker) (2,000: 25-40)

—'Exclusive' (MG) and 'Bohemian'
(MG). Fair combo hitting an aver-
age pace for this house around *4.-
000. Last week 'Riff Raff' (MG)
with color shorts. 'Days at Lido'
(MGV and 'Old Plantation' (MG)
billed as 'unit show,' a new Wrinkle
in local exploitation Which worked,
closed for nice: $4,700.

United Artists (Parker) (1.000;
25-40)—'Wife vs. Sec' (MG). Get-
ting big results with the exploita-
tion heat turned on high, first week
going $7,000, and holding. Last,
week 'Ghost* (UA), fair $3,300.
Paramount (Evergreen) (3.000;

25-40)—'Annie* (Par) and 'Mar-
riage* (Fox). Holding for five extra
days of second week and getting a
good play on the West pic. Last
five days okay $3,000. First . week
good $6,600.
Orpheum (Hamrlck-Evergreen)

(2,000; 25-40)—'Fleet* (RKO). En-
joying extra biz due to few musi-
cals here in recent weeks. Getting
big play first week at $6,000. and
may hold. Last Week 'Forest* (WB)
and 'Master's Voice* (Par) held for'

extra five days at okay $2,800.
ayfair (Parker-Evergreen) (1,-

400; 25-40)—'Harrigan' (FN) and
'Freshman Love* (WB). Fair com-
bo getting $2,000. Last week (ad-
mish 35-55) 'Yellow Dust* (RKO)
with legit tab, 'Life Begins at 60'

connected for only fair $4,200. al-
though the stage unit was well ex-
ploited for Townsend pension sym-
pathizers.

FLU HITS B'HAM

Strike, Few New Pix Dent B'way;

Jack Benny Ups State to $37,000,

fleeted Wk.SOa Colleen 25G

But Not Too Much—'Sec' Leads
Town with $7;700

Birmingham, March 10.

A wave of flu which has swept
through the entire South) especially
Alabama arid Mississippi, has hurt
show business a little, but grosses
here this week are moderately good.
Last week 'Klondike Annie' slipped

out of town without the least bit of

trouble. Picture was generally ac-
cepted without a word. So busi-
ness was jiist fair. 'Pasteur* has
moved over to Galax for second
week.

Estimates for This Week
Alabama (Wilby-Klricey) (2,800;

30-35-40)—'Wife vs. Sec' (MG).
Should get $7,700. Last week 'An,
nie' (Par) around . $6,800. moderate.

Ritz (Wilby-KIncey) (1,600: 25-

30)—'Dank at Monte Carlo' C'Oth).

A* $3,000 just fair. Last week 'Next
Time* (D. $2,500.

Strand (Wilb>;- 'incey) (SOft: 23

»

—Exclusive Story' (MG). Might,
manage $1,900, moderate. Last week
'Drift Fence' and 'Hot Til)' (Radio),

split. $1,700. light.

Empire (Acme) (1,100; 5)—'Love
on Bet' (Radio). .Too much com-
petish for this orio; $2,000. Last,

week 'Pastour' (FX) around $-'.S0o

and held over at Galax for second

week.

(Best xploitation: Strand)
Total tikv; of the Broadway pic-

ture houses is much smaller than
normal this week, due in part to
only five new pictures on the street,
others being holdovers, two of latter
on third weeks. Lower leyei of busl-.
ness is also charged, to the con-
tinued strike of elevator operators
and other service employees. The
strike is hurting night attendance
noticeably.
In spite of all this, plus Lent, no

house is really in a bad position.
Two are profitable leaders, the Mu-
sic Hall on its third week of 'Follow
The FleeT" at"$"60,000 and the State
with the Jack Benny unit on the
stage credited with attracting most
of a fancy $37,000 or more. 'Any-
thing Goes' (2nd run) is on the
State's .L ireen. Another good hold-
over is 'Lonesome Pine* at the Par-
arnount. Its third week, aided last
night (Tues.) by two preview show-
ings of *K16ndike Annie/ brings nice
profit at $26,000. The Mae West pic-
ture starts its regular run this
morning, (Wed.) with doors opening
at 8:30 a, m., earliest any New York
de luxer has started letting" 'em in.

The' five new arrivals of the week
are 'Love on a Bet.' 'Three Godr
fathers,' 'Pbwdersmoke Range,' 'Col-
leen' and .Farmer in the Dell' on
,dual bill at Palace. Of .these, . the
Powell-Keeler musical is by far the
best. It will get the Strand around
$25,000. and holds, 'Godfathers' ' is a
bit above recent averages for the
Rialto, around'$9,000, whileJPowder-
smoke Range' is doing' "okay "at the
Astor, $6,000. "Love on a Bet' washed
up its week at the Center,last night
(Tues.) a sad disappointment, $9,-

000.

Second week of 'Wife versus Sec-
retary' at the' Capitol is holding lip

better than 'Rhodes' on Its second
week at the Roxy. 'Wife' appears a
good gamble for $25,000 on the hold-
over, while 'Rhodes' is slowing up
to around $23,000. 'Rhodes' goes out
of the Roxy tomorrow night (12)

and into the Astor the following day
(13) on a second-run booking, with
the Roxy waiving protection.
Chaplin's 'Modern Times' ends its

fifth week today (Wed.) and has.

another to go for a run of six, after
which, following the usual protec-
tion, it goes into the Loew houses.
'Times,' which has been playing a
midnight show every night, is: per-
haps suffering more than others by
the strike. This ;week (5th) will be
$25,000 or close to it.

Warner Bros, and the Strand pick

up the marbles this week for the
best exploitations In the handlfng
of 'Coleen/ While never extending
itself iriuch on exploitation and ad->

vertlsing other than daily news-
paper copy, the 'Follow, the Fleet'

picture has received soriie nice
plugging throughout Its rah. Songtf
from the Astaire-Rogers nrisical

were well plugged in advance of the
opening, with a special RCA Sun-
day matinee revue of the songs first

put on. Irving Berlin himself went
on twice;

Including a big Sunday (1)

night on 25 Tears of Words and
Music NBC's tribute program to

the i;ongsrriith.

Estimates for This Week
Astor (1,012; 25-35-50)—'Powder-

smoke Range' (RKO). Looks like

about $6,000, okay. Last week 'Dori't

Gamble on Love' (Col), $4,000, dis-

appointing. 'Rhodes* (OB) on
second run, comes in Friday (13)_

for as long as holding up.
Capitol (4,620; 25-35-55-85-$1.25)

—'Wife vs Secretary' (MG) (2nd—
final week). Holding up well, $25,-

000. First week a bit over $40,000,

fine.

Center (3,525; 25-35-55-86-$1.10)—'Love-on a Bet* (RKO). No soap,

only $0,000 on the week ending last

night (Tues.). Previous feature,

'Bugle Ann' (MG) wasn't even this

good, $7,000.:
Palace (1,700; 25-35-55)—'Shark

Island' (20th) (2nd run) arid.

'Farmer in Dell' (RKO). (l»t run),,

dual. Combo doing fairly well,

maybe $9,500. Last week's team,
'Pasteur' (WB) arid 'Lady Con-
sents' (RKO) built to a nice $11,000,

Paramount (3,664; 25-36-55)—
'Lonesome Pine' (Par) and Eddy
Duchin orchestra in pit (3rd week).
Final (3rd) week $25,000, good.

Second week was $29,000. 'Klon-

dike Annie' (Par), in last night

(Tues) on two preview showings,
starts regular run this morning
(Wed).
Radio City Music Hall (5,989; 40-

G 0 -85 - 9 9 - $ 1 .1 0 - $ 1 . 6 5 'Flee t' (RKO

)

and stage show (3rd week). Astaire-
Rogers musical clicking strong here,

third (final) week looking $6.0.000.

Second was $78,000. 'Country Doc-
tor' (20 th) comes in tomorrow
(Thursday).

Rialto (7",0; 25-40-65)—'3 God-
fathers' (MG). Better than recent
pictures here, around $9,000. Last
week 'Garden Murder Case' (MG),
$7,900.

Rivoli (2.092; 40-75-99)--'Modi>rn
Times' (Chaplin- L'A) (5th week).

On fifth week ending tonight -(Wed)
$25,000 or close, good, Last week
house got $31,000. Another week
to go, with 'These ThreeV (UA) coin-
ing in Wednesday morning '(18).

Roxy (5,836; 25-35-55)—'Rhodes*
(GB) (2nd week).,and stage show.
Ground but a fancy $39,600 first
week but

. not ' as strong . as expected
on the second (current) at $23,000.
'Love Before Breakfast' (U) comes
in Friday (13) with Pinkie. Toriillri,
on personal, holding over a third
lap.

Strand (2,767; 35-55-65-85)—'Col-
leen' (WB). Keeler-Powell musical
o.k. but behind-previous tuners and
probably not more than $25,000,
pretty good. Stays a second week.
'Walking Dead' (WB), in aheftd,
stumbled, $16,000.
State (3,450; 35-55-76)—'Anything

Goes' (Par) and^ Jack Benny unit •

on stage. Draught of Benriy aiding
mightily for a- week of $37,000 or
better, big. Last Week 'Rose-Marie'
(MG) and on the. stage, Jimmy Savd
and Frances .Arm's, over $25,000. ..."

STRONG PIX IN

Washington; March 10.

(Best Exploitation: Earle)

Plenty of good celluloid In town
this week and combination of Lent
and- first real spring weather of sea-
son can't lick It. Flock of attrac-
tions keeping down chances of rec-

ord grosses at any' particular b.o.,

but aggregate win' be something to

shout about.

Tops is Fox with combo stage
and screen show that could have
gotten by - 'with either half alone.
•Anything Goes,' originally slated
for Loew's ace' straight-Aim spot, is
being nicely received and draw of
Fats Waller behind footlights is
even more than theatre dreamed.
Roger Pryor is extra added attrac-
tion.

Wife Vs. Secretary,' tossed In
Saturday. (7) on three days', notice
when 'Klondike Annie' was yanked,
is cleaning up. Press, had caught it

-

in preview early part of week and
has passed word that it was the
Hollywood eternal—triangle at Its
ulta-ultra.
Interesting angle is way Belasco,

local, arty spot, is mopping up with
'Soak the Rich.' Film was turned
down cold by mainsteiri. houses, but
critics found it plenty of fun and
It held up through second week be-,
ginning Friday (6),
Earle rates best bally honors for

campaign .on 'Pasteur.' "Concen-
trated jon class trade, previewing it

for every availa'ble government
health p clal and college medico
and securing flock of testimonials
that couldn't be discounted.

Estimates for This Week
Keith's (RKO) (1.830; 25-35-60)—

'Follow Fleet' (RKO). Rogers-As-
TalreTep" plus rave notices sending
opening week into sock $17,000. Last
week, second of 'Ghost' (GB), big
$8.0Q0.

Earle (WB) (2.424; 25-35-40-60-
70)—'Pasteur' (WB) and vaude.
Class ballyhoo and critics' adjec-
tives accounting for surprisingly
nice $17,000 at present rate. Last
week 'Round' (Col) with Riley arid

Farley p. a., took average $17,000.

Palace (Loew) (2.363: 25-35-60)—
Wife vs. Secretary' (MG). Put in

Saturday (7) on. three days' notice
arid headed for big $22,000, Last
week 'Annie' (Par) took okc $18,000
for eight days.

Fox (Loew) (3,434; 25-35-60)—
'Anything Goes' (Par) and vaude;
Crosby, title and olee notices added
to Fats Waller and. Roger Pryor on
stapre sending gross* toward nice
825,000. Last week 'Shark Island'
(Fox), thanks largely to sock cam-
paign, took big $23,000.

Met (WB) (1.853; 25-40)—'Pre-
view Murder' (Par), Getting usual
figure* for mystery, probably oke
$5,000. Last week 'Forest' (WB)
followed big week at Karle with nice

$5,000.
Columbi (TVwi (1.853; 25.40)—

'Rose Marie' ('M(I). Third week
after (w« swell stanzas at Palace
looking HI nice $G,()(H». Last week
'Last of Pagans' (MG) passable
$3,000.

Belasco (Radio) r.1.100; 2C-35-50-
G0-)—'Soak the Rich' (Par) (2d
week). May ho'd up to siillsfac-

tory $1,800. Last \vp-ek same flicker,

turned down by. main-stem spots,
surprised with nice- $3,500.
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Frisco Pix Pulling; Country Doc

A Sock $26,080, Chaplin Big $10,000

San Francisco, March 10

Market street ace. houses tills

Tveek have what it takes and the
public is patronizing as expected
Warfleld out in the lead with the
Quints.

'Follow the. Fleet' at the Gate
let. down quicker, than expected, due
both to opposition arid fact that
word of mouth was riot good. Chap—
Hn film doing all this small U. A
can hold, playing single bill so will

show fine profit.. Length of run
dubious due to .mixed public inac-
tion generally. Mae. West's 'Klon-
dike Annie' took terrific lacing from
Hearst papers editorially, some say-
ing it helped, but everybody agree-
ing it didn't hurt and It will perhaps
stay 041 for another couple of weeks;
Paramount running above aver-

age, due to . star draw of Gable, Har-
low and Loy, unbeatable combo.
Rest of the street limping along
but nobody very badly damaged.
Weather has been ideal, and busi-
ness in town generally is better
than in years. Even the neighbor-
hoods, are happy in. spite of Lent.

Estimates for This Week
layj (Roesner) (400; 35)—'Maria

' Chapdelaihe' (Italo) (2d wk). Big
Italian population getting better
thaii average, $1,460. .

Last week
same near capacity, $i; 600.

Embassy (Cohen) (1,512; 25-35)—
'Jimmy Valentine' (Col) and 'Dan-
cing Feet' (FD) (2d wk). Down to

$1,800. Last, week same bill, brought
In house nut, $2,200.'

Fox (Leo) (5*000; 25-40)—'Bo-
hemian Girl'- (MG). and 'Leaven-
worth Case' (U). Better than house,
average due to juvenile draw of
Xaurel and Hardy, $7,500. Last
week very poor with 'Chatterbox'
(RKO) :and 'Dangerous Waters,'
only $4,800..
Golden Gate .'(RKO) (2,850.5 30-35-

40)—'Follow Fleet* (RKO) (2d wk).
Letting, down In face of opposition,-

disappointing $12,500; Last week,
first of. same run went, way over
average to $19,500.
Orpheum (F&M) (2,440; 30-35-40)—'Next Time We. Love' (U) and

You. May. Be Next* (Col). Also a
disappointment as.'star was expect-
ed to pull, better than $6,200. Last
Week 'Music Goes 'Round' (Col) and
'Hell Ship Morgan' (Cpl) held to
house average with only $4,500,

Paramount • (FWC) (2,740; 30-35-

1

40)—'Wife vs. Secretary' (MG).and
•Preview Murder Mystery' (WB).
Going great, showing wide margin'
of net at $18;000. Last week 'Pas-
teur* (WB) and 'Woman Trap'
(Pair) Tield up to house average and
showed profit at $14,000.

St. Francis (FWC) (1.470; 30-35-
40)—'Klondike Annie' (Par) (3d
week); Still doing okay, even with-
out. Hearst paper ads and in-face of
tear-down editorials getting $6,300.

Last Week-same attraction. $7;500.

United Artists (UA) (1.200; 25-40-
65)—'Modem Times' (UA) (1st wk).
Doing about all- this small' house
can hold' at peak hours and taking
a nice $10,000. Last week 3rd of
•Strike Me Pink' (UA) okav $6,100.

Warfleld (FWC) (2,680; 35 r40-55)
-^'Country Doctor' (20th) and
•Bugle Ann' (MG). Doing all the
capacity can stand from morn* 'til

cir>cfn sr. nr>fl wilV top $26,000. Last
week 'Desire'. (Par), and 'Garden
Murder Case' (Par), ' a healthy
$17,000.

'Fleet' $1(^000, Dionnes

OK $5,400, Indianapolis

Indianapolis, March 10.
(Best- Exploitation: Indiana)

*FoUow the Fleet' sails along glo'-'

rlpusly to a $10,000. mark at the
Indiana, and the rest of the down-
town houses are eri.ioying fairly
brisk trade. Astaire'-Rogers pic '

is
the best money-getter for the large
Indiana, and they're topping any-
thing else to play the house since
their last previous picture. 'Shark
Island' and a vaude bill headlining
Eddie Pea.body show strength at
the Lyric with a pace that indicates
a verv good $8,000, .while 'Country
Doctor* is heading

,
for an- okay

$5,400 at the small Apollo. A dual
of two repeat pictures, 'Captain
Blood' and 'Anything Goes,' is do-
ing all rtabt at the Circle with a
Tp-oss.of S4.800 in sight Loew's lags
a bit with only $4,100 showing up
on 'Litt'e Lord Fauntleroy.'
A series of depai'tmerit store tie-

up ads on 'fleet blue' apparel and
navy wear for women as well as on
>s*aire-type shoes were effected by
the Indiana's exploitation staTf on
'Follow the Fleet.' Accompanying
window disnlavs al*o were turned
Into clever plugs for the film, while
the ushers engaged in a wig-wag
street ballyhoo, gave away sailor

carls r»s souvenirs, etc.

Estimates for* This Week
Apollo (Fourth Ave) (1.100; 25-

-JOX-r-'COuntry Doctor' ' (20th), This
house, -had expected the DJonne
iuijiifs tp replace the late Will
Rogers aB- Its 'ace flicker draw, but
they're way under his reiord figures.

rh& results are. good, -however, at

$5,400. Last week repeat run of
'Ceiling Zero' (WB) mild at $2,900.

Circle (Katz-Feld) (2,600; 25-40)
.—'Anything Goes' (Par) and* 'Cap-
tain Blood' (WB), two repeats du-
alled. Faring all right at $4,800

Last week repeat of 'Rose-Marie*
(MG) okay at $5,000.

Indiana (Katz-Feld) (3,100; 25
40)—'Follow Fleet' (RKO). i.

Very
strong compared to the usual fig

ures at this house with a sweet
$10,000 in prospect. Last week
'Klondike Annie' (Par) about par
fOr Mae West here at a gobd $8,000,

Loew's (2,800; 25-40)—'Little
Lord - Fauntleroy' (UA). National
assist ads' of large size failed to

pull this 'one above a rather light

$4,100; List week 'Modern Times'
(UA) had van unsteady stay with
business extra good only Saturday
and Sunday. Weekdays were very
light, and the figure for the seven-
day stay was just all right and
nothing more at. $7,000.

' Had been
expected to do at least $3,000 more

Lyric (Olson) (2,000; 23-30-40)—
'Shark Island' (20th) and vaude.
Picture plugged over stage" show in

ads, and, although a bit heavy, .it

is helping the house <to a happy
$8,600. Last week 'Bohemian Girl'

(MG) and the .Marcus revue on
stage did very well at $9,400 with
the latter getting the credit for the
extra, take.

m-PUH BAKER

WOW $34,000.

DETROIT

Detroit, Mareh 10.

With sole exception of the Fox,
playing 'Country DoctOr' With Phil
Baker on stage, biz is off generally
here current week; Most of slump
is attributable to General Motor's
free exposition' and Detroit's annual
Little World Fair' at Convention
Hall. Latter event broke all at-
tendance records opening night, at
25c a crack,' so . downtown houses
and riabes can't hope to buck that
this week.
Biz is big again at the Fox. this

week, however, although , show
started off . rather! slowly. 'Doctor'

gained momentum Saturday <7) and
forced addition Of extra show Sun-
day. "Quints' flicker due to stick at
least another week, should romp
home, for a wow $34(000. Baker is

helping b. o.

With the plct 'Desire,' John Boles
on the Michigan stage this week Is

drawing only-

' an okay $22,000.

Ricardo Cortez, faced with similar

pic circumstances last week, at-
tracted only $19,000. through the
turnstiles.

Grosses are also off at the United
Ai'tists, running 'Modern Times'
third week, arid at the RKO Down-
town, with 'Follow the Fleet,' like-

wise in its third session. Both figure

for around $8,000 current stanza,
and are ready, for pulling. The two
first-run dual . houses, State, and
AdariiS, are also in the doldr'uriis,

neither due for over. $3,500, fair.

Behind big national. 20th-FOx
campaign and Hearst stuff, Fox had
little need for heavy exploitation
this week but dusted off a. few new
ones on Phil Baker, Including his

conducting of a sports' column In

one of the dailies, plus good art-and
the usual didoes. , Michigan .ralso
lined Ut; some daily press art and
stories on Boles.

Estimates for Thi Week
Fox (Indie) (5,000; 30-40-65)—

•Doctor' (20th) and Phil Baker on
stage. Pic a 'natural' here, booming
down the stretch for a wow $34,000
this week. Started off slowly, but
picked speed over•" weekend, Baker
proving a. help. Last week house
ot slightly above $32,000, bang-upi

on 'Saturday Night1 (20th) and Wal-
lace Beery, Bebe Daniels and Ben
Lyon on stage, stage names doing'
all the attracting.

ichiqan (XTnited Detroit) (4.000;
30-40-65.)—'Desire' (Par) and John.
Boles heading vaude. Okay $22,000,
chiefly because flicker Is not doing
its part. Boles usually draws here,
but he can't do it alone. Ricardo
Cortez and . 'Forest' (WB). faced
with strong opposish, got $19,000
la'-t week.
Downtown (RK ) (2,500; 30-40-

G5)— 'Fleet' (RKO) (3d week. Feel-
ing the pinch of counter attrac-
tions and will get around "8,000.. oke,
this week, following good SI 0,000.

Adams (Balaban) (1.700; 25-40)—
'Soht and Dnnce Man' (20th) and
'I-Iell Ship Morgan' Col), dual. Biz
off here like the rest, so house will

be. lucky to do $3,500, fair, current
week. Gathered In about $5,000,
nice, last week on 'Personal*' (U)
and 'Dangerous Waters' (TJ).

United -Artists (United Detroit)

(2,000; 30-40-65)—'Times' UA) (3d
week). Chaplin still doing okay, al-

though more was expected, and will

move out this week. Okay $8,000

this week, after second session of

$12,000. „
State (United Detroit) (3,000; 25-

40)—'Preview .
Mystery' (Par) and

'Boulder' WB). Can't beat the

counter attractions this week, and
figures for Only a mild $3,600 current
stanza. Did steady biz last week,.

$4,600, on 'Big House' (MG) and
'Man Hunt* (WB).

DOC HITS FAST

$13,000, BUFFALO

Buffalo, March 10.

(Best Exploitation: Buffalo)

With the advent of milder weather
and the : bringing up of a full bat-

talion of heavy attractions, Lent ap-

pears to mean nothing at Buffalo

box offices.

Everything seems to be clicking
at top speed, with 'Doctor' hitting

a good clip at the Buffalo and the
new Chaplin picture getting off. to
a fine start at the Lakes. 'Secretary'
is being, held over for a second week
at the Hipp after a fine first period
at the Buffalo and the Lafayette
with more or less routine duals
has moved. UP well above average
for the house..
A fine campaign was put on for

'Country Doctor' by the Buffalo
staff. An exhaustive tie-up in. con-
nection with the NEA-Times, which
has exclusive for the quints here,
was availed of, the daily going for
a serial On picture for three weeks
ahead with' daily layouts. Each in-
stallment had a tag line boosting
the film and there were roto pages
of art. Times also, staged a competi-
tive voting campaign among the
quints using their feature writers
for campaign managers, the thea-
tre being tied in with everything
used. In return house gave trailer
and lobby displays while- the Times
trucks bannered for the picture. The
paper also got waiver of NEA copy-
right for use of shots, of quints in
store windows running to several
dozen. Doctors and. nurses were,
circularized arid the usual mer-
chandise tie-ups were made.

Estimates for This Week
Buffalo (Shea) (3,600; 30-40-50)—

'Doctor' (20th). Doing nicely against
strong competition and pace at
opening weekend makes week look
around $13,000. Last week, "Wife
Vs. Sec* (MG), plenty good arid tak
irigs ran to over $20,000.
Hipp (Shea) (2,400; 25-40)—*Wife

Vs. Sec* (MG). Switched to here
from the Buffalo arid moving along
to sprightly business for probably
$8,600;- Last week 'Annie' (Par),
dropped in here for second run after
a first to excellent returns at the
Lakes, but failed to hold.up and got
down to a low $5,600.
Lakes (Shea) (3,400; 25-40)

'Tiriies' (UA). A swell topper for
this house and drew excellent Com-
ment at opening, which should
mean better than $13,000. Last week,
'Marie* (MG), brought back after
playing a week here a fortnight ago,
for $8,000.
Century (Shea) (3,400; 25) —

'O'Day' (20th) and 'Great Life* (Par)
Still feeling the. effects of last week's
stiriiuluS and looks to go over $6,500
Last week . 'Big House' (Col) arid
'Hitchhike Lady- (Rep), dual, rang
bell for best business here in couple
Of months, $8,000.

Lafayette (Jnd.) (3,400; 25)—Tri
visible- Ray' (U) and 'Night Out'.
(U). : Strong opening for this card"
and indications are it will better
$8,000. Last week 'Round* (Col)
and 'Intrigue' (Col), fine at $10,000

Tauntie in Speedy $13,000 Start at

Aldine, Philly; Doctor Strong,

plugs and newspaper space stepped
up, make up the campaign.

Estimates for This Week
Blue Mouse (Hamrick) (900; 27-

37-42.) — 'Fleet' (RKO). Hot from
Orpheum, looks to land big $4,500.

here. Last week 'Modern Times'
(UA) ' (2nd week), eight days, $4,

200, good, but not . warranting hold-
over.
Coliseum (Evergreen) (1,800; 21

32)—'Collegiate' (Par) and 'No
Mercy' 20th), dual,. Pulled after five
days • on poor $2,000, Last week
'Rebel* (20th) and 'Millions' in Air'
(Pair), dual, no go, pulled after six
slow days at $2,400, weak.

Fifth Avenue (Evergreen) (2,400;
27-37-42)—'Doctor* (20th). Quins
stirring up - plenty of Interest at
$11,200. Matinees terrific, nights
good, but proportionately, off; Last
week 'Forest' (FN) $7,500, good. .

Liberty (J-vH) (1,900; 11^16-27)
^-'Next' (Col) and 'Cattle

' Thief *

(Col), dual. Back to regular, prices
for slow $3,000. Last, week 'Round'
(Col) too late and at $5,000 a dis-
appointment,
Music Box (Hamrick) (900; 27-

37-42)—'Marie' (MG). ' (4th. week,
2d run) . Slamming right along to
hot $4,800. Leaving to make . room
for 'Doctor's' second "run, otherwise
would hold. Last week $5,300, big.
Orpheum (Hamrick)" (2,700; 27-

37-42) 'Annie' (Par) and 'Saturday
Night* (20th), dual. Hearst editori-
als stirring curiosity and business,
giving . house .

great $11,000. Last
week, 'Fleet'

1

(RKO),- $14,600 on
eight days.
Paramount (Evergreen) (3,106;

21-27-32)—'Yellow Dust* (RKO)
and 'Melody* (UA), dual. Slow at
$3,700. : Last week, 'Preview Mur-
der'

.
(Par) arid

.
'Master's Voice'

(Par), dual, $4,000,. moderate.
Rex (Sterling) , (1,400; 16-. -32)

t—'Oregon Trail' (Rep) and vaude.
Title and type mean special- local

appeal,^ with biz at this spot show-
ing nice gains for $3,500, Last week,
'Manhunt* (WB) and stage show,
$3,200, good.

Quins $11,000, Mostly on

Mats in Seattle; Hearst

Helps 'Annie' to 11G

Seattle, March 10.

(Best Exploitation: Fifth Ave.)

Despite big campaign arid greatly
upped advertising budget, 'Music
Goes 'Round* didn't get the dough
and run was cut off at end of first
week. With duals back at the J-vH
house, reduced prices again prevail.
'Modern Times' also failed to hold

longer at Blue Mouse after second
week. 'Fleet,' after click at
Orpheum, moved in. 'Rose Marie"
continues to get coin, now in vir-
tually fifth week, counting first at
Fifth Ave. and extra week at Blue
Mouse, when the pic was at both the
M.B. and B.M., getting lines on both
sides of street.
Hearst's editorials against Mae

West and refusal to accept adver-
tising for 'Klondike Annie.' current
at Orpheum. looks to be helping biz.
Management taking advantage of
this free 'publicity,' using both
afternoon papers with bigger space
arid type for Mae.

'Country Doctor' at Fifth Ave.
gets biggest campaign, rating ex-
ploitation tops. Serial story . run in
Star before opening, with copy-
righted pictures of the quints, radio

'COUNTRY DOC'

LEADS

REST OF HUB

Boston, March 10.

(Best Exploitati : et)

'Country Doctor' administered a
strong dose of b.o. tonic at the Met
over the weekend, attracting not

only a conclave of femmes through
the gate, but a large number .of

patrons who see a film every five

years. If it had an equal male draw
this flicker might have hung up a
bigger gross. Ran five-show sched-

ule Friday and. Saturday and the
maximum four shows Sunday. The
gross will hover around $28,000,
good.

'Fauntleroy' at the State arid
Orpheum will total about $25,000,
off. Keith-Boston is coining through
handsomely, at $23,000 speed with
Hollywood Cafe show on stage and
'Muss 'Em Up' on screen. 'Follow
the Fleet' launches into a third week
with promise of about $13,500, at
the Keith Memorial.
'Modern Times' entering the

fourth and final frame at the Ma-
jestic on tilted scale will fold with
about $6,000 in the till.

Two-month , tiff between the Met
and the Boston Post has been
ironed out arid the theatre is again
getting publicity breaks. Because
of top-heavy ad placements wit)1

the Herald -Traveler by the Met, the
Post had cut off all bally, except
a weekly review and a five-line
listing in the Sunday page film
schedule..
Handed a natural for outside ex-

ploitation in the quintuplet film, the
Metropolitan found its hands tied
by legal technicalities and had to.
exert pressure elsewhere on pub-
licity arrd exploitation this week.
Outside of a banner across Wash-
ington street, the quints were left
in the newspaper ads and extra
features stimulated py the film's
presence in town. Helping to fil]

the gap was the personal appear-
ance of Regis Toomey who co-op-
erated on a Harvard Hasty Pud-
ding show tieup, a Kisma Chi get-
together, and two radio interview*
In addition. Gene Fox and his staff
found fpddcr in the appearance o'
dance contest winners on the stage
—a by-product of the recent Her-
ald-Traveler promotion.

Estimates for This Week
Met (M&P) (4,200: 35-50-65)—

'Country Doctor' (20th) and Regis
Toomey heading the stage -show.

Philadelphia, March 10.

(Best Exploitation: Earle)

Everything points :t0 plenty of
real biz in the downtown film houses
here this week. Best, in fact, since
the holidays.

.

The big noise Is 'Country Doctor*
at the Fox; Crowding in seven
shows Saturday and Sunday, this
feature boomed along on the trail
of the house record. Three week,
seem set with a fourth possible.
Around $35,000 looks like a sure
thing, with more possible. Notices,
were all raves .and' then some;
Another pic which pi'omrsea to

keep the b.o. iri a state of turmoil
is 'Wife vs. Secretary' at the Stan-
ley. Raps by the, crix aren't keep-
ing the Gable-Harlow-Loy fans
from flocking in. Daytime trade is

especially big and pic looks to be
aiming for $30,000 or close to it.

.'Little Lord Fauntleroy' Is put-
ting the Aldine back in the running
after the house had been stagger-
ing with some weak-sisters. Fred-
die. Bartholomew pic should hit
$13,000, and that's plenty hot.
..With less violent opposition the
Boyd would sten Into the oicture
with 'Desire' but this Marlehe
Dietrich pic is bound for only
about $14,000. That's satisfactory
under .the circumstances.

'Garden Murder Case' ought to
accomplish an okay $7,000 at the
Stanton: 'Pasteur' figures for. a
nice $3,500 In its second run at the
Karlton: Harold Llovd's 'Milky
Way' ought- to- get $2,500 Iri second
run at the Arcadia and 'Fleet'

(also second-runner
1

* is bound for
a sturdy $4,000 at Keith's.
•Modern Times' has slioped badly

at the Erlanger and is now re-
ported in last two weeks; although
no announcement has been made.
This week, with the tremerdous
opposition, won't go over .

M.OOO.
Earle with 'Music Goes Bound' on
the. screen and a1c"> on the stace.

with Farley and Rilev wavbling It

figures for $17,000, which Is above
averaee.
S-W put on a neat exnloitation

campaign for 'Round' with top-
like discs, distributed in restau-
rants and taprooms bearing the
song's lines, and also buttons flood-
ing the town.

Estimates for This Week
Aldine (1,200; 40-55-65)—'Faun-

tleroy* (ITA). Heavy $13,000 figured
and hold-over sure.. Last, week,
'Scarlett' (RKO), poor $5,000.
Arcadia (600; 25-40-50) — 'Milky*

(•Par)' (2d run). Should see $2,500.
Last week 'Exclusive* (MG) (2d
run), so-so, $2,100.
Boyd (.2,400; 40-55) — 'Desire*

(Par). Opposish too heavv: $14,000.
Last week 'Pasteur* (WB), nice
$21,000. in nine days.

Earle (2,000; 25-40-50) — 'Round*
(Col) arid vaude. Riley and Farley
on stage for- $17,000. Last week
'Bohemian' (MG) and vaude,
$14,500, average.

Erlanger (2.000: 40-55-S7) —
'Times' (UA) (4th week. Falling off
and with strOiig rivals on Market
street may not go over $9,000. Last
week disapnointing at $14,000.
Fox (3.000; 40-55-65) — 'Doctor*

(20th) and ^tage show. Looks like
the wow of the year. They're even
talking four weeks. About $35,000
is this week's goal and. it may go
higher if extra shows are continued.
Last week 'Shark Island' (20th) (2d
week), neat $16,500.

Karlton (1.000: 25-35-40) —
'Pasteur' (WB) (2d run). Figures
for $3,500.. Last week -'Two in' Dark'
(RKO), dismal. $2,200.

Keith's (2,000; 30-40-50)—'Fleet*
(RKC) (2d run). Robust at $4,000.
Last week 'Forest' (WB) (2d run),
okay $3,000.

Stanley <3,700; 40-55)—'Wife v.
Sec' (MG). Natural and aifnine for
$30,000. Last week 'Fleet' (RKO),
eight-day second week. $20,000.
Stanton (1.700; 30-40-50)—'Gar-

den Case' (MG). Average at $7,000.
Last week 'Girl Trap' (Pav), a dud
—$5,000.

Look like okay combination, about
$28,000. Last week, $39,000 for
'Klondike Annie' (Fox) and Major
Bowes' amateurs on stage, hypoed
by Hearst hoopla.

Keith-Boston (RKO) f 3,000; 35-
50-65)—'Muss 'Em Up* (RKO) and
Hollywood Cabaret show on stage.
Very good, at $23,000 promise. Last
week, 'Invisible Ray' (IT) and stage
show topped by Lupe Volez and
Roger

.
Pryor garnered satisfactory

$17,900.
Keith Memorial (RKO) (2,900; 25-

35-50)—'Follow Fleet' (RKO) (3d
week). Looks like okay $13,500;
second week captured very good
$20,100. Maybe strong enough fur
four frames.

State (Loew) C3.2O0; 25-35-J0-
50.)—'Lord Fauntlbrov' (UA). Not
too virile"hcre at $12,000 trot. Last
week, off, $10,000 for 'Shark Is-
land' (20th) and 'Music Goes
Round' (Col), dual.
Orpheum (Loew) (31000; 25-35-

40-50)—'Fauntleroy' (UA). Disap-
pointing at $13,000 gait. $13,000 )a.«-H

(Continued on page 23)
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The Kiddies Lead 'Em Into I'vJle

B.0.'s; Taunderoy $6,000, Quins 6V2G

Louisville, March 10.

(Beit Exploitation: LoeW's Stat*)

Two leaders this week' can credit

juvenile appeal .for their, .draw,

lioew's State with 'Fauntleroy* get

ting plenty of play on the strength

pf a tremendous build up on Fred-

die Bartholomew, while the wicket

in plenty hot at the Strand where

the Dlonne babies are the attrac-

tion In 'Country Doctor.' Warmer
temperatures and the Lenten season

are denting grosses to some extent,

but 'Fauntleroy' should reap a good
16,000, with 'Country Doctor' ex-

pected to top that figure by $500.

Dual features- are being shown at

the Bialto, Brown and Alamo, and
grosses are not likely to; be startling.

•Pasteur* is being kept for a second
week, and if grosses hold up rea-

sonably, well the holdover stanza
should have no trouble getting. $3,-

000.
National still getting its share of

the biz, currently displaying: a fair

stage attraction 'Gertrude Avery's
Diamond Revue' plus a local radio

act and the winner of an amateur
contest named George, Pughf .Gross

should be around $4,000.:. Flesh tai

ent is in for four days, with, bal

ance of week filled out with 'Passlrtg

of the . Third Floor Back' and
Racing Luck.' Takings will be very
light during those three -days.

.

Potent opposish Will be furnished

by the Memorial Auditorium which
plays "Walter Huston in 'Dods-
worth' (12th). Advance Sale indi-

cates a. $5,000 gross for matinee and
night performance'.
Exploitation foi' 'Fauritleroy' made

.town sit up and take notice. Mark
Silver for United Artists and George.

N. Hunt, Jr., manager of Loew's,

went to. 'toWh on>bne of the. biggest

campaigns ever pulled here. A stunt

item was the telephone conversa-
tion carried on by Silver with Fred-
die Bartholomew which was piped

into the Kosair Free Children's hos-

pital here, with the interview being
sent through amplifiers to all parts

of the building. Newspaper pub-
licity lineage totaled 4,600 lines,

23 24-sheets posted, W©ups With ice

cream -concern on air publicity,

lobby display featuring life size

cutout of Bartholomew on bicycle

in motion, 6,000 window cards, 11-

bray book marks, tieups With chain
groceries distributing 20,000 circu-

lars in packages. Co-op ads In local

dallies opening day also helped to

make the campaign one to draw
special notice.

Estimates for This Week
Loew'e State (3,000; 15-26-40)—

Tauntleroy' (UA). Juves and
matrons will, be attracted to this

one, and a well-planned and exe-

cuted exploitation campaign should

have no trouble in getting the

money. No smash but should take

$6,000. Last week 'Wife vs. Sec'

<MG) did well at $6,000, Gable-Har
low-Loy combo surefire.

Rialto (Fourth Ave.) (3,000; 15

26-40)—'Give Us This Night' (Par)

and 'If I Had Million* (Par) dual

Hardly any b. o. strength in evi-

dence here, pics minus names which
draw. 'Million' is revival of three

years ago'. Combo will probably

see $4,300 in offing for current

stanza. Last week 'Desire' (Par)

touched $6,200, good.
Brown (Ind) (1,500; 15-25-40)—

•Remember Last Night' (U) and

•Chatterbox* (RKO) dual. Will

come through for fair gross, but no
eyebrow lifting, $2,600 is indicated,

but may take more if weather con
4rui.A« ninnonnf T.nct -ivAPk 'Fleet

Claw* (RKO) and 'Leathernecks'
(Rep), dual. Looks headed for $1,-

600, good. Last week 'Java' (U) and
'Another Face' (RKO) splitting with
'Front Page* (UA) and 'Dancing
Feet' (Rep) dual, garnered an
average $1,300.

I, Give Lent

Trimmin in Qeve.

tiriues pleasant. Last week 'Fleet

(RKO) took $3,600, a good deal be

low expectations, particularly after

a tremendous first week.
Strand (Fourth Ave.) (1,600; 16-

26-40)—'Country Doctor' (20th). Big
opening with line forming long be-

fore wicket was opened presaged a
socko week for the multiple tots.

Femme patrons In majority, and pic

looks en route to dandy $6j500. Rea-
sonably sure to be held over for sec-

ond, stanza. Last week 'Annie'

(Par) cashed in on public's waking
up to fact that some folks consider

the West flicker just a little

naughty. It took $3,600.

Mary Anderson (Llbson) (1,000

15-25-40)^-*Pasteur* (WB). Hold
over brought gross down and wind
up should be around $3,000, fair. Pic

getting fair, play from intelligentsia

Who have termed it an epic produc
tioh on the life of the great sclen

tlst. Same pic grossed $3,700 last

National (Ind) (2,350) (15-25-40)

—'Freshman Love' (WB) and Cer
trude Avery's Diamond Revue, split

ting with 'Passing of Third Floor
Back' (GB) and 'Racing Luck
(Rep), dual. Stage shows. Still

drawing well, and Friday, openings
doing, capacity biz. Current stanza
should hit $4,000,. good. Last week
•Widow Monte Carlo' (WB) and
vaude, splitting with 'False Pre
tenses' (Ches) and 'Suicide Squad
(Pur), dual, grossed $4,800.

Alamo (Ind) (900; 15-25)—'Strike
Me Pink' (UA) and 'Too Tough to

Kill' (Col), splitting with 'Fang and

Cleveland,' March 10.

(Best Exploitati : State)

Old Lent complex which used to
slump . all business . is evaporating
this year. Not a

.
sign, of a drop

anywhere. A couple pf pictures are.

turning out to be Lenten record-
breakers, and even Mae West, de-
spite attacks by. critics, gets her
man.
Top held by 'Wife vs. Secretary,'

which cracked .State's opening day
records held by 'Mutiny,' speeding
up to a $25,0.00 week. Follow-upper,
is 'Country Doctor,' a pippin for

the Hipp, heading 'for $20,000 or

better. 'Love Before .
Breakfast'

plus Coogan-Grabla unit, may go
higher, but no. .kicks about $18,000.

Charlie Deardorff's best ballyhoo
fprv Statels. 'Wife vs. Sec* was a
112,000 prize contest in 48 drug
stores for naming of Myrria Loy's
gown. Campaign aided by Milt
Harris, also covered tie-up with
Gable story in current Liberty,

give-away letters allegedly signed
by three stars and essay contest

among town's stenogs.
Estimates for This Week

Palace (RKO) (3,200; 30-40-60)—
Before Breakfast' (U) and Jackie.

Cobgan, Betty Grable unit. Holly-
wood names not much of a help-

Lots of advance publicity, but they

don't live up to it. In ordinary
week it might go to town, but plenty

of strong competition will keep it

to $18,000, satisfactory; > Last,week
'Love on Bet' (Radio) and 'Swing
If unit skidded to $16,800.

Hipp (WB) (3,000; 26-40)—'Coun-
try Doctor' (20th). Advance screen-

ing for cricks started avalanche of

whoopee. On strength of quins and
natural . publicity, $20,000 is an as-

sured, conservative .figure.. House,
has it tentatively lined up for three

weeks, Last week 'Fleet' (Radio)

on second stanza steamed In with a
corking $14,500.

State (Loew's) (3.750; 30-36-40)—
•Wife vs. Sec' (MG). Combo of

three topnotchers Is enough to. bring

out lines. Opening day set a new
attendance high for year, and smart
exploitation may cause it to break
week's record held by 'Mutiny.' if It

goes past $25,000. Last week ' mle'
(Par), in spite of protest yips ..Tom

women's clubs, which didn't kick

Mae West so hard, got $16,700..

Allen (RKO) (3,000; 25-40)—
Fleet' (Radio) (3d week). House
handicapped lately by policy of

sloughing 'em off in split weeks be-

tween holdovers. Astaire-Rogers
pic shifted from Hipp with suffi-

cient ballyhoo, however, to catch

good $4,500. Four days of 'Dr. Har-
rigan' (WB) made only $2,100. 'Muss

Em Up* (Radio) was another four-

day dud at $1,900.

Stillman (Loew's) (1,872; 25-35)—
'Times' (UA). Chaplin still knock-

ing 'em over, after transfer from
State, where it made sweet $19,000,

Second week here rang the bell for

$8,500, which is top stuff for this

theatre under a low scale, and third

holdover to the strain , of $6,500 is

keeping Jack Lykes happy.

right up to the minute. Midland
management sold 'Wife vs, Secre-
tary' from a number of different
angles.. Played it up with much
extra newspaper space; used radio
plugs over two stations; distributed
thousands of trick heralds to the
stenographers; secured two proml-'
nent show windows; and several
sweet cooperative display advertise-
ments with prominent stores.

Estimates for This Week
Mainstreet (RKO) (3,200; 25-40)—

'Follow the Fleet' (RKO) (2d week).
Going strong, looks to be headed for
$9,000, fine after a big $18,000, first

week;
Midland (LbeW) (4,000; 25-40)—

'Wife vs. Secretary' (MG). Another
natural and lines formed early,
headed -towards $22,000, big. Last
-week 'Modern Times' (UA) opened
fair and then suffered from adverse
reviews in the Sunday papers and
finished with a scant $10,000, n.s.g.

Newman (Par) (1,900; 25-40)—
'Desire' (Par) (2d, week). ' Doing
nicely, good for close to $10,000 on 16
days. 'Lonesome Pine' (Par) opens
today (10).
Tower (2,200; 25-35)—'Lady of

Secrets' (Col) and 'West. Point Days'
stage revue. No sensation but doing
fairly, with prospects of $6,600, fair.

Last week 'You May Be Next' (Col)
and stage revue $5,500 a little off.

Uptown (Fox) (2,040; 26)—'Love
Before Breakfast' (U). Held over
for the second week and; showing
some, strength, likely around $3,000,
very—good.-

—

uLastr - week - 'Invisible
Ray' (U) four days and "Breakfast'
(U), three days $2-900, nothing ex-?

tra.

'Doctor $14000, Ted Lewis $19,000, Sew

Up Mpls.; Obsesh' $2,000, Ninth Week

with Lilian Harvey, Is also playing
its third week, at the Asta here.

Previous to this year, the best
that a feature could do was two
weeks in The Hague. Most films ran.

only a week.
Contributing to this extended run

trend have been the Shirley Temple
features by 20th Century-Fox,
Which may be described as setting

the pacu at The Hague, since all of

them clicked big and had runs of
two and three weeks.

PROCTOR'S 18G, LEADS

NEWARK WITH 'SHARK'

WE VS. SEC THE BIG

WOW IN K. C, $22,000

Kansas City. March 10.

(Best Exploitation: idland)

Looks like the Midland is set

for a clean-up this week, with Wife

vs. Secretary,' after a- vei-
y,Ap-

pointing seven days of 'Modern

Times.' 'Lady of Secrets,' at the

Tower, is the only other new picture

in the first run houses; 'Follow the

Fleet.' at the Mainstreet, 'Desire at

the Newman, and 'Lqve Before

Breakfast' at the Uptown, all being

holdovers. The latter two will likely

be replaced before the second full

week, as changes in opening dates

have been frequent in the last few

months.' Last week was spotty. The

fast going 'Follow the Fleet' proved

hard opposition and easily topped

the town. „,,

Poor showing of 'Modern Times

after rave reviews seems to prove

that the fans want their pictures

T¥ife vs. Sec 26JiG

Desire,' Quins,

(G Each, Balto

Newark, March 10,

(Best Exploitation! Proctor's)

For two successive weeks Proa
tor's promises to lead, the procession
and won't be far behind the next
With 'Follow the Fleet' coming;
This week it's $18,000 for 'Shark
Island' and. 'My Marriage.' Aside
from the Par-Newark which is dy
ing, the' others are not bad. 'Whip
saw' and 'Three Live Ghosts' taking
$12,000 at Loew's and 'Road Gang'
and' 'Music Goes Round' getting
$11,600 at the Branford.
Newsreel is doing nothing sensa-

tional. Some, are anticipating a
change of policy, .

Proctor's tried a caption contest
in the. Star-Eagle which brought
22,000 lines of free publicity for
Shark Island.' Placed 1,000 window
cards and sent the sound truck
around.

Estimates for This Week
Branford (WB) (2,966; 25-76)

—

Road Gang' (FN) and 'Round'
(Col). A queer bill, but those who
like it raw and those Who like it

light should be pleased. The rest
will stay away. Probably enough
for $11,500, okay. Last week,
second of 'Pasteur' (FN) and 'Perr
sonal' (U), very nice at $9,800.

Capitol (WB) (1,200; 15-30-40)—
'Exclusive' (MG) and 'Goes' (Par).
Again ought to scale the $3,600.

handicap. Last week house beat it

by only $100 for 'Pagan- (MG) and
'Riff Raft" (MG).

Little (Franklin) (299; 35-50)—
Maternelle' (Metropolis). French
film pulling them, tn here, and If it

stands up should come near $1,500/
If so, it holds over. Higher scale
helps If they come. Danger always
is the small French population.
Last week on five days (2d week)
Corka Generale* (Leo), sad at . $400.

. Loew's State (2,780; 25-30-55-66-
76)_'Whipsaw' (MG) and 'Ghosts'

(MG). Not kayo, but okay at. $12,-

000. Last week (2d) for 'Marie'
(MG) took almost $12,000 big.

Proctor's (RKO) (2,300; 20-66)
and Lyceum (Roof) (770, same
scale)—'Shark Island' (20th) and
'My Marriage' (20th). Gra^nd at
$18,000. House now using another
amateur night and last week, had
to repeat the show on the roof.

Last week so good held to nine days
for $21,000 for 'Mr. Hobo' (GB) and
'Prof. Soldier' (20th),
Paramount- Newark (Adams-Par)

(2,240; 25-75)—'This Night' (Par)
and 'Preview Mystery' (Par). No-
where except out after five days.
Trying to beat the bell by bringing
lh 'Annie' (Par) Wednesday. If five

days, $4,500. Last week, second of

•Pine' (Par), nice at $9,500.

Terminal (Skouras) (1,600; 15-20-
25-30-35-40)—'Yellow Dust (RKO)
and 'Another Face' (RKO). Will be
good at $6,000. Last week $6,200 for

'Spy 77' (FD) and 'Bridge of Sighs'

(FD). ^
'Dream' Sets Hot Pace

V

In Hague, Amsterdam

The Hague. March 1.

With 'Midsummer Night's Dream,'

(WB), now in its fifth week at the

Studio Cinema here and In its

fourth week at the Rialto, Amster-

dam, an era of long-run films seems

to have1 arrived in The Hague. 'Ma-

zurka,* (UFA) starring Pola Negrt,

Is in its third week at the local

Hague while another UFA pic,

'Schwarze Rosen,' ('Black Roses'),

Baltimore, March 10,

(Best Exploitation: Stanley)

Warm enough to . discard the ;
ear-

muffs and long woolens this week,
and the town has taken on a chir-.

rupy aspect and experiences no, ter*
ror.s in traipsing downtown to the
loop - spots, Biz. brightened .'.all-

around,' and. with a host of strong
pix on flow, exhibs are beaming at
the turnouts.
The VaudfHm Century is away up

there with '.Wife vs. Sec' Gable-
Harlaw-Loy draw is. immense, and
the prospects point toward a. socko
$26,500.

'Pasteur' is doing fine, at the
Stanley. Crix rolled in clover over
it; likewise class customers. But
the fans are coming, too,, and that's

what boosts i,t up to swell $8,600

and makes house consider holdover.
Trade today will determine the
stickover decision.
Keith's stout with •Desire,' . re-

deeming Miss Dietrich. Notices
helped plenty and building right
through week. First seven days
cinch for very good $6,000, and
house plans to keep it chugging on
day-to-day basis as far as it will

roll to rewarding returns.
Trumpeteer Tobias Joyce of the

Stanley took up the ballyhoo ecalr
pel, and, using 'Pasteur' as his sub-'
ject, carved out a crashing cam-
paign. Made cunning use of the

many medics with which this town
abounds, plus the famed hosps
which dot the terrain hereabouts.
Hearst press threw open its pages
because of affinity of publisher with
Cosmop releases, and a mpnth-long
buildup in the rag aided with usual

Estimates for This Week
Century (Loew-UA) (3,000; 15-

25-30-36-4O-55-66)—'Wife . vs. Sec'
(MG) and vaude headed by George
Givot. Pic pulling 'em all alike,

sookerlno $26,500. Last week 'Gar-

den Murder' (MG) and Wayne King
orch on stage shlnnied up over $19,-

000, but' heavy stage hut by band
getting $8 500 net.
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,300;

15-25-36-40-65-66) .— 'Follow Fleet'

(RKO) and stage show (2d week)*
Ebbing to Just good $12,000 this

week; final one, with competition
cutting much ground from under it.

Last week, new high gross, $26,80,0,

just $100 better than old mark
pegged by 'Top Hat' (RKO).

Keith's (Schanberger) (2,600; 15-

25-30-35-40)—'Desire' (Par). Diet-

rich rehabilitating rep, and -gross

goes to very good $6,000 for week,
With few h.o. days likely. Last week
in 11 days 'Klondike' (Par) wangled
sock $12,200, with Miss West doing

the wrestling.
New (Mechanic) (1,800; 15-25-30-

35-40-55) — 'Country Dr.' (20th).

Getting a grand $6,800 and will h.o.

What is stunting it Is that eves are

rather light in comparison with the

pack-press of patrons in afternoons.

Men are shunning it, and that leaves

only the sentimental mamas and
kids as customers; hence spotty

night biz. Last week, second of

'Shark' (UOth) $3,000. Fortnight
total, $8,200. slick.

Stanley (WB) (3,200; 15-2(J-36-40-

55)—'Pasteur' (FN). Crix crowed,
and town has taken up the cry and
now crowds in; all of which sur-

prised the mgt., which didn't look

for masses; Excellent $8,500 and
may hold another week. Last week,
second of 'Forest' (WB), quiet

$4,000. Fortnight total a very good
?13,G0O.

Minneapolis, March 10.

(Best Exploitation: Minnesota)

Pair Of high-powered attractions

are getting a sweet play and milk-

ing the loop dry currently. The go-

getters are. 'The Country Doctor,'

Minnesota offering, and Ted Lewis

and his band on the Orpheum atage.
They seem to have the stuff that it

takes to fill theatres.
'Doctor' started at an even faster

clip than 'Mutiny' and looks like a
natural. Matinee patronage has
been, particularly heavy, with the

women and kiddles turning out in

droves, and evening trade so far.

also has been far above par.

'Magnificent Obsession* goes into

Its ninth week at the World where
it continues to maintain a profit-

able pace. And while on the subject

of pulling there's 'Follow the Fleet,'

chalking: up a healthy $10,000 for its

second Orpheum week after garner-

ing the magnificent sum of $16,500

its initial seven days. Incidentally

.it out-grossed the second Week of

'Top Hat.'
. ,

, The Minnesota copped exploitation

honors with a bang-up .
'Country

Doctor' campaign, including, a ser-

ialization spread- over a week and
pictures galore in the Star.

Estimates for This Week
Minnesota (Pubiix) (4,200; 25-35-

56)—'Doctor" (20th). Putting this

house back on the bo* office map.
Holdout business over the weekend.
Women and kiddies turning out en
masse for matinees, but night biz

not as good. Customer reaction

highly favorable and trade for rest-

of week should be helped by word-
of-mouth boosting. May touch good
$14,000. Last week 'Desire' (Par),

$6,000, bad.
Orpheum (Singer) (2,890; 35-40-

66)—'Love on Bet* (RKO) and Ted
Lewis on stage. Dandy all-around

show and public responding nobly.

Lewis the magnet. Effectively ex-

ploited, too. About *1MOO, great.

Last week, second for 'Fleet' (RKO),
$10,000, good after big $18,500 first

State (Pubiix) (2,300; 25-35-40)—

'Happen' (Par). Opposition too

tough. . Will be lucky to hit mild.
* J AAA T malAr 'TJllO-lo Ann (Mill.
$4,000. Last week 'Bugle Ann' (MG),

$5,000, pretty fair for eight days.

World (Steffes) (360; 26-35-40
;
65>

—'Obsession' £U) (9th; week). Re-
markable run continues. Picture

still keeping house on right side of

ledger. Fine $2,000. LttBt week,

*2
T?mV* Berger) (290; 15-26)—'Dev-

il's Island' (RKO). Best here In

some time. Attractive front helps.

Headed for good $1,200. Last week
'Hitch Hike Lady' (Rep), $700* dis-

^KriHpublix) (1,300; 2.0-25)-

'Bohemian Girl' (MG). Laurel and

Hardy magnets and Picture well

liked. En route to good. $2,000. Last

week 'Woman Trap' (Par), $1,500,

fair
Uptown (Pubiix) (1,200; 25-35)^-

'Zero' (FN) and 'Goes' (Par), split.

Fair $1*600. Last week 'Collegiate'

(Par) and 'Zero' (FN), split, $1,500,

fair
Century (Pubiix) (1,600* 16-25)—

'Two Cities' (MG). 'Second loop

run. May top fine T3.000. Last week
•Rebel' (Fox) and 'Dangerous* (WB),

second loop runs, split, $2,000, fair.

Aster (Pubiix) (900; lf;25)—
Wilderness' (MG) . and 'Melody

Lingers' (UA), second loop runs, and
'Master's Voice' (Par), first run,

split. Mild $600 in prospect. Last

week 'Whipsaw' (MG) and 'Millions

in Air' (Par), second loop runs, and

•Whispering Smith' (Fox), first run,

split, $800, pkeh.

CHAPLIN $4,800

Opens Bier Tacoma-r-'Mari

$3,500, Strong, on Holdover

Gov, Eitchie Short

Baltimore, March 10.

Ernest Wood, Balto freelance

cameraman, has exhumed from his

files shots of the late Albert C.

Ritchie, former governor of Mary
land, to make a two-reel subject.

Ritchie, who died two weeks ago,

Tacoma, March 10.

,
(Best Exploitation: Roxy)

Tacoma looks better. 'Rose Marie"

had more on the ball than was ex-

pected and management didn't have

to take pic out after nine days, but

held over for second week. Roxy
gets spotlight again this week with

'Modern Times/ ^ .

Best exploitation at Roxy for

'Times' with elaborate built-in front

tops for this burg, animation show-
ing Chaplin hopping about.

Estimates for This Week
Blue Mouse (Hamrlck) (750; 16-

27)_'Harrigan* (WB) and 'FiT.xb-

man LoVe' (WB), dual. At $1,300,

good. Last week, 'Smith' (Fox) and
'Fang and Claw' (RKO), dual, $l,2u0,

*0
Mutic Box (Hamrlck) (1,400;; 27-

37—'Lady Consents' (RKO) and 'Ex-

clusive' (MGM), dual. Okay $3,500.

Last week, 'Prof Soldier (20th) and
'Pagans' (WB), dual, with personal

by Lieut. Bert Hall, held five
,
days

to get house back to reg change
date; $3,300. good.
Roxy (Hamrlck) (1,30*; 16-27-37)

—'Times' (UA). Singleton opened
was unquestionably the most popu-

blff t0 $4,800, Last week 'Marie'

lar and be9t known Marylandcr of (^0) (2d week), six days, $3,5C0,

recent times. big.
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STATE, N. Y.
Back at this stand for the first

time in four years, Jack Benny is

delivering big. tidings both from the
stage and around the till. Opening
flay (Friday) found the' stride strong
enough, for the house to figure on .a

$40,000 week, which, considering the
fact that Benny is slated to turn in
less performances; is not so far
removed from the $42,900 achieved
a couple niontho. ago by Burns and
Allen. For the $12,500 he's collect-
ing Benny has included several acts
which in themselves constitute: a
neat package of entertainment.
Tleing in choicely with the "stage
setup .is 'Anything Goes' (Par).

Benny makes as smooth a
.
ring-

master -with his unit as he does
with' his air troupe. Whole, thing
moves along on ballbearings. . The
comic is on the major part of the.
time and the way he works himself
in the proceedings doubles the
effectiveness of his performance. If
he isn't doing a solo out on the
apron, he's there chaperoning Mary
Livingstone for a swell bit of ci'oss-

palavar and a song, or nudging on
Georges Metaxa in a necking scene
that counts for plenty of laughs, or
•plying the Chicken Sisters through

'

a crack assortment, of tomfoolery. •'

Topping this consistently mount-
ing uproar involves no easy task,
but Ben?;;' does it with ^the high-
jinks he cuts during the pyramiding
and tumbling of his closing act, the
Lalzeed Arabian Troupe. Togged-
out. in the abbreviated costume as
worn by the acrobatics, Benny does
heavy damage to the midsections,
and the only thing that can be held
against, hipi is his apology for. step-
ping out . of character which he
offers. at the curtain.
For show starters the Stuart .and

Morgan Dancers make , a happy,
selection^. Theirs is. adagio acro-
batic, four men . and :a. girl, which
combines quickening pace,, spectac-
ular designs and good appearances.
Metaxa'sJusty. baritone* which had
a. run oh the air

1 for Bayer's' Aspirin,
provides plenty . of ;" melody with
three romantic . ditties. Odec.

PARAMOUNT, L. A.
Los Angeles, March 6.

With ' a minor picture, 'Preview
Murder Mystery' (Par), and ca-
pacity business at the opening show.
Thursday (B), only the Burns and
Allen unit can be credited with, the
draw.

Unit is the classiest thing that
has: hit local . stages for some time
with George Burns, Grade Allen,
Ben Blue, Gardinl, Jacques Renard
and his band and the house line.
B. & A. combo fill the house with
laughs from opening to closing.
Band is' a relief from the ' usual
stage combos seen around hero.
Miss Allelri m.c.'s the show, doing'

her* usual dumb dame routine with
Burns 'for the closing. Band opens
with a medley,' Hilton Watson

• vdcalling two numbers and an
encore. He will probably get pic^
ture attention while here. Cardini
follows with bis class manipulation,
doing two bits, card's and cigarets.
Ben Blue next for a few minutes

of clowning, following, this up with
his Russian dance "in which Miss
Allen also works. Blue, Burns and
Miss Allen also clown a minute,
Everything, the trio attempts -'ties-

the show in knots, with the presen-
tation running around 75 minutes.
Unaccustomed to. talent of this kind,
audience eats it up, going- for • Miss
Allen and her dumbbell routines to
the limit.

Fanchonetts, house precision line,

do two simple routines that are well
received, a relief from . the usual'
gruelling dances by the 24 girls.

Call

MET, BOSTON
Boston, March. 6.

With 'Country Doctor' (20th) on
the screen carrying the b.O. respon-
sibility here this week, the stage
how1

has Regis. Toomey as its name,
Toomey's tiah, although follow-

ing the lines of his numerous Holly-
wood predecessors, ranks as. ohe of
the best p.a.'s this season. Using
the standard pattern of chatter al-
ternated .with song, Toomey averts
some of

. the Common pitfalls of drab
gab and sets a, good pace through-
out. Jft the chatter end he kids
himself and holds. Interest with his
refreshing personality and delivery.
In the vocal department he's very
adequate, offering a good pop and
an also good Irish number, to fit

his name and the Boston locale-.

It is obvious that Bob Leicester's
scenic department had orders to go
to toWn this week. They did, with
a Spanish set that ranks high in a
loiig list of varied and sightly scenic
Jobs turned out at this house.
At show Caught, the customers

(mostly femmes) appeared drugged
by the punch of the quint film, and
reception was , lackadaisical to sur-
rounding acts' preceding Toomey's
entrance, until Dick and Edith Bar-
stow unfolded their masterful toe-
tap turn in the next-to-shut.
Rlani de Bori stands early in . the

show, with an excellent solo fan-
dango; Bert Gordon with his rich
Hebe dialect, croas-flring Bert Froh-
man, aroused ecviie of the sleepers
near the end of the lineup.

,
Larrlmoro. and Hudson register

well with their sensational dual bike

riding. Emma Otero supplies vocal
embellishment for opening line num-
ber in the Spanish bumps ahd grind
manner. Frohman introduces Re-
gis Toomey.
Evening shows carry five couples

who won a resent dance contest
conducted by the Herald-Traveler,

• and this adds another note of di-

versification,
.

Henry Kails and the house band
work in the pit this week. Fox.

SHEA'S, TORONTO
Toronto, March 7.

Frank Gaby, with his stooges, is

the topper here this week, but Char-,
lotte Arren cops the shOw with her
vocal clowning. With Johnny Brod-
erick: at the keyboard, the blonde
buffoon whams over with her freak,
voice that hits the high notes, scor-

ing first on dignified delivery and
then switching to burlesque opera
and a wow Oriental dancer travesty.
Applause went Well Into the second
half of Gaby's act, with Miss Arren
finally located for a beg-off speech.
Interspersing his conferences with

physicians, Harry * Anger has
whipped together, a colorful and di-

versified prez that climaxes with , a
clinch mass-finale. Dances by Dor-
othy. Wood, Stage spasm tagged
•Continental Carnival/ sets and cos-
tumes indicating the European lo-

cale. Ran 68 mins when caught.
Open with pier scene, company on

for golng-away atmosphere and
streamer tosses over the audience.
Jules and Clifton lead off as steve-
dore's for their burley rlsley. act and
then finish with a swift round of

legit strong-arm feats, getting oyer
nicelyv Then the . line on in full

stage before a mosque, set for a
Russian routine, colorfully costumed
and Shirley Gordon in white brev-
ities trailing for a.SolO tap on. roller

skates that scores.
Gaby, is on for his first session

With Kay Stuart and Jerry Hausner,
latter in the box, and just getting,

over, but is better in his second sesr
sion With his ventriloquist bit. Both
foils .get a chance to sing and dance
fcnd rate a nice reception. Brodell Sis-

ters, next in One, offer stepology,
two redheads and a brunet. put in

black scanties and scoring more on
appearance than" merit. Halfrpint
redhead essays' some Hollywood im-
personations, all mediocre in timber;
and tops the imposition with an
'imitation' of Eleanor Powell's danc-
ing. Trio work with a lot Of assur-
ance but little skill.

Lead-up to line girl's fan routine
before a pagoda set has Minis and
Toy on for some instrument playing
and. warbling, with the Chinese lad
knowing how to sell and getting over
Without any trouble. Then. Arren
and Broderick socking for the best
reception of the show. Production
finale Is set in Holland, with line

girls In Dutch costume and flanked
on each side by life-size dummies,
whole giving a colorful and fast-
jrioVlng finish in which the stage
seems ,

to be peopled with moving,
figures.
Feature, 'Woman Trap' (Par).

- McStay.

TABOR,*DENVER
Denver, March 6.

This 2,000-seater has the capacity
to make it pay dividends at 20c and
25c, even with a. 35-person- stage
•show. Many people in Denver have
missed but few of the 162 stage
shows put on at the Tabor under
the present setup. It may give the
Tabor a modern record for contin-
uous home-produced stage shows.
Jack Laughlin has produced and

directed 90 of the Tabor shows. Be-
sides, designing sets, lighting ef-
fects, numbers, he books for eight
theatres in other cities. Ralph Lee
manages the theatre and r.enders
assistance on. the staging.
Show this week

:
contains five

vaude acts and three routines by
the line. Line is local and numbers
show the results Of hard work. Girls
open with a novelty.dance before a
ship setting,- with the orchestra On
One of the decks, Girls are in mardi
gras costumes of pastel shades.
Bussey and Harper, banjoists, do
some fast numbers mixed with trick
playing. Boys have no trouble play-
ing, but ' the instruments have a
twangy sound, With pbaeibly ' better
instruments the boya could go
places. '••

Billie Ge'rber (femme) and the
Williams Bros. dO eccentric dances,
with Al Williams doing an acro-
bratlc number. Billy Young fills in
with a knockout blackout. Larry
Chambers plays the harmonica, but
Is better as a tap dancer and doing
impersonations of some film stars.
Production number by the girls

Is a Mississippi river scene, with a
miniature river boat floating along,
and after tlveir opening dance the
girls bend over forward and up
pops an Aunt Jemina doll.

Billy Young returns to do his
main act. with stooges. Miss Gerber
and Williams Bros, do a military
number in Uniform". Show winds up
with Monte arid Carmo. Their act
gets across, being a good strong
man and contortionist act, Finale,
with girls, in pink trunks, brassieres
and long plumes on heads, and each
doing a bit, is one of best closings
here in months.
Feature, 'Littlest Rebel.* Crowd

only fair for first night show, but
coming in fast to cop favorite seats
for last show. Rose.

A. B. C, PARIS
Paris,

Tlno Rossi, Corslcan tenor known
in America through his records, and
the sensation of France for the past
year* is the headliner here, with
Borrah Minevltch and his. Har-
monica Rascals getting second bill-

ing. Through a lapse in showman-
ship Minevltch was put in as a
closer, immediately after Rossi, and
his act was killed. Harmonicists
are liked here,, but after . some 20

minutes of sweet sentimentallsm by
Rossi the crowd was just in no
mood for the Minevltch foolery.. Got
across, but^the hazard was terrific.

This doesn't detract in the least

from the Minevltch local value,
which remains big, since his ap-
pearance at the Alhambra at top.

billing earlier in the ; season.

Rossi could have carried, the bill

alone. His plaintive voice, espe-
cially in pop tango melodies, gets
the women, and how; So far, he
has been bigger in personal ap-
pearances in the provinces than in

Paris, but this appearance sets him
as top- draw In the capital also. His
work is . typically Latin and a conr

trast with the •• modern stuff of
American influence which has been
working into French pop musical
taste during recent years. His- rep-
ertory wouldn't do for America* but
his voice, untrained and natural,

would bring him to the top any-
where.
Rest of the bill gives, him good

support. Wilson, Keppel and Betty-

lead into the intermission with their
Egyptian, parody dance number, for
plenty laughs. Comedy plus fast
hoofing by the men combines beau-
tifully with the girl's s.a. Curtain
goes up after the drink period on
Cinda- Glenn, rarely seen in vaude
here. Best part of her act is the
tricks she plays with her long, shaky
arms. In general, her number wants
speeding up.

Ade Duval, slelight-of-hander, who
pulls, silk handkerchiefs out ot
everything in sight, pleases. Suzanne
Dehelly, local legit comedy star, gets
by. with a song number, just to
balance Minevltch on the tallend
of the bill, the opener is an ac-
cordion player named Mlcha Kor-
sakoff, and there are two French
song-and-patter - specialists, Ray-
mond Bour and Goupll. Stern.

MICHIGAN, DETROIT
Detroit, March 6.

John Boles, heading a good vaude
bill at the Michigan this week, usu-
ally can pack 'em in here, but is

finding it difficult current stanza.
Isn't his fault,, though^ Two big
barriers lie in h'ia- path this Week,
and most of the slump at the Wick-
ets can be blamed on these. The
'first, is the flicker, 'Desire' (Par),
which isn't drawing here, and the
second 1$ counter attractions, both
in theatres and public, spots.

There wits' a fair crowd at late
afternoon show caught (6). Femmes
did not overly predominate as usual,
either, there being more than a
sprinkling of men.
House built a good supporting

cast around the film star. Standout
is Herbert Lynn and Mitzl, trapez-
ists of a different sort, who open
the bill. Their 'iron, jaw' feats are
honeys, and drew plenty of ap-
plause. Deuced are Trent and his
puppets, which score heavily in- a
town which 1b jiist reviving interest
in such stuff, His dancing 'radium'
puppet as an

.
encore has been seen

here recently, but it went over well.

Next were Convllie and Dale,;
whose best is a takeoff on Charlie
Chaplin. Bryant, Raines and Young
reel oft some nifty waltz,, adagio
and acrobatic dancing.
For his short, but socko' turn

Boles vocalB a couple of songs from
the "Desert Song* and 'Rose of
Rancho,' and for his second encore
doeB his 'Waiting at the Gate for
Katie,' in costume, which he also
used last year. Pete..

CENTURY, BALTO.
Baltimore, March 6.

Four-act. bill this week with
'Wife vs. Secretary' (Metro).
Gautier's toyshop starts off. In all

its visits this pony-and-pup stable
has never quite socked 'em as hard
before. Downright ovation. A two-
man singing team, rare specimen in
vaude these times, deuces. Goff and
Kerr, and. not remembered In these
parts. When' caught the Century's
backstage juice supply was on the
fritz and the boys had to buffet
their way without -a mike. Fact
seemed to make 'em somewhat dis-
traught at first, but when they saw
that they were landing in even
farthest reaches of the balcony,
they gained confidence, poise and
momentum. Closed most stoutly,
braced much With a sparkling spe- .

cial-materlal song that lampoons
radio amateurs. With the public
now almost totally debunked, vaude
can use such stuff to swell advan-
tage.
George Glvot'a monolog Is much

shorter than the last tune, and for
that reason much punchier. His gar-
bled Greek, which here consists of
his oldest stock repertoire of mis-
pronunciation, has been bruised
most brutally by countless Imper-
sonators. Such constant repetition
over the last geveral years has worn

the stuff thin. And as has ajways
been the unfortunate aspect, the

lifters so aged his patter before.

-Grvot personally set up pitch in

Balto, the > act is almost verbatim
familiar to audiences.

Ted Adair Revue, excellent flash,

closes to crescendo appreciation.

Act soars over . everything else on
.display by a wide margin. Four un-
programmed girls and Adair. Act is

flush' on costumes and sets. ,

Heavy house -Friday afternoon.

ORIENTAL, CHICAGO
Chicago, March 7.

Theatre took space to advertise
that it's now the only stage show
house on Randolph street, Chicago's
Rlaltd, now that the Palace has
.gohe the way of straight pictures in
order to get money, if not goOd-will,
with 'Follow the Fleet.' And the .any
nouncement to the public is evlr.-

dently drawing results here because
business is big currently;

Responsible for the trade is nine-
y'earrold Janos Withers' (New Acts),
who comes through to show som.e
adult pipture names how

;
a personal

appearance should bo handled. Just
15 minutes of bang«-up singing, ex-
cellent mimicry and • clever tap
dancing. Show revolves .around this
youngster.

V Johnny Perkins is around for. a
repeater and doing the m.c.'lng and
comedy work. Perkins opens the
going with some long-winded
clowning in the orchestra pit, Wear-
ing the audience out with, his milk-
ing tactics. But when. he gets up on
the rostrum and goes to work he
makes up for his; previous short-
comings. Still a comedy, guy -with a
rep around this town, he 'has this-
audience laughing when he wants

. them to. Ruth Petty is oh her own
far down in the. running • order and
again demonstrating the high degree
of salesmanship which makes her
One of the top rhythm vocalists in
the business.

After the Dorothy Hild dancers
finish their good opening chorus^
Bob Mascagno ..breaks through the
line for a tap specialty.. Just a
young fellow, Mascagno has some-,
thing on the ball, particularly what
appears to be a background of ballet
schooling which enables him to spot
several whirling bits into his rou-
tine, which .heightens his work con-
siderably. A little rough in spots,
but the boy has the makings of an
outstanding dancer.

In the deuce is Ray Goody, with
a smashing routine of tight-wire
tricks. Goody gets away from, the
strictly acrobatic stunts by coloring

-

iip his routine smartly with a drunk
number, which has stunts and
comedy. Excellent stuff.

Much like' other hoofers who
decide to try some knockabout and
talking comedy are Gold and Bernie.
A hodge-podge of meaningless
fingers in the eye, prattfalls and un-
funny gags put these two under a
handicap. Have a femme partner
who IB just hanging around. They
could make, much better use 'of the
girl. Towards the end they revert
to type and manage to deliver some
straight hoofing which gets by.

Picture, 'Navy Wife* (20th).
Gold.

FOX, PHILADELPHIA
Philadelphia, March 7.

Just three acts this week, with
even the overture Omitted at the
first shoW (Friday). Answer is 'The
Country Doctor' (20th). Seven com-,
plete shows instead of six were
crowded in opening day and again
Saturday. Whether that goes for
the next week hasn't been decided.
Pic is already unofficially set for
three weeks, with another possible;
this is unprecedented for the Fox.
Stage show, running not much

over half an hour, starts with BOy
Foy's juggling. This personable
looking lad had a .couple of mishaps
In the earlier part of his act but
warmed the audience despite them
and ended to a fine hand. On his
unicycle, he first juggles batons,
then does some nose and head ball-
balancing and climaxOs his act
perched six or seven feet/in the air
on an elongated unicycle,. flrBt
juggling five rings and then four
rings while at the same time bal-
ancing three balls.

Second, act is Edgar Bergen. He-
was here' recently, when the 'Follies'
tried out at the Forrest, leaving the
show after Phllly. In that revue he
had a new ('Cocktail Bar') routine,
.but at the. Fox this week returns to
his familiar 'City Doctor' business,
and it blends with the screen fea-
ture. Bergen Impresses, more every
time, as just about the- tops as a
ventrloloquist. At any rate, he has
the best conversational routine and
gets away from most of the old
bromides. In addition to his 'news-
boy' dummy, Bergen now has a
feminine foil, a good looking girl
who appears more or less briefly as
a nurse in the sketch. A corking act
of Its kind and, as always, over big.
Third and final act is 'Porcelain

Romance,' featuring Sylvia Manon,
assisted, by three men (Don Kramer,
Ray Borden and Victor Vincent)
and two unprogrammed women
vocalists. This act, familiar here
from not so long ago, is a well-
Btaged adagio number with flossy
trimmings. Waters.

LOEWS, MONTREAL
Montreal. March. 7.

Fast, colorful, snappy show. Opens
with 12-giri line in hoop skirts, with
the Aristbd'ats

1

dressing stage at
back. Routine dance with hoops re-,
moved. .Then Mlckle Braatz taps,
Snappy blonde in black who closes
with line counting her flips up/to 30.

and goes off to good hand.
Milton Douglas, With Marie Price

and stooge In box, has some smart
patter which steps show up to a
fast tempo and gets plenty, laughs.
Robin Sisters In the trey. They
dance and give imitations, a Garbo-
West winning audience reception,
with Hepburn and an English girl

trick filling In.. Also well received.
The line' comes on to darkened

stage In a waltz and the Aristocrats
show their stuff in toe and tap
dance, men in white evening clothes,
girls in long white dresses, pretty
and clever. Dance out at close with
girls carried and crowd gives them
best hand of evening. .

Revel, Baxter and Dean are
knockabout artists with plenty of
speed. They like that' sort of may-,
hem in this town and showed it for
another call, after variation with
instruments turn. Milt Douglas back
with! stooge and Mies Price. More
fast patter that crowd takes to.

Line on again in long dresses for

a neat routine dance and then the
big. act, the Aristocrats In tails, and
evening dress; dancing to blues
music and adagloing lrt one of the
most colorful effects seen here this
year, building up to all Bix girls be-
ing tossed in turn by two of the
men into the arms of the other four
Ih a graceful flight This closes the
show to pretty nearly an ovation..
'Seven Keys to Baldpate' (RKO),

feature. Lane.

ALHAMBRA, PARIS
Paris, Feb. 19.

It's getting, harder and harder for
this house to maintain the impres-
sion that it's giving a swell show..
Standard has been so high that it's

•terrific to keep up. This fortnight
the bill is just a little below what
went before, and house In conse-
quence seems cold, even to ; good
numbers.
There are only two American acts

on the bill, Pattie Moore and Sammy
Lewis, and. Buck Warren, Chick
Cooper & Co. Moore and Lewis,
with their comedy hoofing, are bet-
ter than the rope-sllngers, who close
the show, but even they have a
tough time getting past the indif-
ference of the. customers.
Proportion of French numbers is

higher than usual. Reason is the
rule that 50% of French acts must
be used, on an average. House Is
trying to catch up with the per-
centage,' having used a preponder-.
ance of foreign talent in previous
shows.
Big click of the bill in' Georglus,

native singer, here for the second
time this year. He sings old-time,
off-color songs, and gets the crowd
shouting.
Good old Arnaut Brothers, with

their violin and whistling act, still

rate plenty laughs.
Acts of quality, but which fall to

stir much—at least on the night the
Show was caught—were Teddy
Brown, very fat Englishman with
a good comedy xylophone number;
d'Anselmi, South American ventril-
oquist far above average of his spe-
cialty; Hobart Trio; three goOd-
looklng English girls with' a fast
routine of aero and step dancing,
plus work by two of them In uni-
son; Zibral, French comic musician
who has a good line of novel clown-
ery, and Two Hugos, man and girl,

whose best bid is hoofing on the
xylophone by the girl.

Seen in detail, the bill's okay. It
only seems a trifle feeble by con-
trast with the standard house has
set in the past. Stern.

EMBASSY, N. Y.
(NEWSREELS)

Thirty-eight minutes of newsreel
coverage dominate this newsreel-
er's weekly program, currently^ Two
shorts fill 19 minutes. These are
Van Beuren's microscopic study of
'Neptune's Mysteries' and Movie-
tone's 'West Indies Cruise.' Both
are quasi-educational. The. first

deals in snails and octOpi, the other
Is a pictorial study of land and sea
around Nassau.
The newsreel moments are con-

tinuous, which is very apt and al-
together present a goodly assort-
ment of interesting clips, from
battleships, public project shots,
scenery to sports and animals.
Movietone still has a leaning

towards stunts, as persons- diving
from a- Melbourne bridge, and some
unimportant wedding aboard a
grounded ship, apparently in port.
Pathe and Movietone also indulge
in plugging a Florida hostelry for
the sake of a couple of shots. Uni-
versal, on the other hand, offers a
fairly vivid shot of the results of
a gargantuan snowstorm Some-
where in Japan which raised the
street levels in a Nipponese city to
the second story and had natives
tunneling themselves out to tra-
verse the thoroughfares.
Lowell Thomas (Movietone) be-

comes provoked by the sight of still

shots of British battleships In the
Mediterranean. Thomas is the fin-

est dramatlzer of newsreel events
(Continued on page 18)
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COLLEEN
(MUSICAL)

Warner .Bros; production and release.

Feature* Dick Powell, Rubjr Keeler, Jack
Oakle, Joan Blondell, Hugh Herbert, Louise

Fazenda and .Paul Draper. Directed by
Alfred B; Green. Story, Robert Lord;
adaptation, Peter line and F. Hugh Her*
bert; music and lyrics, HarryWarren .and

Al Dubln: film editor, Byron Hasktn; pro-

duction numbers, Bobby Connolly; camera,
George Barnes, At Straild, N. Y„ week
March 7; '30, Running tl , 89 mlns.
Donald Ames:, 8rd. ........... ..Dick Powell
Colleen Rellly. . .Ruby Keeler
Joe Cork.. Jack Oakle
Minnie Hawkins,.,...'.. Joan Blondell

Cedrlc Amw. . , ; . Hugh Herbert
Alicia; -Ames. ..Louise Fa?enda
Paul'. Gordon'..."; ... .Paul Draper
Mabel ....... i . Marie Wilson
Carlo. •' ••> .'.Luis Albernl
Noggin. ...... . v . . ... . . . . .Hobart Cavanaugh
Logan . . . .< Berton Churchill
pop Rellly. . ; . . . . . . . . J. M. Kerrigan
Dr. FrotMngham..-. .'. . . . .Spencer Charters
Schuyler. V... . '. .Addison Richards
Miss Hively . . • , ........ Mary Treen-
Butler. . ; . . . .. .

.'. -. . . . y . ... . . .Charles Colernan

An entertaining Dick Powell-
Ruby Keeler musifcal romance which
has greater cast than story or pro-
duction strength. • While picture is

far from tops' for the Powell-Keeleir
combination, it has enough comedy,
music, dancing and performance re-
liability to insure satisfaction. In
terms of ticket sales, it should be
well over on the' profit' side, though
unable to' match the showings of
several ' prior • Powell-Keeler' Mu-
sicals. "

In addition to the : top- pair, who
have become' -'standard under the
Warner musical'' formula, , cast in-
cludes Jack Oakle and Joan Bloh<-
•dell, working largely as a coriibina-
tlon. Hugh Herbert, is ' playing a
niitrole similar to ' One he did re^
ceritly. He hasn't quite, the ma-
terial ' audiences will wattt : to see
him eriipowered with, nor have the
others.
Oakie and Louise Fazenda are

,probably. the ; nearest . to; . being well
equipped. - Both make" their' moments
count, Miss Fazenda especially
well suited, as the. hysterical rich,
aunt 6t Powell "who goes to pieces
over scandal and' publicity;
Neither the story nor the comedy

measures up to desired specifica-
tions for a big afternoon or evening,
but there are sequences which land
well. Among these is the hit which
Oakle and Miss Blondell . have for
the 'Boulevardier from the Bronx'
number, a catchy ditty they do ex-
tremely well.
For Powell and -Miss Keeler < it's

the songs mostly. Miss Keeler has
a bit the edge of it,, since she has
Paul Draper, debuting on the screen,
as a, dance partner. He may be
knocking at the doors that admit
Fred Astaire, He is a slender,
handsome fellow of the. Astaire
type, very light and agile with the
gams. He's from 'legit and picture
houses.. Two dance' routines by .the
Draper-Keeler twain, part of fairly
imposing production sequences, are
highlights and bear originality,
even if they do remind of Astaire
and Ginger Rogers.
One production number Is staged

with a fashion show backing in the
dress shop Powell takes over, while
the other toward, the end, is aboard
ship. In the latter* Powell displays
to better advantage than in the
fashion, show effort: Miss Keeler
leads off. this number with a cute
idea singing 'You Gotta Know How
to Dance,' while Powell retaliates
with 'I Don't Have to Know How to
Dance.' This glyes him an oppor-
tunity to play several' instruments.
He knows that business, too. A re-
prise of one of the songs figures for
a. speedy closeout on deck, with
Keeler-Powell pair in moonlight
focus.
Story of 'Colleen' is more Or less

routine, written to fit the charac-
ters banded together from the WB
musicals factory. It has Herbert,
the eccentric, taking over a dress
shop and putting Joan Blondell in
charge. Along comes Powell, his
nephew, who thinks the shop can
be made to pay. He puts Miss
Keeler in charge. Then Herbert, hot
for Miss Elondell, decides to . adopt
her. This starts streamers in" the
papers and the dress shop prospers.
Finally the family decides to sell

out; buying) everybody off, includ-
ing Miss Keeler, but without Powell
okaying. -Family hops aboard, a boat-
to go. to Europe and Miss ~Keeler\
unknown to Powell, signs up to run
the gown shop on the same hulk.
Thus they meet on the way to the
right kind of finish. Oakle is

around as a promoter and news-
paper copy producer. It's a good
assignment for him and Miss
Blondell, arrain gold-digging, is also
well chosen. Char.

to shapo Fred Stone's personality to
the Rogers manner. The result Is
neither a good performance by
Stone nor a good impersonation of
Rogers. It might have been better
to have let Stone play himself. In
this he Is ill at ease and does not
always score his points. Better in
the more quiet moments, but only
now and then a flash of what he
probably will be when he finds him-
self on the screen.
With a story Which has

.been
screened before, though not by that
name nor under Phil Stong's spon-
sorship, there is no particular ap-
peal to the 1 outline, and a careful
production: arid nice acting does riot
save it. Probably it will be better
suited to the smaller spots, where
they react more decisively to horrie-
spim seritiirient..

The story practically as it Is told
here wag done by Paramount long
before the Stong novel. Bits of it
are coming to the screen at inter-
vals. The result is there Is rib-, sus-
pense and no surprise. Only the very
young members • of any audience
will find it new. It's the yarn of
the Iowa family "which goes to get
daughter-, into the- pictures. The old
man gets a job and makes a hit arid
the ambitious mother nearly wrecks
her daughter's happiness before the
father puts his foot down. Prac-
tically every one knows what's go-
ing to happen, because the same,
thing always has. Probably Rogers
could have dorie. something with it.

Here it does not ring true. Stone
is too handicapped .by newness to.

the screen arid possibly by over-
directiori.

Apart from this the story is well
hooked up through good editing..

There iare a .number of good laughs,
though not enough, arid some ad-
mirable playing.,'
Esther Dale is generally cornpe-

tent as the mother, though now arid,

then she- gpfcs. overboard on over-
emphasis. Jean Parker does well as
the

.
daughter arid gets sympathy,'

while! Moroni Olsen wins plenty of
response".as the director. He turns
in one of the best acting jobs of the
lot. Frank Jeriks makes the most
of a brief bit, but most of the sup-
port gets small chance;
The chief merit of the production

is the genuineness with which the
story has been told. The writing
job has been expertly done. Chic,

THREE GODFATHERS
Metro release of Joseph . Man-

•klewlcz production. : Features Chester Mor-
ris, Lewis Stone, Walter Brennan; Directed
by Richard Boleslawskl. Adapted from
book by .Peter B. Kyne; screen play, Ed-
ward E. Paramore, Jr., and Manuel Sett;
musical score, Dr. William Axt; camera,
Joseph Ruttenberg. At the Rlalto, N. Y.,
starting March 7, '30. Running time, 80
mlns.

Bob ' Chester Morris
'Doc' Lewis Stone
Gus. - .Walter Brennan
Molly Irene Hervey
Prof. Snape....................Sldney Toler
Blackle .Dorothy Tree
Sheriff . Roger Imhof
Rev. McLnne. Willard Robertson
Frank. Robert

.
Livingston

Ed...- - John Sheehan
'Buck*. Victor Potel
Mrs. Marshall Helen Brown
Pedero... Joseph Marlevaky
The Baby Jean Kirchner
Marcus Treert . . . . . •• ; .-.Harvey Clark
Mrs-. . McLane Virginia Brissac

Miniature Reviews

'Colleen' (WB). Dick Powell-
Ruby Keeler musical which
will satisfy and should bring
fair return. Plenty of. marquee
names to help at b.o.

'Farmer in the Dell' (RKO)<
Fred Stone doesn't quite carry
a story not in his genre, Well
played but not quite a click.

Should do better in the minor
spots.

:
'Three Godfathers' ' (Metro).

Peter B. Kyne western story
with fine performances.

'Love On a Bet' (RKO), Nice
entertainment with fair b.o.

chances.

.

'Woman Trap' (Par). New
variety G-man film, strong
dual bill- fare.

'Po w d erim o k« Range'
(RKO). Harry Carey and Hoot
Gibson co-starred in an above
average western.

'Drift Fence' (Par), Zane
Grey story given typical west-
ern tang, with Tom Keerie,
Katheririe DeMille and 'Buster'
Crabbe.

The Farmer in the Dell
RKO Ha '.hi release of Robert Slsk pro-

duction. Features Frril" Stone. -J«in Parker.
Directed by Hon Hohnei. .From hovel by
Thll Stong. Scrren play. Sam Mlnta-, John
Grey: rnriiery. Nick M'ipurnca ; editor, Geo.
Mlveh". At Pnlnoe. N. Y.. vvrok March <i.

'3C. half of dual bill. Running tlnief 07
mlns.
Pit Bover . .... Fred. Stone
Aillo Boyer lean Parker
Ma Hover , 13s'.hf»r Dale
Chest"- llnrt Moroni Olsen
Dav" Davenport Frank AlbertsOn
Maud Duront Mnxlne .Tonhlnps
Snlke •'

, i...Rav Mayer
Gloria Lncille Hall
N*lcl.y Rnnovitch.: Karael Corlo
frrtsby : -. Friiiik JehUs
Milkman , ...Spencer Charters

Originally intended for the late
Will Rogers, according., to report,
the mistake lips..been made of trying

.
Despite minor flaws in direction

arid story adaptation, of Peter B.
Kyne outdoor yarn. 'Three God-
fathers' seems destined to get its

share of the grosses in nabe and
family theatre spots. It constitutes
a strong film for double billing but
should prove big enough to stand
alone If only because of presence of
Lewis Stone and Chester Morris.
For secondary interest, it has Irene
Hervey, Walter Brennan and Sidney
Toler.
This is a case of the cast sur-

mounting uneven direction and
meandering plot development. Ap-
pears to be Metro's first earnest
attempt to enter western lists, and
as such it is a' commendable effort.

Judged from his portrayal in this

outdoor opus, it's a sad commen-
tary that no. picture, company previ-
ously uncovered. Chester Morris for

western roles. He is as much at

home in this atmosphere as he ever
was in gangster parts.

Picture also marks further devel-
opment of Walter Brennan In the
superb old-timer cowboy character.
In his last time out. he easily rated
the break. that. Metro has given him.
Ease with which he c!e:ins up in all

departments of this feature is easily

pix' outstanding acting contribution.

Lewis Stone, who also <lons west-
ern garb, is third member of the

outlaw trio suddenly brought closer

together by the peril of a barren
-desert. It is in this latter portion of

the Kyne story that Direcor Bole-
slawski really hits his stride. Has
focused most-of the. interest oh the
regeneration ' of Chester Morris,
showing the transition from the
swashbuckling braggart into a'

human boin? eager 'to save a baby's
life at the sacrifice of his own and
his gold.
Tho three desert desperadoes visit

Morris' old western homo town
primarily to stick up the bank.
Here Morris strives to pick up his

old romance with the community's
belle but winds up by making love

to the saloon entertainer.
Picture offers its few comedy

moments in these early sen nonces.
Weakens strong '"after-development
because it is weighted with ex-
traneous bits that detract from cen-
tral plot. But once the director gets"

the three outlaws out In the. 'desert,

developriients pick up. Trio finds
baby deserted by father and. mother
whb have perished from want of
water. < -

From the scene about the poisoned
water-hole, two. ideas are firmly im-
planted for. future trend. of yarri.
One is the danger lurking in these ;

poisoned water spots and the other
is that the fluid does not kill out-
right for an. hour or more. Later;
their three horses are lost by drink-
ing from such an oasis'.

With first Lewis Stone- taking his
life because a wounded shoulder and
elderly condition will not permit him
to carry ori and then the old-timer,
Walter Brennan/ the burden of
striving to reach civilization' and
water is placed on Chester Morris.
In the end, he staggers on through
the desert wastes with the baby,
finally drinking from an infected
pool in order to make the. last few
miles with the infant.
Stone again contributes one of his

grand character portrayals as the
more sentimental of, the three out-
laws.- Brennan's work adds distinc-
tive strength to film's 'entirety
whether iri. humorous mood or in
critical scenes near the end of the
trail. That Chester Morris holds his
own against such sparkling pOr*
trayals indicates the calibre of his
performance.
Irene Hervey is satisfactory as.

Morris' former sweetheart although
the role is dwarfed in comparison
with lerigth and breadth of other
characters, Sidney Toler makes the
most of his too Infrequent comedy
moments while Victor Potel, Robert
Livingston, John Sheehan, Willard
Robertson and Roger Imhof are
equally good in minor roles.
Musical background is unlforriily'

fine, Dr. William Axt responsible for
topnotch scoring. Cameralng dope
with excellent effect by Joseph Rut-
tenberg, although prone to stress
close-ups^ Wear.

ered between Raymond and Miss
Broderick without doing much be-
sides looking pretty.
Miss Broderick hasn't yet had a

real hot chance to show what she
can really accomplish in pictures,
and with each succeeding try she
indicates more and more that she
deserves one. There is one brief
moment at the finish when . she
teams up with William Collier, Sr./
for a line or two. As a team they
sparkle, despite the brevity of their
joint appearance. Possibilities for a'

new starring pair for pictures are
strongly indicated. With both Col-
lier and' Miss Broderick available.
Radio could lose nothing by giving
them a whack at a tie-up. Bige.

LOVE ON A BET
RICO Radio release of Lee Marcua pro-

duction. Features Gene Raymond, Wendy
Barrle, Helen Broderick. Directed by
Leliyh Jason. Story, Kenneth Earl; adap-
tation, P. J. Wolfson. Phil Epstein; film
editor. Desmond Marquette; camera, Rob-
ert de Grasse. At Center. N. Y., March
4. .10. Running time, 75 mlns.
Michael .....Gene Raymond
Paula Wendy Barrfe
Aunt Charlotte., Helen Broderick
Unfile. Carlton. William Collier, Sr.
Stephan ..Walter Johnson
Jackson Wallace Addison Randall
Donovan1 Eddie Grlbbon
Morton Morgan Wallace

Making no pretense at anything
more, 'Love on a Bet' succeeds in

being a pleasant cofnedy that dishes
up an hour or so of satisfactory en-
tertainment. It won't rate better
than moderately on the draw be-
cause it hasn't' the kind of names
that attract,. "but it won't chase 'em
once they're in.

Lee Marcus had a lightweight
story to start with but protected his

picture with, a capable, if not b.o..

Cast, enhancing production and ex-
cellent, dialog. That the trimmings
doh't carry through all the way is

tho fault of the basic story weak-
ness.

Story advances the implausible
opinion that a man can start out in

New York in his B. V. D.'s and no
funds and wind up in Los Angeles
10 days later fully dressed, with
$100 in his pocket and engaged to a
pretty girl. That's the plot of a
play, which Gone Raymond, as-'an-

aspiring impresario, wants to pro-
duce. I'.u.t he needs $1<5,C00 to stage
it. and his uncle, a rich meat
packer, won"-, deliver the b.r. be-
cause he doesn't believe in the plot.

To prove the feat possible, Raymond
tries it. and succeeds.
Helen Broderick, as one of Ray-

monds' two femme companions on
tho cross-country trip, runs away
with . the picture, because she's

mostly concerned with the dialog,

and the dialog happens to be the

best part of the picture. Raymond
suffers because he's asked to do
unbelievable things. Wendy Barrio,

oppbjBiteyirj the romance, is smpth-

YOUNG LOVE
(CZECHOSLOVAK IAN MADE)
Metropolis release, of Elekta-

production.
Directed by J. Rovensky. Scenario, Jan
Shlzek-; music", Josef Dobesr edited anil
titled for U. S, by Martin J. Lewis. At
Bijou, N. Y., week March 0, '38. Running
time, 75 ihlns.
Paul.. ;.. , ,. Vasa Jalovec
Pep!.. ....... v 11* Berankova
Paul's father, Jar. Vojta
Paul's mother,.. ..Vojtova Mayerova
The poacher. .• ..' .J. SVItak
The teacher.......... ...Rudolf Deyl

(In Czechoslovaktan)
This film was originally titled

'Reka,' Up until the very opening
it was publicized as 'Ecstasy of
Young Love' for American showing
but the main title has been curtailed
in order not to conflict with
'Exstase,' another Czech film which
has been in the newspapers much'
due to banning, etc. Both films won
.several filiri ' prizes abroad two or
three .years, ago. Unlike the pub-
licized 'Exstase.' 'Young Love' has
no. sex or sensationalism iri it or in-
tended.

'Reka,' or 'Young L6ve, ? as it Is
now called, is not a good -nicture.
It ,'.is also not a bad picture.
It is a very arty attempt by the
Czech producers to rivet attention
and this objective is reached, de-
spite the fact that suspicion reeks
through that the 'artiness' of the
film is a bit:too obviously manufac-
tured.. It Is 'synthetic.

It is not genuine enough, artis'-
tically, to win any' real cinematic
attention. Arid it is too triuch bent
that way to have

,any ordinary b. o
appeal. It will therefore be limited
to the extent of the Czech market
for films in the U. S.. plus whatever
custom can be .gained by publicizing
the. fact that the Czechs have ar-
rived in the U. S. with a film.
Czechoslovakia boasts the largest

shoe factory, in. the world and the
owners of. that shoe, factory also
have film ideas. They are In Holly-
wood right now, as a matter of fact,
trying to learn about picture busi-
ness.. It is understandable, there-
fore; that even in an 'arty' fllrii. of.

this sort the subject of shoes pre-
dominates.

Story is an
;
extremely slmnle one.

Paul is a peasant boy and Pepi Is a
peasant girl. Pepl is poor and Paul
Is poor. Pepl has no shoes and Paul
wants to buy her some. So he slips
down, to the river, captures a large
marauding fish which has been a
town nuisance, wins the town's cash
reward, and buys his girl the .shoes.

All this .is surrounded with much
symbolism and considerable angle
shooting and nature dissolves. Some
of It is very lovely arid a great deal
of it is, .photographically, genuinely
fine. But throughout one can almost,
see the shadow of the director stop-
ping and figuring out each effect.

It is too obvious, thereby losing Its

appeal. Also the girl and boy, Pepi
and Paul, are supposedly real' na-
tives, never before in films. But the
girl is obviously too pretty and the
boy Is obviously too old. They don't
suit their roles. All the acting, is of
the realistic Russian school, but
without the Russian capacity for
genuineness and authenticity.

Kauf*

WOMAN TRAP
Paramount release of Harold -Hurley pro-

duction. Features George Murphy, . Gertrude
Michael and Akim Tamlroff, Directed by
Harold Young. Original, Charles Brackett;
screen play, Eugene Walter, Brian Mar*
low; camera, William Mellor. At Strand,
Brooklyn,

.
week March 5, '30, as half of

double bill; Running time. 0+ mlns.'
Barbara Andrews Gertrude Michael
Keat Shevlln ..George Murphy
Ramirez Akim Tamlrolt
Riley Ferguson Sidney Blackmer
Senator Andrews ...... . .Samuel S. Hinds
'Honey' Hogan Dean Jagger
Mopay Koscoe Karns
Dodd . , . Rus'sel Hicks
Jimmy David Haines
Pancho . Julian Riyero
George .Ed Brophy
Flint ; .......Bradley. Page
Bruce ...........Ralph Malone
City Editor Arthur Aylesworlti
Sheriff Hayden Stephenson
Hoy Radio Operator.... John Martin

A LILA AKAC
('Purple Accacias')

(MUSICAL)
(HUNGARIAN MADE)

Patrla production and release. Features
Irene Agal, Irene Blller, Nazy- Gyoregy,
Gal Krno, Kabos Glnla, Esterhazy Hona.
Ulrc ted by Mlhaly lUvan:- At Tobls," N.Y.,
week March 0, '3C. Running time, 77 mlns.

(In Hungarian)
A good production job, perform-

ances which on the whole are sat-
isfactory, and photographic fair-

ness sets this one apart from the
foreign-made run-of-the-mill pic-
tures finding their way to. this side.

It is strictly for those who under-
stand Hungarian, however. Were
English titles superimposed it might
bo passable amusement for the non-
Magyar trade.
Film Is one of those rare cine-

matic cases where what tho canipra
catches is not enough. A varied
number of. characters figure. They
go in and out of the action but all

are in one way or another con-
cerned with each other. Seemingly
a musical romance of ooriuetry,

gaiety and song, much of the ac-
tion takes place in the Casino do
Paris. One of the characters is a

producer.
Picture has boon well directed,

cut and photographed, with result

tha* if the story is told Interest-

ingly in dialog, it should please the
ifungarlan audiences more than the
average. Considerable trick pho-
tography and printing figures.

Several song and dance numbers
listen, well. Char.

Nice little program picture that
should garner plenty Of dual bill

business. Deserves consideration
for solo bills,, particularly if plugged
as the latest -variety of G-man yarn.
George Murphy has not been re-
ceiving ballyhoo' accorded other
young stars on Par lot, otherwise he
would rate better as nathe draw be-
cause he lives up to hiost enthusi-
astic billing in this feature. Will
have to.' depend on him, Akim -Tam-
lroff arid Gertru<ie Michael for mar-
quee lights which lets it down, badly
for b.Oi draft.
A little more care iri writing, bet-

ter direction and addition of strong
name player 1 probably would have,
made, this a real grosser. Studio
seemingly rated . it as a secondary
entry and as such its uttnost possi-
bilities were overlooked.
Tamirprt pilfers every, scene in

which he appears, and rates top act-
ing honors despite slick perform-
ance by George Murphy;
'Woman Trap' ' starts out as "a

gangster murder mystery, shifts to
a newspaper locale and finally

winds Up as a snatch, G-tnan yarn.
Even in the face of these changing'
trends, cast lends plausibility to the
entire proceedings.

. Seems to be rib fault of- Director-
Harold Young that the action bogs
dowri at times. More concise and
ingenious writing would have fixed
that. When given the material, the
megger, comes through, with trim
results.
Murphy will probably, be given

more Opportunities after the boys
view this. He makes a highly ac-
ceptable newshound, screens well
and does full justice to dialog as-
signed him, though some of it is

mighty mawkish. In a- subordi-
nated character, Tamlroff .

coinies,

close to usurping Murphy's laurels

with his dialect and a' skillful por-.
trayal of the undercover G-man in
the Mexican government's employ,
Gertrude Michael, as the senator's
daughter, is best when emoting.
Camera has been a little harsh with
her at times.. Sidney Blackmer does
one of his satisfying villains in role
of gang leader. Roscoe Karnfl, sup-
posedly featured, is smothered in a
minor supporting role. Arthur
Aylesworth makes a satisfactory
city ed while John Martin clicks in

a small bit.

Picture will please in spots where
they go for actibnful gangster stor-

ies. Should be ballyhooed as new
variety G-man and snatch film.

Wear.

Powdersmoke Range
RKO-Radlo release of CJlff Reia produc-

tion. Stars Harry Carey, Hoot Gibson.
Features 'Boots' Mallory. Directed by Wal-
lace FoX. From novel by William Colt
MacDonald; screenplay, Adele Bufflngton;
camera, Harold Wenstrom. At Astor, N. V„
week March 7. '80. Running time, 72 mlns.
'Tucson' Smith .....Harry Carey
'Stony* Brooke Hoot Gibson
Xullaby' Joslln Gulnn William*
'Sundown' Saunders..... :.,.Tom Tyler
Banker Orchan. 'illiam Famum
Jeff Ferguson Bob Steele-

'Bud' Taggart ,..Wally Wales
'Fin' Sharkey ......Ethan I.aldlaw
Prose Glascow Adrian Morris
'Happy'- Hopklw William -Desmond
•Sourdough' Jenkins Frank Rice
Stove Ogflen Sam Hardy
Carolyn Sibley... 'Boots' Mallory

RKO has a hangup western re-

lease In 'Powdersmoke Range/ film

entailing a topnotch cast, and, judg-
ing from, Hollywood's -recent hoss
opry output, an exceptionally good
story. Will do moderately well on
its own iri some spots and has suffi-

cient name strength to count for
something in the dualors.

Cliff Reld, associate producer,
garnered a swell cast, toplined them
with two western fan faves, Hoot
GIbsori and Harry Carey, and thon
turned them over to Wallace Fox
for a- corking directorial job. Adele
Bufflngton's script provides all the
action and good dialog necessary to

hold the mustang fans.

The manner in which the gun-
play is handled goes back to old

times, there being one good street

due), a mass shooting spree and the

finale flglit-trt-the-death in. a
saloon. Sounds like another World
War, but the' cahn'oneering Is well
enough spaced and timed to make
everything plausible. Story itself

departs from the usual western. mu-
sical comedy stuff and at times Is

believable.
.

Harry Carey. Hoot Gibson and
Gulnn Williams are throe pals who
suddenly find themselves owners of

a, ranch that Is sought after by a
ruthless gambler, well played by the
Info Sam Hardy. The original
owner of the shebang was killed by
Hardy, and his daughter's sweet-
heart, also a pal of the range -mus-
keteer.-, buys In tho outfit before

(Continued on-flage 27) .
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RAIN

Yet the dual-world premiere

of "Little Lord Fauntleroy"

two cities

biggest crowds and busing

A complete delight... beautifully made, beautifully

acted and superbly cast. Freddie Bartholomew was

born to play the engaging young hero of Frances

Hodgson Burnett's beloved story."

— Philadelphia Inquirer

SELZNIC.K INTERNATIONA! ,,>,<,•,

"'Little Lord Fauntleroy' is a screen presentation

that can be commended to theatre goers without

ifs, ands or buts." — Philadelphia Daily News
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either of these theatres have

experienced in a long time!

0ead these enthusiastic tele-

grams and rave reviews! .

A triumph for Freddie Bartholomew and tops even

his work in the earlier 'Copperfield' film . . /Little

lord Fauntleroy' spins its web of magic with such

wistfulness and imagery that a modern audience

is captivated . . . C Aubrey Smith turns in a per-

formance that beggars description. At all times

dominant in the film, his delineation emerges as

one of the outstanding triumphs of screen history/'

— Philadelphia Evening Bulletin
if

Pull out your pocket handkerchief (be sure it's a

big one) and join the crowds who are discovering

a movie treat in 'little Lord Fauntleroy"."

— Philadelphia Record

cum
fins ORES C0STEL10 BARRYMORE

EY ROONEY • HENRY STEPHENSON

ELZNICK
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Acad Dinner Brings Out Fresh

Flurry of Finery in Fash Prom

Los Angeles, March 10.

For third time this year, the gals

togged out in "their very best tucks

and went to a party—the Academy
Awards dinner at Biltmore Hotel..

And once again, as for the Mayfair
supper dance and the Screen Actor's

ball, plenty of coin was spent on
new, and for the most part, vivid

gowns, to say nothing of mink, fox.

and ermine wraps.

Bette Davis, clasping the award
in both arms and holding it tight as
tears of joy ran down her cheeks,

.wore a tailored model of black and-'

green checks, with huge lapels of

white pique on the tailored Jacket.

May Robson, swishing down the hall

in white matelasse with a long train

and jacket to match, and wearing
pearl choker, got a big hand from
the crowds crammed behind the

ropes to watch their faves go by.

Loretta Youngi wearing red- velvet

jacket over a pepluni dress, 6f blue

printed satin,, was followed by
Katherine DeMille, wearing black

chiffon with carmine shoulder straps

and mantle sleeves.. Arline Judge,:

in orchid: chiffon with, ermine cape

and one orchid pinned to the collar,

attracted plenty of attention.

• Virginia Bruce, in olive green

print , on white background with
white camellias in her blonde curls,

was quite , .devastating. .
Norma

Shearer in white fringed crepe cut

along -Spanish - lines looked . very.,

pretty: Mrs.- Jean Hersholt, in red

taffeta banded with gold leaves

across the bodice and over the

shoulders, made a grand entrance.'

Then: came Ida. Lupino in white
metallic fishnet, and Mrs. Preston
-Foster in printed satin of pastel

shades and over it a fox cape.

Cascades of. Chiffon

Mrs. D. W. Griffith swirled by in

white chiffon with cascaded skirt,

and cape of black -quilted taffeta.

Anita : Louise wore' yellow chiffon

with sunburst skirt. Mrs. Jack
Warner was particularly intriguing

In black net with a cape of the

same and wearing a shoulder-
length veil over her head.

Barbara Stanwyck had "a hard
time getting by the autograph
hounds, in gold -tissue cloth and a
lovely coat of ermine and fox.

Francine Larrimore in simply cut
blue satin, Mrs. Leigh Jason In

white peau d'ange, and Jean Arthur
in heavy white, matelasse were
eyefuls. June Travis wore a green
accordian-pleated crepe, and Mrs.
Jl R. MdDonough had on a print

dress of black and red with black
velvet cape trimmed in ermine.

New Ashes Shade

Mrs. Ben Glazer (Sharon Lynn)
came in chiffon of the new ashes
shade, with huge rose of the same
material bunched on the waist.

Jeanette MacDonald's dress of gold-
colored' satin was cut on slenderiz-

ing lines. Glenda Farrell's dress of

brown starched chiffon trimmed
with huge yellow chiffon daises over
one shoulder was cut very full.

Billle Burke swished down the stairs
in peach taffeta With tiny, train.

Mrs. Ned Depinet wore white net,

and Alice Tildsley? following 'her,

was sheathed in green satin.

Janet Gaynor, one of the late-
comers, wore white crepe with gold
leather belt, and Merle Oberon wore
white chiffon dotted with-gold flecks..

Lola Lane (Mrs. Al Hall) came in

wine red taffeta covered with mink
cape and wearing white camellias in
her hair, Virginia Gray's dress -was'
of hyacinth chiffon. She wore floor-

length cape of the same material.

House Reviews

Musicals
(Continued from page 1)

Jay.for all musicals.. Equity realizes,

this but, since it classes nearly all

types of musicals as legit, has found
no way to adjust its rules.

Answer is that last summer a
flock of musicals were in sight, mors
shows of that type being announced
than comedies .and dramas. Only a
few Were actually presented. Equity
stated that rehearsal pay would ap-
ply through the season, after which
changes might be made. If the rules

are amended, it is likejy that the

changes will principally pertain' to

musicals, for some showmen have
definitely given that as the reason
for holding down musical produc-
tion this season.

EMBASSY, N. Y.

(Continued from page 14)

in the biz so he stirs the imagina-
tion even on such a prosaic pic-

torial offering as Oklahoma oilwell

derricks. With this as an impell-

ing motif, Thomas, moves for a few
seconds to one insignificant corner
of Brazil to show how rubber" for

motor vehicles is sapped.
Clem McCarthy, on the other

hand, holds top sway as sports, dra-
matizer in reels and he has two
good opportunities to show -his skill.

He picks on the. Golden Glove con-
tests in New- York, for Pathe, and
also the Oxford University Steeple-
chase, in England. Both are good
action clips.

Movietone's Lew Lehr- tries hard
to be funny via ridiculous linguis-
tic twists .anent ' a bottled rooster
and , some sports events, but for-

eign brogue , for comedy" support
is a poor alibi, this week. A fel-

low can't be funny always.
Universal Cops the laugh honors

with a couple, of clips, one of whicr
shows, a bantam rooster leaping
from a flying plane, 2,000 feet in

the air, and another, of a pet horse,

who lives in a -house With his own-
ers. The program is otherwise, in

want of good, rich humor.
Fashion gets ah even divvy be-

tween, Pathe and ;.Movlet6ne, with
Movietone's Vyvian Donner doing
her usual tremolo off-screen.

Metrotorie scores with' an un-
biased—pictorial- survey-of-tlie -ele-

vator strike in New York City,

showing evidences of striker sa-
botage and, staged or not, the ex-
amples of public distress caused by
the strike.
Movietone has Lowell Thomas dol-

ing an off-screen introduction of
President Roosevelt as the latter

appropriately in speech "and with a
gold telegraph ;key opens the Norris
Dam: Par shows the Boulder Dam.
Pathe offers M. H.Aylesworth, RKO
chairman, with Walt Disney and
other company, execs making the
trade deal, whereby Mickey Mouse
and Disney's 'Silly Symphonies* go
over to RKO distribution,. Good
clip, this.
Movietone shows rushes of the

crowds during the recent Spanish
elections; in the usual fashion^ with
the new premier and a reieased.

political bigwig doing a "brief screen
spiel.

Pathe and Universal go. into that
sandstorm matter for the public,

okay, while Universal plugs a hair-
dresser who shows off new hair-
dress styles for the femmes. Para-
mount's excellent inferential bid for

peace shows Mexico turning guns
into plowshares. Shan.

GAYETY, BUFFALO
Buffalo, March 6.

This show represents the third,

change of policy here since Christ-
inas. After a two months' try at six

acts, with pictures, a fortnight of

units was attempted, followed by
inauguration a week ago of the
present policy of a stock and five

acts brought in weekly.
Dewey Michaels is doing a valiant

job trying to keep stage shows alive
in Buffalo. It looks like a tough as-
signment. George Pro.nath is pi»o-

ducing. Current show is labeled
'Parlsienne Scrap Book.' They must
have picked it. out 'of the hat.. La9t
week it was the 'Casino Revue,' next
week 'the 'Revue Continental,' and
so ori. Vaudeville seems to have met
up with the guy who names Pull-
man cars.
Some idea of the proceedings can

be had from the fact that, aside
from the program listing Bordine
and Carol, Mae Moore, William
Behney, Russell Ofrlel, Ballet and
'Added Vaudeville Specialties,' there
is no identification of any of the tal-

ent. Even the billing in front, al-
though irichrding a number of pho-
tographs, gives no ' clue as to the
Identity of the 'specialists.' That
makes the proceeding doubly mys-
terious.. Had there been any iden-
tifications, it might have been pos-
sible (o regard this show as a unit.
As it is, it is strictly house business,
and its sole identifying label, der
spite the 'Parisiertne* tag, is that it

is a Gayety show. What that means,
if anything, Is" still "not evident,
The proceedings include a team of

balancing acrobats (boys), a young
girl with an adagio team who
stands out as a contortionist, and
a lugubrious fat comic, who panics
them with a routine that was hot.
during the Pa*n American. Stock
company consists of 12. girls in the
line and six 'show girls,' With the
added specialties, the cast numbers
nearly 30 people, which is plenty of
actors.
•The number is the tip-off Em-

phasis is entirely on quantity, and
th*>re is not a vestige... of quality and
scarcely any of talent in the entire
offering. Pronath Streamlined Ballet
is listed as including Glngev Har-
ris Dotty Dunn, Kitty Wagner,

Did You Know That-

—

The Jewish Theatrical Guild
will hold its annual benefit in'

April, with Eddie Cantor....

Grace Moore's performance of

'La Boheme' at the Metropoli-
tan drew the smartest matinee
crowd of the season... .glimpsed
in the lobby .- were Mrs. Clar-
ence Mackay, Estelle Taylor,
Gloria Vanderbilt,. Lady Fur-
ness, Gladys Swarthout; Roger

' Davis, Kate' Smith and Mar-
jorie . Duchin (being photo-
graphed, over coffee, in the
lounge) . . .they say Helen Gilll-

land will marry "a C. P. R. ex-
ecutive soon. . .Mrs. Ben Schul-
berg [ has taken her beautiful
apartment in London. . .that
was' Inez Norton in a blue
tailored ' coa> at' the Savoy-;
Plaza the other day.,. Grace
Brinkley looks. like another girj.

with her dark hair... Mr. and
Mrs. Ted Wing are in' Bermuda'

. ;York arid King will go to

Europe. £or the summer. . .Jack
Linder is producing a hew.
show, called 'Spring Wife,' with
Sriiith ' and Dale... .that: was
Deke Ay'leswdrth lunching with
young Doug Fairbanks at, 21

;..Sol Rosenblatt there, too,

with Ralph " Bhihv. . .and Brian
Aherhe locking sooodobo 'hand-
some. . . Marie Hartman is mis-
tress of ceremonies in a' night

:

/club a. la Texas Guinan. . .-Eve

Sully's laid up with, a cold. . * •

Bobbie Harris, is joining the
Billy Gaxtons for' a -cruise to
Mexico C-lty on an oil tanker:.

.

it seems that Evelyn Laye has
been greatly embarrassed by
.unfounded ^rumors about why -a,

"prTncipatr left her "show . , .Bob
Chisholm sang on the Ham-
merstein radio hour.

Among the Women

Cleo Young," Arde.ll Young, Jean-
nerte Lewis.. Betty Lee, Jackie Lee,
Mary Marly, . Lue Catell, Fern
Adams, Margie Harmon, Millie Lane
and Polly Whitmoyer. Miss Moore is

identified fis the. singer, and Ofrlel
as dancer, neither being worth more
than mention. . Bordine and Carol,
featured specialty dancers, were
distinctly horizontal on the Job
when viewed; Perhaps it is the four
shows a "day. If so, all you have to
do Is .to compare the featured danc-
ers', routine with four shows daily
for the girls in the line, with re-
hearsals!

Production. Is slipshod, the drops
looking considerably the worse" for
wear and the costumes right out of
the trunks. Poor lighting doesn't
help, particularly when the front
flies are hung so low ad to obscure
the spot. And the six-piece Orchesr
tra doesn't add anything to the
proceedings, either.
Business sizes up. as good and

they seem to be liking it so far.

Probajbly 30 people and a picture
for a quarter is a bargain—if they
don't mind-it all being a little sour.
•Waterfront Lady* (Mascot), first

run for Buffalo, is the picture.

GRAND O. H., N. Y.
Show moves back to. its regulation

45 minutes schedule, after the. full

hour's stage offering .last week.
Audience Was particularly active on
the reception end, apparently
warmed up by seeing 'Strike Me
Pink' (UA) beforehand, and keep-
ing, it up as the stage department's
fare was presented. Juveniles
packed the place, with standees
across the back.
Four Charltons Is a nice opener,

comprising three girls and a man iri

gymnastic feats (New Acts). RUth
Ford deuces and meaning plenty
down here with her grotesqueries in
comedy sample's, including take-
offs of Latin types. She closes with
a clowned dance, bit. She sells her-
self well and stands out on the
show.
Kemper and Haggerty next td

closing spot and doing all; right
with their ~ hoke. Audience in a
bright mood and took . their act
okay. One is a hefty individual, and
his partner slight in stature. They
hold the stage for an easy quarter
hour. Also New Acts. For a closer
the Fay and Wellington dance flash
is presented. Shabby routining
holds back response oh this one. It

strives at/times lov class rating, but
falls' short of its desired riich'e. (New.
Acts). Biol.

EARLE, PHILLY
Philadelphia, March 6.

Knockout array of talent backs
up Ed Farley and Mike Riley, the
'Round and Round' boys, on the
Earle stage this week. That and
manifest ' modesty and good-humor
of the song-writing duo almost off-

sets the irritation the turte now In-
spires. As it is, spectators still get
too , much 'Round.' Boys offer It

from stage and again from screen in
Columbia picture.
Rest of show Includes Herman

Timberg, Ada Brown, Ray Wilbert

By The Skirt

Best dressed woman of the week:
MARY LIVINGSTONE

,%
" (State)

personal appearance of Jack Benny and Mary Livingstone will
probably hang Up more records for the State. Benny looks swell in a
grey suit arid green tie. Miss Livingstone wears a ducky dress of a mate-
rial combining red and gold, made perfectly plain but for a gold ascot tie.
She appears later In a ravishing gown of a shiny black lace made long
with a full flounce. There is no trimming, the diamond brooch and
bracelets adding much to this costume. •

The cards at the side of the stage carry the name of Jack Benny, not
changing for the several acts appearing; Show is. a unit.

1

There is an
adagio act, three men and a girl. The girl Is in a union suit of White
with silver bolero., A trio of girls are. in blue and pirik. And an Arab
troupe wears picturesque green with white capes lined with red. Picture
this week is 'Anything Goes' with the well dressed Ethel Merman
.In the audience, at the show caught, sat Ed Sullivan, a much interested

spectator. Dropped in, probably, to watch his own record at this house
set New Year week, broken for a second time.

'

> .i

First Lady—Old School
Thai the strike is affecting show business was evident In the three-

quarter house at. the Music Box Thursday night (5). where Jane Cowl in
'First Lady' is playing.
Miss Cowl, an actress of the old schdbl, Is' a Joy to behold. She first

appears in a ,blege ensemble trimmed with fox of the same shade. A
green feather in a small hat matches the gloves. A change is made to a
hostess gown of a rich, shade of mahogany made with full sleeves. The
only ornament is a huge metal plaque hanging from a. fine chain. Over
an ashes - of roses gown a voluminous cloak of shaded velvet in red arid
black is worn. ..Greeii cloth is coiiibined with yellow. A three-quarter
coat and a yellow hat touch off this costume.
Lily Cahlll proves an excellent foil fdr Miss Cowl and the conversation

between these two women is worth a trip to this theatre. Miss Cahlll
chooses a swagger costuihe of black velvet trimmed with satin loops and
a small overseas type" of hat la perched saucily on her blonde curls. An
evening gown is of a white moire with silver thread running through
the material. The gown has a bustle back. The third act finds Miss
Cahill in ar black skirt with velvet jacket of a coral shade.
Helen Brooks, young riiiss, is in a plum colored accordion pleated dress.An evening outfit consists of a torquoise net frock with matching velvet

swagger coat. A riding costume includes brown jodphurs and white
Jacket. Diantha Pattisoh, as a secretary to Miss Cowl, shows several
neat cloth dresses. Jessie Busley looks well- iri a blue velvet with a
strand of real lace across the bosom.

First Ruri^
• The Palace, for a change,-is showing a flrltrrUri picture; 'The Farmer in
the Dell.' From a very good book ari amusing picture has been made
and a happy choice was Fred Stone as the farmer. Jean Parker is th
young girl and Esther Dale the mother.
Miss Parker, on the farm, is seen in prints of percale, and then in a dark

skirt with checked Jacket, and rather large hat. A dress of a thin dark
material has- a collar of white pleatlrigs. "A" white evening gowri has for
trimming flowers at the shoulders.
Miss Dale, in a beautiful Hollywood home, looks nice In a black velvet

evening gown, and drives a car in. a light cloth outfit worn with furs;

Miss Keeler's Best
Warner Bros, gave Ruby keeler her best picture in 'Colleen,' now at

the Strand. Miss Keeler has never been so beautiful and has never
danced better. Paul Draper is a corking dancing partner for her.
Ruby plays the head of a dressmaking establishment, and when at

work wears some pretty little frocks. A cloth dress is made shirt waist
fashion with short sleeves and pockets. A black Velvet dress has at the
throat a bunch of 'white flowers. A white jacket with chenille dots is
worn with a dark skirt. Another black froqk has for ornaments clips
of pearls. Still another black dress is of a triple chiffon made full in
the skirt with bodice, edged in silver. For a dance number an intricate
gown has a harem skirt. A wedding dress is short with full skirt and
puffed sleeves. The Veil attached to a small hat is only three-quarters
in length. A jacket suit is dark With white accessories, and pajamas
are of a two-colored coiribination. Louise Fazenda, as the wife of a
rich man, is all dolled up, which doesn't interfere with her usual line
of comedy. In one scene Miss Fazenda is reclining in a, Hollywood bed
of upholstered satin. MUch maribeau trims a bed Jacket. A. metallic
gown has fox at the armholes. A dotted material is another evening
gown with narrow shoulder straps.
Joan Blohdell is vampishln many dark dresses and suits. One jacket

is Scottish in design with scallops cut square. A dinner frock of spangles
on black velvet is worn .with silver fox. Very lovely is a White satin
gown made quite plain, depending on Jewels for trimming.
This studio has done many large dance scenes, but never has it done

one so beautiful as the fashion show number in 'Colleen,' The huge
setting is all white, with a revolving drum for the stepping. Groups of
girls are in long white evening gowns arid some in black. Another group
wear tailored suits with silver foxes, but the outstanding feature are
girls in riding habits. Some are attired for side-saddle, but most wear
jodphurs.

Jason's Good Job
Leigh Jason in his first directorship has done a sterling job in

On a Bet.' Bits of comedy, are of class No. 1.

Gene Raymond always gives a picture a lift. Wendy Barrie' Is the girl,
with Helen Broderlck at her best in an aunt part.
Miss Barrie, at a party at the Central Park Casino, is in an evening

frock of a dark satin with net puffed sleeves. The rest of the picture
takes place on an auto trip to the Coast, and Miss Barrie is seen for the
most part In one-piece, dresses with a plaid coat. A tailored satin
negligee is shown for one bit.' Miss Broderick wears a black evening
gown with clips for trimming and then wears a black tailored suit.
Betty Gould, at the Center, plays the organ in a white lace frock and

silver slippers.

and Helen Reynolds troupe. Miss
Brown is easily tops. She has good
enough voice and swell delivery, but
It's her strong and attractive per-
sonality, with sly comedy, that put
her over with the customers. Climax
of the act has roly-poly colored girl
essaying few hotcha stomps, and
she leaves, 'em begging.
Timberg has improved his stuff

considerably since last local appear-
ance more than year ago. He gets
some adept stooging from Audrey

Parker and Tim Herbert and they
throw in some acceptable songs and
hoofing.
Ray Wilbert is a juggler familiar

in this town through several previ-
ous visits. His specialty is hoops,
with which he makes difficult tricks
look simple. Wilbert offers steady
Are of wisecracks with his routine.
Helen Reynolds troupe, show opener,
includes eight girl roller skaters.
Turn Is swift, skillful and entertain-
ing* Eobe.
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Filming Play in Legit Theatre,

Sets and All, New French Idea

Paris,. Feb.

Hundred per tjent. co-op§ration be-

tween legit and film production put

into effect for the first time in the

world when shooting Maurice Ros-

tand's new piece 'Europe' begins at

the Theatre .
Pigalle, day after its

legit opening.
"A month later Gustave Quinson.

new manager of the theatre, expects

to offer the film version to proving
-cial .and' 'foreign .au iphces while .(he

hopes) the legit. version will still be
playing in Paris.

.., Theatre Pigalle, built by Baron
Philippe de Rothschild, with money
no object, is the only spot in the
world where' this stunt can be pulled.

It' has a. revolving stage on an ele-

vator of dimensions to be found no-
where else. Elevator Will carry the
sets up for the legit performance,
and down to the basement of the
theatre, which is equipped as a . film

studio.

Actors will perform for the film

on no-matinee days and, since the
show will be filmed, straight, just as
played on .the stage,, picture Will be
finished quickly and cheaply.

Straight filming of, a legit show
has already been ti'ied here.by Sacha
Guitry, whose 'New Testament' pic-
ture, made iii five days at the Para-
mount Joinville studio after re-
hearsals in the Madeleine Theatre,
is

- now being shown at the" Mari-
vaux. But he had. to go to a studio,
and he used :

his previous year's
show.
Quinson will hot follow, the legit

text blindly,, he says. He admits
that som$. scenes will'- -have to be
cut for the film, and he also may.
shoot some extra scenes, not used
on the stage, to make the picture
lore comprehensible. There are also
some technical problems to be
solved in the use of legit sets for
the picture.
He hopes to be able to re.nt his

theatre studio to other legit man-
agers for filming of shows: It's

. thought that the Pigalle may provide
the solution to the problem of giving
drama to the French sticks, who 1

still want it but can't support road:

companies nor local stock com-
panies.

Boomerang

Berlin, March 2.-

Relchsfilmkammer (F i i m
Chamber) sent a questionnaire
to the foreign journalists in
Berlin about their view of Ger-
man films.

.
B. Wadsworth,

local correspondent of the Lon-
don Observer answered in a,

way which wasn't too popular
among the officials.

'German films were always
typically German.' he said, 'the
same as American pictures are

- genuinely American. There is

a big gap. between them. Ger-
man films still miss the light
hand, the modern touch, .the
living pulse ..of life. American \

pictures are up to date, like, a
morning paper. They picture

-life as it is, even if sometimes a
little' exaggerated, while Ger-
man films somehow seem to
keep a distance on daily life.

American -comedy pictures
cause plenty of laughter with
German audiences, but this re- .

suit is wot: achieved the c 'he.r -

Way aroun ..".'

25% Rejection

French Cabinet Bars

Export of Local Pic

As Too Rough; Biz Ups

Paris, March 2.

Cabinet meeting last woek-in the.

midst of heavy discussion of local

and foreign politics, took time off to

be shocked at a fiim, 'La Garconne,'

and to forbid its exportation on the

theory that it would hurt France's

rep.

As soon as news got out all Paris
rushed to the Aubert Palace to sec

the picture, and police reinforce-
ments were called to hold back the
crowd.
Film is based on a banned novel

by Victor Mar'gueritte depicting
post-war morals, on account of
which the author was thrown out of

the French Academy and his. name
rubbed off the rolls of the Legion of

Honor. Board of censors passed it

by eight votes to. one. after suggest-
ing a few cuts, which were made.

Anzac Worries

Melbourne, Feb.

Hill a lot of trouble here on the

quota law and the 25% rejection

clause. Government still refuses to

1iave~the"quot'a proclaimed, with the-

result that some pic men are mov-
ing out of Victoria. Exhibs are not

anxious to sign new contracts until

the 25% angle satisfactorily

'thrashed out.

Whole situation today is a pretty

bad mess and creating plenty of un-
rest. American clistribs are not
keen to go i-ito the producing game,
and will not do so unless absolutely

forced to.

20th's 3 in Berlin

f^-. Berlin, March 2.

Twentieth Century-Fox has .three
films, current here now..
They are. 'Our Little Girl/ 'Metro-

politan' ftnd "Under The Pampas
Moon/

French Newsreels Become Crux

Of Maneuvering by Politicians

SYDNEY PROD.

Sydney; Feb. 11.

F. W. Thrlng (Efftee) is moving
across from Melbourne to go into

:>ic production here* Tieup has been
clinched with the Mastercraff unit,

and Thring will move in within the
next fey weeks. First pic to go
irlto production will probably be
'Collit's Inn,' already , done by him
as a legit,

For months Thrlng has threatened
to quit Melbourne unless the Vic-
torian government did something to
assist pic producers. So' far the
government there has not even pro-
claimed its announced quota. At
one period Thring was so disgusted
that he was on.the verge of quitting
the pic game altogether, but finally

decided to make a try for space in
N,. S. Wales.
-Mastercfaft deal has come as

quite a surprise because it had been
given put officially that Cinesound
would move in with Mastercraft;
Stuart F. .Doyle going as chairman
of the board. Now learned

.
that a

last minute hitch in the financial
end was the cause of Cinesound not
proceeding further with the deal.

Efftee, despite its link with
Mastercraff Will be a separate unit
and Thrlng proposes to produce only
two pics a yeftr. Studio, when not
in use, will be hired to indies. Fol-
lowing 'Inn' will come 'Sheepmates,-'

from a novel by William Hatfield.

Wells Pic's 14 Weeks

London, March 10.

^
Alex Korda's contract wilh the

Leicester Square theatre for first

run showing of H. 0. "Wells' pic.

'Things to Comp; Current, is for 14

Weeks."
First week's takings wer approx-

imately $•;£),000, while the second
week dropped off to $-0,500. Drop i

is still being registered, which ha*
the house none too happy about'

things.

SydneyTFeb. 11.

Trouble is brewing here over the

25% right of rejection. Distribs are

not keen On the introduction of the

clause into contracts,. a,nd now a.

certain group of indie theatre oper-

ators are reported as against it, too,

preferring the present system of

block-booking. Indies fear that dis-

tribs may sell their pix to the high-

est bidders, with the results the

smaller men would be unable to

compete with the big chains on
product.
Majority of exhibs, however, are

in favor of the 25% rejection and
will probably seek government
action along lines similar to those

in Victoria.

Whether the government will

bring in the measure is' problemat-
ical, although it is gen rally be-

lieved that some action will be

taken against distribs and in favor

of exhibs on the rejection angle.

Should the rule come into opera-

tion it will mean that Americans
will import less pix here, especially.,

as. added to rejection, would be the

quota,

Woolf-U Deal All Set

Hagen Acquires P.D.C.

London, March 10.

Twickenham Films has taken

over the business of Producers Dis-

tributing Corp.. purchased from the

recently appointed receiver for the

latter con-many.

Twirkenh:
Huge u.

TOP HAT' INTO BIG

THIRD WEEK, SYDNEY

- — , s^dneyK.Feb..i.i....

•Top Hat' (RKO) smashes into its

third week and is still the tops
around town. 'The Dark Angel'
(U.A.) and 'Metropolitan' (20th)

are also into their 3d stanzas and
remaining. 'Vanessa' (M-G) opened
strongly and should do Well on
femme trade.

^Another . M^G" Dpener_^wag ~*Escar=-

pade,' which may click when word
of mouth gets around. ."Broadway
Melody ' 1936' (M-G) also very
strong and remaining. Will be fol-

lowed by_ 'Mutiny on the Bounty.'
(M-G).

"

'Peter .Ibbetson' (Par) opened at
the weekend with crlts only, so -so.
'The Red Salute' (U.A.) goes into its

second week and may last three.

•Where's My Man' (G-B) and 'No
Limit' (ATP) are but after two low
Weeks. T Found Stella Parish'
(WP) will replace 'Dark Angel' next
week.
Biz is oke with the weekly change

spots on 'My Marriage* (Fox), 'Big
Broadcast 1936' (Tar), and 'Two
Fisted* (Par)

God Save the King

London, Feb.'. 29.

Americans attending theatres
In London since the death of
King George V have been im-
pressed by the emotional fer-

vency of audiences during the
playing of 'God Save the King'

.
at the conclusion of every' per-
formance. Although - the cus-
tom has been in practice for
many years, the sincerity of

. ,the tribute seems , to have be-
come intensified.

DURING '35

Melbourne, Feb. 11.

Current bills include 'Flirtation

Walk' (WB), 'Love Me Forever*
(Col), 'She Married Her Boss* (Col),

'Curly Top' (Fox), 'Peg of Old
Drury' (B.D), 'I Live My Life'

(M-G), 'Last Outpost' (Par) and
'Passing Third Floor Back' (G-B),

Tokyo, Feb. 15.

•Best box-office films released in

Japan tluring 1935 by the leading
American ..exchanges, listed in. order
of draw by companies, were:

Paramount
'Lives of a Bengal Lancer, ' 'The

Crusades,' 'Now and Forever,'
•Annapolis Farewell,' 'Feet' ^First'

(re-issue; dubbed Japanese),
'Rumba,' I

Warners
'G-Men,' 'Devil Dogs of the Air,'

'Six-Day Bike. Rider,' 'Flirtation

Walk,' 'Here Comes the Navy,'
'Murder in the Clouds..'

Columbia
'One Night of Love,' 'Love Me

Forever,' 'No Greater Glory/
'Broadway Bill,' 'The Whole. Town's
Talking,' 'Black Room.'

Metro
'Public Herb No. 1.' 'Manhattan

Melodrama,' 'Merry Widow/ 'Treas-

ure,; Island,' 'JVest Point of the Air,'

•The Thin. Man.'

_''Thi Cal/s Paw,' 'Baboona/ 'Little

Coir "eT,* 'BrisM'iSyes?'^
War/ 'Caravan.'

'Son of Kong/ hr'ee Mus-
keteer./ 'Roberta/ ' rmer/ "Becky
Sharp.'

United Artists

'Count of Monte Cristo/ 'House of

"Rothschild;/—'Rro m-a n~Seandals/-
'Nana/ 'Our Daily Bread/ 'We Liye
Again.'

'G-Men' led the field as a grosser,

with 'Bengal Lancer' and 'Cat's

jgaw' second.

. Combined lists demonstrate ' that"

the outstanding foreign b.O; stars

here are' Gary Cooper, Harold Lloyd,

James Cagney, Joe E. Brown,' Grace
Moore, William Powell, Wallace
Beefy, Shirley Temple, Astalre-
Rogers, Eddie Cantor and Clark
Gable. Both Cable and the Astalre-

Rofa-ers team are currently stronger

than they appear above, due to 193C

releases.

.Paris, March 2.

tench, politicians, realizing that
the newsreel is. one of the keys to
public opinion, have been working
overtime during recent weeks in
connection with local clip services.
Reason: General elections are com-
ing in May.
Following the ban on shots of the

row over the assault by Royalists
on. Socialist Leader Leon Blum, the
Government has put strict local and
export censorship on film reports
of the parade of left wing elements
across Paris last week. ' To prevent
clips from getting abroad, all film
shipments of any kind were held up
at the customs until shippers, signed
an affidavit -attesting that cans con-?
tained nothing relating to the
rade, .

. For the past month .fight has
been raging over France Actualites,
one of the three : French newsreel a

distributed here (in addition to local
version's of Fox and Paramount
news), Reel, which is owned by a
Belgian group headed by Baron Em-
pain, had been operated and dis-
tributed by Gaumpnt-Franco Film-
Aubert, which had an option for its

purchase. It was suddenly
nounced that G.F.F.A, couldn't take
up the option, notice of discharge
was given to all the reel's employees,'
and it looked as if France Actual-
ites would either disappear or be
bought up by the highest bidder.

Fox
: Fox immediately became the tar-
get of a bunch of chatter in this
connection. .First patriots got in-
dignant over a report that G.F.F.A.
was buying the Fox reel for all its

theatres, to replace France Actual-
ites. This -was denied, fact being
that Fox had attempted to sell its

feel for the /G.F.F.A. theatres, but
the sale hadn't gone through. Then
it was said that Fox Wanted to buy.
France Actualites, which would
'give foreign interests a hook on
French .opinion.' Only truth be-
hind this -story was that Fox, in,an
attempt to dp a favor to G.F.F.A.,
had offered tp service the French
reel with American clipe.

. Then France. ActuaHtes was sup-
posed tp be put up at auction,"but
nothing' came of that. Reginald
Ford; . English owner of a heWsreei
theatre chain in France, was sup-
posed to have bid for it, but op-
position arose to him because of his

foreign birth. Eclair Journal, an-
other; French newsreel, tried in vain

'Blood' Ahead of 'Bounty'

Warner. is rushing 'Captain

Blood' into all. foreign markets in an
attempt to beat 'Mutiny on the

Bounty* (MG) in.

Got openings In Hungary, Po-
land, France and Manila last we-ck

ahead Of the Metro pic.

to buy its competitor; 7
•

—
Upshot of the wrangle seems tp

be that Havas news agency, a semi-
official outfit, will .direct the news-
gathering of. France Actualites,

which will be continued and_G.F,F.A.
will continue to distribute it. This
means a Government stranglehold
on the reel.

Existence of the Pathe newsreel
(Pathe Journal) is' an explanation
of much of the wrangling over the
reorganization of Pathe Cinema (ex
Pathe-Natan). Politically, the reel

is one of the biggest plums that
the rival banking groups are after,

and it is also an important objective

of the politicians who would like to

combine G.F.F.A- and Pathe as one
state film corporation.

Julius

London, March 10.
j

Charles M. Woolfs deal for take- i

over of the British distributing!
business of Universal Pictures is;

now all set. j

Begins to

D. A. Davi in S. Afr.

Capetown. Fob. 10.

P. a vies, managing director

of Kon.vou's Playhouses, Ltd., Man-
chester. :.nglaiul, Is in to look over

South Airk-a.
Ills chain consists of 11 houses..

Hollywood, March 10.

Large percentages of the British

colony is working In 'Mary of Scot-

land.'

Frieda Incscourt smoking one of

the very tiny pipes that are fast

becoming a fad with the gals o.i the

'Mary' set.

Molly Lamont, looking glamorous
in pale blue velvet, with coronet of

sapphires crowning her curls; un-
snapplng the very tight wasp waist

to that she may eat in some measure
of comfort.
Douglas Walton in costume, chat-

ting with Cyril MeLaglen.
Reggie Ower. had a few days va-

cation between p'cx and he intended

to spend them moving to the beach.

His ..family settied in the new beach,

house, but Owen spent his time
hunting his rize English. jTiilldnir.

Dog was shipped Over to him from
England and somehow strayed w lie

they were moving.
Roland Young is playing the part

of a barrister in a British com-;,

scene iri 'Unguarded Hour.'

Leslie Howard is expected back at

work this week, recovered from the

slight operation necessitated by the

cut he received in a fencing jou^t.

lie slipped while parrying a thrust.

Tea is served every afternoon at

four on the set of 'Absolve Quiet.

Lionel Atwill started the custom.
Cary Grant incurred the wrath

of' the Wanger cameraman when he

.stretched out in the hot sun on the

beach last Sunday and acquired

s'uch a tan t hut it was very noliee-

ablo in the pic 'Big rown Eyes.'

Gene LrifMii.rt's 'good s:ory* club

1m snbiing ir em'K'i'Xhip duly, be

s.'i vs.

36 Mex Film Unions

Urge Wider Distrib

Of Local Made Pics

Mexico City, March 10.

Establishment of a bureau that

will have charge of boosting dis-

tribution of. Mexican made pics

abroad is urged upon the federal

government In a resolution adopted
at the first national confab here of

reps of 3(1 film " industry workers'

unions. Meet figured that* more
must be ,done about getting home
mad<» films wider showings beyond
the borders.

Another resolution calls for lining

up' the Industry's workers into co-

ops, to either acquire or build cin-

ema's a tfd run th'ein to stimulate ex-
hibits, of made- In -Mexico pics and
films which stress labor and prolev

tariail themes. Cash for this enter-'

prise is to lie raised by a small
periodical nick of the pick workers'

pay.
Conference derided to call boy-

cotts against all distributors and
exhibitors of. pics that spread com-
nnniisllc. fas'-: <,t other radical

i propaganda.
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Annette Cecil

THE COUNTRY DOCTOR"

Yvonne Marie

IS THE GREATEST

Copyright 1936 by
JNEA Sirvict, Inq, Emelie

BOX-OFFICE ATTRACTION

THIS INDUSTRY

HAS EVER SEEN I

*

*Now being proved in 322

day-and-date record-break-

ing runs. And extra morning

and night shows are giving

a new meaning to capacity!
THE KEYSTONE
OF YOUR FUTURE

HUM. f/MH%: Balcony ...not

evenopened in four months

for matinees . . . completely

filledand S.R.O.beforenoon

in landslide engagement
at Keith's, Portland,Maine!
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Studio Placements

Hollywood, March 10.

Dorothy Revier,' Billy Burrud,
Harry Worth, . 'Banished/ U.

Marjorie Klein, adapting 'Her
Majesty, the Governor,' TJ.

Jack Adair, 'IPlorid^ Express/
Par.

Ellen Love, 'Dancing
Pirate,' Pioneer.

"William Gargan, Florence. Rice,

H. B. Warner, :Joan: Perry, Nana
Bryant, George McKay, Victor Kil*

Han, Wryley Birch, Drue Leyton,
Alexander Cross,* Boyd Irwin, Sr.,

Kenneth Thompson; Gordon Wiles,
directing, 'The Blackmailer/ Col.

Charlie Chase, Rosina Lawrence,
Darla Hood, 'Bank Night/ Roach
short.

Carmencita he First
Baby/ 20 -F.

Frank .
Ovth, the

World/ WB.
Eddie Conrad, Ethel Sykes, Fran-

cis McDonald, 'Big Brown, Eyes/
Wanger.
Barbara Denny,

.Par.
George O'Hara; 'Three

Cheers, for Love/
Lumsden Hare, rincess Comes

Across/ Par.
Stanley Andrews, Jackie Heller,

•Florida Special/ Par.
" Aian EdwardB, .'Where Ami I?'

Par.
'

Pierre Watkins, 'Unconscious/ U.
^Catherine DeMille, 'Romeo and

Juliet/ MG.
Alice Marr, 'Law in Her Hands/

WB.
Robert Armstrong, /

RICO.
John Miljan, Loretta Toung, Basil

Rathbone; Roy Del Ruth, directing,
. 'Private Number/ 20-F.

Edgar Norton, William Von
Brinsken, 'Dracula's Daughter/

Earl Rogers, 'Speed/ MG,
Julian Street* screen play, 'The

Need of Change/ Par.
Ivan Simpson, Dudley Haines,

Willam Griffith, 'Little Boy Blue,'
MG short.
Ralph Block; screen play, untitled

original, Par.
Nina Fraser, screen play; untitled

original, Par.
Edward Gargan, 'Unconscious/ U.
Marc Lawrence, "*The Black-

mailer/ Col.
Frank Scully 'Mob Rule/ MG.
Norman Willis, 'Florida Special/

Par.
Charles Irwin, Lawrence rant;

'Unguarded HOur/ MG.
GeOrge Klrby, ' irl from Manda-

lay/ Rep.
Phoebe Foster, Florence Nightinr

gale/ WB.
Harry Allen, irl from Mandalay/

Rep.
Mary Bloodgood, Richard Carle,

•Case Against Mrs. Ames/ Wanger.
Ann Sothern; Rian James, screen

play, 'Save a Lady/ RKO.
D'Arcy Corrlgan, Gaston Glass,

Fred Malatesta, Jean De Briac,
'iMary of Scotland/ RKO.
_ Booth Howard, 'Special Investi-
gator/ RKO.

Rollo Lloyd, 'Ex Mrs. Bradford/
RKO.

Pierre Watkins, Frank Reicher,
•Unconscious/ U.
Guy Bellis, Harold Cook, Cyril

Thornton, John Buckler, 'Unguarded
Hour/ MG.
Lee Phelps, Jeanne Hart, Orrin

Burke, Fred H. Warren, 'Sari Fran-
cisco ' ]M[G.

George Cleveland, 'Revolt of the
Zombies/ Acad.
George Mag'lll, Frank Bruno, 'Mur-

der in the Big House/ WB.
George E. Stone, Craig Reynolds,

Addison Richards, 'Bullets and Bal-
lots/ WB.
Myra McKinney, Elsa Newell,

Ben Hall. Wally Maher, 'Mob Rule/
MG.
Antoinette Lees, 'Someone to

Love/ Par.
Frank Phelan, 'Border Flight/

Par..
Charles Richmond, 'One to Two/

RKO.
Douglas Wood, 'Two Against the

World/ WB.
George Caine, Charles King. Cyril

Thornton. Halliwell Hobbes, Phoebe'
Foster. Vcrscy O'Davern, 'Angel of
Mercy.' WB.

'

William Pawley, Al Hill, lg

Business,' WB.
. Frank Leigh, 'Clutching Hand,'
Weiss.
Joe King, Frank Bruno, 'Bullets

or Ballots,' WB.
Nigel De Bruilller, 'Mary of Scot-

land.' RKO. . .

Frank Melton, 'August Week End,'
Chest.
George Archlnbaud, 'Return of

Sophie Lang/ Par.
Gavin Muir, 'Half ' Angel/ 20-F.
George Cleveland, dialog director,

'Revolt of the Zombies/ Acad.
Robert McWade, 'Early to Bed/

Par.
Sam S. Hinds, 'Rhythm on the

Range,' Par.
Mary Gov 'Something to Xilve

For,' Par.
Mitchell Lewis, 'Dancing Pirate/

Pioneer.
C. Montague Shaw, Smiley Bur-

nette. Frankle Marvin, Ralph
Holmes, 'Undersea Kingdom/ Rep.
Akini Tamirolf, Frank Reicher,

Barbara Leonard, Tempe Piggotte,
'Angel of Mercy/ WB.
Craig Reynolds, 'Earthworm Trac-

tor.' WB.
Frank ie Pari 1 Leroy Mason,

Advance Production Chart
Hollywood, March 10.

Hollywood production activity continues at a healthy pace with 42 fea-
tures before the cameras, 31 in the editing stages and 67 preparing. In*
dustry set a new low for number of pictures completed and previewed last
week. Only three were screened including 'Laughing Irish Eyes' {Repub-
lic) ; A Message to Garcia' mth-Fox) and 'Yellow Dust' (RKO)
Metro continues to be the most active studio with a total of Id'features

before the cameras. Paramount follows closely" with eight; Warners has
six; 20th-Fox and RKO-Radio, five each; Universal, four; Columbia and
Republic, two each, while United Artists is at a standstill.

While three pictures were considered completed and previewed last
week, seven wew features went before the cameras. Universal and Para-
mount contributed two each with Columbia, 20th-Fox and Warners each
starting one.
Major group of studios plan to start another group of 10 new features

this week, leaving but 92 to complete the combined product for the 1935-
36 season. If production continues at the same pace registered last week,
the entire program will be completed several weeks in advance of the
scheduled time.

Columbia

Two in work, four editing, four preparing. In work:

JW&SflJSlt? WERE
.
MARRIED/ reported VAribtt, issue Feb. 19;'BLACKMAILER' started last week.:

'BLACKMAILER/ Directed by Gordon Wiles, supervised by Irving
Brlskin, screenplay by Lee Loeb and Harold Buchman. Cast: William
Gargan, Florence Rice, H. B. Warner, Drue Leyton, Joan Perry, Nana
Bryant, George McKay, Wylie. Birch, Victor Kilian, Alexander Cross.
Boyd Irwin, Sr., Kenneth Thompson.
Story—Concerns the activities of blackmailer who has taken advantage

of .his .social position to fleece former associates. He crashes a party
being- hosted by his latest victim and while at dinner table is confronted
with .many past victims whom all for good reasons, have license to seek
revenge. Lights go out and extortionist is murdered. It becomes a who-
dunit. All present had good motive to do away with him.

Metro

Ten in work, two editing, ei lit preparing. In work

!

'SMALL TOWN GIRL/ reported in Variety, Jan. 15; 'ROMEO AND
JULIET/ reported Jan. 22; 'PETTICOAT FEVERV and 'KELLY THE
SECOND/ reported Jan: 29; 'MOONLIGHT MURDER/ 'THE UN*
GUARDED HOUR/ and «SAN FRANCISCO/ reported Feb. 19; 'ABSO-
LUTE QUIET/ reported Feb. 26; 'MOB RULE' and 'GOOD EARTH/
reported March 4.

No new pictures started last week, and none previewed.
New pictures being readied for early production are 'LADY COMES TO

TOWN' (Gable-Crawford); 'SUICIDE CLUB' (Robert Montgomery. Rosa-
lind Russell, Frank Morgan arid Reginald Owen); 'CAPTAIN COURA-
GEOUS' (Freddie Bartholomew); 'GRAM' (Schumann.-Heirik, May Rob-
sOn, Harry Stockweli, Frances Langford)..

Paramount—
:— PS

Eight in work, five editing, 10 preparing. In worki
<l LOVED A SOLDIER/ reported in Variety, Jan. 15; 'REUNION/

'BRAZEN' and 'FLORIDA SPECIAL/ reported Feb. 12; 'BIG BROWN
EYES/ 'PRINCESS OCMES ACROSS' (formerly 'Concertina') and
'BORDER FLIGHT/ reported Feb. 26; 'POPPY/ reported March 4. Start-
ing this week: 'SOMETHING TO LIVE FOR' and 'CASE AGAINST
MRS. AMES.'
'CASE AGAINST MRS. AMES.' Produced by Walter Wanger, William

A. Setter directing, from Cosmopolitan mag serial by Arthur Somers
Roche, screenplay, Gene Towne and Graham Baker. Cast: Madeleine
Carroll, George Brent, Alan Mowbray, Alan Baxter, Guy Bates Post,
Esther Dale, Richard Carte, Arthur- Treacher, Edward Brophy. '

Story—Mrs. Ames, accused of murdering her husband, is brought to

trial, prosecuted by George Brent.- Jury acquits her, Brent upraids Jury
for verdict, is "in turn jailed for contempt. Later Mrs. Ames hires the
prosecutor to track down the real murderer.
'SOMETHING TO LIVE FOR.' Directed by E. A. Dupont, from maga-

zine story .by Richard Washburn Child, screenplay, Marguerite Roberts,
Brian Marlow and Robert Yost. Cast: Herbert Marshall, Gertrude
Michael, James Burke, Mary Gordon, Alan Edwards.
Story—rHerbert Marshall, gentleman crook/betrayed by his wife who

is in love with another, goes to Jail for 15 yearSi Meantime wife has given
their daughter over to a wealthy family to raise. Marshall Incessantly
writes ex-wife concerning child but she refuses to answer letters. After
release frorii jail, Marshall continues to- search for daughter while wife
shields her whereabouts. His campaign of haunting the wife drives her
to suicide. Later, through old friend, he finds daughter Just at the time
she is about to be accused of a crime. Marshall takes the rap and returns
to prison..

RKO-Radio

Five in work, one editing, seven preparing. In work

i

'DANCING PIRATE/ reported, in Variety, Jan. 29; 'THE WITNESS
CHAIR/ reported Feb. 19, and 'ONE TO TWO/ reported Feb. 26; 'MARY
OF SCOTLAND' and 'SPECIAL INVESTIGATOR/ reported March 4.

No- new pictures started last week. Completed and previewed, 'YELr
LOW DUST' (Richard Dix).

20th-Fox

Five in work, three editing, six preparing. In worki
'UNDER TWO FLAGS/ reported Variety, issue Jan. 15, 'ZERO HOUR/

reported Feb. 5; 'HUMAN CARGO/ reported Feb. 19; 'POOR LITTLE
RICH GIRL/ reported Feb. 26; 'THE. FIRST BABY/ reported March 4,

and TURMOIL/ starting this week.
'TURMOIL.' Kenneth McGowan production, Otto Brower and Gregory

Ratoff directing. Story is Joseph Roth's novel, 'Job'; adapted by Sim
Engel. Cast: Jean Hersholt, J. Edward Bromberg, Ann Shoemaker,

Francis Ford, Don Ameche, Christian Rub, Paul McVeigh.
Story—Concerns Swiss bell ringer's affection for his two sons, one a

deaf mute who stays at home, the other, normal, who makes good in

Airierlca Father comes to U. S. when world war breaks out arid he learns

of the deaf-mute being killed. Other son goes to war and meets sarrie

Frances Grant, Jack LaRue, Monte
Collins; Charles Hutchinson, direct-

ing, 'Born to Fight/ Conn.

W. P. Lipscomb, screen play,

'Garden of Allah/ S-I.

Russel Hardy; Joseph Santley di-

recting, 'The Harvester/ Rep.

Herbert Asheley/'Mob Rule/ MG.
Nicholas Soussanln, 'The Road to

Glory/ 20-F.
Harry Stubbs, 'The Girl from

Manladay,* Rep.
Doris Lloyd, 'Mary of Scotland,

RKO.
i „ ,

Alan Campbell, Dorothy Parker,

screen 'play, untitled original, Par.

Mary Trecn, 'Stage Struck/ WB.
Arthur Housman,. 'Money Box/

Roach.
Robert Taylor, 'Private Num-

ber/ 20-F.
Slim Summerville, John Boles,

'White Fang/ 20-F.
Dorothy Stone, 'Revolt of the

Zombies/ -1 Acadj
Don Ameche, 'Turmoil/ 20-F.

Homer Croy, adapting "Michael
O'Halloran/ Rep.

Frances Dee, Brian Donlevy,
Helen Westly; Sidney Lanfleld di-

recting, 'Half Angel/ 20-F.

James Burke; Barry Trlvers,
screen play, 'Something to Live For/
Par.

Tyler Brooke, ich

Girl/ 20-F.

Snowflake, 'Born to Fight/ Amb.
Betty Healy, Daphne Pollard;

Richard Connell, Felix Adler,
Charles Rogers, screen play, 'Money
Box/ Roach.
Dore Schary, sfcreen play, 'The

Duster ' Psx* •

Albert Taylor, 'Mob Rule/ MG.
Joe Traub, scripting 'Cops arid

Robbers/ WB;
Monte Blue, Halliwell Hobbes,

Lawrence Grant, Ivan Simpson,
Wyndham Standing, Lionel Bell-

more, 'Mary of Scotland/ RKO.
Ferdinand. Reyher, screen play,

'Twinkle Twinkle/ RKO*

fate leaving father destitute in America. Old man happens in on a light
opera and recognizes the chimes of the bells he rang in Switzerland. Fur*
ther investigation reveals his deaf iriute son had composed the music and
that he was not killed in the war. A dramatic reunion climaxes the play.
Completed and previewed last week, 'A MESSAGE TO GARCIA/ New

story selected for production, .'PRIVATE NUMBER/ for Loretta Young
and Robert Taylor. Title of 'LIGHTNING STRIKES TWICE' changed
to 'HALF ANGEL.'

Republic

Two. in work,,one editing, six preparing.
In work: 'COMlN' 'ROUND THE MOUNTAIN' and 'THE GIRL FROM

MANDALAY/ reported in Variety, issue. March 4.
No new pictures started last week. Completed and previewed last week,

'LAUGHING IRISH EYES.' Next picture to start, 'THE HARVESTER.'

United Artists

None in:'Work
( one editing, six preparing. In works is:'

'ONE RAINY AFTERNOON/ Pickford-Lasky's firs$ production for
U.A. release, reported Variety Jan, 15.
No new pictures started here, last week.
Forflrst time in mariy months UA group has ho pictures in production.

Pickford-Lasky wound up its first, 'ONE RAINY AFTERNOON/ which
is now in the cutting rooms.

Selznick-Iriternational is making final preparatioris. and tests to start
'GARDEN OF ALLAH' as its next production for UA release.

Universal

Four in work, four editing, six preparing.
'SHOWBOAT/ reported in Variety Jan. 15; 'DRACULA'S DAUGHTER/

reported Feb. 12.

Started last Week:
'UNCONSCIOUS.' Produced by Irving Starr, directed by Arthur Gra-

ville Collins from Original by Frank M. Dazey, screenplay, Ralph Block
and Ben Markson, adaptation Jerry Sackheim. Cast: Edward Everett
HortOn, Glenda Farrell, Cesar Romero, Henry Hunter, Marie Heath, Diana
Gibson, Pierre Watkiris, Robert Mlddlemass, Edward Gargan.
Story—First -Horton starrer ori his new contract • .with. Universal, do-

mestic comedy-drama with society background depicting Horton as very
shy social lion whose gallantry toward women gets him Into many com-
plications.

'BANISHED/ written, produced and starred In by Buck Jones; directed
by Ray Taylor; screenplay, Frances Guihari. Castf Jones, Dorothy Re-
Vier, Billy Burrud, Harry Worth.
Story—Typical, fast-riding, action Buck Jones western, depicting hap-

py-go-lucky cowboy who comes to rescue of a school tea.cb.6r accused of
stealing $200 from school fund. Teacher threatens to end it all when
Jones learns of situation and sets out to catch thief. Trail leads him Into
nest, of bandits. '

Pictures being prepared for early production are 'WHAT PRICE PA-
ROLE/ 'IT'S A SMALL WORLD/ and 'MY MAN GODFREY/

Warners

Six in work, 8 editing, 14 preparing. In work:
'GREEN PASTURES/ 'HEARTS DIVIDED,' reported in Variety, Jan.

15; 'BIG BUSINESS/ 'TWO AGAINST THE WORLD/ 'MURDER IN
THE BIG HOUSE/ reported Feb. 26. Started last week.
'ANGEL OF MERCY.' Directed by William Dieterle, supervised by

Henry Blank; suggested by Lytton Strachey's essay ori Florence Night-
ingale, adapted by Mordaunt Shairp. Cast: Kay Francis, Iari Hunter,
Donald Wood, Nigel Bruce, Georgia Caine, Halliwell Hobbes, Ara Gerald,
Lillian Cooper.

Story.— Biographical sketch similar to the story of Louis Pasteur,

based on the life of Florence Nightingale, who started the Red Cross
movement in England during the Crimean war. Dramatic exposition of

conflict women had to endure to command a position in public life. Flor-

ence Nightingale defied all convention and dared the dangers of the
battlefront by being first woman to offer her services ais a nurse to aid

the wounded soldiers. Her action has been perpetuated by the universal

Red Cross organization.
Readied to start this week: 'EARTHWORM TRACTOR' (Joe E.

Brown), 'STAGE STRUCK' (Dick Powell, Joan Blondell and Anita Lou-
ise), 'BULLETS OR BALLOTS' (Ed G. Robinson).
New stories selected for production lists 'CAIN AND MABEL/ as next

for Marion Davies, 'LOVE BEGINS AT 20' for Ross Alexander and Anita
Louise, also plans to remake 'THE JAZZ SINGER' and 'THE FORTUNE
HUNTER.' -

Production Table

Shows current standing of the various produci
duction schedules for the 1935-36 season,

Number Number
Quota Completed Now in

of Pix or Shipped Work
for for Or

Season Release EditingStudio
COLUMBIA
GAUMONT- BRITISH
METRO
PARAMOUNT
Westerns

RKO-RADIO
REPUBLIC
Westerns

20TH-FOX
Westerns

UNITED ARTISTS
Sam Goldwyn 7
Selznick-lnter'l
Pickford-Lasky
Reliance .

.

Korda- London. ,

' JNIVERSAL
Westerns

WARNERS

40
16
50
65
6
48
32
21
53
4

5
4
1

5
36
9

60

Maiie in London
26
in

20
40
4
24
13
7

42
2

7
1

Balance
to Be
Made on
'35- '36

Program
8

Number
New

Stories
in Final
Prepa-
ration

4

12
13

6
3

8'

1

Made in London
19 7

6 1

47 14

4
3
1

10
2

1 over

5

1

14

72 1 (over) 112 67
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YOUR
AUDIENC
LAUGHED HIM

INTO

America's foremost humorist brings

to his first starring picture <•// the

human -ness and mellow philosophy

that mark his writings. Grand as he

was in "Steamboat Round the Bend"

, • .now you can show him at his

down-to-earth best in

norman foster

sara had en
Warren hymer

Directed by James Flood

Suggested by the story by Edgar Franklin

darryl f. zanuck
in Charge of Production

THE KEYSTONE
OF YOUR FUTURE
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Beiizes Lose Dime Admish Suit

In Minneapolis, Up Scale to 15c

.Minneapolis, March 10.

Following the loss of the initial

round with the • refusal of Federal
Judge G. H. Nordbye to issue 4
temporary mandamus writ to. afford

them relief pending1

. trial of the case,

on its merits, the Benz brothers,

realty men, are abandoning their
suit to compel major lni exchanges
here to

:

service their Minneapolis
Palace and St, Paul Lyceum the-
atres for dime pictures and double
featui'cs. The 1.900 de luxe Palace
goes into a 15c policy starting
March 15.

Judge Nordbye had found that no
conspiracy existed among the ex-
changes and with the Publix circuit

to deprive the Benz houses of prod-
uct, as charged/ He rulea that the
exchanges could . refuse to sell their
pictures to be exhibited for less than
15c'' or on dual bills, if it was con-
trary to .their, best interests as in-
dividual business concerns,, as in
this instance. Tile judge also der
elded it was proper, for th dis-
tributors to

-

discriminate, against the
de luxe Benz houses by servicing
small Gateway district dime double
feature theatres located within a
few blocks distance of the Palace
here..

Local independent, exhibitors, as
well as the exchanges, are jubilant
over the litigation's outcome. They
were fearful that victory by the
Benz brothers would have the effect
of tearing down the admission price
structure and result in numerous
theatres adopting a. dime policy,
'We are going to give the 15c pol-

icy a whirl and see how it works
out,' said Gordon Green, general
manager for the Beiizes. 'When the
suit is called for trial, we expect to
ask for a continuance or dismissal,
probably the latter/

that's the nearest to a boxofflce
behemoth, since 'Steamboat.' Last
week 'Milky Way' (Par) a' sleepy
celluloid, 1 never stirring any busi-
ness. Pulled on sixth day to make
room for eight days of 'Fleet.'
About $2,600, not good. .

Varsity (Westland) (1,100; 10-
20-25)—'Round' (Col.); Held over
this week arid will be lucky to get
$600. Did $1,100 last week, which
is about average. Reason for 'hold-
over is. picture shortage. Films go
in here usually before the print is
dry.

fine' $9,500, 'Fleet'

$11,500, Setting Up

Records for Denver

'Fleet' $5,100, and That's

Big Coin in Lincoln

Lincoln, March 10.
-(Best Exploitation: Lincoln, Stuart)

It's going to be tough to 'Follow
the Fleet,'.; according to the stride
it's taking here at the Stuart. Will
just edge over $6,100, since it's in
for eight days, and that's almost
like finding buried treasure for this
house, which, hasn't been in the
money for three weeks and nowhere
near coin like that in a year.

Directly opposite the situation of
last week when there was no par-
ticular boxofflce picture on the
street, 4Ah, Wilderness' is heavy at
the Lincoln and will touch $3,000,
nearly 30% over average. Both pic-
tures were helped by good selling
campaigns, the former with a big
Leap Year preview with only the
women allowed to buy tickets, and
the latter with a big newspaper
splash taken cooperatively by pion-
eer business firms of the city.

Product plight of the Varsity was
limelighted this week when, after
little better than a fair week with
.Music Goes Round' picture was
held over' for another seven days.
Reason was the recent illness of
Karen Morley, which held up her
picture and clogged the hand-to-
mouth schedule of the house. This
is probably the only town in the
country where a house is dependent
on weekly releases to keep moving,
and if one film is. delayed, there's
nothing to play.

~

, Estimates for This Week
Colonial (LTC) (560; 10-15)—

'Sunset of Power' (U) and dual
'Muss 'em Up' (RKO) and 'Bars of
Hate' (Victory), split. Take will
near $1,000, good; Last week
'Garden Murder' (MG) and dual,
'Suicide Squad' (Pur) with 'Pagans'
(MG), split; Tally was $950 and all
right.

Lincoln (LTC) (l.GOO: 10-20-25)— Wilderness' (MG). With a wow
campaign featuring all the pioneer
business establishments that pre-
sumably carved the town out of the
'wilderness/ it was given a coopera-
tive double truck in the Sunday
papers. Pace indicates $3,000, hi-de-
ho. Last week 'Goes' (Par) got $2,-

600. oke.
Orpheum (LTC) (1.350; 10-15-20-

25)—'Tough Guy' (MG) with 'Top
Hat Revue,' on stage. Last four days,
'Rancho' (Par), and will be helped
by amateur night on Monday. Aim-
ing for $2,C00, nice week. Last week
'Miss Pacific' (WB) and three days
of stage show featuring Wajly
Sloefler's band; then the introduc-
tory amateur night with 'Sylvia
Scarlett' (RKO). Week got $2,500,
all right.

Stuart (LTC) (1.900; 10-25-40)—
'Fleet' (RKO). Also in there when
the stunting was on and given a big
sendoff with 'Leap Year preview,
the largest held hero since Sunday
shows were .started nearly two
; ears go. Will run over $5,100, and

Denver, March 10.

(Best exploitation: Orpheum)
Records are falling in Denver .this

week.-
'Trail of Lonesome Pine', a,t the

Denham', smashed the old house
mark over the weekend and yester-
day (Monday) and holds over for a
second week. 'Follow the Fleet'
hung up a new Saturday high at the
Orpheum. '

, Orpheum exploitation features
distribution of 70;000 miniatures of
a telegram congratulating Manager
Harty Golb on using 'Top-Hat' last
year when the theatre went under
the RKO r banner, and 'Fleet' this
year to commemorate the first. arini

of the switch. House also promoted
a huge birthday cake and at the end
of the week will cut it for the cus-
tomers.

Estimates for This Week
Aladdin (Huffman) (1,500; 25-40-

50)—'Bohemian' (MG). Goes to Par-
amount for second, run on strength
of current $4,000 here. Last week
'Prof. Spldier' (Fox) doubled aver-
age gross for $5,000.
Broadway (Huffman) (1,600; 25-

40)—'Times' (UA) (3d run) follow-
ing a good week at. each the Den-
ver and Paramount, had $1,000
here. Last week 'Pasteur* (FN),
following a $4i000 week at the Alad-
din, "turned. ,in $2,000, better than
average here. Huffman's setup is

practically ideal—he can move
money films from one first run tq ;

another in another section of town.
The Aladdin is uptown, his other
first runs are downtown, making
them about • two miles apart, and
drawing from different clientele.

Center (Allan) (l;500; 20 r25-35)—
'Dancing Feet' (Rep) and stage
Show. Second week house has been
open and okay at $3,500. Last week;
'$1,000' a Minute' (Rep) reopened
the house and by packing the
numerous times with the aid of a
barigup stage show, took in around
$4,500 at the boxofflce.
Denham (Cooper) (1,500; 25-35-

40)—'Pine* (Par). Stays for second
stanza on strength of $9,500. Last
week 'Woman Trap' (Par)

>
took ;in

$10,000; credit goes' mainly to the
'Kit Kat ReVue' on the stage.
Denver (Huffman) (2,600; 25-35-

50)—'Round' (Col). Four days and
pulled. " 'Country Doctor* (Fox)
three days current week and will be
held into next week. Total of $5,700
due chiefly to 'Dr.* Last week
'Ghost' (UA) tipped the gross at
slightly aboVe average, $7,500.

Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 25-35-40)
—'Fleet' (RKO). Stacking 'em in

for $11,500 and will hold. Last week
'Fang and Claw' (RKO) and 'Muss
'em* (RKO), double, about $4,000. .

Paramount (Huffman) (2,000; 25-
40)—'Prof. Soldier' (20th). Follow-
ing big week at Aladdin, fair $3,000.

here. Last week 'Times' (UA), fol-

lowing" a week at the Denver, turned
in $4,000. good enough to warrant
taking the film to Broadway for

third and final week.

Cagney

BOSTON
(Continued from page 10)

week on 'Shark Island' (20th) and
'Round' (Col), double.
Paramount (M&P) (1.800; 25-35-

50)—'Pasteur' (WB), 2nd run, and
'Bugle Ann' (MG), 1st run, dual.

Will hit a fair average of about
$7,600; Last week, a sad $5,000 for

'Saturday Night' (20th) and 'Prer

view Murder Mystery' (Par), both
first run, doubled.

Majestic (UA) (1,626; 25-35-40-

55-65-85) — 'Modern Times' (UA).
Poor grosser after second week,
final week (4th), looks like $6,000

or less; third week was $7,000.

Fenway (M&P) (1.600; 25-30-40-
50)—'Bugle Ann* (MG) and 'Pas-

teur' (WB), dual. Will flirt with
$5,000, okay. Last week, undpr-
slung $2,900 for 'Saturday Night'
(20th) and 'Preview Murder Mys-
tery' (Par), dual.
Scollay (M&P) (2,700; 25-25-40-

50)—'Conquer Sea' (Acad) and
'Dancing Feet' (Rep), dual, both
first run. Bad news at $5,000.

Last weelc, good $7,000 for' 'Pink'

(I'A), and 'Forest' (WB), dual.

(Continued from page 3)

what was said' at th« meeting re-
garding Cagney's complaint that
Warner promised him orally that he
wouldn't have to make more than
four pix yearly. Sherman said War-
ner made the stipulation. "Frederic
March, Oliver H« P- Garrett and
Ralph Block also testified in Cagr
ney's favor regarding the proposal.

Jack L.. Warner took the witness
stand and denied statements that he
had promised Cagney anything" in
regard to number of pix to be made.
Warner said Cagney -was a bad
boy.1

'Such Money Ideas'

Warner also testified that Darryl
Zariuck,. at the Academy hearing,
told Cagney that, 'he didn't under-
stand where you got such ideas of

money.' At that time Cagney re-

ceived $1,450 weekly, but he as-
serted he wanted $4,000 weekly, with
a five-year contract. Zanuck, at
that time chief ; assistant to Jack
Warner, and Warner got together
with Cagney and agreed on the con-
tract.

George Frank, whom Cagney as-'

serted he paid $50,000 in agency fees

prior to the time he discharged him.
last year, and who stands to .take

around $36,000 in future. commish in

event the Cagney-Warher deal is

continued, testified against Cagney.
He

.
said that Jack Warner never

promised the actor anything in rer

gard to the number of pix to
:

be
made.

Cagney spent an entire day on the

witness stand and repeated allega-

tions set up "in compla. t.

'Four pictures are enough for any
actor whose career has advanced as
far as. mine,' he told Superior Judge
Charles L. Bogue. 'When I signed
the contract I understood my pro-
duction schedule was to be limited

to that number,' he said. 'I feel an
actor wears out his welcome with
the public if he appears in too many
pictures. In other words, the audi-
ences get their fill, and. turn in

another direction.

'Got the Leftovers'

'Jack Warner said I was th>. easi-

est actor on the lot
, to cast* I told

him it was because I got all the pic-

tures no one else wanted.'

When the contract was finally

drawn, Cagney quoted' Jack. Warner
as having said, 'If my brother Harry,
in New York, hears about this, he'll

blow, his topper.' This was the rea-

son Warner refused to put anything
in the written contract about the

number of pix to be made, Cagney
testified.

William Cagney, present manager
for his brother, testified that in Sep-
tember, 1935, the two Cagneys and
Warner had a confab in which the

actor hurled the Charge at Warner
that he had signed a contract in

1932 calling for four pix yearly.

Warner Is alleged- to have put his

hand up to his ear and said, 'I can't

hear a word you're saying,' William
Cagney said.

At one point In the trial, Judge
Bogue demanded why a transcript

of what happened at the Acad
arbitration session in 1932 had not

be presented in evidence. Attorneys
J. R. Files and Herbert Freston for

Warners, and W. I. Gilbert for

Cagney, asserted they had made
separate efforts to locate the notes,

but had learned they apparently had
been destroyed, Lester Cowan, for-

mer exec secretary of the Acad,
testified to this effect, and later an
affidavit drawn by Don. Gledhill,

present secretary of the body, was
introduced in which he said that

the matter could not be located in

the Acad files.

Matter of Coin .

Henry Herzbruh who was vice

chairman of the Acad ^ession;

Joseph A. Ball, and Joseph I.

Schnitzer, also members of the

grievance board, testified. relative to

the meeting. Herzbruh said that

Cagney said his grievance with
Warners was 'merely a matter of

dough.'
Lou J. Halper, zone manager of

Warner theatres on the Coast;

was questioned as to changing billing

of Cagney and Pat O'Brien on six

sheets, advertising 'Celling Zero' at

the Warner houfie in Beverly Hills

recently* He testified Jack Warner
saw one of the sheets and demanded
that billing be reversed immediately.
.Takp Rosenstein. in charge of ad-

vertising and exploitation In Warner
theatres here, said that he prepared
an advertising herald on a 'Zero'

contest in which Cagney's name fol-

lowed O'Brien's. C. H. Hofeld,. head
of a poster concern here, also testi-

fied that he printed the six sheets

with O'Brien's name placed ahead of

Cagney's.

Films Piling Up in

Be Forced Into

To Use Up P:

Chi, B&K May

Duals in Nabes

Disney Ousts Van B.?

Conflict in type of shorts product
may result in RKO's dropping -of

Rainbow Parade cartoons, produced
by "Van Beuren Corp. next season.
Addition of Walt Disney's Mickey
Mouse and Silly Symphs gives the
company a surplus of animated
cartoons. RKO claims it is not defi-

nitely set on any change thus far.

Van Beuren series includes Felix
the Cat, Toorierville Trolley, etc.

Other Van Beuren ploduct which
includes ftve other series of ishorfc.

features, probably will remain set

unless. RKO decides two-reelers are
not profitable in face of influx of
dual programs-

BIG $15,000, NINE DAYS,

FOR 'ANNIE' IN PR0V.

Providence, March 10.

(Best Exploitation: Loew's)
Swell business in town for this

time of the year. Coin going
through the turnstiles plenty fast
despite Lenten season, which usually"
packs a. wallop in these parts.

: Unusual feature of. this week's
doings lis that only one "house - In
town is sporting a twin billl Usually
they all stick pretty tlosely to duals.
Town's big noise is 'Klondike An-

nie' at the Strand. First Mae West
film to be shown on a double bill.

While long show is preventing house
from turning them over quickly, biz
Is almost nip and tuck with other
Mae West films shown at this spot.
One a nine-day run house has got
the hooks out for $15,000. .

Toss up between 'Country Doctor'
at Majestic and 'Little Lord Faun-
tleroy' at Loew's for second honors.
Albee holding oVer .'Follow the
Fleet' for third week, but. the going
is kind of tough.

Fay's' 'doing all right with 'Dr.
Harrington' on?, screen and/ vaude-
ville.

Loew's staff copped the honors for
exploitation, going off the beaten
track to baliy 'Fauntleroy,' Most'
unique was the precedent breaking
public" school gag in which Provi-
dence authorities agreed to use of
bulletins in the schools, and In-
formal talks to pupils. Many choice
spots utilized downtown for window
displays. Routine 6tuff was quite
thorough.

.

Although 'Fleet- pretty well estab-
lished at Albee, Harry Schllnker
went out of his way this week to
plug picture further. His efforts
worthy of mention since few of his
stunts were rather tricky. Dancing
school teachers explaining new
steps; tricky newspaper copy an-
nouncing holdover, and new tie-ups,
with merchants worked up rather
effectively.

Estimates for This Week
Strand (Indie) (2,200; 15-25-40)—

'Annie' (Par) and 'Master's Voice'
(Par), Plenty of show here and
the natives know it. Opening
pepped up two days in advance with
result that house, put a dent in

activities at other stands; looks
good for $15,000 for nine days, great.
Last week '.Timothy (Par) and
'Eagles Brood' (Par)> yanked after
5. days at $4,500.

Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 15-25-40)-^
'Country Doctor' (20th). Opening
tepid, but buildup over the weekend
sure to place this one in $10,000
class; nice. Quins getting plenty of
publicity in these parts, and house
went out of its way to play up' pic-
ture. Last week 'Saturday Night'
(20th) and 'Conquer the Sea'
(Academy) went down the slide for
poor $4,500.
^' Loew's State (3,200; 15-25-40)—
'Faiintleroy' (UA). Pace indicates
no

N
trouble in getting at least $12,000,

good. Last week 'Modern Times'
CUA) oke at $14,000.
RKO Albee (2,500; 15-25-40)—

'Fleet', (RKO) (3d week), not so
forte, $4,600 or less. Last week pic-
ture slowed up considerably, but
house was satisfied with ?6,00o.

Fay's (8,000; 15-25-40)—'Harring-
ton' (WB) and vaudeville. Fact
house Is only variety spot in town
helping a lot; looks for $G,500 even
with the tough opposlsh. Last. week
Ring Around1 Moon' (Chest) took

it on chin for $5,200.

Chicago, March 10;

Balaban & Katz is meeting th«
brunt of squawks from both th»
public and the. exchanges on the
tardy releases of pictures in. this
town, and each week finds the situ-r
ation getting considerably worse
and with no angle to speed up re-
leases in sight. Last year the city
of Chicago was running from five, to
seven weeks behind the rest of the
country on new films. Situation
was even mocked by the Chicago
Tribune in a front page cartoon.
And now the loop is running, almost
90 days behind the rest of the coun-
try on pictures.

.

While this late releasing is not
so noticeable on the general run of
program product, the retarded
scheduling of major flickers is

pi-ought sharply to the attention of
the' public. Particularly has it been
the case with such pictures as 'Nite
at the Opera/ ''Love Me Forever,'
'Ah Wilderness,' 'Irish In Us.' While ;

the rest Of the country is already
finishing such flickers as 'Rose
Marie,' 'Wife vs. Secretary,' • ion-
dike Annie,' this ;town hasn't the
pictures even pencilled In due to the
unavailability of screens. *'Life of.

Pasteur,' not yet opened in this
town, is being forced into the
slougho Apollo because of. the
crowded condition of the loop situa-
tion.

While other major cities have 8-

15 key houses for the release of

product, Chicago is restricted to

four first-;run Spots, Chicago, Roose-
velt, United Artists and Palace.

The Apollo and Garrick use slougho
product and repeats, as. do the Ori-

ental and State-Lake.- McVlckers,
which was. formerly an Important
outlet for product, has been , shat-
tered for almost a year. Jones,

Linick & Schaefer attempted to

operate the house but Balaban &
Katz and RKO had the major
product tied up completely with the
result that the MpVickers had to,

rely solely on independent flickers.

Quantity of' reels being rushed
but ipn the Coast In order, to fill up
the screens throughout the nation

with double features, is another
reason for the jam-up of Chicago
which has. been strictly a single -

feature town for the past three

years. It is due to this terrific pres-

sure of product that Balaban &
Katz has been seriously consider-

ing the likelihood of returning to

double bills, at least in the neigh-

borhoods if not in the loop.

Harry Singer with WB
Los Angeles, March 10.

Yesterday (Monday) Harry Sing-
er took churgo as district manager
of Warners downtown, Hollywood
and Beverly Hills houses.

Singer, former Coast general
manager for th'p Orpheum circuit,

and recently willi Fanolton &
Marco, replaces Oorga Weins.

'Doc' Draws at Mats

Only, Getting $7,500,

Disappointing in N. H.

New Haven, March 10.

(Best Exploitation: Poli)

Business okay, with toUgh winter
apparently a thing Of the past. No
letdown as yet due to Lent.

'Fleet' (Radio) and 'Lonesome
Pine' (Par) are battling neck and
neck. 'Country Doctor* (20th) a
disappointee. drawing on mats only.
Plenty exploitation around this

week, with Poli putting on most ex-
tensive campaign. House went to
town via radio, using two . stations

for contests, etc. Ran serial story
in. local sheet two weeks ahead and
currently. Lots of plugs via. co-op
ads and window displays on Dionne
doJIs,-quintuplet dresses, etc. ..Dis-

tributed thousands of colored pho-
tos of quints, also fan mag give-
aways with corner announcement.
Trailers, "bus cards, foreign news-
paper ads, lobby 40x60s, etc.

Estimates for This We*k
Paramount (M&P) (2,348; . 35-50)

—'Pine' (Par) and 'Timothy'. (Par).
Taking very kindly to this bill. Big
$9,500 means holdover. Last week
'Annie' (Par) and 'Tango' (Invinc-
ible) (2d week) added oke $4,200. _

Poli (Locw) (3,040; 36-60)—'Doc-
tor' (20th) and 'O'Day' (20th). Noth-
ing to write home about, $7,500.

Last week 'Times' (UA) clicked off

a sweet $11,500 on single- week run.

Rofler Sherman (WB) (2,200; 35-
50)—'Fleet' (Radio). Piling 'em in
and out on short, show turnover.
Paced for heavy $9,600 and may be
.?ood for another week. Last week
'Love on Bet' (Radio) and 'Muss
Em' (Radio) word-of-mouthed , its

wnv to satisfactory $5,800.

Collro (Loew) (1,565; 25-35)—
•Fang and Claw' (Radio) and 'Ex<-

clusivc" « MG). Slipping off after
fat:* opening to moderate $3,COO.
T/ist Wf-njc 'Pro. Soldier* (20th) and
•flnmaii' (ftadlo), aces at $4,800 o,n
low S'illf*. t
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C. E. Richardson, of the Roxy
theatre, Yorktown, Saskatchewan,
writes that he needs a new. trade
puller. His town (6,000) is In the
center of the grain farming district,

one -of Beveral towns within a lim-
ited area. .Naturally the merchants
want to draw trade to yorktown
About all Yorktown has that the
others lack is a more modern the-
atre and a Hudsons Bay Company's
store, the. modern outworking of the
old fur trading company, which now
dots western Canada with depart-
ment stores.

Until sow the trade puller has
been a special month (October)
when: all who trade at the stores
are given coupons. There are three
drawings on successive Wednesdays
and a blbwoff big award the final

Wednesday of the: month. It made
good.byslness last. October, but Mr.
Richardson wants a more perma-
nent appeal and asks for sugges-
tions. If any reader has a bright
Idea, he is invited to kick in.

Meanwhile the farmers' matinee,
which has been current for 20 years
or more, is a basic idea. It was
picked up Jby "F. H. Richardson,
then on the Moving Picture World.
In essence the merchants buy a mid-
week matinee from the theatre, each
.receiving a bunch of tickets pro
rated to the relation of his contri-
bution to the total payment. These
tickets are sent, gratis, to rural pa-
trons. They come to see the show
and stay to buy. It has been worked
—and successfully—for years in
some towns. Right now bank night
seems to be more important, but
where thiB is not used there is still

appeal in the old timer.

: For it variant the storekeepers
can hold the tickets and give them
out to out . of town patron's only
after purchases have been made.
This calls for a minimum buy. Other
variants are to send the tickets
but to require validation by means
of .a store stamp. This is better
since the actual ticket sells itself
better than an announcement, even
though there is a string tied to. it.

In the early days of the depression
a new scheme was developed. Mer-
chants were promoted to put up ar-
ticles, many with ah Important
money value. Coupons were given
with all sales. At the end of a spec-*-

ifled period those holding the great-
est number of coupon's receive the
awards according to. the number
held. At least 20-26 worthwhile
prizes are necessary for the suc-
cess of this stunt, and at least five
should be valued above $50. Can
be extended . over a three-month
period, and- then .repeated, but bet-
ter on a shorter term, two months
or 10 weeks. Coupons may be given
only to the rural trade,' or can be
used for a town jazz up, as well
in the latter case, however, the
rural folk are apt to feel they do
not: stand- as good a chance. Might
be well to Issue certificates of entry,
given only to the out-of-towners.
With the prizes cut down this can
be made, a weekly event. It Is bet-
ter, however, to select a longer
period.
.For embroidery offer a weekly

prize to the largest family to come
to town and to the customer from
the most remote point.. Tree ad
missions may be included' in the
offer, but Mr. Richardson says if

he can get them into town he'll see
that they come to his show.

W^iat did you do in a similar ch>
cumstance?

Took a Bow
Baltimore.

Frank Byrne, who bounces out a
daily humor column in the Eve Sun
under nom-de-typewriter of 'Chris-
topher Billopp.* last week Inserted
item, in his. pillar: 'Special honor-
able mention for the most original
figure of speech of the week is

awarded, by an 8 to 1 decision, tp
the sign on a neighborhood movie
which reads "Annapolis Farewell

—

The Bengal Lancers of the United
States Navy."
Leon Zeller's northside Rex was

house which had marqueed the
phrase, and theatre following day
bought small ad on back page of
Morn Sun. which ran: 'Dear Chris-
topher Billopp. Thanks for the free
ad on Annapolis Farewell. We're
showing it today and tomorrow.
Could you also say something nice
about Naughty .Marietta' (Sun. and
Mon.)? (Signed) The Rex Theatre.'

Another Bamberger
Leon J. Bamberger, of RKO sales

promotion, is out with another
novelty. This time it is a well-
simulted brief case of heavy paper
with the recipient's name printed .on

the face. The folder is announced
as 'The President's Message.'

Inside is an appeal to sign on the
dottel line, with individual heralds
for each of the Radio pictures being
touted. It was sent to all exhlbs
contacted but not yet signed, to
Radio contracts. One of the best
novelties Bam has pushed out thus
far—and he' has done plenty along
this line this season.

Quints and Bridge

St.

The society columns of local
papers furnished Harry Greenman,
mgr. of Fox Theatre with an idea
for a corking exploitation idea to
plug The Country Doctor.'

To the hostess of every, bridge
party, as the. announcement ap-
peared in the society columns,
Greenman Bent special photos of the
Quins; enough to provide prizes for
the players. More than 1,000 such
photos were sent out and not one
was returned to the theatre.

For three weeks prior to the
opening of the feature 100,000
photos of the babes, with theatre
copy and play date printed on the
back, were distributed in the Fox,
Missouri and Ambassador theatres
and the 5 and 10 store near the Fox
twice exhausted its entire stock of
frames which women purchased for
the pictures.

.

For the first, time in weeks Green-
man resorted fo 24's and 60 of these,
in strategic spots in the town, were
utilized in plugging the

.
picture.

Sixty, thousand Dionne heralds were
distributed to homes and a like
number distributed through grocery
stores Who were cashing In on
LIbby & Co: Tbaby. food advertise-
ments which also carried 'The
Country Doctor' copy,.

The Famous and Barr department
store, one of the largest in the city,
gave Greenman a full window for
exploiting the picture. Five hundred
14x18 cards with pictures of the
Quins were spotted in drug stores
and. places handling the magazine
with the Quins' pix on cover. News-
papers opened up and gave theatre
plenty of free space on feature
stories, photos, etc. and in which
Fox Theatre was mentioned liber-
ally, ending a truly swell exploita-
tion campaign.

Drumming Up Trade
Lancaster, Pa.

Drumming up business may be
the purpose of exploitation but
when a fellow tries to make too
much of a boom out of it, the Jones
Boys are liable to step in.

So Ray O'Connell, manager of the
Capitol theatre (WB) here discov-
ered when he puts on a bang-up
camp ai g n 'for 'Ceiling.. Zero.'.

Through a deal with local airport he
trimtned up a lobby with planes,
props, beacons and flying suits

—

but no engines. And engines was
what he wanted. Flying boys nixed
it on the grounds Jh&t either the
engines would hurt the cash cus-
tomers or the cash customers would
hurt the. engines.

O'Connell, however, saw no thrill

In a dead display and wanted noise.
He struck Upon the proper idea as
his organist in rehearsal struck the
proper set of keys. ..Somewhere in
the Innards of the organ a drum
let out a husky "Boom" and O'Con-
nell organized a search for the
drum.
Two hours later as 'Ceiling Zero*

went into its first show, people all

along the drag scampered for shel-
ter as a plane zoomed down upon
them—only they couldn't see the
plane. It was the drum out of the
organ carefully hidden in an unused
box office, being thoroughly thumped
by strips of leather attached to an
electric fan. The oscillator bar
was attached to the switch sp that
it Increased and decreased the speed
of the fan and also the volume of
the drumming, giving the effect of
a plane diving and soaring.

Office workers soon started to
squawk and by nightfall other the-
atre managers were sore. By 8:30
distracted hotel clerks began plead-
ing and presently the .Jones Boys
stepped iQ with a warning to cut it

but or try one of the better cells

over in the jail.

The gag, coupled with a stunt
flight with the pilot dropping pass-
es;, bread inserts, milk bottle col-

lars, heralds, imprinted candy bags,
and special Ice cream banners.,
raised the Celing'-well above Zero
and the drum has .been restored to

the organ; awaiting the next pix
with a good Chinese -torture angle
in it.

Leap Year Idea

Lincoln.

E. A. Patehen's, stunt to get 'Fol-

low the Fleet' oft to a flying start

—

a Leap Year pre-vue turned out
about the neatest stunt in some
time. Patchcn arranged, it for the
Stuart on midnight of Feb. 21) and
would only all:r\v the tickets to be

3old to women. Although the ideu
is best for the night it was pulled,

namely the extra day in February,
it can be worked any other time in

1930 just as well.

Seville Preview
Spartanburg, S. C.

Carolina launched 'Wife vs. Secre-
tary' with a dawn matinee for
stenographers, secretaries and biz
men too bizzy later in day to see
film.

Tie-in on merchandise angle was
effective,. Maxwell House, coffee
and Virginia Dare (local) pastries,
cakes,

. etc., served free and hot to
crowds by attractive misses and
plugged in advance publicity along
with the show. Further tie-in of
pix was

;
with Royal typewriters

and other office furniture on one
side of the layout to represent the
tools of the woiking goil, and a
Frigldair'e, etc., on the other side to
represent -the sweet housewives.
Theatre tied in with a local cab
company and furnished gratis trans-
portation to theatre for the many
woiking goils who came, on account
of them having to crawl from under
the coverlets so. early.

Another local bit of plugging that
attracted attention past week was a
robust guy roaming the streets clad
in a black hat, black coat, and dark
western garb, plus a black mask, as
a publicity teaser for 'The Black
Shadow, Strands current week-end
Buck Jones western.

Navy Joined

Omaha.
In contrast to the former trend

of Rogers-Astaire flickers, 'Follow
the Fleet' makes way for new slants
in exploitation. In , keeping with the
new trend Louise Cotter at the
Brandeis practically enlisted the
Omaha section of the navy in pub-
licizing the film.
Most appealing of the navy's sev-

eral cooperative stunts ,was ' the
stationing of a gob in the lobby of
the theatre, to supply, information
about .technical angles of the film
and to explain about scenes and
locales in the picture. The Omaha
commandant made the lobby a reg-
ular 'watch' with! a man on duty as
long as the theatre was open. Be-
sides the navy loaned its one -sheet
stands to the theatre, and during
the rush hours on the streets sta-
tioned uniformed seamen in attend-
ance with the signs. Plenty of
notice for both the navy and the
flick with no mention of enlistment
or service on the part of the navy.
Navy connection the high-light in

the theatres campaign which in
eluded the usual music store, de
partment store, radio and other ad-
vertising stunts. Campaign sold the
film well enough for a second week's
run.

Canton, O.

Charles Schweitzer" recently
named manager of the Allen, Akron,
has resigned.
George Shaf'er, many years iden-

tified with the management of
Wheeling, W.Va., theatres and who
also ran the Pitt at Pittsburgh
for two seasons id opening the
Hollywood, Cal., playhouse this
week with a policy of films arid
presentations.
Having sustained a partition ac-

tion in common pleas court 'Judge
Clarence tr. AM has ordered the
Bucyrus opera house, Bucyrus, 'b.i

recently partially destroyed by fire

sold within 30. days after proper
notice.. Value of the property has
been set at $21,000.
A new streamlined theatre will be

erected in Wheeling on the site of
the old New theatre which was re-
cently destroyed by fire. ' Warners
will construct and John Eberson,
architect of New York will super-
vise the building.
New Rex theatre, Wellsburg, W.

Va., will'be ready for opening with-
in two weeks according to C. E.
Anderson one of the operators of
the Alpine Theatre circuit.

Princess, Follansbee, W. Va.,. has
been leased to Camlllo Cionna who
Js preparing to reopen the house
soon. Name changed to the Royal.

Seymour, la.

C. A. Craig new owner of the
Lyric. Carl R. Coons retiring.

' Lincoln.
Bert Thacker, Manager of the Soo,

South Sioux. City, Neb., has
1

some
money in hand for a theater deal in
California, it's understood.
Reported here that Fred Haas,

20 years in the show business in
and around here, died at his home
in Hazen, N. D, Was the owner of
the Mars there.
Ralph Blank, owner of the Cen-

tral States string in Nebraska, has
his houses in Fremont open after a
short shutdown during the extreme
cold.
Blanche Yurka, the gal who did

right in 'Tale of Two Cities,* seems
to have a' string of bona fide rela-

tives in Nebraska.

Rapid City, S. D.

Francis Specht succeeds Dave
Davi6 as manager of the Rex. Davis
resigned to become general man-
ager of the Atlas Theatres Corp.
with headquarters in Denver. Edw.
Schoellkopf succeeds Fred Galster,

resigned, as manager of the Ma-
jestic, Sturgis, S. D.: Clint Bobbins
is now at the helm of the Pfjce

Theatre in Gordon. Nebr. All are
units of the Black Hills Amusement
Co.

It Was Cochrane

Joe Wt-il. of Universal.
(

writes
that it was P. D. Cochrane and not
himself who devised the black eye
stunt for the press book and ads on
'Love Before Breakfast.'

1 Omaha.
Midwest Distributing Corp. (Re-

public and Mascot films in Nebraska,
fowa, Missouri) changes: L. O.

(Bob) Ringler. manager of Omaha
office moved up with both the

Omaha and Des Moines offices under
his care. W. "W. Troxell, salesman
out of Omaha office, in charge at

.Omaha and will also handle part or

eastern Nebraska and western Iowa.
Ilerb McDowell leaves shipping
room into suies in association with
Troxell. Jack Riggs joins' company '

to travel territory of western
'

Nebraska. Lloyd Heivey into ship-

ping. F. E. .Tudd continues in charge
of Des Moines office, under Ringler.

.
Meridian, Miss.

„

Several changes made in the liner
up of Mississippi Theatres, Inc., a
string operated by Al Yeomans
First is the acquisition of the Ritz
at Natchez. House is new having
been in operation only a few
months. Ritz at Ferriday, La., was
also obtained.

. Clifford D. Robertson, assistant
manager of the Alberta" here has
been made manager of the Jean in
Laurel and Leonard Campbell is

now manager of the Alberta.

Pittsburgh.

John Morin, relief manager for
Harris Amusement company, dis-
patched by circuit to Youngatown,
O., to take over managerial duties
vacated by serious illness of Billy
Murray, veteran manager and one-
time pilot of Phillies in National
League.
Under terras of deal negotiated

several years ago between Warr
ners and Harrises, small-seat Pal-
ace on Diamond Btreet reverts back
to Harris chain on April 1. House
at present is managed by Crie
Smith, Jr., son of RKO sales execu-
tive. With, closing t-ecently of Davis
after two-month fling at double fea-
tures, Ed (Hip) Segal has returned
to his old managerial post at Rltz.
During his tenure at Ritz. house
was managed by Smith, who
doubled between this site and Pal-
ace.
Jack Klinger, manager of Gran-

ada in Toledo, O., brought to Pitts-
burgh by Bill Sklrboll to open Barry,
formerly the Pitt. House got under
way Friday (28) as double feature,
subsequent run spot at 15 and 20
cent scale.

Philadelphia.

Philly's latest fllm house, the Re-
gal, In northeast section opened.
Nichols F. Power, vet exhib and
former manager of the. Strand here,
house manager.

Philly's motion picture industry
turned out practically en masse last
week to ,

pay honor to .
Marcus A.

Benn, veteran local showman on
his 70th birthday. Benn, a pioneer
in the film business here built the
Benson and Manor theatres and
later acquired the Benn and Orient
theatres. In his last few years he
has confined his activities to the.

Belmont theatre on 52d street (West
Philadelphia) having disposed of his.

other holdings.

Rochester.

With dropping of vaude, RKO
Palace goes to two-price policy with
balcony 15 cents in afternoon and
25 cents at night. Main floor con-
tinues 25. and 40 cents.

Capitol, also in the Comerford
group, cuts scale to dime until 3,

15 cents to 7 and 20 for evening.
.Temple and Regent shift policies

with former getting first-run pics,

two changes a week and Regent
using ah ace second run with a first

run for fuli week.
Family gives 5-hour shows for a

dime, another try first three days
of week, including three features,
news, comedies and other shorts.

Wheeling. W. Va.

Virginia theatre reopened Ma Mi
G with 'Three Men on a .Hors-re."

Syracuse. N. Y.
William Tubbert. stepping

down jih K.vrat us.. RKO representa-
tlve after lfi years at Keith's to be-
come northern N. T. divisional
director for Scliinc circuit, tendered
a testimonial dinner by 250 show-
men, municipal bigwigs and friends
it the. Onondaga Hotel. Join-
ing Schlne interests he will have
headquarters al the Avon. "Water-

(ContiiHied on pa^e -9)

Pasteurized

Baltimore.
Toby Joyce of the Stanley tapped

the
:
target

. with his campaign for
'Pasteur* (FN), current at house.
He made a peculiar tie-up with
public school board that was a 'first'
in Balto; had pupils given cards in
classrooms by profs that entitled
'em' to get in Friday afternoon after
classes for 25c. (regular price, 35c).
Mayor of. town declared it offi-

cially 'Pasteur Week'; Johnson &
Johnson,

, makers of medic supplies,
put a large showcase in lobby of
theatre with suvgical Instruments,
measuring glasses and other para-
phernalia. Also J! & J. took full-
page newspaper ad tieup with drug
chain, paying for spread and giving
more than half space to pic, with
the announcement that 'Pasteur
Would have gloried in this ad.'

Preview of course for docs at
Hopkins. hosp and all the other in-
stitutions in this town which
abounds. It being a Cosmop re-
lease; Hearst paper , ferreted out
oacb famed medical

. man who
glimmed film and got reaction for
stories that ran dally. The Md.
General hosp even had house rope
off section one afternoon and sent
down 300 student nurses to catch
fllm as a lesson; since school only
four blocks from theatre, nurses
marched in files down to house and
made , a nice stunt though theatre
wasn't able to placard parade; took
pictures for paper, though.
A quarter-hour dramatization

carried on WBAL on life of Pasteur;
also two radio contests, with time
promoted and prizes oakleys. The
Catholic Review 'gave plenty spread,
and it is rare when church -weekly
does so, but a surefire stunt with
Catholic paper since Pasteur was
devout member of

.
faith.

Dairies went for 10,000 milk bot-
tle hangers, a natural tieup for pic
Fan mag, Screerilarid, posted 300
cards on newsstands and willing to
do same in any town.

Bucharest 'Bream'

Warners has received from H. M.
Lereany, in Bucharest, his report
on the campaign for 'Midsummer
Night's Dream,' which started off.

a month in advance of the premiere
with advertising in the newspapers
and trade sheets, followed np by
four series of heralds. The film
paper, Cinema, not only ran 14
pages, largely pictorial, but sup-
plied the company with an elght-
pajre supplement, made up from the
cuts used in the main sheet. All
but the double middle were . cut
pages, handsomely printed in tint.

Moreover it put out two different
posters advertising the issue con-
taining the- splash, -copies of which
went to even the small towns.

In' the largest Bucharest music
hall the coming was announced from
the stage nightly and this was con-
tinued -several nights after the
joint opening at the Capitol and
Roxy theatres. Air mention was
also made. When the film was sub-
mitted for censorship it was offered
as a cultural film and passed as
such yith the request that • a
brief traveler be added . concerning
Shakespeare and the story to stress
this angle.
The exchange and the theatres

united in the distribution of 20,000
doorknobs, most of. which were
mailed householders with the re-
quest to affix them. Theatrical
papers were interested In the.Bine -

hart angle and printed numerous
Interviews with theatrical authori-
ties and other trade papers than
Cinema* were contacted well in ad-
vance, with advertising carrying the
readers. All of which served to put
over the premiere in a way to benefit
the subsequent runs.

Use the Back Page
Paramount's press department has

prepared a comprehensive and Va-
ried press book on Trail, of the
Lonesome Pine,' but even were the
contents less competent the book
would still be a heavy selling me-
dium through use of the back cover,
which shows the same scene in

black and white and color.
Any manager who falls to In-

clude this in his lobby display is

onfr point short of a perfect cam-
paign. Another sock seller should
be. the coloring contest. In a small
town the lone pine used , car Is also

a
:

honey and away from the run -of

-

mill. Lots of other ideas, too, but
these are outstanding.

Tied to Quints

M. IT. ChakCies, of the Regent,
Kpringfie'd, Ohio, writes the Ohio
I'.'uei and CSas Co.. permitted him
to imprint jo,500 billn going into

as many homes. First time it had
been tried in his town, and a knock-
out. Company also contributed 106

inches of paid advertising space.
Tie-up was on Elcctrolux, which

uses gas 'instead of juice. One of
the refrigerators Is shown in 'The
Country Dor-tor.' Seems to be open
In practically all cities.
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Powdersmoke Range
(Continued from page 15)

Hardy can grab it. From then on
the trouble starts, with Carey as
the square reformer who can also
handle a rod. He proves that when
he beats the imported killer, Tom
Tylerj to the draw,, and then plugs
Hardy and a couple of his hench-
men. * This cleans up the town, Bob
Steele wins the girl, 'Boots' Mallory
and the range is quiet at the fade
out.

Carey, Gibson, Williams, Tyler
and Hardy handle well -the most ir-
portant male roles in the script, hut
Miss Mallory, film's sole femme, has
very little to do.. The love interest
is down to a minimum, Adrian
Morris is the phoney sheriff, but
not. phoney enough, and there are
brief glimpses of William Farnum
and William Desmondi two oldtime
western faves.
Harold Wenstrom's photography

Is an added feature for the film.

Scho.

HELL-SHIP MORGAN
Columbia production- and release. Fea-

tures George
. Bancroft and Ann Sothern.

Directed by D.' Boss Mderman. Story and
screen play, Hjiroltl Shumate} nim editor,
Otto .Meyer; eameruv Henry Freullch. • At
'the -Globe, N. Y., week Jylarch 7,' 30. Run
n lng. time, 04 ml'na.
Morgan' ....... . . ,. . . * . . . .George Bancroft
Mary.; •«,....;.. . .Min Sothern
Jlrft • ..Victor Jory
Covancl ..................... . Geprge Hegas
Cabot .-. Jr.. j,';.,;. ;".

. . Howard Htcktnan
Dale' ...... . . , .Ralph* Byrd
Hawkins .'. Rollo Lloyd
Plttsbvirgb..;. ;.> •Snbwflake

j sea story marks the return,
of George 'Bancroft to the screen,
and U is not a particularly inspiring
vehicle/ Bancroft looks thinner and
only occasionally displays the hefty
vigor generally associated with his
work. However,- this is partly due
to the story which is the now dated
squabble over the. same woman and
the sea yarn formula, Cast is easily
far above scripting and direction.
Weakness In latter Jiwo departments
will lceep 'Hell-Ship to dualers and
some .nabes. .

'

Glaring failure to build up. to
mantle angle to give 'convincing ex
plahatiori for woman's", change of
heart, and stressing of. sea life and
ship routine makes it sag at cru-
cial,?moments.' Director or author
assumed that audience . members
would.be carried away with the de
tails 1 at small schooner'-?' tfpejation
and. man's hunt for' fish for' a San
Francisco cannery.- Laborious pier
turizatlon<6f fishing technique while
instructive doesn't mean a great
dear;, to expanding film's plot.
Bancroft Is the brusque. Hell-

Ship Morgan, el capitan of said
fishing "sloop. He's pictured as the
man who had one disappointment
in love, and how he takes his ladies
as he finds 'em and forgets them
quickly. The. sea captain teams up
with another -seafaring soul, simi-
larly romantically disappointed.

Before' this duo is hardly organ-
ized; Mary (Ann Sothern) comes
into Bancroft's life. They're wed
and go on a. honeymoon, Victor
Jory, his team-mate in treating

-

the-ladies-rough scheme, is chief
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"mate. Presumably, Mary falls for
the captain's aide because he stands
straighter, combs his hair nicer and
speaks in more dulcet tones. No
decided attempt is made to explain
this detail satisfactorily, in any
event. Captain finds out about this
just as a hurricane hits the boat.
Mate is rescued while oh daring re-
pair Job but captain is maimed for
life in doing so. So he jumps over-
board,, leaving the two .together on
boat laden with fish. Only highly
effective direction would have car-
ried this material over the rough
bumps. Megging here is sketchy
and slowly paced.
Picture boasts a powerful storm

at sea sequence,' and ' there Is
enough excitement at times to
amuse average family audierfces.
Bancroft is consistent in his

characterization of the sea captain
tho.ugh the part doesn't afford great
opportunities. Ann- Sothern brings
touch of wistful sincerity to the role
of the dowjfl-and-out Mary. Her
thespiah effort is far above story
and; direction,' Jbry contributes trim
performance.. as Bancroft's team*
mate and chief mate. SnoWflak© is
credited with, only genuine humor^
ous role, that of ship's cook. Bal-
ance of cast satisfactory despite
absence ofymuch to do.

'

Title may help, sell this one al
though a- hit ' misleading until the
last few reels. Weafi.?

LIMELIGHT ^

(BRITISH. MADE)
(With Music)

London, Feb. j?\
Herbert Wilcox production' and General

Film Distributors release. Directed .' by
Herbert Wilcox. Stars Ann'4 NeaRle, Ar-
thur Tracy. Story by I^aura ' Whetter
camera, Henry Harris; music. Harry
Woods, Maurice Slpler, Al Goodhart; Al
Hoffman. At the Prince Edward theatre.
London. Running time.. 80 mine.
Marjorle Kaye.

.

Bob Grant.;.....
Lady Madeleine ICnox.
Dancer......'.....
Sparkes
Ray- Madison. . . .

.

Mrs. Kaye.. 4

Theatre Manager..
Producer. ......
Molly. .

.

i. • * • » • •

. Anna Neogle
Arthur Tracy
.Ellis Jeffreys

......... Tilly Losch
.....Alexander Field

.'Jane Wlnton
Muriel George

. . . . .Anthony Holies

.William Freshman
.Helena' Plckard

Chorus Girl Queen le Leonard
Assistant; Stage Manager... ..Ronald Shiner
DancerB, . TRobinson and Martin

The. high spots of this picture are
the/ graceful dancing ''in it and Ar-.
thur • Tracy's' fine voice. Anna
Neagle is natural in the role of an
ambitious chorus girl who dries up
so completely when her big moment
comes. This is a refreshing change
from the usual fame in a. night plot,
There is too much repetition; too

much flashing back to the same
stage set and recurrence of song
scenes. But withal there is an air
of sincerity that makes the story
pleasing, if not epoch-making.
A chorine hears 3. down-and-outer

singing in the street, and when the
star singer of her show loses his
voice within a

v
half hour of the first

night she drags' the, boy \n and
pleads with the management to give
him a chance. He becomes," a riot
arid, despite the amorous leanings of
a wealthy society girl, remains
faithful to' the girl who discovered
him. AH ends well, if disconcert-
ingly abrupt.

Tilly Losch bestows a few scenes
of exotic, dancing, with Robinson
and Martin (from 'Please . Teacher*
at the Hippodrome) responsible

1

for
some charming and, graceful steps.
Show Is obviously set in the. Hippo-
drome, with the real manager,
chorus girls, press agent, etc., ap-
pearing as themselves—also Jack
Buchanan in a brief interlude;.

Geraldo and his orchestra; Ralph
Reader as dance producer.

Interesting, but maybe the appeal
will be more local than universal.

Annette Im Paradies
('Annette in Paradise')

(WITH MUSIC)
(GERMAN MADE)

AAFA production for Arthur linger re-

lease. Features Ursula Grabley, Hans
Soehnker, Max Guelsiorff. Directed by
Max Obal. Music by Will Melsel. Cast
includes Ida Wuest, Oskar Sabo, Jessie

Vlhrog, Hails Joachim Schaufuss. At the
Caslrto, N. T., week March C, '36. Running
time, 87 mlns.

{In German)
This la a mediocre musical pro-

duction, even by the standards for-

eign films are judged \ji America,
with a second-rate book and a
third-rate cast. None of the
mediums match, with the fact that

ho English titles are used to at

least partially explain .things mak-
ng it tougher to take by non-Ger-
uan speaking audiences on this side.

Film's one distinction is a serio-

comic villain who's a dead ringer

for Adolph Hitler, only the actor's

lip adornment is slightly more
streamlined than Der Fuehrer's.

Less of a distinction is, Ursula
Grabley, heroine with a size 40

figure, and, from all evidences of

her appetite in the picture, still in

the process of growing. Hans*

Soehnker. the poor shipping clerk

who finally wins the heiress, has a
nice appearance, but his loudly

striped suit would even cause him
to be ruled oft the Jamaica, . L. I.,

Fraulein Grabley plays the role

of Annette, who has just Inherited

an entire industrial city. Immedi-
ately her hand is sought after by
Bertuch (Guelstorff), a director of
the firm, but Annette decides to
learn about the business through
practical experience and joins the
company as a typist under a nom
de plume. She falls in love with
Soehnker (Siebert), and there's
comparatively little jockeying of the
plot before the final clinch.
Songs in the film are only inci-

,?£
al

i't
as

-

ls th<J test Ot the. cast,
with the picture given very little
quality by the jerky direction and
tlie photography. There's an early
hint that the picture will "take one
through a German industrial centre,
but this possibly interesting side-
light is never fulfilled.

Extras in the film stand out be-
cause of their almost automaton
actions and complete; lack of good
looks where girls are concerned.
Perhaps the ugly ducklings were in-
jected to show Fraulein Grabley in
a more favorable light, Scho.

Public Nuisance No. 1
(BRITISH MADE)

London, Feb\ 25.
General Film Dlstrlb. release of Cecil

production. Stars Frances Day, Arthur
Rlscoe. Directed by. Marcel Varnel. Sce-
nario, . Val Guest, from original by Franz
Arnold; music and lyrics, Vivian Ellis:
camera, Claude Frlese-Grecne. At Plaza:
Feb. 25, '3.0. Running time, 79 mlns
.Frances Travers.. , . -.

.

Arthur. Rowlings. v. . i.;, .

Miss Trumps , i

Feather . ~.

Richard Trelawny
Mr. SnelUng.......
Arthur Rawllngs, Sr..,.
Headwalter .,

..Frances Day
...Arthur Rlscoe
.....Muriel Aked
.Claude Dampier
. . .Peter Haddon

• Sebastian Smith
..Robert Nainby
• Anthony. Holies

Whatever intrinsic" merit this pic-
ture may have, is negated- hy the.
characterization^ which Arthur R,is-
Coe .gives to the ceritra.1 comedy role.
An adept at low comedy, he essays
:a juye lead. As a result he is all
out of focus. With ho disparage-
ment to his abilities, he is not. cut
out for this kind- of part.
Every member of ;the cast has a

reputation for comedy of a high
class, and not one of them has any-
thing of consequence to do. Compe-
tent people, but it is apparent their
qualification were hot put . to a.

proper test. ~

Frances Day has the leading fem-
inine role and .is co-starred with
Rlscde, suffering just as he is.

. Little or • no
.
originality ,was in-

troduced,- Respite the fact that two
musical numbers are excellent.
.. Pue to the stellar, names, and the
adequate production, picture will
serve -as.a good second feature on
this side. Jolo.

FLASH GORDON
Universal release of Henry- MacRae

.
pro-

duction (13-chapter serial);. Features Larry
'Buster* Crabbe, jean- Rogers, Charles
Mlddleton and Prlscllla * Cawson. Directed
by Frederick- Stephanl. Baaed on Alex
Raymond's cartoon btrlp of same title (King
Features); screenplay* • Stephanl, George
Plymton, Basil Dickey, Ella O'Neill;
Camera, Jerry Ash, Richard Fryer. Projec-
tion room; N. Y. Average running time,
each serial chapter, 20 mlns.
Flash Gordon. ...... .Larry 'Buster* Crabbe
Dale Arden...;. Jean Rogers
Ming.. ...... Charles Mlddleton
Aura Prlscllla Lawson
Vultan.. John Llpson
Prince Barln ' lchard Alexander
Dr. Zarkov.. Frank Shannon
King Kala..... .....Duke York, Jr.

Officer Torch .........Earl. Askam
High Priest Theodore Lorch
King Thun James Pierce
Zona. Muriel Goodspeed
Gordon, Sr , Richard Tucker

Universal's serialization of 'Flash
Gordon' cartoon character in screen
form ls an unusually ambitious ef

fort. In some respects it smacks of
old serial days when story and ac-
tiori, as well as authentic back-
ground, were depended upon to sus-
tain their vigorous popularity.
Here, instead, feature production

standard has been maintained as to
cast, direction, writing and back-
ground. With some trimming, it

could be more nearly put together
as an adventure feature than any
serial recently to come out of Hol-
lywood.
Script Writers had to depend al-

most entirely on the cartoon strips
for material, yet the dialog rings
true for most part, Exploits of
Flash Gordon on strange planets, his
capture by Emperor Ming, struggle
of Ming's daughter and Dale Arden
for his love. Dr. Zarkov's startling
electrical contrivances, and the as-

.

sistance given by King Thun and his
lion men all are moulded together
into an intriguing chain of events.
Youngsters should eat it up because
of advance bally via cartoons in the
syndicated dailies.

Buster Crabbe is well fitted for

the title role, a robust, heroic youth
who dares almost any danger. Char-
acter calls for plenty of action which
places him " in a favorable light.

Charles Mlddleton, best known of
late for his western character por-
trayals, Is a happy choice as the
cruel Ming. Brings a wealth or
histronic ability to part. Jean
Rogers and Priscilla Lawson, be-
sides bein,? easy on the eyes, are
entirely adequate, former as Dale
Aro|,cn and Miss Lawson as Emperor
Ming's daughter. Frank Shaunon
indicates promise from his portrayal
of th& wild-eyed inventive genius.
Ralph; Berger, Norman Dewes and

Elmer A. Johnson did yeoman work
providing1^backgrounds and effects

for imaginary lands depicted. Ex-
cellent lending by Jerry Ash and
-Richard Fryer. 'FJIash Gdrdon*
should be a top grosser In serial

field. Wear.

DRIFT FENCE
.Paramount release of Harold Hurley

production. Features Tom Keene, Larry
'Buster' Crabbe and Katherlne De.Mille.
Directed by Otto Loverlng, Adapted from
Zane Grey's story, 'Nevada;' screen pjay,

R? 1"3
,^ '-^P.f

1
' Stualt Anthony; cameraman,

Virgil Miller. At Strand, Brooklyn, week
March C, '30, as half of double bill. Run-
ning time, 137 mlns.
Sanger .Dunn Larry 'Buster* Crabbe
Molly Dunn ....Katherlne DeMlUe
i\
m £ravls Tom Keene

^Tlm Traft ..Benny Baker
Curley Prentiss Glenn Erikson
Cl&y Jackson Stanley Andrews
S
,
h

,

er
i
ft

,V, ' V Richard Carle
Windy Watklns ...... .Irving Bacon
Granny Dunn , .Effle Ellsler
Carrie Bingham Jan Duggan
BeV Wilson Walter Long
Clarence Chester Gan
Seth Haverly ichard Alexander
Sam Haverly Bud Fine

Paramount has given Zane Grey's
story, 'Nevada;' superior mounting,
smooth and concise direction and
an able cast. Result Is a de luxe
western that will go. big in family
and nabe houses and will collect

full share of double-harness biz.
It will be a tasty dish for outdoor
fans because Toni Keene, who dom-
inates much of it, acts and looks
like a typical western cowpuncher.
And film's gait is sufficiently fast
to satisfy.
Original Zane- Grey script prob-

ably was juggled plenty but artful
re-wrlting by. Robert Tost and
Stuart Anthony has made it plau-
sible for screen usage. 'Drift. Fence'
is the old cattle rustLer formula,
with a Texas ranger out to avenge
his buddy. That it turns out.' to"- be
exciting fciaterial ishduld be^ credited
to cast, the director ah,d fairly,, crisp
lines.!

-

Tom Keehe is easily the- moat
plausible western figure (with
youth") to • be uncovered in : months.
Given half a break, he should make
these" sa'gerbrush sagas stand out.;
Keene has an easy grace so, often
lacking In most outdoor operas. Be-
sides the build, he can hold, his
Own - on thespian ability. Buster
Crabbe in this picture «is a con-
siderably improved actor but.
-doesn't quite feel at home oh: the
western front. Katherlne. ,'DeMille
does well as the only important
feminine character in the film.
Looks best in more dramatic,
moments.
Benny Baker comes' through with

one of his happiest comedy assign-
ments. In the role of. city lad, it's

a character that might readily have
been ,

made too ho^ey* Glenn Erik-
son, one-time singer, reported being
groomed for Westerns by Para-,
mount, indicates little possibilities
for this type of film. , Stanley An-<
drews, the heavy; /Richard' -Carle,-'

Irving Bacon, Effle Ellsler and
Walter Long are uniformly good in
subsld roles. ' "Wear.

,

NANGA PARBAT
(GERMAN MADE)

Berlin, March 2.

"Nanga Parbat" is a film docile

ment of the ill-fated German
Himalaya. Expedition of 1934, when
death claimed four German moun-
taineers and six native bearers. It

was premiered at Munich.
It's a grandiose

' document full of
moving heroism, comparable to the
film taken ,, of Captain. Scott's last
Polar journey.
Technical side of the making of

this film is interesting. Owing to
the great weight of ordinary film
cameras and material it was decided'
to work with a small hand camera,
such as amateurs use. This re-
duced the weight of film material
carried to one-eighth of normal.
Five thousand meters of film were
shot. Film was cut, enlarged and
copied onto normal sized, celluloid
In Germany, thus making it possible
for showing in ordinary cinemas.
Most German mountain films have

been artistic- products directed with
deliberation. This document. , was
made by Fritz Bechthold, one of the
expedition, who had -never- filmed
before, and. he just shot at random
whatever interested or pleased. ;him.
"Nanga Parbat''

. thus bear?j the
stamp of .the best amateur work.
Besides one other German, * Peter
Muellrltter, Bechth^l was aided;con-
siderably by Pasang,' a Darjeeling
bearer. Climatic condition's 6£ the
higher slopes made camera work, ex-
tremely difficult.

.

Whole expedition Is' shown,' from
leaving Germany for Bombay -until
the final tragic snowstorm' $hlch
drove the small heroic band down
the mountain side again. 1 They had
reached within 400 meters of* ; the
8,126 meter Nanga Parbat/peak^

CURRICULUM FILM BALLY
Baltimore, March .lo.

, Wellesley College for Women"-
a film tagged 'The World of Welles

-

ley' which shows life, studies' and
environment, of the girls who attend

the Massachusetts institution, rint

is booked around the country and
shown in the swankier femme prep
schools as. an enrollment builder-
upper. Accompanying showings of
the pic are talks by several alumnae
who answer questions and otherwise
plug the college before prospective
enroilees.

Considered a more
1 modern method

of getting student • attention than
the outworn stunt of mailing out
stacks of staid catalogs.
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CAPITOL
Clark

Gable
"WIFE

Jean 3Iyrna

Harlow - Loy
VS. 8ECRETABV".

Comlnff . . . Warner Baxter In
'BOBIN HOOD of EL DORADO'

mm •WHim
In I'frnon!

JACK BENNY
MARY LIVINGSTONE

^bSnT- CROSBY
"ANYTHING GOES"

0T RAND B'WAY.
a 47TH

23t to I p.m. — Mfcfnlcht Shows

D!GK POWELL
RUBY KEELER

in Warner Bros, mimical

"C 0 L L E E N"

Over 4 Hrs. Pix for 10c
Tacbma, March 9.

Shell, small downtown grind at

10c. now offers three features and
several shorts two days a; week.
One show ran .four hours and 10

minutes, three shows a day, wicket
opening at 10 a. m.

PARAMOUNT i"/ E

MAE WEST tn

"KLONDIKE ANNIE".
With VICTOB ircLAOLEUT

On the Stage * , . . WARING
and HIh Pennsylvania ~

6th SMASHING WEEK
CHARLIE CHAPLIN

In

"MODERN TIMES"

R I VOL I

CofttlnutJuf irom 930 A.M.-MIMIU flwttt

7tU Av.&mU Bt.

ROXY
AIX ORo TO

J
t3 tVM.HEATS'

Held Ov«r 2«d Week
Walter HuKt6n att

"KHODE8'
Stage—In PefMh
PINKVTOMUJr

Stuart 4 LU, Jiouw
J nekton, Oa» Potter
Girl*, Many Otherl.
Freddy M*ik * Roiy

Rhythm Oren.

MUSIC HMiL
80th Stfatt $nt fitt* Awiiit

Start!hfl ThMrsdayf

"The Country Doctor"
with JEAN' ifBRSltOl'r And,

The DIONME QWlMtUPLETS
A 20th Century-Pox Prodwctlon
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Pre-release engagement

indefinitely extended at

N.Y. Strand after first 3

days beat 'Ceiling Zero'l

With Hundreds of Hollywood's Choicest Col-

leens. Directed by Alfred E. Green. Dances by
Bobby Connolly. 4 Songs by Warren & Dubin.

AND
IT'S HEADING FOR 200 SIMULTANEOUS KEY DATES MARCH 21st!
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Behind the Keys

(Continued from page 26)

town, and will supervise 15 houses
located In Oswego, Masaena, Ogdens-
burg, Carthage, Malone, Tupper
Lake, Lake Placid and Saranac. Jay
Golden, his successor, contemplates

no changes. David (Buddy) Free-

man stays at the Paramount and
Robert Pekins at the Strand. Work
of reconstructing Schine's Eckel
here following December's Are that
eliminated - the side street house
from the rialto sets at rest gossip

that the Schines would drop the
theatre* Reopening is expected by
May 1*

Macon.
Lucas-Jenkins Theatres here to

build a 1,000 seat theatre in East
Macon, starting next month. Plans
announced last week are expected
to Include alterations in the three
Macon theatres under Lucas-Jen-
kins management.
Macon will have, its first ballet

since the days of Pavlowa tomor-
row (March 4) when the Monte
Carlo Ballet Russe gives one per-
formance here en route to Florida
and Cuba. So far call has been
largely for bald-headed row seats
and section nearest the stage.

Charlotte, N, C.
Hazel, at Hazelwood, closed since

1930, has been reopened and is oper-
ated now by C. N. Rockett and L;

P. Bpylen, . of Asheville, under a
five-year lease. They formerly
operated houses at Marshall and
Spruce Pine,

Boston,
Joseph Boyle, formei'ly chief

usher at the Orpheum, goes into the
State as treasurer after training a
month at the .State, Providence.
Robert Manley, treasurer of the
State, shifts to the Orpheum, suc-
ceeding Alton Freeman who tran:
fers to the State, Providence re-
placing Christie Wilbert, resigned.

St. Louis.
Gus Schumann, engineer at

Loew's, who suffered fractured leg
In fall from theatre canopy several
week ago, convalescing '-at his home;

Selraa Yawltz, cashier at Salis-
bury . , Theatre, nabe house, .has
identified George J. Mueller, jr., was
man who stuck her up in box office
Saturday (16) and escaped with $61.
He denies rap.
Joe Ejrber and Joe Smith, booking

agents with headquarters in Am-
bassador Bldg.. have dissolved part-

nership, Erber, will continue busi-
ness.
Edmund L. Hartman, son of

Circuit Judge Moses Hartman,
wrote story.for "Don't. Get Personal*
shown, at Fox Theatre here last
week. Hartman, who matriculated
in law at Washington U here is
now in Hollywood;
Hall Theatre, formerly known as

Dupo, Dupo, 111. now under man-'
agement of Frank Italiano.
Community Theatre, McLean, 111.

has reopened under, management of
F, M. Mertz.
Four sound pics of China were

shown at meeting of St. Louis
Chapter, National Sojourners, at
Scottish Ri,te Cathedral Wednesday
(19).
Bob Taylor, for past five years

office mgr. and booker for RKO-
Radio has reentered independent
field, taking over management of
local Majestic Pictures Corp. office.

Was formerly with Columbia Pic-
tures Corp.

'

Benny Relngold, . local 20th
Century-Fox mgr, and Max Sanow-
sky, operator of Fairy Theatre,, nabe
housey was vacationing in Florida.

New Orleans.
Marlon Ferrera, former Saenger

neighborhood house manager/ artist
and ad man, has been made man-
ager of the Istrione at Jackson,
Miss.

Albany. •,.

The Fabian chain has acquired
three more theatres, all in Middle-
town. It now has houses in Albany,
Troy and Schenectady, in addition
to Brooklyn. Joseph Shure, man-
ager of Proctor's, Schenectady, has
been sent to Middletown temporari-
ly in charge of the theatres. His
Proctor's Job is being handled by
Theodore Richmond, manager, of
the Plaza.

Charlotte, N. C.
Henry King, Twentieth Century-

Fox director, who recently com-
pleted 'The Country Doctor,' was
here, last week for a brief stopover
and was entertained at luncheon by
a- group of Charlotte film folk. Dir-
ector King was flying his own plane'
oh. his way to Florida, and put in
at the Charlotte airport for a time.

Lancaster, Pa.
Jules Refsman, former manager

of the Capitol, York, has been pro-
moted to the. managership of the
Strand to fill the vacancy created
when Cleon Miller left the Warner

Bros, chain to manage the Goldman
'Park' in Hanover,

.
Pa.

Reisman is succeeded at the Cap-
itol by Paul Harvey, formerly of the
'Princess*. Camden, N. J.
A. j. Vanni, WB Zone Manager'

with offices in Philadelphia, making,
his first toUr of his territory since
his two week vacation in Florida.

Norfolk.
W. S. Wilder opened new theatre,

the Colley, Feb. 24. Public demon-
stration, WTAR broadcasting, $1,50
top price and picture was 'Midsum-
mer Night's Dream.' Named for
avenue on which it is located.
Loew's State started 'It Happened

in Norfolk,' filmed -'in tie-up with
Ledger-Dispatch.

Denver.
Five. Fox Intermountain theatres

in ' this territory closed, because
business in these towns was not
enough to support, another Fox
house. The State at Boulder, Colo.,
was darkened after the opening of
the new Fox house" there; and also
the Isls, Trinidad, Colo.; the Kit
Carson, La Junto, Colo.; the Plaza,
Las "Vegas, N. M.; and the Del Rio,
Las Cruces, N. M-
. Liberty, at Colorado Springs,, has
been taken, over by the Westland
Theatres from Footman Bros. West-
land is opening three additional
houses: the Mesa, a new house at:

Grand Junction, Colo. ; arid • the
Pueblo and Chief, both modernized,
in Pueblo, Colo. The latter was
formerly the Palm.
Robert Sell§r has been made of-

fice manager of the local . G-B ex^
change, succeeding Lee Rinker, who
resigned.

Denver.
Damage set at $3,000 resulted

'from a fire in the projection booth
Of the Rivoll, lOc'er here. Fire broke
out. late at night with 300

- persons
in the theatre, and Alex Montoya,
head usher, directed the patrons
out. No one was injured.

Spartanburg, S. C.
The State, H. E. Cook's new Clin-

ton house under construction, will
have its opening soon; Cook, a
chain operator, has signed Howard
Turner to manage, .the new place.

Plans to recondition and modern-
ize the Oasis at Marlon have been
announced, by E. H. House, Marion
theatre prexy. House has been
dark: for several years. House's
other local place, will, continue on
combined film-stage basis.

G. G. Mitchell, manager of the
Imperial, Newton, has begun con-
struction On a second house there.
Spanish architectural design chosen
and spring opening- skedded.

Pettingill

(Continued from page 4)

ton (Del.), Better Films Council,
who observed that independent ex-
hibitors were not justified in their
complaints against the present dis-
tribution system.

'It is my understanding,* Mrs.
Barsham said, 'the exhibitor has his
choice of blocks and a 10% cancel-
lation privilege, and that hot more
than 20% of all exhibitors contract
for a complete block.'

Accusation that mothers park
their tots in film houses was. made
by Mrs. Alonzo Richardson, secre-
tary of the Atlanta Motion Picture
Board of Review, after yesterday's
testimony on subject of mbral harm
done kids who are forced sit

through undesirable pictures.'

Spirited defense of block booking
was made by Mrs. Percy Chestney,
of the Macon Better Films Commit-
tee, and Mrs. Samuel A. Ellsworth,
of Worcester, Mass., who reported
perfect co-operation between ex-
hibitors arid the desires of the com-
munity in their districts.; Both
ladles declared that the proposed
legislation would affect in no. way
the moral standard of films. Con-
gressmen, were told by Mrs. Francis
j. Flagg, president of the Newton,
Mass., motion picture council, of a
campaign for better films in. which,
the whole town took part and which
resulted in jamming a local house
to. the doors, after it had played to
an average of 85 patrons. Intro-
duction of 'Family Night' perform-
ances made Newton film-conscious
and put theatre's manager on his

feet, council spokesman explained.
Answering Abralam Myers, gen-

eral counsel for Allied States Asso-
ciation, Mrs. Flagg admitted that
house belonged to Paramount. Only
male witness ' to be heard was
Nathan Yamins, Allied States^ prez,

who discoursed on motion picture
business for benefit of the interested
Congressmen.
Exclaiming ' that Paramount will

not sell features without attaching
a string of shorts,. Yamins. charged
that 'exhibitors are compelled to
take all features, all shorts and a
newsreel'

,
under Paramount con-

tracts. Repeating testimony given
before a Senate anti-block: booking
hearing two weeks- ago, Yamins,

THREE NEW CINEMAS

TO OPEN IN MEXICO

Mexico City, March 10.

Amusement business here is on
the upbeat, with three new theatres

having a combined seating capacity

Of 6,500 scheduled to open thi

month. Picture biz has made -

strong comeback in Mexico City

since the settlement of the strike

against the eight. major U. S. dis-
tributors.

Largest house to throw open its

doors in March will be the. Cine-
Teatro Alameda, a deluxer screen
and stage theatre, with Mexico's
only revolving stage. Other two are
class neighborhood theatres.:

Only sour note to the current set-

up Is the fact that the civic fathers
are still seeking jobs for approxi-
mately 2,000 stage players.

KENNEDY'S FLAN LOOKS IN
Large nuhiber of proxies already

has been received by Radio- Corp^
of America to date indicating that

the recapitalization plan designed
by Joseph P. Kennedy and approved
by the directors last month will

have smooth sailing at the. special

session April 7,

Stockholders may vote in person,

or by proxy at the April meeting
called to pass on the recap line-up.

owner of several Fall River Inde-
pendent houses, called block book-
ing "coercive un-American.*
Exhibitors would be glad to buy re-
tail and pay retail prices, Fall River
indie insisted.

Katharine Van Etten Lyford, ex-
ecutive secretary of the Massa-
chusetts Civic League, also did' a
repeat performance before the

House Committee. Declaring that
anti-block booking legislation was
'first step toward getting the sort

of pictures we' want,' Miss Lyford
read into the record virtually the.

same testimony offered Senate In-
terstate Commerce Subcommittee.
First hair-pulling among women
witness occurred when Miss Lyman
attacked women' proponents who
appeared earlier in the hearing.

The 1936

FILM DAILY YEAR BOOK
Is Now Being Distributed

COMPLETE, -comprehensive, accurate, this volume,
backed by 18 years of publishing experience, Is in-

dispensable to everyone in the motion picture industry.
Included in its many departments are information and
data on practically every phase of this complex business.
Among the many features are:

A list of 15,435 titles of features released since 1915;
Complete production credits on 1935 releases; Releases
of companies for 1935; Features imported during 1935;
Serials released since 1920; Original titles of books and
plays made into motion pictures.

If
The 1934 and 1935 work of Players, Producers, Di-

rectors, Authors, Screen Play Writers/ Cameramen, Film

Editors, Song Writers and Dance Directors.

-fl-Telephone-humbers of Players', Directors' and Writers'

agents; Birthdays and birthplaces of prominent motion
picture folk.

j[ Personnel of important companies, studios and or-

ganizations.

j|
Exchanges, their managers and the product handled

by each exchange, arranged by key cities; Addresses and
telephone numbers of Producers and Distributors of fea-

tures, short subjects, cartoons, 16mm films, advertising

and industrial pictures.

A complete Exploitation Manual, conveniently arranged
for quick reference with sections headed. Theater Fronts,

Lobbies, Ballyhoos, Tie-Ups, Window Displays, Printed

Matter, Newspapers, Special Stunts.

j[ A list of all theatres in the United States and Canada,
indicating which houses are closed; A separate list of

419 theater circuits operating four or more houses.

Financial summaries and history, price ranges of stocks

and balance sheets of film companies With listed stocks.

1} A comprehensive Equipment Buying Guide section list-

ing addresses of manufacturers of and dealers in all the

various equipment used in theaters and studios.

An international survey of film markets compiled with

the co-operation of the U. S. Department of Commerce.
These are only a few of the highlights from this all-

inclusive 193(5 FILM DAILY YEAR BOOK.

FREE TO FILM DAILY SUBSCRIBERS
THE FILM DAILY SERVICE ,

"
"

includes in its complete motion picture trade paper service:
THE FILM DAH-Y (Six days a week)-^-News, reviews, constructive editorials, ex-

ploitation aids and topical opinions.

THE PRODUCTION GUIDE (Out in July)—Production schedules of major and in-

dependent distributors with tentative casts and credits; Latest work of Players,

Producers, Directors and Writers; Credits on features released during the first

half of the year.

SHORT SUBJECT QUARTERLIES (Four times a year) — Devoted exclusively to

short Subjects.
THE FILM DAILY YEAR BOOK (1936 edition just off the presses)—Now being sent

to Film Daily's many satisfied subscribers.

THE FILM DAILY SERVICE IS THE BEST $10.00 INVESTMENT AN
EXHIBITOR CAN MAKE. SIGN THE COUPON AND MAIL IT TODAY.

THE FILM DAILY, 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Gentlemen:

Please enter my subscription to the FILM DAILY
SERVICE, and send my 103C YEAR BOOK immediately. I

enclose my check for $10.00 (Foreign subscription, $15.00).

I City.



It's no novelty for Mr. and Mrs.

Leo to win the Academy's
Annual Award for the Year's

Best Picture, but they're thrilled

to be first again this year. And
with such a glorious attraction

as "Mutiny On The Bounty."

(What fun theatres mil have to bring it back

right quick for a Prize Return engagement!)
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Stock Market

bV coluropia Pictures ?om*aBA (on

the ctuM?);. at Sfttfown Para-
mount 'Pictures icdmman/at 9%, oft

%; Paramount 1st pfd., at 70%, a
loss of 6%; and Par second pre-

ferred; at 10%, a loss of %.

'

No Question but that the ominous
rumblings over Germany

.
and

France hit stock values towards
close of trading week. Amusements
were forced back with others al-

though in the main the leaders

offered more resistance than dis-

played by numerous big industrials

and rail issues. . To many market
Observers, part of this selling pres-

sure was tiOoked -up to the war
threats more as an excuse - than a
really legitimate reason. The calmer
opinion of the street was inclined to

hold the immediate threat . of war
as vastly exaggerated.

Foreign Selling

To some extent, part of the sell-

ing was traced jo foreign stock-
" holders who were inclined to call

back their money. But an equal

amount of dumping was linked to

smaller stockholders who became
jumpy over the European situation.

Continued pressure against the

Paramount group was most heavily

felt by Paramount 1st pfd. which
was off nearly 6 points at one
juncture. Even after the healthy

shake-out which pushed .the stock

down to 70%, it was unable to get

past 70% at the; blow-off. Para-
mount common, which has dis-

played marked ability in resisting

selling, finished on bottom at a new
low for the year at 9%. Here it was
off nearly, a point The second pre-

ferred also wound up at a new low
price for the year, 10%.

Failure of Loew common to put

on- a/better 'performance in the face

of brilliant, upswings by surround-r

ing industrial leaders was the sub-

ject of considerable comment in the

street. This waa, further aceentu- 1

ated by the stock* action in Mon-
day's (9) session. After failing all

week to get to thewf&O • mark, .this

issue fell back abruptly more than
a point to 48%v A.t:*l^' level, it was
only 60c away from>$ie 'year's bot-
tom. To 7nore<consei;ya^,ve^.inaikQt
traders.

; seemed', :«jp>patent thjtt

this stQckswas being fold back and
possibly groomed for ,a, brisk up-
turn liter*.

AUhoujffh the Columbia Pictures
certificates and *, preferred ; 4ld not
behave ;ia* *-;Ib*afy&M feomujon
stock, listeg- «n:^tl)^-«i}]:)K--^eltter.

moved la*: i
Upwards froni* recently

estapllsb<jfl:i0wrs» ;&ifa'$bMse^Tpfe
nor gainsay white, ttid Columbia! JPix

common was* off i% e-tJS and^s
down 2% at. tfte net* ;io.w quotation
hung up during ,the :weelcv,> '

"

The general enthusiasm; lor owe
chip stocks with lafgV-ta^fcle^iifc.
pluses supplied^ :tK$ .iip^elua*^a

vt
carried Eastman .Kodak
167%. It alsovielt the. rr.ela^o^riarjr,

wave in late .tradin&V nea^l^^tfn^
celling all pt&1^&$iiiffi:'?^Sm%
trast, the preferred jpu^hed^mh)!^-
In final transactlori^b ^fehe^^blJxt
of week, sportth?
Disposition ori'-parT*^

, take their profits dh; bdjb,
,
20th;.

:

Qen:'-,,

tury-Fox stocks '°8^bvi'^tK;9m.-'.ba0It;

at the finish. Prev^ously^'tbeylhad
been hovering near recentf^.esmb1-

lished peaks. The ;con1mon v^a£f'"6ff

1% and the preferred ;was^;dbWn

Summary for wqek'end^ 9l

2%. "Universal pfd, was in much'
the same category. Stock hung up
a- pew high pripe- at 87% and then
staged an orderly retreat to. 80, to
show a loss of 2 points on the week.
Enthusiasm for Radio Corporation
stocks was considerably dampened
in later trading. Result was that
the common managed to show only
a small fractional gain, whereas it

bad been up nearly 1% points.
Heavy trading in this issue made it

one of most active stc-oks on the big
board last week. More than 330,000
shares changed hands.
Radio B, which figures promi-

nently in the new recapitalisation
plan, came within hailing .distance
.of its oid high at 97. . It weakened
in Monday's trading, which held the
week'jj." gain to a single point at
92%. . .

Garden Bullish
..Bullishness in Madison Square
stock, was traced partially to the big
fight staged in the Garden Friday
(6) night, although the street=>hears
that a ' favorable earnings report
soon, will be out. This issue forged
ahead to 12% to show an advance:
of 2 points.;!

;

Warner Bros, common turned
weak at the blow-off Monday, wind-
ing up at lowest price,. 11%, for a
loss of nearly a point. Westinghouse
common was down more than 7

points from its high of 121%, but
showing a loss of 3% for the week.
As with the , Eastman Kodak, the
preferred became stronger as the
common weakened. It was Up 1% at
the close.
Feeling with trading fraternity

was that the Increase in the Gen-
eral Electric dividend had been dlsr
counted 4argeJ.y by. recent strength
of this Issue. \vCompany hiked 'th£
divvy frbjrn 20b..to' 2"5c "fluarteriy> as
had been anticipated ih Wall -Street.

This puts, the stock on $1 annual
basis as compared, with the $0c:rate
paid in recent' .quarters.- General
Electric paid a' total of '65c during
1935. The earnings statement for
General Electric revealed that; net
profits were equal to 97c per share
against 69c. in 1934. Billed sales In-
creased 27% in 1935 as compared
with preceding year.
Westinghouse. net income for 1935

was $4.53 a common share or $11,-

983,000, against 4c. per share' deficit

in 19ft.
Trading in the new RCA preferred;

stock in Overrthe-Counter market
attracted considerable attention.

Done strictly on a when-issued ba-
sis, Bince the stock will not .be is-

sued until stockholders approve, re-

capitalization plan early next month,
Aside from the marked vigor dis-

played by General Theatre Equip-
ment obligations, .the amusement
bond market got nb place in partic-

ular. . General Theatre bonds were
up 2% points at final quotation of

.29%, after they had hit new peak
at 30. ,.

".-

• Gbftsiderable. weakness developed
in Warner: BrbA. Hens in Monday's
sesSioh; The 'boi&s fell back 2 points

from .Saturday's closing, figure.

%ouridvup at T 9.0^ where they were
'igtK'i 'points von- the - week. These
bonds were upytd 94% in earlier

•transactions.' Paramount Pictures

6's rallied from a newly established

low at 87% ;t'o 88%. At this level

they xwere :>only off fractionally.

Paramount^Broadway 3s sported .a

minor gain at .66%* Keith debentures
.Were SOc .lowef at; 95,

-1030-
Low.
20%
80
47

18
150V4
158
3014
48

8%m
70V4
10%
7%
11%
C4%
82%
D
22%
31%
60
0%
BO
04%
123%

Sales. Issue and rate* High.

10,200 American Seat »27

2,400 Col. P. vtc. (l)t-> '38

1,000 Col. Plcts. pfd. 47v4
6,100 Consol. Film. 0%
3,000 Consol. Film pfd. (%)t 18%
4,200 Eastman Kodak (5)S •••*10J^

40 Do. pfd. (0) 105,,

87,100 Gen. Elec. (1) , 41%
21,300 Loew (2)8.....

1 49s&

1,000 Do. pfd. (G%).. Ip5%.

8,400 Madison Sq. Garden (00c.)...

68,800 Paramount .................

0,700 Do. 1st,pfd...
10,000 'Do; -2d, pfd.. •••

11,100 Pathe
930400 Radlft • Corp.

0,300 Radio pfd. A (3%)
38,500 Radio pfd. B ....

07,300 RKO ...

10,000^ 20th . ,Cent:-Fox ..............
8,200 'Do. pfd;:(l%). ....... ..>..;.

720 Universal pfd
08,000 Wafiner .Bros. .,,.....;.;<.

BOO" ' Do.' pfd.. ......

18.H0O 'Westinghouse (3) : •

00 Do. pfd. (3%). •

•12%
10%
77
11
.8%
13%
•00%
06%
8%
32%
40%
•87%
13%

. 05%
12131

130%

Net
Last. eng.
24% + %
87 + %
47% + %
0
18% - %

103 + %
103 +1
30%
43% - %
104% + %
11% +2
9% - %
70% -5%
10% - %
7%
12% + %
50%

t»"02%
8 — %

30 -1%
38 -2%
80. —2
11% - %
or.

114% -3%
135% + V18

• New lnuo high,
t Plus stock dlvi
t Pnld this year. ,

9 Plus ensh extras,
\ New 1030 low.

45

5%
10%

20 Columbia Plots.
45.C0O Technicolor , ;

8,100 Translux (liic.)t

800 Universal Plots..

BONDS
$211,000 Gen. Thea. Eq.

ll.wOu Keith 6s, '40....
10,000 Loew 0s, '41

10,000 Par-Broadway 3s. 'SB'-.

„ 303,000 Pat-amount 0s, '55

7,000 RKO debs OS ' <

105,000 Warner Bros.. Os, '30...

OVER THE COUNTER, NEW YORK

20%
95
102%
50 Vi

T87%
173
00

-1%
-1»*
- V4

+24

+ %- »4

-3

Bid.
Cl%.
08

AsVed,
02^

100

• New 10.no htffh.
t Plus stock dividends.
X Paid this year,
1 New 1030 low.

B&K Retires Issue

Chicago, March-Jfl.
Balaban & Katz Corp, last week

called in remaining accumulations
of $1.75 a share on trie 7% cumu-'
lative preferred stock wihlch will be
paid off on next April 1.

To finance retirement of this block
of stock B. & K. 'will borrow $1,-

500,000 from a local bank at a rate
considerably below the interest rate
on the stock.

Washington, March 10.

Moye to withdraw preferred stock
frOm the Chicago; stock exchange
was made last week by Balaban &
Katz Corp., Paramount affiliate, be-,

cause of refinancing plans and. lit-,

tlei trading." Ordering a hearing
March 20, Securities and Exchange
Commission announced receipt of
B&K . request for permission to

withdraw from listing, and reglstra-.
tion.26;126 shares of 7%' cumulative
preferred on ground that half of the
paper is due for redemption May. 1

and the remainder will be cleaned
up within the next three years. ,

. Following the contemplated /'re-

demption, less than 300 persons will'

hold such securities, application
pointed out, adding.that trading has
been negligible and the exchange
agrees that the nature of the market
is such that continuance of the list-

ing is not justifiable.

B'way Astor Goes 2d Run
The Astor, N. T., is going second

run for the first . time since it re-
opened last fall under the operation
.of Joe Pluhkett but only as a stop-
gap.
House, la bringing fn 'Rhodes'

(GB) on Friday (13) after two good
weeks a't the R0xy| Astor . will re-
tain same scale of 55c. top and con-
tinue 'Rhodes' as long as. possible.

'Great Ziegfeld''. (Metro) comes in

around Easter as a roadshow.

CONTRACTS
Hollywood,. March 10.

Victoria Vinton tabbed to stock
contract at. Warners,
Radio handed long termer to Lt.

Commander Frahk-Wead, Writer.
Spanky McFarland sealed to five

year pact at Roach to appear in
Our Gang comedies and Roach "fea-
tures.
As. result of work In crime short

series, George Walcott drew termer
at Metro.
Hugh Cummings signed as dialog

director at Warners. .

Mark Kelly had his option lifted

at 20th-Fox. Currently adapting,
newspaper yarn.
Ray Mayer set for another six

months at RKO.
Erie Kenton had his directorial

pact' optioned. for another stretch at
Columbia.
Gail Sheridan, .Irene Bennett and

John Morley,- Paramount Junior
stock players, given six-month con-
tract extension. * .

Metro lifted option on Spencer
Tracy's five-year pact at substantial
salary tilt,

Paramount lifted option on Irene
Bennett, stock player.
Gavin Muir tabbed to termer at

20th-FOx after scout spotted him in
N. Y. -production of 'Puritan.'
Sunnle , O'Dea signed to termer

at U.
Jane O'Brien and Frank Prince,

botjj from Jean Mulr'a little the-
atre,' handed stock pacts at Warners.

Contract seals-' George. Ernest,
juve, to 20th-Fox,

TITLE CHANGES
Hollywood, March 10.

Hal Roach changed title' o£ 'Bank
Kight' to 'Wrong Number' to avoid
conflict with giveaway gag.
20th-Fox'3 'Wood-en Crosses,'

which was switched to 'Zero Hour,'
is now 'The Road to Glory.'

'Half Angel' new handle for 20th-
Fox's 'Lightning Strikes Twice.'

.

Warners has hit on 'Broadway
Playboy' for title of Warren Wil-
liam pic, in work as 'Gentleman
from ig Bend.'

'Fatal Lady' gets call at Wanger
over 'Brazen.'
Radio's 'One to Two,' William

Powell starrer, becomes 'The Ex-
Mrs. Bradford,' and 'Thoroughbreds'
AH' changes to 'Two in Revo'.:.'

STORY BUYS
Hollywood, -March 1 0.

Scott Darling's 'Who Shot Mr.
Kingsbury' purchased by M, II.

Hoffman, Jr.

'Partner, You're in Love.' ori trial

by William Rankin and Jerry Sao!:-
helm, sold to Columbia.
M. H. Hoffman_ purchased 'Whit*

Paper.' by Joseph Gries, to be made
for next season's program.
Wilson ColliSon's 'Save a Lady.'

bought by RKO.
Paramount has bought 'Spotlight.'

original yarn by Dana Burnet.
'Dance. Lady, Dance,' original by

Sy Bartlett, bought by M. I-£. Hoff-
man. ^

B&K s Additional Week of Clearance

With Chaplin Film; 2 Years Battle

Con. Film Net Up in -35

Net earnings of Consolidated Fijrii

Industries, Inc., increased approxi-
mately $160,000 in-'i935, as comt-red
with the' precedihg yeaiy acco. .'.ing

to a'rinual statement-.- Net for the
company was $1,077,*^ in past-year,,

aftei- deducting all cfrarges, includ-

ing depreciation and . federal taxes;

as al :

.Ins.t $917,160 in. 1^34.... .

Company :ateme,nt -claims that

the inc. .se in net eat!nlngg^«was.

accounted for primarily^ijy -.aj^'iirt*

creased sales vo'lume 'ojE;$&38|26j;
.

' %jx:

additional con tributing .ik^'t'or
r
4i;ste<t-

was the fact that the ma'niaf^fj^'fiiig

plants . Of Consolidated ..operate^un-
inferru'ptedly in 1935, whetea? in^He.
preceding-, year the companyWndilts;;

subsids experienced lahor,:'''d*^0i.T,'

Stockholders report j^^^i^
the lawsuit against Con«o1lda^ejd;^&
recover $1,475,000

'
.dama«^7^i«,4

count of the
:
destructioi^^J^|itfn<:

picture negatives •beibftgf^a^^!^
11

*''

ous producers in fire In Cotttwt?"
1

lab at Los Angeles in 19Wjha%-..- T

tried and settled for a t6t^i'^at: ot
$168,591, .

Report lists cost of buili^in^

studio in Hollywood at $16p|f)#;,iafld;

that the property has been l^&ejpf ttj'

National Broadcasting Coi'-tfojr
M

'''v

term of years. Statement Itstji an
appropriation of $275,000 for-x.et>ait'--

ing and modernizing its Los Aig;elea:

plant.'
' ^Myi.j.

Incorporations

NEW YORK
Albany^ ,•

'

Stntra Theatres, Inc., T$ew York;
!
gen-,

eral theatrical and motion picture huslr
neas; 200 shares, no par value. '\ Sjiho'd)

H. Fabian, Samuel Rose, Mary flewfiK
.1501 Broadway; Subscribers, Martin' D.-

Jacobs, Betty Asfar, Josephine Palais,
20 Pine street. ••' "

•

'

Sachs & SUverllng, Inc.,- Kings;, to
conduct amusement enterprises tni . all

branches; 100 shares, no .par -' valfte.

Irvlns A. Green, Herman E. : Co6p'tir,

Samuel Hendel, 170 Brottdtw^y*
JF. L. B. Amusement Corp.,. New. 'T.orlt;

motion pictures,- plays. ete..;
4
,.2f00':- share,

no par value.- • Charles Freeman^'QZZ-
Hewlt place, Bron^f KniiteV L^irerq.a<sto
615 Townsend place, No. .PkihiflehlrN. J>r
Estelle Baumgfartfth, ^615, .Vfest Seventh
street, Brooklyn. ' Subscribers: " Haskel
Jacobs, JUacCohen, Tina Lernejy 299
Broadway. " ' ' ' *'.

f:
":

•.
•'

'

Nor-Son Corp., 'New Tork; deal 10 tue'-
atre tickets, etc.) 200 share's; ho par-
value. Martin, JU. Petry, ,11"Wait "jfc?«d;
street; William A.. Cluff, 120 Broadway;
George P. Wrench, S "West 76th 'Btreet;

New -York. •:- -'-'4

I'niverslty Theatre, Tnc, Bronlcr" the-
atrical "business; 200 shares', mo par value;
Arthur C. Joffe, 78.5 West End avejlu;e;-

Arthur N. Kaufman,; 666 WlHo'ilghby.
avenue, Brooklyn :• Bertha. Klein, 177°
Andrews avenue, Brooklyn, " '"

Novelty Amusement. Corp., Kings;
amusements enterprises, etc. ; 200 shares,
ho par value. Bernard Borenklnd, 10U
Van Buren street, Brooklyn; Shirley
Frankfort, 170 East. 94th street, New-
York; Jules Honlg. 575 Green avenue,
Brooklyn.
Neff-Kogow, Inc.,- Manhattan; operate

radio stations, etc.; 1'00' shares, no par
value. William Rogow, 83 Fennlmore
road, New Rochelle; Walter J. Neff, 18
Dunsier. road. Great Neck, It. I.; Elinor
Fellows, 133 West 8Sth street, New
York.
XrJp to Pnrls, Limited, New York;

amusement, enterprises, etc.; 10,000
shares, 15 par. Herbert Ward, 100 West
58th street; -Rene Racover, 11 West 44th
street;- Fred L. "Watson, 82 Wall Btreet,
New York.
Woodhnven Theatre. Inc., Queens; the-

atrical business; 200 shares, no. par value.
Ruth ReKosin, Inez Wihtner, Joseph Mc-
Cartery. 270 Madison avenue, New York.
Trekolog Films. Inc., Manhattan; mo-

tion picture business; 1,000 uhares, no
par value. Cyril von Baumann, 110 AVcSt
5.5th street,' New York; Jessie r.; Jo.lm-
son. 10 Parkway, Point Pleasant, N." J.

;

Alexander Schl HO West ':65th street.
New York. .

Itrookmont Theatres Corp., New York;
theatrical business; 100. shares, $100 par.
George A. Barry, Bernard l.ubcr. Irving-
Coh-»n, 1501 Broadway; New York.
Cosmo Music Publishing ..Corp.;- busi-

ness of music publisher: 4,000 aharesi; .|5.

par. Walter E.. Merrick, 1845 Seventh
avenue; Mmitrofie Thompson, 849 St.

Nicholas avenue; Robert O, Comperts,
3117 Broadway, New York.

Francis, Day Si Hunter, Inf.. Manattah

;

music publishers, etc; 100 shares, no par
value. Frederick E. M. Day, 110 Charing
Cross Road, I>ondon, W. V. 2, .

England

;

John Abbott, same address; Julian T.
AbMes, 22 East 40th street, New York
City.

CALIFORNIA
Sai^ra m-.'nio.

Associated Cinema Studios, Inc.; cajntnl
dtoffc. 2,000 shares, none subscribed Ui-
r"ctors: Victor Ford f'olllnH. Arnold M.
i.'unnan, Claire Joiiian, Villa I.''e lin

Bona, Witll.irii Manus:
Sentinel Productions. Inc. Permit to

sell in i) shares, no par.
-J. .Stuart Blackton Productions, Inc.

Peniiit to sell 100 sbarfs, no par,

TEXAS
Oalveston,

Tjler Symphony Orfhestra Assn..
Tyl«r; promotion. <,! niua;'-; no capital
stock. Incorporators-: II. R. 'Coats. Mr,s.

W. C. JWindsor. Mrs. Talbot S. Williams.
Sweetwater Broadcasting Co., Swei-t-

xvater; broadcasting:' capital stock, $7,550.
Incorporators: ' Millard Cope, M. B.
Hanks, Houston Harte.
Browmvoort Broailcustihit Co,, Brown-

wpod;' broadcasting; capital atock,
J7,'r,00. Incorporators: H. F. Mayes,
F, S. Abney, and Lhester Harrison.

Chicago, March 10.

/ Aftef -a. battle, of nearly two years
.fQE^an additional week of clearance
liet^veen- thfe *e- week of pre-releasa

houses- at' 30c' top and the first week
Of '. general release theatres at 25c,

Balaban & Ka.tz finally secured this

concession from United Artists on
its deal fOr;;tlie Chaplin 'Modern
Times* picture'in the neighborhoods.
While it- is '.strictly a onerfiicker

deal, B. '& K. is satisfied that the
victory Of - its] point in this instance
will serve - as" a., wedge to secure a
general. ;.6kay for a week of open
time.'.between the 30c and the 25c
^hjeaiih;is'^ ' r

v
,

..^*As. 'tw' clearance system now op-
erates-.in Chicago the first week of

4
re1^.aff%v follows immediately upon,
the •'?(£'•' week, the 'C week houses
.c$^£>the : picture on Saturday and
;^v41;hvfth| first .week theatres having
JJ;fia£rtg#t' to open the same picture

*£t ;'3jfd lioin .Sunday, which is the tra-

jf^hai ^starting day for the 'weeks
.Of-.^elejatse' in this territory, To the.

dexchanges and exhibitors generally,

Stiffs; B/.!& K; victory on the Chaplin
r

;fticfc&r:>/wiil throw the entire town.

Open :^or rearrangements. In clear-

ance- ?arid protection. Universally
iconoeded also that the Chaplin in-

stance is a surefire Indication of

the -trend of the clearance situation

here :and that B. & K. will be able

to; ^sepure the blank week from all.

exchanges next year..

< Biajorlty.of the key 30c houses ih

Chicago are Balaban & Katz the-
atres,' while most of. the JDssaness
circuit's theatres are in the 25c
category. Essaness, which is the
largest indie . circuit in town, put up
the fight last year which prevented
B. ,& K. from putting through its

eJft^a.
|
protection week demand at

.that! time.

;
:' vIhsertion of the blank week be-
tween 'C' and first week of general
release naturally force 'ail . the . gen-
eral release theatres in first, sec-
ond-;knd.third weeks.just seven days
fartherT&ack'on the release schedule.

Thes"e exhibitors are' .already start-

ing .ftp ho.wl;:,bUt seem about con-
vinced 'that it's a hopeless fight as
|ar" . as th^y 'kr^ concerned. With
ev$n one picture as a wedge B..& K.
.books a clnich. to foVce' through its

plari' With thV staVt'of the next sell-

ing, seas'on ift\Jime.
c First /'fextra ' weelc of clearance '

gpes^: into-effectrin tlie last week in

May! which had been set as the first

*w'eek of .
geriferal release .for' *Mod^

.%^^im|!si''vB/ 'St'K. has not bought
;any'^the^--ef ;the' United Artists re-

leases this season with UA selling

away from B. & K. throughout the
neighborhoods.

W. E. Net Profit in '35

$2,620,279; Lost in '34

Operations of Western Electric
Co., of which Electrical Research
Products, Inc., Is a subsidiary, in-

creased more than $10,000,000 in 1935

as compared with the preceding
year. For the first time since 1931

operations of W. E. and subsidiary
companies resulted in a profit, 1935

earnings being ?2,620, 279, as against

a loss 'of $7,751,548 ;
in "1934; This

i:epresehts a return on investment, of

l.D^J-, which comrarcs with 1.6%
loss in preceding year, 3.3% loss in

1933 and 2,7% loss in 1932.

Report to stockholders issued yes-
terday (Tues.) reveals that the com-
pany's issue of $35,000,000 of 5%
debenture bonds, due in 1944, were
called for redemption on Oct. 1, 1935.

Other interest-bearing indebtedness

was reduced by $602,929. Company's
plants were operating at about 27%
capacity at end of year, with volume
of business enough to provide live

days of work weekly to a majority

<»f employees.

LIKKER WITH SHOWS
Albany, March 10.

Champagne with the opera;
highballs with the drama; cock-
tails with the music shows; beer
with pictures. These are in store

for New York theatregoers if the
legislature OK's the bill introduced
in the lower house by Assemblyman
Herbert C. Brownell to permit the^
atres to serve beet,, liquor and
wines along with food.

Licenses would be limited to New
York city. The fee would be $1,000

a year, with an option of taking a
9-months* license at $750.
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CHARM 91

MARTIN J; PORTER, New York Eve. Journal—MA distinct novelty and attractive—Im-

pressively delicate touch."

RALPH PHELPS, Toledo Blade
—

"Without a

doubt one of the finest groups on the air

. . . arrangements are extraordinary. A tip

top program. 1it

S. H. STEINHAUSER, The Pittsburgh Press—
. * a 100% job. The program seemed

to take dainty steps as it entered one's

home."
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Radio's first anil

. . . Not just girl

musicians and si

versatile orchest
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NORMAN SIESEL, Cleveland Press—
". . . click ... an outstanding radio achieve-

ment."

Mr-
flwsw"

SS$8S

pi

Co n d

said:

"—Smacko music dished out by Spit
use of material. Luscious orchestra
emplified anew." Land.
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ily all girl unit

ut ... talented

jrs comprising a

and melodious

lift

NEWCOMB F. THOMPSON, Boston Eve.

American
—

"Took the Sunday evening

loudspeaker laurels, New York best bets

notwithstanding.
1

LOUIS REID, New York American—"Fine

idea—clicked from the start.'

tsllCK KENNY, New York Daily Mirror—

"One of the most delightful musical novel-

ties these long ears have ever heard.'

AARON STEIN, New York Post—" Efficient

lady musicians—expert musical ensemble.'

ny—good choice of talent—intelligent

H, for which Spitalny is noted, is ex-

JUST CONCLUDED

A RECORD BREAKING TOUR

OF THE

DE LUXE THEATRES

IN THE EAST

SOON TO BE RELEASED

SEVERAL NEW SHORT

FEATURES FOR

WARNER BROS. AND

ALSO PARAMOUNT
PICTURES
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STATIONS IN MIDDLE ON 'FREE SPEECH,'

Columbia Ushers in New Problem When Giving

Communist Chance
:

to Talk^—Applause, Criti-

cism Greets Decision of Network

Troublesome and controversial

question of 'free -speech' on the

radio is sharply focused by the

Earl Browder broadcast of March 5.

Browder, secretary, of the. American
Communist party, accepted an invi-

tation from' the Columbia Broad-
casting System to speak for .15 min-
utes with" the understanding that he

would be answered the following

evening, at the same time, 1.0:45

p.m., by Congressman Hamilton
Fish..

Scattered, reports from around the

Country indicate that there was
little or no objection. ,

what
Browder said - but considerable ,obr:

Jectlon to the fact that a .Com-
munist was accorded an opportunity,

to say anything.. CBS .provided the

radical party's first and qniy net-,

work publicity opportunity . and
thereby precipitated., a . p^otlem in

the interpretation ot free speech.

Coughlin-O'Cannor Feud.
Sarnie matter of what may be said

over the air,. arid who may. say it,

was invplved in the feud pf Father

CoughlMi and Congressman John J.

O'Connor, of a fortnight ago. O'Con-

nor.; has- since warned 4U stations

carrying; the Coughlin addresses

that he will hold them accountable,

for slander if they carry, further

Coughlin slaps, against him. Michi-
.:gan priest la. feudirig with the.poli-

J£c}an because of hitter's opposition,

to fiscal theories espoused by the

cleric.

Freedom of speech ha's been much-
discussed in Democrat-Republican
controversies. Charges that the ad-
ministration has indirectly 'cen-

sored' the. speeches of the opposi-

tion, have been Heard for some time;

. Almost from the start of President
Roosevelt's sensational; use of radio

the minority party has hammered
Jat the 'Federal

.
Communications

Commission for allegedly providing,

indirectly through the policies it

pursues, .better, and ftiller beaks''to
Democrats than to-- Republicans.' .

Sudden introduction of the~ Com-
munist element, into a quarrel that
had been bi-partisan has brought
CBS some criticism but also has
earned them compliments for 'clev-

erness in dramatizing their oWri po-
sition on 'free speech.' CBS was ac-
cused by the Republicans: of im-
peding free speech ,at the time
President Roosevelt addressed Con-
gress and the radio audience simul-
taneously.

Stations in iddle

Growing importance of radio in

politics is not limited to national

events but has drastically altered

campaigning procedure in munici-
pal, county and state elections as
well. Radio stations find them-
selves in the. middle. While it's

easy enough to take a position

where the Communists are con-
cerned as between Democrats and
Republicans "calling each other
names, and with' the laws' of slander
and libel vaguely defined thus far
as concerns broadcasting • the indi-
vidual stations often suffer from bad
cases of the jitters. Some stations
how have a policy of immediately
cutting- ojf the air any politician' "the

moment he detours ever so 'slightly,

off the script, okayed in. advance,,
Numerous' suits for damages, have
already been filed in various com-

* munitles as the results of local

politics.

Probably many stations- would
like to be able to refuse all political

talks.- First because of the danger
. of libel and, similar embarrassments.
Second because, politicians are slow

to pay their bills when buying time
on a commercial basis and the sta-

tions hesitate to sue for collection.

Many of the stations affiliated

with the Columbia network flatly

refused to carry Browser's speech.

They substituted local programs.
Most of them frankly stated their

opposition and some of them rapped
the network for carrying broad-
mindedness to extremes. Many
newspapers, including the Hearst
group, deleted program listing from
their logs.

Browder's kctual spiel was. con-
sidered very - tame. It was far less

virulent than numerous political

talks that have been heard over the

air during the past year. Hamilton.
Fish in' his rejoinder' actuality paid

little attention' to ft: Fish applauded
•> ' •<•••'-• -

CBS for allowing Browder op-
portunity to be heard. Night row-
der spoke a patritic organization,

the Institute for Americanism, pick-

eted the CBS Bids. :on. Madison aye.

Washington, March 10.

Broadcast i last week by "Earl

Browder,' -leader of U. S. Coim
murilsts, brought some Congress

slopal- criticism down on heads of

tjie Columbia Broadcasting System
and Federal Communications Com-
'missioh;

\ Free time gift by CBS to the

American' radical was assailed by
several members, of Congress who
called for law revisions which would
prevent airing of 'propaganda' and
would enable government . authori-

ties 'to gag left-wing orators. F.C..C,

meanwhile pointed out that free

speech : is supposed to mean just

that.

Principal Congressional denounc-
ing was . done by Representative

John , McClellan of - Arkansas;
Democratic newcomer serving his

first ;'tejm .at the Capitol who tried-

unsuccessfully to have inserted in

the Congressional' Record a bitter

editorial carried in the Hearst press.

'The /action oh the part of the

Columbia Broadcasting System and
its president; William S. Paley, con-

stitutes a flagrant Insult/ McClellan
averred, while several Other mem-
bers, including.Representatives John
McSwain of Tennessee, Thomas I*.

Blanton of Texas, and John W. Mc-
Cormack of Massachusetts reflected

their disapproval of the Red speech.

A brief word of praise for CBS
was entered by Representative
Walter M. Pierce of Oregon, who
approved the time gift while oppos-
ing .Communism.

Tame Reaction
F. C. C. received kicks in advance

of the speech up to Saturday (7)

had heard little reaction to Brow-
der's. actual remarks. Only .a half-

dozen telegrams arid letters came in

during the two days following the
broadcast.
Commish .members were wary

about commenting on the incident,

pointing out that the' no-censorship
provision In- the act prevents any
action' to "block such a program.

munlst party in America, who was
given 15 minutes of time by the

Columbia: network in accordance

with its policy of giving all parties

a "chance to be heard.

Captain Arthur Prltchard, man-
ager of WWL, said Saturday (7)

that no Communist speech will, ever

be heard' over the Jesuit station.

. Baltimore, March 10.

Ail four of the local stations have

adopted policy Of full-time card

rates for any and all programs with

any, even indirect, tinge of political

propaganda..
Three weeks ago Ad Club annual

dinner had Beriiarr- Macfadden as

speaker. WPBM aired program and
embarrassed by what happened
(Macfadden was booed) when the

Assn. for. Defense of Constitution,

silk-stocking club of recent vintage

and of same kidney as Liberty

.League, had a feed here last week
WCBM carried 'proceedings at full

charges. Station figured Administra-

tion would be attacked and it- .was.

WFBR proved very 'amiable last

week, with Hope Barroll going to

N. Y. to'-get permission to cancel a
commercial so station could oblige

Yoimg Democratic Club here and
air its dinner; but' station got paid.

WCAO carried same and on same
arrangement.

'

Boston, March 10.

. John Shepard, 3rd, flatly ' refused

to carry the Earl Browder speech

from CBS. Not only for the stations'

which he personally owns but for

the other, member stations of the

regional Yankee network whose
policies he largely controls. Shepard
declined to allow Browder to be

heard.
Shepard has been a leading spirit

in the so-called Yankee Minute
Men. His family also owns the

Shepard department store here.

New York Radio Parade
By Nellie Revell

Pluperfect Sponsor FoiiheU

Agency radio chiefs will please read and sigh for at last the ideal
radio program sponsor has been discovered. In January of 1934 Frank
McMahon started handling the radio program sponsored by Dills and
Model tobaccos, the Pick and Pat program. The program is now in its

third year. At no time' has/either the spoheor, or any. member of. his
office watched a re^ej^al\.orvbrc#dcastfV?eei!.rthe script 'before airing or
even seen the commercial pjug copy. It wasn't until a few weeks ago
that the sponsor saW his talent. at the signing Of. a new contract.

Sponsor takes, the attitude that his representative knows his business
and as Jong as sponsor keeps hands off he is fully responsiblei

Benny Fields Draws Bonus
Benny . Fields received a check for a goodly number of dollars as a

bonus for his sighing with CBS rather than the opposition. Fields is now
under the personal wing .of Abe Lyman and. among..other items has been
offered the Socony .program. ^However h» auditioned at CBS Saturday
with the Lyman band playing for him even though they'll not play the
program if Fields ^ets.same. As the deal stands Fields will be singing
for Ohesterflpld in-^frOnVof the ICostelanetZibahdi

- •

-

Paid Off In . Trade
Agency handling a number of

,
the top names in show business was

approached by a band .leader with a motor ; car sponsor program on the
air and asked if his clients would do guest shots on the prbgrahi. Pay-
off was to be in sponsor's product. Agent worried about where his 10%
comes in? Wanted to know what he would. do with a bunch of tires?

...Bettie Glenn's Audience
.
Rooms at the Edison '•' hfct&l are- equipped' with radio sets mounted In

the wall of ;each room. . Each, set can pick up only the 'four major put-
lets, WEAF, WJ^, WABCr iind WOR, Now the' hotel has a new gadget
in operation, Bettie,.GIenni' the . radio publicist, ' is .the news commentator
of -i.th^' hotel. |?our\ times/gaily, at station breaks; she jgdes on the hotel
network with a resume of the hlghliglit news,' notes, about hotel, hap-
penings at theatres; menus, Entire spiel is under five minutes. Hits
every room with set- open. '-

Detroit, March 10.

WJR, local CBS. outlet, did not
broadcast the speech of Earl
Browder, Coinmunist Party secre-

tary, last week and received only
the protests of Michigan and
Detroit communists. William Weln
stone, secretary of the party's state

organization, charged ^the station

management With 'yielding ito the
Liberty League and the most re
actionary forces of this country.'

Period of speech, station said, has
been, sold for Weeks .for spot -an
nouncements between recordings,
and time has never been relin-

quished -by advertisers except for
Presidential addresses.

Philadelphia, March 10.

There was little interest here last

week in radio speech of Earl
Browder, secretary of Communist
party in Amierlca, which WCAU
picked up from CBS and broadcast
locally in tpto. Few patriotic organ
izations had made vague- threats
against station in case program was
aired, but when' Dr. Leon Levy,
WCAU president, went ahead with
broadcast, reaction fizzled.

Fact that speech itself was minus
radical fireworks is figured to have
contributed to its mild reception.

Another item was that, generally,

papers here editorialized on idea

that all political sides should have
hearing. Some months ago WCAU
was bombarded with protests from
hosiery workers' union over refusal

to broadcast a speech by member of

Mint organisation. Censorship ques-
tion also came up several times last

fall, during political campaign, with
all local stations getting some at-

tention. But that's all in recent
months.

New Orleans, March 10.

WWL, operated by Loyola 1
, unl

Verslty, list Thursday (5) refused

to '.broadcast the speech of Earl'C.
Browder, secretary of the Com-

WHN

FOR AFTERNOON

Coincidental with its Increase to

5,000 watts which is being cele-

brated, all this week Station WHN,
New York, will undergo a' revision

of program schedules. Louis K.
Sidney, general manager of the

Loew station, wants to hypo the
afternoon stretch particularly. Sev-
eral ace evening revues are to be
shifted to afternoon airing In an
effort to rope in the biggest metro-
politan listening audience in greater
New York.
With the establishment of the hew

transmitter in Astoria WHN now
has 129 employes. Production staff

is particularly large, including Mort
Harris, Arthur Q, Bryan, George
"Van Dell, George NObbs, Gene Staf-

ford, Charles Windsor and three
musical conductors, DOn Albert,

Alex Hyde and Joe Jordan plus four
arrangers.

Leighton and Nelson Quit

WGY to Form Adv. Agency

Schenectady, N. Y., March 10.

Winslow (Tiny) Leighton, WGY's
first commercial manager and re

cently New York State representa-
tive for NBC, and George R. Nel
son, his successor at the GE sta
tion, have opened a general adver
tising agency in Schenectady, tak-
ing with them Mrs. Rosemary
Cramb, a member of the WGY staff

since 1922.

Stanley L. Spencer, who came to
WGY last May as "Nelson's assist-
ant, has been promoted to commer-
cial manager. John A. Howe, o£
Schenectady, Is an extra addition to

the business department. Alice
Belringer, of Amsterdam, takes
Mrs. Cram's place.

Leighton and Nelson received an
ethereal sendoff from WGY, pair
facing the mike to tell listeners pf

their agency plans. It Is the - first

agency .in this- section manned ex-
clusively by radio-trained execu-
tives.

Short Shots : •

. The O. Ei Mclntyre program on WOR capitalizes on fact that 'tis no
longer' an amateur talent show. All talent is ho\v paid and strictly pro-
fessional. Talent get$- a' five dollar bill for eaob; program which fee in-
cludes three rehearsal calls. . . .Ltebert LombaVdo caught -himself a cold
last 'Monday. A crack trumpeter was needed pronto. A hurry call was
serif to NBC for Phil Napoleon. Phil is now a house man at NBC and
was scheduled to do' a Frank .Black program. Red tape was cut and
Phil released to hurry, to CBS.and play the Lombardo Esso show.. ...Tim
Sullivan is a member of the L. H. Hartman agency, .. .Chester Stratton
of the NBC - Artist Service has been ill the past few weeks with a bum
ticker. .. .Gotham Agency has a program under way for their Gold Seal
Piston Rings Account. ...Bruno Associates are. np longer handling
the. Texaco publicity.. Their ..air program, Jumbo, folds in. April
. . . .Lester Layden resigned as secretary to Rudy Vallee, after a severe
verbal joust, and is now connected with Ed Fishman's Radio Orchestra
Corp. Another change in the "Vallee staff has Evelyn Langfeldt moving
to California for a rest and Mary Asky replacing...,Jack C'ostello, chief
announcer at KSTP the NBC. outlet in St. Paul, came to N;Y". to join the
local NBC staff .. .".Don Kerr is ho longer on the announcing staff of
WMCA. He is now freelancing.. ..Barry McKlnley just completed a
.Warner .short... .George Snowhill and Pershing- PetersOn, two young
members of the WOR music library, have written themselves a tune,
'Trouble Me'i . . .Mack Millar takes, three-week vacation jaunt to Cali-
fornia.

Scrambled Notes
Sterling Products 'Melodlana' program now heard on Sunday afternoons

at NBC will switch to Tuesday evenings at 9:30 on WJZ on May 26th....
Since the strike hit town NBC has had an extra uniformed guard in the
lobby to keep the song plu'ggers, etc., moving. Just taking all precau-
tions and the guard' is really polite. . . .Eno Crime Clue program and
NBC are doing a bit of experimenting in an attempt to discover the
practicability of including short wave pick-ups like police launches or
patrol cars during the regular broadcast. If set-up works out and is

not toO expensive they will be Included on the program. . . .On March 16th
the Landt Trio and White get their. first CBS commercial.- They become
'Those Four Model Smokers, the Landt Trio and. White* on the Pick and
Pat program for Dills..! . .Rudy Vallee will m.c. for . Benny Kruger at th«
Essex House in Newark on the 17th. .. .Jimmy Jemail, Daily News In-
quiring Reporter, has been replaced by Milton Kaye on the Natl Safety
Bank program on WOR. Jimmy is miffed and preparing a legal barrage
to protect his idea....WNEW is preparing a sales brochure. .. .Doug
Connah back from his Pittsburgh jaunt toting a huge scrapbopk. . ..Abe
Lyman is building a, unit to tote to Chicago for his College Inn date....
Signed one hot singer named 'Tiny' Wolfe, a 275-pound Pittsburgh lad
that no one else wanted until Abe saw, heard and signed... . .The Modern
Choir, has been augmented for the Zlegfeld Follies program. .. .Perry
King is newest addition to the WNEW announcing staff.

Stand By
Howard Petrle who received the Batton, Barton, Durstine & Osborn

Agency award for top job of announcing. never did a BBDO program....
Phil Cook and his frau" Journey to Bermuda for a two-week vacation
returning to join the Ziegfeld Follies program on' the. 21st The Ben
Blake office is readying to make pix of the True Story Magazine (Mac-
fadden) program on NBC. 'Tis the. 'Court of Human Relations' show
. . . .Mills Brothers booked into Baltimore in a ;hurry and. Jack Egan
scurried down to prepare "the publicity. . . .Tommy Rockwell is going to
Florida. , . .Brad Barker, the sound-of-animals-imitator, now has himself
a steady job on the 'Renfrew of the Mounted' script series, He provides
the wolf call heard in the signature of the script.. . .WOR special events
dept. is preparing a show built around the barbers in this town that
have shaved famous people. Will be ready to air in about two weeks and
the title is 'Once Over Lightly' Frank Parker has kept himself plenty
busy the last two weeks doing guest shots. In addition to his steady
program for Atlantic Refining Parker has done two spots on Bernie, one
each on Whiteman and Himbe'r programs.

Nemo
Guy Lombardo aggregation has been signed to return to the Roosevelt

Grill next season Paul Dumont in Florida. .. ;Vella Reeves, ex-NBC,
New York and Frisco, is now with the Washington, D. C, press dept. of
NBC.-. The Pickens SissLera perform at the General Motors show in
Pittsburgh week of March 21st Paul Stewart has himself a birthday
on Friday, the 13th,...Mae Murray being groomed for a spot on Vallee
show. . .;Llfe Saver program folds with the end of Its current 13-week
contract Stobpnagle & Bud return to the air at CBS either as sus-
tainers on Saturday the 14th or if a pending deal goes through they'll

be heard on a commercial now on the air on Friday the 13th Alan
Courtney back at WNEW after a, tussle with the' grippe The New
England Council Program, oil NBC, .a local/show, will consist Of Frank
Crumit and a' group known ' ai. the New Englanders President Atherton
Hobler ,of Benton & s

Bpw|es ,and./rpm' Revere , of ditto are ..back from
vacailons.... Cleveland B. Cha^fr tq.Ber'nuida for,.the l^sjt .of .month.

^ ... .., . ...
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DIVIDED LOYALTY ISSUE
Hearsts WBAL in Mutual Pact

Follows WCAE, Pittsburgh, as Occasional
Ally of Co-operative Web

WBAL, Hearst-owned Baltimore
station, is joining with the. Mutual
web In April as an available supple-
mentary outlet. Fees will be card
rates with line charges absorbed.

.

Balto broadcaster is the second-

Hearst station that can be piped
into Mutual'. WCAE, Pittsburgh, al-

ready plugs in with some regularity.

A third Hearst outlet, WINS, New
York, now feeds the Feenamint 'Na-
tional Amateur Night' to Mutual
and added stations, but is not con-
sidered a Mutual affiliate nor is it

sold as such. Singleton piece of

feeding is an exception occasioned
by the fact that WOR had another
show interfering with Its ori ination

duties.

WBAL is an NBC Blue outlet.

FLORIDA TOWN

GA-GA OVER

•SALUTE'

- -St. Petersburg, Fla., March 10.

HOW web programs that 'salute'

various cities stimulate local pride
will be illustrated here tomoi'row
eve (Thursday) in connection with
the Maxwell House Showboat
stanza. Coffee crowd is saluting

this burg, so everybody's getting on
the civic bandwagon. And that goes
especially for WSUN, which hap-
pens to be. owned by the chamber
of commerce. *

, They're hiring a flesh and blood

showboat, the 'Moonglow,' to chug
up to the Million Dollar Pier. Guests
can come aboard and imbibe dough-
nuts and coffee (Maxwell House).
Station already Is up to its ears in

requests for ducats of admission.

Later the 'Moonglow' will take a
sail on the bay -\yith chamber of

commerce, Maxwell, and WSUN
officials aboard for the joyride.

NAOMI BENGSTON IN

COURT FOR DIVORCE

Denver, March 10.

Mrs. Naomi Bengston, widow of

the founder of radio station KLZ
here (Dr. Wm. j. Reynolds), has
sued for divorce from Elmer L.

Bengston, to whom she- was married
In Kansas City on Feb. 23. 1933.

Mrs. Bengston charges mental
cruelty. She asks restoration of her
former name, Reynolds.
Bengstons married when both

were connected with the station.

Some months ago Mrs. Bengston
sold her widow's interest in KLZ
and moved to California. .She is

suing for divorce in district court in

Denver. Mrs. Bengston was for-
merly manager and program di-

rector .of KLZ.

Ralph Atlass Takes WIND
From Free & Sleininger

Chicago, March 10.

Ralph Atlass Is splitting up the
representation of his two Chicago-
coverage stations, WJJD and WIND.
Has served notice of Free &
Sleininger of the cancelling of the
F. & s. representation for WIND.

F. & S, will retain national sales
Jcb f.or WJJD.

James Willson Better

New Orleans, March 10.

James Willson, program director

and announcer of WWL, who was
everely injured in a recent Auto-
mobile accident in which Klssie

Howell, station artist, was killed,

has been removed to his home her*.
Still unable to see visitors.

Smith Ballew on Shell

Hollywood, March 10.

Smith Ballew, orchestra leader
ajid warbler, takes over the m.c.'ing
of Shell Chateau after" Al Jpison
quits April 4 for 13 weeks. Ballew's
crew is playing the Cafe de. Paris,
local nitery.

Jolson is laying off until fall.

Dept. Stores Share Hour

Of Styles, Name Music,

Nellie Reveil Spieling

Cooperative .department store's,

consisting of prominent mercantile
establishments in New York, Chi-
cago, Cleveland, Pittsburgh, and
Boston will broadcast a series of
one hour morning programs over
the Mutual network starting March
19. Program will have a different
name dance orchestra each week
plus a style expert provided by the
various magazines devoted to that
subject.

Only permanent talent on the pro-
gram is Nellie Revell. She will pre-
sent - interviews along the lines she
has handled for NBC. First for
Nellie is Gladys Swarthout.
Ben Bernie, Wayne King and Abe

Lyman are among the name or-
chestras thus far contracted. Pro-
gram: is a brain child of Ben Itocke,
who is conceiver, seller and pro-
ducer.

' r "

100% COMMERCIAL

1.5 Minutes of Straight Selling on
WMCA, New York

Old style straight commercial
broadcast, with sales chatter mak-
ing up entire 15-minute program, is

reported getting results on WMCA,
New York. It is the Bronx Buick
used car company that airs every
Saturday afternoon between 2:30 to
2:45 o'clock.

Two announcers keep up a con-
tinuous rapid-lire sales talk, dis-
cussing technical details of used
automobiles, prices and other fac-
tors. While many were skeptical of
program's success, results have been
obtained. Bess & Schillin, Inc., is

agency.

CBS PIPES $10,000 SHOW

EAST FROM HOLLYWOOD

Hollywood, March 10.

One of most pretentious commer-
cial auditions to go east from here
was piped yesterday (Monday) over
CBS. Raymond Paige batoned an
orchestra of 130 pieces and 25 vocal-
ists. Program was written and pro-
duced by Charles Vanda and Is

budgeted around $10,000 for an
hour's show.
Program, called 'Music for the

Masses,' runs the gamut of pops,
classics and novelty orchestrations.

New York reports elaborate Coast
show as probably Intended for
Lucky Strikes.

Bob Tcmge at KGVO
Missoula, Mont., March 10.

KGVO has named Bob Tonge as
its new director of production. Used
to be with KFI, Los Angeles.
Concurrently F. Marshall Sander-

son is director of public relations.

Raehael Moore's Job

Rachael Moore, formerly In con-
tinuity department at WINS, New
York, has been named assistant

program; director at Bess & Schillin

agency. She will be ' first aid to

Walter Kelly, program chief.

Mies Moore has been with WFBL
anfl WJSYg, jSyracuise.

3̂*

Growing Number of Stations

With Outside Affiliations

Displeases NBC and CBS
—NBC May Deliver Ul-

timatum Soon

CARD RATES

Divided loyalty, the situation in

which a station nominally an af-

filiate of either NBC or CBS, joins
another network threatens to grow
into a problem. It all started when
WLW,. Cincinnati, aggressively de-
termined to gain fuller financial re-
wards for itself, became the nub of
the cooperative Mutual network
which actively competed for ac-
counts with NBC, of which WLW
was and is a member albeit a pre-
mium station.

Next major instance of divided
loyalty came with WNAC; Boston,
erstwhile link oh the Mutual hook-
up while simultaneously allied with
Columbia.. As NBC could not or did
not act in the case of WLW the
Boston situation,

.
long ticklish, pre-

vented Columbia from stopping
WNAC. So with two successful
precedents of a kind that are hard
to alibi other stations seem increas-
ingly minded to- make deals, that
annoy both CBS and NBC.
Formation of regional networks

composed of stations with attach-
ments to the two major webs is

also not welcomed by NBC and
CBS. In the beginning such re-

gionals are confined to time which
belong to the local staitions but a
conflict of interest Is seen as dis-

continued on page 45)

PRALL OKAYED;

PAYNES FATE

UP NEXT

Washington, March 10.

Annlng S. Prall was renamed by
President Roosevelt to position as
chairman of Federal Communica-
tions Commission last week. Term
is for one year, expiring March
11, 1937. Prall has six more years
to serve as member of the Commish,
however.
White House announcement was

interpreted in broadcasting circles
as evidence President Roosevelt. Is

not moved by political criticism of
F.C.C. activities and is satisfied
with conduct of broadcasting, af-
fairs under Frail's supervision.
With Prall's reappointment out of

the way, political wire-pulling in
Commish neighborhood started over
the future of Commissioner George
Henry Payne, whose, sharp speeches
have attracted much attention and
whose frequent criticism of Prall
regime has been sensational.
Opponents of Payne are urging

President Roosevelt to pick a West-
erner for the birth which he will
vacate in June while his political
buddies launched a counter- barrage
of recommendations that he be
given a second term. Intensive tug
of war for President's favor is in

prospect.

PROGRAMS FOR SALE

On Page 45 of this Week's
Issue appears a New Classified

Advertising Section For The
Benefit of Advertising Agen-
cies and Sponsors Interested
in what Local Stations have to

offer.

Mrs. Melrose, WJAY, Initiates Regional

Ohio Foursome Offers 15 Minutes Seven
Days a Week for $695

Dorothy McNulty on Air

Dorothy McNulty, stage and
screen actress, has been spotted on
Spencer Bentley's 'Tbphatter' drama
review, programs on WNEW, New
York, She will play the role of
Judy, the Tdphatter's companion on
his theatre trips.

Miss McN.ulty, who has been with
MGM for two years, made her radio,
debut in Los Angeles -with Raymond
Paige!s band. On the/stage she ap-
peared in 'Good News,' 'Sky High,'
'Follow Through' and other musical
comedies.

WQAN, Scranton, Asks,

Gets Permission to Curtail

Hours Due to WB-ASCAP

Washington, March 10.

Initial instance of a broadcast
station, having to curtail hours be-
cause of the existing .copyright
muddle, popped up last week when
the Federal Communications Com-
mission extended special authority
to a 250-watt -transmitter to cut its

time below a required minimum
pending, the .outcome of renewal of
ah Ascap contract.

Station which is limping along,
sans music, until the American So-
ciety of Composers, Authors and
Publishers can compose its contract
difficulties, is WQAN, Scranton, Pa.,
which has. been allowed 30 days to
operate on shorter hours.

BYRON QUITS ESTY

Walks as He's Given an Associate,
Sam Moore, ex-Thompsonite

Edward A. Byron last week hand-
ed in his resignation as radio di-

rector of William Esty" & Co.
Byron decided to walk after Sam
Moore, formerly scriptist for J,

Walter Thompson on the. west coast,

had been brought in to work with
him. Nothing had previously been
said to Byron about Moore joining
Esty. Moore had been retained at
the suggestion of another ex-
Thompson man who is now with
Esty, Stanley Holt.

Byron came to the Esty agency
three years ago. Before that he was
on the production staff of WLW,
Cincinnati.

MUTUAL TAKES ONE

AWAY FROM COLUMBIA

Chicago, March 10-

Wayne King orchestra and Lady
Esther cosmetics inaugurate a
Mutual system show on April 26 for
a regular Sunday evening program
at 6:30-7. This Sunday show re-

places the program formerly allotted

to Columbiai
Program will take the regular

Mutual hook-up with the exception
of WQR in Newark and will also

add, Pittsburgh, Baltimore and
Philadelphia. ,

Brian McDonald atWJAS
Pittsburgh, March 10.

Brian McDonald has. returned to

Pittsburgh to take over Wilkins
jewelry-sponsored amateur show on
WJAS every Sunday afternoon. ITo

replaces Bernie Armstrong, who's
had the program tor severai months,
Armstrong switching to another
station for a two-man commercial
with Pat Haley. A native Pitts-

burglier, McDonald was first sta-

tion manager WJAS had more than
10 years ago.
Another local air replacement

gives Jack Craddock post of sports
announcer on WWSW. He succeeds
Al 'Heifer, recently appointed as-

sistant sports annou ccr at ,WLW,
Cincinnati.

Formation of a regional Ohio net-
work has resulted from a powwow-
held last week by four stations un-
der the leadership of Edythe Fern
Melrose, general manager of
WJAY, Cleveland Independent. In
addition to WJAY, are WSPD, To-
ledo, operating at 2,500 and 1,000

watts and affiliated with CBS;
WKBN,.Youngstowni 500 watts and
a CBS affiliate; and WBNS, Colum-
bus, 1,000 and 500 watts, and also a
CBS station. A fifth station is con-
templated for Cincinnati, but no
deal has been set as yet.

Mrs. Melrose will act as' general
manager of the web. and Aerial
Publicizing has been made its rep.

So far operations of the hookup
call for only one hour per day be-
tween 6:30 and 7:30 a.m. Pending
an increase in Schedule, rates have
not been stabilized. Current tenta-
tive quotations are $695 for 15 min-
utes seven days a week, over all.

four stations.

Consolidation of such a web has!
been discussed for some time in '•

Ohio radio circles as a means of fa-
cilitating a stronger sales Job by lo-
cal stations against WLW, Cincin-
nati super broadcaster. New web is

how eyeing WKRC, Cincinnati' 1

1,000-watter (CBS), as a fifth part-
ner, but to date there's been no final

deal.

Kate Smith A&P

Record AO-Star

Show Opp. Bowes

Hour program which the A & P
Stores is staging on CBS this Sun-
day night (15) opposite Chase &
Sanborn coffee's Major Bowes stanza
may be repeated at irregular inter-
vals. . Cast for the initial event will

have Kate Smith as m.c. and will

Include Ray Noble, Block and Sully,

Bob Burns, Eva LeGallienne, Doc
Rockwell, Dick Powell, Harry Reser,
James Melton, Raymond Paige, A &
P Gypsies, Romany Singers, Ted
Husing and the 'Rise of the Gold-
bergs' troupe.

Show will mark the opening of
Kate Smith Week In the A & P
stores and find one brand of coffee
being plugged against other on a
parallel hookup. With few excep-
tions, A & P's guest talent has been
recruited from programs that, have
grocery product affiliations, but
most of It is being paid for. Three
of the acts, Burns, Powell and
Paige, will originate from Holly-
wood.

STATION SCOUTS HOME

TALENT PRODUCTIONS

Charlotte, N ; C, March 10.

WBT Is gbihg after talent In odd
corners. Station is making it

known that it will welcome invita-

tions from those staging local-

talent shows, amateur contests,

school and community entertain-
ments, and the like for a WBT rep-
resentative to be on hand as a
judge, to present prizes, or just as
a spectator in the audience.

In the past the station has heeded
few such requests. Now they piah
to make all such amateur shows,
with, the hope of finding there
something that the station can use.

Kendricks to New York
Chicago, . March 10.

A. C. Kendricks, who has been in
charg'e of the local World broad-
casting studios here for the past
couple of years, joins the New York
office shortly.

Top desk here will be handled by
Read Wight, who has been World's
key salesman locally.
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AMEKU AN CAN
S-Ta-U'JZ

Ben Bernle ft Lads
Pat Rooney
•Fuller-Smith-Rosa

' AMERICAN
HOME PRODUCT*

( Anncln)
WJZ-7 P.M.

Taes.-Wed.-Thur.
•Easy' Acea'
Goodman AC*
Jane Ac*
Mary Hunter
Helen Spring

(Rotyrios)
Mon-B-WEAF

Hammersteln Music
Hall

Ted Hammersteln
Corrlne Or! th
Harry Carroll
T. Hasletf;
Luoy LaughUn
Lazy Dan
•Blackett

AMERICAN
TOBACCO

8-8at-WEAF
(Lucky Strike)

;.Carl Hnff Oro
•Lord fi thomai

AMERICAN
RADIATOR

t:3*4-R«iB«WEAF
•Fireside Recital**

Bltrurd. Nllssen
Willie Morris
Frank St. Leger
Oro

•Blak«r Advt
Annro Iron

,

Siso-w-wjz
Bennett Chappie
Arrhco Bd <

Frank Simon
•Gardner-Orelst.

.l a. et p.
9-M-WEAV

Farrv Ho.rllrk

Howard Price
*Pf»rln A P<°.nrt

BABBITT CO,
10:45 a.m.-MoB. to

Frl-WJZ
•David Harum'
Wilmer. Walter
Peggy Allenby
Edith Spence
"Walter Soderling
•Blackett
BEST FOODS. INC.

11 a.m.-Tn-Th-
WKAF

Ida Bailey Allen :

'•Bflntnnft BnwlfS
'

BETTER SPEECH
INSTITUTE
3-Hun-WJZ

•Your English'
•Ausplts & Lee
BOTTRJOff* SALES,

INC.
Mon-B:30-WJZ

'('Evening In Pari**)
Marton Downey.
Flckln* Slater*
Mark Warnow Oro
•Lord ft Thomas

BOWEY'S
Su-1:30-Thurfl-
5 p,m.i-WKAF

*WhIle the City
Sleeps*

Finney Brlggs
Forest Lewis
Vivian Frldell
-Jess Pugh
Clare Baum
Charles Eggleston-
Cecil Roy
Marie Nelson
Pauline Hopklna
James Gobb
•Comer
BRISTOL-MYERS

0-W-WEAF
(Sal Hepatlca)

(Inana)
Fred Allen
Portland Hoffa
Eileen Douglas

k Jack Smart
'

I Peter Van Steedan
•Young ft Rubicam

CAMPANA
• 6:S0-Su-WJZ
'Grand Hotel*
Ann Seymour
Don Aniecbe

10 F-WEAF
*Flrst Nlghter*
Francis X Bushman
Betty Lou Oerson
Carlton Brickert
Cliff, Soiibler
Harry Jackson's Or
•Aubrey Wallace
CARNATION MII.H

10-M-WEAF
Lullaby Lady
Ireene Wicker
M L Eastman
Buth Lyon
•Brwlh. Wasey
CHEVROLET
0-8nt-WEAF

Rublooff
Virginia Rea
Jan Peerce
Graham McNamee
•Campbell-B
cities siinvicra

fUF-WEAF
•Lucille Manners
Bosarlo Bourdon Or
Quartet
•Lord * Thorna*
fLicorof club

S-Sn-WEAF
Harry Reser ft

Clicquot -Club O
Lynne Gordon
Ernie Weber
John Zellner
**N. W. Ayer
COOK * BON

. fl:30-8n-WJZ
•afan From Cook's'

Malcolm LaPrade
Lew White
•Wertheimer
COX GELATINE

11 a.m.-Thurs.-WJZ
Jack Berch
•Kate
D. L. * W. COAL
11:1(1 u.ni.-Tu-W'-

Th-WEAF
Studio No. 7
Jack Clemen* ..

Loretta Clemen*
•Rntbrauf* & Rran
ELGIN WATCH
10-Xu-WEAF

Kddle Dowling
Ray Dooley
Helen Ward
B'ny Goodman's Ore
•J. W. Thompson

FORD
Fri-9:30-WJZ

Fred Warlngs Pehn-
sylvaMans

•*N. W. Ayer

FIRKSTQNE
8:30-M-WEAF

Vocal Ensemble
Nelson Eddy
Margaret Speak*
'Sweeny -Jathea

FITCH
1;«5-8u-WEAJr

Morln Sister*
Ranch Boy*
•L. W. Ramsey

S:15-Frt-WJZ
Wendall. Hall
•Ramsey

GENERAL
BLECTBIC

11 p.m,-Suu-WEAF
'Matt Clemens, Th
Melody Master*

Lily Strickland
Frank Black
Alan Jcicelyn
Virginia Howard
Edwin Jerome
France* Nordstrom
Robert Strauss
William Stickle*
Charm* Allln
B. B. D, ft O.

GENERAL FOODS
9-Th-WEA*#
(Maxwell)

'Show Boat'
Laniiy Ross
Conrad Thtbault
Frank Melntyr*
The Westerner*
Virginia
'Molasses 'n* Jan'ry*
Hue Haenschen
Walter Tetley
Laurie Maesey
•Benton & Bowles

7-8n-WJZ
(JellO)

Jack Benny
Mary Livingston
Johnny Green'* Or
Kenny Baker
•Young ft Rubicam

9:80-Tn-WJZ
(Sanka)

"New Penny*
Helen Hayes
Ned Wever
•Yountr & Rubicam
GBNEBAL MILLS
10:4IV-W-F-WEAV

(Gold Medal)
Betty Crocker
Cooking Recipe*
•McCord Co..

4-Dalry-WJZ
(Blequtck)

'Betty ft Bob'
Edith Davis
Dorothy Shidler
Elizabeth Reller
Lester Tremayne
Loretta Poynton
Frank Dane
•Blackett

GEN. MOTORS
10 p.m.-Su-WEAF
Josef' Hofmann
Brno Rapes, Cond.
G Motors' Ore
Campbell-Ewald
HOUSEHOLD
FINANCE

8:30-Tu-WJZ
Edgar A. Guest
Be<-nardine Flynb
Sidney Ellstrom
Galllcctilos Oro
•C. D. Prey

HORIJCR'S
at to F-7;S0-WJZ
(Malted Milk)

Lum & Abner
Chester Lauck
Norris Goff
•Lord & Thorn**
HUMPHREY'S
MEDICINE

fl.lfi-Wed-Frl-WJZ

'Sweethearts of the
Air*

Peter De Rose
.May Slnghl Breen

Andy Sanella
•Blow :

JERGEN
0:30-8h-WJZ

Walter Wlnchell
rJ. Walt. Thompson
JOHNSON A SON

(Floor Wax)
8 p.m.-Mon.-VfJZ

'Fibber McGee ft

Molly*
Marlon ft J Jordan
Lynn Martin
Charles Laveer
Master Singer*
Emery D'Arcy
U. Marcel M's Ore
•Neednam, L, ft B.

8. C. JOHNSON A
SON .

l.lff-Tli-WEAF
( Glu-Co)

'Life Studies'
Tom Power*
•Needham, L. & B.

REI.I/OGG
0M- Dally Ex. Sa*

Su-WJZ
'Singing Lady*
(reene Wicker

8:30-F-WJZ
James Melton
Hed Nlchol's Ore
N. W. Ayer

KBAFT-PJIENtl
lO.Th-WEAF <

Blng. Crosby
Owen Davis
Patsy Kelly
Jimmy Dorsey Ore
Bob Bqrns
M Wult Thomp.
LA 1)1 ESTHER
StfO-Tu-W-WEAF
Wayne King Oro
•J. W. Thompson

LABCS A BROS.
(Edgeworth Tob'cO)

9-Wed-WJZ
Corn Cob Pipe Cl'b'
Pat Blnford
Squire. Hli
Sue ' Hathaway
•B. B, D, -ft O.

LIFE SAVEB
8-Wed-W.IZ

•LlfeBaver Rendez-
vous'

Phil Dney
Irene Beasley
Clyde Lucas Oro
•Topping ft Lloyd
GEORGE W.
LUF1' CO.
(Tangee)

10:3O-Ta-WEAF
Jimmy Ffdler
•Cecil, W. C.

MACFADDEN
9:30-F-WEAF
(True Story >

Court ot Human
Relation**

Percy Hemus
Ned Wever .

Wllmer Walker
Alice- Khelnheart
Helen Spring
Vera Allen
Fred Felkel, Org
Lucille Wall
Allyn Joslyn
•Arthur Kudner
OR. MILES LAB'S

(Alka-Seltaar)
9:30-8a-WJZ

WLS Barn Dance
Ridge Runner*
Uncle Ezra
Lulu Belle
Maple City 4

7:15 M-W-F-WEAF
'Uncle Ejra,' Radio
Station EZRA

Pat Barrett
Cliff Soubler
Carleton Guy
Nora Cunneen
•Wade
BENJ. HOOBE CO.
11:80 a.m.-Wed-

WEAF
Betty Moore
MODERN FOOD
PROCESS CO.
4:15-M-WJ£

1 Charles, Sorce
Harry Swan
•Clement* Co.

MOLI.E
9 p.m.-Tn-WEAF

'Voice of the Peo-
ple'

Parks Johnson
Jerry Belcher
•Stalk-Goble

JOHN O.
MORRELL

B:30-Su-WJZ
(Dog Fond)

Titos. Mullins
Marlon Claire
•Henri. H. & MoD.
PACIFIC BORAA

9-Th-WJZ
Death Vall'y Day*'
Tim Frawley
Edwin Wi. Wbltnsy
Lonesome Cowboy
Jean King
Jaok McBryde
Joseph Bonim* Ore
McCahn-Erlck

PEl'SODENT
1 -Dally Ex Sat San-

WEAF
Amos n' Andy
Freeman Gosden
Charles Correll
•Lord & Thomas

5 p.m.-M-9-Frl
WJZ

Al Pearce & Gang
Mable Todd
Morey Amsterdam
Atiene Harris
Harry Foster
Monroe Upton
.Andy Andrews
i'ony Romano
3 Cheern
William Wright
•Lord A Thomas
ruif.ip MOKK1S
8-Tu-WEAF

Phillips Lord
Sally Singer
3 Sweetheart*
I -eo Relsman'a Ore
Eton Boys
Phil Duey

PILLSBUBY
tO:80-Dally-WJ2

'Today's. Children'
Trma Phillips
Walter Wicker
Besa Johnson
Irene Wicker
Lucy Glllman
Fred Von Amon

Jean McGregor
•Hutchinson

• P1NEX
8:15-Su-\VJZ

Pine Mountain
Merrymakers

John Lair
Red Foley
•Palmer
PITTSBURGH
PLATE GLASS
8-Thars-WJZ

Pittsburgh Symph^y
Antonla Modarelli,
Con.

Efrem Zlmballst
•B. B. D. & O.
PRINCESS PAT

0:30-M-WJZ
*A Tale ot Today*
Joan Blaine
Harvey Hay's
Laurette Fillbrandt
Willard Farnum
Robert tirlmn
Harrlette Wldmer •

Frank Pascelli
Isabel 'Randolph.
•McJunklh
P'CT'R A G'MBLB
8:30 Dally fix. Sa-

8a-\VEA»
(Crlsco)

•Vlo ft Bade'
Art Van Harvey
Billy Idelson
nernndln'e Plytiri

7:1B-M-W-F-WJZ
tvbry Stamp Club
Capt Tim Hesley
•BlAckman
Men-Wed<Fri-12

WEAF
Pat 'Barnes .

•Blackett-S-H
•Gardner
3:45-M to F-WEAF

(Ivory Soap)
The O'Neills'
Kate McCorah
Jane West
Violet Dunn
Jimmy Donelly
Jack Rubin
Jimmy Tansey
Janet Gflbert
•Blackmah
8:15 Dally Except
Sa ft Su-WEAF

(Oxydol)
Ma Perkln*'
Virginia Payne
Marjorle Hannon
Chaa Egeleon
Hilda Graham
Charner Batson .

John Mathews
Corlne Dearth .

Butler Mandevlll*
Ken Griffin

,

•Blackett
10:15 a.m. Dally
Except Sat A 8un-

WEAF
(Chlpsn)

•Home Sweet Home'
S. G. Smith
Harriett McQIbbon
Billy Halop
•Blaokman
Mon to Frl-3-WEAF

(Camay) .

'Forever Voung*
Curtis Arnall
Betty Wragge
Marlon Barney
Jack Roslelgh
•Pedlar & Ryan
QUAKER OATS CO.

5:80-Sat. WEAF
'Kaltenmeyer's Kin*

dergarten'
Bruce Kamman
Marlon Jordon
Jim Jordan
Johnny Wolf
Thor Erlcson
Merrill Fuglt
Harry Kogen Oro
•Lord & Thomas
BAI^TON PURINA
5-.30-M-W-F-WEAF
Tom Mix Adven-

tures'
Gardner
BADIO CORP.
AMERICA

9 p.m.-Sun-WJZ
'Magic Key of RCA'
John B, Kennedy
Frank Black
Gladys Swarthout
Vienna Boys Choir
•Lord & Thomas

BEAL SILK
9-Su-WJZ

Chas. Previa Orcb
Olga Albanl
Betty Bennett
Singing .KnlKhts
•Leo Burnett

REGIONAL
ADVERTISERS
10:30a.m. W-F-

TVEAF
'Mystery Chef
•McCann-Erlckson
BEMINGTON

RAND
7:30-Mon-W-F-

WEAF
Edwin C. Hill
*B. B. D. & O,
RITCHIE CO.
8-Tn-WJZ

(Eno)
'Eno Crime Clues'
Clyde North
John MacBryde
Mark Smith
John Brewster
Hanley Stafford
Edgar Stohll
Charles Cantor
Arline Blackburn
Dr. H. Carrlngton
Ayer
SCOTT A BOWNE

Snn-5:4Ci-WJZ
Gabriel Heatter
•Marschnlk A Pratl

SHKK11ELD
FARMS

0:45-M-Tli-F-tVEAF
Billy and Betty
•N. W Aver

SHELL
(Petroleum)

9'30-Sn-UEAf
Al Jolson

Lionel Parrymor*
Jimmy Dyke*
VI Bradley
Clyde Hager
Jack Stanton
Peggy Gardiner
Victor Young Oro
•J. Walt. Thompson

SHERWIN-
WILLIAMS

8:80-Sa-WEAF
'Metropolitan Opera

Auditions'.
Edward Johnson'

'

•Cecil-W-C
SINCLAIR
9-H-WJZ

Malcolm Clair
Gus Van
Sinclair Qt.
Bill Chllds
Frits Clark
Joe Parson*
Cliff SoUfaler
Harry Kogen
Federal

BPRATT'S
. '5:40-So-WJZ

Albert P, Terhune
PaTls & Peart
SMITH CORONA
Thurs-7:15-WJZ

'Nine to Five'
Lucille Wall
Parker Fennel
Jack Smart
Jlmmle McCalllon
•Newell-Emmett
SMITH BROS;
55-Son-WEAF

*Melody Matinee'
Vlcter ArdenS' Oro

:

•Brown ft'Torcher

STAND. BRAKDS
8-Su-WBAF

(Chase & Sanborn)
A. K. Spencer, Dir.
Amateur Show
Maj- Edw Bowes
Graham MoName*

8-W-WKA*
(Royal Gelatine)
One Man** Family*
Carleton Ev Moore,

Dir.
I. Anthony Smyth*
Wlnetta Allen
Michael RaXetto
Kathleen Wilson-
Barton Y«Thorough
Berhlce Berwin
8-Thurs-WEAF
(Flelscbmann)

G. Thompson, Dir.
Rudy Vallee and
His Conn Yank*

Pauline Lord
Ruth Gordon
Raymond Mossey
William Harrlgan
Beatrice Kay
Frank Fay

1:SO-Su-WJZ
(Royal Gelatine)
"Baker* Broadcast'
Robt. Ripley
Will Purvis
Oazle Nelson Ore,
Harriett Hilllard
•J. Walt Thomp.
STERLING PROD.

9:80-8u-WEAF
(Bayer's)

Frank. Munn
Lucy Monroe
Arden & Arden
Gus Haenschen Ore
Bert HlracM

9-F-WEAF
(Phillip* Mag)

Walt* Time'
Abe Lyman Oro
Bernlce Claire
Frank Munn

9-Su-WEAF
(Dr. Lyons. Tooth-

paste)
Rodney 'McLennon
Rachel Carlay
Men' About Town
Andy Sannella Oro
Blackett

SUN OIL
6:45-Dally Except

Sa-Sn-WJZ
Lowell Thomas
•Boone- William*

JSWIFT
t:80 pjn.-Tu-

WEAF
*8tudto Party*
81gmiind Romberg
•J, W. Thompson

TASTYEAST
12-Su-WJZ

'Pageant ot Youth'
•Clements

TEXAS CO.
t:S0-To-WEAF

•Fire Chief Revue'
Eddy Duohln- Oro
Donald Novls
Gloria Grafton
•Hsntt-Hetsgsr •

UNION CENTRA!
(Insurance)
5-8U-WJZ

'Roses ..ft'- Drum**
H. Wljllama, Dir.
Helen Claire

.

Reed Brown,
John Orlgita
Brio Dressier
Krwyn Mutch
ttlward Jerome
Jack Roslelgh'
•J. Walt. . Thompson
WANDER CO.

(Ovaltlpe)
8:4a-Dhll.v-%YJZ

Little Orphan A*.

Henrietta Tedro
Jack Mather

'

Art Van Slyke
Forrest Lewie
Vlo Smith
Eugene McGUlen
•Blackett

CHAS. WARNER
10-W-WJZ
(Vince)

J. Charles Thomas
Frank Tours Oro
•Cecil, W. ft C.

.V:3j> p.m.-W-WJZ
(Sloan's)

520.000 Year* In
Sing Sing*

Warden. La-wea
•C-W-rCecll

.

WEOO PRODUCTS
10:80 p.m.-Sat-

WEAF
'Dr. West's Celeb-

rity Night'
George Olsen
Ethel Shutta,
Tom Howard
George Shelton
•J, W." • Thompson

; WEIXIH
(Grape Juice)
8-F-WJZ

(rent Rich
•Kastor

WHEATENA
7 :15-TaThur*-Sat«

WEAF
•Popeye the Sailor1

•McKee, Albright
WISCONSIN

. ALUMNI
BESEABCH
FOUNDATION

4:15-Fri. A Mon.
" WEAF

•PhilliD Lord Call-
ing You*

Phillip Lord
Beth Parker Quartet
•Geyer, Cornell t N.
WOODBURY'S
0:4O-Su-WJZ

Paul Whlteman
Phil Regan
Tell Sister*.
Ray Bargy
Ramona
King's Men
Durello
Johnny Houaer
Bob Laurence
•Lennen ft Mitchell,

Ino.

Columbia

ACME PAINT
6:30-8u-WABO

SmIUng McConnell
•Henri. H, .& McD.

AFFILIATED
PRODUCTS

(Louise Phlllippe
Cosmetics)

7:15-W-WABO
•Paris Night Life*
Armlda .

Pierre La Kreune -

Blackett-S-H
AAP

7:80-Tu-W-Th
WABC

Rate Smith'* Coffee.
Time

Ted Collins
Jack Miller's Oro
•Paris & Peart

AMERICAN
HOME PRODUCTS
(Edna Wallace

Hopper Cosmetics)
11:15 a.m.-M to F-

WABC
'Romance of Helen
Trent*

Virginia Clark
Marie Nelson
Eugene. McGUlen
David Gothard
Hilda Graham
Audrey McGrath,
Mary Calvert

(Kolynos)

WABC-11:3D A.M.
Mon. to Frl.

'Just Plain Bill'
Arthur Hughes
Ruth Russell
James Meighan
Curtis Arnall
Geneva Harrison
Ray Collins

(Klssproof)
(Outdoor Girl)

11:45 a.m.-Mon to
Frl-WABC

'Rich Man's
Darling'

Peggy Allenby
Ed Jerome
Ethel Rehiey
Carl Swenson
Ona Munson
Blanche - Sweet

(BIsodol)
8:30-F-WABO

'B'way Varieties'
Oscar Shaw
Carmela Ponselle
Elizabeth Lennoa
Victor Arden's Ore
(Old English Floor

Wax)
Frl-7:15 p.m.-WABC
Lazy Dan, the
Minstrel Man'

irvlng Kaufman
Blackett

ATLANTIC REF.
7-Sa-WABO

•Atlantio Family
Tour"

Frank Parker.
Bob Hope
Honey Chile
Jack McBryde
Rosemary ' DeCamp
Joe Granby
•N. W, Ayer

CAMPBELL
(Soup)

9-F-WABO
•Hollywood Hotel*
Dick Powell
Louella Paraons
'Thirteen Hours by

Air'
Joan Bennett
ZaSu Pitts
Fred MacMurray
Raymond Paige Ore
Frances Langford
Anne Jamison

'

Igor Gorln
(Tomato Juice)
8:30-W-WABO

Burns & Allen
Milton Watson
Ken' Nlles
Jacques Renard's O
F. W. Armstrong

CHRYSLER
8-^h-WABO

'Chrysler .Alrshow'
Alexander Gray
Chas Hanson Towne
M Warnow'B Ore
Chorus
•Lee Anderson Adv.
COCA-COLA CO.
0:30-W-WABC

"Refreshment Time
Connie Boswell

. Al Bowlly
Ray Noble's Oro
D'Arcy
COLGATE-PAT.M-
OLIVE-PEET

.

(Palmollve Soap)
8-Sh-WABC

•Z\e.gt»]<\ Follies of
the Air'

Fannie Brlce
James Melton
Pattl Chapln
Gallagher St Shean
Ernie Hare
Jack Arthur
Al Goodman's Ore
5;45 M to F-WABC

(Super Suds)
•The Goldbergs'
Gertrude Berg
James R. Water*
Everett Sloans
Rosalyn S liber
Rosemary DeCamp
Richard Clark

10-W-WABO
(Palmollve Shave)
'Gang Busters'
Phillips Lord
Alice Relnhart
Jaihes VanDyk
Howard Smith.
Matt Crowley
Benton' & Bowles
CONTINENTAL

BAKING
— (Wonder Bread)

6:4ff-Tu-F-Sa-
WABC

•Renfrew of the
Mounted'.

Laurie York Era*
;klne, Au..
House Jameson
•B. B. D. ft O.
CORN PRODUCTS
13;15-M-W-F-Sa-

WABC
•Musical Reverie*'
Stuart Churchill
Orson. Wells
Ken Wood's Oro
E. W. Hellwlg

CREAM OF
WHEAT

6-M-W-F-WABO

.

'Buck Rogers'
Matthew Crowley
Adele Ronson
Edgar Stehll
Jao Granby
Walter Tetley
E. R. Johnstone, An
•Thompson
DEL.. LACK. A
WSTRN COAL CO.

(Blue Coal).
' 6:35-M~W-WABO
•Vanished Voices'
Clyde North, Au.
Bennett Kllpack
Frank Novak'* Ore
Clark Andrews, Dr.
•RiithraUff ft Ryan
E. I. DU PONT DE
NEMOURS A CO.

8-W-WABC
'Cavalcade • of ° Am.'
Arthur Pryor, Jr.,

Dir.
Kenneth Webb, An,
Harold Levey's Or
•BBD&O

FELS A CO.
(Fels Naptha Soap)
ll«.m^Ta-Th-

WABC
TKe Rhythm Boys'
George Macdonald
Al Dary '

Ibe Swltzler
Ray ICule
•loung & Rubicam
FORD MOTOR
*:30-8n-WABO

Jose Manzanares ft
his So. Americans

Dolores
Ramon Llttee
Paqulta Anderson

0-Sn-WABC
•Ford Sunday Eve-
ning Hour'

Efrem Zlmballst
Detroit Sym Orcb .

victor Kolar
9:S0-Tu-WABO

Fred Waring
Stella Friend
Rosemary ft Prlaoll-

la Lane '

Foley McCllntook
Tom Waring
Bill Marshall
Trey Peters
Stuart Churchill
Johnny Davis
Tubby Hanlon
Gene Cbnklln
Charles Newman
Feme .

•N. W. Ayer
GEN. BAKING
5:30-Su-WABO

Jhlla Sanderson
Frank • Crumlt .

Carlyle Steven*
Three Jesters
Jack Shllkret Oro .

GENERAL MILLS
0:80 Dally ex.Sa-

Su-WABC
Jack Armstrong,

All -Am. Boy
Jim Omechl .

Sarajane Well*
John Gannon
Bill B. Myers
-•Blackett

GULF
7:30-Sn-WABO

Phil Baker
Beetle and Bottle

- Agnes Monrhea'd
Maxlne Gray
E Smalle's 7 Voice*
'Skinnay' Ennls
Bpb Allen
Hal Kemp's Oro
• Young . & Rubicam.
DECKER H-O

(Force)
fl:15-M-W-F
WABC

'Bobby Benson ft
Sunny Jim*
Nell! O'Malley
Florence Halop
Eddie Wragge
Detmar Poppen
Lorraine Pankow
Joe Wilton
Peter Dixon
Billy Halop
John Battle
John Shea
•Erwin-Wasey
n. J. HEINZ CO.
10 n.m-M-W-F-

WABO
Josephine Glbsoh
Lole Miller
•Maxon

JULIAN A
KOKENGE

(Fbotsaver- Shoes)
l:30-Su-WABO

'Musical Footnotes'
Vivian della Chlesa
Franz Imhof
John Welcher Ens.
•A Moore.& Wallace

KLEENEX
12:30-M to F-WABC
Story of Mary
Marlln'

Basil Loughrane,
Dir.

Jane CruBlnberry,
Au.

Joane Blaine
Robt. E. Grlffln
Bob White
Jesse Pugh
Carleton Brickert
Betty Lou Gerson
Jack Daly
Bob Flske
Murray Forbes
Marjorle Hannan
Anne Davenport
Isabel Randolph
Lucille Hustlng
•Lord & Thoma*

O. KRXTEGEB
(Beer & Ale) .

7:10-Tu-Th-WABC
'Kreuger Musical
Toast*

Sally Singer
Jerry Cooper
Ray Block'* Or*
•Blow
LADY ESTniCS
10-M-WABO

Wayne King Oro
Mteck-Goble
LEHN A FINK

(Pebeco)
7-SO-WABO

Eddie Cantor
Harry Rlchman
Harry Einstein
Jimmy Walllngton
Burt Gordon
Betty Garde
Bobby Breen
Lout* Gross Oro ,

•Lennen ft Mitchell

2-Su-WABO
(Hind's Honey A
Almond Cream).

•Raffles'
Leslie Howard
Graham Harris Oro
•Kenyon ft Eck-
-hardt

LEVER BROS.
(Lux Soap).
0-M-WABO

'Last of Mrs, Chey-
ney'

'

Miriam Hopkins
LIGGETT A
MYERS

(Chesterfleld Clg*)
0-W-WABO

Rosa -Ponselle

9-Sa-WABO
Nino Martini
Andre Koatelanet*
Oro throughout

Newell-Emmett
MOHAWK CARPET

MILLS
12:45 Dally Ex. Sa-

Sn-WABO
5 Star- Jonea'
Johnny Kan*
Elizabeth Day
Bill Johnstone
Phi I Van Zante .

Florence Malone
Eddie' Marr
Arlene Francis
•Klackett-8-H.

NATIONAL ICE
ADV., INC.
10-Tn-WABC

•Parties at Plckfalr'
Mary Plckford
Al I,yons Ore
•Donahue ft Coe
PACKARD MOTOR

CAR CO.
8:30-Tn-WABC

Lawrence TIbbett
Don Vooruees Oro
•Young & Rubicam

1'HILCO
7t46 dally ex. 8«-

8U-WABC
Boake Carter
•Hutchtna

PLYMOUTH
MOTOR ...

9:30-Th-WABO
'Gulliver, the
Traveller'

Ed Wynn
John S. Young
John. Mclntyre
Lennle Hayton'S Or
Rhythm Girls 8
King's Men 4
•J. Stirling Getcheil

POMPEIAN
12:15-Tn-Tfa-WABC
Jerry Cooper
Ted Royal's Oro
•Topping ft Lloyd
REMINGTON-

_ RAND A TIME
10:30-Dally Except

Sat-Sn-WABO
'March of Tim*'
•B B D ft O
R. J. REYNOLDS

TOB. CO.
(Camel Cigarettes)
9-Tu-Th-WABO

'Camel Caravan'
Walter O'.Keefe
Louis Sorin
Alice Frost
Kenny Sargent
Pee Wee Hunt
Deane Janl*
Ted Huslng
Glen Gray's Oro
•Wllllm C. Esty Co.

SOCONY VACUUM
8-F-WABC

'Flying- Red Horse
Tavern'

Walter W. King
Beatrice Llllle
4 Red Horsemen
Tavern Singers
Freddie Rich Oro
•J Stirling Getcheil
STANDARD OIL

OF N. J»
8-M-WABO

3uy Lorn bardo ft his
Royal Canadian*

•Marachalk ft Pratt
STERLING PROD-

DUCTS
8-Tu-W ABO

(Bayers Aspirin)
'Lavender and Old
Lace'

Fritz! Scheff
Lucy Monro*
Frank. Munn
lus Haenschen'* Oi

K-Su-WARC
(Phillips Dental

Magnesia)
'Melodlana'
Bernlce Clair*
Abe Lyman
Oliver Smith
•Blackett

STEWART-
WARNER
(Alemlte)

10-Tli-WABC
Lysbeth Hughes
Bob McCoy
Art Thorsen
Horace Heldt Oro
Bernle Mattlson
Campbell Sisters
Radio Ramblers
Jerry Browne
Charles Goodman
•Hays MacFarland
STUDEBAKEB
10-F-WAHC

Richard Hlniber
Stuart Allen
•Roche W 'ft o

U. S. TOBACCO
(Dill's Best)
8;30-M-WAno

'Pipe Smoking Time'
Pick ft Pat
Landt 3 & White
Benny Kruger's Or
•McCann-Erlck
WARD BAKING
6:15-Tu-Th-Sa-

WABO
'News of Youth*
Laddie Seaman
Jaokle Kelk
Ethel Blume
Alfred Corn

Lester Jay
Joyce Walsh
Hanley Stafford
'Hlman Brown, Dir.
•Fletcher ft Ellla

WA8BI PROD'CTS
7'30-M'WABO

Singing Scm'
Harry Frankel
l«-DaJly Ex, «a-Sn-

WABC
fl:45-rsu-*»VABO

•Voice Experience*
M. Sayie Taylor
•Brwln Wasey
WILDROOT CO.
7U5-M-WABC

Ted Huslng
Charioteer* 4
•B. B. D. ft O.
WTM. WRIGLEY
7-Dally Ex. Sa-

Su-WARO
'Myrt ft Marge'

Mrytle Vail
Donna Dameral
Vinton Haworth
Las Tremayne
Ray Hedg*
Karl Way
Marl* Nelson
•Franca* Hooper

ZOTOS
_ (Machlneless
Permanent Waves)

6-Su-WABO
•Hour "ft ChaTm'
Phil Spitalny'* AU-

Girl Ens.
Arlene Francis, m.c.
Maxlne
3 Lfttle Words
Evelyn Kay
Gypsy Cooper-
•Grey Adv Agency

Mutual

AXTON-FISHER
(Spud)

Tu-ll pan.-WOR
'Soldiers of Fortune'
Tex O'Reilly

,

Enoch Light Oro
Craig McDonnell
Oyanguren
Jorry Lesser
•Keny'n & Eckh'rdt

CAL-ASl'IRIN
I8l45-M-W-F-

WOB
•Painted Dream*'
Kay Chase
Mary Affllck
Alice - Hill
Bess Flynn
RelncUe-E.-Y.-O.

ft F.
CROWN OVERALL

7:45 _p.m.-Thu-
WOB

'Crown ^ Headlight
Frolics'

Charles Seel
Charles -Wayne
Devore Sis
William. Greene
Claire Grenvlll*
Joe Lugar Ore
•H. W. Kastor -

.CRUBADKHS
Mon-8:15-WOB

The Crusader**
Fred G. Clark
•Marsdhalk & Prat*
ll:4S-Mon. td Frl-

WOB
• lackett

GORDON
BAKERIES

7:30-M-F-W-WOB
•Lone Ranger'
Sehl .

GRUEN
7:45-TU-Sn-WOB

•Washington
Merry-Go-Round.

Drew Pearson
Robert Allen
D* Garmo ft Klib'ne-

DOUSEHOLD
FINANCE

10:3Q p.m.-Sat.-WOR
'Sherlock Holmes'
Rtohard Gordon
Harold West
Frey

MURINE
(Bye Wash)

9:30-Thn-WOB
•Listen to This'
Johnny & Doty
Lew Diamond Ore
•Nelsser-Meyerhoff

'

OLSEN' RUG
5:30-Su-WOB .

'Sunday Afternoon
At Home'

.

Louise Raymond
Wells Gitin
Umberto Ncely Ore
•P.-F.-Presbra

PINAUD
:18-M.Th-Frl-

WOR
Alice Day
Pearson Oro
Ootet
•Lord ft Thomas

PURITY
. BAKERIES

K:15-M to F-WOR
•Omar the Mystic'
M.H.H. Joachim Dir.
Ralph Schoolman
Ethel Everett
Ann Sedgewlck
Jeff Sparks
Edm'nd MacDonald
Arlene Jackson
Eddie Vreeland
Camiile Joachim
•Hanff-Metsger

888 CO.
(SS3 Tonic)

. 8.80-F-WOR
The Mualo Bos'
Mary B. Wood
Bailey Axton
WUllam Stoess Oro
•Johnaon-Daills
UNITED CIGAR

:S0-H-WOB
•Good Evening
Serenade'

Ieham Jones Oro.
Etorr Boys
Loretta Le*
Harry Von Zell
•Young ft R.

WASEY
(Zemo)M to Thn-ll:15 Sa-

2:30-WOR
•Lamplighter'
Jacob TarshlBh
Erwln-Wnsey
B. L. WATKINS
9:45 a.m.-M to F-

WOR
(Dr. Lyons' Tooth

Powder)
'Back Stage Wife'
Vivian Frldell
Ken Griffin
Henry Saxe
Mary McCor
James Gobs
•Blackett-S-H.

WANDEB CO.
(Ovaltlne)

8-M to F-WOR
'Molly of Movies'
Klrby Hawlte
Gene Byron
Blackett-S.-H.
WHELAN DRUG
'Yours Sincerely'
6 p.m.-Su-WOB

Isham Jones Oro
7 Singing Stars
B Smalle's 7 Sing-

ing Stars
•Young ft Rublcan

Network Chart

NBC New Programs
Wisconsin Alumni Research Foun-

dation; 'Phillips Tjord Calling on
You,' :15 to 4:30 p.m. EST, Fri-
days and Mondays, starting March
6; 13 weeks. Split Red with WEAF,
New York; WEEI, Boston; WTIC,
Hartford; WTAG, Worcester, and
WCSH, Portland (Me.).
Kellogg Co.; 'Hollywood Talent

Parade,' 12:16 to 12:45 p.m., Thurs-
day, starting March 26; 13 weeks.
Pacific Red, Mountain Red, and
KTAR, Phoenix.

CBS Mew Programs
Lever Bros.., (Lifebuoy and

Rinso); unnamed stanza featuring
Ken Murray and . the Isham Jones
orchestra, 8:30 to 9 p.m. EST, Tues-
day, starting March 24. Coast-to-
coast.

Portland Hears Kendall

A Possibility for FX.C.

Portland, Ore., Mar. 10.
It la whispered here that there is

a definite possibility of John C.
Kendall, Portland attorney, beirjg
appointed a member of the Federal
communication commission in the
event of a rumored opening 6n the
commission. Judge Kendall is recog-
nized as an authority on radio law.
Kendall qualifies on party lines

and also on geographical, location,

Frank Kelly's New WHAM Job

Rochester, March 10.

Frank W. Kelly, WHAM publicity
manager, has been named commer-
cial manager to succeed Ben T.
Weaver, who turns to programming
and production.

Kelly, who started as a field tech-
nician In 1926 and became an an-
nouncer, has been doing sales pro-
motion for several months.
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FCC's Washington Docket

Grants and Applications
Washington, March 10.

Hammond-Calumet roadcasting company, Hammond, Ind., request for

daytime station to operate on. 1480 kc with B kw (Examiner R. L. Walker
turned thumbs down) drew an F. C. C. denial. Golden Empire Broad-
casting Company, Redding, Calif., was told to go ahead with construc-
tion p£ new station to be operated on 1200 kc with 100 watts, Broadcast
pivision upholding Examiner M. H. Dalberg..

Station WILL, Urbana, 111., will switch frequency from 890 to 580 kc,-

and change hours of operation from sharing with KtTSD, Vermillion,

8. Dak., and KFNF,' Shenandoah, la., to' daytimes, commish sustaining
Examiner P, W. Seward. Station will continue to use 1 kw.
Seward's advocacy of Special Experimental Authorization for KADA,

Ada, Okla., to operate unlimited time., was turned down by the commis-
sion. Transmitter will continue daytime operation on

.
1200 kc with 100

watts.
Contrary to the recommendation of Examiner • J.. P. Bramhall, KGCX,

Wolf Point, Mont., was denied permission to change frequency from 1310.

to 1460 kc, boost power from 100 watts nights, 260 watts days, to .1 kw
and change from specified to unlimited time.

Five Juice jumps were /okayed by the commission for the following

transmitters: KFPY, Spokane, Wash., will increase power from l kw all

times to 1 kw nights, 6 kw. days, operating on 890 kc; WSPD, Toledo, p.,

now. operating on 1340 kc with 1 kw nights, 2% kw days, will receive day-
time boost to 5 kw; WHBTJ, Anderson, Ind., will jump day power to. 250

watts,, from present assignment of 100. watts unlimited; WFBM, Indian-

apolis station operating on 1250 kc with 1 kw unlimited,- will Increase

day power to 5*kw and WJBC, Bloomington, 111., received permission to

change from 100. watts unlimited to 250 watts days, sharing time on 1200

ko with WJBL, Decatmv HI.

License of WEDC, Chicago, was renewed for present assignment of

1210 kc with 100 watts,.commish sustaining Examiner R. H. Hyde.
Evangelistic group, operating KFSG, Los Angeles;' received permission

to Jump daytime power from 1 kw to 2% kw, using transmitter of KRKD,
Los Angeles. Station operates on 1120 kc, using BOO watts nights and
haring with KRKD.
The following applications were referred to examiners:

Station KRNT, Des Moines, la., increase power from 600 watts nights,

1 kw days, to 1 kw nights, 5 kw days, and install directional antenna;

WAWZ, Zarephath, N. J., power jump from 600 watst nights, 1 kw days,

to 1 kw day and night; WOL, Washington, D. C., frequency change from

1310 to 1230 and power increase from 100 watts to 1 kw; Auburn Pub-
lishing Company, Auburn, N. Y., new station to be operated on 1420 kc

with 100 watts; Jefferson Broadcasting Company, Birmingham, Ala., new
Station to be operated on 1200 kc with 100 watts nights, 250 watts days;

W. I. S. E. Broadcasting Company, St. Paul, Minn*, new station to be

operated on 630 kc, 250 watts, requesting facilities KGDE, Fergus Falls;

Minn.-; Saginaw Broadcasting Company, Saginaw, Mich., new station to

be operated on 1200 kc with 100 watts nights, 250 watts days; KUG,
Walla Walla, Wash., change frequency from 1370 to 1260 kc/ increase

power from 100 watts to 250 watts; C. W. Snider, Wichita Falls, Tex.,

new station to be operated qh 1500 kc with 100 watts.

Examiners' Reports
SmalHe for St. Augustine, Fla., was advocated by Examiner R. H.

Hyde, who found a lack of broadcast facilities in the area proposed to be

served and gave the nod to Walter B, Fraser, mayor of the town, to erect

a station on 1210 kc.
.

_ Application was made in the name of Fraser's Fountain of Youth

Fropertlei^nc., 1^ of

historical Interest and association, and in connection therewith places of

entertainment, diversion and amusement.* Station will supplement Mayor

Fraser'8 snow-place, which includes alleged landing place of Ponce de

Leon and the spring which, according to legend, bestowed eternal youth

upon drinkers.

Fraser committed himself against any station policy 'that would over-

emphasize or continually, 'hammer' on the private interests of the ap-

plicant,' but will add broadcasting to his activities as proprietor of the

youth fountain, the park, a museum and an Indian burying ground.

Daytime station for New London, Conn., looks likely, with Examiner

Ralph L. Walker recommending to the commish granting of the applica-

tion of the Thames Broadcasting company for a smallie to be operated,

days only, on 1500 kc.

Transmitter proposes to use local talent and a limited amount of

canned music and suggests a 'Little Theatre-of-the-Air' based on high-

brow Cambridge History of Literature.

Slight interference with WMEX, Chelsea, Mass., station provided only

possible stumbling-block in the way of the application, but Examiner

Walker concluded , that granting of Thames company's request was un-

likely to adversely affect WMEX's interests.

CORN BELT EXPLAINS

ITS MODUS OPERANDI

Davenport, la., March 10.

Corn Belt network placed in op-

eration in Iowa and surrounding

territory this week is a re-broad-

cast ^f longwave program from
WHO, 50,000-tyatter, ih Des Moines.

It Is not a pick-up of shortwave.
Clark Luther, manager of WOC,

Davenport, explains how station

picks up WHO service:, 'We main-
tain very .elaborate reception equip-
ment located at a i-emote control

point at the edge of. the city. We
pick up the WHO signal exactly afc

broadcast and pipe it to our trans-
mitter by means of a special 'noise-

free transmission, cable.'

Nate Caldwell Moving

Chicago, March 3.

Nate Caldwell is leaving the radio
department of Koche, Williams &
Cunnyngham on March 15.

Understood connecting with NBC
here.

14-HR. DAY FOR SPIELERS

WBT Adds Another Announcer to

Spread Work

Charlotte, N. C, March 10.

WBT has added a new announcer
to the staff, making a total of five,

who devote their full time to an-
nouncing. The new man is Arthur
L. Whiteside from WMAZ, Macon,
Ga.

Recently, Manager Bill Schudt
found that his announcers were
working 14 hours some days. Hence
the new .man.

Marion Tailey's Acc't

Marion Tnllcy Is paclod for a

radio series under sponsorship of

Ralston -Purina starting April 3

from Hollywood. She'll be heard
weekly on Friday nights at 10:30

p..m. for a quarter hour. period, with

a symphonic orchestra.

Ry-Krisp is the product to be

plugged. Gardner agency is hand-
ling. .Series will originate on the

Coast for airing over WI3AF.

Canvass Focuses Attention

on Old Question: 'Does It

Pay the Performer to

Gamble'— Both Sides

Cling to Convictions

Indie Broadcasters Warned

Against Rate Irregularities;

Must Protect Own Sales Org.

EXAMPLES CITED

Some 90 odd artists, who were'

considered primarily sustaining

program talent, attracted com-

mercial sponsorship of some Im-

portance in the metropolitan New
York area, during .the past 12.

months. Canvass of the situation

again focuses attention on the old

question—is the sustaining routine

actually a help to talent or is it

merely a frolio for glory alone?"
Program department- .officials

usually assert that if" a person bias

inherent talent but no reputation,

sustaining is a showcase opportun-
ity of getting into commercial
(salary class) radio. Striving to

land a. sponsored program without
''benefit of this entree is called re-

mote and difficult

Against this view is the attitude

of many artists who hold that an
accomplished . performer merely
squanders material on sustaining

broadcasts. They feel that better

results are obtained by employing
their own agent wbo contacts ad-
vertising agencies, directly. This
contention on

.
part of radio per-

formers is 'partially backed .up by
the usual attitude of ad agencies

Which usually in New York at least

prefer to engage talent without
benefit of station suggestion or 'in-

terference.'

Proa and Cons
Apart from the mob of gate-

crashers and home talent .volunteers,

experienced performers believe their

chances of grabbing a commercial
broadcast are slim even if the sta-

tion's sales department really at-

tempts to sell them as there are so

many others in the same category
and ahead of them to be sold that

confusion is pronounced. There is

a feeling, also, that the talent that

is sold from sustainers doesn't al-

ways get as good a coin break as an
outsider would.

,

NBC, which claimed a list of 500

names for its' artist bureau, set 38

artists on commercial programs last

year. This figure Includes some who
are generally considered as com-
mercially ' sponsored talent but
dropped Into sustaining classifica-

tion in the past year. The total

does not account for duos, trios,

quartets or bands nor well known
teams but lists them as single

artists.

Columbia accredited with about
70 names on .file at its N. Y. bureau,
spotted 13 .on sponsored broadcasts
while WOR reported eight who
climbed into commercial classifica-

tion. Last named station has 50

artists in its bureau files.

No attempt made in list to'dis-.

tinguish whether or not the artist

was rated, a newcomer to airwaves
though effort was made to dis-

tinguish between new sustaining

talent and the commercially in-

clined talent dropped back tem-
porarily into sustaining group.
Typical example is team of Breen

and De Rose, vets at NBC, which
attracted Humphries Medicine as

sponsor in 19.35. This terminated a
hunt of many years for a com-
mercial during most of which time
team was- on NBC sustaining.

List of artiscs, primarily classified

as sustaining performers, who got

on sponsored programs in last. 12

months as reported to Variety by
the various broadcasters as

follows: 1—
NATIONAL B'CASTI NG CO.

Ranch Boyu. Wendell Hall and Morln
.Sisters to Fitch.
Eva Taylor to General Foods Show Iiciut.

Hob Crosby to Roeer & Gallet.

Gloria LaVay to General Electric.

Hyde Lucas' band and Charlie Inland to

Li/o .Mnvcra.
Kaltermeyer's Kindergarten (entire caet)

to Quaker Oat*.-

AI Pearce and bis gang (whole cast) to
Pepsodent.
Morton Bowe to Best Foods and Nuccoa.
Howard Price to A. & P; Gypsies.
Marian and Jim Jordan to Johnson Floor

Wax.
Mario Cozzl to Molle.
Landt Trio & White to Omega.
Lucille Manners to Cities Service.
Kings Guards to Haynes Aspirin.
Martha Mears to Colgate.
the Charioteers to Haynes Aspl-rub.
Lucy Monroe to Sterling Products.
Jack Berch to Cox Gelatin.
Jack and Loretta Clemens to Delaware

& Lackawanna Coal Co. .

'

Lew White to Benjamin Moore Paint.
Gabriel Heatter to' Scott & Bowne.
The Norsemen Quartet to Esso.
Walter Preston to Swift.
The "Westerners to Maxwell House.
Jimmy Doreey orchestra to Kraft-Pherilx.
Sustaining artists better known for spon-

sored -program work' who again joined com-,
merclal lists: Edwin C. Hill to Remington-
Rand; John Young to Ed Wynn'fl Plymouth
Hour; Frank Black's band to RCA; Breen
& De Rosa to Humphries Medicine; Al and.
Lee Reiser to Llpton Tea; Morton Downey
as m.c. on Bourjols Sales, Inc., and Jane
Pickens, to Texaco.

COLUMBIA B'CASTING SY3T.
Clyde Barrle to Maxwell House Show-

boat.'
Jerry Cooper to Pompelan and Krueger

Beer.
Mary Eastman to Packard.
Eton Boys to United Cigar stor
Tito Gulzai* to Brillo.
Loretta Lee to United Cigar and Lucky

Strike.
Virginia .Verrll to Socony.
Johnny Green band to Oldsmoblle.
Red Nichols orchestra to Kellogg.
Raymond Paige, formerly sustaining for

California Melodies, to Campbell's Holly-
wood hotel.

• A NBC program;
Sustaining artist better .known for spon-

sored program work who again Joined
commercial lists: Alexander Woollcott to
Cream of Wheat; Andied Koptelanetz or-
chestra to Pontlac and Chesterfield, and
Col. Stoopnagle and .Budd to Procter &
Gamble and Fred Warlng's Ford broadcast.

STATION WOR
Three Rhythm Girls to Harvester (CBS).
Elinor Sherry to Vim (WOR).
Charioteers quartet to Aspirub (NBC).
Allle Lowe Miles to Acme White Lead

(WOR).
Gabriel Heatter. to Scott'a Emulsion

(WOR). 1

Home Town Boys to Eastern Nu-Enamel
Co. (WOR).
Sid Gary tc Socony (CBS).
Alonzo - Deen Cole, author-producer and

star of 'Witches Tale,.' on WOR commerci-
ally after several years as sustalner.

STATION WNEW
Helen Forrest"tcr-Bl'ue Velvet (CBS).

. Paul Chapln to Atlantic Family and
Palmollve Soap (both CBS).
Van Heflln to Fischer Baking's Junior

G-Men.
Placed outside of- radio: Terry Lawlor,

Chorus Girl's prize winner, to Leon &
Eddies.

STATION WMCA
Peggy Mann to Henry Halstead'a band

(CBS).
Alabama Three, Blltmore hotel band

(CBS).
John McKeever to George Hall's orches-

tra (CBS).
Arthur Lewis to Emll Coleman's band

(NBC).
Jimmy Ray to Zavler Cugat orchestra,

Waldorf-Aatorla (NBC).
Placed outside of radio: Claire Carroll,

balladlst, signed for Paramount pictures.

STATION WINS
Howard Price to A. & P. Gypsies (NBC).
Jack Douglas, on Douglas' . Relatives pro-

gram to Camel's Caravan (CBS).
STATION WHN

Don Albert to Elmo.
Sam Taub to Adam Hats.
Jay Fllppen to Schenley, Phillips Mag-

nesia.
Marcel De Haes to British' Broadcasting

Co.
Radle Harris to Mulslfled Shampoo, Hol-

land.
Ross McLean to Mulslfled Shampoo.
Ward Wilson to Life Saver program

(NBC).
Bud Ralney to Adam Hat.
Tom Barry to Elmo Cosmetics (

Alex Hyde -to Barneys.
Joe' Martin to Barneys. '

Nancy Clancy to -McCrory's stores.
Dick NCwton to CurlsbaO.

STATION WHOM
Howard Delaney to Frank Dalley orches-

tra (CHS).
Dolly Dawn (also on WAAT) to Borden's

WOR and to George Hall's orchestra- <CB\S).
Kathleen Wells- to General Foods' Show-

boat (NBC).

STATION WBNX
Smilty Nardone to AJex Smith Radio

Shop (WBNX).
Llvia Chill and Sophie Kemper to Con-

solidated Gas (WBNX).
Terry 7-onK to Jlmjaniin studios (WBNX).
Murray and Envin Dcuisch to Vim

(WOR).
I'laced outside of ruriio: Xam.-.v D.-un'iS

to I-'ani'hon & Marco; Valentlna Da run to

Vincent Sorcy club;" Marian Bird to The
Farm; Lloyd -Harry to 'Iip.irt End,' 1 emitter,

an.1 Gloria IlerU to Lcvr-i (,'lub.

WIP Boosts Rates
Philadelphia, March 10.

Entire rate card of WIP will be

upped effective April 1. General
average rise is about 25 percent.

Basic hourly rate goes from ?150

to $187.50.

Edward A. Allen, WLVA, Lynch-
burg, in his capacity as president of
the National Independent Broad-
casters, is readying a letter to send
to his some 110 members this 'week
anent commission payments and
station rates. Both matters have
become increasingly important
within the past few weeks, and offi-

cial feeling now is that unless de-
cisive, steps are taken immediately
there's going to be rough going in
the future. Allen consequently
wants to impress that the O'Shaugh-
nessy office in New York is the only
one entitled to rep payment on
N.I.B. accounts; also that the N.I.B.
rates apply only to placement of
campaigns through the N.I.B. and
are hot to be used as local station
rates. «
Matter was recently brought to a,

head when a spot placement outfit

wrote some of the N.I.B. stations
asking why it wasn't entitled to the
N.I.B. rates Instead of the indi-
vidual station rates (which .aria

considerably higher). Stations thus
queried have asked Allen and
O'Shaughnessy what to do. Official >

answer is that N.I.B. rates apply
only when the biz is placed through
the N.I.B.'s rep (O'Shaughnessy).
On biz coming in from Outside the
stations are asked to charge their''

own card rates.

Self-Sabotage
Allen's plea is strong" in stating

that unless the members live up .to -

their card rate structure on all out-
side national stuff they will bo.
sabotaging their own organization.
Letter also hints that the N.I.B;

should pay no rep commission tp

anybody except O'Shaughnessy on
biz that gets N.I.B, placement ' and
rates. This is Viewed as being a.

direct stand ori whether or hot
transcription companies can claim
a percentage on business cut and
issued by them to the N.I.B. na-
tional offices. Allen here again
strongly states that unless all mem-
bers agree on cutting out commis-
sions of this type, distressing, re-
sults will ensue.
Another matter now completed

and incorporated into the letter is

the discount, structure.. Is as fol-

lows:
Current national rates on all

orders placed through N.I.B. for less

than five stations. Prom five to

nine stations, inclusive, brings a 5%
discount; from 10 to 19, 10%; from
20 to 29, 12%; from 30 to 39, 14%;
from 40 to 49, 15%; from 50 to 74,

16%; from 75 to 99, 18%, and from
100 to all over, 20%.

C0MMERSH DEVEOPS

TYROS FOR ANOTHER

Winners of ah amateur program
sponsored by one advertiser will be
rewarded by paid engagements on
the program of another 'advertiser.

This situation arises at WHN, New
York.

Station's pioneer amateur pro-
gram now bankrolled by Phillips

Milk of Magnesia %vlll produce the
talent to subsequently appear for

Loft candy stores. Program is

called 'Stars of Tomorrow.'
Charles Stark, of WHN.'s sales

staff,, sold the Loft program direct.

Marketing Society Merger

Goes to Referendum

American Marketing Society may
go in for a merger. At a meeting of
the group last Friday (6) it was
decided to put to a mail referendum
among the membership the proposi-
tion of consolidating with the Na-
tional Association of Teachers of

Marketing.
Advocates of the merger idea

think that together the outfits could,

operate more efficiently and avoid a
lot of duplication of activities.



. If

vcv°-

B/G BUSINESS INTERESTED IN SELLING ITS
MESSAGE TO THE SOUTHWEST, AND CON-
CESSIONAIRES, who operate on a legitimate basis,

are invited to contact Mr. Rose at the Sinclair Build-

ing, Fori Worth, Texas.
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TELEVISION'S DREAM DOLLS
NAB'S January Business Analysis

Washington, March 10.

roadcasting industry appears

headed -fpr another record year, on

strength of January business re-

ports showing a substantial gain

over the same month of 1935 de-

spite usual mid-winter slump,

Total broadcast advertising vol-

ume in January amounted to $8,035,-

160, National Association of Broad-
casters reported last week. Gross
was 7.5% lower th n December,
drop being slightly more than sea-

sonal in certain lines, but the in-

dustry's take still was 8.7% greater

than the opening month last year.

Trends were spotty, N.A.B; an-
alyzers noted, with all classes of

business dropping off. Biggest slump
in dollars occurred in local field,

where' take was down 1334,840 be-

low December of

$1,572,7G0.

National web business fell off

$263,886 to total of $4,470,560; region-
al nets dipped $31-831 to a figure of

$95,340, and national non-chain ad-
vertising was down $80,640 to a
figure of $1,626,600;

The biggest percentage fall oc-

curred in the regional network field,

which was down 26.1,%. Other de-
clines were: locals, 21.3; national

chains, 4.1; and nnational non-net,

4.7%
Compared to January, 1935, web

receipts were up 0.6%, reglonals
64.5; national non-chain, 32,3, an 4
Ideal, 13.1%.
Despite the $80,000 drop from the

December gross, January non-web
business showed virtually all classes
of sponsors spent more coin than in

the preceding year. Important in-

creases in outlays were noted in

beverage, confectionary, tobacco,
and soap-kitchen goods accounts,
With only important declines in

gasoline—accessories and financial
advertising.

Transcriptiqns Up
ranscriptions were the only pro-

gram type showing a gain between
•December and January in the non-
networ field. .Also showing the
greatest advance over 1935, disc pro-
grams brought in $789,460, a pick-up
of a little less than $9,000 over the
prior month. Talent expenditures,
which were 22.5% greater than in
January, 1935, dipped nearly $250,-
000 to a figure of $1,626,970.

Non-chain business was down in
every section of the country, Jan-
uary figures being roughly 10% less
than December with the biggest
slump in the Mountain and Pacific
Coast region where receipts wore
16.5% less than the month before.
Income from nori-web accounts in

the New England—Middle Atlantic
'area slumped about $75,000; -Suuth
Atlantic—South Central area' was
down approximately $80,000; North
Central area was off around $140,-

000, and Pacific—Mountain, area
dove $215,0.QO.

VACATIONS FOR COMICS

Jack Benny and Fred Allen Relax
in June for 13 Weeks

Both. Jack Benny and Fred Allen
.vill take a 13-week vacation from
heir respective air shows in June.
Spot in either case on NBC will be
retained.

No decision has been made on the
program that will go in in place of
Benny, while the entertainment set-
up that will sub for Allen has been
worked out but is awaiting the okay
qf the .client, Bristol-Myers. Both
programs are controlled by the
Toting & Rubicam agency.

TO

ANNOUNCERS

British Television to Be
Simultaneously Broadcast
by Two Systems Requiring

Different Receivers

DUE iN APRIL

By JOHN C. FLINN
London, March 2.

Young women of attractive ap-
pearance are now being trained by
Eric Maschwitz of the British
Broadcasting Corp. to act as an-
nouncers for television. The voices
the public- will be asked to listen
to will come from faces the public
presumably will enjoy, watching.
Male population will hot be bored
with pudgy-wudges of their own
sex. Television as projected should
give the innovation cards and
spades for glamour.
Despite' previpus postponements

the long-promised start of a daily
schedule of television programming
in England is now set for the end
of April;

British experiments have extended
for more than five years.- Two sys-
tems have been tried and both will

be used. Although not interchange-
able on receiving sets, the programs
will l>e simultaneously broadcast by
both systems.
When David Sarnoff, president of

Radio Corp. of America, in 6ct6-
ber sold to British Interests for. $10,-

(Continued on page 45)

Radio Patents Suits May Benefit

From Films' Costly Skirmishes

Radio the Incredible

ity, March 1Q;

A remote control promotional
job by which Dollar Day in

Long Beach, California, was
plugged through sppt an-
nouncements oyer KSL in Salt

Lake City has come to an ap-
parently successful conclusion.

Merchants state that they'll

repeat their long range corae-

pn the next time a similar
sale rolls round.

IPANA, LISTER1NE BACK

MEXICAN AMATEURS

Mexico City, rch 10. -

Weekly amateur hours running
strong in popularity here, and. it

seems to be the U. S. sponsors who
are putting the fire under the boiler.

So far Ipana toothpaste has one for
adults. Listerine has another/ this

one for kids.

Kids never get tolled out, no mat-
ter how bad they, are, but adults oc-
casionally get the bell, which is de-
veloping into the local equivalent of

the gong.

Meyer at WSUN
St, Petersburg, Fla., March 10.

Harold H. Meyer has been named
director of WSUN, owned by the
chamber of commerce here.

Replaces Carl Fritz, who has
moved to WTAL, Tallahassee.

Wilmin
Knockdown ragout court,

history of talking picture patents

looks to repeat itself with radio.
Legalers. here—the Ypres of the
talk ' patent warfare at times dure
lng the last half dozen years

—

foresee this in such actions as the
injunction petitions of Radio Corp.
of America, General Electric and
American Telephone & Telegraph
against Collins Radio Co. >of Cedar
Itapids, la.

U. S. District Judge John P.
Nields during the" week granted a
preliminary, injunction on the RCA-
A. T. & T. petitions, but denied
General Electric's.

^These equipment patent' actions,
involving licenses and cross-licenses,
are typical of the standard talker
brand of suit. The name of Dr. Lee-
DeForrest, who was the stormy
petrel in the talker campaigns, is

already injected into the radio pat-
ent tangles, which is regarded here
as plenty ominous. '•

The local legal fraternity has
never been directly involved in the
sound patent tangles, but is gen-
erally well-informed in the local as-
sociate relationship with New York
attorneys. There is a chance, they
agree, that radio may profit from
the lesson of talkers and try to stay
out of the courtrooms via the ar-
bitration route. Radio attorneys
know as well as anybody what it

cost the. picture Industry for Bleges.

that spread sometimes over three or
four years .with nothing to show but
bruises in the bankroll at the end.

SPEND MORE MONEY OVER

THAN ANY OTHER PHILADELPHIA STATION

With their business centered in this rich

marketing area they KNOW which

station to choose for greatest results.

KY
PHILADELPHIA, PA. 10,000 WATTS

RALPH A. SAYRES, Director of Sales
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Okay for Hearst To. Radw Deab May

Be along Time on Way. Trades
• Hearst Radio won't, decide ' on
what policy to assume toward the

option of Its newly acquired sta-

tions, KTSA, San Antonio, and
KNOW, Austin, Tex., until executive

it has assigned to make a survey of.

the local, situation has returned to

New York ne-xt week. Meanwhile
Elliott Roosevelt, the President's

son, will continue his efforts to Arid

a buyer for three other outlets

which have been a part of the

Southwest Network, Young Roose-
velt's primary task for Hearst is to

help get the San Antonio and Aus-

tin buys through the Federal Com-
munications Commission.
Impression in New York broad

cast circles is that Hearst will find

getting an okay on the transfers of

licenses a tough one. One quarter

predicts that the applications won't

be immediately turned down but
left remaining in the flies, with the

examiner on the case under no pres-

sure to bring In an early report.

Hearst office let it be' known this

week that its. takeover of the two
Texas outle-ts would in no way af-

fect these stations' affiliation with
Columbia.

WANT TO FORGET

F.C.C. Puts That Upstate N. V. Caie
on Ice

Charlie Stone, WJBY, Gadsden
(Ala,)', now doing plenty of gabbing
on the ether. Station has subscribed
to Transradio News and shoots out
four 15-mlnute periods "daily plus
on-the-hour flashes.

Washington, March 10.

inghamton- Schenectady scram-,

ble for the 1240 kilocycle assign-

ment in upstate , New York which
gave rise to favoritism charges sev-

eral weeks ago has been put on ice

for an indefinite period by Federal
Communications Commission,
Apparently still apprehensive over

possibility of Congressional grilling,

broadcast division has shown no dis-

position to dispose of the acrimoni-
ous case, involving rival Democratic
and Republican groups, which has
been on the slate since last spring.

Matter came up last week for action

on conflicting examiners' reports

and by general agreement was left

until later session.

Nothing will happen until after

Congress has knocked off work for

the year.

TOM DAILY UPPED AT KWK
t. Louis, March 10.

KWK studio changes find Tom
Daily promoted to chief announcer,
replacing Sterling Harkins, who has
been put in charge of programs;
Claire Harrison moves in as head
of continuity department
Bob Thomas and Ray Schmidt

will handle all sports news.

Writer of First Run Material

Harry W. Conn
Now Serving Fourth Year Writing

the Radio Programs for

JUek (Indifferent)j$ C ft ilf

and

Mary (careless) Livingstone

And My Public, Please Forgive Me

I'm Responsible for Writing Mary's Poems!

'THE CHICKEN SISTERS"
Fifteen Minutes of

Torso Vibrating Laughs

Now Appearing in Mr. Benny's Stage Show

State, New York, This Week (Mar. 6)

Fox, Washington, Next Week (Mar. 1 3)

Written by HARRY W, CONN Staged by JACK BENNY

NICK KENNY of New York Mirror, says: "Harry W.
Conn started writing laugh programs before all ^ other
air writers and is outlasting them,"

GOODMAN ACE in "Kansas City Scoop" says: "I nice

Three Men on a Horse' and Harry W. Conn."

And Other Notices Top Humorous to Mention

Address—Six, Two and Even

Cable—ConGas Telephone—Disconnected

Direction—MY WIFE, 'OH BOY!'

CBS Strike Measures

As the strike of building

service employees spread last

week CBS got Jittery and es-'

tablished a special guard over

the main control room in its

Madison avenue layout. For
the first two days of the guard
setup everybody but engineers

Were barred from entering this

room.
Other guards were stationed

in tlie lobby of the CBS build-

ing to prevent flying squad-
rons of union men from get-

ting to the elevator operators.

5C ADMISSION

TOWNOX

HeniphB % Frown on Cotton

Carnival Booking of Fired Waring

WB-ASCAP ECHO;

Lancaster Station Ends D««1 With
Warner Theatra

'•'

Knoxville, March 10.

WNOX has put a five-cent gate

on its ace attraction, the' daily

broadcast of hillbilly music by the
Crazy Tennesseeans in downtown
municipal market hall. Superin-
tendent of Safety and six policemen'

are on hand, at each broadcast to

handle crowd. Hall seats 1,500 and
is' filled at each performance, with
several hundreds turned away , dally.

Proceeds will be used for new
talent to bolster 12-piece band. Sta-
tion scouts are.already on the out-

look In Chicago, Charlotte and Cin-
cinnati for new acts.

Broadcast , of "hillbilly music has
caught Knoxville's fancy. Act first

was put on at station, later moved
to hotel ballroom to accommodate
crowds, taken to vacant downtown
building when daily mob reached
about 800, and finally housed in

market hall, with largest seating
capacity available.

Portland After Business

In Lewiston and Auburn
Lewiston, Me., March 10;

Bernard Howe, an outside sales-
man, for WCSH, Portland, has
opened, up a subsidiary studio for.

that station in the DeWitt hotel
here. This studio has been operat-
ing about a month and is being
used for the exclusive promotion of

Lewl9t0n and' Auburn business.
At present, two half hour pro-

grams are being broadcast weekly
from 6:30 to 6:00 p.m. on Tuesdays
and Thursdays. Fenton Brothers
orchestra ia being used regularly
here as talent.

Lancaster, Pa*, March 10.

Just to show how mad va radio

station.can get when the ^occasion

arises, WGAL here had atdded an

organ to its furniture. Itfall goes

back, although no ,orte ^ants to

admit it, to the WB-ASCAP scrap

and Warner's filing an infringement

suit against the station last week.

WGAL has for several years had

a trade arrangement whereby it used

the organ In one of the local Warner
Bros, theatres and gave the theatre

plugs on the programs. 'When the

big battle of music broke,; station

pulled off ail its organ programs and

beat the. rap by installing an elec-

tric organ, now running two more
daily organ programs than ever
before—with carefully selected pro-
grams.

$15,000 IN CONTRACTS

AS STATION STARTS

Easton, Pa., March 10.

Station WEST here, most recent
addition to /the Mafcon-Dixqn group,
lined up $15,000 revenue as of its

Tfirst day of operation. Solicitors
brought in a deluge of contracts.
Believed some sort of a record for
locaL station was set.

Station, which broadcasts on the
band ..of the abandoned WKJC,
Lancaster, is under the direction of
Walter A. Kirkwood, formerly of
the -commercial staff, of, station
WORK, York, Pa., another Mason-
Dixon affiliate, Jan Krupa, for-
merly music director of WKJC,
Lancaster, is at new station In the
same position.

Memphis, March 11.

Radio stations in Memphis have
urged Dick Robinson in charge of
radio publicity .for the pending
Memphis Cotton Carnival to go to
bat against the proposed booking of
Fred Waring's orchestra as a stellar
attraction for the carnival. Matter
received attention in news columns
of local press.

Reason for the antipathy ex-
pressed by the broadcasters stems
back to the suit brought by Waring
against Station WDAS, PhiladeU
phla.. Local stations resent Wak-
ing's action and its Implications and
take the position that . they do . not
care to cooperate with the Cotton
Carnival if that means indirectly,
helping Waring.
Waring was victor against WDAS

although decision is. under appeal*.
He seeks to forbid radio stations,
playing phonograph records "without
special permission and payment of
royaltie-s. Considerable bitterness
Is understood to exist against

, the,

bandsman on this account among
provincial- broadcasters -Who are
pretty touchy on performing rights-
because of the constant abrasive'
effect pf the ASCAP-WB situation
with its network vs. indies reper-
cussions, etc.

Dance Bands No Longer

Do Own BBC Announcing

London; March 2.

B.B.C. has appointed its own an-
nouncer to introduce the various
dance bands. They have engaged
Leslie Mitchell, until recently a pro-
ducer for the variety theatres.

Heretofore the various dance
bands,announced themselves through
the medium of their leader.

Pat Kennedy guesting this.week
on the Procter & Gamble 'Friendly'
Neighbor' show.

In New York
George W. Smith, WWVA, Wheel-

ing, W. Va.
H. M. Peck, WKY, Oklahoma

City.

J. I. Meyerson, KLZ, Denver.
R. M. Thompson, WJAS, Pitts-

burgh.
J. W. Willard, WJSV, Washing-

ton.

Charles Phillips, WFBL, Syra-
cuse.
Robert M. Thompson, WJAS,

Pittsburgh.
Ford. Billings. WCAE, Pittsburgh.
Edward B. Craney, KGIR, Butte.
Arch Shawd, CKLW, Detroit-

Windsor.
In Chicago

Paul Raymer, New York City.
Linus Travers, WNAC, Boston.
Lynas Trayers, Yankee Network,

Boston.
Frank Fenton, WBNS, Columbus.
Johnny J. Glllin, Jr., WOW,

Omaha.
Craig Lawrence, Iowa Network.
Nate Lord, manager, WAVE,

Louisville.

Charles Kaley, WMBD, Peoria.
Fred Gamble, AAAA, New York.
Charles Winkler, KFAB, Lincoln.
Harry Haryey, KFAB, Lincoln.

In Washington
E. V. Baxter, Pittsburgh Broad-

casting Co., Pittsburgh, Kan.
C. W. Hayes. WHBC, Canton, O.
Ray B. Hamilton, St. Louis.
Paul Heitmeyer, KLO, Ogden,

Utah.
E. K. Cargill, WMAZ, Macon, Ga.
Ed Spence, WBAL, Baltimore.
H. K. Carpenter, WHK, Cleveland
D. J. Poynor, WMBH, Jpplin, Md.
John Elmer, WBBM, Baltimore. '

John J. Gillin, Jr., WOWO, Oma,'-
ha.

raul Oury, WPRO. j
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Claim Serious Desire, Not Strategy,

Behind Harry Warner Network Talk

BEN GROSS CAN SUE

Court of Appeals Okays Hi* Right
to Seek Damage*

Harry M. Warner's announcement

In. L»oB Angeles last week that hlB

company waB working on the forma-

tion of a broadcasting network has
aroused considerable Interest in the

trade. Warner Bros, denies that the.

contacting it is doing and has done
in the broadcast field represents, a
ruse or: stratagem in the battle that

NBC and Columbia have been put-

ting UP' against taking put licenses

for WB music.
Picture company takes the posi-

tion that it must find a cross-country

release for Its current tunes and
that if it has to go to the -expense

of establishing Its own link to

satisfy this need there is little doubt
that the proper affiliations will be
found.

Previous Attempt
Warner's current move recalls a

similar attempt to get into the
broadcasting business several years

ago. Idea that Harry Warner har-
bored at the time was to acquire a
station in every city where WB had
Important theatre interests. Among
the approaches made to stations

was WOR, - New York. Warner
dropped the proposition, all around
when certain financial situations

intervened, but not before discus-

sions were had with the owners of

WOR.
To queries as to what they

thought of the Harry Warner an-
nouncement NBC and. Columbia
officials declared themselves Mon-
day (9) as doubtful whether the
producer was serious and, if so,

where he could get himself stations

for a network. Nevertheless the
station relations departments are
under- Instructions to keep their

eyes open for developments.

Transcriptions

Webster- Eisenlohr (cigars) are
currently making a third enlage-
ment of their spot campaign through
N, W. Ayer. New edition is a plat-
terlred version of 'Witch's Tale' for
placement, on WGN, Chicago;
WTAM, Cleveland, and WFAA, Dal-
las. Beneficiary of the plugging in
Cleveland Is the Glrard smoke.. In
the other two cities it's Tom Moore.
Schedule in Chicago began yes-

terday (10), hitting the 8:45 p.m.
spot on Tuesdays and Wednesdays.
WFAA'a chunk started Monday (9)
and id alloted the 9:45 p.m. niche
on Mondays and Tuesdays. WTAM
gets the broadcasts on. Thursdays
and Fridays at 7:45 p.m. starting to-
morrow (12).

Additionally Webster-Eisenlohr
sponsors a series of newscasts in the
midwest, with the amount of the
plugging already having been upped
once since it started.

GE's Hoofology
General Electric Co., has bought

quarter hours three times weekly
on WNEW, New York. Will sponsor
segments of Martin Block's 'Make
Believe Ballroom' broadcast.
Bess & Schiliin, Inc., handled

deal.

Wm. Penn cigar, through the
H. W. Kastor agency in Chicago, is

releasing a series of 12 one-minute
announcements cut by World Broad-
casting. Hit five stations in the
Midwest.

Orbit gum has scheduled a cam-
paign of platterlzed station breaks
calling for 44 discs of 15 seconds
duration apiece. Sellers Service is

placing them on WTRC, Elkhart,
WHBU, Anderson (Ind.); and
WLBC, Muncle.

J. Walter Thompson is collecting

station data preliminary to : placing
a spot campaign on Coleman's
Mustard. Brand is controlled by
Atlantis Sales Co., of Rochester,
N. Y.
Agency, in its info quest, in par-

ticularly interested in cooking school
participation.

World Broadcasting landed, tho
Procter & Gambie-Dreft recording
job last week,

Albany, March 10.

Court of Appeals here has ruled
that Ben Gross, radio editor of the
New York Daily News, may bring, a
$60,000 libel action against Eddie
Cantor and Radio Guide. This re-
verses decision of lower courts
which had dismissed the complaint
as without basis.

Gross suit is based on remarks by
Cantor rapping radio editors of

Manhattan newspapers.

CBS 1$ Still Fighting

The Magazine-Radio Civil

War; Fires New Blast

Reyerbatlons of the magazines'
attack on radio, launched two years
ago, are still floating around with
enough strength in media circles to

cause CBS to issue another book-
let on the eye vs. ear question. Web
says the brochure was prompted
after a couple of its salesmen re-

ported that the magazine crowd had
persisted in dishing out the old is-

sue in agency circles. Title of the
counter attack, which Is blithely

labeled as 'non' competitive,' is, 'Ex-
act Measurements, of the Spoken
Word, 1902-1936/

Subject matter is a condensation
of experiments and their results, on
the eye vs. ear matter since 1902

(before radio was In existence).

Represented among the experiment-
ers are Pearce, Schuyten, Kulman,
Worcester; DeWick, Bell, and a
score of others. In conclusion there

Is a lengthy synopsis from Cantril

and Allport's 'Harvard Studies'

(later issued by Harper as 'The

Psychology of Radio').

Booklet was mailed yesterday
(Tuesday) to agencies and adver
tisers.

WGST, Atlanta, agog over coming
visit of Kate Smith, who will be
in city for A. & F. food spectacle
March 31 and April 1-2.' She will

do three of her broadcasts from At-
lanta.

Major Bowes Seeks Escape

From Paying NBC Commission;

Contract Runs Out in April

Major
NBC network

rst year on the

ith the Chase &
Sanborn amateur program winds up
the end of March, with a new deal

currently in negotiation between

Bowes and NBC to start April i..

According to inside reports, . Bowes'
in backing up his demands has
threatened to quit NBC for an-
other network.

Bone of contention is Bowes'
amateur units playing theatres, with
Bowes now trying to cut the NBC
Artists Bureau out of the stage-
unit proposition entirely* Present
deal calls for the Artists Bureau to
get 10% of the gross monies

Auditions for WLW Jobs

Turns Into Commercial

Cincinnati, March 10.

Crosley'a WLW-WSAI talent au-
ditions are now hitting the air on
Thursday nights from 8 to 8:30 over
the latter station and with a spon*-

sorshlp tag. Commercial tie-up is

with the Pittsburgh Water Heater
Co,, through the Keelor & Stltes
agency.
While not a gong program, air

audience gets the lowdown on stu-
dio try-outs by hearing instructions
from Arthur Chandler, auditipn
host, in the client room, to his as-
sistants in the trial chamber, Prom-
ising tyros are called upon by Chan-
dler to do another number and lis-

teners hear him register the nod on
test passers. Exceptional talent is

signed for a four-week proving
period.

Initial program of the sort was
held last week and landed a Job for
Morite McGee, pianist-songster, up
from. Texas and who formerly re-
corded for Columbia.

Bowes receives for the units,
against a one-third' split in the net
profits derived from the .stage si-

mon-pures.

Bowes' amateur units did not
start touring in theatres till three
months following the Major's ad-
vent on the NBC network as an
impresario of amateurs. Percentage
against a split of the profits from
the stage ams was given the
Artists Bureau in return for its

assignment of two men, Rubey
Cowan and Murray Bloom, almost
exclusively to the agenting of the
units. At the present time Bowes
has over 20 'A' and ' ' units on
the road.

Reported that Bowes, in demand-
ing that NBC eliminate its Artists
Bureau entirely from the stage unit
proposition, wants to save the split

he gives the Artists Bureau by
agenting the units exclusively out
of his own. office. One of his own
men selling and exploiting the am
shows is Lou Goldberg, who's pres-
ently on the road in the interest of
Bowes.
Another thing Bowes wants to

eliminate, though this 1b not being
brought up in the conferences at
NBC, is the 6% commissions to
theatre booking offices for booking,
his units. It's reported he can't
understand why the theatre-op-
erated booking offices should get
5% of his units' gross returns for
buying a necessity to themselves.
NBC's Artists Bureau is reluctant

to. give up its 10% of the Bowes'
units, though said to be willing to
call off the stipulation for
one-third of the net profits. Ac-
cording to one of the Artists Bu-
reau attaches, after Bowes deducts
his expenses, etc!, the 10% commis-
sion usually amounts to more, than
one-third of the , profits.

Bowes personally Is making
$1,000,000 a year or more according
to trade estimates.
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RADIO SHOWMANSHIP
Stunts, Novelties, Tie-Ups

Outstanding Stunts

POWER BOOST WEEK
WHN, NEW YORK CITY

WHN Makes a Big Splash

New York City.

Station WHN, Loew-Metro affili-

ate, is currently staging a -week-

long intensive campaign of whoop-
ing-up for its brand new 5,0D0-watt

transmitter just installed by Jan-
sky & Bailey, While the policy of

sounding the clarion for power
boosts is not new the. way WHN
is handling the campaign is excep-
tional for its scope.
> James Farley, Anning S. Prall.

an assortment of congressional per-

sonages (piped in from ' Washing-
ton) and a day-after-day parade of

sporting, civic, financial, ecclesias-

tical, judicial, theatrical and jour<-

nalistlc celebs will appear before

WHN mikes. Talent, secured

through the William Morris agency,

Loew theatres and M-G-M, all allies

of the station, includes Duke El-

lington, William Bakewell, Georges
Metaxa, Leon Eelasco, Jane Cooper.

Willie and Eugene Howard, Donald
Nbvis, Jack Dempsey, Lou Little,

Melvin Castleberry on

SHEFFIELD FARMS' BILLY &
BETTY

Recently with

ROSES Sc DRUMS
IRENE RICH PROGRAM
HOME SWEET HOME

THE AMERICAN SCHOOL OF THE
AIR

NBC SXJSTAINERS

414 West 120th Street
NEW YORK CITY

Chick Meehan, Samuel Leibowitz

and many others.
Various WHN sponsors will be

on the air also. Program scheduled

will be shifted around and jazzed

up and every effort made to wham
home to greater New York the news
about those 5,000 watts.

riday the 13th Program
Buffalo.

WKBW will reverse the usual

Friday the 13th procedure this

week. Instead of a program illus-

trating superstitions. Of radio art-

ists, local broadcasters plan to

learn whether average citizen takes

bad luck orfiens seriously.

Stunt is to be a n\an-in-the-
street-.under-the-ladder broadcast.

Man r-in- the -street will be asked to

stand under the ladder and be inter-

viewed and maybe break a mirror

or light three on a match.
Cliff Jones and Clint Buehlman;

staff jesters, assigned as spielers.

Contest Data Summarized
Des Moines.

Iowa Broadcasting System, Des
Moines, has instituted an unusual
service to contest enthusiasts, which
seems to include about 70 per cent

of .the listening audience. •

Three ' times weekly a 10-rainute

program on both KSO and KRNT
brings rules, prizes, and other in-

formation pertaining' to all of the,

contests aired on the two stations,

which include both NBC blue and
Columbia.
Program has mythical- 'Hunter*

family seeking prize-money in their

own living room, with, brother tell-

ing what he hopes will win one con-
test, sister giving the low-down on
her entry, in another contest, etc.—
thus building for .

listener interest

to the tune of free blurbs for ad-
vertisers.

BARRIE
"GEORGE WHITE'S SCANDALS"

Sole Direction. HERMAN BERNIE,
L010 Broadway. New York

LEON

Forum Is a Sticker
,

St. Louis.
. Community Forum, oldest Con-
tinuous program on air in St. Louis,
recently celebrated sixth birthday
with 314th consecutive broadcast.
Programs, over KSD, St. Louis, are
conducted by R. Fullerton Place*
and weekly presents outstanding
speakers on civic and national
affairs. Music for program is fur-
nished by Forum Instrumental Trio
-rMario Silva. pianist; Louis Drur
zinsky, . violinist, and Pasquale de
Conto, cellist.

Not once in six years has Forum
missed a .program.

ing It' Club at KGFK
Moorhead, Minn.

'Swing' trend In pop music being
used by KGFK to start another
club with which to nail down lis-

teners. Organization ia called

'Swing If club.
'Swing It' addicts can listen to a

half hour daily jazz fest supplied
Ttjy a six-piece orchestra, a femme
singer, and Bub Scott as m.c. Stanza
is aired in the afternoon, 4 to 4; 30.

Mlsa Jordan finally had to call *
halt, scrambled the music scraps,

then put them All together and
made 'The Lost Melody,' which the

kiddies have kept her repeating

broadcast after broadcast. Not only

did the stunt stimulate interest In

the program* but whetted the young
uns' interest In music.

Canned' for Home Consumption
Portland, Ore.

Oregon's representative, William
A. Elwall's, speech on" the occasion

of the 77th anniversary of Oregon's
admission into the Union, was
broadcast over station KGW last

week by means of electrical tran-
scription. The oration was original-

ly given before the house of repre-
sentatives in the nation's capital on
Feb. 14.

Speech was canned at the sugges-
tion of John Kendall, Portland at-
torney, who was present in Wash-
ington, when the admission address
was delivered.

io Charity
Buffalo.

Annual Catholic Charities drive is

presenting speakers on "Buffalo's

four major radio stations (WGR,
WKBW, WBEN and WEBR) again
this year but is making it clear in

statements to the press that the
time is donated. Some criticism

against apppal committee was
launched last year by persons who
thought money was being spent' for

radio time that shpuld have gone
toward aiding the poor.

Rev. Eugene Loftus, director of

the radio division of the 1936 cam-
paign, "gets over Idea that the time
is free tactfully, by making state-

ment read: 'The committee takes
this opportunity to thank

.
stations

for donating their time, etc'

'For Women Only'
Columbia, Si C.

WIS will -shortly start a program
series entitled 'For Women Only'
and meaning precisely what the
title says. Will, feature* news,
fashion hints, interviews with
femme celebs, and music
Mrs^ Lura Forrest in char

five week scholarships under the

same conditions.
Judging' is done by five judges

selected by station. Usually include

a businessmani a reporter, a doctor*

a lawyer and a musician.
Program caters to kids of school

age with most of, the registrations

being between 8 and 21. Sponsor
employs system by which anyone
wishing to enter must come to the
store and fill out an entry blank.
Idea is winning high favor with

the store because it. not only gives
it a crack at the kids and a
chance to get their background and
a look at their possible instrument
needs, but it also sets them in

.
solid

with the music teachers and schools
who are already beginning to prove
they make grand friends for a mu-
sic store..

Scrap Book for Sponsors
Seattle.

KOMO-KJR commercial officials

hit upon a scheme of .
leaving pleas-

ant memories in the minds of spon-
sors of a recent successful series of

unusual broadcasts. Series of pro-
grams was broadcast daily for one
week from Frederick & Nelson De-
partment Store auditorium, with
four-way tie-in: the store, General
Electric, RCA Victor and Grunow,
When series ended, station com-

piled ten ultra-fancy souvenir
books, hand made, 13 inches by 18-

inches, hand lettered on parchment
paper, with photos of the program
artists and of the crowds which at-
tended and other material.

And His ORCHESTRA

., Music Corp. of America

HERMAN BERNIE

EMERSON GILL
A
H
N
i8 ORCHESTRA

EN ROUTE
Ireotlon

Laundry Service as Prize
Des Moines.

Des Moines Launderers' Cooper-
ative association is sponsoring a
new contest on Dick Teela's 'High
and Low' program on KSO.
A laundry will give four weeks'

free laundry service to the person
sending in the most unique 'Way
Back When' anecdote.

own the Juvenile Alley'
St. Paul.

Novelty request aired by Corinne
Jordan, KSTP program director,
zoomed to such proportions that
what started as a good-natured gag
now shapes up as dividends-paying
showmanship.
Some weeks ago 'Auntie Corinne'

told juve listeners on TJucle. Tom's
(Rishworth) daily Children's Hour
that she had lost a melody which
had. broken itself Into pieces and
wafted out the window. She begged
the kids to hunt for it and told them
If they found any of the pieces, to
send 'em in.

Youngsters caught the spirit, be-
gan sending in fragments of hluslc.

YOUR OLD FRIENDS

THE O'NEILLS'
NOW RADIO'S MOST POPULAR

FAMILY BRINGS YOU MORE

AUGHTER "[EARS and |-| EART-THROBS

Presented by Ivory Soap • 99 u
/ ioo °/° pure

I
LISTEN

IN • • Every Mon., Tues., Wed., Thurs., Fti

^ Mflt". Ed Wolf, 1270 Sixth Ave., N.Y.C.—DlV.

3:45-4:00 P. M.—E. S. T.
f WEAr

NBC Network—Coast -to -Coast

Phoebe (Pigeon) Grabs Publicity
Detroit.

Arrival of Pigeon Phoebe last

week, bringing her annual spring
tidings by flying into studios of
WXYZ, would have been just an-
other 'robin' had not station cracked
wide open the regular news pages
of the Detroit News, which operates
the opposish WWJ.
Phoebe, a homing ' pigeon which

every spring stops for a rest in
WXYZ's studios, fluttered through
an open window last Week; made
the rounds of the station's offices In
the Maccabees building; posed for
several photogs; received a good
night's rest and feeding, and was
given her annual bum's rush out the
window following morning.
Result was a three-column pic of

pigeon and WXYZ singer, plus a
long yarn, spread across the pages
of the News.

'Heartbeats of Atlanta'
Atlanta.

Atlanta Community Chest, follow-
ing new policy of keeping, itself be-
fore public year round instead of
staging an autumn campaign and
remaining in background rest of
year, inaugurated Friday (0) a
series of weekly dramatizations
from life over WGST.' Series is

titled 'Heartbeats of Atlanta.'
... Idea is to take true Incidents,
Change names and alter trivial facts
slightly, and build a' short original
drama each week. Bfert Collier, pub-
licity director .of Chest, who is prer
paring scripts, says he is seeking to
avoid mere sloppy sentimentality

;

Group of about ten players, among
them leading local amateur actors,
is directed in dramatizations by Ed-
gar Neely, Jr..

ity Puffing Draws One
.Norfolk, Va;

'Thanks a million,'
,
says AssOcia^.

tlon' of Commerce pt. Norfolk In
resolution expressing appreciation
of WTAR's co-operation in recent
membership drive that netted more.
Associationists. Campbell Ar.nouxh

m.d., came in for especial mention.
.Time on air donated for educa-

tional purpose. W. S. Harney and
E. D. Peterson were dlalogists
showing value of Association to
community.

Covers by Telephone Line
.
Knoxville.

Regular telephone talking line
was used by WNOX to pickup cere-
monies at closing of

.
gates at Norrls

dam. 34 miles from here. *

All other lines wero in use by
TVA, and regular telephone line
only connection WNOX- could make.
Broadcast of speeches and So -piece
band satisfactory.

lame Dance Not Radio
Norfolk, Va.

'Bring on the Dames,' locally
playing at Norva theatre, filled a
15rminute spot on WTAR Friday
eve. between shows. Since effect of
star's — Muriel Page's — costume
burning off in

. her flame dance
wasn't broadcastable, announcer re-
sorted to Interview and filled In with
other talent, mostly Harry Savoy,
show's comic.
Norva has been using radio tie-in

with most of its occasional stage
shows and usually packs the house.

ital Statistics Exploited
Pittsburgh.

A new copyrighted program has
been sold on WWSW by Walt
Framer, who gives cinema chatter
on that station twice daily as
'Hollywood Show Shopper.' Idea Is

called 'The Blessed Eventer,' and in
15-minute spot six days a week
Framer will carry news of engage-
ments, marriages, births and In-
spirational, messages to invalids.
Promotional stunt Involves giving

to every new mother bouquet of
flowers through co-operation of one
of Pittsburgh's biggest florists. Co-
operative sponsorship plan is used,
with program tying in jewelry store
(wedding rings and gifts), high-
grade, gown shop (weddihg dresses
and trousseaus) and children's wear
distributor (layettes and' baby gar-
ments).

Inc.

ic Store's Amateur Twist
Lancaster, Pa.

Drawing power of amateur pro-
grams in this section is still good,
as demonstrated by WGAL's fresh-'
ly signed 26 weeker billed under the
title of Musical Talent Contest.
Program differs from the usual run
of amateurs in that it bars hill-
blllys, novelties, imitators and hoof-
ers.

Sponsor for the weekly show
which is handled by Eddie Gun-
daker .as M.C. is Troupe's Music
-House, which offers music scholar-
ships to the Winners and merchan-
dise discounts to the losers. First
prize is a 10 >week course of instruc-
tion in any school or under any'
teacher which the winner may
select; Second and third prizes are

G-Man Stuff
Philadelphia.

Local stations are crashing in on
wave of interest in G-men yarns
and doings with several broadcasts
this week of Franklin Institute's
demonstrations of 'Science in Crime
Detection.' Institute's affair is sym-
posium of leading anti-crime ex-
perts.

•Two mos£ important broadcasts
will bring L. C. Schilder, G-man
finger print expert, over WIP and
another will have Major Thomas
Coulson, of same department, over
WCAU.

kc.) made its unannounced debut on
the air in. a series of 'program tests.'
Tests were simply to determine au-
dience reaction to Signals and re-
ception, Inasmuch as Federal regu-
lations forbid equipment- tests dur-
ing regular broadcasting .hours.

Roll of drums and martial med-
ley at 10 a.m. on wave band usu-
ally silent at that time, served to
introduce station. Then voice of
Jack 1 McLean, production manager
announced station call letters'
tagged ,WBNY as 'Buffalo's Leap
Year Eaby* because first equipment
tests went on the air around -1 a m
Feb. £9.

''

Generalized as to station's policy,
declared programs and equipment
would be kept on high standard and
emphasized 'this Is not just another
radio station.' Announcement was
repeated at brief intervals through-
out night and day between electri-
cal transcriptions and phonograph
records. High percentage of music
light classic and operetta type.

$1 -a -Minute Programs
Tulsa.

Midwest Chevrolet Corp. working
hard to get 'em to tune in a five-
minute spot over KTUL. Peewee
stanza is called 'Dollar-a-Minuto\'
and listeners are asked to take
'just a minute' to send in a request
for a song. One tune is then pulled
out of a grab bag and all having
requested it can collect a buck
apiece by calling at a Chevy sales
room.
Hits the air five weekly live tal-.

ent, with Leona Ray singing.

AL

And Hi

"ZIEGFELD FOLLIES OF
THE AIR"

EVER! SATURDAY—WABC
8-1) P.M., ESI

Columbia Network
Coast-to-Coast

•
4 STAR RATING
FOR SOLID YEAR

Basketball Special
Salt Lake City.

Basketball looms as the most
popular sport in this city during
February and March. Climax is
the L.D.S. (Mormon) church inter-
state finals. More than 18,000
teams all over the ' United States
competed^ in their locales, winners
being shipped to Salt Lake. Pre-
ceding night of tournament, KSL
with the Salt Lake Tribune, morning
sheet, put on .a half-hour program.
Jimmy Hodgson and Marlowe

Branagan, .Tribune sports writers,
handled the program, with Johrtny
Stevens' band, University of Utah
trio and a . host of local sportsmen.

Preparing the Listeners
Novel method here for trying

out new station was inaugurated
Wednesday (4) when WBNY (1370

JAN

PEERGE
NOW-^th Year Radio City

Music Hall, New York

ON THE AIR FOR
CHEVROLET

Sat. 9 P.M. E.S.T.—WEAF—NBC
Management

DANIEL M. WINKLER—Mirk Htnna Corp.

054 Madison Ave., Mew York

WALTER

TETLEY
Brbadcafltlog wltli

j
HELEN HAYES

*'THE SHOW BOAT"
FRED ALLEN

"RUCK ROGERS"
"BOBBY BENSON"

PALMOLIVE
GUY LOMBARDO

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF THE AIR
CBS—NBC

FREDDY MACK
Conductor and M.C.

ROXY THEATRE
"YOUNG IDEAS''

ALEXANDER GRAY
U1'Performance by Chrysler

A CBS Super Air Show
Beginning Thursday, March 12

COAST-TO-COAST
At 8 P. M., EST

Ter. M*t t . CBS. ARTISTS BUHK.
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EARL BROWDER
Talk-
15 Mine.
Sustaining
Thursday, 1Q:45 p. m.
WABC, New York
Browder belongs in the flies as a

radio 'first.' He ia first of the Com-
munist Party to get a nation-wide
net wo r k opportunity* Columbia
Broadcasting chose him as a means
of dramatizing its own position, on
'free speech,' To permit a leftist to

be heard was CBS'" way of showing
that complete verbal liberty is an
actuality on. its network. It was a
vwell-publicized and controversial

/first' that will also probably be a
quiet and careful 'last.'

Browder is not a good radib
speaker. Probably smart showman-
ship to studiously follow an ex-
cessively mild tone and' a. cautious
line of argument but otherwise he
lacks what it takes . in the U. S. A.
to woo voters* Land.

•STARK MAD'
With Charlie Stark
Dramatio
30 Mint.
Sustaining
Thursday, midnight
WIP, Philadelphia

Apparently designed to. Bcare you
out of that traditional year's growth,
this stanza somehow doesn't fill the
bill. Leans heavily on blood and
murder, with beaucoup sound ef-

fects and spook music; but answer
Is likely to be merely chuckles from
all but most naive listener.

Show caught had . wildly Improb-
able yarn about ape on the loose,

with seven gory 'killings in 30 min-
utes. Script Is loosely chucked to-
gether by Charlie Stark, of station
staff, who announces and., plays
principal role. He .giets his various
accents mixed up occasionally,
which, is good for more snickers, but
rest of cast does what It. can to
make "material seem, what it ain't—
convincing.. ' . V
Show 1b much too long, but at

least it chops Into WIP's lengthy
evening string of remote dansapa-
tions. For that, merci; otherwise,
thumbs down. Hole.

EDDIE GREEN
Comedy
6 Mins.
FLEISCHMANN
Thursday, 8 P.M., EST.
WEAR, New York

(J. Walter Thompson)
Eddie Green, vet colored comic

from vaude, got his big time radio
shot with ,an exceptionally good
script, John Tucker Battle's 'Jonah
and the Whale.' Sketch, entailing
an unbilled assist to Green, was
both humorous and perfectly adapt-
able to Green's slow, drawling dia-
lect.

Battle's sketch not only entails a
swell comedy situation, but also
dialog to match. Green, as well as
the assistant, portraying the whale,
did justice to the fine writing.

If more equally good material'
could be' found, Green would be a
good bet for steady radio spotting.

CATHEDRAl* OF THE UNDER,
WORLD

,v
With John Logan Davi
Religious
60 Mins.
PERSONAL FINANCE CO.
Sunday, 3 p.m., EST
WMCA, New York

'Cathedral of the Underworld* is
grade A showmanship for those sus-
ceptible to emotion, and that means
the masses. It's not religion hi the
sense of theology, but as program
material this is a mighty asset.
Without stuffiness or formality, it

verges on being a. semi-religious
picnic, or, from another slant, a
theatrical benefit performance for
the. poor. Five surefire inducements
pop up to act as magnets: (1)
rousing hymn singing, testimonials,
and other reverent fanfare; (2) ap-
peals for help in behalf of the poor
and Infirm; (3) greetings oh wed-
ding anniversaries, births, etc.; (4)
entertainment; and (5) preaching in
which gags and sentiment, figure
strongly.
On the other hand, the 'Cathe-

dral' is not damaged , by being too
much of an; oddity or novelty.
There's just enough adherence to
standard theological procedure and
beliefs to make it sound. WMCA
has been airing it for seven
years. Originally Tom Noonan was
preacher (or better, m.c), but since
his recent death Dr. John Logan
Davis has been ringmaster. The
'Cathedral' is a .non-sectarian mis-
sion for down-and-outers in. New
York's Chinatown which also en
gages in charitable enterprises.
Davis has a good - sens© of pace

(as had Noonan) and a hpen flali*

for the theatrical. String trios, pop
tunes and cpmedy break into the
service with the church attendance
in the background working ' the
numbers up into the higher emo
tlonal registers. When preaching
Davis harps on 'good fellow' angles,
utilizing homely sayings' and gags
as breaks. But unlike Noonan,
Davis has Incipient leaning^ toward
brow-furrowing topics, at least, as
evidenced by the program caught
for this review (8). Plowed into
a mild lambasting of Communism
and other 'isms' which appeared to
be a definite danger signal. His
talk here fell from the standards
of thorough showmanship into the
mediocrity of dogmatism. Angles
of this nature could very profitably
be avoided.
Aside from this, however,, the

'Cathedral'' maintains its oldtlme
showmanship and looks as strong
as ever. Personal Finance plugs
are few and mild on the whole. In
ter-City web and supplementaries
do the carrying.
A. significant slant on the stanza

is that a majority of those who
write v to WMCA state that they
listen^ In groups (evidently to
helgbthen the emotional effect).
Over 100 have written that they call

the family house pet—dog, canary,
etc.—into the listening circle.

Edga.
:

Bert Cob urn, of J. Walter Thomp-
son's exploitation staff, has been
switched to radio, publicity.

Selling Formulae
for America's Second Market

A vast radio audience 4- great purchasing power + either

StationWENR orWMAQ = increased sales ih America's

Second Market. Prove this for yourself by running a

campaign on either of these great stations.WMAQ
points to the southwest; WENR to the northeast. Both

do a grand job in metropolitan Chicago.

WMAQ
50,000 WATTS—NBC Red Network

WENR
50,000 WATTS—NBC Blue Network

CHICAGO
Two of NBC's Managed and OperatedStations

VVSAJ TRANSMITTER DEBUT
With. Powel Crosley, Jr,, Lowell
Thomas, Lum and Abner, Eupene
.Gposens, Joe Ries, Adrian O'Brien,
Edith Karen. Alice Day,, Charles
Dameron. Mary Aleott, Louise
Raymond, Jimmy Scribner, Round-
house Boys, Paul Pearson's orch.

Special
3 Hours
Sustaining
Wednesday, 8-11 p.m.
WSAI, Cincinnati
.

Crosley smallie went to town
Wednesday (4) in celebrating open-
ing of its new and relocated trans-
mitter plant: Baptismal blast was
from 8 to 11 p.m. Switch from old
transmitter, adjoining that of WLW
in Mason, O., 22 miles north of
Cincy, .to. new plant on brow of
Falrview. Heights, overlooking down-
town section, was accompanied by
broadcast-conversation between en-
gineers at both places. •-•

Transfer emphasized improvement
in station's reception in primary
area. Telegrams from well-wishers,
announced during latter part of
program, reported necessity of ton-
ing down signal. WSAI. operates
on 2,500 watts, daytime-, and 1,000
watts at night. Originated by the
U. S. Playing Card Co., Norwood, O.,
the station was a 5,000- watter. It
was purchased by the Crosley Ra-
dio Corp. in 1928 and reduced In
power. Since then Crosley's WLW
leaped from 5,000 to 60,000 watts
and later to 600,000 watts. New
WSAI transmitter has a modern
vertical radiator. Engineering Job
supervised by Joe Chambers, Cros-
ley's technical director. Equipment
made by Westinghouse.
Playing of the national anthem by

a symphonic ork, directed, by Wil
Ham Stoess, was new transmitter'
bow. Followed by invocation pro
houBced by the Rev.. Carl Strids
berg, and singing of 'Pilgrim's Prog
ress' by a mixed choir.
Dedicatory program conducted by

Don Becker. Peter Grant did the
announcing. Becker is one of three
of the original WSAI staff still with
Crosley. He started as a uke player
and is how assistant to John Clark,
general manager of WLW-WSAI
The others are Grace Clauve Ralne,
choir conductor, and Tom Richley,
xylpphonist Becker participated in
the program with a uke solo.
Powel Crosley, Jr., prexy, made a

brief talk in businessman style,
tracing the progress of the company
and thanking listeners for their
support. City manager C. A. Dyk
stra arid Eugene Goosens, conductor
of the Cincinnati Symphony orches
tra, expressed Congrats that were
remoted from the home of a friend
where they were dinner guests
Lowell Thomas was piped in from
WOR; Newark; and Lum and Abner
contributed a skit piped in from
WGN.

Jo.e Ries, staff announcer, filled

role of roving reporter for two short
wave pickups, operated from an
auto. One was. on a descent of the
Mt. Adams Incline, which conveys
street, cars up and down a 900-foot
slope, with interviews of members
of the? incline crew and a descrip
tioh of Cincinnati's, skyline. The
second was from a locomotive cab
in the yards of the Union Terminal

Clever mixture kept the stanza
interesting at all times. In all there
were 19 switchovers, and nary a one
of 'em caused delay, which is trib-
ute to the engineering staff.

Artists from the WLW staff who
assisted in highlighting the program
were Adrian d'Brleri, tenor; Edith
Karen, soprano; Alice Day, Indigo
warbler; Charlie Dameron, tenor;
Mary Alcott, vocalist; Louise Ray-
mond, blues; Roundhouse Boys,
harmony foursome. Clifton Heights
Gesang Verein, German choral
.group from the vicinity of the new
transmitter, filled a 10-minute spot.
Additional Crosley talent taking
part included Jimmle Scribner, Paul
Pearson's ork, Antonio and' his Con-
tinentals, the Lbs Amigos program
with Virginio Marucci, Wildeson's
Wildcats. Koll.

ELZA SHALLERT
Film Previews
15 Mins.
Sustaining
Tuesday, 11:15 p. m.
WJZ, New York
Eiza Shallert sees the latest Hol-

lywood films in Hollywood at the
so-called previews, which are ar-
ranged tpvtest the picture, in ad-
vance of general release, upon the
public so that any needed changes
in cutting, editing, etc., can be made.
Chances are, however, that she will

preview only pictures which .studios

deem ripe. Doubtful if a spieler

could function on a program such
as this without studio co-operation,
which means that commenting on
films producers want to keep hidden
awav for the time being will

omitted.
Mrs. Shallert dishes out fan stuff,

but with enough restraint in vocab-
ulary to avoid the worst faults of

gushing. She seems, however, de-
voted to a policy of praising. Again
the need for playing ball.

This is at least as fjood as the

average quarter hour devoted to the
trivia of Hollywood and the sweet-
ness and light slant. Mrs. Shallert.

is not a weeping ingenue herself,

and so succeeds 'in tempering the
nature of her puffing by the manner
of her delivery, which seems ob-
jective and unpartlsan without
actually rising to the dignity of wal
criticism. Her husband, Edwin
Shallert is film and drama critic on
the L. A. Times Land.

FREDDIE BARTHOLOMEW
With BILLY HALOp and'
LESTER JAY • ^ v

Dramatio
10 Mins.
FLEISCHMANN
Thursday, 8 p. m. r EST
WEAF, New York

(J. Walter Thompson)

Percentage can't be determined,
but there must have been many a
moist optic, among the listeners to
the Vallee broadcast after little

Freddie Bartholomew completed his
10-minute stint. Young in years,
but a finished trouper, the child film
actor was completely captivating in
a tear-jerker sketch, Rich Kid.*
authored by Arch Oboler.

Smart showmanship was exer-
cised in bolstering Bartholomew's
histrionic strength—by recruiting
BiUy Halop and Lester Jay, two kids
appearing' in' TDead End' on Broad-,
way,

.
. for the toughie roles in

Oboler's vehicle. That they played
their parts to the. hilt only enhanced
the pathetic figure portrayed by the
little English lad, who scored so big
in the filmed 'David Copperneld,' It
was no mere Jerk on the. heart
strings when Bartholomew refuses
to fight 'Red'—because I'm blind.'
he: added—It was a 100-horsepower
wrench.

It was obvious from the start that
young Bartholomew felt completely
secure in his role. The latter de-
manded ability, and Bartholomew
kept the fact that he was blind
nicely masked till the climax. Con-
trary to the average kid film per-
former, who must be seen to appre-
cited.. Bartholomew was as effective
invisible as he is visible on the
screen.
Credit Is especially due to Masters

Halop and Jay, as well as Oboler's
script. ffcho.

HELEN LYND
Comedy
5 Min-%
FLEISCHMANN
Thursday, 8 P. M., EST.
Weaf, New York

(J. Walter Thompson)

All newcomer Dumb Doras to
radio, such as Helen Lynd as here
heard on the Vallee broadcast, must
first realize the terrific opposition
they're up against in. Grade Allen,
She's the measuring stick. New en-
trants have got to -have plenty to
make any headway ih the goofy gal
gambol. Miss Lynd has that; plenty
to put up some kind of a fight for
recognition.

Her sketch on the Fleischmann
hour, uncredited as to author (with
her male support also unbilled),
was typical Dora stuff, but quite
funny and ' excellently delivered by
the legit and nttery comedienne.
She's got. a laugh as silly as any
around, infectious on the air if not
sounded too ften, and a childish vo-
cal' inflection that also sells.

Miss Lynd's chief concern would
be getting material—but that's
every radio performer's burden. She
has a good start in having a slick

straight man. Scho.

WILLIAM H. RANKIN

Sustaining
.

: •'•':•.

Tuesday, 11.45 p. mi"
WHN, New York
William H.. Rankin, advertising

agency pioneer In broadcasting, was
a guest speaker at WHN in connec*.
tion With th<5 open house week cele-
brating the station's new 5,000
watts. Rankin bought radio adver-
tising as far back as 1923, which in
broadcasting history is before Meth-
usaleh. He gave high praise to the
present management of WHN, say-
ing that a year ago he Would have
tilted the eyebrow of skepticism at
any prophet who predicted the new
state, of affairs now prevailing at
this station.

Ranklin speaks with a rounded,
resonant baritone. He is. one of a
parade of personages spieling over
WHN this week. Land.

RENFREW OF THE MOUNTED
With House Jameson
Dramatic. Serial
15 Mins.
CONTINENTAL BAKING
Tues^ Fri., Sat., 6:45 p.m.
WABC, New York

(B. B. JO. d 6.)

What stands out in this series is
the production. The adaptations by
Laurie York Erskine are of no great
shakes and the acting is about on
an -equal • keel. It takes a special
knack for projecting' dramatic en-
tanglements, story movement and
mounting suspense over the air, and
Erskine, and. his scripting support,
if he has any, dont appear to have
it. f Only thing that has given the
series emotional punch so fat are
the various touches Injected? by the
producer, with most of this credit
going to the deftly contrived sound
ettects.

Program has a swell dog imi-
tator, and the kids may take to his
efforts, particularly the 'call of the
Wild' baying" which serves to open,
and close each episode. If there Is
any one- who deserves Btar billing
on this show it's this, mimic.

Central character ot the episodes
Is Inspector Douglas Renfrew of the
Royal Canadian Mounted Police.
Erskine is his creator and has kept
him before the readers of the
American Boy' mag in story form,
for 10 years. Renfrew seems to
have no fixed post- but is addicted
to roving the far north wilds as a
red-coated Galahad. Most of those;
he befriends are kids. In the air'
version House Jameson does lip eer^
vice for- Renfrew. .

*

In selling Wonder read to the.
Juve

,
listeners ot this ; show .Conti*:

nental Baking" makes no 'departure'
from the ad copy rote: *Eat good
bread; such as Wonder Bread, is, and
build a strong and healthy body/
Other virtues oT the product stres-
sed, and effectively so, is- the fact
that it is -.slow, baked as to make If
easily digestible. ;

In a few weeks program's slated
to go four times a week and eventu-
ally to five installments the week,

Odec,

You need KDKA to sell today's Pittsburgh

market.Its serviceaireamore nearlycorresponds,

to the entire Pittsburgh trading area than any

Other radio station. May we show you how?

KDKA 5 0,0 Opt' WATTS
NBC Blue Network

PITTSBURGH

One of NBC's Managed and Operated Stations
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Simplified International Hook-Ups

Occupy Attention of Paris Meet

Parte, March 2.

World-wide shortwave hookups
which will permit international

broadcasting of news events at short

notice is up for discussion at the

Intercontinental Broadcasting Cori-

gress now in session at Hotel Con-
tinental.

To get on the air all over the

•world with a big event now requires

weeUs of negotiations about wave-
lengths, time and so forth. First

speech of King Edward VIII of Eng-
land will get on that way, but after

what a struggle! So broadcasters in

conference are trying to work but

problem for the future.

Some 40 countries are represented

by 80 delegates, of whom one (from

England) is a woman and another

(from Vatican City) is a Catholic

priest. American delegates are P.'

G. H, Van Ackere, E. K. Cohan and
Cesar Searchinger of Columbia
Broadcasting System; F. Bate, G.

Horn and M. Jordan of National
Broadcasting. Company, and Dr.

Joliffe, chief engineer of the Radio
Corporation of America.

SNOW TRAIN PROGRAMS

WLBZ, Bangor, Takes ikes 100

Miles for Stunts

Estelle Stern, blues, now giving

out . with Eddie .Derby's band at

WEM, New Haven.

"New King of Syncopation"

jimmie
(HARLEM EXPRESS)

lunceford
AND HIS ORCHESTRA

CA8A MADRID
March 14 and 15

direction -

HAROLD F. OXLBY
17 E. 49th St. New York City

sJLq
Bulnbow

m Room _
f Radio City 1

New York
'

Bangor, Me., March 10,

WLBZ has been tying tip with the

snow trains, a pullmotor for railroad

biz as well as a matter of civic rev-

enue in the. resort areas. Station

twice cooperated with the Bangor &
Aroostook, a local line, in taking a
mike to Greenville on Moosehead
Lake, nearly 100 miles from here.

Used the 'Man-on-the-street' tech-

nique in catching the. activities.

On another occasion the station

threw some plugging in the direction

of the Dover-Foxcroft carnival, pre-

senting a 'Snow Train Revue' from
the studio. Over 5,000, people, larg-

est crowd of the season, turned up
for the actual event,

KLZ Manager Tells Press

News Broadcasts Help 'Em

Denver, March 10.

In a talk made to members of the

Colorado Press association, J. I.

Meyersdn, manager of KLZ, Denver,'

declared that the news broadcasts

not only increased circulation o,f

newspapers, but actually saved them
money by eliminating the necessity

of extras. -Meyersoh also protested

against any particular advertising

medium claiming it has everything^

'I firmly believe that . reader in-

terest and the circulation of news-
papers are increased by radio bul-

letins,' Meyerson told the editors.

For this reason newspapers and the
radio should work together as allies

instead of competing with one an-
other. The news as given over the
air is by necessity so brief ''that ho
cne, even if he listens to every
hourly broadcast, is satisfied with
the number, length or details of

these bulletins. To get the full

facts, one is forced to read the dally

paper.'

WABCJ
9:30 P.M. ' EST
Wednesdays
COCA-COLA

EXCLUSIVE MANAGEMENT
ROCKWELL-O'KEEFE INC.
WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY

SATURDAYS
WEAF

EXCLUSIVE MANAGEMENT
ROCKWELL-O'KEEFE INC.

Geo. Roeslers list

Chicago, March 10.

Beside* representing the newly
organized Affiliated Broadcasting
Company which is headed by Sam-
uel Insull, plus representing a num-
ber of individual stations through-
out the country, George Boesler also

represents the Virginia Broadcast-
ing System which has a five-station

hook-up.
These five stations are WBTM,

Danville, WLVA, Lynchburg,
WCHV, Charlottesville,. WPHB,
Richmond and WCH, Newport
News.

Stanley Kopt, former WOR, New
York scrlpter, "writing shorts at

Metro film studio.

Sue Ross, sister of Benay Vehuta
and vocalist with Everett Hoag-

. land's ork In Tuscon, Ariz.,, suf-

fered spine injury in fall and taken

to Los Angeles for treatment.

Exhibits at 1937 Expo

Eiffel Tower Air Problem

Paris, March 2.

Paris expo of 1937, which will be
held on grounds surrounding the
Eiffel Tower, is expected to con-
tain so many radio and other , elec-
trical exhibits that transmission
from the Tower will be Interfered
with. The station there—^one of the
earliest to be established In the
world—may be moved.
French are chiefly worried be-

cause Eiffel Tower is used as send-
ing station by the army, and. no'th*
ing can be allowed to interfere With
this. Also is used for programs and
for television. No hew spot for the
outlet has yet been found.

TESTING: ON WINS

Bpurjois Places Local Series on
N. Y. Station

WINS, New York, has obtained
the' Barbara Gould account for an
experimental run of eight- weeks.
Cosmetic brand will use quarter-
hour periods on alternate mornings
and afternoon and a half hour eve-
ning program during the. course of
the week. Talent will consist of a
Louis Katzman band and legit

names obtained through George
Lederer.

Station obtained the business
direct from Bourjois, Inc., but Lord
& Thomas will supervise the series.

No More Ghosts Threat
Detroit, March 10.

Late Sunday night listeners go
for ghost melodramas in a big way
here.

Two weeks ago WJR tested Its

'Hermit' program, aired every Sun-
day at 11:30 p. ,m., by announcing
that ghost^story skits would be dis-
continued unless listeners objected.
They did, heavily, almost 1,0.00 let-

ters pouring into station in less
than a week.
Program, which written by

Eric liowlett and produced by
Charlie Penman's 'Mummers,* will

stay on even though there's, no
sponsor.

Expo Uses Air Talent

Detroit, March .10.*

Two big expositions here current
week, Detroit's Annual 'Little World
Fair* and General Motors' 'Show of
1936/ are providing a little extra
bread-and-butter for local radio
artists in addition to giving local
stations nifty exploitation.
G. M. held a contest to decide acts

for its show, held in G. M. Building,
and chose players from four of. De-
troit's seven stations. Including
Thelma Bow, of WWJ; The Sing-
ing Bavarians, of WJR;. Winifred
Heidt, of WWJ; 'Uncle Nick,' Ray
Dauberger, pianist, and .five chil-

dren, from WJBK; Alice Sheldon, of
WXYZ; Tim Doolittle's Mountain-
eers, WJR; Herbert Peterson,
WWJ; The Silhouettes, WJR; The
Three Aces, WJR; The Smoothies,
WWJ, and Duncan Moore, com-
mentator of WJR. Headliner is

Horace Heidt and his Brigadiers.
Benny Kyte arid his WXYZ ork is

providing": music for the Fair, at
Convention .Hall, with Lanny Ross
as the headliner. Other localities in-
clude the Radian Singers and the
Souvenirs, of WWJ.

6 Political Talks on WGST
Atlanta, in One Evening

Atlanta, March 10.

Bitterly contested Fulton County
primary election to be held tomor-
row (11) has truly furnished a
battle of the air. Radio talks have
been the main method of attack for
most candidates. One station alone,
WGST, carried six political talks in
one night after 6 p.m.
Candidates sometimes talked more

than once in an evening, on differ-
ent stations, though most of the of-
fice-seekers had others speak for
them. Station officials- have been
busy following scripts, warning
speakers they will be cut off if they
leave their prepared speeches.

Here and There

George Jessell set for Al Jolson's

Shell Chateau, April 18.

ichard Arlen making transcrip-

tions for Quaker Oats at Associated

Cinema studios on coast.

Diana Bourbon goes Frisco

March 18 to handle Burns and Allen
broadcasts there for two airings.

WSB, Atlanta, hung up a new mail
record more than 31,000 pieces, dur-
ing February. John Outler, adver-
tising director, finds large part of

mail was drawn by Phillips Milk of

Magnesia, Monticello Party Line,

Journal Editorial Hour, Diamond
Iron, Ball Brothers and Crossroads
Follies programs.

Tom Hanes, Norfolk sports writer
and radio, commentator is. back on
WTAR after' a. minor operation to

one eye.

Mercy Esmond,, former WGY.
songstress, singing at Hotel trat-

field, Bridgeport

William Dunn, mjkeman for

WIBM, Jackson (Mich,), leaving to

take a job in Akron. .Harris Stew-
art joining the sales staff.

Don Dunphy, onetime track Star
at Manhattan, College and more re-

cently a sportswriter and sports-
caster, how announcer at WINS,
-New York.

Jennison Parker of Yahbut and
Cheerily, left Portland, Ore., for

Chicago to join Al Pearce's Gang.

Eddie Payton's orchestra is now
broadcasting over WGY from the
De Witt Clinton Hotel, Albany.

Portland, Oregon radio artists

have formed a Sunday nite club for

Robinson on the Hoof
Hubbell Robiftsbn, Jr., of Young &

Rubicam, will make a four-week' so-
journ along the Pacific coast, start-
ing the end of March, in behalf of
Felse Naptha.

.

He will return to New York by
way of the south, looking over local
programs and contacting for availr
able time.

EXCLUSIVE MANAGEMENT
ROCKWELL-O'KEEFE INC'

BEATRICE KAY
International Singing Cnriiecllcnne

third Consecutive Month In TONY'S,
New York

Guest Stat Budy Vallee Hour,

THURSDAY, March 12th

Personal Management
a JULES ALBERTI

Newspapermen Into Radio
Cincinnati, March 19.

Pfaff Smith, Post reporter, and
Richard Kerley, desk man on local

dailies, jumped to radio, this week,
joining hews room staff of WLW.
Palmer Ward transfers from the

station's announcing to dramatic
staff, but will continue as narrator
on the Moon River stanzas.

Lincoln, March 10.

Bill Lawrence, late of the As-
sociated Press bureau here, has
gone over to the KOIL, KFAB,
KFOR string of stations where he
will, act as the news man. At pres-
net all the talking Is done by Dick
Kipllnger.

Lawrence will have the duty of
jazzing up the material from AP
and the INS and UP services to

read as a punchy radio talk.

Chas. Scribner Sponsored
Cincinnati, March !0.

Lehn & Fink has taken an even-
ing spot on WLW to blurb Pebeco..
Program handled by Charles Scrib-
ner, who does all of the 21 charac-
ters in his. Johnson Family script.
Period is 6 to 6:15, Monday through
Friday.

Scribner. recently returned to the
Crosley super after an Eastern
jaunt and for several weeks did his
show as a morning sustainer on the
500,000 watter. .

Account Handled by Merrill Ad-
vertising Co., N. Y.

N. Y. Journal-WNEW in Tie-Up
Late night news broadcasts start

this week over WNEW as part of
station's tie-up with New York
Journal. New plan which will be
tested for a week will spot IB-min-
ute broadcast at 10 o'clock nightly.
WNEW also broadcasts news from
the Journal at noon and at 7 p.m.
daily.

Because of importance attached to
Dance Parade, from 9 p.m. to 2 a.m.,
station may trim the 10 p.m. news
to Ave minutes.

'

Pickard Due in April
Sam Pickard, CBS v.p. in charge

of station, Is due back In New York
early in April. He has been on a
vacation the past two months.
Pickard and his .wife sail from

the westcoast, March 15, and are
scheduled to arrive In Havana,
March 27. After a stopoff they will
proceed north.

"

New Faces at WNOX
Knoxville, March 10.

John Brakeblll has joined the
WNOX program department. Hor-
ace Huhnicutt, formerly.-with NBC
at Washington, is handling all radio,
promotion for the News-Sentlhel.
Horaqe Shelton is handling pub-

licity for same station.

Station KID Draws Nod
Idaho Falls, Ida., March 10.

F. C. C. examiner okayed request
of KID. to change site of trans-
mitter from the center of town to a
public park and upped daytime
power from 500 watts to a 1,000.

Night power request from 250 to
500 watts was nixed.

Barnie Miller Pinch-Hits
Lancaster, Pa., March 10.

Barnie Miller, free-lance scrlpter,
i$ filling in on copy desk at WGAL
here for Paul Rodenhausef,. regular
continuity man, who is in Easton,
Pa., showing., the boys in the new
station just opened there how it's

done.

Miller held down the WGAL scrlp't

department for several years.

Philly Airs for Charity
Philadelphia, March 10.

• Philadelphia Orchestra benefit
concert March 22 in Convention Hall
for United Campaign (co-operative
charity drive) will be broadcast by
WIP. Station taking it as sustainer.
Orchestra rarely airs concerts,
Jose Iturbl will conduct

their own entertainment. BUI Ross
KGW, KFXj is president; Tommy
Hoxle, KXL, secretary.'

prances E. Hancock, from the
Coast; handling series of women's
club broadcasts for WFIL, Philadel-
phia.

Ed Petry is putting on weight.

Ralph Atlass out of HenroUn
hospital after, a pneumonia siege.

Thomas J. Rockwell, of Rockwell-
O'Keefe, left New York Saturday
(7). for. a two-week, stay in Florida.

Leo. Fitzpatrick to Florida for tw
weeks.

G. A. Richards, pres. WJR, back
in Detroit from Honolulu trip.

.Roger Skeltorr, heretofore with
WJIFJ, Daytona- Beach (Fla.), added
to the mike department at KALB,
Alexandria (La.).

Martin Bovine and his Irish
Blackbirds orchestra skidded to
provide St.. Patrick's Day over the
NBC Blue web. 4:46 p.m.

BENAY
VENUTA
Vacationing in Hollywood

CBS NETWORK
Exclusive Management

CBS ARTISTS BUREAU
Personal Management

TULE9 ALBERTI, 510 Madison Are.
New York City

ARTHUR
*BORAN

RADIO'S MOST
VERSATILE ENTERTAI

•
Appearing

DUKE UNIVERSITY FROM, Durham,
North Carolina

WEEK MARCH 13th
with TOMMY DORSET'S ORCH

Presenting Ills noted Impersonations
of stars - of the stage.' screen, radio,
night clubs and political life.

Dir.: WILLfAM MORRIS Agency

LOUIS ****
ARMSTRONG

"KING OF TRUMPET"
and HIS ORCHESTRA
with LUIS RUSSELL and

SONNY WOODS
Tills Week

APOLLO, NEW YORK
Personal Mgr. JOE GLASER
Dir. ROCKWELL - O'KEEFE

In association with
COLUMBIA ARTIST'S BUREAU

ALEX HYDE
musical director

WHN new york

WILLIAMS OIL- -MATIC
"Newscast" (31st week)
WCFL—7 P.M. EST

LINCO PRODUCTS
"For Women Only" (87th week)

WCFL—12:45 P.M. EST
DON NORMAN

Phone—Whitehall 4450
C H I C A 0 0
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tinetiy possible 'If a wave of con-

tracts for the regional tempted sta-

tions to commit themselves on other

segments of time which would
overflow into the network—ear-
marked stretches.

For the first time since the or-

ganization of Mutual NBC officials

last week took cognizance of it to

the- extent of warning certain of

the latter's affiliates that NBC
would, not tolerate any further sale

of local time for Mutual, programs.

These stations were told that the

local, option time had. been granted

them by the network for the pur-
pose of building up their local re-

lationships and commercial possi-

bilities and that if they wanted to

sell time to a network it would be
better for them to let NBC have
an option on such facilities.

Network Slant

Contention that iNBC makes is

that its programs have largely been
responsible for developing and
maintaining the popularity of Its

affiliates and that it is unfair for

these stations to share their facili-

ties with a .competitive web. In the
ultimatum that NBC is couching to
deliver to NBC affiliates who are
now taking Mutual programs the
former network Will point out that
once it permits Its autonomy with
regard to network allegiance to
break down there will be no. stop-
ping a station-from selling time to

any web that makes a bid for It.

Fact that, the affiliates are able to
collect the full card rate, minus
15%, on this local option time when
cleared through Mutual makes a
shortsighted argument, says the
NBC officials. Nobody objects to an
affiliate getting as much, as it can
for its time, but when such efforts

jeopardize its .obligations and loy-

alty to the network that helped
make the station what it Is, there
is no alternative but to resort

, to a
drastic shutdown on the .. practice.

Contract now- in effect with its, as-
sociated stations, aver NBC officials,

pay the latter as high as 50% <jf

the network rate, and the only rea-
son that NBC can't afford to make
it more is because of the expense
entailed in clearing sustaining pro-
grams, sales and promotion activi-
ties and general operations costs.

In voicing the sentiments of his
organization . one NBC officer de-
clared that if Mutual wants to build
a network it should get out and
develop Its own stations, . but under
no circumstances would the NBC
stations be permitted to do the de-
veloping by yielding up their local
option periods. These periods, are
before .10 a. m., from' 12 to 3 p. m.,
from 41 to 7 p. m.; and from 7:30 to

8 p. nr., all EST.

Barry Turner, erstwhile United
Press reporter and scribbler, at
KUJ, Walla Walla, to direct local
news broadcasts which will be of-
fered In addition to Transradio re-
ports.

Hearst Attitude

Hearst organization, which
has been particularly active in
its business affiliation with
Mutual, takes the view that
there is nothing unfair about
accepting outside network
business as it comes along.
Two of the Hearst stations,
WCAE', Pittsburgh, and WBAL,
Baltimore, have allied them-
selves to Mutual by permanent
wires, Former outlet is on the
NBC red link and the later
clears NBC blue programs.
As a Hearst radio exec ex-

pressed it yesterday .(Tues-
day): /You can't run a station
without business .and If NBC
can't furnish It we'll have to
take it whence, we can, particu-
larly,when It's offered us at card
rate. For NBC to talk about
taking over a station's local op-
tion time sounds absurd when
it is realized that the network
isn't able to sell the time that it

already has optioned. Only
Within the past week we have
been Informed of 1.2 accounts
slated to go off the blue. Why
doesn't NBC demonstrate what
it can do by selling the time it's

already got. With it's

strictly a business proposition
and we propose to go on taking
business wherever we find li'

tjiere broadcast by ultra-short
waves. In other words, the new de-
velopment will make possible the
simultaneous broadcasting of tele-
vision in a manner similar to that
used daily in ordinary broadcasting.
Such an arrangement will very ma-
terially reduce the costs of tele-
vision services covering the prov-
inces as well as .the London area/

Television S. A.

(Continued from page 39)

000,000 cash payment the RCA's
share in Electrical' & Musical In-
dustries, Ltd., ah impetus was given
to BBC television. The "Baird sys-
tem, controlled by the Ostrers, of
Gaumont-Brltish, also has been
adopted by BBC.
An official of BBC informs

Variety that the most rapid ad-
vances in practical television here
came from the thousands of ama-
teur experimenters with receiving
sets, mostly home-made, 'whose
researches and reports were col-
lated by BBC engineers.

Sending range of television is cur-
rently limited, according to condi-
tions, to between 30 and . 40 miles of
the central sending station, but BBC
is said to have lately adopted a
method of unusual flexibility. An
official declares: 'The successful
post office development of a tubular
«able of low electrical capacity per
mile is a technical feat of great im-
portance for television.

'Transmission of high, definition
pictures demands the conveyance of
variable signals of much higher fre-

quency than those used in the or-
dinary broadcasting of sound. Up
to the present the wireless medium
has been the only one suitable for
this, but we may now expect that a
television program originating in a
central studio may be simultane-
ously conveyed by underground
cable to a number of

1 centres and

Washington, March 11.

Electric Home and Farm Au-
thority, New. Deal set-up, will not
participate in promotional activities
on behalf of television. Policy of
the EHFA is clarified In a recent
letter from Henry D. Brlte to Leon
L. Litt.'the latter a. whooper-upper
for television.

.
Brite Btates, how-

ever: 'When television reaches the
stage of development that it is be-
ing sold on a commercial basis
EHFA will undoubtedly be glad to
consider the feasibility of offering
a finance plsn to assist in television
sales and promotion.'

It is explained further that the
Supreme Court decision confirming
legality of the Tennessee Valley
project does not in^any way have
bearing on television. It had at first

been felt that EHFA's interest in
television might have been, speeded
by this, decision.

Relatives Sue Ed Wynn for $116,000

For Taking Care of Comedians Wife

WRVA A DEEP RED

Political Humor Embarrasses Rich-
mond Station

Richmond, Va., March 10.
After broadcasting 60 days of leg-

islature sessions, WRVA .on Satur-
day eve cut one of the lawmakers
off the ether for remarks considered
'embarrassing to the station.' Politi-
cos were winding up their parley
and came to the mike for oratory,
horseplay and other jubilance over
the end of their work.
Finally one of the boys cracked

the yarn, about the woodpecker, em-
bellished with a few colorful pas-
sages of profanity. Station pulled
the switch on his 'encore.

PROPOSE SLANDER LAWS

COVER FRENCH RADIO

Paris, March 2.

Bill has been introduced Into
Chamber of Deputies by representa-
tive Felix Gouin to make the laW
of slander cover, statements made
on the air. At. present, in order
for a remark to be slanderous, it

has to be made In a public place.
A broadcasting studio is considered
private so anything can be said
there.

French outlets will be used for
speeches during coming election
campaign and plenty hot talk is ex-
pected. Second article of Gouin's
'slander bill provides that all broad"
cast matter be automatically trans-
scribed under public control, for
the record.

Lifebuoy Minus Odor

Lever Bros, show, plugging Rlnso
and Life Buoy, starts on CBS,
March 24, with Ken Murray head-
ing the cast. Account is taking over
the Packard-Lawrence Tlbbett spot,

8 .30 to 9 pim, Deal for the band
and singing, support hasn't been
closed. Isham Jones Is among the
hahdmen under consideration.
Ad copy on the CBS stanza will

probably avoid any mention of the
B;0. angle because of the network's
policy of nixing deodorants. Rinso
will also be plugged on NBC through
a dramatic serial, yet to be picked,
using five quarter-hours a week.

Beth Lanafbrd, the 'Miss Hollle
Wood* of KFOR, Lincoln, started
amateur night with the Orpheum
theatre.

Winnipeg Profits Prompt

Expansion Program

Winnipeg, March 10.

Annual statement of the radio di-
vision of the Manitoba Telephone
department,, owners of CKY here,
shows that 1935 was the biggest
year in' its broadcasting history
With a revenue balance of $48,843.94,
pr an increase of $15,603.12 Over
1934, Total annual Intake was $136,-
059. After writing off amortization
on old buildings for CKY and ob
solete equipment for CKX, Brandon
(also owned by the telephone
people), there was still a net profit

of $12,434.87*

New quarters for- CKY and more
wattage are noW in prospect. Sta-
tion is housed in rickety studios
used continuously since 1923, and
these' are to be replaced by better
facilities elsewhere. The wattage
Increase is problematical and hinges
on whether CKY's wave length can
be untangled from interference with
U. S. and Mexican outlets.. If not,
the power, which only recently was
pushed to 15,000, will again have to
be jacked.
Figures on expenditures for talent

last, year at first caused a rumpus
when an outlay of a mere $6,842.36
was given. Since then it

;

s been ex-
plained that that was for sustaining
only, and that the total chunk was
$49,703.35. CKY has six and a half
hours daily of its own programming
(the rest being piped in), and that
of those six a big share goes to e.t.'s.

Singers as Spielers
Detroit, March 10.

Three new announcers were added
to WXYZ's staff past week. Two
are former bass soloists.

Louis E. Altken, Jr., formerly vo-
called at WLW, Cincinnati, while
William T. Crago warbled over
WGAR, Cleveland. The third spieler
is Charles W. Woods, ex of KDKA,
Pittsburgh, and WTAM, Cleveland.

Ed Wynn was so annoyed and
persecuted by his wife,. Hilda
Keenan Wynn, he once determined
to abandon America and flee to Eu-
rope with his son, Keenan, accord-
ing to Samuel Greenberg-: and 'his

wife, Ruth, relatives of Wynn by
marriage. , This state of affairs of.

the comedian was. related by the
Greenbergs in N. Y. Supreme Court
during the

.
past week in the trial

of their suit for $116,000 which they
claim Wynn owes" them for having
taken care of Mrs. Wynn and pro-
tecting the comic from the on-
slaughts of his spouse. Wynn and
his son have been in daily attend-
ance at the trial which is being
heard before Justice Bernard L.
Shientag and a jury.

At the opening of the case,

Sidney Wittner, counsel for the
Greenbergs, told the Jury that
Wynn had promised the Greenbergs
to 'make them rich for life' and to

provide them with a furnished home
in the country if they would con-
trol Mrs. Wynn. Wynn failed to

carry out his oral promises and the
Greenbergs figured that, he owes
them a total of $116,000, of Which
Mrs. Greenberg Is asking $100,000
and her husband $16,000 for ex-
penses, They claim they carried out
their part of the agreement from
March, 1929, to November, 1930.

Opposing this contention, I. Gains-
burg, on behalf of Wynn, denied
any such promises were made either
in writing or orally by the Comedian.
He declared that he simply engaged
Greenberg to handle hie brokerage
account. Greenberg is Wynn's uncle.

Yesterday morning (Tuesday) the
plaintiffs' case was completed, and
Wynn for the rest of the day was
on the. stand as chief witness In his

own defense. Wynn steadfastly de-
nied that he had made any agree-
ment with the plaintiffs whatsoever,
or that Mrs. Wynn had ever com-
mitted any violence as the result
of drinking.

Wynn was extremely serious and
reserved while testifying and being
cross-examined; until 'Wittner,

; the
plaintiffa1 council,, put a question
that Wynn Interpreted as reflecting
on hia wife.v At this Juncture he
dramatically protested, whereupon
Witther asked the court to declare
a mistrial on the grounds that Wynn
was 'bringing the theatre into the
court.' Motion was denied.
Case will be continued today

(Wednesday) with the defense again
taking the stand. Wynn will finish

his testimony, and will be followed
by- his son Keenan, also a defense
witness.

Luther Hill, general manager for
Iowa Broadcasting System, has just

made the circle of Omaha, Kansas
City and St Louis stations. Craig
Lawrence, commercial manager,
now touring Minneapolis, Milwaukee
and Chicago.

f

LOCAL PROGRAMS FOR SALE TO NATIONAL ADVERTISERS
This Classified Advertising Section is planned by Variety for once-a-month publica-

tion. Hereafter it will be published in the first issue of Variety each month. Next pub-

lication is April 7.

Offered as Variety's solution of how the station with a program to sell may easily and

economically he placed in contact with the advertising agency or sponsor looking for a'

program to buy, this classified section is arranged alphabetically according to markets. It
contains the answers—at a glance—fo the principal points about any sustaining program
which by their own statement advertising agencies are most interested in.

Copy for the next publication of this classified section may be sent to Variety, 154 West
46th Street, New York, or to any branch office or local Variety representative.

The cost is $10 per program per insertion.

MARKET STATION PROGRAM TITLE TYPE TIME OF DAY
PROGRAM'S

AGE
PREVIOUSLY
SPONSORED BY COST OF TALENT

Cincinnati ....... WCKY Marlean Deane Popular Songs Early evening 13 weeks Formerly NBC On request

Cincinnati WCKY Morning Round-up Variety 7-7.30 a. m. 14 weeks On request
Cincinnati ....... WCKY Rythmaniacs Harlem Harmony Night 26 weeks On request

Cincinnati WCKY Sunshine Sisters Vocal Trio Night 1.3 weeks Phillips 66 On request

Cincinnati ....... WCKY WCKY Barn Dance Hillbilly Night 52 weeks Sears-Roebuck On request

Detroit .. .. CKLW Okla. Bob Albright's Trading Post Variety 10.30-11 a. m. 4 months Dodge (WLW. CI) 6-a-week. $450 per week
Detroit WJBK 'Chandu' Mystery 7.15 p. m. Re-run 6->a-week, $220 per week
Greenville. S. C... KFBC Kentucky Colonels Hillbilly 12.30 noon 6 months Crazy Crystals $20 per show
Los Angeles , KNX 'Elmer Goes Hollywood' Script M-F incl„ 7-7.15 p. m. 7 weeks On request

KNX 'The Newlyweds' Script M-F i'ncl.. 7.30-7.45 p.. m. 3 weeks Pitts. Plate Glass. $250 per week

KNX 'Hollywood Legion Fights' Sports Friday, 9.30 p. m. 10 years Various .

"
? J750 (incl. time)

Los Angeles KNX 'Newspaper of the Air' News 9.45 a. m. and 12 noon C years Various $160 per Week
Montreal .... CKAG Therese Sagnon In French Day and night 2 years $65 per show
New England.... Yan. Netw'k Jack Onslow's Baseball School Children's 5 p; m. 15 month? .Spencer Shoe 3 -a-week. $150

New York Citv... WHN Harry. Crawford. Arthur A. Bryan Barn Dance Thurs.-Sat., 9.15-9.45 p. m. 9 months On request

New York Citv.., WHN 'Broadway Melody' Revue Monday, 8 p. m. 1 year On request

New York City. .

.

WHN 'The Ghost Walks' Dramatic Frl.-Sat., 7,30 p. m. 5 weeks On request

New York Citv. .. WHN •Itty Bitty Kiddie Hour' Satire Tuesday, 9 p. m. 2 years On request

Wew York Citv.:. WHN 'Promenade Concert' Music Tues.-Thurs,. 8.30 p. m. 6 months On request

Spokane ........ KFPY "The Pioneers' Five Cowboys M-F, 3.45 p. m. 1 year Carlsbad Sprudel $25. day, $35 night

Syracuse ...... WSYR 'Sports Observer' Scores. Comment 6.30 p. m. 4 years Cities Service $65 per week
Toledo . WSPD. 'Normalizing Exerciser'.. Health 8.16 a. m. 3 years Lion Dept. Store $16 per show
Toronto .... CFRB Wissert Campbell Teupr-Ensemble Tues.-Thurs., 1.30 p. m. 10 months Fels-Naphtha $46 per show
wnceling, W. Va. WWVA Flyin' X Round-up' Hillbilly. M-S, Inch, 5.45 p. m. 8 months United Remedies 6-a-week, $150 per week

:!

I
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College Rhythm
.The ninth of a series of articles on- collegiate likes and dislikes as
regards dance music and dance bands,

TKe writers,, staff members of publications at their respective schools,

have Men asked by Variety to give the opinion of the student body as a
whole.yather thaiipass personal judgment. Neither has Variety given fur-

therlinstriictim as tb-whatiba? to be said gr how.. These articles appear
as the undergraduates have written them, with the expressed opinions

being their own.

Variety publishes the series to give music men and band leaders a cross-

section of current undergraduate opinion on dance music and bands with

the hope that it will be both informative and instructive, For what the

college group has to say about dance music is deemed important in the

trade.

HARVARD
By Alfred C. Butterfield '37

(Harvard 'Crimson')

Before the much talked about recent trend, or rather, reversion to

swing' music, Harvard contained addicts for almost every kind of syn-

copation! One man would be mad about the drippy, warm and ihonoto-*

nous notes of Wayne, King as they sort of slid out of the loud speaker.

On the other hand, his roommate stayed up after midnight to whoop
with\Cab Calloway;' But now they are both crazy about swing. True,'

they still Quarrel but only because one insists that Tommy Dorsey has

as hot a. bunch as Benny Goodman. They agree, though, that Wayne
King. is a great cure for insomnia and that Calloway's style is a result

of unfortunate musical illiteracy.

. The case of these two men is fairly typical at Cambridge. The boys

who bought Ray Noble records by the dozens, before that young English-

man came over to -this country, -wouldn't step outside their doors to hear

him play now, while friends of Glen Gray are currently apt to switch

him off unless he gets into something' like the 'Casa Loma Stomp" or the

band's own fine arrangement of 'Rhythm Is My Business.' Of course,

that's hot the, whole-' story. It's possible, at least it was possible the

other day;; 'to find one or. two people who still like Duchin and Lombardo.
Most of . the boys here like to credit the renaissance of hot music to

Jimmy Lunceford. He played at Dunster House last year and all the

hot musio literati turned put. Their, group has been pretty steady

through the years When the hot was out and the sweet in. They have
kept old records, buy others here and there and they talk of 'swing,' 'jam'

and 'corn' among themselves. But the general undergraduate last year
went for straight bands like Ben Beanie, Istiani Jones and Ozzie Nelson,

Thfey were good to dance to and had adequate vocalists.

After Name Bands

Before last summer, however, the peculiar lingo of the hot music crowd
began, to' worm its way into common speech. Biggest news to dance
fans was that Kirkland House was kicking over the traces and hiring
•the first name band in its history. The Dorsey Brothers came, con-
quered, and Harvard was swing conscious. When the college opened
this fall the boys bought out all the' local supply of swing records; fre-

quented only those Boston night spots wliere swing music was the order;

drove miles; to hear and dance to prominent bands of the swing style,

Lowell House hired Felix Ferdinando, a non-swing band, and the dance
'didn't draw. Adams House took Fletcher Henderson and the dance, paid.

For the spring dances, when the houses customarily present name bands,
there are rumors in the air. .They say that Kirkland House is after

Benny Goodman, but probably can't get him. Former unknowns like
' Me'zz iatezzrow and, Adrian and his Tap Room Gang are boomed as possi-
bilities. Ina Ray Huttoii, who rates high here, is almost . sure to land
one of the. houses.

A sample of Harvard opinion on big bands would lean topheavily in

the direction of- hpt music and bands. Sweet bands that' have made no
effort to keep abreast of the change would find themselves a little less

than lightly regarded. .For instance, Benny Goodman and Tommy Dorsey
are coming up the fastest—they have actually arrived. Their technical
excellence, the preponderance of fast, 'lift' pieces in their repertoire,

have set them far out front as far as Harvard men are concerned.
Local opinion is that the only white bands that can compare, at their

belt, 'with Goodman and Dorsey are Henry Busse, Tommy Dorsey's
brother, Jimmy, and Ray Noble and Glen Gray in inspired moments. Hal
Kemp is consistently attractive but lacks the distinctive touch of the
others. Ray Noble's American band is poorer than his English group;
and Noble has taken a bad tumble in ^popular favor at Harvard. Some
of his songs- are classics and his arrangements are first rate, but he ranks
below either Gray or Kemp here; somewhere in a class with Isham
Jones, who has, let it be said, made somewhat of a comeback.
Glen Gray was just too popular to last, it seems. He now lacks the

pep and spontaniety of the majority of his rivals, and Harvard boys who
drove all the way out to Marlboro; to- a dancehall, to hear him last year,
don't care much any more. Of course it isn't Glen Gray, it's the popular
fancy. But the same then could be said of his former success—that
wasn't Glen Gray either; it was the popular fancy.
Names like Waring, Whiteman, Bernie, and Rudy Vallee have a fa

miliar ring to Harvard ears. They'd draw here and Waring much the
best of the Jot. They are a little outside ouv orbit, though, as American
institutions which should not be destroyed. All except "Vallee. . Rudy
puts on one of the best air shows, as he did last year at the freshman
smoker, but the Connecticut Yankees are just an ordinarily middlin'
band. Vallee once got a barrage of grapefruit from Harvard students.
He wouldn't get It now for two reasons. Those that went to hear him
would go for his show., and they wouldn't be disappointed; those that
want good music would stay home..
Fred Waring was at the Business School not long ago and it is a safe

bet he'd draw just as well today. His band is probably the most versa

tile of the lot. Ben Bernie is good for a long time yet—because he's

Ben Bernie.
,

In Color

Duke Ellington la still the best of' the colors. His manner Is distinctly

his owri and his compositions, like 'Sophisticated Lady,' hold a high

place in the dance music world. Harvard opinion continues to stick by

him regardless of momentary trends?. Louis Armstrong is coming back

faster than any of the old time cblored outfits. According to the num-

ber of records he sells, and the acclaim he gets for his radio performances^

he is due for a real spot in the new limelight. Jimmy Lunceford is

steady and consistent. He ' has a devoted group of '
followers and is

generally favored by the -whole student community. He is not coming

up as fast as Armstrong, but does better than the one-time king, Callo-

way. Yet the Cab, too, still has the nucleus of a good sized Harvard

following but he would not drag them in as surely as some of the others.

Fats Waller, and his stopgea, who might as well beat on washboards and

hum on kazoos for all their: importance in Waller's method of syncopation,

have taken a long fall from grace recently. Waller's rhapsodical mouth-

ings are becoming boring to many.
British. Contingent

Among the English bands Reggie Forsythe, with his tricky feature

numbers, lead3 both Jack Hylton and Noble. Part of the. secret of

Noble's sudden drop here, may- rest with his American band Which lacks

the technical perfection of his British recording outfit. And part is also

due to 'the- trend away from such sweet tunes as 'Goodnight Sweetheart',

and other Noblesque characteristics. While Hylton's monotonous pre-

sentation of Warmed-over English musichall ballads has made him a great

disappointment. He shows sparks of life, however, that make him more
than just tolerated.

Ozzie Nelson, by the way, may be due for a comeback if he stops sing-

ing himself and lets his band go ahead on the new music which they

have mastered extremely well. The boy-meets-girl stuff that gpes on

between Miss Hilliard and Nelson has been Worked to the last ditch.

The hew Horace Heidt combination devotes much' of its attention to

swing pieces and seems apt to be caught
1 up in the present cm-rent of

opinion,

There are. several bands without top, reputations like Johnny Green,

Ted Weems, and Anson Weeks, that have held on to th^Ir medium popu-

larity. Johnny Green, is the, -moist versatile of this trio, probably because

he is the best musician. The other
;
two are equally- good on novelty,

numbers but are consistently too sweet to attract much, popular" favor

from the Harvard audience.
The ' rip' .Manner

Getting to the bands that have unquestionably suffered in Cambridge
undergraduate favor ai'e names, like Lombardo, King, Lyman, Garber

and Duchin.. The whining saxophones and the. soft slow sliding tempo
which made Lpmbardo the greatest of all American popular orchestras,

are displaced today- by the Goodman clarinet and the Dorsey trombone,

more intricate,, less naive and sentimental. Lombardo will always be a.

big name in popular music history for the style he put across and the

singular perfection, -within its bounds, of that style. Garber is, at

best, an imitator of the Lombardo manner and falls off here with his

master. The waltz specialists like Lyman and King are good in their

medium, but who' waltzes? King is fairly good off the radio, however,

when he drops the waltz motif.

It's a foregone conclusion that these most prominent exponents of

What might be called the 'drip' manner are through so far as a Harvard
following is concerned. The pretty little tinklings of Duchin at the key-

board ate dead, and- for a long while.

Xavier Cu'gat leads the field by a tremendous margin in Latin-Ameri-
can popular music. A great many are enthusiastic about his rhumbas
and almost everybody likes to listen to him.

We might also mention Ruby Newman, the Boston band that is pres-

ently making a splash in New York; His bunch is musically proficient

and versatile, and with Leroy Anderson as a chief arranger he will go a

long way. Anderson was director of the Harvard Band which was
famous all over the east for its tricky music. Harvard boys pooh-poohed
him when he was here playing at parties. Now they follow his rise with

happy smiles.

(Next week: Washington)

Inside Stuff-Music

Expanding his music publishing interests on the Coast, Sam Fox has
engaged Lucky Wiiber, former western professional manager for Harms,
to work exclusively on the Fox catalog and exploit songs from the
Pickford-Lasky production 'One Rainy Afternoon' and Republic's 'Laugh-
ing Irish Eyes.'

Harry Coe, who has been handling Coast professional contact for' both
the Sam Fox and Movietone Music, will confine his activities to Movie-
tone. Fox is adding additional men in the Chicago and New York offices,

as the two catalogs will be separate in all offices.

'Gloomy Sunday,' composed by Rezso Sereso and authored by Laszlo
Javor, is an Hungarian torch song which has come to America with a
background of, melancholia, death and destruction. Chappell, which
has the American publication rights and which assigned Sam M. Lewis to
fashion an American lyric, first heard of the' Budapest torcher after
mid-European publicity that the gloomy effect of the song caused several
people to commit suicide.

When Metro closed with Rudolf Friml for the filmusicalizatjon of 'The
Firefly,' the picture company also arranged for the composer to work
at the studip. Friml is in Culver City currently, having .returned from
the Orient about a month ago. He had been knocking around in the
Far East for about two years on an unscheduled itinerary; Friml has
always been partial to the atmosphere and climate of the Orient.

Music Notes

Dr. Huge Riesenfeld scorine
'Angels in White' for Ben Zeidman.

Metro acquired screen rights to
'Rigoletto* from publishers in Italy.

• Art Schwartz of Music Sales
Corp. touring northwest to set up
20 more counters.

Arthur Lange rehearsing 65-plece
orchestra and chorus of 60 for
'Pretty Girl* number in 'Great Zleg.
feld' at Metro*

Chet Forrest and Bob Wright,
young song writers, who sold
'Stumble-d Over Love' to Metro,
have been given a studio contract!

Art! Mehlinger, former Holly-
wood representative for Music
Holding Corp., goes to Pittsburgh
to manage Kay

.
Kyser's combo.

Jack Robbins conceded rights to
'I'm An Old Cow Hand From the
Rio Grande' to BIng Crosby for
Paramount's 'Rhythm on the Range.'

Sam Fox's Coast office will handle
its first score in numbers from Shir-
ley Temple starrer, 'Captain Jan-
uary.'

.
Charles Tobias and Pete Wendllng

have been elected members of the
executive council of the Songwrit-
ers' Protective Association.

Ed Farley's 'Riding in a Rumble
Seat' is slated for a. plug revival.

Mills Music, Inc., took the tune from
him in 1934 but did little with It.

Jack Mills has bought the Amer-
ican rights to 'Jubilation Rag* from
Peter Maurice, London publisher,

and sold the British rights of

'Yours Truly Is Truly Yours* to
Lawrence Wright.

Etzi Covato and his band leaving
the Plaza Cafe, Pittsburgh, for a
month's stay at the Black Cat, Wil-
mington, Del. Covatp's place at the
Pkiza, of which he Is co-owner, will-

be filled by Joe Schafer.

Raymond B. Egan* who wrote
'Japanese Sandman' and 'Until We
Meet Again,' is getting his first

representation in a Tin Pan Alley
release in four years through Sha-
piro-Bernstein's 'Knick Knacks on
the Mantel.' Egan has been in ill

health.

Abe Lyman leaves New York
April 7 to open four days later at
the College Inn, Chicago. Group of
X, Y. professional men are going
along with him, including Jonie
Taps, Rocto Vocco, George Planda-
dosi, Mack Goldman, Charles War-
ren and Chester Colin.

PRIMA MOVES OVER
New Orleans, March 10.

Leon Prima will close his Shim
Sham club in the French Quarter,
April 8 and open the West End roof,

April 11 under the name of Prima's
Penthouse, featuring name band,
chorus and dance team for enter-
tainment. The bar at Shim Sham
will be kept open throughout the
summer.

Bill Young With Garber
Chicago, March 10.

Bill Young, manager of the RCA
Victor recording studio here for the
past four years, has i*esigned.

He takes over the personal man-
agement of Jan Garber's band.

YALE'S TRADITIONAL SONG

The WHIFFENPOOF SONG
Sy MINNIGERODE, POMEROY and GALLOWAY Revision by RUDY yALLEE
Nov/ Ready—Male Quartette and male voice arrangement, piano copy with text and vocal and concert orchestration

Authorized publishers of "The Whiffenpoof Song"

MILLER MUSIC, INC.
1619 Broadway WILL ROCKWELL, Gen. Mgr. * |\j ew y0 rk City
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Repercussions Brewing in WB Copyr't

Suits; Which Side is Burkan On?

Defense which CBS has set up in

Its answer to infringement suits

brought by Warner. Bros, is expect-

ed to develop bitter repercussions

at the .next meeting of the director-

ate of , the American Society of

.Composers, Authors & Publishers.

Course, which, this kickback will

take was revealed last week at a
meeting of the Music Publishers'

Protective Association when, -it was
charged that Nathan Burkan, . who,

as general. ASCAP counsel, helped
prepare the CBS answer, had
fathered a legal theory which ques-

tioned the right .'of a publisher to

claim 100% ownership in his copy-
rights.

In its answering papers; CBS held

that it had a right . to use the War-
ner catalog because of the network's
licensing agreements with ASCAP.
Also that even, if WB' has ceased to

be a member of the society the

former could not Insist upon a com-
plete enforcement of its perform-
ing rights" since half of these rights

belonged to the writers, who in turn

had assigned their rights to ASCAP.
.. Theory of copyright partnership

as putlined by the' CBS defense was
pointed but by Herman Starr, WB
v.p., who had . been invited to the
MPPA. meeting. Starr declared that

if this was Burkan's theory, the
fundamental rights of the publishers

were being, threatened, and that It

was up to the latter to do something
In defense. Indie pubs present sug-
gested that representations be made
at the next ASCAP board meeting,
which would seek to have Burkan
express a definite stand on the sub-
ject of copyright ownership.
Questioning of Burkan, if it goes

.through, will again bring out in the

open a controversy which has raged
for. years between the publisher and
the writer factions in the society.

When the last ASCAP membership
contract was originally drawn there
was included a clause which recog-

, nized the writer as a. 50% owner
of the copyright of his work.' This
agreement form was torn up and
'another, With the 66% clause elimi-

nated, substituted, after publisher

members with few exceptions re-

fused to renew their contracts.

$2 FOR IRVING

Sheet' 'Legger Owes It

Magistrate Karri

•" 'You owe Irving Berlin .$2. Have
you got It?' asked Magistrate Over-
ton Harris in Night Court of Harry
Brice, 23, New York song sheet ped-
dler, when he was arraigned on the
charge of peddling song sheets
(copyrighted) in the subway at 96th
street and Broadway. Brice stated
that he didn't have the,. $2. He was.
sentenced to .West Side jail for one
day, but was liberated in a few
hours when the court day concludes.
Brice was arrested by Clifford

Kearslng, special cop. Interborp
cops and representatives of music
sheet concerns are making a drive

on song sheet peddlers in the sub-
way. .

The Court asked Brice if the. song
sheets he was selling were, copy-
righted.. He replied in the affirma-
tive. It was. .then the Court, an-
nounced that he owed Berlin the $2.

BURNETT LOSES OUT ON

'MELANCHOLY BABY'

Ernie Burnett, writer of 'Mel-
ancholy Baby,' lost out Monday (9)

in his effort to get the New York
Supreme Court to restrain the Joe
Morris Music Co. from publishing
the tune.. Justice Callahan ruled
that Morris had obtained a valid

assignment of the song from the

Myron Bennett Co., and that ' if

Burnett had any cause for action

he would have to take it up with
the law Side of the court. Morris
was granted dismissal of the In

junction proceedings.
'Burnett transferred his copyright

to the Bennett firm on June 28, 1912

and five years later Bennett turned
over the publishing rights to Mor
rls. The copyright expires in 1938

and by the rights of renewal it will

then revert back, to Burnett.
Justice Callahan averred that as

long as Morris continues to pay him
royalties, there is nothing" the court
can do about having the copyright
turned back to Burnett.

Willard Moore as Iowa's

WPA Director of Music
Des Moines, la., March 10.

Willard Moore, for three years
music supervisor for Publlx the
atres in Iowa, has been appointed
Iowa director of Works Progress
Administration music projects by
L. S. HiH> state WPA administrator
There are 12£ Iowa musicians on

relief most of them living in Polk
county. A WPA orchestra of from
50 to 60 pieces has already been es

tabllahed here. WPA music projects

were handled by Harry Allen, form
erly head of progresslonal and ser

vice projects.

Moore is the first state WPA
music' director. He is a past presl

dent of the board of directors o 1 the

Des. Moines musicians' union. Hie
salary, wlfr be $2,300 a year.

.Rodgers and Hart spotted 'Are

You My Love?' In Pioneer's 'Danc-
ing -Pirate/

Knee-Deep in Cleffers

Hollywood, March 10.

Setting what is believed to
be an all time record, Johnny
Mercer, lyricist, presently Is

teamed up with, a dozen tune-
sters simultaneously. They are
Allie Wrubel, Lou Alter, Con
Qonrad, Gordon Jenkins, Franz
Steinlnger, Johnny Green, Air
bert von Tllzer, Phil Ohman,
Sam Stept, Fred Astalre, Dick
Whiting and Matt Malneck.
In addition, Mercer has scrib-

bled both tunes and lyrics for
two other numbers.

WB SEES NAB

ON NEW DEAL

MUM FRENCH CASINO'S

NX-DANCING' NO BOOZE

Miami, March 10.
c .

After playing the winter season
here, 'Folies Parlsienhe' has quit the
French Casino to trek to London.'
where it will fill an engagement
commencing in April. House will

reopen With a new policy of motion
pictures and an orchestra, with
dancing filling in between.
The regular nite club policy was

the Original idea, with patrons al-

lowed to order drinks, but squawks
from picture houses resulted in the
city taking action and banning the
drinks.

Detroit, March 10.

After a year's lapse, proposal for

a French Casino in the dark Broad-
way-Capitol downtown theatre is

being revived again. The 3,500-

seater deluxe house has been opened
from time to time in recent years
both on pic and vaudfilm policies.

Restaurant-theatre idea for the
Capitol was abandoned last year be-

cause house was termed, 'unsuitable'

by local backer. With town now in

best shape since boom days, under-
stood both local and outside inter-

ests are dickering.
Emerson Gill and his orchestra

having closed at the Casino has

started on a dance tour northward.

James W. Baldwin, managing
director of the National Association
of Broadcasters, and his advisory
committee on copyright are slated
to meet with Herman Starr, Warner
Bros, v.p., Friday (13) to discuss
the terms of a new licensing con-
tract, the present agreement ex-
pires March 31;

After concentrating on broadcast-
ing outlets sirifce the early part of

January, Warners last", week turned
Us volley of copyright infringement
action on the hotels and nite clubs.

Cited in complaints filed in the
Federal Court were the Plaza, Fifth

Avenue, Weylin, St. Morltz, and
New Yorker hotels, the Hollywood
and the Paradise restaurants and
two village nlteries, the Nut Club
and the- Village Barn.
Last ' week's ' actions against

broadcasters involved WGST, At-
lanta, Ga., WDRC, Hartford,

WGAL, Lancaster, Pa., WLBZ,
Bangor, WKBW, Buffalo, WHEC,
Rochester, WOKO, Albany, WJAS,
Pittsburgh, WESG, Elmira, WORK,
York, Pa., WEBR, Buffalo, KFSO,
San Francisco, WSJS, Winston -

Salem, WDNC, Durham, N. C,
WBIG, Greenboro, N. C, WMBR,
Jacksonville, WDAE, Tampa/
WDBO, Orlando, Fla., WLAC,
Nashville, KMOX, St. Louis,

WMEX, Boston, KHJ, Los Angeles,

WFBL, Syracuse, WSYR, Syracuse,

WCFL, Chicago, WWL, New Or-

leans.

No Chance for Early Revision as

Till April; Duffy Slaps ASCAP

WB Music Sues KHJ

MD. GETS PURE
Baltimore, March 10.

County constables raided the
Green Lantern Inn, roadhouse at

Appleton; Md., north of here, and
arrested owner, Earl Bunker, and a
dancer, Lucille Ray, on 'indecent'

show charges. Haled into police

court, Bunker footed both fines, $50

and $16, respectively, plus court

chai'ges.

First time roadhouse or nltery in

Maryland has been bowled over on

the 'indecent' show in. many years.

Lon Angeles, March 10.

.' Complaints charging copyright

inringements filed In U. S. District

Court here against Don Lee Broad-

casting System by Remick Music

Corp. and M. Wltmark & Sons.

Lee's radio station, KHJ, accused

of ethering songs In the Warner
group catalog, without being li-

censed; Damages of $5,000 sought

In each alleged violation, with per-

manent injunctions also sought.

Buffalo, March 10.

Harm's has filed suit in Federal

court here against the Buffalo

Broadcasting Company, Howell
Electric Company (WEBR) and
Elmira Star Gazette (WGSG) al-

leging infringement of copyrights.

This is the first suit brought here

by Warner Bros, since the ASCAP
split.

Petrillo's Funny Ideas

'Invites' 'Variety to Confab—Chi Musicians

Union's Imaginary Peeve

Chicago, March 10.

James C. Petrlllo of the Musicians

Union has suddenly stepped out of

character and has now set himself

up as censor of the public prints.

Having dictated to everybody else

in this town Petrillo is evidently

searching for new fields to conquer

and is now trying to do something

about the press.

Vakikty yesterday received a cute

little note* from local Musicians

Union 'requesting it to appear be-

fore the board of directors on" March

13/ to show cause why your publica-

tion should not be declared unfair to

the Chicago Federation of Musicians

by reason of articles which you

have published wHich are derogatory

to the Chicago Federation of Mu-
sicians.'

. Vaiuett regrets it's unable to->*jeet

Petrlllo or Its board ot.^h'ectQrA fpr

Plugged $10,000

Show which Professional Music
Men, Inc., staged at the Alvin, New
York,. Sunday (7), brought the or-

ganization over $10,000. Of this

amount $6,000 was derived from pro-

gram advertising, $3,000 from the

sale of tickets and $1,000 from the

Adam Hat Co. for sponsorship of the

show's broadcast over WHN.
Music contacteers drew slightly

over $9,000 on the event last year.

FREML, JR., MAESTRO
Rudolph Friml, Jr.-Al Glroux or-

chestra is a new dance combination.

Former is the son of the composer.

Frlml-Giroux are doing RCA re-

cording for transcriptions at NBC
and wttl get, a. radio sustaining spot

Washington, March 10.

Death knell for copyright revision

legislation was sounded today
(Tuesday) with decision by the

House Patents Committee to extend
its rambling hearings until the mid-
dle- of April, virtually talking the

bills to death, and wiping out

chances of action before adjourn-

ment.
Plan to prolong the gabfest came

after Senator -Ryan Duffy of Wis-
consin, sponsor of the; Administra-
tion-backed measure, assailed the

American Society Composers,
Authors & Publishers, and advocat-
ed abolition of the $250 punitive

damage clause in Order to protect'

the consuming public.

During Duffy's ""' testimony the

committee for first time heard dis-

cussion of other phases of revision

proposals as the Wisconsin soloh

listed a series of reasons why the

antiquated statute should be mod-
ernized. Highlight of Duffy's testi-

mohey was his
:

recital of numerous
cases where ASCAP allegedly

threatened small restaurants, dance
halls and miscellaneous organiza-
tions with infringement. suits unless

licenses were obtained on ASCAP
terms.
Giving names and addresses of

more than a dozen Individuals, as-,

sertedly 'blackjacked,' the solon told

the committee, 'Some of these things

they say they don't do they have
done.'

Opening with' denial of charges by
Gene Buck that ASCAP was given
the 'rush act' by the Senate last

year, Duffy vigorously answered
statements that his bill was dictat-

ed by broadcasters and. the 'power
;trustv' 'The five men who drafted

the bill wex-e absolutely impartial

They had no axe to grind. There's

nothing to the silly charge that, the

'power trust' had anything to do
with this bill,' Duffy. . asserted. It

has received very emphatic approval
from many sources, except, of

course, some groups which have a
selfish interest in some phases of the

existing law.'

ing Consumers

Taking up individual features,

Duffy told the committee that auto-

matic copyright provision will not

deprive American authors of 'any-

thing they now enjoy/ and defended
the idea of requiring scribblers to

go through formality In order to ob-

tain protection. By retaining the

present system for America, con-,

sumers are protected against inno-

cent infringement, he pointed out.

The bill recognizes that right of the

author to assign such, rights as he

desires and gives him, instead of

publishers; the chance to dictate

how his works shall be used, he. ex-

plained, urging legislation establish-

ing divisibility of copyright. Pro-
vision merging the right to produce

and exhibit films would prevent ex-

hibitor from being held up by au-

thors who might attempt to collect

at both ends, Duffy testified. This

feature, sharply assailed by ASCAP,
is 'designed solely to prevent an

author whohas granted motion pic-

ture rights from preventing exhibi-

tion,* he commented.
Turning to the $250 minimum,

Duffy said that the manner in

which 'ASCAP has monopolized the

hearings to this date might give the

Impression they are the only ones

concerned' In copyright legislation.

Abolition of the minimum damage
award was urged on the ground that

no other nation has similar punitive

clauses In copyright laws and that

leaving the size of penalties in the

hands of courts would prevent fu^

ture intimidation of music users.

'Loud Lamentations'
'From the loud lamentations >»y

representatives of ASCAP, one
would think my bill gives the coin-

posers no redress,' Duffy said. 'It

contains adequate provision for In-

fringements but removes a black-

jack which enables ASCAP to levy

an unconscionable sum from users

of music'
"

,
Throwing down the gauntlet to

ASCAP and specifically answering
complaints by '.Buck, Duffy told the

Committee that 'this well organized

group is not only arbitrary, but ar-

rogant of their power' in dictating

terms on which music may be used;

Ample protection, against piracy Is

provided In the pending bill,

Duffy maintained, citing injunction

clauses, provisions for actuai^am-
ages and recovery of profits, in ad-

dition to punitive ^damages. Copy-
right holders would 'have the light

to sue for as much as a million
dollars,' Duffy pointed out, adding,
'They can go to any lengths they
wish in seeking recovery of prof-
its.'.

In pointing out that the $250
minimum has been 'flagrantly

abused' by ASCAP, Duffy told the
Committee that Congress should
give more consideration to the
users of music than to creators, citr

Ing the public welfare clause of the
constitution. 'I think it is incor-

rect In considering copyright to
talk about, only the persons Who get
the copyright,,' he said. .'I don't

think the courts would hold that
you must not consider the great
mass of people who are the con-
suming public. It's Up to Congress
to see that the consuming public

has some protection.'

-

In- giving specific instances of the

way ASCAP attorneys allegedly

have tried to intimidate his con-
stituents, Duffy directly challenged
denials by Buck, Nathan Burkan
and Claude Mills that the Society'

has not imposed' exorbitant rates or

attempted to injure small enter-

prises.. 'Mr. Buck, Mr. Burkan and

'

Mr. Mills are mistaken In the
statements they have made about,

the use of the clause they do not
want , eliminated,' Duffy said. 'The
people in my state are very resent-

ful and think there is a reason
for it.'

Elimination of minimum damages
would not ruin the Society, Duffy
testified, predicting 'the composer
will be. better off in the: long run
by having eliminated this prevision

that has been so flagrantly abused.

I think the claim, they make that
this will put them out of business
is entirely wrong' he declared. -I

think they would not be able to

pursue some of their present prac-
tices. They would hot. have this

club in bargaining, but I think there
is adequate remedy for ' infringe-

ment.'
Adherence to Berne

.Strong opposition to American
entry into the World Copyright
Union came from several commit-
teemen as Duffy advocated o'ur ad-
herence to the Berne convention.

Various members entered protests

on the ground that tiermany, Italy,

Hungary and other European na-
tibns -are currently discriminating

against American composers and
Writers, while Chairman Sirovich

and Duffy argued over whether the

manufacturing clause would per-

mit our participation in the union

the Department of Labor has es-

timated not over 350 people would
be affected if the American market
was opened to works printed

abroad, Duffy declared in disapr

proving the Trammell amendment
requiring all material -be fabricated

here.

Sirovich countered with American
Federation of Labor warnings that

'thousands and thousands of Amer-
ican workmen' would lose Jobs if

the present barrier is removed.

Biz Slips

The congressional melodrama
skidded noticeably last week fol-

lowing the return to Tin Pah Al-
ley of big name tunesmiths.. Sched-.

uled to run two mrre weeks, show
may not make the grade..

The production slumped sharply

after the appearance of Rudy Val-

lcey who testified, according to the

committee billing, 'in his capacity as

a song-writer,' and even the pres-

ence Thursday (5) of George M.
Cohan, described in committee
propaganda as 'the one and only,'

failed to re-establish the show in

good favor with the customers.
Producers hope that waning In-

terest will be revived this we'ek

with major changes in the cast and
James W. Baldwin's, National As-
sociation of Broadcasters troupe

replacing Gene Buck and the Amer-
ican Society of Composers, Authors
&, Publishers as the main act.

The Cohan appearance at the final

sesnlon of the week was good for

considerable local publicity, but
didn't draw the number of Congres-
sional secretaries, charwomen, and
Capitol- cops, who turned but for

Vallee three days earlier.^ . De-
spite, lack of customer interest,

(Continued on page 49)
"
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Night Club Reviews

Chez Josephine Baker
(NEW YORK)

Josephine Baker, the Harlem gal,

originally from St. Louis, who went
to Paris on a shoestring and became
an. international celebrity ..and the
"Wife of an Italian count, etc., is try-
ing hard to put across a New Ya'rk
counterpart of her Chez Josephine
Baker, Paris, as a supplementary
venture to her chores in the Shuberts'
'Ziegfeld Follies' at the Winter Gar-"

deh. If effort is any criterion there
is every Indication the dusky come-
dienne is' going to click.

She evidences a new (to this gen-
eration) manner of hostessing which
is of the same stuff that made Texas
Guinan the night club queen of the

prohibition era. It's not the blatant,

tongue-in-cheek, 'hello sucker- mo-
tif, but a seemingly genuine and
warmer glad-handing of old and new
patrons.
Via a nice style of cueing between

Stanley Rayburn," her personal man-
ager; A. Arthur Price, her p.a.;

Mario, Prank SerudI, Galen Bogue,

et al, of the management staff, guests

as they check in are spotted and
then personally greeted by Miss
Baker at the door. Working in a
jriodest, deferential manner, she. is

more enthusiastically glad-handed

by the ofays than vice versa.

As a nitery, Chez Josephine Baker
becomes a nocturnal boite after

10.30. During the day it's a normal
restaurant. ~~It*B-the old Le Mirage
on East 64th street, which Frank
Audltore flxod up beautifully into a
nifty interior at a cost of $13*000 be-

fore deciding that the nitery biz

wasn't for him.
But when Miss Baker comes on

the scene after her 'Follies' duties

it's very much a smart and sophisti-

cated Continental night club.

Primed for fashionable patronage,

there's a $2 couvert.. Later this

week Alice Delano Weeks, niece of

the President, adds to the entertain-

ment corps. ^
(, ^Besides the songstress-star of the

chez bearing her name, there are

Willem van Loon, son of Hendrlk
Willem van Loon, and Gene Ashley

Who terp with , her in the 'Follies'

and 3o a daring pash adagio, w
Georges Balanchlne of the Met
opera staged. It's a snappy num-
ber, but showmanly highlight.

The main feature of all the show
is Miss Baker's canny change of

pace.- She permits for nary a dull

moment. There's iio such thing as
waiting between dance sets. If

there's any suspicion of a. lull ,Bhe

distributes paper streamers; tyal-

loons; woolen pellets which are pro-

pelled with small paddles, all in an
endeavor for an. al fresco, mardi
gras atmosphere. If synthetic, ner

haps, it's none the less highly effec

tfve, serving the purpose well. The
customers amuse themselves and
also pay for It. For instance, there's

a clown elimination dance contest

with Woolworth prizes elaborately

done up in imposing boxes and par-

cels. She works at high tension

from midnight until past 3 a.m., do-
ing a couple of songs every 30 or 45

minutes, or a dance, or something
else to maintain the tempo. One of
her male partners also essays a
crocheting-rumba conceit that's a
novelty.1

The Ray Benson dance orchestra
is rhythmically noteworthy. He's a
Duchinesque pianomaestro: Alter-
nate ; rumba band is Antobal's
Cubans, likewise snappy, so that
there is always a marathon of
dansapation,
Chez Josephine Baker has a good

chance to catch on as a novelty in

New York's night life. Abel.

Hotel Pennsylvania
(PHILADELPHIA)

Philadelphia, March 7.

Having spent the last two seasons
with experiments. Buddy Crawford, I

Hotel Pennsylvania, manager, finally

seems to have uncovered.the proper
formula for putting, over his Mirror
Room as a nitery. Plan he's follow-
ing this season, and which has had

|

satisfying results, is large and elab-.

orately staged shows without ex-
pensive names. Talent as a whole

|

is ordinary, but size of production
]

and speed of presentation has been i

drawing the best, business since spot
|

opened.
Hotel Is. . considerably outside

I

downtown show section, being lo-

cated In West Philadelphia, not far]
from the Penn campus and about
two miles from City Hall. With
exception of two headliners who are
known In Phllly. acts pop in and out
of the Mirror Room without much

J

public notice. Two who stay are

Most Played on Air

To familiarize the trade with

the tunes most on the air around

New York, the following is the

listing of the songs most plaved

on the cross-country networks

last week, in relative standing,

according to the approximate

number of combined plugs on

WEAFj WJZi and WABO.

All My Eggs in One Basket

I'm Shootin' High
Gonna Write Myself » Letter

Let Yourself Go
Alone
Lights Out
Cling To Me
Let's Face The Musi
Please Believe Me
You Hit The Spot
What's Name of That 8ong
Lovely Lady
Alone at Table For Two
Rendezvous in Honolulu
Goody Goody
It's Been So Long
Beautiful Lady in Blue
Yours Truly is Truly Yours
Wake Up and Sing
West Wind
We Saw The Sea
If You Love Me
W4th All My Heart
Breakin' In Pair of Shoes
Wah Hoo

AFM Revokes Lee Bureaus Agcy.

License on Line Charge Squawk

WALDORF-ASTORIA
(NEW YORK)

After essaying a hybrid dance-
rumba combo batoned by Xavler
Cugat, the Hotel Waldorf-Astoria's

Joe Frasetto. local bandleader, and] Empire room has brought in Or-
Walter Donahue, m.c.

.
Former, with I vllle Knapp from the Beverly"Wil-

conslderable local following, in ] shire hotel oh the Coast, by way of
addition to batoning nice outfit, has
the ability to mix with patrons and
dish out cordial handshakes. Dona-
hue, brother of late Jack Donahue,
has an exceedingly ingratiating
manner, and is socko hoofer.
Iu current production there's 'one

engagements in Denver, Galveston
and Houston. First time east' pro-
fessionally, Knapp has come to at-
tention long since via the ether with
his unique style of soft, smooth
dansapation, the distinguishing In-
strumentation feature of which has

present, but which seems destined
to go plenty of places before long.
That's a singing youngster named

,,.„ . . Alice Garry. Blonde, saucy-looking,
and do a daring^pash ;adag^wWch

j with world of pep and knack o£ sell

ing a song, she. walks off with the

other^act that!^^ unknown here at
j jjeen the use of the steel guitar in
^e arrangement. It's a style for a
dance band originating with Knapp
which has been widely adapted by
others,

honors. - She needs experience.

Knapp's is an ideal hotel band,
soft and rhythmic but unobtrusive.
In a conservative hostelry like the

mK^S'.?^^ that's a must
KJi^fm^SL 0 Ts^So?!^ Prerequisite, yet it Commands the
through numerous brief appearances ^ t

>
g ;o

J
„et un ftn the floorvAfVior tvian atavino-. nn +ui hnrino cusiomers xo get up on me noorrather than staying on till boring

point- is reached. Acts include Daye
and Knight, spry tappers; Mona and
Allen Drake, combining singing and
ballroom dancing (former could .be
skipped to advantage);. Lillian King,
hoofer; Marcelle Wellington, so
prano verging on

.
lyric style ; Three

Speeds, skaters; Lee 'and Borde,
tappers, and LenOre's Debutantes,
seven girls. For show's finales there's
ah attempt at real staging. Small

Surrounding variety show is In
line with the Waldorf's policy of
supplementary talent to augment
dansapation. Enrica and Novello,
ballroom dancers, are standards!
who have been around New York
for seasons, and evidence their
plastic versatility by going from
such - extremes as the Hollywood
restaurant on Broadway into the
more fashionable hotels. Team looks

settings ire used to represent j
nlce and dresses smartly, support-

marine scene and production num-
ber is put on in that atmosphere.
Doesn't quite, jell.

With his nitery making, coin for
first time, Crawford is currently
eyeing the Democratic national con-
vention here in June. Plan is now
to change name of house to Hotel
Phlladelphian. Sole.

IHE HOUSt OF MUSICAL
NdvEtTlCS

"RHYTHM IN MY NURSERY
RHYMES"

"DON'T SAY A WORD-
JUST DANCE"

"RHYTHM SAVED THE
WORLD"

"ISE A-MUGGIN*
with the Numbers Game

1.2—S-4-5—6-UH—8-9^-WOOF"

5llECTf^
5lC PUBLICATI0NS ^

Hollywood Yacht Club
(HOLLYWOOD, FLA.)
Hollywood, Fla., March 6.

This spot, rather swank and given
over mainly to gambling, being over
the county line, is probably one of
the most unobtrusive niterys in the

|
area. Little ballyhoo Is used In
drawing trade and place gets by
strictly on its merits.

ing their terp tricks with a show-
manly investiture. Corinna Mura is

a Spanish songstress; Magnante
specializes on the piano accordion
and 'The Mysterious' Dr. : Sydney
Ross (the Dr. is a Ph.D.) is a table
worker with magic and 'scientific
palm reading' whose services are
complimentary.
Knapp's team of 14 Includes Edith

Caldwell and Leighton Noble for
the vocal interludes, and, with the
maestro also comprising a vocal trio
for the mike lyrics. The boys are
smartly dressed in white ties and
tail-less; tails (the only variation
on orthodox formal getup) while
Knapp, conversely, features a ma>
roon tux and black tie for his up
front stick-waving.. He also essay
occasional sax interludes. He is

PARADISE

Xew Hits Sung by Phil Regan
in the Picture, "Laughing
Irish JSyes":

"Air My Life"

"Laughing Irish Eyes"

"Bless You Darlin*

Mother
"

Sung by Dixie Dunbar in "Pro-
fessional Soldier"

"Joan of Arkansaw"
Going Places!

"Green Fields arid

Bluebirds"

in

of a cabaret customers will return *he br°ther Q* Evalyn Knapp, pic

to. Nice atmosphere, class enter- "we -actress, now married and re
talnment, excellent cuisine and I

tired
' Abel,

danceable dance rhythms prove
sufficient for repeats.
Ann Greenway stars in the small

show, and her soft singing is most
pleasant. Howard Brooks m.c.'s the
show and also does some feats of

I

magic that, although not spectacu-
lar, are takeable because of the in-
different manner in which they're
presented.
High spot on the bill is the so-

phisticated set of ditties emanating
from Eddie Brandt and Lee Fowler,

(NEW YORK)
New 3how at .the Paradise has

the makings of a fast floor enter
tainment. It needs cutting. Runs
almost an hour and a half but with
pruning and priming it'll shape Up
very okay. Already some acts have
been eliminated and Georgie Hale

t

the stager, should whip it into good
These two boys work smoothly and shape in short order,
Offer original tunes that call for
hearty applause. Spotted toward
the end of the program, their turn
stops the show. Zanette and Coles
are 1 no better than average as a
dance team, but must be given
credit for having to work on an ex-
ceptionally small floor.
Quiet dance melodies by the

Hollywood Yachtmen combine a
nice blend of harmony and rhythm.

White's 'Mystery' Organ
Lew White, organist, who closed

this last week at the Center, N. T.,
ig introducing a new creation of
the 'Electrovox.' RCA Victor's new
color organ will be featured with
the new instrument.
Rubey Cowan of NBC will handle

the road dates. Mystery angle Is

to be played up in. the presentations,
either for theatres, auditoriums, etc.

White is now supervising final as-
sembly work at ERPI studios.

Eddie Garr is the star and the hit
of the show, a clever mime whose
facial and characteristic mimicries
are at times almost uncanny in their
startling resemblances to the orig-
inals. In the next-to-shut groove
he's a socko topper-offer to the pro-
ceedings.
Mickey Alpert is the m.c. He's a

vet floor show pacerj particularly
known around Philly and Atlantic
City and handles the proceedings
nicely.
The personnel highlights are sun-

dry, Georgie Tapps with his Astaire-
Ing id a punchy Interlude. More
poised and at ease In top hat and
tails, the young tapster gives out to
hearty returns. Further up the bill
are Sam, Ted and Ray doubling from
'Scandals.' Harlemese trio of male
steppers likewise run the gaumet of
the hoofology libretto. Early in the
proceedings are the Robbins Family,
a barnyard billing for a nice three-
some o£ acro-dancera, two men and
a woman. They do -whirlwind splits

(Continued On page 49) ,

Personals
Paul Whlteman introduces Red

Norvo's swingsters Sunday (16) . .*

Teddy Wilson has left the Famous
Door, N. Y.,..Benny Goodman trio

discs topping , sales in England...
Adrian Rollini lined up with Decca.

...Roy Eidrige, Chu Berry, Buster

Bailey, John Kirby, all from Flet-

cher Henderson's ork, and drum-
mer Sidney Catlett beating It out

at the Belysa breakfast dances in

Chicago....They call Bldridge 'Lit-

tle Jazz.\..Norvo has left Jack
Dempsey's chop house, claiming a
bum deal. This one ,and only swing
xylophonlst was featured, by Eddie
Duchin at the Yale prom and played'

Franklin Hall from two to seven
a. m. following.. . .Louis Prima mak-
ner more shorts in Hollywood....
Yank Lawson riding the trumpet
and Maddie Matlock the clarinet

with Bob Crosby at the New
Yorker.. . .Three out of four of the

Van Epps freres how with Ray
Noble.

Air Session

The feature department of WOR,
under Jerry Danzig, is readying a
am-session for March 12 at 10:30

m. over the'Tilutuat-Bystemr- Ini

tent oh supplying the public with a
ready-made definition of swing,

Marshall Stearns and K. K. Hansen
were lined up to. put a finger on the

am. Final compromise between
shrewd business-man Hansen and
swing-devotee Stearns. has led to a
mixed group, with Louis Armstrong,

Bud Freeman, Teddy Wilson, Van
Epps, Joe Marsala and Bunny Beri-

gan propping the swing angle at

present With Stearns as m.c. ln-

troducing Hansen, the two will face

the tough assignment of defining

swing by example.

Wax Works
Brunswick hit the swing spot with

F rankle Trumbauer's 'I Hope
Gabriel Likes. My Music,* and
'Breakin' In a. New Pair of Shoes.'

With a fine arrangement and a solid

rhythm section composed of George
Van Epps, Roy Bargy, Art Miller,

and Stan King, who deliver a sur-

prising amount of lift this disc sur-

prised the more finicky jitter-bugs.

The jibes Of Jack Teagarden fol-

lowed, by some lowdown solo licks

in the 'Gabrled' intro are tops.

Johnny Mintz plays some crack

clarinet while Charlie Teagarden
gets, in his usual crisp cornetlng. If

Trumbauer spent more time lieten

ing to Chu Berry, this platter would
have been standout. On Vocallon,

Stuff Smith gets off on 'Eggs in a
Basket' and 'Gabriel.' Trumpeter
Jonah Jones gets the rating on this

record. The Columbia duet of Joe

Venuti and Russ Morgan playing

•Red Velvet' and 'Black Satin' needs
filling. As a disc, it's too much of a
good thing.

On Victor, Fats Waller plays

some fine piano in 'That Never to be

Forgotten Night,' and 'Oh, Looka
There* The guitar with Fats is

aces, with Rudy Powell carving

some great riffs on the black stick.

The sweeter titles Fats gets, the

more swing he develops. Tommy
Dorsey's 'Every Minute of the Hour'
has a neat trumpet chorus by Ster-

ling Bowes that shows plenty feel

Ing plus the Berlgan brilliance,

Edyth Wright handles the vocal

with a little less fire than usual, but
the old slip horn of Tommy leads a
great brass section.

On Decca, Jimmy Lunceford's
'My Blue Heaven,' rates at the top.

This ork by the beauty and orig-

inality of its arrangements plus
well-drilled execution, is getting the
play that Ellington used to have
for the same quality. The Red
Norvo 'Decca Stomp' Is a relief

from a series of' pops which Is

plenty swing. This Is the 'Honey1-

suckle Rose* 'Lady Be Good' combo
which happened to get waxed at the
last minute. Cleo Brown is still

knocking 'em over with her latest

'You're My Fever,' and 'New Pair of
Shoes.' The rhythm section makes
the disc.

On the Air

The Teagarden brothers got off at
the last Whlteman hour, playing
'Swing Mr. Charley,' and ad libbing
a lot of jibes In the old Texas man-
ner. It's a great number to spot the
Whlteman swing talent.

The Instrumentalists gave out a
real janrsession at their Friday (6)
noon airing, This NBC house band

Los. Angeles, March 10.

American . Federation of Musicians

notified Thomas - Lee artist bureau

March 5 that its license to manage
and book union bands or musicians

had been revoked. Speclflo viola-

tion cited was that adjunct of Lee's
KHJ had made line charge conces-
sions In prder to sell talent.

'Offense occurred at Wilshire Bowl,
where Sterling Young, managed by-

Lee bureau, remotes to KHJ. Lee
outfit manages around a dozen
bands on the Coast.
Bob Braun, manager- of the bu-

reau, declined, to make a statement
regarding what counter action
would be taken. He said the ruling
was recently initiated and that he
was hot entirely familiar with its

workings.
Lee bureau Is charged with using

line charge as a leverage to spot
bands for remote broadcasts to
KHJ. It was pointed out by Cliff

Webster, biz rep of Musicians' Pro-
tective Association, local 47, who.
filed the complaint, that lino
charges were quoted considerably
ligher for bands hot booked by the
bureau as against their own crews.
This .constitutes an out-and-out
violation of the Federation's stat-

utes on remote broadcasts, Webster
said* —'

carries some fine swingsters. Even
the announcer got so excited that
he wanted to play himself.

Bob Crosby's bunch, did a job on
Muskrat Ramble' with Eddie Miller

on tenor, Yank Lawson on trumpet,
and Ward Silloway cutting a good
coda on the slip-horn. Matlock,
Kincade, and Bowers are handling
arrangements that are tops. Hilton
Lamare handles some scat vocals
while Ray Beaduc beats the calf

skin.
'

Fletcher Henderson is coming in

better with more balance and drive.

Chu Berry's 'Christopher Colombo'
is used as a signature and rates

with the best. 'Rhythm In My Nur-
sery Rimes' was Buster Bailey's

number all the way, with 'Little

Jazz' Eldredge cutting loose on
Blue Lou."

WTIC, Hartford, dropped Cheerio

to make way ;for local commercial.

Fan clamor reached such a height

within three days that station was
compelled to return Cheerio.

EMOTES fij.\
Ray NtbU't Utttt!

"Ths Touch of Your Lips"
•

Farley ind Itlloy'i

"I'm Gonna Clap My
Hands"

Spin* and Burko'l

"So This Is Heaven"

From the rotate film "Dancing Feet"

"Everytime I Look at You"
"Dancing Feet"

•
Louli Armttrong't New Swlno Hit J

"Ol- an Mose"

/RI1TLV BRO/>JOY^
!6l9BR0RDUJRV,n.V.C.

• R E I ST •
HIT/ OF THE HOUR
From the Ambassador Hotel tn
New York City Via the CBS

Network

Ton Hear the Delightful
Music of

VINCENT LOPEZ
and His Orchestra Featuring:

England's Newest Song Sensation
"THE WHEEL OF THE WA^***..

IS BROKEN''
"ITS BEEN SO LONG"

"IT'S GREAT TO BE IN LOVB
AGAIN"

"WITH ALL MY HEART"
"BREAKIN* IN A PAIB OF

SHOES"
and the New lilt -from California

"HAWAIIAN PARADISE"

LEO FEI/T. me.
I629. Broadway- Neuu York
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the song and dance man put on a

much moire entertaining perform-

ance than the Stein Songster.

Obviously .bored by frequent 10-

-minute orations by Chairman Siro-

vich, Cohan gagged his way through

ah hour on the witness stand dur-

ing" Which the technical subject of

copyright was pretty well forgot-

ten. Except for declaring the.

'Duffy .bill will severely injure both

the Society and the writers, Co-
han had little to tell the. committee
about the matter of modernizing
antiquated copyright, statutes.

Opening with the remark that

he had 'no particular statement' to

make, Cohan informed the legisla-

tors he was 'motivated in appearing

:byA
resentment- at the tag 'racket-;

"eers' which has, been given ASCAP.
•He told

v

the committee that 'the

only men who are for the Duffy
bill are men who aren't . creators'

and added that tunesmiths 'only

want what's coming to us."

As the committeemen joined Co-
han in shelving temporarily the
question of legislative phraseology,
the audience heard the 'outstanding
figure in the American theatre'

(Gene Buck's description) modestly
declare; he is only 'a handy man to

have around;* and admit that while

he hasn't studied the Duffy, Daly or

-Slrov.lch copyright bills, 'I know
ill Daly and Bill Duffy.'

For r Against

After one of Slrovich's arm-
waving speeches, Cohan panicked
the committee with the query,

'What I wan't to know is are you
for us or against us? Later the

•legislators were highly amused at.

-Cohan's explanation that 'Oyer
There' was 'just a bugle call.' Co-
han observed, 'If I didn't write it

Thursday, somebody else would
have written It Friday.'

As committee showed more in-

terest in Cohan's background than
in copyright, ' Congressman ,Burr-
wood Daly inquired, 'Didn't you
write 'Always Leave Them Laugh-
ing When You Say Good-Bye ?' and
Cohan shot back, 'Is that a hint?'

In a few moments he :left the wit-
ness stand, while several legislators

rushed out into the corridor to join

him in posing for photogs.
Explaining that the Society had

enabled writers to Curb exploitation,

Cohan testified that until ASCAP
was organized he never received 'a

single dollar' out of performing
rights to his works. He told the
legislators, 'I haven't written any
thing for the past few years. I

did write a song about the Con-
stitution, but I'm -not the poet
laureate. I'm just: a handy man to

ROBBINS' CHATS
Chicago Is "Going For"

FREDDY MARTIN
and His Orchestra

now at the Aragon Ballroom

In Chicago and broadcasting

via WOB.
Freddy Is "going for" these
new lilts:

•M.OVELY I-ADY"
"I'M SHOOTING HIGH"

«%OST"
"WELCOME STRANGER"

"ALONE"
"THE OLD OAK TREE"
"ROLL ALONG PRAIRIE

MOON"

ROBBINS
MUSIC CORPORATION
799 Sr.VliNfH AYr.Nlll- • NEW YORK

have around; . at least that's what
Sol Bloom says.

The principal testimony of the
week was produced by. E. Claude
Mills, general manager of ASGAP,
Who was on the stand and in the
middle of a 15-minute recital of his
rise from the seventh grade to. di7
rector of the copyright pool, when
the week's sessions ended.
Opposing American adherence to

the world copyright union, Mills re-

.

peated earlier arguments that .the

Duffy bill was ' intended to benefit
users, of music, would deprive
creators of protection, and by
eliminating the $260 minimum in-

fringement penalty would ruin the
Society. Like Buck and Nathan
Burkan, he assailed broadcasters
-and other music users while defend-
ing ASCAP's conduct and tactics.

The broadcasting industry and
affiliated enterprises grossed well
over $600,000,000 last year but paid
less than- $3,000,000 for their music,
Milld testified, adding that only lc
out of every $-47 taken in by film,

exhibitors reaches the copyrigb.t
pool.. Broadcasters took in $80,V

000,000, power companies pocketed
$50,000,000, and radio set makers
snared $500,000,000, Mills declared,
lending" force .to his argument that
ASCAP's rates are not exorbitant.

What Writers Got

'The 45,000. members of our so-
ciety received only $2,680,406.46' out
of what must have been $1,000,000,-

000 worth of business, Mills said

indignantly.
Ironically assuming that the

broadcasters, hotelmen, and the-

atre operators were acting in good
faith, Mills expressed surprise that
'peculiarly the proponents of the
idea that the United States should
adhere to the copyright union were
the American Hotel Association,
the National Association of Broad-
casters, and the motion picture ex-
hibitors.' He pointed out that the
Duffy bill started out to be an act
authorizing the President to de-
clare American entry into the
union, but turned out to be legisla-

tion exploiting creators of music.
The Society avowedly is charg-

ing 'all the . traffic will bear,' Mills,

conceded in denouncing foes of the
bill. 'We've charged all we can get
and always will,' he, said, adding,
I think I've done a lousy job.'

Despite a general agreement ..that

hearings would be confined strictly

to legislative issues, the committee
found ample time during the week
to ramble far afield and exchange
views on such heterogeneous top
ics as California oranges, mothers-
in-law, Italian press censorship,

the New tork building strike and
the relative merits of Milwaukee
and Philadelphia beer.

Criticism of the conduct of the
hearings Was expressed repeatedly

by Congressman O'Malley, of Wis
consin, and Church, of Iilliriols. The
Wisconsinite, a persistent critic of

ASCAP, endeavored to check the
oratorical outbursts from loquacious
committeemen by observing, 'I a,m
always confused at these hearings
as to Who is testifying,' while
Church infuriated SIrovich by de-
scribing the. fVsions as 'a show.'

THE BEST IN MUSIC

Just Released from

'FOLLOW THE FLEET'
Words nnd Music by

IRVING BERLIN
•

BCT WHERE ARE YOU?
LET'S FACE THE MTSIC

ANI> DANCE
I'M TUTTING ALL MY EGGS

IN ONE IIASKET

LET YOURSELF GO
I'D RATHER LEAD A HAND

WE SAW THE SEA
GET THEE REniND ME,

SATAN

HARRY LINK C P M
IRVING BERLIN""

799-7TMAV/C. N-Y-C-

What It Is

Stuff (Onyx Club) Smith's
definition of swing:

'It's rhythm that Vibrates
through the body until it sends
you.'

Hotel Men Show

Fight in PtuDy

Union Situash

Music Men Would Open Membership to

Book Publishers, Other Copyr't Holders

Nite Club Reviews

PAR SETTLES MUSIC

SUIT FOR $4,000

Chicago, March .10.

Mariq (Don Mario) Alvarez last

Aveek through his attorney, Harold
Fein, got a check for $4,000 from
Paramount Pictures and Famous
Music Co. as payment for a release

In his suit against the picture and
music company for copyright in-

fringement.
Mario claimed that the Paramount-

Famous tune, 'Little "White Gar-
denia,' Infringed on his. song, 'In the

Looking Glass.'

BRIGODE IN CINCY
Cincinnati, March 3 0.

Ace Brigode's orchestra opens

March .22 until May 2 at the Island

Queen ballroom here, which is being

redecorated by the Coney Island

Amus. Co. for the new season.

With Brigode's orchestra arp

Sylvia Rhodes. Bill Dinkle, Benny
Benedict and Four Aces.

KNAPP ON BEUNSWICK
Orvllle Knapp's orchestra Is slated

Cor some Brunswick ' recordings,

Band, from the Coast, Is now at

New York's "Waldorf-Astoria hotel.

Knapp previously disked for

Decca.

Philadelphia, March 10.

Wide, open war of music union

iagalnst local niterles, hotels -and

radio stations, after flaring last

week, has again settled into threat
of instant renewal. 'United and de-
termined, front presented by com-
bined adversaries seems to have
surprised and upset the. union exec-
utive committee and its attitude

how appears considerably more
conciliatory.

Situation is extended and com-
plicated, -but in general its prin-

cipal points are as follows:

On the matter of benefits by night

club shows, and bands, to which
union is steadfastly opposed, a
Showdown was reached last week
when the union refused permission
to Joe Frasetto to play' one at Hotel
Pennsylvania. House fired band
arid put in a non-union outfit. As
numerous other .spots in town
seemed on ver,ge of doing likewise,

union backed down temporarily and
Frasetto is back, in pending arbitra-

tion.

After: refusal of union to allow
LeRoy Wilson to play an engage-
ment at Arcadia International with
outrof-town musicians, bandleader
took the matter, to Joseph N, Weber,
who reversed the local union, and
Wilson is now at the nitery,

Possible union affiliation with
American Federation of Actors was
voted favorably upon at the union's

general monthly meeting last week,
and It is expected . to go through.
Variety of disputes with the

brothers Levy, operating WCAU
and KYW, over music in- two sta-

tions, are still pending. Rumor
that the union's President, Tomei,
quietly made offer of $250 to any
musicians, who report cases of their

leader having played under-scale
.engagements in last couple of years,

with prospective fine against leader

in such cases generally understood
to be $1,000, is denied at the union.

On the subject of benefits, it

seems inevitable that niteries and
hotels will sooner or later have to.

go to bat with the union. Since
latter is so unalterably opposed to

Its members being forced to cbri-

tribute their services gratis for any
person with drag who asks, and
with certain hotel and nitery men
apparently set on playing such
shows, a battle has to come.

Crawford's Stand

What apparently put the union
officials back on their heels was
the instantaneous militant stand
taken by other hotel and nitery

men when Daniel Crawford, Jr., of

the Hotel Pennsylvania, showed
fight. According to Crawford, be-
fore he gives In on subject he'll put
every union employee in the hotel

out and, if that falls to work, he
says he's ready to shutter the

nitery indefinitely.

Specifically, the dispute between
Crawford and the union appears to

get down to pretty fine points. The
benefit in question, which caused
last week's flareup, Avas a paying
one. Union notified hotel it would
have to hire a standby band for the

show. Crawford okayed that, but
specified Frasetto, the regular

bandleader, and two key men would
have to play the show as they were
familiar with it. Union refused

that, okaying only a standby band.

Crawford then replaced the union

band with non-unioners.
Frasetto is now back at the

Pensyivania, pending settlement of

management's difference with
union. There's been no deadline set

for ending the dispute, but Crawford
has indicated he's ready to tnUn the

whole matter to Wohor. JJr> claims

he is unable to come to any terms

With Tomei. the local prrz.

In regard to LeRoy Wilson's en-

gagement at the Arcadia Interna-

tional, the union nlxcd him be-

cause be had a local, as woll as

Pottstown, license. Union claimed

that made him local musician and
nq such he had to hire local men.

Wilson claimed he only took the

(Continued from page 48)

and wings. They should drop the
'family part of the billing.

. In between all this is a succession
of more terp stuff. Probably' the
chief shortcoming is the overdose of
terps. It's a dancing show arid

while th'at's okay as a general thlrig,

iri the niteries particularly where
the customers' eye, rather than ear,

appeal, is to be preferred, there's a
bit too. much as presently routined.
Bunny Lee tees off with 'Buy

American:' The new <jrop ,of Para-
dise -girls impress right off with
their r

s.'a.' 'TPhey're a corking collec-
tion of lookers.
After the Robbins,' 'Two Silhou-

ettes' in the Moon' makes for an im-
pressive tableau. Then Tapps. Then
Alpert in a specialty *with Kathryn
Rand, a personality looker, first ir

'Easter Parade* and topped by 'Get

'

a Kick Out of You," featuring Miss
Rand's high kicks.
Nancy Lee leads 'Two old Ladler

in the Shoe,' effective production
flash with a hotcha Park avenue
top-off. • Vera Niva, vodka song-
stress with loads of s.a., does mike
pops to a nice score. Opens with
'Bublichka,' then 'Alone' and 'Oh
Chlchorni.' Sam, Ted and Ray, and
another production flash, 'Lovin' In

Rhythm,', an effective highlight.
Features some daring hands-and-
gloves costuming ; okay- Gar wowed
'eiri and could have moved in his
bed and retired on the floor. 'Gar-
den in Versailles' is an aesthetic
finale, with the cellophane costum-
ing highlighting this part of it.

Hale has done a fine job on the
whole and the selection o{ the cos-
tuming and outfitting also , rates r

bend. Dave Franklin did the special
song material, all^sonslstently good.
Charles Dornberger, long at the Mt,
Royal hotel, Montreal, batons fr

the show and also for the dansapa-
tion. a difficult chore but qualifvinf
handily in both respects. Abel.

Revamped Music Publishers Pro-

tective Association will everitually

enlarge its scope so as to allow for

the. entry of the general book pub-
lishing Industry* Under the policy

which it will follow as soon as its

new name, the National Association

of Copyright Owners, Inc., has been
legally approved the organization
will make a strong bid for mem-
bership among music book publish-
ers. If the recruiting in the latter

camp proves successful, the
NACO's membership rolls \vill b'e

made open to other phases of the
book publishing trade.

Meanwhile the NACO's campaign
for membership tvlli be confined to

the music publishing business in its

various ramifications, with stress
lafd on winning the support of the
standard publishers. After the
music division has been well or-
ganized it is proposed to go after
not only ..the various other classes

of book publishers who control
copyrlghtB, but the publishers of
newspapers, periodicals, art reprints

arid designs. Also commercial
photograph syndicates.

FEMME IMPS APPEAR

AT OWN RISK INN. 0.

ONYX CLUB
(NEW YORK)

Two of the most distinguished
billings for' contemporaneous col-
ored

.
talent are ' the tags on Stuff

Smith at the Onyx and,.further east
on West 52d street, 'Poison* Gard-
ner, WHN pianologist, who also
'holds forth at a vboite in New
York's Montmartre sector. At the
Onyx, Stuff Smith and his sextet, of
jamsters giye out hiurderous licks.

The feature is Stuff himself, who
has plenty, thereof on the swing
style, and his chief mayhemism of
tempos, Jonah (Elliott) Jones.
Jonah is a personality trumpet
tooter whose glims and goo-goo
mannerisms par his phenomenal
cornet work. On the latter he hits a
high-W above Q. or, something, and
regularly seems to engender . his
blood-pressure by climbing the pitch
into altitudes. Stuff is a mean,
Joe Vehutlesque jazz fiddler.

As a team they're a worthy suc-
cessor to Riley and Farley, wh
made the Onyx the wow swlnp
madhouse of New York until 'The
Music Goes Round* took 'em off intc
wider fields. On the subject of
double-billing Riley and Farley,
Stuff Smith and Jonah Jones may
well share the topllne because of
Jones' distinctive assistance.
Already Brunswick recording art-

ists (as against Decca, which'
nabbed Riley-Farley), Smith's the-
matic, Tse a-Muggin'. bids fair tr

popularlty. It's a corking swlngo.
Their own version of "Music Goes
Round' is done in satiric burlesque
mariner against a, bolero-funereal
background which gives humorous
nuance to a ditty that long drove
the Onyxers nerts. Johnny Wash-
ington shines here at the traps;
Bobby Bennett, guitar; Lawrence
Smith, mean piano, and Mack
Walker, at the swollen fiddle.

The club has tilted its minimum
from $1 to $1.50, but no.couvert at
any time. Frank Froeba holds oyer
with his corking piano Interludes.
The Onyx still remains one of the
important capitals of the swine
world. * Abel.

Harmon Nelson doing piano-song
routine in Hollywood Roosevelt
hotel Cinegrill, Hollywood. Succeeds
Eadie Adams, tied up in picture

work. Xelson later takes his .band

Into hotel's Blossom Room.

local license to enable him to play

concert engagements while he was
student at Curtis Institute of Mu-
sic here several years ago, and that

he'd just never let it lapse. He
claimed he was really a member of

the Pottstown union, whore all hl«

men come from. Weber backed

him on that point and Tomei was
forced to let him come in with his.

regular band.

New Orleans, March 10.

Female impersonators who parade

the stage of the Wonder Bar or any

other night spot- here do so at their

own peril and at the risk of arrest

each time they appear, Judge Glea-
son ruled In Civil Court here. March.
5 in refusing to grant Emile Moriet,

proprietor of the bar, an injunctio j>»

restraining Superintendent of Police*.

Reyer from arresting his perform-
ers.

The court
%
concurred in the view

of Henry B'. Curtis, assistant city

attorney, that 'entertainment by
female impersonators is conducive
to immorality and may easily be
classed as a disturbance' of- , the

peace,' a major cause given in the
arrests hitherto made. Curtis in his

affidavit said that the place was a,

bad influence on the youth of the

city whom it numbers among its

customers, 'especially boys and girls

under 18 who frequent it.'

F. Day Opens U.S. Unit;

Campbell Planning Same
Frederick E. M, Day, London

music publisher,, has organized-

Francis, Day & Hunter, Inc., as an
American subsidiary with himself,

John Abbott of FD&H (London),

and Julian T. Abeles, their Ameri-
can attorney, as directors. Abeles
will function for the U. S. branch of

FD&H as he did for Campbell-Con-
nelly. Ltd., the American branch
of C-C.
Jimmy Campbell is currently in

the U. S with the intention of open-
ing a New York office. This means
the Abeles will only legally repre-

sent C-C and concentrate more on
FD&H's American music publish-

ing activities, song placements,

copyrights, etc.
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UNIT REVIEWS
TOP HAT REVUE
(ORPHEUM, LINCOLN)

Lincoln, March 8.

Harry Clark got the circus bug
when he. put out 'Top Hat.' A
more apt 'title would, be .'Sawdust/
It's strictly a noVelty unit, and so
much emphasis is laid that way it's

difficult to remember any other sort
of turn. "Where most of the units
treking through have been of the
dance and ditty type, 'Top Hat' will

be a welcome relief, and where the
family turns out. for the house, it'll

fit admirably. Other types of audi
ence may become extremely bored
with it.

Travel in this part of the coun-
try being seriously hampered by the
flooded rivers of the vicinity, 'Hat'

came in minus its comedy act and
is showing the loss. The billing an-
nounces a Dub Taylor, harmonica
champ, who got lost somewhere be
tween here and K. C. and couldn't

make it across .the ice. To make
up for his absence, Freddie Baton,
emsee, and Howard Fuller, member
of a perch act, try comedy, yia the
stooge method but it's like four-
day-old milk in the hot sun.
Music, usually the last thing

thought of on one of these opuses,
is very good and with the addition
of six house men here is above
average, It's Bill Martin's band
and fronted by Baton, who looks
like a McCoy director, minus the
St. Vitus technique which strikes
most of those who are assigned a
baton in these parts. Dressing arid

scenery are good, arid if it's blorides
that they want 'Hat' has 'em, and
lookers, too.

A. blare by the' band makes way,
as the show starts, for the Nancy
Tate quintet, or Five .

Top Hatters,
1 two lads and three girls. It's hoof-
ing and fast. Then Frank Santry,

juggler, clips off the . usual stunts.

He tries the ciggie manipulation and
is very obviously pulling fem out of
his coat tail to the. first five rows.
Hi's close with a pinwheel rolling on
the brim of an open umbrella under
blue' lights, is good. ;

Joyce Barker, shim-shammer,
steps out of the line for : no good
reason, Recovering from an injury
to her. hip,, she was in no condition

... Vto stand the aero finish. Mack and
" /Miller,, tap and song, are pretty^

. good. Even they are blonde. One
' of the feature acts, Howard Fuller
and Sister, perth- arid, using a 20-

foot swaying, pole, ' is next. Fuller
does some nice, work at the top and
it's different. There's no under-
starider and the pole isn't guyed

—

being dependent on a small heavy
base. Sellsv the' sway better.

Anita Muth, doll-like singer,
peddles a couple Of numbers, 'Mason
Street Blues'. . and 'Music Goes
Round.' Has looks arid poise, but
would do better without that mike.
Her voice, unless, watched, can get
adenoidal, but she did a good job
here. A Russ dance by Jack Mack
would be just as well out. He
works too hard at it to sell.

Togo, Jap juggler and rope walker,
Is the feature. He does the slide
from the balcony for a finish after
a top spinning buildup. His an-
nouncements regarding big time
stage and picture work would be
better in the mouth of the m.c,
Togo not benefiting . as it stands,
Two Jacks and a Queen, trio Of
terpers, close and then finale. Time,
62 minutes.
Company manager is Howard

Fuller and the show was produced
by Harry Clark, out of the remnants
of the old 'Rltz Carleton Blondes'
unit. Business fair here. Barn.

LET'S HAVE A PARTY
(ORPHEUM, WINNIPEG)

Winnipeg, March G.

This Cushmun unit, on the road
as Bill Arms' No. 1 show, is differ-

ent from the' general run of. units
playing this house for the past few
weeks. That fact is its chief claim
to recognition. Built more as a unit

than as a vaudeville Bhow, acts in

it intermingle throughout with a
minimum of talent utilized for a
maximum effect.

An unusual drop of silver braid
on black is revealed as the curtains,

part for the opening, the whole ap-
pearing as elaborate lace work. The
drop, secured from a picture studio,

looks like class.

Show almost reaches other class

heights once or twice by the appli-
cation of such numbers as 'Poet and
Peasant 1" overture and 'KammenOi-
Qstrowi" by Rubenstein.. .'Banjd .is :an

asset,: with four local urii^h footers
adding to the show value here. 'A
line of girls also add interest, but
they need a rehearsal. They <5ould

use a routine, .but for ttie-stix they
may Mil the regulrements as is.

Dennise Bruneau dresses up her
acrobatics so that they show to best
advantage and also ~ sells herself
across the lights. Faith 'Carlton is

on later to double with Miss Bru-
neau in an effective manner, while
her solo toe tapping helps

;

things
along. Their duo to 'Poet and Peas-
ant' number is as good as it is dif-
ferent. ' Blaine and Douglas, with
elaborate electrical paraphernalia,
put themselves across iri a big way.
Although what they do has been
done plenty of times before its the.

dressing up and effectiveness there-:

of that loosens up the neighbors.
Lighting effects add color and help
to -impress as well. The p.a. sys-
tem they carry with them, sends
Elaine's tnellow voice out across the
lights smoothly. Their several
banjos are showy arid add. a big
time touch. Douglas doubles as m.c.
and band leader spot in an intelli-

gent manner.
Billy. Raymond, doing blackface,

garners plenty of laughs as he goes
intd the well-known sermon from
the telephone book, and the act
clicks plenty-. Although it at times
borders too close to -the religious
angle, it drags out the laughs.
Frankie 'Klondike' Sterling* left-

hands- the uke and gets his har-
monica numbers across because his
smile takes with the customers.
The whole affair, while possibly

unimpressive technically, should
play a good tune at the box office,

and that's what counts.

Foody Anyhow

Chicago, March 10.

Owner of a unit playing a
midwest date on a 60-60 deal

got so desperate due to lack

of customers, he demanded a
60% split on the take of th«

candy machines in the lobby.

NEW ACTS

JAN GARBER UNIT
(STANLEY, PITTS.)

Pittsburgh, March 6,

Condensed, into an half hour band
act, Jan Garber!s outfit would be a
cinch. But as a 60-minute unit it's

something else again. Right now
there's not enough variety, for Gar-
ber sticks too close to his radio or-
chestral guns, and the sameness
tends to grow monotonous about
midway.

There's" the bona fide nucleus for
a sock unit in the aggregation, but
Garber needs to get himself a couple
of acts, items for the eye rather
than the ear. Spotted wisely among
the overabundant vocal specialists,
they might mean the difference. .

Musically, Garber has an outfit
that ranks with the best. Tempo
plight be varied a bit,, but that's not
basically important. What is im-

portant, adversely, however, is the
succession, of singers that the unit
spills for the first

,
half hour. One

follows the. other in rapid succession
arid there isn't a number, in the
opening section that doesn't wind
up with a vocal refraini None is.

really poor, but after the first couple
they become curiously ineffective,

the result of doubtful generosity.
Best of lot are Lee Bennett, crooner,
and Charlie Foster, 16-year-old
youngster Garber picked up in

Carolina a year ago and who has
developed into saleable material.

First arid practically only visual
excitement in unit comes about in
the middle- with arrival of dance
team! of Lorraine Santschi and
Josephine Buckley. Girls, one a
blonde and other a brunette, are
lookers' with a load of personality
and lots of talent and come up with
a turn that has

',
class written all

over it. Their first is a smart waltz
which leads, them into a refined ver->

sion of the Hawaiian wiggles for a
solid exit. They're on again near
the close, costumed differently, . for
a swell high-kicking item that adds
immeasurably to their original' ini-f
presslon.
Comedy rts confined' . to Garber

himself; with his talking fiddle bit;
Rudy Rudlsill, bald-headed pianist
who gets laughs with his falling
toupe and trick key pounding, arid
in apple-cheeked trumpet player
who cuts some collegiate capers
that are drawn out too much, how*
ever. Garber also has a serious ses-
sion at the Vjolin arid shows that he
still knows how to fiddle.

Other specialists, all of them on
the vocal end, Include Lew Palmer/
Judy Randall, a good-looking blonde
who does three numbers, and
Georgia Larue, latter a seven-year-
old whom Garber introduces as. a
protege from Toledo, O. Tot sounds
a bit adenoidal in her singing, but
winds' up after two songs in a neat
stretch of tap. dancing that sends
her oft to solid reception.
For a finish, . too, Garber might

pick something more showy. Pres-
ent curtain, quite ragged, doesn't
send the band off advantageously.

Cohen.

FAY and WELLINGTON
REVUE (5)

Dances, Musio
15 Mine.; Full (Special)
Grand O. H., N. Y.
If snapped up by tighter routining,

these dances could' meah something,
but as now presented all efforts

seem wasted. Act was used, to close
a four-act program here, and while
managing to keep the stage filled

with hoofing, the turn fell ,
short of

any desired sock;
Opening doesn't mean much, All

are on stage informally when cur-,

tains open, two coming forward for

a standai'd tap routine, as. the rest
fade. They endeavo'r to work casual
story threads into the stepping, but
it's trite and has no punch. Second
appeavan.ee carries. - oh- > the same
idea, and still it. doesn't jell.

One fellow plays' the accordion for
novelty, the only break in the dance
fare, arid^Yifhlle: it's goo'd.: manipula-
tion,.- deliverer iis; ifhiljU Usual • mar-
tial- tunes, are -halided-^Out.'. Another
member specializes in character
dancing, and a. gk'j presents acro-
batic rturns for her solo. . No par-
ticular, taste -to* thej-cpstuming, with
the riien'- neveV getting together on
either formal or street garb. Brcl.

Saranac Lake
By Chris Hagedorn

The THEATRE of the STARS

BOOKING AGENCY
GENERAL EXECUTIVE OFFICES

LOEW BLDG. ANNEX
160 WEST 46™ ST. NEW YORK

Biy**d 9-7800

Herman Levlrie, of the N. V. A.
Fund's N. T. office, here on a two-
day vacash.
Jack Edwards, of Edwards and

Carroll and Darrell and Edwards,
new arrival last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Marshall Frank left

this week after spending 10 days
visiting Mrs. Franks' sister, Gladys
Palmer.

Flfl Cllrhas celebrated a birthday.
Thomas Vicks ig leaving Saranac

Lake.
Garry Sitgreaves, who was suc-

cessfully operated on last week, is

up to dining-room for one meal.
Eddie Ross, ditto.

Ray Ketchem, who Is residing
with his family In town, has been
getting some grand reports from his
doctors.

Bee Lee and her room-mate, Syl-
via Abbott, are both feeling fine
and looking swell.

Warner Club donated playing
cards.

NVA Patients
Harry Gorden, Dick Moore, Ben

Schaefer, Fred Bachman, Armond
Monte, Chris Hagedorn, Robert
Merrick, Eddie Ross, Garry Sid-
greaves, Herbert Elder, Fred Rith,
Jess Rosenberg, Robert Faricy, Joe
Dabrowskl, Sally Rogone, Oscar
Davis, George Wicks, Milton Pollak,
William Canton, Thomas Abbott,
John Louden, William Janney, Jack
EdAvards, Max. Pfeffer, Ford Ray-
mond, Thomas Kerns, Alice Carmon,
Ninna Morse, Sylvia Abbott, Bea-
trice Lee, Elizabeth Rogers, Fifi Cli-
mas, Marion Cannon, Nellie Queaily,
Doris COnnes, Marya Blake, Gladys
Palmer,. Betty Huntington, Rita
Preftacy, Margaret Newell, Marion
Green, Marie Bianchl, Doris Gas-
colgne, Hazel Gladstone, Ha'nna
Zimmerman, Ethel Clouds, Dorothy
Kruse.

DANCE MERRY-GO-ROUND (5)
Flash Act
11 Mins.; Fuji
Grand O. H., New York
Quintet numbers ' four steppers

(mixed) and
:
a singer (male) who

doubles
v on the piano. Unreeled

nicely as a G.O.H. close, with the
eye-filling duties .being fulfilled via
Okay terpsing plus four changes Of
costume on the part of the girls, and
three on the part of the males.
Tapping is .the standout division,

with the male duo showing off best.
Individual specialties serve mainly
as breaks, except for the singer, who
stresses his solo chores and acquits
himself ably. Costumes- add strongly
to an okay impression*. Edga. .

15 YEARS AGO

(From Variett and Clipper)

American. Society of Authors,
Composers and Publishers an-
nounced first dividend would be
paid in March. After that quar-
terly. But It was planned to hold
out $200,000 as a war fund.

Chicago grand opera got . $380,-
000 for 43 performances at the Man?
hattan, N. Y. But in the. red. Sala-
ries too high;

Metro opened 'Four Horsernen'
at the Lyric to a $15,000 week.

Plans being completed for a
'film hock shop.' To give financial
aid to promising productions short
of funds. New Idea then.

Keith theatres installing safes
backstage.. Stage doormen re-
ceived and deposited valuables.
Due to many dressing room rob-
beries.

DAGMAR «nd CO. (4)
Magia
18 Mins.; Full
Grand O..H., New York'
Quantity, if not quality, Is gen-

erously dished out in this one, espe-
cially? "In the fore portion, : Audienca
here "didn't always follow the gallop
and a couple of tucks in the reper-
toire wouldn't hurt.

. Homestretch
hOwever, slows down, and this la
where Dagmar exhibits his best
salesmanship.

. Unllmbers with seven or eight
standard stuntswhich come in such
staccato .tempo, that Dagmar some-
times fails to conceal the wires
completely. Distinct cleavage then
takes place, and the finale draws up
with twO surefire Items that spell
salvation.

One of these is a ringing goblet
that chimes Out the numbers on
cards passed to the audience and
delivers 'answers' to questions.
Other is a HoudinJ in which one of
the femme partners is sealed in a
trunk, with a volunteer from beyond
the footlights to supervise. When
the ,bOx is opened, Dagmar, and not
the femme, appears.

.

Used as' a lengthy No. i here, and
new to the files, though it doesn't
size up that way. . Edgd,

JANE WITHERS
Songs, Dances, Talk -

16 Mins,; One
Oriental, Chicago
Here's a picture name who really

does an act. This kid gets out there
and delivers; legitimate entertain-
ment..

In the first place, Jane Winters is
costumed smartly with an eye to
general popular appeal in a. semi-
comic dress that makes her look her
age. She starts right In with a
Song: -' from. 1 her picture, ' 'Paddy-
©'Day,' which she sells niftily In
Irish brogue. Then into a series of
imitations of Pitts, Garbo, Vallea
and Crosby which get by neatly, and
winds up with a smashing impres-
sion of Shirley iTemple singing
'Lollipop.' Extremely clever bit
from every angle.

Off and back again later in this
show for a tap and dancing number,
which, she sold to this audience like
a finished trouper. Gold.

N. V. A. was planning a country
club.

Ballard-Mugglvan merged Sells-
Floto, Wallace-Hagenbeck and Rob-
inson's circuses for opening in
Chicago, making a 130 -car outfit. To
be split into three units after play-
ing St. Louis.

Luba MereofE turn split into three
singles. Mother, son and daughter
going their separate ways. Ben tried
out at the American roof in a single.
Hit was his Ted Lew is imitash.

Shubert vaudeville Idea finally
officially called off. Had been dead
from the start, but they didn't
know it.

In Philadelphia De Wolf Hopper
protested against a projected. Ger-
man mass meeting. Mayor called
meeting off.

Marcus Loew announced he
ivoulcl have 95 theatres by next sea-
son.

Chi Stevens' Names
i

J . H . LUBIN
GENERAL MANAGER

SIDNEY H. PIERMONT
BOOKING MANAGER

Chicago; March 10.

Stevens hotel Is going after smart
supper club biz and has Ramon and
Renita booked in for 10 weeks open-
ing April 15. Also dickering for a
name band and. may also bring in
Jose Manzanares as the tango-
rumba combos Manzanares Is cur-
re'cently etherizing for Ford,
Ramon and Renita

f
are currently

in Palm Beach at Joe Zelli's nite'i;^.

Eva Tanguay doing two Sunday
concerts almost every week ond.
With her cabaret salary it added up
about §3,500 a week.

Adelaide Herrmann widow of the
late magacian, trying to keep one.
nf lu's relations from using 'The

(Continued On page 00)

KEMPER and HAGGERTY
Comics
15 Mins.; One
Grand O. H., N. Y.

There's pep in this act. It's holie
stuff for the most part, but landed
solidly here.

First the two men appear as col-
leglates, but one changes later to
another guise for gagged nonsense.
They present the old hallucination
bit, in which they enter a bar, drink,
indulge in a shooting fray, and fold
up in jail. All done in an imaginary
vein, but built into loud laughs.

G. O. H. saw much the same thing
on last week's bill, but did not seem
to mind the repetition. When things
do retard, the short one hands out
a burlesqued version of 'Pony Boy.'
It's used frequently, in the aet, but
brings it around okay. Bral.

FOUR CHARLTONS
Gymnastics
5 Mins.; Full
Grand O. H., N. Y.
Act is composed of three girls and

a rnan, presented as an opener here.
One. girl supplies most of the
muscular power, with the others
using her to demonstrate their bal-
ancing feats. All the feats are de-
livered neatly and there's little time
.lost. Following sorho standard
pyramiding, group clinches its
stunts with a suspended twirling
flash from a center bar.

They wear white union- suits,
topped with silver skull caps, and
make a nice appearance. The man
is really incidental to the act, the
three girls seeming to arrest most
attention.

It's a good opener.

BUY DOROTHEA ANTEL
invalid Actress. "Famous Oroellng
Cords. 21 OrlRlnnl nnrl lixclu.«lve De-
signs, One Dollnr. ARenis Wnnied to
Soli Ranis. Uberal CominlHslon. Cnll
or write

DOKOrilICA A MIC I.

420 Went 72n«l Street. New V«rl» Cll.v

2<I Wl«.

HELD OVER!
BroWn Palace Hotel, Denver

"WHITEY" ROBERTS
Doubling nt Tnbor Tlicitro

I.n«t Weelt, Itnxy, Salt Lake City

Weelt March 13, Tower, K. <'.

Week March 20, Uptown, <'hl.

' lAAMfTcacurr
Of ITAOC UMITJ

WllBUR CUSHfltAN
CIRCUIT

; THEATRE BtbO
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Fischer-French

Casino Form

Own Agency

The international Theatrical Corp.

has been organized .by Clifford C.

Fischer in association with Louis

F, Blumenthal (Having & Blumen-

thal) and Jack Shapiro, owners and

managers the French Casinos

in New York, Miami and London.

Latter spot, the old Prince Edward

theatre, opens next month. Fischer

is associated with the F.C.'s as sole

revue producer and entrepreneur.

The booking agency, as the In-

ternational Theatrical Corp. - name
Implies, is a supplementary exten-

sion of their activities,, although it

marks Fischer's active return to in-

ternational booking. That was long

his prime business and he still con-

trols the Agence -Artistes, des

Champs-Elysees, Paris, formerly

known as the William Morris agen-

cy because of the affiliations be-

tween the Morris office, Fischer and
Henry Lartlgue. Latter has since

become a show producer in Paris

and at the French spas, leaving

Georges Bovonskl in active charge
of the Paris agency, which will be
absorbed into the new International

Corp.
Fischer has already set' up an of-

fice in N. Y., in the .French Casino
Bldg., and will establish a London
branch when he arrives ' there>

Fischer sails Saturday (14) with the

'Folles Parisienhe' revue, which just

closed at the Miami French Casino,

to install it as the opening attract

tion at the new London Casino.
There he will close with a promi-
nent vaudeville agent to come into
the. organization.
Fischer when, originally asso-

ciated with J. C. Stein, of the Mu-
sic Corp. of America, had plans for

an international, band booking
agency. The new corporation will

essay the same idea that MCA now
• has as regards foreign and U. S.

band bookings.

Paul lukas, John Boles

Completing Vaude Tours

Paul Lukas, whose personal ap-
pearance tour was interrupted when
he was recalled to the Paramount
studio/ is going out . again on stage
dates. He has been booked for the
Met, Boston, week of March 20,

with the Earle, Washington, to fol-

low on March 27.

Eddie Resnick, on the Coast, ar-

ranging, tour through William
Morris office.

Chicago, March 10.

After cancelling a week at the

Chicago for John Bolfes starting

Friday (18), It now develops that
Boles can make the date. The star,'

playing Detroit this week,' received

orderj to return to the Coast for

Twentieth-Fox and had B&K can-
cel the Chicago date.

Twentieth has now postponed the

picture it wanted Boles for, enab-
ling him to play the date here after

all.

Pop Cameron's Syracuse

Nitery Try Goes Boom
.Syracuse, N. T., March 10.

Attempt of Charles T. 'Pop'
Cameron of vaudeville's Four
Camerons to give Syracuse some
night life has ended in a move by
creditors to have the former pro-
prietor of Cameron's Casino declared
a bankrupt in a petition filed in' U. S.

District Court.
Cameron, who profitably operated

a spot on the St. Lawrence river last

summer, took over the Cafe Dewltt,
Julian Brown's $250,000 white ele-
phant, last fall and tried everything
from vaudeville to 'The Drunkard' In

an attempt to find a paying policy.
He folded about a month ago.

Talent Copyright

London, March
. 2.

Variety Artists' Federation
has made a request to the Brit-
ish government to place before
the Intel-national Copyright
Conference to be held' at Brus-
sels this year a rcsolation de-.
signed to protect variety per-
formers, against piraqng.
By the terms of the resolu-

tion, which is still in a more
or less incomplete form, it will
ni?t be permissible for mimics
to give impersonations of w.k.
artists.

AFA WILL SEEK

CLOSED SHOP' IN

N. ¥. MTER1ES

American Federation of Actors

renewed effort to organize the

nitery performers in N. Y., resulted

Saturday (7) in the passing of a

resolution aimed, to better working

arid .moral conditions in the- cab-

arets. AFA estimated that over 500

attended Its mass meeting in Union
ohurch; N. Y., When Its program was
laid before the attendance" and
unanimously passed.
One point in, the AFA's. program

calls for a maximum of three shows
a. day In nlteries. Second calls for

a minimum wage of $25 weekly for

principals; third, for safe and clean

dressing rooms, and last for uniform
play or pay contracts, with imme-
diate payment of salaries in cash
to performers immediately after the

last show of the week.
AFA especially takes exception to

the dressing rooms now In vogue in

a number of spots, claiming that

many of them haven't doors, with
the result that performers are fre-

quently bothered by drunks and
sometimes robbed.
An effort will be made by the AFA

to sign up all New York niteries as

'closed shops.' Only nitery to sign

so far is the American Music Hall,

converted church playing old mel-
lers, which went union last week as

to stage hands and musicians.

Ralph Whitehead, who presided

at the mass meeting in place of

Rudy Vallee, president, leaves Fri-

day (13) for a swing around the

country to organize nitery enter-

tainers in the other keys, as well as

set up AFA branches In San Fran-
cisco and Los Angeles.

Gus Edwards' Auditions

Either Boots McKenna or Carl
Randall will get the dance director's

job at Gus Edwards' Showihdow
(Moss' Broadway), New York,

both heel 'ri* toe Instructors pres-

ently being under consideration.

House opens on or about April 6

with its straight vaude, two-a-day
policy.

Auditions of new talent com-
menced this week, with Edwards
weeding 'em out for acting, writing

and composing jobs. Edwards will

book the shows and stage, though
will not perform himself.

Doubling- Up on Booking
Seattle, March 10.

Rex (Sterling), only vaude up-
town theatre in town, is now being
boolced jointly by Bert Levey and
Edward J. Fisher.

.
Vaude

. shows play house every
Other week, altoaatinjg wlth-Cueh-
mari 'units'.

New Unit
Ken Nichols and Eddie. Myers are

partners in. a new unit, 'A Broad
Abroad,' which opens Saturday (14)

at the Hollywood theatre, Atlantic

City. Comedy headliners are

Charles Kemper and O'Donnell and

Blair,

Others In cast include Sanami and
MichI, Rodian Dancers, Ray Renard,

Three Queens, George Haggerty,

Mimi Rollins and the 12 McCabe
Dancing Debutantes. Special ma-
terial Js by Nichols.

MRS. HARRIS' PARTNER
New Orleans, March 10.

Peppino, whose partner, Rhoda,

left him recently to go to Germany
with her husband, has Joined the

Phil. Harris troupe and will team

up with Mrs. Harris as his partner.

They plan to rehearse for a month
and join the Harris outfit in Cin-

cinnati.

Prior to her marriage to the or-

chestra ltader and m.c., Mrs. Hands
was a dftneer in Australi

Balto Agcy. Charges Ails

Feigned Illness to Cancel

Baltimore, March 10;

Natinal- Agency here is filing a'

complaint with the American Fed-
eration of Actors arid starting a suit

against Roscoe Ails, charging him
with jumping a nitery date here for

which he had been signed. The
cornic-dancer and his partner, Betty
Lewis, were booked Into the Lord
Balto hotel at $150 for week of Feb.
21, through the Bert Jonas-Joe Wil-
liams agency of New York. National
claims to haye a signatured con-
tract.

Day before Ails was scheduled to

open, National received a wire from
Ails stating he had slipped and in-

jured a vertebrae; and doctors ad^
vised he' couldn't work for .few
weeks. The agency obtained another
act.

Later, National claims it discov-
ered that Ails was working at the
Kenmore hotel, Albany. .Complain-
ant not only asks for the $150 sal-

ary but $60 which the Lord Balto
hotel spent on advertising the ap-
pearance of Alls.

AUDIENCE RIOTS AT

B'KLYN FOX AM SHOW

50 policemen, sum-

moned by. an emergency call, were

needed to stop a general fight at

the
.
Fox, Brooklyn, Monday night

(9), which followed the vegetable-

throwlrig and heckling of a group

of youths in the balcony of a ca-

pacity house. Eight boys were ar-

rested, 6ix of them booked for dis-

orderly conduct, while the other two,

under 16, were held on charges of

juvenile delinquency.

Entire jam was aired over WMCA,
which broadcasts the regular Mon-
day night amateur shows at the

Fox.

.

Kids started to toss vegetables

at Dorin Kerr, pro m.c, after a pro-

cession of what they apparently

considered inferior simon-pures.

Their aim, however, was as bad as

the amateurs, none of the fruit

reaching a" human either on the

stage or in the audience. Ushers
tried to stop ' the kids, but to no
avail, and Charles F. Dowe, house
manager, summoned a patrolman.

Latter took one glimpse, of the' scene

and sent In a riot call, two emer-
gency squads and three radio pa-

trols responding. Until the army of

cops arrived the. lone policeman took

a shellacking from the hecklers.

Only one injury in the fight was
reported, the lacerated scalp of one

of the prisoners, who was* given

hospital treatment before being

booked for disorderly conduct. Ex-
cept for a slight interruption, the

amateur show continued during the

riot, confined to the balcony and
involving.around 50 people.

Albany, March 10.

Albany amateurs laid an egg for

Manager Harry Black at the RKO
Palace Friday night (6). Black
guaranteed a $100 prize for the win-

ning group in the Junior Film Guild

annual one-act play contest, the

finals to be at a special perform-

ance at the Palace.

Finalists were the Collegians, a

group cif State College for Teachers'

students, and the Grinton Players.

The Grlntons won.
Total take, however, was $65,

leaving Black holding the bag.

Lombardo for Par

Guy Lombardo's band goes into

the Paramount, N. Y», for two weeks
stay the latter part of' April, definite

date hinging on the deluxer's picture

bookings. Music Corporation of

America set the deal.

Fred Waring's orchestra opens at

the Par today (Wednesday) with

Klondike Annie,' Mae West starrer.

F&M May Build Vattd

Unit Around Tomlin

•With My Head On My Saddle* is

the title of Pinky Tomlin's new
song, which he'll Introduce in his

third week at the Roxy. It's prob-

able that Fanchon & Marco will

build a. unit around him for ensuing

eastern stage dates.

Later Tomlin goes back to the

Coast.

Par Entering Low Priced Unit

Field as Own Theatre Booker;

Freed Show, $175-Per-Day, Starts

Love in Dec.

Former booking head of a
defunct vaudeville circuit now
has two weeks of time.

'I get more attention from
agents and actors now than
when I had 4.0 weeks/ he de-
clares.

BENNY HIS OWN

0PPOSISH IN

Baltimore, March
Jack Benny will broadcast from

here when he plays Loew's Century

week of March 20. Airing will

probably be from the old legit Audi-
torium, Jellb (his radio sponsor),

distributors having virtually closed

a deal for the theatre for the riight

of March 22.

It will be the first time in , this

town that a radio name will play
opposition to himself, by giving a-

free broadcast in one house and
playing to paid audiences at an-
other same evening. Besides this,

Loew's Century will also advertise
Jello in its newspaper^ copy on
Benny's appearance.
Benny's unit, .including Mary

Livingston, Stuart Morgan Danc-
ers, Georges Metaxa and the Lia-
zeed Arabs, will get $12,500 net for
the week at the Century.

Harry Rogers Teams

With Rodney Pantages

Chicago, March 10.

After many years in vaude as a
producer, Harry Rogers has teamed
with Rodney Pantages in the or-

ganization of/., a talent agency with
offices in Hollywood, Chicago and
New York. ;

Acts the. agency has lined up for

vaude and ether dates are Edward
Everett HOrton, George Raft, Jack
Oakie, James Dunn and Sally Eilers,

Jane Withers.

Det/s Name Parade

Detroit, March 10.

Starting with the II Mllano pro-
duction of 'Rigoletto' Friday (13),

Fox theatre here opens a long
stretch of attractions..

Following 'Rigoletto* in virtually

consecutive weeks' come Ben
Bernle, Jan Garber, Eddie Duchln
and Fats Waller bands; Dave Ap-
polon unit, Jack Benny, and Dickie
Moore. Phil Baker is playing the-

atre, currently.

Par Books Perkins' Ams
Ray Perkins, amateur unit go,es

Into the Oriental, Chicago, week of

April 10. Show was produced by
Maurice Golden, with Herman
Citron agenting.

In setting the Perkins* tyros,

Paramount is for the first time com-
mitting itself to play ams.' other
than Major Bowes.'

STILL OUT
Seattle, Mardi 10.

No slago shows as steady diet In

sight at. Paramount, or any local

Evcrgrcen-Hamriek hous'\ reports

Frank Newman, back from
F-V/C meet.

Single lulls to continue at 5th

Ave. theatre.

Ams. in Salt Lake

Salt Lake City, March Iff.

Second appearance of a Major
Bowes' unit In Salt Lake opened
Monday (9) for a four-day run at

the Victory.

Ted Mack is the -.gong-ringer.

First major circuit attempt to.

enter the low priced unit booking
field will be made by Paramount
shortly, when it routes a 19-people
show headed by Carl Freed's har-
monica band through the soxith.

Freed's unit, due to its..comparatIve.-r

ly expensive setup, will pave the
way at the rate of $175 a day In
theatres operated by Paramount
partners and subsidiaries. Par
eventually expects to book $150 -a-
day type units regularly.

Frbm present indications, though
the route has not been completed,
Freed will get from eight to 10.

weeks of one and. two-day stands.

It will be a '45-mInu'te show; com^'
prising a seyen-^piece band besides
the

.
harmbnicaists, a lino of six

girls arid Phil King.
in the event the Paramount route

is not. consecutive, Freed's unit ex-
pects to fill-in between Par ' book-
ings with percentage dates. Entire
show will travel in cars owned by
Freed.

irect Booki
Booking :of the unit was direct

between Freed and Charles J. Free-
man' of Par's New.York booking of-

fice. It is Freeman's intention, in

the event the Freed experiment
proves' successful, to recruit as
'.many standard, acts as possible to

follow suit.

At the. present, time, Paramount
affiliated theatres in the smaller
towns playing stage, shows are be-;

ing booked by independents. Par,
a couple of months ago* started to

consolidate the bookings of these
houses in its own booking office.

One result of this was the switch
in the bookings of Shea's, Toronto, -

and Loew's, Montreal, from the
William Morris office to Freeman's
book: These houses are operated'
by Famous Players-Canadian.

.

Major portion of Freed's one and
two-day time will be In the Wllby-
Klncey theatres, working south
from the Carollnas, and in the In-
terstate's smaller houses.

2 WPA Vaude Units for

Syracuse, One at Admish

Syracuse, March 10.

New vaudeville project of the
WPA for this district.was approved
last week by Eric Branham, Al-
bany director, and George M* Gatts>

state director. Two units will be
produced immediately.

One. unit will tie small and geared
strictly to play schools, hospitals

and institutions gratis. Second will

be in presentation style and will

perform before paid audiences at
the WPA's Civic theatre here. This
show will Include a line of 12 to 16

girls, plus an orchestra, besides the
principals.

Acts will be recruited from such
to-vr.? where there are ' no theatre
projects, as well as Syracuse, in-

cluding Utica and Rochester. Au-
ditions of talent are already under-
way.
Paul Poole, former vaude pro-

ducer, is supervising the project
here, with Sam Sapersteiu named as
his business manager.

'Nother Am Unit Going

Into Roxy, N. Y., at 6G

Roxy, N. Y. has signed with
Bowes' for another unit of ams.
Placed No. 1 the week of Feb. 21.

House Is taking a second Bowes'
unit for oly Week in April at $6,-

0C0 on the week and no spilt. Roxy
doesn't know which of the various

Bowes' units now on the road It will

get, If any of these, or whether
Bowes will throw together a fresh

bunch o' ams. The No. 1 unit at the

house was augmented by several

amateur acts which had not been

on the road.

G-S CASTER EAST
Chicago, March 30.

Michael Todd to New York this

week to conclude casting arrange-

ments for production of 'The

Mikado.'
Gilbert & Sullivan operetta will bi

produced in both full-length and 60-

mlnute versions for legit and pres-

entation houses.

V
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Variety1 Bills
NEXT WEEK (MARCH 13)

THIS WEEK (MARCH 6)

Numerals in connection with- ills oeibw inoicate opening day ot

•how. Whether full or split week

BOSTON
Keith's (12)

T*ebe .Barri Girls
shayne '.ft' Armstr'g
> I Fredericks Co
r.alplv Bellamy
Nlrska.
Sims ft Bailey
Mella Kirk & H
H'wood Resfr'nt ,R

CINCINNATI
Keith's (13)

Bobby May
Boss & Stone
Sylvia Froos
Barto ft Mann

(6)
Daniels & Lyon
Contln't'l Cavalc'de

:CLEVELAND
Keith's (13)

Cab Calloway Ore
(6)

H'wood Secrets

COLUMBUS
Keith's (6)

Nonchalants
Bobby May
Robs & Stone'
THeima Leeds
KANSAS CITY
Mainstreet. (13)

E Carroll Vanities
MINNEAPOLIS
Orphewri (I3 )

Coconut Grove Key
Bddle Peabody

(6)
Ted Lewis Ore
SCHENECTADY.

Keith's (12-14)

Noble Sissle Bd
TROT

Keith's (13-16)
Mae Wynn 4
Reynolds ft White
Carl Shaw Co
Steve Evans
Lester Cole Co

See You Soon

JACK POWELL
Recently Retimed from Europe

Direction
LEDDY & SMITH

Loew

NEW XORK CITY
State (13)

Honey Faro
3 Fonzalle
Street Singer
Herman Tlmberg
Lee ft LoulBe Rev
BALTIMORE
Century (13)

/ Andressens
Roger Pryor
Maud Hilton Co
Fats Waller Oro

DETROIT
Fox (IS)

Mllano Opera Co

NORFOLK
State (13)

Dave Apollon Rev
PITTSBURGH
Stanley (13)

Lime 3
Xavier Cugat Ore

.

WASHINGTON
Fox (13)

Jack Benny
Mary Livingston
Lalzeed Arabs
George Metaxa
Stuart-Morgan Co
Chicken -Sis

Paramount

NEW YORK CITY
Paramount (11).

Fred Waring Bd
BOSTON

Metropolitan (13)
L Armstrong Bd
Mills Bros
Pete Peaches 'ft D.

CHICAGO
Chicago (13)

John Boles
Frank .Convllle
Freddie Zay
Lathrop Bros ft I/'

Oriental (13)
Howard & Shelton

MONTREAL
Loew's (13)

Jules ft Clifton
Pat Hennihg Co
Frank Gaby Co
Ming & Toy
Aaren & Broderick
Harry Anger ft Gls

' TORONTO
Shea's Hip (13)
Ward ft MUford
M ft L Robin
Revel Baxter ft D
The Aristocrats
Joe Morris Co

Wilbur Cushman

ABERDEEN
Capitol (13-14)

H'wood Holiday
Johnnie Dunn
Mildred Perlee
Stalac Bros & P
Syble Lee
Billy Thornton Co
Spud Seal
Stone & Kane
Joe Donaldson
H'wood Ambass'd's

AMARILLO
Fair (15-16)

Cavalcade of Laffs
Murand ft Glrton
Charlie Brugge'
Evans & Rudle

6 Satlnettes
Stanley Meyer's Bd
CEDAR RAPIDS
State (18-15)

Mardl Gras Nights
Glen Dale
Had.1l Baba •
Shannon & Harris
Jack Lowe
Dorothy LaBue
Bob South Co
George LaTour
MaBaveradern Bd

CHEYENNE
America (19-20)

March of Rhythm
Jed Dooley Co
Shay & Parker

OFFTOTAL DBNTTRT TO THE N. V. A.

DR. JULIAN SIEGEL
1501 Broadway. New York

This Wk.i Jane Chesney, B6b't Bralne

Leroy ft Pals
Danny Harris
Dan ft Ann Manos
MIIa Lila
7 Play Boys

BARABOO
Al Bingllng (10-17)

Paris on Parade
Ted & Att Miller
Phil & Dolly
Wells & Powell
Jantz Sis
Sanna. ft Loomls
5 Rhythm Steppers
Rich'd Shannon Bd

BEAUMONT
Jefferson (15-17)

C'edy Stars H'wood
Brownfl & LaVelle •

Clifford Wayne 6
Jerry ft Jean
Clarence ft DeLores
Grey WoTf
Iron Heart
Little Deer
Cariy.le Wayne
R Patrick Sutton
Hollywood Co

BILOXI
Saenger (13-14)

Sirens in Satin
Shannon Stanley
Billy Baird
Comer ft Parks
3 Aristocrats Dance
Faye Sis
Langdon ft Storey
Leroy ft -Sharp

T.nne & Harper
Blllv Joy
St Clair Sis
Clalrs
Juanlta
Waneta
Billy Joy's Bd

CRESTON
Strand (10-17)

Top Hat Rev
Great Togo
H'w'rd Fuller & Sla
Mack & Miller
Elmer Brown
Nnncy Tate 6
Anita Muth
Joyce Barker
Dub Taylor
Bill Martin's Bd

DULUTH
Garrlrk (11-13)

Chatterbbx Rev
Al DsCarr & S
Frazler Bros
Capps Bros
3 Doyle Sis
Dolly Capps
Ann ft C Howard.
7 Topical Tunesters

FORT MADISON
Fox-Strand (18-19)
B'way Bandwagon
Billy Farrell Co
Slror 3
Richardson 2

Udeil 3
Rich Bamsdale
Harper Rolsman

HIBBING
State (17-18)

Blue Paradise Re
DeBarrles Birds
Carvelle Sis
Carl Thorson
'Les Nichols
Margie Richman
Gay ft Marcla
Tony. Francisco
Billy Burt

. Dot Hlggins
P'r'dlse Rhythm Bd

KEOKUK
Regent (15-16)

Lets Have a Party
C Denlse DancerB
Billy Raymond Co
Carlton Sis

Frank Sterling.
Elaine & Douglas
8 Melody Men

LACROSSE
Majestic (14-16)

Chatterbox Rev
Al DeCarr ft S
Frazler Bros
Capps Bros
3 Doyle Sis

Dolly Capps
Ann & C Howard
7 Tunesters

LEWISTQN
. Liberty (15-17)
Town Scandals
Joe & Ed Dayton
Butters Tr
Art Gleason
Phil Bernard
Mayfair Sis
Allyh ft Gftudraux
Joyce Rogers
Town Crier's Bd

MACOMB
Illinois (16-17)

Kit Kat Klub Rev
3 Payne Bros
2 Kariazawa Japs
Barney. SJar
Ruth Sue Powell
Wagner sls
Jeanette Lee

.

Richardson Sis
Paul Cholet
6 Kittehettes
Krazy Kat Bd
MASON CITY
Cecil (18-18)

Mardl Gras Nights
Glen Dale
Hadji Baba 3
Shannon & Harris
Jack Lowe
Dorothy LaBue
Bob South Co
George LaTour
Masqueraders Bd

MERIDIAN
Temple (15-16)

Sirens in Satin
Shannon Stanley.

.

Billy Baird
Comer ft. Parks
3 Aristocrats Dance
Faye Sis
Langdon ft Storey
Leroy ft Sharp
6 Satlnettes
Stanley Meyer's Bd

MINOT
State (17-18)

H'wood . Holiday
Johnnie Dunn
Mildred Perlee
Stalac Bros & P
Syble Lee
Billy Thornton Co
Spud Seal
Stone & Kane
Joe Donaldson
H'wood Amb'ss'd'rs

MOLINE
LeCIalre (13-14)

Lets Have a Party *

6 Denlse Dancers
Billy Raymond Co
Carlton Sis
Frank Sterling
Elaine & Douglas
8 Melody Men

MONMOUTH
Rlvoll (18)

Passing Parade
Bradna Boys
6 Gales
Great Koban
Chan Knoll 3
Edithe .Rogers
D Sis
Mickey Reynolds
7 Rhythm Makers

MUSKOGEE
Rltz (18-19)

Paris On Parade
Ted & Art lller
Phil & Dolly
Wells A Powell
Jantz Sis
'Sanna & Loomls
6 Rhythm Steppers
Rich'd Shannon Bd
OKLAHOMA CITY
Oklahoma (12-14)
Times Sq Topics
Lorette'Grey
Lutes' Bros
Sherman & McVey
Fenwlck & Kocher
Hoist 2
Ginger stover
Buddy Mack

Glenn Mason
Joe Clausers Co

OTTCMWA
Ottumwa (18-19)
Top Hat Rev
Great Togo
H Fuller & Sis
Mack & Miller
Elmer Brown
Nancy Tate 6

Anita Muth
Joyce Barker
Dub Taylor
BUI Martin's Bd
PITTSBURGH
Cozy (15-16)

.Passing Parade
Bradna Boys
C Gales
Great Koban
Chan Knoll 3
Edithe Rogers
D Sis
Mickey Reynolds
7 Rhythm' Makers

SAPULPA
Criterion (20-21)

Fads & Fancies
Gabby Bros
Murdock & Mayo
DeLoule & Mllo
Dale & Dean
Tommffy Seymour
Myra Carpi
Doree & Hayward
Louise DeLoule
Jimmy Read

SEATTLE
Rex (12)

Chicago Follies
Col Cb.es Davis
Henri . Neiser
Skating Swingers
Bobby Bedford
Bobby Dyer
Ellison Sis'

Frank Peg Jones
Bmile Leone 3
Ches Davis Bd

SPOKANE
Empress (13-16)

March of Rhythm
Jed Dooley Co
Shay ft Parker
Lane ft Harper
Billy Joy .

St Clair Sis
Clalrs
Juanlta
Waneta
Billy Joy's Bd

ST. LOUIS
G. O. House (13-19)
Fads ft Fancies
Gabby Bros
Murdock & Mllo.
Dale & Dean
Tommy Seymour
Myra Carol
Doree &. Hayward
Louise DeLoule
Jimmy Read

TRINIDAD
West (17;-18)

Cavalcade of Lafta
Murand ft Glrton
Charlie Brugge
Evans ft Rudle
Leroy ft Pals
Danny

:
Harris

Dan. ft Ann Manos
Mile Lila
7 Play Boys

VIRGINIA
State (15-16) ..

Blue Paradise Rev
DeBarrles Birds
Carvelle Sis
Carl Thorson
Les Nichols^
Margie Richman '

Tony Francisco
Billy Burt
Dot Hlggins
Gay ft. Marcla

WATERLOO
Paramonnt (13-15)
Kit Kat Klub Rev
3 Payne Bros
2 Kanazawa Japs
Barney Star
Ruth Sue Powell
Wagner Sis
Jeanette Lee
Richardson Sis
Paul Cholet
6 Kittenettes
Krazy Kat Bd

WICHITA
Orpheum (15-17)

Rainbow Rov
Fiddlers 3
Orlolt 3
Hashi & Osal
Marlene Sis
Connio Mitchell
Jimmy Mack "

Black Panther
7 Sirens Sync'p'tlon

WINNIPEG
Orpheum (10-21)

Times Sq Topics
Lorette Grey
Lutes Bros
Sherman ft McVey
Fenwick & Kocher
Hoist 2
Ginger Stover
Buddy Mack
Glenn Mason
Joe Clausers . Co

Raymond Wilbert
Helen Reynolds Co
PITTSBURGH
Stonier (13)

Xavler Cugat Co
Georges ft Jalna
Lime 3

(6)
Jan Garber Oro

READING
Astor (6)

De Costa S
'Whltey' ft Ford

Worth Wyle ft H
California Rev
WASHINGTON

Borie (1$)
4 AntelakB
John Tio
3 Wiere Broe
June Knight

(6)
Large ft Morgner
Xaviar Cugat Ore
Georges ft Jalna
Carroll ft Howe

Week of Hatch 9
Trocadero

Larry Adler
Billy Bennett
Lajos Barsony
d'Alba

Maurice
TOTTENHAM
COURT ROAD
Paramount

3 Veronas

Week of March 9
CARDIFF
Capitol

'Songs From Films'
1C Masterslngers
Blaine Robinson
David Evans
Eric .Palmer
EDINBURGH
Theatre Royal

Horace Goldih
Herbert ft Hatton
Jock McKay
D Hare ft Pianist

GLASGOW
. Paramonnt

Rawlcz.ft Landauer
LEEDS

Paramount
Charlie Knnz •

LIVERPOOL
Paramount

Mrs. J Hy)ton Boys
Shakespeare

Harry Lauder
Wheeler & Wilson
Charles Norman
Terry Wilson
Alvarez Bros
3.'. Calores

,

MANCHESTER
Paramonnt

Magyar Tr
NEWCASTLE

. Paramount
V A .Mangan Cb.

Month, of March
BRESLAU
Kalserkrone

Le Davles
Hann.s Laube
Trude Lehmann
Fred Kronstroem
May -ft '.May

''

Jbolika Zllzer
Lleblch

Fred Will Bert
L FluherW Hartstein Tr
Hitjo
Young Ryle
3 Warells
Werner Voelker
Elly Neubeck
Le Sleur

.

Wappemhof
Aristori Stanley .Co
Francle Dorny
Hans .Blnfeldt
Eva & Ly
Arno Gattl
K Lord
Joe Milton

DRESDEN
Albert

Barracetas
Beetz ft Partner
Bernt & Gloria
8 Brox
3 Cartellas
Cliff Aeros
Lou ft Will Co
Rogall
Molkow Ballet
McSoverelgn
Emil Stammer

-Esplanade
Bert ft Parley

,

Bronja Borgia
Arl Vater
Charlotte Arho

Reglna
Brick Boys
Brunau ft Partner
Emmy ft Louis
Hanley'B Dogs
Georg Kroenlein
Margot LaMarr
Basla OSslpowna
Tr Roloff

- Rhelnterrassen
Borry 3
Jonny Gueldner
Curt Jurlsch
2 Justlns
Kllly Mork Co

Vaterland
Greenway Ballet
R Kistenmacher
L M Lommel
Mercedes

CHICAGO
State Liike (7)

N T G Rev
.1' Slate Bros
Rlto Rio
Fay Carroll

INDIANAPOLIS
Lyric (13)

Bcbe Daniels
Ben Lyon
Lamberti
O'Connor Fam
Che.? Althoff
Gautler's Dogs

KANSAS CITY. MO
Tower (13)

Rlelly Thrower & L
Whltey Roherts
Medley & Duprey
Jack Carson

LOUISVILLE
Nntioonl (13-10)

F & Ml Brltton Ed
'i Lorraine Sis.

NASHVILLE
Princess (17-19)

Homer Coghlll
Harry Holmes

'

living Edwards
Rochelle Bros & B

PHILADELPHIA
Earle (13)

Buddy Rogers Ore
Jeanle Lang
Cookie Bowers
Miriam Verne
Bill Steele

Roberta
•

'<!>
Riley & Farley
Ada Brow'n'
Herman Tlmberg
Audrey Parker
Tim Herbert

Emmy Petko
Nino ft L Sereno
Smittie ._/"

-

HANNOVER
TlvoU

1<ob Ambato's
Wilhelm Bendow
Edith v. Ebellngr
H Fuerstenberg
Robby Holms
Ballet A Warden

XEIPZIG
Central

3 Ardigos
3 Blonds
Dolly Fischer
Grant & Mosley
Georg Miller
Evelyn Roberty
Rolf Bomany.
Elsa Thaler Ballet
Vino Ballet

Drel Linden
Emil Reimers CO
Decoy ft Resy
2 Dewllls
Dschapur
Brlchsen ft ' M
Rudl & Jack
Streelh ft Streeth

Eden
Alice Basener
Cubahy ft Lllja
4 EttOl Girls
Hlddessen
Nick ft Neel
Bella Smaro
Stary ft Kott
Steff- ft Stone
Van de Velde Co
Heinz Vogel
Hannl Welsa >

Krlstall Palast
3 Bennos
Will T Carr
Cooke's Poniee
3 Franklins
Teddy Heinz
Raja ft RanJo Co
Sherrler ft Gould
2 Singing Fools
2 Vegas
24 Gypsy Musicians

MUENCHEN
Circus Krone

Adrlana ft Charly
9 Allisons
Polo Rivel ft Tr

. Gibson Co
3 Jaenecke
Tr Nalto
Nena ft Paulette
Wassllllams Co
Klein ft WIcky

NEW Y0BK CITY
Archmoht

David Howell
Bal Musette

Ann Kennedy
Flo .Hill
Georgia Daniels
Gordon Davis
Bobby Leonard
Tommy Martin
Parisian Serenadere

Barret of Fan

Ed ft Morton Beck
Bobby Tremalne
Percy Stoner

Beachcomber Bar
Rex Evans
Marion Butler
Leslie Lltamy
Ann Suter

Bill's Gay 90's

Joe E Howard
Kay Parsons
Gus Wlcke
Will Ward
BUI Lorraine
Ed Furrnan
Ethel Gilbert
Jerry White
Paul Davln

Black Cat
Ted Lewis
Congollna
Amanda Randolph
Stump, & Stumpy
Dot Saulter
3 Tom Cats
Lonny Simmons ft

Rhythm Kittens
Cafe ironvllle

Burt Stevens Ore
Callente

Alice Lawlor
Joyce Santell

Cecily Rogers
Violet Arnold
Chic Goldman
<Terry Gray
Skippy Smith Ore

Casino Venecia
John dl Michael
F Bracclante Ens

Chateau Moderne
Billy Castle
Elena McCoy
Muriel Rogers
Fnk McFarlane O
Chez Josy Baker

Josephine Baker
Willem Van Loon
Gene Ashley
Alice Delano Weeks
Ray Benson Ore
Antobal'B Cubans

Club Cllquot

'Contln't'l Varlet'e'
Vera Strllska
Janey Dolova
Tonsle Say
Maxlne Dullmer
Bonnie Beard
Valla Valentlnova
Vava ProzenUo
Pola Montoya
Sasha Polepchuclc
Col F Maybohm

Club Gaucho
DImltrl
Virgil
Persa Ravel
Los Gauchos
Rllla Dau
Muhoz ft Bolau

Club Richman
Lee Carr
James Sherry
Harry Bernle

George Oliver
Freddie Monroe
Jack Maytf Oro

Club Sharoa
Jean Abbott
Kay Karris
Al Appollon Oro

Cocoantit Grove
Jean McCulley
Raye Prince ft C
Dick Messner Ore

Connie'* Inn
Anise ft Aland
Hotcha Drew
Maxle Armstrong
Bddle Green.
James Anderson
Kaluha
Don Redman Bd

Delmonlro'a
Murray Alan,
Jay Mills Orb:

Jack Dentpsey's
Dorothy Williams
Carol Chapelle
Heat Waves
Jan Brunesco

. ^Eighteen' Club
Jimmle Rogers
Mary Mercer-

I Chleo
Consuelo Morena
Portia Portar
Emile de Torre Oro

El Toreador
Ramon & Luclqda
Toreador 4
Fermln ft Gloria
Fantasia Novoa
Medaro
Don "Gllberto Oro

El Morocco
Ernie Hoist Oro

Famous Door
Red Mckenzie Bd

French Casino
'Folles de Femmes*
Emllee Adreon
10 Argentina Ladles
Alphonse Berg
3 Bredwins
Georges Bruyale
Choppy
M'rg*erlte DuFresne
Estelle & LeRoy
Marlta Farell
Cllly Felndt
D'a.ny Flore

'

Little Fred
Vera Nargo
Orbal
Mile Paris
Plroska
Andre
Sherkot
Sonla Gan'sser ft A
Jack Denny's Oro
Vincent Travers Ore
Russell Patterson's
Personettea

Glno's Cedar Gnrd'n
Filberto Toselll
Don Martin, Ore

Gloria Palast
Paul Tremalne Ore

Or'nwlch VUI. Inn
Albert Pryme
Elena McCoy
Pat Clayton
Lillian Cairnea
Antony Tosca Oro

Gypsy Tavern
Bert Linden
Aida Luciano
Bukku
Chubby

. Ross
Jules Keaton Oro

Jim Healey's
Jack White
Kay Hamilton
Vincent Padula' Ore

Anna Held'*
Anna Held Jr
Hilda Elfonte
Irene Burke
Ruth Templeton
Llndy Lou
'Toots'

-

Sunny Lambert
Paul Bass OrO

Hickory House
Kirby Walker
Marjorle -Naylor
Francetta Malloy
Ted- Lane
Arthur. Gansfrled E
Wingy Manone Bd
Hlyw'd Restaurant
Abe Lyman Oro
Benny Fields
Jack Waidron
Billie Burns
Denny White
Chariot Lamberton
Mltzl Haynes
Marlon Martin
Rose Blane
Cass Dal ley
B Jelesnlck Oro
Hotel Ambassador

Clara Belle Walsh
Maria ft Florla
Fred Lowery
Maxlne. Tappen
Vincent Bragale
Vincent Lopez Oro

Hotel Astor
Jack Berger Oro
Hotel Barblzon-P'za
Ivor Peterson

Hotel Biltmore
Russ Morgan Oro
Linda Lee
Goff & Kerr
Nadlne ft Glroldo
Hotel Buckingham
Bob Fram
Patricia Leeds

Hotel Commodore
John Johnson Ore
Ruth & B Ambrose
Terry Green
Claire Vermonte

otel Edison
Sammy Wilson Ore
Mac Coogan
Frank Cornwell I

Hotel Essex - (louse

Musical Rogues
Hotel Fifth Ave

P Handelman Oro
Music Masters

Hotel Gotham
Raoul Lipoff Oro
Hotel Gov Clinton
Bddle Lane Oro
Hotel Gr't North'rn
A Ferdlnando Ore
Hotel Lexington

Ozzle Nelson Oro
Harriet Htlllard
Eugene Jelesnlck Or

Hotel Lincoln. 1

Loretta Leo
Barker 3
Isham Jonas Oro
Hotel Lombardy

Teri Josefovits^

Hotel Madison •

Val Olman pro
Hotel Menrlce

Miml Muriel
Sylvia Light

Hotel McAlpIn
Enoch Light Oro
Mary Danle

. Hotel Montclalr

Don Richards Oro
Coral Islanders

'

Lillian Kenny
Jaysnoff Sis

Hotel New Yorker
Bob Crosby Oro
Vera Van
Frank Tennlll
Ray Baduc

' Leons
Scrlppy ft. Pals
Hotel Paramount

Phil . Traversl . Oro
Hotel Park Lone
Max Bergere Ore
Hotel Pennsylvania
Hal Kemp Oro
Ktaott ft Towns
Yost's Calif Co

Hotel Pierre

Pancho Oro
Gregori Franeell Or

Hotel Plaza
BVO Symington
Lydla & Joresca
Henry King Oro
George Sterney Oro

Hotel Rlts-Carlton

Arman Vecsey Oro

Hotel Roosevelt
Esther Velas Ens
Guy Lombardo Oro

Hotel Savoy-Plaza
Dwight Flske
Dick Gasparre Oro
Maurice ft Cordoba
Basil Fomeen Ore
Habaneras Orb

Hotel Sheltoa
Bert, king Oro

Hotel Sherry-.
Netherland

'Russian Eagle*
Alex Bunchouchou
Gypsy Choir.
Lldla Sadovsltaia
Jemme Hurok
Raphael

Hotel St. Morlta
Nlkita Balieff
'Chauve Sourls Rev'
Dorothy Fok
Ron Perry Oro
Sunny Rice
Irene Antarova
Andrea; Salama
Leo Resnick
Leon Navara Oro

otel St. Regis
Kay Thompson
Hartmanns

.

Jules Lande Oro
Emil Coleman Oro

Hotel Tats
Geo Hall Oro
Dolly Dawn
Hotel Vanderbllt

Murrey Danoers
Bernle Doleb Oro

otel Waldorf-
Astoria -—

Corlnna Mura
Enrico ft Novello
Dr. Ross
Charles Magnantl
Orville Knapp Oro
Michael Zarln Bd
Hotel Warwick

Arthur Skrllow Ore

Hotel Weylln
Charlie Wright
Bobby Brooks Oro
House of Morgan
Lillian Roth
Clifford Newdahl
Carl Randall
Phyliss Cameron
Don. Alberto Oro
Lou Bring Ore
Howard's Showboat
Joe Howard
Joe Rleardel
Walter Lopez Ens
Jimmy Kelly's

John Rockwood
Evelyn. Wilson
Mary Lane
Janice Andre
Warren ft Bodle
Carter & Schaub
Mldgle Parks
Joan Miller
Billy Mack
Mary Barton
3 Raymonds
Danny Hlggins
Dorothy Dorr
Kitty Mulligan
Gene Walter
Joe Rleardel Oro
Joe Capella Orb

Kit Kat
Alfredo Allnian
Toots ft Al
Aida Ward
Donna Clara
Jackie Mavley
Bob Hargrave Ore

La Rue
Costaln & Crane
Marie Almonte
Nick Vouzen Bd
Eddie Davis Oro
Leon ft Eddie's

Eddie Davis
Nan Blackstone
Billy Reed
Kirk, Mills, H'ward
Wilson B ft M
Miml Rollins
Princess A hiWm Farmer Oro

Madeleine's
Jack and Jill
Lucille Jarreli
Damar Oro
Joe Gray 3

Man-About-Town
Al Manutl Oro
Maisonette Basse

Codolban Oro
George Orda
Jasha Nazarenko
Boris BelostOzsky
Nadla Kortes

Hon Paris
Jimmy Rogers
Versatile %

Barry Wlnton Oro
Monte Bosa

Herrera Ore . .

N«. 1 Hftk An
Mtohael Tegnor
Vlv|an Howard
Joe Lilley
Harold Woodall
Hazel Webster
New Montmartre

Blsa Maxwell
Jacques Fray's Oro

Normaadle
Hal Hope Oro
Old Roumanian

Thais
Sadie Banks
Jack Hirsch
Russian Gypsy t
Mickey Mallory
Sol Schneider
RoumanLa Gypsies

Onyx Clnb
Stuff. Smith Bd

Paradise
Bddle Garr
Qeorgle Tapps
Tic Too Girls
Mickey Alpert
Sam Ted ft'Ray
Vera Nlva
Kathryn Rand
Nancy Lee
Betty Kean
Bobbins Fam
C Dornberger Oro

Place Elegante
Tommy Mills
Steve Lentl

'

Bddle Blanchard
Bill Farrell
Bono Kauff
Irve Harris
Leo Lazaro Oro

Rainbow Grill

Hollyn 6c C Kehr
Jaime Rousseaux;
Nancy Noland
Ruby Newman Oro

. Rainbow Room
Glen .Gray
Caaa: Loma Oro *

Sheila Barrett
Jack .Holland
June - Hart .

Pee Wee Hunt
Kenny Sargent
Nancy. Noland .

Nano Rodrlgo Bd
Rpsslan Kretohman
Gypsy Markoff*
Adle Kuznetzoff
Nas.tla Poliakova
Nicholas VoslllefC

Mura. Toumanova
Darlo Birse
Orilk ft Loll
Mischa
Nicholas Matthey
Gleb Yellln Oro
Russian Troyka

Amstel's Bd
San Soucl

Jerry Blaine Oro

.
Ship's GrIU

Rex Evans
Sidewalks of jf,
Roacoe Ails
Mammy Jinny
Helen Stone
Clark ft Verdi
Anthony Trlnl
Betty Lewis

Small's Paradise
Charlie Johnson Oro
Palmlre ft Valez
Chunk Robinson
OUIe Potters
Arnette
3 Blink Boys
Amos Bonds
Marlon Helreton

Stork Club
Teddy Lynch
Gus Martel OreN Brandwynne Ore

Tony's
Beatrice Kay

Tom b Bar
Gypsy Erma
Brook . 2
Ann Kennedy
Barbara La Porte
Gordon Davis
Chubby Smith
Thomashefsky's

Harry Lltttnan Oro
Ches Doherty Rev

Ubangl
Gladys Bentley Rev
Pearl Balnea
Rdy White
3 MeVOdy Maids
Avon Long
Hot Foot Watson:
Lucky Sis
3 Lang Sis
Bdna Mae Holly
Ken ft Ben
Willie Bryant Oro

Versailles

Norma Terrls
Roqky 2

Helen Gray.
Brlto'a Rumba Bd
Joq Smith Ore

Village Barn
Roy Cropper
Kirk ft Lawrence
Mildred Bragdon
Collette ft Barry
Milton Mann Oro

Village Nut Club,
Riviera Boys
Lou Raymond
Iris Ray

Dickie Wells
Kenny Watts
Shim Sham Rev

Wivel
Marianne
Brnle Maran
Boring & Lazar
Betty Bear
Baron Gyldenkorn
Nalna Klnova
Frank LaSalle Oro
Bob Lee
Wynne Rolph

CHICAGO
Bismarck Hotel

Dorothy Miller

Phil ' LeV.apt Oro
Blackhawk

Will . Osborne Oro
Dick ft Dot Rogers

Chez Puree
Sylvia Froos
Jaok Gilford
The Theodores
The Blltmorettes
Johnny Wells
Milton Berle
Henry Biisse Oro
Blackstone Hotel
(Mayfalr Boom)

DeMarcos
Anna Fulton
Kavelln Oro
Continental Room
(Stevens Hotel)

Larry Blake
Sonya ft Romero
2 Elleena
Harry Sosnlk Oro

College Inn
Mary Ann Hewes
Evelyn Chandler
George Olsen
Ethel Shutta

-Colony Club
LIU Bernard
Flo Henry
Babs Wlsner
Edna Rush
Rhythmeers Oro

Coloslmo's
Wally Vernon
Maggie McGulra
Don Donna ft Don
Don Enrico
Countess Alebassl
Faith Bacon
Bob Tlnsleys Oro

,
Congress Hotel
(Urban Room)

Benny Goodman
Helen Ward
Gene Kruppa
Leon ft ' Mace
Art Barnett

Club Alabara
Elliott Sis
Anthony Marks
X^eMarge Sis
Effle Burton
Ginger Woods
Art Williams

Club Minuet
Danny Beck
Flo Ash
Virginia James
Shirley Handler
Adelinna Dossena
Lew Sales . Ore

3 Deuces Cafe -

Art Tatum
Zutty.

Drake Hotel
(Gold Coast Room)'
Jaek Hylton

Pat O'Malley
Magda Neeld
Peggy Dell
Aleo Templeton
flflfle Atherton
Clive Erard
Merry Mace-
Freddy Schweitzer
Georgie Lyons
Edgewater Beach

Hotel
Bernle Cummins Off
Dorothy Crane
Bliss Lewis ft Ash
Johnny Rexola Co
Harriett Smith Gle

Ht-Hat
Freddy Bernard
McNally Sis
Nancy Kelly
Cliff Wlnehill
8yd Lang Oro

Paddock Club
Mary Stone
Andy Bice
Claire Powell
Ann Rush
Jean Kirk
Jess Johnson Ore

Palmer Honse
(Empire Boom).

Bob Hall
Manya ft Drlgo
Giovanni
Freddy Dosh
Manhattan 4
Abbott Dancers
Ted Weems Oro-

Ralnbo-Caslno
Alta Warshawskl
Sarnie ft Loomls
Richard Ware
Woods & Bray
Carlton Kelsey Ore

Royale Frolics

Dolly Kay
Henri Lisbon
Nell Kelly
Una Cooper
Barbara McDonal
Sid Tomack
Terrace Gardens
(Hotel Morrison)

Ted Lewis Co
3 ByrOns
Rex Weher
Art Jftrrett
Rosalean ft Seville
Kings Jesters
Rudy Balo

885 Club
.Carroll & Gorman
Trudy Davidson
Eddie South

Via Lngo
Pep' Smith
Almes ft Vivlenne
Ruth Ennls
Dolly Dollne
Farrell Sis
Flo Ray
Ed Kraus Ore
Sol Wagner Oro

Independent Burlesque

Week of March 15
'Smart Set'—Gayety, Baltimore.
'Ginger Snaps'—Troc, Philailelplil

'Vanity Fair'—Republic, N. Y, C.

'Ann Corlo and Her Girls In Blue'—'
Werba's, Brooklyn.

'Novelties of 1930'—Hudson, Union
City, N. J.

'Flying High'—Variety, Pittsburgh.
'High Jinks'—Howard, Boston.
•Jolly Girls'—Empire, Newark.
'They're Off'—Gayety, Washlngtbn.
•Night Blrds'-^-Lyrlc, AUerito'wn, Fa.,

Mon. and Tues. ; New Fam, Mahanoy
City, Pa., Wed.; Majestic, Wllllamspori,
Pa., Thurs.; Orpheum, Reading, Pa., Frl.
and Sat,
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White Horse Inn' Into Center, N. ¥.,

Reverting House Again to Legit

London, March 10.

professor- Stern sails for New
York June IB to do the decor of

•White Horse Inn' at the Center

theatre'In Rockefeller Center. Show

is understood here, to be definitely

Bet for opening on Labor Day. It

was produced here five years ago at

the Coliseum by Sir Oswald Stoll.

Horse' in New York will be pro^

duced by; Rowland Stebbins. Simi-

lar production to the London re-

vival will be used here. Erik Char-
rell, who staged it both in London
and. Berlin, will do the same in

America.
"Warner Bros, is said to be bank-

rolling'.

The Center theatre reverts again

to Jeglt with 'White Horse Inn' after

trying it for a season as a straight

picture house. Originally the Radio
City Roxy theatre, it was re-

ohristened the Center with films and
presentations, then went into legit

for 'The Great Waltz,' which lasted

into a second season. When 'Waltz'

departed last fall the Center tried

band presentations with films, but
these were, abandoned in favor of

straight plx.

Explanation

Sidney Howard, prez of the
Dramatists Guild, invited New
York's drama critics to

luncheon at the Algonquin
Monday (9) and explained the
playwrights' position in play
production and oh the new
contract.

Present with. Howard was
Morris L. Ernst, attorney.

JONES IN FIX,

DROPS C. C.

FEST

Grossmith Gets

Permit to Stay

Thru Day Run

Although he had been notified

that his application.for an extension

was denied, Lawrence Grossmith
will not be required to leave Amer--
ica until after the run of 'Call It a
Day,' Moresco, N. Y. That virtually

means that the British actor may
remain over here indefinitely, since

the play Is a hit and is slated to

run through next summer.
Congressman Emanuel Celler and

Bol Bloom interceded on Grossmith's
behalf, It is understood', after the

Theatre Guild requested that an .ex-

ception to the alien rule be made
so that the cast of 'Day' remain in-

tact. Fact that the Englishman
could have qualified for resident

alien classification was a point in

his favor. Grossmith, who is; one ot

the oldest and most familiar' British

actors on Broadway, was abroad
when the alien laws were revised

and was automatically barred from
such rating.

He. treated the matter lightly and
opined that he probably wouldn't

have been permitted to sail Sat-

urday (7) as first ordered because
he hadn't paid his Income tax yet.

'

Denver, Mar. 10.

Robert Edmond Jones, who has

directed the Central City Play Fes-

tival since its inception in 1932, will

be unable to return and supervise

it this year. Jones is in Hollywood
producing pictures for Pioneer, and
delays have necessitated him ex-

tending his contract there.

Jones has had full charge of the

Central Qity production every year,

four having been presented in the

58-year-old theatre. Members of

the Central City Opera House As-

sociation are looking for a stellar

director to stage this year's play.

Annual festivals were begun in

1932 with Lillian Gish in 'Camille.'

Next year Gladys Swarthout and
Richard Bonelli were featured in

'The Merry Widow.' In 1933 Walter

Huston, Kenneth MacKenna, and

Nan Sutherland played 'Othello,'

and last year Jones produced 'Cen-

tral City Nights.' a revue based on.

productions in the theatre years

ago.

HUSTON IN OTHELLO'

AS BROADWAY ENCORE

Hollywood, March 10.

With Walter Huston in the title

role, Robert Edmond Jones will pro
duce 'Othello' in New York next

fall, under the management of Max
Gordo'n. Shakespearean play was
directed and produced by Jones in

Central City; Col., in 1934, with

Huston in the same role.

Nan Sunderland (Mrs. Huston)
will portray Desdemona in the Jones
production.

Want Pact with Coast on
Actors

—

4Jubilee's' Forced

Fold and $70,000 Loss on

Mary Boland Departure

Withdrawal of Picture Backing

Mentioned as Possible, but Mgrs.

Reaction on New Contract Mild

'MY FLOWER GARDEN'

NOMINATING GROUP TO

BE NAMED BY EQUITY

Equity's quarterly, meeting will be
held next Monday (1G) at the Astor
hotel, N. Y. It will bo a two-way
session, first order of business be-
ing the selection of a nominating
committee which will later make
selections for the council. Ten
members of that Dody go in and a
similar number retire annually if

not re-elected. Meeting will also

take up other matters and, if there
is time, 'informal discussions' -will

be in order.

Suggestions made at one of the
informal affairs recently relative to

changes in the makeup of the nom-
inating committee and naming of

councillors were- tabled by the coun-
cil and there will be no change from
the usual precedure.

Officers are not up for balloting.,

present incumbents having been
elected for a three-year term which
i-xpires next year.

'G. V. Follies' Again

Al Jones will leave for Hollywood
this week on a talent hunt, with the

idea of resuming the 'Greenwich

Village Follies' next season.

Title was used by the Shuberts

for a time under a royalty arrange-

ment, but belongs to the Bohemians,

Inc., controlled by Jones and Morris

Green. Latter will also be inter-

ested in the new revue edition.

Fields' Layoff Idea

'The Fields Beyond,' which opened

at the Mansfield, N. Y. (
Friday (6),

announced a third matinee this week
instead of Monday night, then the

management stated there would be

no performances this week at all,

Ihit resumption next week after

script changes.
At Equity it was said that, since

only four perfor ances were played

(including a paid preview), the ap-

plication for layoff concession would

likely not be granted. Raymond
Hewitt, presenter, was not known

by Equity, business for the show

being done there by Francis Bos-

worth, play's author.. Show was

panned, and rated doubtful.

Abrupt closing of 'Jubilee' last

Saturday (7) at the Imperial, N. Y.,

after Its star player, Mary Boland,

withdrew, has aet roadway show-
men speculating on regulations to

protect the stage from the Holly-

wood talent maw. Operetta was
rated a cinch, through the season

but how much of that was depend-

ent on the cast remaining intact

was not realized until the gross

nosed-dived brutally.

Equity was approached with the

suggestion that it might consider the

situation on the grounds that 200

persons were forced out of engage-

ments, probably until next season,

through one actress leaving the

show. Officials of the actors' asso

elation opined that,- -although It

might eventually solve the problem

with the. aid of the Screen Actors

Guild, the latter may not be strong

enough at this time to do anything.

A gentlemen's agreement, with the

Hays office figuring,' might be

worked out, it Is felt. Equity people

point out that through their insist-

ence the legit code more or less pro
tected stage casts, with provisions
restraining picture companies from
engaging members of legit show
casts during the run of. the play
With the NRA. out,, no attempt to

continue that restriction has been
made, althoughEquity adopted some
of the code rules, such as salary

minimums.
Revue Off

Some showmen have declared
themselves against engaging Holly
wood actors, formerly of Broadway
or otherwise, unless the talent

agrees to remain during the New
York and possible road. runs. One
manager who planned a revue this

spring set the show back until next
season and it may be oft entirely.

Case of Miss Boland is hot charge
able entirely to her. 'Jubilee' was
presented by Sam H. Harris and
Max Gordon, with Metro financing.

Managers agreed to the actress'

stipulation that her contract expire

on Feb. IB with the expectation that

she would continue beyond that date

if the show was successful. Claimed
Miss Boland had no picture com-
mitments but felt the urge to re-

turn to the Coast and 'see my flower

garden.'
Harris had a similar experience

with the same actress. After she

withdrew from 'Face the Music,' in

1932 that show stopped within two
weeks.

'Jubilee' woUnd up about $70,000

in the red. Final 'week's added ex-

pense included remainder of a four

week salary guarantee for Laura
Hope Crews, who replaced Miss Bo-
land; plus her return fare to the

Coast. Also the return fare to Hol-

lywood for June Knight and the re-

turn transportation to England of

Derek Williams.
Reported that the Shuberts are

considering 'Jubilee' for the road

next season.

3 Sign Up

Thus far three producing
firms have signed the hew
Dramatists' Guild contract.

.

First to sign up was the The-
atre Union/ 14th St. (N. Y.)
group.
Dramatists' Guild doesn't

feel that it -» significant- ttoa-t-.,.

only the trio of signatures
have come through thus far.

..They feel that the managers
will naturally squawk and fight

for a while but will eventually .

line up. Also point out that
this is the. time of year when

.

new . plays are very seldom
bought, anyway, so producers
are holding out, they feel, fo*
a possible change of front.

EQUITY'S NEW

RULES FOR

ARTIES

Salvatori on Own
Chicago. March 10.

Taul Salvatori is planning to 'or-

ganize his own production of 'From

Out of the Darkness,' written by

himself. Has set a tentative open-

ing date for April 12 at the. Stude-

| baker theatre. This would be the

first premiere Chicago has had in

years.

Salvatori will discuss bowl nr-

lungc ments with Equity this w.-ek.

New concerning profes-

sionals appearing in little theatre

companies were solidified by

Equity's council this week. Regu-

lations apply mostly to the coast,

the Los "Angeles district in particu-

lar, where actors are known to^have

appeared sans salary for the pur-

pose of catching the eye of picture

casters. Half- a dozen so-called lit-

tle theatres have been taking ad-
vantage of players' willingness to

go on without remuneration but It

is claimed that only two such ven-

tures are bona- fide.

Hereafter little theatres must
qualify with Equity, proving that

they are what they claim to be. One
proof is that tickets of admission

must be tax-exempt, since the gov-

ernment rates little theatres as edu-

cational. Shows so qualified may
engage one or more Equity players

providing the minimum salary of

$40 weekly is paid.

AH other ventures claiming to be

little theatres must have entire

100% Equity casts or no Equity

members at all. That would take

In amateur groups, operating for the

purpose of profit. Minimum salaries

are also required.

Possibility of picture money
withdrawing from financing of
Broadway stage productions is one
aftermath of the newly promulgated
playwright's contract, as drawn up
by the Dramatists' Guild' without
managerial participation. Picture
channels report the Guild's idea of

equalizing royalties as objectionable.

Film people say It is okay for

name authbrs to get top coin, but
they cannot figure newcomers in

the Writing field getting equal com-
pensation. Publicity, was given the
opinion of one picture producer,

Sam Goldwyn, who stated he
favored the new contract and its

straight royalties, both for stage and
screen. Pointed out, however, that

Goldwyn does not participate in

Broadway production. Goldwyn
said he thought the chances for bet-

ter financial returns to authors
should . result in freshened interest

on the part of writers and indicated

he might enter the Broadway held
next season.
Otherwise the reaction in mana-

gerial circles is comparatively mild.

This is . as expected; because new
production, has slowed down to a
walk. Ho.Wever, a determined un-
dercurrent opposing the Guild's

dictums is developing, mostly among
younger producers. Group of the
latter conferred last week and de-
clared they could not operate along
the lines laid down by the contract.
They figure that it is hard enough
to raise capital to produce plays and
that the new restrictions will make
it virtually impossible.

New Committee

Theatre League's board got to-

gether and widened its committee
assigned to consider the contract,

adding some of the younger man-
agers. There will be, meetings to-

day and Thursday <12) and after

the latter session it is expected the
showmen will come forward with an
amended form of Guild contract.

Some showmen insist they will

not produce plays by Guild writers
and they will 'not even read the'

scripts.' Despite the claim that out-

side backing will not be obtainable
for plays by newcomers, it Is from
that source that other managers
figure they may beat the contract
restrictions. If they do secure plays

from outside sources, of course,

managers will go on the Guild's 'bad

standing list.'

'Jumbo' to Stay in N. Y.

Till May; AC. Deal Off

Atlantic City's Civic Auditorium

has been angling for 'Jumbo' as ah

all-summer attraction, but the plan

was stalled When Billy Rose sought

a guarantee.
Circus, musical is planned for. con-

tinuance at the Hippodrome, N, Y.,

until. mid-May. incomplete plans

call for it touring under canvas

thereafter.

PROTEST CIVIC AUD

C0MPETISH IN ST. L.

New 'Sailor' Start

'Sailor Beware,' with Audrey
Christie and Bruce Mr-Farlane, orig-

inal leads, and others of that cast

present, is due to open In Phlladel-

phia next week. Jules Leventhal.
|

former Jersey stock manager and
partner of O. E. Wee, has the ven-

ture. Play was out before, but

dodged Philly and Boston because of

possible censor trouble.

'Sailor' wound up at- Pittsburgh

on tour last season, costumes and
sets being loft there, but retrieved

last week upon the payment of 'neg-

lected' sundry small bill's. Under-
stood that the leads stipulated in

jili'-ir contra'-:" iba? th" s'-is must be

V'painled f" 1 ' lnfJ i'hilly showing.

St. Louis, March 10.

Municipal Auditorium Commis-
sion has an appeal from the pri-

vately-owned Arena to. remove the

$5,000,000 municipal auditorium

from competition with the Arena

and other tax-paying houses.

Protest of the Reorganization In-

vestment Co., operator of the Arena,
has been sent to city officials.

Letter of protest claims the Arena
cannot be operated profitably in

competition with the auditorium on
local shows, bike races, horse shows,
rodeos, circuses, etc., as the city

rental fees are lower because of no
taxes to pay.

New Gag
Philadelphia, March 3.

angle In ballyhoolng legit

shows being worked by Ram St rat-

ton, advance man for 'At Home
Abroad,' Khubert musical at For-

rest, week for fortnight stay.

Electrical transcriptions of songs

and skits from show were passed

out to local stations for airing.

Talis proposition all around.
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Biz in Pittsburgh, Washington

Very Good; Both 2 Week Stands?

Washington and Pittsburgh will

be established as two week stands

next, season. Several hits current

on Broadway are' to double the

usual one week booking for the

capital and smoky city, which are

regarded by showmen this season

as the strongest legit towns out-

side of New York. .. Not only have

grosses hi both spots been consist

ently comparable with Broadway

for name attractions but some of

the new shows, sans big town suc-

cess rating, have garnered, unusual

takings there.

When word was received from
Washington Saturday (7) that

idiot's Delight* Was sold out in ad*

vance for the current week's en-

gagement, hV occasioned no special

surprise to those In the. know arid

reference was made to the grosses'

drawn in both stands earlier in the

season by 'Victoria Regina' (Helen'

Hayes) and 'Juliet' (Katharine Cor-

nell). 'Delight' (Alfred Luht and
Lynn Fontahne)

;

Is scaled ' at $2.75

top, as .were most df the shows pre-

viously. It; will approximate $20,-

000. That is partly credited to The-
atre iQuild sUbscriptibns, which will

use up about one-third of "the ca

parity.' ...

''.

Not feeneraily .known, that one un
tried"play got $i5,6Q0 ori .Its. week in

plot revolving around the school

teachers and their charges. There's

a mild love story sprinkled through
it and- there's Just enough 'social

import' to Interest the would-be in-

tellectuals, a combination which,
commercially, Is tough to beat. It's

the same kind of sugar-coated 'so-

cial consciousness' which put 'Dead
End' over. As a play, actually, it is

a cross between 'Tbpaze' and 'Grand
Hotel.'

It is multl-scened, although han-
dled simply sans , revolving, stage or

platforms. This is done through the

use of a large blackboard back*
ground in eight slices, which is

easily manipulated to give various
separate short scenes in various di-

mensions.
As produced at Daly's, James

Light arid Virgil Geddes between
them managed to Imbue the pro-

duction with a lot of life and ac-
tion. The play went over, on open-
ing night, despite a lot of physical
handicaps which, are awfully hard
to beat and 'which will eventually
dobm the whole project.
The actors have to. be chosen as

available from the unemployed
ranks, meaning, mostly, incom-
petents. There are half a. dozen here
who . are really fine and . who de-
serve a much better fate. But both
lead roles are handled by people
W.ho couldn't pass average thespio
tests.

At - five o'clock on the day the
show opened the .stagehands' union
sent a completely new crew down,
because stkge hands can't afford to
work at the lowly top rate the gov-
ernment is*- paylug the actors (who
are grateful for it), so the. union

a week* This . means., several orews
for each show and, in this Instance,
a green ' bunch Just a couple hours
before' opening. So some of tho-

scenery didn't go where it should,

Washington ; last. •fall. Play was (jets the men work only a. few hours
•Room SerVicer (also known as 'Sing

Before ''Brwtoa8t').'^'Playi' was .not

regarded in shape for roadway arid

Withdrawn after the try-out dates.

Only recently 'Sweet Aloes' man-
aged around $9,000 for its Wash-
ington week. , It opened on Broad-
way last Wednesday (4) at the

Booth. '

.

'

Both cities have qnlyi one legit

theatre each,- which .doubtless fig-

ures in the prosperous -business.

Formerly- both towns supported
three legltets. . Drop in the number
of road shows during the :depresh

caused the United; Booking Office to

concentrate .on the National, Wash-
ington, -and Nixon, Pittsburgh,

Whether another theatre .in. both
stands will be used next season bias

not been reported- thus far.

Guild offices in 'New York state

it is the first time advance capacity
sale has been attained, by it since

'Strange Interlude;' Likely an extra
matinee of 'Delight' will be played
Friday (13).

Understood that both the Na-
tional, operated by Steven Cochrane
and the Nixon, managed by Harry
Brown, are under lease to Marcus
Heiman arid. Leonard E. Bergman.
Both were formerly in the Erlanger
string. The U.B.O. is in on the
profits of both, however,

or how it should, and,, some of it

began shifting in. th« middle of

scenes.

The Project has no budget for

advertising, so can't let anyone know
about its plays when it wants to, ex-

cept directly. Most of the news-
papers don't review the plays. Audi-
ence, between the acts, was told to

please write letters asking the pa-
pers to be kinder in alloting the

project shows space. Maybe the au-
dience will and maybe the news-
papers will; but the latter are bound
to feel that they are being paid for
advertising commercial shows and,
the same commercial shows are conn
stantly squawking . about not get-

ting sufficient free space. Yet the
project plays are competition, but
want nothing except free space.

The projeot bosses have -banned
at least three plays in. production
and how have a program note read-
ing: 'The viewpoint expressed in

this play is not necessarily that pf
the W. P. A. or any other agency
of the -government.' Which means
that the boys just don't dare to let

go with any opinionated or gutsy
production, when and if they
want to. ,

The tickets were printed, wrong,
to read '63d street, west of Broad-
way,' although they should have
read, 'east of Broadway.' But they
have to stay .that way because it

would take too many authorization-
slips, signed and countersigned,' and.
triplicated and signed again, to get.
any changes made.
There are probably 20 more points

like that to be made, but these tell

the story.

Re 'Chalk Dust,' there is to :be
added that James Bay's settings are
exceptional', James Light's direction
is in the tradition of: his best work
at the did Provincetown Playhouse;
Shimert Ruskiri, a fugitive from the
Royal Cafe on Second avenue,. in<

his first English speaking role,
makes a distinctly strong impres-
sion as a student; very interesting
character portrayals are turned in
by Faith Avery, G.eorglaria Brand,'
Eugenia Woods,, Bertha Willsea,
Violet "MclCinley, Lisa Rembova, Je-
rome Sheldon, George Yesner. Dor-
othy . Readick. Kauf.

Inside StulMegit

Plays on Broadway

WPA REVIEW

SAINT JOAN
Katharine Cornell presents revival of

Bernard Shaw's drama; at Martin Beck,;
N.. T„ March 9, '36, features Arthur Byron,
Brian

' .
Aherne, Maurice Evans, Charles

Waldron, Eduardo ClanneUL George
Coulourls' and Miss Cornell}- staged by
Guthrie McCllntlc;' $3.30' top.
Captain Baudrlcourt . .

.
'. Joseph- Holland

His- Steward... ......... .Arthur Chatterton.
Joan. Katharine Cornell
Bertrand de Poulengey. . .Tyrone Power, Jr.
Monselgneur de la Tr.emouille.Chas.. 'Dalton
The Archbishop of Rhelms..Chas. Waldron
Page. .Robert Champlaln
Gilles de Rate David Vivian
Captain la Hire.. i Barry Kelly
The Dauphin '. .. .Maurice- Evans
Duchess de la TremoulUe

Ruth March or Lois Jameson
Dunots , Kent Smith
Page iEdward Ryan, Jr.
Richard de Beauchamp.. . . ,

,'. .Brian Aherne
John de - Stogumber. . . > . . George ' Coulourls
Page Walter Marquis
Peter CAUChon ...;EdUardo Clannelll
Brother John Lemaltro Arthur Byron
Canon John -D'Estlvet,. Joseph Holland
Canon de Courcelles. Irving Morrow-
Brother Martin Ladvenu....John' Cromwell
Executioner.' , Barry' Kelly
English Soldier Charles Dalton
Gentleman of 1920 Arthur Chatterton
Court Ladles. .Hilde Albers, Anne Froelick
Courtles and Soldiers
Richard Graham, David 6-rrlck, William
Roehrlck, Hudson Shotwell, Kurt Stain-
hard, Fred .Thompson.

CHALK DUST
Experimental Theatre (Federal. Theatre

Project) drama In three acts (14 scenes),
by Harold A. Clarke and Maxwell Nurn-
berg; at Experimental, (Daly's.«8d St.), the-
atre. -.N. March 4. *a«; staged by James
Light; sets, Howard Bay; /managing pro-
ducer. Virgil Geddes; 66c -top..
Cast: .Herschel Cooper, "George Srolthfleld,

"William Hitch, Faith Avery, Georglana
Brand. Llda McMillan, Kath'erlne Standing,
Shlmen Buskin, Frederic Glullario, Mitchell
Graysori, Eugenia' Woods, John Adair,
Bertha Willsea, Violet McKtnley; i Lisa
Rembova, Alan MacAteer, John. Carr,
Jerome Sheldon, George Tesner, George
Pembroke. Dorothy Readick, Amelia Ro-
mano. Beth CantreaU, Frances .Victory,
Trudy Goldrlch, Louise Klrby, Eleanor
Schei-v, Roslyn Gilbert, Maryn Myers,
Arthur Singer, Monty .Ash, Richard Huett,
Oorothy Nolan, Ymske Tyasen. Minnie
Llthgow. Phillip C. Jones, Gordon Fltts.

Now that the* Federal Theatre
Project has launched five new plays
>n Broadway, it becomes clear that
the organization is too hampered
by its own restrictions and govern-
mental red tape to ever really ac-
complish anj'thing of import to the
theatre.
'Chalk Dust' is a good case in

point. It is the fifth play of the
Project and the first of the Experi-
mental Theatre. It is the first of the
five plays that is any good. It really
has a lot of intrinsic merit; it is

Well written, beautifully staged,, in-

terestingly handled scenically and
has a half dozen good performances.
Produced commercially by a com-
mercial manager, it would probably
be a click.. As is, it stumbles over'
Itself on a couple of. important
counts and .will' probably be lost in
the shuffle.

Iri 'Chalk Dust' the authors (un-
derstood to be two young -men on
their first play) take the school sys-
?m foir a* ride. Play is spotted In.

. metropolitan high schdol, with the

Katharine "Cornell modestly pre-
sents herself in reviving Shaw's play
glorifying Trance's revered Maid of
Orleans, by featuring six other
players and naming herself last. But
there is plenty of the colorful star

during, the long performance, start-

ing at 8 p. m. and curtain down at

11.05, which impresses as a mem-
orable evening in the theatre.

There is only one other feminine
part' in the show, a bit, all the
women save Miss Cornell being at-

mosphere and appearing fleetingly.

Enactment of 'Saint Joan' is both
an accomplishment and an arduous
assignment. Easy to understand
why she postponed the premiere last

week, when her throat was rasped
with laryngitis.
Bernard Shaw is known to be

tough to handle when suggestion Is
made to cut his scripts. He has
written longer plays than 'Joan,
still the performance probably
would have been more effective had
some deletions been effected. For
instance, in the .second act, the long
scene between Eduardo Ciannelll as

1 Bishop Peter, and Brian Aherne as
the Earl of Warwick, is way over
gabby. Yet at that point Ciannolli,
in agreeing to burn the witch, has
his best innings,
The German star, Elisabeth Berg

ner, now lh London, is scheduled to
film 'Joan,' but was taken ill re
cently.
So much of middle age Catholic

ism is dealt with in the play
that it IS surmised the author has
changed his mind about eliminating
portions for a camera version.

'Joan' was originally presented
here by the Theatre Guild at the
Garrick (razed) in 1924, and was
moved to thO Empire, with Winifred
Lenihan in the name part. Latter
was a second choice. Miss Cornell
was sought for the role but was un-
available. It has doubtless been in
her mind to enact Joan of Arc ever
since. She has given it a superior
presentation and a far stronger
playing cast than the original.

Highlight scenes are . the end of

act one, when the maid infuses the
insipid Dolphin with her soldierly
courage and .religious zeal; the cleri-
cal court scene in which she is ex-
communicated as a heretic and
burned .at the stake by the English;
the dream scene at the close when she
returns, sheathed in silver armor,
to hear herself cannonized as Saint
Joan, four centuries after her death.
The author Is known for his habit

of making his characters garrulous,
but the maid does not seem so at
any point,

Arthur Byron,, reclaimed from
Hollywood, appears in the last act
as the inquisitor for the church. His
address to the 'court' is .the longest
in the play. Charles Waldron's
archbishop, Maurice Evans' Dolphin
and Brian Aherne's Warwick are
among the other standout per-
formances, but over all shines Miss
Cornell. nee.

THE FIELDS BEYOND
Drama in three acts ffonr scenes) pre-

sented by , Raymond .Hewitt at Mansfield.
N. Y., March 0. '3fl; written by Francis
Bosworth? staged by Milton Smith; set,
Horace Armlstead< $3.30 top.
Dr. Robertson Reynolds, D.D.Herbert Duffy
Maud Reynolds , Merle Maddern
Vera Reynolds. ......... .Helen Claire
Roberta Reynolds ..........Jean Brlgge
Miss Imogene Clark .....Helen Ray
Philip Cameron Heed Drown. Jr.
Karl -von Qrnsdorf .Richard Abort
Dr.. Richard Sawyer Joseph Roeder
Howard Lansing. D.n ClarenceCiase
Donald Cummlngs, Ph.D. . .Clayton Collyer
Ellen Cummlngs, Ph.D .Laura Norton
Fmallne Lenrire Lon'r^m
Horvey Merkle Jack Gllrhrlst
Gertrude Mc-rkle Gwendoline Williams

There Isn't much play here for
two acts. In the third stanza! the
authors manage to inject a bit of

life and action, but too late. Chances
are 'Fresh Fields' will wither rap-
idly.

It's a story of life in a small col-

lege town, and all the stock situ-

ations arft brought in. But that's
only the background. The rfeal story
is of a demon mothor-ln-law—and
all the stock situations around that
one are brought, in, too. Between
the two the audience is never es-
pecially resentful or annoyed. It's

just a matter of being pretty much
bored.

Philip Cameron is a brilliant

Latest brush between the Boston Shubert office and local crix came
recently when Elliot Norton of the Boston Post called for ducats to catch
'Cyrano,' which he had missed because of a New York weekend show-
catching trip. Norton was told that he could 'come down and take a
chance* If' he wanted. to;

Norton, who had planned to take his wife with him, could not envision
himself cooling heels in .

the lobby while ducats were unearthed. When
he asked about -.th* next night, he got the same silent treatment, Plenty
burned Norton penned A, G. Munrb, Hub Shubert manager, a hot note
calling attention to the unprecedented treatment of a local critic. He
received ho reply, written or oral.

In Boston, Norton has declined to comment on the alleged friction In
any way! He makes the second Boston critic in trouble with the Shu-
berts, other being George Holland pit. the American, who has been banned
from all Shubert shows for more than a year because he panned one of
their shows.

•Danger—Men Working,' closed after, tryout by. Raymond Moore, Is

touted as good for next season. Flay was held back' from Broadway for
third act revision. It opened in Baltimore, then went to Philadelphia.
There, after playing" one week, it laid -off while a new lead was inserted
and the play was redirected.

Reopening in Philly for a second time, play's chances looked good, but
further work on the script seemed advisable.

Among those graduating this week front the American Academy of
Dramatic Artsare Flayia Flavin, daughter of 'Martin Flavin, playwright,
and Phyliss Langner, daughter of Lawrence Langner, of the Theatr

'

Guild. . Both plan to continue on the stage.

Class tWa year numbers {iff, ,ope <Jf the largest on record. It's the in-
stitution's 62d year; Training period -cdv.ers a two-year stretch.

The 48th Street theatre,. N. Y., is back .to the' Leblang estate for oper-
ation. House was secured on a rental: basis when 'A Slight Case of
Murder* opened there early in the season. Howard Lindsay and several
others were concerned in handling the jegiter.

Lease had a cancellation clause and notice of discontinuance was dated
last Saturday,

Elliot Mason used a cane at the opening, of . 'Sweet Aloes/ Booth* N, Y.
She has a small part, " appearing in the first act only, yet a special slip

was Inserted in the programs stating.' that , she suffered an accident dur-
ing rehearsals.

,

Note was inserted at the insistence of Lee Ephraim, who presents the
English play.

Advertising matter for both road companies of 'Personal Appearance,'
now carries, the title 'Personal' Appearance' or 'How Far Is the Barn?'.

Explanation is that in several spots attraction played, people started

calling the- shoWhouse asking which film stars were making personal

appearances at the theatre.

Theatre Authority share of the recent Treasurers' club (N. Y.) benefit

performance amounted to $390, which, the box office men paid. Club,

however,- made applicalon for a refund and, at last week's TA meeting,

that request was granted and the money was returned.

Proceeds are applied in total to the sick and burial fund of the club.

George M. Cohan was ill when he opened his 'Dear Old Darling* at the

Alvin, N. Y., laBt week. Early in the day he was caught by ptomaine
poisoning and was distressed for days.

Although the star made known his indisposition he refused to post-

pone the premiere.

Morris Gest is understood to be on his own now with 'Lady Preciou*

Stream,' which moved from the Booth to the 49th Street, N. Y., last week,

Lee Shubert was originally associated, with Gest on the import.

Play may stay another month and is then due to tour.

Billy Gaxton, who has been under the weather with neuritis since

•Anything Goes* closed in Detroit, sails for Mexico this. week. II© will

be aboard one of Bob Hague's tankers.

Madeline Cameron, who is Mrs. Gaxton, will accompany him.

young scholar who comes to the
stodgy small town to', brighten
things. He gets tangled up in the
home of the college president, dom-
inated by the Mrs. Prez. It takes
him three acts to blow, but he man-
ages it on the final third act cur-
tain.
Reed Brown, Jr., in the lead role

as Philip Is not especially suited
to the part, playing it with a suave
Jimmy Walker mannerism, but
gives a good impression of himself
nevertheless. Properly spotted he
ough to go places. Rest of the cast
is uneven, Merle Maddern is suf-
ficiently heinous as the mother-in-
law; Helen Claire is pretty, if not
convincing, as' Vera, the girl; Jean
Briggs almost makes a go of the
fresh kid sister; Richard Abert does
well as the other, boy; Clarence
Chase is oke in a bit; rest of the
cast .doesn't really belong, but
doesn't much matter.
Program carries a note quoting a

couple of lines of Whitman. The
direction is .equally langourous in
pace, although lacking any of the
poet's wisdom or vision. Kauf.

SWEET ALOES
Comedy In three acts presented at the

Booth, N. Y., March 4, '30, by Lee
lOphralm; written by Jay Mallory; staged
by Tyrone Guthrie; Evely Luye featured;
$3.30 top.
Esther Warren.., Elliot Ma9on
Rose MarJoHe Martyn
Miss Alice Dodd Ruth Vivian
Belinda Warren Evelyn Laye
TUbbs Barrow ...Rex Harrison
Lord Farrlngton Nicholas Joy
9,
Iara - • i • • • • Myrn Hampton

Jim Baker.... ...John Lltel
Jolihaoii Henry Vincent
Florence Cudahy Doris Dnlton
Ma 'd ----" llzabeth Cliase
Lady Farrlngton Joyce Carey
Hon. Robert Melford John Emery

London goes for some plays in a
big way and Broadway wonders
Why when they are transplanted
here. 'Sweet Aloes,' popular over
there, is another such, distinctly
doubtful in New York.

Title- suggests a .bitter-sweet

woman, but has nothing to do with
'Bitter Sweet,' operetta in which
Evelyn Laye first appeared on this

Side. Its author, Joyce Carey, ap-
pears in the cast under her real
name. Her comedy is too light-
weight. She could have injected
more humor In the story but chose
to stress the sentimental Side.

Belinda Warren is a cultured
beauty and it is difficult to believe
she is to have a baby, whose father
is wed to a barren woman. She
agrees to relinquish the child so
that the title may be carried on.
Four years elapse, with Linda in
New York and married to prosper-
ous, . generous - Jim Barker. He is

puzzled Over her moods, realizing
that she often 'walks out brt him,'
brooding over her secret, which she
never discloses.
How Linda's mind Is placed at

ease is naively explained. Lord and
Lady Farrlngton come as dinner
guests. A miniature of the boy
soothes Linda and dissipates her.
phobia over the misstep. The* two-
women talk it bver, the titled Engr
lishwoman guessing that Linda was
the boy's mother.
Meeting had been contrived by

Tubbs Barrow, a friendly fellow
who .was In on the secret. He had
come to consult Barker about his
income tax,, although why an Eng-
lishman on a visit here should con-
sult an American is a bit of stage
license. There isn't much more to
the story, other than Linda's peev-
ishness when Jim suggests that she
accompany him on a trip to Lon-
don. At the end she changes her
mind, not only raring to go but
promising no more 'walking,' for
the couple were on the verge of
separation.
Rex Harrison as Tubbs and Doris

Dalton as a woman ostheopath, sec-
ondary characters, provide the light
fun, such as It is. Linda's husband
is played by John Litel, who has
had better assignments.
Miss Laye is. lovely to look upon

and she is on stage plenty, if that
will help this triflle. Ilee.
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Managers Hot and Cold on Bars

In Theatres; Manufacturer s Idea?

Measure Introduced at Albany

last week, by Assemblyman Robert

Bi'ownell, Jr., whereby New York

theatres would have the privilege

of selling liquor under special li-

cense, had varied reactions on

Broadway. Some showmen favor the

idea, others being mildly interested

opposed to it.

One report is that a manufacturer

of bar fixtures is in back of the plan,

further indicated by that firm en-

gaging a legit press agent. A trade

magazine published, quarterly is

known to be backing the Brownell

bill.

Cost of installing bars, limited

time, for dispensing liquors and in-
.

"definite number of weeks any legit

theatre may be open during the sea-

son, re factors which make the

booze thing a doubtful avenue of

revenue, so far as the average legit

showman is concerned. Proposal
calls for a license fee of $1,000 an-
nually or $750 for nine months..
There was some interest by man-
agers about a year ago, when the.

Metropolitan Opera House was
granted a license, but when it was
shown that the Met also installed a
kitchen, as required by law, the
showmen chilled on the idea.

If theatres could get special li-

censes exempting- 'theatres from be-
ing required to serve food or install

equipped bars, some managers would
entertain the plan, but hardly other-
wise. Picture houses have exhibited
little concern over the proposal.
Assemblyman claims suburbanites

and visitors would welcome liquor
in theatres, such places serving to
while away the time before the cur-
tain rises. Some managers, however,
think Americans are too exuberant
when imbibing liquor and therefore
not .comparable to European theatres
equipped with bars,

Current Road Shows

nil-

Week March 9
"At Home Abroad,' Forrest,

adelphla.
'Boy Meets Girl,' Selwyn, Chicago.
.'Children's Hour,' Curran, San

Francisco.
'Cyrano' (Walter Hampden);

American, St. Louis, 9-11; David-
son, Milwaukee, 12-14.

'Dodswprth' (Walter Huston),
Lyric, Knoxville, Tenn., 9; Tivoli,

Chattanooga, 10; * Ryman Aude,
Nashville, 11; .Memorial Aude,
Louisville, 12; English,, Indianapolis,
13-14.

'Ghosts' (Nazimova), Auditorium,
Sacremento, 9; Modesto, Modesto,
10; Auditorium, San Jose,' 11;

White, Fresno, 12;' Lobero, Santa
Barbara, 13-14.

'Ghost.Train,'
'Great Waltz,'

Boston,
itorium, hi-

Wash-

n,

Censor Jury

rch T5T

'

In a move 'settle, .this

mess,' State Administrator
Paul Edwards of the Massa-
chusetts WPA announced that-
he had taken over the federal
theatre project under .his per-
sonal supervision pending a
thorough Investigation by his

assistant, Carl Rogers^
First move was to establish

an 'impartial' board of citizens

to pass on all future WPA
plays as censors. This is pre-

cisely what has been recom-
mended for Boston.by the the-
atregoers who object to the
present city hall setup of ban-
ning plays. In the private legit

field.. Edwards plans to appoint
five men to sit on .the censor
board; without pay,

Zatkin Quits

Nathan Zatkin has resigned as
press contact man for the WPA
theatre project In New York. He
said the relief show job required
so

.
much time that he was . unable

to handle other assignments, though
the WPA post was a part time job.

Phyllis Perlman was the p.a. when
Elmer Bice was made regional di-

rector. She resigned for the same
cause, plus the fact that, although
on the job seven Weeks, she had re-
ceived no pay.

1. Forge Repercussions in Mass;

Have Motherwell Reported Out

Gatts and Gallagher to Replace

SPECIAL PLAY

FOR C.C. CAMPS

STOCK CO. ADDITIONS

A WORRY IN SYRACUSE

cago.

Hollywood Ballet, Temple, Birm
Ingham, 13.

'Idiot's Delight,'

ingtqh.

'Night ' of Jan.
Hollywood.

'Old Mai ,' White, Fresno, Cal.,

9.; Auditorium, Long Beach. 10;

Savoy, San Diego, 11; travel 12;

Orpheum, Phoenix, Ariz., 13;

Strand, Tucson, 14.

'Personal Appearance,' Orpheum,
Kansas City,

'Personal Appearance,' lymouth;
Boston,
'Porgy and Bess,' Cass, Detroit.

San Carlo O-pera, Auditorium,
Portland, 10-14.

'Squaring the Circle,' road, Phil-

adelphia.
,

'Three Men on ; Cox,

incinnati,

'Three Garriok,

hiladelphia.

'Three Men on a Hcrse,' Madison,
Mansfield, O., 9: Six Street, Cochoe-
ton, 10; Roy. Portsmouth, 11; Hart-
man, Columbus, 12-14.

'Tobacco Road,' Chestnut, hil-

adelp ;ia.

'Tobacco Road,' Opera House,
Lexington, Ky., 0; F a i i' b a n k,

Springfield, O., 10; Wcller, Zanes-
Villc, 11; Colonial. Akron, 1J: Vir-
ginia. Wheeling, W. Vn.. 13-14,

'Winterset,' Shubert, Boston.

'Syracuse, N. Y., dallies got

steamed up last week because three

players hot registered in that dis-

trict were added to the WPA re-

lief, stock company there. At the

New York offices of the project it

was stated , there was nothing ir-

regular about the placements. Two
of the players are from Albany,-

where there, is no federal show
project, and one from New York,

while none registered in Syracuse

were replaced, according to George

W. Gatts, state director.

Trio assigned to Syracuse are on

a basis similar to actors known in

stock as 'jobbers/ joining the com-
pany for a limited period to appear
in -specifically named plays. They
were not regularly on the payroll:

and are classified as 'emergency
workers,* directors having the .lee-

way to engage such people whether
on the payroll or not, so long as

within the 10% exemption limit, pro-

vided for the use of persons not

registered on home relief prior to

the deadline.

Players upstate and in other por-

tions of the country are paid. $94

monthly for WPA show appear-

ances. In New York city the

monthly wage is $103.40.

Pitt Starts

Plans for a play especially- de-;

signed for showing in the CCC
camps within New York state have;

been completed by the Federal
Theatre Project. It is tentatively

titled 'Murder in the Camp.'
Company: of 10 players will be

toured, show being augmented by 30

or more camp recruits, they to act
as witnesses and jurors. Play may
be presented in the center of the
mess halls.

State project is also readying
shows to be given in towns adjacent
to the camps. There is no plan to

play camps generally, as. was done
during , last summer and fall. Such
touring was called off as imprac-
tical.

ERLANGER'S BUFFALO

SET FOR WPA SHOWS

Buffalo, March 10.

rlanger's, a comparatively new
legit theatre here, has been secured

by the WPA for relief show pres
entatlons. Federal project is not

under way .in this city, so far as
shows are concerned, but '.

registra-

tion of players is being made and
rehearsals may start soon.

.

To date the WPA has. had a
marionette outfit made up of four

units operating in the Buffalo 'dis-

trict; Units have been giving his-

torical subjects , in schools, hospital

wards and other spots. One unit

boasts of the only 'Negro puppets,'

play given being called "The Inven-

tion of the Cotton Gin." Marionette

shows are occasionally augmented
by vaude acts.

'*

Pittsburgh,/March 10.

Long-delayed WPA ' theatrical

project finally got under way here

last week with the presentation of

a makeshift vaude show. Unit was
routed around town in available

auditoriums and presented free of

charge. So far, there have been

no intimations that local federal -aid

actors would attempt anything on

a commercial, basis; although that

may come later.

Performers gave four shows.

Couple of other vaudeville offerings

are planned .within the next few
weeks.

Chi Duo Starts

Chicago, March 10.

Both Chicago WPA- theatres are

now in action. Blackstone opened

Monday <9) with Hoyt's. 1890 farce

of 'A Texas Steer,* and the Great

Northern's to open tonight (10)

with Ibsen's sociological argument
'An Enemy of the People,* known
here to present generation only in

Russian, via the „Moscow Art Play
ers.

Seats are free for those on relief

at both houses.
New explanation of the long de

lay on the Ibsen work is that cos-

tumes and props 'in the perlod'~had

to be bought from Norway.

All in Fun

Dayton, O., March 10.

Local WPA Players, prom-
ised release, of 'Dulcy,' h ve
been waiting three weeks for
the script.

In the meantime they are
reading 'The Old Soak' to keep
busy, with no intention of pro-
ducing it.

COCHRAN WORKING ON

ANNUAL STOCK SEASON

Washington, March. 10.

Rumors that the 1936 season of

the National Theatre Players; an-
nual local stock company, will be
skipped in favor of a combination
summer theatre and restaurant in

nearby Maryland are" denied by
Steve Cochran, who . has presented
the company for 11 consecutive sea-

sons.

Stock season this year, as in the
past, is dependent upon' the length
of the regular season. House lacks

a cooling system and it . has become
increasingly tough to sustain the
end. of the annual 10-week stock
in jhot weather. .

Plans are going
ahead for the usual season, with
names imported for: leads. Possi-
bility of roadshows, lasting into June
may cause abandoning of the ven-
ture, however.
Plans for a summer theatre at

Griffith Farms, across the D. C. Line
In Maryland, are on. the rocks, but
Cochran is still in the market for

a spot to play shows barred here
by the strict child labor laws. Coch-
ran insists the latter would have
no effect on his National Theatre
Players, which would be .in their

seventh week before the rural, stunt

got under way.

In Carolinas

Charlotte, N. C, March 10/

News of federal theatre projects

in the Carolinas:

'The Drunkard', is current offering

of the Ashevllle group.

'Jefferson Davis,' touring show,

with Guy Standing, Jr., heading a
cast of 34 actors, will play Chapel
Hill March 24.

Recently developed projects are

announced by Frederick H. Koch,
regional advisor for the Carolinas

and Virginia, as including a chil-

dren's theatre, a little theatre guild,

a negro theatre, and a puppet

group. Children's theatre is at

Rocky Mount. Four people will dl

rect. At Raleigh funds have been

provided for a new little theatre

organization. Robert Griffin heads

the negro theatre project just get-

ting under way at Durham. Joseph

B. Christmas Is organizing chil-

dren's groups among negroes at

Raleigh;

oston,.

Week-end repercussions 6f the re-

cent Massachusetts ban of the WPA
version of 'Valley Forge* brought
about a drastic shakeup ln top crust

'

personnel of the Federal theatre
project. ': Hiram K. Motherwell,
regional director has been asked by
Washington to hand in his chips,
following his attempt to dismiss
Laurence A. Hansen, state director.

Accredited to R. C. Branion, per-

sonal rep of Administrator Harry L.

Hopkins is this statement; 'Mothr
erweil has been pulled off, arid h
has gone to New York. My guess
is that he will not have anything
to do. with the Massachusetts situa-

tion, at least pending, the investiga-

tion 1 was ordered to make of the.

whole matter.'

Branion is now in temporary
charge of the theatre program in

Massachusetts, his first move being
to take 'Forge' off the road.

Hansen, who
.
was asked to quit

by Motherwell, has asked for a con-
gressional Investigation of Mother-
well's handling of federal funds, in

producing and road showing; 'Forge.'
Bert Sabourln is acting state di-

rector, taking Hansen's berth.

.George Gatts, New York state

supervisor, is slated to take over
Motherwell's reins this week,.

Shakeup is a result of friction be-
tween Motherwell and. Hansen,
brought to a head oy recent banning
of the play by Plymouth and Lex-
ington, Mass., where local authori-
ties declared the dialog obscene and
some of the situations immoral.

Losses
Hansen claims that the govern*

ment, as angel for the show, has
already sunk $22,000 or more in the
production; 'Direct labor* ran to

$15,027.78; 'Indirect labor,' $2,064;

material and equipment, $3,9C4.

Road nut for the unit was Just short
of $3,000, he says.

-Nut at Leominster, ..where the
show first charged admission, was
about $1,300 and the take, $23. At
Fitchburg, Mass., .'Forge' garnered
$96.

.

Dialog revisions were .made fol-

lowing the Plymouth and Lexington
bans, before the play was shown at
etiher. Fitchburg or Leominster.

In New York
Stated in the WPA theatre project

offices in New York that Motherwell
remains as New England regional
director, with George W. Gatts act-
ing Massassachueetts director.

Latter, however, also retains his

post as New York state director.

Leonard Gallagher, /formerly in an
administrative post when Earle
Boothe was in charge, of the relief

shows, was slated to take over the
Mass. state federal relief show di-

rectorship. He visited Washington
Sunday (8) to confer with Hallie
Flanagan and Jacob , Baker, . later

going on to Boston with Gatts.

WPA SHOWS WILL PROBABLY CONTINUE

TILL JUNE 30 AND MAY BE EXTENDED

ENGAGEMENTS
Win. Dan forth. Vera Ross. \oy

Cropper. John Cherry, Marparei.
Ha-um, Bertram Peacock, Hum side
G. & S. revivals,
Mai da Reade. 'Larger Than Life.'

Audrey Christie, Bruce McFarjanc,
Josephine Kvans. I'tul Tluhrr. John
Alexander, Kdgar Nelson, 'Sailor

Beware' (road).

It is reasonably sure that Works
Progress A dministr'ation relief
shows will continue until June' 30

and. dependent on Congress,, may be

further extended. Fact that the

cash allotted to the Federal Theatre

Project in New York will have been

used up by the middle- of May, is a

matter of schedule.

General plan followed when the

WPA was set up called for each

project to estimate a budget up to

May ]."). At that time if it be as-

certained that there is more coin

than, necessary to carry on, It is to

dp reiuma-d. while' if an additional

allotment is required, it is under-

stood it will be forthcoming. Re-

ccnilv announced in Washington

that SI. 000.000,000 of the $4,800,000,-

000 WPA fund is still on hand.

It is Indicated that WPA- project

plavs will not last moi'e than four

weeks in New York. These new

plays projected by the federal the-

atre arm have received most of the

press mention, although the other

units, taken oyer when the govern-

ment replaced the emergency relief

bureaus, have continued those in

the CCC camps spotted elsewhere.

N. Y. Plays

'Walk Together Chillun' was
withdrawn after one month at the

Lafayette, Harlem, and 'Conjure

Man Dies' opens there tonight.

Same house soon gets 'Macbeth'

with a colored cast next 'American

Holiday' is closing at the Manhat-
tan, which' gets 'Murder in The

Cathedral/ probably next week.

'Chalk Dust' got some attention on

opening at Dal>:.s 63rd Street last

week, but another play 'Stable and

The Grove" is being readied to re-

place it.

Doubtful if 'Woman of Destiny,

which opened at the Willis. Bronx,

will outlast the others. It is a try-

out under managerial auspices.

Latter's second play 'Heaven and
Earth' has been held up at the

Shubert-Teller (called Symphony
now) Brooklyn, because of building

violations. Play Is still in rehearsal,

wltli the company being paid the

same as though appearing.

If there is any cutting down In

the numbei of persons employed on

the Federal Theatre Project it will-

probably be among non-relief work-

ers, each project being allowed 10%
of the total to be engaged on that

basis. There is higher compensa-

tion for non-relief berths especially

on the administration end.

The 'living newspaper' unit,

which started a rumpus over al-

leged censorship by Washington
over 'Ethiopia,' an hour long, play-

let, is finally carded to open at the

Biltmore, Saturday (14). Attraction

is called 'Triple A, Ploughed Under'

and based on the. government's

agricultural program.

ALBANY IS DROPPED

FROM PROJECT SETUP

Albany, N. Y., is out so far as fed-
eral theatre project Bhows are con-
cerned. That was decided on when
calls for registration revealed very
few unemployed theatre people
there who qualified by having been
on home relief by -Np'Vi, 1, 1935.

It is planned to requisition those
stage people from Albany and vi-

cinity for use in WPA drama or

vaudeville units in other parts of

the state. Also proposed to • tour
one of the units in 'The Old Mai /
showing in cities where the project

has not been set up, such as Al-

bany, Binghamton, 151 Ira, Utica
and Schenectady.

Syracuse Vaude
Syracuse, N. Y., March 10.

Paul Poole has been appointed
supervisor, Joseph. Sapersteln busi-

ness manager, and Edward Funda
stage director, of the WPA's local

vaudeville project which Is expected

to give employment .to 135 persons.

Vaude units will consist of from
three to 18 acts, it is announced,

and state tours are contemplated.

Guy Falmerton, assistant state di-

rector of the Federal Theatre Pro-

ject, is here to assist in launching.
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Hays Out of Town

IDIOTS DELIGHT
Washington,. March 10. .

Comedy-drama in thi-ee acta (five scenes)
by Robert E, Sherwood; presented by The-
atre Guild; features Alfred Lunt and linn
Fontanne; directed by Bretalgne Windust;
settinp, Lee Slmonson; .dances, MorRan
Lewis;' production conceived and super-
vised by Lunt and PontanrTe; at National
theatre. Washington, March' 0, *3<J; $2.7G

top. .

Dumptsy... , .George Meader
Sfertor Palota .Stephen Sandes
Donald Navadel ......Barry Thomson
Plttalugo. ^S. Thomas Gomez
Augyste a\. .-Edgar Barrier
Captain Loclcero. iEdward Raquello
Dr. Wnldersee Sydney Greenstreet
Mr. Cherry . . . . Bretaigne Windust
Mrs. Cherry .Jean Maclntyre
Harry Van . . .Alfred Lunt
Shirley ... . .JnrQueline^ Paige
Beulnh ,

.Connie Owen
Edna . Frances Foley
Franclne .Etna P.oss

Elaine -. . Mnrjorla Bnglln
Bebe , ; .Ruth Tlmmons
1st Officer ...Alan. Hrwltt
2d Officer ,. Winston Ross

3:1 Officer • . .GDmorft Bush
4th Officer Tomasso Tlttonl

Qulllery Rfchord Wnorf
Slgnor Rossi ,. ... ... .Le Rot Operti

Stgnora Rossi ., Ernestine De Brcker

Major Georgia. Monte.verde

Anna....... v"'

Irerie
' .-.^...Lynn Fontanne

Achllie Weber : • .Francis Compton

First appearance of Lunt .
and

Fontanne in the Capital in three

years drew a complete sell-out and.

the .most brilliant audience of the

season. Combination of Lunt as an
ex-circus barker and Fontanne as a
blond Russian Garbb had the house

all but cheejlng at the finale.

Play is along Grand Hotel lines,

concerning reactions of a score of

people of a half dozen nationalities,

caught in an Alpine resort at the

start of the next world war. While
predominantly a comedy, spiced with',

plenty of smart lines, it Is painted
against a tense background which
breaks through, in the last act to

give the finish a smashing melo-.
dramatic climax.

'. Mixture of humor and tragedy
had the audience frankly puzzled at

first, but through Intensifying each
as the action progresses, they are
maintained as a contrast which is,

at times, superb. Sophisticated note,

supplied chiefly by Lunt and Fon-
tanne, keeps the play from slipping
In eithec-dixsfition and ties it into
one of the cleverest socks at the
absurd inevitabilities of war. that
the stage has produced.

All action takes place in the cock-
tail lounge of . the. Hotel Monte
Gabriel, In the Italian -Alps over-
looking the Swiss and Austrian bor-
ders, within the space of 24 hours.
Things are pretty quiet until im-
pending war cntises Rome to order
all travelers held up at the border.
By nightfall,' the hotel is full.

Unwilling guests Include Dr. Wal-
dersee, German scientist who wants
to get to Switzerland to consum-
mate his cancer experiments; Mr.
and Mrs. ' Cherry* English honey

-

mooners who were just, married in
Florence; Harry Van, American
song and dance mail, and his six
devastating blonds; Achllie Weber,
international munitions king, and
Irene,, his mysterious and exotic
traveling companion. Already on
the scene are Donald Navadel,
American 'social manager' of the
hotel; Dumptsy, philosophical little

waiter who found 'himself an Italian
when Italy annexed his mountain
peak; Capt. Loclcero, military officer
of the town, and Quillery, fiery,

pathetically sincere disciple of /the
revolution.'
Author Sherwp.od makes the most

of- his obvious opportunities in pit-
ting his characters against one
other, both in light banter and in
inevitable clashes of temperament.
Personalities are Intensified as the
situation becomes more acute—as
airplanes whirr overhead, as reports
come through that Paris has been
bombed and as war is declared be-
tween France and Italy. Honey

-

rnooners recoil as their dreams are

shattered by bitterness on all sides.

The scientist, first annoyed at the
stupidity of it all, abandons himself
to the »iatrlotism he can't escape.
The submissive little waiter dons a
uniform. The Marxian pacifist loses

his temper and is shot by a firing

squad; The munitions-maker, who
claims he has merely provided the
'toys' the World demands, and the
Russian womah-of-the-world. who
paints too vivid a < picture of - the
havoc he has precipitated, reach the

[parting of the ways. The American
impresario does his best to keep all

concerned from flying at everybody
else's throat. And the six blond
chorines decide that Italian officers

are the handsomest men oh earth.

Deftly fostered by the surround-
ing . circumstances, yet distinctly

separate, is a sophisticated romance
between Lunt, as the impresario;
and Fontanne, as the Russian mys-
tery woman. She's a dead, ringer
for Garbo.. Lunt is convinced that
she is the little hoofer. With whom
he slept in an Omaha hotel—which
sho finally -turns out- to be. Her
gradual breakdown amply provides
for several scenes of the sort which,
if: they hadn't been present,- would
have had Lunt-Fontanne fans de-
manding their money back.

;Th'e highlights are- equally divided
between comedy and melodrama.
Causing most discussion will be the
impromptu ' revue In which , Lunt
does a- parody, on 'Puttln'. on the
Ritz„'.:a

T

la. Harry Richirian. and is
carried off-stage bodily by his six
high-kickers; the graphic word pic-
ture • painted by Fontanne; •

• of the
probable deaths of the /honeymoon

-

ers,. and the finale, in which: the
curtain comes; down on Lunt and
Fontanne sitting at the piano. slngr
Ing 'Onward Christian Soldiers,'
while guns roar and: bombs shatter
the windows of the hotel.
A tendency of the number of

characters jirid .problems to confuse
the audience early In the play is

overcome by permitting none of the
leaser threads to become more than
atmospheric complications.. Granting
that it is a Herculean task, Lunt
and Fantanne keep their, roles, upon
which the structure of the play de-
pends, always dominant.
The production, although packed

with action and business, was al-
most, entirely without first-night
trouble. The single set. is a mod-
ernistic, interior with huge glass
windows, Venetian blinds and stair-
case rising to upper entrance.

Craig.

STAR SPANGLED
New Haven, March 5.

Comedy in three acts by Robert Ardrey.:
presented ond staged by Arthur Hopkins;
setting designed by Raymond Sovey. At
Shubsrt, New Haven, March C, '36; $2.20
top
Mrs^ zieszlenewskl

Natasha Boleslavsky
Gregory 1 f George Tobias

§tan Uw r.v,n^«- 1 Millard Mitchell
Vincent f

Her Children < Garsort Kanln
Anna J (.Mariorle Triesault
Prof. Nicbieskl Tvan Triesault
Czysko. ....Michael Vlsnroff
Steve... Donald Arbury
Masters-.

-

. Edward Craven

Longevity of this new Hopkins
production depends on what can be
done with the last act. Indications,
at opening here, are that Hopkins is
rushing it to Broadway a bit too
Soon. "Unquestionably the material
is there for a knockout, but it's
doubtful if a three-day trydut here
is time enough for sufficient revision
before hitting the metropolis.
Premiere was in reverse English.

Instead of starting mild and build-
ing to a smash, play opens with a
wow act one, act two is just a
breather and act three, although a
setup over the second act, never
reaches the speed or entertainment
of the initial session. Maybe it's
just the remarkable pace of act one
that makes the balance seem like a
letdown. At any rate, the play

Of Course They Buy Their

Small Size Shoes
1 to 4—-AA to D

. . . from New York's Largest

Manufacturer of Small Sizes!

Opera length Hose, iri all colors; 2.50 a pr., 28.00 doz.

"Ingenues," 8.75

"I. Miller Beautiful" models, 11.75, 12.75, 13.75

"I, Miller DeLuxe" models, 14.75 and up

I. MILLER
1552 BROADWAY

STANDARD tha WWIa tnt OF PERFECTION in FEMININE FOOTWEAR

Didn't Pan Out

Legit agent had a cast lined

up for a play called 'Home,

Sweet Home,' then euddenly
declared the show off. ' Quer-
ied why, he explained that a
gold mine from which ore was
to be extracted had been

flooded.

The expected gold was fo

have supplied the coin to back

the production.

misses being a wow " by Just the

margin of that last' act.

Trouble is that the script. Is not

well spaced—most of the comedy is

crowded into act one, with the

drama angle overboard in act: three.

A responsive audience that was de-

cidedly for the show in its early

stages lost enthusiasm during the
last ten minutes and practically

donned mittehs for the final curtain.

As .a first attempt,. Ardrey has
done a capable job of-playwrlghting:
He certainly strikes an authentic
note In the presentation of his char-
acters—a Polish family of Chicago's
northwest side.

Play is a choice bit. of Americana
for the historians. It does to Chicago
what 'Once, in a Lifetime' did to

Hollywo.od- Dialog is fast,., clever

and,. In spots, .riotous, but would,
need about 100% laundering for-pic r

ture possibilities, as a lot of its

kick lies in its juicy phrasing.
Plot is . off the beaten path, intro-

ducing a Lithuanian widow ands her
four Lith-Polish grown children,
whose name Dzieszienewskl Is such
a tongue-twisting handicap they
change to individual .monickers
more suitable t6 their particular,
ideals and . ambitions, Gregory be-
comes a professional killer; Stan
brafrch.es out as a dumb Texas.
League, ball-player with big-league
aspirations; ^Vincent hits the politi-

cal arena .as a candidate for an im-
portant .office and -. Anna crashes
the' stage door of a four-a-day house
as Anna LaFrance, ham dancer.
Over this brood hovers the mother,
comely matron of 46 and a constant
menace to her family's peace of
mind through her amorous leanings.
Play opens with Gregory slipping

into the household on a two-day
•vacation' from prison in Michigan
City, where he has served eight
years of a ten-year' stretch ' for a.

killing. Jail officials' don't know
he's left,, but he manages the brief
ggtaway In order to bump off the
man who sent him to the pen.

"Vincent is In the closing stages of
his campaign for office and he fears
his chances will be ruined if the
Voting public gets wind that "'his

brother is an escaped killer...He is

seeking the support of a crooked
politician named Czysko and he has
invited him to the family home for
Sunday dinner in order to receive
CzyBko's endorsement. The two
strike a bargain on political back-
ing, but later Czysko sells out to
another group, leaving Vincent
minus his all-important support.
Czysko is 'father' to the Polish
settlement in more than one sense
of the word and, when Vincent
learns that the politician is the real
father of the supposed daughter of
a famous killer, he uses the know-
ledge as a club to gain Czysko's
backing.
Meanwhile it develops that Czy-

sko Is the man Gregory Is looking
for and, when. the. two meet in the
family parlor, Gregory attempts to
knock, the politician off but is pre-
vented by his mother, who says
Czysko is her 'sweet patootle' and
the father of Gregory's sister, Anna.
It's only a gag, but It gives Czysko
a chance to Clear out, while Gregory
goes into a fit of remorse' over his
mother's supposed depravity. Family
firtally sells Gregory the idea of re-
turning peacefully to prison to
finish out his two remaining years,
Vincent sees clear political sailing
ahead due to his hold on Czysko and
Anna decides to. quit show, business
and settle down to a quiet life with
the unglamorous Steve, a neighbor-
hood youth.
Casting of the play is a work of

art, only room for improvement be-
ing in the role of Prof. Niebieskl.
As Gregory, the simple-minded
killer who talks nonchalantly about
murder but is shocked by his
mother's moral behavior and his
brother's profanity, George Tobias
makes the audience believe that
sUch a character really exists. He
slips a few notches in the closing
minutes of the play, but the fault is
more with the lines than in his act-
ing. Most consistently natural
characterization of. the plav is
offered by Millard Mitchell as the
dumb Stan, would-be diamond star.
Michael Visaroff makes a swell
Czysko. Natasha Boleslavsky is a
natural as the widowed mother and
Gax-son Kanin and Marjorie Lytell,
as

:
her remaining two children, fit.

Play is well staged. A clever bit
of stagecraft is injected by allowing
a vital telephone conversation to go
through in its native tongue
(Polish), leaving the audience to
guess the details while sensing the
general idea. Director has made the
most of the comedy possibilities and
has produced a laugh show that
should starfd among the toppers, es-
pecially if they find the amswer to
that last act. Single setting is
typical. Bone.

Plays Abroad

PROMISE
London, Feb. 27.

Play in three acts, adapted by H. M.
Harwood, from the* French by Ilenrl Bern*
stein, Presented by Jtfoaa Empires and
Howard & Wyn'dham Tours, J..td,> a*

- Shaftesbury, London. Feb. SJ6, !3«. Pro
auction by the author.
Ton! Flaminery,. ..Francis Jamea
Emlle Delbar.............. Ralph Richardson
Theresa Delbar. ... .Maagre Tltheradnre

Solange . Ann Todd
Thierry Keller,,.. .Robert Harris
Catherine ..: .Edna Boat
Gustavo. .. . ... .Victor JBOfgettt

For more than a quarter of a

century Henri Bernstein, French

dramatist, Has occupied a foremost

place in the theatre. His pen is a

surgical lancet that buries itself

deep into human, consciousness. His

medium Is the theatre, where men
and women -move swiftly under

emotional urge.

'Promise* is typically Bernstein,

and the adaptation by H. M. Har-
wood is an excellent piece of work.

Once again Bernstein draws ia por-

trait of a woman* somewhat exag-

gerated in her middle aged thought
processes, but nevertheless a, person

whose unstable' approach to the

death of her. youth' is a fascinating

character study.* With a few deft

strokes he indicates that physical

transitions:, aire " partly accountable

for her violent mental inconsisten-

cies. $hus he pleads for understand-
ing, and mercy f<>r a . character 'who,
to be jud$ed ;

solely by her attempts
to destroy the happiness of those
closest to her, inspire contempt and
hate.
' A third -act, which .is scarcely
more than an epilog, »reveals the
woman as lonely arid miserable, but
reconciled to a changed emotional
life. Her bitterness has evaporated.
Her last years will J>e graced with
more, kindly understanding. The
flame has burned itself out.
. None can deny the theatrical:
effectiveness of such a character,
nor the difficulties of 'its delineation.
Mary Boland in |The Green Bay
Tree' In New York was the excellent
farcical counterpart of Madge Tith-
eradge as Mme. Delbar' in 'Promise/
The more stern and dramatic Bern-
stein conception calls- for acting of
the highest order. Miss Titheradge
does a fine job.
Author wastes little time . in get-

ting to the crux of his drama. He
has conceived a Parisian household,
headed by an aging barrlBter. Mme.
Delbar, his wife, is. the mother of
two daughters, the elder Irbm a
previous marriage. Both girls are in
their twenties and both of marriage-
able age. Engagement of the younger,
has been announced and the wed-
ding day set. Half-sisters are of
opposite natures, the younger a
dashing, . fearless and restless type,,
and a spoiled and selfish child under
her . mother's dominance. Adroitly, a
sympathy is established between the
brow-beaten husband and his step-;
daughter, who have common ground
ih the misery, of Mme, Delbar's Ir-
repressible energy and tyranny.
Prospective bridegroom is an at-

tractive young commercial artist. He
visions a hectic future, destructive
of ambition and happiness. His love
switches from the younger to the
elder sister. The engagement is
broken.
Play is concerned with the read-

justment of the relationships of the
characters. Logically, but not with-
out upheaval, the pieces are re-
arranged ta a new pattern. Play ends
on a note of complete frustration of
the mother's attempt to rule the
lives o£ youth. Younger sister leaves
for a probable engagement to a
wealthy sportsman; the elder sister
arid the artist marry despite .protest

:

and the father gently embraces his
exhausted wife, at last reconciled to
more mature Interests.
Writing is workmanlike and thea-

trically effective, and the dialog
passages are. direct and pointed.
Characters, .however, are drawn
from imagination, rather than from
life, and the play's appeal Is rem-
iniscent of a more artificial theatre
than the stage of today.
Although designed primarily to

give Miss Titheradge the principal
opportunities, others of the cast take
equal honors with her in the acting.
Ralph Richardson as the husband.
Edna Best as the elder sister and
Ann Todd as the younger, give ex-
cellent characterizations. Robert
Harris succeeds in creating unusual
sympathy in the role of the artist.
Play is handsomely mounted in a

single interior set, built in perspec-
tive.

'Promise' Is distinctly worth see-
ing although not likely to have a
broad general appeal. FUn.

EUROPE
„ Paris, Feb. 26

Three act play by Maurice RoBt
'

prosonted by Gustavo Qulnson at Pi
Parl9.
Cast: JacqueB Bauraer, Arau'Ililere t^„_

Squlno.ucl, Marguerite V*ttnC%£$
Roblan, DMjlae Grey, .Andrea DucretAndrevot. • Magdany, Reglna Caueiin'

Uo
b
peu:iery"

ennd
^

rty
*
°,or1 '

Gustave Qulnson, producer Is the
star of this piece, He has taken over
the Rothschild-built white elephant
the Plgalle, sobered down Its fan-
tastic decoration, Installed between-
the-acts distractions for the. guests
and put on a play in verse by
Maurice Rostand. Real show is off
the stage, for the Rostand opus isn't
much as entertainment.

It's a naive expression of faith in
the peace of the^world. Shows, in
symbol, the rival peoples fraterniz-
ing, and it even* idealizes Hitler.
Not evert local pacifists can swallow
it, although they, all have praise for
the author's high- ideals. Unless the
public, overwhelmed by its\ desire
for peace-' and fear of war, takes a
freak fancy to this one, Qulnson
Will have to try- another sobn if he'
wants to. keep his new- plaything
;open; « Stern.

LA F6LLE DO CIEL
(WavshV Fool')

Paris, Feb. 26.
Fairy play In tyo parts and ten scenes,

by H. R. Lenorraand,. presented by Georges
PltoefC at the Mathurlns, Paris. Stars
Ludmilla PleoefC. Incidental music by-
Darius Mllmaud.

A symbolic play of great beaAity,
based on a Nordic legend of a sea-,

gull changed Into woman. Atmos-
phere of the Arctic regions, of
trolls, penguins and the . aurora.;
borealls, made to live by one of the
most fantastic personalities of the
Paris stage, Ludmilla Pltoeff.
Fine ptuff, • but not commercial

theatre. Btern.

Shows in Rehearsal

'Bitter Stream' ('Sons of Rome')—
Theatre "Union.
'Summer Wives—Jack Llnder.
'On Your Toes'—Dwlght D. Wi-

man.
'Largtr Than Life—Crosby Galge.
'Her Weekend'—Anne Nichols.
'Sailor Beware' (road)—Jules Lev-

enthal.

80G Little Theatre

Beverly Hills, March 10.

New little theatre, to cost $80,000,

will be erected here by Theatre .Arts,

Inc.

Shirley D. Parker heads the
project, with Dickson Morgan listed

as managing director.

'Wife' Put Off
'A Dangerous Wife,' which has

three authors, Arthur Eddy* of the
Film Dally, William A. Orr of the
Metro production department at the
home office, and Borden Chase, a
Hollywood writer, has been post-
poned until the fall.

Play was acquired some months
ago by Joseph A. Deutsch.

'Road' in Albany
Albany, March 10.

The Capitol, Albany legit house,
closed stock quit two weeks ago,
will reopen March 14 with Chaplin's
'Modern Times.' .. Booking is for a
week an 1 at 40c top.
'Tobacco Road' company is due

to play three days after the Chap-
lin picture, the flrs.t touring show
to play the Capitol in two years,

STAN KAVANAGH
EDITH J. R. ISAACS/ Theati-e Arts Monthly, '"Bronihvav in Review."saia:— .. . and Stan Kavanagh adding to good measure with a
juggling act that is both as expert and as funny as It could be."

2IECFELD FOLLIES, WINTER GARDEN, NEW YORK
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Four Philly Houses lit, All Oke;

'Horse* $11680, 'Road' Slips, $10,500

Philadelphia, March .10.

Many times Philly nixes Broad-

way's verdict on shows, especially

of the flip* fast type, but In the

case of 'Three Men on a Horse,'

this town haft strung along with the

crowd and the comedy looks set

here tor a nice long run. Last
week's big hit about $17,600 arid

that wasn't far from capacity

for the Garrfck at the soale ($2.50

top). B.o. line didn't break all week
and advance is big and nicely dis-

tributed. Count 'Three Men' in

definitely until May, and mebbe
mote.

'Tobacco Road,' which moved last

week to the Chestnut, is off from its

original terrific pace but still floating

along to nice trade. It will seem
a shame to take It out this Satur-
day, • as skedded. Difficulty is to

And a third home for it here. It

moved from the Forrest to make
room for. 'At Home Abroad' and
will have to vacate the Chestnut
next week to make way for 'Win-
terset,' The Broad, mentioned at
one time, gets 'Sailor Beware*, next
week for a run and .-the Garrick Is

sewed up. Erlanger has Chaplin's
'Modern Times' pic for another
fortnight and that's the list, with
the Shubert and Walnut hot avail-
able.

'Road' might go out of town . a
week and then return to the For-
rest Last week's $10,600 looked
okay for the show's fourth week In
town.

Sale for 'At Home Abroad,' which
opened last night at the Chestnut
was fair but the musical ought to
get two nice weeks. Opening night
quite light downstairs,

This Is the first week since the
holidays, to find four' legit -houses
here lighted and busy. Fourth is

the Broad with 'Squaring the Cir-
cle,' This, one opened at the same
house last fall.

Estimates for Last Week
Three Men on a Horse' (Gar-

rick, 1st week). Walloped 1

to a
whale of a big $17,604 and set for a
long stay..

Tobacco Road' . (Chestnut 1st
week). After three big weeks at the
Forrest moved here and got a nice
$10,500. Skedded to leave Saturday,
because no house in town available
for another move, "Winter/set' due
here Monday for two weeks.

'Squaring the Circle' (Broad, 1st
week). Return engagement for this
one which opened here last fall.

Claimed to be getting by with be-
tween $4,000 and $5,000.. Staying
this week, then 'Sailor Beware.'

?. APPEARANCE

$7MN.G»P1TT.

'APPEARANCE' $11,200

St. Louis Puts Show Over on Good
Exploit Campaign

St. Louis, Marqh 10.

ladys George in 'Personal Ap-
pearance' finished a., one week run
at the American Theatre with a
satisfactory approximate $11,200.

Despite beginning of Lent and
worry over Income taxes, Mgr. Paul
Belsman said business was good.

Beisman obtained space in every

paper in town on • interviews with
the star, as well at feature stories.

One of the best space grabbing
campaigns house had in a long time.
Walter Hampden in 'Cyrano de

Bergerac' began a three day en-
gagement at the American, Monday
(9), with the house scaled from 84c.

to $2.75. •

SACCO-VANZETn

BELT COLD TO

Hampden $8,000

i Cincinnati, March 10.
Nice advance sale and fast , start

for 'Three Men on a Horse,' which
opened at tb& Cox Sunday (8) night
for a fortnight's stay with $2.75
night top and $1.65 high ' for Wed.
and Sat. matinees.
On three night performances arid

a matinee last, week at $2.50 top,
Walter Hampden in 'Cyrano' drew
a dandy approximate $8,000. In
previous full week 'Personal Ap-
pearance*- estimated a limp $6,000.

Pittsburgh, March 10.

Broadway reps apparently mean
less than nothing around here un-
less there's a name in the cast.

'Personal Appearance' is a case in

point. No. 2 cast, headed by
Barbara Brown, played the Nixon
last week and, despite a brisk ex-

ploitation campaign emphasizing
the show's long run In New York
arid an attractive bargain scale

($2.20 at night with a $1.10 Wednes-
day matinee), show couldn't collect

more than a mediocre $7,500.

This is. a curious town for legit.

Give 'em a smash comedy at a popu-
lar price and because it's nameless

and the admission is reasonable, they

figure it's a dog and stay away. Got
swell notices, too, but ho help.

Nixon, is without a tenant this

week, first session since before the

first of the year that the house has

been dark. Relights Monday night

(16) with 'Idiot's Delight' under

subscription auspices followed by
'Three Men on a Horse,' a two-
week possibility since March 30 is

tentatively open. Not in years has
the local legit site been open for
Holy Week but house will chance it

next month with 'Winterset,* com-
ing in April 6 Under subscription
auspices, and 'At Home Abroad'
April 13. Pitt Cap and Gown show
is booked for -the.- week of April 20,
with the sixth subscription offering,
as yet unannounced, probably wind-
ing up the season.

Estimates for Last Week
'Personal Appearance' (Nixon;

2.100; $2.24). Not much response
for this one despite its Broadway
rep, rave notices and the season's
lowest legit scale. Around $7,500,
Pretty Ordinary. Wednesday mat at
$1 top big but nights way Off,

particularly in balcony and gallery.
-Nixon is dark this week, first time
*ince before the first of the year.

Boston, March 10,

'Winterset,' playing in, the heart

of the Sacco-Vanzettl belt, where
the .case is still regarded as one of

those things, is not getting a cer-

tain stratum of carriage trade which

a quality production of this type

would Ordinarily get Generally

speaking the S-V case is looked

upon here as an over-rated judicial-

criminal incident, therefore the

'message' of the Anderson piece is

not at all tempting to the typical

Hub theatregoer.

Ace .
staging, and acting, however,

is attracting an average b.O. throng.-

'Personal Appearance' opened

Monday night (9) at the Plymouth.
'On Tour Toes,' new musical, is

slated to open, at the Shubert, Sat-
urday, Match 21. Met Opera plays
one week at the Opera House, «tart-
ing March 23.

Mary Young and John Craig, 2rid,

are planning a world preriiiere of

'Fifth Nurse' at the Copley, follow-
ing .the end of the current 'Ghost
Train' run. John Houston and Griff

Morris are authors, and Bela Lu-
gosi has been invited to star.

Lent has had no perceptible effect

on legit here.
Estimate for Last Week

'Winterset' (Colonial, $2.75, first

week). Got enthusiastic notices

locally. Garnered about $10,000.

One more week.

ly-Girf

:'19G,

Chi Biz on Slide

'Jan. 16' Of to

9C Start, L A.;

laid' $14,500

Los Angeles, March 10.

Healthy pickings for the two legit

productions in town last week, with'

'The Old Maid,' winding up two
weeks at the Biltmore, copping
most of the gravy.

'Night of January 16' got away to

a good start at the El Capitan, with
fllmites eagerly proffering their serv-

ices to sit as jurors in the play.

Opus, which originally .flopped here

under the title of 'Woman on Trial,'

when presented at the Hollywood
Playhouse, looks good for an easy

four weeks.
Biltmore is dark this week, re-

lighting next Monday (16) with Alia

Nazimova' in 'Ghosts' for a week,

plus extra performances on the

nights of March 23 and 24 and a

special matinee on the closing

afternoon.
,

Estimates for Last Week
The Old Maid,' Biltmore, Los An-

geles (C-1.C56; $2.65). Winding up

two weeks, less one day, comedy
drew heavily at matinees and with

substantial night trade had no

trouble garnering $14,500 on last

stanza. House dark currently.

'Night of January 16/ El Capitan,

Hollywood (D-1,571; $1.65). ' They
like mystery here, particularly

when it's offered at the El Capitan.

Other Hollywood houses don't fig-

ure so much. Opening stanza hit a

neat $0,000, which is plenty oke.

Chicago, March 10.
Federal relief project comes to the

fore in the loop this week as far as
new attractions are concerned.
While the rest of the managers are
ducking the possibilities of a Lenten
box-office kick-back, the WPA runs
into the" "breach with two shows.
First opened last night (Monday)
at the Blackstone with the revival
of the old Charles Hoyt farce,
'Texas Steer,' while tonight (Tues-
day) sees the opening of revival of
Ibsen's 'Enemy of the People' at the
Great Northern.'
Regular legit list Is reduced to a

mere couple: 'Great Waltz' and 'Boy
Meets GirL* 'Porgy and Bess* had a
smashing run at the Erlanger in
three capacity and near-capacity
weeks. Could have stayed longer,
and probably would have made ar-
rangements to do so had the first

week been as strong as the final
session.
Next standard piece for the tOwn

aiTlves on Monday (16) with the
Walter Hampden 'Cyrano de Berg-
erac' at the Grand for two weeks,
House then darkens until. April 12,

when 'At Home Abroad' lights the
spot.

Estimates for Last Week
'Boy Meets Girl,' Selwyn (1,000

$2.75) (8th week). Settling down for

a real run now that the pace is

building to a steady high-money
gross. Running around $11,500,

powerful.
'Great Waltz,' Auditorium (4,000;

$2.75) (11th week). Musical gem of

the season for run and money
Nicked a neat $19,000 last week,
highly satisfactory. Four more

'Porgy and Bess,' Erlanger (1,200;

$2.75). Withdrew after three top
gross sessions and off to Detroit,

Built to whanging $16,000 on final

session.
WPA Attractions

'Enemy of the People' Great
Northern. • Federal play reopens big

musical barn which has been closed

four years. 75c. top.

Texas Steer,' Blackstone. Farce
revival opened last night (Monday)
at 75c. top.

DAYTON DATES
Dayton, 6., March 10.

Dayton goes on the legit map for

two days April 6 and 7 when Wal-
ter Huston appears at the Victory

in 'Dodsworth.'

Date for 'Personal Appearance'

has been set for the same house

April 2 to 16.

George Pyper Honored
Salt Lake City, March 10.

George D. Pyper, for more than

30 years manager of the old Salt

Lake theatre, was presented Sat-

urday (7) with a life membership
in the local No. 99 theatrical union.

Presentation was made On the

74th anniversary of the dedication

of the theatre.

Biz on Broadway Drops Off Again;

Cohan's 'Darling' Starts Oke $11,000

New lows for the. season were
marked up by most of Broadway's
successes last week. It was a shock
to managers when shows which had
been approximating capacity slipped

as much as $2,000 under the off

trade of the previous week*

It is nothing unusual for legits

to. drop steadily from Washington's
Birthday on until March 15, the fed-
eral Income tax deadline, and Lent
doesri't help any. Decline was given
further impetus, however, by the
elevator and service employees
strike, which has been vexing
apartment house dwellers in N. Y.
Business this week will probably

see further dips in attendance, but
next week should see a recovery,
granting the strike conditions aren't

more severe. A settlement is un-
derstood nearirig. Winter vacation r .

ists are starting to return, and that
should help, too.

Week-end trade was much better
than the earlier days . last week in-

dicated and the leaders sold out.

There were no sudden closings

Saturday, and none are definitely

carded this week.
'Dear Old Darling' had a hearty

preriiiere at the Alvln last week but,

entering when attendance, was on
the downgrade, the first week was
$11,000, under expectations. 'Sweet
Aloes,' at the Booth, is a doubtful

English import, 'The Fields Beyond/
Mansfield, was panned. No per-

formance this week, but manage-
ment plans to reopen. Of the other

hewer plays 'The Postman Always
Rings Twice' Was quoted at over

$6,000, but needs better money.
'Love'on a Dole' is weak at less than

$5,000, and will move to another
house..
Three matinees, no Monday night

idea has been further extended, half

a. dozen shows now being on that

basis. *
Musicals continue the hardest hit,

but the closing of two last week is

expected to help the four survivors.

No new shows are carded for

Broadway next week.
Estimates for Last Week

'Boy Meets Girl,' Govt (16th

week) (C-1,059; $3.85). Monday of

last week was decidedly off, but

picked up in pace and got around
$18,000.

'Call It a Day/ Morosco (7th week)

(C-961; $3.30). Extra matlriee last

week helped gross to about $16

500; Guild has two current comedy
winners, 'Day' and 'End of Sum-
mer '

'Case of Clyde Griffiths/ Barry-

more (1st week) (D-1,096; $3.30).

Presented by Group Theatre and
Milton Shubert; written by Erwin
Piscator and Lena Goldschmldt;
opens tonight.

'Children's Hour/ Elliot (69th

week) (D-957; $3.30). Somewhat
affected by elevator strike, but
matinee strength keeping holdover

jn profit division.
'Co- Respondent Unknown/ Ritz

(5th week) (CD-91S; $3.30). Was
improving until conditions inter-

fered; approximated $6,000 last

week to probable profit.

'Dead End/ Belasco (20th week)
(D-1,000; $3.30). Dipped under
$15,000 for the first time this win-
ter; off with field early last week
but closed to capacity.
•Dear Old Darling/ Alvin (2d

week) (C-1,356; $3.30). Drew favor-

able press; business first week un-

der expectations, though profitable

at around $11,000.

•End of cummer/ Guild (4th

week) (C-914; $3.30). Virtually

getting capacity with subscriptions

in first five weeks; approximately
$14,500.
'Ethan Frome/ National (9th

week) (C-957» $3.30). Felt the

strike as much as others and
dipped; slightly over $10,000; should
last well into spring, .

however.
'First Lady/ Music Box (16th

week) (C-1,000; $3.30). Socked by

Louisville Goes Full Week Stand

For 'Road,' but Biz Way Of, $6,100

Louisville, March 10.

«\or the first time in years Louis-

ville had a legitimate show in for a

full week stand. 'Tobacco Road,'

with. Charies: Timblin in the lead

role* was the attraction at the Me-
morial Audtlorium last week.

Play was a disappointment at the

b.o., however, grossing only $6,100

for .Ax night and two matinee per-

formances. Show received a- lot .
of

publicity, particularly after a local

civic organization protested to the

mayor, asking that it be closed.

Irving Becker, company manager,

invited a committee , from the club

to attend the performance and

urged them to bring their wives

along as his guests. Only one mem-
ber of the committee accepted, and
'he wrote a letter to local news-

papers later stating that he could

see nothing wrong with the play.

Curious sidelight on the engage-
ment was the fact that colored pat-

rons were more numerous than they

have been for the usual traveling

attractions here. Show is about
'pore white trash' and has no col-

ored characters.
'Dodsworth' is sot for a matinee

and night performance Thursday
(12) and, from advance sale and
reservations should do almost as

much business on the date as 'Road'

did on its full week.
Estimates for Last Woek

Tobacco Road' (Auditorium; 2,350-

$2.20 top). Got publicity, but with

reverse English effect. Only $6,100

at the gate. Tlmblln rnade talks

to luncheon clubs, etc.. during the

week, but no dice.

strike first four days, but closed

week with a rush and topped $15,-

000;. about $2,000 under previous

pace.

'Fresh..Fields/ Empire (5th week)
(D-1,099; $3.30). Modest money for
English comedy, . which may last
into sprjng; around $4,500.
'Jumbo/ Hippodrome (17th week)

(M-4,327; $3.30). Box office receipts
around $30,000 and, with radio coin,
weekly takings approximate $37,-
500.
'Lady Precious Stream/ 49th St.

(7th week) (D-700; $3.30). Chinese
novelty not so good after moving
here from Booth; $2,500 estimated,
but costs little to. operate.

•Libel/ Henry Miller (13th week)
(D-944; $3.30). Polite English court-
room meller not much affected last
week; bettered $8,500 and operated
to profit. i

'Love on the Dole/ Shubert (3rd
week) (CD-1,368; $3.30). Despite
press attention this British poverty
play attracting small coin; less
than $5,000 indicated last week;
'Idiot's Delight' due soon.
'May Wine/ St. James (15th week)

(M-1,620; $3.86). Operating nut re-
vised downward and ehorusless
musical bettering even break around
$9,000.
'Moon Over Mulberry 8t./ 44th

St. (27th week) , (D-1,326; $3.30).

Cut rater did not drop much and
Isn't getting much; around $3,000
liELSt M^€ck»
'Mulatto/ Vanderbilt (21st week)

(D-804; $3.30). Ditto for. mixed cast
drama.
'Night of Jan. 18th/ Ambassador

(26th week) (D-1,166; $2.76): Com-
pletes sixth month this week; profit-

able trade but down to around.
$7,000; last weeks, announced.
..'One Good Year/ Fulton (16th

week). (C-913; $3.30). Low grosser
manages to get by; estimated
around $3,000; costs little.

'Postman Always Rings Twice/
Lyceum (3rd week) (D-957; $3.30).

Quoted over $6,000, witlt fairly good
week-end; must improve to operate
profitably.

'Pride and Prejudice/ Plymouth
(19th week) (D-1,046; $3.30).
Slipped with others last week, with
takings around $12,000 mark; low-
est gross to date.

'Russet . Mantle/ Masque (8th.

week) (C-900; $3.80), Felt the bad
going, too, with gross approximat-
ing $6,000; has been doing moder-
ately well.

'Star Spangled/ Golden . (1st

week) (D-1,046; $3.30). Presented by
Arthur Hopkins; written by Robert
Ardrey; well regarded at try-out;
opened last night.
'Sweet Aloes/ Booth (2nd week)

(CD-708; $3.30). Opened last mid-
week to mild press; fair Saturday,
but staying chances in doubt.
'Scandals/ New. Amsterdam (12th

week) (R-1,717; $4.40). With mu-
sical field narrowed way down, re-
vue should pick up; under $17,000

The Fields Beyond/ Mansfield.
Opened late last week and rated
doubtful; no performances this

week but claimed resumption next
week.
Three en- on a Horse/ Play-

house (59th week) (C-869; $3.30).

Lowest figure of engagement last

week; about $9,600; long run com-
edy should come back; company
touring Midwest topped $17,000..

Tobacco Road/ Forrest (119th
week) (C-1,017; $1.65). Still making
money here and out of town; paced
over $8,000 last week.

'Victoria Regina/ Broadhurst
(12th week) (D-1,118; $3.30). Af-
fected only in the number of stan-
dees present; even topped most
musicals last week, with gross bet-

ter than $23,000.
'Ziegfeld Follies/ Winter Garden

(7th week) (R-1,425; $6.60). Dis-
tinctly under expectations so far,

but should benefit by musical scarc-
ity; $29,000 claimed last week.

Revivals
'Saint Joan/ Martin Beck; illness

of Katharine Cornell set opening
back until Monday (9). Highly
lauded.

WPA
'Conjure Man Dies/ Lafayette;

Harlem relief unit opened new
show tonight; 'Walk Together
Chillun' closed Saturday.
'American Holiday/ Manhattan;

will be followed by 'Murder In The
Cathedral' next week.
'Chalk Dust/ Daly's 63rd Street

(Experimental theatre); rather well
regarded.
'Woman of Destiny/ Willis

("Bronx); managerial relief try-out.
Triple A Ploughed Under/ Bilt-

more; 'Jiving newspaper' slated to

open Saturday.

DETROIT THEATRE UUION
Detroit, March 10.

With its first' production, 'Peace

on Earth,' a success the New Thea-
tre Union here is now working on
Clifford Qdefs 'Awake and Sing.'

Edwin Gramercy, who directed

the first play, will also be in charge
of the new production.
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HaV a Dozen$ltMO Tours lis Year

By Individual Concert Attractions

250 TOUR WITH MET

Boston, Roehaster, Baltimore To
B* Vi ited

Top earners in concert field this

winter include Kirsten lagstad,

Nelson Eddy, Jascha Heifetz, Serge

Rachmani , ritz Kreislei\ most all

of whom are in the average $100,000

gross. ,earnings ,
class, with an ap-

proximate quota of 60 personal dates

filled. Names of Lawrence Tibbett,

Lily Pons and Grace Moore are

missing because of their weekly
broadcast chores and picture assign-

ments, which curtailed lengthy

touring schedules.

Miss Flagstad who's rated No. 1

diva this year will have filled over

B0 engagements by the end of the

season, with gross intake set at ap-

proximately $100,000. She's also the

biggest individual draw at the Met-
ropolitan Opera, N. Y., it being only

her second season,, and considered

a sure-fire draw for all perform-

ances. On the road, she's been a
steady sell-out, .Her tour next sea-

son is to be shortened somewhat, so

as' not to overdo the personal ap-

pearance, business and wear herself

out.
Eddy's rise to the first group has

been due. largely to his film -clicks.

On i tour he's filled 48 which
also places him in the coin, class of

concert names. He's. thematinee idol

..magnet in the hinterland especially.

Of the. instrumentalists, Heifetz,

Rachmaninoff and Kreisler hav« been

the- big performers. Heifetz played

45 concerts; -Raohmaninoff, 32, and
Kreisler, Their earnings are

slightly less than the'$100,000 mark,

but they're close:

Of the novelties, the Vienna Boys'

Choir In 13-weeks 6f touring has
. grossed, around $60,000,

RICHARD CROOKS TOP

NAME AT COLUMBIA, S.C.

Spartanburg, S. C. March 10.

Columbia/ S.
. Q,, holds Its second

, annual musical'' festival' April 3-4.

Bookings':, include -Richard Crooks,

National SyhipVony with ' Hans
Kindler, and^Shandon Choral So-
ciety Of J25

' smgers, 'plus Harold
Bauer, pianist*

^Tickets start at 76 cents and
range to two. bucks, with a season
pasteboard for: three dollars;

Russian Operas to CBS

Operas by Shostakovltch- and
Krennikdv will be broadcast over

CBS on March 2.2 and April 6 from
Moscow. First of a series of three

was. aired last Sunday (8) with cer-

tain portions of 'Song of the River

Don' chorus from 'Quiet Mows the

Don.' It was played by the Soviet

Radio Commission's Symphony or-

chestra, with duets by Victor Men-
shinin and Maria Gagarina, and
solos by Sergei Sladkopevtsey.

Programs. are in co-operation with

the Russian Broadcasting Company.

Kansas City Karl Krueger

Burns at Music Critic;

Bars Rehearsal Visits

Kansas City, March 10.

Lulgt
.
Vaiani. music critic of the

Journal^Post, has been barred from,
rehearsals of the 'Kansas City. Phil-

harmonic orchestra because Of com-
ments made by him on the orches-
tra's performances during the pres-

ent 'season which upset Karl Krue-
ger, conductor. At the Thursday
rehearsal Brown Schoenhelt, ..* or-
chestra manager^ informed. Vaiani
that because of his criticisms of the
orchestra - and 'because he was
'against Mr. Krueger' he was not
welcome - at the rehearsal, and that

the conductor had Instructed that
he scram or otherwise the rehearsal
would be stopped.

•' Next day Vaiani and W. Laurence
Dickey, editor of ..the Journal-Post,
who accompanied, him to the re-
hearsal hall, were advised that Paul.

Groner, orchestra chairman, had in-
structed that either Vaiani be ad-
mitted or that all rehearsals for the
remainder ' of the season be con-
ducted with ho visitors present.

Conductor Krueger chose the lat-

ter plan,

Vaiani has been music critic for

the paper for 14 years.

When the Metropolitan Opera, N.
Y. begins its annual spring tour

next week, there'll be approxi-

mately 260 in the company. Include,

ing 60 singers,; 40 ballet dancers and
symphony of 76 pieces, plus stage-

hands and assistants.

Dates include Boston, March 22-

28; Rochester/ March 30 and Balti-

more, April 2-3-4.

87 NIGHTS FOR ST LOUIS;

SCHWAB AGAIN HEADS

t. Louis, March 10.

Municipal 0Pera season will open

Friday evening, June 6, and season

wiU run for 87 consecutive nights,

ah increase of three over number
during last few years. There will be

12 productions, with opening pres-

entation having run Of 10 evenings.

Repertory this year will include

many of favorite operettas, includ-

ing lighter musical plays, a comic
opera and possibly a premiere pro-;

duction of a foreign operetta.

Laurence Schwab, Broadway pro-

ducer, who became associated with
Municipal Opera organization last

year, again will. be. productions di-

rector. His. casting director, Rich-

ard Berger, has beeh; holding audi-

tions of stage, screen and radio per-

formers during winter with view of

Introducing , new personalities in

casts this summer. New principals

are expected to be seen from week
to. week.' >

Tiller at the Opera

Paris, March 2.

Tiller specialist, Helena Greasley,

has crashed the hitherto sacred

ballet of the Paris- Opera, to give

lessons in kicking to the girls who
up. to now have done nothing but
classic toe stuff.

English line work Was required

for a gala at the Opera in which
.the ballet was to work. Miss
Greasley, who puts on the dances
at the Casino de Paris and who
learned her stuff from John Tiller,

was summoned.

Massine on Own?

Miami, March 10.

Leonlde Massine. here with Monte
Carlo pallet Russe is reported
forming his own company 'next, win
ter, with Serge :Lifar in the person
nel. Entire troupe will,be formed in
Europe, though a few U, S. dancers
may be selected. First appearance
would be in January, probably in

Paris.

Massine is chief choreographer
with De Basil's company.

Sun Outdraws Concert
St. Louis, March 10.

Second annual. St. Louis Sym-
phony Orchestra pension fund,

headlined by George Gershwin, was
enriched around $2,200 (net) Sunday
(1) in Opera House of Municipal
Auditorium. While sum realized

this year was trifle below that of

Jast year- it Is believed . that fine

Spring day, after weeks of severe
weather, served to cut down attend-
ance.

Balcony -and- gallery, of opera
house was sold out but . lower floor

was only comfortably filled. Gersh-
win, .who -donated services, won
ovation with his 'Concerto in F' and
leading ork with 'Porgy and
Bess' suite. Symphony under baton
of Vladimir Golschmann played
Tschaikbwsky's 'Pathetic' symphony.

Tito Schipa Settles

Washington. March 10.

Tito Schipa, Los Angeles opera
warbler, agreed to pay the Federal
Government a little more than half

of what was demanded in back
taxes for 1932, while his wife, An-
toinette, made a like settlement of

a contested deficiency assessment.
The singer whittled a $619 claim

down to $390 and his wife sliced a
$591 bill down to $362.

Tacoma WPA Concerts

Tacoma, March 10.

WPA's Tacoma concert band and
orchestra is completing bookings for
various dates. Already the Federal
relief orchestra has played at va-
rious CCC camps. Veterans' dances
and civic clubs. The band will play
summer dates in parks and on pub
lie squares,

Aritold Leverenz, supervisor, is

using city hall annex for rehearsals,
No admission charges have as yet
been made for concerts held.

Fhila. Orch. Date Changes
Philadelphia, March 10.

Changes in itinerary for Philadel
phia Orchestra's forthcoming tour
include addition of date in Evans
vllle, April 19. Altered dates are
Birmingham instead of ShreVeport,
April 22; Little Rock instead of
Tulsa, April 23; El Paso, April 25
instead of April 26; Milwaukee from
May 10 to May 11;

Still under negotiation are dates
for Minneapolis, May 10; Phoenix,
April 20; Lincoln or Holdredge
(Neb.), May 7.

'Miss Moore of the Met'
Grace Moore's billing while tour

ing for the next few weeks plays
up the Metropolitan Opera Co. with
radio and screen credits in smaller
type.

This despite she's done only two
Met. appearances this year at the
Met.

Ted Shawn ahd\is company of
eight male dancersS have been
booked to show April 9i at Jerusa-
lem Temple, New Orleanp.

Coe Glade Heads Touring Opera Co.

Now Five Opera Companies Out of Chicago
—Some Tabloid

10,000 Seats for Opera

Lincoln, March 10.

So-called Chicago Civic Opera
with Coe Glade, will give a per-

formance here in the Coliseum,

March . 31. This is promotion of

Mrs. Florence Gardner, who has

been handling affairs of this kind

for the past five years. It is the

first opera here in more than two
years.

Large seating capacity, of the

Coliseum (10,000). makes possible a

low price range and a resultant pull

from music lovers all over Ne-
braska.

Rose
(Continued from page 1),

of topflight talent; Offers of $10,000 to

$15,000 will be made to people such
as Mae West, Fred Astalre, Grace
Moore, Burns and Allen, Whiternan,
Lombardo, Vallee, Jack Benny,
Major Bowes, Wayne King, Glen
Gray and Ray . Noble, Rose will

function through two or three of

:he major booking agencies, notably

William Morris, Jr. and johnny
Hyde of the Moon's office.

Among the sundry stunts which
Rose will contrive will be . an out-

door theatre-restaurant seat

5,000, a sort of open-air version of

his Casino de Paree,
Show Itself Will be labeled

Frontier- Frolics' (unless another
title suggests Itself ) and may ulti-

mately be toured, for further, insti

tutional ballyhoo on behalf of the
Texas-Oklahoma sector, Both states

are to be Ned Alyordized with
paper, 'For education go to Dal -

las, for entertainment come to Fort
Worth.'

'

The Texas .Centennial at Dallas
opens June 6 and. runs until Nov.
1.5;.. It may -be run into a . second
year, as

;

was. the Chicago expo; The
Fort Worth celebration, is merely
an entertainment proposition under
the tag of 'Frontier Centennial.'
It Opens July 1 and runs until

Oct. 15. Cities are 37 miles apart
and competitive in their rivalry
and home-town pride.

Furtwaengler of Berlin

Draws Fire; Friends Say

Criticism Unwarranted

Since announcing ; Wllhelm Furt-

waengler- successor to Arturo
Toscanini as general musical direct

tor of the. New York Philharmonic
Symphony, members of- the board
have : been swamped with protests.

All last week letters came in to the

effect that the forthcoming engage*
inent Would, be a futile one" from the

standpoint of attendance, and that

there was general, disiike because

of the newly appointed director

coming from Germany.
At one point it was rumored that

th%dboard would have to change its

decision. To offset squawks the

board made public a cable from the

leader who's now in Cairo, Egypt:
'J am: not chief of Berlin Opera,

hut conduct as guest.. My Joh is

only music.'

Appointment was made"with Tos-
canini's personal approval, he as-

serting that Furtawengler is one of

the. foremost living conductors- to-

day, and that New York music
lovers would be well served. Furt-
waengler as a matter of fact has
only . recently been. restored to favor

in Berlin as he contended Jews we're

also musicians. Toscanini is gen-
erally credited with being very lib-

eral on political and humanitarian
matters.

. Chicago, March 10.
Coe Glade is to head a grand

opera company bearing her name.
Says she has ample finances, a Mid-
dle West route already booked, 'Car-
men' and 'Rigoletto' in rehear,
an complete casts, with opening
set for March 23 at Minneapolis
Qrpheuny with 'Carmen.'
Isaac Van Grove, is to head., or-

chestra and to stage revivals for
Glade outfit. She lists as under con-
tract Maria Matyas, Helen Freund,
Janet Fairbank, Lola Turner, Sid-
ney. Raynor, Joseph Royer, Frederic
Jericks, all 1935 singers in City
Opera, arid Harriet Lundgren

. as
principal dancer. Misses Matyas,
Faivbank, and Freund in j. B.
Dekeyser's roster, also, and .Royer
in A. F. Thaviu's tab 'Rigoletto.'
Route after Minneapolis is given

as St. Paul, Des Moines, Davenport,
Dubuque, Cedar Rapids, Rochester
(Minn.), Omaha and Lincoln.

Addition of Mies Glade's ven-
ture—which will be billed as Chi-
cago Opera Productions— makes
four grand-opera troupes in activity
in. the Mid-West territory,. B. De-
fceyser's Chicago Opera, San Carlo,
and Detroit Civic 'are' the: others.
This takes no account of PWA's
'Carmen' through the Peoria 'proj-

ect/

Suggests Bill Robinson

For German Summer Event

Hollywood, March 10.

Rufus LeMalre returned yester-
day (Monday) from Fort Worth
where he made a deal for Billy
Rose to produce a Western show for
the Fort Worth Frontier Celebra-
tion, running 122 days starting July
1, which is three weeks after the
Texas Centennial in Dallas opens,
Rose will get $100,000 for his work.
Many headliners will be used, re-

gardless of price; and change eyery
week or two, with LeMaire, who
leaves Metro Friday (14) for the
agency business, to do the booking.

Kirstein to Coast
Lincoln kirstein, director of

American Ballet flies to the Coast
this week to huddle on film deals.
MGM and Radio are reported inter-
ested in using the U. S. troupe in a
musical.
Also arrangements are to be made

for the company to appear in Holly-
wood Bowl this summer, under
George Balanchine's direction. Dr,
Milton Bender is accompanying
Kirstein.

Israels' Ethiop Spiel

Josef Israels II, returned to New
York fr->L: a lecture tour this week.
Talked on his recent Ethiopian ex-
perience. He appeared as far west
as Salt Lake City.

Following a few days lay-over, he
goes Out again to fill a few more
platform dates.

Damrosch's New Tune
Walter Damrosch will direct an

Orchestra of 80 pieces on April 3 at

the Metropolitan Opera, N. Y., hon-
oring the National Conference of

Music Educators. Will direct his

new composition 'Abraham Lincoln'

for baritone solo; chorus and or-

chestra, which is based on Walt
Whitman's poem, 'Oh Captain, My
Captain.'

NBC orchestra will play, and
Theodore Webb will sing the solo

part* Chorus is to be comprised of

400. high school students.

Lillian Shapero on Own
Lillian Shapero, former Martha

Graham dancer, will present a dance
program Sunday night, March 22, at

the Civic Repertory. She created
the dances for the Yiddish rt The-
atre, including 'Yoshe Kalb.'

. Maurice Rauch will accompany
her.

Strike
(Continued from page 1)

whence is drawn a sizable portion
of the patronage; Those houses
where strikebreakers or volunteer
elevator chauffeurs man the lifts

usually warn tenants to be back- be-
fore midnight, or else. That's
enough to keep 'em in the riabe pic-
ture houses for their amusement
wants.
Theatres complained there was no

authority in back of the newspaper
yarns and protest from the Theatre
League resulted in a promise to
check up on the source;
Understood the report emanated

from a ticket agency. The brokers
were affected by cancellations when
elevators In class apartment houses
stopped running. However it was
indicated the report may have been
inspired. Although it was claimed
advance sales had beeh affected,
promise of settlement of the strike
early this week, cleaved the atmos-
phere.

German art representatives, are in
New York

.
lining up dance attrac-

tions for summer festivals on the
othe.r side.' One impresario recom-
mended Martha Graham, No. 1 mod- -

ernist, and Bill Robinson.
Meanwhile, Russia's contemplated

summer dance session has .been can-
celled altogether for this year.
Visiting agents ai*e reported having
trouble getting dance- headliners to

journey across this summer. More ;

activity and less politics in U.S.A.

Martha Graham Clings to

Policy of Strict Dignity
Martha. Graham departs on a

cross-country tour this week, which
will take her to the 'Coast under
Frances Hawkins direction.

She's nixed all requests for bally-
hoo stunts while touring. Has new
photographs taken in action but
that's the only unbending she'll per-
mit.

ANN ARBOR'S BIG SPLURGE

Lily Pons, Stokoyvski and Eight
Soloist* at Festival

Detroit, March 10.

Headed by Lily Pons, nine solo-

ists will take part in the- annual
Ann Arbor May Festival. Leopold
Stokowski and the 100-piece Phil-
adelphia Symph will give six con-
certs during the fete,^ including
Verdi's 'Requiem/ with cast of oper-
atic singers, and Elgar's 'Caracta-
cus.'

Other soloists include Rose Bamp-
ton, Paul Althouse,.Efrem Zimbalist,
Giovanni Martinelli, Jeahette Vree-
land, Keith Kalkner, Harold Bauer
ahd Palmer Christian, organist. The
University Choral Union will par-
ticipate in two programs, while Juva
Higbee will present a young people's
chorus in ah afternoon concert
Miss Pons appeared in the 1931 fes-

tival.

Nashville's 1st Ballet Taste

Nashville, March 10.

Col. W. de Basil's Ballet Russe/
drew a $3,200 house at its one per-
formance at Ryman Auditorium her
March 2.

De Basil ballet is the first organi-
zation presenting the classic dance
to visit Nashville since the Payley-
Oukr.ainsky and Pavlowa companies
were touring.

Carola Goya's appearance in Salt
Lake City March 10 in Kingsbury
hall on the University of Utah
campus is sponsored by the exten-
sion division of . the university.
Beatrice Burford, harpist, assistin?-'

the senorlta.
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Pantomime Flop a Mystery
—Sorrowing for King's

Death Over—'Follow Sun'

$26,500, 'Night Must Fall1

$6,000, 'Please Teacher*

$15,000, 'Seeing Stars'

$12,500, Three Men' $10,-

000, All Capacity

MUCH OPTIMISM

London. March 2.

Business as a whole in. West End
legit is pretty -well set, -with the

outlook better than ever. Top peo-

ple . are still abstaining, but grad-

ually coming out -of their retire-

ment
There is an air of optimism among

producers which plainly reveals -the

outlook .to be most encouraging.

rimary reason for this attitude is

the King's special wish that normal

conditions, should prevail as quickly

as possible, with the people in gen-

eral taking the hint.

Most surprising thing this year
has been the. pantomime flop. This
seems to have been a local calamity,
as reports from the provinces are
that; with the exception of the
King's funeral week, panto business
has been normal. Not bo in the
"West End. The two annuals at
Drury Lane and the Lyceum were
both hit during the calamitous
period and stayed that way, with no
sign of recovery. This resulted in
the Drury Lane folding after eight
and a half weeks, and the Lyceum
lingering for two and a half weeks
more, making record short runs, for
both houses.
Show people with a thorough

knowledge of the business are at a
loss to account for these flops; al-
though some claim it is due to

present day kids having become too

.
sophisticated. Situation is so pre-
carious that there is serious talk of
there being no pantomime in the
West End next year, which would be
unprecedented. Last year they, were
okay.

Approximate Grosses

(At $5 to the £1)
'Anthony and Anna/ Whitehall

(15th Week). Flopped to $2,000 on
opening, but to keep the house opan
management came to arrangements
with the cast to work on percent-
age. Luck of show seems to have
changed, and cast now getting 50%
above salary, about $5,000.

'Catiline/ Royalty (2nd week).
This less known Ibsen work does
not seem to have caught on. Doing
a" bare $2,000, which is n. g., even
for this out of the way house. Will
linger a while, till management gets
something else.

'At the Silver Swan/ Palace (2nd
week). Old fashioned musical by a
new producing company, starring,
Delysia. Despite a galaxy of names,
seems doomed to failure- First week
well below $6,000, which is way in
red.

'Distinguished Gathering/, Cam-
bridge (13th week). Transferred
from St. Martin's, and here on a
percentage arrangement, but not
makii.g money. Around $3,000, less
than an even break. Waiting to pick
up, with chances slim,
'Espionage/ Apollo (18th week).

Still yielding good profit at around
$6,000. Not intended to stay much
longer, with closing date probably
around middle March and Walter
Hackett, author, already framing a
new vehicle.
'Follow the Sun/ Adelphi (4th

week). This is one of C. B. Coch-
ran's moBt ambitious revues, cost-
ing $100,000 before curtain rise,, and
is definitely in the money. There
are always adverse rumors about
Cochran's big shows, and this is; no
exception. Depite scandalmongers,
show is doing absolute capacity
nights, playing to $3,600 nightly
with slightly less for matinees, Top-
Ping $26,500 and heading all West
End grosses.

'Forty Thievea/ Lyceum (8th
week). Around $20,000 and has don«

$25,000, playing twice, dally. Al-
though making

:
money, biz not up to

usual annual panto takings.

'Fritzi/ Shaftesbury. Terminated
eight weeks' run after transferring
from the Adelphi to make room for
the Cochran revue, but never In the
money. Title and everything else
against it. Closed to $3,000, to be
replaced

. by 'Promise,' new Henri
Bernstein play.

'Jack and the Beanstalk/ Drury
Lane. /Just terminated eight
and a half weeks to disappointing
trade, with- management seriously
thinking of abandoning annual pan-
tomime policy. Estimated drop is
around $25,000, .which Is plenty con-
sidering that, in years gone by.
profits were around $50,000 yearly.

'Lady Precious Stream/ Little
(2nd year). One of those prestige
things which takes little to operate.
Hence the length of run. Doing
$2,600 and getting by.
'Mary Tudor/ Playhouse. Cele-

brating , 100th performance this
week, but not much cause for cele-
bration as. not a big money , maker,
although not expensive to operate.
Flora- Robson only name in cast. On
a two-for-one basis, making slight
profit at $3,600. Likely to linger.
'Nina/ Criterion (22nd week).

Weak vehicle served to introduce
Lucie Mannheim, latest German
refugee. Has fared well, at times
doing near $6,000, but now dropped
to $4,000, which still profitable.
Closing In a fortnight
'Night Mutt Fall/ Duchess (44th

week). .Still very much alive. Has
been one of, the season's hits, and
Will pack 'em in as long as Emlyn
Williams, author and. leading man,
cares to stay. Show will go to
America this year, conditional on
Williams playing his original role.
Steady $6,000, which is practically
-capacity here.

'No Exit/ St. Martin's (2nd
week). Looks like a fair sized
click, as is. type of mystery which
has following. First week's take
under $4,500, but house is small,
Which, makes it fair .going.

'Petticoat Fever/ Daly's (2nd
week). Dennis King's show was not
well liked by the critics, with most
,of them displeased by King's rendi-
tion of the comedy role. Not doing
much, and not likely to stay long.

'Please Teacher/ Hippodrome
(2lst week). Still doing real busi-
ness. With exception of mourning
period has been grossing steady
$15,000 per week. Will stay . till early
summer, when Bobby Howes in-
tends a trip to America to appear in
'Yes, Madam/ his former Hippo-
drome show. Tour will be under
direction of Jack Waller and Jack
Curtis
'Romeo and Juliet/ New (18th

week). With John Gielgud and
Laurence Olivier alternating as
Romeo, has attracted plenty of fbl-

lowingv Over $12,600 weekly, and
no sign of slackening. Looks good
for some months.
'Russian Ballet/ Duke of York's

(10th week). Markova-Anton Dolin
season, with management claiming
good grosses, but really just fair at
around $4,000, even at two-for-one.
Being replaced by a three week's
season of Fay Marbe recital, sup-
ported by Jack Harris band from
Cafe de Paris.

'Seeing Stars/ Gaiety (16th week).
Loss of leading lady, Florence Des-
mond, through illness, has made lit-

tle difference to the take. Still

around $12,500, which is $3,500
profit weekly. Looks good for some
time.
'Someone At The Door/ Comedy

(34th week). Two-for-one house,
with small overhead. Show has
made some money, but Is how
hovering around $3,000, which barely
covers the overhead, despite actors
being on a cut; foldlnp in three
weeks.
'Storm In a Teacup/ Haymarket

(4th week). Transferred from the
Royalty and looks in for a stay. Do-
ing $6,000 and building. With little

overhead, seems sure for a long run.
•1066 and All That/ Strand (42nd

week). In JJie money after a slow
opening. Doing around $7,500, with
$6,000 the getting-out figure.

'The Dominant Sex/ Aldwych. In
its second year, and has made Some
coin, " but not much. At present
lingering to around $4,000 and with
Cast on a cut and house doing two-
for-one, about breaking even,

'Three Men on a Horse/ Wynd-
hams (2nd week). Seems to have set

the town agog. Libraries have
bought for eight weeks, having in-

vested $32,000 a't the rate of $4,000

weekly. Doing capacity, which is

close to $10,000. Jack Waller and
Alex Yokel all smiles.

'The Limping Man/ Sayvllle (11th

week). Trahsferred from the Phoe-
nix, where it played two-for-one,

with similar policy here. Limping
badly despite cuts in salary and
admission prices; $3,500, with man-
agement looking for a new produc-

tion.
'Tonight at 8:30/ Phoenix (7th

week). Noel Coward series of plays.

TWO FAIR, ONE \*f ft"
1?"

1

Has 130,000 Members

London, March 10.

'Dusty Ermine,' comedy drama,

opened at the Comedy Friday (6).

It has witty dialog and is well

played, although it seems psycho-

logically wrong. Likely to .turn, out

a commercially salable play.

'Children to Bless You» opened at

Ambassador's Tuesday (3). It is a
partially amusing comedy, which
was well received by the first night-
ers, mostly due to good acting.
'Red Night' opened at Queen's

Wednesday (4). It Is a war play and
a sort of cross between 'Journey's
End' and 'Better Ole.' Not likely to

get. anywhere. Robert Donat
financed It and stars in it, which
may help it at the b. o. for a while,

PALLADIUM POLICY

SET FOR THE YEAR

London, March 2.

Palladium policy this year,

is now complete.

New 'Crazy' show which opens
March 11, with the theatre closed
the. first , two days of the .week for
final rehearsals. Show stays till be-
ginning of June and then house runs
a couple of months of " straight
vaudeville, figuring it is in a. posi-
tion to get American topliners for
these months.
Early August another 'Crazy'

show goes in, with the usual gang,
and several American attractions.
Flanagan and Allen, who are. the
Palladium's resident comics, are in
the present show, as well as in the
August one: During the time the
Palladium plays vaudeville,, the
team is to make another picture
for Julius Hagen, which will either
be an original titled 'Moneymakers,'
or a story based on the comedian's
song 'Underneath the Arches.'

New German Plays

Berlin, March 2.

•Ein Maedel von Heute' ('A Girl of
Today')., musical by Neumann-
North and Herbert Walter, at Comic
Opera, Berlin.
'Anna and Adalbert/ comedy by

Siegmund Graff, at Theatre am
Schlffbauevdamm, Berlin.

'Drei Kline Fraeuleins' ('Thr^e
Little Ladies'), operetta by Thea
Halton, music by Siegfried Schultz,
at Bielefeld Municipality Theatre.

'Ein Sekretaer der Sich Pltter
Nennt* (*A Secretary Who Calls
Himself Pltter'), comedy by A.
Schmolz, at Stralsund.

'Helrat mit Hindernlssen* ('Mar-
riage with Handicaps'), comedy by
Schmolz and Risfer, at Heidelberg
Town Theatre.
'Schwiegersoehne' ('Sons in Law"),

drama by Alexander Paul, at Land-
weh'rkasino Berlin.

Berlin, March 2.

Hans Hinkel of the Relchs - The-
atre Chamber,; gives the number of

members of the Jewish Culture
League as 130,000. He also states

that 90% of Jewish actors are. now
incorporated in it and only a small
percentage has left Germany since

1933.

All performances of this group
are still prohibited.

Paris' Annual

Theatre Strike

Threat Again

London, March. 10.

All acts booked from here Jor the

Alhambra. and ABC in Paris from

March 20 on have been notified of

possible cancellation, due to a pro-

jected theatre strike In the French

capital, which would shutter all

houseB there.

Theatres In all branches of the

amusement industry in Paris are

preparing .to shutter, it Is under'

stood.

BUT YOU HAVE

A LOT OF FUN

Paris, March iO. .

Annual threat of a theatre strike

here Is really serious this time, and
looks like it may go through unless

some governmental concession by
way of lower taxes is granted show-
men within the next few days.

Political situation here is gener-
ally mixed up, anyway, now, with
elections due, giving the theatre

owners an excellent chance, they
feel, to obtain their objective. All

houses, both film and stage, are
lined up in the present move.

NEW THEATRE GROUP

GETS ROME START

Coward always attracts for a time>
and with- him personal-ing and
Gertrude Lawrence co-starred,
house is packing 'em. Doing steady
$15,000, capacity. Will undoubtedly
continue healthily till closing, which
is in five weeks.
'Tovarich/ Lyric (46th week). No

sign of weakening. Like all other
West End attractions it suffered
with the King's demise, but soon
got int<- stride again ;.nd now doing
around $8,500. Looks like running
well into the summer.

'Tulip Time/ Alhambra (26th

week). Has made a moderate
amount of money on a 14 shows
weekly basis. Sometimes taking
were as high as $16,000, but now
well on the decline, with grosses
nearer $9,000. Cast on cut and man-
agement dickering with Jack Taylor
to play his last year's Blackpool
revue here, which is at present
touring.
'Twenty to One/ Coliseum (16th

week). Another of Stoll's twice-

nightly shows in the West End; in

the money in its earlier career but

how near the $10,000 mark.
,
With

house expensive to operate, not so

hot. New show likely soon.

Rome, March 1.

Dramatic Company of the "New
Theatre, whose motto is 'Nothing
Experimental/ but whose aim is to

give all worthy new Italian play-

wrights a break; will start Its sea-
son at the Ellslo Theatre. Blay
chosen for opening is 'Lunga marcla
dl ritorno' ('Long Way Back') by
Mario FederkJ, who is general di-

rector of the company. Anton
Bragaglia will direct.

Later in. the season company will

devote an evening to three one-
acters, written—one each—by Lulgi
Pirandello, Massimo Bontempelli,
and Rosso di San Secondo. Mario
Pompel and Virgilio Marchl will be
the directors.

Back to Legit
Melbourne, Feb. 11.

Williamson-Tait's arty pix try at

the Comedy comes out this. week,,

with a return to legit proposed. Try
was only so-so oh biz. 'Night Must
Fall' will be the new legit, with
Ethel Morrison, Elane Hammil, and
Lloyd Lamble featured.

BIG ANZAC G-S BIZ
Sydney, Feb. 11.

Gilbert - Sullivan season Just
closed a run of 18 weekB to absolute
capacity. Towards the season's

close daily mats came into vogue to

cope with the biz.

Troupe will go out on the. road
for Williamson-Tait.

Berlin, March 2.

The one real goal of all German
vaude acts, bookings in foreign,

countries, has lost all temptation re-

cently. With so much fuss about
getting a date abroad, real trouble

only starts at • that point. It!s the

visa, the labor permit, the permis-
sion from the home organization
•Relchsfachschaft Deutsche Artistlk*

to accept the engagement:—and still

more trouble.
Supposing the date is lh Latvia,

Estland, Poland or Finland it's sure

to be a great difficulty to take the
money earned there out of that
country. Riga, for Instance, with
its many cabarets and the Circus
Salamonsky, which books many,
acrobatic acta from here, does not
permit money to be taken out. So,
as. in Soviet-Russia, all the coin
has to be spent in the country where
earned,
Similar restrictions L. Hungary,

which under no conditions will per-
mit its pengoes to go out of the
country. Austria has lately been
more complaisant in this respect and .

likewise Denmark and the two other
Scandinavian countries, Sweden and
Norway.
. But granted that these countries
will allow part of the salary to be
taken out, more trouble starts wben
the acts come home and exchange
their earnings. Thert they discover
that the: Austrian shilling, the
Polish zloty, the Danish krone and
the Latvia lat is only a fractioh of"

the German mark.

Bergner's Illness

Costs Cochran 100(5,

Novello Rushed In

, March 10.

Elisabeth Bergner's new play,

written by J. M. Barrle, has been

temporarily abandoned due to her

illness, with C. Cochran taking

it on the chin for ah approximate

$100,000, not to count possible

profits.

Cochran had already arranged for

a seven-week $70,000 library deal

on the play.

New Ivor Novello show, 'The

Happy Hypocrite/ adapted by
Clemence Dane from Max Boer-
bohm's novel of the same name, and
scheduled for a 12-week provincial

tour, Is being rushed to rehearsals

for His Majesty's to fill the void.

'Goes' Anzac Click

Sydney, Feb. 11.

•Anything Goes/ first of the new
Williamson -Tait legits, premiered
here Feb. 8, and got a splendid re-

ception, Harry Langdoh, Lilian

Perka, and Cis and Buddy Rogers
In the leads, met with success,

,

New show is well staged and car-
ries a fine ballet. Show will run
many weeks here to solid biz.

Midget Suit

Paris, March 2.

Albert Krauze, midget dancer
from Lithuania, Is suing a local

circus for firing him after having
imported him especially to Paris.

Krauze got the air after a fight

with the circus owner, who objected
to the midget using a brand hew
costume in rehearsal.

Krentzberg to Italy

Harald Kreutzberg touring under
Frances Hawkins list this year, re-

turns to Europe on April 3 for a

series of concert dates, with Italian

dates set during Easter week.
Next .year, he goes to South

America for a first visit, which may
keep him so occupied that he won't

be able to appear In the U.S.

NO THICK
Melbourne, Feb. 1.

Dante, magician, was given a.

judgment in a case arising over
breach of contract agreement cover-

ing publicity for his recent tour

here.
Howard Porter asked the court

to grant him $225' for work al«-

ledgedly done for the maglsn.
Court said no.
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Authors' Meeting March 30

Authors' League and Authors'

Guild both will have special meet-
ings on March 30 to vote on new
constitution and by-laws. Principal
changes are" a, matter, of new ar~
rangement for payment of dues and
transfer to the League of a lot of
powers now exercised separately by
the various Guilds.

Centralization of powers In the
League Council has ^long been
bruited and becomes necessary, It

is claimed, with, the widening of the

organization to guilds taking in

practically all writing branches, and
with the fact that members how
practically are forced to belong to

several different guilds if work-
ing in jnore than one writing me-
dium.
New manner of dues c,payment is

completely radical. Instead of the

flat yearly payment, of $25 a year,

as at present, members would pay
$10 a year minimum, with the scale

sliding up on members who earn
more. Those earning less, than
$2,500 a year from writing (regular

salaries excluded) would pay the

$10 fee, others would pay more on
a graduating scale, ^n seven classes

up to $50. Income of playwright
members of the Dramatists' Guilds

are also to be assembled in a
similar manner on a graduating
scale.

Injunction vs.

Important decision, from the
standpoint of free press, was made
in N, Y. Supreme Court last week
by Justice. Collins, Latter denied

the.demand by. William Stern for an
injunction against. McBride's, book
publishers, of Edward Levinson's

book, T Break Strikes.' Stern is

suing for $1,000 damages, claiming

the use of his name and- portrait in

the book is unauthorized and dam-
aging.

According Justice Collins,

'Stern does not claim irreparable

damages; indeed his demand of

$1,000 Indicates that' such amount
'will- compensate him. But - apart
from serious procedural questions,

there. the "more ' fundamental
problem concerning the validity of

the claim. Grievance is that the

alleged offending book, which ex-
poses strike-breakirig' practices, em-
ploys his" portrait arid name in con-
nection with strike-breaking rack-
eteering and falsely represents that
he Was convicted of homicide. ;The
conviction was upset. Thfe defend-
ant should! correct .the text to in-

dicate that the defendant was
cleared of the charge; this the de-
fendant' avows it will do.'

After, further digest of .the use
Of the' picture .and name of Stern,
Justice Collins- pointed out that

'care should be taken not to unduly
interfere with, the , , constitutional
rights of free publication and writ-
ing.'

Civil suit Itself was heard in

Magistrate's Court by Ju^dge Louis
B. Brodsky later in the week,, with
decision reserved. Understood this

is due to the current strike situa-
tion in New York, with the Magis-
trate preferring to wait for a less

troublesome moment.

Nips Jinx

Clare Sheridan, from Lon-
don, sent her publisher. Put*
nam's, a cablesquawking about
the release date of her new-
book, 'Offspring.' Set for March
13, which is Friday, and Miss
Sheridan just. couldn't take it..

Date was switched to

March 17.

M. L. Annenberg Expands

Expansion of the publishing prop-

erties of Radio Guide, owned by M.
L; Annenberg, is currently afoot,

with an unnamed film fan mag
slated for appearance. April ,24.

Editing will be 'done by. -Ernest V.

Heyn, who is resigning his east-

ern editorship of Photoplay and
Movie Mirror (both Macfadden).
Pub will come out monthly and sell

for 10c.

Later a romance and other mags
will also be added, but no date

definitely set on- these as yet. Ex-
pansion brings Ed Zoty, erstwhile

circulation manager for some of the

Macfadden mags and more recently

publisher of Mademoiselle, in as

Annenberg|s circulation
,
manager.

Opening of a New York advertising

office has. resulted in the appoint-

ment of Jack Hamilton as manager,
Walter Ramsey is replacing Ern^

est Heyn as editor of Photoplay and
Movie Mirror, fan mags.

Ahearn's. 'Charity Girl'

The second, day after Danny
Ahearn, author of ,'Hbw to Commit
a Murder and Get Away With It,'

and quondam scenarist, got Out of

Elmira, he placed his newest book,

'Charity Girl,' a novel, with Macau-
leys for immediate publication. San-
ford Greenburger agented.

Ahearn,, who became entangled

with the law after an avowed ref-

ormation, finished, the book while
in prison and, with the advance
money, plans to essay a Hollywood
try once again.- And-, of -course, to

avoid any more complications -with
the authorities.

Mencken's Reportorial Job
. H. L. Mencken will briefly re-

turn to newspaper. Teportbrial work
whgn he covers Republican and
Democratic presidential-nominating
conventions this summer for the
B&lto "Eve Sun, sheet he seiwed in

his early days of scribbling, and
for. which he has written weekly
double-truck editorials for past
twenty years.
Coverage this summer will be first

dispatch-filing for a paper Mencken
has done since he sat in on Demo-
cratic convention in Chicago' in '32.

Mu6sey Heads Own Firm
Ba.rr.ows- Mussey. is the new presi-

dent of Lpring & Mussey, having
succeeded Percy Lorihg, who re-

cently joined the staff of Viking
Press. Firm name of Loring &
Mussey to be. changed in near fu-

ture.

Mussey to also act as treasurer;

"Virginia T. H. Mussey as v.p., and
Harry Berkowitz as" secretary.

CHATTER
Joe Applegate now Sunday edi-

tor of the Brooklyn Times Unlpiti

William LaVarre to South Amer-
ica in April for year'* exploration.

Giha Kaus, Austrian feminist,

editor and novelist, on first visit

here,

Book-ot-the-Month's April choice

is Peter Fceuchen's 'Arctic Adven-
ture.'

Max Miller to make first public

appearance here at Barbizon Plaza

March 13.

Dan Totheroh in Los Angeles, pre-

paring to- depart for Ball to, write

another play.

ix Lost Women,' first novel by
LOuis Sobol, will be issued by Ken^-

dall & Sharpe.

Annual handbook on pro baseball,

published by the St Louis Sporting

News, is out.

Friends tossed coming" out party

for Mary Graham Bonner on publi-

cation of her 'Rainbow at .
Night.'

Heads of Simon & Schuster va-
cationing down South. Schuster
in South Carolina and Simon in

Florida.

George Schreiber to go to Wash-
ington to caricature some- more
lawmakers fop Washington Weekly
sectlbn of The Nation.

'City For Conquest,' new tome by
Aben Kahdell, published by Covici-
Frelde. Also in the Hungarian by
Athenaeum of Budapest.

Literary Guild's selection for May
is called 'Beyond Sing the Woods,'
and is by Trygv.e * Gulbranssen,
youner Norwegian, writer.

Earle H. Bal.ch, head of editorial

departments of Minton, Balch and
Putnam's, to England on his an-
nual material-gathering jaunt.

Wallace Sullivan had Just made
deposit of $8,500, proceeds of sale

of his story, 'Libel Lady,' to Met-
ro, when bandits stuck up the
Hollywood bank.

Somerset Maughan told Coast
newsmen his visit was to help Los
Angeles clean up its" indebtedness
through purchase of garden : Seed.

Author is on round-world cruise.

Time mag will Tun double truck
of candid camera pics from the
cinema lots from time to. time, and
has sent Peter Stackpole, staff

photog, to Coast on the assignment.'

Clifton Fadiman, New Yorker
book critic, goes over to Samuel
Goldwyn's staff as editorial coun-
selor in New York., Fadiman will

work with William H. Hawkins, Jr.

Doubleday, Doran and Hamish
Hamilton, of London, have aban-
doned their international aviation
book prize contest. Reason given
by sponsors was lack of worthy
manuscripts.

Best Sellers

Best Sellers for the week ending March 7r •« reported by the
American Nevys Co., Inc.

Fiotion

'The Last Puritan' ($2,75) ., By George Santayana
•The Hurricane' ($2.60)..,.. By Chas. Nordhoft and James M, Hall
'It Can't Happen Here' ($2.50) .......... ...By Sinclair Lewis
'Faster, Faster" ($2.50) ... , «;>.,..,....... .By E. M, Delafleld

•If i Have Four Apples' ($2.50) . . ; .By Josephine Lawrence
'The Exile' ($2.50) . . ... i ............ . . .By Pearl S. Buck

Non-Fiction

'North to the Orient' ($2.50)...........By Anne Morrow Lindbergh
'Life With Father' ($2.00) . ... . , . . . ............ .By Clarence Day
•Man the Unknown' ($3.50) . . . . . . . . ........... .By Alexis Carrell

•Mrs. Astor's Horse' ($3.00). ......... i........ .By Stanley Walker
'Hell Bent for Election' (50c) ............... , .By James P. Warburg
•The Way of a Transgressor' ($3.00) ............ .By Negtey Farson

GOP Buying Anti«FDR Tomes
The Republican National Commit-

tee last week purchased 2.-0,000

copies of 'Hell Bent for Election,'

tome by James P. Warburg, econ-
omist who served on President
Roosevelt's 'brain-trust' advisory
group for spell after F.D.R. as-
sumed office three years ago. War-
burg left after pptft over money
policies, and has since been a
caustic critic of the New Deal; his
•Hell Bent' . is an especially bitter

condemnation of the Administration.
The GOP will strew around cop-

ies of the book where it thinks it

will win most readers and hence
hypo Republican cause in next elec-

tion. Pierre S. du Pont personally,
bought 30,000 copies of Warburg's
book. Buyer is one of leading li lits

In the Liberty League lineup.

Two publications the GOP is in-

tcrested in, and which it may buy
in large lots, are 'Without Grease,'

by Frank R. Kent, syndicated poli-

tical writer on Balto Sun, and 'the
Gay Reformer,' by Mauritz Hall-
gren, editorialist on same sheet.

Ribbers Seek Material

Bond Street Club of New York Is

again Issuing Bawl Street Journal,

its yearly burlesque issue of Wall
Street Journal, and offering prizes

for contributions, There will be 35

awards ranging from $20 to $50 and
totaling $1,000.

Material submitted can be in

form' of news advertisements, in-

quiring investor items, editorials,

etc. Jokes, fiction or poetry are

definitely out.

Editor of this year's Issue is John

A. Straley.* Deadline '.Is- .May 9.

Airplane Co.'a Tcfivel Mag
Pan American Airways, Inc., has

introduced travel mag called New
Horizons. Mag to be distributed
through co-op mailing plan. Wil-
liam Ivan is ed; C. L- Mortimer, ad-
vertising manager, and Robert E.
Fulton, Jr., art editor.

First issue includes articles by
Rex Beach, Burton Holmes, Daniel
Sayre and Claudia Cranstori.

Chas. Ray's Own Fan Mag
Charles Kay, recently affiliated

With Hollywood Life on Coast, has
withdrawn and will publish his own
fan sheet, titled Charles Ray's
Hollywood Today. Will be dis-
tributed free in cinema colony, with
deals on for several outside papers
to use it as an insert.

Tab will specialize on open forum
for airing of squawks.

15 YEARS AGO

(Continued from page 50)
Great Herrmann.' Was doing magic
herself.

Eddie Cantor squashed plans to

take his show to Chicago for a sum-
mer run. Said he needed a long va-
cation.

Fiction and Films

By WOLFE KAUFMAN
Cerf, the Author

Bennett Cerf, who has thus far

been content with being a publisher,

now blooms forth as an author
(even If vicariously). In other words,
he's a compiler, or anthologist The
occasion is an extra-sized book
titled 'The Bedside Book of Famous
American Stories' (Random House;
$3), and it is edited by Angus Bur-
rell and Cerf. There are 67 Ameri-
can short stories, and it is the Book
of the Month Club's choice for

March.
In thia book, Cerf .again shows his

unusually keen nose for knowledge

.

of .what the general public likes. He
manages to make 'It a distinctive

anthology because he Includes -in it

material not generally found in vol-

umes of this. kind. The choice is

wide, going all the way back to
Washington Irving and Nathaniel
Hawthorne" and comes clear down to
today, Including the. best of the
modern writers and at least one
of the. phoney literary, greats of. the
moment, Collection manages to give
the impression that it consists

merely Of 67 favorite stories of the
compiler and that It was a happy-
go-lucky piling up of good yarns.
That's the best any such collection

can be asked to do—even if, quite
Obviously, at close study of the table
of contents, it isn't so, since there

orchestra rail and gained access to
the stage. During a performance.

Austin & Stone found a new gag
for their museum. Oyster opening
contest using local stars. Contests
pulmotored museum biz.

Alaska got its first theatres—

a

variety house—lh Juneau. City.

Opened Jan. 6, '86. Seated 350.

Monthly change of bill if the boat
got in. Opener was four girls and
two men.

George W. Chjlds, Philadelphia
philanthropist, contributed $75 to
the Actors' fund.

Michael Fokine, who was suffer-

ing from a stage fall, was going to

Paris with Ills' wife. Vera. To dance
over there.

Ethel Barrymore confirmed
separation from Russell Colt.

her

Ethel Levy was playing the Or-
pheum, Brooklyn. First time there
in. 14 years.

50 YEARS AGO
(From Clipper)

Wilder Tells What's Lacking
Lecturing in Pasadena, Cal., com-

munity Playhouse before small
crowd of intellectuals, Thornton
Wilder voiced opinion that while
motion pictures must be accepted
as one of the great arts, they would
never be successful, from viewpoint
of the author, until writers are given
more say-so in ultimate unfolding
of story on screen.

New Pulp to Use Novels
Chesterfield Publications, Inc., Is

sponsoring a new mag to be called

Smashing Novels. Publication to

use novels in western, adventure
and detective fields in lengths of
from 20)000 to 30,000 words.

ClifC Campbell editing.

C. A. Bradehburg, the Philadelphia
museum man, was trying to locate
a glass eater on some show.. Adver-
tised 'he bites, chews, swallows and
digests' all kinds of glass.

N. T. Eden Musee was dickering
with McKee Rankin to put a wax
works show into his California thea-
tre, Frisco. Free to nteht patrons,
but a fee during the day.

John' L. Sullivan opened to 4,000
persons at the Central, Philadelphia.
There were only four women pres-
ent, two of them colored.

Seeking to execute a Judgment
against Bartley Campbell, and being
iriable to get through the stage door,
Chicago constables went .over the

Sellna Dolaro took a benefit in
N. T. Show started, 11 P.M. to at-
tract professionals.

is a distinct line. Anguss Burrell is

English prof at Columbia U.

Fannie Mills was announced to be
married at the Little .Church Around
the Corner. The street was packed,
but she didn't show up. Museum
freak with feet the size of small
valises. Not a bad looker.

Amateurs were rehearsing a can-
tata in Windsor, Can., when someone
shouted 'Fire.' Really was one, but
the audience got out unhurt except
one man who had his chin cut off

by a large sheet of plate glass.

Hunkie, a small elephant In the.

Doris show got loose in Indianapolis.
Butted her way through the build-
ing. Badly cut by a barbed wire
fence, chased around by her trainer
and raced back to her stall, glad to
be home again. Butted a new hole
in the building to get back.

Indianapolis Elks bought a box for
a local benefit. Set in the emblem
of the order, and some flowers. Just
for advertisement. Not uncommon
then.

Forepaugh show developed a new
idea in free shows for the coming
season. Daily race between four
hot air bags, Austin and Stone, who
planned to take out tenter counting
on an Amazon street parade.

Lope de Vega's Plays

Lope de Vega; one of the two out-
standing writers in Spanish history
(Cervantes was the other one), is

also generally ranked as one of the
major writers of his age (the late

16th century) in kny language. His
works,: however, are not generally
well known and have managed to be
passed up by the world at large. A
number of his plays are now pub-
lished again in 'Four Plays' (SCrib-
ner's;. $2.75). John. Garrett Under-
bill has, put them into English and
they are lovely, if a bit too fragile'

for this age.
x

- Plays in the volume are 'A Cer-
tainty for. Doubt,' 'The King the
Greatest Alcade,' -The Gardener's.
Dog' 1 and 'Fuehte Oyejuna.' Last-
named is the most solid and inter-

esting;, though none of the quartet
Is really groomed for today's thea-
tre. Book will have more Import to
collectors of drama books and 11-

brarles'thah anything else.

More Scully Fun
Frank Scully, merry monarch of

bedside humor (and he uses the
word in all Innocence) has a third

volume of thisa and thata now .and

has switched from 'Fun in Bed' and
•More Fun in Bed' to .'Bedside

Manna' (Simon and Schuster; $2)V<

It is, as usual, a mad collection'

of jokes, games and cartoons. It

tells how to pass the time merrily
while assigned to bed during illness..

Frank should know about that; he's

had to take it long enough. There
are, as usual, pieces by practically,

every w.k. humorous writer in the-,

country and a few not' so w.k. There
are,- as usual, cartoons from all the,

top comic artists. There are, as'

usual, games and puzzles from—.
Well, no one but Frank could dig
them up. And no one but Frank
could compound them as merrily
as he does into one volume.

Circus season getting ripe with
trek to start lh April. Chief in-
terest was in the routes,

Omnibus of Crime
Dorothy Sayers is admittedly the

top cop'n'robber writer today;
everyone knows it. So the publica-
tion of her newest book 'Gaudy
Night' ( Harcourt - Brace; $2.50 )

should be a big event. Instead of

which,' it is a disappointment. Miss
Sayers has begun to take herself
just a bit too seriously. Her book
runs to 470 pages and is chuck full

of character delineation and other
chat completely beyond the ken of
the story involved. It's still a good
mystery well puzzledi but it's lost

in a mass of fancy verbiage. Maybe,
in her next book, Miss Sayers will

forget that the boys call her the
best writer of this type of story,

and then, if she just writes like she
did in her early books, there will
be a book worth reading. This one
couid make a film,

Achmed Abdullah and Anthony
Abbott are both well-knowns in the
writing racket, so a book co-
authored by them ought to be some-
thing. Such a book is 'Flower of the
Gods' (Green Circle; $2). It has all

the makings, but fails to come
through, perhaps because each of

the Writers was leaning on the
other. It's ah action-mystic story of
East and West which contains too
much mysticism and Insufficient
action. Not a film.
A highly amusing new whodunit

character is Introduced in 'The
Ticking Terror Murders' (Crime
Club; $2) by Darwin Tellhet. The
Baron von Kaz is a detective who
will be heard from again and again.
Or should be. This time he is wan-
dering around the -picture mob In

Carmel, solving puzzling murders
accurately and, which is more to the
point, amusingly. He's a real crea-
tion and should click after another
book or two, into the big sale col-

umns. Could be filmed.
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News From the Dailies
This department contains rewritten theatrical news items as pu5-

Hahed during the week in the dalltf papers of 2tei& York. Chicago, Ban
Francisco, Bollywood and London. Variett takes no credit for these

new* item*; each ha* been rewritten from a daily paper.

T0»

East

Abe Miller, 52, of Brooklyn, sen-
tenced to four months in the city

prison last week. Disorderly con-
duct arising from a theatre scrap.

Henry E, Bruckman, of N. Y.
police force, succeeds Mulrooney as
.head of state, liquor control.

Leslie Howard off
;
'Hamlet' until

pctober. '

Last Saturday (7) police gave an
entertainment at Proctor's, B8th St.,

for neighborhood kids. Only propa-
ganda was one short,chat on safety.

Leonard Sillman now pians his

'New Faces of 1936* for the Van-
derbllt. That means 'Mulatto*

,
will

have to take it on the lain . again,
Equity rules that all little theatre

players must receive the standard
minimum pay.
Toni Weatherly and Harry Bestry

jiplit. .

'
-

G-Men grab two men and a truck

-

'load of sweeps tickets at headquar-
ters of American Contest Corp. As-
sert many are .fakes, and that the
contests conducted for fraternal or-
ganizations were a blind for han-
dling of counterfeits.

Bill at Albany would permit bars
In theatres. Nine months' license

;would be $750, and the full year
$1,000.

*

Claude Alvlene talking about an
all-femme show tor spring. Writ-
ten; played and staged by women.

' Kirsten Flagstad sang Swedish
-folk gongs to the youngsters. In a
-kindergarten last Wednesday (4),
< Radio institute last week regarded
the 'multipactor' of Philo T. Farns-

' worth. Said to amplify one elec-
tron to 1,000,000 in millionth part of
a second. Thinks something can be

j done about It.

V Lawrence Grossmith's labor per-
mit extended and he will remain in
•Call It a Day/--
Theatre Union renames 'Sons of

Rome.' Now it's 'Bitter Stream/
New: drunk driving traffic court In

operation last week. Uniform fine
for .first offenders Is $100. Handling
only cases of alleged intoxication.
Supposed clearing house of a

chain of race track bookies in West-
chester raided Thursday. Six of
seven arrested held for the grand
jury.
Road company being selected to

tour. 'Mulatto.'
Safety crusaders to- war on

streamlined autos. Say low-hung
cars reduce visibility:
Robert Sterling to. put a new kink

into ' the cut rate ducat when , he
opens 'Lady Luck' at the Adelphi.
Will distribute coupons good for $1
toward the . purchase of $2.20 seats.
Such purchasers eligible to* compete
-for 51 prizes to be awarded every
three months for best critiques. Top
is $1,000.
American Arbitration Assn. found

for Shea and Raymond in their dis-
pute with George White. Find that
the dance team was hired for the
run of 'Scandals' and must be
played, or paid to the end of the run.
Roderick Stevens, Marcus Heiman
and George Libby sat.
Theatre Authority, Inc., an-

nounces the distribution of $10,000
to theatrical charities from ap-
proved benefits. Formed to prevent
.chiseling and to obtain a percentage

f'ior actor benefits.
Tito Schlpa and his Mrs. settle

their 1932 income tax dispute. He
will pay $390 and she kicks in with
$362, marked down from $591
R. H. Burnside -to sponsor a sea-

son of Gilbert and- Sullivan revivals.
Theatre not yet selected.

Ethel Barrymore theatre lost
nearly three rows of front seats for.
'The Case of Clyde Griffiths.'
Gladys Shelly engaged for Hamil-

ton Lewis straw hat at Essex, Lake
Champlain, next summer. Now in
'Moon Over Mulberry Street.'
Arnaud & " Connors Associates

planning a spring, revue, 'Hello,
Goodbye/ the tentative title. McEl-
bert Moore and Earl Crooker dished
it up.
Theatre stars horning in on serv-

ice strike by running elevators in
the apartment houses they tenant.
Rudy Vallee takes another slant.
Says he's, a union man himself and
won't- take sides.
Theatre Collective changes 'Doc-

tors All' to 'The Pastry Baker.'
Mickey Mouse in the Brooklyn

police court last Thursday on a pol-
icy charge. But it was not Disney's
rodent. He's a Negro who says he's
been known by that name for 35
years.
Anti-Nazi League threatens to

boycott N. Y. Philharmonic-Sym-
phony unless Furtwaehgler takes
out citizenship papers.
Mrs. Grace Prior, 37, former

actress, convicted of manslaughter
In the killing of Geo. A. Frame, of
Boston. To be sentenced April 6.

. Amateur gag hits clothes model-
ing. Department store now running
a contest tor amateur models.
Krl.msky & Bannister removed

their offices to the American Music
Hall.
Edith J. R: Isaacs, editor of The-

atre. Arts monthly, to get a dinner
at Town Hall Sunday (15). It's the
20th anni of the mag.
Dorothy Dickson, dancer, divorced

from Carl Hyson, dancer and pro-
ducer, in London, Friday (6). Duo
has been abroad for the past 16
years.

Mrs. James F. Looram, of League
of Decency, finds objectionable films
on the wane. 'Gives the League the
credit.

:

'Fresh Fields' drops Monday
nights for Thursday mats.

Fill D'Orsay blows a London pic-
ture Contract to stay in N. Y. artd
take but her final citizenship papers
March 21. She's Canadian born..

'Parsifal' for a Met mat March 21.

Benefit for N. Y, Kindergarten asr
sociation. Fremstadt's first Kundry
here. ,

' State Relief ,Fund to get the pror
ceeds of the Drama Study Club's
annual luncheon at the Astor next
Friday.
United Theatre, co-op group to

carry on the. traditions Of the Ha-
bima, looking for actors as one of
the essentials.
Lucrezia Bori's final performance

at the Met March 29. Will be her
farewell to the boards, too.

. Dr. Otto Wick, director of the
Llederkranz, has, resigned to gain
time for his opera,. 'The Lone Star/
Has. to hustle as It's for the Texas
Centennial,
Realty company asks court to re-

quire Dorothy ' Russell to turn oyer
tb it a. diamond and- emerald ring
on an unpaid judgment of $1,511 for
rent. Court holds decision. Ring
was Miss Russell's mother's and
was given :Mrs. Dorothy Benjamin
Caruso by'the late Alexander Moore.
Miss Russell recovered it from Mrs.
Caruso bh the allegation., her step-
father had no right to dispose of it.

Edward Johnson, gen. mgr. of
the Met., will revert to type next
Monday- (16). Will .sing. in. 'Pelleas'

with Borl.
Eddie Davis, of .the nlterles, at

Carnegie Hall Sunday (8), but did
not sing his usual repertory. Hall
management bothered,' but finally

agreed to let him go on and get a
medal awarded by N. Y* Music
Schools.
Negro Theatre of the Federal

Project switches to' 'Conjure Man
Dies' tonight (Wednesday).
Model of a 'cosmosarlum' on dis-

play at the Hayden planetarium,
N. Y. It's the converse of. the plane-
tarium. Shows the earth revolving
in space in the form of a 20-foot
globe.
N. Y. Dancing Teachers at

March meeting, report a trend
toward the bid. fashioned square
dances. On the other hand, they ex-
ploited a 10 step tango.
John C. Wilson arranges to bring

over Noel Coward's one-acters in
October with the author and Ger-
trude Lawrence. In exchange he's
taking back 'Ethan Frome' and also
considering 'Anteroom/ by Kate
O'Brien.

Billy Rose back in town with con-
tracts to stage a centennial show- at
Fort Worth, Tex., in opposition . to
the big affair at Dallas. Starts July 1

with a frontier town reconstruction,
a girl show "and concessions. Says
$5,000,000 will be Spent.
Carol Sax bought 'Life Comes to

This' from Mary McD. Avelson for
fall production. May give it a. spring
tryout on the Coast.
Franz Werfel awarded a medal

by the N. Y. Jewish Forum 'for dis-
tinction as a novelist and play-
wright/ Accepted by proxy.
Grace Moore made honorary life

member of Tennessee State Society
in Washington, D. C. Born in

Tenn.
WPA Theatre Project told to stop

hiring. Funds grow low.
Maurice Chevalier in an auto

smash in France Friday. Unhurt,
but four were injured.

'Russet Mantle' to be played
Sunday for Stage Relief, benefit.

Police .
renew drive on the-

atres admitting unaccompanied
minors. Staten Island ignored
in new move, but 18 theatres
in other boroughs figure in

42 summonses served Saturday.
Since Jan. 4 total has been 293 sum-
monses to 12S "theatres. Cracking
down on 'professional buyers/ who
stand In lobby and buy tickets for

kids. Held an evasion.
'Mr, Bock Beer* selected from lo-

cal goats in Central Park last Sat-
urday. To compete next Saturday
with billies from other boroughs.
Under sunervision of Brewers'
Board of Trade.

'On Your Toes' set for the Im-
perial April 11.

W.P.A. music project to try sym-
phony concerts lit R5o.. top in N. Y.

'Fields Beyond' shut Monday for

revision.
Cosmopolitan Players, Newark

group, to invade N. Y. Has taken

the Comedy theatre for four weeks.

Opens Monday (10)..

Gale at Miami flattened a carny

Monday (9). Many slightly hurt.

Fay Templeton a guest at Engle-
wood home of Actors' Fund.
Jack Dempsey had a kidnap scare

GASH NOT VERY NASTY,

Qlirr TO PRflHO IN 5TH

By JACK PULASKI
Isodoro Gastahaga quit in the fifth

round at the Garden Friday night
(6), about half the distance he was
carded to box with Prlmo Camera.
The guy's left eyebrow was split

and, although, the referee didn't
think it was an injury serious
enough to stop the battle, Izzy in-
sisted on resigning.

Izzy is the fellow Mike Jacobs
slated as an ; opponent for Joe Louis.
That match was to have been staged
in Havana, but a political upheaval
down there made it doubtful if.

enough customers would attend,
and Jacobs bowed out. The Cubans
were quite upset about It, but they
would have been more sore at Mike
had the fight come off, for Louis
would have taken Gosty in a couple,
of minutes.
There were more people in attend-

ance than usual at the Garden this
Season,; but they didn't get much
excitement for their coin. The $5.75

top applied, and that's too much for
what was served up. Boxing Com-
mish toyed with 'the idea that , the
heavies in the main event were un-
der similar management, but no-
body could prove it and the yarn
reacted as ballyhoo.
Prlmo, didn't seem friendly to the

Spaniard, but he was confident—he
always seems that way when he's-

wuining. Carnera used his elbows,
as he always does. Pokes with his

ham-like left fist constituted his best
work. Gastanaga tossed some wild
rights, several connecting and shak-
ing up the huge Italian, but his left

was more accurate, especially when
he sank hooks into Primo's bread-
basket. That worried Carnera some-
what, for when Izzy's. lamp started
leaking he called it to the attention
of the ref who momentarily stepped
in, looked it oyer then waved the
men together again.
During the match a feminine fan

complained of interference, but not
from the fighters. Garden has the
cute idea bf parking photographers
on chairs directly behind the work-
ing press. icture guys stand up to
take shots, obstructing the. view of

those in front. Girl arose and
bawled out the camera- guys, but it

didn't do much good.
This Friday's (13) , card is topped

by what may be the best match of
the winter—Jock McAvoy, the Eng-
lish knocker-outer, meeting John
Henry Lewis for the light heavy-
weight title. - Lewis got the crown
early in the winter when Bob Olln
used the poor judgment to meet the

colored man from the Coast in St.

Louis. Olln got the title from
Maxey Rosenbloom, whom the
judges figured had it too long.

last week. Snatcher wanted the
19 -month-old Joan. .

Boys in the balcony of Fox Brook-
lyn Monday night didn't like the
amateurs. Riot call turned in and
eight arrestp made. Two of those
pinched were under 16 and sent to

juvenile court. None of the actors
hit in the barrage of vegetables.

Coast

Kathleen Burke and Jose Fernan-
dez, ballet dancer, filled in L. A. no-
tice of intention to wed.
Foster father of Wendy Barrie

suicide in Hong Kong. He was crim-
inal attorney in Far East.

Suit brought against Mrs. Dor-
othy Coslow, former wife of Sam
Coslow, for allegedly failing to pay
attorneys who handled divorce ac-
tion against song writer.
Spunky, film lioness, shot by

prospector near Bakersfleld, Miner
unaware that $80 bounty for killing

lions does not apply on animals
reared in captivity.
Jean Armand and Camden F.

Knight, publicity man and actor,

respectively, lost their suit to col-

lect wages allegedly due from-War-
ren Millais, Hollywood stage pro-
ducer.

Suit for $26,250 damages filed In

L; A. by Jean Joyce, actress, against
Thomas R. Conway, Jr., for injuries

received in auto crash.
Phyllis Flanaghan, film dancer,

(Continued on page 63)

BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Cunningham,

daughter, in Chicago, March 3.

Father is staff announcer with Cp-
lumblaiWBBM in Chicago.

Mr. and Mrs. Harry Stockwell,

son,' March e, in Hollywood. Father

is film actor-singer.

Mr. and Mrs. Hall Baetz, daugh^

ter, March 3, in Los Angeles. Father

is manager of Fox Wilshire ther

atre there.

Mr. and Mrs. Jack Pepper, daugh-

ter, in Chicago, March 7. Father is

in vaudeville. Mrs. Pepper has

been "in vaudeville also.

Servicemen's Strike Hits R way

Paramount, CBS Home; No Violence

Self-Styled M,C. Jailed

In N. Y. for Pandering
Isadore Rubin, 25, who claims to

have worked as an m.c. in various
nite clubs in Chicago and Atlantic
City, was sentenced to Sing Sing for
a term of from three to six years
by Judge Cornelius F. Collins in

General Sessions, N. Y., March 5,

He had. pleaded guilty to compul-
sory prostitution. Rubin had previ-
ously served six months for passing
rubber checks in New Orleans.
The defendant admitted he had

induced June O'Brien, a cabaret
singer, to accompany him to New
York on the promise bf obtaining a
job for her on Broadway. When
they arrived here, he placed her in

a bawdy house at Lake Ronkon-
koma, L. I;, and also in a house on
West 135th street. When arrested
he admitted he was getting a share
of the earnings of four other girls

placed through a bordello 'bookie/

Miami Beach Stops

All Gaines; Report

$2,800 Holdup Cause

Miami Beach, March 10.

Wide open up to now, this Ameri-
can playground has suddenly
clamped down the lid on gambling.
'Close 'em up. All of them!' was
the drastic order down the police
dept. line to the cop walking a beat.

If necessary* 40 extra policemen
will be given special, duty to enforce
the order to stifle the Whirr of rou-
lette wheels, the click of dice and
the clink of poker chips in the
town's gaining rooms.
H. V. Yocum, beach, police chief,

said 'The lid has been clamped
down on gambling, and all gambling
laws will be enforced. It is true
that gambling has been going on
and will probably continue, but if

we find it, we will arrest all opera-
tors and confiscate equipment/
Reason for the

1 sudden shutdown
Is not certain, but reports have it

that the holdup of a $2,800 winner
in a South Beach resort prompted
the action.
Miami proper is also feeling a let-

down with local police orders out to

curb gambling, but not quite as
strictly as the beach edict. Clubs
on the mainland are still going, but
the smaller operators have folded

their tents.

Hialeah Park has closed its Win-
ter race meet and Tropical has only
three weeks left, so the boys who
depend on lady luck for a livelihood

are fortunate things didn't happen
this way sooner.

Ike and Mike
9

Given

30 Days in Workhouse

Joe Conti, 48, barber, and Jack
Greenberg, 49, were sentenced last

week to the Workhouse for 30 days
by Magistrate. Anthony F. Burke in

West Side Court, N. Y., on the

charge of being disorderly persons.

Both have long criminal records.

They are known to the detectives

of the Pickpocket Squad as 'Ike

and Mike*; they are inseparable and
their criminal records show that

they teamed up 20 years ago.

Chris. Hedge, lleut. of detectives,

saw 'Ike and Mike' on the subway
platform at Times Square during
theatre time, Hodge arrested them
when they dug into an aged man's
hip pocket.

Band Leader Cleared

Of Disorderly Conduct
Bob Fallon, orchestra leader, last

week was freed in West Side Court,

New York, by Magistrate Anthony
F. Burke on two charges of disor-

derly conduct. With Fallon when he

was arrested was Vincent Moore,

who described himself as a free

lance reporter. Moore was also

freed.

The pair were arrested by Patrol-

man Schuchman of the West 47th

Street station. Schuchman was the

complaintant. The additional charge

of disorderly conduct against Fallon

was lodged by Rudolph Muller, Jr.,

13 years old, who testified that he

bad been struck by Fallon and that

the latter made an .Indecent gesture

toward him.

Building servicemen's strike in

New York spread yesterday (Tues-

day) to Broadway, for the first time

since it began 10 days ago, first

building to be pulled being the

Paramount. All the elevator, opera-

tors and starters walked out early

in the morning, with the result that,

for the first hour, ofnce-wor'.rers,

Paramount employees and execi had
to climb stairs.

A partial strike was reported at

the Astor: hotel, where a few house-
men went on the picket line In the
morning instead of reporting for
work. Elevator operators, however,
remained on the job, with no strikes
reported at any of the other hotels
in the Broadway district. Other
than at the Taft, among the first

affected.

Another show biz building to suf-
fer from the strike, yesterday was
the structure tenanted by the C6^
lumbla Broadcasting System at 485
Madison Ave.

Strike-breakers were rushed into

the Paramount and CBS buildings,
with each of the 16 Par elevators
manned by two men, one to operate
and the other to guard against
violence, plus about 15 guards in

the lobby. A 'policeman was sta-
tioned at the . entrance. CBS also
has an extra cordon around the
control rooms to guard against any
sabotage. '

. ,

'
.

The RKO and RCA Buildings In

Radio City, the servicemen's union
declares,, will be yanked, as will be
the Bond, Loew's and Brill Build-
ings, directly on Broadway.
No trouble was reported yester-

day, however.
Extension of the elevator strike

to the building- occupied by Station
WMCA brought up an unusual point
yesterday when, on. the plea of

Donald Flamm to the union, the lat-

ter gave WMCA preferential rating
as a public utility. An elevator opera-
tor appeared at the building to man a
lift for the sole purpose of servicing
WMCA,
Recognition by the union of the

special status of a radio station is

deemed unique in unionism.
Later in the day, however, the

building brought in scabs to operate
and thereupon the uhion called out
the union operator that had been as-

signed for WMCA's benefit.

Warner Bros, faces no threat, of

a strike by elevator operators hav-
ing signed up with the Building
Service Employees Union, Local 32B.

CENTRAL PARK CASINO

ASSETS UP AT AUCTION

Dieppe. Corp., operator of the Cen-
tral Park Casino, N. Y., which be-

comes non-existent March 16, w.Ul

dispose at public auction on that

date all assets of the former swank
'roadhouse' in the park. Frederick
H. Cunningham, trustee, and Ber-
nard L. Miller, attorney for the

trustee, are liquidating the inn un-
der 77 b.

Liabilities are around $200,000,

half of that for U.S. and city taxes.

About 25% of the remaining $100,-

000 Is due for liquors, etc., and the

rest equally divided among the

Sundry tradesmen. A creditors'

committee had been operating the

spot in the hope of salvage, but
Park Commissioner Robert Moses'
court victory outlawing the Casino,

in favor of a public, playground, dis-

poses' of the ultra nltery which had
commanded so. much attention as

the favorite haunt of Jimmy Walker
under the Sid Solomon managerial
regime.

MARRIAGES
Robert Hitchcock Rubin to Mary

Topping at Harrison, N. Y.,. March
3. He is son of. J. Robert Rubin,

v.p. of Metro. Bride is N. Y. so-

ciety' girl.

Alyce Fields, dancer, to Ralph R.

Martin, press agent, March 4, in

New York.
Betty Gordon, film player, io

Frank Edmond, dancer, March 3, in

'Los Angeles.
Anne Buchanan, stage actress, to

Onslow Stevens, film and legit

player, March 4, in Las Vegas, Nev.

Larry Mat-key to Ileta Legett, in

Fort Worth, Tax., March 9. Groom
is manager of Arcadia, (film) thea-

tre, Phllly. Bride is an artist.
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Alex Yokel back from London,
Cynthia 'White motoring back

from Mexico to Main St.

.-Ear trouDie. culminated Harry
Kaufman's ailments. Better.
;:Harry Kaplan- gave- Pick and Pat

a beefsteak party. at his fly place.
.
Nat Leftort and Jack Jossey, of

Republic's Cleveland exchange, in

town'.,'
:

v Harry Carroll out- of Mt. Sihal,
back to Atlantic City, where .he! .will

reside,.

Martha Sleeper out of 'Russet
Mantle' -(Masque) • Saturday with
heavy cold.
Max Fuchs and his Mrs, leave on

a. South American, cruise tomorrow
(Thursday). ..

Ernie VHoist due back from Flor-
ida the Asnd. of this month, then into
his. El Morocco spot.

Al- Wilkle •* looking /for a new.
apartmenty shifting from' the east
to the west side again. I

.

'. ' '
"

Harry Blossom former / treasurer
of Columbia (burlesque) ' In Belle-1

vue..under observation, v ...

George Seed (and Austin), leaving
solo tonight (Wednesday) for Lon-
don oh theatre bookings/

'Jim' •Surridge' Vet 'property man
for-Sliuberts gravely ill after opera-
tion at Midtown hospital.
Mickey " .Walker's., -place, opposite

Madison Square Garden, attracting
the sports. Block away from. Jack
Dempsey's.,

, Joh'n. D. Hertz's back in' Florida,
the Per director- returning there
after" attending a board meeting In

New York.
'James

. .
Dawson, imes sports

writer, dolls up : in .beret while
covering ball tossors In Florida. Dan
Parker please copy, .,. . . ; .

.

' E. de S. Melcher, : drama-fljm
critic' of tlie Washington Evening
Star. ' in ' New York and writing his
column from here while; away.
. Radio Ramblers re-signed by -Sam
Sax of .Warner Bros: tor a new
series.,- of shorts. Ramblers' have
just completed their sixth short.

,

," Lee.Garmes has been set by Ben
Heciit and. Charlie /MacArthur as
associate director and photography
chief on their . next, 'The Monster.'

:

~' After coming east to discuss tal-
ent for 'Carmen,' which he will pro-
duce for Paramount, Boris Morros
ejntralned Friday (6) back to the
Coast. ...

M^G-M Pep .Club's first public ball
slated' for March £7 - at the 'Astor
hotel.. Maurice Silverstein; of the
Metro exchange, handling the
ducats. >.:'

(
.
?.y

Bob' Stern of' Paris arrived yester-
day (Tuesday) for- brief TJ. S. holi-
day. Vet newspaper cori'espondeht
lining up journalistic, affiliations for
France. ' ' \

'

Ed : Perkins) in ^frbm the Coast
on radio 1 accounts he exploits
abroad, sailed suddenly for Paris
last Friday on radio and Concert
bookings. .

Marc Lachmann, returned .from
the Coast, has opened a new office,

Harry Davies is re-associating
himself with Lachmann In publicity
and exploitation.-
The Arthur Israels had a belated

house-warming, • with the Par at
torney figuring, out the Bingo game
used in theatres as a means of
amusing the guests, ..

The Monte Prosers (Julie Jenner)
motoring to Florida for vacash how
that 'At Home Abroad' goes 0
tour. Eddie Edelson south March
14 to return with . the Mrs., who"?
been in Florida since pre-Xmas.
Miami was stirred last week when

three different newsreel editors con
verged oh the city. However, it

was only a brief vacation that took
them there.. John Connolly, of
Pathe: Michael Cloflne,. of Hearst
Metrotone; and Charles , FOrd, of
Universal, landed in the same week
Connolly' returned to N.Y. Mon
day (9).

London

• Binnle,. In

Austria..
John Harris off to Paris for couple

of days.
Madeline Carroll celebrating :

her
30th' birthday.

Joe^ Friedman postponing his trip

to: New York;
Frank Cellier has signed an ex-

clusive G. B. contract;. .-
.

. Brian Desmond Hurst .
directing

one for British International.
Ian Frank Forbes-Robertson, ac-

tor-producer, left around. $35,000.
' Gordon Whelan has returned from
the continent to appear m a cabaret.
' Horace, Reeves has a sihau piece
of ^Promise;'

-

current at' the Shaftes-
bury.
Gaumont-Brltish ; -dickering 'with

Gina. Malo for a new picture -con-r-.

tract.
Tom Arnold dickering with the

Four Franks for. next year's pan-
tomime. '

.

Harry Foster to' seek sunshine
soon, to. make, final recovery from
bad attack of flu;

Louis Sterling giving a dinner at
the Sayoy in honor of Dennis King's

jehirig' it .Daly's.
:

. ,

'

British National Films commenc-
ing shooting on .'The Hills Sleep On/
pop novel of 1935:

Many past and presentvTiller. girls

attended memorial service to Mrs.
John Tiller Feb.. 2C. ..

. Dare, and Yates' replaced Gene
Sheldon for the la. t fortnight In the.

Palladium 'Crazy "Show'.' t:

-City"Films will star "Stanley Hoi-
loway in. a story by Vernon Harris,
directed by Harry Hughes/
Jack Waller thinks English actors

can learn a. lot from Americans
when it comes to team work.
After the. launching of 'Things to

Come,' Alexander ,: Korda has
jumped over : to Cannes for a 10-day
holiday..
Diana Wynyard is ^retaining her

stage name, having changed it by
deed poll from her real name,
Dorothy Cox.
Latest

.
type Of Western Electric

sound.recording appai'atus to be in-
stalled at new Pin.ewood Studios at
Iver Heath, Bucks.
Freddy Sanborn .due here In

August. Opens at the-Scala, Berlin,
for a month and then on the Gen-
eral Theatres- circuit here."

. Heinrich; Fraenkel has completed
script for GaumontrBritish piC; to
star Charles Ruggles. Tentative title

is 'The World Unmasked.'
Shooting has started on Herbert

Wilcox's; production of 'The Three
Maxims' with Anna Neagle, Tulllo
Carminatl and Leslie Banks.

'

Next Embassy production will be
a new play by Noel Streatfleld,
'Wisdom Teeth,' starring Ronald
Adam and 'Beatrix Thompson.
La Meii giving a fortnight's dance

recital at the Savoy,
_
pending pro-

duction there of the.' new William
Walker-Richard Freeman revue,
'Spread It- Abroad.' t

II i T T I
' ditorlum for pix. Said that free pix

' hurt their own shows in that dis-

trict Council replied that enter-

tainment was proving successful,

and that Ho'yts would be afforded

ah opportunity of submitting a
tehder for pix there during the sum-
mer season.

Mexico City

By D. L. rahame

Jack Gallagher to Hollywood,
Tiajuana - Ehsenada highway to

open on March 15.

Anatol Rapaport giving a series of

piano recitals in Palace of Fine
Arts

Celia Treviho, Mexican .
femme

violinist, biff on a tour of South
America,'
Ministry of public education offer-

Ing three prizes for the best Mexi-
can novels.
American pic distributors using

more newspaper and billboard .ad-

vertising space. *

Some swank rilterys collecting

fiat dinner-entertainment charge in

U, S, coin. Nick is $3 per.
Yeggs tapped box Office safe of

- a
local nahe for $600. First cinema
robbery here in a long time>

Ministry of public education's
annual prize for the' best theatrical
literary work was not awarded in_

1935 because np. offerings fitted the
requirements.

Paris
By Bob Stern

Faim Springs

John- J. Raskob and the Raskob,
Jrs.. here' for a month.

Sir Guy Standing at the Del Tah-
quitz for a week's sunning.
Mr. arid Mrs. Frank Morgan have

rented the Reginald Owens house.
Nacio Herb Brown sits down at

anv and all pianos in the village,
Hurry Up' Yost goes into"seclusiOn

daily to work' out. new football plays.
Jackie Cooner unx-ecognized on

account he's almost a man In height.
ArlineJ'udfe and Wesley uggles

here celebrating a few days' layoff.
Lili Damita'and Erroll Flynn took

several couples in the tennis doubles.
Frank Condon trying, to keen his

Satevepost typewriter out of the
sun.
Walter P. Chrysler almost copped

'first prize at the square dance con-
test. . .

Amos 'n' Andy greeting their pals
of last year but -still broadcasting
secretly.
The Harold Lloyds lived on nut

sandwiches, for four days. No bet,

just an idea.
New bungalow spot. Desert Re-

treat* opened last woek, owned by
Louis B. Mayer.

If the weather keeps up. it's

around 110 .clpwees daily, the sea- 1

sdn will dO a fast fold.

Annual Desert Circus ran into a.

little trouble when the ' committee
decided to censor, costumes. Plenty
o'f' burns. '

, u t

Sydney
By Eric Gorrick

Stuart F. Doyle going abroad next
month.
Here Mclntyre, Universal, doing

a class preview of 'Magnificent Ob-
session.'

Sir Ben Fuller in several huddles
with City Fathers over new theatre
site.

.

Williamson-Tait will premiere
"Jill Darling" in Melbourne at end
of month.
Charles Chauvel has just about

completed 'Uncivilized' with Denis
Hoey featured.
Ivan Bros.' Circus playing a city

date after a short nabe run. Major
Condor sponsoring.
'Crime and Punishment' (Col) due

in on a long-run try. Hairy Neviile
is handling the pic.

tuart Codde and Herbie Hay-
ward securing silver cups for year's
best advertising work.
.Producers of 'The Bells;' which
was turned down by the Quota
Boar will appeal to higherups.
Zane Grey angry because Society

of Prevention of Cruelty to Animals
stated that sword fishing is an un-
kind, sport.
Trade is all excited about who will

be the next Hollywood star to come
to Australia for pic work under
Cinesound. It's a secret.
Another new pic theatre will

shortly go up In Sydney if present
plans go through. Backers of the
Liberty the ones interested.
Forty-seven Club, comprising pub-

licity men ahd theatre managers,
staged their annual show. Charles
Farrell was guest of honor.
Snider-Dean got away to a nice

start with 'Vanessa* (M-G) at the
Mayfair, Sydney. .Jack Percival has
been appointed publicist for the cir-
cuit.

Polly Moran due any minute for
Frank Neil and will open In Mel-
bourne. Holly-woodians here will
then include Charles Farrell. Helen.
Twelve crees, ruid Harry Langdon.
Hoyts appealed to a nabe coitncll

to prohibit leasing,. ot^a.u o^en au-

Paul Bonifas. engaged by Cbmedie
Francaise;/ V.
Mary Marquet suffering a

bad case of grippe.
Joan Warner losing appeal against

fine for "nude dancing.
Chrysis de Lagrange In Par -

mount stagte show here.
Fox tradeshowlng series of three

dubbed pix at beginning of March.
'LavaHsons' revue moving to the

Renaissance,' its third spot since
opening, ,

v Charles K. . Gordln selling local
rights to 'Yiddish King Lear' to a
French syndicate.
Jean de Marguenat, director , of

'Red Robe,' going to London to nieg
.'Madame Tassaud* for British Ihter-
natlonah
Roland Dorgeles, author of 'Wood-

en Crosses,' war book,- expressing
fear that Hollywood version, of his
work, to be known as 'Zero' Hour,'
won't do. },t justice;
United Artists exploitation 'de^

partment working overtime, with
'Dark Angel' opening March 3,

'Modern Times' prbbably on March
4, and maybe 'Things to Come,'
March 5.

Baltimore
By Albert Scharper,

Brother' of Rod Collier died.
August Nblte a pop, his first,

Izzy Rappaport to Florida to Join
wife and son.
Art Benson in town advancing

'Her Weekend.' - .

Max Allentuclc here doing the
film-test stunt for Loew theatres.
Four major Maryland racetracks

will install the 'electric eye,' which
films finishes. -

Lou .Azrael signed hew 'contract
to continue as columnist for
Hearst's News-Post.
George Givot, current on stage at

Century, will train out for Holly-
wood end of this week.
Four Mill's 1 Bros, current on stage

of Royal, colored house that has
been straight-filmery all season.
Sam Vinci, not Frank Young,

holds over at. Al Getz' supper club.
Vinci and Young split as a team.
Reginald Cherry, treasurer for

Loew houses here, hasa resigned.
\Vith the circuit here -and Other
cities for 15 years.

Bill Hollander tackling a case of
flu.

Maurie Llpsey on the recoup after
digestive illness.
Roy Topper has become a sucker

for Chinese grub.
Dorothy Mall drinking malted

milk dally to add weight.
Mark. Vance joining the Tom

Fizdale publicity organization.
Howard Crary back in town after

flying trip around the country.
Senator Murphy picking up some

midwest dates on his way to Eng-
land.

Felix Mendelsohn ogling the tour
books for a flip through southern
waters.
Charlie Althoff back in the loop

for a confab with a prospective
ether sponsor.
Jean Prignano and Ethel 'Lin ton

Halperin' opehirig a ladies appaic"
shop in Diana Court.
Curt-Isen Thomas crashed the

front pages
1

and the news serVK-c--
with his lcan 7year marriages for the
Three Cirillo .Brothers.

Berlin

Fernando Bucta in frony MHanq.

Dimitrl Mitropoulos, back from

the States.

Ludwlg Schuch, Wlntergarten

manager, to Paris.

Femmes frolicking in male getup
forbidden in Berlin.

•Annapolis Farewell' (Par) syn-
chronized in German.

. Bachelor tax now assessed on all

foreigners living in Reich,

Pbla Negri opens March 2 at the

Scala in a sketch; 'Hollywood.'

Alexander Tscherepnih gave a
Japanese-Chinese recital oh Berlin
radio,

'Kater Lampe' (Tom-cat Bunny),
new German comedy film, premiered
in Dresden.

Elinor Janson, American colora-
tura, gave a concert at the Palm
Court Hall, Dresdenr-

Frltz Wolf-Ferrari, son of the
composer, .appointed! general direct
tor of the Halle Opera.

. Lydia Waltersteln, high school
rider, ousted on the non-Ayran law,
opened at Cantina Romano, a ni-
tery.

Dr. Alexander Erdei; of the Mer-
ton Verlag, off to London to start
a new playbrokerage office, 'Play-
market.'

Reductioh in admission prices for
jobless to cinemas curtailed- to four
days.a week by order of Reichs- Film
Chaimber.

Gerhardt Hialin's new draima,
•Der Menschengbtt' ('Men's God")
premiered at Grenzland theatre;
Flensburg.

Dr. Hans Sikorskl has, by.- ar-
rangement with Reichs Theatre
Chamber, taken over all plays from
Georg Merton Verlag.

.
GUstav Dlessl. in from Rome and

off again to Vienna for new film 'im
Schatteh der Vergangenheit' (''In

the Shadows of the Past')/

Next Ufa talker in French, made
in Berlin, will be .'Le Coeur Dispose'
from the comedy by Francis de
Croisset,! directed, by Georges La

-

Combe.
'Die GrOss Und die Kleine Liebe'

('Big and Little Love*), new mu-
sical by Perak, Heye Vand Coriilius,
premiered at Duisberg Municipal
theatre.

Prize competition of Breslau ra-
dio, station for best radio plays re-
sulted in more than 500 scrips;, most
of 'em dealing with experiences dur-
ing the world. Avar.
Juergen Fehling, scenic director

of the Berlin State theatre, 'off to
Hamburg to stage a new -version of
Hebbel's 'Kriemhilde's Revenge' at
the Slate Playhouse.
Reichs Theatre Chamber ruled

that.playwrights who send in scripts
to theatres or playbrokers must be
given a reply within one month and
a definite answer within the second
month after receipt.

'

Great Britain provided the largest
number of tourists in Reich in 1936,
14,387. From the States came 12.-
S00, while France had 5,400. AHway below figures before 1933.

Brigitte Horney, engaged by Ufa
ul place of Pola Negri for the new
Hans Albers film *Savoy 217,' had
to rush- through her work. in order
to get back to London for film worir
thei-e..- 1

•

'

Hollywood

Pittsburgh
By Hal Cohen

Bill Scott east for a few days to
visit ailing father.
Sam Stern, WB artists, recuping

at Monteflore hospital.
Rosey RowsweU's nine-yearrold

son. down with scarlet fever.
Lou Azorksy's body brought here

from New Orleans for burial.
Alfred Head around beating the

drums for Lunt-Fontanne in 'Idiot's
Delight' -

Kay Kyser's mother, father and
sister here from Rocky Mount, N
C.( a visit.

Wilma Horner quitting IBA show,
Jolly Girls,' to hook up with Benny
Rubin unit.
Dave Broudy walking two miles

daily to get in trim for opening of
golf season. .

Eddie Palkot at Wells College.
N. 1.. directing old meller, 'Streets
of New York.'

Pitt's Cap and Gown Club will
have. first student- written show this
year since 19?3.

Virginia Sims and Mrs. Mern
Boguc, minus appendix, sharing
same hospital room.
Johnny Harris one of fruidinq-

lights behind new Breakfast Club
just organized here.
'From Morn to Midnight.' next-

to-last Playhouse production this
season, opens April 7.

First downtown house to give up
Sunday shows, for six-da v week '

is
George .Taffe's Casino.
Grace and. Charlie Herbert' back

at. Towne Club, succeeding Jerrv
Blanchard and Teddy White.

Harry Rapf fishing In Mexico.
D. W. Griffith and hride got in
Leon Schleslnger over his illness

c.
,

4.«A£Udjr^f.Tomll0»-'Qft- 20th-Fox pay-'
roll. *

Danny Dowllng opened ti^w night
spot.

,
Errol Flynn cultivating new. mus-

tache.
Tiffany Thayer batching for few

weeks.
Chester Morris latest to join the

Beavers,'.
Preston Sturgis has the bowling

bug bad.
Fay Wray

Bahamas.
Lee .Tracy recti

his yacht.
Carl Brlsson

desert site.

Homer Croy.'off to Long Island for
fishing tr'*\

Jack Weiner
at Republic.
Rufus Le Maire h

on his mind.
Sherman Rogers

writing staff.

Tomasina Bird In town after 14
years abroad.

Cliff . Work down from Frisco on
periodical call.

Allan Jones east £0 look over new
crop Of shows.

B. F. Shearer down frOm Seattle
on biz-pleasure.
Mitzl Cummin to Honolulu for

month's vacash.
Harry Holman baclc after film

.making, in London.
.
Al Kingston and Walter, Meyers

joined agency forces.
Jimmy Starr opening

manufacturing outfit.

George Gibson wound up week's
vacash in Death Valley •,

'

Mel. Riddle in Paramount studio
advertising department.
Henry Meyers back, from Broad-

way .sans walking stick.
John Blystone planed east to dis-

cuss directorial contract.
Guy Kibbee admits 'to 50 years

and tosses birthday party.
Georgia Gardnar Goodwin; here

marketing reducing salt,-
Arthur Jacobson of radio becomes

Hem'y Hunter of flickers.
Ernst Dryderi designing costumes

for Selznick productions.
Basil Rathbone carrying . injured

mitt following screen duel.
Lois Wilson opens 10-week p.a.

tOur in Detroit, March 19.
Between pix, Claude Rains retires

to his Pennsylvania farm.
Barrett RicCormick in for wbek'

product ..pow-w J*.v at Radio.
Sid Grauman and Al Jolson sell-

ing stock in their gold mine.
Katz-SilyersrMcGowan party re-

turned from.. Panama cruise.
M. H. Aylesworth mugged at air-

port with Mickey Mouse dolls.-
Nat Levine talked Peter'" B. Kyne

into another series of 'Cappies.'
Jeanne Madden's Warner pact al-

lows her to leap back into opera.
Albert E. Levoy and his bride

back from Honolulu honeymoon.
Claude Ezrell here from Dallas

on prodiiet-banknight poW-wows.
Lincoln Quarberg pinohrhitUng

for Mark Larktn, downed by flu.

David Selznick signed -Feodor
Challapin, Jr., to .acting contract.
Mervyn LeRoy, with his wife, en

route to New York, thence abroad.
Bob Burns bedded with attack, of

old-fashioned Arkansas indiges-
tion.

Garrett Fort completed 'Dracula's
Daughter' script and checked out
at U.
William J. Perlman, playwright-

producer, recovering from heart at-
tack.
Richard

-

"Boleslawskl in Arizona
'on location t'-ek for 'Garien of
Allah.'
Clarence Brown paid $20,000 for

pair of chandeliers from Wendell
estate.
James

months'
Orient.

Franclein MacConnell up from
reader to be scripter for David
Selznick.
Paramount after screen rights to

W. P. Liscomb's play, 'Life of
Hannibal.'

'

London advices are that Chuck
Reisner has fallen hard for after-
noon tea, ,

William Kelghley annexed.-80-acre.
ranch; Hobart Cavanaugh took on
nine acres,
Universal used Russian, Spanish,

Hawaiian and symph orks in 'Sut-
ter's Gold.'
Joseph" Pasternak here from Buda-

pest to produce one picture for Carl
Laemmle.
Leslie Howard out 0- 'Romeo and

Juliet' cast at MG> for week due to

minor op.
Lambert Illllyer took a lamp on

the conk and had to get emergency
hospital aid.
Clarence BroAvn flew In from New

York to read stories for his next
MG assignment.
Ralph Staub. Metro director, re-

calls that 15 years ago. as a cam-
eraman, he sold Irving Thalberg
1'iikon footage for 'Universal serial.

.Spotting of Reg Denny's, four-
year-old son in MG's 'Romeo- and
JulipL' makes fourth generation of
Denny family to be identified with
Iheatro.
Unable to get a it player to do

'.i sceno just. as he wanted i(. Di-
rector Sum Wood had his. assistant.

CluirJen- Dorian, direct and he d!<

the part.

Cruze sailed for
tour of Hawaii

three
and .^he
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GEORGE ROSEY
George Rosey^ -77, died Feb, 17 in

Mt. Sinai hospital, New York. He
spent oyer 60 years of ..his musical

career iii the United States.

In his early years he was known
as an arranger, originally under the

signature of George M, Rosenberg,

but few ever spoke of him except

•as Rosey, and, he accepted the

changed name, 'fortunately before

he commenced! to make his mark as

a cbnippser.

. At hia prime in the time of Sousa,

it was .
natural that -he should have

scored a hit as a writer of marches
and his 'Honeymoon' 1 arid 'Handicap'

marches were long standard and
still remembered, ' but these shared
success, with his 'Espinata' waltzes,

followed by 'Lady Love,' 'Rendez-

vous' and 'Adoration' all in the same
tempo.

.

Four long-popular concert ballads

were 'Maybe' and 'Relieve,' with
lyrics by Frank Tannehlll, Jr,

'Lovely- Caprice' to words by Ed-,

ward B. Marks, "and 'I Love' My
Girl' for which Dave Reed, Jr., sup-
plied the lyrics. He was first to sug-
gest the" professional copies with
orchestrations which revolutionized
trade methods.
He is survived by his son Milton

N, Rosenber with a financial

firm,

HoflCnian, arid his son, William H.
Wilson; survive.

JOSEF STRANSKY
Josef Stransky, 61, conductor of

the N. Y. Philharmonic from 1911
to 1923, died in. New York March 6,

of heart trouble.
Brought from Berlin, where he

had filled a number of important
posts, he faced considerable criti-

cal opposition at his debut, but his

audiences approved and eventually
he broke down the clique. Trouble
'faced him anew when the war broke

-i-out, but he announced "he had ap-
' plied for citizenship and' each Phil-
harmonic concert during the war
period was prefaced by the playing
of the national anthem;
He was the. first classical conduc-

tor to introduce; ragtime (in Dvor-
ak's New World symphony), on a
concert program, and made a
spirited defense of this action, ac-
claiming it the typical American
rhythm* He retired about 10 years
ago and devoted himself to art
collection, becoming associated with
A local firm.

He is survived by bis widow, the
former Marie Johanna Doxrud.

FRANK HARRINGTON
Frank Karrln'gton, 78, who made-

his professional debut in 1882, died
in Cornwall, N. Y., March 5. Had
he lived until the ninth he would
have celebrated his 79th birthday.

His first season was with Rhea in

-classical repertory, followed by an
engagement in 'Her Atonement' for

Anson Pond.. He was with the

Madison Sq. Company in 'Esmeral-
da' and played With Harry. Lacey in

'The Planter's Wife.' Other major
engagements followed and he did

considerable work in pictures.

Funeral services were held in New
York under auspices of the Actors'

Fund.

productions, died In Cleveland,
March 7, at a Legion meeting.
He recently had been connected

with the McDowell school of Music
in Cleveland.

ISIDORE GARILICK
Isidore Garilick, 46,, manager of

the Artef players, died March 3 on
his way to the theatre, dying before
the, ambulance arrived;
He had. been for. many years road

manager for the late . Jacob Adler.
Survived by his widow^

FRANK P. BRYAN
Frank P. Bryan, 44, manager of

the Warner Brothers Film Exchange
branch office at"' Charlotte, N. C,
died at Rockingham, N. C, Feb.

29 with" a heart' attack. He was
in Rockingham on business and died

in a hotel there. His wife was with
him.
Mr, ryan came to Charlotte from

Richmond 16 years ago and was
manager of the First National Ex-
change until that company was con-

solidated with -Warner Brothers six

years ago.

HARRY H McDERMITT
Harry (Heavy) McDermitt, 58,

widely known Canton, concession-
aire, died Feb. 27, at Canton, O.
His widow, a daughter, a sojij two

sisters and four brothers survive;
Burial, was in Forest Hill cemetery,
Canton-

JAMES B. TURBETT
James-- B. Turbett, 62, former stage

actor and director and vice-presi^
dent of the Jam Handy Picture
Service, Inc., ' Detroit, died March 6

in Atlanta. Burial.in Detroit.

His widow, Etta, survives.

HOWARD L. SPOHN
HoWard L. Spohn, 55, vice-presi-

dent of Gardner Advertising Co.,

N. Y., died March 7 in a Lansing,.
Mich.,, hospital. Burial in Findlay,
Ohio, March 9.

NAT HAINES
Nat Haines, .In private life Ed-

ward (Toby) Henderson, black-
face comedian, died at his home in

Kent, O., March 4, following several
weeks illness. 111 health elided his

stage career several years, ago.
Born in Kent, Henderson was a
street car motorman in Pittsburgh
when he, leaped to stage fame'over-
night via an amateur night black-
face act.

He played with Chic Sale, Will
Rogers and other stage stars and
for years headed his own troupe of

entertainers playing the major
vaudeville circuits.

He leaves his mother, his widow
arid a brother.

Burial was in St. Patrick's

cemetery in Kent.

G. ORMOND PERLEY
G. Ormond Perley, a female im-

personator in musical revues and
vaudeville, the past 25 years, died

recently at Teaheck, N. J., where
he had been making his home for

everal years,

le made hid home in St. John,
3. previously, and started acting

'iile iii the Canadian Expedition-
ary Force during the world War,
having been a lieutenant in a regi-

riient based at St. John. He was a
member of a troupe which toured
the Allied camps in England,
France and Belgium, and continued
on the stage as a professional after

the war, touring Canada and the

U. S.

WILLIAM J. WILSON
William J; Wilson, .62, died in

Cleveland . March 2. He had but re

cently returned, from England to

make his home with his daughter,
Mrs. Maude W. Cargould.

Hfi staged a number of shows for

the Cleveland Hippodrome around
1906 and went to the N. Y. Hippo
drome to help with the staging
there, leaving that house to go to

the Drury Lane theatre, London,
which i.ost he held for some 20

years, managing and staging, but
more importantly the latter;

In addition to Mrs. Cargould an-
other daughter, Mrs. Dorothy W

FRANK W. FLENNIKEN
rank W. Flenniken, 61, under-

study for Lewis Morrison and -actor

in Lew Wallace's stage production,

Ben Hur,' died at Knoxville, Term.,

March 5.

A few years after appearing in

'Ben Hur,' Flenniken became head
of the Frank Wallace Stock Co. and
ibured the United States.

By turn he was a newspaper re-

porter, actor, insurance' salesman
and county official.

At. WILSON
Al Wilson, comedian, dropped

dead in New York, March 6.

ALBERT G. DAVIS
Albert C, Davis, 60, died in the

French hospital, N. Y., March 6, of

pneumonia, attributed to exposure
following a robbery

. and assault

Feb. 26 when he was left insensible

in a vacant cellar.

Hei had been an actor and stage

director for
.
many years, appearing

in both legit and vaudeville. * Re-
cently he had been working in the

finance ' department of the Emerg-
ency Relief Board.
His Widow, Sally, survives.

JOSEPH DUNFEE
Joseph Dunfee, one-time boxer

and later a aports and. amusement
promoter and husband of Josephine
Dunfee, singer, died in Syracuse,

March 4. At one time he operated

the Arena A.C. fight club and later

brought the Newark International

League franchise to Syracuse.
His widow and daughter, Mar-

garet, survive.

James Cameron, father of Mar-
jorie Cameron, in 'Three Men on a
Horse,' touring, died in Dallas March
4 and buried in Louisville. Deceased
was well acquainted' with , profes-
sionals; •:

Mrs. John Tiller, 69, widow of the
Tiller schools of dancing, died in

London, Fen. 24, of heart failure;

Since her husband's death in 1925,

she carried on his training school.

Cleveland s 100-Day Exposition

Local Business Puts Up $1,500,000 Fund-
Counting G. O. P.ers Expect 4,000,000 Visit

Greatest Un-Ease

Hollywood, March 10.

Russell Asay, ' aerialist, was
pictured by his wife, Freda
Small, who worked with him

. on*"the flying trapeze, . as; too
drunk to fly through the .air,

in her plea for divorce, which
was .granted here.. Couple had
been married only four months.
Wife told Judge Parker Wood,
when

.
Asay took a drink, too

many, he socked her because
she refused to go Into the air
with hiih. Week' before, the'
wife said, her spouse had
dropped a man iri - practice
while in same condition.

Two 500-Mile Auto

Races Year Planned

For 2-Mi. LA. Oval

Two
sored

Los Angeles, March 10.

riiile auto speedway, spon-
by Hollywood group, is

planned for Long Beach blvd., with
articles of. incorporation to be filed

in Sacramento next month.
Proposed plan calls for two 500-

mile auto classics yearly.

$85,000 FOR COMFORT

Utah Women Have Idea for- State
Fair Improvement

. A. Phillips, father of Mondane
Phillips Halley; and widely known
to the dramatic profession, died in

his home in Kansas City Feb. 25.

Mother of Howard DeCourcy,
West Coast .International News
Photos, died March 3 in Los An-
geles.

Mother of Morris McKenzle, of

the Hays office, died March 1, in

Pasadena.

George S. Scott, 64, father of Ran-
dolph Scott, the actor, died night of

March 5 of heart attack in Raleigh,

X. C.

J. M. O'CONNSLL
J. M. O'Connell, a theatre man-

ager of Halifax, N. S., arid son of

the late J. F. O'Connell, who had
operated two theatres in Halifax

for many years, died recently at

Halifax.
For some years lie was manager

of the Garrick, in Halifax, formerly

.Strand.

His mother survives.

WILL DeBAR WIGGINS
Will De Bar Wiggins, St. Louis

stage hand for 50 years, died at

Barnes Hospital last week, follow-

ing brief illness. He was once

president of IATSE and MPMO and
also served as business a.gent and
secretary of local braridh of theatri-

cal union.

A widow and daughter survive.

RUBIN GOLDMARK
Rubin Goldmark, 64, for the last

11 years head of the. department

of composition of the - Julliard

school, died in New York March 6.

He was a nephew of Karl Gold-

mark and a composer of some note.

He founded the Bohemians, musi-

cal club.

Nephew of Sani Shain (Vameit)
died in Boston, March 6.

Critics

Salt Lake City, March 10.

Proposal to make the Utah State
Fair less 'horsey' and more 'Cul-

tural'., has been submitted to the
fair board, endorsed by Women from
every part of Utah through officers

arid district presidents of the Utah
Federation of Women's Clubs,

First point on the ladies' plan, is

construction at a cost of $86,000 a
women's building, which would pro-
vide rest room accomihodations,
said to be drastically needed for

women visitors and would at the
same tirrie represent the cultural

spirit of the annual event by hous r

Ing the art exhibitors, flower and
fruit shows, handicrafts arid indus-

trial arts pieces.

Cleveland) March 10.

There's a 100-day exposition on
tap for this, city startirig June 27

under the billing 'Great Lakes .Ex*
position,', and radio is slated to get
a niche that shows the promoters of
this affair.regard it as an ace come-
on, Gimmick games, smut shows,
and flesh are being doused, a***-"""^
they're generally standaro
ment for a thing of this kind,
on the other hand, and this meant*
radio iri. terms of big name talent
which commercial sponsors have
heavily publicized and plugged
through the whole gamut of blurb-
irig, has iritrlgued the underwriters
no end. One of their plans is: to
turn the Public Auditorium, a
10,000-seater, into a virtual second
Radio City replete with a gigantic
broadcasting studio, amplifying,
pickup and transmission apparatus,
etc., for web programs, to pack 'em
in.

Although the names of the pro-
grams and performers which will be
on view are still not definitely set,

Lincoln G. Dickey, g., m. of the
exposjtiloh, is dickering with NBC,
CBS for cooperation.
Local business firms have under-.,

written the celebration to. the tune
of about $1,500,000. Because of the
Republican national cenventionr
happy subject for tie-ups with the
fair, around 4,000,000 visitors are ex-
pected. Estimates place the total
intake at a prospective $40,000,000.
Some $340,000 has been allotted for
entertainment, arid placed in the
hands of Frank Hines, former RKO
manager. Among his duties will be
the rather nettling task of filling the
Stadium, a mammoth 90,000 seat af-
fair which is part of the exhib
facilities.

Total display units, Including
cafes, etc., in addition to the com-
mercial booths, are placed at 300.

MAY FISHER
May FJsher, 47, died Sunday,

March 1, after a 1.0 month's Ill-

ness, at the N.V.A. Sanitarium in

Saranac Lake, N. Y.

The deceased was born in Elmira,

Illinois. She played all the leading

vaudeville circuits in U. S. A. In-

terment in Saranac Lake, N.

CLIFFORD CUNARD
Clifford Cunard, 45, a tenor who

had sung with numerous operatic

(Continued from page 1)

conceded to be the one who steamed
up the whole eight o'clock issue, had
nothing much to say but came back
to his seat for the third act, point-

ing out that It was the first third

act he had seen this season be-

cause of an early deadline. Brooks
Atkinson of the N. Y. Times, also a
morning rag, is another ardent pro-

eight o'clocker.

Critics' Circle, which started 'the

whole thing, now says it is opposed

to eight o'clock premieres before

April 15, after which it wants all

the managers to play ball. As to

Coleman's grievances, it is pointed

out that Coleman is not a member
of the circle. Although he catches

about two-thirds of the plays for

the Mirror, the paper's second-

stringer is the only staff member
belonging to the circle.

There were two early opening

nights last week. 'Sweet Aloes'

opened at 8:15 catching everybody,

including the critics, unaware;

House was only about one-third

filled, and only two or three of the

critics were present when the" cur-

tain rose.

At 'Fresh Fields' most of the

critics were present but only about

two-thirds of the audience. Cur-

tain was scheduled to go up at 8

sharp and actually went up about

five minutes late. Allegedly people

coming late were not to be seated

but some of them were, proving a

nuisance to those seated.

'Saint Joan,' Katharine Cornell

show scheduled to open last night,

also called an 8 p. m. sharp opening.

The 8 o'clock openings are only

intended for' the premiere as a co-

operative gesture to the morning
I paper critics, but otherwise not. tq

I apply from the second night on.

Legion Circus
St. Louis,.March 10.

American Legion circus, with pro

acts, began 6-day stand at Coliseum
Monday (9) before large crowd
Matinee arid evening performances
will be given. It is Intention of

local Legion body to make early

Spring indoor circus annual event

Detroit a W. Q.

Detroit, March 10.

James M. Cole Circus is dickering
with local Board, of Commerce for
site for winter quarters here. Cir-
cus has been wintering at Penn
Yan, N. Y„ for several years, but
because trend of biz is this way,
circus wants to move to more cen-
tral location.

Will be first, circus ever quartered
In Detroit, and will move here im-
mediately if proper land and build-
ings are found.

News of the Dailies

(Continued from page 61)

granted divorce in L. A. from Bub
Fianaghan, stage comic.
Wife of Erwin Nyiregyhazi, con-

cert pianist, filed suit for divorce

in L. A.
For repeatedly annoying Henry

Mollison, English actor, Kay Con-
way, extra girl, sentenced to 90 days
in jail..

Amellta Galli-Curci and her hus-
band, Homer Samuels, named in

$54,750 damage suit following auto
collision in L. A.
Jack Gallagher, stunt man, drew

jail term for failing to pay alimony
to Faith Hampton, actress.

Screen extra stabbed Chlto
AlOnzo, actor-brother of Gilbert
Roland; in affray at Pioneer ca.sU

ing office,

Freda and Russel Asay, aerial

team, divorced in L. A.
Fine of $50 hung on Buster

Keaton for doing 70 through school

zone in Hollywood.
Injuries received in auto accident

ruined her dancing career. Patsy
Corily charged in suit foi- $252,000

filed in L. A. .

Marguerite Gatewood and Grace
Davidson, dancers, filed suit in L. A.

for $11,000 damages against Richard
Stratler. asserte'dly responsible for

traffic accident.
Suit filed in L. A. against Culver

City Bus Company by Sonia Becker,

concert singt;r, who asserts bus
i lurched, causi g head injuries.

Bankruptcy r"1'" ifinfi filed bv two
studio technicians in L.A. Archie
Dattlebaum Iisl"d liabilities of

SUTG.lio. no .assets ; William Voh
Brincken. actor-technician. $3,532.04

liabilities 'against $'J.".0 assets.

Filing damage suit in L.A.. Vir-

ginia Ileal v. former secretary to

Ken Maynard, asked $1 1,500 for al-

leged l>ca:in;?H Western slnr and his

wife ad inlstered to her.

Puyallup Improves
Tacpma, March 10.

Western Washington Fair, state's

largest outdoor amusement, located
at Puyallup, few miles from Ta-
coma, announces the expenditure of
$35,000 in improvements to 'the fair

grounds this summer. An addi-
tional grandstand to seat 2,500 will

be erected at a cost of $25,000, and
repair and other structures will cost

$10,000. ,_
, _

Easy at $100
Norfolk, Va„ March 10.

One hundred smackers is the cost

to Albert Brust; listed on police

docket as carnival man, of convic-
tion in police court here March 6 of

driving an auto while possessed of
the wrong kind of spirits.

Arrested Feb. 25 as result of col-

lision with machine driven by local

doctor.

Date and Doings
Waukqri, la., -larch 10,

Allamakee county fair has set

dates of .Sept. 8-li. Booked Wheeler
f.nd Wheeler, entertainers; Lady
Barbalas, circus; Montfort sisters,

Edi lee, trapeze.

Intends opening" the mi'

all comers.

LEWIS BROS. ADVANCE
Canton, .0., March 10.

C. S. Primrose has been re-en-

gaged as general agent of the Lewis
Jhos. circus, aking his second

in that capacity. Harry L. Hamil-
ton al:;o li.'sf. been ret" Inert tq handle

advance, press and special contacts.

It will be his third season with the

Lewis show.
Advance of the Lewis show leaves

winter fiuarters at Jackson, Mich.,

early in April. Opening stand is the

home rity of the show on' Saturday,

May 2.
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You can use cosmetics all you wish—but
guard against COSMETIC SKIN this easy way

"T USE cosmetics, as most girls do,

X Sylvia Sidney tells you. But she

knows that when rouge and powder are

not thoroughly removed, they choke
your pores—cause Cosmetic Skin.

You don't want to risk this modern
complexion trouble—dullness, enlarg-

ingj^r^_^iny_j5iejnishesi_ Guard
against it as Sylvia Sidney'does—with
Lux Toilet Soap. Its ACTIVE lather

goes pore-deep, removes every last trace

of dust and dirt, stale rouge and
powder . .

.

"I pat in Lux Toilet Soap's creamy,

luxurious lather—rinse with warm
water, then cold," Sylvia Sidney says.

See what this simple care will do for

you! Use* Lux Toilet Soap before you
put on fresh make-up—ALWAYS be-

fore you go to bed at night.

See,

it.
IT'S

Locally s
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Syracuse, N. T., March 17.

Syracuse University, which en-

tered show *UBine6a commercially

thirseason via, the lease of the Civic

|h-|ktr^;>#lit •.toa
jvje -a fling at film

^^cti6ft^ht^Sufemer,
J

Initial ef-

^;^j^;v.jagfe» 1»ersottia|Jy is doing the

^/^(^Sfc^^ta^Vcm^iENsE^tnfir a call to

^iiy%i»°d» which ls^Immiheht, will

^v^il^:tier>' In June to assist in the

1 r

^i!bjf. Sawyer Falk, director of the
> .t^feWty dramatic activities, will

^W^*"^ William Stamyre Hill,

alumnus' and professional cihe-

matogrnpher, handling the camera.
JPfiliiSp^s will be selected from the

vpersbrai^l : of the Summer School
£jfay$r$'° University's graduate
tfoupe fahose members return an-
nually lor a season of stock, and
lesser roles will be filled by dramatic
undergraduates.
production will be. made on 35

m'rrii stock and will be six reels in

length. If good enough general re-
lease may be negoti-'ed although
the picture is primarily designed as
a laboratory experiment.
Despite a variety of trials a~d

tribulations encountered In its

operation of the Civic, the Univer-
sity will continue to direct the house

<Continued on page 68)

10VING SIDEWALKS'

PLAN BENEATH 6TH AV.

i

With the start of actual excava-
tions on the new Sixth avenue, city-
operated subway scheduled for
March 23, at 40th street and Sixth
avenue, passing of the old Sixth
Avenue 'L' is regarded only a mat-
ter of time. The advent of new
busses on this avenue, in place of
surface cars, recently has also
aroused discussion as to probability
of a new 'moving sidewalks' system
into N. Y. for the first time beneath
Sixth avenue.
Figure that Influx of new business

structures and tall apartment
houses with the elimination of the
elevated will accentuate narrowness
of street and walks. System of
moving electrically - operated plat-
forms has been deemed feasible by
a Westlnghouse engineer, actual In-
stallation awaiting time when city
has funds and inclination to go for
them.

^B^tt-Ve plan calls for placing
suCK a'thOVing walk system beneath
present sidewalks. They would con-
stitute a tiled subway encompassing
an endless moving electric platform
arrangement on parallel tracks and
stationary platforms adjoining.

'De lawdV Balm Suit

Hollywood, March 17.

Rex Ingram, 'De Lawd* of War-
ners 'Green Pastures,' is being sued
for breach of promise by Pansy Lee
Harper, who asks $50,000.
Actor was divorced last week.

Curving 'Em

Hollywood, March IT.

Meeting friend as he emerged
from his supervisor's office, a
writer said he expected to get

the air.

Asked what happened he
said that during the last story

conference he had sent the

supervisor to the dictionary
four times,

\

London Season Hot But Its

24 Show* Are Seven Be-

hind Broadway's Tally-
On the Other Hand, Lon-

don Is Better Off on Mu-
sicals—^Shows Need Less

to Flourish Abroad

4 CONCURRENT SHOWS

DOUBLED BY

Trade estimates the Hearst and

Paul Block newspaper attacks .on

the Mae West picture will be worth

100% more than original valua-

tions. Par is said to figure that

a potential $800,000 domestic gross-

er in 'Klondike Annie' may climb

to $1,600,000 in the local market.
Box office reports invariably men-

tion that the public at large didn't

suspect much dirt in the West film

until the Hearst and Block news-
papers told them about it.

Hearstian antipathy to 'Annie' is

said to spring from a peeve against

the Joe Breen branch of the Hays
office, rather than a direct objection

to the Paramount picture. Reported
that Hearst's Cosmopolitan Pictures

which produced 'Celling Zero,'

squawked at the cutting of some
virile passages from its own pic-

ture, and when the West film came
up it was the excuse to ride the

Hays organization's censorship sys-

tem.
Hearst reviewers in New York

didn't write any mrtlccs on the Mae
West picture. The Mirror, Hearst's

N. Y. tab. while refraining from re-

(Contlnued on page G6)

STRIP-TEASE WITH

'BANK' VARIATIONS

•Bank nlte' hit New York bur-

lesque houses for first time this

week with the Apollo on 42d street

trying the stunt. First drawing was
Monday (16) night, and tentative

schedule calls for holding them on

future Mondays, since that's rated

an off night.

Burlesque managers have re-

frained from 'bank nlte" ideas up

to now, due to nature of their cli-

entele and the fear that some of the

boys who don't win a prize may
express their resentment by tearing

up the joint.

.
'Comparison between London and

*New York legit show lists ; has the

West End running behind Broadway
in the number of attractions. With
30 shows current here, the count is

seven more than over there. Earlier

in the season the numbers were
about reversed,
Although London's legit outlook is

still bright, the
0 mourning period

over the king's death drawing to

an end—grosses over there are much
lower than on Broadway for the

average attraction. That has usu-
ally been so, but shows operate at

lower cost there than in America.
One recent instance of the differ-

ence is 'Three Men On a Horse,'

which clicked m London and
grossed approximately $10,000 the

first week. Here the laugh show
(Continued on page 58)

Much Controversy on

'Nazi Propaganda' Pix

Shown in Jerusalem

Jerusalem, Feb. 24.

Big argument in the local press

over the film 'Eva,' showing in Tel

Aviv and accused of being Nazi
propaganda.
One ex-German film producer now

residing in Jerusalem claims that

the only German language films ex-

cluded from the 'Aryan' clause are

the Universal pictures made in

Budapest by Joe Pasternak and
starring Franciska Gaal. All othfer

films in German, whether madar in

Austria or Kalamazoo, he says-,'are

under the thumb of Herr Goebbels.

According to him, the Nazi film

industry has cut off so much of its

(Continued on page 59)

BBC Television July 1

London, March 17.

British Broadcasting Corp.'s

tentative opening date of the

Alexandra Palace Television Sta-

tion is set for July 1. The Balrd

people have already begun installing

machinery in the Palace. Marconl-

E. M. I. folks will begin their in-

stallation shortly.

In two months official tests will

be made. B. B. C. is already

broadcasting under short waves

from its Portland street building.

Can 't Spare Time

Major Bowes was approached
by a- serious fan, immediately
after a broadcast . a couple of

weeks ago and asked, since
he now -counts his listeners

in the millions,, why he doesn't

rixn for the presidency of the

United States,

Bowes, also serious, replied;

'I don't think I can spare the.

time to go into politics.'

'S

Wua de .Broadway' • Viffi>£$fkf .<

reviie in two act*' ana 4lfr wftnea i . pre*
seated by Henrt Varna .'at

::>*fai*«V Paris,
Subtitle: 'ReVue al'Ametlcatite' OAraerlcan
Type .Bevue'J, . ,#Bcoui Subtitle:. Wfirnt»
Clubs of iN6w TorK,' .

•' -

Players: Andre: Lacrol*. M^and Melons
Robert Berrl, Sabine Earl, Atmy Kytf
Vana Yaml, Virginia- Angela. Vera: Marti!
Lydiahe Boche, Maria Ofegor, Uona.
MIchallova, . Mai*. BLstf, .Yvotuie •- hege&yt.

. Flory Puller, . Sidell Bisters, BJHy Bourbon
(Tjja • Kfdfr; Mayomi^-Winter- aild Merao.o,
Malta O^slrni - Irene de Baaurtiont, Three
Olypiple Girls, Bath Svenka, Mlrellly, peltx
Faquet, *

'•"

Paris, March 10,

Alex Korda's $1,000,06,0 produc-

tion, 'Things tp Come/ Bhowing how
the next war la going to be. fought

opened here yesterday (9) at the

best time possible.

Just as the war clouds over Eu-
rope are darker than they have been
in many years, the film happened
along to show the populace what
to expect. Picture even got into

the Chamber of Deputies debate

during the discussion of 'the
Franco-Soviet pact; where Deputy
Jean LongUet used it- as ah argu-
ment for France ratifying the Rus-
sian agreement. Stating he'd seen

the film in London, Ixmguet said:

•Things to Come' shows the un-

believable ruins that the next war
will bring. It depicts towns de-

stroyed by bombardments with the

inhabitants killed by tens of thou-

sands by gas attacks and civiliza-

tion passing 20 years in misery and
suffering.

Noticeable, at the opening, was
the applause for everything that

was -said against war. Film -should

do well here, because of its time-

liness,

CONGRESSMAN'S YEN

FOR MUSTANG MELLER

"Washington, March 17.

Ambitions of an Oklahoma Con-
gressman to star in Hollywood were
revealed last week as Representa-

tive Percy Gassaway—Inveterate

wearer of 10-gallon hat and high-

heeled boots, told colleagues he

has talked with Paramount agents

about taking the lead in a western

picture. Gassaway, who has at-

tracted much local attention by
outspoken comments and a widely-

ballyhooed (oratorical) feud with

the late Huey Long, said confer-

ences arc still 'Informal.'

Film in which he might- appear Is

•The Law West of Pecos/

:coun-

• more
enf/
ssed

adarne

Certain amount; of bellyafefaini: Is

going,
;
itt;'"';Wir|)|/.?

i

Cliff

Fisclieifc'g: Ftench Casino "shows

New "York.
.....

Sey^raJ:. newspaper.

articles; lately; caUed it .'disgraceful'

that Fraiice . :ph6ul.4./S^''.. 'misjrepre-

jsented^ by a show in a f

o

try whichi indulge^ &
.scandalous *3rms 6t enter
Particular indlghafloit Is &
because Fischer

.

'hired,
Stavisky, widow of thevlate insrl

gator of the biggest "post-war local

•scandal, whd is supposed to remind
the world of something the French
would rather have people forget"

about And then* say the «omv
menters, Fischer IsJust a foreigner,

(he's an American long .resident la
France).
That may be all right, bat what

would happen If . the American
diplomatic^ authorities here Btarted

to raise a fus& over this show,* which;

Henri Varna ha&"PUt on at the Alca-.-

zar? It has three titles, two of,

which contain the word "Broadway*
and one 'American/ It Is evidently

supposed, to attract Parisian sensa-
tion seekers by giving the impress
sibn that It *hows«how those wicked
Yankees spend their evenings.
Show is. largely - dirty postcard

stuff, such as you couldn/t normally
(Continued' on page 66)

ANDRE ROOSEVET'S

FILM EXPEDITION

Andre Roosevelt, cousin of Theo-
dore Roosevelt and third cousin to

F. D. Roosevelt, is heading a cam-
era expedition into unexplored -re-

gions of Ecuador, South America,

this month: Cyril Von Baumann is

tho other chief official in party

which shoves off for . S. March
27. Outfit will bo gone ,

seven or

eight months, providing it is able

to withstand the rainy season.

While the expedition is supposed

to be primarily for scientific pur-

poses, • RooseveltrBaumann party

hopes to obtain sufficient footage to

make a feature. Will be shot si-

lent, with sound to be dubbed in

later. More than 50,000 feet of nega-

tive will be taken along.

Roosevelt is known as the pro*
duccr of 'Goona Goona/ and pic-

ture probably will be along these

lines. He probably will do the cam-
era work himself on most of film.

Roosevelt is. supposedly1

finttnctnaf""

entire project. Distribution com-
pany has yet to be selected. Party/,

will explore the unknown region oii

the east slope of the Andes, largely

along the Napo river.
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Cn Coast for 20th-Fox; Develop

Talent for Films on Both Coasts

Hollywood, March 17.

Darryl Zanuck, finding the talent

market limited, is going after the

establishment of a stock company
on a big scale for 20th-Fox. Zanuck
plans to build the company with a
personnel of frqm 70 to 75 people.

Stock company will not- be built

•up with youngsters getting from

$60 td $76 weekly on term con-

tracts, but its nucleus will be of es-

tablished and experienced people of

both stage and screen, besides finds

picked up now and then.

Lew Schreiber, studio casting di-

rector, will be In charge of the hunt

from the Coast, and Joe Moskowitz

and Joe Plncus, of the N, Y. office,

doing the scouting ;in their territory.

Previous it^Miby> ot ' iwfc-Fox was
against the: building of a stock com-

pany. ? However, it has been, ftridths

it' very difficult with recent heavy
production schedule to get the right

kind of supporting players.

Zanuck decided to go to town In

the talent garnering so .that ,when

the:- new year .production schedule

starts he will hiave few: casting dif-

ficulties. •

WB Directors'

Hollywood, March 17.

Assigning Kick Grinde to direct

'Public Enemy's Wife,* Warners had

to make switch on three, picture's.
'

Frank McDonald gets the
: reins on

'Love Begins at 20;' William Clemes
directs 'Case' of the • Velvet Claws,'

and William McGann pilots 'Mil-

lion In It;'

The 20th Century-Pox move for. a

large-scale talent school on. the

Coast is in llhe with a recent In-

dustry trend-to prepare a ' series of

cinematic, kindergartens on both

the east and west coasts.

The Broadway sector is particu-

larly slated to become the fulcrum

of a series, of, such film-financed

training schools with ah ultimate

eye to the cinematic heights, when

ahd if the 'hew faces' and other

talent recruits from legit, radio* the

niterles, campuses and almost any

other possible source evidence likll-

bood for Hollywood casting.

ASHER FINDS 2 MORE

FOR WARNERS' H'WOOD

London; March 8.

,

Paul Gr,aetz and Patrlc Kn.owles,

former ;Wik< in Europe as a char-

acter actor, arid latter a "London

juvenile, leave _fpr Warners - in

Hollywood within a fortnight.

Both : have" the usual .
five-year

ticket with options.

They make- the fifth exportation?

made td the parent studio by Irving

Asher, of. the local Teddington plant

where Warners makes Its British

.films, in about a year.

Previous' exportatlons include Ian

Hunter aind Errol"Flynri, latter hav-

ing been previously ' nixed fey a
number of British studios.

Cagney Decision as Important

To Entire Biz; Uv^-teht'

WILL MAHpNEY
Yorkshire Evening News said:

"We tiaye seen it, heard it all. be-

fore, yet we still laugh; There is

something charming about this

bowler-hatted, smilingTfaced little

man with the -Irish voice and eyes;

something in his' personality. " But
it is still Mr. Mahohey we really

want to see. We've heard his story

before-rbut tve're ndt going to stop

him."
Pirectl6n

WM. MORRIS AGENCY
" Mayfair Theatre Building

New York City

Dvorak Vamps 'T3 Ready

Hollywbod, March 17.

Ann Dvorak, .whose suspension

Warner Bros, recently lifted, follow-

ing a court settlement ot her con 1

tract, has been at the studio a week
without any assignment, and no role

Impending.
• :;«...; , \ ' ' —

—

WARING BAND MAY DO

A PAR FEATURE FILM

s

Suit TbSrd in Par

Mo.

•Los Ainrgeles, March* 17.

.

Damages; ot .$?Q5,81^3$ for hv
juries sustained , in plane ' cr.ackup

last May' near Atlanta,;, Mq.> are

asked in suit filed against Trans-
continental & Western Air, Inc., .

by

Bichafd Wallace, Paramount direc-

tor. '"TniSI Is tbe - third suit • led .

tfgainst the air Hhe as result'^ the

•ArasE^W^^tt^ while .pia^e;

was: kJirjrying, ^ Paramount >r<>auc-
' Hon unit to Wftshihgtbn'.

'

; ^egljg^elice, repklesshesB and care-

lessness by TWA and'lts agents ..and

embioyesj-is- chargfla -by Wallace in

bis 'rnii ^Ufeihg*'\Jb>ttbn of five

regulations imposed by Department •

Of -j^mmetic^'Biireau .of Air' Com-;

nierce.
' Suit reveals. Paramount had con-
tinued to pay director his salary of

vVM?»92 weekly until contract was
finished; ai*ho»;.fr!i Wallace was un-
able to work untllr^viv.I'J

WB Shorts' Production

Not Halting in B'ktyn

The Warner (Brooklyn), sborts-

prpducing studio will riot close

down this' spring for the first time

since it has been in operation.. Al-

though ahead of schedule! on the

120 shorts to be turned out,at the,

jFlatbush ". plant .this season, the

IstuTdib : win go into ,.nexX year's

product -'a£
:

- an" .'early ' date instead of

shattering. ..

" A<new stage being Constructed

at' the $robklyn studio, "largest in

the east^ ,wiH be> ready in Apirll.

Five, bands have been set for \n

diyidual shprti to be made at the

Brooklyn
:Wlpphbhe studios, Jimmy

Lunceford, Jackie' Prey, Jan Riibinl

•Leon NaVara* and George Hall.' All

the deals set by -Charles Yates.

LEW BROWN AT RADIO

TO

Hollywood, March 17.

Lew Brown has joined RKO as an
associate producer. He'll make a
musical based on an original idea,

production slated to start middle of

May.
Brown worked at Columbia on

-the recent Harry Richman pic, 'Mu-
sic Goes Round.'

Hollywood, March 17.

Pat O'Brien -Is under suspension

at Warners, penalty to remain for

duration of --production of- 'Stage

Struck,* .'from which
,
actor bowed

but because -he felt .part of stage

producer- not- suited for -him, •

Official notification of suspension
given actdr after impression had
gone but that studio ' had agreed to

permit O'Brien to take his con-

tractual six weeks'- layoff at. this

time,, instead'. of .suspension.

•Penalty layoff without pay . ex-

pected to,.continue until Dick Ptir-

celljr substituted in rbie, has fin

ished assignment, probably a
month, .

just Looking Around

Robert Inclalr,- lfeglt. stager, en
trained * for 'Hollywood, early this

week. i.He"' is under./ contract to

u ~u Metro- but-" has no specific assign

-

S DUIIuUP ment, • going- to the studio to ob-
serve how films are made Under' a
six months contract. '.

Hollywood/ March 17. Directdr • expects to " return to

Michael Whelah Is due for a- star .New York in .the fall and hopes to

buildup by 20th-Fox. . . • stage another.play''.then;' He Is a<>

Option has. been lifted with his Uompanled 1 by: his wife,
:

•' Jane
contract still two months to go. Buchanan, legit- actress.'

Fred. Waring orchestra, after the.

Met, Boston/ week, may make a pic-

ture for Paramount. Now at the

Par, N. X., band ,
plays the Boston

stage engagement sometime in

April, - date unset.

Negotiations with Paramount
would cover maximum of .10

weeks' time making, the picture.

Waring and band made, one picture;

in -1029 >for RKO, 'Syncopation,' a
pioneer fllmusical;'

Waring at.the N.. Y. Par.. is-in for

a. probable three weeks, .having

opened Wednesday (11) .
wlt,h 'Klon

dike Ahnie,' He" is getting $10,00.0

net oh a basis of 30 shoT^s, extra
performances to -be --paid 'tor'' addi-
tional.' Probable that band will do
40 or more shows the first week.

Gus Hill Wins Points

In $15,000 Suit Vs. U

Gus Hill won a point In his suit

for $15,000 damages^ against Univer-
sal' Pictures when justice Levy In

N. Y. supreme, court granted a mo-
tion directing Robert; Harris, east-

ern production manager; to. appear
for examination ' before trial,U was
also' directed .to. prp4u.ee: books and
records relating to the sujit..

Hill 'Is 'suing for alleged conver-
sion of the scripts of . 'B^inhlgan's

Ball,'. 'Irish Visitors' and 'Peggy
O'Neill.'..The vet showman claims he
submitted' the scripts to Harris in

Masr, 1034, with the. understanding
they were ..to. . be , returned- to him
shbyld Harris or Universal decide,

not 'to purchase them.
.
Repeated de-.

mands, Hill claims, failed to get re-

sponse from Vthe' company. ' Hill

ciaims the holding', of , the; ,scripts

-has .damaged, him to the extent, of
$15,000 "In '.that He'"has been irhable

to submit them 'to other prospective
buyers.

Palmer RKO Caster

Hollywood, March 17.

Bob Palmer has been installed as
casting director at RKO-Radio to
succeed Fred Schuessler, who went
over to Paramount in similar ca-
pacity. Dick Stockton moves up as
Palmer's aide.

Kenny Weaver will look after bit
and extra players.

MAYO DRAWS 'CLIPPER'
Hollywood, March 17.

Archlei Mayo has been given
directorial assignment on 'China
Clipper' at Warners.
.Commander Frank Weed wrote

the original.

Hollywood, March 17.

RKO; has hopes to ironing out its

problem with Fred Astaire, ho

two weeks ago served notice on the-

company that a clause in bis con-

tract had been violated fey the com-
pany, giving commercial endorse-
ments and the use of his name and
likeness without his. permission, as
a result of which his attorney; Al-
fred Wright, claims contract held
by the 'studio with the star had
been broken,
Astaire has two pics to go under

current period of - his contract with
studio holding options for several
years after termination ,of current
term.
With Astaire having been out of

town at time notice was served and
not returning until early last week,
studio attempted to get matter
straightened out with Wright.
While hp progress has been made
the studio is going ahead prepar-
ing his next production, 'I Won't
Dance,' scheduled to go into work
thin month or early in April.

Studio figures situation can be
straightened by giving Astaire new
terms, .lumping his compensation
per picture, The new terms de-

<

manded are not yet known to RKO.
In case no headway Is made by the
time notice would be given him. of
the. p'lcture's start, and' should It

be ignored by the atar, •RKO Radio
avers It w

f
u take legal measures'

for • enforcement and execution of
the present, contract. Studio feels

it did not violate the advertisement
endorsement clause, claiming RKO
aided' him in a legal action against
a jewelry concern which made use
of an endorsement without his con-
sent.

Astaire matter has not come to
the point of money demand on his
part. His attorney, Wright, claims
that *the contract is broken and
is not asking the studio to boost
compensation.

Astaire's original deal on first pic-
ture called for $1,750 weekly, with
five-week minimum. However, ran
around 10 weeks' salary. Second
picture

(
called., for $2,000 weekly,

same minimum.
After making 'Gay Divorcee,* ad-

justment was made, with a flat price
plus bonufi; Understood .flats on all

pictures ran aroUnd. $35,000-$45
>000.

On 'Top Hat* It will run around
$60,000. This agreement was made
ia August, '34,

Skpw Blows

•Hollywood, March 17.

Victor M. Shapiro has resigned
as production ai<Je to Sol Wurtzel
at 20th rFox -Western- Aye. studio.

Shapiro, who has been', with
Wurtzel past four months, will an-
nounce affiliation with another stu
dlo this week.

PARITES ON THE LAM
Russell .Holmaii, in charge of pro

duction matters, for Paramount 'in

New York, and Herbert Wilcox, ac-
countancy executive of the John E.
tDttereoh administration,, left last
week for the Coast to. be gone two
weeks discussihg

i
spring production

plans. Otterson' remains in New
York indefinitely.

Bob Gillham is Key Westing for
10 days; fishing trip.

SAILINGS
March 19 (London to New York),

Gina Malo (Aquit'ania).
March. 18 (New York to London)

Ben Goetz, Mr. and . Mrs. Mervyn
LeRqy, Mr., and Mrs. H. M.

.
Warner,

Mr. and Mrs. Sam E. Morris (Ber
engaria).

March 14 (New York to Paris),
Lord and Lady Cavendish (Adele
Astaire), Martin Beck, Lucierine
Boyer, Jean Delettre, Henry Car
son, Clifford C. Fischer, 'Folles
Parisienne' troupe, Louis F. Elu
menthal, Emile Boreo, Gloria Gil
bert (lie de France).
March 14 (New York to Los An

geles), Herman Robbihs (Santa
Paula).
March 11 (New York to Berlin)

4 William C. Phillips (Washington).

Hollwood, March 17.

What is tantamount to a judg-

ment for James. Cagney against

Warners in their contract litigation

was a memo handed counsel on.

Monday (16) by Judge Charles

Bogue. In explaining legal procedure

it was said ruling will be presented

to court at a later date and judgment
entered, at which time motion for 'a,

hew trial will likely, be made. Beiicb

memo stated', ^Cd'urt finds"there was
waiver of- fraud: by plairitlff;(Cag-

ney) and*he i'i stopped from assert-,

irig-" same by reason' of' his continu-

ing to work after lie had discovered

the fraud and had been notified by
defendant that'.Jt' would, stand ..on

written cdntract and would insist on
strict cbmpliance.. That defendant

breached contract by violation of

provision regarding billiftg, and
:

plaintiff Js entitled to cancellation.

Improper billing was not casual or

inadvertent, as it; practically all

Occurred after plaintiff quit work.'

: 'Reference to '.billing had to do
with process-.-poster on 'Ceiling

Zero' at VW«crtera' .Beverly. Hills

theatre In which Pat O'Brien was
billed ovter Cagney.
. Court- aotio'n ' was lnetftuted. by
counsel for Cagney, who demanded
studio live up /to an alleged oral,

agreement that he . was to do only

four pictures yearly, on - his current

Contract.
Cajjney's Future

A number of producers on the
Coast* asked if they were interested,

in Cagney for immediate production
chores, - said no. They pointed but
that with Warners taking an appeal,

and tihould the decision of the loiYet

court, be .reversed, they • would. •; be,

subject to damages besides possible.!

Joss of the entire amount expended,'

on production. > ,

>'

Reported here that. Cagney might*
go to England and make. ohe 'picture^

pending the appeal. .'•'""...'

Jack Warner issued the. following

statement last night: r

Issues: in thei base ^eire . siniple

and clear cut. Court in. Its decislpn
held ' that our. contract With ^otgflfey

was hot invalid arid tfiat1 he had -no

legal basis to his claim that the

contract should, be cancelled at this

time because ot defect or irregu-
iarrity*--.

'When Cagney declined to render
further . services i -to us -under 'his

contract, he did so, as court held in

effect, ..within legal .justification; "!He

was suspende.d-by-usr-because-ofr-his—
refusal to work* -

'His. contract, including options,,

has, a long time to run artd -we* in-
tend to protect our interests
throughout. However, court has
likewise found that, 'Subsequent to
the time Cagney without legal 'rea-

son refused to :Contin>ie:his '-services

for us, he had been billed in adyeiV.
tlsing matter in connection with
'Ceiling Zero' in a manner.contrary
to the billing clause in his contrast.
Our company contended that such
errors in the billing: were, entirely
inadvertent . and that our contract
provided definitely that no 'casual
or iriadvevdent' failures to comply
with the provisions of the contract
regarding, billing should constitute a
breach thereof.

' ^Whether ex'ror claimed to have
been made was a deliberate breach,
or whether a minor incident purely
casual and inadverdent in nature, is
a question which will in due course
be placed before the State Supreme
Court, to which we intend to appeal.
Whether, advertising matter con-
cerning picture put out by certain
local theatres under particular cir-
cumstances disclosed in this 'Case
can be said to be breach of custom-
ary billing clause as it appeal's, in
Cagney's contract with us is a ques-
tion of great importance )t0 the
entire

.
industry.

'We are naturally disppoirited in
the present outcome of the. case,
but as a matter of conviction and
principle intend to prosecute and
appeal to the highest, court.

JACK BENNY GOES PAR,

SET FOR 'BIG B'CAST'

Hollywood. March 17.
• Jack Benny 'has been signed by
Paramount for 'Big Broadcast' with
optiqn for two additional' pictures.
Radio comic previously made two

at Metro.
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AfterKorda Pic

He Worries, Poor Boy
By Adele Astaire

Hollywood, March 17.

"Marlehe pietrich And Paramount
made up shortly before actress de-

parted for Europe, and she

turns herd after making one pic-

ture for Alexander Korda In Lon-
46$'* At that time she'll' fulfill her

Commitment to paramount, which

19' uhderstood to. call for two pic-

tures.
.' "VVflth. Margaret Sullavan opposite

Chajtes .<Boyer in. part vacated by
M^Wene Dietrich, Paramount got

away* to fresh .start on 'I Loved a
Soldier.' ,

Henry Hathaway, con-

tinues as 'director.
' Following her Paramount chore,

Miss Sullavan returns to Universal

for ner .hnal pie with that organiza-

tion:. It*

1

will be. 'Rojcanna.' Ben
Markson is now/preparing script

1

Par's 'I Loved a Soldier' reverts

to its original title," 'Hotel Imperial.'

StUart Erwln has been borrowed
from Metro: from a comedy role.

20TH'S FILM BUILDUP

SET FOR DON AMECHE

. j Hollywood, March 17.

'"O'on Ameche, Recruited, from the
Chicago Little Theatre of the Air
for a term contract by 20th-Pox,
immediately after test was put into

the lead .of 'Turmoil,' which has
been In production for several days
without thai part being filled.

Darryl Zanuck feels that Ameche
Is a find and upon the completion
of ;that picture will have him in the
juvenile 1 lead of 4T6 Marry With
Iwy©;*' starring Warner Baiter,
^hich"Jdhn "Cromwell will direct.

He will replace Michael Whelari,
wtii ^currently has- been in flvo ' pic-

tjttrtefron the lot, jumping from one
to the other.

,.Yoii know -those lour little worry wrinkles that
droop way from a dachshund's eyes and make it

look so" sad and so terribly appealing? Sometimes
Fred'a got that look to me. Mayhft thftf« why T lnva

Gladys Swarthoui Back

Afc^r in April for Pair

V Hollywood, • March 17. :

Winding up . her contract tour'and
radio engagements, Gladys Swarth-
OUt 18/ reporting back to Paramount
April 29, .scheduled to make two
features for that company..

. .First ..pic will be 'The New Dl-
VorceV''; from ,'i>ivorcons,' which Al*
bert Lewis will produce; with La'ura
and Si J... Perelman currently work-
ing oiw screen piay,' Second film
will h© "Count of Luxemburg,' with
Prank Forrest playing opposite.

Mr. Ginger Rogers'

. .
. ,

|(
. , Lincoln, March 17.

V.ack Pepper is running a race
1th Frank Wallace,, according to

P.a, billing here, as .'Mr. Ginger
Rogers.' Both have since remarried.
.Wallace. likewise has been, billed
as "Mr. Mae West.''

"

Dresser, Irwin, Kelly

Set for P. A. Tours
Hollywood, March' 17.

Louise Dresser and Charles Irwin
open' personal appearance tour for
Fanc.hon & Marco April 9, set by
Ms DV (Doc) Howe. Also ticketed to
R. ai'in east are Louise .Beavers, who
made similar tour last fall, and. Paul
Kelly,. Former will do 10 weeks.
F&M spotted The Ingenues

(femme musical combo) into the
Transportation bldg., at San DiegO
fair for indefinite run, and has also
ticketed Peggy Ryan, juve dartcer,
singer an l mimic, opening in Para-
mount stage 'show here week of
April 2.

Keaton's Short* in N. Y.
. Hollywood, March 17.

Buster Keaton will be featured In
Series of six comedy shorts for Edu-'
catlonaL
Plx will be made In New. York,

starting around May 1.

Behrmaii on. 'Parnell'
HollywoodV March 17.

S„ N. Behrman is due hero from
New York the end of this week to
do the script on 'Parnell,* which
John m. Stahl will direct at Metro.
Clark Gable Is slated for it.

dachshunds—rthey remind me of Fred. When I getback
to Ireland I'm going to

, get eight of them. Big
dachshunds that will have little dachshunds romping
sadly all around. I can look at them and see Fred.
Fred was never, satisfied with anything he'd do on

the stage. Couldn't believe it was good. That's the
way he is about his pictures, only more so. As much
more as a picture is bigger, is a greater' responsibility,

than a show. He takes it so hard you can't talk to

him about it. You. say maybe you don't exactly
think the .stories are too well suited to him, and he
thrusts that chin out and demands, 'What's the mat-
ter with 'em?' He's more sensitive than ever. But,,

you .know films are evidently the most nerve racking
things in the world. Oh, much worse than the stage. Of
course on the stage it's every night and in the films

it's just once—but that once is forever. It must be,

it should be, at least, Tjerfection. Fred feels that. " But
the mental hazard's that much greater. Fred works
hard, very hard. After

.
everything else there is

•

always his own endless rehearsing. He never likes

anything he does. He puts so much into it, he's, so
close to it—it comes" so' hard to him, he thinks^that he
just won't believe he's finally, reached it when it's fin-

ished. He can't believe -it's any good.. So when
people tell him they like It, he thinks they're being
nice. , Trying to let him down easy. Yet one little

criticism, and he gets mad. He blows up, but quickly

and it's over, \ Ttien afterwards, 'he says, 'Yes, you.

were right. It stinks.'.

All the time he's climbing, he's worrying nets slip-

ping. He said to me, 'You'd think after all these years

in show business, " my whole, life, I'd have achieved

some feeling of security. That I'd have earnect vat

least that. But no, I've got less now thafi when
started.'' Or is.it the one of Laurel and Hardy that

Fred reminds hie' of—that one with the chin down to

here?
Still, maybe if he had nothing to worry about he

wouldn't be happy. That/s it. He's happiest working
because he's happiest worrying. But at least when
he's worrying, ' working.

Pounding the Floor

I remember in the old days when we used to re-

hearse. Fred was the one who wanted to go on and
on. He was the one who wanted to practice. He wouldn't
stop' till he got. it right. I was 'the one who. always
wanted to go eat something. I hated to practice.

I'd snatch at any excuse to quit. I .haven't the

artist in . me that Fred has/ -Funny, for I was the

one who wAs brought up for the stage. But Fred.
He wouldn't sit down until the step was rlghtr not
if It took all night. ' Not if it took all winter.
So we'd rehearse and practice and practice. and re-

hearse and then, somehow, some way, 6penihg
_
nlght

I'd" 'manage to make it. How, I never knew. Hysteria
prODstbJy. We'd all have dinner together at six o'clock

opening night. ' In our rooms hi the . hotel in Phila-
delphia; say* Last time, Tillie was with us too. That
was ' opening night of 'Band Wagon.' We sat at
dinner, all 'of us, but we didn't eat'. We didn't drink,

because' f can't.' We talked. About anything. "Not
about 'the -show. Oh gosh, nothing about the show.
W£ talk ;" and

,
then 'we didn't know what we were

saying. We* couldn't' hear each other.. For now
we were all laughing. We were all. being so funny,
so cockeyed brilliantly . funny.' We yelled. We
screamed.' We roared. ' Next -morning they told us'

we'd' opened' In 'Band
.
Wagon.,' We hardly knew it.

We never remembered a thing that, happened. ' We
had to get like that. We'd never have been able to

face opening nights otherwise.
Opening night I'd reach it, I'd do it the way Fred

wanted,; .and thert after the : show'd been running a
while, I'd start missing. I'd start to tangle. Maybe
I'd mls$ a' step, so in' getting' to the wings I'd stroll

off frightfully blithe, acting very cute (I.thought) out-
foxing him, telling myself, 'Now, never mind. He
won't notice that—It was such a little thing.' But
he'd be waiting, for me. 'Babe, you missed a step
tonight,' he'd say, very patiently. 'Think we'd better

stay after the show and rehearse.* And somehow, no
matter what I wanted to do instead, no matter where
I thought I had to go, there he'd : have • m© rehearsing
for hoursrteaolting-^e-theH:-out4no all over again.

I remember one. night in 'Funny Face.' I can't drink
at all—it makes me giffy. But one night I went to a
cocktail party before the show and I forgot and took

two. cocktails—it wasn't more than two. There
must have been something strange about them
though, for I got to the theatre all right and got my
make-up- on arid went out to do my first number
with Fred feeling mighty gay, that's all. Just terribly

gay, I thought. But when I got out there, I began sing*,

ing- helter-skelter around the words, and music too,

clambering around like a colt. Yet even through the
haze I could feel Fred seethe.. What's the matter with
Fred, I wondered. By the time we got off, he was in

a violent rage. I was so stunned—he'd never been
like that before with anybody-, least of all me. I was
so . shocked I couldn't say a thing. It sobered me
smack up. Which was the best thing that could have
happened, because I finished the show ail right, arid

I was grateful. But poor Fred. He suffered all

night about it. Didn't know what to do. Next day he
apologized and bought me a charm for my bracelet.

He wanted to make it up to me some way, anyway.
I know more four-letter words, and use them, than

anyone on earth. Fred's so shocked at the things I

say. But he always defends me, 'She can get away
With it somehow,' he saysi 'They don't mean anything
when Adele says them.'
But hers just got to be honest. He's got to be frank.

G0ET7 SAILS TO

SET MG PROD.

'Take that hat. off, It's terrible,' he'll say to me, or,

'That dress, it kind of. makes you look too .wide,' And
he's always said to" me, 'Adele, whatever you do, never
lose. your figure.. I hate a woman with a broad be-
hind.'

He's very observant, Fred. His taste is as good
about women's'; clothes as It is about his own. Of
course, Fred is clothes mad. He's always been. He
tries on ten ttes before he chooses the one he likes

well enough to. wear; When he goes to his. tailor he
studies clothes and mulls over them for hours, weight-
ing the merits of this plaid against that check, and
yet, .damn It. he always .looks so casually gotten to-
gether, so off-hand, as If he. never gave it a thought.
Even in England they give him credit for. being well
dressed. They don't usually do that with, an Ameri-
can. '

layed Straight
' It just knocks me cold; hbw he's developed. No, It

isn't that he's developed. He's always had what
he's got now, but it never, got a chance to show,
till I left. He was always staying in the back-
ground himself, always pushing me forward. He'd
stand back "while I got the laugh. Always playing
straight for me. So when I finished, things came
out he didn't know he could do himself . All the num-
bers we used to do, they were all Fred's ideas. I

couldn't think up a thing if It killed me. '

It Was all.

his. It certainly wasn't mine. Arid one day Fred's
going to knock them cold with his acting. I know.
I knew it first when he did her ballet with -Tillie

Losch in .'Band. Wagon.'
If people' would only realize when they ask me why

I don't do a picture with him—they ask me that all the
time, and were quite keen .on it while I was in Holly-
wood—if they'd only realize that he's gone 'way ahead
of me. Why, I .couldn't begin to keep up with
him. I couldn't even reach the steps .he. throws
away.
His dancing's the same. But it grows up. It has

the same Individuality it always had< It gsows uj>.

every year. He doesn't say to. himself, 'Now that
such-and-*uch a thing has hit. I'm going to learn
It.' He's always. Inventing.

When he first went into the films, I used to recog-
.nize some of the steps. 'Aha,' I'd 'say to myself, .'I

know where that came from, Mr. Fred,' and smug-
like,; I .used to wonder when he'd do our run-around
routine, our Oom-pah trot; Well, he hasn't done it

yet. Maybe he's waiting for me to. grow a long grey
beard before he springs it. No, I scarcely recognize
any of his steps now. Not any more. Where does he
get It? That comedy number" he does with Ginger

,Jrt_*F.Qllow_.the .Fleet.' That one ought- to be right up
my street* I should know each little flick of it. But
no, It's full of new things.

His singing. The first time I heard his votee on
the radio,' I was home In Ireland; mother was with'

me. One night the radio was on. -All Of a sudden
they announced. Fred-. It was jiist " before 'Gay Dl.r

vorce*. opened in London as a show. Fred started

to sing. He went on.
:

-Why,- he was even 'hitting

those high notes that used to scare us. It was grand,

We cried a little, ' *:
'

Later,- after 'Gay Divorce' opened In London and I

could come over to see it—I'd been ill* and couldn't

make the opening—I Went to -see "him"., I'd never seen

him from out front before. It was also the flrst time

I realized that Fred had sex' appeal. Fred. J Wherever,
did he get it? He's^ so unconcelted looking. . -

I've heard about 'that sex appeal since.- All the

women I know tell me about it. In England they say
they want to mother him, to nestle that' fuhriy face

of his on their chilchlllaed bosom. He's got sympa-
thetic appeal. It's a sympathetic puss.

Face to Face
There was a time when faces like Frod's couldn't

come near a studio. But now ;it seems' they( don't?

particularly stress prettiness arty, more. It's-ai3 if

they won't have a face that they don't have to

struggle with. Blot out a chin or something. A face

so handsome you don't, need- to do a damn thing

except photograph it, they won't bother with. It seems

Hollywood, March 17,

Ben GOetz sails tomorrow (Wed*
riesday),for London from New York
to close deal for a Metro studio
Site in Bayswater, just outside, of
the English 'metropolis.. Paul Koh-
ner, aide to Goetz, remains here to

line up three stories from" group
how in preparation for" production
abroad this year,

.

'Goetz is due back in three months

.

for studio conferences on players,

directors and technical crew,. Until
the Bayswater 'studio Is ready,
Metro will rent, space for the first

picture. (

MONTGOMERY BALKS AT

TOO MUCH COMPETISH

Hollywood, March 17.

Claiming that fat parts to Eleanor
Powell and four comics were too
much of , a handicap to overcome'
in is lead role for Metro's 'Born to
Dance,' /Robert Montgomery no- :

tjfled studio that unless script wa»
rewritten he would duck the film

assignment.
Comics in cast are Sid Silvers,

Buddy Ebsen, Una Merkel and Bob*
ert'Wfidhack. » Picture set for cam-
eras around 'May 15.

that way. :

I remember when Alex Aarons thought it would be

a good idea to send us to England. Alex thought
maybe/they'd like us there, and so he sent our pic-

tures to Grossmith and Malone as possibilities for

their Winter Garden shows. Well, they looked at our

pictures and then they told Alex, 'Charming, doubt-

less, but not very good looking. The English like

good looking people.' We didn't go to England, not

then; but in 1913 Sir Alfred Butt risked it. He took

a chance with us, put us In 'Stop Flirting:' And the-

English overlooked our faces. They liked us cl hieon

months* worth the first time.

There were other shows after that. airis hero,

then over there. 'For Goodness Sake,' 'Lady Be

Good,' 'Funny Face.' Same way with Fred's films.

They like them in En land too. Also his phonograph

records. I'm taking back hundreds of his new record-

ings for our friends. It's wonderful to be in show

business today. If you're good you're a triple threat.

The stage, the films, the radio. If you're good at one-

thing, they want you for all.

I wonder lr you remember when Fred and I danced

together? They always watched him,

Par's Lederer Pickup
Hollywood, March 17.

Paramount has spotted Francis

Lederer in lead of 'Old Timer,'

which Al Lewis produces.
Actor's contract with ickford-

Lasky permits him to make outside

deals when not engaged In produc-
tion.

Barrymore as Napoleon

Hollywood, March 17.

Metro is planning to star John
Barrymore in a yarn "based on the

life of Napoleon. Irving Thalberg
probably will produce.
Several writers are doing research

'Hussy* Ahead of 'Lady'

Hollywood. March IT.

Clarence Brown swltcheil by

Metro from direction o£ 'I/uly Come

to Town" to 'Goi.;g«Ou.-» iiSfv",'

starrer for .loan Crawford, prodvio

tion star!* nround April

Lad;..' intended aft rr.'i wTnvd sf'ar

Walty Ifeery s Missus

Talking British Deals

London, March 8.
-

Mrs. Wallace- Beery returned to-

New York last : week . after beiriff

here privately for a fortnight, dur-

'

Ing which time, she discussed the
poslbility of her husband making
British' pictures on the conclusfott

of his present Metro jcontract.

Understanding is she talked to
both. Korda and :Gaumont-British,
and a deal is , likely.

O'Brien Ma^r Go M G
Hollywood, March 17.

George 6'Brien is^tajliing a terra

deal with Metro,
Studio wants the' bronco-pe§ler

for a series of yresfems.

for story materiaL
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Much Ado in Rome as dark Gable

Allegedly Shows Up Incognito'

Rome, March 6.

Roman, newspapers have been

having a lot of fun recently with

a 'big mystery' about Clark Gable.

Gable is pretty much of a hero

with Roman film fans and a lot of

good Italian hearts beat a little

faster when their owners read a
tangled' up story in the Messagero"

which tried
1

to say, without saying

so, that Clark Gable was in Rome
under a strict incognitOi. Gable was
supposed to have been seen here

and there, but every time he was
supposedly recognized he myster-

iously disappeared.
Thia story, evidently prepared to

give newspaper readers relief from

several months- of war and political

newSr made the Messagero's 'com-

petitors furious. The Giomale
d'Jtalia jumped- its circulation with

a two-column story of how Gable's

signature had been stolen front the

registry book ' of the .
Gsppuchin

crypt;, which: all tourists visit. Ac-

cording to this- lurid: account, a

Cappuchin monk appeared breath-

lessly at the police station and re-

ported that 'two 'strange' visitors

had- cante to^the crypt, and? cut Ga-
ble's: • recent autograph .

front the

visitor's book:, -An 'unbelieving- po-

liceman Weitt-' arotmct to- the famous
underground cemetery 1 and' estafev

lished tlte'fact that a signature bad;

really been neatly cut from the? book

by a sharp knife or razor.

Monk said that it waff Gable's au-
.tosrapb aiier that, GaWer htmseif:

had1 written it there two days ear-

lier, giving bia? 'complete- Hollywood*
address/

Giornale couldi .give no reason,

•why tbft twu mysterious men
should, sneak into the bone -filled,

crypt,and snitch Gable's; autograph,

even if it was genuihe, except that

they were friends- of - Gable's trying

to* hide his- presence in, Rome.. Of
eourse> too, they, might have been
Just autograph hunters who got

fooled! with, a fake signature;

General hunch? is that sohiebody

has; been playing: a little joke on
the' newspaper*

:

and* - inoidentaily,
N

getting- aonie goad publicity for Mr;
Gable..

'•

LeRoys, Warners, Morjris'

Sail on Vacash-Business

His future status with Warner
Bros, still unsettled, Mervyn Le-

Eby sails today {
Wednesday) for

Europe with Mrs. LeRoy.- The Le-

Roys are sailing on the same boat

with Mr. and Mrs. H. M.. Warner
and Mr. and Mrs. Sam E. Morris.

Warner and Morris are going over

to inspect foreign production and

consider expansion of film making
on the other side.

LeRoy is expected to contact

Sain. Goldwyns on. the other side on

an offer from United Artists to join-

up as a producer releasing through

that company.

Paleys' L. A. Apt. Bldg.

Hollywood, March 17. •

William S; and. Jay Paley of Co-

lumbia Broadcasting will erect a

$2;000,000 apartment-hotel on the
1

county strip between Hollywood

and Beverly Hills. One building, 1,4

stories tall, will be flanked by bun-

galows.
District lately mushroomed, inta

an exclusive shopping area and

agents' quarters.

Sid Cohen to Screen Pix on

Trains June 1; Music to Diners

voted m mi
, .

h . Hollywood, March. ,1,7. .

Charles. ChapUn's.
;
tramp. rojerin.

•Modem Times'' was ..voted the best,

performance; : of- February' by the.

Aetpjca and Writers' Guilds^ „.
.

Stpeeh play of. *Petriii*dy Forestf

by Charlea penapon: and1 Delmax^
Daves has beea similarly accoradfid.

Hollywood, March IT.

Leo Spitz, HK©/ prexy; planed1 for

New- Ydxk last night to/start pre-r

Htatmary work: on plana for the re-

organization: of the company. He
figures' that possibility of reorgani-

sation will be remote, not much be-

fore August or possibly into the

fall;

Spite says there are several large

'claims against the . company that

will , have' ito be adjusted before

anything can be done in a reorgani-

zation way. He has hopes- this can
be accomplished in e-xpe-dient
fashion. .Other corporate matters
he feels can *>c gotten out of the
•way within the- next two. months.

SpJLta contemplates in the- future-

to be able to spend every other

month hi H^liyw90.4; 'f^feljng that-he
wants ta: Jje? closei tot. t^r^stod;i^vP^
auction situation and Will return ta
Hollywqod toward; the end; of April

again.* i '
.' 'H*'

Sed£- Deoine*, ^K%'vdiibt?ib-tition

icfc, and! Jules £ev.Jr;
'

' safes: mana-
ger of company; left here couple- of

days; ahead- of Spite and. will stop

en route to center .with district

managers in south, and middle- west
before returning, to New. lock be
ginning of next week.

SOffiNCK EAST F9R

CONFABSMH KENT

Coast Stay

Sales Powwow

Hollywood,. March 17.

Jeffrey Bernerw general manager
.for GaUmOnt-British, wound UP two
weeks stay or the Coast by calling;

m territorial exqhangst heads; and
salesmen, for. a product-selling pow-
wow. He pulls out tonight (Tues-
day> for the- east, with several stops

•scheduled en eoute.

Bernerd i» due fn. .Newr York
[March 23v when ha'tt confer with
Lee Spite with respect to. RKO and

;
G-B, using; each other's product in

theatres; operated lay them lit Eng--

land and AnMffica.
Accompanying Bserrimri east are

Arthur L<ae, American head) of G-BV
who came here for the.confabs, and
Jimmy CampbeJL London music
publisher.

'Pastures' in ^OOft Feet,

Connelly's Prod Plans
Hollywood, March 10.

With. Marc Connelly scheduled to

arrive in New York this week ta

ogle the Broadway play crop,. War-
ners is dubbing 'Green Pastures,'

which will be cut to- around 9y0t)0>

feet before release.

Warners' and Connelly will hud-
dle on new pact on his; return h'erej.

but he also will confer with other

lots relative to- a director-producer^

writer deal. Producer has two plays

and! are original story in mind for.

production. In New York thia fall

he will produce an untitled play by
Arthur Kober and himself based an.

Kober's 'Bella of the Bronx' char-

acters.

Fred rttcttVSttg Bat^'

,. t \
i;..^ol^^^d;.-;.M^<4H,W> ..;

Fred AlfeA. is due on? the'. Coast.
April 27,. to go, intOr 'Sing. Baby' at
•aacttj-fflpx. ; Allen.'" will

p
- stay, eight

we.ei*Si; djitlicjg \fehich* tUpa; • he'll

broadcast his: weekly radio pro-
grams from here.

'Sing* (tentative title) will be
produced by Buddy DeSylva, from
soript by Jack Yellen and Milton:
Sperling.

Bart Sues Totnlies

For $5£80 Cpniifrish

Los Angeles, March 17..

Arrears of $-5^800 in commissions
is charged' against Andrew Tombeg.
in- superior court suit filed: by Mass
Hart, Inc.

Agency charges actor failed tor-

pay 10% fee since 193S, although^

steadily employed with earnings
computed at £58,000.

Metro's Champ Skater
Sonja Henie, who Just won .hot'

third successive Olympic figure-

skating title, will be tested on

screen possibilities this week by

Metro. Firm's talent scouts grabbed
as soon as she stepped

from

Jesse James Jobs

Buffalo Bill, Ceneral

Glister wYk Cjde

Hollywood, March IT.

Darryl Zanuck is planning, an out

door picture'" based on the life of

Jesse .. James, to be included, • on
ZOth-Fox. current seasoa/s, program
Material is being gathered by Julian.

Johnson, and Curtis. Kenyan.
Similar features, are contemplated

by both Paramount and. Eioueer

Former wili be based on. life of Buf
falo Brll, to be directed by Cecil B.

DeMillei Pioneer's; pie will he built,

around life, of General :Gus,ter, made
in- Technicolor.-

HX SWIGS OVER

10 €01: FOR SERIES

Hollywood, March IT.

Josephi M;, Schenok-: leaves for

•New Yarkc Thursdays (13-)' to^'remain-

east for- about slat weekaV-'He: is "go^

fng for :c6nfexerices< on.' 20.tii-(bisn-

tury.-Fox distrlbutioh Qt '36-*a7

prciduct With. Sidney Kent*. He will

also' take upc several theatre, opera-
tiona matters as. well!

. Schenck. has been at -La Qulnto.
on the desert for past five days
^recovering, from severe cold/ and re-
turned here today (17|)

.

c
.

, '

" • London.' 'JMarch Is.
'•"'

•Paxil • Stein, Austrian producer
who worked in Hollywood for
Pathe and RKO, and who. has since
been producing pictures in London
for British International arid' War-
iner Brothers, has formed his- own
British film company, probably to
be: registered immediately as PauL
Stein. Prod, Ltd\
Present plans are for two a year,,

and release is likely to be through
Wardour Films (Maxwell).

Ger-
her almost
off the boat on return
many last week.
Makes tenth year that she lias

been rated as of championship
skating calibre.

When Katheiine Kidilpp, ohnmc-
tefc actress, is screen- t<\°.ted by
Metro this week, lensing will in-
clude Linda. Leeds, socialite, as «
double tost*

Armettar Rack at U
Hollywood,' March 17.

Henry Armetta, whose contract at
Universal was dropped by mutual
consent to permit actor to make 16
weeks of personal appearances, has
been reticketed at upped figure.
No assignment, yet.

Grarfy Vice LeMaire
Hollywood, Mai-ch 17.

Bill Grady has moved into the
head casting spot at Metro.
Succeeds- -Butus LeMaire, now in

the agency business.

Hollywood', March 17:

Currently Winding- up termer at

RKQ, Bichard' Dlx has beten. ticketed

by. Gblumbla.fqr a series of features'.

JJeal, outcome of BbE*s> perform-

ance in 'Devil's SQluadron^' gdwn pl-

ffci&l okay by Col execss

Bettethm

Pufootors

'

Pajradosically wfth the. spread of

double billS thrdnghout the; tr. S1

. ts

the naOve- of"three leading- womeu'sr
and religious brgaufzatfons* ta op-
pose dualers. Three organizations,

which' have a total" memherahrp^ of
li.000,000; have goiie oh record as-,

opposing Rouble featuring; They-

are the General Federation of

iWonien'* Clube, the nioving picture

department of the YMGAs and! the-

Motion Picture Federation .of Gath
ollc Alumnae,, action heiiig taken:

only'.after a compr4hensj.ye; survey.

While ' 'these drganiss'a'tiqns; ,; are
said ta represent only about 10%:

of the, ao-called drawing population
, 6i"tueaiae-goeBs,. they are ratedr^sr

leaders; 6r pace-settera ' in. their r*
;spective communities . .throughput
the nation.: yoiuntacy ' ntove was
made in the past, week tof pubUcize
.-thiW'attitdae- at. ^tvic;teadera by an,

impromptu speaker, Associated; with
one o£ tlie largejf pi^fu^e companies..

- In his.
: discussifin'of? dpuble-billmg,:

this speaker stressed the angle, l&at

>dual p^b'gnamsi.and fei*eaway; stninta

lowered t^ '.caitbre 6t fe'atiu>e- fiMist.

Claimed that the '.additional picti^rel

lowered rentals with suseituent'iater

reduction/ in the 'strength of future
releases;,

He- . contended .
that giveaways

were resorted- to beeanse 'the exhU)v
Itor found that double, bilts, no
Longer dragged them away from
opposition housesi because,the com
PStlfclY.e- exhib ;was doingc-the . sanw..

thing., pearled: giveaways/, .including
dishware prizes .and; cash nishta^ aa
tending;, to lower, strength. jot. films
ibeaause the exhibitor., had less

.manes to-spend far product..
Speaker concluded by urging

audiences to . protest to exhibitors
.about the current , oyerdpsei ofi drar
matic entertainment.: ;

Hollywood, March 17.

Sidney.S; <?ohen; who spent soy.

eral days here last week checking

on short film product available for

showing in cluh cars of 30 railroads

after June l t has retux'ned to New
York. He'll return here shortly,

at which time test will be made of

picture projection on the Santa Fe
Chief westbound.

' Cohen says tests made with RCA
equipment for screening, of pix

while en rc-ute have all been .sati.sv

factory. Plan for release will be

for rails to pay service charge to

company Cohen is now incorporate

•lng, in. return for which ^qulpnieTit

Will be installed and Bei'viced, with

film and operator ,
supplied;

Equipment and servicing will be

in charge of I. S". Winick^ formerly

in charge of sound for Faramount,

Due to numerous state censorship

complications, programs at start

will constat entirely of shorta —
scenfcs, Industrials! travelogs, ani-

mated cartoons; hews weeklies, spi-

entfffc and educational types. Also,

such film as raiirqads elect showing
pomts of interest and exploiting

their lines. Plan is to show films

dally on the lone haul trains? from
ta • ft afternaohst, and evenings

from. -7. to 10:30,.

Eft addition to providing club car

ejntertatement, Cohen outfit plans

loud speaker arrangement to fur-

nish, music in dining cars during

meals using; - electrical- transcrip-.

tiona>, originating, ita club; car.

Three Sim dlsitrlbutiojl pointa will

seCfte aa product .bases' for proiect,

Cah«in announced. • They will ; fee

New York, Chicago, and San Fran-
claeci

0

Pittsburgh., March 17,

Publicity attending /Be^te Viktih}

prize-winning Acaiofemy perforni-

ance in 'Dangerous? proving- a noon
to. flicker all through, thia- territory.

•Althpugh picture has bit .the? fljst

and secohdE-run spotav already, ifcTs

just getting; , around- to suhsequents
and in. niosr cases- topping average
talte by wide margins; -and! winning

1

holdovers almost without exception.

At Cameraphonev. W& sntadlf

seater in Bast Liberty;. 'Bangenou%'
although it had previously played
that section on double biiusn stuck
for six days last week. Ordinarily
house- is at best a two-day stand.
Same- thing- has been true?. Im other'

sites- and Warners' are now- flgucihg-

on repeating it at several naba sites
where it has already been shown.
No chance of RKO cashing, im

further on 'Informer* as result, of
Victor McLaglfen award since plci-

turei at least lm thia areav has
already played: two and three en-
gagement» everywhere around since
first of year.

Eofger's Pic Break
Hollywood,' March 17.

Metro Is' negotiating with Ray
Bolger 'foi- a seven-year contract.
Dicker followed receipt or pre-

view cards on 'The Great Ziegfeld,'
in which the hoofer's performance'
was lauded,

WARMED UP

HollXWped, M'aich 17.

Carl' Laenimle. ' Jr./hasVse.t April.' i.

as atartingr da.te;'ctft his next prodaic

;tloni. 'MS? Man- Godfrey;' Laemmle
completed* shooting on 'Show Boat'
after 63. daysvat ^ilnlveraal. last week.

;. WlUtein1

Powell, wlth^Caiiolffi Lam?,
bard,, coming Over from' Paramount,
will' be starred ik the new; Laemmle

I
pic. Gregory LaCava Will direct.

WE Hom. Nwfe Gtinde
Hollywood, March 17;

Nick* Grinde; farmed out by TJhl
versal to: Warners, to direct 'Murder
in the Big- House;' will be held 'at

Burbank studio ., on a long term
directorial ticket

Grinde'». commitment to U'for one
pio was released prior to signaturing
of new pact.

SHEA DRIVES OFF
Hollywood, March 17.

William Shea's 'first directoria
assignment at Paramount' wlir be"

'Good For Nothing,' which feafcure.sl

Virginia Weidler, child player, and
has Henrietta' Crosman in one of
lead spots.'

Eddie Cline will supervis

TON SELZNKK'S

Btfi RACING

Hollywood,; Matcht
—-Myrbn-Selznick fs- goin$ 'fit for

hbrse flesh .on a. large scale. He
has - hircdr-Johnny Loftis, former
jockey, as Ms- manager and trainer

to. comb the market for choice

;!equinfis to- .'be. selected front ,
the"

two. year oKL classy.
'

First move ..in this direction Was
pu^rchase. by. Lpfti? at Tanforan pf

Pasha, fronct/Mrs, John
,
Hay. Whit-

'ney and ll'bller Coaster from,'. Co.1.

John H. Ghimx. Both of these horaea"

are jCTalifprnia bted.. ...

Racing- colors of blaclf and white
for the Se&siifck. stable, haa been
approved by the State Board, tfro-

ducer aays the color scheme,, is ;to

ccromeroorate the way he .was
;kiclced around fn.:.the picture, busit
nesa before turning .agent.

r

llfi

3-DfflKnsionris Set?

Paris, March 8..

Louis Lumfere's three.' dimen-
sional picture process is - now said
!to: be perfected-' -and, - according to-

'chatter, it wilt soon be shown <on
Ithe boulevardis. x

At the -same time a rival process
is reported ta have heen worked-,
out in- the - provincial town of
Amiens.

Titty in the 'Garden'
Hollywood, March 17. ..

Tilly Loach.' set in 'Garden of
Allah' as her first par', under Selss-.-.

nick-International contract.
Jamiet Hasaon, Arabian . socialite,

;

engaged as technical director on
:

picture.

TaurogV 'End o# Wor^T
Hollywood, March 1.7.

N"ext directorial assignment
Paramount for Norman- Taurog- is

the Vina Delmar story^ 'End Of th

'World.'

So far cast are Julie Haydfen. and^
Sir Guy Standing.

WB Sound Hisad*- East

Hollywood, March 17

Major Nathan Levirson, head
Warner . sound department,- and
L. Farrand, 'chief of tTnlfed
searoh, \VB subsidiary, left

Week, for New 'York.
Pair went east in connection w I tit-

developments of new Warner sound
apparatus, under experiment at.

studio here for several months.

of-

C.

Re-"
last

-
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$5,500,000 SWINGS U. SALE
ITS PRODUCTION

COSTS FOR '35-6,

Universal's film production, costs

for the current year, according to

figures offered, should amount to

$8,821,300, without the company's

newsreel, estimated to cost around

$1,000,000 for the year in addition;

This means $169,000 weekly film

production cost, covering features

cartoons and quota films.

It is itemized as. follows:

36 Features* negative cost, $7,380,-

000.

6 Westerns, negative cost; $270,-

000. .

'26 Cartoons, negative cost, $169,-

000.

39 One-Reel Shorts, negative cost,

$124,800.

13 Two-Reel Shorts, negative cost,

$97,500.

4 Serials, negative cost, $600,000,

ilfi Quota Films, negative cost,

$300,000.

This production schedule calls

for an expenditure of around $20,-

000 more weekly than In I933r34

The weekly gross revenue in 1933-34

figured for an average of $416,000.

It is calculated that certain com-
pany transactions premised on the

purchase of U control by the Cow-
dihrRogera interests should enhance

the company's chances of profits

yrtth tentative estimates being that

suck,weekly promts should be more
'.

. ..
'

U RELINQUISHES FIVE

U. S -CAN. THEATRES

Universal has washed up with
.
5

. theatre . properties in this country
' and Canada on which the company,
through Universal Theatres Chain,
has been losing an annual average
of around $300,000, for the past three
years.

' .The lease on the Rialto, Washing-
ton, has been written off by U, as of
Nov. 2, 1936; Additionally, U has
allowed the lease on the Alhambra,
Milwaukee, to expire on July 31,

1935, without renewing. Leases in
three theatres, in Canada, which ex-
pired August 30, 1936, likewise have
not been renewed. These are the
College, Starland and Lyceum, in
Winnipeg.
U still subleases the Cameo, San

Francisco. The company has also
the office building on the Cameo,
Pittsburgh. On these properties the
annual estimated company loss is
figured aggregately at around
$33,000. The annual rents on these
two properties total " $72,119. The
Frisco property sublease runs to
July 31, 1953, and the Pittsburgh
foperty runs until April 30, 1942.
Universal Theatres abroad are the

Deca Park and the Universal Thea-
tre, in Java; also the Utrechtes-
strasse and the Hermanstrasse, Ber-
lin.

The lease on the Deca Park, Java,
expired. Dec. 31 last. Lease -n Uni-
versal^ other Japanese house runs
until Nov. 1, 1936.

'

U owns the Utrechtesstrasse
hduse In Berlin, and the lease on
the other Berlin house operated by

runs until Dec: 31, 1946. The ag-
gregate rental paid by U for the

$19?85
f0r°len lGased houses is

Richardson May Go to U

..Possibility lies that Charles E.
Richardson, former treasurer of
*ox, and Paramount trustee, mayWn he Universal Corp. with the
ne>v regime in an executive berth.as treasurer of Fox, Richardson
represented the Chase National
fame, of whlch he wag a v pUe resigned from Fox to become
* °* Paramount when Parwent into bankruptcy in 1933. When
f-ai was

. reorganized, Richardson

rltL
n

«

amed t0 tllG company board,
latee as d,d certaln oth?*

Children's Hour' Play

Bucks Film on B'way

'The Children's Hour/ which is
In its 70th week at the Elliott, N. Y.,
will be in. competition with the film
version, titled 'These Three' start-
ing today (Wednesday) when the
picture starts at the RIvoli on
Broadway, Herman Shumlin who
produced 'Hour' plans indefinite
continuance, dependent on whether
the film affects the legit presenta-
tion.

Conditions whereby it was agreed
that no mention of the play's orig-
inal title be made in the advertis-
ing or in any other form have been
strictly adhered to. Early public-
ity mentioned Lillian Hellman as
the author of .'Children's Hour' but
that was eliminated. That the pic-
ture reviewers will make similar
reference however is likely but any
such matter will not be used in ad
copy, it is stated.
The film's campaign by innuendo

suggests the play title.

ONLY 4 OF ITS 11

YEARS SAW RED

In the last 11 years, Universal,
Including its predecessor company,
has had four losing years only.
These are 1930, 1932, 1933 and 1935.

Loss for the year ended Nov. 2, 1936;
was $677,185.54.

The company was chartered in
Delaware, January, 1925. Employs
around 3,200 persons at an aggre-.
gate salary, weekly, of $130,000.

Annual administrative and general
expenses of the studio figures for
$1,300,000' which is -absorbed Into
picture costs.

U operates 32 exchanges in the.

U. r
S.; six in Canada. Owns 20%

of Big U Exchange, which goes
along with the deal on the film
company. Employees of the distri-

bution end number around' 700.

In the past 15 years, U and its

predecessor firm, has grossed an
aggregate income of $340,300,000,
or an average, yearly, of $22,687,000.

Annual yearly profit has' been
around $495,000.

Col. Exec Huddle West

Hollywood, March 17.

Jack Conn, v.p. of Columbia, and
Abe Schneider, company treasurer,
arrived yesterday (Monday) for
studio conferences with Harry Cohn
on production for the new season.
Jack Cohn stays here three

weeks; Schneider will be here about
10 days.

Columbia hits its highest budget
on the new product lineup, spending
$12,000,000 on 48 pictures.

TAKES CONTROL

Laemmle Leaves Studio He
Pounded in 1912—R. H.
Cochrane Now President,

Rogers in Charge of Pro-

duction — New Deal for

Grainger—Option Pickup
Surprises

APRIL TAKEOVER

Universal City, March 17,

Depositing $1,600,000 in a New York
bank last Saturday morning (14),

Standard Capital Corp. (J. Cheever
Cowdin) and Charles R. Rogers ex-
ercised an option given them last

November and took over the ope-
rating control of ..the. Universal
Pictures Corp., Universal studio
and other Universal companies
throughout the world. The pur-
chase by the Standard group and
Rogers, according to an official

statement, gives them control of
90% of the Universal stock and de-
clares they will take over manage-
ment of the entire Universal, pro-
ducing and distributing organiza-
tion by April 3. The sale price is

$5,500,000. The other $4,000,000
must be paid by April 3.

Laemmle Retires

With the sale of his interest in
Universal, Carl Laemmle, who
founded the company In May, 1912,

retires from active picture, making
and distribution and surrenders, the
presidential toga of the organiza-
tion to Robert H. Cochrane, who
has been associated with Laemmle
since 1906 and. has been vice-presi-
dent of the parent - company since
its inception.

J. Cheever Cowdin, who made the
announcement of Cochrane's future,

status with the company in New
York on Saturday, said the balance
of the executive setup lists Charles
R. Rogers as executive <,v.p. in

charge of production. William
Koenig, recently signed as General
Manager of Production, on a two
year contract, remains in that ca-
pacity. James R. Grainger, gen-
eral sales manager, whose contract
runs until next July, also remains
in that berth. Understood a new
deal will be made with Grainger
for a long term whereby, besides
a salary, arrangement will be made
for his purchase of stock in the
company as well as a percentage on
the profits.

There was considerable surprise
on the Universal lot last Friday

(Continued on page 13)

Col. Release for Crosby

But No Distrib Set for Emanuel Cohen's
Mae West and Gary Cooper Pix

20th-Fox's $3,600,000 Net

Willi Street sees a substantial

rise in income for 20th Century-
Fox for the year 1935. It is esti-

mated that the company will show
slightly under $3,C00,000, as com-
pared with $1,902,324 which the Fox
firm earned; in 1934. The 1935 net

means an 80% rise In income.
This would figure roughly at

around $1.60 per share on the com-
pany's outstanding common shares,

after preferred Interest.

IT'S MAJOR ROSY NOW
It's Major Sol A. Rosenblatt now.

The former NRA administrator has

been appointed to a commission in

the Specialist Reserves, U. S. Army,
by Secretary Dern.
The division is comparable to the

former war industries board In

charge of industry mobilization.

Bing Crosby's first independent
production through his own itfajor

Plcts Corp. (Emanuel Cohen) will

be released through Columbia,. But
no distribution is set on the Mae
West or Gary Cooper pictures to

be made by Cohen.
Jo Swerling has completed an

original for Crosby, and Arthur
Johnston-Joe Burke will do the

songs.

Miss West's first for Cohen inde-

pendently will be 'Personal Ap-
pearance,' a treatment which has
also been completed and deemed
likely for Hayslan okay as presently
refurbished. Brock Pemberton, pro-

ducer of the play, is co-operating
with Cohen and Miss West on the

fllmization.

Gary Cooper's outside picture for

Cohen will follow thereafter.

Ben Piazza, Cohen's personal rep,

will be in New York another week
or so setting the eastern business

representation.

Proposed Universal Refinancing

$4,000,000, 10-Year, 5% Convertible De-
bentures—1,500,000 Shares of Common

U Statement

Cash $500,000'
Securities to colla-

teralize, d e f e rred
payments to Carl
Laemmle . .. $4,000,000

880,000 shares com-
mon stock of Uni-
versal Pictures Co,,

Inc. ; . . 5,588,000

Total ..........$10,088,000

Liabilities

Notes due annually
at $500,000 per an-
num $4,000,000

Authorized $4,000,000

6% 10 -year con-
vertible deben-
tures, callable in

whole or in part
at $102; to be is-

sued as a mini-
mum $3,000,000

Capital and Surplus

Authorized 1,500,000

shares of common
stock (voting trust
certificates), to be
issued 418,604
shares as a mini-
mum $3,000,000

Surplus $88,000

Total i $10,088,000

Does not include shares
which may be issued upon
conversion of debentures.

40QG AVERAGE

WEEKLY GROSS

Universal's average weekly gross
revenue, in February, was more
than $400,000, compared with an
average of $356,000 weekly for the
first quarter, ended Jan. 27, this

year, and $361,000 per week, for the
year ended Nov. 2, 1935,

In 1935, cost of selling and physi-
cal distribution throughout the
world totalled around $5,524,000, or
around 29.4% of the total company
income. In 1934, it was 28.8, and
33%. in 1933.

General administrative expenses
for the year ended Nov. 2, 1935,

amounted to approximately $959,000,

or 5% of the total income. In 1934,

4.9%; in 1933, 6.1%; and 1932, 5.6%.
Combined selling and general ad-

ministrative expense amounted to

$6,484,0.00, or 33.9% of the total In-

come from company operations, In

1935; $7,130,000, or 32.9%, in 1934;

$6,344,000, or 36%, for 1933; and $G,-

928,000, or 36.5%, In 1932.

MILT. BREN TO RETURN

TO ACTIVE PRODUCTION

Hollywood, March 17.

Paramount is negotiating with

Milton Brert to head the studio's

editorial board. Breh was a Metro
scenario and production executive

prior to entering the agency busi-

ness.

Russell Holman, chief of Para-
mount'a N. Y. story board, arrived

Monday for conferences with .Wil-

liam Le Baron and other studio

execs on yarns for the new lineup

of picture*.

Laemmle Rests al Heme

Hollywood, March 17.

Carl Laemmle remained at his

home yesterflny (Monday), slightly

indisposed, while the Standard Cap-
ital '•Rogers combine were busy
talking future production plans and
distribution schedule a>t the «Ui io

tandard Capital (Cbwdin-
Rogers) and associates (Er i-C. M.
Wolf - Ramish - Eastman) acquire

.100% ownership of the Big U Ex-
change In the same transaction 'by

which control of Universal Pictures
Company, Inc., passes from the
founder, the elder Carl Laemmle. U
Pictm-es Co., presently' owns
20% of Big U, Transfer of 100%
control of Big U is contemplated
via an exchange of stock.

Although Universal is believed
free of seriously burdensome em-
ployment contracts, a limited re-
organization of the company is fig-

ured upon in consequence of the
change of control. This reorgani-
zation got. under way recently with
William Koenig being named studio
manager. There will be ai. certain
amount of refinancing.
The SC group has formed a vot-

ing trust known as Universal Cor-
poration, to acquire the group's
newly purchased U shares. The, trust
will have an authorized issue of
$4,000,000, 10-year, 5% convertible
debentures, and 1,500,000 shares of
common stock (voting trust Cer-
tificates).

Universal's own capital structure
is to be revamped preparatory to
forming such a trust by the SC
group. Thus U's common stock-
issue of 250,000 shares to be in-
creased to 902,051 shares. The SC
group will control 97.5%, or ap-
proximately 880,000

:

shares of this
latter amount.
Universal has presently 20,000

shares outstanding of an unlisted
issue

. of second preferred .cumula-
tive 7% stock. It has been in ar-
rears on dividends since Jan. 1, 1927.
This stock is to be retired at $110
per share plus accrued dividends to
July 27, 1935, using for this purpose
534,2-27 shares of the contemplated
recapitalized common stock of Uni-
versal.

Additional 117,824 shares of Uni-
versal's recapitalized common will
be used to complete 100% own-
ership of the Big U Exchange and.
acquiring 80% of that outfit. It is

proposed also to set aside 72,972
shares of Universal's recapitalized
common stock for the possible ' re-
tirement of accrued dividends on
U's present 1st preferred, 8% cumu-
lative stock, to July 27, 1935, and of

(Continued on page 20)

PAR PROD. HOT,

14 SET TO GO

Hollywood, March 17.

Inactivity that has prevailed at
Paramount studio for several
months will be knocked into dis-
card with company scheduling 14
pictures for early production. All

are ready to go into work, or are
in finishing stages of writing.

Pictures slated to go before
cameras in immediate future are
'Early to Bed.' Just starting;

'Rhythm On the Range,' Ing

Crosby feature, starting In 10 days,'

'Thrre Cheers for Love.' featuring
studio's Juve players: 'And Sudden
Death.' with Randolph Scott and
Francis Drake, starting ne^t week;
'The Duchess,' George Raft's first

since he bulked at studio, getting

under way March 24.

'The General Died at Dawn,' co-
Oalui'ii'g Gary Cooper, Fred Mc-
Murray and Madeline Carroll,

starts as soon as Cooper returns

from extern vacation. Carole
Lombard eoen into tentatively tit-

led "fl-e poor Sap.' upon comple-
tion of 'Princess Comes Across.*

'Return of- Sophie Lang' Is skedded
for production by Walter Wanger.
'The Duster,' airplane yarn, will

have Sir Guy Standing In top spot.

! An untitled. Claudette Colbert and
I orner pix so far without handle*

I
complete the slate of. 14 on forth-
'coming shooting schedule*,'
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$6,000,000 in Excessive Production Costs Said to Cut

Deeply Into Fern's EarningsJin* Year—$18,000,-

000 Cash Position

Paframotint's' "board considered the

company's studio perplexities on
Thursday (12), The board was in-

formed that the company's financial

slate is overburdened to the extent
of a possible $6,000,000 in excessive

negative costs for the current sea-

son. This may have deep effect on
the firm's earnings for the first six

months, of this year.

'

Par is expected to show, accord-
ing to an unofficial estimate, about
$500,000 net, for the first quarter,

this year. For 1935, Par's earnings
are put at an estimated $5,000,000.

This might indicate around 80c. per
share on the common, 'after bond
and preferred stock, interest re-
quirements,. A 1 1 h o u g h preferred
stock interest, for 1936, has. been
earned, there is nd official indication
one way or another .whether interest,

will be paid oh the preferred stock.

Spokesman aver Pat has written
down $3,000,000 of its current sear
eon's high- negative costs against
the 1935 account's. There remains
slightly under this sum still to be
amortized effectively during the en-,
suing

' six months. For the past
several months there has been , talk
about the company setting up some
kinds of special reserve- for such .a
purpose.

The personnel angle of the studio
Is Btill vexatious. John 53. Otterson
is stated. 'to be devoting special at
tentiori to studio problems.

Sheehan and LeBaron
Neither the proposed dear (still in

lawyers' hands) with mil. Sheehan,
which Otterson is sponsoring, nor
the new deal for William LeBaron,
as studio production dhief, came be-
fore the board. Sheehan in joining
Par would replace Walter Wanger
oh that, company's lists, and like the
latter would make his 10 films like-
wise at .Erpi's Coast lot, instead of
at Par.

At the same time, Par is reported
its enjoying a cash position, of
around $18i000,000i

Of this sum, approximately $6,600,-
000 is stated to be held in non-
consolldated partnerships,- not oper'r
ated by Paramount Around $1,600,-
000 is held in the Canadian theatre
chain' operated by N. L. Nathartson.
sPar film and distribution snbslds
ahd the parent company aggregate
$12,000,000 in cash, or thereabouts.

Par rentals are highest in years,
just now, with film rentals handled
as running to around $1,000^000
weekly.
Around 12 of Par's current sea-

son films, aggregate around $14;000,-
000 in negative cost, but budget re-
quirements have been reduced and
the company's 'B' films ar$ grooved
for lower costs than hitherto.' Those
'B' films may be made, it is hoped,
Under $300,000 per.

More Board Meetings

Par's board meets again this and
next week. The. company's studio
Bituation and how this affects the
company's financial condition in the
ensuing six months is among
problems on the tapis. Watterson
Rothacker. in charge of the studio,
uhder-JSfcn/ fe. .Otterson, ? president,
draws • $2,000 weeklyl '» Ernst' ' Lu-
bttsch, : who Served .as, .•'production
head, under Rothacker's supervi-
sion, has been replaced by William
LeBaron.

Lubitsoh was given three months'
leave, in the midst of his iriegaphon-

1

ing Marlene Dietrich, oh a film that
has the company on the nut already
for $900,000, and is left unfinished,
because Miss Dietrich took a walk
when Lubitsch was given a vaca-
tion. Lubitsch draws around $5,000
weekly and is on leave without pay,
it is understood. His . contract with
Par continues, however. Replacing
In the Dietrich film is Margaret Sul-
lavan.

The jam with Miss Dietrich is
among the most important studio
items at Par. She is rated the com-
pany's biggest international money
draw. When she walked off the Par
lot, Par had no new contract to bind
her to the company, although it
appears that Miss Dietrich and .the
company have come to an under-
Standing whereby she is due to re-
turn after her Korda picture in Lon-
don later this year.

Center, Radio City, May

Fold Even Before Fall

The smaller of the two Radio
City picture bouses,

.
Center, tf. T.,

may close down shortly after sev-
eral disappointing weeks, House Is

reported to have hit a new low of

$7,000 last week on 'Voice of Bugle
Ann.' It isn't pacing to hit. more
this : .week . with- 'Song ahcLDance.
Man.' It's slated to return to legit

in the fall with 'White Horse Inn.'

Center reopened last fall with
pictures and a pit band policy,

dropping latter after a few weeks
for a. straight picture policy, ''-It

had .previously housed 'Great Waltz

-

(legit) on a- long run*

'AMATEUR GENT* INTO B. C.

Radio City -Music Hall, N. Y., is

after United Artist's 'Amateur
•Gentleman,* which stars Douglas
Fairbanks, Jr., and Ellssa Land!.
It was made in England by Fair-
banks' Criterion Films. Theatre
wants, it: to ,

follow • 'Country Doctor,'

which, ends its two weeks .run next
Wednesday (25).

.First date anywhere on .'Gentle-

man' that's set is the Aldine, Phila-
delphia, March 26.

Okay for Color

Hollywood^ March 17.

Called upon in the Pioneer-

Technicolor picture; 'Dancing

Pirate,' to slap' Charles Col-

lins, Victor Varconi put so

much push behind the blow he
slowed up the filming for haif

ah hour until the rush of

blood subsided and the smitten
cheek returned to its normal
coloring.

In hljs first -direct ''.n^eetihigr # the press^which he /avoid* as
,much -'as possible, Joft% E^^ttefigon, president of Paramount, 'bilked

wilh the >finiricial editors ;pf New "p>$l ^dailies ^Q"werti; hia

guests at a luncheon in- the Otterson private dining room at Par
headquarters. He declared conditions . generally in Par were healthy,

that theatre receipts were up 15%; first two months this year as com-
pared with '1935 an4 that on the y^ar, while refr.aining to make an
estimate;

.
.Par, woul^. ' pe suitably ' in; thje ty&fy^VbQKsiv prwldetit';.'cited,

that It ''Would be d:lfflcuit to 'estimate' the net;:on the. year- since pictures
up to how had been costing too muoh but those which were now in
work would be - made at much lower cost and this would refleot in

sales by the fall when they got. into circulation. Otterson stated Par
had no major obligatifchs to meet consequent upon reorganization and
that options to buy back partnership Interests in the Interstate and
Blank chains had not been exercised on recommendation of the man-
agement. The board by a large majority upheld this decision, 13 of
the members votine. in favor of continuing both. partnerships on the
same basis, two voting against. R. E. Anderson, v.p. of Par, attended
the luncheon but had nothing to say to the financial scribes.
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NEWSREEIS

ON WAR

L. A* TO N. Y.
James Flavin,
Maj, Nathan Levinson.
.Edgar Selwyn.
Sidney Cohen.
Guy Earl.

.Leo Spitz.

Jeffrey Bernerd.
Arthur Lee. .

Jimmy Campbell.
Beulah Livingstone.
Bette Davis.
Alan Freedman.
Jack Robbins.
Joseph Mi Schenck;
Ruth Donnelly.
Ned Depinet.
Jules Levy.
Rodney Bell.

Marc Connolly.
Pert Kelton. .

A. C. Blumenthal.
Leland Hayward.
Claudette Colbert.

Sam Hearn.
Fanchon Royer.

N. Y. TO L. A.
S. N. Behrman.
Arthur Johnston.
Nacio Herb Brown.
Arthur Freed.
Jack Kapp.
Robert Sinclair..

Thomas Mitchell.

Russell Holman.
Herbert Wilcox.
Rodney Bush.

Newsreel companies are stringing
along with Lloyd's, London, and not
makihg any elaborate preparations
for coverage of possible conflict In

Europe. .None of the U. S .news-
reel executives is praticulariy iei-

clted as to probabilities of a war
outbreak in the near future. 'They
believe that Lloyd's has', situation

well • pegged. Insurance' agency
qtfotes 9%' tb l that there will be no
European warfare' within the next
six months'. "'

.

•

. While most American hews week-
lies stressed the League .of Nations
meeting in London, remaining news
from so-called war front consisted
of routine shots of tr.oop' movements.
No companies are laying big plans
for special cameramen and few
newsreels' have taken anything out
of their libraries oh the world icon

flict because they feel that the pres
ent threat probably will blow over.

The sway held over the present
German situation by the British Is

clearly outlined to newsreel officials

here by mere .fact that the League
held its recent important session ih
London.

Dust, storm views in recent Pathe newsreel drew .fire, last week from
Texas congressman who felt the pictures were 'gross injustice' to the
middlewest and 'not justified by facts.' Taking the floor to discuss the
problem of soli erosion, Congressman George Mahon .of Texas blasted

Pathe and urged withdrawal of reel containing a sequence entitled 'More
Dust.' The Pathe shots 'maligned' his district, Representative Mahon
told colleagues, inserting in the Congressional .Record - text of ,: a tele-

graphic complaint to Jack Connolly, Pathe general manager. Mahon
wired the Pathe exec that the current reel 'is a gross Injustice to a vast
midwesterh area' and called for a careful investigation or 'all facts
involved.'

The picture.industry's. 2,000-foot reel ^committee .probably will be called

into- conference' on fl'hal Retails of the larger- spools . March 24... Indica-
tions are that the b'igger 'fe'els will be -14%-ihch type- having a. 4-inch

hub, Instead the 16 -Inch, 5-inch hub variety recommended by the
Academy of M. 'P. Arts and Science.

Re-check of city ordinance in N. .T. covering handling of picture film,

has indicated that. the.2,000-foot film committee may not have to request
any changes to permit handling of larger spools. If any are needed they,

will be of minor sort. If the 14%-inch reel is adopted, industry leaders
believe that' it ' will; eliminate the . necessity of exhibitors buying hew
magazines, thereby saying $200 or

1 more each.

Royer Through at Rep.

Hollywood, March 17.

Republic has terminated Fanchon
Royer's production deal after two
weeks.

She goes east Saturday (21) to
arrange release for a series of indie
action pictures she plans to make.

Par's Two-in-Orie
Hollywood, March 17,

Paramount is combining Stuart
Lake's '"VVells Fargo' and 'Hell and
High Water' into picture to carry
the 'Wells Fargo' title. It will be
co-starrer for Gary Cooper and
Fred MacMurray.
Paul Schofield and Gerald Ger-

aghty collabing On screen play.

U. Deal Gives Company's Hi Stock

11-Point Boost; War Scare Eases Off

By IKE WEAR
Stock prices, recovered still fur-

ther ^om*Eui^ war scare yesv
terday (Tuesday), though Stock
Exchange volume held, close to 2,-

OOO.p.OO-share variety. Amusements
firmed up, with Locw, up 1%; Co-
lumbia Pictures ctfs., up 1%, and
Radio B, up 2, heading movement.
Radio common gained nearly a
point to 13, while Paramount 1st
pfd pushed ahead 1%. Other siz-
able gainers were. Warner Bros,
common, up 50c; Westinghouse, a
gain of 2%; Eastman Kodak and
General Electric.

Universal preferred and common
held steady around recently estab-
lished new highs. General Theatre
and Warner Bros, liens made the
most substantial advances on bond
list;

After suffering two reactions,
both attributed to apprehension
over European war threat, the stock
market last week steadied in final

J sessions to show virtually no change

Yesterday's Prices

Sale?. iHlBhXow.
300 Col. Plct* 38 37%

2,700 Con. Film .«% <]•%

200 East. K...102 101%
11.200. Gen. El... 80%. 38%
3.700 Loew .... 40% 47%
7,d00 Paramount 10 0%
2,200 Do 2d pf. 10% 10%
1,500 Pnthe .... 8% 7%

43,fi00 HCA 13 12%
2,000 Hnfllo B... 05% 03V*
0. flOO RKO ..... B% 7%
000 20th-Fox.. 20% 20%

23,100 W. B. . . . . 12% 11%
CURB

1, (100 Tech 30% 30
1,200 Trans-L .. 4>X 4%

BO\DS
f 14, 000 Gen. Th... 2y% 26%
4,000 Keith .... 05 04%
1,000 Ijoew . . . .102'/,»10L"/'
12,000 Paramount 00 " 80%
, 2,000 RKO 7.')% 75%
10,000 W. B 04 03%

• New 1030 low.

•Net
Last.chge.
38 .+1%.
«% + %

102 .+ %
30% +1%
40% +1%
1»% - %
10% + %
8 -%

OB +2
8% + %

20% - %
12 + %

30% + %
4%

20% +1%
0.1

102% - %
no - %
Vri% - %
04 + %

from the previous week. The war-
like atmosphere centering aboutGermany brought heavy seilint
Thursday and Friday, peak of price
depressing coming the latter day

jLContinued on page 25)

J. Walter Thompson agency takes over the Universal Pictures account
with the consummation of. the Standard Gapltal Corp^Charles R. Rogers
acquisition of the company. Standard Capital offered it to the Thompson
agency through, past associations in the Safeway chain of grocery stores
in which J, Cheever Cowdin's Standard Capital is also Interested. Here-
tofore Cochrane Bros, agency of Chicago, related to R. ; H. and P. L\
Cochrane of

:

U, handled the account. R; H. Cochrane ;is the neiv U
president.

To enable members of film editor's section of the Academy Technicians
branch to become acquainted with eaoh other's .work, private preview of
two current feature, productions will be staged every two 'Weeks in Holly-
wood, starting this week. Screenings will be followfed. by brief discussion
of picture's editorial features. Hiarold McCbud of Ui A; studio presides
Over initial screening.'

Screen actor, recently from legit, who Is married to star oh same lot,

reported going hi^hat and quite social recently.. Actor has been letting
his ire out in criticism of studio execs, also people associated in working
with him on current picture. Few days ago player did lot of talking out
of turn which finally irritated director on job, who quickly and forcefully
put actor in his place.

Jack L. Warner is convinced studio's English youngster, Sybil Jason,
Imported from South Africa, is about ready for stellar recognition and is
looking for important story in which to star moppet. Figures buildup
in 'Little Big Shot,' 'I Found Stella Parish* and 'Singing Kid' qualifies
her for top spots.

Out of deference to Warden Lewis E> Lawes of SIner Sing, Warners
has dropped titles of 'Murder In Sing; Sing' and 'Murder in the Big
House,' and studio Is looking for new title, for Bryan Foy production just
completed. Warden protested reference to N. Y. penal institution on-
screen;

'

Series of color shorts being made by Louis Lewyn for Metro release
are presumably produced to bring revenue to Motion Picture Relief Fund.
Financial setup has Mary Pickford contributing to the charity, although
players are asked, to contribute their services. Miss Pickfofd's 50% goes
to fund. Lewyn's share of the profit helps maintain his staff.

When wife of a Hollywood leading man went over his agent's head
and prevailed upon a major producer to give a. prize part to 'her husband,
she not only was successful in taking the part , away from the actor
already set for the role but she busted up a palship of long standing
between the two players.

Sol Lesser, following distributor checkup, will use various name leads
in his series of six Harold Bell Wright and Zarie Grey features, for 20th-
Fox release next season; Checkup disclosed that selling' staff figured
series would be.better grosser with different leads in each picture, rather
.than the same top name all the way through.

A feature production 'with., an all-monkey cast (with human voice
dubbed in) is by Burroughs-Tarzan, which has a full length comedy by
James Mulhauser ,under Way. Human voice will be dubbed in after nega-
tive is cut to footage. Monkey actors, with voice.dubbed on sound track,
used several y«ars ago by Tiffany in its series of chimp two-reelers.

Half a dozen muggs representing group of . fan mags recently pulled
one on a Mexican resort. They promoted stay on the cuff from Friday
till Monday and Sunday they rented a fishing craft, advising skipper to
send bill to hotel. Without , adieu, group powdered out. When publica-
tions^ reached stands no mention Was made of the free excursions, hence
the burn.

Warners overcame difficulty In planting photographic stills of Negro
characters in 'Green Pastures' by having Harold
series of sketches. He wilj prepare
Adverse' and other specials.

Cox, cartoonist, da
drawings to publicize 'Anthony

of mnrSll «i
ma*er

+

Ial
v
from studl°s. *<> ^ ih an elaborate historyof motion Pictures to be made by Works Project Administration, has

Wte w"5i ?5
y Alb6

?
M

*
H111

'
f°rmer V a" Project is ^signed to absorb

idle white collar, workers.

tlo^tlT/^u !

n
„
Fdr6st

-

H1"». N - offers prizes of 25 pairs of

has so Li/d nrl0; mT*VOm
?-

BelIeved t0 be ««t Ume a film househas so tied up with a stage or legit attraction.
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U. S. TO COMBAT 'INVASION'?
Judge Thacher Representing Pix

In Anti-Trust Suit; Postponed

PIX

Former U< S. Judge Thomas D.

Thacher, famed amoiie other reasons

In fllnidom because of his noted

block booking decision, Is counsel

to Paramount and officer-defendants

of Par, in the new anti-trust suit

brought In New York by the Depart-

ment of Justice, arising out of the

Fanchon & Marco affair, in St. Louis.

The Government lost its last suit

brought in St. Louis, and was also

defeated in its previous attempt to

gpt criminal convictions in that

situation.

Warner Bros., RKO, and officers

and subsidiary firms of these com-
panies are defendants with Par and
others in this third effort of the

-'Government to get somewhere in the

situation. New defendants' have
been added. The. Government was
set back again yesterday (Tuesday)
when: the defendants were granted a
30-day extension until April 17 .to

answer the complaints in the> new
suit by Federal- Judge Alfred C
Coxe.
An Initial postponement is granted

generally in cases, here, but special

U. S. Attorney- Hardy, in charge of
prosecuting; the GeVernnient'sl side

of the case and prime instigator of

the court maneuvers in the case, de-
nied a request for an extension when
sought by defendants' counsel. The
defendants, therefore, went to court
arid got an extension from the
bench.
Hardy appealed and yesterday

(17) asked Federal Judge Murray
Hulbert to cancel the extension or
shorten it,, but Hardy's motion was
denied. The court stated it had
duty to the defendants as well as
to the Government^ There are new
defendants in the case and. also new
counsel and they are entitled to
reasonable time which to familiarize
themselves with the complaints.
Hardy argued that Fanchon &

Marco faced an emergency and that
a stay should, therefore be denied in
which to answer the Government's
complaint. Attorney Frederick
Wood, of Cravath, De Gersdorff-
Swaine Wood, counsel' for
other defendants,, contended that if
the Government insisted on this
emergency argument it would have
sought an injunction rather than
following the procedure it has been
and is doing now.

Making Sure

Public reaction on English
song, 'The World Is Mine,'
warbled over CBS coast-to-
coast broadcast last Saturday
night (14) by Nino Martini, is

awaited by Pickford-Lasky be-
fore determining whether
number will be ' included in
film production, 'The Gay Des-

„ perado.'

Believed to be first instance
of film producer depending on
public reaction to determine
inclusion of song in a pfoture.

TREffl CARR'S 8 JOHN

BROWS FOR I!

Hollywood, March 17.

Before leaving for his Eurouean
vacation, Trem Carr closed with
Universal whereby his organization
will- turn out a.groun-.of eight John
Wayne- pictures , that will be added
to U's. 1936-37 prografh of westerns,
«cts, will be made by Carr unit on
the U lot, latter advancing negative
cost of arouhd $60,000 per picture
Carr. will finance production of se-
ries.

Production, details will be handled
oy various members of Carr or-
ganization who were with him in
toe Monogram setup. Actually,

1 £0t take P*rt. in production of
tie Wayne series, other than put-
tl"g up the coin.

Sam Wood Abroad
Hollywood, March 17.

Sam Wood is heading fob Europe

^er
.

..the preview of 'Unguarded

h« ;«
which was completed Satur-day (14).

May direct one for British Inter-
national while abroad.

MAUEICE McKENZlE BACK
i*i

Ia
*
UrIoe McKenzle, executive as-

iffl«" ,

W1U Hays
< "turned to his

Jjnce in the Motion Picture Pro-

in v
rS
v
& Dl9tributors headquarters

in«„', V Monday < 16 > aftei' a pro-
longed siege of illness.

r*t*
Went t0 a resort for a brief

*
Ure six mo»ths ago. For the
two months or more he has

oeen regalnin his health in Florida,
i

%
TO SUPPLY

Major Producers See British,

Other Foreign and Indie

Films Making Too Much
Headway in American
Dualers

UPPING 'B» PRODS.

THEATRE RENTS DOUBLE

IN S:F. LEASE SCRAWBLEj

, March 17.

With every downtown theatre
landlord being approached by pros-
pective operators it looks like the
owners are in for the best season
they have had since 1930.

Theatre operators from all- over
have been hopping in and out of
town" almost dally, dickering for
houses, some for pictures, others for.

burlesque, stock and combo policies*

This activity has doubled the
rentals the landlords were very glad
to collect last year on almost any
terms offered. S. S. Millard had the
Capitol two years oh a week- to -

week basis, but. nothing doing now*
WPA reported taking the

Alcazar; Oakland interests are
after the Tivoli; Shell Oil is after

a legl£ house here after taking on
the Fulton, Oakland. Both New
York and Chicago promoters are

also on hand looking for lease

propositions, so it looks like a land-
lord year.

Joe Cohn's NewMG Termer

Culver City, March 17.

Metro has given Joe J. Cohn new
termer as studio production man-
ager.

Ticket renewed by Nicholas M.
Schenck and eastern execs of com-
pany while here.

NO PREVIEW CATALOGING

Studios Can't Agree: on Press Cour-
tesies for Newsmen

Hollywood, March 17.

Proposed establishment of a cen-
tral preview list by which studios

would be governed- in. extending, to

accredited correspondents preview
courtesies, has been Voted- down by
major studio publicity directors

following meeting in Hays office

last week.
Rejection was attributed to

heated controversy between certain

studios and correspondents as to

who would be eligible. From now
on it will be up to each studio to

invite such correspondents and as

many as they see fit.

Pub scribes, also voted to turn

over to Mrs. Thomas Winter of

Hays organization here all inquir-

ies from schools and colleges. Stu-
dios have been flooded with re-

quests for information, due to in-

creased interest in various courses
of technique.

Publicity len dropped two more
correspondents from credential list.

One represented . three Swedish
papers with combined circulation

not over 11,000, and other repre-

sented N. Y. foreign paper with
circulation considerably lower than
required for credential recognition.

Major film producers in America
are girding themselves to combat
further influx of foreign-made pic-
tures and to garner the bulk of any
extra

. gravy in 1936-37 resulting
from the spread of double features.
Principal mode of attack will be by
making available • sufficient addi-
tional" satisfactory - program films
rather than permit the, foreign pro-
ductions to land too strongly on this
market.
U. S. major producers feel that a

certain amount of business slipped
through their fingers in the past
season because they did not have
enough product to fill the wants of
double-billers, with foreign films
and independents absorbing the
heightened demand.
With approximately 600 English-

speaking features going to ex-
hibitors In the present year, check
has revealed that less than 360. were
sold by -major companies* These
large producers are not inclined to

permit the , remaining 240 or more
features to be supplied by foreign
film companies and independents in
1936-37.

.

Which Is the main reason their

official line-up of features will show
increases of 26 to 40% over the cur-
rent season, with proviso made for

further upplrig of schedules if

necessary to fill needs of dual grist

mill. This is expected to result in

a line-up • of • 460 feature pictures
fixed by majors for the coming sea-

son. _Even such a figure would be
under the total of more than 600 re-

leased by the big companies in 1927,

when double bills were unknown,

in 1935-36

Of the. 240 features not furnished
by major distributors in 1936-36,

about SO were foreign-made films.

Present plans call for distribution

of 100 or more pictures made by
foreign producers in coming year.

Neither figure includes foreign-
language features of .which about 70
were sold in the' U. S. durlhercuiv.
ing season. ' s

It is obvious to American pro-
ducers :that British picture makers
are taking full advantage of the
dual-picture situation as a real

.wedge into -the U. S.- marlcet. Which
is why producers in -this country ate
planning to fight this situation with
additional .product, '

.

Fact that there were- 240- features
sold exhibitors by competing com-
panies Is not what is making the

(Continued on page 68)

Fed! Tax on

For

H'wood Fame

Hollywood, March 17.

With imprints of Joe E.
Brown's mouth and Al Jblson's
mammy knees now gracing
cemented surface of Grau-
man's Chinese forecourt; along
with hoof prints of fil land's
great and near great, Sid Grau-
man is trying to figure how
he can perpetuate Donald
Duck's quack.

AMPA SHINDIG COST

TOO MUCH; NO PROFIT?

While . an . accounting has not yet
been made, advance estimates are
that this;

. '.'s -AJM.P.A. 'Naked
Truth' banquet-ball, at the Hotel
Asto'r, N.T., on Saturday night (14.)

Will be lucky to show a little- profit,

if any. Talent, Paramount news-
reel and other, donations were made
but the affair still proved rather
costly .to put on, Including ..transfer

of studio and other equipment,
lights; labor, etc.

Tickets were $7.50 each, around $4
of which went to the hotel. In ad-
dition the Association of Motion
Picture Advertisers gave out rather
handsome souvenirs to the ladies,

cost of which ran around $1.5Q.

Stated 600 tickets were sold.

This year there were, no speeches
and no dais. Additionally, the guests
weren't fed a long line of vaude-
ville acts and other performers, the
AMPA going to considerable trouble
to have a two-act play written as a
kldder on pictures, entitled 'Dog?
gone It.' Professional talent was
rounded up to act the thing and
for a finish the Astor grand' ball-

room was thrown into a New Year
type^ of celebration with noise-mak-
ers and confetti takingr control:
The Par News people shot some

scenes, during rehearsals, of the af-.

fair the night before it was held and
on Saturday .evening (14) set up.
equipment at the hotel to catch
AMPA banqueters. Keeping its

laboratory staff on that night, Par
rushed, the negative over for .devel-

oping and had the fiim back for
screening by midnight.. While*

a

novel idea, the recording was poor,
projection being blamed.

Ifo Heri' for Conway

Hollywood, March 17.

Metro's British production of
'Manners Maketh the Man' is at an
impasse, - so studio .' ha» assigned
Jack, Con,way to- direct .'No. 'Hero,?

Clark; Gable's next flicker'.after 'Sart
Francisco.' "Herman 'Mank)ewicz
writing'' screen . play;.

English film was slated for spring
production with Robert Montgom-
ery starred.

2Dth~Fox;

es doing Up at

Wurtzel to Westwood

WB Unshelves 'Mayor'
Hollywood, March 17.

Warners has sold 'Meet the

Mayor,' Bryan Foy production fea-

turing Frank Fay. to Ben Judell.

Chicago state-righter.

Picture was on the Warner shelf

several months. *

Hollywood, March 17.

Five sound stages and new ad-
ministration building will go up on
20th-Fbx lot at Westwood, studio
taking advantage of summer pro-
duction lull. Stages will be on Pico
end of grounds, with site for ad-
ministration building as yet un-
determined.
Construction will cost around

$2,500,000, to be completed by early

fall. With completion of new quar-
ters the Sol Wurtzel unit, presently

functioning at Western avenue
plant, will move to Westwood.
Figured -that heavy saying can

be expected by combining the pro-
duction units,- Western avenue.
Studio would be retained for over-
flow production that might require
additional stage room.

Bobby Breen's New Deal

Gives Him % of Profits

•Hollywood, March 17.

Petition filed by Sol Lesser, Louis:

R. Lurle and William R. Shapiro for

court approval of revised option

pickup of Bobby Breen contract asks

change of four months' work under

option period extended to six months

work, with pickup calling for salary

tilt to $150 weekly.
Ticket, covering seven years on

option pickups gives the youngster
10% of. gross of the net. profits made
by Lesser on all iireen picts, with

percentage increasing* and salary

running to $500 weekly on the pick-

ups

oyment Insurance

Washington, March 17.

. All branches of show business^
including radio,, legit, films, carni-

vals, and other types of entertain-

ment—are subject to the Federal

tax imposed under the Social Se-
curity Act to further adoption of
unemployment insurance laws, ac-
cording to announcement last week
by the U. S. Treasury.
Beginning with calendar 1936, all

employers^of eight or more persons
for 20 or- lore days annually must
kick In 1% of the aggregate payroll
to the Federal .Government. Rates
jump to 2 and 3% In the course of
the next two years. '

The levy, payable during 1937, Is

due without demand py the govern-
ment; the Treasury announced/ Re-
turns must be filed by Jan. 31, with
payments received, in four, annual
installments. Reports must be made
on special forms, now being printed,

obtained from Internal Revenue of-
fices.

Under 1935 law and the
Treasury regulations, payments are
due from individuals or firms em-
ploying the specified number of per<-

sons during .the current year. Em« -

ploymen'; does n6t have to be con-
secutive nor do the same^individuals
have to be employed over the period
of 20 days.

'It is sufficient if -the total num-
ber, of individuals employed ' during
the 24 hours of a calendar day is

eight or more regardless of the
period of service during that day
or the basis of compensation,' the
regulations state. "No employee is

counted, however, unless he Is en-
gaged In the performance of serv-

ices . within the United States.

Even if an employer' is not sub-
ject to any state unemployment lnr

surance law he. Is nevertheless - sub-
ject to the tag.'

Employers contributing to a state

unemployment compensation fund'

Which has received Federal ap-
proval—so far- only 9 state laws

have been ratified by the Security

Board—are allowed to credit against

the Federal tax 90% of the amounts
paid under a state law. In the event

of a refund by a state, the employer

is required to pay the additional

amount due . the Federal Govev
ment interest. No credits will be

allowed unless the Internal Revenue
Bureau Is given documentary evi-

dence that the jsums deducted were

paid to the state fuiid:

. .The l£w
.
does not apply to cer-

tain classes ' oi employees, rio'cably

members of a family, government
workers, .employees of rclisfottSi 1

charitable, scientific, and similar

organizations,: and agricultural of

domestic- help. In case a husband
Woi'ks for his- •wife Or" the /wife' fs

employed- by .her .husb^nd^jxa-tstx. js;

du'e, 'while 'children under ;21" arc" not •

covered by.; the law- when employed
by parents.

ROWLAND'S INDIE PIX

FOR PAR RELEASING

Paramount has signed Richard A,

Rowland., to produce pictures in-

dependently for release through

Par.
Under deal closed with John E.

Otterson, Rowland will make two
for release On the current (19CC-37)

program. The Rowland pictures

will be independently financed.

BIUMBERG BACK IN N.Y.

Nate Blumberg, RKO theatre op-

erating executive, returned to New
York yesterday (Tuesday), in ad-
vance of Leo Spitz; who Is expected
in by the end of the week. Latter

Is stopping off in Chicago On th«

way back from the Coast to con*

tact his law office there and con«

Cer with the Illinois Racing Com-
mission, of which he is a member,
on tjiis seasoiVs racing plans ir;

that state. >

On the way In lilumberg also

made a couple stops, includini

Chicago.
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'Desire' Moderate $17,000 Leads Sow

1. A.; 'Colleen,' Downt'n-H'wood,

1%, Dec' $16 009 in 2 Houses 2d Wk.

Los Angeles, March 17.

(Best Exploitation: Downtown-
Holtywood)

Nothing overly exciting in b.o.

trade current, week.. Last week
spurt subsided considerably and
trade in general' was on downward
trend.
." Paramount, with Marlene Dietrich
In. 'Desire' and a snappy stage show,
is leader of the pack and slated for
a moderately good 117,000. 'Country
Doctor' held over at the Chinese arid

State, will get a combined $16,00.0

which fs in excess of what a nor-
xnal double bill; attraction draws in
these houses,

'Colleen' at. Downtown and Hol-
lywood for nine-day sojourn, is no
sensation .but will bring in a fair
aggregate of around $18,500, helped
by couple previews, during' week at
each, house-.

•Follow the: Fleet* for third and
final stanza, at Pantages and RKO
,will get little over combined $11,000
which means healthy profit on en-
tire run for both houses. 'Passing
of Third Floor Back' in at the Ftl~
marte to lust so-so. trade with Four

.. Star doing similarly on second week
of 'Voice of. Bugle: Ann.'

The. Warner houses,. Downtown
and 1 Hollywood; were top mounters,
on exploitation of their attraction,
'Colleen." They made tieup- with
Heratd-EJxpreES, promoted half page
of - stars, in. pic in. connection with
display, ads on attraction. Also,
managed to get -from publication
three of Its downtown windows.- i&
scattered branches of display mats,
and', photos. Besides drugstore tie

- 'tops, around. tows .t>ro4gpM hundreds
• of window and Inside campaign dia-
''pjiys:.-' In addition, KFWB,. the. lo.-

calWB station, plugged, the pic very,
heavily on all. announcements dur-
ing the station operating period
each, day during run and' four days
in- advance.:

'

Estimates for This Week
Chinese (GraumanV (2V028; 30-40-

65)—'The' Country ' Doctor' (20th-
Century-Fox)'- (2nd; week). Holdi-

" over session of six days proving
okay with house headed for take
of $7,000. Last week, firgt for pic,

was just what the doc ordered and
.floured; $14,000; .

Downtown (WB) (1,800; aO-35-40)
wcolleett* (WB). Not smash by
any nieans but names- In, east help;-

-ihg draw: plenty. For nine-day son
journ will hit around $9,5.00; which
Js good. Last week,. 'Pasteur' (FN).
Second and final stanza just bit
short of calculations at $6,500.

, Fitmarte (Fox) (900; 40-65)—
'Third Floor Back' (GB). Not a
general panic anct will be .lucky to
hit an even $1,800.. Last week
'Pagans'' (MGK In the 'Brody' di-
vision, getting disastrous, $l,60(k
Four Stsr (Fox) (900; 30-35)—

'Bugle Ann,' (MG) (2d week). First
week , take did not. warrant hold-
over, but house had ho available
attraction to put' in at time, there-
fore* hot so forte with around- $2,200.
Last week, first, was just so-so and
meant nothing? compared to general
initial week trade of pics here when
tt stopped at $2,800.
.HoJJywQQd (WB) (2,756; 3Q-35-

40-55;),— Colleen' (WB). With couple
• previews added during the nine-day
stay, it will reach around $9,090,
which Is okay. Last week 'Pasteur7

(FN). Second and final stanza
right up to the mark of anticipation
with ftn even $7,000.

Orph/euttv (Bdwy) (2,270; 25-30-
35-40)—'Yellow Dust' (BKQ) and.
•Woman trap' (Par), split, and
vaudeville. Doing little better than
previous week, but hot terrific at
$5,800. Last week 'Widow Monte
Carlo' (WB) and 'Great Life' (Par)
slipped away after first couple days
and wound up with $6,300, which
just about breaks even: for house.

Pantaftea (Pan) (2,700; 30-40-55)
—'Fleet' (RKO) (3d week). Clean-
up stanza for this one will bring in
around $5,000, which .is- plenty oker
Last week, second for it here, Very
good at an $3,900 count.
Paramount (Partmar) (3,595; 30-

40-55.)—'Desire' (Par) and stage
show. Dietrich still seems to mes>n
bit locally, though not terrific. Pic
will hit around the $17,000 mark.
Last week 'Preview Mystery' (Par)
was the Burns and. Allen stape unit
Which did the trick of bringing in
the bacon to a most satlfying tune
of $22,700.
RKO (P,950; 30-40-55) — 'Fleet'

(RKO) (3d week), Getting all coin
can for the final stanza, which will
reach a satisfactory S6.000. Last,
week, second, palloned bit ahead of
calculated pace and ended up with
$9,200.

State (Loew-Fox) (2.024; 30--'O-
05)—'Doctor' (20th) (2d week).
Final six days still proving most
Interesting, with mats heavier t!i"n
nights, and will finish up with
around $9,000. Last wpp'c, first,

kept up to initial pjrn ard "'o^nd
up with little better than &13.G0\
.-.United Artists (Fo:uTTA> (..*».,inn

;

40-55)—'Godfathers' (MG) and

1st Runs on Broadway
(Subject to change)

Week of March 20

Capitol — 'Petticoat Fever'

(MB).
Center^-'Charlte Chan at the

Circus' (20th-Fox) (18).

Music Hall-PC'ountry Doctor*

(20th-Fox) (2d wk)!
'~

Paramount—'Klondike Annie'

(Par> (2d wk).
Rivbli—'These (UA)

(18>.

Rialto — 'Preview Murder*
CPar) (21>.

Roxy-^Love Before Break-
fast' (U) (2ft w>k).

Strantf—'Brfdes Are Like
That' (WB) (21). , .

WMk rf March. 27
Canter — •Everybody's

Matt' <20tfc-Foas> t26>.

Paramount — 'Milky Way'
(Par), (25).
Rivoli—'These Three' (UA)

(2d wk).
'

Roxy—'Dancing Feet* (Re-
. public )>.

'

Strand- -r- 'Snowed Under*
(WB> (2S).

'Song and Dance' (2«th), spilt. Only
salvation is bank . sight, Which
starts on! week. House will be for-
tunate to hit an even $2,300,. which
puts It in red". Last week 'Happen'
(20th) and ;

tBfttclusive' (MG). Was
"just tough going ahdnpelow meagre
expectations by wfndup of $2,750.

1eef 98j

Tittle
Sec' 16G, BHp

Brooklyn, March 17.

(Beat Exploitatiom Paramount)
Terrific competition among down-

town deiuxers with all houses do-
ing welt, Weather, for a change*, has
been fine, with steady throng traipse
Ins into. Bora Hall sector to examine
picture product. To complicate
matters, annual food show is in
town this week- and pulling, healthy
crowds- day and night Town- hasn't
seen sueh fine: array in weeks, Par r

amount bucking, heavy opposition
with 'Trail of. Lonesome Pine,'
which should draw nice $16,000. Al-
bee with 'Follow the Fleet' doing
great biz and figured for $18,000.
Loew's Metropolitan also baiting

populace with 'Wife vs.. Secretary'
to good; grosses and Fox got by
with 'Return of Jimmy Valentine'
and 'Don't Get Personal' plus Mon-
day and" Wednesday night stage-
radio attractions; Even little Ful-
ton-Trans-Lux's turnstile clicking
because of 'Broadway Melody of
1930.'

Exploitation honors this week go
to Doc Joe Lee. Got out 100 24-
sheets. Five newspaper contents
and tieups on two radio stations,
5X),000. circus heralds, display ads in
dailies carried line 'So realistic
you'll smell, the odor of the pine.'
Doc Lee lived up- to the statement,
for during the showing of photo-
play :pine extract was forced
through theatre, via air condition
blowers. This with color effect gave
patrons untfsual effect and sent
them out talking.

Estimates for This Week
Paramount (4,000; 25 - 35 - 50)

'Lonesome Pine' (Par), With good
campaign and in spite of terrific
competition did turnaway biz first
four days,, looks like good $16,000.
Basketball game on stage Friday
night, complete sellout, house get-
ting better play than Loew's Met
and neck and neck with Albee that
night. Lee plans to bring in Vin-
cent Richards with, badminton on
£4th> Last week 'Petrified Forest'
(WB) received very good $15,700.
[f 'Pine' pace keeps .up may hold
second week, otherwise 'Colleen.'
Fox (4.000: 25-35-50) Mlinmy Val-

entine' (Rep) and 'Don't Get Per-
sonal* (U) plus Monday and Wednes-
dav night radio attractions- on stage.
Will produce okay $13,000. Last
Monday ni ht's fracas at theatre
{rot houf\, tremendous publicity
with resultant increase at b.o. Mon-
day. L,ast week 'Yellow Dust'
(RT '0) and 'Music Goes Round'
(Col) $16,000, good.

Lor-w*:* Mot (tf.400; 25-35-50) "Wife
vs. Secretary' (MG). Single pic at

this house for change- and doing;

fine, will snare easy $16,0001. Last
week 'Ghost Goes West* «UA). and
•Buglft Ann' (MG) .

$14f,B00, okay.
Chaplin's 'Modern Times' next.

Albee (3,400; 25-3&-&0)1 <Follow

Fleet' (RKO);. Ju$t one picture this

week and scoring plenty. Display
ads in dallies; for this one state that
house, is only one in greater New
York now playing Rogcrs-Astaire
hit. .Easy il8,.Q0Q in view and may
hold over. Last week 'Shark Island'

(20th) and 'Had to- Happen' (20th)

(2nd week) brought in $10,000, okay.

Strand! (2,000;, 2&-35-50) 'Road
Gang* (WB). and 'Hitch Hike to

Heaven' (Rep). Fair bill and will

receive; ekay $5v60O. Last week
•Woman Trap* (Par) and 'Drift

Fence' (Par). $4,000, mild.

Tauntie' and Fats

Wafer $19,000 in

Balto, 70 Deg. Above

Baltimore,. March 17.

(Best Exploitation: Century)

With the mercury bobbing upi

over 70,, folks are taking to the out-

doors. Another factor believed det-

rimental to the b.o/s Is the National

i Flower Show at the Armory; which

is drawing about 20,000? daily at T5cj

admlsh.

'Pasteur's second week at the

Stanley is very erect, and bla is bet-

ter than house usually, finds, when
b.O)'ing. a> film. Sustained bally in.

the Hearst preis ' is. according; a

great help; and the- word-o^mduth
keeps *emi cpriilny. Certailh' $5,500,

finej for; second stanza;

Nicely mated biit at Century.
'FaUntleroy' is fine for matrons and
kids; white th» rest are bein? lured
by Fats Walter ort the- stages Bill

will achieve a »bod, $194000^. .

Keith's 'Love Before; Breakfast'
also, liked for dandy $6,000^
Far from forte week explqitative-

ly. Century crested the rest by get-
ting over few wallops for 'Fauntle-
roy,'' best of which was screening
of film' for crippled; children's hosp?
under newspaper espousal1 and at-
tendant publicity copy andi art
•bneakSk Since papers here won't go
for any publicity on colored acts,

the headlining Waller band was;
passed up and house was fortunate
in having sub-featured in show the
pic player Roger Pryor.

Estimates for This Week
Century (Loew^UA) (3,000; t5-

25-35-40-65-66)—•Fauntieroy' (UA)
anct Fats- Waller on staget Twin' tu©;

at turnstiles, good $$9,000i Last
weete. socko. $-2.4>,0<Q[Q> for 'Wife- vs.
•See'

" (MB) andi vaude^ though- it

waned last couple: days.
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,300i;

15-25-3.5-40-55.-66) — 'This Night*
(Par) and Ray Perkins amateurs.
House bought pic from the Stanley
and it's- pretty weak here-; the
sLmon-pures are far from forte,

too. Just a. moderate $12,5.00. Last
week,, second of 'Fleet' (RKO,), and
stage show, good, $12„000.

Keith's (Schanberger) (2;500; 15-
25-30^35-40) — 'Breakfast' (U),
Smart $fr,000v Last week 'Desire'
(Par), went nine days for dandy
*7:,000y

New (Mechanic) (1,800; 15-25~3C>
35-4Q-55) — 'Doctor* (2flth) • (2d
week). Good $3,100 after swell $6,000
on opening lap.

Stanley (WB) (3,200; 15-25-35-
40-55)-i'Pasteur' (FN) (2d week).
Corking $5,500> after; first session
soared to splendid $10,200.

& 'Tknes'-Sec/ H.O/s, $8,

NOT 'JUST ANOTHER' PIC

Billing Alibiing. 'No. Names' -Gets
' lood' $7,000 in Birmingham

Birmingham, March 17.

(Best
.
Exploitation : Alabama)

'Captain Blood* and 'King, of Bur-
lesque' argue it out this week. Both
have had good campaigns well in

advance of dates, while over at

Empire 'Metropolitan' is getting the
Tibbett fans. Business is moderately
good there*

labama used an elaborate float

of an old wooden sail ship around
town for 'Blood/ A" build-up was
along lines that because pix con-
tained no big names, it should not
be classed as another flicker.

Estimates, for This Week
Alabama (Wilby-Kincey) (2,800;

30-35-40)—'Blood* (FN). Opened
nicely and set to get around $7,00Q.
Last week 'Wife vs. Sec' (MG)
around $7,400, good.

Ritz (Wilby-Kincey) (1,600; 25-
30)—-'Burlesque' (20th). Set for
around $3,500, nice for the house.
Last week 'Bank* (20th), $2,80Q,
moderate.
Strand (Wilby-Kincey) (800; 25)—

'Bohemian' (MG). About $1,700, fair.
Last week 'Exclusive* (MG), $1,500,
light;

Empire (Acme) (1,100; 25)-T-'Met-
ropolitan' (20th). Pulled after five
days with only $1,100. .'Prof. Soldier'
subbing for two days and getting
$800. Last week 'Bet' (RKO), H,900i

Nat1
! First Runs

WARNER BROS.
'Colleen,' Stanley, Balto,

March 19; Strand, Htfd, Ct.,

19; Strand,, Albany,, 19.; Mail
Prov., 2«; Warfleld, S. '., 20;

Keith's, Cincy, 20; Newman,
K. C, 20; Shubert, St. L, 20;

Branford,, Newk, 20.

RKO
•Follow tha Fleet,' Bardavon,,

Poughkeepsie, March 27; Poll,

Htfd, Ct., 2T;. Victory, Holyoke,
Mass.t 27; Rex, Miami, 28,

PARAMOUNT
'Wom»n Trap/ Rialto, St L^

March 27.

'F Man/ March
27.

'Too Many Parents,,' UA*
Det.» Apr.' 3.

, 'Moon l» Our Home,' Oiph„
St. L.k Apr. 1Q; Denham^, .Denv^,

18;.

HI Hours By Air/ Qrph, St.,

L., Apr. .3; Denham, Dehv., 11.

'Giv« U» Tbi* NigJbt,' State,

Mtols., Apr. 5; Benham, Denv^
4j UA, Det., 27.

UNITED1 ARTISTS
'These Three,' RKO, L. A.,

March 18; • ittv, N. T., 19; Pal,

Indipls^ 20r State, New. Orl, 20;

UA, Chi, 21; State, 27;

State; Boat., 2%.

^Littl* toed Fauntleroy,' Al«
ladin,. Denv., March 17; Poll,

Bderprt?, 'Conn,,, 19'; Loew's*
WllmJfltgton, 20>>; State, ECqus-
tonr 20>; Poli, New Haven, 20>;

LoeMt's;. Syracuse, 20; Ven-
dome, NashVUlet. 20>; Midlandv
EL 20;|JjQew's^ Rdchmohdv,
20 • State, ™t. LouJIat, 20-; Poli,

Pat Spgfld,, Mass., March 27 r

Poll,. Worcester, 27;. Loew's
Roch., .2.7; State, Cleve., 27;

LoeW^s? Akron, 27; Loew's-
Canton, '27; Poll; Waterbury,
Conn, 28; Casino,, Miami
Beach, Apr. 2; Poll, Htfd.,

Conn., 17i

•^Amateur Gentleman/ Al-
dine, Phlla., Mareh 26.

Bowes Unit 21G,

Tyros in Detroit

Detroit, -March 17. •

( Beat Exploitation t Michigan)
Things are about back to normal

here this week, and biz. is generally

good. There was a little snow and
drop in temperature over the week-
end, but not enough to hurt grosses.
With the closing of two big exposi-
tions Saturday, nabes and downs-
town houses felt a nice upswing.
Bowes-'s amateurs are back, in

town currently and upping; the
Michigan to about $21,000,. fair, but
previous Bowes* units have drnwu
better. 'Klondike Annie' Was orig-
inally set for the Mich., but in
the- face of numerous protests here-
abouts, United Detroit shunted- this

Mae;. West .
;
flicke> to ' the .RKO

D6wntown,' where it is pulling in
around $12,0.00 . fine, chiefly, because
of the H«arst controversy)
Fox got a tough break when it

was forced to cancel- the II Milaho
Opera Co-, production of 'Rigoletto,'
which was to have made its vaud-
fllm debut Friday (13) . Onera hadn't
been condensed sufficiently " and
cast wasn't up to snuffy as per con-
tract,, so. Manager Dave Idzall can-
celled Monday (9) after seeing the
show in a couple of one-nighit
stands. House therefore was with-
out, strong stage show, even though
Idzal lined up an entertaining bill

on short notice, and 'Country Doc-
tor' (2d week) is forced to carry
the load. Film's doing a good job of
it, though, at about $17,000.

Despite the g-.oss upgrade, houses
this week, are doingr little exploita-
tion.. Michigan had the Chase &
Sanborn coffee tieup with grocery
stores* plus good press copy on a
local am, and rates top. Fox
didn't get a chance to get started
on its make-shift vaude.

Estimates for This Week
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000;

30-40-65)—'Bugle Ann* (MG), plus
Bowes amateurs. Latter doing all
the biz. $21,000, fair, not up to
standard .of pn«vioii» Bow«s units.
This is the. fourth am edition here in
six months, so town may be getting

San Francisco, >iarch 17.

{Best Exploitation; Warfield)

Warfleld is having things pretty
much Its own. way this week, due
to three houses riding along with
holdovers and. fact that its 'Lone-
some Pine' was given biggest dis-
play spread seen "here in months.
Paramount sent in a' studio pub-
licity crew and placed color ads in'
the dailies.

'

Golden Gate is holding 'Follow
the- Fleet' too long-* and will' hardly
meet expenses. U. A., with Chap-
lin's 'Modern Times,*: is doing okay.
Turnaway. crowds- headed fo> first

week's showing; of the; Quints -are
following

.
'Doctor* over to the gt,

Francis, where It looks gooxl for
several weeks of continued! >Iarket
street .showing in the- smaller ca-
pacity house.

i At the other end of the street the
Fox is falling into its lone-accepted
spot, while the Qrpheuin is. doing
something different from usual
double bill policy in advertising a
single feature with five; added short
units 'and. going along; even at a
better clip than the- majority of its'

dual bills.

Estimates for This Week
Clay CRoesner) (400; 35).—'Boyal

Waltz' -(Vienna}.: Drop- under recent
average,, getting light $l,100i Last
week, "Maria ChapUelaine' did betr
ter; Jllfc4sD0i

Embassy (Cohen) (1,512; 25.-35).—'Irish Eyes' (Republic), and 'Law-
less, 90*s* (Rep), Slow week at
$1,900. Last week, /Valentine' and
'D&ncing Feet," $i,8<K).

Fox (Goldenberg) (5,000; 25-40).—
•Godfatbers' (M&) an« 'Man of
Iron '(WB),—Holding to average at
fair $&,20i0. Last; week; 'Bohemian
Girl' and 'Leavenworth* slightly
better, $,6,800.

Golden Gate (RKO) (2,850; 30-35-
4Q). 'Fleef (Radio) (3rd week).
Weahr' sister . over thi« distance, let
down to.' $.10,0Q<h Last weekv Second
of same feature, held to sllgntly bet-
ter than hous.o nut, |12,50Oi
Orpheum (F & M) (2,440; 30-35-

4Q).—'Breakfast (U).. Proves, that
single bills here with fairly good
star- to draw'em get. as much as two
lesser features on same bill. Lom-
bard1 starrer drawing $7,050; Bet-
ter than last, week's dual of 'Next
Time' and 'Nexf at $6»200.
Paramount: (FWG> (2,74«; U0-35-

40).—'Wife vs. 5ec.'
: (MG) and 'Pre-

view' (WB) (2nd week). Holdover
unusual at thi* house K but proving
profitable at $13,500. Last week b'ig

to $18,000. •

St. Frahci®. (FWC) 0,470 ;
30-36-

40i).—'Doctor^Wtfrtr for extension
of run- smarted at Warfleld:. Big $10,-

000. Last week,, third of. 'Annie,'

held up- to $.6,300^

United Artiste (UA)- (25,-35-40-
56).—'Modern Times* (UA) (2nd
week). Holding1 up. well for $8,800.

Last week, $10,000.
Warfleld. (FWC) (2,680.; 35-40-55).

—'Pine' (Par) and 'F-Man* (Par),
topped Market street business due
to heavy newspaper plugging by
studio ads in color for. first feature
and with holdovers in three <6ther

houses having its own way to

healthy $17,400. Last week,. 'Doctor,'

near record-breaker at $26,000.

I.:

a little tired of the stuff. Got
around $20,000, mild, on 'Desire'

(Par), plus John Boles on stage, last
week.
Fox (Indie) (5,000; 30-40-65)—

'Doetor' (20th) (2d- week) with
Eddie Bio- heading vaude. Forced
last-minute change in vaude- gave
house a tough break, but Dion.ne
film seems able to carry load for
about $1I,,000,. nice for second ses-
sion. Mustered nifty $33,000 last
week with Phil Baker on stage

t>

Downtown (F*KQ) (2,500; 30-40-
66)—'Annie' (Par). In face of
Hearst and other* attacks on West
pic,-' the opposish United Detroit
(Par subsld) shunted 'Annie' to
RICO'S showcase, where the gross
should hit a neat $12,000 and b. o.

HoUse, playing only RKO pix since
opening last fall, was tickled to
death to grab this pic, the only one,
besides Astalre-Rogers film, able to
draw at this off^the-beaten-path
house. Gathered about $6,500, oke,
last week on the third session of
'Fleet' (RKO.).

United Artists (United Detroit)
(•2,000; 30-40-65)—'Marie' (MG).
Getting a nice $12,000 current
Stanza and. figures to stay for an-
other week. .

- Oke $7,800 last- week
on 'Times* (UA) (3d week) follow-
ing two nice sessions.

' Adams (Balaban) (1.700; 25-40

—

'Invisible Bay' (U) and 'Gamble'
(Col), dual. Karloff draws well
h£re, and house is due for nifty
$5,600 this week. Oke $3,600 last
stanza, in face of strong opposish.
on 'Song and Dance' (20th) and
(Morgan' (Col).
State (United Detroit) (-3,000; 25-

40)-^'Monte Carlo' (WB). and 'Lady
in Scarlet' (Chesterfield), dual.
House doing steady biz again this
week after a. fall-off last stanza.
Good $4,500: due. Got £3^700 last,

session with 'Big House' (Metro)
and 'Man Hunt' (WB).
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M. Chaplin $11,

Holdovers; Palace,

on Loop

onTleetY

ve Stock

Chloago, March 17,

(Best Exploitation: Apollo)

Seme decline in the general

strength of the Loop this "Week, due

primarily to the number of houses

which are in their holdover -weeks—

'

Roosevelt with 'Lonesome Pine,'

United Artists ^th 'Modern-.

Times/ Garrlck with' 'Milky Way*

•and Palace with 'Follow the fleet.'

Both 'Pine' and 'Times' will- call

it runs on Saturday <21), having
gone three and tour weeks respec-

tively. 'Chaplin picture will move
over to the XSarrick for an addi-^

tlonal fortnight, In accordance with

the Balaban A K-atz contract guar-

antee for the flicker.

Chicago got away with prospects

for just a fair .week, despite the'

lineup of John Boles oh the stage

•and 'Petrified Forest' on -the .screen,

hut on Saturday ii4) the Chicago
Tribune hit wltJhi a. rave notice for

the flicker, which combined with

other flattening, reviews grave the

box office a healthy week-end im-
petus. Much is beihgf mafle of the

Bette Dttvis award for her work In

•Dangerous;' and she is toeing billed

above Leslie Howard.
Two vaudeville 'houses are set-

tling down currently, the Oriental

looklngr $16,000 'while the State-

Lake Is managing to keep on the

right side of the TSrook on a steady
gross.

1

t

'Pasteur* was a cinch for ex-

pToltatioh honors at the Apollo with
a terrific pre-eampaign by the
Hearst papers, but James Savage
added to the publicity wiltli, some
additional twists.

Estimate* for Ttfi Week.

Apollo (B&K) (1.M0; 25-35-55)—
'Pa*tfcur' (WBi>. Opened Saturday
(14) with chance for good coin, pos-

. sitoly $11,000. Getting strong night
play, but weak at matinees. Last
week; 'Round' (Col) finished to good
$5,500.

. Chisago (B&K) (3,94.0; 35-55-75)—^Forest' (WB) and «tage show,
John Boles headlining and account-
ing for good part *>f the gross; Pic-
ture building Steadily ana figures to

finish above $38/800. Last week
'Milky' (Par) struggled, to $31,000,

fair. ...
-GarricK (B&K) (900; 25-35-56)--

'Milky' (Par). Speond run and
likely to, do ^/fiOO, jgood. Last week
'Desire.' (Par) caine through to oke
$5,S00.

Oriental <B&K) <3,200; 25-35-40)
—•Ghosts' (Metro) and vaude. May
get up to oke $16,000 currently. Tom
Howard on sstage not helping. Last
woek 'Nayy WJfe' (20th) and Jaire
Withers ' in person zoomed take to
mighty $19,900.

Palace" (RKO) (2/500; 35-55-65)—
'Fleet' <KKO) .<2d week).. Hit good
$30,000 last week, "but that figure was
a . disappointment. House now be-
lieves it : could have> tione better if

vaudeville had been retained.
Around $21,000 currently, only fair.

Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 25-35-
«5)-^-'Pine' (Par) <2d week). Color
film doing- well, taking pleasant
$15,700 last week and will stick
above $10,000 currently on excellent
comments. Pressure of releases
forcing it out Saturday (21) for
'Rose Marie' (MG).
State- Lake (Jones) (2,7001 26-35-

40)—<Lone Wolf <Col) and vaude.
Sticking to profitable $13,000 cur-
rently. Last week 'Freshman Love"
(WB) plus N.T.G. revue smacking
$14,900. .

* United Artists <B&K-UA) (1,700;
35-55-75)—'Times' (UA) (4th week).
Will shift to Garrick Saturday (2i),
making room for 'These Three'
(UA). Chaplin will stick to $-11,000
currently, fine, after an excellent
$16,100 third.

week,
ciiic Fleet'

(Par) and 'Miss Pa-
(WB),

TOP HAT' TOPS B.0/S

IN SYDNEY; BIZ GOOD

Sydney,
t*iz is okay here for the big ones,

With 'Top' Hat' (RKO) Still tops.
'Broadway Melody" (MG) goes out

this week after a good run. with
'Mutiny on' the Bounty'' (MG) coin-
in? in, 'Vanessa' <MG) goes into its

second week on good femme biz.
and 'i Found Stella Parish' (WB)
is likely to get a fair run. 'Peter Ih-
betson" (Par) not so hot and out on
•second stanza. *So Rod the Rose'
(Par) will replace.
'Escapade' (MG) looks the goods

and ia se t, with 'Shipmates For-
ever' .(WE) n.g.

Other releases include 'Way Down
East' (Fox), 'Man of Iron' (WB).
™cir.an Wanted* (MO), 'Feather in

.Her Haf <CoI). "Dirty Work'
(GB)^ 'Metropolitan' (20th.) in fourth

Melbourne, Feb. 18.
Some nice pix screening here and

trade is keeping up well.
Current bills include* 'Cardinal

Richelieu' (UA), 'Love Me Forever'
(Col), 'Hands Across Table' (Par),
•Wanderer, '.or Wasteland' <Par),
'Married Her Boss" (Col), 'Passing
Third Floor' (GB), 'Live My Life'
(MG), 'Vanessa' (MG), 'Bad Boy'
(Fox), 'Keeper of Bees' (Mono) and
"Come Out of Pantry' (BD).

TAUNTS' S1S.400

a new high for this particular stand.
Howard Burkhardt had the Loew^
boys working overtime to get big
opening. Merchants co-operated
with some swell windows, and cu-
op ads. Town flooded with paper
of all kind, ana radio used plenty
to put over, campaign.

Estimates for This Week
Loew's State (3.200; 15-26-40)—

•Wife vs. Sec' (MG). Biggest open-
ing in months;' gross up to taiftv
$17,000. Last

. week 'Fauntleroy*
(UA) got a holiday break and the
kiddies, netting nice $12,500.

Strand {2.200; 15-25-40)—'This
Night' (Par) and .'Gamble' (Col).
Opening pace arid weekend rush
sure to -give this consistent spot at
least $7,500, okay. Last week
'Annie' (Par) and . 'Master's Voice'
(Par) eclipsed all else with a great
$14,800 for nine days.
FayV (1,600; 1-5 -25-40) -^Personal'

(U) and . 'Band Box Revue;' Good
show and, despite two-day opposish
at Albee, this old-time vaude stand
is hitting close to $7,000, excellent.
Last week 'Harrington' (WB). and
vaude good, too, at $6,40Q.
RKO Albee (2,500; 15-25r40>—

'Leathernecks' (Rep) and 'Folies
Oomique' oh stage, In for two days
only. Monday (16) 'Fleet' (RKO)
closed three and a half weeks; last
four days chalked up $2,000, mild.

ajestic (Fay) (2,200; 15-25-40)—
'Song and Dance' (20th) and 'Chan
at 'Circus* (20th). •Opposish and
other circumstances holding ^things
•down to around $0,000. Last; week
'Doctor' (20tli) on solo bill very nice
at $10,300.

•Buffalo, March 18.
(Best Exploitation; Strffjrfo)

Taluugs seem to have steadied
down considerably for the current
period

,
and are spreading out to all

box offices at fairly even levels. In
fact, four out of five downtown
houses are running neck and neck
with variations under a thousand
dollars.
'Fauntleroy' at the Buffalo is the

sole exception, the gross here run-,
•riing into a nice peak /and business
holding oh closely to preceding
week's figures.
Tie-up of 'Fauntleroy' with Gro-

ver Cleveland's birthday (18) proved
a. unique and suocossful exploitation
medium*. Plug came from the fact
that first Buffalo showing of 'Faun-
tleroy' was 50 years ago this week
when Cleveland, a Buffalonian, was
president. Historic archives were
unearthed tleing in pictures of
Cleveland's home and offices and
facsimile of program of 'Fauntle-
roy's' first Buffalo theatre showing.
Special play was made for teachers
and schools with,a special screening
and solicitation of &11 prlncipalsand
teachers calling attention to the ed-
ucational arid historic angles of the
-picture.

Estimates for This Week I

Buffalo ( hea) :

(3,000; 30-4O-50l)—
'Fauntleroy' ( UA ) . Picked up
strongly after mild opening day and
looks to get up to $15,000. Last week
'Doctor*. <20th) went askew at just
ove-r $14,000.
Hipp (Shea) (2,400: 25-40)—'Hap-

pen' (20th). Looks like a normal or
sub-normal week here with pros-
pects hot. indicating anything bet-,

ter than $6,000. Last week, "Wife,
vs. See' <MG). moved in here from
the. Buffalo, did okay.$7.'I00.

Great Lakes (Shea) (3,400: 25-40)
—'Times'

V(UA). Holding over for
satisfactory showing and should do
$7;000. Last wee'.:, nice though not
sensational at $12,300.
Century (Shea) (3,400: 25) —

Hostess' (WB) and 'Human' (RKO).
Running along at average $6,000.

Last week 'O'Dav' (20th) and *Great
Life' (Par) satisfactory at $6,300.

Lafayette (Ind.) (3,400; 25)—
'Grand Exit' (Col) and 'Clairvoyant'

(G-B). Things subsiding here after

a month of neat grosses.. This one-

looks aimed at about $6,500. Last
week 'Invisible Ray' (U) and 'Night

Out' (U). Strong opening helped
for over $8,000.

•NIGHT - GAMBLE' COMBO

$7,500 IN PROVIDENCE

Providence. Marcn" 17.

(Best Exploitation: Loew's)

Records are falling in Providence
this weelc. 'Wife vs. Secretary,' at

Loew's, moving at a fast pace, with

house figuring on at least $17,000

after a peppy opening.
'Give Us This Night,' on same bill

with 'Don't Gamble With Love,' at

Strand, is the No. 2 attraction,

while Fay's, with 'Don't Get Per-

sonal' screen and variety show, will

probablv cop third honors,.
Albce's pretty well tangled up

this week, three different shows to

he seen there before the stanza is

over. 'Follow the Fleet' was yanked
vesterday (Monday) after three and

a half weeks. Stage show. 'Folies

Comiciue.' and 'LeJithcrnc<-ks I»:ive

Landed' substituted for two days
onlv.- Thursday (19) .starts new bill

of pictures only. Trailing the field

is 'Song an a nee Man' at Ma-
jestic.

Loew'.- had Die field pretty well

to itself in plugging 'Wife vs, See.'

Othoi- publicity departments quiet,

except Albee, which worked hard
to put over SFolies Cornique.' Jjnily

wns mostly ennrcntrated in news-
papers, advertising lineage hitting

WITH BTAST

Strike Over, Weather Better, B'way

OK: Dionnes Nice $85,680 1st Week,

Klondike Annie' 50G, Breakfast' 40€

St. Louis, :March 17.

<>B«st £xiplDi<t«ti<Hi: -Sfiiibert-flialto.)

Theatre managers are authority

for statement that business, during
the last three weeks has been the

worst, for similar period, during

past several years, despite .stellar

attractions 3n almost every first run
house in town. To Lent is attributed
the 'calise, and wrinkled foreheads
will probably not disappear until'
after Easter.
•Country Doctor! Is doing well at

the- huge Pox, leading the town in
b.o. take last week and doing satis-
Xactory business on the holdover.
'Wife Vs.. Secretary' at Loew's also
held over, although neither attrac-
tion is doing the business antici-
pated.
Shubert Is getting a nice share

with 'Lonesome Pine.' Orpheum with
a xiualer, after three weeks of
'Fleet,' will do much better than
last week ot holdover.
Ambassador. , with Ed Lowry and

amateurs, Will have a good week,
while Missouri doesn't figure to hit
the $5,000 mark for mediocre busi-
ness.
Grand Opera House, only theatre,

presenting vaudeville, has switched
from the Cushmau Circuit to. Billy
Diamond of Chicago for its shows,
and expects to pick up ^in business
which, thus far, has been only a
trifle above what the weekly nut
calls for.

B. F. 'Dinty" Moore and Homer
Harmon, of Shubert -Rialto, staged
a neat campaign for 'Pine.'

Estimates for This Week
Fox (F&M) (5.0SS; 25-35-55)—

2nd week 'Doctor' (20 th) and
•Tango' -<Maj.). Quins are holding
own and should have no trouble
doing $11,600 for splendid -second
week. First week finished with
$15,400.
Ambassador (F&M) <3,018: 25-

35-40X—'Breakfast' (U) and Ed
Lowry on stage with amateurs.
Pointing, to a good $13,500. Last
wecli 'Devil's Island' (Col) and
'Intrigue' (Col) and Ed Lowry on
stage. Wound up with $12,700.

S'hubert-Rialto (WB) U.725; 5-

35-55)—'Pine' (Par). Nice .
at

$11,200. Last week 'Bet' (RICO)
and 'Man Hunt' (WB) satisfactory
at $7,200.
Orpheum <XVB) (1,950; 25-S3-

55)—'This .
Night' <Par) and

'Boulder Dam' (WB). Set for

$8,800. good. Last week 'Fleet'

(RKO) (3d). Populace grew a

trifle tired of 'Fleet' and third week
mustered only $5,200.

Loew's (Loew) (3.1G2; 25-35-
55)-^- (2d week) 'Wife vs. Sec'

(MG), Doing no better than others
at present and $11,800 for second
week will be fair. First week
about $15,000, much less than ex-
pected.

Missouri (F&M) (3,514: 2.' -4-0)

•Pro Soldier' (roth) and 'My Mar-
riage' (20th), dual. Doesn't figure

for better than $4,70.1. pmr. Las*
week 'Pink' (UA) and 'Dangerous
Waters' (U), helped house to good
$5,^00.-

Grand Opera House (Ind) (2.20'i:

15-25-35)—'Lady In Searlet' (Ch"si

Ahd vaudeville. Will be satisfied

witn i2,5wiF luis \vi«t-n. .i<n'i ,,c...

(FD) and vaudeville l^ist vseelc

finished with poor $2,700.

(Best Exploitation: u*ic Hall)

Three new pictures are tearing

down the stretch this- week closely

bunched at the payoff wire. They
are 'Country. Doctor,' 'Klondike
Annie' Ahd 'Love Before Break-
fast.' These three will finish nicely

in the money, with the rest of. the
field at their, heels and some of the
contestants, pretty (far behind. With
the building service stinke partially
settled and weather getting a bit

better, the conditions currently
are rather favorable. There was a
notable fall-off all over, town Mon-
day night (16), due in the opinion of

the managers to the probability that
most folks had a big weekend.
The Dionne quins are drawing

mtrch better on matinees than at
nights, with the flaps and their boy
friends favoring the Mae West and
'Love Before: Breakfast; pictures in

the evenings. However, 'Doctor'
will /end its first week at $85,000,

under advance anticipations but
plenty good. It stays a second
week. The Hall just finished three
weeks of 'Follow the Fleet,' total
21-day take being $241,600, a lot of
bucks.

'Doctor' started off good and has
held its pace, with good afternoon
weather helping It a lot. 'Klonr
dike' played to a $4,300 Tuesday
night {10) preview and on its first

week looks $50,000 or thereabouts,
with the Fred Waring orchestra ih
the pit helping to boot this one
home. An indication of what the
Warihgs mean, in the face of bad
reviews for 'Annie,' may be gath-
ered froiri fast La West's last,. 'Goin'
to Town/ without ^anything living in
the theatre and. on better notices,
grossed $35,000. On the other hand,
the 'Klondike Annie' notoriety is

deemed an asset. 'Annie' stays &
second and possibly a third week.
Right up there with the first two

sprinters is Roxy's 'Love Before
Breakfast,' favored to hit .^4.0,000,

and holds.
1 Pinky Tom'lin, on stage,

how! in his third week, remains also.
Among the also-rans the best, in

line with comparative grosses, is

'Tough Guy* at the Rialto, which
will- nab $8,800 or so oh the week.
"Tiobin- Hood of El Dorado,' on the
course at the Capitol, is. running
sluggishly and doesn't appear over
$20,000. 'Son^r and Dance Man' will
lose money for the Center at only
around $7,000, which equals the hew
low of $7,000 -set last week by 'Voice
of Bugle Ann,' House may close
short] v.

'Colleen* is on Its second (final

V

we* 1 - the Strand. It got a pretty
good $26,100 first week, but on hold-
over, with stiff oopbsilion, won't he
over $15,000. 'Brides Are Like
That' opens Saturday (21). Final six
days on sixth week for 'Modern
Ti*rres' ending ia^t night <Tues.),
S15.000. 'These Tlu'ee' opens at the
Riv today (Wed.),
Much advance work figured in the

merchandising of 'Country Doctor,*
the campaign on this picture ton-
ning the job dore by Paramount in
behalf of Mae West, who was shut
out of local Hearst sheets.

Estimates for This Week
Astor (1.012; 25-85-55)—'Rhodes'

fQB) (2d run). Arrived here Fri-
day (13) direct from two w**eks at
Roxy and okay at $7,000. Will he
kept here as Inner ps showing *>ro fit.

f-aist week 'Pov-xleWT"»ke Range'
(RKO") got $5,000, mild.
Caoitol (4^6''.0: 25-35-65-85-S1.25)

—'Robin Hood' (MG). Warn«r B«x-.
ter picture not pullfnff; a mild $20.-

000 will be top". Last week, second
tor 'Wife vs. Secretary' (MG) just
over $10,000.
Center (X525; 25-35-£5-85-$i.10>—

'Song and Dance Man' (20th). Show-
In? nothing at all, around S7.000.

This would equal new low of $7,000

last we^k on 'Bugle Ann' <MG);
Reported house may shutter soon if

not improving. Goes legit in the
Call, regardless.

Palaci (1,700: 25-35^55)—'Petri-
fied Forest' (WB) (2<1 run), and
'Every Saturday Night' (20th) (1st

run), dual. Faces figure . of under
SO.000. not so good. Last week's pair,

'Shark Iflland' <20th) and 'Farmer
In Dell' (RKO), latter on first rUn,
got across the $9,000 figure;
Paramount (3.664: 25-

,

35-55') —
'Klondike Annie' (Par) and Fred
Waring band in pit. In. spite of
poorlsh notices and comment on
oicture, pull is mighty good; $50.-

000 or a bit over first week. Holds
second f.nd possibly third week.
Final (3rd) weak of * 'Lonesome
Pine' (Par), in ahead. $24,000.
Radio City Mirsic Hall (5.089: 40-

00-S5-ii0-Cl.l0-$1.65) — 'Country
Doctor' (20th) and sttnre show.
Dionne feature blc; on mats, fair on
evening?, but will get up to good
S83.000. Stays a second week. Last
week. $60,000 on third week of 'Fol-

low Fleet' (RKO). Second week was
*7.''.<!00 'and first $103,500. ihe run
adding- up to smash $241,600.'

Rial'co (750; 25-40-65) —

<3uy ? <MG) . Louis-McAvoy fight

pictures may be. helping a bit, here
for a week indicating $S,«00, pretty

good. Last week's tenant, *3 God-
fathers' (MG), $8,000;

flivoli (2,092; 40-75-99)—^Modern
Times' (Chaplin-UA) (6th-final

week). On six days of final <6th)
week ending last night $15,000. Pic-
ture now goes to Loew houses.
Fifth week was $25,000. 'These
Three' (UA) opens this, morning
(Wed.). , .

Roxy (5,836; 25-35-56)—<'Love Be-
fore Brealtfast' <U) and stage, show
which includes Pinky Tomlin on.,

third week. Getting tremendous play,
chances being good for $40,000. Last
week, second for 'Rhodes* (GB),
•$23,600; okay. 'Breakfast' holds over,
together with Tomlin who may be-
come a fixture here. House believes
he has drausht.
•Strand <2,7t67; 35-55-65-85)—'Col-

leen' (WB) (2nd week). Unlikely
to hit over -$15,000 on holdover. First
week, $26,100, pretty good. 'Brides
Are Like That' (WB) slips in
Saturday morning (21);
State (3,450; 35-5.5-75) — 'Ghost

Goes West* (UA) and vaude. Odd si

against house going over $'20,000

this week. Arthur (Street Singer)
Tracy and Herman Timberg are on
•the vaude bill. Last week "-Anything
Goes' (Par) and -the Jack Benny
unit tapered off to $ 83,000 but big.
Final two days probably hurt a bit
by opening of .'Klondike ^.nnie' and
Waring band at the Par.

AND HOLDS

INK.C.

Kansas City, March 17.

(Best Exploitations Newman)
Steadiest play on the street is at

the Newman with ''Lonesome P4ne
f

*

which opened March 10 and con-

tinued strong over the weekend for

a holdover. Earl Carroll's 'Vanities'

unit was played up. strong by tho
Malnstreet, ih connection with 'Love
on a Bet,' and getting nice busi-
ness. 'Prisoner of Shark Island,' at
the Midland, opened fair.

'Shew Them No Mercy' started
nicely, at the Uptown, in fact the
best since the house changed to a
straight 25c admission, and 'Widow
of MOnte Carlo' *and a stage show
are close to normal at the Tower»
For 'Pine' the Newman really

stepped out. Publicity' was started
several weeks in -advance with wpe»
clal readers and art in the papera.

A number of windows with stills

and special displays attracted at-
tention; attractive bulleUns were
placed in the numerous schools, a
teletype machine in the lobby with
special messages to the patrons
caused added interest, and plugs
over two radio stations kept the
picture before the ether fans. These
and a ntmber of other stunts save
the picture lots of advertising, and
it counted.

„ Estimates for Thia W«*k
Mainfrlraet <RKO) (3,200; 25-35-

50)—'Bet' (RKO) and 'Vanities'

unit. The girl show given plenty
of publicity and opened nicely. Ex-
pected to get $19,000, big. Last
week 'Fleet' < 2d week), $7,000, nice.
Midland (Loew) (4,000; 25r40)—

'Shark Island' (20th). Just fair at
the start and over the weekend for
around $10,000, not so good. Last
week, 'Wife vs. Sec.r <MG) «ased
off a little the last three days, after
a sensational start, but finished
with $19,000, big.

Newman (Par) (1,900; 25-40)—
' ine' (Par). Looks close to $13;OO0,

big, and holds over.
Tower (ReWot) (2,200; 25-35)—

'Monte Carlo' (WB) and 'Rhythm'
unit, on stage. Opened nicely <and
getting $6,500, nice. Last week
'Lady of Secrets' /Col), failed to
keep up opening pace and returned
only $5,C0O, not so good. In an at-
tempt to increase the regular pat-
ronage, Manager Jo'fec is offering
a free ticket to any poison who has
not been in the house in six months.
The offer was in a nifty display ad
in the Sunday Star.
Uptown (Fox) (2,040; 25)—'Mercy"

(20th). Best opening business. since
house went to a quarter at all

times, and management expects to

take close to $4,000, good. Last,

week 'Breakfast' (UV Ijekl for eight

days and turned in $3,100, nice
Ktortihc March 21 house haf
'Country Doctor' (£0th) for a run

'Tough 1 and will return to a 40c top at night.
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ANNIE' 13G

IN CINCY

Comparative Grosses for Feknary

Total estimated grosses during February for towns and houses listed

as previously reported weekly. Dates given are the closing days of tne

week

NEW YORK

Cincinnati, March 17.

(Best Exploitation: Palace)

Neat b. o. bulge for the main
liners, by and large, over Jast week.
For first money 'Little Lord Faurit-
leroy,' with a $14,000 tug at. the
Palace, is outglitterlng 'Klondike
Annie' by $1,000 on its eight-day
stay at the Albee. 'Love Before
Breakfast' is a real appetizer for

the- Lyric at $6,500 and Keith's is

holding to its level with $4,600 on
It Had to Happen.' •

'Faunfleroy'. romped home with
press laurels and was treated to a
hefty build-up by extra ad space In

the dailies.
Estimates for This Week

Palace (RKO) (2,600; 35-42)—
•Fauhtleroy' (UA). A click $14,000.

Last week "Doctor' (Fox), $14,500,

ducky,
Albee (RKO) (3,300.; 35-42)—

Annie' (Par), eight days, Tolerable
nuggets for Mae West at $13,000,

Last week 'Shark Island' (20th),

$11,000, okay.
Shubert (RKO) (2,1505 35-55)—

'Bugle Ann' (MG) and 'Let's Swing
If unit. Slow, $10*500. Last week
•Matthews' (Col) arid Ben Lyon and
Bebe Daniels, $10,000,

Lyric (RKO) (1,400; 35-42)—
•Breakfast' (U). Carole .Lombard
the tugger for sweet $6,500.. Last
week 'Ghost' (UA), $4,600,

Capitol (RKO) (2,000; 35-42)—
•Doctor' (Fox)* Moved over from
Palace. - At $4,500, all right. Last
Week 'Wife vs. Sec' (MG), second
downtown week, $4;500. •

Keith's (Libson) (1,500; 30-40)—
'Happen' (20th). Normal $4,500.

Last week 'Boulder Dam' (WB),
ditto.
Grand (RKO). (1,200; 25-40)—

•Fleet' (RKO ) . Held over,, for fourth

downtown week, $2,500, good. Last
week $3,600.

Family (RKO) (16-25)
— 'Drift

Fence' (Par) arid, 'Dangerous
Waters' (IT), separate. A' level $2,-

100: Last week .'Song of Saddle'

(WB) and 'My Marriage? (Fox),

divided, $1,900.

Strand (Ind) (1,300; ' 15-25)—
Irish Eyes' (Rep), bolstered with
•Federal - Agent' (Rep). In last fralf

tit dual draw, but limp at $1,300.

Last week 'Alice Adams' ,
(RKO),. a

returner, $1,600.

'SEC $11,800, SEATTLE;

* W01 ON 2D

Seattle, .March

(Best Exploitati Rex).

Holdover* rule the roost. - Mae
West's 'Annie* holds for. a second
ai;6rpheum, where usual plan is to

iribve over to Blue Mouse.- But at-
tacks on- pic, arid vhouse rioihadmitr'
ting those under. 16, without parents,
Whetted' appetites 'arid biz ' was'
strorig. 'poetor' moves from Fifth
for run at Musle Box. "Fleet' was
good - enough at B.M. to hold 4rito

\ third week.:; .

'
i'

1 Best exploitation of - week went to
Re5j, with .'Laughing Irish EyesK

' a
•..natural for St. Patrick's day. fPost-

• cards .sent to leading Irish citizenry,

;,Window displays and'-Western Union
* greeting, tieup, . arid usual, classified
gags iri local newspapers, where
ducats go to those finding their
names.

Estimates for This Week)
Blue Mouse (Hamrlck)'- (900; 57-

•37-42).—'Fleet! - (RKO): (3d week).
Still okay . at $3,600. Last week,
$4,600. big.-
Colieeum (Evergreen). (1,800; 21-

32).—'Bride' (Par) and 'O'Day)
Fox), dual. Average money, $3,100.
Last week, 'Collegiate' (Par), and
'Mercy' (20th) no go, five days and
out to $1,800.

Fifth Ave. ( vergreen) (2.400;
27-37-42).—'Wife vs. Sec,' (Metro).
Taking okay $11,800. Last week,
•Doctor* (20th), $11,500, good.

' Liberty (J-vH) (1,900; 11-16-27).
—'Morgan' (Col) and 'Sinners*
(Rep), dual. Good for $3,800. Last
week. 'Next' (Col) and 'Cattle
Thief (Col), dual, $3,200, okay.

Music Box (Hamrlck) (900; 27-
37-42).—'Doctor' (20th). Moved from
Fifth Ave. and seeing $5,000 here.
Last week, 'Marie' (MG), 5th and
final week, $3,600; big start to. fin-
ish.

Orpheum (I-Tamrick) (2 700: 27-
37-42).—'Annie' (Par) CJd wp-ek).
Headed for good $6,000. Last week,
$11,700. great.
Paramount (Evergreen) (3.10G:

21-27-32). — 'Boulder Dam' (WB)
and 'Bohemian* (MG). dual. Doing
well. $4,300. Last week, 'Yellow
Dust' (RKO) and 'Melody* (UA),
dual, $3,400. slowl
Rex (Sterling) (1.400; 16-21-32).—

•Irish Eyes' (Rep) and vaude. En-
larged newspaper campaign and
heavy exploitation account' for $3,-
600,' but more was expe'oted^ Last
week. 'Oregon Trail* (Rep)> and
•tage show, $3,300, good.

BOSTON

Feb. 6 Feb, 13 Feb. 20 Feb. 27

MUSIC
HALL

(5,080; 40-60-86-

vv)

High. $134,800
Low.. 44,000

Next Time
We Love
. $66,000

(Stage Show)

Petrified
Forest
$80,000

Forest
$55,000

(2d week)

Follow The
Fleet .

$103,600 .

PARA-
MOUNT

v>,uih; ^o-ijo-ou-

85)

High. $103,000
Low. ; 8,000

Collegiate
'

$25,000*

(Hal Kemp
Orch.)

(2d week)

Anything
Goes

441 AAA

(Ishani Jones
Orch.)

.

Goes
$26,000,

(Tfiham Jones
Qrcb.)

(2d week)

Lonesome
•Pine
$51,000

(Eddy Duchiri
• Orch.)

ROXY
(0,886; 28-36-50)

High.$173,650
Low.. 5,200

King of
Damned
"$26,500

(Stage Show)

Mr. Hobo
$30,200

It Had to
Happen
$30,200

Don't Get
Personal
$38,200

(Major Bowes
Ams)

CAPITOL
(4,620; 25-35-65-

85)

High.$110,400
Low. . 10,000

Rote
Marie
$60,000

Marie
$46,000

(2d week)

Marie
$25,000

(3d week)

Music Goes
Bound
$17,000

STRAND
(2,707; 35-56-65-

85)

High. $81,200
Low.. 6.500

Ceiling
Zero

$21,200
(3d week)

Louis
Pasteur
$35,000

Pasteur
$26,000

(2d week)

Road
Gang
$23,100

CHICAGO
Feb; 6 - Feb. 13 Feb. 20 Feb. 27

CHICAGO
(4,000; 35-55-75)

High. $75,000
Low.. 18,500

King of
Burlesque
$43,500
(Fred
Waring
Orch.)

(Stage Show)

Anything
Goes v

$40,000
(Fred

Waring)

Ceiling
Zero

936,700

. Ah,
Wilderness

$31,500

PALACE
(2,500: 25-35-55-

65)

High. $34,700
Low,. 7,000

Next Time
We Love
$13,400
(Vaude)

Lady
Consents
$17,900

Another -

Face
$13,300

' Muss 'Em
Up

$16,900
•

UNITED
ARTISTS

(1,700; 45-55-75)

High; $43,500
Low.. 3.300

Strike Me
Pink

. $9,800
(2d week)

Ghost Goes
West
$9,800

Ghost
.$6,000,

(2d week)

Modern
Times
$22,900

LOS ANGELES
Feb. 6 T Feb. 13 Feb. 20 Feb. 27

DOWN-
TOWN

(1.800; ' 30-85-40)

High. $38,500
Low. . 1.700

Ceiling
Zero

: $11,500

Zero
$7,300.

(2d week)

Petrified
Forest
$8,800

Forest
$7,200

(2d week)

HOLLY-
WOOD

(2,756; 23-35-40-

65)

High. $37,800
Low.. 2,400

Ceiling
Zero

$10,000

Zero
$5,000

(2d week)

Petrified
Forest
$10,500

Forest
$6,600

(2d week)

PARA-
MOUNT

(3,505; 50-40-65)

High. $57,200
Low.. 5,600

Rose of
Rancho
$15,35(1

(Stage Show) 1

Milky
Way

$21,000

Lady of
Secrets and
Her Master's

Voico
. . $14,100.

'• Music Goes
Round
$16,500

STATE
;(?.024; • .80-40-55)

High. $48,000
Low. . 4,900

Rose
Marie
$20,000

r

Riff Raff
and 3 Live

Ghosts
$10,000 '

(Split) .

'- Modern •'

.

Times
$18,200

•Times'
$12,500

(2d week)

WASHINGTON
Feb. 6 Feb.. 13 Feb. 20, Feb. 27

EARLE
(2,424 ;-. 23-33?40-

60-70)

High.. $27,000
Law.. :fl,000

' Ceiling '
~

. Zero
" $20,000

(Vaude)

Lady of
Secrets
•.$'17,000 '

...

(Rlcardo
'

. Cortez)

. Petrified
Forest.

. $18,500/.

(Ben.Lybns-
Bebe Daniels)

Millions ~in
•:, Air-'?

$20,000
(Wayne

' riKIng)

<FOX
(3,434 j' 2,"5.35-CO>

High; ,$41,500
Lovy,. 11,006

•>; 11 <

Exclusive
Story

- $23,000
. (Hollywood

Revue).,

,

/Stage Show)

Tough
Guy

$16,000

It Had to
Happen
$20,000
'(Dave
Appolon
Unit).

MiJky
. Way

$19,500

KEITH'S,
(1,830; . 23-35-C0)

High. $26,500
Low... -3,000

Fang and -

- Claw
$8,000.

(Frank ./Buck
. 2' days)

Next Time .

We Love
$9,000

Lady
•ConsentsV

$9,000

Ghost Goes
West;
$14,000

; .PALACE '',

{2.363; 2G-3JVQ0)

High'. $32,000
Low. . 6,000

Strike Me
Pink
$14,000

.Pink
"$7,-500.

(2d week)

Rose.
Marie
$23,500" .

,-• Marie
$16,0(J0

(2d week) -

COLUMBIA
a,'833f 25-40)

High. $1.9,003
Low.. 1,000

Tale 2
Cities
$7,000

(3d week)

2 Cities

, $4,300
(4th week)

Bride 'Come6
Home arid -

Little
America
$6.000

:

Strike Me
Pink
$4,500

BROOKLYN
Feb. 6 Feb. 13 Feb. 20 1 Feb. 27

FOX
(4,000; 25-35-43)

High. $48,600
Low.. 8,900

Dancing
Lady and
Murder Dr.

Crespi
$11,000

Dangerous
.
Waters arid
Lone Wolf
Returns
$13,000

King of
Damned and
Ring ' Arouri.c

oon
$9,000

Mr. Hobo
and

My Marriage
$14,000

ALBEE
(3.500; 25-35150)

High. $45;000
Lew.. 2,500

Sylvia
Scarlett and
Annie Oakley

$12,000

Next Time
We Love
and Paddy

O'Day
• $10,500

Prof. Soldier
and

Chatterbox
$13,000

Lady
Consents .and
Muss 'Em Up

$12,500

PARA-
MOUNT

1-1,0(10;' •J5-.".5-50)

High. $57,800
Low.. e.eoi

Ceiling
Zero

$28,500
(11 days)

- Collegiate
$12,500

Collegiate
$12,000

(2d week)

Louis
PasteUr
$21,000

(9 days)

METRO-
POLITAN

i3,400.; 25-35-50)

High. $39,0OC
Low. . 10,000

Exclusive
Story and

Chas. Chan's
Sec rot
$12,000

King of
Burlesque

and
Whipsaw
$18,000

Strike Me
Pink

$16,000

Rose
Marie
$17,000

STRAND
(2,000; .25-35-10)

High. $28,500
Low. . 2,500

It's a Great
Life and
Hard

Harriqan
$4,000

Widow from
Monte Carlo

and
Moonlight
on Prairie

$5,000

Man Hunt
and '

Tango
$4,000

Dan
Matthews
and Her,.
Masters
Voice
$4,000

. Feb. 6 . Feb. 13 Feb. 20 Feb. 27"""

KEITH
MEMORIAL
(2,000; 25-35-30)

High. $43,000
Low.. 4,000

Ghost Goes
West
$17,600

Ghost
$7,000

(6 days 2d
week)

Lady
Consents
$7,500

(9 days)

Follow the*
Fleet

$36,800

STATE
(3,200 ; 25-35-40r

50)

High. $29,000
Low.. 4,000

Prof. Soldier
and

Exclusive
Story
$12,700

Rose
Marie
$17,000

Marie
$10,000

- (2d week)

It Had te~
Happen ana
Dangeroui
Intrigue
$9,000

.

METRO-
POLITAN

(4,200;' 85-50-05)

High. $67,000
Low.. 11.500

Milky
Way

$19,000
(Rlcardo

'

Cortez)
(Stage Show)

Petrified
Forest
$23,600
(Tom

Howard)

Loui»
Pasteur
$42,300
(John
Boles)

First a
Girl

$25,300
(Wallace
, Beery)

PROVIDENCE
Feb. 6 Feb. 13 Feb. 20 Feb. 27

~*

STATE
(8,200; 15-26-40)

High. $29,000
Low.. 2,500

Exclusive
Story and
Last of
Pagans
$8,300

flote
Marie
$16,600

Marie
$10,000

(2d week)

It Had to™
Happen and
Tough Guy

$12,000

MAJESTIC
(2,200; 15-25-40)

High r

. $17,500
Low.. 2,600

Ceiling Zero
and

Freshman
'Love
$10,000

King of
Burlesque

and
My Marriage

$8,500

Petrified
Forest arid
Widow from
Monte Carlo

$7,000

Louis
Pasteur apd

B'way'
Hostess
$7,500 .

STRAND
(2,200; 15-25-40)

High. $18,000
Low.. 2,000

Anything
Goes and

It's a Great
Life

$8,900

Lady of

•

Secrets and
First a Girl

$6,000

Milky Way
and

Nevada
$9,000

Musio GoefT
Round arid

Leavenworth
Case
$8,000-

—ALBEE
(2,500; 15-25-40)

High. $20,000
Low.. 1,900

Ghost Goes
West and
Girl Who
Came Back

$4,400

- -Next - Time
We Love
and Muss
'Em Up
$2,600

(6 days)

Lady
Consents and
Yellow Dust

$7,500

Follow the'
Fleet

$14,000

PORTLAND, ORE.
Feb. 6 Feb. 13 Feb. 20 Feb. 27

BROAD-
WAY

. (2,000; 26-40)

High. $21,000
Low.. 2,500

Tough Guy
$7,200
(Jackie
Cooper)-
(Rin-Tin-

«••»'. Jr.-'*

Ceiling
Zero
$5,800

Ah,
Wilderness

$6,800

Wilderness
$4,800

(2d week) *

UNITED
Artists
(1,000; 25-40)

High. $13,200
Low .

.' 1^00

Strike Me
Pink
$9,600

(12 days)

Rose •

Marie
$8,700

Mario
$6,000

(2d week)

Marie
$3,700

(3d week)

PARA-
MOUNT

(3.000 ; 25-40)

High. $16,000
Low. . .

3,000

Rose of
Rancho
$4,700

Anything
Goes ana
Chatterbox

$4,800

Milky Way
arid

Fang and
Claw
$6,200

Lady
Consents and

It Had to

Happen
$4,700

TACOMA
MUSIC
BOX

(1,400; 10-27-37)

High. $10,500
Low;. 1,100

ROXY
(1,300; 10-27-37)

High. $7^00
Low.. 2,000

Feb. 6

Strike Me
Pink
$4,400

Tale
2 Cities
$4,600

Feb. 13

Capt.
Blood
$4,100

Splendor
and

Bengal
$3,700

Feb. 20
If You Could
Cook' and
We're Only
Human
$3,000

Perfect
Gentleman

aijd
Dangerous

$2,000
(5 days)

Feb. 27

Ceiling Zero 1

and
Two in Dark:

$3,900

Rose \<

Marie I
$6,800

(9 days)
nn

BUFFALO
Feb. 6 Feb. 13 • Feb. 20 Feb. 27

BUFFALO
.(3tf0fl; 30-40-50)

High. $42,000
Low. . :

. 8,300

Lady
Consents
$8,300

Petrified
Forest
$9,000

Rose
Marie
$13,600

Milky •

Way "v
$9,300

"CENTURY''
3,40&;; 2$)

High. $21,000
Low

. , 3U2D0

Millions
In Air.
arid

; Dr.^-

Harrigan
$5,900'

> . Fanq and
Claw
$5,800'

. 'Stars Over
B'way and
Nevada
$6,300

Tough ,.GuV

'

and'
Freshman-, v

Love
$5,600

HIPP
(2,400 25-40)

High. $22,000
Low.., 3,600

Rose of
-Rancho
$6,600.

.

3 Live
Ghosts, arid

Last of
Pagans
V$4.400

.

Exclusive
Story and

Uncle
Dudley

, $7,300

Ghost Goes

,

West
$6,40.0 i

DENVER
Feb.'* Feb. 13 Feb. 20 Feb. 27 . .

DENHAM
(1.500; 25-35-40)

High.- $16,000
Low,. .1.700

Milky Way
and

Anything
Goes
$6,000.

(Split week)

' Milky
Way
$6,000

(2d week)

Her Master's
Voice
$9,000-

(Major Bowes
Ams)

Klondike
Annie
$13,000 ,

t'

DENVER
(2.500; -25^35-40)

High. $27,700
Low.. 3,000

Strike Me
Pink
$S,000

Ceiling
Zero
$6,500

Petrified
Forest
$7,000

Modern
Ti mea
$12,000

ORPHEUM
(2,600; 25r33-40)

High. $20,000
Low . . 2,000

Rose
Marie
$14,000

Marie
$5,000

(2d week)

Exclusive
Story
$4,000

Lady
Consents

$.6,500

PARA-
MOUNT

(2,000; 25-40)

High. $221000
Low.. 1.200

Danger© us
$3,000

Strike Me
Pink
$2,500

— -- - '-
-

'

Dr. Harrigan
and.

Freshman
Love

.

$2,500

Gallant
Defender
and Lone

Wolf Return*
$2,500

CINCINNATI
Feb. 6 Feb. 13 Feb. 20 Feb. 27

ALBEE
(3,300; 35-42)

High. $35,500
Low.. 5,800

Rose
Marie
$23,000

Petrified
Forest
$114100

Next Time
We Love
$5,500

(5 days)

Follow the
Fleet
$26,000

(9 days)
PALACE

(2,000; 05--J2)

High. $28,000
Low . . 4,500

Prof.
Soldier
$11,000

Milky
Way

$11,700

Anything
Goes

$12,000

Lady
Consents
$S,000

LYRIC
(1,400; 25-40).

High. $26,900
Low.. 2i50Q

Chas. Chan's
Secret
$3,560'

i)

Last of
Pagans
$3,500

Sylvia
Scarlett
$6,000

Invisible 1

Ray
$4,000 |

KEITH'S
(1,500 ; 30-40)

High. $22,100
Low'. . 3,000

Ceiling
Zero

• $3,500
(2(l.\veek)

Lady of
Secrets
$3,500

Exclusive
Story
$5,500

Louis
P-asteur
$6,C00

.(Continued on -page 12).
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in'Sec* Leads Boston at

2 Houses; Tarmer'-Bellamy P.A. 18G

Boston, March 17.
(Best Exploitation: Keith's) .

'Wife vs. Secretary' is! cleaning 'tip

here and the rest of the screen fare
will take back-seat money this week.
Should sum up $40,000 or better at
the Orph and State. 'Desire,' at
the Met, bolstered by Louis Arm-
strong and Mills Bros", on 'stage, win
satisfy with about $29*000. tPleet'

holds over at Memorial for fourth
frami; and. indicates $8,500,

'

Keith-Boston promises $18,500 for
* 'Farmer in ' the Dell' and Ralph
Bellamy in person. .-'Klondike An-
nie,' doing: a second run on a dual
bill at the Par and Fenway, is still

feeling the spur of:, the- reverse
Hearst .'knopk-' " and trade-, is :good'
at both .spots.' . 'Pasteur' on double
bill at the Scollay. is a tftuv^rrinrier,
but. doing average biz., : .1

''

Ja,pk Granara, Jo,e Ehrlich and
dharlie Patterson dug, in for Keith

. . exploitation , this week on . three an- •

gles. .Oil' Bellamy's p.a. the boys
lined up interviews and news photo
breaks. Also got some extra space
on ni$ appearance at "fte opening of
a new dress shop. '. On 'Fleet' the
discovery of _ a *Harriet HililardJ
carnation developed locally proved
a natural for a story and lobby tie-
up. On the current, issue of 'March
of Time,' in which New England
Ashing gets a big play, the ~ crew
went to town on special exploitation.
Held a press preview to: emphasize i

the importance of the fishing indus-
try sequence; distrlbutedNsome guest
tickets to fishermen lat Fish Pier;
tied up with chain stores; arranged
a newsboy tieup. Biggest flash was
the lobby display worked out by
George French and Cyl-Champlln
dramatizing' . the trade mark of
'Time' and highlighting the three
sequences on a revolving globe of
the. world. In relief.. Eclipses any
lobby piece turned out here lately.

Estimates for This Week
Orpheum (Loew) (3,000; 25-35-

40-50)—'Wife vs. Sec' (MG). Plenty
big at $22,000. Last week 'Fauntle-
roy' (UA) skidded to an immature
$12,800, drawing heavy matinee but
light evening biz.

State. (Loew) (3,200; 25-35-40-60)—'Wifeys, Sec' (MG). Registering
here also. Will hit $18,000 or better..
Fauntleroy' (UA) timid last week at
$11,000*

Met. (M&P) (4,200; 36-60-65)—
•Desire* (Par) and Louis Armstrong,
band and Mills Bros, on stage.
Leaves something to be desired .at
the D.o.y but will garner satisfactory
$29,000. Last week 'Doctor' (20th)
and Regis

. Toomey heading stage
show reached good $30,600. Big
matinee, week night biz.

Keith- Boston (RKO) (3,000; 35-
60-65)—'Farmer' (RKO) with Ralph
Bellamy in person. Adequate at
$18,500. Last week $20,600 for 'Muss
'Em' (RKO) and Hollywood cabaret
unit.

Keith- Memorial (RKO) (2,900;
-25-35*50) — 'Follow Fleet' (RKO)
(4th week). Final (4th) week augurs
$8,500, oke. Third week' was $13,000,
Paramount (M&P) (l.Sfor 26-35-

60)—'Annie' (Par) and 'Irish Eyes'
(Rep), dual. On the upbeat at
$8,000 tempo. Last week $7,500 for
'Pasteur* (WB) and 'Bugle Ann'
(MG).
Fenway (M&P) (1,600; 25-30-40-

60)—'Annie* (Par) and 'Irish Eves'
(Rep), double. Okay $5,000. 'Pas-
teur* (WB) and 'Bugle Ann' (MG),
dual, satisfied last week with $4,800,
with draw credit to the former.

Scollay (M&P) (2,700; 25-35-40-
50)—'Pasteur* (WB) (3d run) and
Tango* (Chest), dual. Average at
$6,000. Last week fizzled with 'Con-
quer Sea* (Acad) and 'Dancing
Feet (Rep), dual, around $,4,500.

DI0NNES GRABBING 11G,

TOP MONEY, IN OMAHA

- .
Omaha, March 17.

(Best Exploitation: Brandeis)
Theatre row reverts to films only

after a week of stage show at the
orpheum. All around this week will
see exceptional money as the line-
up is impressive, beginning with the
Dlonne film a t the Orpheum,
through 'Louis Pasteur' at the
Brandeis and 'Shark Island' at the
Omaha.

.o
Leader ls the Orpheum with

Country Doctor,' which will strike
a high figure regardless of compet-
ing Actors, reaching around $11,-
000 which is virtually top money.

Sexploitation going strong from
ail portholes, but Brandeis dealt
Perhaps the hardest hand.

Estimates for This Week
0„?rpheurn (Blank-Tri-States) (2,-
»76; 25-40)—'Doctor' (20th) and
Ghosts (Metro), dual. Straight film
approaching the figures set here
Past few weeks by combination
screen ahd stage shows. With the
weather all to the good. $11,000 will
not be difficult, Last week 'Forest'

(WB) with Irta Ray Hutton on
stage, $14,000 creditable.

Omaha (Blank-Trl-States) (2,100;
26t40)—'Shark Island' (20th) and
'Song and Dance' (20th). Opened
Saturday (14) —unusual' opening
day for the 'house-rahd may riot
stay a full week to allow return to
regular (Friday) opening on next
attraction.; Anyway, if staying,
seven days/ $7,700 will be its mark.
Last week 'Annie* (Par) and 'Man
.Hunt' (WB), in spite of editorial op-
position and refused advertising, on
the. part of the .Hearst Beeu News,,
took $9,600, very big in this house,
meaning Hearst 'publicity' helped.

Brandeis (Slnger-RKO) (1,250:
. 25-35,-40) — 'Pasteur' (FN) and
•Hitch Hike' (Rep). With heavy
plugging and extra Cosmo.ads from
the Bee, set .'.for. good business
despite opposish. At $'4,600< will, be
acceptable. " Last 1 week .''Fleet'

^RKO) single featured for, its sec-
ond' week during Lent, still ' man-
aged to get nearly

. $5,000; Very good
and making -a total Of over $13,000
for two iweeks.

'Bugle to

Desire 18G, Cap

Washington, March 17.
(Best Exploitation: Fox)-

Town sailing along merrily de-
spite beautiful weather and Lent.
Latter hasn't had any appreciable
effect on b.o. since it. set in, with
houses offsetting: it with ace pic-

tures.
Fox is out In front with Jack

Benny on the stage. Earle was fear-
ful of -'Desire,' but pic will wind up
With at least average gross.
-Belasco is experimenting with re-

vivals again and doing well. *Ar-
rbwsmlth* wlll'glve local artyTfor-
eign filiji spot better than average
return.

; ,

Best exploitation honors go. to
Fox for: campaign on Benny, in-
cluding

j
tie-ups with. 300 grocery

stores and record number of co-op
ads in dailies.

Estimates for This Week
Earle (WB) (2,424; 25-35-40-60)—'D^sire^ (Par) and vaude with

June .Knight. Latter's hit. with
critics making her p.a. much-ballyed
event. House sold pic on the 'New
Dietrich' angle and week should to-
tal good $18,000 if it holds'. Last
week 'Pasteur' (WB) took good
$17,500.
Fox (Loew) (3,434; 25-35-60)—

'Bugle Apn' (MG) and Jack Benny
personal. Big $23,000. Last week
'Goes' (Par) with Fats WaHer and
Roger Pryor on stage pocketed nice
$25,Q00.

Keith's (RKO) (1.830; 25-35-60)
(2d week) — 'Follow the Fleet'
(RKO). Sailing toward sock $12,000.
Last week chalked up beautiful
$18,000.

Palace (Loew) (2,363; 25-35-60)

—

'Wife vs. Sec' (MG) (2d week).
Will get oke $11,000. Last week
pulled big $22,000.
Met (WB) (1,863; 25-40)—'Walk-

ing Dead' (WB). Horror film in
town's ace crime-flicker spot soar-
ing to nice $7,000. Last week 'Pre-
view Murder' (Par) took' oke $5,000.
Columbia (Loew) (1,853: 25-40)—

'Shark Island' (20th) (2d week).
Much-ballyhooed flicker headed for
oke $4,500. Last week third stanza of
'Rose Marie' on mainstem took big
$6,000.

Belasco (Radio) (1,100; 25-35-50-
60)—'Arrowsmlth' (MG). Experi-
ment with revivals in foreign film
spot paying with good $3,800, Last
week, second of 'Soak the Rich'
(Par), held up to good $2,800.

'HARRIGAN' $4,860, L'VIL

MOSTLY ON BRITTON BD.

Louisville; March 17; -

(Best Exploitation: Rialto)
With the oaee slackining at all

b.o's, primarily because the product
Isn't particularly potent, 'Lonesome
Pine' has every indication of going
into the stretch for the best biz in

town. Hefty weekend trade got the
week off to a good start, and if

patronage holds up tally should be
around $7,200 at the Rialto.
Dual features at the other first-

runs, with the exception of the
Strand, which is getting the shekels
for a second week of Dionne quins,
aire being led by Loew's with
'Round' and 'Pagans,' with $6,400
in prosnect.
•Frank and Milt Brltton band at

the National Is pulling in biz for

that house, with the pic 'Harrlgan"
coming in for secondary considera-

Cuffo B. O.

Knoxville, March 17.
Attendance on the cuff is the.

latest inducement to film
patrons .here. Denton

.
The-

atres, Inc., in announcing a
new 650-seat de luxe neigh-
borhood house, heralds:
'Neighborhood theatre, policies
will preyail, with a. see-ydu-
Saturday slip just as good as
money if a patron runs short
of change.'

G. L. Denton and W. ' E.
Drumbar, officials of the Den-
ton chain, were formerly with
Publi

tlon.
.
Folks In this town are plainly

sold on. the type of flesh attractions
being dished up at the Fifth street
house,, and ; Friday openings! are
consistently capacity. Stage shows
are in for four days only, ,' with
balance of week filled by double'
feature. .

Friday' openings were oft some-
what due to -.counter attractions
which lured patrons in large jnuin-
bers, Tibett concert at . Meriiorlal'
Auditorium and a lecture! by
Japanese Kagawa, which filledthree
churches and ->total. audience! was
estimated at 5,000., While 'these
people would probably riot .be
glassed en masse as theatre patrons,
a large percentage passed up the
show shops for a gander at the
well-publicized

j
evangelist*

[

Rialto tops . the. town in a week of
light exploitation. Theatre adver-
tised the picture heavily in the
papers and dressed lobby as well as
front effectively.

! Estimates for This Week
. Loew'a State (3,000; 15-25-40)—
Hound' (Col) with- 'Pagans' (MG).
At $6,400 br thereabouts this pair
ls doing pretty well.. Last week
'Fauntleroy' (UA), with aid of . a
bang-up exploitation campaign - en-
gineered by' Mark Silver, grossed
$6,000.

Rialto (Fourth Ave) (3,000; 15t
26-40)—'Pine' .(Par). Stood 'em up
on ' opening and carried right
through good weekend. -. If biz

holds up balance of stanza should
easily take $7,200, fine.. Last week
dualler 'This Night*- <Par) and
'Million' (Par) took light $4,300.

Brown (Ind) (1,600
!

; 15-25-40)—
'Secrets' (Col) and 'Ghosts' (MG),
dual. Opened fair and opposition

not so touch, so indications are for

$3,200. Last week 'Last Night' (U)
and 'Chatterbox' (RKO), dual,

wound up with $2,500, fair.

Strand (Fourth Ave) (1,500; 15-

26-40)—'Doctor' (20th), (2d Week).
Wbrd-of-mouth still a. potent fac-
tor. Stanza should gross $4,300

without any trouble. Last week
•Quins' came through with $6,600.

Mary Anderson (Libson) .(1,000;
16-25-40)—'Boulder Dam' • (WB)
and 'Walking Dead' ' (WB), dual:
Nothlng hiuch in sight for this pair.

Will be satisfied with $3,300, light.

Last week 'Pasteur' (WB) on sec-

ond week, continued to get class

trade and grossed, okay $3„000.

National (Ind) (2,350; 15-25-40)

—'Harrlgan* • (FN) and Brltton
band. Stage show the draw here,

with plenty of standees, at Friday
opening. Looks like $4,800 on four
days of stage show and pic, bal-
ance of week turned to double fea-
tures. Last week 'Freshman Love'
(WB) and Gertrude Avery's 'Dia-
mond Revue,' splitting with 'Third
Floor' (GB) and 'Racing Luck'
(Rep), dual, $4,000, good.
Alamo (Ind) (900; 15-25)—r'Fang

and Claw* (RKO) and 'Leather-
necks* (Rep), dual.- Will wind up
with average $1,200. : Last week
'Pink' (UA) and 'Too Tough' (Col);

dual, held for full week at $1,600,

gOod.

'Fleet' 20G, 'Annie' 14G,

'Forest'-U'fast' 16G, N'k

Newark, March 17.

(Best Exploitation: Proctor's).
It's big picture week here and

three of the houses will do business,
with Proctor's probably leading at

$20,000 for 'Follow the Fleet.' Bran-
ford should be second with 'Petrified

Forest' and 'Love Before Breakfast'
at $16,000, while the Paramount-
Newark will trail third with $14,000
for 'Klondike Annie.' All three will

probably hold over.
The Newsreel has moved its 15c

price up an htnnv^intil 2 o'clock.

State leglsiaturelias thrown chills

Into the film people by proposing a
luxury tax of 10% on the grbss of
all amusements, among other things.
This" was dufealed In two forms, but
is still Imminent.

Prcetor's distributed 11,000 her-
alds and 10,000. paper napkins, had
music tieups with the big stores ahd
eight store windows. Its ushers were
all dressed in sailors' uniforms and
a bugler was in front of the house;
1,200 pieces of paper also used.

Estimates for This Week
Branford. (WB) (2.96G; 25-75).—

'Forest' (WB) and 'Breakfast' (U).
Double bill and Is appreciated as
such, should take $16,000. Last week,
'Road Gang' (FN) and 'Round' (Col)
just so with $10,300.

Capitol (WB) (1,200; 15-30-40).—
•Man Hunt' WB) and 'Pink' (UA).

Big Campaign Gets 'Pasteur'-Ci^at

$19,000m Pittsburgh; life-Sec' $18,

Up against • big competition and
probably wont make $3,500. Last
week, 'Exclusive' (MG) and- "Goes'
(Par) tqok only $3,200.

Li le (Franklin) • (299; 35-60).—
'Melo* (Gen) 35-60. Eliiab'eth-.Berg-
ner*s presence in foreign! film riot

helping;
.
Maybe $600 on ' six. days.

Last week, '^aterhella', (Met) good
at'$l,9O0 on 10 . days.
Loew's State (2,780; 25-30-55-65-

75).—'Bflgle Ann' (MGK.&nd, -Wolf
(Col). ^Competition tob;^i)1uch and
this combo will be lucky to. see over
$8,000. Last week, '.Whipsaw; (MG)
ahd 'Ghbsts' '(MG); okjay at yearly
$12,000.

:

Proctor's"(RKO) (2,800; 20-65),
arid Lyjceum . (Roof) (770, same:
scale.— ('Fleet* (KKO). .• Sleeping
everything before it arid, with a
quick turnover- figures for $20,000.

Last week, 'Shark Island* '"(20,th) arid-

'Marriage' (20th), fine at $17,000. . >.

.Paramount,^, Newark ; (Adairi^Par)
(2,240; 26-76).^-.Annie' 1

(i"ar>,; Not
quite up to previous M^e Wests, but
okay and the turnover helps,, About
$14,000. Last week, ^This 'Night*
(Par) and 'Preview* (Par), five

days, $4,600.
Terminal (Skouras) (1,600; 15-

20-25-35-40) .—'Leathernecks' (Rep)
arid 'Valentine' (Rep). Biggest
opening so far .and lo~dka like
$8,000. Last, week, "yellow. Dust*
(RKO)

:
and 'Face? (RKO), less thari

expected at
.
$6,500,

$M infleve

Cleveland, March 17-.

(Best Exploitation: Hipp)
Prize-coppers are State's

1

'Shark
Island' and 'Louis Pasteur' .at Hipp,
both getting a heavy play, from film
fans and even from drama cricks
.who have nd : drama to write about,

While; 'Shark? may do better by. a
shade through a quicker start, both
will hit ;the rim of the bull'sr-eye at
$18,000 Or better. Houses., jammed
at nights by adult crowds; Droves
of school students at riiatiriees

make utf for lack" of flapper triadfe;

*Lone Wolf -Returns? is . going
good at Palace, but it'a.fhe hi-de-ho
Influence of Cab Callonfay on stage
that's boosting it to $16,500* One of.

season's most " profitable v second
tuns is ,'Wife- vs.- Secretary,'-' which
will have a swell $7,600 to Us credit
at the Stillman^

' State deserves a mention for its

radioiturieiguesslng contests for
'Shark Island,' coupled with give-
aways of Warner Baxter photos,
but Hipp's exploitation on 'Pasteur'
overshadows its competitor. Six
week campaign highlighted by essay
contest with 48 drug stores on 'How
do Pasteur's discoveries affect your
dally life?* a serialization In 12 pa-
pers, screenings for educational
groups and a 'doUble-money.-back-
if-not satisfied* stunt.

Estimates for This Week
Palace (RKO) (3,200; 30-40-60)—

'Lone Wolf (Col) and Cab Calloway*
on stage. Calloway

1

hypoing fig-

ures to smart- $15,500. Last week
'Breakfast' (U) with Jadkle Coogan-
Betty Grable .unit nose-dived to

$12,700, not enough considering
names.

State (Loew's) (3,750;- 30^35-40)—
•Shark Island* (20th). Sold right
and, ; despite heavy theme, climbing:
steadily to Juicy $18,500. Lots of

competition this week, otherwise it

might exceed that. Last, week .ex-,

citement was stirred up' by bang-up
business of 'Wife vs. Sec' (MG).
which walked away from rivals with
$22,500, close to house record.

Hi (WB) (3.000; 25-40)—'Pas-
teur' (WB). Considering it's a
class pix. big turnout from all walks
is giving Eddie Miller. _a cheerful
surprise. Rated spechi'f" editorials

and plugs from prominent educca-
tors, all helpful to make fine $17,500

at least. Not as much sound show-
manship shown last week In 'Coun-
try Doctor* (20th). Too many got
impression it was a quln newsreel,
yet $15,500 was more than satlsfac

tory.
Allen (RKO) (3,000; 25-40)-

'Doctor' (20th). Shifted from Hipp
for second run and doing better
than average. Borne first runs don't
reach this one's $5,500. Last week
another second; 'Fleeit' (Radio)
conped nice $4,000 on third stanza.

Stillman (Loew's) (1,872; 25-35)—
'Wife vs. Sec'. (MG). Second run
here In place of 'Klondike Annie*
(Par), which was postponed until

censor hullabaloo dies down a bit.

'Sec' isn't having any trouble in

clicking at $7,500, which is close to

sensational for a repeater. Last
week third chapter for 'Modern
Times* (U). made rather sweet mu-
sic by holding up to $4,500.

Pittsburgh, Starch 17.

(Best Exploitation: Stanley)
Hard and steady downpour all

day yesterday (Monday) threatened
to knock into a cbeked-hat what
promlsfed- td be a. brisk money ses-
sion all; along ' the line. Weekend
trade . was . exceptionally good again
and with..any sort of -weather break
for,, wind-up, there shouldn't be:

many complaints.
Behind ewell campaign and with

healthy stage bolster .In Xavier
Cugat's unit,; 'Pasteur' is .sailing

along to -a oorking ,$19,000 at the
Stanley: '."Pacing It .for top coin is

!Wife vs. Sec' at Penn, which looked
headed for* $18,000 at getaway but
may finish . under that

,
because ot

the weather,
Two holdovers likewise making;

creditable' ''Showingy-v Second - 'week
of 'Country Doctor' Alviri,4shoyld
breast the tape. around^ $8,0,00, good
bn- >hefife of a$14,000. bpenipg^ .while
^Modern Tiriies/ moved to Warner
after. jseVen days at Penn, is slipping
int9,. 4profItable. ,$6,000 .groove, ^ul-
ton* In face of all .this competish,
getting, scant attention witfe 'Its all-

English bill, 'King of Damned! arid
'First -

a;. Girl/ and -will .be lupky to
pornei? $2,790; 4 V.
'. ..Stanley .has :been Bhrew_dly bulld-
jrig Interest in

"
4Pasteur'"ever; since

first print came in. Nightly screen-
ings have been held for doctors,
nurses, ministers, educators .. arid
scientists.

: oxer a . month's Jpe'rlod,

with subsequent word-of-mouth
selling .the Muni flicker tellingly
long before opening! day-,

Estimates for This Week
Alvin (Harris) (2,000; 25-35-40)--

'Doctor* (20th) (2d week). Main-
taining; brisk pace in second week.
Fell off trifle at getaway but Bhould
still manage to collect $8,000; excel-
lent. House hasn't decided yet . on
third week, but chances are bright.
Around $14,000, great, and just a
little short of house record, for first.

W*86lc

Casino (Jaffe) (1,800; 25-35-40)—,
'Conquer Sea' (Acad.) and' '45 Min-
utes' unit. Combo policy house set-
tlihg^ down 'to pretty average
grosses,' with only few hundred
bucks difference either way' each
week. Current session should pro-
duce' around $4,700; fair enough.-
L'a§t week 'One Way "Ticjtef (Col)
and 'Spices' of 1936,' unit around
$5,200. * -

Fulton (Shea-Hyde) (1,750; 15-
25-40)—'King of Damnedr (GB) and
'First a , Girl* (GB).. All7©nglish
setup getting slight; attention. Will
be lucky to get-away with $2,700.
Last ^refek '- 'Breakfast' (U). and
*Vftlentlne' (Rep) fair enough at
$3,700.
Penn (Loew's-UA) (3,300; 25-35-

i0)—'Wife vs. Sec.' (MG). Cinch for
top. dough. Should > easily corral
$17,000 with a good chance of soar-
ing above that : on any sort of
weather breaks Last week 'Modern
Tiines' (UA) a disappointment, do-
ing several grand under expectations
at $14,000.
Stanley (WB) (3.600; 25-40-65)—

'Pasteur' (WB) and Xavier Cugat
unit. Corking campaign gave flicker

a head start and on top of that f6r
:

bolster is Cugat, who made quite art

impression locally on his last stage
appearance at same house several
months ago. Ought to click

.

$19,000, excellent, and likely to evert
jump that figure. Last week
'Shark Island* (20th) and. Jan Gar.-
ber accounted for comfortable
$21,000.
Warner (WB) (2,000; 25-40)—

'Times' (UA) (2d run). Not much
expected of this one following its

average week at Penn, but It's prov-
ing a pleasant surprise and banging
out satisfactory $6,000 or there-
abouts. Last week 'Fleet' CRICO),
also brought here after week at
Penn, crocked' 'em for great $7,000.

'Doc' $5,000, Tacoma

Tacoma, March 17.

(Best Exploitation: Rbxy)
Stellar attractions at all- three

Hamrlck houses in this all Hamrick
city. 'Country Doctor' is going It

alone at Roxy, while B.M. and M.B.
have the usual duals.
Best exploitation for 'Doctor' .at

Roxy, with heavy ink in all the
papers, special Hews blurbs and
radio.

Estimates for This Week
Blue Mouse (Hamrlck) (750;16-27)

'Monte Carlo' (WB) and 'Wolf
(Col), dual. Del Rio getting major
billing and drawing good $1,600.

Last week, 'Harrigan' (WB) and
'Freshman Love' (WB), dual, $1,500,

okay.
Music Box (Hamrlck) (1.400;16-

27_37_«Forest' (WB) and 'Ghosts'

(MG), dual. Big at $4,000. Last
week, 'Lady Consents' (RKO) and
'Exclusive* (MGM), dual, $3,400,

Roxy (Hamrick) (1.300; 1G-27-&7)—'Ductor (20tli). Bringing, 'exft-ttt

for big $6,000. Last week, 'Times*

(UA) got $4,600 on week, held 10
day8 for $5,440 for the run. Great.

854925 A
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Tine $13,000, *Breakfast-Peabody

$14,500, Bolh Big; Still Blizzing in

Minneapolis, March 17.

(Best Exploitation; Minnesota)
'Lonesome Pine' and Eddie Pea-

body in person, at the Minnesota
and Orpheum, respectively, assure

those houses of a second successive

week of healthy grosses. Again this

pair of theatres is monopolizing the

major portion of available trade.

Paramount's natural color outdoor
picture has landed in the good
graces of reviewers and customers
and promises to maintain its fast

initial clip. Peabody, who boasts a
considerable local following, ip the

star of the 'Cocoanut Grove Rev-
els,' presented at the Singer spot,

with 'Love Before Breakfast.'
Otherwise, 'Magnificent Obses-

sion' is still here, going into its

30th week and continuing to flirt

with a profitable $2,000 level at the
sure-seater World. 'Devil's Island'

did well enough for the other down-
town sure-seater, the Time, to war-
rant its retention for a second
week.
Due to a couple of blizzards,

perhaps, last week's takings fell

slightly under estimates. 'Country
Doctor* proved itself a dandy mat!-

,

nee magnet, but rather weak night
card. However, it finished its

seven days to a highly respectable
and profitable $12,000. Ted Lewis
brpught-a-triflejo.ver $18,000 into the
Orpheum and that's a hefty sum in

this town.
The Minnesota propelled 'Trail'

' very much into the publicity lime-
light with full page color ads in all

three newspapers—the first time
this ever has been done in- Minne-
apolis—book marks in the public 'li-

braries, a special screening for the
public schools and music store tie-

ups.

Estimates for This Week
Minnesota (Publix) (4,200; 25-35-

65)—'Pine' (Par). Heavy advertis-
ing campaign bearing fruit and cast
names and natural colors helping
to attract. Headed for big $13,000.

.Last week 'Doctor' (20th), $12,000,
good, but below expectatios. Mat-
inee business heavy, but nights light.

" Orpheum (Singer) (2,'890; 35-40-

66)—'Breakfast' (U) and 'Cocoanut
Grove Revels' with Eddie Peabody
on stage. Pleasing show with Pea--

' body the magnet. Stage entertain-
ment okeh, but somewhat of ah
anti-climax after Ted Lewis last

week. About $14,500, .satisfactory.
' Last week 'Love on Bet' (RKO) and
Ted" Lewis. Very big, $18,000, with
Lewis responsible.
State (Publix) (2,300; 25-35-40)—

•Forest' (WB). Acclaimed by the
critics, but apparently somewhat
over the average head. Bette Davis
and Leslie Howard bringing in some
trade. Will do well to top $5,000,
fairly good. Last week, 'Happen'
(20th), $3,800, light.

World (Steffes) (350; 25-35-40-55)—'Obsession' (U) (10th week). Sea-
son's wonder picture in this burg.
Still holding to profitable gait.

'Looks like $2,000, good. Last week
$2,100.
Time (Berger) (290; 15-25)—'Dev-

il's Island' (RKO) (2d week). This
first-run offering doing surprisingly
well in this spot. About $900 in
prospect, good enough after- fine
$1,200 first week.

"

.

:

Lyric (Publix) (1,300; 20-25)—
Tough Guy' (MG). Good one for
this house, but lack of cast names
keeping takings down. En route to
fair $1,500. Last week 'Bohemian
Girl' (MG), $2,000. good.
Uptown (Publix) (1,200; 25-35)—

'Goes' (Par) and 'Marie' (MG), split.

Looking toward good $2,500. Last
week, 'Zero' (FN) arid 'Goes' (Par),
split, fair $1,500.
Century (Publix) (1,600; 15-25)—

•Burlesque' (20th) and 'Blood' (FN),
spit, second runs. Fair $1,500. Last
week 'Two Cities' (MG), second run,

• $4,000. very big.
Aster (Publix) (90.0; 15-25)— 'Rift-

Raff' (MG) and 'Splendor' (UA),
second runs, and 'Kind Lady' (MG),
first run. split. Looks like $1,200.
Last week 'Wilderness' (MG) and
•Dangerous' (WB). second runs,
split, $900, okeh.

peats 'Pasteur' and 'Jimmy Valen-
tine' for $6,000. Cinema de- Paris

has 'Varieties' and 'Sacre Leonce'
good for $1,000. St. Denis Is run-
ning 'Un Homme de Trop Abord'
and 'Retour au Paradis' for $4,000.

George Rbtsky tied up 'Country
Doctor' to considerable national ad-
vertising and is supplied with all

sorts of posters and bills for dis-

play all over town, which is pretty,

well .covered. Four-sheet showing
Quints and crediting photos in large
type to Toronto paper has poster
over name of paper with 'See them
at Palace' printed large.

Estimates for This Week
His Majesty's (CT) (1,600; 60)—

'Forgotten Men' (Emp) (2d week).
Likely to gross '$3,500 after very
good opening week at $6,000:

Palaoe (FP) (2,700; 50)—'Doctor'
(Fox.); Started out with a bang
and looks like $14,000; Last /week's
repeat of 'Rose-Marie' picked up
$8,000, very good.

Capitol (FP)' (2,700; 60)—'First a
Girl' (Brit) and 'Face* (RKO). The
British pic is getting talked, about
and - should, on very thorough ex-
ploitation by Harold Bishop, see
$7,500.- Last week .'Milky Way'
(Par) and 'Woman Trap' (Par)

;$7,600.

Loew's (M. T. Co.) (3,200; 50)—
'Irish Eyes' (Rep) and stage show.
Seeing $10,000. Last week *Bald
Pate' and stage show, $9,000.

Princess (CT) (2,300; 50)—'Pas-
teur' (WB) and •Valentine' (Rep)
(2d week). ' Gross around $6,000
after a very good week at $8,000.

Cinema de Paris (France-Film):
(600; 60)—'Varieties' and 'Sacre
Leonc&v $1,000.. Last week 'Odette'
and 'Chanson de Paris, $900.

St. Denis (France-Film) (2,300;
34)-^'Homme . de Trop Abord' and
'Retour aii Paradis.' Probably $4,-

000. Last week 'Sous La Terreur'
and 'Petite Femme dans le Train,*

$4,500.

Doc,' $4,000, Gives Stuart,

Lincoln, 2d Straight Biggie

Lincoln, March 17.

(Best Exploitati : Stuart)

•Country Doctor,' at the Stuart,

Is heading into good money at $4,-

000 or over, which is the second big
week In a row for the. house.

-Other houses are mostly marking
time, especially the Varsity with
'Hell Ship Morgan* and the Lincoln
with 'Lady Consents.' Neither is

hitting -average pace.

.Exploiting rested solely the

Stuart with store window tieups and
the like for the Quints.

Estimates for This Week
Colonial (LTC) (550; 10-15)—

'Oregon Trail' (Rep) and 'Conquer
Sea' (FD), split. First half off to

flying start and week will likely see

$960, good enough. Last week 'Sun-

set' (U) and dual 'Muss 'Em' (RKO)
with 'Bars of Hate* (Victory), split,

tallied $1,000, very nice.

Lincoln (LTC) (1,600 ; 1.0-20-25)—

'Lady Consents' (RKO). Letdown
for the house and won't see more
than $2,000, moderate. House giv-

ing a big play to the Metro short

'Hit and Run Driver.* .Last week
'Wilderness' (MG) a honey at $3,200,

fine.

Orpheum (LTC) (1,350; 10-15-20-
25)—'Marriage' (20th) with stage

show headlining Jack Pepper and
Carletoh CoOn ork, for three days.
Last four have 'Melody lingers'

(UA). For the week a nice $2,700

is in sight. Last week 'Tough Guy'
(MG) and 'Top Hat Revue' three
days on stage, then four of 'Rancho'
(Par), got by handily with $2,600,

better than average.

Stuart (LTC) (1,900; 10-26-40)—
'Doctor' (20th). After having been
tied iip with every store window in

town, and having the Quints, film

looks a cinch for $4,000, second
straight winning week for the
house. Last week •Fleet* (RKO)
went up to a new 1936 high at $4,900
in eight days.

Varsity (Westland) (1.10Q; 10-20-
25)—'Morgan? (Col). Will do about
$900, which isn't forte. Last week,
second for Hound' (Col), sorry at
$600.

INDIANAPOLIS

Comparative Grosses for February

(Continued from page 10)

BIRMINGHAM

SPRING MEANS SLUSH TO

MONTR'L; 'DOC' $14,000

Montreal, March 17.

(Be6t Exploitation: Palace)

Week-ends continue with full

houses, but balance of week shows
Lent is he-re with cut down in gross-

es. Spring's arrival with streets

ankle-deep in slush not helping any,
either.

Palace has the standout in 'Coun-
try Doctor,' which played to turn-
away biz Saturday and Sunday and
should not be under $14,000. Cap-
itol has 'First a Girl' and 'Another
Face,' with the British pic getting
a good play for $7,500. Loew's
playing up St. Patrick s time with
'Laughing Irish Eyes.' and hap an-
other standout stage show that

ought to gross $10,000. Princess re

Feb. 6 Feb.. 13 Feb. 20 Feb. 27~~*

APOLLO
(1,100; 28-40)

High. $15,400
Low. . 1,200

Paddy O'Day
$2,000

Every Sat.
$1,750

i -

—

• It Had to °

Happen
$2,000

Louis Pasteur
$3,200

LYRIC
(2,000; 26-80-40)

High. $15,500
Low.; 1,800

Celling Zero
$10,000
(Vaude)

Murder of Dr.
Harrigan

and
Count Berni

Vic!
$7,000

My Marriage
$7,000

(Radio City
Follies)

Man Hunt~
$12,000

(Olsen and
' Johnson)

CIRCLE
(2,000; 25-40)

High. $26,000
Low.. 1,700

If 1 Had •
illion

and
Invisible Ray

$3,400

Rose of
Rancho
$4,300

Lady
Consents
$4,000

1 nformer
and

Chatter Boy
$3,800

LOEW'S
(2,800; 25-40)

High, $19,000
Low.. 2,000

Ghost Goes
West and
One Way
•Ticket
$3,250.

Exclusive
Story
$10,600
(Cab

Calloway
Orch.)

'

, Rose- Mario
$12,000

Music Goes
Round and
Tough Guy

$Oqo

PHILADELPHIA

Feb. 6 ' Feb. 13 Feb. 20 Feb. 27

ALABAMA
(2,800 ; 30-35-40)

High. $29,000
Low.. 3,500

Tale 2
'Cities
$5,000

Magnificent
Obsession

$7,500

. Rose
Marie
$7,800

Follow the
Fleet
$7,000

STRAND
(800 ; 20)

High. $5,100
Low.. 800

She and
Powdersmoke

Range
$.1,000

(Split Week)

' Fang and
Claw
$1,500

Magnificent
Obsession

$2,300

Invisible
Ray

$2,200

V

EMPIRE
(1,100; 25)

High. $12,800
Low . . 800

Dangerous,
$1,500

Feather in'

Her Hat
$2,000

Stars Over
B'way
$2,200

Lady
Tubbs
$1,500

DETROIT
Feb. 6 Feb. 13 Feb. 20 Feb. 27

MICHIGAN
(4,000; 30-40-05)

High. $58,100
Low.. 6,600

Ceiling Zero
$27,000

(Continental
Cavalcade)

(Stage Show)

Milky Way
$22,500

(Ina Ray
Hutton)

Exclusive
Story
$28,000
(Fred

Waring)

Anythi
Goes

$20,500 ,.

(Benny
Rubin Unit)

FOX
(5,000; 30-10-05)

High. $50,000
Low.. .4,000.

Prof. Soldier
$18,000

(Stage Show)

Next Time
'

We Love
$18,000

It Had to
Happen
$17,000
(Aunt

Jemima)

Prisoner of
Shark Island

$23,000
(NTG Unit)

UNITED
ARTISTS

(2.000; 30-40-65)

High; $27,000
Low.. 2,600

Strike Me
Pink

$16.060

Pink
$8,000

(2d week)

Ghost Goes
West
$6,600

Modern
Times
$19,000

PITTSBURGH
Feb. 6 Feb. 13 ». Feb. 20 Feb. 27

PENN
(3.300; 25-35-40)

High. $41,000
Low: . 3,800

Ceiling Zero
$15,000

Rose- Marie
$26,000

(9 days)

Petrified
Forest
$10,000

Klondike
Annie
$14,600

WARNER
(2,000 ;

25-40)

High. $29,000
Low . . 2,000

-Widow Monte
Carlo
and

It's a Great
Life

$3,500

Tough Guy
and

Freshman
Love
$3,850

Rose-Marie
$6,700

Sylvia
Scarlett
and

Her Master's
Voice
$5,600

STANLEY
(3,000; 25-40-55)

High. $48,000
Low., 3,200

Show No
Mercy
$19,000

"

(Sketch Book
Unit)

(Stage Show)

Lady
Consents
$18,000

(Phil Baker)

.

It Had to
Happen
$15,600 ,

.

(N.T.G. Unit)

Milky Way
$22,600
(Ruddy
Rogers
Unit)

MINNEAPOLIS
Feb. 6 Feb. 13 Feb. 20 Feb. 27

STATE
(2,400; 25-85-401

High. $28,003
Low.. 2,500

Rose of
Rancho
$3,800

Prof. Soldier
$7,000

Rose-Marie
$6,000

Exclusive
Story
$3,500

ORPHEUM
(2,800; 2.-)-35-5r»)

High. $25,000
Low.. 2,000

Two in Dark
$20,000

(Wayne King
Orch.)

Next Time
We Love
$4,500

Lady '

Consents
$15,000

(Vanities
Unit)

Follow the
Fleet
$16,500

LYRIC
(1,300; 2(1-25)

High. $17,000
Low . . 900

Nevada
$1,500

Widow Monte
Carlo
$1,100

Last of
Pagans'
$1,200

Freshman
Love
$1,200

Feb. 6 Feb* 13 Feb. 20 Feb. 27

ALDINE
(1,200; 40-55-05)

High. $30,300
Low... 6,100

Strike Me
Pink
$6,500

(3d week) ;

Ghost Goes
West
$9,600

Ghost
$4,500

(6 days, 2d
week)

Lady
.Consents

$5,000

EARLE
(2,000; 23-40-30)

,

High. $33,000
Low.. 10,500

Dangerous
Intrigue
$15,200

'

(Benny
Rubin)
(Vaude)

Dancing Feet
$24",000

(Lyons, Dan-:
iels, Wing,
and Sammy

;Cohen)

$1,000 a Min.
. $30,000

(Eddie Can-
tor Unit)

Love on a Bet
$19,000 •

FOX
(3,000; 40-55-05)

High. $41,000
Low. . 10,500

Chas. Chan's
Secret
$15,000

(Stage Show)

Every Sat.
Nite
$8,000

(6 days)

It Had to
Happen
$18,000
(George.
Givot)

Prisoner of
Shark Island

$22,000

STANLEY
(3,700 ; 40-55)

High. $48,000
Low.. 3,8001

Anything
Goes

$12,000

Milky Way
$12,000

.Next Time
We Love.

,

$9,000
• (6 days)

Follow the
Fleet

$27,000

KANSAS CITY
Feb. 6 Feb. 13 Feb. 20 Feb. 27

MIDLAND
(4,000; 26-40)

High. $35,000
Low.. 5,100

Ghost Goes
'« West
$9,600

'

Rose- Marie
$20,000

It Had to
Happen
$7,800

Exclusive
Story
$7,300

MAIN-
STREET

(8,200 ; 25-40)

High. $35,000
Low.. 3,300

Capt. Blood
$9,200

Ceiling Zero
$9,000

Muss 'Em. Up
$16,500

(Ted Lewis
Revue)

Lady
Consents
$14,50ff'

NEWMAN
(1,000; 25-40)

High. $33,000
Low.. 3,500

Pacific Fleet
$6,800

Milky Way
.. $8;200

Petrified
Forest
$6,800

Klondike
Annie

. $15,0001

(10 days)

UPTOWN
(2,040; 25r40)

High. $11,000
Low.. 1,500

First a Girl
$3,700

Great Im-
personation

$2,600

Dance Band
and

My Marriage
$2,400

(Split week,
8 days)

Don't Get
Personal
$3,100

Montreal
Feb. 6 Feb. 13 Feb. 20 Feb. 27 -

PALACE
(2,700; 60)

High. $18,000
Low. . 4,500

Anything
Goes
$7,000

Tale 2 Cities
$11,000

2 Cities
$8,000

(2d week)

Ghost Goes
West
$8,000

CAPITOL
(2.700; CO)

High. $30,000
Low. . 5,100

Rendezvous
and

Kind Lady
$7,000

Widow Monte
Carlo,
and

Dangerous
$8,000

King of
Burlesque

and
My . Marriage

$10,000

Ah,
Wilderness

and
Last of
Pagans

" $7,000

PRINCESS
(2,300; 50)

High. $25,000
Low.. 3,500

Strike Me
Pink and
Atlantic

Adventure
$6,000

(2d week)

Prof; Soldier
and

One Way
Ticket
$6,500

Modern
Times and
Guard That

Girl
$16,000

Times and
Girl

$12)000
(2d- iweek)

LOEW'S
(3,200; 60)

High. $18,000
Low.. 3,000

Paddy O'Day
and

Pursuit
$10,000

(Stage Show)

Hitch Hike
Lady

. $13,000
(Major Bowes

Ams.)

Sylvia
Scarlett
$10,000

In Person
$12,000
(Emlle
Boreo)

SEATTLE
Feb. 6 Feb. 13 Feb. 20 Feb. 27

FIFTH AVE.
(2.40d; 27-37-42)

High. $26,000
.Low.. 2,500

Anything
Goes
and

Two' in the
Dark
$6,800

Milky Way
$8,100

(8 days)

Rose-Marie
$JJ,200

Modern
Times
$13,000

PARA-
MOUNT

(3,160; 27-37-42)

High. $57,800
Low. . 5,600

Widow from
Monte Carlo

and
We're Only
Human
$3,900

(8 days)

Tough Guy
$£.800

Exclusive
Story
and

My Marriage
$4,100

It Had to

Happen
and

Chatter Box
$4,600

LIBERTY
(1.900; 10-27-37)

High. $12,600
Low.. 1,700

Strike Me
Pink
$6,400

(2d week)

Pink
$3,100

(3d week)

Lone Wolf
-Returns

and
Avenger
$3,000

Dan
Matthews

and
Silver Spurs

$3,400 _

MUSIC BOX
(900; 27-37-42)

High. $17,000
Low : . 1.70C

Magnificent
Obsession

$3,100
(3d week)

1 Dream Too
Much
$4,000

Milky Way
$3,100

. R'ose-Mari
$5,700

NEW HAVEN

PARA-
MOUNT

High. $21,000
Low.. 2,500

POLI'S
High. $20,000
Low . . 4,200

SHERMAN
High. $16,000
Low.. 1,500

Feb. 6 Feb. 13 Feb. 20 Feb. 27 _

Anything
Goes
and

Confidential
$3,700

(5 days)

Milky Way
and

Remember
Last Nite

$9,200
(9 days)

Woman Trap
and

East of Java
$4,600

(6 days)

Klondike
Annie
and

Tango
$9,200

King of
Burlesque

and
Dangerous
Intrigue
$9,300

Rose- Marie
$12,000

Magnificent
Obsession

and
Tough Guy

$10,000

Prisoner of

Shark Island

and.
Everv Sat.

Nite
$7,200

Ghost Goes
West

' and
Man of Iron.

$6,500

Petrified
Forest
and

Freshman
' Love

$6,600

Another. Face
and

Widow from
Monte Carlo

$4,800

Louis Pasteur
and

Don't Get
Personal
$6,000
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(Continued from page 5)

£13) when the grapevine arouna

the lot indicated that the Standard-

•Rogers were picking up the option

ihat day, Surprise was also felt

1,y 'the Laemmle group which had
figured the deal, which was ob-

tained last November when the

purchasers loaned the company
}750,0O0 In Tetura for the option,

should not he consummated, due to!

'the terms which called for a. down
payment of lii;500,000 to cash And
eight yearly payments of $500,000

plus 6% interest on the haSance. of

Ji.qWMJOH.
Stipulation, oh the big payment

was that the purchasers were to

post collateral la security form
that wonld always remain, -at par,

or he Jcept *o*-\*hd this oollatieral

would have to get tte approval <of

Dr. A. P, Giahinni of the Bask of
America before the deal would be
acceptable to Laemmle.
The Laemmle forces figured this

would be a stromblinff block due to

the fluctuation <of the tnaatot and
the fact that hardly any.of sthe se-
curitieBV considered. igooS. eoHateral
currently would tear 16% interest.

This belief was £r«afly . sifcrengith-

cned irben «n Feb; 1 an extension

•of the purchase toption sly-en Nov. 1

was ^acted until March 14.

In the meantime Laerainle had
been greasy : encouraged by the
product made *m th* lot, as the
weekly rentals were amounting to

around $808,'©&0, and of this amount
iflTBvOOO to $20D,,00B was Teaching the
studio weekly for its payroll and
production needs. He figured that
-with the release, shortly nf ''Sutter's

Gold' and 'Show Boat* the take
would increase, and the company,
which had been hartered for a num-
ber of timed, hut never sold, would
remain in the family. These hopes
were greatly illuminated when the
Cowdin-Rqgers group went scurry-
ing for collateral.

Cowdin went to Europe recently
and word got back to the studio that

; he did not set the. coin, he went
after. In the meantime the pur-
chasers are said to have hustled
round and grabbed off about two-

thirds of the purchase money, bed-

sides having pledges, for more in
America. -Around $2,000,000 ' is re-
ported to have been obtained in
London through interests said, to
include C. M. Woolf and British A
Dominions, Ltd,. This money is -as-

serted to cover -a transfer of a 50%
ownership of the Universal foreign 1

distribution organizations, besides;

an agreement, that product turned
out. by them would be released in
America by Universal exchanges.
Finally -with the coin corralled the

teletype between New York ' and
Universal City Btarted humming
Friday morning and it was figured,

the deal would be consummated
thatjday1

. However, before various
details had been ironed out on both
ends, the JNew York hanks had
closed and agreement was made to
hind' the deal Saturday when the
coin was deposited. A statement of
the sale had been prepared at Uni-
versal on Friday but was held up
in favor of one issued by Cowdin in

New York on Saturday. Understood
that Laemmle was greatly surprised
when an all cash -proffer was made.
This -will save the purchasers con-
siderable in interest payments had
only a part cash deal been made.

What Goes In the Deal

In taking over the Universal
properties the purchasers get 365
acres, including stages and build-
ings, In Universal City, which was
established in 1915; . all of the com-
pany exchanges - throughout the
world, including the Laemmle in-
terest as well as that of the com-
pany in the Big U exchange in New
York, which was' never -entirely
owned by the company.
They also take over contracts of

the following players: Margaret
Sullavan, who has two pictures to
make; Edmund Lowe, on a termer,
currently in England] also the
termers of Jane Wyatt, Doris Nolan,
Jean Rogers, Shaindel Kalish, Gloria
Holden, Caesar Romero, Blnnie
Barnes, Billy Burrud, Dlanna Gib-
son, Henry Hunter, -Jeanne Dante,
Henry Armetta, John King, Noah
Beery, Jr., Priscllla Lawson, Maria
Heath, Sunny O'Dea and Nan Gray.
These contracts are subject to
yearly options.
Those who have definite picture

opals; Marta Eggerth, one picture;
^ugar A. Guest, two pictures; Ed-
ward Arnold, two pictures; Jack

ttt Jhree 'Elites; Edward Ever-
p Horton, two pictures; Boris
*^rlfT, inree pictures; Gloria Stu-

two pictures; Buck Jones, with

two on current contract, signed new
deal to make, serial and eight west-
erns. Also a deal was made last
week for John Wayne to be starred
in series of pictures made by Trem
Carr and released by the company.
Directors taken over, with the ex-

ception of Gregory La Cava, who
is there for. one picture, are James
Whale, Louis Friedlander, Henry
Koster, Arthur G. ColllhSj Edward
Laemmle, William Nigh, Lambert
Hillyer and Ray Taylor.

Producers Und«r
Producers -group taken over are

Carl Laemmle, Jr., who has one
pic, '1011 Fifth Avenue,' to. make
Under his current contract and who
will then decide whether ©r not he
wants to remain with the company
on a new tleal "reported tendered
him; Henry MacRae, serial divi-
sion; Walter Lamtz, cartoon divi-
sion; and. in the 'feature ©roup, Ed-
mund Grainger, E. M. Asher, David
Diamond, Robert Presneli, Sam
van Rpnkel, Julius Bernheim, Irv-
ing Starr, Fred S. Meyer, Gregor
Rabraowltsch and Joseph Pastanak,
latter producing in Europe,
Among .the executives having

contracts and heading departments
taken over are, Martin Murphy,
production manager; John Leroy
Johnston, publicity;

.
Jerry Sack-

heim, story and scenario editor;
Dan Kelley, easting director; Vera
West-, fashion stylist; Fred Camp-
bell, photographic director; edito-
rial supervisor, Maurice Pivar, and
Gilbert Knrlahd, sound supervisor
The studio list -does not include any
writers under term contract.
. Not known currently whether new
group, will carry various Laemmle
relatives and colleagues who have
been kept on the U payroll in some
instances since Laemmle organized
the old Imp company in 1M6.

Owned' 80% of Common
Report on Coast had It that

Laemmle owned and controlled, by
trust agreement, around ?6% *>I the
common stock of -company, with the
holdings, of R. ..H. Cochrane, and
Morris Fleckels, Laemmle's brother
in-law included, amounting to
around 7% each, with two other
unnamed Laemmle associates being
included in the trust.
Besides these holdings there Is

an issue *of 30,D09 shares of «% first

preferred -cumulative stock of which
17,*64. shares is outstanding. Laem-
mle's holdings of this is Teported
nominal; However, he held con-
trol /of the greater portion of 40,000
shares of 7% second preferred
cumulative stock, Tiesides a 25-
•30% interest in the U exchange.
According to current reports the

Universal liabilities, which the pur-
chasers take over, are set at
around $8,500,080, with the biggest
outstanding indebtedness being
$1,000,000 on a property mortgage
given Consolidated Lab oh the
studio. Also a $750,000 loan which
was made by Cowdin-Rogers group
when they took over the option, and
between 1400,000 and $500,000 due
Electrical Research Products, Inc.

Besides, there is considerable due
Bank of America for loans on which
negatives of recently made pictures
were given as security.

New owners are reported set to

get permission of the Securities
Exchange Commission for hew
stock Issue which will be marketed
through exchange .listing to cover
all outstanding obligations besides
giving them a large production and
operations reserve fund.

Understood Universal is now pre-
pared with sufficient cash on hand
to launch an ambitious production

campaign for current season and
1536-37, besides making needed im-
provement to stages,, structures and
equipment on the lot which would
entail an expenditure of around
$500,000,

jy R> Grainger Is currently here

conferring on the new product with
Rogers and Koenig.
Added to statement released from

New York by Cowdin was Laemm-
le's statement lauding Cochrane,

the new prexy, for his 30 years of

loyal service, and that he would be

glad to give his services and coun-
sel to the new company any time
required.

$1,000,000 Each to 2 Children

Report has it here that prior to

the sale Laemmle had told his two
children, Carl, Jr., and Rosabelle

Bergerman, that he would give each

of them $1,000,000 outright were he

to sell the company.
Just what the Laemmle tax on

the sale will be was a matter of

conjecture here for some time. He
will pay the government $600,000.

Due to fact he held the stock over

a 10-year period, the tax federally

is based on 30% of the amount .of

coin received which would place
the tax on a $1,«5U,C00 figure.
Laemmle intends remaining

around California for at least , two
months' and should there be no war
clouds in Europe, intends going
abroad in May for the summer.
Rogers has brought into the fold

Val Paul, his production associate
for the past three years. Works
under Rogers as producer, with
other executive duties.
Twenty pictures on -this season's

slate of -36 remain to be finished.
Two. are unfinished in a series of
eight westerns. Studio has turned
out 9,138 pictures since its incep-
tion. Production is being speeded
before the June sales convention.

0§/Doc

Cochrane'* Impression
Standard Capital representatives

became thoroughly familiar with
R. H. Cochrane and his supervision
of all major eastern operations for
Universal during the lengthy nego-
tiations and perusal of books and
records in the east in the last four
months or more.
Taking pari in Standard's financ-

ing are Electrical Research Prod-
ucts, Inc., C. M. Woolf -and associ-
ates of London, and Eastman Ko-
dak, with only Woolf interested in

other than .strictly financial phases
Woolf figures because his London
company,. General Film Distributors,
wiil. distribute Universal -product in
England, and at the same time re-
ceives an American outlet for Gen-
eral Film's product via Universal. 1

George N. Armsby and Lawrence
W. Fox, Jr., are. associates of Cow-
din In Standard Capital

Total of $5,500,000 involved in

transaction with the balance pay-
able within -20 days, all in cash.

Original option was granted last;

November, with a six-week exten-
sion given on Feb. 1. Option was
involved in a $750,000 advance made
to Universal to cover a number of
costly features then , in production.
Estimated that U paid back about
$250,0.00 of total borrowed.
Recapitalization plan, while not

definitely set thus far, is expected
in Wall Street to cover the— first

preferred, which is now liste-d on
the N. Y. Stock exchange at more
than $?K) per share, and the com
mon which is on the curb. Reason
for this is. that these are the only

two issues in the hands of the pub-
lic, the second preferred, which was
never listed, having been held large-

ly by Laemmle, his family and close

business associates.

Because only the outstanding
shares of the .first preference stock

and common is in the public hands,
recap set-up probably will take the,

form of new issues to be exchanged
for current stocks. Less than :'20;Oo6

shares will be involved In' the pre-
"3d switch.
aJoth the first preferred and com-

mon stocks registered new highs in

Monday's <1C) stock market, the
former hitting $92 a share, in re-

flection of new management for

Universal.
Of the 85% control obtained by

Rogers-Standard group, it is under
stood that 70 to 74% is represented
by the second preferred and com-
mon obtained.

and 'Mstrriage* (Fox) held five extra
days for fair $3,000. First week put
this house into the good money with
strong $6,600.
Orpheum <Hamrick - Evergreen)

(2,000; 25-40)—'Fleet' . '(RKO) (2d
week and going strong at $6,000.
First week grand $8,700.
Mayfair (Parker - Evergreen)

(1,400; 25-40)—'Hitch Hike' (Rep)
and "Man of Iron' (FN), ralso a
Major Bowes two-reeler. Combo
putting house over for better than
average $2,700. Last week THarrl-
gan* .(FN) and 'Freshman Love'
(WB), $1,800, weak.
Music Box XHamrick-Evergreen),

(1,200; 25-35)—'Dream Too Much*
(RKO) and *Daai Mathews' (Par).
Second run combo getting okay play
for $1;500.

'DOC AND 'SHARK' SPLIT

DENVER M.
.
Denver, March' 17.

'Country Doctor* three days, and
'Shark Island,' four days, at the
Denver are doing $9,000, top money
for town. 'Lonesome Pine' is having
•a big second week for the Denham.
Matinees are exceptionally good.

'Fleet' finished with about half its

take for opening week, but the
opening week was exceptionally
good. .

Exploitation to Denham, with Its

Bank Nate' giveaway never less:

than a grand. It packs not only the
Denham,. but six subsequents which

,

are in on the deal.

Estimates for This Week
Aladdin (Huffman) 1 (25-40-50)—

'Happen* <20th). Above average at
$3,000. Last week .'Bohemian' CMG)
skimmed along to a' neat $4,000 and
was promoted to the Paramount
downtown.
Center (Allan) (1,500; 20-26-35)—

'Irish Eyes* (Rep) and stage sho'w,

Average business, $8,000. Last week
'Dancing Feet' <Rep), on the sec
ond week the theatre has been open,
around- $3,500, "good enough at the

Denham. (Cooper) (1,500; 25^35-
40)—'Pine' (Par) (2d week). 'Going
strong at $7,500. First week's $0;500
ample reason for holdover.
Denver (Huffman) (2,500; 25-35

50)—'Doctor' (20th) , three -days this

week following four last week, and
'Shark Island' (20th), four days.
Sailing through to nifty $9,000

Last, week 'Round* (Col) yanked
after four, ^days near low for tthe

house and 'Doctor* (20th) finished

the week arid stayed three days cur
rently. Gross for the split week
copped mostly by the latter, was
$5,700. .

Orphewn (RKO) <2 ;600 ; 25-35-40)—"Fleet" (RKO) (3d week). Holding
up fairly well to $5,500; Last week
big $11,500, rating the holdover.
Paramount (Huffman.) (2,000.; 25

40)—'JBohemian' (MG), following i

week at Aladdin, and 'Doctor

(20th), following week at Denver,
split. Taking $4,000. Last week
'Prof. Soldier' <20th) stayed full

week following week at the Aladdin
and finished with $3,000.

TASTEUR' PLUGS BRING

RESULTS, $4,700, PORT.

Portland, Ore.; March 17.

{Best Exploitation: Broadway)
Undecided whether Xouls Pasteur'

.

would collect at the b.o. as well as
in the rave column, Parker's Broad-
way figured-!© turn on the exploita-

\

tioh heat in a big way and see what
:

happened. Resulting splurge was
warranted as 'Pasteur* opened with
a bang and seems in line to run up
a big score. It will gross 50% more
than, last week's 'Exclusive Story*
and 'Bohemian <3irl' combo.
Evergreen's big Paramount went

high bicycle this week and rolled up
the screen in favor of opera. San
Carle Co. is in that house for six

days, with straight pix coming back
next week. Last week the Para-
mount ended 12 days of 'Klondike
Annie' to good biz, but not sensa-
tional. Paramount is already doing
a lot of advance plugging for
'Prisoner of Shark Island.' booked in

soon. House arranged to have
'Island' run in serial form in local

daily.

Estimates for This Week
Broadway (Parker) (2.000

:

; 25-40).

'Pasteur' (FN). Answr-ring lo big
exploitation and should put this

house over for satisfactory $4,700.

Last week 'Exclusive' (MG) and
'Bohemian' (MG) average around
$2,500.

'Wife-Sec' $10,000, N.S.H.

Is New Haven Holdovers
New Haven,. March 17.

{Best exploitation: Poii)

It's holdover week, with 'Pine'

(Par) staying up and 'Fleet* <Radio)
tumbling on second stanza. College
still sticking to weekly (Friday)
amateur nights after several months
and jamming 'em every time.

Poli hit the 'Wife vs. Sec* cam-
paign from a variety of angles,
Plugged Harlow via the beauty
shops, tied in Myrna LOy on the
Kolynos national gown-naming con-
test; flock of giveaway Llbertys
with Gable oh cover; used two local

air stations for three periods

(oakley contests, etc.')-; serial story

of film in Italian-American paper:
lobby display of office furniture and
life-size standees of Loy-Gable-
Harlow; plus one-sheets, banners,
special trailers, etc., over a four-
week advance period.

Estimates for This Week
Paramount (M&P) (2,348; 35-50)

—'Pino' (Par) and 'Timothy* (Par).

Excellent business on five-day hold-
over. Should cop a nice $4,000 to

add to initial week's big $9,000.

Poli (Loew) (3,040; 35-50)—'Wife
vs. Sec' (MG). Oke at $10,000, but
should be doing better with two
holdovers as competish. Last week
•Doctor' (20th) and 'O'Day' (20th)

slipprd off to less than weak $7,000.

Roger Sherman (WB) CJ.200; 35-

50) — 'Fleet' (Radio), holdover.
Milked the town last week for
magnificent $11,000, but is consider-

Philadelphia, March 17.

(Best Exploitation? €«rle)

• With a flock of holdovers and
some not-very-^hot attractions, biz.

in the downtown film houses is tak-
ing a sharp skid this week after

one Of the -best seven-day periods in

months. An . exception is 'Lonesome
Pine* at the Boyd. This colorpic
ought to get $l-6,'0O0 and may go
higher.. . .

^Country Doctor,' althwngh a de-
cided disappointment dn its first,

week at the Fox and almost certain-

ly not destined for three •or even
four weeks as management had
hoped, will get close to *20,W0 on
its second week. 'Fauntteroy;! al-
though slipping, should turn In a
nice JdvOOO in its second Tweet at
the Aldine and 'Wife Vs. Secretary'
is still hitting on all cylinders at
the Stanley, where it should achieve

.

a nice $16,500 or better-
'I Conquer the Sea' is very much

of a weak sister at the Stanton.and
will be lucky to get $6,O00. Rath
Chattertori's 'Lady of Secrets,1 tout

at the Erlanger, figures for a scant
$6,000, if that. Earle has Buddy
Rogers on the stage and 'Love Be-
fore Breakfast' on the screen, With
indications for $1«,*»0Q, a little above
average.
A surprise has been the strength

of "Lbuis Pasteur' at the Karlton.
It is in its second week of its sec-
ond run <at this Chestnut street
house and figures for $3,000, which
is a lot more than some flrst-^rUns

get there . in first weeks. •Follow
the Fleef is also getting a two*
week second run showing at th
Keith's and may get $2,1800, good'.

Stanley-Warner people ^expended
plenty, ^exploitation energies oit

Buddy Bogors and the Earle show...

Had a tie-up With the. opening of
the United Campaign with Rogers
and his .Orchestra playing at tho
opening luncheon in Humanity Hall*
Philly's convention spot.

Estimates for This Week
Aldlne 1(1,200; 40-55-B5)—Tauh*

tleroy' (UA) <2d week). Starting to

slip some, but still around $0,000,

very neat. Last week's $14,000 was
better than expected.
Arcadia <«D0; 2&-%6-5T»—T^ady

Consents' <RK.O). Second run. Not
over $2,400. Last week "Milky Way?
(Par) , second run. Very nice, <i3,e00.

Boyd (3,400; 40-56J—'Pine' <Pai').

Figures for strong $16,4)00, though-
holdover unlikely. Last week, 'De-

sire'' (Par), $13,900, under average.
Earle X2;000; "25 -40-Bfl)— Break-

fast' (U) and Buddy Rogers on
stage. Good $W,000. Last week
'Round* (Col) and BUey and Farley-

oh stage, $16,500.

.

- Erlanger <2,v00; 40-55-87)—'Lady
of Secrets' <Col), . Looks- dismal at

$6,000. House returns to legit (tem-
porarily) March 30. 'Modern Tintes*

'way off at end, getting $12,000 in

last il days, making run four weeks
and four days in all.

Fox (3/000 ; 40-55-rC5) — 'Doctor*

(20th) and stage show C2d week).
Looks, good for neatly $20^000, arffter

disappointing first week at $26,000.

Third week very unlikely.

Kariton <l,t)00; S5-«5-40) — 'Pas-

teur' (WB), second week, Becond
run. Very good here for $C,O00. Last

week $4,500. mt ^
KeiWa <S,1HH); 30-40-50)—'Fleet*

<RKO). Second week, second run.

Fair -$2,«00. Last week strong §4,200.

Stanley (5,700; 40-55)—'Wife vs.

Sec' (MG) (2d week). Robust at

$16,5*0. Last week's $25,000 was big,

but under.expectations. .

.

Stanton (1,700; SO -40-50) —-Con

-

dun- the Sea' (Acad). Hardly $5,000;.
t n *»f ,.-nr,ir Yihrdon Murder Case'

"United Artists (Parker) (1.000; 23- ably off. this week at %lU00.

40)—'Wife vs. Sec' (MO) (2d week)
Going strong at $5,500 and may hold

longer. First week big $8,000.

Paramount (Evergreen) (3.000;

25-40). House playing San Carlo

Opera Co. Last week 'Annie' (Par)

College .(Locw) (1,505; 25-'35)—
'Lady Consents' -(Radio) and
'Trouble' (20th). Okay response
means around $4,000, good. Last
week ;Fang and Ciaw' (K*uuiu) and i

Exclusive' (MG), good ut $3,800.
1

Last week 'Garden Murder Case'

(MG), fairly good, $6,500.

Lyon-Daniels oh Stage

Id|ils.;1)e«^$6^0

. Indianapolis, March 17..

(Best Exploitation: Loev/'s, Lyric)

'Wife vs. Secretary' is running in

front at a dandy $10,600 this week
at Loew's, while the Lyric presses
along closely with a socko $10,000

on Don't Get personal' and a vande
bill headlining Bebe Daniels and
Ben Lyon. The Indiana, widely
heralding a new double feature pol-
icy, started off mildly at a pace that
indicates no more than $6,000 oil

'Desire' and 'Love on a Bet.' Re-
peats are faring only moderately at
the Apollo and Circle,.'Country Doc-
tor' and 'Follow the Fleet,' respec-
tively.

Loew's and the Lyric, besides run-
ning neck and neck In grosses, also
divide honors in exploitation. Der
pai'tmont store display ad.s on Har-
low hairdresse.s, GablV suits, and
special distribution of secretarial
notebooks are features of the cam-
paign by Loew's, while the Lyric
concentrated on the Daniels-Lyon
personal to receive an unprecedented
front-page art and story break in
the town's most conservative daily

J

*i«9 well as Bp^otel tiesups In display

(Continued on page 29)
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Political Unrest Upsets Spanish

[its; B.0.s Of to Near NothingLegi

Madrid, March 6.

Theatrical biz is taking it on the

chin since the elections of Feb. i.6

and no signs of a letup unless the

present political tension disappears.

Elections were the quietest In

years. During the campaign the

Rights charged that a Left triumph
would bring communism. The Lefts

won and. apparently the fears in-

jected by the right wing propa-
ganda frightened theatregoers. Fre-
quent street manifestations have
not helped restore' confidence.

Day. following the elections was
disastrous and theatrical circles re-

port the Improvement has been exc-

eedingly slow. Following fare the

takes for the two shows of Feb. 17,

day after the balloting, In Madrid
theatres: Maria Isabel, $20.; Martin,

|120; Corolco, $73; Alkazar, $27;

Victoria, $140; Eslavar $4x; Lypanol,

$6; Pavon, $67.60; Lara, (one show),
$7.25; Comedla, $30.

The Fontalba and Coliseum closed

down.
How tough those figures are Is

shown by the fact that the Comlco
and Eslava, which probably have the

lowest ' overhead among Madrid
houses, have a daily nut of about
$350; All the above theatres have
legit stock ' companies with the. ex-
ception of the Martin rand ' Pavon,
which are musicals.

Impresarios are asking city of-
< flclals to do something about low-
ering taxes' while the present un-
certainty exists because the sta-

tionary, tax,; which goes on un-
changed, is proving' a real problem.

New Palestine Tax

Jerusalem,

Entertainment tax by-law, which

Will jack up the price of cinema and

other tickets, was passed here this

week by the Jerusalem Municipal

Council.
,

Tax will yield an estimated rev-

enue .of $7,500, which is to be de-

voted to charity.

Away Royalties,

ist

$50,000 BLAZE DELAYS

KORDA'S NEW STAGES

London. .Inarch 17.

Four, sound stages of Alex Korda's
new Denham Studios, scheduled for
completion April 1, may be some-
what delayed through a. fire there
this morning; (17).
', Blaze destroyed one of the stages
already- completed, entailing about
$50,000 damages, which falls on the
contractors. Insurance -covers.

Budapest, March 9.

Author's Association here has

ruled that royalties on .plays must
be paid like taxes, following a warn-
ing to -the management of a theatre

here. Contention' of the association

is that authors are free to do what
they like with their money, even to
the extent of making a present of
the royalty fee to the manager, but
payment must first be made.
Association collects royalties for

all -local authors. Informed a thea-
tre management here said that pro-
ceedings would be started if the
house continued to be remiss in
paying royalties on its current
musical. House manager replied
by producing a. letter signed by the
authors, in. which . they had re-
nounced their royalty claim, rather
than have the play's run halted.
Association held that authors

have' no right to do this,, because
it would establish an undesirable
precedent, besides damaging the
association, which obtains a small
percentage.

Kempinski in London

London, March 17.

Martin Kempinski,- German res-
taurateur, has leased the Cafe de la

Palx, West End nitery, for four
years.

He will operate the spot with
German food, on same policy' he
built up \n Berlin.

Fay Malta's One-Woman
Show BrocHes in London

London, March 17.

Fay Marbe opened at the Duke
of York's in a one-woman show
Tuesday <10) and met with the most
disastrous flop seen here in years.
-She essayed a ; whole evening's nion-
olog entertainment, assisted only by
a pop dance, band. Failed to open
the second night.

Andre Chariot opened a new
revue at the Vaudeville Wednesday
(11), entitled 'The Town's Talk.' It
is a smart entertainment and was
well received all around. Likelihood
of a long run.

Twickenham Distribs for

Chesterfield, Invincible
London, March 17.

A. Barrett, representing Chester
field and Invincible, has concluded
a deal with Twickenham by which
the latter will henceforth distribute
their product in England,

Pictures were previously handled
here by Producers Distributing
Corp., which has gone bankrupt,
with Twickerham taking over it6

assets.

'Last of Ladies' Due
London, March 8

Walter Hackett's 'Espionage,
closing at the Apollo last week of
March, Is being replaced by 'Last
of the Ladies,' new comedy written
and produced by William Fresh
man, local juve.

Cast lined up Includes Adele
Dixon, Athene Seyler, Nicholas
Hannen, Toni Holies and Jack
Hobbes, if the latter can get out
of his film engagements.
Show is scheduled to open cold.

Biggest, Bestest New

Hex. De Luxer Starts

Mexico City, March 17.

Swank screen-stage theatre,

Teatro-Clne Alameda, was opened

with the greatest amount of paid

newspaper publicity ever used here

for a cinema premiere. Principal

dailies carried eight solid pages of

publicity and advertising, with one

newspaper getting out a 4-page roto

section. Initial screen fare was
Paramount's 'Across the Table/

Housed ' in a renovated old .
inan-

.

slon on the main stem, house is the

most elaborate amusement spot in

Mexico City. Seats about' 3,500. It

was built by a local Mexican
amusement syndicate headed by
Emilio Azcarraga. Most modern in

the country, it is the only cinema
in Mexico to boast a revolving

stage. Uses Super-Simplex pro-

jectors. Walker screen and ERPI
equipment. Architectural style Is

17th Century Spanish Colonial.

Eduardo Vigil y Bobles, lor some
time Latin-American music de-

partment chief for RCA Victor,

batons the theatre's symphony or-

chestra. Alexander Oumansky is

in charge of the ballet , and stage

shows. He Imported a 14-girl line

from Los Angeles for the inaugural

of the house. Foreign talent for

the stage shows is to come from
the U. S. for the most part.

Britons in Hollywood

Just in Time

London, March 6.

Ruth Draper arrived in town just

In time to take up the one week

booking of Elisabeth Bergner in the

new Barrle play at Edinburgh.

When she plays at the Haymar-
ket, London, Ijer contract calls for

75% and, if . receipts exceed a cer-

tain figure, she gets 80%.

These London engagements never

draw less than $10,000 weekly. Cast

.of one and no production.

MORE

IN

Leslie Returning to Org.

New London 'Blackbirds'

London, March 17.

Lew Leslie sails tomorrow (18)

for New York to organize a new
'Blackbirds' company for London.
Expects new show to open at the

Palace In association with C. B.
Cochraii, Will play a fortnight in

Manchester prior to West End.

Stirling Cancels Milan
Milan, March 6.

The English .Players (Edward
Stirling's' company from Paris)
have made it known that 'owing to

the difficulties of the moment' they
will not

.
carry . out the standing

engagement at the Manzonl theatre.

Though the English and Ameri-
can colonies are not big, they were
usually worth playing to.

Melbourne, Feb. 18.

In April three more indie theatres

will* come into operation in the

nabes here, making the total 43.

New ones are Village, Toorak;

Astor, Windsor, and , Hawthorne,
Hawthorne. All will 'play Par and
M-G plx.

Growth of the Indies here in re-

cent times has been amazing, with
the majority playing irf opposition

to Hoyts. Par and M-G- buy has
also surprised everybody in the biz,

although .both deny they are In any
way financially interested in the

theatres, being satisfied to spot

their plx in the locations available.

Further new theatres are in erec-

tion all over the Commonwealth in-

cluding: West Geelong, 1; Brisbane,

1; N. S. Wales, 9; South Australia, 2,

Americans In London
London, March 0.

Jack Wailer negotiating with Rob-
inson and Martin for the next
Hippodrome 6how, due. early - in
September.
Gaudsniith Brothers leaving. Eng-

land June 10 to play fairs for
George A. Hamid. Open in Iona,
Mich., middle of July, and staying
till October, when, due to pick up
their English dates again.

.' Itvinjg Shapiro, : of World Film
Corp. from N. T., just hit town.
Charles Judge, animal tamer,, to

handle the chimps for the hew Boris
Karloff pic, which Gaumont-Britlsh
is about, to shoot at the Gains-
borough Studios. No title yet. Chuck
Reisner will direct. Judge and
Relsner' worked together last in 1926
in 'The Missing Link.*
Jack Lavier en route from

Australia to London.
Jesse Jacobson , celebrated the

26th anlversary of his arrival here
by a broadcast.

Phil Reisman here on first leg of
a European office survey for RKO-
Radto.

J. J. Shubert off to Paris and due
to return here shortly.
Roger Marchettl signed Diana

Ward to do a pic for Paramount in
Hollywood at the end of her tour
here.

Gilbert Miller off to America in
March, but will not .produce the
Henri Bernstein's 'Promise' current
at the Shaftesbury till the fall.

Figures two successes on Broadway
at one time la quite enough.
Entire cast of Americans In

'Three Men on a Horse* the guests
of honor at the Stage Golflnj

Society's dinner.
Hildegarde, back from Paris for

final rehearsals in the Florence
Desmond part in 'Seeing Stars* at
the Gaiety, which she takes over.
Everybody that's anybody of the

American contingent here talking
about the Southern fried chicken
dinners at the Roscoe Ates' apart-
ment.
Kimbeiiy and Page tired of hotel

life and back to their house in
Wembley.
Noah Beery in 'Paradise Hotel,' a

whodunit mystery for John Stafford

Prod., taking . four weeks to un-
tangle. J
Commander Hugh Lohgden, pub-

licity chaser for Dorchester and
May Fair hotel's, throwing a dinner
for Constance Bennett, Claire Luce
and Constance Cummings at the
May Fair.

Joe Rock becoming known here
as the grinning host,
Sammy Lewis and Patti Moore

back from Paris and resuming their
Stoll tour.

Bubbles Stewart and Sisters back
at the Mile-End Empire after four
weeks.
Max Factor's new offices all ready

for big business in Bond. Street.
Tamara Desnl Insisted on getting

an American make-up man for a
Fox film test. Now she has landed
a Fox contract.
Joe Termini to tour with the

Prince of Wales revue for 20 weeks.
Joe Jackson sending bi-lingual

postal cards from Paris. Half in
English and other half in German.

Billy De Woolf planning a sum
mer vacation in Spain.
Hibbert; Bird and La Rue going

to Africa Oct. 2, and will return
here Dec. 21 In time to play in
another .pantomime for Tommy Ar
nold. This time at the Empire,
Liverpool.
Jack Dohphue to stage the dances

In the Francis Mangan floor show
at Grosverior house.

... The John Holmses off to Man-
chester. Mrs. Holmes' father de-
signed and built the Manchester
Stadium, although this is Mrs
Holmes first trip there.
Ralph Ince has recovered from an

attack of 'flu.

Roscoe Ates, who played in the
last picture directed by Ralph Ince
in America, is once more under his
direction here, in 'Fair Exchange
now being made at Teddlngton,.
Edmund Low.e barely escaped se

rious injury In a train wreck scene
being shot at Shepherds Bush.
Walter Hackett's 'Espionage' is

just past its 150th performance. This
is the 18th Hackett play to touch
that mark, and Marlon Lome has
appeared in all of them.

Following the government de-
cision to take no action on the erec
tlon of new theatres here, nine new
houses will come up in Bondl,
Campsle, Windsor, Balmain, Chats
Wood, Beecroft, Goulburhj Guhrie
dah, and Broken Hill. Majority of

these theatres will play Par and
M-G pix, although other product
will be used also.

M-G will build a new theatre in

Brisbane, right in-the heart of the
city, and will, then make its present
Gremorne a second-release house.
M-G now has its own ace theatres
in Sydney, Melbourne and Brisbane.
Par is also covered on first-release

In Sydney, Melbourne, Adelaide,
Perth, Launceston, and Hobart. This
month the

;

Rex, Adelaide, will go
100%. Paramount.

Hollywood,- March 17.

Madeleine Carroll, playing in 'The
Case Against Mrs. Ames,' is acquir-
ing a castle in Spain, A real one,

located on .
200 acres of land near

the Mediterranean, 60' miles from
the nearest neighbor. She's reno-
vating the castle and putting in a
heating system and modern plumb,
lng and will tenant it in August.
Mary Ellis, having completed her

scenes in 'Brazen,' is now studying
the lines of a new play with John
B'alderston.

Gene Lockhatt is flying back to

New York for the Opera Surprise
Performance to be held at the Met,
Ann Gray and Lester Matthews

planning on staying, out in Holly-
wood and looking for a house.
Ida Lupino appearing at the Fred

Stone party in a ravishing gown of
black pleated lace worn Over a flesh

colored slip,

Walter Pidgeon recovering from
his recent Illness.

Basil Rathbdne . -going to 20th?
Fox to ' work -Jn "Private Number*
and then to Selznlck's for • 'Garden
of Allah.'

Herbert Marshall entertaining Sir

Julian and Lady Cahn on the set of
Something to Live For.'

Alan Mowbray guesting Countess
de Marsey and her daughter Jac-
queline on the set of 'Case Against
Mrs. Ames.'
Donald Crisp reminiscing about

South African war days and ..the

rest of the many Britons on the set

of 'Mary of Scotland' . getting to-

gether for some close harmony on
old . Scottish and Irish ballads.

Dave Niveri and G. P, Huntley,
jr., taking tests for 'Charge of, the
Light Brigade.'
David Torrance bragging that he

is now a six-handicap golfer.

Marian Marsh sporting a new tan
as a result of spending all her spare
hours on the beach.

.

Margaret Callahan working in

'Special Investigator' with Richard
Dlx.

Dresden Vaude

Berlin, March 6.

Opening of the Albert theatre,

Dresden, , former Royal
.
Playhouse,

as a vaudeville venture' puts the
iown back on the variety map, after

ah interval . of about ten years.
Albert theatre is going in heavy

for big-time acts.

KODAK JOINS APPEAL

VS. PATHE BANKRTCY

Paris, March 8.

Kodak, as chief creditor of Pathe
Cinema, has joined the hew Pathe
Board. of Directors,: headed by Paul
Brunet, in an appeal against the
decision of the Commerce Tribunal,
declaring Pathe In bankruptcy.
Appeal will come before the Civil

Tribunal, whose jurisdiction is su-
perior to that of the Commerce
Court, Meanwhile negotiations in

view of a settlement are being car-
ried on between the Pathe board
and its creditors.

At the same time the old bug-
bear of state control of the Alms is

being raised. Those who want a
government film department to run
the business (including imports
from America) are again reported
as active on the outskirts of the
Pathe bankruptcy.

If no settlement is reached this
danger will exist, especially since
Gaumont-Francp Film-Aubert al-

ready virtually belongs to the gov
eminent, and M. Mauger, Pathe re
celver, also is judicial liquidator of
G.F.F.A.

NAZIS NIX JUSHNY

'Blue Bird' Troupe Nixed for Scala
as Non -Aryan

Berlin, March 6.

Much heralded booking of Jush
hy's 'Blue Bird* Russian Cabaret
for the Scala, Berlin, did not ma
terialize. Labor permit was not
forthcoming on account of too many
'nonTAryans' in show.
Jusnny is. a great favorite, here

from his long run during Inflation
years at his own theatre* on Gelz
Strasse, and later playing tfee
Comic Opera,

Cochran Loses Appeal

On 'Cavalcade* Suit

London, March 6,

Parnell & Zeltlin have had the
decision confirmed In the Appeal
Court awarding them $25,000 against
Charles Cochran and the Drury
Lane in the 'Cavalcade* suit.

P. & Z. had a contract for the
touring rights of the Noel Coward
piece', which forbade • the plcturlza-
tion being' shown here while the
agreement was In force.

'Dream' Oke in Milan
Milan, March 6.

Following premiere showing of

'Midsummer Night's. Dream,' for
three days at the Odeon Cinema, at

$2 top, condensed version running
only about 90 minutes was substi-
tuted.

Strong enthusiasm for this War-
ner production indicates that It will

be a click at the box-office here,

despite some press criticism.

Clasa
second
('His

month.

CLASA'S SECOND
Mexico City, March 17.

is arranging to start its

pic, 'Su Gran
;
Aventura'

Grand Adventure') this

Fernando de Fuentes, who
megged the company's first pic,

'Vamonos Con Pancho Villa' ('Let's

Go With Pancho Villa') will direct.

Most of the work on 'Adventure'
will be done at the company's stu-
dios hear here, which are the larg-
est in Mexico.

Counter-Irritant
Paris, March 8.

French are alarmed at the bad
propaganda for their school system
embodied in Marcel Pagnol's pic-

ture 'Merlusse,' which shows kids
studying in ramshackle buildings.
Therefore an assignment has

been given to government Aimers
to shoot a few model schools,, pic-

tures to be shown at the 1337 expo
so as to counteract the unfavorable

j
sffect,

1
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Doyle Threatens Cut in Program

r

t Pushes Anzac Quotau.-vv- u
V'! -
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-.>». ,1 i ydney; Feb,. lSi.

•Stuart F^ jDoJfle: sajtst that: unless/

i.nithfe governingV-bef©" stands back .of

. : local- producers'i liiii enforcing the

local quotaHCinesouttd'' Will reduce
its schedule" from "14 pix

:
to seven

pix annually.
Providing the American" dlstrlbs

co^bperat© >'ith ; thVprodueing units,

< Wd -tH«f Jgoverhineht '*:> Upholds the
»vv-carreitr q-Ubta1 ' law^'ejnesouhd will!

,i » •'gb'' ^ahe"dd' ''withi ;lts: -original plan,

,

„.'•• bihefwlsre' a) 1 fedu'ced' schedule - will
' opei4ee,*iM^W>®Kt»<- a*w»-. ''->-».

j

t»V* :<(fiin^d*lfia'' ;hW-' 6«iWpl*te'd>
T.'Tnor-

t-> ^gM»e£«*M %tti. **Wi****W&jr it.

4»Ajft 'W' *«iSent^oV^feh*if. blfe
11
!)^ is

''•'•wrtn foo^e '-^tf^^e'i' q-oofa1 regu
'•^ttlSttbi^C^lft^fllt Hurled Iwill
•a* "make^eWp^^bmf s'tdftfes Syrijtten

by Ken Wilkinson, pic" :critic >0n st

M- -fecal 1 da:

ilyi'
U»»»«?rwc >yi

'
;-

:

: : > •

follow ^^rc^jyhttW'riirt'jtrbyleUs
:
" ; ^b'^ievB^'w^iliiTi^Veleafe 'bf'-the -[first

"v i- -fllfitf •^1fW'l'prtA
:

eirfgf.
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ftintlrer

^producllott' ' ; v .

rdgranY''"..
i

.
.•^ndeP.the

(

;

(

^l^ent ljtw;
;

'dlstrlbs

;are. .expected' I'o talife^ aro;utod!.'20j plx
'on. .."tVie

:1

jfifat .year's sche'dulel.' jAnw-

Hbuhcenieiifs' 'Tpjjr major ;

''producers
1 shbWlthit", the ^lVbwing schedulers

SOpofled'Ydr.' jtHe first year';— ''

;

Cihesbuh^'". . . ... .7.;. . .14

National' '

.

1

.
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MAXWELL GETS ANOTHER*

Mile f-nd Cinema Taken Oyer; Will
Use Double Features '

.;

London, March (i.

•Associated British Cinemas; head
of which is John Maxwell, has just
acquired the Mile-End Empire. » ;

House had a somewhat hectic
career in the last few: .years. Was
originally part of United Cinemas,
Schlesinger company which .was

the last'.few, months it has been
a cine-

a^ound seven
Americans;

Understood Maxwell paid $15q,qpq.
for the lease, and it now. gives -jhiJjfV

a spot in a istrict that haV qjulte,

a few tiaumo'nt-British houses.
^'Policy' bt- house will .-be double-
featuT^' prbgrams,' with) One act'

^Potcil *.(> f ••«••) • •-• • • • • » • * 22

But should Doyle go • ahead and
curtail production to seven pix, the

quota :

w.ill be five short, Announce-
ments have been made that more
Indies will break into the field with-
in the next., few weeks, and -that

studio.. Splice, .will .be leased where-
vever pbfjf^Iei- ' As a' matter of fact,

ever sljtf^.Ei B. Harkness stated

that. thet
:'B#yernment intended .,to

see that ttie' quota would be abided
b'y absolutely", contemplated' forma

r

tloh of new pic units hiajs' been in

'the air continuously. Proposed' units
are!' iii the main,' being' backed by.

business men without' benefit Of
production knowledge, but who are
anxious to break into the field.

Every day one hears the story,

that undoubtedly Sydney will very
soon become' a second Hollywood.
Only those, who have been in the biz

for a while know that before such a

goal Is. reached there will be a lot

of money lost, to say the least.

In Melbourne
Melbourne, Feb. 18.

Ernes': C, Polls has announced

;
(;^at he hopes to make six pix an-
nually at Jivis local studio.. Cinesound
is. believed: ready to make four; and
.other indie producers are attempt-
ing to get. a break. into tills geld...-.,

F. W. Turing has moved across;

to Sydney to join with Mastercraft,

. •vf^bife he. >hdp$s to- 'make ' between
two and four pix on his first year's

•dfteratlbri: ; *

!4C£i<i ,v<t ;
.v.

•l''ftfr./.l \

NEW THEATRE GROUP

M
"•>. X",i.i:.:•<!•: • > .i.-i-V: 1

|

lolvAVl^, Palositlne,! .i

,*

i 'flBhe Jiaimpa i theatre, makcsijtls^de^
but jtoniffht3:(^ in,, tiala

•. frl^o !
§^jj's

its name; from, -the initial Hob^w
letters of the words for Dance j Mu'r
:sic;'l.^£ti^V^a.^xia.i Operetta.) '^c-
.tors-. .\yUl

,
.Specialize, in tliese

j. .
branches.'

,
'

"/ '

' i

£ (
.

t .
';jQrgahi^evst:'^hd promoters df Yhe
outfit are 'Mkt-ic I;a\'ri ahtf 'Nissan 5

Kogun," both formerly of Riga.
Lav'ri conduc'tccl' rndio orchestras' in
Berlin and has' been in musical work
for lms. He is a composer and
authored most of the scores for the
show's dance' numbers.

Kogan's 'The Wit'c•h•.
, presented

recently by the Palestine Comedy,
was a success. As choreographer
he will appear in solos and duets
with Naomi Lief,, formerly of- New
York. Latter also made her Pales-
tine debut an 'The Witch.*
Premiere Is a musicale.

Sea. Pic ip French
Hollywood. March 17.

French version of 'I Conquer the
Sea,' with entire new cast, will be
made by. Academy-Halperin, fol-
lowing finish, of production of com-
pany'g curre'tit, feature, 'Revolt of
the Zombies.*.

'

Leon D'L'ss'eau will supervise new
version.

Paris, March 8..

Following the ban. by the Cabinet
on exportation of a film, based on
Victor Margueritte's novel 'La Qar-
conne,' the French censors .held up
opening of General Productions'
film version of Jack London's
'Mutineers of the Elsinot* on the
•ground that the picture was im-
moral because the mutineers were
not punished In the end.
General alarm at extension of

censorship in France is the result,

Government bans on newsreel shots
of street riots and other political

upsets is" adding to film biz fears
that thfe lid is coming down.
'Elsinor' matted was'so0n straight-

ened out, however, with the aid of a
few cuts and a screened foreword
explaining that the mutineers are
not French. Implication to French
sailors is; "just see what you'd get if

you started' a mutiny.*
The 'Gaivconne' incident is not

over, with film still doing capacity
biz on boulevards. General feeling
is that there's 'something, .wrong
with a system which permits a gov-
ernment, to .abolish thousands of

dollars' worth of export rights be-
longing to a producer who has al-

ready taken the trouble to have his

script,
, and then his film, okayed' by

the official censors.

Formula

Sydney, Feb. 18.
Charles Munro, Hoyt boss,,

called his
.
gang together the

other night and said; 'Boys,
there's too much politics en-
tering Into- the! pic biz and not
epough showmanship.
'From now oh let's try to re-

verse it.' I

Doyle s Bid for

British B.R.: Of

REKH FIXES ROUTES

JO AVOID CLASHES

Berlin, ^art-hi -6;

''''•R^lcTistacHschart^rtistikromclffl

SSf&ifr orgkttl-zatJon :

foi*' v'audc'^cilrcus

arid ' "'cabaret, ' ^Irt^'itecl' • all'' Germain

circus director's ' to->B©Wth"; •«-<: '-^

' "Object of' meetibg was fixing - of

rbute's'-^-hich,'iin »tWe> tuture-,' ihaye

• Sydney,. Feb. 18.

Sit; • Hacold. Moore, -director -and
.flna^cialc as.soci£itg

- of
j
C.;. ..M^..Wp.oif».

h^f,been -i.e. t6w;n^Wp.jtfip pJVS.t ^'ieelf;

lp CG-nfgren!c.a. -w^.^tv^t.
>
.1r^;

;
i4oyie

py$Bw>ih^ .^,'ssociated
; ,
distributors'

hpi)kup,,_
.

' He. .^epaj&id very ^'iiently^

:iOUOw.ing.^h!e biz huddle/.
:

'

,

,-
. l^highVs .yistt, Is understood' to be

in,-,cpnpection !.with, the, possibility of

Dqy^e seeking British, capital .to
1 ex-

pj^nd .his. - circuit; ,here,'especjally In;

the nabe.., field., Although nq state-

ments w'.ere issued, understood that
when the break comes with General
Theatres,. Doyle .wants to be in the
position of having every avenue
tied, up' in fayor, of Greater Union,
Hence the try for ritish money.
Knight also was interested In the
circuit controlled • by Snider-Dean
because of the. fact that' S-D will

release Associated product by ar-
rangement with Doyle. Doyle Is in-

terested financially In the S-D unit,

outside of his Associated tleup.

Sir Harold gave out no inter-
views concerning his get-together
with Doyle, departing straight for
home attd C. M. Woolf. Doyle will

leave for London March 11, arriving
there in April. Conferences with
Woolf will take up most of his time
in England, following which Doyle
wilt go to Paris and Berlin, and
then to New York,' where he is due
June '21. A visit 'will also be paid
by him to Hollywood, where he will

probably engage some performers
for further pic work at Cinesound.
Doyle is expected back in Austra-

lia in Augusts

Paris, March 8.

Id stock company idea is being
applied to films" here. . by a' troupe
headed by' Armaria- "Bernard ' and
Pauley, thin and fat' cohiedi re-

spectively.

Company ill shqot French
A>t?0eu,- istieking » tpget^r;-. ivom -one'

^fctuce ;,^p.ther,7;^ainf j;Gffnier;
Pierre Stephen, Lerriontier, Janine
Merirey, Alice .Tissp and.Suzy Lerdy

ROCK LONDON STUDIO

TO GET BIG BUILDUP

London, March 8.

Joe Rock Film Studios, In Elstree,

are the latest to go in for modern
extension.

Rock came here three years ago
and dug up a bankroll, mostly from
John. Henry lies, a wealthy Margate
outdoor 'promoter. * He purchased
the old Blattner studios and, with-
out much bombast, made a success
of it. Pictures produced were not
expensive, but :- more : ' than served
their quota purpose.

lies- .is- so satisfied with Rock's
success that he 'is goiogito Invest a

lpt.-. more coin to -extend, and bring
the. studios up to- date,

At present there are- two -stages,

but the new plans* .Already drawn
up,,. call for five mpr.ev''Aitl>ough the
Rpck-Jles. cpnibft ^intepd?. .to go in

for vfil^x v
pr^p.duc1;iop.:.pn; a jnuch- big-

ger scp3e>now. al.sb',^gures.pn.4fet;ting

Mussolini Establishes Easy Coin

For Film Financing in Attempt

To Encourage Pix 'Justifying War

PIC STOCK COMPANY

French Comics Group to' Do Series
of - Farces oh Their Own

avei'; among, the players..

'Zlm&W&fet *|»^' ..Picture

based orv an old ; boulevard faitee

•Yoy Can't Fpol .. Antoinette,*

pegged by .Christen-. Jacques, '

SagdaIgala

4

Bagdad, Feb.. t4.
,

"the streets of this, city are fes-

tooned with flags today. It looks like

carnival time, but the decorations
are there to proclaini the comple-
tion of four new cinemas, first of . a
Series to be put up.
Although four houses are. finished

and several others are In course of

construction,, the number of cinema-
goers here is estimated at not more
than 8,000. Rumored that the Gov-
ernment Is subsidizing the construc-
tion, in line with its policy of

"modernizing Iraq."

In the field of entertainment genV
eraily, conditions are bad. Cabarets
and hotels have lost much of their

clientele as a result of a 'good

morals law' recently passed. New
law also forbids foreign entertain-
ers, and. sale of intoxicating drinks
where local talent performs.
The Royal Air Force personnel,

which hitherto was always good for

about $1;500 every week-end, how
stays in the cantonment by official

decree. Losses in revenue are con-
siderable as a result.

Residents in Reich

Mustn't Even Accept

Marks from Abroad

-^»^;Sead%
, .

" ^
. T . . t . »„i 4 . side indje. producers,,of which thercrWm««*r** '^vspect, i

ale'quite Cnj^^ J* '

Mdve . for ReStricJion

0( Building in France

m'eceasaDy; ' Tearrangi
ICPlashesiUi. »»-.v"- ; 1

v Awothe.r./po4nt was ie-nTi)loy«M!nt:Of

foreign a'cts/'Stressing.ithc: necessity

o'L'i A»gagtn-g. home 'talwt first!, and

foreigners only- In. .cases, pf out-

standing novelties.

Maj. Bell Scouting

H'wood for Talent

Hollywood, March 17.

Maj. C. II. Bell, representing

Amalgamated Studios of London,

arrived here last weekend, prepared

to buy cajriera, sound and lighting

equipment for the company's now
studio under construction in 131s-

tre'e. Plant is expected to be ready

to function Aug. 1.

Boll announced that Amalgamated
Would produce 10 fen tu res for next

season, to' be distributed in this

country by I'hitcd Artists. Company
is headed by S. Soskin.

During his Coast stay, ell will

prowl local talent; particularly play-

ers and writers, in an attempt to

build" up his company's personnel.

Will be Here about a month.

Paris, March 8..

Move tending toward government
restrictions on the opening of new
picture theatres is being discussed
at membership meetings of the
French Theatre Owners' Associa-
tion (Ss'ndicat Francaise des Di-
rect eurs).

Exhibs are split on advisability

of the move, some contending it

would, be an unjustified interfer-

ence with freedom of trade and
others asserting it's necessary to

save the commercial lives of those
already In the business.

Latter grbup cites as an example
the situation in a town of 5,000 in

southwest France, where a theatre

in competition with the established

exhlb failed four times In succes
slon, and was always revived by a
new plunger. Fifth time it failed,

Hits other thpatre filed a bankruptcy,
petition at the same time.

Berlin, March 6.

" It'svnow not only illegal to send
•German money out of Germany but
also to receive it" from abroad.,

' Regulation; which- is 'a
- -'result of-

'th e ' 3f iScou nfe' a t
--'wfo ich Reichsmark

s

are quoted in ''.foreign ebtmtriqy, 'is 1

applied witH speciar'severiry to Ger-
man nationals;* Wild are- rib'w com-
^ile'd' ^''declare'- wfthirt three i days'

any German niOmiy; they niay bring
back, with them :

¥foi^';
a'

,

rorcigrl jiOur'-

'nc-y', Previous •)lf(Ht''o
i^3a'

1

.marlflrfs

appHcaTjle only 'to ijorclgfr^'r-iycllcrs

enterinq: Germany^ >>

'Ac'cc'ptdhce. iii 'Cfe'rmany of
v
pres.;-

•nt«. o£^
/Gor'rfian' Mark's"'from abroa^i

js alsp.'torbi'dden under pa'fn .of ipimri

isHment,- ^erman's
;

,', , marks
from abroad as gifts,"br' irt payment
for servicc-s, are war ed to request

their corresp.ondonls to desist from
those 'undesirable' practices,

•Rome, . March 6.

The Fascist government has goner

into the money lending .business in

a big. Way to Ii61p film . bia. i Musso-
lini- has -.sent out orders that the

Banoa Natlonale del Lavoro (The
National. Labpr Bank, controlled by
the government)- should set-up an
autonomous department to. ive

credii.to .Italiaoi :film producer^ -with

the i0K ;

.jof uthe-yMinistry ;tuTi. Press
and- propaganda; •

- Duce 1
-. sent-i<out'>bfclier orders..-that

the:' government .v.-trieasui^v.M should,
conttfibute • ?fJL,600>000>; in equal in-

stallments . spread-, >:out; ,.oye;r . five

years;., .and -. that. . ithe LabQR-:JBank
shottld:,chip inf ap-^equal' anionnt In.

iwb' yearly.; installments. ;.of. ,$8*00,000.

Thi&/ .gives-- the^fiint cjrediK depart-
ment more ,t*^^,-;$^.,0Q0,000Vto.;play

with , <this tear.vend.- ,-fnore'asingly

more each succeeding year.
.New -film credit department in the

.Labor Eank already'.has- been set up
and is-now considering, applications
for loans. , It - grants.: >them- to .pro-
ducers whose, i demands

:
fQr tmoney

and .-film projects haye -first ?been
approved by tlie-iMinistry of -Press
and Propaganda and the Ministry of
Finance. This, new department
takes ..orders from these two min-
istries and.Jiot. the bank In which it

is headquartered.
Whole idea is. to provide Italian

film producers with cheap money to
make pi* -glorifying the new Italian
Fascist nation and its war of 'civil-'

ization' against the Ethiopians.
Already several producers- have
asked' .for loans' to produce films
with plots centering.around the war
in Africa.

Only 60%
According to the 'borrowing rules'

the producers can only get up to
60% of the cost of '. the projected
picture, as estimated and checked
by the film, credit department,
Government has an idea that

other Italian banks and financial
institutions ' will contribute addi-
tional money to this film fund—and
it is very probable they will If it Is

suggested to them from above.
Er. Giorgio Oslo, General Director

of the Labor Bank, was called to
Muasblini's office- to" explain in per-
soh how things were moving.
Understood he told Mussolini that
the money would be flowing into the
film industry- within the next few
weeks, as the technical set-up Is

completed.
. Funds Of the film credit depart-
ment are administered by a council
of seven members, including repre-
sentatives from the Ministry of
Press and Propaganda, the Ministry
of Finance, the president, general
director and two delegates from, the
Labor JBank, and a representative
of the Fascist Entertainment Indus-
try Federation.

METRO STARTS WORK

Private Pic Show

Paris. .March 8.

Prisoners, lawyers, judges and
oops were the only spectators al-

lowed to see the first film ever
scroonod In a French judge's cham-
bers, when Examining Magistrate
Linais looked over the pictures

taken by a bystander during the

assault by Royalists on the French
Socialist leader, Leon Blum.

Riot pictures followed shots of a

wedding made that morning by the

lucky cameraman. Screen time of

the clip showing the attack was
four minutes and, according to po
lice. It permitted ' identification of

some of the assailants.

,

.^^pctowT^'iP^b;' 20.

^Vt ',.Vfityre\',

f

jca^ipg
;
.'fp«?' Y,
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i

cth.u^.JLoe\v;
f>.

.igfteji-^pai* .here for

itie., cpn/5tr.uctlpft .pf'.J.wp, nety: cine-
ma's, lib

.
jgaid

(1
t]ic! bu'liiJiiigVp'jpve.is

part of ah ex^eiasiye ,. expansion
mapped by Metro, for South Africa.
.Company. aU-'eady has a hpusje,-.here.
'•' ^pitifite^jp' has. se-
cured

.
site in Durban (Natal) on

Hvhiicti;- a d^W^WO-s'eat cinema is

to,. t>e constructed, with building
PpcraJ4pns. U> start shortly, Will
carry up-to-date decorative schemes
and sound equipment.

Also purchased a central site here
on which a modern film theatre will

be: erected. All M-'G*M houses to
be built will l)o named The Metro.

building and expansion program
is d.irectly traceable to dissatisfac-
tion with cinemas (Union Theatres)
operated by Schlesingers, arid using
Metro product. Metro sued to break
the franchise and won, case being
dropped just before court proceed-
ings.

Ease Up Order
Mexico City, March 17.

Civic government haB ordered Its

film censorship board to lay off

such . actions as mutilating films to

delete shots of churches!
Officials, as well as public, com-

plained about too radical censoring.
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MUSIC HALL, N. Y.
Rockettes In a military drill

dressed as Trojan warriors (pouring
out of a huge wooden horse) and
the whole dancing ensemble in an
imaginative production dido found-
ed upon Bolero's ''La Valse,' are the
standouts at the Music Hall in. con*
nection with 20th Century-Fox's
'Country Doctor;*' Less dependable
Sterns from the viewpoint of audi-
ence' acceptance and enthusiasm are
the overture, 'Butterfly,' and the glee
club's 'Glory Road.' These are
slower-uppers' rather ithan^ as prob-
ably intended, pace-changers.

.

'Butterfly,' with its melancholic
reverie,., has many rooters. It also
has many yawners. It does not
stack up as a good choice for a the-
atre this size. While the Music
Hall always gives a respectful hear-
ing, the varying, degrees of audience
enjoyment from week to week is

easy to sense. 'Butterfly' does hot
wring much response- There's too

much .Addling and not enough brass,

and musical fireworks for a popular
theatre of this immensity. Viola
Philo sings twice during an over-

ture which is too long, too quiet

and too subdued in tone and spirit

to start a Music Ha.ll program off

with the Barnumesque Wallop, it

should have.
Music Hall glee club has scored

some smacko results, but -De Glory.

Road' (which is getting to be as
common and as monotonous as 'On
the Road to Mandalay' used to be)

does not . rate as memorable. Might
"be a good idea some time if the
Music Hall took a voting survey of

its clientele. Apart from the fact that

the Rockettes would almost certainly

win number one preference at a trot,

It might be worthwhile to find out, by
a fairly worded quiz, where the boys
and girls, stand on some of. the

. molasses-slow 'art', that's occasion-
ally dished out.
Robert Weede, Robert Landrum,

Hilda Eckler and Jerome Andrews
are the billed participants' in this

week's stage show. There's a mod-
ernistic dance session . that opens in

a medical amphitheatre in the year
2036. . Science instils life into a gal

who leaps from . the operating table

.'into an adagio routine and finally

slays hev two doctors with" a lethal

gesture. This is a holdover from
the previous production (with 'Fol-

low -

the Fleet'), and. modernistic.
Indeed, the house tendency seems
downright cubistic. And. with , a
serious question that more than a
sophisticated minority, of the pat-
ronage can fancy., this sort Of folde-

rol.
: ,

:'
.

Music Hall's production of. 'La
Valse1

1b as odd as the Ravel music:
But it has showmanship and brings
the show to a smashing and spec-
tacular, conclusion. Girls are cos-
tumed in variegated rhinestone out-
fits and work on different levels
which rise and fall as the number
progresses. In the best manner of

the Music Hall, and of course that
best is always sensational, it's a
stunning amalgamation of the cos-'

turner,
,
electrician, choreographer,

. orchestrater and Leonid'off.

There's 'The Orphan's Picnic,' a
Mickey Mouse technicolor short
(United Artists). A holdover in the
hewsreel from the previous week is

the Pathe clip showing Disney and
Ayiesworth signing up for Mickey
Mouse's new RKO allegiance. News-
reel omits this, week the clip on
RCA Board Chairman Harboard's
new autobiography^ however.
Biz good, but not S.R.O.' Land.

effective in their comic costume
adagio work. A troupe of Viennese
girls who are. making good in Paris

now, the Seven Singing Babies, are

unfortunately billed as Americans,
in the hope that the customers won't
recognize their accent and lack of

swing. Emily Losen does a couple

of good dance numbers. ,

Joe Jackson tops the little yaude
bill which precedes the show. His
act is always good here. There are

also a couple of acrobats, Gilbert

Bros., and two straight French
numbers/ the patter-caricaturist,

Bradlay, and Andre Renaud, who
plays on two pianos at once.

Authors of the Mlstinguett revue

are Marc Cab. Pierre .
Bayle and

Robit. Stem.

ALHAMBRA, PARIS
. Paris, March 4.

This show would rate a legit re-
'

view if it weren't for four vaude
acts .which precede a nearly full-
length revie starring Mlstinguett.
It's supposed to be a tab revue, and
it is separated from the vaude por-
tion by the only intermission of the
show, but it could go, almost as to
elapsed time and/surely as to elab-
orateness, In any Paris legit spot.
Looks like a click comeback for

Mlstinguett. Kurt - Robitchek, too.
who played it as something like his
ace in his season-long battle with
the A.B.C., is beaming.
Mlstinguett does the oldest - of her

old stuff. There is nothing in . her
line which she didn't do before the
war. Her success . is due -chiefly to
admiration that she can keep it up.
Her hoofing, though never elaborate,
is still lively.

Revue has a backstage plot, If

any. Mlstinguett plays two parts:,
herself, the great star, and a little

midinette who wants to brea'.; iiito

the game; There's far more admira-
tion than snickers at the admittedly
old lady playing an ingenue.
Around her is little class, but

plenty of movement. There's a good
line, male and female (24, all told),
set by Floyd Du Pont. Girls (Eng-
lish) are not bad-looking, and the
boys can dance. They give a good
old-fashioned musical conicdy
sparkle to the show.
A few American acts are worked

Into the revue. Marianne and
Shanley, dance team, give a satis-
factory diversion'. Gene Sheldon
and Loretta Fisher provide comedy.
Berenice Stone does some nice solo
dancing, aero, especially in a scene
titled 'New York, 1937,' in which
fast action moves In front of a sky-
scraper drop.

Olive Andree and her partners
(English and Continental) are very

Orpheum, Lincoln
Lincoln, March 15,

A congress of excellent comedy
acts make Up the regulation vaude
bill this week, it being one of those

happy times when three good ones
were In the territory and available.

Billing splashes are on Jack Pep-,

per, who is being sold in various
ways, hut mostly as 'Mr. Ginger
Rogers/ which is not exactly to his

liking. Carleton Coon's, band is

on ' the rostrum and sharing the
big letters with Pepper. Biz was
doing an upbeat with the state
basketball tourney in town help-
ing pull the trade.

Show suffers some from having
too many, rii.c.'s both Coon and
Pepper doing the honors. It also
seems to: lack a novelty opening,
getting away almost immediately
with talk which takes a little Ttlme

to . bear fruit. And at the close,

since the show has packed some
terrific wallops all the way, it's let

down by the stage, clearing -and the
band trying to: blast down the cur-
tain making an ariti'-climax. But
it's the best laugh show here in
several weeks and none of the cus-
tomers could flnd"much to be dis-
satisfied about.

Cbon and the boys' open with a
number which makes each of the
hot instrumentalists take, turns'
standing, and then it's taken .over

by Pepper ' and his male stooge,
Sammy Cantor. Pepper, having
been called on by the emse.e as-
signment, to pull a great many gags,
has some with whiskers even for
this crowd. Cantor, taking the
laughs,' gets going after a bit and
stops the show. Anybody pulling
those WPA gags finds this town a
pushover. ' "

'

Johnny Mason and Co., he is a
roller skater, is some more comedy
and okay. Has two femme stooges
in the house, one weighing about
200. He 'invites' . them for spin on
the rollers until they're dizzy, pull-
ing down, the house when the
dlzzed one tries to walk off. When
he starts fooling with the big doll,

he murders 'em. Following him is

a break-In with sOng by Margie
Keller. She has a lowdown voice.

Raynor- Lehr and. an unbilled
colored lad strut ' next. Building
from the opening. Lehr is the sec-
ond show stopper; His offer to do
any dances called for get him away
the best. The dark boy is a smooth
hoofer and sweet on the spins.
Monte and Carmo. midget acro-
bats are. right after and keep the
laughs going.

Dee Hermes, hotcha singer and a
redhead; has one number, 'Shootln'
High,' and it's over well. She has
personality befoite the mike. For
the closing .act. Pepper and, Terrle
Howard come out. Miss Howard's
'off-to-the-do'niker! business had
the house in stitches. She dances,
plays the piano and is a genuine
utility worhan.
The first tegular vaude here In

weeks, this show was overlong at
65 minutes, but there seems no
place to whittle and the manage-
ment is content to let it run. Pic,
'My Marriage' (20th). Biz very
good. Barn.

SCALA, BERLIN
Berlin, March 6.

For a booker of an erstwhile Ice

skating rink, such as the Scala was
before turning to vaude, it must be

quite a headache to overcome that

chilly effect that>till remains in the

big house, with th^ Upper circle far

away from the stage and the stage

ideal for tournaments but quite

hopeless for sketches.

Going highbrow for a change, and
with Pola Negri in big letters, the

Scala has a hard task.
Miss Negri is tops now in the

Fatherland on account of her de-

served success In "Mazurka" (film).

So the Scala. got busy and signed

her for a. personal, appearance..

Sketch selected is 'Hollywood,' a
very dramatic affair by S. S. Varady,
with music by Peter Kreuder, and
by no means good. Portraying a
film star who has to go through her
work while her fiance is dying, Miss
Negri goes 100% emotional and puts

It over in a dramatic song, trying

hard to forget the .impossible Scala
stage. Audience is spellbound and
baffled by the inspired Hollywood
atmosphere on the stage, with all

the studio paraphernalia.

Other highlight, of . the show was
supposed to be Jushriy with his

•Blue Bird' oabaret, but he was!
nixed at the last minute by the
government, so the Scala, out. for

highbrow and, at that, Russian
highbrow, got. local agents on the
move to .scram together as many
Muskovites from the Berlin troika
joints as possible for a 'choir.'

Result is a JO-people chorus, a nice:

stage effect, but with 30 minutes of

Russian, folk songs and a lew mild
dances, quite a bore. No vaude
audience can stand such a strain.

Two such heavy items in one hill

should have called for lots bf laughs
in other part of the program. Un-
fortunately, comedy is shy. .Willy,

Schaeffers, m.c, is a typical cabaret:

man and quite lost on the, huge
Scala stage, Only 'comedy' act on
the bill would- be The Plerrotys,
seen here scores of times and known
in the States.

Capt. Alberty opens the, show in a
snappy perch act. Four Robenis are
lively whirlwind tumblers. Real
speed and showmanship is displayed
by Stadler & Rose, only American
act on the bill, in two extraordinary
dance offerings, Mimosa & Cabal-
leros are imitators of ice skaters.

Peter'KreUder, composer of the star
song in 'Mazurka' and also furnish-
ing the score f6r- .'Hollywood,' plays
five of his compositions on the 'piano
to good results. Kreuder is reported
to be.booked for the real Hollywood.
Lutzy-Grip Quartet, an adagio

foursome, tosses a shapely French
blonde about. The Mongadors surely
hold the record for old-time Jug-
gling, but get across nicely in the
closing spot.

from this stronghold to try patter.

Do okay in this nabe shop.

Only seasoned act on the hill is

Waller and. Lee, who work in the

trey with iowdy comedy, of whicn

the femme bears the brunt. Noise

value sells this one. Combo works
at fever pitch all the Way through,

sometimes so industriously that the

audience doesnt' keep up. But they

come out on top here.

Stearns, . Annavan and Seymour
(New Acts) close with a good flash.

Terpsjng is able, and the specialties

are of .more value than simple-

breaks for the ensembles. Draw
commensurable reception.

Biz not affected badly by Lent.
Edga.

Paramount, N. Y.
Fred Waring's band is about 9-10

showmanship and 1-10 music, which
Is not, a slam at his music, but a
salaam to his superior skill as a
showman and program builder. Only
a couple of times does the band go
strictly musical. Most of it is com-
edy to a musical background, and
they love it. Waring apparently
engages his talent with clowning
ability the first consideration. The
result is clowns who can play in-
struments rather than musicians
who arc trying hard to be clowns.
The effect is that the audience is
kept in kinks most of the time.
The highlight is a burlesque onera

based on the music going 'round.
Worked up for a big and deserved
laugh and bringing the 61-minute
session to a brilliant close.
In1 between the Lane Sisters, Tom

Waring and others keep the pot
briskly boiling for one of the smart-
est sessions the Par has had since
the starre band in the pit idea was
inaugurated here. Largely due to
Waring's pacing and planning, but
everybody works, and to effect.
Supporting rilms for 'Klondike

Annio' (Par) are the Cine Fashion
News, a colored cartoon, 'The Little
Stranger,' smartly handled, a Grant-
land Rico Sportlight and the news-
reel, all by Paramount. House filled,
but no tapes until around 8 o'clock
Thursday night Chic.

GRAND O. H., N. Y.
With ali circuit vaude in New

York dead except at Loew's State,
this venerable 1,800-seater becomes
more of a curio .than ever. Just how
much of a draw vaude is here is
hard to tell. Cleancut computations
are obscured by the fact that there's
never been a time, at least within
the past. 17 years, when the G. 0: H.
was without.it. And the peewee ad-
mlsh (15c. matinees) buys, a lot be-
sides vaude. This half it also brings
'Collegiate' (Par),. 'Escape from
Devil's. Island' (Col), a Universal
newsreel and 'Barney Google' (Tech-
nicolor).

Undoubtedly, what keeps the 23d
st. stage lit up is both a matter of
economics plus well- grooved tradi-
tion. From the economic side, vaude
eases pic rentals. Manager Harry
Nestler lays out a weekly sum rang-
ing upwards of $1,000 for his stage
stuff. This figure includes four acts
a day all week long, Ben Lang's
seven-piece pit ensemble, stage help,
and incidentals. But by laying out
the $1,000 or. so Nestler can show
older films and still keep his cus-
tomers from landing in the arms .'of

competitors who exhibit newer ones.
Vaude here, also involves no book-
ing headache. The Alec Hanlon of-
fice books the shows and Nestler
plays them as booked.
Added to this is the angle of tra-

dition. Nestler feels that the cus-
tomers are so Used to' seeing live
talent that it would be a risk to
jerk it and start a policy of show-
ing newer films instead. G. 6. II.
patrons are heavy repeaters, and
have developed a strong appetite
for comedy and flash' acts, both of
which come here in droves.- Names
are used once in a while, but the
budget' doesn't allow it often, and
with the audience it isn't an imper-
ative matter; All told, the combo
policy packs 'em in to the extent
that there isn't any likelihood of
changing.
Current show is loaded with

break-ins. Case Bros, and Marie
(New Acts) open with a tight wire
stunt that's got the right stuff on
the ball, although more speed would
be an asset. Routines are difficult
and heavy, winding up with a nice
reception.
Another newcomer Is Hum and

Strum, filling the deuce (New Acts).
Boys pair up for novelty duettlng.
with a third partner rapping out
accompaniment on the ivories.
Calibre of the voices good, and the
boys are careful not to wander away

ORIENTAL, CHICAGO
Chicago, March 14. •

TJprand-down show that totters

from, one side of the stage to the

Other, sometimes good, and often

bad. First 26 minutes drift by with-
out a word of dialog.

Four-person flash act opens.
Tagged Howard Wesley & Co., it

includes three, girls who harmonize
neatly. Two of the girls double in

a good dancing bit with Wesley.
Only weakness in the running is

Wesley's solo tap routine.

Mark Fisher, m.c'ing this show,
makes a great fuss over the Four
Randeleys. They turn but to be
three girls and a man doing a
perch-balancing act. Girls are ex-
cellent on appearance, and the act
consists of three balancing tricks.

In two instances one of the girls

balances the pole on her shoulder
while one of the other girls climbs
to the top, and in another stunt it's

the man who balances the pole on
his feet

Fisher comes through at this

point with some warbling on his

own, then backs into the Dorothy
Hild- line of girls for a production
number. Arid after all this comes
the show's first talk, by Tom
Howard and Gene Sheiton, struggl-
ing in vain with their cross-fire un-
til they fa.ll back on the old-time
burlesque play on words. This,

yanked heartlessly from the bottom
of .the trunk, gives Howard the only
laughs he is- able to garner. The
rest of the act Is sad.
Every week the bookers firmly

state they'll never book another
Hollywood arid radio star imper-
sonator; each week they continue to

book such an impersonator and
each week that act clicks. Helen
Honah this week. She does Pitts,

Barrymore, Penner and Garbo.
Frank Cohville starts slowly but

.finishes strong. Stalling for some
five minUtes before he gets to work,
and hurting • himself in the early
part of .

his . act by his cute 'inside

stuff' remarks- for' the amusement of
the musicians, Conville gets going
under handicap. But once into the
Chaplin costume and down to seri-

ous entertainment business, he's a
cinch.

Picture, 'Three Live Ghosts'
(Par). Business flabby last show
Friday. Qold.

FOX, DETROIT
Detroit, March 13.

Cancellation of the II Milano Co.
production of 'Rigoletto,' which was
slated to make its vaudfilm debut
here this week, left Manager Dave
Idzal behind the eight ball. After
publicizing the innovation quite ex-
tensively, Idzal dropped in on a
couple of the opera's

:
one-night

stands in Illinois, found that the
production had not been cut suf-
ficiently as promised and that the
'name' cast was not certain, and
then cancelled Monday (9).

After keeping the wires hot for
about nine minutes, Idzal lined up
a pretty fair last-minute vaude,
headed by Eddie Rio and his 'Vani-
ties' company. It's not stuff which
house makes a practice of playing,
but the best that could be done on
short notice. Even though the can
cellation was a tough break, house
should consider it lucky that thing
didn't happen with any other pic
than the 'Country Doctor' (20th),

which continues to pack 'em in at
its second session.

Show, has only four acts.and lasts
but a half hour, but two of the
acts, Rio's troupe and the Three
Jackson Bros., make up for the de-
ficiency. There was nice crowd at
early afternoon show caught (13).
Following the overture, which is

the same as previous week and in-
cludes a 'salute to mothers' featur-
ing Frank Connors and Marian
Shelby, vocalists. Sam Jack Kauf-
man takes his pit band on stage
and m.c.'s the va.ude. The Jacksons
open with slick acrobatic feats.
Douced are Harris and Howell,
sepia comedians-musicians, who
are responsible for a lot of good,
clean nonsense but lack sincerity,
and stuff doesn't click with audi-
ence.

Rio's imitation of a 'lady taking
a bath is a honey for the femmcs,
who predominate at such a pic as
'Doctor.' He has another nifty bit
towards the end, when he mimics
a boy, at various ag<*s, asking girls
for a dance. With aid of his three
stooges, who hail from out front,
Rio puts on some nice dance and
comedy stuff.

Santro and Polito close show with
a slave dance, okay but rather
short for the finale. Tele. ,

LOEW STATE, N.
It's a race between, Arthur Trajcy

arid the TImbevgs for top spotJon
the stage. Both score near ewen
judging from house response. Trfcty
with a European tour Just behflna
him enters with a bit more lusfc

than before, and was the only offi

to rate a solid encore on the bill.

Honey Family is a personable act
of its kind. Gymn&stics, presented
by a trio of girls and men. From
a varia'ted assortment ..of flips and
turns, offering goes into springboard
antics with the now familiar double
turn into a basket used for getaway
flash,

Three Fonzal Boys (New Acts)
maintain the acrobatic atmosphere
with their knockabout pranks,
though there's a sample of almost
everything in the offering. / Tracy
next with liis 'Marta' signature used
via microphone for ah opener.

Herman Timberg with Junior and
Audrey Parker followed, it's the
Same Timbers sure-fire ' gagging
which gets over. Only new business
added to act is the young one's film

imitations oyer the microphone,
which are quit© funny. He's got
something there, as bis method of

delivery is not hackneyed like the
usual Imitation hiand-outs. Miss
Parker*s southern accent business
still clicks.

Don Lee and Louise for a. closer,

a flashy dance bit, which is best

when the featured members are be-

fore the footlights. Somewhat
spotty routining- held up, the act.

Reviewed under New* Acts. Stage
show used up an easy 60 minutes,

with Ruby Zwerllng's music in the

pit per usUal. 'Ghost Goes West'
(UA) on the screen. Bral.

PARAMOUNT, L. A.
Los Angeles, March 14.

Fanchon & Marco _thls . .week has
a poorly routined i show, minus any
flash except the -.line girls, arid the
entertainment is pretty sour. Fol-

lowing the Burns' and Allen unit of

last week, it's a decided drop?
Topping .the entertainment is

Bobby Pincus with a load of blue
material entirely out of . line for a.

house of this type. Pincus works
hard and does everything but break
his neck in his efforts to sell his

stuff. At the opening show he was
well received, but his material, ap-
pealed mostly to the stags.

'

Other feature is Gower and
Jeanne, ariiateur ballroom dancers;

winners of the Exarhiner-Veloz and
Tolanda dance contest. Personable
youngsters, they do three routines

which bespeak inexperience. Final

dance is one, supposedly taught
them by Veloz and Tolanda. Kids
should have all their stuff routined

by professionals if they intend to

continue this line of work.
Remainder of the entertainment

is offered by Nick Cochrane and
Bob Rogers, vocalists with the band,

and Bruce Holden', tenor. Too. much
male warbling. Opening has Holden
singing a Spanish number with the

line girls draped in shawls going
into a Spanish routine after he fin-

ishes, making for an extremely slow
opening. Girls close the show with a
fencing routine, good novelty.
Al Lyons and his band, back after

two weeks at the Orange Show,
were' well received. Lyons' ingra-

tiating personality continues to

build. Band leader, with a pleasing

bass voice, does straight introduc-
tions and builds up the acts with-

out any attempt to hog or be wise
cracking.
House capacity for the opening

show Thursday, with 'Desire' (Par)

the feature. Completing the screen
Popeye' cartoon and

Gall.
fare are a
Par News.

EMBASSY
(NEWSRE ELS)

Word difficulties and fears engage
major attention of the newsreels
this week. The boys who tote the

cameras brought in nothing on- the

floods of the past week around the

east. They also were light on any-
thing in the sports field and not a.

single thing from official Washing-
ton or legislators. Show isn't as

strong as it should be.
First pictures of the llsworth

rescue by Hearst-Metrotone draw
the No. 1- position. H-M has ably
covered this item of news, with
some good trick photography thrown
in. Two other clips precede Pathe's
contribution, 'The World Today,'
but they could be off the show en-
tirely and wouldn't be missed. The
clips deal with New Zealand open-
ing an airmail sen-ice and Musso-
lini visiting the tomb of the un-
known soldier in commemorating
the turning of tables after 40 years,

in capturing Adowa.
Pathe's 'World Today' compila-

tion with maps again effectively
utilized, gives a bird's-eye view of

international tension, revolt and
conflict. While old shots are dug.
out of the files to suit the present
situation, it is both enlightening
and interesting with the editorial

comriient which accompanies. On
top of this contribution, Par re-

views air forces and preparations
of. various leading nations, sound-
ing alarm. U watches England
launch its newest-type sub a11"

Paramount photographs the. new
(Continued on page 35)



Vednesday, March 18, 1936 F 1 1- M R E VIEW S
COUNTRY DOCTOR
Win CWtury-Fox release of Nunnally

iStSou production. Stars the Dlonne
SSSwWa: features Jean Herahplt. Dl-

£ua by Henry King. Screen play, Sonya
££len on Wea of Charles E, Blake;

SffiSr Barbara McLean. Technical auper-

iffion. Dr. Allan Dafoe. At Radio City

ifntto Hall, N. week March- 12, '80.

Sunning time, 08 mlns. ot

Dp, John Luke. .,. ... .
Jean Hersholt

Mary MacKenale, ...... ..June Lang
rentable Jim Ogden. , .-. .Slim SummcrviueS Luke. ...........

.

i .. Michael Whaleh
Nurte Katherlne Kennedy.Dorothy Peterson

MacKen*le ............ . . , . . , . RobertBarrat

Jtr* Grata
Asa Wyatt - _-.

bt Paul Luke. . , ; . . . ....... .Prank Relcher
. —^— .i .MontaKU Love.

Mac»-en«c ............ «.
-

»«i

Mrs Graham. •'. • . .Jane Darwell
aW Wyatt. . . « • i ...... . .John Qualen
Dr Paul Luke. . , ; . . . ....... .Prank Relcher

fflr Basil Crawford.,... ... ... MontaKu Love
Soverhor General. . ........ David Torrence

Greasy George Chandler

Mra. Ogden.......... •• Helen Jerome Eddy
Mrs!; Wyatt. ..•••••••'V. Alleen Carlyle

' Dr Wll«on»... •• Geo«'Be Meeker
Mike* J. Anthony Hughes

;The Gawiser.><•>••• William Benedict

A cinch to cop world-wide coin,

and probably just as big in the

British Empire as in the United
States, 'The Country Doctor' repre-

sents ah intelligent production ln-
:^ veatiture of what was on paper, and

Is in celluloid form, a showmanship
natural, yardsticks can't measure
the space and statisticians can't

estimate the value of the publicity,

front page, rotogravure, hewsrecl,

it d v e r 1 1 s i n g, governmental and
sentimental, which the Dlonne
Quintuplets have already gotten.

The accumulated Impetus of two
years of intensive headline ex-

ploitation is behind the picture.

How can It miss?
Probably the chief- question in-

volved in such a unique motion pic-

ture is the precise terms of its box
office success. Will it knock down
existing records? None can answer
that question. But It is perhaps
fair to say that the experience of

the Radio City Music Hall over the
opening week-end may suggest that

in sophisticated centres and with
high: admission scales prevailing
'The- Country Doctor* Is a big
grosser, but. not sensational.

For the family centres, partlcu
larly for church and racial elements
Which advocate large

.
families, and

for the whole vast army of senti-

mental souls and baby-lovers the
world over, 'The Country Doctor 1

has terrific . voltage. It will have
the parent-teaoher vote 100%, and
the number of exploitation tie-ups
possible through a variety of chan
nels is an Invitation to alert house
managers and press agents. 20th
Century-Fox press sheet is loaded

.- with, practical leads which, suggest
avenues of approach usually not
open to exhlbs. City editors will
probably wipe those scowls off their
faces for this touch.

' Dlonne Quintuplets do not appear
until the last quarter, hour of the
film.' There's about 76 minutes of
build-up. Which Is a long time
coming to the. star ot any show,
But the obvious showmanship of
such spotting probably cannot be
disputed. It ends the picture on
top C. The big scene with the kid
dies has Jean Hersholt on the floor
playing 'goo-goo' With the quints,
All very cute.. Progressive stages
of , the quintuplets' development
after' birth • is from the newsreel
library, Bui smartly edited. Dor-
othy Peterson as the nuvse and
Hersholt. as the country doctor, are
.spliced, into this footage.
,pr'Story is fictional. It is not the
•tory either of Ur. Dafoe or of the
Dlonne family, although the Cana
dlan backwoods locale send the gen
oral background are similar.. Dr.
Dafoe acted as technical supervisor.
Robert Barrat provides the pic-

ture with a little 'menace,' which,
however, evaporates without any
real melodrama. There's also a hint
:of boy-and-girl romance casually
carried by Michael Whalen and
June Lang. Ileal 'point' of the
story is the need for hospitals in
remote backwoods communities.
Early in the picture a diphtheria
epidemic provides an emergency

.

when the snowed-in village runs out
of. serum. All efforts of the country
doctor to get the trading company,
prior to the Quintuplets, to provide
ttmh?spital are unavailing. Real
villWn of the picture is this un-
named trading company which
nnaily |3 represented as building
the hospital only after the quints
PWng tremendous publicity to the
village. Montagu Love plays very
convincingly the monocle-wearingwn<

L
1Ilous stufted shirt who is the

Knighted gent in charge of the trad-
ing company.
Jean Hersholfs impersonation of

i«i
<i
2
untry d°ctor is an excellent

in«i °4
r
c°mPlete conviction in act-

it^' t*?
e looks tne Part and ho acts

it with sensitive and intelligent un-
derstanding. Miss Peterson, too, is
well cast as the nurse.

wiT^q^* scene ls at the birth,

nn^ t l SummervUle, the sheriff,

lr.^^°
hn Qualen, the father, react-

of tv^I u v.
comlc sty!e to the arrival

chUrV i

D
tDies one hy one. Aa each

room * ^oueht out from the bed-

co°nlS "l
e tlurse or the doctor theSh „

na
i
10
? of bot" is di-

sulta J£d *£t
yed for maximum re-

yona «.
et w

l
th°ut hoking it up be-

wL he safe margin.

Whofi ^LP 1!?'3 dli'cction and the

and »Sn?
du

?
tl(m reflect experienced

values ^rat0 l^Sment in scene
While a *l°,lY moves and holds- even
merely

dml^d
!
v and recognizably

ene iQ which 'the Covernor-
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General, an attractive and humani-
tarian figure as played by David
rorrence. gives the country doctor

&e ot the British Empire plus
the all-Canadian story should guar-
antee the British Empire market.
Parents of the quints are given
almost no attention in the story.
Doctor and nurse are the real leads.

Country Doctor' is not without
angles that might be considered
weaknesses. First of all, there is
not very much footage, compara-
tively, of the Dlonnes, and their late
appearance, a, necessity for produc-
tion purposes, may not be a word-
of-mouth recommendation. Again
the wide distribution of the news-
reel stuff devoted to the quintuplets
has possiblyotaken off some of the
brightness of the picture's novelty.
Even so, it's impossible to imagine
The Country Doctor' as anything
but a box-offlce bull's-eyei Land.

KLONDIKE ANNIE
(WITH SONGS)

Paramount release of William LeBaron
production. Stars Mae West. Features
victor McLaglen. Directed by Raoul Waleh.
Screen play and dialog. Mae West: original
play, Mae West, from a story suggested by
Marlon Morgan and George B. Dowell; ad-
ditional material suggested by Frank M.
pazey; music and lyrics. Gene Austin and
Jlmmie Johnson; fllm editor, Stuart Hels-
Ier;

.
camera, George Clemens. At Para-

mount, N. Y., week March 11, '30. Run-
ning time, 78 mlns.
Frisco Doll . .Mae West
Bull JBrackett .Victor McLaglen
Jack Forrest. :. Phillip Reed
Chan Lo. Harold Huber
Fan Wong,..; ...Soo Young
Big Tess Lucille Webster Gleaeon
Annie Alden. .Helen Jerome Eddy
Lan Fang .;.....Tetsu Komal
Brother Bowser Harry Beresford
Vance Palmer. Conway Tearle
Grlgsby

: i.. Ted Oliver
Tahny ,- k Esther Howard
Buddie ..........John Rogers
Quarter .George Walsh

Newspaper attacks will probably
pulmotor the. chances of this one
materially. As a picture it Is again
Mae West with the usual formula
of wisecracks; That is no" longer
enough,
The basic idea of the story Is

absurd. Scene ls the early '90's, the
time of the Klondike rush. Miss
West kills her Chinese paramour
arid, flees to Alaska for safety. This
projects her into the story as a
prostie and a murderess. The situa-
tion is evidently contrived as a
buildup for that in which the soiled

dove feels the regenerative effects
of a Salvation Army mission up
north. This might possibly have
had some dramatic effect except
that Miss West plays it always In
the same key, so the mission scenes
are merely the peg for some cant-
ing hypocrisy and a farcical de-
velopment that may give more of-

fense to earnest church workers
than anything since Chaplin's 'The
Pilgrim.' It is in this, rather than
the supposed indecency, that offense
is apt to be found. And it is un-
necessary.
Miss West's final sacrifice is a

return to Frisco to face the murder
charge, in the arms of Ihe boat
captain who won her on the up
trip, tossing over the U. S. marshal
she beguiled from his sworn duty.

In other words, Miss West really

ought to let someone else have a
word as to her stories.

There is a rough, if unpalatable
humor in the mission scenes, with
the entertainers from the dancehall
singing new lines to old airs to pep
up the congregation and increase

the collections. But in general the
picture lacks comedy points even
though McLaglen puts perfume
back of his ears and uses breath
pastiles to increase his appeal. Miss
West retains most of the laughs.

Which may be okay for Miss West
but doesn't help the fllm.

There are a number of songs.

Most have been written to fit the

script and lack general appeal.

Miss West is handicapped by hav-
ing to wear rather dowdy dresses

in about half the footage. In other

portions she struts fine feathers and
wears a set of furs that will make
the women gasp.
McLaglen is clearly, uncomfort-

able and under wraps here ' and
Philip Reed is far too much the

matinee tyne to suggest the marshal
of a frontier town. Harold HUber
has a brief but spiritless moment
as the Chinaman while Lucille

Webster Gleason troupes two scenes

gorgeously. Most of the bits are

well cast. ,

'Annie' is baldly told, insincerely

acted and largely lacking in the

salty quips anticipated. ChtC.

Love Before Breakfast
Universal rolease of Edmund Grainger

production. Stars Carole Lombard; fea-

tures I'i-eston Foster. Cesar Romero, Janet

Beeeher. Directed, by Walter Lang. 1' rom

Faith Baldwin novel. .
'Spinster Dinner ;

ndaptaliun, Herbert Fields; t^mera, Ted

Tetzlalt. At Roxy. N. Y.. week Maicli

13, '30. Running time, 0D mlns.

Knv Colbv ...Carole Lombard
RToU Mnier. • • • : • • *rCEton 1'ostcr

Mrs. Colby Janet "^fT
Dill Wadsworth • • • Cesar Romer<?

Contessa Campunello ..Betty WwfwJ
College Boy Doufflas BI«kley

Char^f"V:;:::::::: Andre granger
Brinkerhoff 1Ucl

i?J
d
n^nT„rrv Ed Barton

Cta* 7.V.". ....7. • • -Diana Clbson

Mary Lee .-Jackson ...Joyce Compton

Johnny
;,

J0^ £ "g

Dickson 777:: John Rogers

Boy meets girl, boy loses girl, boy

gets girl, as the Spewacks have pre-

viously noted. And .vice versa.

.Miniature Reviews

'The Country Doctor* (20th-
Fox). Dlonne Quintuplets and
Jean Hersholt in an intelli-
gently Actionized film of Can-
ada's miraculous family. A
cinch claimant for hefty
grosses.

'Klondike Anni * ,<Par). Mae
West and Victor McLaglen..
Fair picture. Where helped by
newspaper attacks should be
good for business.

'Love Before Breakfast' (U)l
First-rate production Job over-
comes Second-rate story suf-
ficiently to indicate fair b.o.
possibilities.

The Robl Hood of El
Dorado? (Metro). Stirringly told
story of a Mexican peon who
takes'.to banditry and whole-
sale slaughtering of Americans
in revenge for persecutions;
Warner - Baxter gives crack
performance in name role.
'Tough Guy' (Metro). Jackie

Cooper, Joseph Calleia and Bin
SPin Tin, Jr. (dog) in an action-
al gangster-type yarn that
should go over average levels
at box offices.

•Every Saturday Night'
(20th-Fox). Lightweight but
nice.

'Song and Da.nce Man' (20th-
Fox). Formula backstage talk*
erlzation of old Cohan play,
with dated plot limiting it to
duals.

'Hitch Hika to Heaven*
(Chesterfield). Of minor ap-
peal. Herbert Rawlinson best
known of cast;

. ..'.Western Co m jp a g_«' : (Col).
Original western story, one of
Ken Maynard's best*

'Love Before Breakfast', is the bid
plot malarkey' wrapped up».in some
pretty fancy trimmings and han-
dled capably by all departments so
as to rate as fairly good, entertain-
ment. As - a grosser it likewise
should be fair.' „A society girl, Carole Lombard,
loves a boy, and is in turn loved by
a wealthy big business man. Lat-
ter gives the boy a job in Japan to
get him out of the way so he can go
to town with the lady, lavish , her
with gifts and win her over. He does,
after 66 minutes. In fact, he wins
her sooner than that, only the lady
won't admit it, and the last half
concerns her spectacular exhibition
of the correct way to hold out.
Miss Lombard wears some stun-

ning clothes and. conducts herself
competently. Janet Beeeher plays
her broadminded mother for all

that the part's worth, and a lot

more. Betty Lawford is a good-
looking femme semi-menace. In the
male contingent are Preston Foster,
the b.b. man, in a much lighter role
than he's usually holding, but . ac-
complishing the change success-
fully; Cesar Romero in the unsym-
pathetic other-man role, and Rich-
ard Carle for comedy, Cast is ex-
cellent all around.
So is the dialog, the direction and

the mountings. Everybody con-
nected with the production seems to
have done their best, but they had
a very slim foundation to work on.
Result, is a Grade B egg in a Grade
A shell.

Incidentally, exploitation for the
picture could include a prize con-
test for the best answer as to what
the title has to do with the subject.

And the best answer would be
nothing. Bige.

Robin Hood of Eldorado
Metro release of John W. Consldine, Jr.,

production. Stars Warner Baxter; fea-

tures Ann Lorlnp. Bruce Cabot. Margo,
J. Carol' Naish. Directed by William A.
Wellman. Prom the book by Walter Noble
Burns; adaptation, William A.. Wellman,
Joseph Calleia, Melvln Levy; musical
6corC, Horbert StotharU camera, Chester
Lyons. At Capitol. N. Y.. week March
13. '."Ml. Running time, 84 mlns.
Joaquin Murrleta. ........ .Warner Baxter
.Tuanlta de la Cucsta Ann LorlnK
Will Warren.... Bruce Cabot
Roslta Margo
Three Fingered Jack ....... J. Carrol N'alsh

Madre Murrleta Soledad Jimenez
Jose Murrleta.. .Carlos de Valdez
Jolvnnlo Warren ....'; - • • Eric' Linden
Sherlft Judd KdRar Kennedy
Ramon do la Guesta. . .Charles TrowbrldRe
Oantain Osborne Harvey Stephens
Judge Perkins ...Ralph Remley
Tomas .: GeorRi. Repas
Pedro, the Spy .' FranclH Mc.Donild
r^oulfe > Kay Hughes
Wilson ....Paul Hurst
Tabbard B->oth Howard
Pete ...Harry Woods

Uncommonly- exciting, colorful

"and Well-balanced Job has been

done in transcribing this tale of a

Pancho Villa type whose exploits

cut a bloody path all their own
across the pages of early lower
California history. Weaving through
a mass of grim and. gory sequences
Is a blend of tenderness that

should have some success in wean-
ing over the femme element. But
essentially- 'The '-Robin- Hood -of El
Dorado' stacks up as fare which
bids to be a llttlo too strong for the
softer sensibilities. Men should go
for it in a big way, while with the

kids it will rate as a western of ex-

traordinarily high-powered dimen-
sions.

'Robin Hood' can't escape from
being compared with 'Viva Villa.'

This fllm protagonist, Joaquin .Mur-
rleta, and Villa parallel in many
ways as to character, early back-
ground and the deeds that drove
them to careers of banditry and
wholesale butchery. Thing that gave
'Villa' a sweeping dramatic canvas
is missing in 'Robin Hood,' and that
was Villa's love for his fellow peons
which reeked with patriotic zeal, in
the case of Murrleta it was hate
that started him. off on his rampage
of gringo slaughter and it was hate
that spurred him right up to his
death.

Occasionally "Robin Hood* drops
its mad streak of realism and takes
a dip into extravaganza of the oper-
etta sort, showing the bandit gang,
and its women followers at play
against a background of eye -filling,

"outdoor grandeur. These scenes of
laughter, lQve-maklhg, choral sing-
ing and divers highjinks not only
make swell production touches but
serve as effective idyllic interludes
In a narrative that is sorely in need
Of them. The shears, have been
plied well every place but during;
that portion of the story which pre-
cedes the finale clash between the
bandit crew and the American
posse. At this point there is a sharp
let-down in the fine pace that marks
the picture, with the fault lying
mainly with the repetitiousness of
the hideout, sequence.
Warner Baxter plays the part of

Joaquin Murrleta in faultless fash-
ion, creating' a character whose
inner qualities and motivations are
easily recognized and productive of
sympathy. His development from
a peace-loving farmer to the lead-
ership of a band of ruthless marau-
ders is sketched by him with a keen
and lively understanding of his task.
The support is okay all the way
through, with J. Carroll Naish Win-
ning standout attention as the
mocking. Mexican bandit leader who
cordially yields his position to Mur-
rleta. Bruce Cabot makes telling
work of the young, settler who after
long siding with the hunted Mur-
rleta becomes his bitter foe' and
tracks him down to his death. Of
the women Margo brings light and
shade, to the role of Murrleta's girl-
wife, while Ann Loring not only
adds heaps of beauty but delivers a
fetching performance to the part of
the hacienda senorlta who throws
her lot with the bandit chief follow-
ing the death of his mate.
Dramatic punch is piled high in

the forepart of the picture. The hu-
miliations that are heaped on Mur-
rleta when 'the gold-seeking squat-
ters drive hin> from his land make
for one stirring scene after another.
It ls. after the squatters, top their
deviltry by ravishing and killing his
wife that Murrleta takes to lawless-:,
hess and on each of the four Amer-
icans involved he wreaks revenge.
Persuaded by his~friend, Cabot, to
go into hiding, Murrleta repairs to
his brother's farm. But it isn't long
when the Americans again single
him ' out for unjust treatment. In
this second fray Murrieta'S brother
is given a mob hanging while. the
former receives 30 lashes across the
back. From then on it's a rapid
series of settler raids, highway rob-
beries and wild slaughtering until
the accidental death of an Ameri-
can bride-to-be stirs the posse to
extermination of the bandit foe.

Odec.

KURIER DES ZAREN
(The Czar's Courier')

(GERMAN MADE)
Berlin, Feb. 2ff.

Europa release o£ a Richard Elchbcrg
film for Etmollcfl Production. Stars Adolf
Wohlbrueclt. Directed by Richard Elch-
t>erg; story by Jules Vei'ne adapted by
Hans Kyser; photography by Ewald Daub
and A. ' C. Wcltzenberg. General super-
vision, Pierre O'Connell.

(In German)
A super production' which justi-

fies its investment, a very costly
one. Tension and speed, rare at-
tributes of a German fih , ef-
fectively lead up to the climax and
breath-taking situations.
Though the story's stark realism

is relieved by comedy which
strongly smacks of Sennett bur-
lesque; there is never enough, of it

to become objectionable because
the director, Richard E'ichberg,
knows just how to dole out the
right portions for a successful
mixture.
Book by Jules Verne, a re-make

of a silent, gives plenty of oppor-
tunity for action. Russian and
Tartar fighting scenes (realistically

filmed with the aid of several regi-
ments of Bulgarian soldiers in
bleak Bulgarian mountain scenery),
burning villages, a troika chase,
the searing of eyes and brutal
whip-lashing of faces, and plenty
of close- In fighting, build up the
strongly melodramatic story. Scant
dialog helps put the stress on the
action.
By order of the Czar, Michael

Strogoff sets out from St. Peters-
burg to .deliver important docu-
ments to the Russian General Staff
in Irkutsk; the Siberian City which
is.. the_..Qbie.f;t. ot the. Tartar, inva-
sion. Starting with the female spy,
who dogs his footsteps from Peters-
burg on, Strogoft's hectic journey
by rail, water, on horseback and on

(Continued on page 29)

Talking Shorts

MARCH OF TIME NO. 12
Newsreel
16 Mins.
Center, N. Y.

RKO-Radio
'March of Time,' No. 3 in the 1938

series, has three subjects, two of
them quite library, but the Japanese
political analysis is most topical be-
cause of the still current repercus-
sions of the Tokio revolt.

.

In its usually , conciso journalistic
plcturizing, the political significance
of the Japanese uprising is graphi-
cally traced. There is an ominous
sign-off as 'Time' observes that the
rest of the world wonders what may.
happen when 'the Far East war
dogs again become unleashed/

'Devil's. Island' -is lent a some-
what timely aura by the exposition
that recent trafficking. In escape
from French Guiana has. become
something of a widespread Indus-*
try. But otherwise, anybody havinig
seen Columbia's -film/ 'Escape from
Devil's Island,' ,will recognize the
geographical parallelisms ih the
modus operandi , of the escape chan-
nels and the grim prison life.

'Fisheries' deals with the Glou«
cester fish industry and what Amer-
ican legislation did to protect the
New Englahders from the threat-
ened Inroads of the Nova Scotlans.
There is an element of international
Strife between the U. S. and Cana-
dian fishermen, but that's glossed
ovei% " with the legislative victory
on tariff protection permitted to tell
ts own story.
Newest 'March of Time' maintains

the same high parity of informative
newsreeling. -Abel.

ANDY CLYDE
4Hot Paprika'
18 Mins.
Globe, N. Y.

Columbia
Andy Clyde, has made some of his

funniest comedies since joining the
ranks of this company. As in other
recent shorts, he has been favored
with comparatively original story
material. In this one, considerable
credit for swell scripting should go.
to Harry McCoy. Contains aburid-
ai&e of original ideas and situations
to pile up laughit aplenty.
Warned by kidding doctor that he

has only three' months, to. live (doc
did it to scare away his hiccups)
Andy smarts out to do all the' things
he's wanted to all his life. Starts
by kissing the office, girl, spilling ink;
on tho- bookkeeping crab and upset-
ting his boss. Then he sails on
world tour that lands him in tRe
Republic of Paprika. There he goes
big. for a Latin -damsel before find-.
Ing himself in the midst of a revo-
lution.
Conception and execution of gag4

carry this vehicle along at racing
speed. Even the old comedy tricks
have been disguised to take Off their
curse. Capable supporting cast in-
cluding a rhuhiba orchestra and
beauteous dancer help Giyde. Nice
production values in evidence.

Wear.

THE GAME OF JAI ALA I

Sport
8 Mins.
Center, N. Y.

20th-Fox
This short could have been a sock.

Instead It's . mediocre due to care-
less preparation and presentation.
Part' of Educational's 'Treasure
Chest' series, Ed Thorgersoh spiels
his little say on 'the world's fastest
game' in oi dinary manner.
Had it been done under the Pete

Smith (Metro) technique, for ex-
ample, it would have been spt'Clally

produced and properly lighted, with,
contrasting uniforms* to let the
auditor in on the game's niceties.
Instead, a few clips from a Mexican
fronton (instead of the crack Iron-
tons in. Havana, for example) are
dovetailed into the footage,, after,
some rather ordinary preparatory,
efforts to indicate the entymology
of the game.
Lighting and pacing are also of

undistinguished quality, and what
should have been a highly interest-
ing, informative and exciting l'eel

about the feverish Latin game
shapes up as an indifferent propo-
sition. Abel.

/ell

GOING PLACES
Cartoonland Mysteri
Revealed and Explai
Thomas

10 Mins.
Universal

Cartoon comedies have been ex-
posed via newspapers and mags for
years, but this is probably the Ini-

tial attempt by a fllm company to
explain intelligently in a short how
talking cartoons are produced. Chief
criticism is that it may make ani-
mated cartoons s.eem flat after all

this backstage stulf has been de-
scribed plctorially and via Lowell
Thomas' spiel.-

Various steps in creating, draw*
ing and photographing cartoon
shown. Then musical score, sound
effects and voices

vare described.
Factual material is supplied, by nar-.
rator, and few will rdnifmber much
of it. Comedy and novel slants are
sufficiently frequent to break mon-
otony of straight fact compilation.
Doubtlessly one of most interesting
in this U series. Wea^
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THERE hove always been in show business h few who envy
anybody else's success. They fake joy in spreading false

propaganda about their competitors or their competitors'

product

It is unfortunate that d grand production, such as "THE
COUNTRY DOCTOR", which is both a credit and an asset
to the entire motion picture industry, should be the victim

of this propaganda.

Certain people have gone out of their way to spread the

rumor that this picture is flopping. We have a good idea

who are behind it and it should be to their eternal shame

for the benefit of those who bought the picture and who
have still to run it, I want to quote a few statistics about
one of the most successful pictures this business has seen in

many a day:—

"THE COUNTRY DOCTOR" opened in &2 theatres between
March 3rd and March 8th.

i

Of those theatres playing the picture fora week's engage*
ment, 53 held "THE COUNTRY DOCTOR'1

over for a second
week or transferred it to another first-run theatre for a
second week.

48 theatres extended their engagements from three to fou*
days.

31 theatres extended their engagements two days, and
theatres found it necessary to play the picture an extra day

In all, 215 theatres—or more than 67 per cent—of the 322
that Iplpyed the picture in its first week of release, held the
picture over for additional playing time

One of the most successful pictures released bjy twentieth
Century-Fox Film Corporation this yJ&Sr was Shirley Temple
in "THE LITTLEST REBEL." Released Sri ^vil
played during the holidays to enormous business.

"THE COUNTRY DOCTOR" already has surpassed "ImI

^orth
seeing*

V̂ARIETY
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The Kiddies Lead Em Into

L'ville B.0.$:

Great' is the only adjective to describe

everything about it!" -Brhfatp** TeUgrm
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Doctor" Rolling Up
fl«HinMariySpot4

this is 6r>« picture yoo siffiply mtisl see l" \ '» 2*'.^ oni%
—Portland (Me.) Express

l
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CHORUS
LITTLEST REBEL in receipts by more than 15%.

Of course, there are individual spots affected by terrific
weather conditions that have not done as well as the
exhibitor might have hoped. We speak of the average.

We are proud to point to the chorus of critics' praise which
has greeted the picture from coast to coast and from Canada
to the Gulf. Not only have the motion picture reviewers
accorded "THE COUNTRY DOCTOR" their highest rating and
most enthusiastic praise, but great publishers and editorial
writers have gone out of their way to urge the American
people to see this great human document.

Elsewhere on this page are printed excerpts from some of
these reviews.

We are not responsible for certain greedy individuals who
hoped this picture would pay off the national debt. We are,
however, humanly happy that "THE COUNTRY DOCTOR"
has brought profits to our customers, entertainment to
millions and has been a credit not only to ourselves but to
the entire motion picture industry.

This picture is a sincere contribution to the business we are
all making our living out of. It is an asset to the cause of
better pictures, no matter who turns them out.

This, then, is the record of "THE COUNTRY DOCTOR."
These figures do not lie, and if this be a. flop, we pray give
us more like it.

President,

Twentieth Century-Fox Film Corporati

•^..ra without the H
anificent picture w«w» J The $treen >

s BrAi J**
.u^. itissensational! 1 n s proudestgTandrrnag.»»™ -

:;sensational!
quintupUts-wththem,^ ^ ltprtss

Los Ang ******** *• * *.
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One of the finest pictures that has come but

of Hollywood
!" Louis Post-Dispatch
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55°. OVER, DALLAS
"Must be seen by everybody 4/'

— Indianapolis Star
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FEDERAL TRADE COMM.

BLOCK BILL AS
Pettingill's Anti-Block Booking Measures Deemed

'Abitrary'—Pros and Cons on Block Film Selling

Goes Over Same Ground with Almost Same Cast

Washington, March 17.

Depth-bomb from the Federal
Trade Commission, challenging- con-
stitutionality of a vital feature of

the Pettingill bill, exploded Monday
(16). in the laps of the House Inter-

state Commerce subcommittee con-
ducting hearings on the vices and
virtues of block booking.

While the House group continues

Its efforts to- understand the whys
and wherefores- of the industry dis-

tribution problem* members of the
Senate Interstate- Commetce' sub-
committee who. held' hearings. oit a
companion bill two weeks ago were,
debating/ the feasibility of setting-

up a select committee to make.' an
'ambitious study of: all phases aC tfte

controversial practice*

The Senators;, members of the

Neely sub-committee, we^e reported
bewildered by technical aspects oj-"

the leasing system and. by. barrage
of conflieting arguments- fry Eefonrtr

ers,, producer spokesmehv and- war-
ring: exhibttonsi As a way out of.

the., snarl,- .they were, thinking
strongly about urging that a hand-
pickedv well-heeled) group be ordered
to spend; time;, during- the. summer
recess? finding out what the bicker*
ing is all about. The sub-committee
hasc failed! however, to hold any;
meetings since public gabfiest ended.

Feht 28.

Creating* not even a ripple, among
spectators and. proponents oC the>

bill; a. memorandum written by the

chief counsel of the P. -T; C and
tearing: down one section of the.

bill afs- 'arbitrary ana dlscrinltna->

tory* was quietly slipped into, the

record, by Chairman ' Fettihgiii,

sponsor of the .measure whichlieeSar
to ban. block- booking.

Referring; ?<> to> . the. >- requirement
which i&spta-ithat a coniplet*

_>

afnd

accurate;synopsis of each picture ,be

prort&d* ieihlbitori'; ^;\T.; Ci;
!

ehief
Counael' "VST* T. .

Kelley declared," '-it

Is, we thinks arbttrary and; diserint-

lnating. There, ia reason to believe

that this, is contrary, to- the- protec-

tion .guaranteed by the. jFifth

Amendment against depriving 'of

i>fet;,Uhertyi or- property without due?

process of. law/

'The; synopsis condition, to satf

the least/- KeHey. eontitauedi, 'is. a
burden upon; the sale- or leasing: o£
a fhturet Sales of futures-, are a
recognized Incident of pDopeiity

ownershlp/
KeUey found- valid: the portion of

the bUt reg-ulattog; transportation
of filins-,, dedaijing it to' he within
the, pxawers of Congress,, but fouxtdv

In his eencIuaibDw that 'The- current/

bill takeix a business, method which
has: grown up with this. $2,aQQ;00*I,.-.

000 mdustry during; the past 20)

years and? stamps the business me-
thod; as a* mpnoponatlc; practice,

an'dv overlooking; available. expejcl-

en'cadl administrative machinery* for
the treatment of siichf practices,

proceeds to: define it as a crimes
'The present legislative designa-

tion of these current extensile,
practices as being- unfair, ought not
to brand: them: as: being inherently
more malum in se than the classi-

fication of; unfair competition cases
defined by. volumes oti court deci-
sions.

'They would seem very properly
to- come within the competence of
the Federal Trade Cbmmissioh and
its precedents, rulings and decisions
on price, sales promotion, and trade
relation policies.'

Holdover Dope
Pages of legal data left aver from

the F. T. C. litigation against Fam-
ous Players-Lasky, in which a
cease and; desist order against the
flint company was later thrown out
by the courts, accompanied a sec-
ond memorandum submitted by Eu-
gene W. Burr, a member of the
Trade Commission's legal division.
In conclusion, Burr admitted, 'my.
views with respect to the public
policy involved in the practices
dealt with in the bill have not been
sufficiently informed; they cannot
be made worthy of submission to
the Commission unless I were to
make a careful study of the record
made in the above litigation.

'Fbr the reasons given at the out-
set, this memorandum must close
without recommendation as to the
public policy involved in this bill,'

,jBurr continued* 'and therefore with-
out recommendation also as to the
merits of the measure.'

Commerce Department, also asked
to render an opinion on block book-
ing, politely refrainecL Thomas
Burke, chief of the division of mo-
tion pictures and specialties of the
Bureau of. Foreign and Domestic
Commerce, neatly passed the buck
to the. Trade Commieh, declaring,

'It seems logical and just to con-
sider the tremendous capital and
employment factors involved and; to
recommend that the Federal Trade
Commission, he called, upon to offer

its opinions' and findings.'

Seemingly endless parade of
moral" betterment organizations
'boosting thy Pettingill legislation

came to an end Monday, with' Canon
William Sheafe? Chase, sapolio ace
and superintendent ef the Inter-
national Reform Federation, putting-

on a lively- show as the final wit-
ness for the proponents-..

Federal government, wo.uLJ peek-
over the shoulders of producers
.front the . moment a picture Was;
dreamed! of and a special, commis-
s4on> would sit in Washington: with
nothing to do. alt day except en-
force, ftlmt legislation,, if the white-
wbisftered reformer put through his.

deal for stringent amendments to
the Pettingill measure-

Chase Would" 'Choose'

Beginning with the frank remark,
T would choose the Culkin bill in

(Preference,' Chase produced long
string, .of .. amendments of, his own
and also suggested Pettingill take
the essence out of the Culkm bill

and-fit-it to-deal-directly- with- the-

-moral issue.'

'Federal supervision at the source
pf. production, which wilt save the
expense, of making;, unfit pictures'

was. the theme; song of the. veteran
moral- campaigner. Also* Canon
'Chase, told the committee that a
special commission, vj-otdtl be neces-
sary to enforce the provisions of the
bill

.
because, at present, the pro-

posed legislation, 'puts, enforcement
in the hands of the Department"of.

Justice.' Explaining that he meant
no offense toward the G-men,
Chase confided that 'what we needv
is to have the bilB referredrtc? a few
peotjh* who have tbat„ and only
thaltjto handTej.'

lateinnkered: biF Chairman Pettln-
gdlL who pointed out that Congress:

iwould, be- nowerless toj establish^ a.

Federal censorship within the* bis
!studios and* 'does not have control'
of production,' Chase, amended his?

suggestion in favor of- government
licensing, of films. 'Year could say
that no pieture could; pass over- the
state lihea- until1 It has a - licenses;.'

he urged* PettihgiMj agreect that.
Cohg>es> could* establl$bi'a;.^Qard to
say what [pictures couidV enter
Stated >but Chase objected to/the
Idea because 'any stats- could: make
pictures and exhibit them within
Its boundaries^ in defiance afi Fed-"
era]? laws.''

Pix and. Politics
' Squawks about use of. the motion
picture politically also-, we're- regis-
tered by the> aged moralist 'who de-
manded, further- provision in the bill
to 'sea- that no unfair advantage is
taken in newsreels or. shorts, by
.elthor. side/ '

'"

Letter from an exhibitor -owning
theatres in, four smalL counties- in.

Pennsylvania, attacked, independent
exhibitors testifying;, before the com-
mittee as representing:- the minority
and accused the Committee of hav-
ing been 'mesmerized by arguments
presented by selfish groups,'

;
""Bead"by H$p1^se7iatlve''PeftingilV
of Nev York, who . commented; "he
had. received; a. lot like it, tlie mes-
sage was signed by Michael: Freed-
man. of the Boxy theatre,. Wetherly,
Pav Freedman 'over a period of years'
has not been forced to exhibit pic-
tures not wanted by the community,
he said, a statement that was im-
mediately protested by Abe Myers,
Allied States counsel, who remarked
'his experience must be different
from any exhibitor in a similar situ-
ation.'

Myers charged that the letter
probably had been written at the
request of a distributor, and as-
serted that 'exhibitors are being i-e-

J
quested to come into the film ex-

changes and are invited to' write or

wire the committee/

To-do over the Catholic Legion of
Decency's stand in opposing the

Pettingill bill continued, with five

mote Catholic groups; including the

Knights of Columbus, registering

kicks at block booking in contrast

to policies outlined by the Bishops'

Committee. Canon Chase attacked
the Legion, reading- from ^ film

ratings which, he. claimed, had.

listed 46% of studio output as 'Class.

B,' or not recommended for kids
and adolescents.

Endorsements of the measure con-
tinued to pour in from dean-up
groups, with Y. W.C A., Y. M» C. A.,

National Congress, of Parents and
Teachers and the; National Women's
Temperance 1 Uhidn, adding screams
of protests against 'vicious' practice

of compulsory block booking.

The Church Stance
Question q£ the Bishop>'s Com-

mittee on Motion Pictures of the
Catholic, church to represent itself

as a mouthpiece for the Catholic

population of the United States,. In

'defense,. of block, booking, presented
itself Tuesday (17) when members
of the Pettioglll: committee grHIed
a Legion of Decency representative
as to> relationship! between the* Le-
gion and other Catholic organiza-
tions.

-

Taking exception to statement by
Bex. Dr. Joseph! A> Daly-K Legion

• secretary, committee members pried
curiously, into the reason why num-
erous Catholic groups, Including the
National Catholic Welfare Council,
had appeared earlier to endorse, the;

bill,, and! mentioned several diocesan
publications, which, had; printed, edi-
torials In direct contrast to views
expressed by the Bishop's committee
on Feb. 26. Father Daly appeared
before the committee as authorized^
representative, off the Episcopal
committee on motion pictures of the
Catholic. Church, in the Tf. &.. an*
clahncd .that 'The Bishop's com-
mittee' is alone able to speak,, aur-

thoritatlvely for the 22,000;000

Catholics, in the IT, S. oh matters
involving- .the morality of motion
pictures and- is' earclusively author-
ised to. dietate

4

the?" policies ' aid
practices'' ' 'to- be followed by the
Catholic people of the U; Si in the
campaign for wholesome motion pic-

ture,?,': •

."Unshaken by
-

Congressional quiz-
zing, Father Daly stuck to . his point
that whl^e .'ftv matters of policy we
sometimes find organizations dis-

agreeing with us, individual Catho-
lics are guided by the Catholic Bis-
hops of the U. S. The committee
having; been appointed by the
Catholic Hierarchy was the only
groupk within llie church that had,
the rlight to speak pftlclally,' the
Legion of Decency representative
insiated.

Exhib QK'ft lndu»try

Opposing, the; proposed ban on.
.block baokiflgj. Eather. Daly

:qUotedV
from? the bishops" statement of last
month, and added that 'the Legion
of Decency,' does, not believe in nor
offer support .to' any legislative
short-cut to a wholesome screen..

it does not believe that there ia
promise or hope of. a wholesome'
screen through the agertcy- of legis-
lative enactment.

Unusually severe^iiaunclng, around
;was given:- Stanley-. Sumherr inde-
pendent exhibitor from Cambridge,
Mass., who told the committee that
In 20 years of managing; theatres
he: had; fWs^er had trouble with dis-
tributors and had been able to .can-
cel up to 33% of. film blocks. Sum-
ner, who charged that independents
would be seriously harmed, iff the.
bill were passed^ was- subjected1 to
endless questioning by Chairman
Pettingill, author of the measure.
TIeup between Sumner- and the- big:

producers^ was Intimated by the
liature' d'f PettfrigHi's inquiries.

Operation- of .film houses la a
matter of common sense if distrib-
utors and' producers are. willing to
cooperate with exhibitors who will
play fair, the New England' exhib
declared. 'If you were to do- away
wltb the present system of buying
pictures I would have- serious diffi-
culty in getting the films I want
to have,' he said. ' T feel that I
would get the leftovers after the
chains had) made their choice.'
A spirited; defense of the block

booking system, which . he tagged
'group selling or wholesaling of
products,' was made by Sidney R.
Kent, president of Fox Films. 'The
atmosphere might lead one to be-

lieve that It was a pdiaoriou's meth-

od forcing something poisonous

down the throats of the exhibitors,'

Kent exploded. 'I hope the. com-
mittee won't think that we are, so

foolish 'as to toss business over our

shoulders.'

Attacking, the brief filed by Abra-

ham Fi Myers, Allied States coun-

sellor with the Neely Committee
some weeks ago, Kent' charged; that

exhibitors testifying In support of

the .Neeiy-PettingUL. measure .
were

'1,000% away from- the. truth'' In

their claim that they are forced to

take 100% of film blocks.

•You are not told,', he said, 'that

these men buy 100% to keep- films

away from their competitors. Thou-
sands of adjustments are made an-
nually by all the big companies,'.

Kent stated, 'and contracts by
:

no
means bind the exhibitors or force

them to accept immoral pictures as
•claimed ih Myers' brief; At the

height of the Legion of Decency's
campaign there was. not one con-

ception in the U. S. of of the tw6
Mae. West pictures running at that

time,' the Fox official declared.

Kent blasted! monopoly charges of

the opposition by hinting, out that

automobile companies and* the- tele-

phone trust ate controlled by fewer

; than, eight companies,and that, there

are; nurneroua'. .outride' .flint com-
panies producing and selling .

films.

Striking at exhibs Who have wailed

that block booking is responsible

fbr ditty pictures*. Kent askedi the:

committee, 'Why dorrTt yon put « bill

la here making the exhibitor buy,

one at a titae after her has seem It?*

T don't aee. why the argumant
cannot he settled .by sttbponeafng'

the records/ the TFqx head! snorted..

Viewing, block:
,
bogkrhs-less future

through rose-colored specs* in>

dependents and spokesmen- for

women's groups bewailadi. L t a t
Wednesday (11), for- the third" con-
secutive day, the 'strangle-hold'

which, the eight bigr companies have
'oh Ann biz.

ExHift*' Squawks

,
Harsh, tactics- of BJ£Q, In, dealing-

'with- small' exhibs; were pictured' by
Walter B. Littlefield who told the
'committee that efforts to> procure
individual pftc, or a smaller brock,

-were answered by a heartless 'I'm

selling' 60 pictures," when -JtKfi*

salesmen called with llne-iip of new
films. Exhibs are-foreedTto take all

50, or none, Littlefield claimed-
Describing the synopsis clause of

the Pettingill bill as offering a^
;'happy medfumi between ah actual

'trad® vfewftflB" °i pictures by in-

i

^pendent' exhibs and" the present

,
system of buying 'blind,' Littlefield

expressed himself satisfied With the

proposed requirement" which would,
provide printed data on contents ah-

•each- film* sold. Exhibitors are .?en.-<

'titled; to know whether they are
getting - 'Alice- in Wonderland? or
'The Postman Rings Twice,"' the>

Boston indie exhib declared;,

Tale Of vigorous supervisi&rt try;

moral groups was told by H. M.
Richey,. general manager of Allied
Theatres, Detroit, who pointed' out
that . 'these silent stockholders in our
theatres' had rejected frotm 3tt to? 40
filnur which had) been passedl by the-

local police; censor board. Detroit
:independents are in tough- .- .apot^.

Richey walled,, because block book-
IifgTdbe^hotltpply ut hbusea aflfffl/-

atect with the 'big-, eight' and' medi-
ocre* films are pawned; oft on inde-
pendents, afiter chains have: scooped'

up boi office hits. 'The affiliates-

have the eall on the . entire output
of the! bhr companies,' Richey com-
plained, ' specifying that local Fos.
theatre 'picked* up the best q£ the
pthers,, Columbia,., Universal: and
British Gaumont' .„ .

Richey also asserted that there is
'no such thing: ' as- a cancellation
privilege' in contracts offered by the
big companies, because' independ-
ents' must ' apeak 1 up: within-

days of the release date of m pic-
ture, if. they want, to- take advantage
of rejeefcipn clause;.

Specials, he claimed, cannot be
cancelled and! must he run- on Sun-
days, unless barred* by censors.

Marions, in- Gampetiah

Mild.iiitereat was shown by com-
mittee,, in Richey's talk; with Chair-
man Pettingill remarking that,, in
offering, blocks, it would- seeim that
big, eight are competing among
themselves and- that 'it would

:

seem*
to me they are trying to pleaae their
customers.'
Texas exhibitors are under con-

tract not to show pictures, at less
than 25c. and: Texas smallies have
been forced to boost, admlsh prices
and ruin their business, grieved Col.
H. A. Cole, Allied Theatre Owners
prez, who represented' 225- indiesi
listed with his organization. Claim-
ing that house managers 'have to*
figure on which price is the heat
price that will get us the best
money. Col. Cole wept on the cora-

U Refinancing

(Continued from page 5)

which stock, there are 17,864 shares
outstanding,
Book value of'U's common, after

providing for 1st and 2nd preferred;

at $110, plus, accrued dividends, as
of July 27, 1935, is given as $0,365.

U's present 1st preferred 8% stock
has been in arrears oh dividends
since Oct. 1, 1932;

In contemplating the forming of a
voting: trust to- acquire the SC
group's newly purchased U shares,
it is proposed to issue forthwith
$3,000,000 of the authorized $4,000,-

000 5%, 10-year debentures, and a
minimum of 418,604; shares oil the
authorized 1,500,000. shares of com-
mon (voting trust certificates). This
is calculated to yield the trust
S&OaOiOOO:
The debentures will be convertible

at any time into- common stpek
(voting trust certificates) at the
following- prices:.

,
First two years, $15 per share;

2& twa years; $l7/.60 per share ; 3d,

two years, $20 per share; 4th two
years,, $2^2v60i per share; and- 5th and
'last two years, $25" per share.

The result of these issues would
he: that there- would he outstanding
$3;000i00ff of 1'0-year, 5% convertible
debentures andi 418^6:0.4} shares of
common stock (voting trust certift-

cates)." After making the first pay-
ment to Cart LaemmlB) amounting-
to $1,&0(T,0.00, for securities pur-
chased; under htstalmecit, the- trust
figures to have. $508,009 cash

l
'$4

l000,-

000; im securities' -witich! are to colw
IkterlaMze the deferred7 paymertts to

j
Laemnalev and 880)000' shares of re*.

capftSallzed W common stock,- •with a
stated. Book value ofi $a.35« per share>
as of July- 2T, 1935, or $5,588,000
agipregate vahxei, The;

trust's asset*
thus- would: totar around' $10,088,000*.

However, if It is deemed desirable
to> issue- more- than the> minimum
418;6Q* shares of the Voting trust's
common: stock, In the first instance,
at corresponding. Increase in; the
^rust's, working capital *wlll he
arrangea*. .'

- It Is proposed that In exchange^
the. SO, group's nights- under option
on the U shares, 20-year .warrahts
wtlk be Issued: with the right to: attft"

scribe at $lu' per' share 'i&fciVt- 'l^ffo
of the trust's- common stock to be-
issued at the first instance, amount-
ing, it is figured, to around 209,302
shares.

,

Under the plan, major executives
of . the operating or holding- com-
panies are to be given options- to
pu^ohase common stock In the' vot-
ing tiusts. or.ther 'oiperatirig .'eonipany,
or else a proflt-sharing; plan is to be
'Worked out. for' thesrii
:
-.

:
Jf options aa:e. given, suah ^ptioi^s

;may ;be exerc£aed oitly. at t% xaite.ef
one.-fQurth off the? total" amoorat each
?year for .% years;, providing; titur IhdTI--

;*«fidnaF oc indiViavals- httldihs- =surcft.

jOptKmft ace lit the. employ ;of;-the-
^eompany at the: timej .ilestshated.
when such stock might be^.pur-
cbased.

.

If is tsf be. co^enahtedi under thel

aeb.en4ures;- ;Cai); That 7:5;.%? of all
dividends -received) by the: voting
jtrust Bhalt be? used? either for the.

'payment off inta-nesti arid/or the- 're

-

jtirejiient of debentures; (hX That
none of the XT stock (voting/ trust
certificates) shall be sold for less
than $?6ka5 . par- share, without the
consent of 51% of the debentures.

Rabbins' Coast O.O.
'; Herman Robbins;' head of Na-
• tional Screen Service, sailed Satur-
day (1*) fbr Callfibrnl'a^ via the Ca-
nal; to check into production activ-.

:ity ,qn the. Coast.
its- Robbina* first trip to the

Coast in over a year; He- plans re-
maining; there about two weeks and
on» the way back Willi atop oft at
National Screen* branches^

mlttee's shoulder and besought re-
turn to the good old- days of 10c
and lGe: admissions.

AS rift between Ca-tholla organiza-
tions; over the controversial; subject
of block booking*;., appeared when the
executive secretary of the National .

Council of Catholic Women, Agnes
G. Regan, read* a. resolution support-
ing the Neeiy-Pettingill bill en-
dorsed at three suocessiwe conten-
tions by her organization.. In reply
to questioning by the committee,
Miss Regan- said that she 'wouldn't

Jcare to comment* on the recent
statement made by the Catholic
Bishop's committee opposing anti-
block booking legislation.

Slock hooking, is 'a cancer on the
.body ofthe Industry' and 'is- used- as
a club to beat independents ' into
submission,' yelped) Jeanette Wil-
lensky, representing- indie motion
picture owners of Eastern Pennsyl-
vania.
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Advance Production Chart

Production Activity m Hollywood fell off four features from the score

of pictures in work registered for the preceding week. Past week's ac-
tivity shows 38 features in work, 32 editing, 65 preparing. New pictures
going into work last week registered a new low for many months with
only four starting, ^urtiber of pictures completed and previewed tor
same period showed 11. Metro screened three, Paramount, 20th-Fox and'
Warners previewed two each, while Radio and Revublic nreviemed o*„
each\Cf¥*

Titles of the pictures previewed showed "The Great Ziegfeld' which
vfter two years of preparation and shooting, was shown to the public for
the first time in Oakland. Picture ran 184 minutes, studio is now labor-

ing over the task of reducing this footage to roadshow' length. Present
plans are to roadshow the picture as a three-hour show with intermission
between halves.

Metro during the week also previewed. 'Petticoat Fever' and 'Robin Hood
of El Dorado.' Paramount screened 'Too Many Parents' and '13 Hours

by Air, 2bth-Fox, 'Everybody's Old Man' and 'Charlie Chan at the Circus;
Warners, 'The Singing Kid; new Jolsoh picture, and 'Broadway Playboy;
Radio previewed 'Two in Revolt; q. novelty, featuring a horse and a dog;
Republic concluded, the week with 'Doughnuts and Society; Latter is the
last of the Mascot program of features sold by Nat Levine on the current
year's program. Will be released as one of the Republic program of pic-
tures.

Paramount leads the major production field for activity with nine feat-
ures before the-carneras;-four-^diftng-M Metro follows
with seven in work, two editing and eight preparing. Warners has six, six
and 14; 20th-Fox, five, four and four; Universal, four, four and six; RKO-
Rddio, four', three and seven; Columbia, two, four and four; Republic,
one,, four and six; United Artists, zero, one and six.
Combined studios of major group plan to get under way this week with

an exceptionally large batch of new pictures.* Warners promises the most,
with a group of five. 20th-Fox. Radio, Paramount and Columbia all prom-
ise to put at least three each in work.

Two in work, four editing, four preparing. In work:
'AND SO THEY WERE MARRIED,' reported Vajwett issue Feb. 19.

and 'BLACKMAILER/ reported March 11. No hew pictures started
here last week or previewed.

Frank Capra's next, 'THE LOST HORIZON,' is slated to start some-
time this week with Ronald Colmari, Jane Wyatt, Isabel Jewell and E.
E. Horton.
B..P. Schulberg is lining up his next picture to go into work shortly

under title of 'QUEER MONEY.' Will co-feature Chester Morris and
Mairfeot Grahame.
Writers were assigned to adapt 'PARTNER, YOU'RE IN LOVE' for

early production.

Metro

...Seven, in. work*.fe«o.:.esJitina- and_ eight, prepari ng. In work

:

'SMALL TOWN GIRL,' reported in Variety. Jan. 15; 'ROMEO AND
JULIET,' reported Jan. 22; 'THE UNGUARDED HOUR/ 'SAN FRAN-
CISCO/ reported Feb. 19, and 'ABSOLUTE QUIET,' reported Feb. 2§.

,'MOB RULE' and 'GOQD EARTH,' reported March 4.

No new picture? started here last week.
Pictures completed, and previewed during past week were 'GREAT

ZIEGFELD/ ^PETTICOAT FEVER' and 'ROBIN HOOD OF EL DOR-
ADO/
Pictures slated to start this week are' 'SUICIDE CLUB/ with Robert

Montgomery, . Rosalind Russell, Reginald Owen arid Frank Morgan.
IfOuis D. Lighten will produce.
'GORGEOUS HUSSY/ to star Joan Crawford goes Into work April

1, Clarence Brown directing. This .has been substituted for 'LADY
COMES TO TOWN/ previously slated as the next Crawford starrer,
Brown, directing.
New stories purchased and being readied for early production' lists

'MONEY BOX' (Laurel arid Hardy feature) to be produced by Hal
Roach. Company hag. assigned writers to work out the filmusical in
which Jessie Matthews Is slated to star. Writers also are working on
the- next Marx Bros, comedy which

:

will have . Santa' Anita racetrack
background. Company is bringing Maria Korja, singer of Berlin Grand
Opera, here to play lead in forthcoming production 'THE LIFE OF.
JOHANN STRAUSS/

Paramount

Nine in work, four editing, 10 preparing. In work:
. 'FATAL LADY/ (formerly 'BRAZEN') and 'FLORIDA SPECIAL' re-

ported Variety issue Feb. 12; 'BIG BROWN EYES/ 'PRINCESS COMES
ACROSS' and 'BORDER FLIGHT/ reported Feb. 26; 'POPPY/ reported
March 4; 'CASE AGAINST MRS. AMES/ and: 'SOMETHING TO LIVE
FOR' reported March 11.
'EARLY TO BED/ Starting this week, produced by Harlan Thomp-

son, directed by Norman McLeod from original by Lucien Littlefield and
Chandler Sprague. Cast: Charles Ruggles, Mary Roland, George Bar-
bier, Gall Patrick, Robert McWade.
Story.—Typical . Ruggles-Boland marriage farce, Ruggles as book-

keeper Jn a glass eye factory who must have his sleep against wishes
and exploits of a. society-craving wife.
Completed and previewed last week were 'TWO MANY PARENTS'

and '13 HOURS BY AIR/ To start this week Is 'I LOVED A SOLDIER/
Which Marlen© Dietrich started with but did not finish. Company has
borrowed Margaret Sullavan to substitute for Dietrich. Being readied
for early production are 'RETURN OF SOPHIE LANG/ 'LET'S GET
MARRIED' (Gary Cooper, Fred MacMiirray). 'THE NEW DIVORCE'
(Gladys Swarthaut) With possibly Franchot Tone opposite.

RKO-Radio

Four in work, three editing, seven preparing. In work:
'DANCING PIRATE' reported Variety issue Jan. 29; 'The EX-MRS.

BRADFORD (formerly 'ONE TO TWO') reported Feb. 26; 'MARY OF
SCOTLAND' and 'SPECIAL INVESTIGATOR/ reported March 4.

No new pictures started last week. Completed and previewed* TWO
IN REVOLT/ formerly titled 'THOROUGHBREDS ALL.' BttMUao
Pictures lined up for early production, 'HIS MAJESTY BUNKER

Production Table

Shows current standing of
duction schedules for the 1935

the various produci
•36 season*

Studio
COLUMBIA
GAUMONT-BRITISH
METRO ....
paramount-

Rrfo^D,
REPUBLIC
Westerns

20TH-FOX»«> .........
,.W"terr,s .........
UNITED ARTISTS
|am Goldwyn
Selznlck-lnter'l ....
Pickford-Lasky....
Reliance ..........

UNIVERSAL
w Westerns .

WARNERS
.

Quota
of Pix
for

Season
40
16
50
65
6

48
32
21
53
4

Totali

7
5
4
1

5
36
9
60

462

Number
Completed
or Shipped

for
Release

26
Made
23
42
4

25
14
7
44
2

7
1

in

Number
Now in

Work
. or
Editing

6
London
9
13

Balance
to Be
Made on
'35 -'36

Program
8

Number
New

Stories
in Final
Prepa-
ration

4

Made in London
19 8
6 1

49 12

269 70

4
3
1

9
2
1 over

103

5
1

14

63

BEAN/ 'MOTHER CAREY'S CHICKENS' for Ann Shirley; 'NEVER
GONNA DANCE/ for Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers; 'SAVE A
LADY/ for Ann Sothern, and 'ROBBER BARONS' for Edward Arnold.

Republic

One in work, four editing, six preparing.. Started last week;
'THE HARVESTER.' Supervised by Victor Zobei. Directed by Jo-

seph Santley from: Gene Stratton~Pbrter novel of same name, adapted
by Hoih.er Croy. Cast? AJlce Brady, Russell Hardie, Frank Craven, Ann
Rutherford, Joyce Compton, Eddie Nugent, Cora Sue Collins, Buck, the
dog.

Story.—Down-to-earth saga of American farm folk, laid in Indiana.
Remake from silent picture made by F.B.O. several years ago. Young
farmer boy who becomes matrimonial bait for the community.. His
mother has selected wealthy girl of hts own position to marry. He fav-
ors poor girl, who despite parental opposition -he marries.
Completed and previewed last week. 'DOUGHNUTS AND SOCIETY/

Being lined up for early production, 'GLORY PARADE' and ,'MY OLD
KENTUCKY HOME.' Company has made a deal with Peter B. Kyrte
to produce a series of five 'CAPPY RICKS" stories, one a year.

20th-Fox

Five in work, four editing, four preparing. In work:
'ROAD TO GLORY' (formerly 'ZERO HOUR'), reported Variety Issue

Feb. 6; 'POOR LITTLE RICH GIRL/ reported Feb. 26; 'THE FIRST
BABY/ reported March 4; 'TURMOIL/ reported March 11, and 'HALF
ANGEL/ started last week.
'HALF ANGEL.' Directed by Sidney Lanfield, original by Tennyson

Jesse, adapted by Gene Fowler and Bess Meredyth. Cast: Frances
Dee, Brian Donley, Charles Butterworth, Henry Stevenson, Paul Stan
ton, Etlenne Girado, Gavin Muir.
Story.—Murder mystery centered around young girl, saved from con

vincing circumstantial evidence by newspaper reporter.
Completed and previewed last, week, 'EVERYBODY'S OLD MAN' and

'CHARLIE CHAN AT THE CIRCUS.'
Pictures being readied for early production are:
'WHITE FANG/- outdoor dog picture with Lightning, the police

featured in RKO's production* 'TWO IN REVOLT.'
'PRIVATE NUMBER' (Lbretta Young and Robert Taylor) and 'TO

MARY—rWITH- LOVE.'
Company is now lining up story on the life of Jesse James which

will be produced on a lavish outdoor scale.

Sol Lesser has four Harold Bell
.
Wright and two Zane Grey stories

which he will produce for 20th-Fox: Wright stories set are: 'ALIAS
BRIAN KENT/ 'DEVIL'S HIGHWAY/ and 'UTAH TRAIL.' Zahe Grey
stories are 'SMOKY RANGE' and an untitled novel to be published
this fall.

United Artists

None in work, one editing . six preparing.
Studio continues to be dark as far as pictures In work are con

cerned.
.
Selznlck-Internatlonal preparing, for 'GARDEN OF ALLAH/

which is expected to go before the cameras this week. Plckford-Iiasky
whipping final story treatment, together for early starting date on the
Nino Martini picture. Company has bought 'THE GAY DESPERADO'
for second . Martini starring picture.

Universal

Hirliman Perfects

Color Device for

Camera Attachment

Hollywood, March 17.

Claiming that cost is only slightly

in excess of black and white film,

George Hirlimah, after five years of

oxpei'iments; announces perfection

.

of a color process system for which
he has. applied for letters patent.

Basis for process lies in special

device that can be applied to any
regulation standard camera. De-
veloping, and printing can be. han-
dle;} without additional equipment,
labor or time at any color labora-
tory.

New process will be known, as
'HirJacolor.' It was first used by
its inventor in photographing .'Cap-

tain Calamity,' his latest color fea-
ture, just completed. Heretofore,
producer used Magnlcolor for his
productions.
Inventor claims new process does

not require special lighting or color
schemes, and that it will photo-
graph objects In their natural tint,

with perfect spectrum and without
exaggeration or distortion.

DISNEY VIA RKO NOT

UNTJL JANUARY, '37

RKO will not start getting Walt
Disney product, under deal signed
recently, until January, 1937, Con*
tract calls for from 12 to 24 shorts
and one feature a year. First fea-
ture is expected to be the one on
Which Disney recently started
preparation, 'Snow White and the
Seven Dwarfs/ in color.

Under his old contract with
United Artists, Disney has a total
of 16 shorts yet to deliver, half of
which go, to the Music Hall first

run, the other half to the RivoII,
N. T. Expectation is that the Hall
will have first crack on all Disney
product when the producer starts
selling through RKO.
Cost of the Disney shorts has

been running over ?5O,Q0O, with
average profit on distribution well
over $100,000.

RKO-PATHE STUDIOS'

HEAVY PROD, SCHEDULE

Hollywood, March 17.

Six units working at the RKO-
Pathe studios will turn out 46 pic-
tures this year..

Selznick-International is making
10; Lesser. 10; M. H. Hoffman, "18,

and Invincible, 8.

All for different releasing com-
panies.

Four in work, four editing, six preparing. In work:
'SHOWBOAT/ reported In Variety Jan. 15; 'DRACULA'S DAUGH-

TER/ reported Feb. 12; 'UNCONSCIOUS' and 'BANISHED/ reported
March 11. No new pictures started here last week.
New pictures being lined uj> for early production lists 'MY MAN

GODFREY' (William Powell), 'INTERNATIONAL TEAM/ for Jack
Holt; 'IT'S A SMALL WORLD' and 'WHAT PRICE PAROLE.'

Warners

Six in work, six editing, 14 preparing. In work:
'HEARTS DIVIDED/ reported Variety, issue Jan. 15; 'MURDER IN

THE BIG HOUSE/ 'BIG BUSINESS/ and 'TWO AGAINST THE
WORLD/ reported Feb. 26; 'ANGEL OF MERCY/ reported March 11,

'EARTHWORM TRACTOR.' Produced by Sam Blschoff. Directed by
Ray Enright from William Hazlett Upson Satevepost story, adapted by
Richard Macauley, JoeTraub and Hugh Cummlngs. Cast: Joe E. Brown,
June Travis, Guy Kibbee, Carol Hughes, Gene Lockhart, Dick Forah,
Craig Reynolds, Henry O'Neil, Olln Rowland, Joseph Crehan, Addison
Richards.

Story.—Typical Joe E. Brown comedy fodder depicting Brown as a
tractor salesman who seta out to become the greatest salesman in the

world. His ambition is realized when he lands the largest tractor order
ever made and with it he gets the daughter of the man who places the
order. Comedy situations that lead up to this event are. laid in the rural
districts, climaxing at a time when Bj-own goes through dangerous tests

to. prove the merit of his product.
Completed and previewed last week. 'THE SINGING KID' ami

'BROADWAY PLAYBOY.' Being readied to start this week, 'THE CASE
OF THE VELVET CLAWS/ (Warren William and Claire Dodd); 'LOVE
BEGINS AT 2ff (Hugh Herbert, Paul Cavanaugh. Patricia Ellis);

THERE'S MILLIONS IN IT' (Ross Alexander, Beverly Roberts);
'BULLETS AND BALLOTS' (Edward G. Robinson, Joan Blondell, Ear-
ton MacLane, Humphrey Bogart and Frank McHugh).

20th-Foi Charged With

Manikin Lift in Suit

Hollywood, March 17.

Infringement on letters patent for
an Improvement in producing mani-
kin actors is charged against 20th
Century-Fox in suit filed In U. S.

district court here by atorneys for

Paul W. Blanton.
Complaint asks Injunction re-

straining studio from using im-
provement in making of its pic-
tures, seeks an accounting eff dam-
ages due ' and demands seizure of
film alleged to have used patent.

2 'MISSES N.O.' MAKE GOOD
New Orleans, March 17.

Two 'Misses New Orleans' have

Joined the local film row beauties.

Mary Healy la a booker for Gau-
mont-British' Alms, and Helen
Moore is a secretary at 20th. Cen-
tury-Fox.

Conn Signs Cohn
Hollywood, Marflh 17;

Maurice Conn, head of Ambas-
sador Pictures, signed Martin C.

Cohn to supervise ahd edit two fea-

tures.

Cohn will function on pictures

starring Franlcle Dano and Kermlt
MaynaiU,

Team Nagel, Hunt in 8

Hollywood. March 17.

F,Icanor Hunt and Conrad Nagel
will be co-featurod in 'Yellow
Car ,,' first of series of eight, picts

to be made hy George Hirliman un-
der banner of Pacific Productions.
Crane Wilbur will direct.

1-Tlrllrnah plans to establish the
pair as a team, and use them in
entire series.

Polish Pix Ask Hays' OK
Eastern film code office of th

Hays organization, which is a du-
plicate of the ,k>e Breen purity of-

flee on the. Coast, has been asked
to pass on six Polish feature pro-
ductions by the Polish-American
Film Corp. of Chicago.

All films, which will he distrib-

uted in the U.S., are In that lan»
guage. the first entirely foreign
language productions to he sub-
mitted the Hays eastern purity seal

division.
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193S Testimony Dissected by Counsel

earing in

Wilmington, March. 17, .

Contentions that talking picture

equipment licenses of Electrical Re-

search Products. Inc.- (Western

Electrio) excluded all other man-

ufacturers, on the one hand, and

that ttiey were non-exclusive but

necessary to protect the BRPI In-

terest in taikers, were tugged back

And forth last week by counsel be-

fore Judge John P. Nields In U. S.

Cistrlqt Court during three -day ar-

guments in the monopoly action of

General .
•Talking Pictures (De-

Forest) and fiuovac Radio against

ERPI/ Western Electric
:
aha Amer-

ican Telephone & Telegraph.

: Arguments, were based on testl-.

mojiy adduced at the trial last year

and were - the Anal proceedure be-

fore
' the decision, which wlll.be

niontte iii opining,. Permanent in-

junction to follow the temporary in-

junction already granted .to restrain

jjRPI'a equipment contracts, is

wught by plaintiffs.

gamuei E. Darby, Jr., chief plain-

tiff cdfunseli,attacked the EftPl ex-

hibitor licihseaT ^.'entirely, illegal in

wpstituti^ff^reBtr^int of trade, even

with what he- called the 'loophole'

bt the! ea^tiility - clause by which

ERPt agreed tp permit Reproduction

of pietUres; oiv other than BRPI
equipment, provided, the equipment

were tip toERPJ standard. He ar-

gued this .was^ npt a relaxation of

the earlier' ERPI contracts because

ERPI was to be the sole judge of

the hoit-ERPI equipment's quality

under the provisions of the clause.

Darby Attack* Contract!

One of his chief attacks was on

the ERPI recording contracts with
producers,,most of which were conf
cluded'jVIay 11, 1928, particularly the

clause-providing the producers "\:puld

record" npn-ERPI equipment,
unless, they tided ; technical knowl
edge obtained from BRPI, in which
case they would have to

;
pay the

:$S00 '.. vper l,v00 feet, regularly

oibatgid:!by:ERPL:
TWe clause did riot clear ERPI,

parby' RTrguedV' because It was im
possible then .jtp. reCord sound :W.ith

out., using . nical knowledge ob
tained.fronx ERPI, all the producers-

having first obtained their technical

knowledge .from ERPI, . as a result

of th ; contracts, even though it

. .might-, have ."been- available else

Wher^V ,'

. First, real judicial cognizance of

^£ freedonlrOf-speech issue
:
with re-

spect to pictures came when Judge
Nields; interrupted Darby's presen-
tation to ihqu^^ him if there is

any 'analogy* .between freedom of

speech in talkers and freedom of the
l^sa. Darby suggested Judge Nields

wfs referring to n&wsreels and 'The
March of Time.'
Responded Judge Nields: 'I was

thinking of the constitutional rights
otirea-.^eech,. free press and pos-
sibly Srlghii not to be unduly
restrained;' in the matter of. cnter-

(Continued' on page 71)

MINN, TEST ON 'BANK,'

I'S PLEA

Minneapolis, March 14.
Harry Dickerman, owner of three

independent neighborhood theatres
Which were holding consolidated
gift nights, has pleaded not guilty in
district court here to the charge Of
violating the state lottery law fol-
lowing the grand jury's, return of
an indictment against him.
Dickerman. has accused competi-

tor members of Northwest Allied
Mates with having brought about
his indictment through the use of
pressure on the county attorney's
office. Prior to his arraignment he
"ad announced his Intention to
Plead guilty in order that a blanket
indictment might be returned
against all local exhibitors using
Sift nights of any sort and that
inese other theatre men might be
compelled to fight the 'test case,' in-
stead of him.
The Dickerman announcement

followed a meeting of Twin City
Northwest Allied States' memberswho voted not to aid Dickerman in

«Vn f
aSe and t0 ^commend his ex-

pulsion fi«om the body for holding

ie c™^ined gi£t nights. Dickei-
man. however, boat the organization

S,« t
.

BUn by ^signing. At the
same tuno he called attention to the

i.'ur

1 1 Xvll °n 'banl< "tenf was be-
L attacUvd before the Code Au-

Tail Enders

Hollywood, March 17.
Getting as far away as pos-

sible from major company
precedent, Poverty Row film
producers designate their class
picture as X. Specials get a
Y classification and program-
mers are Z picts..

B&K vs. JL&S

In Hot Chicago

Theatre Scramble

Chicago, March 17.

Battle lines between Balaban &
Katz and the Jones, Linlck &
Schaefer circuit are being drawn
out on new front as three more
theatres are tossed in the ring.
Struggle now starting between the
two circuits for control of the loop
McVlckers, the westside Marbro and
the northside Granada. B & K la
fighting to continue and extend its
hold on the loop, feeling that the.
downtown sector is the key to the
entire city's film situation. B. & K.
now controls six of the loop's, nine
major houses and is angling, in
every way to secure the other two.

Firm- Is advancing considerably
towards getting control of the RKO
Palace on a possible, operating deal.

Has been sniping for several years
at. the J. L. & S. State-Lake and at
one time had a bid of $125,000 in for

the house. Now the center of atten-

tion is directed ait the shuttered
McVlckers which is the property of

the school board.
In an open bidding session, J.L.&S.

came through last week with a high

bid of $48,000 annual guaranteed
rent against a percentage. Next bid

entered was by the. Victor Amus.
Co., 175 N. State street, which ad-
dress is the Chicago theatre. Victor

offered $38,500' annually against-per-

centage. Other, offers now' being

considered by the board are from
parking companies.
These bids are now tp go before

the. school board exec body for final

decision on the disposition of /the

property. Likely that the house will

be given to. one of the circuits for

amusement operation rather than

permitted to be torn down, to make
parking space.

Jones, Lihick & Schaefer is eye-

ing the Marbro and Granada, key

nabe houses on the B. & K. string,

having entered bids for both houses

with decision on the bid .scheduled

for late 'this month. - Both houses

are undergoing financial reorgan-

ization and both" B.&K. and J.L.&S,

have submitted reorganization

plans. Understood that the J.L.&S.

offer is a straight percentage ar-

rangement, Should J.L.&S. secure

these two houses, it will mark the

circuit's return -to the nabes after

nearly 16 years. J.L.&S. at that

time withdrew from its widespread

interests in the neighborhood, sell-

ing oUt their interests for sufficient

coin to give each member, of the

firm at least $5,000,000.

N. W. Thawing Out

Minneapolis, March 17.

More than 60 theatres in the ter-
ritory which have been closed be-
cause of the long stretch of sub-
zero weather and blizzards are re-
opening.
A survey of the section shows that

more houses were dark in Febru-
ary and early March because of

]

weather condition than at any time
in the industry's history.

Striking Newsmen

Picket Milwaukee

Picture Theatres

Milwaukee, March 17.

The American Newspaper Guild
strike at the Wisconsin News' is

haying a telling effect on downtown
Milwaukee theatres. Striking news-
papermen have taken to picketing
the theatres in effort to have them'
withdraw advertising from the
News. The paper sought an', in-
junction to halt the secondary
picketing but the court ruled the
strikers could picket business
places which advertise in the paper
so long as the signs do hot carry
anything relating to the place of
business.. Sighs Which had read:
"Do Not Patronize This Theatre,
It Advertises in the Wisconsin
News" are. barred. .

Only theatres bit by the strikers
are the Warner and Riverside. Fox
theatres are not being picketed and
according to News, management this,
is due to a 'friendly attitude' be-
tween Charles Lowenberg, ad chief
for Fox, and J. Nash McCrea, strike
chairman and former amusement
editor of the News. Strikers were
non-committal on their failure to
picket Fox houses although the Fox
.chain gives the paper 100$ copy.

Strike Is now in its fifth week
with only difference now being the
refusal of the Hearst executives- to
sign a contract Paper manage-
ment alleges it is willing to accede
shorter hours, wage, increases and
minimum scale but stands pat
against . signing a Closed Guild
shop agreement.'
Guild is negotiating similar con-

tract with locally owned Journal.
Negotiations there held up after-

Li W. Niemah, publisher, and Agnes
Wahl Niejp

:

a|iy" his widow, died
within spacV'pf a few weeks, leav-
ing ownership of sheet In doubt.
Harry Grant has now assumed re-
sponsibility for paper.

Badnunton and Tennis on Stages

To Folow Basketball as B. 0. Hypo

thorlty he personally financed a

fight to prevent its invalidation,

even sending an attorney, S. P. Hal-

pern, to Washington and New York.

It was indicated that 'bank night

interests induced Dickerman not to

plead guilty and to fight the case

through until a ruling is made by

the state supreme court.

After Dickerman's indictment, the

Star commented editorially on the

theatres' cash nights, declaring that

'ih the movie theatres, they are dis-

tinctly out of place, an intrusion

into a realm of entertainment which

in time would pervert such enter-

tainment and run the movie busi-

ness into the red, if not into the

ground.'

Rockland, Me., March 17.

Joseph Dondls, manager of the

Strand and Park, -was found not

guilty of conducting a lottery and

game of chance in connection with

a 'bank night" after a long hearing

in the Rockland municipal court.

Horace Kelzer of Thomaslon was

the complaining witness.

,The Indie Way

Hollywood, March 17.

Approached by writer who
wanted to sell idea to remake
talker version of 'Ten Nights
in a Barroom,' quickie pro-
ducer, pondering for moment,
came back with: 'On my short
budget we would have to cut
it down to five nights.'

Report RCA-AT&T

Settlement Covers
• *

RIVAL BALT0 DAILIES'

SHOW BIZ SIDELINES

Baltimore, March 17.

Tp all appearances the Eve Sun.
and its arch rival, Hearst's News-
Post, have gone' into the picture
production business for this week
only, and as producing rivals are
staging a merry fight Sun tied in
with the Durkee chain 'of 15 nabe
houses, which surprised plenty in

view of - fact Durkee several weeks
ago jerked all advertising out of the
Sun papers because he didn't figure

he was getting enough publicity;

now, however, he has restored his
space-buying.
' Both raga are taking deep interest

in the National Flower Show, cur-

rent at Aumbry, and drawing around
20,000. floral fanciers daily 'at 75c a
head. Sheets seem to have gone
ga-ga on the civic pride and enter-

prise angles, and both are sponsor-
ing shorts filmed daily at show.
The Suiv started it by getting a
photog to shoot dally features, at

exhibit and having Durkee theatres

screen the shorts following day,
theatres pay for the filming, and the

Sun spreads sheaths of publicity on
stunt and theatres on first local-

news page.' Paper has also dele-

gated reporter Bob Cochrane, who
has had radio announcing ante-

cedents, to spiel descriptions on
sound track of film.

The News-Post was late in start-'

Ing similar stunt, but had it well

blooming yesterday (Monday),
which was one day after the Sun
leaped out. Downtown first-run

New was hooked in with the News-
Post on a deal similar to that

cooked up 'tween Durkee houses

and Sun. But the Hearst sheet cast

around and bobbed up with a
'name' commentator for its sound

track, getting Mrs. Howard W.
Jackson, wife of the Mayor, to do

the descriptive spieling. Paper is,

of course, splashing plenty public-

ity on its short in its pages.

Reported heated feeling 'tween

Washington, March .17.

There Is strong belief that RCA
and..the A. T. & T. reached an un*
derstanding also on television com-
munication, matters, at ' the same
time that RCA's $10,000,009 monop-
oly claim agaihst the A. T. ,& T.,

W. E., -and Erpi, regarding the.

talker equipment field -was 1 settled/

This reputed" settlement.- of the
Radio -Corp. of America cprxtrbyersy
with, the American' ^Telephone &
Telegraph- Co. " may .'conie 'up: at the
Federal Communications- . Commis-?.
slop's current inquiry into the af-r

fairs of the A. T. & T. and affiliated

firm's. The inquiry into- the affairs
of the A. T. & T. by and before the
FCC got under Way today (Tues.)

It Is held, that a court battle be-,

tween the two giant electrics over
rights in the talker equipment field,

especially on the recording end was'
averted through the timely inter-

vention of an influential interme-
diary and helped bring peace be-
tween the. parties. This intermediary
between David Sarnoff, RCA presi-
dent, and Walter -Gifford, A. T. &
T. chief, may have been Owen p..

Young or Newton D.^ Baker accord -;
'

ing to some belief. .

The film industry benefited mostly
from RCA's attack on. the phone
company's status in. the talker
equipment field, because it has re-
sulted in Electric Research Prod-'
ucts, Ihc, releasing Its' 'licenses 1

from observing the double royalty
penalties in Erpi contracts to which
Erpl licenses were subject. The re-

cording side of the talker equip-,
ment field is thUs opened to com-
petition, on the face' of things, al-

though Erpl still is the controllings

licensor of most of the- recording
field, and looks to remain in con-
trol.

Under this double royalty; pen-
alty in the Erpi contracts, Erpi
licensees were prohibited from dis-

tributing films made on other than

Erpi equipment unless paying a
$500 per reel royalty on such prod-

uct to Erpi. This was in the early

years of talkers. •

In this respect RCA's claims ap-

pear similar to those advanced by-

General Talking Pictures. ' (De-;

Forest)' in the rending anti-trust

suit in Wilmington against A:vTi-&
T„ Western Electric and. Erpi.'

It was conditioned between RCA
and the A. T. & T. to remain' silent

about the settlement and the terms

thereof.

What kind of an understanding

the electrics may have reached rel-

ative to television and whether it

touched on patents in this field is

not known.

Next Tuesday. (24) Doc Joe Lef

introduces Vincent lehards, tennis

.pro, who is avbcationally addicted

to badminton, as a regular weekly

atti on the stage of the

Brooklyn Paramount with bad*,

mintpn contests. Richards is In for

four weeks, then an English cham-

pion is booked for another four.

Badminton, a form of tennis, was
snared awSy from the Roxy
Broadway, which irted Wit

the idea. The hadminton sporting

goods manufacturers are behind the
theatre movement as . a means .to

popularize the game, utilizing the
idea of limited space and modest
investment.;

' Badminton on theatre stages^

after the final screen showings on
certain'./hights> -follows Lee's inno-
vation of basketball on the . Brook-
lyn, Par stage, every Friday night.
In its "five Weeks, the Par has. been
stimulated exceptionally dU ' those
nights through the competitive cage
games. .Basket ball will continue on
Friday,

-

Arid Maybe-

Brooklyn; March 17.

v Last Fridays Wa* «t reaJ b.o;t

test for the
,
basketball grades at

the Brooklyn iParamount. with - 'Trail

of the Lonesome Pine'. (Pur) o>n the
scr.ejen.'

'

'

'*"

r V
Bucking the Par in .downtown

Brooklyn currently are ^Follow the
Fleef. (RKO) at the Albee and
'Wife vs. Secretary' (MQ) .at Lpew's
Metropolitan. The Par none the
less maintained its usually strong
b.o.; Friday .night.
' The Capitol oh .Broadway
flirting With Vincent Richards for
exhibition tennis games on the Cap
stage' foj' next 'summer.
s ^ee: sa>-s;; that. if. the vogue for
athletics on the stage, In lieu of
theatrical entertainment grows, he
will take, out a blanket athletic ii-,

cense to cover all sports^ It may
ieven lead ,tq boxing - (wbich has
been one proposal . made t;6 the
Brooklyn Para'rhouiit), Or anything
.-else; ,;''•";•;

t

.'
. ,

i§pbrting;"
;
^oods - •• mam^factureri

.come : info^thfe "Mene. a$ i 'v^fal cb?
operative 'eieme'nt.' because the flint-

fan's' 'become,, potentially new con-
verts to this or that' spari^ This
hiakes. the theatre's finahisial con-
tribution for the players relatively
modest, because the spqrjttrig aus-
pices also assume part of 'the flnan-»

cial overhead .-and either cutfate or\
contribute sports apparel, funds for

"

the. teams, etc.

v
Lqs Angeles) March 17.

Jess Willard, American badminton
champ, and Bill Hurley, Coast
champion, have been , booked by
Fanehon ,& Marco to plajf a match
game at each show at the Para-
mount' during -the engagement of
'Trail of. Lonesome Pine' (Par),

opening Thursday (19).

Brayeh Dyer, L, A. Times, sports
writer., will' function as commenta-
tor, with likelihood of act, which
is -outgrowth of Joe Lee'a basket*
ball on stage idea, at Paramount,

,

:Brooklyn, being held for two. weeks.

Garmes on H-McA Pic

Final approval on script- of The
Monster,' Ben Hccht-Chas. MacAr-
thur story, has been given by Par-
amount.
Lee Garmes, now a full-fledged

director as well as cameraman,
since making a film for Alexander
Korda, will be finished abroad in

time to take assignment as asso-

ciate director and camera director

for Hech't-MacArthur unit on this

picture.

MILSTEIN TO REPUBLIC,

WESTERN SALES HEAD

Los Angeles, March 17.

J. J, Mllsteirt, who. resigned last
week as branch manager pf Metro
exchange, joins . Republic April 1
as western saleti head, supervising
distribution in 10 key spots west-
ward from Kansas City. Jack Fier,

who handled western sales, joins
production department.

Milstein has been with Metro on
the Coast, for 12 years.

the News- Post and the Durkee
chain. The link of theatres had a
five-yea- contract with Hearst rag
to give sheet publicity on screens
in form of slides, but on some legal

technicality it is said that DurUee
outfit managed to squt-e'/.e out and
get a chance to co-op with the

rival papeu

'Carmen' in the East?

Paramount is considering the
production of 'Carmen* in the east,

at the Astoria, L. I., studio. It

would be among a half dozen or
more picture* the company plans
turning out on the Atlantic side..

Boris Morros. who has recom-
monded 'the making of 'Carmen' for
some time, would probably come
oil to supervise its production. Pres-
ent thought is to do a modei'h ver«
slon o£ the opera.

i
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Stock Market
(Continued -from page 6)

More reassuring news Saturday
(14) enabled many groups toregain
moat of ground lost in two previous
trading day*.
Trend of Amusement Group fol

lowed example set by the market .as

a whole. Never displaying uniform
strength, the group Tvound up at
42% for a loss of 270 of a point as
measured by the averages for 12
representative Stocks. I»ow point

was reached at 41% while the high

for the group . was 44%, consider-

ably below the: .peak of . the preced-
' ing week. 'Volume also tell back
slightly. :

.

"

4 New High*

. Four amusement.stocks made new
1936 highs, as .did one amusement
lien. tJjjive»S8bi .pictures, pfd„ hung
up a fresh top at 92 and was up li

points for the -week. Keith preferred
edged upw&r'ds 'on small volume to

91%, showing a -gain of at fin-

ish, Eastmaii Kodak, pfd,, went to
166, up a noint. Other top Was that
made by fUhivejsal common .(on the
curb) ..

;

l^v -an .advance . of .1%
points; < ^General Theatre Equip-
ment ^boitas TSiished /forward to. hew.
1935 peW at:;3v;%» .

Aft«* dipping beioEW 150, the Dow-
Jones industrial avefages closed the
week with # ioss .of only, »0B of a
point !at ri6a;2$<> Industrials experi-
enced the ,fl|)»k.;fteaithy shake-out
they hicive naff <m .months, the av-
eragpsTWp^mg ^0 ipbints below high

. mark Tetfbrded^ialjovuv two weeks
previously. -©thw ?;groups also en-
'cDunter<E(6V^

,
jiea^ioflary

.
trend.

Despite/ ! .eandehoy .to -get no-
where in partidtular, .activity in the
amusement ^ist rwasi marked, by
Strong, recoveries in stocks that of

late haye been weak sisters. Out-
standing in this category >were all

three Paramount issues and Loew's
comhioh.
Market observers had -anticipated

an -.abrupt recovery ior lioew, .since
thte Stock recently -has been a mar-

'

ket laggard; TProm its old low of
48, the issue roared ahead on
Wednesday *o 51%, highest point
reached In weekB*; 'Eyeft' on the fol-
lowing, day, -when' IjOew'B was sell-

ing ex-dividend, 'It .managed to .hold
'

close to 49*VThe .heavy selling wave
on -Friday,, howevar, pUHhedTvfcltfs is-

sue, back to a^new low :at njf.

\Reoovery in.the Paramount
.
group

was 'based.largely -on estimates that
the .forthcoming earnings statement
would m$ke pleasant reading; The
comm<ni&nd both prttferredssnapped
back in-^eaneadayte trading, And
then pushed ahead again in Satur-
day's conw-baoH, JThe conrmon got
up to Ip^b^ihfe -ftearly a ;pblht ahead
at the%wihd-up. The first preferred
shot, ahead to 74, after it.had under-
gone ..a healthy shake-out. to 70%..
Stock was up '2% at blow-off. The.
second .:t>refej!red climbed to 11%,
but rencountered fresh, .pressure in

Monday's (16) trading session.
'Unlvei^lpfd.Js.remarkaDle Show-

ing <was : tin^reflection of . ^Rogers-'
Standard bu^in which leaves con-
trol of the company in hands of this
group. .The preferred was up 12
points at the ;new 1986 high of 92.

At the "final quotation it etlll Bhowed
a gain of J.1 points on the week.
Universal common advanced more
.than twoipoints, new peak for yea^
being registered at Hi Issue sported
a gain- mf I5fe -it the finish. Both

stocks probably will experience fur-
ther bull moves In next few weeks
presumably in anticipation of a new
recapitalization plan.
Both Consolidated Film stocks

climbed up close to the best 1936
.prices on Wednesday. Move was
based .on the excellent .. .naming:;
statement issued on previcrua day.
The preferred was up more than a
point at its best price but neither
stock showed more than fractional
gains at the blow-off.

Patlie common hovered near Its
high .for the year ifollpwing the ac-
tion of directors in declaring Tegular
dividend on the preferred.. Stock-
holders also are anticipating . a
strong, earnings statement shortly.
The stock hit 8%. and never dropped
below 7%.

ressure

Amusement* shares to feel the
selling pressure greatest last week
inoludcd Columbia iPictures (on
curb)

, which hit a new .low at '36% ;

ISastman Kodak, which was off 7
points at one juncture; ioew com-
mon; both Paramount preferreds;;
20 th Century-Fox pfd., off 1 point,
and Warner Bros, pfd., which dipped
3 points to 52. Warner common was
down a point to- 10% at the height
of. the selling but came back to
show only minor fractional loss.
Pressure on Columbia Pictures

was attributed to -What was viewed
as a -disappointing six-month yeport
.showlnTg a decline in net profit of
52c a common, share. Actual .decline
amounted! to about $138,000. De-
spite this, the company -reported

1

profit of $2.7'4 per common <ohare
for six months which ^leasily covers
divvy requirements.. Company,
Showed $3,26 a shave in half year
ending Dec. 29. 1935.
Stock market .had to contend wlth^

numerous 'bearish 'factors Thursday;
;(12). Background for -early .selling
was war scare rbut in raddttlon some
got out of the market because they
needed funds lor "tax -purposes,. iinV
come tax being due -March l^. ,Ah-;
other depressing factor was the ifact
that numerous stocks were selling
ex- dividend, which automatically
lowered their current value as .rated
by traders. Market also was over-,
due for a healthy .reaction which
probably accounted for withdrawal
of lines by many professionals.
Trade news continued .bullish,

with steel operating.rate climbing to
60% las against only 46.8 at this time
last year. Caitloadinge and electric
output still held substantially Above
comparable week in 29.35.

With, Congress still attempting to'
iron out some new tax 'measure and
with, the consequent 'Uncertainty ns
to what, -form it will take, 'irregular-

ity may prove dominant aiote in

Stock market for a time. Feeling
that almost .anything can nappen in
Europe, and with conflicting re-

ports daily, also may tend to hold

the market in check. '

Good account was- given by
amusement obligations lost week ;

though General Theatre liens were*
only- ones, to reach fresh high
ground. Both Warner Bros. 6s and
Paramount -Pictures 6s:made. a good
showing, the former soaring 3

&

points to 93% and the Par 'lien's

pushing ahead to 90%, where they
were up 1% points, .

Keith 6s held even at 95 while

Lpew obligations retreated to a new
low at 102%, KKO debentures were
firm at 7C.

%um.m%i^'.'^%iri0k ending Monday, "March 16:
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H'wood Scouts

Hollywood, March 17.
Fashion scouts have, been

Installed in Hollywood by sev-
eral New York garment manu-
facturers to spot new creations
that might lead to practical
togs for the femme trade.

Scouts get their -advance
flash of new creations at pre-
views and duplicate copies of
garments are On market long
before picture is released,

Among the Women
By The SMrt

ritlsh Standards Institution :iast

Week voted to .approve the TJnitefl;

States' standard as <set by the -So-i

clety of Motion Picture Engineers
on all 16 millimeter talking film.

Ruling ends ja -controversy lasting
over a period of several years and
means tha£ an accord has (been
reached .for Bill .16 .mm. pictures
among EngliBh speaking nations.
It will result in iJhe SMPE standard'
not ..Drtly -being -effective in flie U.Si
but in Canada, .England And all the:

"British -possessions.

Tact that the ^agreement has been
made to anply in 'Virtually every
Engllsh-speakins <Jcountry of "the,

world will iprbve. ;Of inestimable;
value -to American -manufacturer^,
producers • <and others' xonneated
with IB -mm. "talking Slim work be-
cause ibulk .of this -business already
is in the -hands of U.S. 'firms. It.

Will -also aid .all SBrlthlh manufac-
turers because of set standard -but

in comparatively small proportion.

Victory of SMPE is signal one
because Ihe German -Industrial

Standard was being considered and
already "is regarded as uniform in
•eeveral smaller countries of Europe.
Basically, -tire 'difEeFence oetween
the German xonceptlon and the.

SMPE-TJiS.
.
standard is .-in location

of the s6und;track, Germans advo-'
cated piaclngr -this on the left side
of film -While Americans spotted it

on right ^a'^;
;

0

Bepreaehtatives . -of SMPE con-
ferred in Berlin, 'Stresa and Parl3
about a .year .ago. British .manu-
facturers lor

>
«. -time, -were divided

on
.
What standard should be

adopted. - After iengtny hearings,
the British Standards Institution,

which is - comparable with. the..

American Standard Association, de-
oided to .- Btfirig along -With " the.'

SMPE specifications. T*rance Btlll"

remains.. :divided on whether to
swing to TJ.S. standard or the Ger-
man one.

Because the bulk of 16 -mm. pic-
tures are of educational 'character^

or industrial films, benefits to be
obtained a.B a result Of concord by
England are obvious.

reojo.MS Minute*

At the Music Hall Viola Phild' is in the -pit singing a 'Butterfly' aria

in fa ;blaok lace -gown with' an orange -flower Oris sale ornament. .A number
called 'Trojan Horse' is , a gladiator drill, with the -girls -in yellow, -brown
and gold costumes. A good Old fashioned dtiU always pepB up a «how,
rand' the -Rocltetteg are never so happy as when drilling. Their timing- i

«p -perfect. ' -

SEia ^alse.Va pretentious number, is ;costumeii' An' a cdllectlOn ?of,gowns
suggesting Others seen before 4t tbis theatre.-!r!he color sdheme <is Jmag-
inlftcent. Seciuln scarf* oif several',colors^ are'-worn vWlfh matching satin

gowns. "The number 'itself, done on tour platforms, could b^ar. rdpeating.

A 'masterfuli eyefuL.
'The .picture is ''The Country Doctor;' and it is * rflne .piece lif work.

iPorothy Peterson jrlses to;£reat;heights with 3ean Herslidltt. ,
itfa's jpeter-

«on, illke all nurses, is better looking when m tfnlform. iPlain: dresses

'find coats mearkinothhig. -June Xaiig, a.-sweet littite tngenue^":iwe*rs Simple
frocks, maetly

:

oX 'the uprint-'variety.

Those Ave kittle babies, adorable <ih every pose, -«re only shown in thd

last few minutes, jbut those mmuteV are precious.

Hollywood, March 17.

-ProducerJlabor confabs on basic

studio agreement, to be held in New
York end Of this -month, will be at-

tended ;by business agents of the

tour studio locals ai the Interna^-

tional Alliance of Theatrical Stage
Employees.

President George row.ne, of

IATSBi wants biz agents, with
Steve Newman, ;IA etudio union

rep, standing by during meetings in

order that questions arising over

various crafts can be handled!

Skeded to go east are Herbert
AHer, wpresentatlve of Interna-

tional Photographers, Local 659: B.

L. Haywood, biz. agt. projection-

ists. liOcal 150; Lew C. G. Bllx,

Local 37, and Tom Bryan, biz rep

for Local 687.

Raleigh's Big Day
Charlotte, N. C March 17.

Two film notables were in Ral-
eigh at about the same time. Ran-
dolph Scott, called to his native

N. C. by the death of his father.

(,'athered up his father's personal

effects. He has returned, to the

Coast to resume on a picture.

Gary Cooper at about the same
time stopped off en route from;

Miami to New York. His wife was
with him.

Best -Dreaaed Woman- of the Week
CAROLE LOMBARD

("Love Before Sreakfast'r—B.03fy)

The only Clothes on the stem this week are: shown by Carole Lombard.
In Dniversol's :1iove Before Breakfast' at the Rpyy. Another version, of

'Taming -of thi Shrew.' and not so amusing.
Miss lionibard Wears Borne gorgeous creations. .She's married in the

last sequence in a bathrobe of turklsh toWling. She -appears first in a
black velvet -gown and Bllver fox fursi! A white -satin negligee is sablo

trimmed. For a fancy dress ball she wears a white feathered -creation,

a ia Gaby Deslys. Another white frock is banded in crystal. There is a
riding outfit and a cloth Buit worn with a black blouBe. A large black,

and white checked .dress, is wOrii with a white ,cfi,pe lined with 'the -check -

and small white hat. Pajamas are of satin with lame -coat. A huge star

sapphire is centered In a brooch worn with most Of JViies Lombard's
wardrobe.
Janet Beecher in a mother role is nicely dressed, at air times. An

evening frock of black lace is sprinkled with seflUins. White is com-
bined with a good looking street dress.

The •Gae Foster iris, in the- stage show, do a drill In blue, velvet outfits

with -white collars and red buttons. Gloves and slippers are also of red.

In another dance the 'girls are in yellow ruffled' dresses ankle: length.

Jri a 'truokin* number five colored girls wear; costumes Of varied colors.

mtee'e 'No Ano»l

Mae West Is packing ^them in at. 4he Paramount, despite the';I|earst

papers' 'unpleasant' publicity. JSliss West; -posing as .an^m^el ol mercy;

-doeBiit set well..
> 4) , .

In a Chinese igambling joint; -the flEair, sitting 'Jh « g6ld:«nircle;,
;
4B in a

spangled costume tahling ail lights. A huge 'headdress aa^ynB ^er- ^head.

A princess dress ito of black velvet and Jane. . A cloak and vhobd btisable

and cue of silver -fox are a nice setting Sop the blonde; cutfle ot *W» star.

iHiindfedB of «rmirie tailB trim .another biaqlk velvet #wbs. ' -large

hat Ib trimmed with bUnbhes of Iblack paradis?.: ?n her vtytifag: ;«part-

:mei}te Miss West is in. -what used to be. called dressing jackets, f

red Waring'B band is the stage attraction, with two girls soloingf

one in Jtvhite, the otheb in black. > .
*

Emmett sWontleri

The Capitol is going to Have a ojuiet week, with ' {Bobih JHdod. x>f El
Dorado.' No medalB^'lll be Hung on; Warner 'Baxter forJf^hie orie. " It is

so blood curdling and noisy one can't even .flleap through Lit. '^3fflt*itt has

-brought a new young toIbs to notice in the person of Ann Loring, Miss

Loring should *na probably will find a place in Bdllywood/ ; Beautiful

•of ^ace and fljgure, and Avith the greatest esBen€ial, a lovely speaking

voice. . .

7 'MIsb Lorlng wears the Spanish costumes attractiyely and is stunning

in a .:Mex cowboy *ult and. sombrero. Margo, a Mexican maid in simple

'dresses, looks the part.

Mr. J. K. Emmett sat on bis throne In the Capitol lobby and wondered

where the talent Of the future is coming from. He commented sadly

•that the days of the old burlesque training, Jumping into vaudeville and

'being grabbed by the legit, was a day long past.

Spring «t -the State

It may have been the spring in the air that kept the State audience

down to a minimum. 'The Ghost Goes West' should do better than at

the Monday matinee. The show on a whole is above the average, as

good as you can -get Into five acts, starting off with the Honey Family,

with three girls in short pink satin coBtumes. with silver -sequin yokes,

small caps.

Don Lee and ^Louise have a dancing act, pretentious in its getting,

with two grand pianos draped In silver BhaWls. The 'two 'git'lB at th

opening are unusually well dressed, 'One in a White chiffon shirt and

fuschla taffeta three-quarter coat. The other girl ie in .tur«uol»re chiffon

with a full length gray taffeta coat. A tango done with Don liee finds

Louise in a black satin dross; -slit vp front, with the bodice cut 4n ttnost

unexpected places. The dress is ho Abbreviated it^s merely a covering.

The bigh-kidklrtg miss also dons black for the iiniBh wifih no -cut-ins.

The girl with Herman ^Timbers 1b iicatly dreBscfl ;in groy, with red

gardenias at the throat and a turned up hat, She -appears itgter in a

peasant outftt coneistlng of a print Hkirt and black vavet boSUce.

bcerporafions

NEW YORK
Albany.

Mi. Vernon niltmore, Inc., Mt. Venron,
N. Y.; general amu«emont bualne«B;

capital rttoolc. 200 nharoa, no par value.
lncorworatoi'H: Samuel 3. Ke»nlck, Max
M. Cohen, David Sherman, 260 Woat "67th

street, New Yoi'lc City.
<i. A H. Amusement Corp., Klnge.;

operafo places of nrhuHomont, etc.;

capital utool: ( 100 shares, no pur value.
Incorporators: Jsartore Goztlleb, <02 76th
street, Biool:lj-n; Iradoro Golrtmarl;, 71101

Fourth avenue, BroolUyn; Abraham
Slienl-, 1C5S V/e.it litli Htrcet, Urooltlyn.
Jerlow Tlieai-roN Corp., New York:

opornte theatres, concert halls, etc.;

capital stocl', 100 Bhtircr-, no. pav vnlue,
rncorpO'.'Htnr.s: Thomiis V. f.!ori'lf;nn.

Ileatrloc Jay. 11*17 Urondway, Nnv/ York
C\ty; I2tlwari] Wclnvcb, 307 \Vc:;t End
avenue. New Yo-.-U (Mty.

Alrtit Ainusenittnt Corp., New York;
motion picture Mins, etc.; capital stocl:,

1 00 Kharep, $100 j.ur value. Incorpora-
torH: iJufrono S. .Shapiro, Aone SI. Toll,
leene J. Kpstfiln. 200 Maillnon avenue,
New York.
:I»te:«(iitc Uro.nIraHtlrttf Co., New York:

rreiurnl hroadr'nsttns-
1

buslnt^K; capital
sic?!:, 1,000 shares, r.o par value, in-

corporator*: Dlaijy* "Ntfoimn, '-43 Polk
atrect, Guttonberg, K. J,: Marks iKnnclcr,

V.lll MaHp«th -avenue. 'MMiMfli', T«. .<.;

Uorothy O'irrlen, 'M0 Aveyl* road,
Brooklyn.

CAdJrFORTNlA
Sacramento,

Cn'iforn Anil-iRMvlnir -IsettSiw; no
capital atoeki Director^; -Ragnar

,

BJorllnj, 1k»uI» Oflodhume, illalpli

\VestoYer.
^lavlcopn flockcy Club, Inc.; no capital

stock.. D.rectorfr. Ray 'Pry, dummiow.
(tbby ;«re<n TroducIJodw, >nr.; capital

•rttocl;, 2,000 nl)*re«. no -par. Dlroctoivi;
Sol Lcrfiar, U.:itl8 H. I^urlc?, William T).

bliaplro.
CertUlcate of dissolution

li!a,VH, Inc., Lou Angeles*.

TEXAS
Austin.

TlmcH nrnailnifliinf; Co., Inc.. V/lchita
J-'uIIh; broadcttstln^; capital stock $0,000.

ltht;a Howard. J. H. Alliaoh, B, 1).

iJonuoll.
liTHA BnndciiHlInc Co., San Antonio;

broadcasting; capital stock, SflO.000.

Elliott Roosevelt, W. M, Mv'Int'Qs:i,

Bmllle J. Gouk'».
liHKomlo ItucrtrncU. racing

courw; captrnl sioel:. $1,000. Jamies u,
liatmnr, Kmy l/a(lnicr, Ullniwa tioua*
SO'jIlll.
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Playing Up Pine
St. LOUis.

Grimm .& Gbrley, largest floral

company in downtown St. Louis,
yielded to persuasionness of B. p.
'Dihty' Moore and. Homer Harman,
xagti and p.a. of Warner Bros.
Shubert-Rialtb theatre in co-op-
ping: for swell exploitation of 'The
Trail 6£ the Lonesome. Pine.' Floiv
ists donated one of .' their huge
windows for display of 'Nature's
Own Glorious Colors* with myriad,
assortment of all spring flowers.

One of the scene stills, blown up
in colors and carrying theatre copy,
formed the back ground for the eye
filling window display,1

-.. .
v.. .

;

More . than ~90,000 'dbdg&ryai
- -wire

distributed to St. Louis •hom^s, 'be*
ginning two days before; 3>fci? opened
and running right ;dqw|kt9. dpehlng
day. The first cjiue4'>attenttgh ,tb

fact that only .tw^^aj^s^ildor^ .re-

mained: before>^ewMv^'*^ulicl ; be
shown; secortd>5sa\ltt^!3?piriorrbw' and
third reaft ;>v

Ten inst^U4^t.j;se:r^lizatlon of
Tine' ^^Vi>I^^/'J^;aocaJl paper
week of . shQwfiig< 'jafiCbook:'depart

-

inent ' of . P^mous^Barp Dry Goods
Co., larger dQW&tp$nv. depfvHm.bjit
store a^'^l^e^'lioo'lc. . p.hops gave
theatre, plenty ;free ^advertising
in pluggmgthe feature by fiener
ous display of hpbk;

,

All SHd^well . &ow Tie shops in
town: . cb-dppfcd..ih displaying Fred
Mcjjjiir'ray^ cards' and blowups, in
wIndows>j&rid on counters in stores
Radio i'-hobk, up. with KSD was a

good : one,.., Guest tickets were given
to pfcrsohft. for best questions re-?

garfltojg;
:
clfy arid to persons answer-

ing .tH$m..ori program which ran 20
mlnrit^s- -/every morning, except
Sunday? ;

' week .before picture
opened, -This stunt went over big
with) ti» 'woman, dialers.

Oi^e/ df; the ' largest flags ever used
In an 'exploitation campaign here,
75x12 feet; with 'Pine', copy, was

• fastened, to a flagstaff On top of
street corner, building near theatre
and flag could- pe seen for a dozen
blocks in any direction. Flag went
up 10 days' prior to opening and
remained during • engagement.
Explolteers also , crashed town's

only morning paper for-.a -soLl^
half-rpage art -layout that> wag ',*

a

honey and ' campaign's ..success Is
reflected in swell b.b. t'akeV; " |-

''

Two Tie-ins V;'

Dick Wright, W-B zone manager
for Cleveland, reports two recent
tie-ins, First was a. hook to a dairy
made by Frank Harpster, of the
Ohio, Mansfield. Tied in with . 'The
Milky Way* the dairy contributing
prizes In the shape Qf a. free supply
of milk for a month. -Coupons all'

carried advertising for the picture
and theatre, and backed up by 40
inches of display ads co-op with the
picture.
The other was less elaborate, but

effective.. Irwin Solomon, of the
Lincoln', MassiFlbn, sold a line to a
usedfcar firm.

.
'Anything goes, but

bur jSsed cars keep going to a ripe
old age.' Ads were illustrated with
ad cuts for the picture. Cost the
theatre nothing but the cut.

New Format
Arthur Cohn, of the Queen, Wil-

mington; Del., sends in a throwaway
that looks a little different and con-
sequently gets more attention. He
wrote it also got more business. It
is a sheet 7x11, full printed on one
side and on the other printed in two
columns to be folded and yield a
3%xll throwout. Pinkish paper
printed in. deep blue, making a
sightly appearance.
Handed out to. shop, factory and

office girls and stacked in the cos-
metic stores. Aimed directly at that
clientele with the cuts and captions,
steaming u£ what is basically a
not-so-hpt story. He doesn't say
its hot, so there's no comeback,
and they liked the story after they
saw It;

One Issue
w- Larmour, of the National

theatre, Graham, Texas 'who re-
ported recently on his hand press,
sends along an addendum. .Just
happened to recall it when he gota request the other day for a copy
of a newspaper he printed back in
September, '34. That's, a pretty long
circulation period for. an alleged
daily paper, but it Jwas the only-is-

fH
6
/. Fitted, and ' people are . Still

talking about it:
'

ft happened: just after Mr. Lar-
mour. got Ms press. . . A cavalcade of
.trucks

,
came into* town, loaded, witft

printshop material and wbrd ivas
Spread that Graham was^to haVe a'
jive dally newspaper fbtte^.oufc .'on
metropolitan lines. . , .There : alrestdy
were two weekly papers "-for the
town of .6,000, and . a look' .-at ' the
stuff brought in convince'd'.Mr; Lar-
mour^that' the new. sheet- could not
last long/ so he .made^ca'pital of it
by printing, his- own daily- paper, the
National News, 'wjtff : a front page
editorial ^idding 5 the intrusion.
.He had; only -sufljbieh't'.ty.pe to set

ofte:-63£x8-lnch;.- pagftf-ait -a" time, so
h.e.thrfew the type in and 'used it to.
set.'jtBe next page, achieving four
pages,

:
As he put' it, 'no one knew

about .it, not even the advertisers'
until the intruder' was ready to come
out., Then he sent carriers opt at 2
avm. to put a copy into every house.
The new arrival came, out later the
same day, but interest' wasi :

centered
in the News. Both the :

-local papers

.

gave it extended notice and more
than 200 persons called at the the-
atre for an additional copy, with the
demand continuing strong for three
months, arid even now! he gets an'
occasional request for a copy. .

Taking the "town just right, he got
an advertisement that was worth
plenty to him, got him the goodwill
of the older papers; and kept the
National tb the fore as a live wire.
Just quick thinking.

One Colleen

WarrierS hung up 20 trick
cigaret lighters for the first
girls named Colleen to show

«*'<the N, .-if.- Strand for the -

bpenipg of the -picture of that
. title;

. "V ^ '

'

According to Irving Wln-
disch, pub. dir., ju$t. bne girl' of
that mohlkep" .turned up
claim pne'in the flr^ti flye'days.

:

'-v^-
. (food Idea

M. & theatres' press depart-
ment has suggested<tb-its managers
that tboy start collecting the news-,
papers publicity' on the Dionnes
against-the coming; bf*>The Country
Doctor' to use:aa sftppiehiental lobby
advertising when tb,s picture comes.
It will give a cMtffther that coihes
'Wily from authentlc-tfewspaper clips,
and "in most- tpwris there is plenty,.
Right now the^iN, Tl papers are full
of the Dafo.e^visit / That should be
Glipped if back numbers are avail-
able.
And here's an idea not from M. &

P. Blow upi-an Offer of free admis-
sion to allrfeulntuplets attending in
a body. With,a -large 'Free admis-
sion; and, small ' type follow it
should get -a -laugh,'

'Melodies in Paris'

Paplk'\
Tying up with Harry £llcer: and

the Philips radio set manufacturing
concern, Metro pulled an effective
exploitation stunt here fpr 'Broad-
way Melody,' which' has clicked .at
the Olympia.
Eleanor Poweira dancing -

4 being
the feature, of the-

picture' that hit;

the Parisians biggesti/a daritfe ^con-
test, open; %o prba: and. purees alike,
was staged at P)lcer's djince! spoi; on
tfte

: Champs -Elyseeg,. 'WitJi' Hoofing
exclusively, to ime^die> front , th^,
film'. First- amateur^' "prize: .wa'8

i;,a
Philips radio set; -pilber.t-aVe av eft-,
ver :plaq;ue as art . additional < pr^ze
bh , his own, Pathe; .jiewsreel =- tobfc
pictures, !

;: '

Ad usual for Metros Paris,stunts^
it cost the fllmf bbmpany , next to
nothing. • Did 'Pilcer: ^'"lbt. of ;gbod;

,

too, - for his place ^fc-n^en lae^irigr
bjadjjr since the riew,.^e^. [r. :.

.

/•/Practise of gettrog; 'put a • hou"s
:

e ;

organ has invaded the hite clubs,
fhe first coming, from Anna Heidi
Jr., In the shape of; a/ four page bf1*

weekly living gbsgip- aboiit spot arid
iriolujjing: jL favored fectee^jaas. a
nominal subscription rate and per-
copy : price,.-

. . .
•

.

"

,' First issue • is well edited afid
nicely styled. If pushed, it should;
help the spot, *

'

Beneatingr a, Stunt

. Several- ptcturies IhaVe'^tised the
:thiun1>' p>lhWo'i?;lb<iai^^ sturntlng, all

Who- ..desiro su.brif^tfiiiig.. to being
'printed and a^-p^rize going to the
person whosev-.:-thunib> impression
mpst nearly .rfesetribles- that .pf *.the

star being boomed/
. u v>-

1

Ohie mariageii who used> th •

-some /t|nfe a'g'b caitid:^erd^9*.°

-tille^^^tK'^K^-. : txnpiskAo1i-\ ,

For *6)[h>r'-"te^sb>'0 th/ey. nad,-'.:

stored 'insj&Sd'" of - thifb^wri pu'til'

the stunf. He,pTci«fed five"isit ratidom,
;put^the.in'rbri[ a^lib^ybbatdiATid^ad-
v£rMsed/'4ie, ^'o.ifild. giye fl^S' paliSs, of
:.trckets^ ' ^fn%%ri^ats'^t^th% ;im-
Tpressltiiisr;--[Mmt^tYi: 'V^'W'Wftmb
^mt4^:'.^.Utl«^r^' " Iofay'Iptgain
^rid' tbpfc Ihfe im1jr:essioWfc

;
0t: several

hundred yHip.''']lm^-.%on^*'tit^ii]^i^th

-Qri'g>riaJ.sfurit?'^bvcheatih'^^
ihe- namg -.of-thfe'jBitehiat'tyaB^i^'tteh

'jjii^^#asV^*^va>;.' . h
,
; ;

Sariie iftthgv' eah;:ber dbne^^th

.

:

Hp
v^mpres

t
slons mad4^ Tfor. 'icisjk-: ^i'cjtures,

arid-
-

bh; slmiljar- 'igfligs; or;;'tu"ey ;' cjari be
planned as. :V. 'dtiail;:

;if • jirbperi'. pro-
viiribii is .made"i'; J?f>f example a prize
is iflvep. those* 1 who weigh- elosiest tb

height -.of a; vstar; the , ijfflcial

'^i^V;
lfett'|^;-r

iecbrd6d;iii.
,

'thie lobby.
^bl^eii'-'.^'onit^B later . prTgee isffti - be
awarded tb - those "Wljo come -closest

to,, weighing what, they #tik the
previoiisi period.•^^vatJSfit.'ca'-a-.be,.
to:;fi*elgK;- the^pliftup oriei;a^d,hang
•the aWairds 'prii^b^ ^b.est rel'ati.w re-.

duction in poundage. ; ^dtartce tlp-
off to bant should not be giveni
Advantage of a revival , feiunt Is

'.that the. gag is half o'yer'.wheh'. it. is

'first' ahilou-oced.
x

Helping Out lo-fd*

-...Louisville.
'Mark N, . Silver, visiting^in-Louis

ville, .felt ;the, hospitality,, of ' the-
#buth,. to suchi ari "exterit that he
spread himself on a campaign for
Fauntleroy* which , had the locals
Bittirig' tUp and- taking notice.
\';Siiandout stunt was his arrange-
.nief»t;

:
'with the Kosair Shrine Hos-

pltai.fbr Crippled Children tb have
:

a' telephone line piped into the as-
setribly room of the hjj&pital,. which
was in turn connected' to 'amplifiers.
Silver then- talked over long disr
tance With Bartholomew,;. arid their
conversation was ampUfie'd' so that
all in the hospital could hear. After
the call was over, Silver as an ('after

^

math called out 'Say, find .but- if my
pay check was ' maile'd,-;^ill . you?
This little incident -brought ,

laughs
from the patients, .'partiic.ularly- as
Silver was unaware thfttvftis remark
had gone out. through the'.alinpli'fiers

and was heard by everyone there.
The story was played up in both, the;

Courier-Journal and Herald-Post.
In addition to that stunt, an ad-

vance contest was arranged in con-
junction with the Herald-Post, vtb
locate Bartholomew's double in.

Louisville. There was a $25 cash*
prize offered, plus ten pairs -Qt.

tickets for show.

Full line
,
Intending to make a series similar

to The Leather Pushers' on . the
cover title of 'Joe Palooka,' War-
n

"r
rs

,
has contrived a full line of

novelties. Pictures will employ
C^ra

*.
and aot. penmen.

Muff includes. a. mask, lapel but-

I?
n sku11 caPs the juves, a

IZa ? rt
' sweater, dolls and two

style Of miniature projectors for the

fn
e
v
c
,

ents an<J a murderous look-

i.7m u
,ar p")e f°r adults.- Series

will be two-reelers.

Full Page: 10 Tickets

rt}Li
oat *¥' Vil,einl"a theatre, Har-

tll
on

,
b

1

u
re- w - Va., a Warner thea-

fi.ii
J st 10 °akleys to' ride in on atun page. Each of 23 spaces carried

th« EE?
le

.
tter

« £rom some of wliich

cnlu:
If °i

a Plcture at the Virginia

Zerr7 ,
b£ f

,
ormed. Pic was 'Ceiling

annoU^Jd
le

"f
s )-

n
and the^heatre

whii^v. „ * lt Ha<1 to Happen,'
w«? Con£used « bit.

and^hf kIcked in wIt" 10 ducats

and ««m added U0 In cashai»a paid for the insertion,

Pushing It 'Sound

Ed Rosenbaum, Columbia e"x-

ploiteer, gave Richard Walsh, of the.
New Lafayette, Buffalo, a harid with
a comprehensive campaign on. 'The
Music Goes 'Round* which. Included
hourly spots on WOR aBd' WKBW
the day before as well as the songs'
on a sponsored period on Woft..
A taxi company used 1J.0 of the

Cblumbia tire covers for a 10-day
period, and 5,000 True Confession-
mags were handed out with as many
heralds while the Postal used- about
3,060 stuffers. All of the music
counters were decorated, with three
windows and a break-In for the
stars in "a record window, as well..

Writing a hew chorus was spon-
sored by the Times and 1,000 mem-
bership cards, with the paper Clip

emblem were handed out.

AH helped to beat down the
weather opposition, which was
plenty,

More Generosity

St, John, N. B.
Not content with Introducing

housie, alias bingo, beano, coino. in

connection with talking pictures at

the Opora House here, George and
Fred Clark, father, and son, have
added for variety, puzzles; The
cross words come after the puzzles
arc started. Prizes are awarded to

those who .solve the punzles; the

lights being switched on in the audi-
torium between pictures for 10 min-
utes while the puzzles have the call.

,
The prizes consist of household

items. One of the puzzles comprised
five rows of figures, five in the row.
the winner being he or she who took
any six of the numbers to add the

total of 21. Demonstrations of puz-
zles were given from the stage,

verbally and with blackboards, at

every show.

. .
"

v > ':• incbln.
J. H. Cooper 'and Lincoln' Thea-

tres' Corp., last defendants in the
Indie and State Theatres' $1,797,-
000 federal court conspiracy suit
here to file, answered the amended
petitioris of the plaintiffs this week
denying1 each and every allegation.
This . is the- last step which can
legally be taken before the . case
comes to trial arid it is believed ac-
tionj'will start sometime in April.

It's
, wedding bells for Johnny

Echols, pub stunt man for the -Lin-
coln Theatres Corp;, arid Marian
Craig, non-pro.

.
Harry Shumow, 'wSb. supervises

the sale of Me<rp product In this
area, is at present concentrating on
-his dentist,. . •, .,:

'';,. ^ '•

Outstate • tneatres -Reopening after
the recent blizzards , included the
Star, at Hildreth; the, Gayety, at
Arcadia, and, the Cbmstock, -.Corn-
stock, Neb. '

! <..<

'Charlie Williams, the Omaha ter-'"

ritory head of MPTOA, is' in/Miami
for the executive meetirig.
'Business ttien- bf:,-Colbn, tNeb.,.
have purchased -an. old-church and
will ^convert it into, a town Tiall ian;d
show motion picture& Jn- addition to
other cohimunity actiYi*:y. Mer-
chants' are

;
taking up a cbllectlon

among themselves for a sound out-
fit. Cedar. Bluffs, Ne]t>., did likewise;
voting bdhda:'for a new auditorium,
and it :,^il£'he erected on the site of
the bld . pix house "which was re-
cently'torn dow;n.

V S.; .Carletrom, Fremont show-
fnan, expects . to get on - the other
side of the fence sobn. and go on
the road, fpr a Kaycee supply house.

Spartanburg, , S* C. -

Andy Hutchinson, manager .'
rof

'State,-- to Lenoir, where he 'will
head - two- houses of the Wllby-
Kiricey; group/ Irvine Stone, Im-
perial, Charlotte, shifted here to
fill State vacancy/ ...

*

Prexy Carl R. Batnford of Publlx-
Bamford chain, back from. Florida
trip.

Sale 'of the Colonial and Strand
theatres at Canton by J. E. Ma's's|e
to the Cardinal Amusement Com-
pany ... annpuncedv . Price riot

; 4i-
vulged -hut estimated to run $^0,000
per unit. < y

.

". r 0
' 'Massie has. coriip'leted-."- VneW
$45,'0'00:: P,ark theatre in WaynesvilW
and will concentrate his mtelrests
jtherev;' '

'-, >

.Plaza, Aflheville, 'ha^ much:^xire
attractive n?;w frbtt±,: partly ,' --gift
of PWA and. city, as., house - tras
mpvedt 'back; bff : Bi^triiorb avebue
arid/riew-^ bouleyard^.type'Bthe pared
right by dbbr ihs^ead *6f . blft

-

:̂
rIcK

stretch once ^'d uptawh. •

v

.

-

:

•-'•1^e6tWrw;.-Yik;----
if
Wh]Beling.'e;' %25<t,0Q% Gapltpl has

been clpsied' by cotirt .order. - CapitQi
Enterprises,

,
Inc.. (Warner^ jE^bsi)

ba^r-turned it' over to the xbeeiveMrr
Attorneys Jay T. MoCamic and Carl
/Or Schmidt..

. i "

Closing - of- the : theatre resiitted
from long pending suit brought by
the ' Cleveland Trust Cb.. trustee for
bondholders, against . the " Capitol
Theatre Co.

... .. St. Louis'.

•Joe Erber and Joe Smith, booking
agents, whb; announced the dissolu-
tion ~bf their' partnership, have jre-'

considered and ' wilL. continue in

business together. V
The Chesterfield Pictures £orp. of

Missouri) with principal offices here,

has incprporated.with-. $5,000 capital;

Incorporators are Blanche Komm,
10 shares; Sam Komm) .10 shares;
Robert G. Taylor^. ,ip shades,

Bill. Oberbeck, forfrterly..conductor

of Varsity Qrk, has taken over p.a.

position at Grand Opera House. His
job will be to round up talent for
amateur night held once weekly."

Caroline Curley, cashier at F&M's
Missouri theatre, is qualifying for
a private pilot's license- at Lambert-
St. Louis airport. She has several
hours solo flying to her credit.

Maplewood Park, Inc., has been
Incorporated to operate soft ball

park at Maplewood. Mo-v suburb. In-
corporators are Ethel M. HItz.

Clarge G. Hitz and Earl M. Hitz, all

of St. Louis..
New theatre will be erected on

South. Florissant road. Florissant,
Mo., by T. E. and H. E. Hulett. oper-
ators of another house in that com-
munity. Theatre will be 650-seater
ami estimated investment is $25,000.

Joel Lay, who recently quit lead
In Khubert's 'The Student Prince" in

Now York, is now regional director
o'f WPA music for this city. He
has established offices at East St.

Louis, 111.

Charlotte, N. C.
R. L. McCoy, salesman from the

Warner, branch In Dallas, has . been
appointed manager of the WB ex-
change here, succeeding Frank
Bryan, who died recently. McCoy
arrived here Monday (16) to take
charge.

Galvestbri.
Joe,,- McDonald, named- manager

Eastwood theatre, third neighbor-
hood house to be opened at Houston
by Interstate since first of yeart

. / . . .Syracuse. T
.- T.

. Schlne . Enterprises is rempdellng
the;'flre-sWept Eckel here.
City building permit shows that

the-work' will- cost $31,000; although
a. fire ,losa to the . theatre: of more
than ,,iijoo.o.00 was

. claimed in De-
cember..

. House is expected to re-
open apptit May. l.

: v: V- '
4

:
' Sbaftto. ,*a. •

Hearing on .a , cky .' ordlnariee
wftich. .would license , operators' *ot
motion picture mabhln;es' ; a^jd ^rhlcn
would derhahd two1 mcn ;

in 'jtne'

booth at all times. h4s be'eii rost-
ppned.

Elmhurst, L. . .

The North Shore, of Queens will
soon have another pic house. The
new house is planned for the Bell
Boulevard section of Bayslde, near
Bayside Hills. Will seat 600.
Queensboro. Elmhurst, Is still

dark. With the new Drake Theatre
in Reso Park, it 'is unlikely that the
Queensboro will open for some time.
Arlon, Middle Village, has ama-

teur shows week -ends.

»Enew ftuints W^ere an Town
Los'-Angbles.

Fox West Coast arid the ZO^thi-FOx

studio^ftea'vy on explbltatiotv'pub-
licity arid .advertising .for dayrdate
showing here of studio's 'The. Coun-
try Doctor' at Loew's State, and
Chinese. With George,.-Watters,
F*^7C publicity, cbief at "helm/ half
a ,dozen^,outstanding tieups, were
madfeT^^ciudtng newspaper*' ' mag
arid department store affiliation.

Tie'ufc; wlih 'Heraild-Express, with
largest piviri; biretilatAbri^ iri weftti had
sheet" 'jleyrfting .litoh.ti

'

< Sipace
askjrigti women, to. write gilardians of
,the -^plonrie' p;ulht"uplets 4$..*."it;o.'. bow
^bey, . should . W . reared.';

;

1 .^bmen
Wbb^iaetters ;were' printed drew
ducat^b;sfee. the • 'plc.''^ (This stunt
Is being usijd in all

,
Jfeaf^'^pap^rs.)

'
:

(
Lead|ttg .rdepajjtjpnerit • store - took

•iWi- :^p6iJfl-,'ib:ca^-^dailie»-4^Mtinfr
'^W\ifc:Ki&:p^tu^,$it^yin&-it
Up with quihfoplet ;fashlbrisi%dre'sees
and roriipers '/bj^: ll^tie^ girls';. Also
£aVe twb double window, distjlays
cbritainlng vpf^tu'res' of -tlie Squints,.

Mtith.v large :bIb\y^ip$.:oX ./ean,=Her-
sholti -.D'oi'bt'liy 'Person" And scenes
froni picture^ " ' '

* V' '
-."

Anpther tieup was- -with a- film fan
mag,' wblch put out 1,600 cards di-
recting ' attention %o story on - its

pages and local engagement bf .pICT
turc. 'Shopping. Newt, with 4d0,000
circulation, carried Quintuplet, con-
test, Radio plugs included; jimmy
Fidler's nationwide Plug on •OJrtf. '>

Studio participated iii posting of
100 24 -sheets, and on extra display
space in dailies.

JScrap Book Quints <

Bc$ Moltiei.
Don Allen, manager of the Pes

Monies, Trr^State'a ac^s house, did a
. bang-up promotion" bri The Coun-
try Doctor', oy tjjinie Wltl> th^t local
newspapers' on ' a. ^ulnt 'sot^^bobk
content. Offei'ihg'.threfe: easft prizes
of .$15,; $10 and $5 :and £5- pairsi of
tickets to the picture, between 500
^arid 600 books Jammed thd office ,by
the closing date, set for, the day the
Rictui>£ opened 'at - the 'Bfei.* ^[olnes
and. RbWevelt, •

.

'.

; '
- \

"'-
'.

-<

r Since the Register, and' Tslbttne
had used ribirieraU's ft at. plptifre-s

'of* the 'famous femiries', • It' was a
natural Jthat*. g|ave" the /thea'treVi nu-
merous., notches in - the vTiewa col-
umns. Scrapbboks were received
from every corner of the state and
some came front' outside ..the -state.

Those: wanting: their scrapbooks re-
turned were asked to Included pos-
tage. The books were used In an
attractive display In the inner lobby,
although they wore not submitted
to public .inspection. " J

."Bridgeport,
.'am Ba.lanso upped from assist-

ant managerial berth at Majestic
(Loew-Poji) to manngrr of Globe,
succeeding P. Alonzo. Larry Stack
of Bijou. New Haven, comes to Ma-
jestic to help Manager, Morris Ros-
enthal ard Joe Dine assist Badamo
at Globe.

Pittsburgh.
BUI Herron, assistant manager of

Harris Memorial, McKeesport,
named manager of WB's Victor,
same city. He succeeds Don Stilt,

(Continued on page 29>_

Brew the Queen
One of the stunts worked by; John

L. Rarcroft at the RKO Palace, Co-
lumbus, O., w.as-a hook to t^'et Ohio
State university year book,' Who»-eby
Ginger Rogers picked the 1936 foueen
from photos sent her. Entrants1 were
lined up on the Palace stage and a
telegram from the player read.. Not
only made for news stories( but
crashed the roto sections. Miss
Rogers was elected, as 'Follow the
Fleet' was the. current pic.

Cooking school tieup brought alp
^announcements: arid an, auto .- hoolc
gave a street parade. Fleet.'night
was observed' ki- the dancerleBi, and
plenty of trade. tle-'upH helped
boost 'Fleet' over the top week-end
business for the house, ...
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foot, trips him up without pause
for breath.
Tfidugh the Tartars thought they

had blinded him ho was saved from
it by the girl, Nadja, who leads him
into Irkutsk in time to give warn-
ing of the Tartar danger. Ogareff,
their Jeader, is taken, prisoner and
the Tartar hordes put to flight.

Strogoff is Wohlbrueck's .strong-
est role this . season. He plays it

simply and his emotional appeal is

and Ms. polioe dog are hiding from
cops in the forest, with the gang
leader as company. In .these «e-^
•cmehees a strong affection blossoms

his mother whom, for the aake =of

his secret mission, he disavows tout
acknowledges impulsively wa*eo

:

she is to be tied to the rack tor his
\

silence. And he puts just. <enooaghj
heroic acceptance into, the uroe^
some searing of his eyes to mafce
the scene bearable.
Ivan Ogareff, head of the Tartar

hordes, is Alexander Golling. His
own Mongel-Iike features, his pow-
erful physique and steely wjioe pre-
destine him for the past But his
performance would aaiatfe been bet-
ter if he had tempered It some,
Maria Andergast as SQa&ja, -the
shrinking little girt ana other half
of the love iatberasit, is as pretty
and passive ma the rote <fl«aa»as.

!

Female: spy «f HSde HHdebrandi
tries to be differeot but io»ly'
manages to be a considerable pain.
Camera work on locations and

sets is superior.
Will be, one of the heaviest fcoar

office draws on Ode aide of the win-
ter season. Trasfc.

tic effect. As the picture goes
along these three dominate it com-
pletely, landing is a bit slow with
an apparant effort to cram too much
action into the last reel, but it
works out all right.
Cooper is a rich man's son who

has flown the parental coop with
his pooch because his father
doesn't want the dog around. They
are accidentally picked tip by atough gang of mobsters who have
committed a crime and fear the
boy may .squeal Escapes and dan -
gerous situations, figure fcr froth boy

Hitch Hike to Heaven
:
Chesterfield release el Usury M. Cohen

production.' Features Henrietta Otesnuun,]
Herbert Rawllnstm, Belly Aim. Yoanff,
Russell O4ea*on and Anita V^gt. ©Jregrea
by Pr*«k B. Strayer. Story a&d adapta-
tion, Robert. Sluts ana Helen Xjagui; fltm
director* Refau&d OX Beefl; owner*, M. a.
Andersen. At Strand, B'kiyn. half ol *3nal
blU wedc llarch 12, '36. Eunnimr lime,
03 inih*.
Deborah BeJaTiey ..Henrietta CrownM
Melville Pe 3L,a Key.. ..Herbert B&wUnson
Daniel Delaney ..... ...... ; .Ha*seH Gleason
Jerry Daley ..............Polly Ann Tonne
Herman Blatz .......... ...,..,,A1 Shean
Claudia Kevelle ..Anttm. Page
Spud . < ... . , Syd Say3ar
Gabby ........w*.,.Harry Harvey
Phllmore Tubbs .............Harry Holman
Kitty O'Brien .................Btbeass'ltM
Nadla De La Ney . .....Lela Bits*
.Edgar Crantord Sent
Charlie- Reed ...Jobs Dilson

between the mobster and his
friends, the rodman to the. end res-
cuing the boy: from a gang that's
kidnapped him with a view to -cop-
ping the reward which has been
posted.
Tough Guy' wins its point by

mailing a tough youngster out of
Cooper and a fairly hardened ani-
raal out of Rinty, Jr. Dialog main-
tains a good quality. It Isn't over-
done.
A' fight in the last reel between

Calleia and a mohster is one of the
punchiest seen in a long time. An^
other exciting scene is one in which

dog tries to make hamburger
«nt of a gunman.
Both Cooper and Calleia turn in

fine performances. The latter -can*
be a sympathetic and unsympathe*
tic •character, in turn, , as demanded
fey the script and direction. The
pooch has keen expertly guided
throughout. He means much to the
picture. Jean Hersholt has a Very
amall part. Harvey Stephens makes
a convincing <3 man. Char,

An independeatlyjaade picture.ia£

show folk, "Hitch Hike to Heaven1

is both mediocre and, fanciful. It

has the odds against it in holding to/

the water level at the box niBee.

While the cast members perform
capably under assignments that jgiye
them none the edge of it, there are
ho names for the mazda lamps. .

Herbert Rawllnson and Henrietta
Crosman rate the top billing. TThej
former plays a screen actor, Miss
Crosman the. boss of a group «£

\

repertoire players. Polly Ann Young:
and Russell Gleason are the juve-i
nile leads.

j

Through an odd sort of
:

«ir-:
cumstanoes, Rawllnson is tossed;
from his star perch in pictures, with!
,the girl (Miss Young) falling in,
' with the legit bunch that's headed
by Miss Crosman. Latter is the
mother of Rawllnson. The boy
(Gleason). is the sort of Rawlinson*
which gets 'em all mixed up ior
story purposes.
Miss Young is a film extra who

years for that big chance and gets
herself Innocently named in the di-
vorce action Rawlinson's wife'
brings against him. That's what,
finishes him in pictures. The last
reel as expected sees Rawlin-
son restored to stardom, and the
girl up there, to6. Miss Crossman
doestft impress as the' type who
might be playing Camllle In rep hut
she turns in a competent perform-

;

ance. Russell Gleason not much in
this instance but .Miss Young very
good, She's going there.
The dialog is ho better than the

story and the direction is anything'
but spirited. CJiar.

TOUGH GUY
Metro-doldwyn-'Mayer release of Harry

Rapt production. JPeatures 'Jackie Cooper,
Joseph Calleia and Kin Tin Tin, Jr. Di-
luted by Chester M. Franklin. Story and
::<laptatlon

r Florence Ryerson and Edgar
Allan Woolf; film editor, James E. New-
com; camera, Leonard Smith. At Rlalto.
£>. Y,. Week March 13, '86. Running time,
To mlns. '

•

Freddie ..Jacltle Copper
.Josepli Calleia

'S
U,S Rin Tin Tin,. Jr.

Uiief- Davison. Harvey Stephens
Doctor Jean Hersholt
iPny .......Edward Pawley
tni *.»«....,.,..,.,„ ;,. ischa Auer
' Incent Robert Warwick

Song and Dance Man
(WITH SONGS)

29th Centary-Fojt release «T «ol M. Wart-
»el. prodnctaon. yeatuwa Claire Trevor,
Fa«l KeMy, Mic*ia*l Whale*. JMrected iiy
AUan 3>w-nn, Trom stage play t»y George
M. ' .'Cohan; adaptation, Ma-nde Fulton;
aangs. - Sidney Clare. X>ew Pollatik; <dances,
Fanchon; -camera, Barney McGUli annalc,
Saianel Kaylin. At Center, N. Y„ vfodc
March "36, Running time, 70 nirna,
folia Carroll .Claire Trevor
3ffiap Rtrrell, Patfi XeHy
Alan Davis. ....... ... ..... /Michael 'Whaaen
Patsy C-'Maaigan....... Ruth Donnelly
Lieutenant Mifce Boyle ..James Burke
Sally .......Helen Troy
C. B. J?e]et>n . .• .Lester Matthews

|*worOT_. . . . . ...... .. ,. .Gloria Roy
*J*rs, wlritney , .,....<•. .JSargaret Dumont
Cortfa . , , .vv,'. ....... n . . . . Billy' Betao
Qoiaic McGoSy , . i ......... . Irene Franklin

Every Saturday Night
Twentieth Century-Fox release ot a Max

Golden production. Features June Lane.Thomas Beck. Jed Prouty, Spring Bylnii
ton. Directed by James Tlnllng. Screen-
play Edward Eliscu; based on -play toy
Katharine

. KavanauRh. Photography,
Joserlh August; film editor. Fred Allen.

£},.**J*£
e\¥^r" week Mftrch W. '3«. as

half *T double bill. Runnlpg time. CO mlns
Bonnie Evers. .

.

Clark Newall..
Mr, Evers
Mrs. Evers.
Granny Evers..
Jack Evers.
Soger Evers...
Lucy Evers....
Mr. Hawaii..-..
Paxton Slaters.
Bobby livers . .

.

Patty Newall.

.

Mintcant..:
Jed
"Mr. Dayton. . . .

.

. June Lang
....Thomas Beck

Jed Prouty
.Spring Bylngton
Florence Roberts
.Kenneth Howell
. . .George Ernest
....June Carlson
....Paul Stanton.

. . -Pnxton Sisters

..Wllilam Mahan
Kay Hughes

.... Phyllis Fraser
....Fred Wallace

Oscar Apfel

Despjte the liberties taken the
story of 'Tough Guy' has developed
into rather exciting entertainment.
In Jackie. Cooper, Joseph Calleia
and Rin Tin Tin, Jr., it has a trio
.9 f

._ compelling interest . which ..with
the tensity of action, pushes the
Picture into a classification ' that
looks like money. It won't get the
wome»i- as much as the men and
von.t do a land-office business but
everything points to over-average
breaks.

*^<fc«nentaHy, -the tale con-
cocted by Florence Ryerson and
£«gar Allan Woolf develops the
S*™n& affection Jackie Cooper has

hls
,
d°S- Joseph Calleia is

draWn into their company in a
latiei strange and unconvincing
manner but with resultant drama-

George.- M. Cohan's 'Song and
Dance Man' waa Oiot stuff when
iflrst *xttlrt>red, and in 1924, as a
^ranioiwit silent, It was significant

because song-and-dance men were
tben. still a' very vivid contribution
to .the

'
gaiety of a nation. Today

t&©- Cohan play, with theme and
treatinent that seemingly have been
nhaMe to cope with the actualities

of the moment, makes a sorry film

entry.
- 'It's <iated in plot and no

amount of Pagliacci by Paul Kelly ;

manliness by Michael Whalen as
the moneyed juve; and forthright-
ness by Claire Trevor, as the femme
angle in the triangle, can make it

amount to much. It's for the nabes
and the duals.
With radio and films what they

are today in relation to the pub-
lic's amusement wants, not even the
hinterlanders will swallow the
premise of what at ono time was
a vivid cross-section of the Ameri-
can scene. Vaudeville and variety
troupers, machinating musical com-
edy stagers, laugh-clown-laugh
song-and-dance men with hearts of
gold behind their outlandish pantal-
oons, etc, are now pages from the
lexicon of show business.
The performances don't offset

matters. That goes for the feature
three; Ruth Donnelly and James
Burke in lesser opportunities, or any
of the other's. Irene Franklin as
Goldie McGuffey, a vet vaudeville
trouper, is. as dated as the theatri-
cal boarding house which back-
grounds much of the footage. The
bit with the wise-cracking switch-
board siren is something out of the
figment of the imagination of
Maude Fulton, the scriptist. The
phone' girl is made to reel off

slangy metaphors and aphorisms,
like H. I. Phillips. Doesn't ring true
and never rings the hell "despite
the maralthon of apparently labori-

.

ously sequenced ad libs. The girl.

is Helen Troy, something of a local

name on the Coast with a radio
series of switchboard monologs,.
which maj' account for the unusual
importance and abnormal footage
allotted her.
Of the principal trio Michael

Whalen, relatively new to films,

suggests important juve possibili-

ties. Lester Matthews as the iras-

cible impresario and J^alf „H&rokle
as the light heavy are also okay
in their chores.
Familiar formula of the back-

stage theme, thoroughly popularized
now via the recent avalanche of

song-and-dancers, seemingly proved
too much to overcome for Director
Dwan and scenarist Fulton, photog-
raphy better than average.
The Clare-Pollack songs are inci-

dental and the <horus routines
staged hy Fancho'n of like light-
weight timbre, made subordinate to

the romantic plot of the Cohan
piay. Alel.

Lacking name strength, this film
can't l&e expected to draw oh
its own, but once they're inside
it. should prove pleasant entertain-
ment., For one thing, it's okay for
everybody in the. family, pure but
appealing in its small way. Being
a B picture, it's destined almost
strictly for the dualers, but there it
will hold Mp its end nicely.

It
1
i? a liice little production job by

Max Golden,
. and rather well paced

by director James Tlnling. A famr
ily story, its chief characters are
Idds. Two of them especially
tfljrn in expert performances,
June Carlsoa and. George Ernest.
The termer is a nutsy film fan,
spending most. *f her spare time
impersonating screen actresses,
while the latter is a juve usurer, in
his own family, Using racketeering
methods to extract principal plus
interest from his older brother,
Kenneth Howell;
Evers family is of a middle-sized

town, with fapa Evers trying, his
Saddest to keep his children from
wrecking themselves by keeping up
with tlae Joneses. His tactics, are
evidently wrong at first, but finally
grandma and a sympathetic wife
straighten him out for an okay
flnaJe.

Jed Prouty, as Daddy Evers;
Spring Bytagton, as his wife, and
Florence Roberts, as Granny, de-
liver, okay performances. The love
interest roles are adequately handled
toy June Lang and Thomas Beck,
with young Kenneth Howell oke
as the misunderstood adolescent
who is always copping father's car
to entertain Kay Hughes, an unbe
.Uevable,lUiJe.^lap^eav.-,i._,_ .

Comedy is the predominant note
in the film, though a touch of pathos
creeps in now and then; which will
serve as extra appeal to the femmes

Schv,

bert von Meyerinck, castas the real
heir to the factory, makes a fairish
sort of cad in later scenes, • though
it's hard to tell when he'a sobbing
and when he is laughing. Re-
mainder of cast just standard, with
Lil Dagover badly miscast in bit
role.

Highly dubious if this will get by
even with German audiences ac-
customed to better film, fare than
here offered. Technical inac-
curacies, slipshod production, rou-
tine' story and unintelligent treat-
ment are a few of its drawbacks.

W*ar.

WESTERN COURAGE
'Columbia production waA release. Stats
Ken Maynard, aJirectea *y Spencer Oar-
doh Bennett. Story, Charles Francis
Royal': screen play, Nate Gatzert: camera,
Herbert Klrkpatrlck. At Arena, N. Y,,
March 13-17, 'Sfl, as half of double bill.
Running tl

Ken Baxter .

.

Gloria Hanley
Mr. Hanley
Mrs. Hanloy ......
Brjc ......
:CaaCrbsse ...........
Colonel Austin
Betty Johns

01 mlns
............. .Kexi Siaynard

^Geneva 3fitchell
....Charles FrencJi

Betty. BryUie
.............Cornelius Keefe
».»..........., .Ward fiond

.Caipt. E. H. Calvert
......Itenee Whitney

hack at Metro for cutting before

Der Fluechtling Aus
Chicago

('The Fugitive from Chicago')

(GERMAN MADE)
Bavaria-Film-A.G. production and re-

lease. Features Oustav fYoehllch and
Lnise "Ullrich. Directed by Johannes
Meyer; music by Hans "Carste. At the
70th Streat theatre, Nl Y., week March
13, 'SO. Sunning time, 109 mlns.
Michael Nlsseii .Gnstav Froehlich
Werner Dux. . . ..... .Hubert von Meyerjnck
Steffle Dux .....Lulae Ullrich
Fraeuleln van Zackenthln, .Adele Sandrock
August P. Lemke Paul Kemp
Eveline:.... Lil Dagovor
Wolke Otto Wernicke
Billy ..Win Bohm
General Director V. Oetten. . .Ernst Duccke

(In Crerman)
This is a German attempt to

prove that crime does not pay, par-
ticularly when it starts in Chicago.
At first blush this would look like
a Germanic, try at an American
gangster picture. Fortunately, the
scene shifts to Munich, another
gangster centre, after a couple of
reels, and it becomes a tiresome
treatment of threadbare masquerad-
ing-for-a-friend thesis.
Director, author and Bavaria Film

display an extremely vague concep-
tion of Chicago,, its hotels, cops,
cabarets, streets and people therein.
Manner in which the Windy City
sequences are manhandled furnish
Heartiest titters of feature. Teu-
tonic idea of a gunmOll projected
here is an absolute pahte.
Obviously thiB Chicago fanfare

was supposed to be exciting, and
with it failing- to jell, 'Fugitive from
Chi' goes to painstaking lengths to

show the triumph of the American
arrived in Germany to assume con-
trol of his motor vehicle factory.
It seems that the real helr-to-be of
the plant was detained in Chicago
by simple expedient of a murder
charge.

Director Meyer was overwhelmed
with the idea that he could show
the audience how an automobile" was
made. Endless views of noisy ma-
chinery and meaningless episodes
eventually develop a romance be-
tween the young engineering head
and the pretty member of the
family.
Just to make sure there were no

deviations from the accepted "pat-
tern, story drags back the real Ger-
man factory owner with usual com-
plications. Plot had shown only
material development at the time
with romance and succcssfyl factory
melding. Tacking on this new slant

only means four or five additional
reels, dragging in Lil Dagover in

an absurd love scene.
Gustav Prlehllch shows acting

ability when given half a chance.
Luise Ullrich, a youthful blonde,
plays opposite with sincerity In

face of stumbling direction. Hu-

One of best from Ken Maynard's
stable in many months. Probably
has more all-round entertainment
than is uncovered in most, western
thrillers but still contains enough
outdoor ingredients to appease most
jaded cowboy fans.
•Western Courage* lias no cattle-

rustling theme, /no stage coach
hold-up, no sheriff and ho round-
up. It differs from, accepted t>ats
opera by having two villains, a fern
lead who Itnows how to act, three
rescues of the damsel, two life-sav-
ing tricks by Maynard's prize mount
and a real western plains downpour,
Starts out by contrasting the ster-

ling character of Ken Baxter <May?
nard), as foreman of dude ranch,
with a city cad. Then bursts out as
a tami-v; the shrew> tale set in out-
of-doors atmosphere,i with, the
spoiled daughter of an eastern mil-
lionaire being tamed. Her obstinacy
.gets Mayaard into a. heap of trouble,
throws her into the hands of a
feared bandit' crew but she is'

thoroughly mollified after her west
ern he-man has done everything ex
cept jump oft a cliff.

Accepted western plot structure:
is employed but so neatly dressed

Charles Francis Royal supplied a
fairly original story and Kate Gat-
zert performed neat scripting for
the screen; Intelligent and pointed
direction by Spencer Gordon Ben->
nett helped definitely, what with tJhe
cast coming through in great
fashion.
Maynard has improved "consider-

ably in reading lines. Always speak-
ing with a familiar western twang,
this betterment makes him anion?
the western topnotchers both from
thespian slant and his ability - to
carry through with the physical
end.
Geneva Mitchell brings a zestful

freshness to this Outdoor film in
striking contrast to familiar fem-
inine inanities in pictures of this
variety^ A pretty girl, her portrayal
of the spoiled rich gal is uniformly
good.
Cornelius Keefe hr okay as -the

fortune-hunter from the city while
Ward Bond is the typical western
outlaw. Betty Blythe, Charles
French and H H. Calvert are ade-
quate in supporting roles.

Nice production given the picture
by Columbia, and Herbert Klrk-
patrlck did swell lensing job.

Wear.

Behind the Keys

(Continued from page 27)
:

who has resigned to go in for thea«
tre promotional work.
Al Lefko of <71eveland has joined

Mark Goldman's G-B force as a
salesman,

Ira Cphn's 20th-Fox exchange
here has been awarded $1,000 prize
'Offered for best showing around
•country in increased George O'Brien
sales. Pot will be> split up among
office's sales personnel.

•filoux City.
Granada reopened under the man-

agement of Abe Sadoff..

Canton, 6.
M. J. Glick, who formerly oper-

ated the Lincoln, theatre, Dennison,
has opened the Palace in that city;
George Delis, district manager for

the A. "G. Constant in <eastern Ohio,
supervised the opening of the new
Garden theatre an Portsmouth, O.,
Feb. 29.

Schine has taken over the Rltz
theatre, Tifta, from Saul Silverman.
This matees a total of 13 Ohio the-
atres in. 'Schine's northern Ohio cir-
cuit

. . Shift " of " downtown- managers
moves Charles Freeman from the
RKO Temple to the Century. Harry-
Holt, assistant, becomes manager of
Temple. Kenneth C. Cobb, of the
Capitol, which Closed March 12,
goes into the Geaitury as assistant
manager. Robert Quekemeyer,
Martin Weisc* and Fred Meyer,- as-
sistant -managers at the Century,
resigned^ •

Catling Two Longies

Hollywood, March 17,

One job Universal editors- view
with; no little trepidation Is the scis-
sor, work on 'Show Boat.' Brought
in with 274/000 feet on the spools,
task is to 'Cut it down to 13,000 feet,

Studio currently not inclined to
'roadshow opus.
. Following, its initial preview at
Oakland, 'The Great Zlegfeld' is

Studio plan is not to' cut story, but
to eliminate around 1,500 feet from
numbers. This, will put finished plo
in about 16 reels.

Detroit, March 17.

"-Great Zlegfeld' has been booked
fo* two weeks at the Cass, legit

house* starting Easter Sunday. The
showing ,.«rill follow . the third De-

:

troit engagement of 'Three Men on.

a. Horse,' which returns for a week's
session April 5, after doing a nifty

biz here last month.

Scotland Yard Mystery
(BRITISH MADE)

First Division release of HIP production.
Features George Ciirzon, Gerald DuMaui-ler.
Belle Chryatall. From play by Wallace
Geoffrey; aOapted by Frank Miller; photog-
raphy, Jamea Wilson; film editor, Walter
Stokvis. At Globe, N. Y., week March 15,

'3(J. Running lime, 03 mlns.
Stanton Gerald DuMaurlcr
Masters George Curzon
Irene Grete Natzler
Mary l>ne Chry«tall
jbjin ..,'.'.'.'..;...."..'.'> ..Leslie PerrlifM
George
Floyd
I'axton
Bailey

.Walter Petch
..Henry Victor

. . . Herbert Cameron

..Frederick Pelsley

This melodramatic importation
from England, doesn't hold a bid for
important American patronage. It's

weak in all three of the prime
phases of a picture, production,
story and acting. For the dualers
at best.
BIP sort of makes out the mem-

bers of Scotland Yard to be a lot

of sissies, which is especially n.g.

for American audiences, who like

tliolr cops, strong or dumb, or both,
but not namby-pamby. Get the vil-

lain, say the Yanks, and don't spare
your fists, but in this film the dicks
even spare their brains. Or was
the scenarist at fault-?

One murder (of five) is committed
under the very schnos of Scotland
Yard inspector, but only tht> audi-
ence is supposed to know that it's

the police department's own path-
ologist who is giving the victims a
dose of suspended animation. Some
times he brings them back ,to life

(after the insurance money is col-
lected) and some times ho doesn't,
but the inspector's future, sori-in-
law works as. doctor for an insur-
ance company and. who.h the deaths
become too frequont, Rootlnnrl Yard
ylcpa in, George Curzon is the

INDIANAPOLIS
(Continued from page 13)

ads on beauty parlors, wometffl
wear, etc. A fashionable tea ...at

which the visiting film celebs were
iguests cracked the society pages,
while additional radio and news-
paper coverage was obtained on the
guest appearance of the stars at the
city's annual St. Patrick's Day
breakfast celebration.

Estimates for This Week
Apollo (Fourth Ave.) (1,100;

25-40)— Doctor' (20th) (2d week)
doing $3,000, fair. Last week $5,300,

okay. It pulls heavily at matinees
but fades away in' the evenings.

Circle (Katz-Feld) (2,600; 26-40)-

—'Fleet' (RKO). Repeat date lil

which the results aire lukewarm at
$3,500. Last week dual of 'Goes'
(Par) and 'Blood' (WB) both re*
peats, disappointed at $3,300.

Indiana (Katz-Feld) (3,100; 25-
40)—'Desire' (Par) dualled with
'Bet' (RKO). Starting dual policy..

with a great deal of. attendant pub-
licity, but business only fair at
$6,000. Last week 'Fleet' (RKO)
sweet at $10,000.

Loew's (Loew's) (2,800; 25-40)—
'Wife Vs. Sec' (MG). Gable-Har-
low-Loy combination will mean
a swell $10,600 on the week. last
week 'Fauntieroy.' <tTA) puny iat

|3,*00.
Lyric .-(Olson) (2,000; 25-30-40)—

'Personal' <U) and vaode headlining
Bebe Daniels and Ben Lyon. Latter
responsible for strong trade

.
and

gross will reach excellent $10,000.

Last week 'Shark Island* (20th) and
vaude very good, $9,000.

heavy and, though hardly top-notch,
gives the only believable perform-
ance in the film.

Very little suspense by Gerald Du-
Maurier as the police inspector, and
very little love interest provided in

the script for Belle ChrystalT, as the
policeman's daughter, and "Walter
Patch, insurance doctor.

(Ircte Xatzler plays the villain's

wife in all the slinky style of the
screen vamps of 15 years ago. An
albino makeup around the eyes
makes hor appear ridiculous at
times. This, however, may have
been the fault of the photography,
which Is generally poor. Thomaa
V.ent^y's direction Is jumpy, as if

Frank Miller' scenario* JScho,
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JUNIOR
WINS

2
i

The little rascal copped a statue ! After Momma and Poppa Leo brought home the big

Academy Award with "Mutiny on the Bounty" there was such excitement in the family

when Junior showed up with the Prize for the Year's Best Comedy Short. The Prize

Committee always has a tough time picking out the winning M-G^M Short because

Leo, Jr., is awful smart at making em. It's hard to choose among Shorts like M-G-M's
"Audioscopiks" and Chic Sale's "Perfect Tribute " and those wonderful Harman-
Ising Happy Harmonies Color Cartoons and Pete Smith's fun films', etc. Exhibitors

solve the problem by getting them all, which pleases us of course and ditto exhibitors

!

P. S. By the way M-G-M won several other Academy Awards for Best Sound Recording, Best

Dance Direction, Special Award for Technical Achievement and what not . . . sure we're proud!
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CALENDAR OF
Chesterfield : *fo$«\»»Vt

ridge of Sighs. A story baaed on the famous bridge of. sighs. Onslow Stev-
ens, Dorothy Tree, Jack La Rue. Dir. Phil Rosen; 6(J mlns. Rel. Feby 10,

Condemned to Live (Invincible.), fiprror story, Ralph Morgan; -Russell Glea-
son, Maxlne Doyle. /Dir. Frank Strayer, 6? mlns. Rel. Aug. IB. Itev.'
Oct. 9. •* ' '

• •

Dark Hour, The. A murder; ihydtery^om the popular novel, '.The Last Trap.'
• with Ray Walker, IrehB^Ware, Berton Churchill. Bin- Charles Lamont.

64 mlns, Rel. Jan. ylO;;,- ..»•••-
>,

• .

False Pretenses. Modern Ipve -Btory. Sidney Blackmer. Irene Ware. Russell
floptpn. Dir. Charle>./Lai5Ph^:.- 67

:

mlns.- Rel.. Sept^, .Re*'.<ict. 3oW
itch Hike, to Heaven. Movler^r.uck girt takes a :Hitch:Hfite . to Hea^n.

Henrietta Crosman, Anita. Page; Herbert Ra'wlfasc%,'\ Diri Frank Straiyer.
Si 'mlns. Rel. Nov. 1. r*. :

':
' J '

" "
' •

*

Lady In Scarlet, A mysterious ;w6nian
. In iai. my.^rlouaiiiWtlrtg/-

' Denny, Patricia Parr, Claudia Dell. Dir. .Charles 'EamonV
Rel. Oct. 16, Rev. Jan,-'*,- 'X \i

'

V-> W Inald'
Ins.

Little Red Sohoolhouse, ThfctfA story.-,of schobj. ^ays," ••Junior^: CoghlaAt,
Dickie Mooie. DirJCha^&s Lamont.jv.JJfe^ ^Jb,,- 25. .„ ,y_; T.

;
h

. '"-•*^««|ub story .of a •b-Wa-n^on vaca^on,V'i6mVjMli^
^aftisoh. JKft.-Frank. 'Strayer, 68 mlns. „Rel;'-\Gefc'

\the rebound. Three, people who

^ ,e^h Moore.. t)lr, Charles Lamont.

Murder at Glen MM?
Jan, Irene Wears;?

Ing Around ^&h^..«tt
"dared lp^;^on?tf4^9^

Society Fe\^mmi^}m>.^
up ap^i|Kr«n1fes^A

Tango.

itfvv.'Fa'

ipovferlshpd falnlly struggles to keep
|fd Hughes. D(r, Frank Strayer. 66

\.
i ,\

'
:.

: . '- ^ '••V

tory of a> professional model. Marlarfr
Hymer/./'Dhv Phil Rosen^.'.' G6. .mlns;

"•

v7?ff Seventh Ave".;\.,

New York, N.,y; :

'•

Abdul the '|J!^|itW«.71x»>6T0rr' 'pt 'ApOar Ha*hid/,; II\ of/ Turkey. X^lls AsthW
AdrierniA^Aroeflr 'Fritz Kortner.. Dir. KarFGruoo'. :

;Rel.,
:
Dendlng>-;:''._.

Case of the
s^r^^lni./Man, The, Candid cameraV^Urfis' detecUvS.

1,

R'oger.
Pryor. .

Jpj^vPer"ry. Dlr> D. Ross Llderraahy" ~^ ~' " "

Rev. Nov.^^y
.Rkihard Arlen;

r. Jan. 29;

Spencer

ihlurrls
; i
detec(tv&. " Roger.

J'^-iblak. £B^L Oct.; l'6,v

, ;Gbr^pii^peiiiirii«ei • .Relv Feb; 28.

•• •Mm^^M^W^^^'^P^'^ novel, by, Dpstiifveky^ Edw. Arnold, Peter
s. 4i*tomf, J*Ma?ishjj-. fXal*. BlreV Dir. 1 VIok von Sternberg. 92 mlns.
:\:r-3Xelt- Nov\-"-^ .ReWNov;-'27. " -

Dan0erP'UW/.=l'ritrfiUe;. ..Famous surgeph does a, comeback. , Ralph. Bellamy,

Cha>. Starrett, Joan Perry.: Dir., .Dayld,

_ iSh^r.-^lr^ I^ltyld^lU^an,--' 69 mlns. Rel.. Jan. 4." Rev. Jan. 22

Devil's S^Uadfprl* lcfrard^.pljc, Karen Morley. Erie "Kenton. .Rel.
Marchrl^'^, ? -^v^- - v ..'.

Don't Gamble with Love. Expose of gambling backed by a dramatic story.
Ann Sothern,\Bruce

:

Cabot, Irving PJckel. Dir. Dudley Murphy. 65 mlns.
Rel. Feb. 16. Rev. MarctfV .'

. -

Escape from Devil's Island. Just that. Victor Jory, Florence Rice, Dir.' Al
Rogell. 64 mlns. Rel. Nqv.; 10. Rev., Nov. 27. >

v

Feather In Her Hat, A. 'Vivid story of a mother's sacrifice. Pauline Lord,
Billie Burke, Louis Hayw^rd.' Dir. Alfred Santell. 72 mlns. Rel. Oct.
24. Rev. Oct. 30. ,..'

•'. '

»Jae.tenilei^JXhj9.
elhTatt; - 6T:in}hsi^pX

Gentleman Goes to Town, Formerly^ 'Opera Hat.' Gary Cooper, Jean Ar-
thur. Dir. Frank Capra. Rel. March 21.

rand Exit. . Novel story of a flrp Investigator. Ann Sothern, Edmund Lowe.
Dir. Eric Kenton. 68 tplns,; Rel. Oct. 26, Rev. Nov. 13.

Guard That' -Girl, Mystery ideittii'.- threat story with an odd twist. Robert
Allen', Florence. Rice, .'Dir. 1

' Lambert Hlllyer. 67 mlns. Rel. Sept. 20.

Revi Nov. 13, 4;> .;.

Heir to Trouble. Ken Maynard Inherits a baby.. Ken Maynard.' Jnan Pprry.
Dir. Spencer Gordon Bennett. 59 mlns. Re.1. Sept. 26.. Rev. Feb. 12.

Hell Ship Morgan.. PurgatorySon a tuna fishing boat. George Bancroft, Ann
Sothern, Victor Jory. ^lr< D. Ross Lederman. 64 mins. Rel. Feb. 8.

Rev. March 11. '

'

If You Could Only Cook. Kltfchen masquerade that ends In a wedding. Her-
bert Marshall, Jean Arthur, LeP 1 Carrlllo. Dir. Win. A. Selter. 72 mins.
Rel. Dec 30, Rev. Jan. 1.

Lady of Secrets. Love comes at last to sealed lips. Ruth Chatterton, Marian
Marsh, Otto Kruger, Robt; Allen. Dlr, Mario nGerl.ng. 73 mins. Rel.

Jan.. 26.

less Riders. Western. Ken Maynard, Geneva \Mltchell. S. G. Ben-
nett. 67 mlns. Rel.. Dec 28.

Lone Wolf Returns, The. Favorite screen and; ctlon character reappears.

Melvyn Douglas, Gall Patrick, Tala Birel. ! ir. Roy W.- Nell. 68 mlns.
Rel. Dec. 20. Rev. Feb. 6. *

.

Music Goes Round, The. Love on' A showboat goes' sour on Broadway. Harry
Rlchman. Rochelle Hudson, Ed Farley and Mike Riley (authors of the

song). -DJr. Victor Schcrtzinger. 85 mlns. Rel. Feb. 27. Rev. Feb. 26.

Mysterious' Avenger. GhaW 'Starrett, Joan Perry. Dir. David Selman. Rel.

Jan. 17. ., •
' .•

One Way TlcWt. Love In and out of prison, and a girl who weds.a convict.

Lloyd Nolan, Peggy Conklln.', Dir. "Herman Biberman. 71 mins. Rel.

Nov. 2R.' -ftfev. .Inn. 8 '
•. . «...

Jean Arthur, Geo. Murphy;
Rev. Sept 26.

Geo. Raft, Joan
mins. Rel.

Nov. 2.5. • Rev. Jan. 8.

Public Menace, Crime reported on board ^blp
>5»lr.\ Erie Kentpni 72 mlns. Rel. SepVV^O

She <^u|dn ?t Tai<e it. Ga$BSter seeks to tarhe wild socialite. Geo.

|J&ehnelt; Walter: Connollyi' fiillie. Burlte.\\Dir. Ty Garnett. 77

'Wi ^%»Nov:-:ia[^'..^!

'

(
,

,• \\
She MlfWled^H^r.. aosst*' Title -tells )thei stanh

Dottklav^Micinael BartlettV 'Dir. GregorV*L

Superspe^d,. Spfee^aboat ' environment. Norman,'
Florence Rice. Dih' I^rAbcjtt* HellyCr. 57 mi\s. Hel; .Spt.

Thundering. Hoofs. . W^feWnr' Ke.pV -Maynard, Jaihe Gale. Di
dojViBfemtetkh-tt'e'l.. .Marc^' 28. i-

T«- -l--..'i(lU. .5
• i. ..: .... . <X '.<:I' 1^,1.4 >U«.4r«

. Claudette Colbert, Melvyn
LaCava. 90 mlns. Rel. Sept.

NormanrSFoster. Mary Carlisle and
57 ^\jtos. Hel. Spt. 1. nev. Dec. 4.

r. Spencer Gor-

Too Toujirt^ klll;
:

' Newspape¥ erlrJ *a'y*B^'fisu_ ......

Joi^'^lly' O'Ne'ill.^Dlr.^ R 58 mins
ReV^Tfo. 25:,^ ^'^i''*^^^'''^^'"

United StatteV, Sirttfe^ih»^w ;BLcl<fOrct^Florence Rice. ir.

lied "hardrock man. Victor
ns. Rel. Nov. 23.

D. Ross Leder-

We8ternsrn C«ur|iie
!
;ii.

,

;.V'yestefn. K
Benn£&9»Bfl mlns. Rel. N

Ken Maynard, Geneva Mitchell',

'"ov. 15.

Dir.

Western Frontier. K«n Maynard meets a blonde Queen of the Range.

:llle Brown. Nora,Lane. Dir; Al Herman. 6it

V
jU mins.Maynard, jLuclIk

.',A u e- 2ft. -,!Rev. Dec 25:

You Ma/ BeV^'fext. "A supeV- brlinrnal dr'fleS 'tiib world, An.ft Sothern,'

1. Rogell. 67. nuns. Rel. Dec. 31. Rev. March. 4.

G.

Ken
Hel.

Lloyd

Nolan. Dir. Al. Rogell.

DuWorld tfice: 729 Seventh Ave.,
New Yorh, N. Y,

la Novotna. Dir.

Dir. Marquis de la

rasqulta (Gor). Austrian-made of Lehnr musiral. .

Carl Lamac. S5 mlns. He]. .Jan. 1. He v. Jan. 22.

Legorig. Technicolor version of Ball with plenty nudity.
Falaise. 60 mlns. Rel. Oct. 1. Rev. Oct. 9.

Pecheur d'lslande (Fr). Pierre Lotl's saga of fishermen. Yvelte Gullbert.

Dir. Pierre Guerlnls. 76 mlns. Rel. Sept. 15. Rev. Sept. 25.

Second Bureau (Fr). Spy story. Jean Murat. Dir. Pierre Billon. Ins.

• Rel. Feb. 15i Rev. F«b. \ 19. 1

First, Division
offlce8:

• Rel,ea
;

ses Also Allied', Chesterfield and Liberty

Ircumstantlai Evidence. Reporter fakes murder In campaign against d^ath
penalty and almost goes to chair. Chick- Chandler, Shirley Grey, Arthur

. goes .Mn ton. pir, ..Charles La-moot 70 mlns. Rel. Aug.
Dance Band (Alliance). A girl and boy band leader find a peppy, tuneful.

,

exciting way to, overcome rivalry. Charles 'Buddy' Rogers. June Clyde.

Dlr, MarcelvVar'nel. Rel. Nov. 8,.

Dark Hour, The (Chesterfield).- A fast-moving mystery, presenting a baffling

problem In crime detection. Irene Ware, Ray Walker, Burton Churchill.
Dir. Charles Lamont. Rel. Jan. 15.

rake the Pirate (Alliance). England's Virgin queen Iti a human tale of

devotion. Matheson Lane. Jane Baxter. Dir. Arthur Woods. 78 mlns.
Rel. March 1..

Death from a Distance. (Invincible).' A girl reporter and a police detective
match their witB. Russell Hopton, Lola Lane, Geui'ii* Manon, i>r. ir-

*»'anlt Strayer. 62 mlns. Rel. Sept. L

' These iabufatioris are compiled
from information supplied by the
various productton companies and
checked up. as soph as possible after
release. , Liatirtg is given when re-
Jease dates Strp^efinitely set. Titles
are retained 'for 6ix months. Man-
agers • who receive service subse-
quent to that period should pre-
serve: ..a copy of the calendar for
reference.

TJhe running time as given here
is presumably that of the projection
room showings and can only approx-
imate the actual release length in

those^ yStatea or communities where
'"'

''^r^istate censorship may result
"~

" ie'.

carry.

> the-
jjtre after passage by the New York
state censorship, ince pictures are
reviewed only in actual theatre
showings. /
^yVhiMe every effpi^ is made to hold
l^^'ififts^ieeura^;- the information
9UpMf^i^>y ifo'ik always be correct,

l^t^ojj^H *j|eial. To obtain the
wlJ*st;)c!a,gree

s
of accuracy, 'Variety'

yffi^tW&i&tyli the co-operation of
/.ajl managers who may note discrep-
iancies.

'

Placements

iollywopd, March 17.

Emily Flferoy, 'Border Flight'
Par.

-'I
;•

Harold "vfaidrldge. James Farley;
Mitchell Lewis, Ellen Lowe, Cy
Kendall, Max Wagner, Nora Cecil,
'Dancing Pirate,' Pioneer. -

"Alan Hale, Sidney Toler, "Money
Box/ Roach.
Paul Parry, Up to You, U.
Robert Brlster, *M6b Rule,' MG.
Frank Conroy, John Roche, 'Un-

conscious,' U.
Laird Doyle, adapting; 'Three Men

Roy Chanslor, adapting: 'Lost and
Found/ WB. .

'

,,'

'

Bob Dillon, Sally Unterberger,
screen play, untitled original, TJ.

Henry Hall, 'Murder In the Big
House/ WB.
George Curzoh, 'Angel o£ Mercy/

WB.
Al Hill, mig Business,' WB.
Spring Lyington, 'Stage Struck/

WB. r

Olive Cooper, dialog, "Navy Born/
Rep.

William Berke, directing "Desert
Justice/ Berke.

Lawrence Grant, 'Mary of Scot-
land/ RKO.
Hoot Gibson; Phil Dunham,

screen play, 'Feud of the Rocking
Chair/ Futter.

William Earnum, Lon Chaney, Jr.,

Jack Mulhall, Llody WWtlock, David
Horsley, Kenneth Lawton, 'Under-
sea Kingdom/ Rep.

Norman McLeod; Dick BarroWs,
screen playj 'Early to Bed/ Par.

Warren Hymer, 'Unconscious/ .U.

Halliwell, Hobbes, 'Angel *)f

Mercy/ WB>
Eddie Shubert, 'Earthworm Trac-

tor,' WB. i

. Eugene Forde, directing; Joe
Hoffman, scripting, 'Tha-nk You,
Jeeves/ 20thi-Fox.' ./ . ,«

Valerie Hpbs6.nr Paw Wjvey, G.
P. Huntley,', Jr.,. B^ft^ -TJojifnpson,

ClaJre McDOwelL. Howard ^tfkman,
Frank Molton, Ed&ar) Norton, fMay-
nard Holmes,. Doroijhj Kfntj; Gigi
Parrish; Charles Youi igrfflire'cting.

'August Wcek-End/ CHeSVii -

/'

Rex Bell, Connie BcVgpnyMfrrgaret
O'Connell; Bob Hill, dirking, 'Too
Much Beef/ Alex. ^

'-i-'

Morrie Ryskind, screen play, '1101

Fifth Ave.' U.
J. Walter Ruben, directing 'Sui-

cide Club/ MG.
, ''Ernie. Smith, *iUn'deraea. Klngdont,'
Rcp'.:

Jefferson Parker, Murray Iloth.

scripting 'Public Nuisance, No. .1,"

2'0th-Fox.
Tyler Brooke, Arthur Hoyt, 'Poor

Little Rich Girl.' 20th-Fox.
Hilda Vaughn,- Phillip Slceman,

Charles Buttcrworth, 'Half Angel,'
20th-Fox.

Joe' Cunningham, Jack Pennlck.
'Road, to Glory,' 20th-Fox.
Henrietta Crosman, Virginia

Weidler, 'Good For Nothing,' Par.
Frank Losee, Gertrude Simpson.

Edgar Dealing, 'Border Flight/
Par.
Gaston Glass, 'Clutching Hand/

Weiss.
George Ball, 'Too Much Beef,'

Normandy.
Lee Loeb, Harold Buchman.

screen play, 'The Sky Writer.' Col.

Eddie Welch, scripting, 'Rhythm
On the Range/ Par.
Warren Hull, Patricia Ellis.

'Love Begins at Twenty/ WB.
Joseph* Fields, scripting 'Gentle-

man frdl% Louisiana/ Rep.
Henry Kolker, Louise Beavers,

(Continued on page 33).

False Pretences. Sympathetio romance of a shady lady, powerfully devel-
oped. Sidney Blackmer. Irene Ware. Russell Hopton. Betty Compsop,
Edward Gargan, Lucy Beaumont Dir. Charles LamOnt 66 mins. Rel,
Oct. 22,

Frontier. Justice (Futter). A. rip-roarlrig out-door drama of might and rlsht.

Hopt Slbson. Dir. Robert McGbwan. ,68 mins. . Rel. Oct. 1.. Rev. Jan.;8,
Girl Who' Came Back, The-' 1 eiieste'ijtleld J».

'• v 'The regeneration of .a girl nope-
lessly Involved in a*vast counterfeiting plot. Sidney Blackmer, Shirley
Grey, Ngel Madison.' Dlr; Charles Lamont 66 mlns. Rel* Sept 8. Rev.
.Sept. 18.

Gun Play (Beacon).- Western. Big Boy Williams, Marian Shilling... Al-
bert Herman. 59. mlns. Rev. Jan. L -

Happiness CO. D. (Chesterfield). Hflarlous solution to the money, problem
that bese'ts every family. ' Maude Eburne,' Donald Meek, Irene Ware,
William Bakewell.. Polly Ann Young and Lona Andre. Dir. Charles La-
mont. 69 mins. Rel. Oct. 16.

Hitch Hike to Heaven (Invincible). Story of actors In a traveling troupe, and
how they crash Hollywood. Herbert Rawllrison, Henrietta Crosman,
Russell Gleason, Polly. Ann Young, Anita. Page. , Dir. Frank Strayer.
63 mins:. Rel,- 'De.oVJi>% . ,f ' ?>v.v j.

Hong Kong Nights "*
A

'
'
" ^

•

""-' -i-

Oriental cunr'
mal.j Dir. E. . _.„ r ._.

I Conquervthe v'-vr;. ...-J&.

waters-
Dir. .Victor

Java Head^ (Associated). adaptation oT'ijEbe 'Joseph Hetg^shelmer prlze-
wiiinihg novel also serialized in the Satevepost, *a gripping drama of
the. barriers of race and prejudice. Anna May Wong, Elizabeth Allen,
Edmund Gwenn, John Loder. Dir. J. Walter Ruben. 70 mlns. ReL
Sept. I.. Rev. Aug. 7.

;

Law of the 45'a (Normandy). A dashing tale of reckless courage triumphant
over great' .'odds. Mile-a-minyte. romance geared to the speed of ham-
mering hoofs, and rapid gunfire. Big Boy Williams, Molly O'Day. Dir.
John McCarthy. 56 mlns. Rei. Dec. 1.

Living Dead, The (Alliance). Coffins and. chills—terror and thrills, arid dead
• /that live again! George Curzon, Sir Gerald du Maurier. Dir. Thomas

Bentley. 66 mins. Rel. Feb.
Ml I (Alliance). Murger's -Immortal love story freely adapted from 'La Vie
,:' de Boheme.' Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. and Gertrude Lawrence. Dlr, Paul

L. Stein. 76 mins. Rel Oct. 8. /

Murder at* ©leii Athol (Chesterfield). Crime Club story. of a G man on vaca-
' • tion. . John Miljan, Irene Ware, Noel Madison, Dir. Frank Strayer. 68

X-
" mins. Rel. Oof:- 1,/ Rev. March 4.

Old Curiosity Shop (British made). Dickens Story. Ben Webster,
DhW.Thos. Beatify; .

»0' mlns. Rel. Dec. 26. Rev.' Dec. 25.

Penthouse Party (Liberty)'. Children reunite their divorced parents. Marguer«t
ite ChurcftlJl, Bruce Cabot, Evelyn ,Brent, Reginald Denny. Dir. Wmi

Igh. ,77 mfiiis, Rev. Feb. 21. / ' "
'

Red Wagon (AiHjj^fce). Life under the/ big top with cross currents of love,
hate, dnd. revenge. Charles BlckfOrd. Raquel Torres, Greta Nissen, Don
Alva'rado, - Anthony Bushell. Dlr, Paul L.'. Stein. Rel. Dec. 8.

Rjng Around the .Moon (Chesterfield). A strong human Interest drama of the
daughter of a newspaper publisher and a reporter. Erin O'Brien-Moore,
Donald Cook, Ann Dorari. Dir. Charles . Lamont. 69% mlns.- Rel. Jan. 22.

Society. Fever .(Inviiic^ble). A mad, merry saga of the zafty Proutys. Lois
Wilson, Lloyd Hughes, Grant Withers, Hedda Hopper, Guinn Williams,
Marion- Shillihg, Georg*» Irving. Sheila Terry. Dir. Frank Strayer. SS
mins." -Bel* Sept. 18. Bey. Feb. 21.

Southern Maid. (Alliance). Romantic story under Southern skies. Bebe Dan-
. . iels.

,
Dlr.^Hftrry Hughes. 60 mins. Rel. Feb. 1. .,

.^ifijKJZ -tAMia^ce^ eaptooago h ltthllgbtMisb^i^aculajoalisfllapft
• ' • » warfare. ^GTela^Nlssen, Don Alvarado, Carl DIehl. DrrT^nTnur^Woods!"

7.7 mlns. Rel. Jan. 15. Rev. Feb. 12. «'

Swlfty (Diversion); A murder: mystery of the range. A cowboy saves hlm-
1 self from the gallows in a story packed full of excitement. Hoot Gib-

son, June Gale. Dlr, Alan James.. "60 -.mlns. Rel. Dec. 27.

Tango (Invincible). The brilliant, story of a glittering night club dancer who
picked the wrong partner In her dahceV'p'f 'life. Marian Nixon, Chick
Chandler, Warren Hymer. Dlr/ Phil' Rosen.. 70 mins. Rel. Jan. 10.
Rev. Feb. 22.

Studios: Burbank, Firs* ^AtiAtittl 3 ' W1 w -

caiif. rirsi i^iacionai New v0rk. n, y.
Broadway Hostess. Glamorous drarta of Broadway's bright lights. WInl

. Shaw, Phil Regan, Genevieve Tobln, Lyle Talbot, Allen Jenkins. Dir.
Frank McDonald. 69 mlns. ReL Dec. 7. Rev. Dec. 18.

Captain Blood (Cosmopolitan). Based on Rafael Sabatinl's smashing tale Of
the sea rovers of the 17th century. Errol Flynh, Olivia de Havllland,
Lionel AtwllU Basil Rathbone, Ross Alexander. Guy Kibbee. Dir. Michael
Curtlz. .119 mlns. ReJ. Dec. 28.

:
Rev. Jan. 1.

Case of the Lucky Legs. Detective story In a. beauty contest. Warren Wil-
liam, Genevieve. Tobln, Patricia Ellis. Dir. Archie L. Mayo. 77 mlns,
Rel. Oct. 6. Rev. Nov. 13.

Celling Zero (Cosmopolitan). Story pf three war buddies who, In developing
commercial aviation, are thrown together In the most exciting events
of their careers. James Cagney, Pat O'Brien, June TravK Stuart Kr-
win, Barton MacLane. Dir. Howard Hawks, 95 mlns. Rel. Jan. 25.
Rev. Jan, 22.

'

His First Wife. Adventures of young men with all-feminlne triangle, (Jeorge
Brent, Genevieve Tobin, Glenda Farrell, Patricia Ellis, Frank McHugh.
Dir. Raymond. Enrlght. Re). March 28,

I Found Stella Parish. International trials and tribulations of a famous
actress. Kay Francis, fan Hunter, Sibyl Ja6on, Paul Lukas. Dir. Mer-
yyn LeRoy. 84 mlns. Rel. Nov. 2%. Rev. Nov.' 6.

Irish In- Us, The. Three brothers of Irish extraction with Cagney leading In
the mischief. Jas. Cagney. Pat O'Brien, Olivia De Havllland, Frank
McHugh. Dir. Lloyd. Bacon, 84 mins. Rel. Aug. 3. Rev. Aug. 7.

Man of Iron. Comedy-drama which treats of the adventures in high society
of an unpolished workman. Barton MacLane. Mary Astor, John Eldrcdge.
Dir. Wm, MeO,->nn. 61 mlns. Rel. Dec, 21. Rev. Dec. 11.

Murder of Dr. Harrlgan. Murder mystery. Kay.. LInnaker, Rlcardo Cortez.
Dir. Frank McDonald. 67 mlns. Rel. Jan. 11. Rev. Jan. 22.

Payoff, The. Sports, columnist Is put on the rocUs by his cheating wife, but
makes, heroic comeback. James Dunn, Claire Dodd, Patricia Kills Alan
DInehart. Dir. Robt. Florey. 64 .mlns. Rel. Nov. 9. Rev. Nov. 13..

Road Gang. Powerful drama with the glamorous romance of a girl who
battles to establish the Innocence of the man she loves who has been
framed and sent tn a terrible nennl Institute hv ornnkert oo'ltlclan"'.
Donald Woods, Kay Linaker. Dir. Louis King. 60 mlns. Rel. Feb. 16.
Rev. Feb. 2G.

Shipmates Forever. Made at Annnpolls. Dick Powell. Ruby Kee:er. Lewis
Stone. Dir. Frank Borzage. 109 mlns. Rel. Oct. 12. Rev, Oct. 23.

Song of the Saddle. Stirring Western drama with music. Dick Foran, Alma
Lloyd. Dir. Lou King. Rel. Feb. 29.

Story of Louis Pasteur (Cosmopolitan) Dramatization of the stirring events
In the life of Louis Pasteur In his battle against Ignorance and his efforts
to save life by science, Paul Mutil. Josephine Hutchlnsrth, Anita Louise.

•
]

; Donald WbodSj:_pl?kljs;Mo|prfc. ).,DK. iWrt; piete;Ie''V'R.eJ A Feb. 22.

The Murder of br. HaYrfgan.' Kay Linaker, 'K'irardo Cortez, Mary Astor. John
Eldredge, 'Joseph Crelian. Dir. Frank McDonald. 67 mlns, Rei. .ran, 18.

jj -

I'D » 1600 Broadway,^ ** New York.

Alias Bulldog Drummond. Comedy chiller- takeoff. Jack Hulbert Fay Wray.
Dir. Walter Forde. 62 mins. Rel. Sept. 1. Rev. Sept, 11.

Born for lory. Naval warfare, with aid of British gov r

t. Betty Balfour.
Dir. Walter Forde. 70 mlns. • ReL Oct. IS. Rev. Oct, 23.

First a Girl. Musical comedy romance. Jessie Matthews, Dlr,
78 mlns. Rel. Dec 25. Rev. Jan. 8.

King of the Damned. Heavy milodYama and action. Conrad Veldt. Helen
Vinson, Noah Beery, Dir. Walter Forde. 81 mlns. Rel. Jan. 20. Rev.
Feb. 5.

Mister Hobo. Tramp picked up because- bin-.name ta Rothschild acts as the
deus ex machlna. George Arllss. Rel. Nov. 22. Key. Feb. 1.2,

Morals of Marcus. Comedy, Lupe Velez, Ian Hunter. Dir. lies Mandcr.
72 mlns. Rel. Jan. 1. Rev. ,lan. 15.

Passing of the Third Floor Back, x rom the piny of the sa Conrad
Veidt. Dir. Bcrthold Viertel. ' Rel, pending.

Rhodes. Adventure drama depicting exploits of Cecil Rhodes In South African
diamond leplon. Walter Huston, Oscar Homolka. Bnsll Sydney. Frank
Cclller. Dir. Berthold Viertel. 89 mlns. Rel. Feb. 20. Rev. March 4.

39' Steps. Romantic melodrama. Robert Donat, Madeleine Carroll, Dir. Al-
fred Hitchcock. 65 mlns. Rel Sept.. 1. Rev. Sept. 18.

Transatlantic Tunnel. Fantastic story of undersea pathway between Eu-
rope and America. Richard ' Dfx. Helen Vinson, Madge Evans, Basil
Sydney. Dir. Maurice F.lvey. 90 mlhH. Rel. Oct. 13. Rev. Oct. 30.

(Continued on page 33j



Getting out prints on "THE TRAIL OF THE LONESOME PINE" Paramount's big Technicolor

picturef has been some job . . . but we're all set now. . . and you're gonna get yours pronto.

So get out the bunting, hang up the posters, and get ready to go to town. For we
want to warn all you exhibitors who've yet to play 'THE TRAIL OF THE LONESOME PINE"

-^^^jp^r^g^-- bigger than qnyn%ig^buVe even dared hope "for
a^"'"" :';

^lf you

think we're kidding fake a look at these figures

ROOSEVELT THEATRE • Chicago, III.

"Trail" sends gross 47% above

average business

PALACE THEATRE Dallas, Texas

"Trail" pushes gross 25% over

normal business

OENHAM THEATRE • Denver, Col.

"Trail" hits biggest gross in 16 months

DES MOINES THEATRE • Des Moines,

Iowa • "Trail" shoots gross 25%
above average business

MALCO THEATRE • Memphis, Tenn.

"Trail" boosts gross 47% above reg-

ular business

MINNESOTA THEATRE • Minneapolis,

Minn. • "Trail" raises gross 25% over

normal business

PARAMOUNT THEATRE • New York

City • "TRAIL" HELD OVER FOR
THIRD WEEK

ALLYN THEATRE • Hartford, Conn.

"TRAIL" HELD OVER FOR THIRDWEEK
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CALENDAR OF CURRENT RELEASES

(Continued from page 31)

Mascot ces, 1776 Broadway,
New YorK_ N. Y.

Confidential. An expose of the numbers racket. Donald Cook, Evalyn Knapp.
Warren Hymer. Dir. Edward Calm. <>S mlns. Rel. Oct. 26. Rev Nov 20
Brpwn. 80 minis. Rel. Nov. 29. '

,..

*

Waterfront Lady... Fast moving romance of two who loved—and loked with5
the shadow, of

.

the law across their lives. Ann Rutherford, Frank 1-
bertson. Dir. Jos, Santley. 67 mlns. Rel. Oct. 6. Rev. Nov. 6.

: Culver City,
Calif. Metro : 1540 Broadway,

New York. N. V
Wilderness; Film version of Eugene. O'Neill's -comedy success. Lionel
Barrymore Wallace Reery. Cecilia Parker. Eric Linden Dlr Clarence
Brotyn. 93 mlns. Rel. Nov. 29. Rev. Jan. 1.

v
-

Anna Karenina. Tolstoy's ramous novel ot a woman's struggle for love* Greta Oarbo. Fredrlc March Basil Rathbone. Dir. Clarinet BroWn
85 :

Ins; Bel. Sept* 8. Rev. Sept 4.

Bishop Misbehaves. A cleric Impressed into duty as a detective. Edmund
Gwenn, Maureen O Sullivan, Norman Foster. Dir. E. A. Dunont 86
mini*. Rel. Sept. IS. Rev. Oct. 2,

1
"

Bohemian Girl. Derived from, the opVra of that name, but well away from
It. Laurel and Hardy. Dir. James W. Horn SO mlns. Rel Feb H

Feb. 21.

roadway Melody of 1936. Big song and dance show. Jack Bennv, June
Knight. Eleanor Powell. Buddy and VHma Ebsen'. Dir. Roy Del Ruth.
102 mlns. Rel. Sept. 20. Rev. Sept. 26.

Exclusive Story, Martin Mooney's numbers expose. Francbot Tone, Madge
• EVans. Studrt Erwin.. Dir. Geo. B. Seilz. 76 mlns. Rel. Jan. 17. Rev.

Jan. 22.

rest 2iegfeld. The. Based on the life of the late, great Impresario. William
Powell. Louise Rainer. Fannie Brlce. Ann Pennington. Dir. R, Z. Leon-
ard. No release date.

Here Comes the. Band. An ambitious sons writer land a stolen melody. Ted
Lewis and his hand. Virginia Bruce. Ted Healy. Ir. Paul Sloane,

.

82 mlns. Rel. Aug. 30. Rev. Sept. 25.

I Live My Life. The archeologlst and the society girl. rlan
A'herne. Frank Morgan, Aline MacMahon. Dir. fS
mlns. - Reli Oct, 4. Rev. Oct. 16.

It's In the Air. High .pressure. comedy with stratosphere setting. Jack
- Benny. Una Mer*el. Grant Mitchell. Mary Carlisle,. Dir. Charles Rlesner:

,80 mlns, Rel. Oct. 1. Rev. Noy, 13.

Ind Lady. Based on the Broadway play by Edward Chodorov, stemming
frofn.a Hugh .Walpole tale. Aline MacMahon.- Basil Rathbone,: Dudley
DIgges. Din G. Seltz. 78 mlns.. Rel. Dec. 6i Rev. Jan. 1.

Last of the Pagans. Love story of the South Sens Mala, of Eskimo' fnme.
and Lotus Long. Dir. Richard Thorpe. 70 mlns. Rel... Dec. .20. Rev.
Jan. 15.

Mutiny on the Bounty, Based 1 on famous historical episode ot South Seas
• mutiny. Clark Uabie. Charles Laugh ton. Kranchot Tone. Dir. Frank

Lloyd. 131 mins. Rel. Nov. 8. Rev. Nov. 13,

Iflht at the Opera. Whd .adventures in mistaken identity of three Itallansr
Groucho, Chlco and Harpo Marx. Dir. Sam Wood. 96 mlns. Rel, Nov. 15,

Rev. Dec. 11.

O'Shaugnneasy s Bby. A father and son who follow the circus. Wallace
Beery, Jackie Cooper. Dir. Richard Boleslawski. 87 mini. I. Sept.
27. Rev. Oct. t».

'

Perfect Gentleman. The. An actor who comes back, Frank Morgan. Cicely
Courtneidge. Dir. Tim Whelan. 73 mlns. Rel. Oct. 18, Rev. Dec. 26,

Pursuit. Pseudo kidnap story. Chester Morris, Sally Ellers. Dir. Edw, L.
Martin. 76 mlns. Rel. Aug. 9. Rev. Oct.. 9.

Rendezvous. Based on Major Herbert O. Yardley^ajBJackXhajnber^^WiWsHnr
; .PowBll,^teBaStaaff8Wgeir, 'Cgsa'f ITomero." Dir. W. K: Howard * 95 mlns.
Rel. Oct. 25 Rev. Oct.. SO.

raff, Story, of the California tuna fishers. Jean Harlow, Spencer Tracy.
Dir. J. Walter Ruben. 85 mlns. Rel. Jan. 3. Rev. Jan. 15.

In Hood ot El Dorado. Drama of a frontier days' 'bad man. Warner Bax-
ter, Ann Lorlng.. Dir. William Wellman. No release date.

Rosa> Marie. Rudolf Frlml's operetta. Nelson Eddy .lean*»ttA MacDopald.
Dir. W. S. Van Dyke. 110 mlns. Rel. Jan. 31. Rev. Feb. 6.

Tale of Two Cities. Rased on Dlclcens' fnmous novel ot the French Revolution.
Ronald t'olman Elizabeth Allan. Edna May Oliver Rnnll Rathbone
Henry B. Walthall. Dir. Jack Conway. 121 Ins. Rel. Dec. 27. Rev.
Jan. 1. - \

'

TarzarV Escapes. Further adventures of the ape man. Johnny Welssmuller.
Maureen O'Sullivan. Dir. James McKay. No release date.

Three Godfathers. Three tough guys give their lives for a baby. Chester
Morris, Lewis Stone, Walter Brennan. Dir. Ich. oleslawslcy. 80 mlns.
Rel. March G. Rev. March 11.

Three Live Ghosts. Based on the novel by Fred S- Isham. Richard Arlen,
Ann Lorlng, H. Bruce Hmmberstone. Rel. Jan. 10.

ice of Bugle Ann. Dog story. Lionel. Barrymore, Maureen O'Sullivan, Eric
Linden. Dir. ichard Thorpe. 70 mins. Rel. Feb. 7. Rev. March 4.

Whipsaw. Spencer Tracy as a 'G"-mah on the trail of nearls with a fortune.
Myrna Loy,' Harvey Stephens. Dir. Sam Wood. 80 mins. Rel. Dec. 13.

Rev. Jan, 29.

Wife vs. Secretary. One office wife who was on the square. Clarke Gable,
Jean Harlow, Myrria Loy. Ir. Clarence Brown. 88 niin" Rel. Feb. 2S.

Roy. March 4.

Monogram New York. N. Y
Office: RKO Bldg.,

(Released through Republic)

John Wayne. Verna Millie. 65 mlns. Rel. Oct. 22.

Paramount Offices: 1501 Broadway,
New York. N. Y

: S851 Maratnon St.,

Hollywood. Calif

Anything Goes. Broadwav musical hit. Ring Crosby. Ethel Merman. Chas.
Ruggies, Ida Lupin'o. Dir. Lewis Milestone. 90 mins. Rel. Jan. 24.

Rev. Feb. 12.

Bar 20 Rides Again. Hopalong Cassidy western. William Boyd, Jimmy Elli-

son, Ethel Wales. Dir. Howard Bretherton. Rel. Dec. 6.

Big Broadcast of 1936 The. Jack Oakle, Lyda Robertl. Burns and Allen and
Wendy Barrio carrv along a fanciful story which serves as background
for an array of radio stars, Dir. Norman Taurog. 97 mins. Rel. Sept.

13, Rev Sept. 18.

ride Comes Home, The. A girl with spirit and a boy with, a temper. Clau-
dette Colbert.-:. Fred McMurrav. Robert Young, Win. Collier, Sr. Dir.

Wesley Higgles. 83 mlns. Rel. Jan. 3. Rev. Jan. 1.

Call of the Prairie. Western. One bC the Hopalong Cassi 'illiam

Boyd. Dir. Howard Bretherton. Rel. March 6.

Collegiate. Musical. Jnck Oakle Inherits a girls' srhool JaHc °n'<Je. •,fte

Penner, Ned Sparks. Dir. Ralph Murphy. SO mlns. Rel. Dec. 2<. Rev.
Jan. 29.

Coronado. Story of Coronado Beach, Southern California swank resort. Johnny
Downs, Betty Burgess, Jack Haley, Alice WJiite, Leon Errol. Dir. Nor-
man McLeod. 76 mins. Rel. Nov. 29. Rev. Dec. 25.

Desert Gold. Zane Grey western. Larry Crabbe. Marsha Hunt. ir. Jas.

Hogan. Rel. March 27.

Desire. An American engineer oh vucation in France and Spain becomes In-

volved with a band of crooks. Marlerie Dietrich, Gary Cooper. Dir.

.

Frank. Borzage, Bel. Feb. 28.

rift Fence. From a'Zano Grey novel. Larry Crabbe, Katherlne De Mllle,,

Tom ICeene. Dir. Otho Loverlng. 57 mins. Rel. Feb. 14. Rev. March U.

jo's Brood, The. Second In the Hopalong Cassidy 'series. William Boyd.
Jimmy Elson, Wm. Farnu . Nana Martinez. Dir. Howard Bretherton.
CI mins. Rel. Oct. 25. Rev. Jan. 29.

F. Man. B6y wants to be n G-man but he only gels an F. Jack Haley, race

Bradley. Dir. Edw. F. Cllne. Rel. March 13.

ive Us This Night. Musical. Jan Kiepura, Gladys Swarlhout. Alex,

Hall. Rel. March 6.

Hands Across the Table. The story or a barbershop i
^"n'ole Lom-

bard, Fred McMurray, Ralph Bellamy. Dir. Letsen. i.ei.

Oct. 18. Rev, Nov. 6.

Her Master's Voice. Ed. Everett Ilorton per-? Into trouble for flirting with

his own wile. Stage hit. Peggv Conklin. Uif; Jos. Santley. <•> nuns.

Lei. Jan. 17. Rev. Feb. 2G.
Here Comes Cookie. Grade Allen ,"ets her father's fortune and starts a

Private theatre tor out-of-wor-k actors. Geo. Burns (/rarle Allen, c.eo.

Barbier. Dir. Norman McLeod. 63 rtilhs. Rel. Sept. 6. Lev. Oct. 16.

It s a Great Life Story ol the CCC camps. Joe Morrison. Pan! KH1v Ches.
Sale, Rosalind Keith. Dir. Edw. F. Cllne. C'J mlns. Rel. Nov. Rc\.
I'eb. 5.

Klondike Annie. Mao West warms uo the frozen north. Mae West. Victor

ai?Laglcn. Dir. Raoul Walsh. Rol. Feb. 21.

<-ast Outpost, The. From •'. Biluen Austin s strlkln Car>

GFant, Claude Rains, Gertrude Michael. Dir. Chas. Barton,
Rel, Oct. 4. Rev. Oct. 9

tins.

Little America. With Byrd In Antarctic. Special. 62 mlns. Rev. Oct. 16.

M
-
ary

,
Buri1"' Pwoltive. G-men story. Sidney Silvia, Mulvyn Douglas. Pert
Kelton. Dir. Wm. K. Howasfl. 80 mlns. Rel. Nov. 15. Rev. Nov. 20.

Millions In the Air. A romance of the radio amateurs. John Howard. Wendy
Barrie, Willie Howard. Dir. Ray McCarey. 72 mins. Rel. Dec. 13.
Rev. Dec. 18.

Milky Way, The. Harold Lloyd production taken from a stage hit. Lloys,
Adolphe Mehjou, Venee Teasdale. Dir. Leo McCarey. Rel. Jan. 3.

Nevada. Larry Crabbe in a western story. Monte Blue, Kathleen Burke..
Dir. Chas. Barton. 68 mlns. Rel. Nov. 29.

Palm Springs. Romance in a desert paradise. Frances Langford, Smith Bal-
lew, Sir Guy Standing. Dir. Aubrey Scotlp. Rel. April 3.

Peter Ibbetson. George Du Maurler's famous love classic. Gary Coop ith
Harding, John Halliday. Dir. Hepry Hathaway. 83 mlns. Rel? 8.

Rev* Nov. la.

Preview Murder Mystery, The. inside studio stuff used to unravel a couple
of mystery murders. Reginald Denny, Florence Drake, Gall Patrick, Rod
LaRpcque. Dir. Robert Florev. Eel, Feb. 28.

Reunion. Spy story of the World War. Herbert Marshall, Gertrude tchael,
Lionel Atwlll, Guy Bates Post. Dir. Rpbt, Florey. Rel. April 7.

Rose ot the Rahcho. Kichard W'auon I'iilly a and i >a vM Helafco s gorneous
story, or 'old --California.' Glarlvs 'warthout. John Bo'cpClmrlps Riol<-
ford, Willie Howard. Marion Gering. t'6 rtvins. Rel. Jan. 10 Rev.
Jan. 16.

Scrooge ( ritlsh made). ir Seymour Hicks and Donald Calthrop. In Dickens'
'Cristmas Carol.' Ir. Henry Edwards. 72 mlns. Rel. Dec. Rev. Dec. 18.

Ship Cafe.' Waterrront story of a stoker who sang. Carl Brissbn, Arllne
Judge, Mady. Christians; Dir. Robert Florey. 64 mlns, Rel. Nov. 1.

Soak the Rich. Pink columnists and one red. Walter (Uonnolly, Mary Taylor,
John Howard. Dir. Hecht-MacArthur. t'5 mins. Kel. Jan. 17. Rev.
Feb. 12,

So Red the Hose. From Stark Voung's best seller. Margaret Sulla van. Walter
Connolly. Randolph Scott. Dir. King Vidor. f0 mins. Rel. Sept. 27.
Rev. Dec. 4.

Thirteen Hours by Air. Saga of a transcontinental plane pilot. Fred Mac-
Murray/ Joan Bennett, ZaSu- Pitts. Dir. Mitchell Leisen. Rel. March 27.

Timothy's Quest. Kate Douglas Wiggins', child story. Eleanor Whitney, Tpm
Keene, Dickie MoOre, Virginia Weidler. Dir. Chas. Barton> 66 mins.
Rel. Jan. 31,'. Rev, March 4.

Too Many Parents. Cadet story. Frances Farmer, Ir.

Robt. F. McGowan. Rel, March 20.

Trail of the Lonesome Pirie, The; All -Technicolor production of John Fox's
story. Sylvia Sidney. Henry Fonda, Fred MacMurray, Fred Stone. Dir.
Henry Hathaway. 100 mlns. ReL Marcl1 13- Rev.. Feb. 26.

Two Fisted. Two pugs enter Park Avenue society. Lee Tracy. Uoscoe Karns.
Gall Patrick. Ir. James Criize 60 mlns. Rel. ()ct. 3, Rev. Oct. .9.

Two for Tonight. From tht stage hit by Max and J.- d. Met. uay-hearted
playwrights on the loose. Bing Crosby, Jonn Bennett. Mary Boland,
Thelma Todd. Dir. Frank Tuttle. 60 mlns. ' Rel. Sept. 27; Rev, Sept. 4.

Virginia Judge, The.. Based on Walter C. Kelly's vaudeville character. Wal-
ter C. Kelly. Steptn Fetchit. Marsha Hunt. Dir. Edw. Sedgwick. 60
mlns Rel.' Sept. 27. Revv Oct.,23.

Wanderer ot the Wasteland. Zane Gray story, bean J agger, Gall Patrick,.
Edward Ellis. Dir. Otho Loverlng: 62 mlns. Rel. Aug. 16/ Rev. Oct.'t6.

Wings Over Ethiopia; Topical, 62 Ins. Special' release.
. Rev. Oct. 16.

Woman Trap, The. Adventure story of a reporters search for diamond, thieves
In Mexico. Girl complications. Gertrude Michael, Geo. Murphy, Dir.
Leo McCarey. Ci mlns. Rel. Feb. 14.' Rev. March 11.

Itutflos: Hollywood.
Calif. R.K.O. Radio Office; R.K.O. Sldg.,

Radio City. N.Y.C

Annie Oakley. Events in the life of Annie Oakley; famous woman rifle shot,
Barbara Stanwyck. Precton Foster, Melvyn- Douglas, Moroni Olsen. Pert

Studio Placements

tsaroara atanwycu. 1'retton roster, Meivyn- uougias, Moroni nisen. Pert Tnm Vnn tivI-p ju>rA(m-jnlfl,\

Paul Perez, scrl
Another Face^ A killer has his face . remodelled by plastic surgery and be-

comes a movie aictor in Hollywood. Brian Donlevy. Wallace Ford,
Phyllis Brooks, Alan Hale. lr. Christy Cabanne. 72 mlns. -Rel. Deo.
20. Rev. Jan. 1.

.

Chasing Yesterday. Adaptation of ait Anatole France classic. Anne Shirley.
O. P. Heggle. Dir. Geo. Nichols, Jr. 78 mins. Rel. May 3. Rev. Oct. 23.

Chatterbox. An orphan with- a vivid imagination yearns to become an act-
ress, but finds happiness with the mart of her dreams: Anne Shirley,
Phillips Holmes," Edward Ellis. Ir. George Nicholls, Jr. 68 mlns. Rel.
Jan. 17- Rev. Feb. 21.

Fang and Claw. Frank Buck's latest expedition Into the Malavan Peninsula'.
Frank Buck. Dir. Frank Buck. 73 mlns. Rel. Dec. 20. Rev. Jan; 1.

Farmer in the Dell. Retired midwest farmer accidentally crashes studio In
Hollywood, and, much to his own surprise, rises to fame as an actor.
Fred Stone, Jean Parker, Esther Dale ( Moroni Olsen. Frank Albertson.
Dir. Ben Holmes. 67 mins, Rel. March 27. Rev. March 11..

Follow the Fleet. A nong-and-dance man who joins the navy meets his
former girl friend in a dance hall and helps her salvage a ship by
staging a big show. Fred Astaire. Ginger Rogers, Rnndolnh Scott, Her-
bert Rawlinson. Dir. Mark Sandrich.. 110 mins. Rel. Feb. 21. Rev.
Feb. 26.

Freckles. Orphan boy who conquers fear In order to save the life of a little
girl and thereby wins the love and esteem of his benefactors. Tom
Brown. Virginia Weidler, Carol Stone, l^Umsden Hare. James Bush,
Dorothy Peterson, Addison Richards. Dick Alexander. Dir. Edward
Killy. 69 mins. Rel. Oct. 4. Rev. Oct. 30.

HI Gaucho. A romance of the plains of Argentine. John Carroll, Steffi Duna.
Rod LaRocque, Montague Love. Dir. Thomas Atkins. 69 mins. Rel.
Oct. 11.

His Family Tree. Old Man Murphy comes from Ireland, to visit his son only
to find that the family has changed its name to Murfree. James Barton,
Margaret Callahan, Addison Randall. William Elnrrigan. Mnire»»n De*
lany. Dir. Charles Vidor. 68^ mlns. Rel. SepL 20. Rev. Feb'. 12.

I Dream Too Much. Lily Pons debut picture. While trying to sell her hus-
band's opera, a great impresario dlscover's Lily's marvelous voice. Lily
Pons, Henry Fonda, Osgood Perkins. Eric Blore, Paul Porcasl. Dir.
John Cromwell. 95 mins. Eel. Nov. 29.

In Person. A motion picture star who fears crowds runs away to a mountain
hideout. Ginger Rogers, George Brent. Alan Mowbray. Samuel S. Hinds,
Grant Mitchell. Dir. William Seiter. 87 mins. Rel. Nov. 22. Rev. Dec.
18.

Lady Consents. An Ideal marriage Is broken up by a scheming siren, but the
wife gives the other woman a tast.e of her own medicine. Ann Harding,
Herbert Marshall, Walter Abel, Margaret Lindsay. Dir. Stephen Rob-
erts. 76 mlns. Rel. Feb. 28. Rev. Feb. 12.

i-ast Days ot Pompeii. The destruction ol the City of Pompelt. Preston
Foster. Helen Mack, Alan Hale. Dir. Ernest B. Schoedsack. 96 mlns.
Re). Oct. 18. Rev. Oct. 23.

Love on a Bet. To win a bet, a meat-packing heir starts out from New
York In his underwear. By the time he reached hid destination he has
money, clothes, and a charming fiancee. Gene Raymond. Wendie
Barrie, Helen Broderlck. Dir. Leigh Jason. 73 mins. Rel. Feb. 7. Rev.
March 11.

Muss 'Em Up. Private detective solves the origin of extortion notes and a
kidnapping. Preston Foster, Alargaret Callahan, Jack Adair. Dir.

Charles Vidor. Rel. Jan. 31.

Old Man Rhythm. An adoring father deserts business to Join his son as a
college undergraduate. Six new songs. Charles Rogers. George Barhler.

Barbara Kent. Dir. Edward Ludwlg. 74 mins. Rel. Aug. 2. Rev.
Sept. 25.

Powdersmoke Range. An epic western laid In a Southern California cattle

town In the late '60s. Harry Careyi Hoot Gibson, Bob Steele, Tom
Tyler. Guinn Williams, William Farnum. William Desmond. 'Buzz' Bar-
ton Wally Wales. Art Mix. Buffalo Bill. Jr„ Buddy Roosevelt, Franklyn
Farnnm. 'Boots' Mallory. Dir. Wallace Fox. 71^ mlns. Rel. Sept, 27.

Rev. March 11.

Rainmakers. A rich but dishonest farmer tries to stop Wheeler and Woolsey
from working their rainmaklug Invention to help the lima beaii farmers.
Robert Woolsey. Bert Wheeler. Dorothy Lee. Fredrlc Roland. Berton
Churchill, George Meeker. Dir. Fred Gulol. 79 mlns. Rel; Oct. 25. Rev.
Nov. 6;

Return of Peter Grimm, The. From David Warfleid's hit. Lionel Barrymore
Helen Mack, Edward Ellis. Dir. George Nicholls, Jr. 82^ mln.s Rel.

Sept. 13. Rev. Oct. 9.

Seven Keys to Baldpate. Remake of the Cohan play. Gene Raymond. Mar-
garet Callahan. Krlc Blore, Erin O'Brien Moore, Moroni Olsen, Grant
Mitchell. Dir. William Hamilton and Edward Killy. C9 mlns. Rel. Dec.
13. Rev. Dec. 18.

Silly Billies. Wheeler and Woolsey In the middle of the California gold rueh
and -Indians. Bert Wheeler. Robert Woolsey, Dorothy Lee, Harry Wood*,
Ethan Laidiaw r Delmar Watson, Ick Alexander. Dir. Fred Gulol. Rel.

March 20.

Sylvia Scarlett. A father takes his daughter to England and dresses her as
a boy. Katharine Hepburn. Edmund Gwenn, Cary Grant. Dir. George
Cukor. 90 mins. Rel. Jan. 3. Rev, Jan. 15.

Thoroughbreds All. A charfininn r,iri> hor,s<> 1« wu.if-n by gnn^t^rs Hr,A J?

helped back to his trainer by his staunch friend, a dog. Rel. April 3.

Continued on page 34).
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Pierre AVatkins, Joseph King»,
joseph Crehan, 'Bullets and Bal-
lots,' WE.
Jiaxine Reiner, 'Turmoil,' 20-Fv
Aim gothern, 'Save a Lady/

RKO.
Ernest Vadja, screen play; Mark

Sandrich directing,- 'Portrait of a ;

liebel,' RKO.
: Raymond Schrock, Gilbert Wright,

.'Alias Brian Kent,' Lesser.
David Belmbre, Lawrence Grant;

'Angel of Mercy,' WB.
Monte Blue,

.
Robert War

'Undersea. Kingdom,' Rep.
Fern Emmett, Burr CarrUth,

Harvester,' Rep. . .

Gene LocUhart, . Henry Hall. Irv-
ing Bacon, 'Earthworm Tractor/
WB.
Ross Alexander, Beverly Roberts,

Paul Graetz, 'There's Millions in
It," WB.
Patrlc Knbwles,

Brigade,' WB.
Winifred Shaw, Dick

Paula Stone, Alma Lloyd,.
Case of the Velvet Claws,' "WB.
Egon Brecher, 'Angel of Mercy,*

wb. ;

Barbara Bedford, Charles.. Wil-
son, 'Mine With Iron Door," Lesser.
Paul Stanton, 'Half Angel/ 20-

Fox.
Sylvia Thalberg, screen 'A

Son Comes Home,' Par;
Clay. Clement, 'Unconscious,' U.
Hugh Herbert,

.
Hobart Cavan-

augh, 'Love Begins' at Twenty/
wb: -.

' '

. :

Marguerite. Churchill, Donald
Woods, 'The Carruthers Case,'
Claude Gillthgwater, 'Poor Little

Rich Girl,' 20-F.
Margot Grahame, Chester Mor-

ris, 'Queer Money/ Col,

Gene Raymond; Stephen. Roberta
directing 'My Blue Heaven/ RKO.
Paul Parry,. Charlie -Chase com- ,

edy. Roach;
Allen Mathews,

Hand/ Weiss.
Jack Holt; Edward Laernmle di-

. reciting; 'Crashing Through/ U.
Doris Malloy, screen play, un-

titled original, U.
Ed Hartman,

original, RKO.
William Huiibut, screen play,, un-

titled original, Par;

Mohicans/ Rel.
CarTyle Moore, Jr., Frank Mc-

Hugh, Dick Purcell, 'Bullets and
Ballots/ WB.
Craig Reynolds,

WB.
Eddie Kane, Nigel de" Brulier,

'Half Angel/ 20-P.
Gordon Hart, Henry O'Neill; Fer-

dinand Mttnier, 'Angei ot Mercy/
WB.
Frank ' Rhoades,

'Unconscious/ U.
Paul Irving, Pat West, 'August

Week-End/ Chest.
John Merton, 'Undersea Kingdom/

Rep. '

Vince Barnett, 'Yellow Cargo/
Hirliman.
Sarah Edwards, 'Earthworm

Tractor/ WB.
Maryan Dowllng, Jack

'Desert Justice,' Berke.
Lloyd Nolan, Marian Marsh;

Earle Kenton, directing, 'Queer
Money/ Col.
Reed Howes, Buzz Barton, 'Feud

of the Rocking U/ Futter.
Alice Brady, Frank Craven, Rus-

sel Hardie, Ann Rutherford, 'The
Harvester/ Rep.
Jane Wyatt, Ronald Colman,

Isabel Jewell, Edward Everett Hor-
ton, 'Lost Horizon/ Col.

Jane Rhodes, 'Something to Live
*

For/ Par.
Colin Tapley, 'Early to Bed/

Par..
Phil Tead, 'Princess Cornea

Across/ Par.
Dewey Robinson, Nora Cecil,

'Poppy/ Par.

CONTRACTS
Hollywood, March 17.

RKO renewed contract of Roy
Webb, music director, currently ' on
'The Witness Chair' and 'The Ex-
Mrs. Bradford/

Option on Patricia Wilder'a stock
pact lifted at RKO.
Elizabeth Patterson given

.
option

lift on her stock termer at Par.

Patrlc Knowles, English charac-
ter, actor, handed termer by Warn-
ers.

Paramount lifted options on
stock pacts of Wilma Francis and
Ann Evers.
Barbara Pepper given term at

RKO.
Universal sealed Karl Detzer to

writing deal.
Dalton Trumbo got six month op-

tion lift on his writer's- pact at
WB.
Columbia extended Raymond

Walburh's contract for another six
months.

TITLE CHANGES
Hollywood, Marc

'Reunion' chansod to "

Meet Again' by Par.
Walter Wanger has

'Brazen' for 'Fatal Lady.'
'Throe On the Trnir set as re-

lease title for Harry Sherman's 'Bar
20 Three/
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Three Musketeers. From the Dumas classic. Walter Abel, Margot Grahame,
Rosamond Pinolioi. Onslow Stevens. Paul Lukas, Heather Angel. Moron)

Olsen. Dir Rowland V, Lee. 97 mlns. ReL Oct. 25. Rev. Nov, 6.

To Beat the Band. A befuddled heir to $59.000.00p with strings .tied to It mar-
ries his girl to a dlsil'usioned chap about to commit suicide^ IiughHer-
bert. Helen Broderick, Roger Pryor. Fred Keating. ErloBlore. Phyllis

Brooks. Dir. Ben Stoloff. 66 mlns. Rel. Nov. 8. Rev. Nov. 27.

Tdp Hat. American dancer who falls In love with a young Irl, but ha? a.

hard time winning her on account of mistaken Identity. Fred Astalre.

Ginger Rogers. Edward Bverett Horton. Helen Broderick. Dir. Mark
Sandriih. 101 mlns. Rel. Sept. 6. Rev. June 26.

Two m the Dark. A man. his memory gone arid his Identity unknown, gets

involved lri a murder mystery. Walter Abel. Margot Grahame, Eric

Blore. Dir. Ben Stoloff. 72 mlns. Rel; Jan, 10. Re,v. Feb, 6.

We're Only Human. Cop loses a convict on his Way to prison but recaptures

him. Preston Foster, Jane Wyatt.. Dlr> Jas. Flood. 67 mlns. Rel. Dec.

27. ReV. Jan. 22.

Yellow Dust. Bob Fairfax finds gold and romance in the same, day* but a
crook tries to horn In on both. Richard nix, Leila Hvams. Jessie

Ralph, Andy Clyde, Onslow Stevens. Dir. Wallace Fox. 62 mlns, ReL
Jan. 24. Rev. Feb. 26.

Republic
Office: RKO Bldg.,

New York, N.Y,

Burning Gold. Fast action. Bill Boyd. Rel. Dec. 1.

Gappy Ricks Returns. Peter B Kyne'n familiar fictionJiero.
Dir.

Robert McWade.
Mack Wright. 67 mlns.- Rel.Ray Walker, Florlne McKlnney.

Sept. 23. Rev. Dec. 4.

Crime ot Dr. Crespl. The. Original story suggested by Poe's 'The Premature
Burial.' Erlo von Stroheim. Harriot Russell. Dwlght Frye, Dir. John

- H. Auer. 64 mlns. ReL Oct. 21. Rev. Jan. 15.

Dancing Feet. Capitalizing the modern craze for tap dancing. Eddie Nugent,
Ben Lyon, Joan Marsh. Dir. Joseph Santley. 72 mlnB. Rel; Jan. 31.

Federal Agent. Swift action. Bill Boyd. Re], March 15.

Forbidden Heaven. Suggest!, e ot 'One More Spring.' tour derelicts In an
abandoned London house. Chas. Farfell. Charlotte Henry, Beryl Mercer.
Fred Walton. Dir. Reginald Barker: Rel. Oct. 5.

Forced Landing. Murder mystery. Thirteen passengers ride with death on
n transcontinental aeroplane. Toby" Wing.' Esther Ralston. Onslow
Stevens; Sidney Blackmer. Dir. Melville Brown. 66 Ins. Rel. Dec. 2.

Rev. Jan. 1:
'

Frleco Waterfrorit. Drama. Original story by Norman Houston.. Ben Lyon,
Helen Twelvetrees, ' Rod La Rocque. Dir. Arthur Lubin. 66 mlns. Rel.:
Dec. 7. Rev.' Dec. 25." ..

Itch Hike Lady. Comedy-drama,. Four characters of the road unite to
keep old lad V from discovering son Is In prison. Alison Sklpwnrth. Mae
Clarke, Arthur Treacher, James Ellison. Dir. Aubrey H. Scotto. .77

mlns. Rel Dec. 20. Rev. Jan. 22.

.

House of a Thousand Candles. Fast moving plot centers around efforts of an
international spy organization to gain control of-papers which will, plunge
Europe Into war. Phillips Holmes, Mae' Clarke. Dir. Artnur Lubin.

. ReL Feb. 29,'

Laughing Irish Eyeg. An all-Irish cast. Phil Regan, Evalyn Knapp. Dir.
Joseph Santley. Rel, March 10.

Lawlea* Range. Western. John Wayne. Dir. R. N. Bradbury. Rel. Nov. 4.

Leathernecks Have Landed, The, From the original story by Lieut. Franklyn
Adreoh. Lew Ayres

.Leavenworth Case, The. Anna Katherlue Green's detective story. Donald
Cook Jean Rouversol, Erin O'Brien Moore. Dir. Lewis D, Collins. 66
mlns. Rel. Feb. 10. Rev, Jan. 22,

John Wayne. Rel. March 9.

Dir. Robert Bradbury. 65 mlns.

Wife. Claire Trevor Ralph Bellamy, Dir. Allan Dwan. 72 mlns. Rel,

, Irene Ware, Dir. David
Nflvy

Nov. 29. Rev. Jan. 8.

O'Malley of the Mounted* Western.
Howard. Rel. March 27.

,

Paddy* O'Day. Jane Withers. Pinkie Tomlin. Dir. Lewis Seller.

'ftel. Jan. 17. Rev.. Feb. 12. .

>

fif shark Island. The (20th). A little known story of. America s Dev.
PnS0

"L Island. Warn?; Baxter, Gloria Sfuart. Dir. John Ford, 95 mlns

Rel. Feb. 28. Rev. Feb. 19. „ ... ,

Professional Soldier (20th). Victor McLaglen, Freddie Bartholomew;

Stuart. Dir. Tay Garnett. 76 mlns. ReL Jati. 24. Rev. *eb. t>.

Show Them No Mercy (20th). Rochelle Hudson, Cesar Romero, Dir.

Marshall; 7? mlns; Rel. Dec. 6. Rev. Dec. 11.

Song and Dance Man. Claire Trevor. Paul Kelly. Dir. Allan Swan,

Rel. March 13. .
,
^ .

•

Steamboat Round the Bend. Rival captains la a river row with a-^nrdw
ahgle. Will Rogers, Irvln Cobb. Anne Shirley, Dir. John Ford. 90 mlns,

Rel. Sept. 6. Rev.. Sept 26.

Thank, a Million (20th), Musical. Dick Powell, Ann Dvorak, Fred Ml**,

. Patsy Kelly, Paul Whiteman Band. Dir. Roy Del Ruth. mins, ttej.

fhl. RunXay^ungster takes a fancy to a derelict Jane With-

ors, John McGulre, Sally Blane, Dir. Marshall; Nlelan. 65 mlns. Kei,

Oct. 18. Rev. Oct. 9. „ w i

Thunder In the Night. Murder In Budapest. -Mmund .U>we.
: jk™MMog5*;

Paul Cavanaugh. Dir. Geo. Archalnbaud. t>9 mlns. Rel. sept. <sw. «ev.

Sept. 20.

Thunder Mountain. Zane Grey Western; Geo. O'Brien, Barbara
f
rltchle,

Francis Grant. Dlr, David Howard. 6 mlns. Rel. Sept. 27. Rev. Oct.. «.

Under Two Flags. (20th.) The Ouida standby. Ronald Colman, Victor Mc-
Laglen, Claudette Colbert, Rosaling Russell. Dir. Frank Lloyd. Rel. May 8.

Way Down Eaat, Remake of the Griffith silent version. Rochelle Hudson,

Henry Fonda. Dir. Henry King. 84 mlns. Rel. Oct. 25. Rev. Nov. 6.

Whispering Smith Speaks.. Western. Geo. O'Brien. Ir. David Howar 67

- mlns, Rel. Dec. 20, Rev. Feb. 21.

Your Uncle Dudley. Ed. Everett Horton, Lois Wilson.

68 mlns. Rel. Dec. 13. Rev. Dec. 18.

Ins.

lorla

Geo.

Ins.

Eugene Forde.

729 Seventh Ave.;
New Yorn. N. v.

Studio: 1041 N. Formosa Blvd. | f—fr^-l ArtUtfl
Hollywood, Calif. VOUCH /*rtl*»

Amateur Gentleman. Jeffrey Farnol's story of a young man who gambles to

save the life of his father. Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. and BJissa Land!.

Dir. Thornton Freeland. Produced by Criterion Films, Ltd. ReL March
20. Rev. Feb. 5.

Rarbary Coast. A blazing story of America's last frontier of untamed emo-
tions. Miriam Hopkins, Edward G. Robinson, Joel McCrea. Dir. Howard
Hawks. 90 mlnB. Rel. Sept 27. Rev. Oct. 16.

Oark Angel, The. A love story that will
,
give iove a new meaning. Fredric

March, Merle Oberon, Herbert Marshall. Dir. Sidney Franklin. 105

mlns. Rel. Sept. 6. Rev. Sept. 11.

Ghost Goei West. A gay romantic comedy with Robert Donat, star of 'Count
of Monte Crlsto'; Robert Donat, Jean Parker. Eugene Pallette. Dir.

Eerie Clair. 86 mln, Rel. Feb. 28. Rev. Jan. 15.

Little Lord Fauntleroy. Frances Hodgson Burnett's famous novel. Freddie
Bartholomew and Dolores Costello Barrymore. Produced by David Selz-

nick. Dir. John Cromwell. Rel. March 6.

Man Who Could Work Miracles. Based oh an original by H. G. Wells. Roland
Young; Joan Gardner and Ralph Richardson, Dir. Lothar Mendes.

Modern Timet. A drama tlo comedy based on mass nr<iduoHon in a big fac-
tory. Charlie Chaplin, Paulette Goddard. 87 mlns. Rel. Feb. 12. Rev.
Feb. 12.

Melody Lingers On, The. Lowell Brentano's best-seller. Poignant mother-
love.' Josephine Hutchinson. George Houston. Helen Westley. Dir. David
Burton. 66 mins. ReL Oct. 25. Rev. Nov. 13.

Red Salute. Two young" lovers who find themselves tangled In a fast-moving
series ot amusing difficulties. Barbara Stanwyck. Robert Young, Hardle
Albright Dir. Sidney Lanfleld. 77 mlns. Rel. Sept. 13. Rev. Oct. 2.

Strike Me Pink. Eddie Cantor's first comic melodrama with songs. Eddie

New Adventure of Tarxan. Herman BrIx. Ula Hoyt Dir. Edw. Kull, W. F.
McGaugh. 71 mine, ReV. Oct 16.

New Frontier, the. Western. John Wayne. Dir. Carl Pieraon. 64 mlns.
Rel. Oct 5. Rev. Dec. 18.

Racing Luck, Fast action Bill Boyd. Dir. Sam Newfleld. Rel. Oct. 21?.

Red River Valley. Western. Gene Autry, Frances Grant. Rel. Feb. 24.

Return of Jimmy Valentine. Fast'-moving and suspense-filled mystery com-R°8er Pryor, Charlotte Henry, Robert Warwick. Dir. Lewis p.
Collins. 72 minB.

r
Rel. Feb. 14.

Sagebrush Troubadour, The..*Western. Gene Autry, Barbara Pepper, Smiley
Burnett*. Dir. Joseph Kane. Rel. Dee. 2.

(ng. Vagabond. Musical western. Gene Autry, Ann Rutherford. Dir. Carl
Plersph. 62 mlns. Rel. Jan: 5.

8paniih Cape Myetery, The. From the novel by Ellery Queen. Helen Twelve-
trees. Donald Cook. Jack La Rue. Betty Blythe. Dir. Lewis D. Collins.
Prod., M, H. Hoffman.

. Rel. Oct- 17.

Thousand Dollars
Aa -Minute. A. Newspaper man makes a bet wheretn he has

to qpend ?1.000 a minute. 70 mlns. Rel. Nov. 6. ReV. Dec. 26.
Tumbling Tumbleweeds. Western. Gene Autry. Dir. Jos. Kane. 67 mlns.

Rel. Sept. 9. Rev. Feb. 6. . .

Two 8fnners. From the Warwick Deeping story. Otto Kruger. Minna Gom-
Sept

Sleeper. Dir. Arthur Lubin. 72 mlns. ReL Oct !<>• Rev.

West of God'a Country, Romantic western,
Westward Ho. Western. John Wayne.

ReL Aug. 18. Rev. Feb. 21.

Wud
H6,^oorc.,. 20th Century-Fox. offl— ^TJTh X

Bad Boy. By Vina Delmar. James Dunn, Dorothy Wilson. Louise Fazenda.
Dir. John Blystone. .66 mlns. Rel; Oct 26. Rev. Oct 30.

lack Gang, The. Paul Kelly, Slim Summervllle, Mona Barrle. Dir. Lewis
Seiller. Rel. Feb. 28.

Captain January. From the book of that name. Shirley Temple, Guy Klbbee,
Slim Summervllle. Dir. David Butler. Rel. Aprl 17.

Champagne Charlie. Paul Cavanaugh, Helen Wood. Dir. Jas. Titiling. Rel.
May 1.

Charlie Chan at the Circus. Warner Oland, Keye Luke, Geo. and Olive Brasno.
Dir. Harry Lachman. Rel. March 27.

Charlie Chan In Shanghai. For once Chan operates In the home port. War-
ner Oland. Irene Hervey. Dir. John Blystone. 70 mlns. Rel. Oct 11.
Rev. Oct. 16.

Charlie Chan's Secret. Warner Oland. Rnslna Lawrence. Dir. Gordon Wiles.
71 mlns. Rel. Jan. 10. Rev. Jan. 22.

Country Beyond, The. Rochelle Hudson, Paul Kelly. Dir. Eugene Forde.
ReL April 3.

Country Doctor, The. The story of the Dlonne quins. Dlonne quintuplets,
?
ean

.

Iiersholt '
June Lang. Slim Summervllle. Dir. Henry King. Rel.

March 6.

Dressed to Thrill. Tutta Rolf, Cllve Brook. Dir. Harry Lachman. 68 mlns.
ReJ. Aug. 16. Rev. Nov. 27.

Everybody's Old Man. Irvln Cobb. Rochelle Hudson. Dir. Jas. Flood. Rel.
March 20.

Every Saturday Night. Domestic drama. Jed Prouty, Spring Bylngton. Dir.
Jas. Tlnling. 62 mlns. Rel. Feb. 7.

Gentle Julia. Jane Withers, Jackie Searle, Tom Brown, Marsha Hunt. Dir.
John -Blystone. 63 mlns. Rel. April 24.

Here Comes Trouble. Geo. Raft, Rosalind Russell, Arline Judge, Leo Carillo.
Dir. Lewis Seller. 62 mlns. Rel. Feb. 21.

Here's to Romance. Story of an opera singer. Nino Martini, Genevieve Tobln.
Anita Louise. Dir. Alfred E. Green. 82 mlnB. Rel. Oct. 4. Rev. Oct. 9.

In Old Kentucky. Final Will Rogers release with Dorothy Wilson, Russell
Hardle, Bill Robinson. Dir. Geo. Marshall. 84 mlns. Rel. Nov. 22. Rev.
Dec. 4.

It Had to Happen (20th). Geo. Raft, Rosalind Russell. Dir. Roy del Ruth
80 mlns. ReL Feb. 14. Rev. Feb. 19.

King of Burlesque. Warner Baxter. Alice Faye, .lack Onkle. Arline .ludee.Mona Barrle. Dir. Sidney Lanfleld. 85 mlns. Rel. Jan. 3. Rev. Jan. 22.

Littlest Rebel, The. Shirley Temple, John Boles, Jack Holt, Karen Moiley,
Bill Robinson. Dir. David Butler. 73 mlns. ReL Dec. 27. Rev. Dec. 25

Man Who Broke the Bank at Monte Carlo (20th). Ronald Colman. Joan Ben-
nett, Colin Cllve, Nigel Bruce. Dir. Stephen Roberts. 68 mlns. Rel
Nov. 29. Rev. Nov. 20.

Message to Garcia, A. (20th.) Developed from Elbert Hubbard's essay. Wal-
lace Beery, Barbara Stanwyck, John Boles. Dir. Geo. Marshall. Rel.
April 10.

My Marriage. Claire Trevor. Kent Taylor. Pauline Krederlck. Dir. Geo Arch-
ainband. 68 mins. ReL Jan. 31. Rev. Feb. 26.

Metropolitan (20th). Musical. Lawrence Tibbett, Virginia Bruce. Alice Brady
Cesar Romero. Dir. Rich. Boleslawskl. 75 mins. Rel. Nov. 8. Rev!
Oct* 23,

Music U Magic, A)l«e Faye. Ray. Walker. Bebe Daniels. Mltcholl and Duiant,
Dlr, Geo. Marshall. 66 mins. ReL Nov. 1. Rev. Nov. 20.

man Taurog. 99 mins. Bel. Jan. 16. Rev. Jan. 22.

Splendor. A country girl marries into a society family. Miriam Hopkins,
Joel McCrea. Dir. Elliott Nugent. 70 mins, Rel. Nov. 23-. Rev. Nov. .27,

These Three. A dramatic story of how three young lives are nearly wrecked
by the malicious lies of a spoiled child. Miriam Hopkins, Merle Oberon,
Joel McCrea. Written by Lillian Hellman. Produced by Samuel Gold-
wyn. Dir. William Wyler. ReL Feb. 28.

Things to Come. A dramatio adaptation from, the H. G. Weils story. 'The
Shape ot Things to Come.' Raymond Massey Ralph Richardson. Mn»-
Tlce Braddell. Dir. Wm. Cameron Menzies (London)/ 110 mins. Rel.
March 13. Rev. March 4.

itudloi Universal City,

.

-Calif.
I ln!iuv»l Offices: 30 Rockefeller Center,Universal New York, N. Y.

Affair of Susan, The. Comedy. Zazu Pitts, Hugh O'ConnelL Dir. Kurt Neu-
mann 62 mins. Rel. Oct. 7. Rev. Nov. 6.,-

Dangerous Waters. Drama of the sea Jack Holt, Robert Armstrong, Diana
Gibson. Dir. Lambert. Hillyeri 62 mlns. Rel. Jan. 13. Rev. Jan. 29.

Don't Get Personal. Comedy with music. Sally Ellers, James Dunn, Pinky
Tomlin. Dir. Wm, Nigh. 70 m iris. Rel. Feb. 24. Rev. Feb. 26.

East of Java. Drama. Charles Blckford. Elizabeth Young. Leslie Fen ton.
Frank Albertson. Dir. George Melford. 72 mlns. Rel. Dec. 2. Rev.
Dec. 18.

Fighting Youth. Football story. Charles Farrell. June Martel. Andy Devlne.
J. Farrell Macdonald. Eddie Nugent. Dir. Hamilton Macfadden. 80
mlns ReL Sept. 30. Rev. Nov. 6.

For the Service. Western. Buck Jones, Beth Marion. Dlr; Buck Jones.
Rel. April 6.

Great Impersonation, The. Drama. Edmund Lowe. Valerie Hobson. Wera
Engels. Dir. Alan Crosland. ' 63 mlns. ReL Nov. 9. ReV. Dec. 18.

His Night Out. Comedy; Edward Everett Horton. Irene HerVey, Lola Lane,
Billy Burrud. Dir. Wm. Nigh. 74 mlns. ReL Nov. 21. Rev. Nov. 20.

Invisible: Ray, The. Mystery drama. Karloff. Bela Lit goal, Frances Drake.
Dir. Lambert Hillyer. 82 mlns Rel. Dec. 30. Rev. Jan. 16.

Ivory Handled Guns. Western. Buck Jones, Charlotte Wynters. Dir. Ray
Taylor. 68 mlns. Rel. Nov. 11. Rev. Jan. 22.

King. Solomon of Broadway. Musical drama, lidmund Lowe, Dorothy Page,
,
Pinky Tomlin, Ed. Pavley. Louise Henry. Philip Brooks. Dir. Alan
Crosland. 72 mine. ReL Sept, 30. Rev. Oct. 23

Love Before Breakfast. From noVel by Faith Baldwin. Carole Lombard. Pres-
ton Foster, Cesar Romero. Dir. Walter Lang. Rel. March 2.

Magnificent Obsession. Drama. Irene Dunne. Robert Taylor. Dir. John M.
StahL^ 110 mlns. Rel. Jan. 16. Rev. Jan. 8.

Next Time We Love. From Ursula Parrott's 'Say Goodbye Again.' Margaret
Sullavan. James Stewart. Dir. Edw. H. Grl th. 86 mlns. ReL Jan. 27.
xteb. Feb. .5.

Remember Last Nlght7 Mystery drama. Edward Arnold. Sally Ellers. Con-

ReY^Nov
U
27
m

'

Robert YounE- Dlr
-
James Whale. Rel. Nov. 4.

She Get* Her Man. Comedy, zasu Pitts. Hugh lr. Wm. Nigh
66 mlns. Rel. Aug. 19. Rev. Sept. 11.

Show Boat. From the stage play. Musical drama. Irene Dunne, Allan .Tones.
Helen Morgan, Paul Robeson. Dir. James Whale.- Rel. April 13.

Storm Over the Andes. Drama Jack Holt. Antonio Moreno. Genw Lockhart.Mona Barrle. Dir. Christy Cabanne. 82 mlns. Rel. Sept. 16. Rev. Oct.2
Stormy. Outdoor drama, 'Noah Beery. Jr.. Jean Rogers. Arizona Wranglers.Dir. Louis Frlendlander. 67 mlns. ReL Nov. 25. Rev. Dec. 11.
'Sutter's Goid.» Historical romance. Edward Arnold, Binnie Barnes, Lee

E« Y u?vf' W)n M,,jan
'
Katharine Alexander, Morgan Wal-

Rel M?rch°23
'
Prisc,1,a **w*>n,. Nan Grey. Dir. Jam^s Cruze.

8^fava 'WdM: and Tamara
-

Dlr -

^"mft'S? w! aoQue.?n : AJay «pbson. star. Comedy-drama. Henry Ar-
s
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Throw Back, The. Buck Jones western.
Sept. 16. Rev. Nov. 6.
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(Continued on page 35)

N. Y. FIRE DEPT.

RIGID ON ALL

EXHIBITORS

General cracking down on all air

leged fire ordinance violations is

being felt this month by exhibitors
in nearly every section of N. t.,

lire department Inspectors accept-
ing no excuses. Smaller nabes ar
feeling, pressure the most.
This rigid new' inspection extends

particularly to all types of wood or
cardboard displays spotted .in the-
atre inner lobby even though pro-
truding only a few- inches. Survey
also has Included checkup on all

wall material, especially that which
is placed near projection booth.
Picture houses which recently es-
tablished policies

^
of presenting

vaudeville and amateur acts are be-
ing inspected, as to equipment and
drops on makeshift stages pressed
Into, service..

Mo. "Blue Law' Test

St. Louis, March 17.

Missouri, state supreme court will

be aslced to pass on Sunday blu
law in. Brookfleld, Mo. where Steve
Soutter, manager of.the Fox-DeGraw
Theatre Was fined 960. In defiance
of edict of Police Chief JT. E. Carroll,

Soutter opened . house between 7

and .9
' p.m. and was promptly

pinched. He gave bond and reopened
house again. Another pinch. The
pinch and bond marathon continued
until after 9 p.m. after which Police
Chief laid off. O. W. Williams, man-
ager of another house in same town,
obeyed law. Following fine Soutter
posted bond to take case on appeal
to Circuit Court of Linn County and

peai to states highest tribunal to

blast blue law off books.
Complaint of churches that film

theatres were luring congregation
away is said to have been cause of

police activity.

UNDER-SEATED?

Once. Over-Seated Milwaukee Shi
In Trend

Milwaukee, March 10.

Milwaukee's downtown sector,

once rated as one of the most over-
seated in the middle-west from a
theatre angle, may soon become
'under-seated.'

-The town now has only three

first-run downtown houses in opera-
tion and one combination house
running. Duals are used in all of

the houses. Fox Palace is running
double feature program With
'Modern Times' and Wisconsin is

double featuring 'Country Doctor,'

not because films need it but due to

commitments to film companies.
Warner has been running double
bills weekly except with 'Follow the

Fleet,' which held over second week.
Riverside plays only Republic, Co-
lumbia and G-B sluffs.

Under-seating became prevalent
when Majestic was converted into

a five and ten; Garden into a shoe
store and plans are now under way
to raze the dark Alhambra and the
sexrfllm Gayety.
When the city was going full

blast, there were seven first-run.

houses in the downtown sector. The
Strand is now a subsequent run
house.
Many of the films now are being

released to outlying houses without,
a first run. Among the companies
hardest hit are Universal, Parar
mount, Columbia and Warners.

New Chi Ops. Contract
Chicago, March 17.

Negotiations on new operators
contract has been deferred until
September, in an agreement reached
last week between exhibitors and
the operators' union. Which means
that in the future the contracts will
expire In September instead of Jan-
uary.

Present contract holds until the
fall.

Script 'Old Timer'

Hollywood, March 3 7.

Edith Fitzgerald added to Paia-
mount writer staff to do screen play
of 'The Old Timer,' from Satevepost
yarn by Elmer Davis.
Al Lewis has producer assign-

ment.
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premier In Japan after completing

his cabinet.
The balance .of the clips are of

a.
miscellaneous character, none of

especial importance. They range

all the way from another oil fire,

this time in Alabama, to the latest

fashions in timepieces. The matter
includes preparations to launch the

Queen Mary: an Austrian sleigh

race: investigation of cave-in in

Florida; Brazilian and. Munich: car-

nivals; giant student at college;

denial of released French prisoner

that he betrayed Edith
. Cavell;

Daytona Beach ' auto race; Alamo
centennial in Texas; shipment of

giant eye to California; England's

king honoring the Welsh guard; ice

damage in Pennsylvania; construc-

tion of biff dirt dam out west and
some other lesser items. -

H-M Bends in some film on the

recent Academy awards. Frank
Capra is shown presenting Irving

Thaiberg with hia trophy for. best

picture of the year and D. W. Grif-

fith making presentation to Victor

McLagten for best performance.

Clip is topped by a few scenes from
the Winning picture, 'Mutiny* (MG),.

a good ad for subsequent run book-

ings, Where playing.
, .

;

Lew Lehr on twice, once straight,

on the other occasion doing dialect.

His • straight bit with the pooches
the best.
Show • includes two shorts.

'Stranger Than Fiction' (U) and 'In

Morocco' (BKO). Char.

Ambassador, St. Louis
St. Louis, March 14.

The amateur .erase,, though well

established locally for the past year,

has its first de luxe presentation

this week at the downtown Ambas-
sador, where Ed" Lowry Is dishing
out a fast moving 'discovery' unit.

It features the winners of a four
weeks' quest, for talent conducted
by theatre management and finally

auditioned by Lowry himself. Lat-
ter's local popularity made the show
a promising affair from the begin

sented in groups at each of last

week's 29 stage performances.
Show opens with Lowry at the

mike singing ditties covering the
search for talent idea. Following, his

musical explanation is Rosemary
Brethroad, a youngster on skates
with fast singing and dancing rou-
tine that starts the show away to
a bang. Kid handles herself like a
pro. and closes her three minutes'
routine with a rope skipping skate
bit that wows. Next are William.
Yoepel and Lou Steiner, firemen,
winners of their class. Tenor and
baritone. One for two minutes, a
short song each for pleasing re-
sult's.

Then a line of girls, 12 kids rang-'
Ing In ages from 14 to 17, in a cute
routine that gets a smash hand.
Following is a group of four danc-
ers: Betty McClure, acrobatics;
Margaret Rbdcay, tap; Hess and
Swable, mixed dance team, and Au-
drey, xylophone and tap miss.
Group takes no longer than aver-
age dance act and registers big. On
with an added attraction here, the
Police Quartette, appearing as a
courtesy for publicity given the
coming Police Circus. Four person-
able fellows with good voices aided
by accompanist at the piano. They
do 'Shine' and 'Wahoo' and take
heavy applause.
Follows Leo Byrnes, local edition

of Hal LeRoy. Cowry then springs
hla own surprise, little Mickey Car-
roll, 16-year-old perfectly formed
boy midget who looks like four.
Stands 88 inches- high and sings,
dances and impersonates! Applause
tremendous and his return later in
the show for a Mae West bit. in
costume..

. goals 'em. - The kid has
bepn working cafes and some out of
town theatres, but this was his first
appearances in a local deluxer.
Lowry follows with a fast black-

out that gets laughs and then into
'Music Goes Round/ with Flossie
Lavell. who did the sketch \ "tlr

him. Two personality youngsters.
Betty Jane Wilkinson and Colleen
Mitchel. remind the natives of
Jeanie Lang and' others who worked
the house several years ago when
Lowry was the Skouras standby at
the Ambassador. The Wilkinson kid
has plenty of pep. a good voice and
makes a swell foil for Lowry. while
* olleen is a sophisticated type- Willi
class appearance and good looks.
George Rico and his band. 11 kids

averaging 14 years of age, do a
Knockout rendition of 'St. Louis
Blues.' Freddie Begeman. billed as
the 'local Allen Jones.' and Laverno
Hutchinson, colored 'tenor, also go
0 o. the former copping the np-
PUuise honors of the show next to
httle Mickey.

Fin- the finale everyone walks on
inmvuhially. witn Lowry signinsr ore
"mi staging another song. All in all.
a corking show, actually bettor than
simv'.pro shows that plenty spots
punliu-e. Manager Charles E, Kurtz-man oi the Ambassador worked

ul

re

GAYETY, BUFFALO
'

, ,
Buffalo, March 15.

This show represents an improve-
I?l

ei
lL ln

J"
he character of offerings

at this house.
... Current productionmarks the third week of the present

Policy of three musical stock with
cookings of special acts weekly. Itwould be hard to imagine a greater
change than this from the show of
the week previous. What is responsi-
ble for the improvement is a notice-
able pickup in the tempo of the. per-
formance and vaudeville specialties
of decidedly higher calibre. Perhaps
it takes three weeks to get a show of.
this kind moving smoothly, but it is
beyond dispute that talent remains
head man in the theatre—and par-
ticularly in this kind of a show.
Performance consists in house

company numbers and the special-
ties. Currently the chorus and house
personnel are clicking, better, .than
at any time since inauguration of
the policy. While the chorus work
Shows the influence of burlesque,
particularly In the abbreviation of
the costumes, the routines are bet-
ter synchronized and the house com-
pany now seems to be decidedly on
its toes, although weak on 'talent
ft would probably be just as well
if the chorus alone were retained as
a permanent fixture and the singing,
dancing artd comedy were left to
visiting artists; The difference be-
tween the stock personnel and the
specially booked acts is so great, the
former suffering so markedly by the
contrast, that a switch would im-
prove the set-up

5
George Pronath,

who is doing: the producing, has
smoothed out much : of the former
stage difficulties and the proceed-
ings have begun to take on the as-
pect of professional musical cbmedy.
On the vaudeville end the present

show includes the Three Kanes, who
are in for their regulation perch
routine. The act carries on with
speed and precision and clicks un-
mistakably with the customers. The
splc and span paraphernalia of the
performance helps decidedly in
building up the thrills. Bradley and
Ambial go along nicely,, and while
some of the material and themethod
of its delivery is hackneyed; the
pair build up a blg-tlme atmosphere
on which the girl in the act capital-

i, . .
— Aiiiuussauur wurnci

un i,
1 11 ' l

"C01'«iLlng the amateurs -ant

Tiii
— <uit the impossibles befonw»wry came to town.

mrowmemWng Brie of Hepburn, and
an acrobatic dance, all bf which
seem good enough.
Three Tryes, harmonlzers, booked

in from a local radio station, do
nicely but still can travel a long
way in building, up their stage pres-
ence.. Their melody is easy to listen
to

:

and the boys are dressed up in
approved crooner style. Gregory and
Raymond are on with a novelty mu-
sical act, also' good for telling re-
turns, and. the program Is rounded
out by a first-run of 'The Leaven-
worth Case' (Rep).
The atmosphere o.f the proceed-

ings-is -not improved by the preSr
ence of the candy butchers In the
aisles during the Intermission nor
by the advertising olio whioh still

smacks of burlesque and Is. an im-
position on the paying customers.

KEITH'S, BOSTON
Boston, .March 12.

Ralph Bellamy, top-lined In this

week's show, and one of a long line

of Hollywood screen names to make
p.a.'s in the Hub this season, can
lay claim to at least one distinc-

tion: he tries something different.

The formula Is usually: gab, then
sing, then gab, then sing (even if

you can't- sing). Otherwise just

gab.
Bellamy cannot sing, so he con-

centrates on the gab, with the aid

of a competent, heckling stooge
from a box. Another new note is

'Rev.' Bellamy's sermon on Holly-

wood. Although never publicly as-
sociated with the Hollywood cham-
ber of commerce, this star acts as

unofficial defender of the pure name
of fllmdom and vehemently denies

that 'champagne flows like a Nia-

gara every night.' 'Hollywood ac-

tors must' be clear-eyed and keen

for the next day's work.* That's a

sample. His other chatter is okay,

but the cross-hre with his heckler

is better—and on this count alone,

Bellamy must be credited with a

slight edge.
Show stoppers on the bill are

Chester Fredericks, with the.Gislon

Sisters and Helen King, in the trey,

preceding Bellamy. No strangers in

this town, these youthful come-
dians, singers and dancers get their

share of hussahs from out front.

There's Fredericks' heated hoofing

(of which there is too little), some
Impersonations by one of the girls,

and some adequate harmony bv the

fernme trio. Fredericks registers

with his usual consignment of falls,

skids and clowning.
Another high peak in the show-

Is the distinctive turn nT Loo Sims

ami llomav Bailey later in the line-

up. Exceptional vocal arrange-

ments. Miss Bailey's singing, and

Si is' potent pianoforte, nlns their

own two ,-hoiro pjvT-o.ialitlcP blend

into a most enioyablo act. Climax

is Mi** Calloy's lyric interpreta-

tion of Ravel's 'Bolero.'

Bebe Barrl Hue girls, ending a

two-month's s'.and at this house,

open with a leg and arm wavrvr

colli i nt'. followed l»v some bftlll'wom

aero dancing by Shayne and Arm-

strong, who show to better adv n-
tage in the midway production
number with a dressed-up stage.

Mells, irk and Howard in next-
to-shut open up with, some rough-
house stuff that gives no intimation
of the clever impersonating un-
loaded in the last chapter of the
act. Although the Selassie-Mus-
splinl-Hitler flash is about tops,
the Scotch gag, -with the boys all
gargling very exaggerated burrs, is
close to it. Prelim to this 'higher
grade' of entertainment, is a ses-
sion of goofy gags by the middle
man, who is batted around by his
two confreres-.as a reward for 'each
quip. Just before it gets monoto-
nous, the boys shift into the im-
personations which win a bunch of
bows arid an encore.
Closer is a production, number,

spotting Nir.ska in a butterfly dance
iri which .lighting plays a part al-
most as important as her graceful
handling of the two mammoth silk
wings. Ideal flash for a folder-
upper.
Screen: 'Farmer the . Dell'

(RKO). Fox.

SHEA'S, TORONTO
Toronto, March' 14.

lash finale of current week's

prez, with some. 40 people on stage,

is one of the, most spectacular pro-

duction numbers staged here this

season. Speed and diversity mark
the entire bill, with the Twelve.

Aristocrats, double sextet of male

and femme dancers;- contributing

class to a fast 68 -minute stage ses-

sion.
Show gets off to a quick start

with the Aristos out before a pleasr

irig full stage frame of blue drapes,

boys in white tails and girls in sil-

ver scanties, for a hot tap routine

oh toes, complete with challenges

and precision. Nice.jwarmer-upp.er
to Ward and Milford for their, piano
and vocal clowning; .Both sell With-
out difficulty, the frenzier pianol-

ogy- scoring heavily. Then Margot
and Libby Robin out for Hollywood
impersonations, their Garbo-West
bit getting best, response. Person-
able girls also contribute class ap-
peal to the prez.
House line opens second half with

a ballet routine, meant for toes but

the work of the Aristocrats. Trail-

ing are Revel, Baxter and Dean for

slapstick, palaver and instrument
playing, their nicely done dance
while playing piccolos and guitar

going over big. Joe Morris, back for.

the first time in many moons, still

wows them with his standard box
bit, Dorothy Ryan o_n stage. Then
the production finish in full stage

country club set, with line out in

garden party attire for a hl-kick

routine. Then the Aristos, the boys
in tails and the girls* in long white

satin gowns for a concerto adagio,

then into taps and climaxing with

their thnilllng toss finish. Smooth
teamwork and class appearance
draw an ovation from the custom-
ers.

Biz just fair opening night, but

should build on word -of-mouth.
Feature, 'Next Time We Love' (U).

McStay.

CENTURY, BALTO
Balfmore, March 13.

Vaude lineup had been of four

acts' dlmeriion, but a. last minute
decision cut out one comedy turn,

The remaining trio of turns, how-
ever, total up into 51 minutes, very

ample to brace 'Fauntleroy' (Metro)-.

Further, the show proves as bully a.

bill as house has had in some time.

The Andresse.ns, excellent act,

open with man at base of balancing

pole and girl shinnying up for

stunts; first man does no-hands
shoulder brace, then another stem
Is hitched to belt and he swings his

horizontally hanging partner; highly

exciting and smartly presented

stuff. Between the two highlights

the girl holds them with aero wheel

arid dance oh hands. Roger Pryor

(New Acts) follows and stops the

show decisively.
Fats Waller's band closes with 35

minutes that leave 'em apart. Band
has never had another ether outlet in

this town, never played dance-date

(save strictly Negro, one) in Baltor

yet it jumped into favor to such an
extent that music stqre sales rate

Waller's as second-best seller of re-

cordings' among all orks. The band,

14 excluding Waller, who squats at

the Stelnway upstage, combines
rhythm and music in manner not

always encountered in colored or

ofay comboa, It also has piping hot

individual musikers'. and as a unit it

knits into strikingly smooth aggre-

gation,
Waller crumples the customers

with his antics at the piano, espe-

cially his yelled time-beats and his

other can tings and mugging. Ho
reallv ropes 'em when he heaves in
for some trucking-on-do -n during a

torrid tune.
Maude Russell, tall, colored girl.

Is on once for a song doiie in the

French-tease manner, and a strong

click. Several Unbilled boys from
band step down and have Individual

innings, especially the lad who
trucks and toots a soorchy hnrn:

another tonster is tile eJ.Ti-nn-i

puffer who holds a high note.

CALENDAR OF CURRENT RELEASES

(Continued from page 34)

Or. Socrates. Medicine and gangs In conflict. Paul Muni. Ann Dvorak Bar-
ton MncLune, Robert Burrat. Dir. William Dieterle. 70 mius. ttel.

Oct. 19. Rev. Oct. 9

Freshman Love. Frank McHugh. Patricia Ellis, Warren Hull. Joe Cawthorne.
Dir. Wm. McGann. Rel. Jan. M.

Frisco Kid. Barbury Coast action story. James Caeney. Margaret Lindsay,
Ricardo Coitez. LIU Damita. George E. Stone. Dir. LloyU Bacon. Uel,

Nov. 30. :Rev. Nov. 27.

Going Highbrow. Kansas farmer suddenly rises to riches through the stock
market. Guy Klbbee, 54rSu Pitts. Kilward lOverett Horton. Dir. Robert
Florey. C7 injns; Muddled motives In a mountain shack. Rel. July 6.

Rev. Sept. 4.

Goose and -the Gander. The.
Ralph Forbes. Claire
Sept. 21 Rev. Sept. 18.

I Live for Love. Spanish artiste oh American stage. Dolores Del Rfo. Everett
Marshall. Dir. Busby Berkeley. 04 mlns. lt«lv Sept 28. Rev! Oct. 23.

Life of Louis Pasteur. His trials and triumphs. Paul Muni, Josephine Hutch-
inson, Anita Louise. Dir. Wm. Dleterle. 85. mlns. Rel. Feb. Kev./Feb. 12.

Little Big Shot. Two tough guys as a baby's guardian. Sybil Jason. Robert
Armstrong, Olenda FaneU. Edward Everett Horton. Dir. Michael Cur-
tiz. 72 mins K»l. Sept. 7 Rey. Oct. 9.

~

Man Hunt. Stirring drama with a thrilling chase for a murderous bank robber
by Federal agents and the part played In It by a hick reporter and his.

sweetheart. Marguerite Church I'll; Wm. Onrgan. VMcarfln P^rtez, Chlo
Sale. Dir.. Wm.' Clemens. 65 mins; Rel. Feb. 1, Rey. F^b. 12.

Midsummer Night's Dream, A. Spectacular production or the Shakespeare
comedy. Extensive cast of stars. Dir. Max Relnhardt, Wm. Dleterle.
133 mlns. (Roadshow.) Release pending. Rev. Oct. 16.

Miss Pacific Fleet. Hilarious comedy romance. Joan Blondell, Glenda Far-
rell. Hugh Herbert, Warren Hull. Dir. Ray Enrlght, C6 mins. Rel.
Dec. 14. .Rev. Dec. 11.

Mr. Cohen Takes a Walk. (British Made). Merchant prince brings his busi-
ness to the point where he Is shoved out. He' fakes to the road. Paul
Graetz: Dir. William Beaudlne. 79 mlns. Rel. . Feb. Rev. Feb. 21.

Moonlight on the Prairie. Uppei class western story. Richard Foran. ShelJa
Man nors, George E Stone.' Dir.' D, Ross Lederman. 63 mins. Rel. '

Nov. 2. Rev. Feb. 21.

Page Miss Glory (Cosmopolitan). Living prototype of Ideal beauty In Holly-
wood. Marlon Davles, Par O'Brien, Dick Powell. Mary- Aptor. Frank
McHugh Lyle Talbot, Patsy Kelly. Allen Jenkins. Dir. Mervyn LeRoy,
92 mips Rel. Sept 7. Rev, Sept. 4.

Personal Maid's Secret. Housemaid manages her employers Into prosperity.
Margaret Lindsay, Warren Hull. Anita Louise, Ruth Donnelly. Dir.
Arthur G. Collins. 68 mlns. Rel. Oct 26. Rev. Dec. 11,

'

Petrified Forest: Based on the Broadway st^ge plftv. With Leslie Howard,
Bette Davis. Humphrey Bogart. Dir. Archie Mayo. 75 mlns. Rel. Feb.
8. Rev. Feb. 12. •

Special Agent (Cosmopolitan). Wpnian G-man has her troubles. Bette Davis,
George Brent Jack La Rue. Ricardo Cortez, Henry .O'Neill. Dir. Wtl-

i
Ham Keighiey. 78 mlns. Rel. Sept. 14.

Stars Over Broadway. Broadway theatrical story. Pat. O'Brien, James
ton, Jane Froman. Dir. Wm. Kelghley, Rel. Nov. 23. Rey.. Nov.
89 mlns.

Walking bead, The. Thriller revolving about discovery of Lindbergh heart
Boris Karloff, Marguerite Churchill; Warren Hull* Ricardo Cortez. Dir.
Michael Curtlz. 62 mins. Rel. March 21'. Rev. March 4,

Widow from Monte Carlo, The. Farcical comedy of a Boclat climber. Wm.
Warren, Dolores Del Rio, Louise Fazenda. Dir. Arthur G. Collins. CO
mins. Rel. Feb. 1. Rev. Jan. 29.

i urn mi b us

liceflaneous Release*
Between Men (Supreme). Western. Johnny Mack Brown/Beth Marlon.

Rbbt. N. Bradbury. 60 minS. Rel. Jan. 25. Rev. Jan. 29.

Fast Bullets (Reliable). Western. Tom Tyler, Rex Lease, Margaret Nearlng.
Dir. Henri Samuels.. 69 mins. Rev. March 4.

Land of Promise (Urim). Photographic survey of the Palestine of toda'y.
67 mins. Rel;- Nov. " Rev. Nov. 27.

Outlaw Deputy (Syndicate). ' Tim McCoy Western. Dir. Otto Brower. 65
mlns. Rev_Dec. 4.

Penthouse Party (Liberty).
Swlfty (Diversion). Western. Hoot Glbnon.

Rev. Jan.. 29.

Timber War (Ambassador). Curwood western. Kermlt Maynard, Lucille
Lund. Dir. Sam Newfleld. 56 mins. Rel. Nov. 20. Rev, March 4.

Trails of the Wild (Ambassador).' Canadian mounted story. Kermlt Maynar
Rillle Seward. .Dlt. Sanv Neufleld: fi.1 mln«. Rel. Aug, 7. R^v, Dee. 4.

Toll of the Desert (Commodore). Western. Fred Kohler. Jr., Betty Mac
Dir. Lester Williams. 69 mine. Rev. Jan. 16.

Drive Against Admitting

Children Into Pix in N Y.
The N. y. police department with

the aid of the Children's Society
agents continued its drive to halt
admitting minors into theatres un-
accompanied by an adult. The area
covered during the past week was
on the West Side in the small cin-

ema houses.
Eleanor Plaza, 24, cashier of the

Nome theatre, 2828 Broadway, and
Irving Goodman, 22, ticket taker,

wore arraigned before Magistrate
Hulen Capshaw.ln West Side Court.
They pleaded not guilty and asked
Cor further time. It was granted and
bail of $500 fixed and furnished.
They will .have a hearing this week.

ABSCONDING ASST. MGR.

GIVES HIMSELF UP

Baltimore, March 17.

Detective hap brought back to

Chevy Chase, Md., Frederick Birds-
eye, 22, assistant manager of the
Avalon, Chevy Chase fllmerle, who
is chai'ged with embezzling $1,472

from the hoPse. He will be prose-
cuted. When picked up in Cleveland
he had but few cents in his pockets.

Birdseye, after lamming out of

Chevy Chase, says he made for Los
Angeles! there was robbed of $700.

nnd came cast as far as Cleveland'.

From there he„ phoned his mother
told her he hnd spent the money
r.nd wf?;hcd to give himself lip to the

authorities. She agreed to notify

the police and the boy made a
rendezvous in the Hippodrome
theatre, Cleveland. He bought a
ticket and sat in the logo, after

lr-aving hi« name with the usher

with the info that 'someone is com-
ing to get nie.' Said he sat through
two shows before the dicks showed.
The father of Birdseye is a

division chlof In the Geological

Survey of the U. S. (lOvernmerit,

stationed in Washington.

4 Laborers Hurt on New

B'way Theatre Bldg.

Four laborers were badly hurt
when a scaffolding on the third floor

of the new B. S. Moss theatre con-
struction on the site of the old

Loew's N. Y: Roof collapsed, cata-
pulting the quartet three stories to

an extension. The scaffolding be-
came weakened as a result of the
incessant rain, building department
inspectors believe.

The crash occurred early in the
forenoon. On line at the Paramount
theatre were at least a hundred
young men waiting for the doors to

open. When they heard the cries of
the injured workmen they raced to

the scene of the collapse.

Cops on strike duty warned them
not to mount the weakened struc-
ture as another collapse might
occur. The Police Emergency Squad
soon arrived and removed the
Injured to the City hospital.

MD. GETS THE 10% YEN
Maryland, March \1.

Bill Intro'd last week in State
legislature, Annapolis, which . pro-
poses to plaster a 10%" *ax on all

amusement admission does not
seem to have pix exhlbs particularly
perturbed; as yet ' they have not
banded together to lobby against it.

Alarmed ahd up in arms are the
legit houses. Leonard B. McLaugh-
lin, operator and booker of the pair
of indies, Auditorium and Maryland,
last night sent a 'ong and frantic
wire to the legislators while they
were in session; claimed such a tax
would dump the bottom out of legit

her*'. Harry Henkel, manager of the
UBO . Ford's, tipped the legal de-
partment, of the Erlanger's outfit,

and It Is thought pleas will be made
from that end for the law' makers
to consider carefully before passing
such a ruling. There has never been
any state tax on amusements in

Maryland.
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* Use this same

powerful selling

campaign for maximum

box-office returns on

"These Three"
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TODAY "THESE THREE" THEATRES Will

GREATEST PRODUCTION ON ITS R E CO

RIVOll THEATRE, N. Y. • R.K.O. Hill STREET,1

*Your comprehensive pressbook on "Thi

at all U. A. exchanges, contains this (<
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i RtUoiad thru UNITED AMISTS

THEY NEVER THOUGHT A MAN

COULD COME BETWEEN THEM!
. . . could week their life-long friendship,*

besmirch their names, ruin their happiness . .

.

until a breath of gossip, a child's little white

lie whispered in a moment of pique, brought

their world toppling down on their heads!

The star of "Barbary Coast" and the star of

"Dark Angel" in the most talked about pic-

ture of the yearl

HOUR BY HOUR the hushed whispers of
cruel children tore their lives to shreds and
shamed them before the world!

ONE HOUR of lies . . . out of the mouths
of children wrecked the lives of

TH€S€ THR€€
innocent people I Could they ever repair

the damage done to their reputations?

.whispersi..WHISPERS!
Knowing leers as they passed i e street... three

innocent people li led by the venomous false-

hood of a vicious child... driven from their

homes and careers.-. .facing a barren

itterhess and hatred!

SAMUEL
GOLDWYN

lht» UNITED ARTISTS

p SAMUEL 60LDWYN'S

I BREAKING JOURNEY

VANTAGES THEATRE, t. A.

bee", now available
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At Crucial Moment in Hockey Game

Press-Owned CHSJ Pulls the Switch!

St. John, N. B., March 17.

Radio listeners here plenty
steamed up at CHSJ. for carrying

the 'look for futher details in your
dally paper' gag just one step too

far. Burn came about when the St.

John morning daily (which with the

city's other paper, . owns the sta-

tion) aired the play-off of the St.

John -Moncton hockey game decid-

ing the championship of New
Brunswick.
Game was retnoted in, and hit an

audience at fever heat. Was ap-
parent that the situation was a hot

one, and the fans were crazHy

cheering, yelling, and fighting. Score

stood at 3-2 in favor of Moncton.
but the St. Johners were putting on
a drive that had, everybody except

their .goalie trying to
(

shove the

puck into the rival net.

At this critical stage CHSJ
yanked the switch, inferencing that

the rest of it would duly* appear in

print the following morning. Trick

isn't doing the papers or the station

any good in these parts.

Carter Medicine' Co. is renewing
one-minute disc announcements for

six months over PRC2, Porto Alegre,

PRA3. Rio de Janeiro, PRB9, Rio

de Janeiro, PRA9, Santa Paolo, and
PRF3, Santa Paolo; all in Brazil,

South America-
;

Additionally a new" six-month
campaign of similar platters is now
starting oVer CMW, Havana, CMJK;
Camaguey,. CMKC, Santiago de

Cuba; and CE108, Concepcioh..

CE114, Santiago, and CE120, Valpa-
raiso (latter three all in Chile, South
America); Through Conquest Alli-

ance.

WLAC ANSWERS WARNERS

Claims Alleged Infringement Did
Not Occur

Sidewalk Interviews

in

8S
Big

red Periods

Indianapolis, March 17.

*Man in the Street' programs are
going great here, with "^IRE broad-
casting six: 15 minute stanzas a
week for the EIrk Furniture Com-
pany from a vantage point in front

of the Circle Theatre. Morris Hicks,
-who handles the mike, works on one
question of national importance and
gets different viewpoints from the
passers-by.

pBtims rvreefa^-is^'ur^€ek. along
6imllar lines.for the Julian Goldman
Union Store, with Ken Ellington
doing the Interrogating. ,WFBM
program la called 'Downtown
Chatter? and about ' .30 questions
which, have been sent In by listen-

are' asked in the; 'Vox Pop'
manner.

"

WSM, NASHVILLE SETS

EXPOEXHIB

Nashville* March 17.
•In conjunction .with Its owner

Alid. operator* the National Life and
Accident Insurance Company, Radio
Station WSM will have a mammoth

.
ibit at the Texas Centennial

Exposition this summer.
Since Tennessee sent Sam Hous-

ton, David Crockett, and other big
men to the Lone Star State in its

early days, the exhibit will be titled
Tennessee-Texas Hall of ' Heroes
and will include paintings' and
photo murals.
The pictures will be housed in a

building with 1,100 square feet of
floor space and special lighting ef-
fects will give an illumination of
22.G00 candle-power. At. night the
exterior will be swept with vari-
colored light.

Model for WSM's exhibit hall has
been complete for several weeks,
Ed Klrby, sales promotion mana-
ger for the National Life and Ac-
cident Insurance Company and in
charge of the company's educa-
tional broadcasts, was in Dallas
last week making plans for the
erection.

Zonite and Forhan's are teamed
to; sponsor 26 quarter-hour live tal-

ent shows, with native orchestras,

over YVIRC, Caracas, Venezuela.

Kolynos Toothpaste is spotting on
one-minute discs, on HJ1ABB, Bar-
ranquilla, HJ3ABH, Bogota, and
HJ5ABD, Call (all In Colombia, S.

A.). Also signaturing 26 quarter-
hour discs - for -YNVA, Managua,
Nicaragua. Deals set by Conquest
Alliance..

Lambert Pharmacol (Listerine)

renewing a children's amateur
stanza- over XEIW, Mexico City.

Mex.

Borden's (in behalf of Klitta, a
dry .milk) is buying 26 ' half-hour
musical platters for HJ5ABD, Call,

HJ1ABB, Barranqullla, and HJ1ABA,
Barranquilla (all in Colombia, S.

A.). Through Conquest Alliance..

6. M. CONCERT MOVES

Detroit, March 17.

To give thousands of Q- M. work-
ers in near-by l«Uint a chance to

see and hear the program for the
first time, General Motors Corp. will

broadcast its Easter Sunday sym-
phony concert from the. I. M. A.
Aude in Flint.

The secohd of G. M.'s semi-annual
broadcasts,, this season originating

from this territory, it- marks the
first time program has been given
outside Detroit. Special "wires will

carry program to WWJ here to be
fed to the NBC Blue.

.William S. Knudsen, executive
vice -pres., will give an address on
the Easter broadcast and Lily Pons
will.be guest soloist.

Rex Frasier to L. A.
Rex Frasier has been added to

the radio writing staff of J. Walter
Thompson's Hollywood office.

Transfer of Herschel William and
Philip Mygatt, producers, from the
New York to the Coast branch, has
been postponed.

Nashville, March 17.

J. Truman Ward, president of

radio station WLAC, expects an
early dismissal of the suit for $5,060

brought by Harms, Inc., against
WLAC, Inc., in United States Dis-
trict Court here last week. The suit

here follows action taken originally

against the . Columbia Broadcast-
ing System in the amount of $800,-

000 damages for the alleged per-
formance of 'That Old Fashioned
Mother of Mine/ an item on the
Warner Brothers restricted copy-
right list.

Ward claims that between 9 and
9:16 a.m. on January 23, the time
the forbidden number is supposed
to have been broadcast, that WLAC
was sending out a local program
from its own studios and not carry-
ing the network program;

BRANHAM

ENTER REP BIZ

WITH KM)
Branham Co., newspaper publish-

ers' reps, is arranging to make its

debut in radio in the near future,
using as its only operator ' along
that line a young man it proposes
to bring in from some ad agency.
Designee for the job has not been
picked. Decision to crash the sta-
tion rep field Was made at a meet-
ing last' week.
Among- those who. attended the

meeting was John W. Runyon, man-
aging -director of KRLD, Dallas.
This station is owned and operated
by the Dallas Times, Which the
Branham Co. represents 1ST the na-
tional field. Meeting was advised

French Radio Has Patron Saint

Cardinal Verdier Officiates at First Radio
Mass in Paris

Network Chart

NBC NEW PROGRAMS
Ralston- Purina (Ry Krisp); un-

named show with Marion Tialley

and an orchestra as yet not set,

10:30 to 10:40 p.m. EST, Fridays,
starting April 3; . for ' 62 weeks.
Basic Red and Pacific Red, 35 sta-
tions. r^p^''

Sterling Products (Phillips. Den-
tal Cream); 'Melodlana.' with Abe
Lyman, Oliver Smith and Bernlce
Claire, 9:30 to 10 p.m., Tuesdays,
starting May 26; for 26 .weeks*

Basic Blue.

Sterling Product* (Dr.. Lyons
Toothpowder) ; 'Backstage Wife/
4:15 to 4:30 p.m. EST, Mondays
through Fridays, starting March 30;
26 weeks. Basic Blue;

Sterling Product! (Phillips Mlllc
:

of Magnesia Dental Cr.e&ni); *HoW ;

to Be Charming,' 4: 30 to 4:45 p.m.
EST, Mondays, Wednesdays and
Fridays, starting March- 30; 26
weeks, Basic Blue.

CBS NEW PROGRAMS
American Tobacco ( L u.c k y

Strike); 'Your Hit Parade,' with an
unnamed orchestra, 10 to 11 p.m.,
Saturdays, starting May 2; for' 13
weeks (with renewal optl6n). Na^
tionwide hookup for the U.S. and
Honolulu, 93 stations.

MUTUAL NEW PROGRAMS
Armin Gerrity Cosmetics; mu-

sical with Ted Weems' orchestra,
12:30 to 1 pan. (later to be changed
to 1:30* to 2), Sundays, starting
April 12.

MUTUAL. RENEWALS
Griien Watch Co.; starting March

31; (Note: With this renewal Gruen
drops its current schedule, of 7:45
to 8 p.m., Tuesdays and Saturdays
and also its 'Washington Merry

-

Paris, March 8,

French radio now has a patron
saint, and a special church, officially

sponsored by the French authorities
of the Roman Catholic Churchy

'

This is in accord with the Latin 1

custom of having patfon saints for
all. professions, from cab drivers to
fishermen.
Radio patron is Notre Dame do

Bonne NoUvelle (Our Lady of Good -

News), Cardinal. Verdier, arch-
bishop of Paris and two of his lead-
ing auxiliary bishops attended tli.

first radio mass, which :was said by
Father Caffarel, general -secretary
of the Catholic. Film and Radio f
League.
Music was directed- by Rene Gerlyv

Of station PTT> with the aid of the i

church choir. Hundreds of French
radio workers attended.

nam representation as soon as it musical called ^Tittle Turns Back
got its. radio division established.

.No commitments to the same ef-
fect have been received Jrom the
Other newspapers on the Branham
list which operated stations. These
are the Memphis Commercial Ap-
peal with WMC; the ..Houston
Chronicle, KTRH; Atlanta Journal,
WSB; Louisville Courier Journal;
WHAS, and the Shreve-port Times,
with KWKH and KTBS.

Wood Leaves Cleveland

Cleveland, March 17.

Local radio row is losing one of :

Its pioneers with resignation ' of
Clyde Wood from Humphrey-
Prentke agency. He drives, to Hol-
lywood to become vice prez of
Transco April -1, in charge of sales
promotion.
Wood's been known to Cleve-

land's stations since 1926 when he
joined WTAY, where he became
commercial manager before shift-
ing to WGAB, in same capacity.
Also doubled on air in role of 'Uncle
Clyde' on a children's program, be-
sides directing one tagged 'Old Op-
timist.'

musical oaTiei

hitting the air on Tuesdays, 7: 45

to 8 p.m.)

Note. Programs purchased or re
newed for periods longer than .15

weeks, are generally, cancellable in

cycles of 13 weeks on 30 days' notice,

COLUMBIA WEB LOSS

PROBABLE NBC GAIN

Chicago, March 17.

General Mills has conceited its

'Jack Armstrong* kid script on Co-
lumbia effective. April 24.

' Will . stay
off the air through, the" summer and
probably return early in the fall on
the NBC red hook-up.

- Likely that the show will be ..re-

shaped with new cast and new style.

Aerial Publici ing, station reps
and merchandising councillors lo-

cated in New York, are opening it

Chicago office with the. two princi-

pals of the former Allen and Fryk-
man firm in charge.

Ford Scrams CBS

Ford Sunday Night Symphony
will retire from CBS June 28. No
commitment has been made as to
whether the program will be re-
turned to the air in the fall.

Account hasn't decided whether It

will conllrue the Fred Waring half
hours on NBC and Columbia during
the summer.

QUIET BEFORE THE STORM IN CANADA;

EXPECTED AIR CHANGES CAUSE JITTERS

Retrenchment Notable as Fiscal Year Nears End and
Parliamentary Attention Not Far Off—Drop Mu-

Squawk Over Certain Showssicians

Lounsberry Goes South
Buffalo, March 17.

Roger Baker, sports announcer,
and 1. Ii. Lounsberry. executive
vice president of WGR-WKBW.
headed south Saturday (14).

It's a vacation for Lounsberry
ftnd Baker is slated to cover train-

ing camp activities of the Bison
ball team at Plant City. Fla,

Toronto, March 17.

With the end of its fiscal year
just five weeks away, members of
the Canadian Radio Commission
personnel are quaking and In the
throes of a general expenditure re-
trenchment which will keep within
the depleted funds remaining from
the current appropriation. Legisla-
tion completely changing the present
radio set-up in Canada is forecast
and bitter political debate is ex-
pected oil the floor of the House
when the whole Canadian Radio
Commission situation comes up 'for
discussion. The 'Mr. Sage' enquiry
is expected to stai;t off the fireworks.
Meanwhile, the dispute between

the Commission and NBC over, time-
sale, preference htts been amlcablv
adjusted, according to CRC Chair-

man Charlesworth. He denied the
report that NBC proposed cancelling
some of its Canadian outlets In
reprisal. Dispute arose over. v the
Bible-class broadcasts conducted on
Sunday afternoons over CRCT, To-
ronto, by Denton Massey, cousin
of Raymond Massey, actor- man-
ager, and Hon. Vincent Massey, ex-
Canadian ambassador to the United
States. This had been used by the
Commission at no cost to Massey.
When NBC sought to buy the time
for a commercial program proposal
was stymied by Massey offering to
pay the same rate for his Bible-class
broadcast as NBC offered. Charles-
worth admitted that 'XBC was
somewhat annoyed' .but claimed that
Massey had priority.
Canadian listeners also

squawking because the Commission
has ordered CKCL, Toronto, to dis-
continue carrying Columbia's The
Goldbergs.' Initiates are pointing
but that the Commission asks. CKCL
repeatedly to carry CRC programs
when the government's Toronto sta-
tion, CROT, is too heavily filled up
with NBC exchanges and commer-
cials.

General dropping of musicians
and artists is noticeable at CRCT.
Toronto, and talks are taking the
place of many musical and dramatic
programs. The services of nearly 30
musicians have been dispensed with
The 'Road to Yesterday' series
which starred Roland Todd's orches-
tra and a choir still takes the air
but in place of the orchestra, an

DAD GETS STATION;

SON BECOMES BOSS

Louisville, March* 17,

Northslde Broadcasting Corpora-
tion, of New Albany, Ind., across the
Ohio river from Louisville, is plan-
ning to begin operation of a 250-
watt station about June 1. F. C. C,
has granted a license for station
with frequency of 1,370, with ver-
tical antenna, transmitter to be lo-
cated on. outskirts, of New Albany-
License is for daytime operation,,

and from midnight until 2 a, m.
Several sites are under consldera-.
tion for Studios; but no definite spot
has been selected. . Plans are under
way to establish a studio in Louis-
ville as well.

Station was. promoted by Arthur

for WHAS and WAVE. Charles
Lee Harris, his son, will be presN
deht and general manager. Both
father and son formerly conducted
amateur programs from the Indiana
theatre which .were -aired
WAVE, Louisville. •

Other officers are Robert Mcr v
Intosh, secretary; Alvin Smith, .f

chief engineer; Miss Deal Mcintosh,
assistant secretary, and Ad'olph
Zellc-r, director.^-

Ready QueenMaryPublicity

Maiden voyage of the . S; S. Queen
Mary will have aboard on invitation
a spieler each from NBC, CBS and
Mutual. The three are slated to sail

from this side May 18 and leave
Southampton on the Queen Mary
May 27; with the ship getting into
New York June 1.

Brifish Broadcasting Co. will have
complete charge of all alrcasting
from the:. liner. Four transmitters •:

are being installed by the BPC ©ti-

the boat. Anything that the BBC
prepares in the way of programs
wiil be available to all the Ameri-
can networks.

In the meantime Felix Green,
U. S. rep for the BBC, will do some
missionary work on the event in the
American hinterland. Green left

last Wednesday (12) for a two
months tour of the country bv auto.

Holden-Sharland Split

Hollywood, March 17.
Radio team of Eddie Holden an

Reg Sharland (Watanabe and Hon.
Archie) have split after five year
on KNX. Holden goes it alone for.

Alka- Seltzer on six stations of NBC
western net, starting April 13.

Sharland is on the desert being
treated for arthritis after being off

the air for two months.
Holden's Japanese houseboy skit

will be programed as 'Frank Wa-
tanabe and William.' Cameron.
Prud'homme1 of NBC Frisco dra-
mftlc staff, goes in as feeder.
Piece airs five nights a week.

Morenus at Bess & Schillin
Richard C. Morenus. who I'm-

organ. Is being used. The 'Up to
the Minute' program has also been

j
merly operated Morenus Advert

N

dropped. The 'Forgotten Footsteps : ng Agencv
A101Gnus ^ein.

program has been cut to a half-hour
and several musicians have been
dropped from Alexander Chuhaldin's
'Melodic Strings' orchestra, this car-
ried by NBC as a Commission ex-
change program

Chicago, has been
signed by Bess & SchiHIn. Inc.. in
:\
Tew York. Will be continuity

chief assigned to program depart-
ment.
Walter Kelly remains as head of

dept.
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NBC RAIDS COLUMBIA BIZ
Industrial film as Radio Epilog

Chrysler program broadcasting from a Columbia network theatre

in Times Square, :fcf«w York, is slated to hereafter 'entertain' the

audience following, the broadcast with moving pictures of an in-

dustrial nature. .It is believed to be the first instance where; busi-

ness motion pictures have been, linked to a radio program. 11m-

footage will show the Chrysler factory doing its stuff.

Reaction of the audience to the commercial picture, If and when
becoming part of the. set-up, will be watched closely by the radio

trade it is expected. Should there develop among sponsors a .dis-

position to combine audiehce programs and business films the

effect, on the status quo might be drastic. Business films are 100%
•advertising with little 'entertainment preteiise. This is accepted as

contrasting sharply With the . radio program's primary devotion to

entertainment.

CM Sleininger Out

Jim Free Now Preas-Trieas. of Station Repre-

sentative Firm—Peters Is Secretary

Chicago, March IT.

Cliff Sleininger .has'bowed out of

the Free & Sleininger' Btatlon rep

outfit, although/ it IS stated that he
is retaining his financial interest

in both F.<fcS, and Free, Johns &
Field.

Jim Free takes up the titles of

president and treasurer under the

new arrangement; H, Preston
Peters takes the secretary label

while . Leo Bowman gets rating as
assistant secretary and treasurer.

Sleininger partnered With Free
some four years ago to start the

now an Indication that Sleininger
will step out . and go into the rep
biz on his oWn,

RADIO PRESS AGENTS'

ODOROUS SPACE STUNTS

Radio press agents around New
York are resorting to devious and
;round-about methods of grabbing
publicity for their clients. A re-
cently observed trend is for the
press agent to writer letters to the

yeditors of metropolitan dailies and
sign the name of some client. This
stunt works because many of those
who pay for press agentry are. third
arid fourth string celebrities and the
daily editors do not recognize their
names. Thinking the letter a genu-
ine sample of vox pop, they print it-

It is expected that this form of
filling a scrapbook won't last long
as the editors are already getting
wise. Press agents have their radio
singers write learned epistles on
such controversial matters as build-
ing strikes, Nazi Germany, League,
of Nations, Liberty League, etc.
Another press agent stunt that

represents a twist on this same
round-about technique occurred
Tuesday (17) when the following ad-
vertisement appeared under 'public
notices' in the New York Times:

'

'Tickets—Eddie Cantor Broadcast,
2 for Sunday 7 o'clock, March 22,
lost in taxicab Friday; reward R178
Times.'

Tickets for the March 22 Cantor
broadcast were delivered from the
printer .the same day the advertise-
ment appeared..

NatT Guard 'Sponsored'

Little Rock. Ark. r March 17.
Arkansas National Guard band

has a sponsor. Lion Oil Company,
controlled by Arkansas business
men, is bankrolling hour-long pro-
gram. Heard over KARK.
Musicians are not paid. Money

goes into a fund.

Billy Beard on WBT
Charlotte, X. C. March 17.

Illy Beard, minstrel and vaude-
ville comedian, and more recently

the Ray-Bestos radio program.
>s back In his native Charlotte. Has
been engaged by WBT for a new
series to be known as 'The Parlv
from the South/ the name he usedm minstrel days.
Beard will appear as fl 00m if:

statesman, philosopher and nosev
commentator.

16 AIR SHOWS

COSTLY TO CBS

Five Accounts Taken Away
by NBC Already and Six

More Expected to Follow

—NBC Puts on Sprint

After Losing Colgate-

Palmolive-Peet

SALES DRIVE

Some 16 web shows are In the
process of exiting how .that second
13 Week fall-winter period is over.

Five are' CBS accounts: Packard's
Tlbbet stanza, March 17; DX.&W's
'Vanished Voices,' March 25 ; Heinz's

Oil of Indiana's Hylton show, April

4; Larned's 'Imperial Hawaiian
Band,' April. 9.

NBC's foldings are ho longer being

officially released, but a representa-
tive list would include the following

11; Vlck's 'Open House," March 9;

Life Saver's 'Rendezvous,* March
11; L. C. Smith-Corona's 'Nine to

Five,' March 12; Scott & Bowne's
'Weekend News Review,' March 15;

Sanka's 'New Penny,' March 24;

Nucoa's 'Ida Bailey Allen,' March
26; D. L.. & W's 'Studio 7,' March
26; Union Central Life's !Roses and
Drums,' March 29; Sherwln-Wil-
liams' 'Metropolitan Opera Audi-
tions,' March 29; Pepsodent's 'Al

Pearce Gang;' March - 30 (Monday
edition -only); Spratt's 'Dog
Dramas,' April 7.

NBC last week took five commerr
cial programs away from Columbia
and is slated to make it six more
during the next two weeks. Closing
of the latter accounts is dependent
on the clearing of the required sta-

tions.

Wholesale shifting of business
from one network to. the other comes
as the initial fruits of . an intense
drive which the NBC. sales staff

have been putting on in recent
weeks. Pressure was exerted oh the
NBC salesmen ' to get out and cor-
ral the business'after NBC higher-
ups observed that NBC's revenue
was undergoing a decline, as com-
pared to last year, while Columbia's
grosses continued on the upbeat.
Loss of Colgate-Palmolive-Peet par-
ticularly stirred NBC.
Programs that are tabbed to join

the NBC list are Bayer Asperin's

In New York

Elliott Roosevelt, Dallas.

John W. Runyon, KRLD, Dallas.

Lowell Jackson, E. Katz, Chicago.

Gabriel Payne, E. Katz, Chicago.

J. I. Meyerson, KLZ, Denver.
'Plug' Kendrick, WIRE, Indiana-

polis.

Paul Oury, WPRO, Providence.

Lloyd C. Thomas, WROK, Rock-
ford.

Girard Ellis, Chicago.

Ireene Wicker, Chicago.
Arnold B. Hartley, KYW, Phila-

delphia.

John J. GUiin, Jr., WOW, Omaha.
Guy C. Earl, Jr., KNX, Hollywood.
Timothy S. Goodman, WKRC,

Cincinnati.

Herbert Hyland, te.

Marie, Oht.

E. S. Rogers* CFRB, Toronto.

Harry Sedgwick, CFRB, Toronto.

George Besse, McGiUvra agency,

Chicago.
Fred Palmer, WMMN, Fairmont,

W. Va.
P>. M. Thompson, WJR, Detroit.

Walter Damm, WTMJ, Milwaukee.
Lee Armer, Ft. Worth.
H. K. Carpem WHK, Cleve-

land.

Gardner KRNT, De3
Moinesi
Earl Gammons, WCCO, Minne-

apolis.

In Chicago

Cecil Price, KF1-T, Wichita.

J. B. Lottridge, KFAB, Lincoln.

J. O. Malan'd, WHO, Des Moines.
Guy Stuart, WROG, Rockford.
Sumner Quarton, WMT, Cedar

Rapids.
Don Iftman, WMT, Cedar Rapids.

.1 rimes Coylc, W-CAU. Phila.

Les Fox, KMBC,. Kansas City.

which will be rettitled 'Backstage,'

Studebaker's Dick Himber series

and two daytime script shows, one
plugging Phillips Facial Cream and
the other, Dr. Lyons Toothpowder.-
Latter two are scheduled to start

March 30, with the first using three
quarter hours a week and the other
going on a flve-tlmes-a-week ar-
rangement.

Chesterfield, Too
Indications were also given last

week that Chesterfield might quit
CBS, April 29, and ally itself with
NBC when it returns; to the air in

the fall as a result of the cig ac-
count's peeve at Columbia for selling

a Saturday night hour to Lucky
Strike. Chesterfield is on CBS both
Wednesday and Saturday nights.

George Washington Hill, . American
Tobacco prez, wanted a late-Satur-
day evening spot oh the red for his

show during the summer, but NBC
couldn't furnish it.

Chunk of the Lucky Strike biz

which Lord & Thomas has contem-
plated for CBS is now set for May
2, 10 to 11 p.m. over 93 stations.

This stanza takes the place of the
current Saturday eve NBC edition

which folds. Wednesday NBC pro-
gram, however, remains intact. New
program • as yet has no talent, but
the "title will again be 'Your Hit
Parade.'
Meantime Chesterfield will make a

shift in its CBS time spread to avoid
getting too close to Its competitor.
As of May 1, Chesterfield will

scrammo ,the Saturday 9 to 9:30

niche and betake itself to the Fri-

day 10 to 10.30 spot made available

by the exiting of Studebaker on
April 24.

rom

Basis for 'Jumbo' Radio Royalty Suit

Revolution in Paris!

Paris, March 8.

In Paris, stage actors play
the same role for years. In fact
a juicy part is a property
right which the actor gives up
only when too old to hobble
around on a crutch.

Now comes radio, the arch-
enemy of precedent, and merely
because the Comedle Francaise
is now broadcasting its plays
the stage star Alexandre who
always played- the fat role of
the soldier in the tragedy,
'Tomb of the Unknown Soldier'

has - voluntarily relinquished
the part to a younger actor.

Younger actor's ' voice
sounded better oh the radio!

JOHNSHEPARD

DRAWS LEMON

Washington, March 17.

Hopes of John Shepard III to im-

prove Yankee Network coverage in

Rhode Island were dimmed last

week when Examiner John P.

turned thumbs down on proposal to

boost WEAN, Providence, from, 600

to 1,000 watts.
Examiner admitted that while the

contemplated juice-jump might ma-
terially increase the service area of

the Providence transmitter, addi-
tional coverage is not required in

View of service already being ren-
dered by competing Massachusetts
and Rhode Island stations. Evi-
dence showed Jump to 1 kw would
add 200,000 listeners,

In addition to the no-nee'd finding,

Examiner Bramhall cited as objec-

tion to the proposed power raise the

possibility of interference with Ca-
nadian transmitters, although the
Dominion recently authorized con-
struction of a new station on this

channel in violation of international

agreement regulations. The Provi-

dence transmitter, if boosted, might
cause further interference with
WGY, .Schenectady, the report said,

although no major trouble Would

be caused other stations on its fre-

quency.
The report was a sharp blow for

Shepard in view of the fact that

the commish recently authorized the

Yankee Network's Rhode Island

rival, WJAR, to double Its power by
going to 1 kw.

Marty Gosch Resigns
Philadelphia, March 17.

Marty Gosch leaves station WFIL
here this Saturday after a connec-

tion of about nine months. He
operated the station's news bureau.

Gosch's future alliance not set.

Hat Price Suggestion for Songs

NBC transcription department

wants to pay the musical copyright

owners a flat fee for all composi-

tions used by a station client in a

'musical clock' program Instead of

having the station account for each

number and turn over a 25c. royalty

on the individual tunes. Network
holds that to make a station pay
25c. for each copyright as used In

these broadcasts makes them pro-

hibitive for local sponsorship.

Flat sum proposition as made by
NBC is being taken up with indi-

vidual publishers by John G. Paine,

chairman of the Music Publishers

Protective Association. Pending the

publishers' reaction to the idea NBC
is deferring making settlement with

the MPPA for music the web has

recorded the past two months.
Under the arrangement it's trying

to get stations taking NBC's The-
saurus would be exempt from re-

porting or paying for musical seg-

ments culled from this library serv-

ice in making up a commercial pro-

gram.
NBC feels that it should absorb

the copyright costs in every In-

stance and rather than establish an
elaborate checking system it would
like to make a flat sum payment on

each number recorded. Licensing

arrangement which now prevails

has NBC paying |5 on each non-
restricted number recorded as a

master fee and obligates it to main-
tain a check on the broadcasting of

surh number for commercial pur-

poses.

Suit has been filed ' in New York
Supreme Court by Ben Hecht and
Charles MacArthur, via Attorney
Howard Reinheimer, against Billy
Rose, producer of 'Jumbo,' for roy-
alty payments on the Texaco radio
'version' of the show. Duo wrote the
original play current at the Hippo-
drome, N. Y., but are not writing
any of the broadcast material. They
claim, however, that they are en^
titled to royalties since it is 'a con-
tinuation stemming from the origi-
nal' which they authored.

It is a peculiar suit since it

brings up the point of- what is a
continuous, program and where does
it cease? Original deal was for
Hecht and MacArthur to be paid
royalties with, the air program pro-
ducers permitted to change the
show context or do anything they
wish with it and With other writers
to do any actual air writing. Pro-
gram originally was direct from
the theatre, employing Jimmy Du-*
rante and other cast members, using
show numbers and otherwise posing
as trie actual show. After 13 weeks
this was switched, with Durante
and others out, new music intro-
duced and no attempt to pose as»
the show but rather as a program
sent out from the Hipp 'after the
regular performance.'

It was at that point, Hecht and
MacArthur claim, that Rose ceased
paying them, But, they say, the title

is still used, as also is the theme
music which was used for the origi-

fli^WMmr MiLullfiiuj 'li »»

the same show, no matter what
changes have been made.
Similar situation came up once

before on 'Show Boat,' but never
went into court. Authors of that
filed suit against the air show but
reached a friendly agreement with
the air producers whereby they
were paid royalties for three years,
without doing any Writing for the
program and without the program's
use of any actual material from the
show.

RADIO RACE RESULTS

STIRS NATIONWIDE

Little Rock,. Ark., March 17.

Nationwide Race Track News
Service received strong protests
hereabouts when two local radio
stations, KLRA and" KARK, got
race results at Oaklawn track, Hot
Springs, on the air before Nation-
wide had signalled the winners and
prices to bookies. As a result of
this situation Nationwide brought
pressure- on Western Union and
Postal Telegraph to withhold race
results from the two stations until

after the final race.
In many cities In this sector, in-

cluding . Little Rock, bpokles assert-
edly took heavy losses when bets
were placed taking advantage of
time, differential between the radio
and the Nationwide service.

Wayne King at Expo

St. Louis, March 17.

Wayne King brings' his radio or-
chestra to St. Louis Friday (20), for

a nine-day stay at St. Louis on Pa-
rade Exposition at Municipal Audi-
torium< King will play a dally con-
cert at exposition at 4:30 p.m. during
his stay and will also provide dance
music from 9 to 1 o'clock every
night.

In addition, his sponsored CBS
program will be broadcast from
KMOX. Of the 14 musicians Wayne
will bring here, all but two have
been With him since he started
playing in Chicago nine years ago.

Union's Remote Rule
Cincinnati, March 17.

New ruling by Cincinnati musi-
cians' union, announced by .Oscar

III Id, prez of the local, allows one
half-hour or two 15-minute remotes
of orchestra programs for each
session of two hours or longer.

Under that it's no dice for pick-

ups by stations.
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New York Radio Parade

By Nellie Revell

Those Whiteman Auditions
Paul Whiteman search for pro-talent for his Woodbury program Is

just that.' Plenty of dollars are being spent, not to mention quite a bit
of time. [ The search is for.musical talent of merit,- either vocal or instru-

mental, and no amateurs need apply. .No. bets are being over-looked.
After, a town is selected every outlet in the town Is asked/ to submit
talent, this Includes Independents and opposition networks stations in

the town, and auditions are held. Burt McMurtrie, handling the. pro-
gram for the Lennen & Mitchell Agency'.'plane's to the town 'for a semi-
final audition. Those he selects are then piped into the agency's New
York offices where Paul. De-ems 'Taylor -and' George Gershwin sit as an
audition board and select' the winner. Gershwin and Taylor are in at
Whiteman's request.

agio Voice'

The Magic Voice, ope of the top script programs of the past returns
to radio on the. 30th of . March when it will be sponsored by Chipso. Gus
Barrett is doing the script and Santos Ortega and Gertrude Hitz are
playing the leads. Sold arid will be produced by Cleveland B. Chase
under the supervision of Carlo de Angeloi . radio director of Blackmart
Agency. Nick Dawson arid Elsie Hitz, sistei' Of OerHnide-, rode to radio
pi'ominence on. this program.- - K

Co<op Orchestra Holds eeting

Bob Crosby orchestra is a- co-op venture oh the fashion of the Glen
Gray hand which , is managed by the same firm;- Rockwell-O'Keefe.
In these set-ups each* member "has a piece of the band. Following a
commercial and road and vaude tour the band has been at the Terrace
Rooncrof; .the Hotel. New Yorker and doing; nicely. Last week, they were
offered. ..'

, Ken Murray; program for: Lifebuoy.' They refused the
»jpb.*';' ' inc© tjie ,1m^v ju£>WW .tyftniva,: they

; got - together and figured
that .aft^JC- the- comjc' vocalist, the ! band would be lucky to have
eight minutes. .

'

*

E*'
v

.'

Paqe Boys Plant Publicity |t«m
Uniformed- staff of NBC. guides and pages, are, - staging their annual

dance Friday' eve the'-20tn- at the Hotel Gre-at Northern. Rudy VaUee
will' lead hit) Connecticut Yankees for* the . dancers while artists Fred
Alieto, Morton Downey,. Tom Powers, Frank Fay, RUss Morgan, Lou
Julian, Lanny. Ross, Twln

;
City Foursome and Jack Benny <if in town)

will provide laughs, songs and music. These artists will positively
appear and any page will sell a ticket.

Retailer* Demand Fees
•Radio. ;cbntests rate. as audience guage whereby the agency is .able to

Vtwx- .give client proof ' of program popularity. •' Latest switch has been the
lise; -of • .the .retailer asv distributor, of the giveaway or premium. As
evolved' by the. Erwm-Wasey agency' for the Bobby Bensoh show the

';
. customer takes his box-tops to the grocer and gets his premium in

the; store arid frequently .spends some.' cashAw,RuL..the-. PhfladetohiavreVI^

' ia this instahce the sponsor is happy to pay the charge. ;But the 1 varia-.
tioris of the gag are limited and an end Of give-away contests is ex-
pected. 'wh^ the word, gets around--and, other .retailer organizations
statft requesting-fees for this' service.

Scrambled ' Notes
Pat Barnes^ program folds on the 27th. . .Tim Healy Stamp Club goes

on the -30th although the agency claims Capt. Tim is just switching to
a' $plit .network for. .the summer. . .Home Sweet Home program folds
in ^.prli.. .Bob Orr and frau, of Lennen & Mitchell, left Wednesday for
i», tworweek .crUl.Se. Marlon Parsonette planed to the Coast on Friday
eveV. .Howard <& Shelton, Peg LaCentra, Dick McDunnough (swing) ork
/auditioned for Melo-Roll at NBC. agehted by Pedlar & Ryan. ..Walter
Cassel goes on a one-hour program at WOR. 'Tis probably the Harmon
Realty program.. . Keller Sisters & Lynch 'audition Friday.. . Al Dary,
pianist 'member of ithe CBS Rhythm Boys -weds Dorothy Dwyer. todaj'.

' Father Ronald MacDonald, older brother of George MacDonald of the
quartet- will oV the binder, Ray Kuiz of the combo is down with the
flu while Ice' Switzler the fourth member of the team complains that
nothing seems to. happen; . .Paul Whiteman has a swing unit called
the 'three T's.' They are the two Teagarten boys and Frankie Trum-
bauer'. . .Paul Gregory of the WMCA announcers is now doing the four
Loft news' broadcasts on WMCA. . .Standard Oil of Calif, start's a 'How
To Be Charming' program on -NBC on the 3Qth. Will be a 15-minute
show thrice a week. ..James Melton- hikes to California while Benny
Fiel^Makes his spol^ on 'the Ziegfeld Follies program. Fields Is signed
for .eight weeks fulfilling the remainder of the Melton contract. . .The
Songsmiths are voeajing on the Ray Sinatra-Wedeve-Liicky Strike show
...Phil Regan's contract calls for equal billing with Ken Murray on
the new Rlnso program at CBS... Arthur LaTour, manager of CBS
playhouse On 44th St. is back in action after five weeks of flu and
complications. . .Morton Downey hiked to Detroit last week. Biz.

Short Shots
Sterling Products starts a- new show on NBC on the 30th titled

'Back Stage.' Will be a half hour program. This sponsors 'Melodlana'
program which will air on WJZ in May each Tuesday will be a new
additional show.. .Bill Melia, the radiolte. is running a night club at
'Hastings-On-The-Hudson called the Farragut Inn. . .American Radiator
program is a 15 minuter on Sunday with piano accompaniment for
Willie Morris, Sigurd Nilssen and Frank St. Leger. Program rehearses
daily with artist doirig about eight hours of rehearsing for the five
minutes of singing they dO on show. ..Sabra Worth, Research Dept. of
March of Time, lost her mater. She is in .Grand Island, Neb., for the
service. Ruth Russell who does 'Nancy' in- Just Plain Bill lost her
mother In Washington, D. C Ozzie Nelson leaves the Lexington Hotel
for a road tour... Ida Bailey Allen folds at end of the month ... Isabel
Beach Is doing a splendid sustaiher at NEC. Titled 'Amateur Cooks.'
Under alias of Frances Lee Barton Mrs. Beach was one of radio's top
cooking adviser's.

Stand By
Rehearsals of the Sherwin Williams-Met Opera Auditions, program at

NBC stalled Friday afternoon while production men searched for one
of the singers scheduled for an audition. While some 20 musicians
smoked she was located taking a lesson at the Juilliard institute...
Clara 'Brickie' Brickmari, sect, to station mgr. Judis of WNEW is en-
gaged to wed Dr. Burd, a dentist. . .Ray Noble finishes at the Rainbow
Room Tuesday night after ten months and comes back as a paying
guest Wednesday eve for the Casa Loma opening. . .Hal Kemp closes
at the Manhattan Room in May and goes a-tourlng. He is trying to
make deal with sponsor so he can air show from out of town... Jane
Pickens did five consecutive guest shots on Texaco. The sponsor was
about to give her a permanent spot but the Pickens Sisters* are 'booked
to. appear at the General Motors show in Pittsburgh week of March 21st,
so she'd miss the Jumbo program of the 24th. If she re-appears on
the program of the 31st she'll get the contract which will run in four-
Week series-. ..World Broadcasting shows a nice juicy profit for first
three months, of the year. Their financial status is out of the- red once
again" and executives and employees ore smiling. . .Benny Kreigev still

Philips' Face Creams - Mail Count

Free Offer—14 days' supply of Phillips' Milk of Magnesia "Cleansing'* Cream- and Phillips' Milk, of
Magnesia "Texture" Cream—absolutely .

free, Elec. Transcrlptions^-Rccords No. 5, 6, 7. Jan. 8, 10, 13,

• * • • • *

Totals I • I Ml

WHO WGAR WLW WDAF WHAS WJR WCCO KHJ KOMO KMOX KFRC
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New York- musicians' union arid

reps from NBC arid Columbia were
still huddling yesterday. (Tuesday)
on a contract which is to

1

replace
the one that expired March 4. Net-,
works contend that assent to the
demands of the union, would jack up.
their payrolls from 30 to 50%, but
indications are that the camps will

get together on an amicable com-
promise soon
Among the terms asked by the

hit WBAL, Baltimore, as of the first

week in! April. Wm. Esty agency
handling.

talriing rate from' $100 to. $110 a
weelc, the limitation of a musician's
service to five hours out of eight
hours a day,' : the acceptance of a
man's ' services on the seventh day
of the week as a special engagement
and establishment of the principle
that a. musician who has been on
the payroll for four greeks remains
an employee.of the network for a
year and may not be discharged
unless, for good cause. Under the
special, engagement

. angle he would
be paid $18 for an hour's broadcast
and $6 extra for rehearsal.

Morgan, Murray, Regan

Set on New Air Show

Talent for the Lever Bros. CBS
stanza, to start March 24 in behalf
of Lifebuoy and Rinso, has now been
set to include Russ

.
Morgan's or-

chestra, Ken: Murray, comic, and
Phil Regan, tenor. Isham Jones
band was originally eyed, but Ruth-
rauff " & Ryan have subsequently
made changes.
Name for the stanza will be picked

later, and the agency is also think-
ing about adding another comic,
Laugh addition, however, may, pos-
sibly not be made until after the
stanza has. got into its run.

E. A. ADLER, JR., QUITS

Bijur its at Fletcher & El
Agency

is

Edward A. Adler, Jr., radio chief
of Fletcher & Ellis, has resigned.
No successor has been named,

radio duties, for the moment, being
completely assumed by Vice-Pres-
ident

.
George Bijur, one-time di-

rector of promotion for CBS.

Agencies^-Sponsors

Rplls Razor, through the Kimball,
Hubbard & Pewel agency, is start-

ing a.platter campaign of 16-mlnute
musical discs, once a week, for at
least six weeks. Stations.- able to
clear' Warner music due for the
longest runs. List conies to 29.

Schick razors, through J; M..
Mathes,, skeddihg one-minute spot
announcements, seven days a week,
five, weeks. Station list fairly ex-
tensive, but varies from time to
time.

Feen-a.- mint's 'National Amateur
Night/ now running on the Mutual

IT HP'

LOHR TILS

P. AS

J. M. Breitenbach (Gude's Pepto
Mangan) has acquired the Wednes-
day stanza of 'The Psychologist
Says,' conducted by Dr.. Arthur
Frank Payne oyer WOR, New York.
Through Brooke, Smith & French.

M. Fur Co. setting Jerry
Blaine's orchestra and vocalists
over WMCA arid. WOR, both New
York, on Sundays. Account handled
by Sternfleld-Godley, with Philip
Seheft the exec' in charge. Same
agency is also signaturing 13 weeks
with WMCA for the . Hi-Grade
Refrigerator Stores (Brooklyn)..

National Life Insurance Company
signed for news broadcasts over
KAPvK, Little Rock, with expiration
of Little Rock Symphony orchestra
airings. Musical unit sponsored for
13 weeks.

Procter & Gamble Dreft shifts
from the NBC ride to ether discs on
March 30 with a schedule of eight
stations through the midwest and
south. Pat Barnes poetry readings
will hit three times weekly on
WBBM, Chicago; WLW, Cincinnati

r

WJAX, Jacksonville;. WSUN, St.
Petersburg; WCCO, Minneapolis;
KOIL, Omaha; WHO, Des Moines;
KMBC, Kansas City.
Platterized by the local World

studios here and placed through
Blackett-Sample-Huinmert agency.

For Listerine the amateur vogue
in radio is still on the upbeat. With
amateur shows haying clicked for
it in four countries, the mouth-
wash is- planning to bankroll pro^
grams of this type in Brazil, Argen-
tine and the Phillipines,

toots his sax in the Rudy Vallee ork. for Fleischmann show on NBCeven though he now has his own band on the Pick & Pat program

Nemo
Bond Bread may decide on a summer vacation this year In whichevent Crumit and Sanderson hike to Europe on May 11th ...2.5!Howard's program folds In four weeks. . .WNEW is looking tov exner -

in

C
St,

anTnCer
^
WUh ,nt0rmaI VOlces

-
Production experience win a d

of ^!^^^ 1^ irt,i int° the LIncol» H*tel the firs"or Aprll settle Glenn resigned as radio commentator of the HotelEdison to join the Publicity Associates radio dept. Sid Weiss is stilthe p.a. of the Edison. ..Ed Smallee does his first singing on the Whelaprogram ^at WOR this week. He will lend his pip?s to Tis '7 vS
fv ,?t k"

F^ t ie nGXt SlX Weelcs the Jullet Lowell Dumb Belle Letters

Z wVa f
?
a Ure °f the NBC Wavln^ show

' L^vcll \vill not an ea

£J SliS:
b
^n^ read "-The Red Nichols 'Singing Ensemble' replacest!f £h°Vn the Kellogff Com^ose-d of Bob CarterBob Moody The Wallace Sisters and the Songcopators, 8 persons ti er

-d arc°?n T^^Z^o^' ^ f^^~

,
Talk is. on at NBC about merging

all publicity and exploitatiori ac-

tivities into a single division and
under one head. Ths would take

In. the press departments which
cater to newspapers, the sales i>vb~

trade news arid .the faction in the

NBC Artists Service which provides
theatre and concert managers with
plug material.

Lenox' R. Lohr, hew NBC prez,
delivered last week his first pep.
spiel to the web's press department,
He decried the tendency to turn
out trite, machine-made stuff and
urged the staff to get more individ-
uality into their work.

N. ORLEANS CATHOLICS

RAP RUTHERFORD WAX

New1 Orleans; March 17.

A protest against the ;brbadcast-
Ing of the Judge Rutherford Watch-
tower w.axed. programs over WDSU.
for 'slander of things Catholic arid

insults to Catholics' was contained
in a front page editorial of The
Catholic Action of the South, offi-

cial organ of the Archdiocese of

New Orleans, Thursday (12). Paper
has also filed a protest with the
Federal Communications Commis-
sion against WDSU's broadcasts of
program, which they also termed 'a

flagrant abuse of courtesy, of de-
cency, of fair play.'

Catholic Action of the South said
It spoke for the Catholic population
of the city in resenting the remarks
of Judge Rutherford. This city's

population
v
of 600,000 is more than

60% Catholic.

Washington, March 17.

F. C. C. has received protest from
Saint Rose Holy Name Society of
New Orleans about .Judge Ruther-
ford's program over WDSU.
No action has been taken.

Freddie Rich Out

Freddie Rich's orchestra is exiting
from' the Socony-Vacuum 'Flying
Red Horse Tavern' (CBS) stanza
this Friday eve (20) after having
spent 26 weeks of a contract that
was to run to May, 1937. 'Sponsor
trouble' is reported.
Lennie Haytori takes over. Ac-

count is handled by J. Stirling
Getchell.

Klotz Quits WOR
Jack Klotz, in charge of vaude-

ville bookings of the WOR arlist
bureau," resigned early this weelc..

Leaves the station March 28.

Klptz's future plans are not set.

He was formerly an RKO agent
vv.il h the Marty Fol'kins office.
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WCCO TAKES WHO PROGRAM
:
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Program of Local Made-G

CPS Artists Bureau will pipe a weekly program from New York
to WJSVi Washington, for local release in behalf of Turner Motors

CcC holders of the Ford sales franchise In the latter city. Talent

.will consist of former Washington residents who 'have made good

in the Wg city/ Show will go a half hour and have Bob Trout
former presidential annpuhcer, as

i
ih.c. It's the first remote tie-in

of this sort staged by either network's booking office.

Program's plug will get its cue from the slogan that will be used

In introducing the. talent: 'You've got to be good to stay at the top.'

[em

Treasurer'sReport
(AS OF DEC. 2Bi 1935)

General Statement

profit from operations for the fiscal year ending December
28* IMS, after provision for depreciation of $466,582.13. . . $3,124,951.79

Add—Miscellaneous Income (net).........,.,...,,....,... 103,242.66

Together ...... 4 ...«..«••,••. $3,228,194.45

Deduct—Provision for Federal income tax. . . ... .... . . . . , 418,115.75

Net profit for the period (equivalent to $3.30 per share on
852,335 shares) .

'. i. • . ...
t
............... . ... $2,810,078.70

Earned surplus at December 29, 1934. ......... . ... ... . . . . . . . . . 2,148,928.66

Together ..,......••».....• $4,959,007.36

Deduct—Dividends (cash quarterly dividends of 40c. plus
extra of $1. per share) .' 2,216,071.00

Earned surplus at December 28, 1935, per balance sheet. . ?2,742,936.36

Assets
Current' and working assets-
Cash in banks and on hand $793,637.95
U. S. Treasury notes (par value). , 2,900,000.00
Notes and accounts receivable, less reserves of $3,376.20

representing, largely premlu^ns", regularly advanced by
company under co-operative insurance plan)............ 1,628,630.17
repaid wire charges, taxes, insurance, etc. .....,k. ....... 211,182.07

Total current and working assets. $5,533,450.19
eposits to secure contracts (including $6,000 of bonds)—par
value) , 7,000.00

Investment in affiliated company .. 1,754.00
Deferred charges i'..,. •'. 64,403.27
Fixed assets

—

Land, buildings, equipment and improvements
to leased premises, at cost , .. $2,736,801.78

Less—Reserve for depreciation and amor-
tization .............v....:... 1,681,626.01

r- 1,055,175.77
Goodwill, representing premiums paid fbr capital stocks of
consolidated subsidiaries. 1,150,170.34

Together •••« • • » . , A » • » B « c ( , « , i , *'< • • . • . « $7,811,953,9 7

Liabilities and Capital
Current liabilities-
Accounts payable and sundry accruals. $890,760.69
Reserve for 1935 Federal income tax (estimated).... 418,115.75

^ Total current liabilities $1,308,876.44
Deferred income...... . 5,796.66
Reserve for tax claims and contin 66,840.15
Capital and surplus

—

Capital stock—$5 par value

—

Authorized—750,000 shares each Class A and B
Issued—47-4,298 shares Class A and 474,337
shares Class B $4,743,175.00

Earned surplus, per statement attached 2,742,936.36

$7,486,111.36
Less—1,425 shares Class A and 94,875 shares

Class B in treasury reacquired at cost of. 1,055,670.64

r. « ' 6,430,440.72
contingent liability—in respect of pending lawsuits. In the
opinion of the company adequate reserves have been pro-
vided.

, $7,811,953.97

Network Wont Allow lis

Affiliate to Carry Pro-

gram aa Violation of Con-
tract—Same Show Goes
Off KFAB, LincoInt as
CBS-Owned Station Clears
Time

French Propose Radio Tax

To Avert Theatre Strike

Paris, March 17.

ill to clap a tax on radio adver-
tising in France has been intro-
duced in the Chamber of Deputies
as an eleventh hour measure to
forestall a general amusement
strike set for March 20. If the
measure goes through! it. would
wring plenty out of Poste Parislen,
most prominent French commercial
station, which also sends English
language commercials for the in-
ternational Broadcasting Co.
Threatened strike of the amuse-

ment people is occasiohed^by the
Poor tax which they claim is too
mgh. In order to avert the walk-
out, the government now has to find
lunds to support hospitals and poor-
houses from elsevhere.

WEB SHOW GOES LOCAL

Gabriel Heatter on WJZ for Another
Sponsor arch .22

Scott & Bowrie's sponsorship on

the NBC blue web of the 'Weekend

News Review? with Gabriel Heatter

ends March 15, but the Marschalk

Sf. Pratt agency has another buyer

who will continue the stanza locally

in New York over WJZ. It's the

Modern Industrial ank.
Starts March 21 with the Satur-

day and Sunday 5:45 to 6 p.m. spot.

Niles Trammell, dropped In un-
expectedly at WSB, Atlanta, last

•h \Tramme11 18 native of Mari-na, Ga... 20 miles from Atlanta.

WHN Appoints E. Katz

Concurrently with the upplng of

its daytime power to 5,000 watts,

WHN, New York, owned and op-
erated by the Marcus Loew Booking
Agency, has appointed the E. Katz
Special Agency as its national rep.

Is the indie, station's first rep.

For Katz, WHN is the ninth
client Bince adding radio repre-

sentation to its newspaper biz.

RECEPTION OKAY

Columbia's blowup, against cer-
tain of its affiliated stations allying
themselves with the" Cornbelt Wire-
less Network has resulted in the
Withdrawal of KFAB, Lincoln, from
the group. Enforcement by CBS of
a clause in its contract with KFAB
which bars that outlet from -carry-
ing the programs of any other
hookup means that the Lincoln sta-
tion will . cease to clear the Corn-
belt's Gene and Glenn series for
Kellbgg's cereals with this Satur-
day's (21) broadcast.
N. W. Ayer, agency on the Kel-

logg account, was also advised last
week, that Columbia had taken to
task other CBS affiliates which had
become releasing points for the
Gene arid Glenn show but that these
outlets had advised CBS that they
,w<j^i^^^bu^th€^JMM»i!n(a!«^wa;
tion of giving up the Kellogg bus!
ness. Ayer ran into another jam
with CBS when that web refused
to permit its owned and managed
station. In Minneapolis, WCCO, to

pick up the Gene and Glenn series

as broadcast over WHO, Des
Moines, and to have the latter's sig-

nal re-broadcast by the WCCO
transmitter. CBS compromised the
situation last Friday (13) by agree-

Ohio Regional Angle

WKRC, Cincinnati, owned
outright by CBS, may not join
..the newly formed Ohio region-
al web as expected last week
when the regional came into
existence. Station says it's

interested in the web, but
there appears to be hesitancy
in joining, which is interpret-
ed as partially deriving from
parent CBS.

If WKRC doesn't sign up,
the Ohio crowd will look for a
new outlet in or around Ciney
at a meeting to be held with-
in the next few days.

ing to take the program piped by
telephone wire to WCCO from Des
Moines as soon as time can be
cleared. The cost of this wire will

be $360 a week.
Columbia's deal with Kellogg on

WCCO includes the proviso that the
piping to Minneapolis, shall consti-

tute a separate originate, with Gene
and Glenn doing their act for the
Minnesota release before or after

the Cornbelt release. For the start

the daily broadcast on WCCO will

run 15 minutes. It will be stepped
up to a daily half-hour later on.

Goose vs. Gander
What has caused considerable

scratching of pates among midwest
broadcasters is Columbia's incon-
sistent position in the matter. After
refusing to let KFAB associate it-

self with another network, CBS
yields when it comes to one o£ its

own properties. Fact that the hook-
up is by telephone wire, remark
these midwest broadcasters, is of

minor consequence. If the principle

doesn't, they argue, hold in one
case, it .shouldn't in the other.

It is reported that during the
height of the dither between CBS
and KFAB, B. J. Palmer, prez of

WHO, offered to buy into KFAB so

that he would be in a position to

make a test case of CBS' stand.

Special pickup equipment that the

stations on the Cornbelt proposition

have had installed figures to coat

them around $40 a. week, while

others Lave obligated. themselves for

another |25 weekly by placing this

KNXMay Pass to Richards'CBS Group;

Deal On; $2,000,000 Is Reported Price

Impossible Interviews

Sheila Barrett and Eddie
Garr, mimics, go into "the So-
cohy show on CBS this Friday
(20) for four weeks with an op-
tion for six more. Tag for the
duo's routine is 'impossible
Interviews,' with the first two
personalities being George
Bernard Shaw and Mae West.

Charlie Morrison set the deal.

MAJ. B0WES-NBC

DEAL NOT SET

Major Bowes was still huddling
yesterday (Tuesday) with Lenox R.
Lohr, president of National Broad-
casting Company, and George En-
gles, head of the NBC Artists Bu-
reau, on a new arrangement for the
agenting of Bowes' amateur stage
units.

From present indications, while
the Artists Bureau will not be en-
tirely cut out of the. agenting, as
Bowes originally wished, its com-
missions will be shaved consider-
ably from the 10% it is currently

net profits of the tyro shows. Ac-
cording to reports, the one-third
cut of . the profits will be cut out
entirely from the new deal. Bowes'
present deal with the NBC Artists
Bureau terminates the end of. this

month, with a new deal to take
effect April 1.

Bowes, who also doesn't want to

pay the theatre booking offices their

5% booking fees on each unit, is

also trying to eliminate the Artists

Bureau from collecting commissions
on such units as are agented by his

own staff. Present arrangement
calls fbr NBC to get 10%: commis-
sions on the units, no matter who
does the agenting.
Bowes' personal staff was aug-

mented last week by the addition of

Ed Olmstead, former publicity head
of Columbia Pictures on the Coast.

He will assist Lou Goldberg, Bowes'
exploiter and general aide.

Negotiations are currently on for

the purchase of station KNX, Los
Angeles 60,000-Watter, by CBS. Guy
Earl, Jr., prez and controlling

owner of KNX, has been in New
York since Sunday (15) conferring

with Columbia officials and G. A.

Richards, head of WJR, Detroit, and
WGAR, Cleveland. Earl declared
last night (Tuesday) that it was hot
certain whether the deal could be
consummated this week. Asking
price reported for KNX is $2,000,000.
This is not the first time that

CBS has entered discussions with
Earl for the purchase of his station.
What has acted as chief obstacles
to these various pourparlers has
been the figure quoted by the Los
Angeles broadcaster. With the ac-
quisition of KNX Columbia would
have a setup in Los Angeles that
might be considered equal. to, if not
better, than that controlled by
NBC. KFI, NBC's main outlet In
that city, also operates on 50,000
watts.

ichards as Partner

Richards has been reported as in-
terested in taking over KMPC, a
Beverly Hills outlet, with, a view to
having it replace KHJ, the Don Lee
key, as Columbia's local outlet.

Richards, it is understood; holds a
six ' months purchase option on
KMPC* Report in the trade is that

Bob Howard Resigns

Detroit, March 17.

Bob Howard has resigned from
the radio department of Campbell-
Ewald to take a similar post with
another agency. He specialized in

spot broadcasting.
Resignation takes effect April 1.

equipment outside the city and vutir

ning a telephone wire from the lat-

ter point to the regular transmitter.

Kellogg will have a live show go-
ing in Buffalo also in a few weeks.
Cereal packer has bought the 'Buf-

falo Presents' stanza on WGR, with

the starting date depending on the

clearing of. the requisitioned time.

Lincoln, Neb:, March 17.

Gene and Glenn broadcasts, for

Kellogg as part of the Cornbelt Net-
work setup are being picked up
nicely by KFAB, with the re-

broadcast of the signal from WHO,
Des Moines, leaving nothing want-
ing. Quality of the reception on the

local loudspeaker end Is okay and
no different from what could be ex-

pected from a program originating

in a Lincoln studio.

WMAZ, Macon, will be connected

to the Texas network by wire to

carry Dr. Pepper half-hours' with

which this soft drink concern will

invade the Coca-Cola home terri-

tory.

WLW paid tribute to Edward
Rosenthal, head of Cincinnati print-

ing firm that publishes Radio Dial,

fan «hcct r with a 15-minute mem-
orial program Friday (13).

^ffW'aTsoS
partner, and operator in KNXj with
the network making both stations
available to CBS clients.

Report Smith Show

Cut Bowes Phone

Call Average 50%

Heavy reduction in the number
of telephone calls to Major Bowes,
Sunday night (15) was reported at
the .rate of around 50%. New York
Telephone Co. declined, to confirm
or deny, referring the question to

J. Walter Thompson, which wouldn't
talk, either.

However, the telephone company
queried CBS as to whether the .Kate
Smith hour at 8' p.m., directly op-
posite Bowes, was to be permanent.
This presumably implied the phone
company contemplated a need for
revising its set-up if such were the

case.

For the past six months or longer
Bowes near-monopoly of network
listening has made the previously
choice 8-9 p.m. Sunday night slice

hard to sell and the listener results

of the Kate Smith one-time program
were closely watched.

LATEST BULLETIN

Brooklyn Battle Still Ragea
End in Sight

-No

Washington, March. 17.

Complicated Brooklyn radio
scramble became even more snarled

last week when Brooklyn Broad-
casting Co., owning WBBC, asked
the Federal Communications Com-
mission for lull time on the 1400 kc,

frequency.
AS Commish again postponed

hearings in the many-sided con-
troversy, WBBC filed an amended
application for a licen.se change, re-

questing facilities of WARD, WLTH
and WVFW, which currently split

time on the channel. Previously

WBBC had asked only three-quar-

ters of the time, proposing deletion

of WARD and WVFW.
The hearings before the full com-

mission, originally skedded for

April, were put off until May 7 by
the Commish last week, with pros-

pects that it may be fail before the

next act in the four-year comedy
melodrama gofes on. The dispute is

more intensive than at any former
stage, with practically every in-

dividual in the long-standing grab
now asking for what everybody
else wants.
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A. & P. SPECIAL PROGRAM
With Kate Smith, James 'Melton,
Harry Reser, Jack Miller/ Ger-
trude Berg, Eva LeGaUienrte,- Bpb
Burns,* Block and Sully, Doc
'Raokwell r>A»"£ P; Gypsies

Songs* BandB, Comedy
60 ;Mins.-' • i

• •<!;..

A. & P.i STORES r

Sun.,' 8 p.m. r(Once)
WABC, New York

(PatIs diid 'PearO

.
Kate Smi't^ .tvitJhf.al'^roiip.of '(jtlier

mike- lianji^r|<BfM;iji.
* siipport,! vrent.

pppOsitipn; to. Jfl&Kwp 'Bowl's' .amateur
show\.last week;end'^ (15) fpr '.a-' one
time broadcast to help usher-, iri

Kate Smit]i Invitation Week;m the
.X P, Stores. '.., The cast. .Wjhich

'"Miss Spiil;h s.urrou'ft'ded'J h'ers.eljf .with

looked .npp'ressiye on\ pap.ef'
;
but

the show, as r,un oft ,;ih'ade•, i|pr a
dull' houn Th er e' 'jvere .s.om'el

flashes, of good eptertaipmBxt, but
these ' were ..confined .to^.'the.;. singing
interludes, of,. , Jftntta-. &ejton; , and
Mjs&s&ith,ffiwdto^for []

< MfttoPjtweal^eps off. the jw^aih.
v Jfty 'i^ith^pcfldueilslojp -fchftfeiQ^iSififay^t

^Jti u^JiHet way 4t| W9 ikpjtrrtpgejihieft

> and baJa^oed/ ; sho;>v«d)>nyjth)lnB'. but
.. tan. expert hand M:0:outij>ing^va,rie

1
ty

: ^entertainment; alpijgt mpderp^lines.
• . TJhfi'.^aQftjwasvMne.v^n.i .white' spnae .of:

disregard for selecjtlne^imatenaj,

< : tJeiojia audoXHiiictoirwwjtd . 4ikeJly« show
- • >tffiem-..oft>a4tii&eiit^

v.^iidB'.^tttxjbde^inliFhjt.'! haye-ibsen; due
i^to jthe «aQt>,tb»i-a n^nibep;o£'.ithe

acts^wsere i^v^ikiiefvloiiflhiaa -.ifan. 'a*
& Pn' wj^^spneer.n«d*iUTbeyr had.

'been 'Induced' to..go oni.asr a .fa,vor

; to 1 (their- regular^sponsora,: wh.o>'.seU
• • ;goodato,the A.. & P. Stpjces^ i

•.

j

'-.

:

f i It -t -was : -no easyos.task /••that i "Miss
Smith'undertook and 'She; personally
canto ••• through iri • • •. icpmmendable
fashion. She did straight" r fort.

Block and Sully and Doc Rockwells
Her. skill at this chore was not of
the 'best, 'but even at

5

.; that^iV Vas.
far better .than the material that

.'tljese fwb acts trlfed to .palm oft for
comedy\' •'With" 'Bob ' Burns,' ! hboked
In fVom Hollywood^'the' -ga'g^ not
onl£ Veeke<t ' of ni'lidewed" antiquity
but 'evidenced a penchant for getting
through with the job as quickly as
possible. Again bringing up .that
not-getting-paid thought, . .

Dramatic' interpolations ..were
shared between. Eva .Le, Qallienne

dug. up ; an. excerpt from
While Miss Berg "took the

4
occasion

to re-enact, a .bit. from one of her
old scripts, in ;wnlch . she . senti-
mentally reminisces over a Jewish
mother on a Sabbath eve. The di-
alog was .topped off with the chant-
ing of a Hebrew prayer. Both n.s.g.

Harry. Reser put his band- through,
a tinkling interpretation of the '12th
Stteet Rag/ while the -A. & P.
Gypsies and the Jack Miller" unit
were also heard frdm> the latter do-
ing' the- accompaniment for Miss'
Smith. , From the Romany Singers,
a. regular A. & P. ens.enible, . came a
nifty .' arrangement' of 'A' -Little
Rendezvous in Honolulu.'

;

Advertising copy was dished out
lavishly, with: emphasis, laid on the
various brands' of .A. P. , coffee

. .and the statistical, Jlnfo' that A.. & P.
java outsells any other,Vbraptf by.
millions of pounds. A. & P.

,

p.rez,

John A. Hartford,' also got an inn-
ing at the mike, .to thank his .em-
ployees for the 40,000 letters he h'ad'
received from . the.m . and assuring
them .. that.. he. appreciated

, theft : ff- !

v
forts,, .to. .help pplve the '..company's1

many, .problems- and. .make- the ',A., i &;i

P. ,pne pf ithftf-worldVsffl^test >jMs?-?
tributing organizations. ,. Ted.|.C.pl'v
ljns. Miss Smith's manager, and'
announcer, did most' of the pl'dST
palaver.' OdecJ—

. c -V S.-T-.'.

"'I

•UNCLE JIMMY.;&^J^itiRE-H :

CRUISE' -

With Jimmy Cp'niin^MyHiW'iG^'B*,'
Jack^J^CteJIaiH^eier Cajtes, Heleiit'

v ©i?odei;iek> .Oavtf uthursby^. Cliff''

.-.! '.Hull* ^tlarfi»o,ft:?Gr«eo:- • -j .iih:.',A
- CON:L lN_'8i.=&tki SHAMPOQ' : :j

j

• TatB.^%aRfi(ttm..a.i»^i;.'s»</ ,iT<;i •

KiM»TRiiiIi08!'A«BeiBSii(-;.'- .-!';

"• 'm® 'mimh&a w*eVe*'*'t'hi*'::«^h«>

'

'taggeav JwhU^^'4eftr^Val(ae !*^ "Its

'

' VarTe't^ A1r^%uc1il!
'tfet't

,

ei*!Hiliai^flhe
•ftv«?ag>j£*ru

,

r?*'--et
R

fffefir" h^eabO^ts.
Show is 'Uncle Jimmy's' :i

ill- the
"way" -aftr scf

; - :
;s'

; >He v
:
^riKWlling.

CommertUls riih'' Vttm^dht.
COn'tin,' an old!.' vau'd'e'' standby, 1

does the emce,eing and -keeps piece
moving b'rislcly. Myrtle Glass, who
teamed with her hubby (Conlon) for
years,, chants- two numbers in good
vojce. , Jack McCleiviani does his
harp bit. the while twanging imita-
tions. Joe Caites, who does the
Popeye sound effects on the screen,
warbles a number in the, low. gut-
turals. Then Helen Broderlck with
her 'tale of the social climbing. oys-
ter.' ,

Dave Thursby does a Scotch bit
with Conlin playing stooge, which
brings on Cliff Hall (Sharlie to Jack
Pearl's Munchausen) as the feed to
Harrison Green. Latter's aping of
Pearl character okay. Routine is
identical. Bert Kalmar. Jr., closed
with a vocal number, pipes not so
forte.

Program should catch on if Con-
lin doesn't run out of names. Too
many 'of this type have died on
the vine after a rousing sendoff.
As a. morHcine show bally it 'loo^t
miss a trick. Ifelm.

RAY- SINATRA ORCHESTRA
With Lynn Martin, Songsmitha
Musical
60 Mins.
LUCKY STRIKE
Wednesday, 8 p.m. EST .

W^AF^ New York
(L6rd £ Thomas):

Addition of tliis stanza (11) to the
onQ already going on Satui'day eves
bVlns^s Lucky Strike's radio time to

two '^iill hour.8 per week. . It's quan-
:tify'ih a' big'.'wayi' As "for. quality,
that'^ ' sohiethihg

1 ' else .' again; • It's

'decWfedly ' thin. --But; .'bet^en the
"two

"

s

pl-oeframs George' Washington
Hill 'ahd his American Tobacco Co.
haVe a vast' plec.e of remindei- ad>-

vei-tising which" :'the ' "public '. can 1

hardly 1-'

"aVoid' -running, . lnt'67
v

und'

\vh
l

i'ch doesn't ea');'-. up nrucft by-way
of production co'sts.1 That may be

:

ono way of selling clgare'ttes,, and 1

it's certainly in lihtii with' Hiirsr love'

qf s'ize._ '
""

V. k
.". "'

'

.'/Layout*' of Sinatra's e)jitipp,^pt.'the;

}m*ym*A? ;is; ^^4;^ the

t^,,Hoft, ;,a mm .merafcpfo;-

t\<1}W&*g£, tu^ps^ Jfrpym. )fortb,
.
.wjthout^

muQ^>to.'. d^tin'guish theim ..as : mu^
sioal . .. numbers., ^ndo'^e4ty ijt'

would be like asking, fpr..tne,moon

timt*k :
ak?fis|irpa|lpjis,: 1 .Tfte:-

s^jftime,.ptr
;
6,tqh

l

.weaiuesc,,.> '",

tinuranii ^ the Songamttha, > 4>oth
dquijipedr. withi pleasing vOices r lare.

seoondary -'and ^eal * mainly " With',

chOras singing* As in the folder ,.

4Hlt'
version, -this one labels the majority
of^tho'tunes according to their rank-
ing as national favorites. »;\:

4
-Ail' ftt- all, -this one Will pfobably.

get' lots' of 1 tuning > iri- and' loti of
ttining-' oiit. Together With the Sat-
urday •)eve"hduiv 'the' 'programs loom
ks bfg "as' sunrise: in Ij^rlzona 'and:

are;' hard to avoid ' 6ft the ;dial.

ThaiM" be. theiP advertising value.
As' "eritertalrimeht - : -value; :however,-
the jcriterlon will be the1 large : niim T

bers'of those who tune out' after a
short spell.' 'Commercials.are strate-
gibally placed to catbh ; the tran-
sients, 'and deal ? with Lueky's lack
of acidity. Edga.

CHRYSLER AIR6HOW
With Alexander Gray, Mark War-
now'a orchestra,' Charles Hanson

. Toywia
Musical
30 Mins.
CHRYSLER
Thursday, 8 p.mVEST
WABC, New York

(Lee Anderson)
Chrysler debuted, .its . new r-adlo

.show with pleritjvof. showfhan^hip
everywhere' exbept ifd the.ftiic,, ' Pro-
gram is pretty shy pn .that^ejepttnt,

blundering frcque^y In its ajhiless.

seeking qf anvaudlepce whfijh mjght
be. able to. buy Chryrlfer automo
biles; /; . . , v . .... , ,

,

Lack of show
l
ma,nphlp; in fhlg pro

gram',13 xeajlji: starting in .v.ie\y of;

t"

i

,

' immediate' v .
-etiiier; cpmpetjitor

—

idy,' Yaltee's^ Plewchni&rih ^broadr
st wWch;4s ori'the'N^C n£tyy'ork

a^ihe,:9afp'e' ^taTtln^timp-^-aud both
the Lee'.AnderfOn, )^ehcy' and' .Co

ShpUl^. _-TT. ^-r^t it
-

^jis 'M.'.'saJesti,

£hannels.r . aifc:Alarork, ,>^a^. ,%

WORRY CLI IC»
With Dr. George W. Crane
Dramatized Advice
15 Mins.

I
f.o.by

WGN, Chicago

(Biackett-Sample-Hummert)
Taking 'problems from life' Dr^

George W.- Crane of the. department
of psychology of Northwestern Uni-
versity. . dramatizes the' situations
with' the ..help of \VGrN. players.
Fadeout shows the.' matter all

cleared up and happiness and men-
tal peace restored to the subjects of
the lecture.. .. I

In the ease of a suspicious wife,
Dr. Crane recommends faith in her
husband. . In the case of a petulant
husband Dr. Crane points out that,

he must recognize that .his wife is a
iumari being with human, frailties
and not a living idol.

.,

While Dr. Crane no doubt is in a
position to expound priore technically
on the various problems of human
relations, the program, keeps him as
hear to the hoke cracker barrel as:

possible, The show still remembers
the.' potential customers for
Wheaties want their 'science in
sfn'all' capsules.

.pji'pjc' ^ajlops thrice [ weekly over
;tjie!'|ajjjtua'l -threads at. a n}idafteri-.

ho'oji,.p;our whfch' strikes"strictly at
jthe : masons, .' ind'/fpr

',
the.ir,,, beiieflt.

the,,.a)cih'o]4ri.cer warns,' thiepi -ifei to
.coafl or. '6rd,pr their , chOdcen' to '. eat
cefeal,:',"''''

"
" ' ' *' ' "' —

blW,
oi;^er

,

.

"dej)p,e i.iri
;'

his . hjpth^'^'^udgjnent'
Show is offering

rtp |
gjv^-a.dvlce

^>H, ;
the l^tener's ..ft\vh., pfp^em iat

the ^wajnftftu.m, : Qf W-Wfetorf0 --. help,
ide/ray., stenographic ecsRqn^e. ,\y.hich

; s a-,«iu'el;tiv r,easonab.le.i ffie;-f.oi'; .the

^fliy.tIoni,-'Jto nienjmt. .and y,'©syofeicaJ-
u'nliappiness. Psy.cliiatrists are no-
toriously expensive.. Program
flftal&BX sih*tf tnofi -.-to3 ihfeiir?. 'tBeV/atiger
'ofr.tlt^taediettl-professiott by>-waun.-ri
Wig, rthe1,lletener9-iflrSt ,t««''e

,

on«Ult the.

grani^;.';;<inc,luOiner the:' same fcbmr
p,any,

r
s: PJynVbuth,, and- pad.go-^jt^id-

.casjt^), ^o\^tpn>6l>\le3 are. pyersoid
apd, the .'plugs'/ .ajftep a':.few, minutes,
are sufAcient iH^heniselveis to cause,
listeners fb\ turn tp

:

something...else'.;

Chrysler, la contemptuous 'of any-.'

b6dy;'sV' pp)lnI6h on' this .toariiimerihg

salesmanship .technique and persists
in drivipg: listeners to othejr,

' ' ' -

grama!'..
*'

',
'

:..

'

'

But iibove all,, and strictly, from
the commercial angle, this Chrysler
show is not' strong enough to sell

such a high-priced corhmodity. This
is not a two-bit laxative, but a
product that scales up from. $676

AMERICA'S.FLAG ABROAD
Educational
30 Mi .

Sustaining
Friday, 9:36 -p<- GST*
WSM, Nashville
A dramatic ppograw. . with a

'MarpU, of .Time' . flavor, and pro-
duced with the • cooperation of the

DepartmeJut of State,., ,.'Americas'
Flag. Abroad!; tell* vt,. the work: of

the
' -United - Statesrr.embasfliesi jOYer

th*- worJd;,. With world'. affaira In

something iOt, a; mega, this program
has. ^QEft, .than, averjafie^i jntepest'.

Contemporary • significance '
. -;and

:

Tnmcli"is .giverii eafch broadcast by
telegraphic iteros..^Of world -news
from that .evening's newspapers.

Scenes closely, following the ac.-'

. tual \vords of .important jdiplomatic"

eventia. give a historical .background
of . n-elations - hetweefti .the United
States, and each natlop.>presen,ted.
The story is brought up..to,datp, and
the -Jistejwrs.1 are . fx'equently,\glV.eh.-

,anecd<>tal . bits about the ,
wpr:ktoi|g&

iqfv th<''Dep^tment..^f:.,State, •*) •,'.<, k
•'

ft...Eld,vKirfey»( .jsales ipnowiotipn .^iSalriV'

,ag?r fonutbes 5latlopal,Life...apAi 4cC
(

, cjdenjt'-siApawrancfi t ^ortipa^yt j jwhic'h

,owns .aadroperaitea > ;jyS^;..iian(J ; Is 1

sponsoring Amft?JP,a.!at^ag:.A;hrt>8,di
i

pgei&Inated' i the t..i^ea

.

%h&> fifirie's

tSftirerLal ^imonthaprfoefoije. -,^o >
ili'st

;

.^^dcast'fWen^pjii iKirby iQUfnfl^ed'
,
to*WashH)gtpD..a,nd,splMt^ thfbp^r^
.flQnaJi>4nteresl)..of; fiecpfifaW of-^tite
rCKWdell Hull <Q<,iTeiines.5fl!e>...ih-i She
broadcasts,.-,. i'jV.()Vj„i i

.-:<
(.vr

,,- jThie .scrjptst.are ..carefiuiUy,. prepared
ari4"jeach is, . suhimitted,-., tp; th^ ^hfief

i
ofi.thftvPAvision, of , Curxenjt iaforma-
i.tiou»- of -,the> Department of,-,State
before tt .j?.o.ejs4p.tQ,px>P1̂

uc.tiQn^ lUney
have- .been; written; by .. Jack; ;HaPii:is,

T^m- Stewart
, and -. ^ohn-i-, ThjOmpsion

»#h(jer KIrby:s.3up.er.vislon«.. .A'.. , !

.

.

:v-,Jack Harris and. ;Q^tis:'DeYin©^4re
the announcers, Rufus Phillips ulr.

rects the. players, who. enact the
j

sceftes. J...Oliviet B,lelil "cohducts
thV drchestra. In' Ws sWrih^. apcojm-,
panlriiehts, •;.'

•'•
'

1

number by either Alexander Gray,
;
Warn6w's i fine orchestra, or the
mixed chofus of 14 voices' Is pref-,
aced by ^ plug for tl?e Chrysler cars.
Then Charles Hanson ^owne, writer
and 'critic, ' discussed George San-
tayaria's latest tome, but it. was not,
explained hovr book reviews con-
nect up with automobiles, Espe-
cially a dainty and esoteric dish like
George Santayana. How many
know such a writer, or care?. ..

Program does not sell perspnaiity,
which in the current trend of radio
tastes, is Of prime importance to
make a broadcast popular. Fact
that it Is not supreme as a musical
show makes comedy also an eligible
candidate for inclusion in' the show.
Summed up',' Chrysler on the air:

isn't nearly as powerful' as the com-
mercial .plugs' claim the sponsor's,
-automobiles are on the road. Scho.

atrlst near you.' Despite^ifatot' tha,^
psychiatric ' problems' a'seften > take
from one to three -yoaps'dft study' the,
.announcer her.e- fflibly .offers this,
.service for two-,bi

;ts as- if he., were
offerins.a recipe for making apple
strudeU CoJd.

j FRANK MILANESE
Songs
Sustai ing
15 Mins.
WHA2,'Troy
Milanese, well known to Troy

night club patrons, pops on quar-
ter-hour: swings. He is of the
sweet-voiced, natural school, han-
dling current numbers in a fashion
which was. at the height of its popu-
larity several years ago. Milanese's
warbling is pfood but stylistic, the
latter .feature being particularly
noticeable under the orchestral ar-
rangement followed here. A small
group of instrumentalists follow
him, Milanese moves rapidly from
number t<? number. Keeps his voice
riding the air waves almost con-
tinuously for 15 minutes, a better
effect would be achieved if he were
to take one or two breathers. Jaco.

MAJOR. LEWIS H. BAKER
Adventure Talks

,1.5 Mins. .

,

Sustaining .

,

WGtf, Schenectady . .

,.JJewcomer to
. WGY. yarnsdv for

•ten
:
m.4nutes„ ,with .-.Warren , Munson

as quizzes but later.
:w^s.;,heai;d ;w^th.

Chester D. Vedder; x as assistant'
^ihp.w^ is i 'titled 'Burmese Hnehant-.
.-ment.'-. =-MajQr Baker's.is very. Rritr'
• isji iorma.nner..of speech.^ vPr§gram\
.w<jul4:..i'un; smoother if-.thejce wePe!

fewer interruption*.... *The- querying*
sometimes breaks, the narrative*
.^thregLd^ ^partiejula^i. ^when':* Mjajjotfi

Baker is slow oh cue pickjfps£
Off the trodden trails vlpi-.^ai^bal

uand fia* .ajni. ediucatig^'. ya^e^Vt.06^-
Major Baker, a fellow of iije Can'-* 1

adian GeographifiaJ,, Sjljclebc^j'ser^etT'
for years aj an of^pjajl JppInsU<uia!ri#
,alsq lfi)\aA^kja^t^F^m •. ihi^^experf-'
•£W.e*^ (f^o)d^eR}>ft|g •gjWJOS:feuriJt^?
•.'ondt-fip^et* lieidra-wji, Jttis-m.a.^prialr
>,ThA'ii4ng 7^an^ .,bjl3iarref^,he i),re,tells

f%hem-, .-wslLjvc Poss,egses
. ,a: th^pdgh

^pmHiapd,-- Q^-lil}Bliish/\usjng-.
> ..ili 1 to

spip Stwies ^ a. 'fashio^.. which, -is a
. »ross-f between;. the,-rpMtfe>soriai- .«nd
the .

npvelistiq.: British vbut .likeable
is the Major. .Toco.

FLORENCE BALL'
Songs
Sustaining
15 Mins..
WGY, Schenectady
A contralto singing pops Tor the

most part in the deep-voice style
used by many femme radio warblers,
The .'chest' technique was more in
evidence on the first than on the
second program heard. On the lat-
ter, Miss Ball modulated in the up-
per registers to produce a tone
which sounded part soprano and
part tenor—once or twice'"the voice
sounded startingly like that of: a
man. The range is rather wide and
the timbre good.
Miss Ball might be developed into

a local programmer, inasmuch as
she seems; to be the. only one of her
particular singing school broadcast-
ing over WGY. A more definite
format, with some individual touch,
would be advisable.. Young womannow works mid-afteruoon. Jaco.

ALARM CLOCK SERE
With Jud and Lou; LaHaya
Songs and Chatter .>

15 Mins.
Sustaining
WICC, Bridgeport
introduced some months back as

one of, those anything-goes , break--
fast hour; items, WICQ's.- '^larm
Clock Serenade' tqday' cojripiands a

audience. Which... goes to. . prove r™SV_°'*
again .that the time '(in this case
7:45 a. mi. three days . a ^eek).
doesn't matter if the qontent.ls. at^
tractive. '

•
,

'

- Credit for - lB-minu^'J3 Success
goes mainly to Judson, LaHaye, s!ta-

.
tioh's. program . director who;

,
tops

the ?pot witb hls'.^p'nouncer-brp^her
Lou. . Former has a genuine knack

' for. composing apd p'lanolizing mod-
,erh ditties, with the . Recent, on so-
phistication..' When LaiHaye's. Orig-
inals aren't fce.ing- offered, .'such as
Npei Coward and . Cole Porter . get'
the call—ari indication of .the higlv
pop music plane scale.d by this ma-
tutinal sustalner.

In addition to Lou .LaHaye's pa-
laver; 'Serenade' is. ihterpolated, '.by

informal chatter generally provided
by 'whoever's .hanging' .afbuhd" the
studio' at that hour bf'/the morn.
Qc'casionaliy. WIC.C regulars guest
in the eye.-£>penei;. .

Pr.dgram's .most ;notable Wealcness
is

.
lack of definite routine,' built,

probably, with Jud LaHaye. as. key
man.

.
Opening theme, 'Sing Before

Breakfast'; closing, .".Eyery Little
Theine .Song,* LaHaye's own. tilemY

REPj AND TAG

15 mins:. ..... .-

•

,CH|yft,pLET. b^URS
,,KOA. .Denver. ., ....

.Injftial .. flunjbejj;, oil , .this* ,;?. ;̂
ti!me

o'lily;-

'.?tud
..
w.a>Ti.dpKpt^d;.;

,

1
Mil'' unperi

ipJtQ\,tb}$i$ with ^wn-fup

'WHAT IS SWING MUSIC?'
Marshall W; Stearns, K. K. Hanson

Gordon Jenkins '

Talk, MuSic
Thurs,, 10:30 p. m./ EST (Once)
Sustaining :••

30 Mins.
WOR, New York ..

.
-It's too, pad; tl\at WOR's special

events department hadn't arranged
.to maTse ,this',' .one a. serial, instead
of tryTh'g.tO coVef '.the subject to *
single:.

7b^adcast..'. By the time th!'
nartatota of the program, MarsWll
W, Stearns 4nd K.'vK. Hartson," gat
fhrbugli wlth th.elr definition,' or %K
fort's to deffine 'swlpg music' theT

oo,
'ca'Sibn niust. have been' a confusini?
one." ,for' the listener^, and possibly
als6 for the ledturing' twosome :

it
was ' 'entei'taiiiihg 's

l

tuff, that 'halt
hour, eVeh' though hb'^-veily- enlight-
ening...^

f .,, .,..
:

.''

'.','. ip.eriiapa the.' ^professorial
. . dud

might vhaye h?id.,easier sailing and
not ;ti6d ..t^eAse.lvfiS, .i'ntQ popfiflcai

so-much ground. lt„was q,uite likely

verst
aS ari

, authbi,fty''6'n music. Between
them they pi'otfar'ed the treatise
that sought not Pf}\y tp.define tBwing
music but to cbVer.th^' development
of modern dance', music,''jMi<r.~'ihey
jointly delivered^ ihiA tr.eatj[s6''''pver

the, ,MutPal,^Ppku^L Haps6h;<who
foi-meriy- did tM,;p^.a. .chore^'.for
Rockwell-p'Kee^eV Mn4fe<i the; ma-
jot part'. ojt the ^spieling, "aud^

'*

what
must have mifEed his routine sOhie-
wh^t wa"s lhA'fallure.-of- Louis Arm-
5trpPgi WhO bpoks, through: R-O, to
show- .up* Acmstrong'fi hot triirapeU

'

4'ng was tft bfc.pne of the exhibltsi
... Between . S.tparns-Hanson's-. expa-
tiations,)^roostty^U words of many"
syllabies, , and in,. a> „ way thai .must
haye. made..the -muggs :and mugg-.
esse,s who.*hjoy good dance music
but .can't- -tell why marvel at this

'

dud's
, profound way of saying it, a

group, .of „ . instrumental specialists
gave illustrations. Even if when
Stearns and Hanson just before, the
fadeout admitted there was no ex-
act definition for swing, there was
no . question^' abqu.t the species of
music that .tfte instrumental group,

swing' stuff and of a definite, cprk*-
ing calibre. Jenkins was; also. reV;
sponsible for the arrangement^ Of

'

'the Wot tune's .played .'on this sea-'
1

sio'hl Included ih the program .was
an idea' of ho.w the 1>oys go. about a
jam session. ' Jam music, the nar-
rators explained, was the breaking
'down and cttyktalizing of the rhythm
In a composition. YThls definition
gives' a pretty good Idea of how' the
Stearns-HansOn chatter rari. Odbc.

'RICH MAN'S DARLING* '

With: PeggV Allenby, E<J; Jerome,
Ethel Remey, Carl Swetfson, Ona
Munson, Blanche Sweet

Strip serial.

15 Mins.
"

AFFILIATED SALES
Mon. through Fri., 11:45 a. m., E.S.T.
WABC, New York.

(BlaclcettrSample-Humm ert)

Outdoor Girl Cosmetics and Kiss-
proof Lipstick are the beneficiaries,
of 'this one. which stacks up as a
typical femme Job of the :BlacketU
Sample-Humm.ert stripe. .With an
e3re tp tlie gum-chewihg masses,
structure .Is. built -.for speed and- the

,i)ia'terial, is synthetic BSH Is a past
ij^aster in.,.di$hipg ..out this -kind of

fare foe . successful safes results.

'P^iph. Man^s '.pavlipg' looks, like, par
from that angle. '

....,.„ * >.

, ;

Story,, concerns a» 22-year-old girl

Vt»o ^arrl.e.Si"a>. plyf.ocr.atic middle-
jagjed. 'd^ddy tl .arid sopn .finds herself
.enmes.he.d .- in < ^naves . ^voyenl- by. , an-

.^^•ijiej^m ,w^yi';spheming ^ens
fpri

.ltnei i
a.

(
l{;.''s cWp. X>evelopment of

tftis'" tri.ahgie; Mth . tl^e tprm of hjigh-

pressuve ,. situation ...drajna.;; i? , the .

prpgra-m's., ^9tr,ength„ Cast, works
f
fair,, but. dftcsnLtcexfiend itsiifv— .

: Programjs pl'unkpd'jn the .roadie
of a batch ^pf slrtillar., stuff, an* the

learned mostly from Braille. Tlhev
exhibit neat, ifhjttbnt ba*K\,singiy.' andj
in duet; and with a vocah^urhpoi''
or so the program'AvoaWybfi.-aali^that
could be asked. • -Their -numbers' In-
cluded 'Nola,' • 'Little : '-Dutch'' -Mill,'
'Exactly Like You,' -'Blue Prelude*-
and 'Saddle Your Blues to a Wild
Mustang.' They play with good ef-
fect, and should prove populah* with
piano, music lovers of the region.

ve'nida joneis
:

Organist
Pop arid Semir
iPMi •

.

Sustaining.
KMOX„ St. Louis
.
Opening as 'Sophisticated Tunes

Played by a Sophisticated '^Ladv'
Venlda Jones sw.ings away to a rol-
licking 10 minute organ program
inimediately following press radio
news. Combining chimes arid swoet
organ tones, she plays '^.Ione at a
Table for Two' which was followed
with, a nifty ai'rangeriient of Drlgo's
'Valse Blu.ette.' Program closed with
(Cling to Me,' announced as
specially a-ranged by organist,
- Displaying nice rhythm arid lots
of technique Miss Jones is easy
listening. SahtU

•

eommercialp.
,
c,p tyy* ,..

du^T^um'.bulIeti
. r

"

-I i t ;i ,»-
->

< > —

-

ugh like

'<. 1'jdaa.

BRQTHER\.BILL' .

Wjth; Sam Ser-ota, Read! the
ComicR

15' Mins.
EVENING PUBLIC LEDGER
Dai.ly, 5:45. .

WIP, Philadelphi

Another page, in book ( of swap
deals between local stations and
dailies, this package for the urchins
should offer some real competish for

network bedtimers. Brother Bill

.(Sam Serota) reads the comics fi'onj

Evening Public Ledger, taking aH
the characters and most of .the

sound himself. In show caught he
Played 19 .parts, running the well-

known gamut from Minnie Mouse
to Popeye.-
Serota does socko character work

and session is nicely paced and pro-
duced. He's veteran in town and
regular dramatic script player.
Since show is. .not billed as one-
man, kids are likely to think whole
cast is doing its /stuff.
Giveaway on program -is button

on .which Is pic of a comic strip

Character—just for the asking. Sinco
kids must have a paper to follow
ishow. '

1

&obe>
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PAULINE LORD
With Ruth Gordon, Raymond Mas-

sey ._ . . .

Dramatic Excerpt

FLE 18CHMANN
Thursday, 0 Pvm ',

fe*T

WEAF, New York

(/. Walter Thompson)

Excerpt rendered on the Vallee

hour from the 'Ethan Frome' legit

bv the principals of the cast classi-

fies as an okay Job considering the

• 'obstacles to such a presentation.

The chunk sliced out of the show
was the best that could be pro-

cured, and the trio labored indus-

triously on it. Not everything was
conveyed, but the reason, here is

that 'Frome' Is ponderous fare re-

aulrlng a buildup of mood that

can't be accomplished in 13 min-
litAS

'

Cast dug in at the point *vhere

Frome's invalid wife (Pauline

Lord) is dismissing her kin Mattie

(Ruth Gordon) after suspecting

that she and* Frome (Raymond
Massey) are in Ibye. Highlights

ef the denouement sketched from
this point onward, culminating in

the tragic sleighride down a hill.

Latter, a tough poser, was passably
rendered by having the closing'

words fade out in a swish of music.

Trio acquitted itself with about
evenly classy workmanship. Edga.

PHILLIPS LORD
^Calling on You'
Chatter

WISCONSIN ALUMNI RESEARCH
FOUNDATION

Mon. and Fri.f 4:16 p,m. EST
WEAF, New York

KQeyet, Cornell & Newell)

Wisconsin group Is an alumni-
controlled body which holds rights

to the Steenbock patent for Irradi-

ating milk with ultra-violet rays to

give it vitamin D. Object of the se-

ries .is to stimulate demand for
and . thus provide, the
with' more research
York City and New
the markets currently

a split red web.
That Lord should be chosen for

selling chores, instead of, say, a
kids' show, is undoubtedly due to
his draw in.New England plus. Gey-
•r, Cornell's --previous .experience
with him. when the agency nan-

fluch milk,
.university
funds.'
England '

probed viu.

SHERLOCK HOLMES
Richard Gordon, Joe Bell, Harold.
West

Drama
30 Min*.
HOUSEHOLD FINANCE
Sat., 10:30 p. m.
WOR, New York

{Charles Daniel Frey)
After years . of service in behalf

of G. Washington coffee and over
NBC, the aerial Sherlock Holmes is

cutting his deductive capers for a
loan outfit by way of .the Mutual
Network. The same players are in
the central role and there's even Joe
Bell to put on the plug for the
Household Finance way. of solving
your money troubles. Bell used to
chatter with Dr. Watson about the
G.. Washington 1 brew they were
supposed to be sipping, but appar-
ently the nature of the- new spon-
sor's business doesn't allow for the
participation of Dr. Watson in the
commercial.
Cast delivered a dramatization of.

Conan Doyle's 'The Suffox Vam-
pire.' It made a good starter, offer-
ing lots of gore, chills and other,
things to keep 'em awake. If they
stay awake, they eventually start
thinking about their money troubles,
If the Insomniacs are of the consci-
entious sort, they'll then begin to
wonder how they can get the money
to pay off. That's where the spon-
sor comes In. Assuming that this
logic holds, which It does not,
Household couldn't have picked a
more natural program.
Says Bell in . his opening plug:

'As Sherlock Holmes solves his
Crime problems let Household . Fi-
nance solve your money worries.'
After he has solved his case, Holmes
steps out. But not Household.
After its collected its money,, it

promises to show the client how to
keep out of debt. Odec.

'PETTICOAT GHOST'
With Clyde North, Jack McBride,

Dr. H. Carringt'on, Arlene Black-
burn, and Mark Smith

Drama
30 Mine.
HAROLD F. RITCHIE & CO.
Tuesday, 8 p. m.
WJZ, New York

(N. W. Ayer)
In place of the usual 'Eno Crime

Clues' yarn of the 10th, N. W. Ayer
substituted this ghost novelty,
broadcasting it from a 'haunted'

,, , ,_ - t _ , house on Staten Island. Program it- r - -=

newspaper attention it had stirredhow he'll go about his new duties
.was only meagerly defined in the
first sample (6). Talked a great
deal about 'what ;

future programs
would bring forth, and stuck in a
whopper of a plug for the milk, and
that's about all by way of initial
program mechanics.
Seems that hereafter Lord will

regale the old folks to home with
adventure, stories,1 some of them
dating back to his oruising on a
ric"kety schooner a year ago. To
date Lord hag simply introduced
himself in leisurely fashion and of-
fered a flock of campaign, promises.

Edga.

GOOSE CREEK PARSON
With Josiah Hopkins
Rural serial
15 Mine.
COLGATE-PALMOLIVE-PEET
Mon.-Thurs., 7:45 p. m.
KHJ, Los Angeles.

(Benton a Bowles)
Backed up by smart production

and pointed for matronly reception,
this onetime Columbia sustaining
Bhow (Country Church of Holly-
wood): has the makin's of a new
lav. Down the ways with a heavy
splash, if the promised tempo is
maintained it should hold its own
among the maze of serials on the
coast lanes.
•In the title role is Josiah Hop-

*ms, ordained minister and formerArmy chaplain, who knows show-
manship values. He's smart enough
to let others who know to fashion
™5 ^gram. His simple philoso-
phies have been retained from the
eia.snow but gone are the churchly
sermons, the hen Cackle in the par-

sonage. Once likened to the Seth
barker pattern, it goes off on a
fresh tangent.
Parson takes his usual buggy ride

«own the country lane, swaps epi-
grams with passersby and lends a
helping hand to a gruff stranger.
They pass the hlacksmith- shop
where the quartet' is warming up
tne

_ Pipes for the evening's chant.
Thread of a plot is spun, Which

S ! Promise of events to come.
Mysterious visitor goes on the make
ior the school marm, gives her a
package to keep until he returns.
That s enough to keep 'em in sus-
pense^ until the next airing three
days hence.

««
C
n
0ir hvmnals nicely timed, fall

easily on the ears. Producer Charles
vanaa can take a bow for crowding
«^mu<l

h as he did ln tne flrst epi-

i^T«
e
;

Characters were established,
locale 8et and the plot spinning, all

««*t *
""nutes of smooth running

gajpt by Dixie Willson and Vanda.
ffi1 ?8

1
.<il the rustic characters,

•inSi *.
the closlne commercial in

Kf«tlc
' „

h°mespun fashion, awant w«ef from the customaryhouting of wares. *

wiouid work up a lot of lather forthe
ehaiJ? P sponsors. Don Lee coast

2t i °,!.
13 Ht»*ions takes the show,

GL ntially for 13 weeks. Bill
oodwln on the announcing. Uelnw

Re: Duffy Bill

Detailed report of hearings
held on the Duffy Bill before
the House Copyright Commit-
tee is carried on pages 63
and 66.

'BOWERY MISSION'
With Dr. Charlea St. John
60 Mint.
ADAM HATS
Sun., 2 p.m.. Wed., 8 p.m.,
WHN, New York

- (Glickman)
Bowery Mission on WHN is not

unlike the Chinatown ditto oyer
WM.CA. Both represent efforts of
a sponsor to benefit from a human
interest program off the beaten path.
Down-ahd-outers, with all the hu-
man sympathy and broad hokum
thereby represented, are presented
with non-sectarian religious em-
phasis. Audience is made personally
aware of the humanity involved
through the appeals which are
broadcast, regularly for Clothes,
shoes or other donations, which will
meet the urgent,

.
intimate needs of

some specific, fellow-mortal who . is

on the outer fringe.
That an aggressive merchandis-

ing outfit like Adam. Hats .is willing
to sponsor Buch a program and to
content itself with the brief allusion
to its product made by the preacher,
is . in Itself a commentary on the
ability of this odd bit of Americana
to draw and hold interest. It is

seemingly something very real and
vital to modern worry-ridden ..suf-

fering-conscious' Americans.
Initial five minutes serves to build

up a colorful, yet dignified intro-
duction to the mission. Daily tran-
sient list is word-pictured and while
it's sobby stuff it lands solidly. Or-
gan music ushers in the services.
Hymn' singing from the assembly is

frequent, Otherwise the pastor
brings up the transients for a
thank you' for last week's old suit,

or a request for a pair of shoes.
Jobs and clothes get the most calls.

No religious conversion testimonials
are aired, which is just as well. Dr.
St. John held the pulpit for a long
period.' Too long. .Doc is there when
it comes to glib talking but more
personals' from the down-and-out -.

ers would relieve the talking strain
and add to the program's drama

up in advance, and came danger
ously close" to nullifying its ends by
pulling a hoax on the listening audi-
ence.

Started with a flashback drama-
tization of a murder committed in

the. house 200 years ago when a rob-
ber hacked off a damsel's ear and
let her bleed to death. The partici-
pants in this scene were described
to the audience as being a bona fide

descendant of the girl killed, and
the person who is now Caretaker of
the place. Actually they were a
couple of regular cast members (Ar-
lene Blackburn and Mark Smith) and
lost ho time giving themselves
away by being too polished.
Dr. H. Carrington, director of the

American Psychical Institute, then
delivered a short guest spiel, follow-
ing which the mike was wafted
around in the place to pick up
spooky noises. Produced a lot of
screeching and clatter which—so
the audience was assured—was not
made by sound -effect devices.
Noises, were actually made by liv-

ing actors, hence the technicality
permitting this misleading state-
ment.
For a finale the 'caretaker* was

found dead, obviously having been
bumped off during the broadcast by
the girl whose ancestor had been
fatally deprived of an. ear. An-
nouncer, told ' the audience that the
'caretaker's' ear was also hacked
away and that—as in the original
murder of 200 years ago—it had dis-
appeared. 'Murderess' then con-
fessed and the program closed.
This . last hoax in a few mtnuteB

had 300 people calling WJZ to find

out '.if . it was on the level* since
there had been almost .no indica-
tion that it wasn't. Fact that the
whole thing fooled 'em too hard
looks as though the program kicked
itself in the pants. Edga.

WILLIAM HARRIGAN
Songs
FLEISCHMANN
Thursday, 8 p.m.
WEAF, New York

(J. Walter Thompson)
Wlliam Harrigan called to the

mike on this occasion to revive
memories of the Harrigan and Hart
days in honor of the coming of St.

Pat's day. Harrigan is a dramatic
actor, and not primarily a singer,

but here he slipped into a warbling
role, backed up by a quartet.

Bit made a rousing 10 minutes or

so. Prefaced by a brief rehash of

the 90's days when Edward Har-
rigan, William's father, Was one of

the leading songsmiths of the day,

the guesters rapped out a medley
of Erin tunes. Included 'Paddy
Duffy's Cai't,' 'My Mary Ann' and
'Mulligan Guards.' Singing had
plenty of life.

As a radio appearance for Wil-
liam Harrigan, this one must clas-

sify, as a strict exception to what he.

would ordinarily do. It was pure
commemoration and called for rto

exhibition of his own special talents.
Edga.

spot recently, after the mission re-
ported that contributions were com
ing in at such a heavy rate, that it

could now service nearby settle-
ments engaged in similar activities,
This alone speaks for the mass ap-
peal it conveys and the audience
pull of WHN. Bral.

'POMPEIAN PROMENADE'
With Jerry Copper, Ted.. Royal's

Orchestra, Arline Franci
15 Mins.
POMPEIAN
Tues., Thurs., 12:15 p.m. EST.
WABC, New York

(Topping & Lloyd)
Pompeian is still endeavoring to

find the right formula. From a mat
inee spot in the Ritz-Carlton Hotel
show now shifts to a noon hour
studio schedule. New program prln
clpally notable for being heavily
loaded with contest: offers and other
hand-outs. Society aura of the Ritz
is discarded for a campus motif but
it means little.

Jerry Cooper continues singing.
He's okay. Ted Royal's orchestra,
which is new, hasn't decided Just
what type of music to specialize on.
There's a semblance of swing, mild
jam and straight syncopation in the
arrangements.
Miss Francis' clear-cut diction is

a program asset. However, show is

top-heavy on those beauty offers.
From face powder it switched to
Jean Harlow's locks. Bral.

'HERE'S TO YOU'
With Sam, Gil and Louie, Peter Ric-

cardi, Dale Evans, Foster Brooks,
Pete Monroe, Harry Currie's Or-
chestra

Music, Song6, Talk
30 Mins.
OERTELS Brewirtg Company
Saturday, 9 P.M.
WHAS, Louisville

Ambitious attempt of Louisville's
CBS outlet to produce a half hour
program has resulted in taking over
Drury Lane theatre, long dark, for
a Saturday night program sponsored
by local brewery. For radio pur-
poses house, is called Oertel's Radio
Theatre, but that's for Saturday
night only. It change? its identity
on Fridays, when it is used for
wrestling matches, promoted by
Capt. C. B. Blake, who also .operates
the Savoy Theatre.

.

No charge is made for the shOw,
admission being by invitation only.
Audiences have been averaging
about 60% of capacity, and no effort
is made to go in for stage dressing,
a

.
plain eye backinjg up the rostrum.

What little production there, is han-
dled by Dudley Musson and Hugh
Sutton Of the station staff, both of
whom have had some previous! ex-
perience with the University of
Louisville players.
Talent is all labelled to suggest

sponsor's product, such as Rhythm
Brewers'. Three BrOwn Jugs, the
Tavern Keeper, etc., and station staff
ork .directed by Harry Currie .sup-
plies the musical background. Pro-
gram utilizes several station acts,
all vocal or instrumental, and it's a
pretty sombre affair, with no comedy
or lightness to perk up listener in-
terest.
Two vocal groups are-heard warb-

ling in a pair of spots on the half
hour session, while the . solo num-
bers lean toward the ballad and sob
type. Particularly drab is the vocal-
izing of Dale Evans, Who strikes the
.listener as lacking, in personality
and style. Stanza reviewed empha-
sized staff tenor Peter Riccardi Who
turns out a pair of ballads in a
pleasant enough voice,

'

Program essays a salute to the
automotive industry, as well as to
railroad workers, comparing the de
pendability of ..these to the excellent
qualities of the beer purveyed by the
sponsor. This comparison is too
overdrawn and exaggerated to have
much effect upon any person of
average intelligence, as is the blurb

DETROIT VOX POP
With Angus Pfaff and Al Nagler
Questions
15 Mine;
Sustaining
WJRK, Detroit
After several futile attempts by

other local stations to give Detroit
a worthwhile .'curbstone' program,
'little but mighty' WJBK comes to
the front with another one of its
showmanship broadcasts. Started
off well Monday (2), with Angus
Pfaff handling the quiz, and has
excellent potentialities. On for only
15 minutes opening evening, but re-
sponse was so' .hefty program will
now run half hour, Mondays and
Fridays.'

It's modelled almost literally

after NBC show but. has enough
originality and local color to de-
serve praise. Its nervy, too, in
view of failures of other such, pro-
grams, here.
Besides doubtlessly nabbing a

sponsor soon, Vox
.
Pop should help

keep the wolf away from dOor of
the RKO Downtown theatre, In
which lobby show originates and.
which, house gets a lot of good plugs
for its first-run pix in exchange for
pairs of tickets given those ques-
tioned and listeners who submit
questions. House is off the beaten
path downtown,, and has . found it

tough familiarizing patrons with
its location, etc.
Al Nagler, regular sportscaster

of station, does the announcing with
Pfaff putting the questions. Most
of latter, at opening broadcast, were
of the type which make Vox Pop
programs interesting. Staged Or
otherwise, first person interviewed
on opener was a. natural in this
hockey-mad town. It was Bucko
McDonald; of the Detroit Red
Wings, who was. banged up a bit in-

a free-for-all between Wings and
Les Canadiens the night before in
Detroit Pete.

'MRS. WIGGS OF THE CABBAGE
PATCH'

With Eva Condon, Robert StrauMr
Alioe Frost, Joe Latham,* Andy
Donnelly, Estele Levy, Pat Ry~an,
Bill. Johnstone, Marjorie Ander-
son/ Eugenie Chapel, Bennett-
Kilpack, Florence Malone

Serial
15 Mint.
JAD SALT8
Monday to Friday, 6:45 p.m. EST.

One listening on a- flve-arweekAmerica.' That's taking In a lot of
territory for a local account On a
local station.

It is. understood that program is
riding on

. a year's contract* but If

some showmanship is not forthcom-
ing in subsequent programs, it's

hard to see how the stanza can keep
interest sustained with the present
monotonous round of . one so-so
number after another, little different
from most of the station's - routine
sustaining programs. Hold.

COO-BETTY GRABLE—JACKIE
GAN

30 Mint.
ASSOCIATED RETAILERS OF ST.
LOUIS

Friday 9:30 p.m.
K8D, St. Louis
Associated retailers group, con-

sisting of leading downtown stores,

seized opportunity, of further plug-
ging their widely advertised Down-
town Day sales with a well built

and nicely balanced variety show
featuring the young screen players
at Ambassador Theatre for week
stand. Betty is a native St. Louisan
and her engagement to Coogan
made pair a natural.
'The Kid* music furnished by

Dietzel's ork was chosen in excel-
lent taste and ably rendered.
Practically entire show was Dietzel's
own arrangements. Orchestra vocals,
provided by Harry Babbitt were
glossy. Show, while originating in

KSD studios, was pUmped to both
KWK, St. Louis, and WTMV, East
St. Louis, over what was billed 'the

downtown retailers city network.'
Announcing assignment divided

between Allen C. Anthony, KWK.
and Frank Esched, KSD, Spieling
excellently done, with a pleasing
contrast of voices. Commercial
plugs, mostly institutional, and
brief.

Miss Grable and Coogan seemed
to have . considerable 'mike' experi-
ence and carried . off their parts
without a hitch. Betty's singing of

'RithmetlC was pleasingly done and
the gags of the youngsters rounded
out a nice show. Sahu.

ROMANY CHOIR
With Harry Horlick's Orchestra
30 Mins.
A. & P.
Monday, 9 .p. m., EST.
WEAF, New York.

(Paris & Peart)
"Variously heard on other stanzas

as the 'Modern Choir,' this ensemble
Of warblers has. been incorporated
as a standard feature on- the A&P
Gypsies series. Includes 18 people.
Working: entirely in pop melodies

on the program for this review (9),
the bunch gave a fair demonstra-
tion in four numbers. Seem to go
for selections with very fast tempos.
Best work is rendered when the
rapid tune is reversed and put Into
slow gear with grandiose choral
frills. When the • tune is kept fast,
as happened in a couple of in-
stances, the full effect of the lung-
power is lost.

Choir chimes in okay with this
particular program and helps to in-
ject breaks into a ; setup whose
formula' dates from the very early
days of commercial radio. Edga.

'TWO SEATS ON THE AISLE'
Allan Banes, Evelyn Rua«el, Iris

Hawkins, Clarence Furhman'a or-
chestra.

Music Drama
30 Mins.
Sustaining
Wednesdays, 3:30 P.M.
WIP, Philadelphi

Smartest sustalner on WlP's
board, this musicomedy and, oper-
etta session is among choice shows
of Philly lineup. It's well planned
and produced and minus dead spots.

Allan Banes (really Alun Williams,
of WIP announcing staff) gives out
in two baritone solos and pairs
neatly with La Russel for another
number. Solos at show caught
were 'Rogue Song' and 'Without a
Song,' which gave him choice op-
portunity for tonsiling. Evelyn Rus-
sel also was socko with two tunes
from 'Follow the Fleet.'

Iris Hawkins (wife of Philly ad-
vertising exec and said to be ex-
English stage actress) offered orig-

inal dramatic skit with Charlie
Stark, of announcing staff, as
stooge. Smart dialogue sounded as
If it might be over heads of after-

noon Philadelphia audience. Clar-

ence Fuhrman's studio outllt turns
In workmanlike accompaniment and

_
welcome variety in own numbers.

j
Whole program is exception to usual
run of local suslainers. Ilobc.

schedule makes full' comment .dif-

ficult and perhaps unfair. If judged
from this sample as caught, the
show wouldn't rate. Particular
stretch caught was drab, colorless
and very gloomy.
Based upon (at least broadly) the

well-known Alice* Hegan Rice char^
acter of the same name program
was on < CBS • before switching to
WHN.
Cast is usually quite large for ,the

various roles,, but this, time the
Script only utilized three. No lift

irf the episodic concoction at all.

TdUng boy wanted to go
, away to

school, but possibilities looked
dark. His mother had to raise
the* rent and interest due by the"
first of the month. And the col-
lector was hovering, nearby wait-.
Ing. foreclosure in their faces.
Other times, the tale might be more
jubilant in tone..
Eva Condon plays the mother

role, most consistent pf. the regu-
lar" performers on., the show.
Human interest material is already
there but no happiness was around
this time. From production end,
it's okay. Jad Salts sponsors un-
der American Home Products list-

ing. For mass appeal it suffices ln
a mild way. Bral.

BEATRICE KAY
Comedy Songs
FLEISCHMANN
Thursday. I p.m.
WEAF, Nsw York

(JV Walter Thompson)
Songstress has a style somewhat

similar to Beatrice Lillie's and has-
of late- been appearing In New
York nighteriefl. Uncorked a nov-
elty on this stanza dealing with, the
sad fate of an amateur program
winner (which Vallee assured was
no slap at Major Bowes who is hired
by the same agency and. sponsor
as he).

,

Quavery voice and semi-sophisti-
cated ditty nicely handled, but are
not mass fare. Big appeal is to
those fans who know that it's,

tongue-in-cheek stuff, and not sim-
ply a femme voice gone sour. Edga.

BUFFALO BILL TRIBUTE
With Pawnee Bill (Major Gordon W.

Lillie). the Tutsans, the Redmen's
Glee Club

SO Mine.
Sustaining
Wed., 1:30 p.m. EST
WABC, New York'
Last week (26) program from

KTUL, Tulsa honoring Buffalo Bill's

memory had his old-time tent

partner. Pawnee Bill (Major Gordon
W. Lillie) heading a large cast. It

was a one-time program Prairie

atmosphere, flash-back and plain-

tive chanting embellished the 30

minutes.
Such figures of the buckskin era

as Annie. Oakley, Sitting Bull and
Iron -Tail, the Indian Avhose visage
was selected for the nickel coins,

were gho^d, Tn between, singing

(Continued on page 52) 1
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COMMERCIALS
WEEK OF MARCH 18-24

(ALL TIME EST)

tTblfi Department lists sponsored programs on lbs NBC,
.
CBS, and

Mutual net-works arranged! alphabetically under the advertiser''* name.

All (time Is p. m unless otherwise noted- Wbere one advertiser

feas two w snore programs they are listed consecutively.

An asterisk toefore name Indicates advertising agency Aandlin*

account
AbferevtaWons: Su {Sunday); M {Monday) ; Tu (Tuesday);

W iWednesday) ; Th (Thursday) ; F {Friday): S: (Saturday).

AMERICAN CAN

Ben Bt»m1e A Lade
Lupe Velez
•Foller-'SmiUi-KDSa

american
bomb products,

KAnsctn) I

WAZ-7 P.M.
.T*w-W«d.-Tbar.
lEusy . .A*os\
Goodman Acs
Jane Ace
Mary Hunter
Helen Spring

.

itRo'tynoat

Hammersteln vMuslc
Hal!

Ted Hammenrteln
Corrine Orifflth
Gerald tSrlfflta

Mildred Bragdos
Lucy Laughlin

j

Lefcy Dan
•Bhvekett

AMERICAN
TOBACCO
'S^nt-tV-EA*-

•

(LbHcy Strike)
•Your Hit Parade'
Cart Hod Oro
•J..ord A Thn'ma*
10 pjn.-W-WKAF
Ray Sinatra ore
•Lord .ft Thomas :

AMERICAN
RADIATOR

*rttt-f»un-WEAV
•FlreBtfle Recitals*
Sliruril Nllsaen
Willie Morris .

. Frank St. Xeger
Ore

Blaker Advt. .

' Armco Iron
••JO-W-WJZ

Bennett Chappie
Armco Bd.

•©araner^GrSSi
' A..-* *.
-M-WBAV

PftMTV Hortlex
Howard Price
PeTltt A Peart
ttftBMTT CO.

10:45 n.m.-Mon. to
Fri-WJZ

•David Harnm*
Winner Watter
Peggy AHenby.
Edith Spence
Walter Soderllng
•Blackett
BWT FOODS. INC.
31 a.wi.rTn-Th"-

WKAF
Ma Butler- Anew
•J»4»M<WI * Anwl#*
BETTER ; WREfB

' '.TOSTlTtTTB
3-San-WJS

Tear ffingitsh'
•Auaptts A Lee
boukjois SALKI,

IN©,

f%vOTl»n In Paris*)
Martoir Downey
Pickins Sisters
Mark Waraow Ore
•Iiprd A Thomas

BOWEY'S
Bn-l:U0-ThHin-
ts p.m.-WEAF

<While the " City
Sleeps'

Finney Srlggs
Forest Lewis
Vivian Fridell i

Jess Pwgh
Clare Bnum
Charles Eggleston
Cecil Roy
Marie Nelson
Pauline Hopkins
James Goss
•Comer
URISTOL-MVEUB

9-W-WBAt?
<Sal Hepatloa)

Fred Allen
Pnrtmnd Hntfa
Eileen Douglas
Jack Smart
Peter Van Steedan
•Young. A Rublcam

CAMPAN

A

B:30-Sn-WJZ
'Grand Hotel'

'

Ann Seymour
©on Araeche

10-st-WEAV
•First Nlghter' *

Francis X Bushman
Betty Lou Gerson
Carlton Brlclten
Cliff Sonbler
Harry Jackson's Or
•Aubrey Wallace
CARNATION Mll.Ii

14KM-WEAS
Lullaby Lady
Ireene W loiter

M L Eastman
Ruth Lyon
•Envln. Wasey
CHEVROLET
9-Siit-WUAF

Rublnoff
Virginia Rea
Jnn Peerce
Graham McNamee
•Campbell-ID
CITIES SKRV1C*

R-F-U'EAF
Lucille Mnnners
Rosarlo Bourdon Or
Quartet
•Lord A Thoma»
CLICQUOT CLUB

S-Su-WEAF
Harry Reser ft

Clicquot Club O
Lynne Gordon
Kmln Weber
John Zellner

•N. W. Ayer
COOK ft SON
B.-30-Su-WJZ

'Man From 'Cook's'
Malcomv liaPrade
l»ow White

.

• *Wertbelmsr
CO* *ELAT1NB

II, BJin.-Xtaars.-W4Z
Jack Bercb
»Kate
o; t. *' W. COAL
M51B .m.-Tn-W-

. Ili-WEAF
-Studio >No. 7
Jack -Clemeps
Loretta ClemenB
*ftutlMraiiff * Ryan
ELGIN WATCH
10-Tn-WEAF

Hddte 3>owJiMff
Bay. Bootoy
Helen W«rd
S'ny Goodman's.Ore
*J. W. TJbompson

F0B9I
JM-feSt-WJE

Fred Warlng^s Penn-
sylvaniaas

*N. W. Ayer

FIRESTONE
BtSO-M.WBAr

Vncal . Ensaanble
Nelson Eddy
Mutant Bpeaka
SweenyJamea

«1TCR

Morln -Slat*ra
Ranch Boya

W. Ramsey

Wendall Hmll
•KamnF

GETTEKAX
fiLBCTRie

le:

Jielody Jfaatar
Morton <3ould
Cesore Bolero
Frans: Blark
Alan Jocelyn
Virginia Howard
Edwin Jerome
Frances Nordstrom
Robert Stratta*
VFUltam stickles
Charrne Allln
•a B, I>. & O.

GENERAL FOODS
9-TitrWBAaT
<Ma«well)

'Stow Boat'
Lanny Boss
Conrad Thlbault
Frank Mcttityre
The - Wevtemera
Vrrslnla
"Molaxaea '«' Jan'ry*
Htia Hafrnschao
Walter -Tettey
Laurie Vnmey.
'•Benton & Ttowlai

7v8n-W.ra
rj*ai o>

.Tack Benny
Block & fully
Mary Llvlagaton-
Jnnnny Green's ,Or
Kenny Baker
*Tonng ft Raibloan

»:3H-Tu-WJZ
ISonfraJ

Wew P*nny'
Helen Hayea
Ned Wevef
•YounK & Rublesm
GENERAL MILLS
10:4A-UUF-lVJCAir

(Gold "Medal)

Betty Crnclcer
Cooking Reclpea
•McCord Co.

4-1tnlty-W<IZ
<Bl3Qulck)

-Betty » Bob'
Edith Davis
J5orothy Slildler
Elizabeth Reller
lister Tremayne
Loretta Poynton
FVa-nk OanB "

*Black*tt
GEN, MOTORS •

10 n.m.-8u-WEAF
Grace Mooi'e
Erno Rapee, Cond.
G Motors' Ore
^Campbell -Ewald

IIDC8EHOLD
FINANCE

8j30-1o-\VJZ
Qdgar A. Guest
Bernardino Fl.vcn
Sidney Ellstrom
Galllcchlos Oro
*C. p Prey

HORLICK'B
M to F-7-30-WJZ
(Malted MI1U)

Lum & Abner
Chester T.nucli
Norrls Gnff
•Lord ft Thomas
UHMPIIREY'S
MEDICINE

G.15-M'i?d-Fri-WJZ

'Sweethearts of. the
Air'

Peter De Rose
May Singh I Breeo
Andy Sanella
•Blow

.IERC.EN
0:30-Sii-W.FZ

Walter Wlrrchell
•J. Walt. Thcmpaoii'

JOHNSON & SON
(Floor Wax)

S p.m.-Mon.-W-IZ
•fibber McGee ft
Molly'

Marlon & J Jordan

Lynn Wartln
Charles La veer
Master fingers
Emery CArcy
C. Warceni'a "Ore
Needham, L. ft B.

S. C JOHNSON ft

W»»
7;«5-Th-WEAlT

<l Glu^C0»
-Life Srodiea*
Tom Powers
•Needbam. L. 4 B.

BJCIXO&O
'SiSO-Dfllly Ek. Ss-

8a-WJZ
^Singing Lady*
Ireene Wicker

8j«t-F-wax
Jams* Melton
tted Nlcbol'e Ore
N. W. Ayer

SBAPT-PtnCNU .

lt>Th<WB*sT
Blau Crosby
Lyda Robertl
B ^PeueTmann
Fred Stone
JOorotky Stone
Paula Stone
Jimmy Dnrsey Oro
Bob Boras
•J VSmlv T1»Tnj>. .

UIDS JESTHEB
S:30-Te>W-W£AF
Wayne King Oro
•J. W. Thompson
LABrS * BROS.
ixagewortn Teb*«o)

»-Wed-TfJZ
*Corn Cob Pine crtP
Pat Blntord
Squire Hlx
Soa Hatbaway
•B. B. JX. ft a,

osorge nr.
MIFT CO.
fTangee) •

1B:3&-Ta-WEAF
Jimmy Frttler
•Cecil. W. d
MACFAMBKN

^Ootrrt »T Bomati
RelaUonr

'

Percy Hemua
Ned Wevar
Wllmer Walker
Alice Bhelnbeaxt
Helen Spring
Vera AUen
Fred Felkel, Org
LncHle Wall
Allyn JoBlyn
•Arthur Xudner
OB. MILKS Lain

IA3**~Sei**er)
05>0-Sa-W.TZ

WLS Barn Dance
Ridge Runners
Uncle Ezra
Lulii Belle
Maple City 4
7:15 »l-W-F-WEAIi
'Uncle Ezra.' Radio

Station EZRA
Pat Barrett
Cliff Sou bier
Carleton Gay
Nor* Cunneen
•Wade
BBSU. MOOSE CO.
11:30 a^n.-Wed-

WEAF
Betty Moere
MOOtSBN FOOD
PROC'fibR <TO.

Charles. Sorce
Harry Swan'
•Clements Ce.

MOLLE
» p.m.-Ta-WCAF

"Voice of. the Pen-
pie'

Parka Johnson
Jerry Belcher
•Stalk -Gobi*

.IOH.H tr.

UORRKLL
5:S0-Su-W.tZ
(Dos Fond)

Thos. MuTllns
MaTlon Claire
•HnnrL H. ft MrO
PACIFIC BOKAX

S-Th-lVJZ
'Death

.
Vall'y Days'

'

Tim Frawley
Edwin W. Wirltney
Lonesome Cowboy
Jean King
Jack McBryde
Joseph Bonlme Ore
McCann-Erlck

. PEPSOOENT
7-Dally Ex Mat Sun-

WEAF
Amos 'n' 'Andy
Freeman . Gosden
Charles Conell'
•Lord, ft Thomaa

C p.m.-51-D-Frl
vim

Al Pearce ft Gang
tluble Todd
Morey Amsterdam
Arlene Harris
Hurry Foster,
Monroe Upton
Andy Andrews
Tony Romano
3 Cheem
William Wright
.•Lord & Tliomns
PHILIP AIOKK18
B-Tn-WEAF

Phillips Lord
Sally Singer
3 Sweethearts
l .no Rolsman's Oro
Eton Boys
Phil Duey

PII.LSBtRT
I0:30-I)nlly-\VJZ

"Today's Children*
Irma Phillips
Walter Wicker
Boss Johnson
Irene Wicker
Lucy Glllmnn
Fred Vou Amos

- - - " 'Bakers Broadcmel'

Jean UoSregor »
•Hutcblnaoa

.

'
' rtsstx

Pins Mountain
Merrymakers

John Lair
Bed Holey
"•Palmer
PITTSBURGH
PLATE GLASS
8-TUura-WJZ

Pittsburgh Symph-*y

Antonla ModareHi,
Decn, »

Joaeph BentonelU
. »B. B. D. ft O.
PBTNC9I8B PAT
. «:3»-»^WJE
*A ^laae of Today'
J«n/n Blaine
Hatwey Haya
Laurette Fillbrandt
WlTtard Purnam
Robert Qiilrmn
HarrleUe Widmer
Frank; Pascelll
Isabel Randolpn
^UscJunkta
P'CT'B ft B'WUHXt
tO» Batty Ex. Sa-

•Sv-WEAat
XCrlsco)

*no A ®ad«f:
Art Van Harvey
Bitty Iddson
Bamadlne rFlynn
?4i»-u.iy^-w«z

Ivory Stamp Club
Capt. Tim Beaiey
•Binchman
SIon-Wea-FrI-12

WEAF
Pat Barnes
•BJackett-S-H
•Gardner
S:4SOI *• F-WEAP

(Ivory.Soap)
rrhe O'Neill*'
Kate McComb
Jane West
Violet JDunn
Jimmy. Donelly
Jack Rabin
Jimmy TsitBey
Janet TJllbert

Sm.m Bo-WEAP
iOxydol)

'Ma Perkins'
Virginia Payne
MarJorJe Hannen.
Chaa Sgeleon
Hilda Graham
Chamer Bateon
John Mathews
Corlna Dearth
Butler Maiidevnie
Ken tSrlffln

W : IIS «.ro. Daily
Exeept Sftt A 9m-

WEAT
fChlpsn)

Tlome Swpet Home'
S. <3. Smith
Harriett McGlbbon
Billy Halop
•Blackmail
Mon tA Frl-3-WEAF

\ ,W3amay) .

"Forever Tonne?
Curtis Arnall
Betty- Wrngge
Marlon Barney.
Jack Roslelsh
•Pedlar ft "Ryan
QUAKER OATS CO.

B:3o-Sat. WEAF
^Kattenmeyer'a Kin-
. aergarten''
Brace Kamman
Marlon Jordoa
Jim Jordan
•Johnny Wolf-
Thor Tlrlceon
Merrill Fnglt
Harry Kogen Ore
•Lord ft Thomas .

RALSTON riTWNA
BiSO-ai-W-F-WEAF

!

Tom Mis Adven-
tnres* i

Gardner I

BAIHO VORP. 1

AMERICA
!

? p.m.-Srin-W.IZ
"Magic Key of RCA'
John B.- Kennedy
Franlt Black
Floyd Gibbons
• Lord '

» -.Thntnas
REAL SIJ.B
»-Sa-W^Z

Chas. • Prfefin Orchl
Olga Albani
Betty Bennett
Singing TCnlchla
•Leo T»itmett-

REGIONAL
ADVERTISERS
1ft :30a.m. W-F-

WEAF
'Mystery Chef
•MeCann-Erlckson
REMINGTON

• RAND
7:S0-M«n-W-F-

WEAF
Edwin <!.' HIU
•B. B. TV ft O.
RITCHIE CO.
«-Tn-W>IZ

(Enb)
Eno Crime Clues'
Clyde North
John "MacF.ryde
Mark Smith
Linda Carlon
Charles flattery
Ann Elstncr
Phil Boui-nef
Howard Warwick
Max Walznian
Art Maltland
Frnnk Mornn
Carl astman
Henry Gtirvey
Warren Colston
Lem Holllstcr
•Ayer
SCOTT & BOWNE

Snn-5:45-WJZ
Gabriel Heatter
•Merschalk & Pratt

BHKF11ELD
FARMS

fl:4.VM-Tlt-F-WEAF
Billy and Betty

•N. W Ayer
SHELL

(Petroleum).

.

9:30-8n.-WEAft*.
Al Jolcon
'Charlie JtuggleB
Joe Iiewls
Alice King
3 Sisters
"VI Bradley
Jack Stanton
Peggy Gardiner
Victor Toung Oro
J. Walt. Thompson

SHERWIN.
WILLIAMS

8.-30-SU-WEAF
'Metropolitan Opera

Auditions'
Edward Johnson'
•Cecll-W-C

AINCLAm
B^U-WJZ

Malcolm Clair
•Qua Van
Sinclair KJt
BIU Chilfla
Frits Clark
Joe ^Parsons
CTHt Boubler-'
Harry Rngen
-*iF»dBt»4

srBA'irrrs

Albert P. Terhune
*Pari8 A Peart
SMITH CORONA
Tbnrs-Tf :15-WJTZ

'Nine to Fivr
liucuie Wall
Parker FenrieTly
Jade .Smart
Jimmie 3IcCallion
*Newell-Kntmert
SMITH BROS.
«-Saa-WSAF

•Melody Matinee'
Victor Axdena' Ore
•Brown ft ToTOuer
OTANO. aHAKDH

n>Sa*WEAF
(Chaae A Sanborn")
A. S. SpenneT, Sir.
Amateur Show
Maj. Stw. 3ow«s
Graluun MoNamee

S-W-WEA*
fRayal >Qe*ntfne)

-One Man's FamW
Csnleten .V. Moere,

DJr,
1. Anthony Bmytne
Minolta Alien
MUoha*l BttSette
Kat<h3een Wilson .

Barton tarborough ,

Bernlce Berwin
»-Tliurs-tvrfiAF
fFleteclunaim)

\

O. Tbempsnn. JXir.
;

Rudy Bailee *nd >

Hia Conn. Tasks '

R Barthelmess
Mary Philips
Joseph 'Greenwald
John Kearney
Freddie Lightner
Brown 'Sisters
Frank Fny I

Robt. Ripley
Will Purvis
Oxsie -Neleon Ore.
Harriett Milliard
•J. Walt. Tttioms.

STEALING PBOBc
»:SS>Su-WEAjr

(Bayer's)
Frank Munn
Lucy Monroe
Xrden <& Arden
Uiia Haeoschen 40rc
Bert Hlrsc*

0-F-WEAF
(Phillips Mag)

•Walts Time*
Abe Lyman.Oro
Bernlce Claire
Frank .Munn

*-Sn-WEAF
(Dr. Xiyons Tooth.

paste)
Rodney McLeanon .

Rachel Carlay

Men About Town
i Andy Sannella Ore
n *Blackett

" SUN OIL
Ml4S~D»Uj Accept

Sa-So-WJZ
Lowell Thomas
-Reese-Willlame

flWIFT
0:30 p.m.^Mon

W9EAF
•Studio Party*
Slgmund Romberg
Lionel Barrymore .

•J.' W. ThtMnpaba
TASTV«AST
15-Sa-WJZ

.

'Pageant of youth*
^Clements

TJSXAS
»j?0-Tu-WEAF

•Fife ChleT Revue'
fflddy Dnchln Oro
Donald Nov.ls
Jane Plpkena
•Hnntr-Meticer
'UNION CENTRA!

^Snsuraince')
dMht-WJZ

Rosas A Drums'
*BL WIHlamS. Dir.
Helen 'GJslra
HAsed iBnewn, Jr.
John Ontggs
Urlo Dressier
Wr-nryn Wtfteh
Vflward J«rirms
Jack IRoslelgta

*J. Walt. Tbomnssn
WANBEB CO.

/OuaRtneri
B:4B-Dally-wJZ

"Lflttle Orphan - A*.

Henrtetto TedTo
Jack Mather
Art Van Styles
Forrest I.ewla
Vis Smith
Eugene WcGlllen
•Blscltett

(CHAB. -WARNER ,

<Vlnee)
X ^Charles Thomas
Frank Tonna Oro:
*Cedl, W. ft O.

Si80 p.m.-W-"WJa
•(Sloan's')

Tssts In
Sing Stng"

Warden Lawea
»0.-W.43eoll

WECO PRODUCTS
10;30 j.in.-Sat-

' TVKAF
'Dr. West'a Celeb-
rity -Night'

George Olsen
Ethel Sliutta
Lou Holts
•J. W. Thompson

WELCH .

4Grape Juice)
8-F-WJZ

Irene Rich
•Kaator

WHEATENA
„ 9:lQ-TuTflUTB^Ht*

Una) - -
Topeys the Saihir'
•McXoe. .Albright

WISCONSIN
. ALUMNI
RESEARCH
FOUNDATION

4d5-Fri. « Mon.
' WEAF

Phillip Lord Call-
ing You'

Phillip Lord
Seth Parker ftnartet
•Geyer, Cornell, N.

WOODBURY'S
0:45-Sb-WJZ

Paul Whlteman
PJill Regan
Tell Sisters
Ray Bargy
Ramona
King's Men
Durelle
Johnny Houser
Bob Laurence
•Lennen ft Mitchell,

Inc.

Columbia

ACME PAINT
4^0-Ba-WABO

3m3TIng MoCnnnell
"Henri. H. ft McD.

AFFILIATED
PRODUCTS

(Louise Phlllippe
Cosmetics)

3:iB-%T-WABO
-Paris Night Life'
Ar.inlda
Pierre l.e Kreuno

,

•Bla.ckett.-S-H !

A ft P
7:30-Tn-WfTh
WABC '

'

Kate Smith's Coffee
Time

Ted Collins
Jack MilleT'a Oro
•Paris ft Peart

AMERICAN
HOMJE PRODUCTS
(Edna Wallace

Hopper Closmetics)

11:15 n.m.-M to F-
WABC

'Romance of Helen
Trent' . .

Virginia Clark
Marie Nelson
Eugene McGlllen
David G-pthard
Hilda Gritham
Audrey McGrath
Mary Calvert

(KolynosV

WABC-U:30 A.M.
Mon. to Fri.

"Just Plain Bill'
Arthur HugheB
Ruth Russell
James Meighan
("urtls .Arnall
Geneva Harrison
Ray Collins

(K)SBproof)
(Outdoor Girl)

11:45 n.m.-Mon to
Fri-WABO

'Rich Man's
. Darling'
Peggy Allenby
Ed Jerome
Ethel Remey
Carl Swenson
Ona Munsnn
Blanche Sweet

(Blsodol)
8:3U-F-WABO

•B'way Varieties'
Oscar Shnw
Carmela Ponselle
"Elizabeth Lennox
Victor Arden'B Ore

(Old Ensaieh Fioor:
Wax) .

Fri-7;10 iwtn.-WABL'
•Liusy Dan, the
Minstrel Man'

Irving Kaufman
•Blnclrett

ATLANTIC •WEF.
7-Sa-WABC

•Atlantio Family
Tour*

Frank Parker
Bob Hope
Honey -Chile
Jack McBryde
Rosemary DeCamp
Joe Granby
•N. W. Ayer

CAMPBELL
(Sonp)

8-F-WABO
'Hollywood Hotel'
Burns ft Allen
I /oiiel la Pa rii/in*

'Little Lord Faunt-
.'leroy'

F Bartholomew
Dolores Costello
C. Aubrey Smith
Raymond Paige tire
(Trances .Langtbrd
Anne. Jnmteon
Igor Oorln

(Tomato Juice 1

)

8.-S0-W-WABO
Burns ft- Allen
Milton Watson
Ken Nllea
Jacques Renard's O
•F. W. Armstrong

CHRYSLER
8-Th-WABC

'Chrysler Airshow'
Alexander Gray
Chas Hanson TownoM Warnow's Ore
ChoruB
•Lee Anderson Adv.
COCA-COLA CO.
0:30-W-WABC

.''Refreshment Time
Connie Boswell
Al Bowlly
Ray Noble's' Oro
•D'Arcy
COLGATE-PALM-

OLIITJ-PEET
(Palmollve Snap)

8-Sn-WABO
'Zlegfeld Follies of
the Air'

Fannie Brlce
Pattl Chapln
Benny Fields
Jack Arthur
Al Goodman's Ore
0:45 M to F-WAWC

(Super, Suds)
'The Goldbergs'

Gertrude Berg
James R, Waters
Everett Sloane
Rosalyh Sllper
Rosemary DcCamp
Richard Claris^ .

10-W-WABC
^

(Palmollve Shave)
'Gang Busters'
Phillips Lord
Alice. Rfc'innatt
James VanDyA
Howard .Smith
Matt Crowley
•Benton ft "Bowles

CONTINENTAL
BAKTNtt

(WondeT Bread)
«:4»-Tsi-TI»-F-S«-

WABC
'Renfrew of the
Mounted1 .

Laurie York: Era*
klne, An.

House Jameson
•B. B. D. A O.

CORN PRODUCTS
I*il5-M-W-F-Ss-

WABC
,T!tusn;al ReverieiC
Stuart Churchill
Oraoa Wells
K«n Wood's Oro
•E. W. Bellwlg

CBEAU OF
WHEAT

«-TU-W-F-WAW3
~»uclc Rogers'
Matthew Crowley
Adele Ronsoa
Bdgar Stehll
Joe Oranby
Watter Tetley .

B. R. Johnstone, Au
•Thompson
DEL., XACK. A
WSTBN COAL CO.

<Blse Coal)
6:35-M-W-WA«C

•Vanished Voices'
Clyde North. Au, .

Bennett Kilpack
Frank NstuVs Ore
'Clark Andrews, Dr.
•Ruthraoir A Ryan
«. A OU PONT DE
NEMOURB A CO.

«-W-WABC
"Cavaleaioe <of AnV
Arthur Pryor, Jr^

Dir.
Kenneth Webb. Au.
Harold Levey's Or
•B B DA O

FELS A CO.
(Pels Naptha Soap)

, 11 a.m.-Tn-Th-
WABC

'The Rhythm Boys'
George Macdonald
Al Dary .

Ice Switzler
Ray Kulz
•Young ft Rnbtcam
FORD MOTOR

. 2i80-Su-WA»C
Jose JVlanzanares ft

tils "So. Americans
Dolores
Ramon Uttee
Pivdulta-XndtCTOU

—

B-SO-WABO*-"-
*Ford Sunday Eve-
ning Hour*

Vera Brodsky
Harold Triggs
Detroit Sym Orcb
Victor Kolar
*i30-To-WABC

Fred Waring
Stella Friend
Rosemary ft Prlaell-
la Xane

Foley McCTIntock
Tom Warilng
Bill Diarshs.Il
Trey Peter*
Stuart Church1U
Johnny Davis
Tubby Hanion
-Gene Ccriklhh
Charles Newman
Ferne
•N. W. Ayer
-©EN. BAKING
S.-3u-Su-WABO

.fulia Sanderson
iFranlt Cnmilt
Caxlyle Stevens
ThreB Jesters
Jack Chllkret Ore
GENERAL MILLS
5:30 . DatIy . ex.Sa-,

Su-WABC
Jack Armstrong,

All Am. Boy
Jim Dmechi
'Sarajane Wells
John "Gannon
Bill B. Myers
•BlncWtt

GULF
7^80-fiu-WABO

Phil Baker
;

Beetle and Bottle •

Apnea Monrhead
Maxine Gray
E Smalle's 7 Voices
'Sltlnnay' Tlnhis
Bob Allen
Hal Kemp's Ore
•Young ft Rublcam
UKCKER ll-O

<Force)
6:1A-M-W-F
WABC

Bobby 'Benson ft
Sunny Jim*
Nelll O'Malley
Florence Halop
Eddie Wragge
Detmar Poppen
Lorraine Panlcow
Joe. Wilton
Peter SDIxon
Billy Halop
John Battle
John Shea
•Erwln-Wasey
II. J. HEINZ CO.
10 a.m-M-W-F-

WABC
J.osep'lilne Gibson
Lots Miller
•Maxon

JULIAN ft;

KOKENGE
(Footsaver Shoes)
l.:30-Sn-WABC

•Musical Footnotes'
Vivtan della Chiesa
Franz Imhof
John Welcher Ens.A Moore ft Wallace

KLEENEX
12:30-M to F-WABC
Story of Mary
Marlln'

Basil Loughrane,
Dir.

Jane Cruslnberry,
Au.

Joane Blaine
Robt. E. Griffin
Bob White
Jesse Pugh
Carleton Brlckert
Betty Lou Gerson
Jack Daly
Bob Flslte
Murray Forbes
Marjorle Hannan
Anne Davenport

Isabel Randolph
liutfils Hostl*g
•Lord A Thomas

O. KBUECfiB
(Beer A Ale)

7tW-Tc-Tli-WABC
•Kreuger Jlnnlcal
Toast'

S Bohermerhorn
Jerry Cooper
Ray Block's Oro
•Blow
=LAT>Y EHTHEB
l«-l«-WABO

Wayne King Oro
•Staok-Goble

AEHN A HKB
(Pebece)

7-Sn-WABC
Eddie <?anTer
Barry RKhman
HaTry Ulnstein
Tlmmy Walllnjgton
Burt Gordon
Betty -Garde
Bobby Breea
Loula Oress Ore
•Xionnen A -Mitchell

?-S«-WABC -

(Hindis Honey A
Almond ©ream)

•Just Suppose'
Leslie Howard
Graluun H*Tris Ore
•Kenyon ft Eck»
hardt
AS^ER BROS.
(Aux Soap)
*sM-WAHV

"Song ft Danes limn'
George M Cohan
^Rinse ft L-tfesuoy)
A:30-Tu-WABC

Ken Murray
Eve. Arden
Sassafras
Pnll Regan
Rusa Morgan's ore
•Ruthraun* ft Ryan

LIGGETT A
IMTARS

(Chesterfield Clgs)
»-W-WABO

Rosa Ponselle

. A-Sa^WABC
Nrno Martini
Andre Kestelanet*
Oro throughout

Newell-Emmett
TOHAWR CARPET

MII4.S
13:40 JMliy A!x, S«-

At-WABC
* Star Jones'
Johnny Kane
Elizabeth Day
B1T1 Johnstons
Phil Van Zantu
Florence Alalone
TEddle Marr
Arlene Francis
•Blatkett-S-H,
NATIONAL ICE

ADV., INC.
lo-Tu-WABC

TPartiea' at Plckfair'
Mary P.ickford
Al Lyons Ore
•Donahue A Cos

PHn.co
. Hn <»Wy ex . gsp-

Su-WAB
Bbafce Carter
•Hutshlns

PLYMOUTH
MOTOR

feSO-TA-WABO
"Gulliver, the
Traveller'

3)d Wynn
John S. Young
John Mclntyre
Len'nie Hayton's Or
Lovely Girls 8
King's Merry M'h 4
•J. Stirling Getcbell

POMPEIAN '

12:10-Tn-Th-WABC
Jerry Cooper
Ted RoyaTa Ore: '

^Topping ft Uoyd
REMTNGTON-
RAND A TIME

104»0-Dally Except
fiat-Sn-WABC

*March of Tims*
•B B D ft O
U. J. REYNOLDS

TOB. CO..
*

(Camel Cigarettes)
u-Ta-Th-WABC

'Camel Caravan'
Wa1t«r 0'K<eeie
Louis Sorln
Alice -Frost
Kenny Sargent
Pee Wee Hunt
Deane Jnnis
Ted Huslng
Glen Gray's .Ore
•Willlm C. Esty Co.

«0CONT VACUUM
H-F-WABO

'Flying Red Horse
Tavern''

Sheila Barrett
Eddie Garr
A Red Horsemen
Tavern Singers -

LeimlB Hayton Ore
•J Stirling Getcheil
STANDARD OIL

OF N. J.
8-M-WABC

3ny Lombardo ft his
Royal Canadians

•Marachalk ft Pratt
STERLING PROD-

DUCTS
8-Tu-WABC

(Bayer's Aspirin)
•Lavender and Old

Lace'
Fritz! Scheff
Lucy Monroe
Frank Munn
?us Haenschen's Oi

B-Su-WABC
-(Phillips Dental

Magnesia)
"Melodlana'
Hemice Claire
Abe Lyman
Oliver Smith
•BlBclcett

BTEWART-
WARNER
(Alcmlte;

lO-TJi-WABO
Lysbeth Rugnes
Bob McCoy
Art Thorsen
Horace Hcldt Ore
Berhie Mattieon
Campboll Sisters
Radio Ramblers
Jerry Browne
Cnarlee Gnndman
Hays MacFariand
STUDEBAIiEU
10-F-WABC

Richard Hlrtiber
Pick ft .Pot
Stuart Allen
•Roche W ft O
U. B. TOBACCO

'

(Dill's Best)
4--80-M-WABO

"Pipe Smoking Time'
Pick ft Pat
Landt 3 ft White
Benny Kruger'g Or

•McCann-Erlclt
WAR© VlASING
0:15-Tu-Th-Sa-

WABC J

'News of youth?
Laddie Kenmgn
Jackie Kelk
Ethel Blume
Alfred Corn
Lester Jay •

Joyce Walsh
Hanley -Stafford
Hlman Brown, .Dir.
^FletchsTAEllls
WAGES PRODH*t<

7at«ai-WABO
"Singing !Si'o'
Harry Frankel
le-DuOy Ax. 8a-8o^

WABC
«:«-iSq-WABO

•Voice Espfnencs"
M. Sayle Taylor
•Brwln Wseey
W1LDBOOT CO.
Tf:WOI-WA1IC

Ted Huslng
Charioteers 4

B, vD,
ft <Q

t

1-Dally Ex?S. Au-WABO
'Myrt & Marsa*
Mrytie Vail
Donna Dametfl
Vinton Haworth
jLbb Tremayu*
Ray Hedge
KstI Way
Marie Nelson
••Frances Hoonsr

20TOS
<Machinelest

Permanent w«v
)

«6-Sn-WAB0
•Hour ft Charav
Phil Spitalny^s ar.

Girl Kns.
*"*"''

Arlene Francis, to-
Maxine ^*
8 Little Words
Evelyn Kay
Gypsy Cooper
•Grey Adv Agency

Mutual

AXTON-«TSHEB
YSpud)

Vn-lt ^.-m.-WOB
Soldiers of Fortune'
Tex O'Reilly
Snech Light Ore
Craig McDonnell
Oyanguren
Jerry ."LsseeT
Keny'o ft EckUTdl
CAL-ASltUUN
18:45*M-TV-sT-

WOR -

'Painted Dreams*
Kay Chase
-Mary Afflick
Alice Hill
Bess Flynn
•Relncke-E.-Y.-O.

'"A iF
CBOWNf OVEBAt.1.

7:45 B.m.-Thu-
WOR

. 'Crown Headlight
Frolics'

Charles Seel
Charles Wayne
Devore Sis

'

William 'Greene
Claire Orenvllls
Joe Lugar 'Oro
*H. W. Kastor

CRUSADKR9
Mon-8:15-WOB

The Grusaaers>

Fred G. Clark
•MarschaiU ft Prat'
lliao^Mon. to Irl-

WOB
•BlackeKt

430RDON
BAKERIES

7:S«-M-F-W-WOB
'Lone Banger*
Sehl

ORUEN
7:«S-Tu-Sa-WOB

^Washington
'

MerTyrOo-Round
^^jijr^^sffiJOO^ '

-'-

oberl'TCRen-
De Garmo ft Kllb'ne

HOUSEHOLD
FINANCE

10:80 p.m.-Sat.-WOR
•Sherlock. Holmes'-
Richard Gordon
Harold West
Frey
LOCAL DEPT.

STORE
A a.m,-Thn-WOR
'Morning Mat with'
JNellie Revell
Ben Bemie
6 Swarthout
^Donahue ft Cos

MURINE
{Bye Wash)
9:30-Thu-WOB

•Listen to This'
Johnny ft Doty
Lew Diamond Ore
•Nelsser-Meyerhoff

OLSEN RUG
ff:30-Su-WOR .

'Sunday Afternoon
At Home'

Louise Raymond
Wells Ginn
tlmherto Neely Ore
•P.-F.-Presbra

PINACD
inO-M.Th-Frl.

. WOK
Alice Day
Pearson Oro
Octet
•Lord A Thomas

PURITY
BAKERIES

A:15-M to F-WOR
*Dniiir the IffysMB*
M.H.H. Joachim ©If,
Ralph Sciioolnuui -

Ethel Everett
Ann Sedgewlck
Jeff Sparks
Bdm'tid MacDonald
Arleno JackBsn
Eddie Vreeland
Camllle Joachim
•Hmnff-Metzger

«SS CO.
. *SSS Tonic)

4A0-F-W0R
The Music Box*
Mary IS. Wood
Bailey Axton
William StoesB Oro
•Job nannrDalfla -

CNlTTE*;.,iC«lA»
8:30-M-WOB

'Good Evening
Serenade*

Jeham Jones Ore..
Eton Boys
Loretta Lee
Harry Von Zell
Young A R.

WA5EY
'(Zemo)
M to Thu-ll:15 8e>

S^SO-WOB
.—

.

Iacoh._Tajahlsh^«'
•Erwln-Wasey
R. X. WATKINS
•s«6 *.m.-M to X*.WOR
IDt. Xyons' Tooth

Powder)
"Baok >Stage Wife'
Vivian FrWell
Ken OrlfAn.
Henry Saxe
Mary McCormiok
James <2bas
•Blackett-S-H.

WANDER CO.
(Ovaltlne)

?-M to F-WOB
"Molly of Movies'
Kirby Hawke
.Gene Byron
Blackett-S.-H.

WH15LAN DRUG
Yours Sincerely'
H p.m.-Su-WOB

Isham Jones Oro
7 Singing Stars
E Smalle's 7 3lng«
ing Stars

•Young &• Rublcan

BIGGEfi WKY DU£iiPR.13

Ceremonies Will Attract Out-oT«

Town Delegation

Oklahoma City, March 17.

Opening date of the new WKY
studios has been set for April 18»

Specially constructed in the newly
built annex of a downtown hotel

the WKY studios will cost an esti-

mated $roo,,000,. and contain six

separate rooms, the largest of whloh
will seat 1,200 people. Studios have
several unique .features designed by
Earl Hull, chief engineer of the

station.

Party of broadcasters headed by
Niies Trammel will probably at-

tend, the: shindig.

Radio Slander in England

London, March 17' .

"What may turn into a sensational
court battle, with the British. Broad*
easting Corporation . strongly iP-

volved, is foreseen as the result ofA
writ filed by Ge'orge Lambert, a BBC
employee, against" Sir Cecil Levita,

prominent London political figure.

Lambert is .charging slander
against Sir Levita. This action is

supposed to result from an alleged
criticism on Sir Levlta's.part against

Lambert's editing of. the newsprint
end of the BBC.

Jane Pickens Set
Jane Pickens has been signatured

for a permanent stay on the Texaco
show -over NBC. She Will broad""

cast from Pittsburgh March 24, wlta

the program's regular band acconV
panying her from New York.
General Motors show is keepl-ntf

her in Pittsburgh as part of. the

Pickens trio that week.
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Knoxyille, March 17.

East Tennessee's broadcasting hill billies carried their feuds to

WNOX Jast week, causing station officials, to give the k.o. punch to

its Number One drawing card, the Crazy Tennesseeans, 12 strong.

Trouble began when station sent the Tennessee Ramblers, an-

other hill billy outfit, to aid at regular noon broadcast at mldtown
municipal market hall. Crazy Tennesseeans went temperamental,

stalled through their opening numbers, twanged their instruments

during commercial announcements, and threatened a walkout unless

the Ramblers were yanked.

Ramblers, outnumbered two to one, put down their fiddles and

put up their sleeves. Minor flsfic disturbances were quieted by

WNOX pfflcials wlio rushed to hall with police escort. Rapid Fire

Joe Epstein, local sports commentator, also rqshed to scene to give

bldw-by-bi6w account of the affair.

Station settled the mixup by giving the Crazy Tennesseeans the

air and hiring the Ramblers. 'For once they lived up to their name,'

he said, in firing the Crazy Tennesseeans. Ramblers now put on

regular hill billy show, using costumes. Spot now has 10 commer-
cial accounts^ with a long waiting list.

Rival station WRQL. has signed up Crazy
. group for a competitive

noontime 6how.

G-MAN HOOVE DENIES 'SECRECY' ORDER;

HOTEL WILLARD CASE STILL F. C.C GHOST

Esso News Continues

Standard of New Jersey
(Esso) has renewed its newscasts
for. another 13. weeks on six -NBC
owned and managed stations and 11

outlets in. the south.

Renewal makes It 39 weeks alto
gether..

Inside Stuff-Radio

It took a jury before Justice Bernard L. Shlentag In N. T. Supreme
Court Thursday (12) five hours to decide that Ed Wynn, stage and radio

star, should: pay his. aunt, Mrs, Ruth Greenberg $1,000. for having cared

for the comic|s wife, Mrs. Hilda Keenan Wyrih over a period of several

months. The jury decided that Wy'nn's uncle, Samuel Greenberg, who
also sued the actor, was entitled to nothing.

Mrs. Greenberg had sued, for $100,000, while her husband claimed-

$16,000 for alleged expenses. Both claimed they had an oral agree-

ment with the comedian to pee that Mrs. Wynn did not 'annoy of attack'

Wynn while' -he was* in the midst of writing 'Simple Simon' and also to

prevent her from disturbing "the actor at the various- theatres in which
he appeared. For this .service, the Greenbergs" claimed, Wynn promised

to make them 'rich fof life.'

Sidney Wlttner, counsel for the. Greenbergs,- moved to set aside the

Verdict as insufficient and inconsistent. Denying the motion, Justice

Shlentag said: 'If it weire up to the court.,to decide I would have found.

;• in favor of tike, defendant.'

Wynn was hot in court When the verdict was rendered. He- had left

a short time before for a hurried rehearsal of his radio broadcast which
was scheduled for 9:3d p. m. Listeners to the Wynn program at that

time recognized jubilance in the comedian's voice. In fact he jokingly

made it known to the^ air audience that be had virtually won the legal

3Bstisie:v"i":.-:; r^'""
:

" ~ ...... .—
Praising the Federal. Communications Commission, for reaking new

ground in the regulation of telephones and telegraphs,' Anning S. Prall
' last week began his second year as commish chairman.

Prall asked that 'in appraising the work of the Federal Communications
Commission it should be kept in mind that, except for radio, the com-
mission has undertaken an. entirely new work,'.and pointed out that, work
in ttie telephone and telegraph divisions had been slow and arduous be-

cause 'the commission Was desirous of avoiding mistakes that might
result from undue haste.'

Apparently referring to recent internal disturbances at the ' F. C. C-

the commish chairman added that 'the commission has not been infal-

lible. It may have made errors of judgment but, l am confident, if it has
made any they are inherent in the functioning of any new organization

and it will profit by them in its future work/

Dick Voynow at WLW

, ,
Cincinnati, March 17.

Richard Voynow, formerly with
Brunswick and Decca, assumed po-
sition of production manager of

Crosley's WLW-WSAI last week.
Lewis Clay, another newcomer to

ihV^tUfrtJTMTOTl^^
appointed program preparation
manager. Clay came on from. Los
Angeles, where he was with RKO
studio.

Raymond Butke added to staff as
stu ip technician and Charlie Ham-
ilton advanced from set-up boy to

student technician.

All deals for baseball time and broadcasts for General Mills will be
handled by the Knox Reeve$ agency of Minneapolis instead of through
Blackett-Sample-Hummert agency. This shift in baseball contracts
sends some $400,000 worth of the flour company's annual ether billing

to the Reeves organization.
Up to this time the Reeves agency has been handling only General

.Mills trade and dealer advertising biz. B-S-H retains the rest of the

General Mills consumer advertising schedule, which is estimated set

-to reach a new high for 1936-37. The switch to Reeves will facilitate

the handling of the baseball contracts and permit the concentration by
the B-S-H group on the regular General Mills ether and print schedules,
especially with the Mills company preparing to embark on a daily

60-xnInute stretch across the Columbia system board late this spring.

. Important film and radio name now broadcasting from Hollywood is

building himself in with his air sponsor but not making any friends
among his thesplc colleagues by sudden desire to protect his employer's
bankroll. His contract stipulating that he select the supporting cast
on his broadcasts, he took it upon himself to also stipulate salaries,

although the coin is aside from the $3;000 he draws weekly. English
stage actress turned him down cold on a $75 offer, insisting that the
job was worth $250. His next overture to a film player was met with
tnever mind the $75, just send me a box of candy.' She went on with
"the star but declined the coin, but not without a .few sarcastic remarks,
Star is now stumped, doesn't know how to square himself and figures
the candy gag would stir up no end of ridicule.

, Competition for American Telephone & Telegraph Co.'s proposed
coaxial cable was seen last week In authbrizatitfn for Radio Corporation
of America, papa of National Broadcasting Co., to launch television

experiments between New York and Philadelphia.
• Invading -the precise area scheduled for the wired picture experiments,
K. C. A. received permission from Federal Communications Commission
to lay the groundwork for an eventual chain between New York and
Washington, the heaviest revenue producing section for both telegraph
and telephone business.

Present, service will not be commercial, since commish authorization
Was for only experimental operation and additional consent will be
required before facsimile service can be used as a revenue-producer.

. Women's National Radio Committee has sent 5,000 ballots to leaders
of organizations affiliated with it for voting on the second annual.pro-
Kram awards. Results to be announced at a luncheon in New York on
April 22.

Change in the categories of awards is to be made this year. Instead
9* giving two honors in sustaining and two in commercial programs, five

awards will be made for light musicals, non-musicals, educational pro-
grams, serious musicals, and children's programs.

Howard Associates, launching: a songwriting contest series over WMCA,
"New York, is a tradename for a group consisting of Billy Jackson, vet-
wan RKO agent; Dolph Singer, gag man, and Joseph E. Howard, the
cpmposer. Deal also involves the Edward B. Marks Co., which will pub-
lish the winning song's.
Program (sustaining) will be on Sundays from. 1:30 to 2:30 p. m. Win-

(Contlnued on page 51)

Hockey Draws Sponsors in

Western Canada Playoffs

Regina, Sask., March 17.

Hockey playdowns In western Can-
ada are currently on almost every
Saskatchewan station bankrolled by
everything from coal companies to

tobacco stores. CKBI, Prince Al-
bert, send E. G. Jordan, sports an-
nounce^ with senior hockey team to
Weyburn, 350 miles south, to broad-
cast provincial championship battle
won by Prince Albert. Also present;

were Wilf Woodlll, CJRM, Regina-
Moose Jaw. sports, announcer, • and
Jack Keriip, CHWC, Regina. Game
also fed to CKCK, Regina.

CJRM has already signed Im-
perial Tobacco Co. lor western play-
downs at Calgary, Alta., and Win-
nipeg, Man.

WestiAghouse's Local

Atlanta, March 17.

Dan Hornsby, who's been airing

over various stations here for the

past 10 years, with nine commercial
shows under his belt, has been
signed by Westinghouse for a tWo-
a-week series oyer WGST.

First shoW. started Monday (16).

Stanzas hit the 9:15 p. m. spot on
Monday and Thursday.

Gen. Foods' New Cereals

General Foods has brought out
two new cereals for marketing, and
given the accounts to Benton &
Bowles. Are called 'Huskies' and
'Post-O.'

Initial advertising plans not com-
pletely set yet.

Congressional Critics Keep Up Unremitting Effort to

Force Investigation of Commission

Washington, March 17.

Further repercussions from the

'Willard hotel incident,' centering

around charges of bribery in ad-
ministration of radio cases, caused
members of the Federal Communi-
cations Commission to squirm un-
easily today.

. Subjected to continued fire from
Congressional critics, the commish
found the major prop pulled from
its hush-hush policy as the D&r
partment of Justice announced it

has no objections to publication of

400-Foot Radiator Set for

CJRM, Regina-Moose Jaw
Regina, Sask,, March 17,

First in Canada west of Toronto,
a $20,00.0, 400-fopt-high vertical ra-

diator antennae is to be. ei-ected this

summer at the . Belle Plaine trans-

mitter of CJRM; Regina-Mobse Jaw
l,000rWatter. James Richardson &
Sons, grain merchants, the owners,
also planning a 3 5.0 -foot high verti-

cal' for CJRC, Winnipeg, Man.

Firm recently purchased - CJGX,
Yprkton, Sask., 1.Q0O watter, to get

its wavelength and transfer it and
transmitter to CJRC. The Winni-
peg station's 100-watt equipment
was put- into Yorktdn.

Dignified WHAS

Herbie Kay and his orchestra ap-
pearing at the General. Motors Show
at the Jefferson County Armory
currently in Louisville, was on the
program listings as Herbert Kay.
WHAS program management, stick-

lers for formality, set the precedent
when also ordering Herbie Koch,
organist, to be announced at all

times as Herbert Koch,

Feel that the less dignified cog-

nomen is not in keeping with the

station's policy.

Lady Esther on WLW
Cincinnti, March 17.

Lady Esther Company starts oh
WLW Sunday (22), filling 5:30 to C

p.m. spot just vacated by Fashion
Frocks, Inc.

Woodbury Company will take

over Sunday and Monday nights

10 to 10 : 30 periods to be vacated end
of this month by Mennen for its

'Famous Jury Trials' series. Latter,

originating at WLW, is piped to

WGN, Chicago, and CKLW, Wind-
sor, Ont., of the Mutual net.

More French Radio-News Alliances

Active Attitude of Big Interests in Future

Advertising Factor

Paris, March 8.

Stimulated by increasing influence

of. Radio Cite, outlet operated by
Instransigeant, Paris evening paper,

the rival sheet, Paris Soir, is work-
ing its Way Into the radio business.

By a sort of goodwill pact, Paris

Soir has tied up 'with Poste Paris-

ien, now the leading, privately

operated, station in the country.

Newspaper and outlet will co-

operate both in advertising and
news fields, Poste Parlslcn was
founded by Petit Pari.sien, morning
daily of large circulation, but latter

is now dropping out of the radio

picture.

At the same time Paris .*oir is

tying up with Radio Toulouse, pri-

vate outlet in the south of France,

on a similar goodwill contact. Radio
Toulouse operates as subsidiary

Radio Vitus, small station in the

Paris district, which is owned by

the P-the-Natan film company but

leased to the southern radio station

until 1937. This gives Paris Soir a

tleup with three transmitters.

Re/il bone of contention would
seem to be Radio Vitus, which re-

mains the only outlet in Paris dis-

trict whos future Is not fully de-

termined. It's the spot uirough
which newcomers in the radio field

will have to work, and is one of the

coveted, assets of Pathe-Xatan, for

which .divers industrial banking and
political interests are fighting,

In fact, Paris Soir's radio ambi-
tions may have a lot to do with the

action of the Credit du Xord, bank
which lent money to errtard Natan,

in trying to convert this clal into

an interest in the picture Mr The
connection is this: one of the prin-

cipal owners of Paris Soir, a sugar

magnale, Is also a director of the

Credit tin 'Nurd, nnd Kadlo Vitus

may be the key to the interlocking

directorate.

A certain Am?rlcan inu rest in

these rows Is inevitable, now that

Lord & Thomas- Is tailing the lead

jn French- co mcrclnl broadcasting

It looUs as though radio advertising

in this country wnuld develop tn

connection with newspaper i Iver-

tising. Not only dp French- adver-

tisers find lh:iL to cover Die market

hot h kin. Is of piihli.-liy arc neces-

sary. Vint now the newspapers
' getting active in the radio lie)

reports by sleuths . who delved into
corruption accusations. Simultane-
ously there were renewed demands
from Capitol Hill for a peek at
voluminous records upon which the
commish decided none of its mern^
bers is guilty of offside play.

The commish was put exactly in

the middle when J. Edgar Hoover,
director of the Bureau of Investi-
gation, denied, he had asked that
reports turned in by. his snoopers be
put under lock and key." This sur-
prising move placed all responsi-
bility for the secrecy stand squarely
at the F. C. C. doorstep.

The unexpected Hoover state-

ment caught several commish mem-
bers unawares and provoked sur-
prise from some who had agreed
to withhold the evidence only after

being told Hoover wanted hi

agents' reports withheld, Word of

Hoover's position reached the com-
mish Monday (16) after the G-man
learned he was . being blamed for

hiding the documents on which the
commish decided corruption charges
were' unfounded.

The principal effect the new
development was to catapult Com-
missioner Irvln Stewart a,rid Chair-,

man Anning S, Prall into a de-
cidedly uncomfortable position in

view of demands fromi. Capitol Hill

that the documents be revealed.

Other members signified they Will

go along on the idea of publishing
the voluminous record, now' that the
principal reason for secrecy has

litical spotlight since they, as
spokesmen for the commish; had
countered requests for the data with
the answer that the D. J. insisted

on secrecy.

Prall and Stewart were left. with-
out any defense for their insistence

on the gag, while the chairman, was
further embarrassed by disclosure

that he has refused to make the
papers available to Congressman
William P. Connery, although the

info has been submitted to the Sen T

ate interstate Commerce Committee.
Latest request for the record was

sent to Prall last week by- Connery.
leading advocate of a congressional

inquiry into commish activities,

Connery wrote the chairman he was
Informed 'that your committee has
voted to forward the papers, testi-

mony, evidence and reports, gath-

ered by or for your commission in

the so-called Hotel Willard incident

to any member of Congress for their-

personal use' and asked that the

papers be forwarded immediately.

Calls Connery Misinformed

Two days later, PralJ, in his ca-

pacity as chairman, told Connery he

had been 'misinformed' and declared

he was not authorized by his col-

leagues 'to forward these papers to

members of Congress lor their per-

sonal use.'

Almost at the same time, it was
learned, the documents were being

submitted confidentially to the sen-

ate committee in a move to head
off the spreading desire for a senate

probe into commish affairs. Senator

James Couzens of Michigan, who
two weeks ago Introduced a reso-

lution demanding the papers, im-
mediately refused., to look at the

documents as long as there was any
confidential tag-attached.

In addition to its mounting radio

troubles, the commish currently Is

in hot water because of 'Us part in

seizure of millions of private tele-

grams for use by the Black senate

committee Investigating lobbyists.

After considerable backroom wran-
gling over responsibility, the com-
mish Monday (1G) drafted a re-

sponse to a senate .resolution calling

for information about what part

K. (.'. <.'. employees took in raiding

files or Western t'nion and in copy-

ing personal messages.
Commish furthermore w-.s made

defendant in a court action by Wil-

liam Randolph Hearst, who is .striv-

ing to prf-vent disclosure, of instruc-

tions sent his agents by telegram

during the heat of the 1035 fight

over regulation of holding com-

panies. Hearst applied to the local

courts for an injunction preventing

the cotnmlsh from revealing any of

his correspondence.
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ST. LOUIS
Weil Clothing Co,, spot announce

ments,. three! weekly, starting March"

2. Mortimer Mears Agency. KSD,
Brown Supply Co., three spot an

nottncertients daily* Jim Daugherty

Agency. KSD.
Fresh Milk Institute, one-minute

transcriptions, twice dally. Ruth-
rauff & Ryan Agency. KSD.
Metro Art Studios, one-minute an

nouncements, three weekly. Placed
direct. KSD.:. - >

Kroger-Piggly Wlgghf Baking and
Grocery Co;, spot .announcements,
five weekly,. Wessel Co. agenoyv
KSD.:
Harpers Bazaar, ,16-minute tran-

scriptions. Placed,. direct. ICS.p.

Roberts, J.ohnson d> Rand. Shoe- Co.,

15-minute transcribed series
,

'Trea^
sure Trove',* twice weekly! smarted
Feb. 14.' Ruthrauff & Ryan Agency.
ksd. ' ;.• •

;

;•

Mufuat Benefit Life Insurance Co.,
flve-minute transcribed' . programs,
Sundays, starting'' March' 8. Harry
Goodman- Agency; KSD.
Leppert-RWs ' tiur Co., io-mihute;

transcribed programs, 'Sundays; rtart-'

Ing • March 1 29v Ridge^ay Agency.
KSD: ' /• .':'••

Olson Ru& Co.* one-minute 'an-
nouncements; twice 'weekly; Philip
O. Palmer .Agency, KSD. •

Dodge Motor Co., 15-minute tran-
scriptions, Harry

.
Rishman and

guests, twice weekly, started Feb.. 14.

Ruthiuuff- & Ryan Agency. KSD.
American-- Washing Machine Co.,,

flve-mlnute transcriptions,- Tuesdays:
and Thursdays, 26 times. Placed by
Meldwln and -Fewsmith Agency.
KWK., '

'

, Bar{'Rich . . Products, 15>minute
transcription,, "While, the City Sleeps,'
26 times. Placed by Russell Comer
Agency. KWK.
Fresh Milk Institute, St. Louis

Daixy Co., one-minute transcriptions,
three times weekly/ 13' Weeks." Placed
through Ruthrauff & Ryan. KWK.
Bulova Watch Co., one-minute an-

nouncements', seven days per week,
39 Weeks. Placed by Blow & Co.

•'Musical' Dansante/ with.. Irving
Rose's Orchestra. 13 weeks. ' Placed
direct, KWK.
Btock-Petermaii Furniture Co.,. 15-

minute transcription's. P.M. ' 104
programs. Placed direct. KWK.

Dixie Mills, 1- minute transcrip-
tions/ A.M. 6 timed Weekly. 26
weeks. - Placed direct. KWK.

Schick Razor Co., 36 1-minute an-
nouncements, once daily. P.M.
Placed direct. KWK.
ABO> Brewery, 300 1-minute an-

nouncements. P.M. 3 dally. Placed
direct KWK. /
Slack Furniture Co., 15-minute

Studio. P.M. 'Chuck and Ray,* har-

mony and comedy. 13 weeks,

thnes weekly. Placed direct. KWK.
Dm Furniture Co., 1 15rmlnute

program with Basin Street trio,

Peggy Duncan and Harry Babbitt,

P.M. 6 times weekly. ,26 weeks start-

ing. March 11.., Placed through Arto-

phone Corp. KWK.
Ptso's Cough Syrup, 1-minute

transcriptions. A.M. Renewed by
Ramyer and Co. KWK.
RCA, announcements dally, P.M. 13

weeks. ' Renewal direct. KWK.

CHICAGO
Q'.Cedqr Map & Polish Co., Chicago,

78 tWo-inlnute morning announce-
ments during Old Kitchen Progrtfm.

John J. Dunham Agency, Chicago.
WLS. '

''

Campbell Cereal' Co.; Minneapolisi
continuation order for 78' 15-minute
daytime programs. < Mitchell-Faust
Agency, Chicago. >WLS. •

'.American Washing Machine, A]sso-

clcfio», Chicago, , 20 five-minute talks;

tfeldrum!& Fewsmlth Agency, Cleve-
land. "WLS. '

'

J&'sert Co:, Chicago, 49 15-mihute
programs'. Rogers' & Smith Agency,.
Chicago. WLS. 1

'
1

Walker. Remedy Co.- (Walko Poul-
try, ^ablets), Waterloo, Ia.^ 26 one-
minute early morning announce-'
Merit's. Weston & Barnett Agency,
Waterloo", > WLS.'
Ilitm' Crow . Milling Co., Warsaw;

Ind., continuation- order for 156 16-

minute 'morning programs.' Rogers
&' Smith Agency, Chicago. WLS. •

'.Acme Mfg. Co., Forest Park, 111.,.

49 two-minute morning announce-
ments. K; E. Shepajd Agency, Chi-
cago. WLS.
Tony Wons' (seeds), Chicago, thrice

weekly 15-^minute early morning pro-,
grams, WLS,.
McKesson .<£ Robbing, Bridgeport,

52> one-minute daytime announce-
ments. Kastor Agency, Chicago.
WLS. ' ; Y '

'

'

' •

Dairy Association, Lyndohvllle, N.
Yi, 14-one-minute early morning an-
nouncements. Hays Agency,- Bur-
lington, yt. . WLS..
LeJa,y Mfg. Co., Minneapolis; six

one-minute early morning announce-
ments. Frizzell Agency, Minneapo-
lis, WLS;

-

•

CoMngoourne Mills, Elgin, 111., once....

Mass., one-minute live announce-
ments, three times weekly, WMAQ
Japan Canned Crab Packers and

Exporters Association, Toklo, five-

minute discs once weekly*
;

Maxon
Agency, New York. WMAQ. •

Dodge Co., Detroit, 16-mln-.tes

platter once weekly. Ruthrauf &
Ryan, Chicago. WMAQ;
RCA Mfg. Co., Camden, N. J., one-

minute announcements thrice week-
ly. Lord & Thomas Agency, New
York. WENR.

LOS ANGELES
* Master Life Insurance, one 15-min-
ute transcription weekly for one
year. Placed through ; Lockwood-
Shackleford. KNX.
Capper. Publications, five participa-

tions weekly in «l0 o'clock Family,'

for two weeks. Placed through
Presba, Fellers and Presba. KNX.
Myrnpl Products (patent medicine),

thrfee 15-minute musical programs
weekly for one' year.' . ^Placed through
Roy Alden. KNX.
Crazy Water Crystals, !flve 15-min-

ute news'- periods . weekly, 86 times.
Placed through Tom Wallace. KNX.
Love Charm (perfume), one spot

weekly for 13 weeks. Placed through
Hllmer and Swenson. KNX.-
Bank '"

of America, seven '. .
spots

weekly ' for . four weeks. . Placed
through Charles R. Stuart. KNX, '

Williafni R. Warner (Tooth Pow-
der), three 16-minute drama playletM
weekly for 39 weeks. Placed through
Cecil, Warwick and Cecil. KNX;
Provident Loan Ass'n., four 16-

minute musical transcriptions. Placed
through Sain Miles. KNX.
Safeway Stores/52 spots "daily for

one year. Placed through J. • Walter
Thompson* KNX. ' '•

,

Strasska Laboratories (tooth paste);
three- 15-minute episodes of 'Congo-.
Bartlett In Ethiopia' weekly for 13
weeks; Placed through Glasser Adv.
KNX.
Western Bakeries, two. 6ne-m1nute

transcriptions .weekly for one year.
Placed through Scholtz Adv. KNX.

Charles Goldstein Co. (furs), brie
spot daily, Indefinitely.. • Placed
through .Sam Miles. KNX.
Power Seal Co. (auto accessory),

one participation weekly in Break-
fast Club, four times. Placed .through
Jefferson Kaye Wood. KNX.

eric&n. .Bop;k..MartM _ one weekl

ments, 100 words, '-on .Woman**'
Hour program. WKRC.
Harten-Knodel Co"., local Norge

distributors, 100 1-mlnute transcrip-

tions. WKRC.
Albers Super Markets, 2 60-Word

announcements daily ' for 62 weeks,
Merrill agency. WKRC.

' Diesel - Wemmer - Gilbert Corp.,

Lima, C, sponsoring 6-mimite news
period nightly for. 13 weeks to blurb
San Felipe cigars. S. Epstein agency,
Detroit. WKRC,
Pott Parrott Shoe Dealers, 13 quar-

ter-hour 'Treasure Trove' e. t. pro-
grams. ; WKRC.
Rollman. d Sons Co., department

store, series of 50-word announce-
ments. WKRC. ' ''

'

•"Li T. Patterson Co., 13 25-wbr'l
tie-in announcements on both the
CBS- Chrysler and Plymouth pro-
grams. WKRC.
Alms <£.. Depke Co., department

store, 13. 16-minute mechanicals*
Maxon Co., Detroit. WKRC.,
Magazine Repeating Razor Co.,. 25-,

wdrd time signal blurbs on Sliiqk

Razor' nightly for five weeks. J. M.
Mathes, Inc., N. Y. WKRC".

SAN ANTONIO
Oneida, Ltd., 39 100-word . an-

nouhcetnerits, Monday through Fri-
day; Geyer-Cornell Co., New York
City, WOAI: '

'

Alaska Pacific Salmon Co*, 13
' an-

nouncements on a.m.1 ' programs ;
• J.

William Sheets, Seattle. WOAI.
Swtft & Co:, . 5'2 announcements

three .nights- weekly;. J. Walter
Thompson Co., Chicago.' WOAI.
William Cameron 4 Co.; .(built in

furniture), 166 16-mln. . programs,
three weekly; Erie Racey Adv.
Agency, Dallas-Fort Worth. WOAI.

Universal Mills (flour) 100. 16-min-
ute programs, daily including Sun-
days; Haney-Lieche, Dallas-Fort
Worth. WOAI.
Purina MillSi, . 26 .announcements

three days weekly; placed direct.
WOAI.
Armand Company, .62 1-minute

electrical transcriptions, Monday
through Friday; H. W. Kastor &
Sons, Chicago. WOAL.
American Gas Machine Co., 8 ' 5.-'

minutes, electrical transcriptions,
Tuesdays and Thursdays; Greve
Adv. Agency, St. Paul, WOAI.
Murine Co., 52 1-minute- electrical

transcriptions, four weekly) Neisser-
Meyerhoft*, Chicago. WOAI.
Pure Oil Co., 65 15-minutes, electrl

period,, ports, for an Indefinite
WOWO;

,

.

Harry S, Goodman, Insurance taui
five minutes weekly,! for 26 week?
WOWO. ***

San Felice Cigars, twice dally
news service, for an indefinite period!
WOWO.

Gude's Pepto Mangan, spots
through Brooks, Smith, French!
WOWO.
Ironized Yeast, spots, twice weekly

through Ruthrauff & Ryan. WOWQ*
Ford, thrice weekly, disks, placed

through N. W. Ayer. WpWO.
American Gas Machine, 10-mlnute

spots, for an' indefinite period, placed
through Greve Advertising. > WOWO.
Eleanor Martin, Inc., series of 6J

spots, placed through Morenus, Chi',
cago, WOWO.
General Electric, 13 quarter-hours,

disks, placed through Maxon Adver-
tising. WOWO. 1

PORTLAND, ORE.
Davidson Bakery, spot annbunce-

rtient ' service, Sundays.' Placed
through^ Crossley & Wicker Adver-
tising Agency. KGW.

' Meker & Frank Co., department'
store, 20 day announcements and
three ni'te spots. KGW-KEX.

'

.. Whedtena Corporation, seven
quar.ter-hoUr broadcasts, three times
weekly; Placed direct. KGW.

- Bernard Perfumers, -five-minute'
prbgrams, Sundays. . Placed through
Ruthrauf . & Ryan Advertising
Agency. - KGW.

| Portland Gas Co., 13 quarter-hour
programs, Tuesdays. Placed through
H. V. Swenson -Advertising Agency.
KGW.
Community Credit Corp., half-hour

program, 'Homicide Squad,' one year,
weekly. Placed through MacWllkins
& Cole Advertising Agency. KEX.-.

Gilmore Oil,- spot announcement
service. Placed, direct. KEX.
Sears-Roebuck 'Co., series .of 34

spot announcements; split schedule.
KEX. v

'

Agency, Chicago. WLS.

Father Flanagan's Boys' Home,
Boys Town, Neb., continuation order
itor six 15-minute WLS* National
Barn Dance ' Programs. ' Bozell &
Jacobs' Agency, Chicago. WLS.

Union, ..Pacific Railroad,- Chicago,
100-word announcements. Ernest
Boder Agency, Omaha. WMAQ,
Washington Boxed Apple Bureau,

Seattle, 15-minute period twice week
ly on Home Forum. Izzard Agency,
Seattle. WMAQ.
Angelus-Campftre Co., Chicago, 15

minutes twice weekly on Home
Forum program. Dunham Agency,
Chicago. WMAQ.
Milton Bradley Co., Springfield,

Not in Boston alone, butthroughoutNewEngland,
WBZ and WBZA regularly reach four^fifths of
the buying power. It's low cost selling when you
consider the 1,156,000 reachable radio families.

Dance for 13 weeks. Placed through
E. H, Brown Adv. KNX,
The Townsend Plan (politlcai),

two 15-minute talks Weekly, indef-
initely. Placed through Tom Wal-
lace. KNX.

i

Eleanor Martin (knitting equip-
ment)-; one participation in Holly-
wood Barn Dance. Placed through
Morenus Adv. KNX.
Picture Ring Co., one participation

irt Hollywood Barn Dance. Placed
through Frederic W. Ziv. KNX.
McClosky Varnish Co., six partici-

pations weekly in H6usawlves Pro-
tective League for four 'weeks.
Placed through Bert Butterworth.
KNX.
Campbell Cereal, six participations

weekly in Breakfast ClUb for one
year. . Placed through 'Mitchell-
Faust. KNX.

ay
Agency, Chicago. WOAI.

WBZ 50,000 WATTS
NBC Blue Network

BOSTON
1,000 WATTS
NBC Blue Network

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

Two of NBC's Managed and OperatedStations

WBZA

SALT LAKE CITY
American Association of .Washing

Machine Manufacturers, 26 daytime
flve-mlnute programs (transcrip-
tions) placed through Meldrum &
Fewsmith, .Cincinnattl, KDYL.
Flint Distributing Company (Kei-

vlnators), 13 15-minute programs,
local talent. Placed direct. KSL.
Sugarhouse Merchants (co-opera-

tive tie-ups)', 26 daytime 15-miniite
programs (transcriptions) placed di-
rect. KDYL.
Morning Milk Company, 52 twice

weekly 15-m'Inute electrical tran-
scriptions, placed direct. KSL.
Continental Mills, 26 daytime an-

nouncements." -Placed through Sag©
& Mullen Advertising agency, Seattle,
Wash. KDYL.
Dexter Washers, 52 daytime flve-

mlnute programs. Placed direct,
KDYL.
Wheatena, n!ne 15-minute pro-

grams ('Popeye, the Sailor Man").
Placed through Rohrabaugh & Gib-
son, Philadelphia; Pa. KDYL.
Landes Equipment' Company

(tractors), eight 16-minute programs,
utilizing a 60-voice male choir.
Placed direct. KSL.

Christiansen Shoe Company, 100
daytime announcements. Placed di-
rect. KDYL.
Mitsubishi ShoH Eaisha (crab-

meat), six daytime flve-minute pro-
electrical transcriptions.

DES MOINE5
San Felice Cigar's.. 5 hews pro. per

week, S. M, Epstein Co. 'WMT, KSO.
Associated. Laundries, 5 quarter

hour per .week, 'High and Low,' Les.;

sing Adv. KSO. i
-'

Gately Stores, Inc., 6 quarter hour
per Week, 'Smiling Dan,' dir. K$.0>
KRT. .

• '

.

Norman Casslday, Inc., 26 quarter
hour pro., 'Hollywood Cinderella/ dir;

kso;
Northwestern Bell Telephone!? 26

4 minute ann., dir. KSO, KRNT,
WMT.
Sargeant Feed Co., 6- quarter .hour

per week, 'Tall Corn Time/ Fairall
.Adv. > KRNT, WMT.

Inter-State Nurseries, 6 quarter
hour per week, 'Tall Corn Time/ dir.

KRNT, WMT.
Lapp Laboratories, 2 quarter hour

per week, 'Tall Corn Time/- din
KRNT, WMT. <"..

Geotz Brew. Co., 2 quarter
.
hour

transcription per week, Potts'-Turn-
bull. KRNT, WMT.
Yeomen. Mutual Life, . 26 {Ir'minute

pro., Harry S. Goodman. KRNT,
WMT. •

New Utica Co., 13 quarter hour
pro., 'Harlan Miller/ columnist, dir.
KRNT.

.

Calumet Baking Powder Co., 3
quarter hour per week; 'Prlscilla
Wayne/ columnist, Young. & Rubi-
cam. KRNT, WMT.
Carter Med. Co., 166- 1-minute

transcription. Street & Finney.
KRNT, WMT.

Chevrolet Motor Co., • ? quarter
hour per week, dir., renew. WMT,
new, KRNT.

(ITcmm Brew Co.,. 26' i-mlnute
transcription, McCord Co. KSO,
KRNT, WMT.

~

CINCINNATI
Ford Dealers, sez-ies of 75-word

spot announcements, McCann-Erick-
son, N. Y. WCKY.
Queen City Carpet Cleaning andRug Mfg. Co., 62 10-minute e.t.

periods, WKRC.
Ohio Valley Dairy Council, 100

quarter-hour e. t. periods for healtn
talks, Frederick W. Ziv. WKRC.
Rubel- Baking Co., four 50-word

announcements daily for 52 weeks,
Frederick W. Ziv. WKRC.
2fu-Enamel Corp., 300 announce--

FORT WAYNE
Eamm and Schellinger, news ac-

counts, Renewal for 62 weeks, placed
through Carter, Jones & Taylor,
South Bend. WOWO-

Chrysler Corporation, tor 52 weeks,
spots, placed through J. Stirling
Getchell. WOWO.
Holsum Bakery, half-hour weekly,

for an indefinite period, placed
through W. E. Long, Chicago.
WOWO.
Dodge Motors, 2 quarter-hours

weekly, disks, placed through Ruth-
rauff & Ryan. WOWO.
Orbtt Gum, thrice daily, disks, for

an. indefinite period, placed through
Sellers agency. WOWO.

Willard Tablet, renewal for an in-
definite period, thrice weekly, placed

WOWO
FiFSt UnUed Br°adcasters.

Carter Medicine, for 62 weeks,

wowo
throush Spot Broadcastln^

Consolidated Markets, dally mar-
ket reports. WOWO.
Stevens Hotel, spot announce-

SS"*
1?^ for an indefinite period.WOWO.

CLEVELAND

,

De Soto Motors, 16-miriu'tes twice
a 'week, 7;30-7:45, for thirteen weeks.
WTAM.

'

General Electric, 26 flfteen-minute
programs by Sisters of Skillet, Tues-
days and Thursdays. WTAM,
Spang Bakeries, ,two 16-minute

programs Mondays and Fridays,
WTAM. .

Fe'detal Cigarets, noon half-hour,
programs, six a week for thirteen
mmmmmmm
Marion Perfumes, one-half hour

daily, 2:30-3;30, for indefinite period.'

WJAY.
Map Rtseriblum's Clothing Co.>

'daily baseball program, fifteen min-
utes, beginning ' April 1, for lhdef.'

period. WJAYi •

,
MothrWool Co., 16-minute pro-

'gram daily, mornings, for indefinite

Vun. WJAY.
K; B. Clothing Co., 26 weeks of

daily spot announcements, partici-

pant program. WJAY.
Burt's jewelry, daily spot an-

nouncements for 26 weeks in par-
ticipating bill. WJAY.
Star Piano, 156 announcements

dally in half-hour program. WJAY,
White Star Beauty Products, An-

nouncements daily for 26 weeks,
WJAY.
Acme White Lead, 16-mlnute pro-

gram Wednesdays and Fridays until

May. WTAM,
Gold Bond Beer, half-hour tran-

scriptions six times weekly for thir-

teen weeks. WTAM.

LINCOLN
Olson Rug Co. Half hour program,

3:30-4 p.m., Sundays. Talent is hick
program called 'Neighborville Folks/
Deal Is In for a month. KFAB.
American Gas Machine. Monday,

Wednesday and Friday for five min-
utes, short skit, for one month.
KFAB.

Kellogg. Gene and Glenn, for 2$
weeks, each Monday through Satur*
day, and for a half hour, 8-8:30 a.m,.

This is the inauguration of the WHO
re-broadcast network. KFAB.
Household Magazine. Sunday half

hour, 3-3:30 p.m. for the first half
the 'Neighborville Folks' program.'
In for two months; KFAB.

NEW YORK CITY
Pacific Radio Co., six 15-mln. pro-

grams weekly, 13 weeks starting
March 10. Through Bess & SchilUnl
Inc. WNEW.
Tappin Jewelry .Stores, inc., eight

15rmlri. broadcasts weekly, starting!
March 11. Placed by Beds & Schillin,
Inc. WNEW.
N. J.

. Bell Telephone Co., spot "an-
nouncements for indefinite period,,
starting March 14. Bess & Schilling
Inc. WNEW.

PITTSBURGH
Philadelphia Co., 91 -minute an-

nouncements. Placed by Equitable'
Sales Co. KDKA.
Dr. Salsbury's Laboratory, 52 1-

minute announcements, placed by
:

N. A. Winter Agency. KDKA.
Duquesne Brewing Co., 15C three-,

quarter hour programs and 167 flve-

minute spots. Placed by Walker-.
Downing. KDKA.

BOSTON
Royal Worcester Corset Co., 35 15-

word announcements, three times
weekly, starting March 9 and ending

'

May 22, through Badger & Browning,
Boston. WNAC.
Reliance Manufacturing . Co. (B'*

Yank Shirts), 13 15-minute programs,
Sinok Company, daily weather re- J {Continued on page 52)
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Insull's 17 Station Web Set for April 15

Staff Includes Gygu Roesler, Golder, Eagle,

Max Halperin, Fromberg, Robertson, Knight

Chlcae.o, March 17.

Setup of 17 midwest stations has

been arranged for the start of the

AffUited Broadcasting Co., the new
Samuel Insull chain, and is sched-

uled to start pumping programs

around April 15, From Chicago

the ABC tentacles will stretch to

Minneapolis through Wisconsin,

through .
Indiana to Evansville and

south to St. Louis. Hook-up of

wires will be arranged to break the"

chain into three sections which may
be bought on a sectional basis by
prospective sponsors.. These groups
will he Wisconsin, Illinois and In-

diana,

the chain

Witconsi
WBJN, Racine.

WCLO, Janesville.

WHBY, Green Bay.
WOMT, Manitowoc.
KFIZ, Fond du Lac.
WHfiiL, Sheboygan

Minnesota
WPGT, Minneapolis.

Illinois

,
WCLS, Jpliet.

WJBL, Decatur,
WTAX, Springfield.

WHBF, Rpck Island.
Missouri

WIL, St. LoUis.
Indiana

WWAE, Hammond.
WTRC, Elkhart.
WLBC, Muncle
WBOW, Terre Haute.
WEOA, Evansville.

After Wl
Negotiations are also being con-

ducted with Ralph Atlass for the
Inclusion of his WIND, Gary-Chi-
cago station as. the key station on
the network. Recent illness of At* [persons, with Ed Greer being named

ot ^his situation, but. expected that
an..agreement will be arrived at
sometime this week.

Personnel line-up of the ABC
chain, besides Samuel Innull as

president, includes Ota Gygl, as
vice-president in charge of opera-
tions. George Roesler joins ABC as
national sales manager. Chief en-
gineer is Frank Golder.
Production will be directed by

Malcolm Eagle ex-vaude agent, and
Max Halperin, "recently with
WFAA-WBAP, Dallas-Ft. Worth
Artists Bureau. Gene From-
herz moves from FJrst United
Broadcasters to ABC as sales pro-
motion manager while Bruce Rob-
ertson is press agent. Eustace
Knight with a utility industry back-
ground is the chain secretary and
treasurer.
Basis of the rate card has been

established at $1,600 an hovr for the
Class A time for the complete web,
$960 for 30 minutes and $628 for 15
minutes. Rate will be less for Class
B time and will also permit the, us-
ual 1 discounts for long-term, con-
tracts.

Network will supply all wires
Without charge to the stations and
agrees to maintain facilities for 17
hours daily from 7 a.m. to midnight
central time.

KARK SPREADS OUT

Staff of Four Increases to 15 With
Power Boost

Little Rock, Ark., March 17.

With d 6 u b 1 i n g. to 1.000 watts
power authorized by FCC, Station
KARK, Little Rock, has started
remodeling and repairs^ also addi-
tions, which will cost in neighbor-
hood of $10,000. Manager Howard
Schuman has ordered a 400-foot
guide radiator tower but is as yet
undecided where it will be located.

Staffs increased from four to 15

man handling sports.: Larry Meiriert
has been named director and con-
tinuity chief, while Art Taylor has
been placed in charge of music.
World library will be added April 1.

Juvenile Etiquette

Philadelphia, March 17.

Colonel Bill, WIP broad-
caster, has been offering to
make p.a/s at gatherings and
meetings. Last week he re-
ceived highly laudatory invite
from Boy Scout troop to at-
tend church supper.

Postscript said, 'We pre-
sume you will bring the re-
freshments.' The colonel airs
for Supplee Ice Cream.

Rose, Harkins Promoted

St. Louis, March i7,

Irving Rose has replaced Al Diet-'
zel as musical director for KWK."
Sterling Harkins, formerly chief
announcer of station," has been
moved up to head of program dept.
and his place has been taken by
Tom Daily.
Other additions to staff are

Chuck and Ray, harmony and com-
edy chatter, formerly with Sinclair
Minstrels; Peggy ' Duncan, hotcha
singer, and Tommy Birch, who re-
joins staff after siege of illness In

hospital.

KYW's Dramatized News
Philadelphia, March 17.

irst local dramatized sport news
series bows March 30 over KYW
sponsored by Adam Scheldt ('Valley
Forge') Brewing Co. Half hour
weekly shot will be written and pro-
duced by Bill Dyer.
Foley agency handling 'account,

with L. I. Everling in charge*

Push Jane Arden Strip

San Antonio, March 17.

Jane Arden; adventure strip char-
acter now appearing in dailies, is

to take to the air through deal set

between Monte Barrett, originator
and continuity: scribbler of strip,

and Steve Wilhelm, KTSA's pro-
duction chief. Wilhelm is readying
the production for airing and

up a sponsor. Dealing currently
with several agencies.
Idea is to sell the show for net-

work coverage, referably the na-
tional webs.

B.B.C. Symphony in Smaller Doses,

Other Gestures for Popularity;

Prim and Dull Sundays Stick

London; March 8,

Behind recent pronouncements of

the staid' British Broadcasting
Corp. is the suggestion that the
Governmental boys are getting
down to something approximating
what the local public really wants.
B. B. C. has been more than ever
confident of late that its curiously-
worded charter, which gives it a
monopoly of broadcasting in this

country, will be renewed substan-r
tially the same as it now is when
it comes up for scrutiny by the
Governi-.ent. And the sudden de-
termination to dish up a little more
popularity on the British air .is pos-
sibly just a slight gesture towards
the public.

Among the things they how prom-
ise the British radio listeners

are shorter symphonies. This seri-

ous move towards whoopee oh
the local air may give Americans a
laugh, but it- is a fact that in

the past' the B. B. C. has dished up
its symphony concerts for hours at
a time.

They have now intimated that
symphony stuff will be confined to

radio runs • of an hour at a time.

The corporation has jUst ap-
pointed Sir Stephen Tallents, late

of the General Post Office, as direc-

tor of public relations, and a'ims at
using him in getting closer contact
with their critical public.

They have further, Cecil

Graves, got a program director who
is pledged to -chase more popular
items, and have even given Henry
Hall's dance band, the sweet com-,
bination that leads the B.-B. C. syn-
copation department, fiVe more men
in the government-owned orchestra.

network are in course of building,
|

and the permanent television station

just north of London is already
transmitting experimentally.
•Exactly how far the Sir John

Reith hierarchy is willing to go in

its hunt for the popular level is

doubtful,

At present there's still no sign
that they'll allow those things they
loftily consider to be 'secular' on the
British air on a Sunday, which is

still a hodge-podge of chamber
music, symphonies, sermons, mor-
ality talks and religious services.

No official census can, of course,
be taken on the number of listeners
here who tune to. continental sta-
tions the moment they wake up with
a hangover and realize it's Sunday.
But it's probably pretty well 50%
of the listening audience. This de-
spite the fact the general standard
of continental broadcasts is itself

pretty low—certainly lower than it

is in the States; whose programs^
according to the boastfully British
local press, do not compare with
those of the B. B, C. for quality,

whatever they may do in popularity.

Dodge Stays on WLW
Cincinnati, March 17.

Dodge Showdown. Revue, on.

WLW for Sunday and Thursday
night quarterrhour periods, -haa re-

newed for another 13 weeks. Phil

Davis' concert ork. arid Peter Grant,
announcer, carry on from original

show.

Added are Adrian O'Brien; tenor;

Edith Karen, soprano^ arid a choir

of 16 voices.

Goodwill Court on WL?
Philadelphia, March 17.

Goodwill Court, Intercity hookup
^JMW^.Mds.WIP to its list March. 29.

^eTCes.'Tla*<[r
e,Bwfl*«™I¥aW^

but local' commercials prevented
station taking it.

It also extends to Mutual we-b
beginning in June.
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ELLIOT fROOSEVELT S $35.000COMWISH Grants and AppHbatjtons

Lee Armer Retires From Broadcasting-—Hearst In-

vestigation Recommends Purchase of Rest of

Texas Regional*

Hearst Radio, Inc., Is expected to

buy the other three stations in what
was the Southwest Broadcasting

System (Texas) as soon as an okay
has been obtained from William
Randolph Hearst. Additional trio

of outlets are KTAT, Ft Worth,
WACO, Waoo, and KOMA, Okla-
homa City. Crew composed of an
engineer, lawyer and accountant
which Hearst Radio; .had making a
survey of the Texas situation re-
turned to New York Monday (16)
and the findings were such as to

recommend purchase of the balance

of the SBS holdings. Takeover price

figures around $400,000 on the three-
some.

.
Elliott Roosevelt, son of the Fres-.

ident, stands to collect $36,000 tor
his services in disposing of the "five

stations, which include KNOW,
Austin and KTSA, San Antonio, for 1

William P. Day, a y. p. and partner
in the Lambert & Feasley agency.
Day is reported to have swung the
deal as regards his buying the five
stations from A. P. Barrett, Texas

Many Halls

Detroit, March 17.

While Russ Hall, who doubles
on the cello and sax in WWJ's
studio ork, is recuplng in a.

.local .hospital, Hay Hall 4s sub-
bing on the cello and Dick Hall
on the sax.

. None Is related,

capitalist, -with the aid of Phillips
petroleum money. It is understood
that Elliott Roosevelt's connection
with Hearst -will cease as soon as

sill

0m

A 500 %
POWER

DIAL 1010-NEW YORK

5000
as.)

Daytime 5,000 watte. Nigh* l,Oo3Tatts.

NOW MOST
POWfRFUi
INDEPENDENT
STATION IN
N. Y. AREA
WHN offers a five hun*
dred per cent increase

in power atNO increase

in rates! At last-com-
plete and thorough cov-

erage of the richest

market in the world at

a minimum cost!

DIAL
1010

National Representatives

E. KATZ SPECIAL ADVERTISING AGENCY
NEW YORK - CHICAGO • DETROIT - PHILADELPHIA KANSAS CITY • ATLANTA

DALLAS • SAN FRANCISCO

the proposition has been brought to
a. ; completion, and that is when the
required permission for the transfer
of licenses has been obtained from
the Federal Communications Com
mission. Another slated to profit by I cations granted included
?36,000 from the Hearst buy Js Lee

| now operating on 940 kc with 1
Armer, whilom president of the
Southwest Network and an A, P.
Barrett designee. Armer has been in
New York the past week.
Through a third party Day was

approached about making KTAT
available lor purchase by Amon
Carter .for the latter'* newspaper in
Houston. It was also reported that
the Daily Oklahomlan 'had put in a
bid for KOMA which was consider-
ably over the .Hearst figure. But the
position taken by Day in either >deal
was that -the sale would have to be
made -in bloc \or not at all,

Amon Carter .has an .application
in with the FCC asking for permis-
sion .to transfer KGKO from Wich-
ita Falls to Houston. With KTAT
his, Carter could have KTAT
moved to the Hatter town and solve
his problem without further 'delay.
While testifying on the KGKO ap-
plication before the T'CC Carter de-
clared that NBC had offered "him a
place on the red (WEAF) link at
?40,00D minimum a year providing
ftii iwr|iiiipifhw piiiii^^^

from "W. B.
Other appli,
Va., station,

Washington, March 17.
Aspirations of two Penhsylvanians to construct transmitters last week

were dashed by the Broadcast Division of the Federal Communications
Commission, Application for New Castle, Pa., and request for a 260-

watt station at Pottsvllle were denied "by cpmmish, which sustained

Examiner M. H. Dalberg In his recommendation for turndowns, William
S. Thellman had asked for New Castle looal, which was to have been
operated on 1420 kc, days. Assignment of 680 with 250 watts, daytime
operation, was sought by E. L. Clifford for* Pottsvllle -station.

Commieh also nixed a hew transmitter for Mansfield, Ohio, upholding
Examiner R, L. Walker. -George E. Carter, Homer. G. Wolfe and Clara I

Knight were the would-be operators, asking lor 1370 kc with 50 watts'
nights, 100 watts days.

Juice jump for KID, Idaho Falls, Idaho, went through, and station
will increase its power .from 260 watts nights, TjQO watts days,, to WO
watts nights, 1 kw days. Day power also was okayed for WJAS, Pitts-
burgh, Pa. Now operating -on 1290 kc, with 1 kw nights, 2% days, .sta-.

tion will boost day power to .6 kw. Examiner Walker was upheld in
part, in the Idaho case, and completely in that of WJAS.

License, of. KWBG, Hutchison, Kahs., was transferred
Greenwald to the Nation's Center Broadcasting company.

day jump • for WDBJ, Roanoke,
kw unlimited* to 6 kw.

The following applications were set for hearing:

Donald A. W!ke and H. E, Studeb&ker, Baker, Ore., new station to be
operated on 1370 kc with 100 watts nights, 250 watts days; KLO, Ogden,
Utah, increase power from 600 watts unlimited to 1 kw niights, 6 kw
days; KWBG, Hutchinson, Kans., frequency change from 1420 to 1120
kc and power jump from 100 watts to 1 kw; WJBO, Baton Rouge, La.,

increase power from 100 to fi'OO watts, night and 'flay, and change from
unlimited 'hours to specified, requesting facilities of WGr'CM, Mississippi
City, Miss.; WJAC, Johnstown, Pa. ( day power increase £rom 100 to 250
watts; WRDW, Augusta, XSay frequency- change from 1600 to 1240' k<i

and jump power -from 100 watts unlimited to 250 watts nights,- 'BOO watts
days; Foreign Hands 'Corp., Honolulu, T.H., new station to be operated
on 600 kc- with 1 kw unlimited; ithe Brockway company, Watertown,
N. "Y., new station to be operated on 1270 kc with |250 watts days; Black
Hawk Broadcasting CO., Waterloo; la., new station to "he operated on
1370 kc with 10.0 watts; Farmers and Bankers Life insurance Company,
Wichita, Kane., new station to be ^operated on 1210 kc with 100 watts;
Winona Radio Service, Winona, Minn., new station to be operated on
1200 kc with 100 Watts; 33arl Weir, St. Petersburg, Fla., new station to

be operated On 1370 kc with 100 watts; Frank M. Dunham, Fort Dodge,

'

Tan new station to be operated on 1510 >kc with 100 watts;. Theodore E.

Johnson, "Houston, Tex., new station to be operated on 1210 kc with 100

watts; consent to the transfer of control of the Honolulu Broadcasting
company, KGMB, to' the Paoific Theatres and Supply 'Co.

in Houston soon.

Washington, March 17.

Long-pending Hearst effort to in
vade Texas radio field came Jnto the
open here last w^ek coincident with
indications the publisher's steady
efforts to expand broadcasting ac-
tivities will encounter stronger op-
position,

Political opposition to the Hearst
radio expansion was whispered In
the loffing, with :iRepublloans grumb
ling over the tie-up between the
publisher and the President!-s off

spring, and Democrats squawking
rthat Hearst is playing with the Re-
publicans. Within the Commish
(there were signs of pronounced dis
like for the Hearst growth, acoom
plished by reports that a show-
down on the .-general matter of
.newspaper ownership is imminent.

San Antonio, March 17.

Broadcast trade hereabouts Is

buzzing over impending consumma
tion of purchase of two :Soutiliwest
Network stations, KTSA, San Art
tonio, and KNOW, Austin, and
taking options on three others by
William ^Randolph Heanst. Latter's
price for the first two -stations ' al-
ready taken over is reported at
$225,-000.

Recently incorporated when pur
chase rumors began was KTSA
Broadcasting Co. Incorporators were
Elliott Rtosevelt, W. M. Mcintosh,
publisher of .Hearst rs San Antonia
Light and Entile J. Cough, head of
Hearst Radio, Inc., New York. R,
F. McCauley Of New"York was al-
lotted 498 of the 500 shares of the
oompany's stock, with _ one share
each assigned to Clinton Brown, Jr.,

and W. L. Matthews, local attor-
neys.

Adam in Philly

Philadelphia, March. 17..

Splurge on radio is being made
by Adams Clothes. Already taking
nightly 10-minute news shot oyer
WFIL, firm last week John Han-
cocked contract for 13 -week run of
nightly sports session by Stoney
McLinn over WIP, with option for
additional 26 weeks.
Feigenbaum agency set deal.

Monroe, Louisiana, Makes Bid
New Orleans, March 17.

.

A new radio station for Monroe,
La., Is sought by Dr. F. p. Cerniglla.'
He asks the Federal Communica-

tions in Washington for permission
to establish a new 100- watt broad-
caster to.

Scrap between leading citizens of San 'Luis' "OTSfspo, caiir., over
privilege of building town's first transmitter, was won by Mrs. Christina
M: Jacobson, businesswoman and owner of the Valley Electric company,
which has ^grown under her management trom a small store having a
frontage of 16 feet, to occupy an entire building and four garages, ac«

oording to the report of Examiner George H. Hill.

Mrs. Jacobson's application was contested by the E. E. Long Piano
company, both applicants asking- n assignment of 1200 kc. The piano
company desired to. operate with 100 watts, unlimited, while Mrs. Jacob-
son requested days only, with 260 watts.

Due to an overquota condition, in state a,nd..zjone night'lme facilities,

examiner's decision went to Mrs. Jacobson, although both applicants

were qualified legally and financially and a need for services in the area

to he served.

KOA is the only station with the power
to sell the vast area which constitutes

the Rocky Mountain region. Its prestige

and its record of results have established

it as' a "must" for spot advertisers.

DENVER
50,000 WATTS

One of NBC's Managed and Operated Stations

be operated oh unlimited I.-
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Here and There

Tom Revere, Benton & Bowles

radio, chief, back from Bermuda

^vhere he went swimming once In

ftn indoor pool .

D. 'Plug' Kendrick and family,

WIRE. Indianapolis, oft on a vacash

in> the South.

Jack Coitello, formerly of KSTF,

St. Paul, and. John Fraser, 'formerly

with New England stations, Join-

ing: the NBG mike staff in New
York and. bringing the total* up

•'to- '26.

incent Grogan is a new mem-
ber of the 'Health: Hunters' sketch-

ing, weekly over WGY, Schenec-

tady. Unit also waxes, for 10-min-

ute discs- broadcast oyer a string; of;

upstate stations;

John. ShtnardV 3rf» President of

the Yankee Network, celebrates his

60th birthday on, March 19.

..Linus Tra«er«» Director of Com-
mercial Productions of The? Yankee
Network, is In. Chicago oh business.

Carl Ravazza and Frank Barton
have; been added to> the Tom Coak-
ley St.. Francis aggregation, for

their Coast-to-Coast broadcasts.

Jerry Latter,, guesting with. Care-
free Carnival over NBC get " over
ea well that; they're, inviting him
back- again.

KSFO, San Francisco;. ..reports

Reginald Sharland: recuperating In
'Death Valley sunshine,, and; that
Jack Winston's troupers are still

ini Texas, playing the Blackstone In
Fort Worth.

Bill Cooper dishing up a. script
show for the Chicago, Burlington
&. Quincy rattler system*

Marlon and dim Jordan, hitting the
Chicago territory with personal ap

mqbile crash near Rensselaer, .,

Sunday morning (15).

Irha .Phillips scribbling 'Black
Earth.' show for Kellogg which is

figuring on WMAQ, Chicago, spot.

Ann Courtney readying to add the
other ring to that engagement
linger.

Hilda Woehmeyer on continuity
at WOWO-, Fort Wayne.

Garry Carter, of CKCL, Toronto,
is looking for a bluesrsihger.

Cameron Gaddes leaves Toronto
area to warble over CKNX, Wing-
ham.

Sopnano Dot Shepherd has been
signed; by Al Savage for his revue
series over CKCL, Toronto.

Don RomansJIi tunssters return
to CKCL, Toronto, after long ' ab-
sence^

Martha Burke gives up idea of ' a
femme band but has her male mu-
sicians on CKCL, .Toronto.

Baritona VYiahart Campbell has
assembled, his own orchestra and
will conduct as well as sing on- :a
new. series over G2FRB, Toronto.

NBC cqntinuing Its Chicago
economy drive and now- using- one
secretary instead of. two in the
exec halL

series by Alma Dettinger,- at WICC,
Bridgeport.

Charley Stark, of WIP. Philly,

announcing staff, goes to WMCA,
New York, stepping in footprints
already .set by Bob Carter, Jack
Vincent and. Glen Parker.

Mauris Jacobs back In Chicago--
after a southern, tour.

John
chess.

Ashenhurst is learning

Harold Ogdan, of Hartford Times
sports staff, doing, weekly school
and college sport round-up at
WTIC under sponsorship of Na-
tional Typewriter.

Warren Chamberlin authored new

Monica Leonard*, of the Piano
Pals, broadcasting oh a WG-Y,
-Sohenectary •commercial; suffered
bruises about both legs in an auto-

Dolarea Hanford and Oscar Sea-
holm opened Monday (16)- in: 'Balnv
bow's End/ new script and music

WFBL, Syracuse, New York, has
added Dorothy Lane to take over
scheduling of programs with KardeX
system. Takes work off shoulders
of Assistant Program Director
Thelma Jean MacNeil*

M". R. Williams, WFBM. Indian-
apoliS) chief engineer, hopes to have
the 6,000-watt plant working by
May 1st.

Dixie' Wilson- turning out the
scripts far Palmolive -Feet's 'Goose
Greek Parson' on coast.

Joa Gottlieb replaces Allen Scott
as assistant program .director of
WCAU, Philly.

Rav. Robert; Fraser, blind evan-
gelist, celebrated 11th anniversary
on: air with

.
broadcast over *WIPi

Philadelphia.

John. Groller, Jr., and John. Van
S&nt, latter, previously with WRAK,
Williamsport, added to thee an-
nouncing staff at WCBA-WSAN,
Allen-town (-Pa.).

. Roy Carter, band leader and
former organist of the Cine Ollmpia,
slated- for a series of organ recitals

over XBB, Mexico City, Mexico.

Edgar Welch,, heretofore, with - Co-
lumbia Concerts and. previously with
the Bangor Daily Commercial, now*
on, the Maine1 Radio News Service- at
WLBZ, Bangor.

Leo. Lprente added- to- the sales

taff at KTTJL, Tulsa.

William Rambeau, radio station
rep, scheduled to speak on 'Spot
Radio, and Its Uses' before the Ad-
vertising Club of Indianapolis on
Thursday (12).

i

WJA^r Gleyejand,_.is ^gyjfifr^te* Ta?B^rv^frteW*wlfWn fc

iEwo months.

Frank A.. Arnold, once director

of development for NBC and later

a radio, consultant, has been elected

Nobody's Satisfied in France;

Job-Holders, Job-Seekers Squawk

And the PuUic Is Displeased

vice-president and associate di.-

rector of the Institute of Public
Relations, newly formed public re-jj
lations outfit.

Chat Zohrr of WTAM, Cleveland,
doubling on Irene Taylor's hour
under monicker of Doug Mizoh.

Edith Wheeler promoted to as-
sistant program director of WTAM,
Cleveland.

Norman Banks from Australia
studying American radio methods
during visit to. Cleveland.

is Farr, William Esty
agency; has resigned to join Time
magazine.

Station WSB, Atlanta Journal's
50«-000-watt NBC outlet, was 14
years- old Sunday (16).

Lee Reese, formerly of: WIBW,
Topeka, joined sales, staff KARK,
Little Rock, last week.

Tomi Jaeohs, KGHI, Little Rock,
departed for Houston, Texas.

Jack Lewis, imported from New
York, to head; continuity department
at KARK, Little Rock.

Kfarjorie Wright, assistant to pro-
gram director at WGST, Atlanta,

has. been ordered to hospital for

three weeks to rest from nervous
condition, John* Fulton* announcer,
is substituting.

Alan Jones will sub for Dick Pow
ell on Hollywood Hotel until emcee
warbler recovers from lary.md.tlfl—*.
- .. • —- iMXMfwia*'^"""'""

Utica Jubilee: Singers, Negro
spiritual, quartet, failed to- reach
Regina in time for much advertised

(Continued oa page 5l>

'Paris, March 8.

Broadcasting by Government net-
work of shows at the big four
French State theatres» Opera, Opera
Comique, Comedie Francaise and
Odeou, has meant nothing but head-
aches since it started in. mid-
Feburary.

Stunt was first devised as a
means of providing enough revenue
to the Comedie Francaise. to keep
the ace national troupe together.
The other three of the Big Four
soon proved they needed help as
badly as the Comedie, and got in
on the proposition.

Now all the performers in France
who don't belong to the big -four
are kicking that they're being dis-
criminated against. And they're the
old timers that: took the- knocks
to build up French radiov they con-
tend, .

%
so they ought to get some of

the gravy..

Arid the Big Four performers are
kicking, At the Comedie, in
particular, special, rules were is-

sued' to keep the players on the job,
and away from film and road dates,
so- as to- make it possible to broad-
cast a show everynight The actors,

'. art first, overjoyed at the move to
savfr their

,
troupe, now find they

Used to- make more with outside en-
gagements than they can, get Out
of the radio.

Listeners of the IB stations in
the web are kicking too. They like
Opera and Moliere fine, they- say,
hut they'd, also- lika to havd a little

. time and money devoted to their
stations to- put on something of
local interest.- .Since the listeners
are officially grouped in councils
which are supposed' to have some

run the- stations; this means some-
thing.

Union des Artistes, (French
' Equity) has put in a powerful kick,

'and. means to follow it 'through.

is a special situation."

We came forth with that brilliant phrase in talking with an Advertiser

just the other day. He laughed as we went on to say that WLW cannot he

compared to any other broadcasting station. And we couldn't blame him for

laughing, when he explained that he was completing a swing around the

country to buy time; and that he had been confronted with the same remark

in every station he visited.

We mean jus£ one thing when we use that worn phrase in describingWLW.
The "special situation" with regard to WLW is the fact that a majority of the

listeners throughout many important markets habitually tune first to WLW,
and our programs give them no reason toleave "70." We can word the thought

better by saying that over the widest area covered by any single broadcasting

station, the odds are att in favor of the advertiser whose program is on WLW
—where they tune first.

This particular advertiser got that idea right away, and we got the order.

We don't know whether to say that WLW is a "super-special situation"

or whether to call it "the sum of many important situations," but we do know

that radio advertising without WLW is nowhere near what it is with WLW.

THE C R O S L E y RADIO CORPORATION, CINCINNATI
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RADIO SHOWMANSHIP
Stunts, Novelties, Tie-Ups

Outstanding Stunts:

PAftlS NEWS LETTER-
WMCA, NEW YORK

TRADEMARK CHANGE
BALLYHOO FREE SHOW

GULF GAS

Donald Flamm Overseas Idea

New York City.

Jean de Lettre, French composer,
will hereafter act as Paris- corre-

spondent for Station WMCA, New
York City. A stunt series by de

Lettr'e is scheduled to start in April

over the Manhattan station.

Each week the Parisian will make
a record in English digesting what's

what, in theatrical, radio, artistic

and general news in the French
metropolis. This will be shipped to

New York and. is intended by Don-
ald Flamm for use on the entire

Inter-City Group.

Barnum Stuff in Buffalo
Buffalo.

Stooges without their stars ,
will

appear in a free radio show here
tonight (17). . Headliners are
Beetle and Bottle of Phil Baker's
troupe and Don Wilson of the .Jack

Benny show.
Show being staged in 174th Arm-

ory here; tickets a giveaway, a,f

Super-Hygrade gas stations. Whole
thing is to help plug change-over
of Hygrade distributors in this

area from Shell to Gulf gas. •', Jack;

Latham of Young & Rubicam here

to handle advance publicity, radio

tieups. Latter agency also handles

Jello program.
In addition to hour s broadcast

over WGR, an evening of dancing

will be given away. Talent lineup

includes Harry McNaughton, Ward
Wilson, Gertrude Lutzi, Jimmy
Shields, Dave Cheskln's orchestra,

the Buffalo Philharmonic orchestra,

Art Leard's orchestra.

Offi lurbs on Baseball
Schenectady.,

Sychronized with the opening of

the training season were the nrst

of the 1936 releases sent out to radio

stations the country over by the

Press Bureau of the National Asso-
ciation of Professional Baseball

Leagues, the minor loops' governing
bodv, headquartered at Durham,
N. C. Leroy H. Addington, former
baseball writer on papers in St.

Louis and other Missouri cities, is

secretary and p.a. of the orgsLnizia.-

tion. In 1934 Addington began
using radio as a supplementary
outlet to newspapers and before. th.e_

season had ended about 100 trans-
mitters were airing his stuff. The
number increased last year. Sta-
tions in cities, large and small* and
in all sections of the country, ether-

ize Addington's chatter about minor
league players and clubs. .He , dis-

continues it when football time
rolls around arid resumes in March.
"The Sporting News, so-called of-

ficial paper of Organized Baseball,

has been mailing- weekly releases

to stations for four -or five years,

This material is. accredited . to

tfre St. Louis weekly. Sports, com-
Sintators on commercial programs

n use it.

"New King of Syncopatl

AND HIS ORCHESTRA.

direction
HAROLD F. OX.I.ET

it E. 49th St. New Vorfc City

Idea for Florist'* Prospects
ChicagOi

Herb Sherman, sales manager of
WJJD, has sold .Allied Florists As-
sociation of Chicago, a weekly pro-
gram on the station which drama-
tizes letters which florists have re-
ceived- from the public. •

Show will be tagged 'Romances of
Flowers.'

BulnbQtv ^|
w Boom ~\
I Radio City 1

New York

Wednesdays
.COCA-C01.A

days J^^^H

Cliff Jones and Clinton Buehlmah
moved their Friday, \ the 13th,
broadcast, indoors to the lobby of
the Rand building and aired, over
WGR holding an open umbrella,
.explaining it is supposed to be very
bad luck to open ah umbrella in
the house. First interviewee, a
girl, said she would not be afraid
to., break . a mirror. Buelhman
handed her one, pocket size. .She
threw it on tile floor—and. it didn't
break.
Second interviewee also tried to

break mirror without success. Third
pne,.a kman, broke- mirror, while two
announcers hummed the funeral
march. They also got a customer
to light three on a match.
Roger Baker, sports spieler, was

EXCLUSIVE MANAGEMENT
ROCK WELL-O'KEEFE INC.

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY

E X C I U 5 V I w A N A G L M l N r

ROCKWELL O'KEEFE INC.

4-

5-

i. i

FREDDY MACK
Conductor and M.C.

ROXY THEATRE
S5£««' "YOUNG IDEAS"

RADIO
cornered by them and gave pro-

gram a« Interesting lift, recounting

superstitions of baseball, • basket-

ball and hockey playei-s. Baker
would not break talrror.:

.

Stunt drew a crowd, of 75 In small

lobby. Nearly everyone Interviewed

said he had no supersltion— and
then admitted to the habit of

knocking on wood.

Atlanta,

Frankie and Johnny, the Side-

walk Snoopers, had collected a step-

ladder and a number of mirrors,

and made arrangements to obtain

two black cats for their Friday, the

13th, sidewalk stunt broadcast Over

WGST when they read- in last

week's Vametz that WBKW, Buf-
falo, had the same Idea. .

They went ahead with their plan;
result was that practically all per-

sons- accosted willingly walked
under the ladder,, broke mirrors and
stroked the cats.. Very few, how-
ever, would consent to light three

on a match.

Wednesday, March 18, 1936

' Draws Thanks
Macon, Ga..

Thanks for /helping to capture
bank robbers were received by
WMAZ, Macon, from. L, S. Leach
cashier of the State Bank of Coch-
ran in a recent letter. Letter. was_

'Within less than 16 minutes after
the robbery,' Mr. Leach wrote, 'your
station was broadcasting' an accu-
rate description of the men, the car
and the correct tag number. As you
know these men were apprehended
within a short length of time. Your
station played a most important
part in their capture.' Cochran is

40 miles from Macon.

WKRC'a Baseball School
Cincinnati.

, In starting a "baseball school of
the a,ir. on. WKRC, Dick Bray,, sta-
tion's sportscaster, mailed notices
to 2,500 amateur players in Greater
Cincy. Obtained names from Public
Recreation commish. Ether classes
occupy 10-minute periods Tuesday
and Friday evenings. : When weather
breaks, pupils, will be given practi-
cal, lessons on a suburban diamond
by Bray and Tony Comello; man-
ager of local simon-pure teams.

enlng to remove lines; staff going

wild from inability to do work with

telephone calls all day* too much
mail, and peeve of listeners who
could not get requests in. Lines

were jammed every night of broad-

cast and- communication over wide
city area disrupted an automatic
system*
Come-on was number of free taxi

rides for requests Dave Mills, the
'Melody Man,' could not play. Pro-
gram replaced by one where audi-
ence must guess what he plays,

iness Convention
Norfolk, Va.

lggest local radio stunt pulled

lately was aired by WTAR's trans-

mitter Tuesday (March 10) when
advertising execs of Standard Oil

Company and their agency Mai?-

schalk and Pratt gathered in annual
convention at Cavalier Hotel, Vir-

ginia Beach.
After biz meeting in a. m. WTAR

went on air with a quarter of hour
salute as they assembled for after-

noon session. Value of Standard Oil

to community stressed by Associa-
tion, of Commerce speakers A. B.

Schwarzkopf, president and Francis
E. Turin, mgr and board.

Greetings were extended to Esso
adv. men headed by C. A. Snyder,
assistant ad director; Harry Mar-
schalTc~ prexy ~ of "" Marschalk—and
Pratt, and Curt Peterson, radio
director tor firm.

Last minute announcement of

winners of golf contest also broad-
cast. Goodwill show" in celebration

of event was fathered by Campbell
Arnoux, manager of the station, and
Ralph Hatcher, sales promotion
director. Script was written and
handled by Lee. Chadwick, WTAR
staff.

programs for two hours. Result
was a -swarm of offers at both the
hospital and station. Several don-
ors with the right kind of blood, a
rare type, were obtained in time and
the girl is still living.

Plenty of good words for the sta-
tion around town, with front page'
newspaper stuff.

'Better Program' Month
Syracuse.

Month of March promotion going
over with a bang at WFBL, Syra-
cuse. Promotion plugged radio
peak during March and tied, in
newspaper,- window display and air.

Newspaper started month with
double page ad and . page of pub-
licity accenting better programs
during March, success story of sta-
tion, and artist personality stuff.

Daily plugs on :
the air in two

programs, 'Life Begins at 7 : 30' and
'On the Air,' gives bios of radio
stars and tie-in with window dis-

play.

.

Window display consists of pic-
tures of all commercial and a few
highlight sustalners. First week of
month featured Sunday and Mon-
day programs, second week, Tues-
day and Wednesday, etc. The dis-

play panels are to be used in dealer
establishments af their present use.

Superstitions

Horieshoe- Pitching Stunt
Charlotte. N. C. I

WBT is laying plans fOr a horse-
^fiJhrowin^p^njjKe^a^
the champion 'barn yard player' of
the Carolinas will, be selected.
This follows the station's success

at ,broadcasting finals in a Caro-
linas checker tournament. Future
plans call for a similar stunt with
lawn croquet.
Horse shoe pitching is the great

community store game of the Caro-
linas where there are thousands of
addicts.

isplay Windows Help
Salt Lake City*

' Since installation two years ago,

the display windows In the corridors

and reception rooms of KDYL have
been a" cynosure, not only with ad-
vertisers using time but with the
public visiting Studio.
Windows are -attractively, lighted

and displays in "each window are
changed at frequent intervals giv-
ing each advertiser opportunity to
ballyhoo products plugged on air.

Walla-Walla Rah- Rah
Walla Walla, Wash.

Colleges In and around here being

,

aJLlotteji _a^half hour on Sunday
H"£ternoons overTK.U J~to~stage""pro -

grams of their . own manufacture,
Series is a regular weekly' feature.

So'Tar Whitman and Walla Walla
have had opportunities.

Students provide entertainment,
and the faculty Indulges in learned
slants.

Cotton Carnival Ballyhoo

Memphis, Tenri.

With Memphis* big annual joyfest

—the Cotton Carnival—approaching
.(it comes off in May), all the city's

stations last Saturday got going on
puffing for the event (7). WNBR,
WMCj WREC, and WHBQ broad-
cast a half hour of music by various
bands with greetings and welcomes
from carnival officials interspersed,

During ensuing weeks all stations

will , allot generous advance, bally-

hoo, to the . event.. Last year WNBR,
for instance, gave about 25 hours to
airing of the carnival itself, aside

from advance buildup.

Too Much Response
Regina, Saslc.

CHWC, Regina, had to ask
Checker Cab Co., sponsor of 15-
minute piano request program Mon-
days at 9 p. m., to take it off ' the
air. Too much response from listen-
ers had telephone company threat-

Savinfl-A-Life
Wilmington, Del.

WDEL grabbed Off a mess of

goodwill with an emergency broad-
cast requested by the Wilmington
General Hospital Wednesday to ob-
tain a blood donor when doctors had
to perform a transfusion to save
the life of a seven-year-old girl.

Station snapped to it with ap-
peals every five minutes through all

THERE IS ONLY ONE

Booked Exclusively Through
WSM Artists Service
Nashville; Tennessee

..V. (Showmanship being, largely dependent A on stunts,

.

iie,~ups{Letv.;* iit.:conitex±ian' with established^ holidays
hn^events, Variety h^rdwith-i presents: d. calendar af
events for the month^of 'April: This* calendar is pub-
lished monthly from material copyrighted by the :Na- '

tional Retail Dry Goods Assn.) .

SPECIAL WEEKS DURI
April 1 to 7: Conservation Week-, sponsored* an-

nually iii a number of - states , -by the- NatidnalvLife 1

.Conservation Society, located ' at 2239. Tiebaut Ave.,-

The Bronx,' New • York. President • is ' Mrs: Charles-

Marshall.
April T to 6: National Display Week, sponsored by

the International Association, of Display Men, De Soto
Hotel, St;. Louis, Mo. Object is to foster better deco-
rated window displays, with prizes offered in various
places to those who 'tidy up.

April 4 ta ll: National Baseball Week, sponsored
by the Sporting Goods Dealer, trade mag located in

St. Louis. Celebration marks the advent of the' base-
ball season.

April 13 to 18: National Foot Health Week, spon-
sored by the Boot and Shoe Recorder, trade mag,
located at 239 W. 39th St., New York City. Shoe
merchants use the event to plug sale of better fitting

shoes. R. E. Andruss, of the mag, in charge of things.
April 19 to 25: Be-Kind- to-Animals Anniversary,

sponsored by the American Humane Association, 80
Howard St., Albany, N. Y.

April 19 to 25; National Garden Week, sponsored
by the General Federation of Women's Clubs, 1734
N St., N.W.. Washington, D. C.

April 25 to ay 2: National Fishermen's Weelc,
second wosk this month to be sponsored by the Sport-
ing Goods Dealer of St. Louis. Will feature contests
and events for the sporting public.

April 26 to May 2: National Baby Week, sponsored
by the Eainshaw Publications, 71 W.' 35th St., New
York City.

April 26 to May 2: National Better Homes Week,
sponsored by the Purdue Research Foundation, Pur-
due University, I.afoyeite. Ind.

April 26 to ay 2: United States-Canada Week,
sponsored by ihe Khvaiiis International, C20 N. Michi-
gan Ave., Chicago, 111.

1792,'

1917;

. (Two. other 'events , of Interest in and - around New
York' * City:• mainly, are:- • circus at Madison Square
Garden, April 8 to'"- May 2. ; . and the American Toy
Fair, April 20* to May 2, at which time there is a con-
vention- of toy buyers and manufacturers, plus vari-
ous exhibits, etc.)

SPECIAL' DAYS DURING APRIL
(1) ,ApriJ Fool's Day.

.

(2> .Establishment .of the- first-. U. . S. -mint,
-.-Hans. Christian. -Anderson born; 1805.

(5) Palm- Sunday.
(6) Army Day; U. S.' entered World' War,

Robert E. Peary discovered North Pole, 1909.

(7) First day of Jewish Passover (Nisan 15, 5696;
begins at sunset previous day).

(8) Second day of Jewish Passover (Nisan 16, 5696;
begins at sunset previous day); Louisiana joined
Union, 1812.

(9) Maundy, or Holy Thursday.
(10) Good Friday.
(12) Easter Sunday.
(13) Thomas Jefferson born,

Jewish Passover (NMsan 21,

previous day).

(14) Abraham Lincoln assassinated, 1865; last day
of Jewish Passover (Nisan 22, 5696; begins at sun-
set previous day).

(15) Steamer Titanic disaster, 1912.

(19) Patriot's. Day in Maine and Massachusetts;
Paul Revere's ride, 1775; Humane Sunday.

(21) Beginning of Spanish American war, 1898,
(22) Birthday of J. Sterling Morton, founder of

'arbor day.'

(24) First American newspaper, 'Boston News Let-
ter,' published, 1704.

(26) Daylight saving time begins: Confederate Me-
morial Day in Florida, Georgia, Alabama, and Missis-
sippi; also World War Memorial Day in Florida.

(27) Gen. U. S. Grant born, 1822; Samuel B. Morse,
inventor of telegraph, born, 1791; J. J. Audubon, nat-
uralist, born, 1780.

(28) Maryland entered U.nlon, 17S8.
(30) Fast Day in New Hampshire; Navy depart-

ment created, 17.98; George Washington inaugurated,
1739* —..o-^i—. i. ...

seventh day of

begins at sunset

TED REID
Melvin Castleberry on

SHEFFIELD FARMS' BILLY &
BETTY

Hecently with

BOSES & DRUMS
IRENE RICJI PROGRAM
HOME SWEET HOME

THE AMERICAN' SCHOOL OF THE
AIR

NBC SISTAINERS

414 West 120th Street
NEW l'ORK CITV

"KING OF TRUMPET"
and HIS ORCHESTRA
with LUIS RUSSELL and

SONNY WOODS
This Week • March 13

METROPOLITAN, BOSTON
Pergonal Mgr. JOE GLASER
Dir. ROCKWELL - O'KEEFE

In association with
COLUMBIA ARTIST'S BUREAU

LEON

BELASCO
And His ORCHESTRA

Returning to the LOWRY HOTE
St. Paul, Minn., March 2t

Dir., Muslo Corp. of America.

Pr. Mgr., HERMAN BERNIE

EMERSON GILL
ORCHESTRA <

EN ROUTE
MCA Direction
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19 Station* Tentatively Set State Asso-
ciation—Meet Again May 23

San Antonio, March 17.

Texas broadcasters ' huddled here

Saturday (14) to temporarily organ-

ize Texas Broadcasters' Association,

k permanent organization meeting.

2 set for Fort Worth May 23,

'Previously unorganized, the

state's 36 etherizes finally decided

to' band together for an established

code of practice, particularly with

an eye for card rate slashing tyhlch

since NRA demise has been plenti-

ful.

Will keep an eye turned to legis-

lature which last term attempted to

smack a 2% gross, tax on radio ad-

vertising. Station execs agreed JJie

allied front will tetter conditions

•generally,

^Temporary officers are J. Frank
—SroithKKX-T^),-Houston^_prfiz.;_gt

S. Bishop (KFJZ), Forth Worth,

vice-prez, and James R. Curtis

(KFRO), Longvlew, . seoretary. Di*

vrectbrate included officers and Dick

ttiles (KRGV), Weslaco; ; Earl

Yates (KGKL), San Angelo; Gil-

more ;N. Nunri. .
(KPDM), Pampa,

and Hugh M. HaWf (WOA?), San
Antonio, Director* will draw up
constitution ,and submit policies at

Fort Worth meet .when permanent
officers are to be elected. Will pass
the W"d around to* get 'full repre-

sentation at spring iheet; 19 sta-

tions were represented at, tentative

meeting.
••.<

Palange at WBNX

To pep -up* Its 'R.S.V.P.* platter

program, running on late eve hours,
WBNX, New York, Js adding An-

» gelo; Palange, flpqf<;scaster, Sunday
night (22). Will introduce .sports

->-jcMfibja.ir.onjLito^^

specialties, and handle re-~

i quests.

Station Is thinking about turning
the show into an all-nighter.

Hoosier ijop'.to. CBS
«--.•• . Eort JSSfayijie,: JMafch ,17.

1

.. Hoosier Hop returns to CBS net-
work 'airing on March 23; after a
short, absence. Same cast as befbre
Tfrlth /Uncle Mordecai, Sari, Cousin
Mary, Letitia, Hiram, the Ramblers,
Wabash trio and Harmaniacs.
. It'B broadcast from WOWO
Tuesdays at 2:30 p.m. CST.

on

Here and There

(Continued from page 49)

broadcasts over CHWC, March 10.

Got stuck in mud during sudden
Bpring thaw. Had to come on' by
train.

Hazel Wilber in Hollywood NBC
music rights department.

. Guy Earl, east on his"- regular
spring trip.

C. Warwick Ogelsby, sales man-
ager of WHAT, Philadelphia, now
doubling as. announcer. Milton
Laughlin, production manager, add-
lng_prjQgrajn_dIrectpr_to title.

;
'Daddy Dave' Tyson back on

KYW, Philly, roster 4fter engage-
ments' for several months on Atlan-
tic City Steel tier and in Trenton.

fiette Davit Will do "Bought and
Paid For* on Lux show March 23.

Sid Goodman, program super at
NBC, San Francisco, cut a big

U. of Pa. Radio Class
Philadelphia, March 17.

Practical study ot radio broad-
casting has been made part of regu-
lar course ot advertising classes of
Wharton School, of Finance and
Comerce and Evening School of Ac-
counts and Finance of , University of
Pennsylvania. Visit to KTW studios
will be made tomorrow (18) by. 160
members of classes.

Studes will witness broadcast,
watch- dress rehearsal and hear lec-

"tures on various phases of station

activities, taking notes and later

turning, in written' report.

Only Radio local in State?

Burlington, Vt., March 17.

Burlington Daily News, owner of

WCAX, is the first Vermont daily

to list programs of Vermont radio

stations.

Other dailies having ho radio af-

filiations are careful not to mention
radio In the news columns, although

carrying some spotlight ads con-

cerning programs and speeches to

be aired.

WE'RE ON THE
NETWORK NOW!
As key outlet for the new NBC Pacific Coast Blue

Network, KGO now offers spot advertisers a

greater value per advertising dollar than ever be-

fore. And it has always been one of the most

economical station buys in northern California.

KGO 7,500 WATTS
NBC Pacific Cocut Blue Network

SAN FRANCISCO

One o/ NBC* Managed and Operated Stations

birthday cake for artisfts and staff
members Jastc'week. Age kept. se-
cret ii
Charles Kaplan ' back*' at WIP,

Philly, commercial department, after
two months on the Coast,

David McKay, NBC sales promo-
tion' dept., back in San Francisco
from national get-together at home
office for ten days. \

Louis Ford, Harvey Peterson,
Cairl Kalash and Otto King make up
hew string quartet taking Weekly
night spots on KGO, Frisco.

Roy- Russell, of KRRC, booked at
Vancouver, B.' C. Auto Show by
Thomas Lee Artists Bureau.

Edna Fisher's piano added to
Sperry's NBC red Coast network.

Edwi Imhaus andV Helene
Hughes to augment KFRC, San
Francisco Feminine Fancies.

George Besse of the Chicago office
In the home office of Joseph Hershey
McGfilvra last week.

Mi's. Paul Rickenbacker (Mona
Lowe) parted with her appendix in
Hollywood hosp.

Don Qilman herded together his
crew of 40 at Hollywood NBC
studios for a friendly chat.

Jack Sayera resigned at KHJ
(Los Angeles) to free lance as an-
nouncer and scripter.

Jean Cowan signed, as staff can-
ary by NBC at San Francisco.

Georgia Fifield, radio comedienne,
filed bankruptcy petition In Los
Angeles.

Felix Knight, Phyllis Fraser,-Nel
Roy and Guardsmen quartet signed
for Ben Alexander's Kellogg in-

Torn Murray added
.
to*': sta,ff

,
,o'f

•'

announcers of Station ' WHAM;
Rochester, to handle outside, -dance
programs and night spot's.-

"
:

Trafton Robertson, WTAR, Nor-
folk, announcer, .has tiirhed singer.

Otto Gray Oklahoma Cowboys, re-
cently returned to WLW, Cincinnati,
have been assigned to an early
forenoon 15-7mihute spot, Mondays
through; Friday.

Margaret bore, formerly of
CKCK, new

, addition to program
staff of CJRM, Reginar Sask.

Lew Kent, announcer and vocalist
of WOR and WLW, has joined
WMAZ, Macon. Arthur L. White-
side has resigned to. go to WBT.

George Moore, commercial man-
ager, and Arthur Ainsworth, an-
nouncer, absent from duties at
WCKT, Cihcy, for past week by flu.

Maury Cliffer, KMOX, St. Louis
announcer, laid low by flu. in hos-
pital for week.

Kenneth Cox has returned to
WNOX, Knoxville, as an operator.
He formerly was an announcer.' •'

Walter Bunker, Jr., former chief
announcer at KFRC, Frisco, has
been added to production staff of
Hollywood NBC.

Bobby Meeker band has replaced
Chic Scoggin at Jefferson Hotel
nitery and la broadcasting nightly
over KMOX, St. Louis.

Edith Murray, CBS Dramatist- of
Song,' doing twice-a-week late eve
nlng spot over KMOX St Louis,,
with Al Roth's orchestra.

Inside Stuff-Radio

(Continued from page 45)

ner. will be picked weekly, with the writer having his number ' published
as the prize and receiving. BOO free copies from Marks.

With her contract expiring Oct. 1, Frances Langford Is. only featured
player in 'Hollywood Hotel* program not signed for additional two years.
Warbler is holding out through her manager, Ken Dolan, for substan-
tial, salary tilt, with several overtures by P. Wallls Armstrong, agency
handling the account, falling on deaf ears, due to their plea budget
cannot stand proposed extra tap. Singer also wants to change pro-
grams, feeling that too long an association, will militate against her
Value as an artist.

Muzak, Inc., subsid of Wired Radio, Inc., started Monday (16) its ser^
vice of feeding restaurants, hotels,, barrooms, «tc, with recorded music
by the telephone line route. Operations opened with 12 accounts and
the service available 24. hours a day.
For the. beginning Muzak put only one channel into use, but Others

will be added when business makes it worth while. Eventually Muzak
clients will be able to tune into their loudspeakers any one of three types
of musical fare and also news bulletins.

Since starting practical experiments with pack short wave transmit-
ters, Charley Colemah and Arnold Nygren, of WFIL, Philadelphia, staff,

have been running into dizzy situations. Out last week on cloudy day,
boys were carrying umbrellas as well as the packs on their backs. One
dear old lady, passing them on street, stopped and told them if they'd
call at her house next day she's give them three more umbrellas to
repair. Coleman says even his own dog barks a him when he goes home.

So eager are Coast politicians to grab preferred time on major stations
many of them are offering to pay cash in advance. Guy Earl of KNX
has turned down more than $3,000 worth of this business, preferring to
keep time open for choicer commercials. Henchmen are meeting some
response from other stations, for same reason. Most of periods sought
are for 15 mins., which, if allotted, would kill off longer and more lucrative
periods from other buyers. Election not until the fall,

Rearrangement of Adam Hats contract with WHN, New York, has'

Its midnight matinee series clipped from original 11:30 to 4 a.m. EST
to a 11-2 a.m. period. Additional time is added to same sponsor's Bowery
Mission broadcast.
Sponsor decided last week on curtailment of late-hours because of

uncertain circulation from 3 a.m. and later.

All General Mills baseball negotiations, contracts and billing, will, in

the future; be handled through the Knox Reeves, Inc., agency of Minne-
apolis instead of through the' Blackett-Sample-Hummert Chicago office.

This switch sends something like $400,000 worth of baseball radio time
billing into th'e Minneapolis advertising firm.

What has become the longest run record in radio chalks up another
year-post as the WLS National Barn Dance-steps into Its fifth consecu-
tive year at the Eighth Street theatre here. Every Saturday night for

the past four years Barn Dance has given two complete performances.
In the 209 weeks of operation the two shows have played to total of

449,017 paid admissions.

Doubtful if Salzburg, Austria, symphonic program will be aired under
U. S. sponsorship this summer from the foreign music festival. Gamble

1 on weather conditions is considered handicap for a commercial although
last summer American Radiator took gamble and presented ToscanSni

and others from Austria.

Rugs Morgan's contract for the Rinso (Lover TCros.) program, which
--arts on CBS Mar. 24, is for two years With 13-weck options. Although
the Morgan band was booked info the Eiltmore hotel by the NBC Artists

Service, the commercial deal was handled exclusively through Iiockwell-

O'Keefe, Inc.

"It's not Winchelll"

"It's.notTidlerl"

"It's not Parsons!!'

It's George Fischer gather-

ing material ibr the original

Hollywood gossip program!

^GEORGE FISCHER'S

Hollywood

Studio

Jhis lusty six-year*old;pro*

gram, is the granddaddy of

them^ll. ..Through, its

Warner Bros; .ownership

KFWB has the inside on all

Hollywood gossipand inter-

views with hnportant stars,

STUDIO WHISPERS

First with the news

First with reviews *

And first in the ears of the

radio audience ........

It CAN BE HAD
/the direct feroaefcast is nojfr.

iavait'ablc for the complete I

Souther©. California cover-

age of KFWB and on tran-

scriptions fog .national use.

'

DROP US A NOTE . . . SEND US A .

WIRE ... GIVE US A BUZZ

...and we'll tell you all you want

to know about this (and we think

.

it's swell) program. We'll even

tell you how much youll be stuck

:

for it and everything.

KFWB
LOS ANGELES

_ jn*l ml QbtTMlti by
WAANFA B«0«. MOTION I'ICTUie STUDIO*

free k ueikinger, ExcluiUt Rcprtiaitativti
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New Business

(Continued from page 4C)

Saturdays only, starting May 23 and
ending August 15, through Mitchell
Faust, Chicago. WNAC.

General Mills (Wheatles), 65 quar-
ter-hour E. T., five times weekly.
Ending June 5, through Blackett,
Sample & Hummert, Chicago. WNAC.

/. J. Fox Co., 26 15-minute .pro-

grams, twice weekly. Direct. WNAC.
' Daggett Chocolate Co., 33 15-minr
ute programs, Mondays only, ending.
October 19, through Harry M. Frost,

Boston. WNAC. '

J?. G. Sullivan Co. (7-20-4 Cigar),
120 thirty - word announcements,
daily except Saturday, ending July

. 19, through Broadcast Advertising,
Boston. WNAC.
Massachusetts Wharf Coal Co.. 208

30-word announcements, five times
weekly, starting September 1 and
ending April 30, 1937, through Ellis,

Boston. WNAC.
Fels <£• Co., 156 15-minute programs

three times weekly, starting Feb. 17

ALEXANDERGRAV
'Terformance by Chrysler"

A CBS Super Air Show

EVERY THURSDAY
At 8 p.m., EST

COAST-TO-COAST
Per. Mgt. CBSl ARTISTS BUREAU

BARRIE
"GEORGE WHITE'S SCANDALS"

Bole Direction, HERMAN BERNIE,
1619 Broadway, New York

BENAY
YENVTA

Back in New York
6 P.M.TUESDAY
10 P.M. SUNDAY
WABC—and Entire
Columbia Network
Exclusive Management

CBS ARTISTS BUREAU
Personal Management

JULES ALBERTI. 515 Madison Ave.
New York City

and ending Feb. 12, 1937. Through
Young & Rubicam, \ Y. WNAC.
Block Drug Co. (LaBlanche Face

Powder), 30 participations in The
Yankee Network News Service, daily

except Saturdays and Sundays, endu-

ing April 10. Through Redfleld &
Johnstone, N. Y. WNAC.
Penn Tobacco Co, (Kentucky Win-

ners),. 144 10-minute pi-ograms, dally

except Sundays, starting April 13

and ending Sept.: 20. Through Huth-
rauf & Ryan. WNAC.
Waitid- Bond, Inc. (Quincy Cigars),

128 participations in the Yankee Net-

works News Service, three times

weekly. Through Batten, Barton,

Durstine & Osboi'n, N. Y. WNAC.
General Mills (Wheaties), 130 15-

minute E.T., Ave times weekly, start-

ing March 23 and ending Sept. 18.

Through Blackett, Sample & Hum-
mert, Chicago. WNAC.
Simpson Springs Beverage Co., 18

15-minute programs, twice weekly,
ending April 28. Through Ellis Ad-
vertising Agency, Boston. . WNAC.
Lever Brds. (Spry's Shortening),

300 30-word announcements, daily

except Saturday, ending Aug. 16.

Through Ruthrauf & Ryan, N. Y.
WNAC.
N. E. Telephone &• Telegraph Co.,

100-word announcements,. Sundays
only. Through Broadcast Advertis-
ing, Boston. WNAC.

PHILADELPHIA
Wasey Products (Musterole &

Ze'mo), three . 15-minute. electrical

transcription periods weekly for nine
weeks. . Erwin-Wasey Agency. WIP.
P. . White & Co., tailors, 10-min-

ute electrical transcription program,
five nights weekly for 13 weeks. Di-
rect, wip:
PMlco Radio <£• Television Co., half-

hour for amateur show Saturday
nights for' one month. WIP.
Spatola Importing Co., spot an-

nouncements, Transradio news pro-
gram . daily for five days. Adrian
Bauer Agency. WIP.

"

Leroux Cordials, participation .In

'Classified Section of the News' 18
times a week for two weeks. Adrian
Bauer Agency. WFIL.
Chocolate Products Co., 'Stillicious*

Adventure of Buddy and Ginger E.T.
10 minutes three times weekly for 21
weeks. J. L. Sugden Agency. WFIL.
Tan Molon, Inc., Carbonate Mints,

participation in 'Melody .Man' three
times a week for two weeks. May
Agency. WFIL.
Mrs, Schlorer's, Inc., mayonnaise,

15-minute "live talent show three
times a week for 13 weeks. May
Agency. WFIL.
Crew Levick,. motor oils, Joe

Tumulty sports program, renewal,
six times a week for four weeks. Cox
&.Tanz Agency. WFIL.

Cftpon .Water, participation in
Anice Ives- program six times a week,
for 10 -weeks. ' Carter-Thompson
Agency. WFIL.

Fritz d'LaRue, rugs, . participation
In Anice Ives program twice weekly
for eight weeks. Charles BlUni
Agency. WFIL."

Ioxoa '<Soap Co., participation In
Classified Section of the News, 18
times a week for two weeks. Direct.
WFIL,
Shuman Bros., three 15-m?nute

dramatic shows weekly for three
weeks. Direct. WIP.
Shuman Bros., one spot announce-,

ment weekly for thi'ee Weeks. Di-
rect. WIP.
John Ford Seventh Day Adventlst,

pickup from WOL, Washington, re-
ligious program 15 minutes. Direct.
WIP.

ilichell's Seed House, 15-minute
garden talk weekly for 10 weeks. Di-
rect' WIP.
Iowa Soap Co., participation in

Homemakers* Club daily except Sun-
days for two weeks. Direct. WIP.

DENVER
K & B Packing and Provision Co.,

lG-minute street corner broadcasts
weekly; for an' indefinite time. KLZ.
Fred Davis Furniture Co., two

news broadcasts daily for six months.
KLZ.

Tivoll- nion rewing Co., 15-rain.-

YOUR OLD FRIENDS

THEO NE/US'MIME. %y Wm&mm*g>:
NOW RADIO'S MOST POPULAR

FAMILY BRINGS YOU MORE

[AUGHTER "[EARS and
f-|

EART-THROBS

Presented by Ivory Soap 99 "/ ioo °/o pure

LISTEN 3:45-4:00 P. M.—E. S. TM WEAF
. NBC Network—Coaet-to-Coa»t

IN • • Every Mon., Tues., Wed., Thurs., Frl

Mot. Ed Wolf, 1270 .Sixth Ave., N.Y.C;—Dir. Blackman. Advertising, lnc*

RADIO
utes of sport news dally for six

months, KLZ.
Hotel Sandford, Chicago, 100-word

announcement dally for 70 days.

Placed through the Great Lakes ad-

vertising agency. KFELrKVOD.
Hotel Terminal, San Francisco, one

announcement daily for 70 days.

Placed through the Great Lakes ad-
vertising agency. KFEL-KVOD.
Denver Jewelry Co.* 100 15-minute

programs over a period of eight

months. Placed through the Ray-
mond Keane agency. KFEL-KVOD.
: Martin's & Samuel's Dress Shops,
sponsorship of the 4 p.m. newscast
for one month. Placed through the

Ted Levy agency. KFEL-KVOD.
. Ford Motor Co., sponsorship of the
11 a.m., 1. p.m., 3 p.m., and 5 p.m.
newscast daily. Placed through the
McCahn-Erickson agency. KFEL-
KVOD.

Stevens Clothes Shop, three an-
nouncements daily except; Sunday
for six months. Placed through th.o

Ted Levy agency. KFEL-KVOD.
Ideal Laboratories (Denver Mud),

one announcement daily except Sun-
day for one year. Placed through the
Raymond Keane agency. KFEL-
KVOD.

Pittsburgh Plate Glass, 30-mlnute
program each Sunday for 13 weeks.
KOA.
McCloskey Varnish Co. of Califor-

nia, 28 announcements. ' KOA.

SYRACUSE, N. Y.
General Electric (dealer), 13-week

contract for transcribed 'Old Tinier'
programs. Booked twice week,
9:45 p.m. WFBL.
Oxydol renewal of "Ma Perkins'

programs beginning April first.

Agency, Blackett, Sample and Hum-
mert, Chicago. WFBL.

Radio Reports

(Continued from page 43)

was delivered by the Tulsans, 60
voices, comprised .of Tulsa business-
men, and the Redmen's Glee club, a
campus group. There was little or
no variety in the singing, as it all
sounded pretty much the same.
Best of the re-enactments was the

bit on Will Rogers' guest-stay with
Buffalo Bill's wild west outfit when
it played

. Madison Square Garden
years ago. Pawnee Bill now 76
years old, handled his chore ably,
being assisted periodically when the
stay ran over time by an announcer
who also ushered in the flash-backs.
Production was heavily studded

with yelps , and hard-riding noises,
which held authenticity because of
the remote airing point. 'Home on
the Range', and 'Wagon Wheels' the
only recognizable tunes in the
native laments. Show held interest
up to a certain point and then be-
came repetitious. Bral.

ALLEN SCOTT
News Commentator
15 Mins.
SHARPLESS ICE CREAM
Sunday to Friday, 11 p. m.
WCAU, Philadelphia

(Al Paul Lefton}
Although he's been on the air four

years, Allen Scott has only recently
cracked real listener attention," that
being on the strength of his run-in
and threatened arrest some weeks
asvo .by Philly's" militant Mayor Wil-
son. Since that incident, he notice-
ably skates clear of explosive loca'l
personalities and provocative topics.
A. fairly rapid spieler, Scott, verges

slightly " on lowbrow appeal, using
plenty of 'those guys' and similar
slanguage. He's best on local inci-
dents when he remains reasonably
reportorial, but wades out of his
depth when he gets into Interna-
tional affairs and involved subjects.
Then he sounds lacking in sufficient
background and occasionally verges
on. smugness..
Commercials, which Scott handles

himself, are worked in as part of
regular spiel, He goes from discuss-
ing a news event, to the merits of
Sharpless Ice Cream. The copy has
fr/r punch but should be much more
succinctly written. And, since al-
most' all advertising copy has its
proportion of ballyhoo, It . Weakens
the conviction in his strictly news
commentating. Hobe.

Wednesday, March 18, 1936

CARSON ROBISON'S BUCKA-
ROOS

Commerci iaca
. 15 Mins.
ZEMO and MUSTEROLE
WGY, Schenectady

(.Erwin-Wasey)
Robison's standard entertainment

of the range untracks thrice weekly
on this series of discs. Continuity
pictures him as a veteran ranch
owner who is visited nightly by 'the
kids' from an adjoining, establish-
ment. This is a device to set the
stage for a quarter-hour of music
and talk, but it is manipulated with
sufficient skill to pass muster.
Robispn, with his twangy voice and
homey personality, makes the West-
ern atmosphere seem authentic.

'

Bulk of program is devoted to
barber sharp harmony of old favor-
ites. Voices of ensemble blend
smoothly. Roblson, a femme (Pearl),
and one or two others do some solo-
ing. Leader also takes a spot to
yarn or recite prairie poetry. He
handles this, as well as the emcee

-

ing and singing, in capable fashion.
Warbling to guitar of piano ac-
cordion accompaniment. Also a^n

occasional solo well done, For en-

tertainment of its kind, that pre-

sented hete is above average—cer-
tainly on wax. ,.

, Announcer plugs Zemo, a salve

for skin irritations, and Musterole,

an application for chest colds, at

sign on and sign off. Robison, who
has worked on other niedicine-

selllng salvos, plugs effectively at
midway point. Joco.

STRICTLY MASCULINE
With Harry Morgan, Joe Bregmarjn,

Irvih Kult, John Kleive, Vincent
Grimaldi, Jack Delahunt, Maurice
Cannelin and Norman Jackson

Songs and Chatter
15 Mins.
Sustaining
Tuesday, 3.45 p. m.
WEBC, Duluth-Superior

Sub-titled kiddingly 'A program
for housewives everywhere,' this

stint ' has . surprisingly caught the

fancy of the fraus. It's probably
because—in true paradoxical fem-
inine manrier—the ladies'li make it

a point to listen to something which
has been designed especially for. the
opposite sex.
WEBC has long had a daily

'Strictly Feminine' program, and
execs felt the rugged, sex rated at
least a once-weekly break, so they
introduced this idea. It's: IB minf
utes of good, clean, rapid-fire fun,
with a portion of: good-natured rib-

bing tossed in with a lot of goofy
jokes, all summing up to a jolly,

carefree quarter-hour. Henry Mor-
gan is emcee, and keeps things mov-
ing.
Music as provided by Kult, reg-

mann, Kleive and Grimaldi is lively,

while Delahunt and Jackson, tenor
and baritone, respectively, coax
nifty melodies from a pair of well -

trained larynges. Rach.

LAMPLIGHTIN' TIME
With Hugh Aspinwall, Ramo'na Ger-
; hard
Folksy songs, philosophy
30 Mins.
ALADDIN MANTLE LAMP CO.
Sunday, 4.30 p. m.
WCCO, St. Paul- Minneapolis
With the mercury In these parts

htfvering hear the 35-below-zero
mark for ' so long all midwest
weather records have gone smash,
this Sunday afternoon program is

as comfy as a featherbed. So nicely
does the homely poetry, sjngihg of

hymns and drawly style of Aspin-
wall's spieling fit into the theme,
of the product it tries to sell (kero-
sene lamps) that one practically
feels the warmth, of home and fire-

side when listening to thljs stint.

Reminiscent- of turkey-feather dust-
ers, juicy apples in the basement
barrel, stereoscopes, and over- the
river- and through the woods to
grandpap's house.
Besides Aspinwall, Ramona Gerr

hard, WCCO's staff organist, is an
experienced ' performer. Likewise
the Lamplighters, who sing on other
days of the "week as the station's

Bob O'Links. Rach.

mutt started whining. What to do'
Leave it to the ladles. j usi
tuck him undo* the sheets with the
rest of us, says she, and no sooner
said than done.
That brought ,on the jcommerclai

on the care of dogs and how the
sponsor's product is just the thing
for Hector. Tabby will bo brought'
in later or how else, to cue into the
feline's., chow. Clever, those script,
ers.
Frank

this nlch

JERRY JOY and JUBILEERS
Vocal, Instrumental
Sustaining
15 Mins.
WGY, Schenectady

tinder this billing,, a femme singer
and a small dance-orchestra group
broadcast a program Of pops on a
Friday supper-hour swing. Miss
Joy is of the even-pitch school, with
a style that is pleasing. if not origi-
nal. Her interpretations of currents
are okay. The instrumentalists turn
in a good 'performance, considering
their small membership.
Would move with more zip if se-

lectlqn-tabblngs were limited to ti-
tles; introductions are draggy, a
fault common on pop music pro-
grams at WGT. Jaco.

MR. AND MRS. SMITH
With Georgia Fifield, Richard Le-
Grand, Charlie Lung

Comedy Serial
15 Min«.
Tues., 7:45 p.m.
MARCO DOG AND CAT FOOD
KHJ, Los Angeles

(J. F. Wallin)
What

.
goes on in the average

.home when the old man comes home
from work just about pegs this opus.
It's been done so many times there
can't, be much room left in the filing

cabinet to classify it.

First spurt brought out the title

characters and Charlie Lung mak-
ing a few cartine noises. So versa-
tile is this chap that in later epi-
sodes he will do, among a multi-
plicity of others, the part of Oscar
the houseboy. He's a cinch to also
do the meowing for the skit.
What made the pooch sound ef-

fects necessary was that the lady
of the house insisted on buying a
pup. Along about retiring' time the

And His ORCHESTRA

"ZIEGFELD FOLLIES OF
THE AIR"

EVERY SATCBDAY—-WAHO
8-9 P.M., EST '

Columbia Network
Coast-to-Coast

•
4 STAR RATING
FOR SOLID YEAR

WA ITER

Broadcantlng ivlth

HELEN HAVES
"THE SHOW HOAX"

FRED AIJ.EN
"BOOK ROGERS"
"BOUHV BENSON"

l'ALMOLIVE
GUV LOMBAROO

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF THE AIR
CH&-NHC.

DON NORMAN
-Chicago's Leading.

NEWSCASTER
Williams Oil-'O-Matic (32d Wk.)

Tel. WHITEHALL 4450, CHICAGO

ALEX HYDE
musical director

WHN new york

KEN ENGLUND
i s

now
writing

THE RINSO REVUE
s t a r r i ri g

KEN MURRAY
premiere march 24
8.30-9.00 cb.s.
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PLUG LISTS

Warning: to the music irtdustry

agawst- permitting singers on radio

programs to change the lyrics of

songs was issued last week by John

G. Ealney chairman of , the Music

publishers- Protective .Association^

Paine urged in a circular letter that

publishers give thorough considera-

tion, to* such, requests- and. that even,

if they're: Inclined taExtend pexmls>

s^tt they should? collect heavily for

the right, _
parodying- qfc.a song,, wrote Pains;

Bejiausly endanger #s value, espe-

clauy when the: tune/, is hroadcBtet;

There'•

'is a bharicflt that the parody

vttfi captors the public fancy and re -

julfe in destruction of the commer-
cial value of the original*

It i» Faine's contention: that the

heat way lot the' paWEsherst ta pra-

Ktct theiir song properties. Is to make
tte- exception- in any case and? insist

that the. lyrics, be. sung, as. is ox not

at ant Commercials frequently ask
tor pevmfoion to substitute lines in

the lyrics because they consider

some thought contained therein to

be inimical to the product. A case

ra point of not so long, ago was
Lucky Strike's editing of 'The Gen-
tleman Obviously Doesn't Believe'

(Shapiro - Benndtein}. The acconnt
didn't like the line which described

the. 'gentleman's HjpsT as never 'hav-

'"T)een 'caressed by a cigaret.'

Board of directors- o£ :,the Ameri-
can Society;

" of Composers, Authors
and* Publishers, Monday (IS), held
its. deferred monthly- meeting for
February,, with dlacussltma. mostly
confined to routine matters-, because
of the smalt attendance. Annual
nxeetihg of the;,' organisation has
been-set for-Thursday; .(2ft).. ., ... -.

It was learned: by the. publisher
faction on thei'holardl: last,Weelc that
Its cohcerh over personal liability
that might ensue Warn; the failure
Ub- notify the networks of Warner
Bros.' withdrawal from ASCAP Jan»
i had ne> basis lit fact. Such not-
ice, it developed!, had' been sent; out
h*.th«-.Society. eight weefe*ag».

'

Nbi action was taken at Monday's
gathering on the proposal' that Na-
tlmin Burkant general- ASCAP coun-
fcefcbe asked1

tor define his position
ta»regard to. the respective rights
af a; publisher an* the writer in a
.copyright. In helping, GBS- prepare
.fts- answer to the WB infringement
waits the Burkarr office 'argued that
WB could not .stay 'the network from
using its works since half the copy ^

right ijfas. cbnffieUielct
1

by the writ-
ers, who in turn had 'assigned their
60% rights to the Society. The pubs
fear that such theory will, if up*
held by- the court, serve- to weaken
their own position, which- has -aK
Ways1 been that the. copyright when
taken out by the publisher is 100%-
ms and that any benefits accruing
therefrom, to the writer is at the
consent of; the publisher.

Monday's' meeting elected td the
writer list four active members and
six non-participating members. Ac -

tive newcomers are At Jacobs,
Larry Toell,. William Haid and, El-

^Rtemiqk barren, while the non-
Participating group consists of
Boyd Bunch, Edward Harris; Du-
5S, Heyward, Langston Hughes,
William Grant Still an* Albert Hay
Malotto.

Bi»ke-JohnfiaB Score for
Crosby, Sefect Publfehmg

Burke Arthur jonns
lert Saturday (14) for Hollywood
commence on the score of the ]auction that Bingr Crosby will

'Sir « I
s lndle c°nteact with.Eman

25".- ~
heh

'
Deal was s&t toy

Weli-0>Keete(

times?
0
' itU3i<r w111 Polish.

Johnson
to

pro-
do
n-

Rock-
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Most Played on Air

To familiarize the trade with
the tunes most on the air arou.id
New. York, the following is the
listing of the songs most played,
on . the cross-country networks
last week, in relative standing,
according, to the approximate
number of combined plugs on
WEAF, WJZ, and. WABC*

Let Yourself Go
Goody Goody
All My Eggs in One Basket
"Alone
Lights Out
Lost
Let's Face the Musi
I'm Shootin' High
Please- Believe Me-
lt's Been So Long

;
Lovely Lady

'

Rendezvous in H'onoluli.

Wake Up and Sing
Sing- an Old- Fashioned Song
You Hit the Spot
Your Truly is Truly Yours
You Started.' Me Dreaming;
Melody front the Sky
If You Love Me
Alone at a Table for Two
Cling. To Me
Breakin' in a Pair Shoes
BUit'ding Up; To a, Letdown
l# You Love Me
Green. Fields and Blue Birds

EKFL Opposes Paine s

Complaint in $189,000

Suit as facomptete

Electrical Research Products, Inc.,

last week sought to have the State
Supreme Court, New. York County,
dismiss- the 1180,000. suit of John G.
Paine; as trustee* on the ground
that the complaint does- not show
that" the musical works- . involved
were copyrighted in the- countries
where the pictures were shown.
Francis Gilbert, as Paine's counsel,

opposed*" the dUjH>^sM-sjid~~$bt' "fi"e"Ef-
;

mission froih the court to so amend
the complaint as to include this, in-

formation.
Action, by Paine is 1an outgrowth

of a five-year contract which gave
ERPI aub>agency authority to li-

cense the works of American pub-
lishers used on the soundtracks of

pictures exhibited . in. foreign coun-
tries. The agreement with. ERPI
expired In 1932 and what Paine is

trying- to- collect hr the residue that
her claims due on licenses that ERPI
issued toward the end of the con-
tract Hei resorted to the courts af-

ter two years of dickering- on a
settlement.

JAS. GILLESPIE REJOINS

LOfEZ AS PERSONAL REP

James Fl;' Gillespie has reioined;

Vincent Lopez as general and per-

sonal representative for the orches-

tra, leader .at the Ambassador..hot3el,

'

N. Y: -The -combination- was orig-

inally formed when Lopez started at

the . Hotel. Pennsylvania^ N. Y.,
(
in

1921, Gillespie remaining; ae man-
ager and; exploiter for four: years;

.He then became general manager
for Paul . Whlteman and; ,renialned

with him for nearly eight years.

When Gillespie resigned, the White-
man connection about two years

ago he started handling John Fo-
garty whom he will also continue to

represent.
Lopez's was the first band to play

vaudeville with scenic effects, under
Gllle/pie. His, too,, was the first

band on the air and the initial band
with a commercial hook-up on

radio.

Set Waring Hearing
Philadelphia,. March 17.

Hearing of the exceptions of de-

fense in- the Waring injunction case

against WDAS will occur some time

this week in Common Pleas court

here before Judges McDevjtt, Kuhn
and Parry.
Bandleader was granted court

stay against station's use of his

phonograph recordings. Also re-

ceiving adverse rulings on similar

cases were a restaurant and a ball-

room. They are likewise contest-

ing decision, 1

'Most Played' Radio Graphs
Are Synthetic Hypos, Says

Vet Songsmith—At Same
Time He's Delighted to

See Himself on Top- with

the Number of Plugs

MUSIC AND PIX

By; GECEEIA AGEE

Because, with enough, plugging,
pressure it's possible to .. force, a.

'popular song; on Variety's Most
Played" iist before It belongs there,

(if at all; Irvine Berlin challenges
the value ot that, list, hpth to the
music publishing biz and the picture

industry.
The. Moat Played: list has become

ttte songwriters' and picture pror-

ducersK blhlB, says- Berlin; Publish.--

ers with, picture, company . tie-upa-

are harried and hounded by pro-
ducers- and- songwriters worrying

: about that list,, into hurrying their
.songs, along,, propelling them onto
that list and in so doing, giving
them a false position; Bterlin him-

. self can't wiait to see his 'own songs
on that lis^ he admits—in fact, he

. raises hell when they're not there^

he says, and gets as big a kick as
anybody when they make it. But
when Berlin, the. music publisher,

overtakes Berlin, the songwriter,
then, does Berlin realize he's been
•kidding himself; that a song- cata^

:pulted ' onta • that list before Its

'rightful time is- bad for "the life of

the song and thus bad. for the
writer,: --the publisher and- the^pro-
,ducer; Then does he. question how
healthy is that STost Tlayed list?

He ponders how much good it does
;
the publishing biz and: the picture
biz. He wonders- hdw much

.
good a

' song forced up on top;' does a. bad
picture. He knows it can't do the
publisher any good,
A' song.' forced? up on top. browa

up as quickly^ as it arri.ves. Once it

makes the list, the publisher lays
off it. He'e got a- new crop' to, work
on. Berlin has' no solution for that
Most Played rating- situation, lie

says,, but he feels- eventually ifs

goihg to have an unhealthy reaction-..

Throughout the- year there are only

.

' a handful of great, songs. Those are
the real' hits, he says;

In; Holiyw.Qod. Aflai

Berlin is again in Hollywood on
a job for 20th Century- Pox,, which
commitment many months; ago he
had promised his friend Joe Sohenck
he Would do as soon as he waa free.

It concerns a musical w|th. sen all-

'star cast; said: Berlirr before depart-

ing for California, and he shall be

busy at it untiL May. It was with
characteristic enthusiasm that he
left. Though writing for pictures

will never afford him the same kind

of kick as dong an 'As' Thousands
Cheer,,' it has its own points. More
money, a wider audience, a bigger

field; more prestige. 'Top Hat' has
•brought him letters from all over

the world; not many, he says, but

some, and he likes it.

it's difficult to do a musical for

the theatre today, he's found. No
caste available. Stars will give you

.

two months out of the year; the rest

they prefer to allot to pictures. Just

as 'Jubilee* was starting to get its

money back, Mary Boland is com-
pelled to return to Hollywood. They
want your left eye, and then they

won't go on the road. New York
only. Under such conditions, it's

well nigh impossible to make money
with, stage musicals. Money that

compares to that to be made in

pictures.

He's had great breaks in pictures,

Berlin says. A great break in

writing for Astaire and Rogers, for

the cast gives the picture its finality.

Astaire gives his own quality .to -.a

spng. in fact, gives the duality, says

Berlin. It finds its own level after

it leaveB Astairo, says Berlin.

.And he's had a great break, his

(Continued on page 55)

Washington, Mai-ch 17.

Factional committee fights, com-
bined with intention to prolong
hearings until the middle of April,

have washed out hopes that legis-

lation revising the horse-and-buggy
copyright laws will be enacted by
Congress at the. present session.

, With Chairman. William. £, Sirp-
vich determined to hold public gab.-

;fest&- for another month, the House
Patents .Committee split into bick-
ering groups last week with a hand-
:ful of members vehemently assail-
Ing conduct of the . hearings and an
opposition group backing plans to

iextend the discussions for some
weeks to come.

A show-down Is' expected at the
'end of the week, when Representa-
tive Thomas O'Malley of Wisconsin,
bitterest committee critic- of Amer-
vican Society of Composers,, Authors
.<& Publishers,, will present a motion
: to shut off the- hearings; in accord-
!ance with original schedule an-

to Side

As Bearings Look Set for Extra

Contrast

Washington, March 17.

Contrast between relative
value placed on leaders of the
two factions in. copyright,
fight was shown by testimony

' before the Sirovich Patents;
Comniittee on, the Duffy bill;

Gene Buck, . president of
ASCAP, told the lawmakers
that his annual compensation
for protecting the rights, of
creators is $35,0001

James. W, Baldwin, leading
the bYoadcasters in the fight
for - revision of licensing, sys-
tem, placed his ; salary as man-
aging, director of the National.
Association of Broadcasters at
only 111*000.

nounced by Sirovich. O'Malley dis-

closed his plans last, week after the
committee head had. Issued a re-

.vised) schedule allowing more than,

a- dozen more days- for debate on
the need for new. copyright meas-
ures.

The committee last Week contin-
ued Its rambling hearings, marked
by sharp- tiffs between committee-
men and other hot-worded ex-
changes between members and wit-
nesses, without making any notice-
able progress toward reconciling
conflicting opinions. Most discus-
sion, as during the previous fort-
night, Was- related to the- $250 mini-
mum, infringement penalty and the
effect abolition of this feature
would have on . ASCAP and the
broadcasting industry,

. Broadcasting industry opened its

assault on the $250 minimum today
(Tuesday) and was immediately
placed on defensive by ASCAPs
'friends' on the Patents Committee,
who repeatedly attempted to force

the radio spokesmen to pass an
opinion on the fairness of license

fees.

Principal, argument favoring the
Duffy bill was made by Sydney M~
Kaye, N*ew York copyright attor-

ney representing the National As-
sociation of Broadcasters, who- tpld

the lawmakers the 1909 copyright
law was outmpded by development
of films and radio, adding that pro-
visions in the existing law 'intend-

ed as a shield are being used as a
sword.' Only other witness was
James W. Baldwin, NAB managing
director, who was heckled with nu-
merous pointed questions' about in-

dustry practices, and persistently

refused to say whether the ASCAP
take is too little or too. much.
Counterattacking, the copyright

pool, Kaye. who is on retainer for

CBS also, told the committee that if

previous proceedings were. as

charged in the trial of ASCAP,
'then it was a mock trial staged by
ASCAP for the purpose oC diverting

attention from, the issues' in th*>

copyright controversy. He pointed

out that while <\erw Buck claimed

the Society represented 44,000 mem-

bers, the American roster includes
only 1,082 authors ana composers,
alive and. dead, and 108 publishers
with 128 subsidiaries. Publishers
and writer-members tooth collect
from royalties paid for use, of music
written by non-members and pub-
lished by member houses, the. at-,

torney emphaslzedv 'The' great bulk
of music comes Out of the ASCAP
repertory even today, when that
'repertory is temporarily depleted
by withdrawal of the Warner,
firms;; Kaye admitted; noting that
the average broadcasting station
puts on- 200 performances, of muslo
daily.

Tracy Denied-

i. .Benylngy the? allegation, of piracy,.
Kaye told the lawmakers- that 'a

pirate is in no. substantial business
and ia not- liable for any money
judgments, The- honest man Jakes
out four or five licenses) and yet. is

continually terrified^ Ton ,can }ook
at a piece: of sheet music -and
search the records' of the 'copyright
office and not know, that ASCAP
owns the pwforming rights. ASCAP
does not give us a catalog, of the
works we can. play -under our lir

censes. We - play at our 'peril, and
over our - heads always hangs this

sword- of Damocles.'-
Citing illustrations of the way

the $2£f0 clause has been used, to
'intimidate' music users, the NAB
attorney told the committee that. If
ASCAP loses its legal tiff with
Warners ever the right to- contest-
ed numbers, stations whfch, have
been relying on. the- assurance that
ASCAP has title would .be subject

'

;to destructive daatft^est - '.Ka$$-'al$o.

pointed to. p'dSsible- injuries-' result-
ing from. Incidental and accidental
infringement,: 'discussing;.; bffefly
some pending W^amer strirs; and de-
claring- the- punitive features of the
present law contain 'undemocratic
power that.. the broadcasting: indus-
try, should not he compelled to< go
on under.' .

Committeemen, tittered when,Kaye ,

recited words of an old Ford jingle -I

alleged to be inflpirationi for 'Music
Goes Round,' and emphasized that
if plagiarism suits over this num-
ber had. been successful broadcast-
ers, would have been, liable for dam-
ages exceeding the national, debt. %

In. reply to ASCAP assertions that
the 'power trust* dictated the £>uffy

Bill, NAB counsel remarked that
'power trust' also, has interest in

music business as well, as in broad-
casting through control of Associ-
ated Music Publishers.

Few copyright cases are found in.

lawbooks, Kaye explained, because
persons charged' with ^infringement,

don't want to ,test their rights as
long as the $2$0 damage prov slop,

exists. Damage clause is used to

force settlement on copyright
owner's terms, he added. 'Under the

present law the Judge fixes the

damages between $250. and $?,Q0tf,

Under the Duffy Bill he would' fix.

them between $1 and $20,000. It's

merely a difference of degree,'

Kaye declaimed, answering-complaints

from committeemen: that abolition

of the minimum avfatd would
wreck ASCAP.

•Won't Hurt ASCAP'
'There are more remedies in this

bill than a man has under any other

law and more than the creator has

in any other country/ he continued.

'In the light of that- it is my judg-

ment that the Duffy Bill • v/ill not

put ASCAP out of business. I am
convinced It will not cost ASCAP a
penny and is' quite likely td give

them additional benefits.' The mini-

mum provision puts judges in a
/judicial straight jacket,' Kaye said,

explaining that broadcasters can-

not set along without ASCAP mu-
sic, even if the $250 clause were
abolished.

While denouncing the method by

which royalties are fixed, Baldwin

endorsed the idea of copyright pool-

ing, but said, under i»i'<r»eiH licens©

system, broadcaster." are forced to

(Continued on page 5C>
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FEB. OFF MONTH

FOR SHEET BIZ

New Yqrk, March 17.

Sheet nouslc business stayed ''way

down under during the last three

weeks of February. There 'was no

outstanding demand for a tune, and
the Jobbers found the going the

dullest in at least six months. Sit-

uation took a reassuring turn the

first week In March with the dealers

ordering in substantial quantities

and over a wide range of selections.

Counters are looking- with, hope,

particularly toward the score of

Irving Berlin's 'Follow "the; Fleet.*:

Orders., coining- Ah. ..'showed a pref-

erence fpr Tm Putting All My Eggs
in One Basket,' 'We Saw the Sea*

and 'But Where Are You?'
Tunes that ' got runner-up call

during February were- 'Rhythm in

My Nursery Rhymes' ' (Select),

'Broken Record' (Ohappell), 'I'm

Building Up For a Letdown!. (Ber-

lin), Tin Gohria Write Mysfelf 'a

Letter' (Crawford), 'I'm.- Shootin';

H|gh' (Rc-bblns)y aha 'Please Re-
lieve Me'" <§herman /Clay). With
the turn Into March the following

songs: showed signs of going places:

•Whatir-the^'Nani[e; of the Song?'

(Popular Jilfelodies), 'It's Been So
L<>ng'" (Feiat:

) r 'Alone at a Table for

Two'V{Shaj)iro), 'Little Rendezvous
in,' ftoBoiulu' (Morris) and 'With All

My S^rfe''(jPelst).

ThingV: 'w:4re 'airly brisk around
the disfc; counters last month, Benny
Goodman did the lead honors; for tihe

Victor list, While Fred Astaire. with
'Jbhnhy Gretbn on thie, podium, ac-
counted for' runswicic's best selleiv

Jari''Garber* a" newcomer to Decca,

became that label's No. 1 man, and
Mills Blue Rhythm, band,topped the

call, for Columbia.;

FEBRUARY MUSIC
THIS TABLE SHOWS THE LEADING SIX SELLERS IN SHEET MUSIC AND PHONOGRAPH RECORDS GATHERED FROM THE REPORTS

OF SALES MADE DURING FEBRUARY BY THE LEADING MUSI C JOBBERS AND DISC DISTRIBUTORS IN THE TERRITORI

Fair in Chi
Chicago, March 17.

Sheet music sales were just fair

during February, due primarily to

the lack of one leading' tune to lift

the. list. All of the best selling

crowd sold within a narrow range;

'Alone' swung up the top after a
pull; replacing 'Music Goes .

Round,'
which plummeted out of the blue
ribbon category, entirely, though It

did manage to stick its head In the

•best 10'..clrcle, rating around eighth
or; nint'n.; Others ri*t quite'Mn the
tojr- sextet . butr showing strength
were' lease Belfetve Me/ '^Wah-Hoo'
afld 'Write Mylielf a Letter/'

Relatively, the discs showed better
selllrtg power 0an the .- sheets; with
all the companies reporting a good
February^ p!drtld]ljlarly'

;

;
towards the

clpse' ip.f-.tlSS*month. .

; Victor
vbeat the

b$l Vithv'Follo^ the jFl0ef picture

music'-' ' y-

..•.C^ast Trade' Follows 'Fleet'
'

' Los Angeles, March 17.

tstandlng In music field Is

Brunswick's sale, of Berlin score
trafn 'Follow the Fleet/- Backed by
exploitation and picture break in

town, Brunswick in last 10 days did
a fresh biz on the. spinners. Astaire-
Johhny Green combination put their

places in 6ne-twp*three ^position oh
„ the^. Brunswick list. Fourth 'spot

taken by Harriet Hliliard warbling
tune, also from 'Fleet.'

Both sheets and' discs did healthy
biz^for past month,

1

Decca reporting
beat period In months. Distribs
shoty that about 15 numbers arc
bunched at top for largest sheet
sales. End of Feb. aiid beginning
of March indicate that 'Fleet' score
is-.'sure to set. at least two sheets
amqng the fast Betters,

litonth saw hew numbers pushing
old^'stahdbys practically out .of the
picture. However, Columbia's 'Ride
Red Ride' is still number one with
the blue plates, and 'Hors d'Ouevres'
sticks among Decca's best sellers
for fourth consecutive month.'

UPTOWN HEOPENS
Portland, Ore., March 17.

Jackie . Souders returned to Port-
land to open the new Uptown ball-
room, formerly De Honey's, re-,

modeled.
Sbuders who had Just completed

22 weeks at the Seattle Club,
brought along his 12-pieee or-
chestra

.

.
. MILLER'S CHI, OFFICE

Will Rockwell, v.p. and general
manager of Miller Music* left yes-
terday. (Tuesday), for Chicago,..
Opening a new office for the firm

and \ylll designate a local manager.
Also seeing the trade en route.

6 Best Sellers in Sheet Music
2

Reported by Leading Jobber*

NEW YORK CHICAGO LOS ANGELES
Song—No. 1 'Alone' 'Alone' 'Beautiful Lady in Blue'.

8oh'g—No. 2 'Moon. Over Miami' 'Beautiful Lady in Blue' 'Alone'

Song—No. 3 'Beautiful Lady in Blue' - 'Moon Over Miami'' 'Moon Over Miami' .
.

8ong—No. 4 'Lights OutV 'Lights Out' 'Please Believe Me' .

8ong—No. 6 'Dinner for One, Please, James 'Rhythm in My Nursery Rhymes' 'Lights Out
~~

8ong—No. 6. '1 Fetel Like, a Feather in the Breeze' 'Red Sails in the Sunset' 'Wah-Hoo'

4 Leading Phonograph Companies Report 6 Best Sellers.

Side responsible for the major sales only are reported. Where it is impossible to determine the side responsible for

the sales, both sides are mentioned:

BRUNSWICK—No. 1 'I'd Rather Lead • Band/ 'I'm Build-
ing Up to an Awful Letdown' (Johnny
Grpen Orch., Fred Astaire) ...

'Wah-Hbo' (Leo Reisman Orch.) 'We Saw the Sea/ 'I'm Putting All My
Eggs in One Basket' (Fred Astaire;
Johnny Green Orch.)

BRUNSWICK—No. 2 'I'm Putting All My Eggs iii One Bas-
. ket/'We Saw the Sea' (Fred Astaire;
Johnny Green Or'ch.)'

'

'Alone' (Hal Kenip Qrch.) 'Let's Face the Music/ 'Let Yourself
Go^ (Fred Astaire; Johnny Green '

Orch.)
.

BRUNSWICK—No. 3 'Let's Face the Music/ 'Let Yourself
• Go' • (Johnny .Green Orch., Fred
Astaire) '..

'Clikets Me/ 'Gotta Go to Work Again'
(Ozzie Nelson Orch.)

'I'd Rather Lead a Band/ 'I'm Building
Up to An Awful: Letdown7 (Johnny
Green Orch., Fred Astaire)

BRUNSWICK—No 4, 'But Where Are You/ 'Get Thee Be-
hind Me, Satan' (Ozzie Nelson Orch.,
Harriet Hilliatd) v '"....

'Gonna: Write Myself a Letter' (.Hal

Kemp Orch.)
'But Where Are You/ 'Get Thee Be-
hind Me, Satan' (Ozzie Nelson Orch,
Harriet Hilliard)

BRUNSWICK—No. 6 'The Music. Goes Round/ 'Dinner for
One, Please, James' (Hal Kemp
Orch.)

'I'jn Shooting High/ 'I've Got My Rin-
gers Crossed' (Lou Gluskfn Orch.)

'Gonna Write Myself a Letter/ 'Bridt
Comes 'Home' (Hal Kemp's Orch.)

BRUNSWICK^fNo. 8 'The: Broken Record/ 'Too Much Imag-
ination' (Freddy Martin Orch.)

'Rhythm, in My Nursery Rhymes'
(Teddy "Wilson Orch.)

'Sing an Old-Fashioned Song/ 'Tin
Day 1 Let You Get Away' (Nat Shit-
kret Orch.)

COLUMBIA— No...
1^

oroKen ureams ot tou, ycs, tcs
'(Mills Blue Rhythm. Orch.) ..-..'

i*rocious Limt vne,. . nnyinm oxeps
.(Kerble Ka.y Orch.)

niae, nea, ni ^iuiiis xsiue xvtiytnm
Orch.)

COLUMBIA—No. 2 'The Music Goes Round/ 'There'll Be a
Great Day in the Morni " (Frank
.Frbcea Orch.) .

'I'm Shooting' High/ 'Lights Out' (Lit-
tle* Jack Little Oroh.)

'Alone' (Mark Allen Orch.)

COLUMBIA—No. 3 'I'm Shootin',High/ 'Lights Out' (Little
• Jack. Little Orchl) ^

.

"

'Dinner for One, Please, James' (Lew
! Stone Orch.)

Weary/ 'Let It Be Me' (Phil Regan
Orch.)

"

COLUMBIA—No. 4 ; ' 'Stop, Look and Listen/ 'Yankee Doodle
Never Went to Town* (Joe Venuti
Orch.)

'Broken Dreams/ 'Yes, Yes' (Mills
Rhythm. Orch.)

'Dinner for One,' Please, James' (Harry''
Jackson Orch.)

COLUMBIA—No. 6 'Alone/ 'If You Were Mine' (Mark
Allen Orch.)

'Everything's in Rhythm' (Henry Hall
•Orch.)

'Everything's in Rhythm' (Henry Hall
Orch.:

) ...
COLUMBIA—No. 6 'Ride, Red, Ride/ 'Congo - Caravan'

CMilla Blue Bhythm Band)
'Congo Caravan/' 'Ride, Red, Ride'

( Mills ,Rhythm Orch. ) :

'When April .Comes Again' (Jay Rari-
' dell Orch.) "

' "
'

'
v

DECCA—No. 1 'Beautiful Lady in - Blue/" 'Moon Over
Miami' (Jan Garber' Ordhi.)

''Lady in Blue' (Jan Garber Orch.) 'Alone? (Al Donahue Orch.)

DECCA—No. 2 'Alone/ 'Winter Walt*' (Al Donahue
Orch.)

'Alojne' (Al Donahue Ofch.) 'I'm Shooting High'- (Jan Garber Orch.)

DECCA—No. 3 "The Music Goes Round/ 'Gonna Write
Myself a Letter' (Boswell Sisters) '••

'Gonna Write Myself a Letter' (Bos-
well Sisters)

'Moon Over Miami' (Jan Garber Orch.)

PECjCA-No,'4 'Let's Face the Music/ 'It's Been So
Long' (Ted Fio-Rito Orch.)

'Shoe' Shine Boy' (Louis Armstrong
Orch.)

'Rhythm in My Nursery Rhymes'
(Jimmy Lunceford Orch..)

DECCA—No. B

. • (.:.

'I'm Putting All My Eggs in One Bas-
ket/- 'Yes, Yes' (Louis Armstrong
Orch.)

'Broken Record' (Ted "Flo-Rita Orch.) 'Hors d'Ouevres' (Ambrose Orch.)

DECCA—No. 6 - 'I'm Putting. All My Eggs in One Bas-
ket/ 'But Where Are You' (Jan Gar-
ber; Oro'h.)-..

'

'I
rm Shootin' High' (Jan. Garber 'Orch.) 'Music Goes Round' (Riley-Farley =

Orch.)

VICt&R—No. 1 'It's Been So "Long/ .'Goody Goody'
(Benny Goodman Orch.)

'Goody Goody' (Benny Goodman Orch.) 'Somebody Stole My Gal' (Fats Waller
Orch,)

'

VICTOR—No. 2 'Alone/ 'Two Hearts Carved on a Lone-
some Pine' (Tommy Dorsey Orch.)

'Moon Over Miami' (Eddy Duchin
Orcti.)

'My Sweet/ . 'It's Great to Be Alivs'

(Ray Noble Orch.)
VICTOR—No. 3 'I've Got My Fingers Crossed/ 'Spread

-

in' Rhythm Around' (Fats Waller
Orch.)

'Face, the Music and Dance' (Ray
Noble Orch.)

'He Wooed Her/ '1 Can Wiggle My
Ears' (Rudy Vallee Orch.)

VICTOR-No. 4 'Lights Out/ 'Moon Over Miami' (Eddy
Duchin Orch.)

.'Misty Islands of the Highland' (Guy
Lombardo Orch.)

'Getting Sentimental' (Tommy Dorsey
Orch.)

VICTOR—No. 6 'Where Am 1/ 'Dinner for One, Please,
James' (RtLv Noble Orch.)'

'I've Got My Fingers Crossed' (Fats
Wallei'' Orch.) :

'We Saw the Sea* (Ray Noble Orch,)
'

VICTOR—No. 6 *l'm Putting All My Eggs in One Bas-
ket/ 'But Where Are You' (Guy
Lombardo Orch.)

'All Eggs' in One Basket; (Guy Lom-
bardo .Orch.)

'

i

i '

'It's Been So Long/ 'Goody Goody'
(Benny Goodman, Orch.)'

Inside Stuff—Music

Rudy Vallee, who revised' and popularized the 'Maine Stein Song' and
other oldtlmers,rhas. dug up an old Yale student tune, 'The Whiffenpoof
Song.' Valle« is a Yale alumnus and long sought something traditionally
associated with' .his alma

1

mater.

•'Whiffenpoof Song,' never copyrighted, was first written by Meade
Minnlge-rode. George S. Pomeroy and Tod B. Galloway in 1909. Before
Will Rockwell, general manager of Miller Music, Inc., could copyright
and publish Vallee's revised version, there was considerable difficulty
tracing the authors in order to technically clear all rights. The estate of
the late Judge Galloway of Cleveland okayed his end of it. Mlnnlgerode
is a well-to-do antique dealer in Sussex, Conn., and Pomeroy is a Penn-
sylvania department store tycoon. Pomeroy facilitated the copyright
clearance by telling Rockwell that 'the minimum royalty' would be okay
with them, in itself, a novelty In Tin Pan Alley since laymen, particularly
seem to have inflated. Ideas of song -earnings, royalties, advances, etc.

The' songwriters were members of a group of seven who met in Mory's
the renowned campus tavern at New Haven, where they serenaded theh-
favorite waiter, Louis, with 'The Whiffenpoof Song' over their mugs of
beer and ale-.

Kapp's Canning Trip
< Jack Kapp, president of Decca,
>jis en route to Hollywood pn a
[recording . trip.

• Bing Crosby, Dick Powell,' Victor
jYoung,. Jimmy Dorsey and others
'will be personally 'canned' under
'Kapp's o.o., plus other, fllmusical
;and radio artists now on the Coast.
•Kapp expects to be away from New
Yprk three or four weeks.

Cy Kahn, erstwhile m.c. and singer (who also used the nom-de-radlo
of Guy Kent on the Paul Whiteman programs) is also a cartoonist avoca-
tionally, much as Leo Carrillo and other artists. Kahn conceived the idea
of a new mosir. publishers' service of cartooalv exploitation matter on
be/talf of the new song issues. As a professional singer he recognized'
that all the pubs' letters announcing 'our latest and greatest ballad' ornovelty knockout' were as stereotyped as a film blurb. Accordingly

Bobbins East and Abroad
Hollywood. March 17.

Jack Robblns is heading for New
York Thursday (19). Going east for
the first time since his company
took over operation of the Leo Feist
company for Loew-Metro.
Robbins: figures, after couple;

weeks in New York, on going to
.London.

Breese Wants Wife's 18G

Judgment Set Aside

Buffalo, March "18th.

Louis J. Calabreese, orchestrk

leader known as. Lou Breese, for-

merly at Shea's Buffalo and now at

the Weylin hotel, N. Y.i has started

court proceedings -here to set aside

the suit by Ina Mai Bentley, bis

former wife,, to collect $18,000 back

alimony.
A motion for dismissal of tho

complaint is to be argued. Mrs.

Breese obtained a divorce in Massa-
chusetts and a judgment - against

Breese there' for $13,000 alimony last

July.

Leon Belasco Into the Lowr.v hotel,

St. Paul, for return engagement'
March 24.

Kahn has enlisted Select, Engel. Santly. Shapiro-Bernstein, Famous,
ct al. to use his humorous cartoon service to plug the new pop £dng issues.

Creation of a public park and renovation of the Tnlll mentioned ih tM
song is to be undertaken at Caledonia^ Canada, to the memory of Geol^*
W. Johnston, schoolteacher, who! wrote- in 1864 the lyric of "'When
and I Were Young Maggie.' Relatives of Maggie Clark, the 'Maggie_ w

ot

the famous ballad. :still reside hf-r .'hi.if did not reveal that the lyri" a1?".

'title ' ot

later,

peared in a book of Johnston's poems, published under the
/Maple Leaves' in Hamilton, Ontario, and set to music two years
^lntll newspaper stdric-s carried the claim that the song was wriiten to a

millers daughter in Ducktown, Tenn.
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Stuff
Music Notes

Personals

wats* Waller appeared at the

rmr-A " Washington Club . . .Wlngy

Sannoiie dated with Victor . f Louis

Armstrong's °o0k on swl"E t0 be

'Sshed by Longmana Green.

Sud Freeman playing Glen Island,

March 21 with his own ork, . .Artie

Shapiro playing bass with Wingy,

Sid Weiss may go with Eennie Hay-
?'

. Milton Mesirow waxed six

-idea* for Victor' with a black and

Shite combo including Bud Free-

Ian and Willy (The Lion) Smith.

•Titles all pops. ...
.Max Farley back

in town. . .Bunny Berlgan caught

olaybg piano while little Joe Bush-
- t.,J wiinnetg and vocalises on 4

I
kin trumpets .

Never, Knew. . .Several spots along

£2d street are staging unofficial Jam

sessiptis Sunday afternoons to., at-

tract business. Commercloi compe-

tition may ruin a good thing. ... .Jack

Teagarden waxed Tse. a Muggln','

parts one and two for Victor.

Brother Charlie, Bud Freeman, and

Karl. Kress, .on this date, « .Stuff

Smith cut 'How'm .1 Poln',* 'After

you're Gone,' 'I Don't Wanna Make
History,' and "Taint No Use.' Bernie

Hannigan working, on ,
^recording

this combo with cornet, and fiddle

balanced. . .Herb Allen . . . returned

Bunburned from business trip down
South.. 1 .Correction: The,, neat

trumpet on Tommy Dorsey's disc,

•'Every Minute of. the j!oUr,'.;played

by Chris Griffin. .' .Race vocalist, Joe

Pullum, a Victor artist.

Relief Jam
gcrippy and His Pals; a hot six-

piece colored outfit, alternating with

Bob Crosby at Hotel New Yorker,

Personnel consists ofrScrlppy Bow-
ling, drums, Sy Deveraux on Claris
*

, 3111y: Hicks on trumpet, Clar-

ence" Johnson on piano, Jim McClin
on guitar, and Ernest Williams on
bass. Featuring plenty sock with
clarinetist Deveraux lieaidlined, this

one just moved In from the Apollo

Harlem.
On the Air

. Fine arrangement , .of 'Mamma
.Don't Allow If featuring Ella Fitz

gerald and a gang of gibes by Chick
Webb

;

on the Gems of Color hour
, . Jess Stacy steals Goodman's
*Dlgga Dlgga Doo.' Peewee Ir.wln a
'few solos. . .Fletcher Henderson's
'Rug

,
Cutter -Swing' lets .Cqffy .Dav

idson loose for sortie old-time slip

horn . work, . .Demonstration of

swing by'WOR , feature « department
headlined Teddy Wilson, Bunny
Derigan, Bud Freeman, Joe Marsala
and Stan King. On a teyr hours
notice Gordon Jenkins 1 turned in an
ace job with a baton.

Wax Works
Or Victor Gene Krupa'S waxing of

Tin Gonna Clap My Hands' ;and-
'Mutiny in the Parlor' demonstrates
that even the. greatest hot soloists

need a little arranging. With a
black and white personnel from the
Goodman and Henderson orks listed
on the label, 'Lilttfe Jazz* .Eldredgc
steals . the disc with . some of the
screwiest licks ever played.
Qn. Decca, Saxie Mansfield - gets

oft for some ace tenoring on. Isham
Jonas' .'The Day I ;Let; :

You Get
Away.' On 'Bubbling, Over' Earl
Hines" demonstrates some genuine
inspiration on the ivories. This band
bis-plenty sock. Dick Stabile's 'Just
Because' and 'Deep Elem Blues' has
some good piano by Slgriorelli, but
too>much alto by; Stabile who is bet-
ter on clarinet.' Berlgan and Fil-
bum swamped on this. disc.
On Columbia the Mills' Blue. Rhy-

thm Band waxed !Shoe-shlne Boy'
and 'Midnight Ramble.' With ' Red
Allen and Jay. Higgenbotham this
ork doesn't do itself justice. A trom-
bonist named George Washington
geljs all the solo work, while Jay
rests.

Federal Project Won't

Disrupt N. C. Symphony
Charlotte, March 17.

Threatened disruption of t h e
North Carolina Symphony Orches-
tra moved Congressman .• Z e b
Weaver to take steps in Washing-
ton to prevent such action,

The Ashevllle Chamber of Com-
merce, heard that Dr. Nikolai Soko-
loff, head of the federal music proj-
ect, planned to use 17 members of

the North Carolina orchestra for his

a}l-southern symphony at Asher
ville. Others were to, be distributed
to orchestral groups at other points.

The lorchestra.has had headquarters
at Ashevllle for some time.

Fearful that the state would lose

its identity With the scattering of
the musicians as the 'backbone of

other similar groups,' the congress
man' entered the. picture.- He .was
assured that the 'North Carolina
Symphony was hot thus to be dl

vlded up. Joseph DeNardo is di

rector of the orchestra.

Te ri Josefoyits, Hungarian pian-

ist now at the Hotel Lombardy,
N. .Y„ with David Greggory and
Bill Livingston wrote 'Goodnight to
You' (And I Do Mean You') for Joe
Davis publication, founded on
Jimmy Fidler's radio sign- off.

Lawrence
Fox.

Tibbett's—next at 20th-

Jan Pearce recorded his first disc

last week for Brunswick. His con-
tract with the label is for a • year.

Sam Coslow penned themer for
Paramount's one-reeler, 'Lucky
Starlets,' short to build up contract
youngsters;

Irving Caesar, and Milton
Schwartz back in Hollywood, to
pen. numbers for 'Mark of Zorro,'

'Alberto Colombo heads RKO
music department, succeeding Fred
Fleck, Who goes into production.

Portland's New Nitery
A newcomer to Portland's night

life is the Park Avenue club, which
is housed in the basement of the
Cornelius hotel.

Jack Biles is master of cere-
monies and entertainment is pro-
vided by a line of girls and singing
and dancing waiters and. wait-
resses. No cover charge.

Cops Raid Colored Music

Club, Queer Coin Rumor

Baltimore, March 17.

Federal agents raided the Col-

ored Musicians' club here last week

after picking up a man trying to

pass a spurious ?5 bill in a store.

The man, how held under $2,500

bail for ' a hearing, was not a club

member, but claimed he got the

bogus note at a card game in the

club.

Immediately a . squad of. cops de-

scended on the clubhouse and
carted off 21 men. After a hearing

they were all dismissed.

Kyser's Trianon Return
Chicago, March 17.

Kay Kyser orchestra returns
March 24 for fours at the Trianon.
Replacing the Anson Weeks band,

which moves over to the College Inn
for. two weeks' stay until the arrival
of Abe Lyman.

"Entertainer to the Stars"

B. B. B.
Public Jester No. 1

ALAMAC Hotel, Miami Beach
Closes March 22nd—WHERE NEXT?

Berlin vs. Plug List

(Continued from page 53)

job was comparatively simple, work-
ing with director Mark Sandrich
Sandrlch knows as much about
what a sorig should have as any
body in the theatre, says Berlin.

Writing For Pi

They told Berllh before he went
out to pictures, and 'Top '.Hat' that

he'd find, 'you can.' t do this; and you
can't say that. Well, he found that

except, for a .certain obviously nec
essary censorship of situations- and
lyrics in. pictures, there's the same
amount of showmanship, of musical
comedy feel/ of production,, of op
portunity for expressing and re'fain

irig' whatever personality and in

dividuality is yours, of awareness
on the part of picture producers of

quality in music' and lyrics, as there

is . in the best of the .theatre;

For his part, Berlin says, he

never had material as concentrated

in quality in any stage musical as
' he had in 'T6p Hat' and 'Follow

the Fleet.' For. in a,,stage show,

he'd write perhaips 16 musical it'emis;

perhaps the outstanding., number
would be. the opening chorus, or his

kudos might come from the first

act finale. But .there . isn't that

chance, that latitude, in pictures

In, those, pictures he had only, five

or six spots; into five or six num
bers' he; must .perfpf-ce, squeeze, hit

possibilities.

As to what .kind of songs suit

pictures, Berlin says that the strict-

ly pop song, spotted as such with

out logical .'gause, " in a, picture;

doesn't need the picture arid the

picture doesn't need it. Many, hit

songs come oiit of 'pictures, as pub-

lisher's hits, but they don't help

their picture because the. public

doesn't tie tnem. up with the picture

that, spawns them, he says. The
ideal picture song, the one that does

its picture good, is the song that

when heard is straightway identi-

fied by the listener as that song

from such and such a picture.

Analyzing and comparing his

songs In "Top Hat*' with those in

'Follow the Fleet,'. Berlin says thai

'Top Hat's' numbers were all pro-

duction numbers, but more general

than those in 'Follow the Fleet,'

which has both production and pop-

ular numbers even though 'Follow

the Fleet' is a typical musical

comedy. 'We Saw the Sea' is its

opening chorus. It has popular

songs that yet fit the situations,

such as 'Hear Am I,' a publisher's

song, a 'back-breaker,' maybe slow

for the picture, but it fits Miss Hil-

liard's mood. On the other hand,

'Let's' Face the Music and Dance'

can be tied up only with 'Follow the

Fleet/
Comparing musical comedy pic-

tures today, looking to their future,

as against what they were when
they died overnight, Berlin feels

they're going to be the most im-

portant of the industry's big gross-

ers. Musicals always did the biggest

business in the theatre, always

played to the largest audience. In

the picture houses, the quality of

their music, lyrics, production has

advanced enormously. They've de-.

veloped class apace with their

audience. .

A TERRIFIC SENSATION^

MEXICALI IRLOSf
.s.*.- (*7^ BEAUTIFUL WALTZ ) £t\6
DANCE ORCHESTRATION InJ PAUL WE IRICK 5U\

The TOAST of Paris

NOW

'THE HEAT RAVE'

OF NEW YORK

Josephine

BAKER
After theatre—Except Sunday

In Her Own Club

1 25 EAST 54th STREET, N. Y. C.

Currently Featured in the

Z I EG F ELD FO LLI ES
WINTER GARDEN, NEW YORK

My Sincere Thanks to the Press for Their Kind Approval

Making My Return to America Happy and Successful

ED SULLIVAN
New York Daily News

"The town hasn't seen anyone

to match her vitality since

Texao Guinan."

MALCOLM JOHNSON
New York Sun

"A merriment unsurpassed in

any of Manhattan's midnight, re-

sorts dedicated to honest rev-

elry."

ABEL GREEN
Variety

"She evidences a new (to this

generation) manner oj hostess-

ing which is of the same stuff

that, made Texas Guinan the

night club queen of the pro-

hibition era. It's not the bla-

tant, tongue-in-check, 'hello

sucker' motif, but. a seemingly

genuine and warmer glad-

handling of old and new pa-

trans."

RICHARD MANSON
New York Post

"An exciting addition to New
York night life—Grade. •A'."

•
JOHN HARKINS

New York American

"She is smart, smiling, saucy
...and a hostess of epidemic

gayetry."
i

Direction

STANLEY RAYBURN

BOSLEY CROWTHER
New York Times

"Intimate, exotic... an amxes-

ing \tocc for reveler ."

GEORGE ROSS
New York World-Telegram

"Chez Josephine Baker was
hailed as a roistcrous rendezvous

for after dark."

•
HOWARD BARNES

New York Herald Tribune

"To mics hearing and seeing

her in her club is to miss one

of the most exciting cabaret,

performers of our day."

. •
TED FRI
Daily Mirror

"The heat's turned on ulicn

Josephine linker begins her do-

i;iV at the rlub ; i'ans' toss i

mcrica's gain.''

Press Representative

A. ARTHUR PRICE
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Copyright Committee Hearings

(Continued from page 53)

pay whatever ASCAP demands for

fear of being sunk with infringe-

ment litigation. 'We're paying

ASCAP amounts they have flxed,'

Baldwin declared. *We have nothing

to say about the ,
price. I have no

idea whether we're paying too much
or too little, It Is Impossible to say

.how much music owned by ASCAP,
or other societies, is used' by our

members.'

Baldwin Claims 'Discrimination'

Pressed, by Congressmen Daly and

Sirbvich to comment on the fairness

of ASCAP rates, Baldwin Insisted

his kick was not over the amount
of license fees, but that discrimina-

tion and .compulsion were reasons

for protesting against methods used

In licensing performances. 'There is

a contract,' he said, 'but there is no

basis for bargaining about the terms

of that contract. ASCAP Is the only

Bociety to which we pay al per*

centage.' Broadcasters are *utterly'

unable to pass on music costs: to

advertisers because of method em-
ployed in fixing license charges, al-

though total outlay for music is tak-

en into account In fixing hour rates,

the NAB executive explained. He
added that the 'great majority' of

music played over the air comes
from the- ASCAP catalog, but the

industry is unable to compare total

charged of ASCAP and Warner
Bros, because of lack of informa-
tion about number of pieces actually

used and different character of fees,

industry take last year amounted to

187,5.23,848, Baldwin estimated, with
broadcasters paying ASCAP 'in ex-
cess of of $3,000,000,' When asked to

Justify the contention that ASCAP
.
should collect 5% on the industry's

gross. Baldwin explain that broad-
casters allowed 15% deduction for

agency fees. This testimony
prompted a barrage of questions
from committeemen, who insisted

amounts paid agencies and ASCAP
are entirely out of line.

What Agencies Contri

.'Do you think the agencies con-
tribute more to radio, than ASCAP?'
paly inquired. Baldwin retorted
that 'composers would not get any-
thing if we. Could not sell time
through the agencies, which render
us a definite service.' Baldwin agreed
with Kaye that a Duffy Bill enact-
ment would, not harm ASCAP, as-
serting that if pending legislation
would wreck the copyright pool 'we
would not be here supporting it.'

When Sirovich insisted- the commit-
tee desires present legislation

-co

Ihe House of wusicAt Ki^vimes

"RHYTHM IN MY NURSERY
RHYMES"

"DON'T SAY A WORD-
JUST DANCE"

"RHYTHM SAVED THE
WORLD"

"ISE A-MUGG1N'
with the Numbers Game

1 -2—3-4-5—6- UH—8-9—WOOF"

5UE^ SICP
Y
UB

,

L!CATI0NS^

which will "help you,' and asked

Baldwin to suggest how broad-

casters could best benefit, the NAB
official said quickly. 'I think the

thing you could do is pass the Duffy

Bill.'

Broadcasters wind up their argu-

ments today (Wednesday), with

hotel and film witnesses due to tes-

tify Thursday (19).

Dean Breaks Out
Hottest committee outburst came

Thursday (12), when Congressman
Brasweil Dean of Georgia threat-

ened to withdraw from hearings in

protest against discourteous and
undignified' committee conduct.

Joining Dean, Representatives

Church of Illinois and Q'Malley also

entered bleats about the manner in

which hearings have been run,

while Senator Duffy of Wisconsin,
sponsor of the Administration-sup-
ported revision bill, kicked about
the way he was grilled by preju-

diced legislators.

With .
broadcasters scheduled to

take the stand, committee last week
shoved aside music-users in order
to hear—and squabble with—Sen-
ator Duffy and Dr. Wallace Mc-
CIure, State Department expert who
headed the interdepartmental group
which prepared the Duffy bill. Dur-
ing these sessions, committee heard
more about what's in the Duffy
measure than in the previous two.

weeks.

Declaration that the State De-
partment stands 'four square' be-
hind the Duffy bill came from Dr.
McCIure, who admonished law-
makers to consider the 'general
welfare* in drafting new copyright
statutes. Brain truster told the
committee that the Cbnstituton did
not contemplate laws giving crea-
tor's any special advantages over
users of their works, asserting a
new statute should be drawn with
consideration for the interests of
the whole.

First emphatic, boost for the In-

ternational copyright union was en-
tered by McCIure, who. appealed to
the solons to flet the department
have the one implement It needs in

these troublesome times to protect
Americans who are creators.' Mc-
CIure emphasized that at present
the U. S. has no treaty protection
and said the Bern convention 'gives

us a definite, affirmative right'

which will benefit every subscriber
and tunesmith.
Answering committee complaints

that. Germany, Italy, and Hungary
are discriminating against Ameri-
cans and Jews, the State Depart-
ment spokesmen asked the legislat-

ors if they think we.should pass up
ah opportunity to protect our cre-
ators in 40 countries merely be-
cause we object to policies in three:

nations. He said the United States
requires protection 'all the more'
when conditions abroad are upset.

Ipso Facto
" 'Once we get that treaty, any per-
son who prepares an artistic or lit-

erary work has ipso facto protec-
tion in 40-odd countries- and the
Department of State has the am-
plest implement to protect the
rights of 1 Americans,' Dr.. McCIure
declared. 'Do we want to deny copy-
right

: protection to the oppressed
people of dictator-ridden countries?
I don't believe the people of the
United States want to refuse pro-
tection to anybody.'
Turning to a detailed discussion

of the Duffy bi!:, Dr. McCIure en-
tered a vigorous defense of the idea
of wiping out the $260 minimum
damage award. Simultaneously, he
advocated a monopoly in control of
performing rights and Government
regulation of licensing systems.
With explanation that the mini-

mum punishment was the 'particular
concern' of the interdepartmental
committee which drafted the Duffy
bill, Dr. McCIure told the Patents
Committee, 'We concluded there
should be an elimination of the
stated minimum damage. In the
present law a very inflexible pro-
vision exists; That leaves the. courts
no discretion. The Duffy bill tells
the courts that when infringement
is proved they must impose dam-
ages. The court must make those
damages high enough to see the
infringement does not continue.'
The Duffy bill, Dr. McCIure said,

is Intended largely to safeguard
'secondary users' of copyright works
from intimidation and exploitation,
while the present law, as interpret-
ed by the courts, makes such enter-
prises subject to Infringement suits
and to royalty demands. Under the
1009 statutes, the 'very foundations
r>t American liberty' have been
challenged, he averred, because the
law says that penalties should not
be imposed unless there is an intent

to commit some violation. In this

respect he urged the committee to

•eliminate penalties likely to result

in injustice when applied to the

characteristic case.'

Pointing 'but that when the cur-

rent law wa« enacted, there was
neither a copyright pool nor a
broadcasting industry, the State

Department spokesmen expressed

his opinion that 'the 1909 act is

inapplicable and inadequate today,'

He said that 25 years ago 'there was
need for a law with teeth in It* but

the situation has changed since it

was placed on the books.

'This becomes a question of

whether there exists In American
law protection for the tens of thou-

sands of owners of receiving sets or

whether we shall magnify the in-

terest of a few thousand members of

ASCAP,' McCIure said. Shall we
legislate for large' numbers or for

small numbers? No man who makes
secondary use of music can escape

this sword of Damocles ($250 mlni^

mum penalty) which always hangs
over his head.'

Protecting Set Owners
Receiving set owners should have

the right to decide what music they
want to hear .before being placed in

position where they are subject to

stiff penalties for infringement,

McCIure observed, explaining that

the Supreme Court in the so-called

LaSalle case held that the perform-
ance of a receiver was wholly dif-

ferent from the studio rendition.

Taking up the question of what
results would, flow from abolition of

the $260 minimum, McCIure denied

the Duffy bill would dearoy ASCAP.
Their own testimony showed por-
formlng rights societies in foreign

countries are doing very well/ he
said. 'There's no $250 minimum fee

In those countries, or anything
analagoua. Other countries permit
their . creators to flourish without
this sort of provision.*

'

Elimination, of the statutory dam-
age clause would/remove a 'govern-
ment prop, to price-fixing,' McCIure
stated, insisting that 'there would be
no injury to anyone or to the
Society.* He added the interdepart-
mental committee is convinced the
substitute .provisions against in-

fringement 'are ample' and ' the
Duffy bill does not remove 'a thing
from the Owners of artistic works;'
There is no necessity for a mini-

mum award, the State Departmenter
insisted, because the American peo-
ple are not 'inherently infringers.'

There must be means of preventing
piracy, he agreed, but the alterna-

tive features of the Duffy bill are
sufficient.

Quizzed by several committeemen
about his opinion on government
regulation of music licensing, Mcr
Clure took the view that there is no
reason why Congress should not
stipulate the amount charged for use
of copyrighted works in broadcast-
ing, film, production or hotels. In a
round-about way he advocated such
a move, saying, that 'if a private
group, is to have, such control over
the dally habits of the people, "it

should be subject to government
control.'

No ASCAP Monopoly
ASCAP never enjoyed a 'com-

plete' monopoly, McCIure told the
law-makers, adding that much in-

convenience has resulted from the
necessity of dealing with several
groups controlling performing rights.
Pointing specifically to the contro-
versy between ASCAP. and Warner
Bros, he said that under the present
law music lovers have been bur-
dened with the responsibility of find-
ing out who controls particular
numbevs. In response to questions
from Congressman Kramer of Cali-
fornia, he said the trend abroad is

toward government regulation of
performing rights and strict govern-
ment price-fixing. There would be
'no undue 'difficulties,' he said, in
legislating a minimum royalty or a
graduated scale of charges for per-
forming privileges.

Appearing to answer questions
about his earlier testimony, Senator
Duffy told the Hou^e group he is
convinced the courts can be trusted
to do right by everybody in impos-
ing damages which would bar con-
tinued piracy. While expanding this
view he became embroiled with
Congressman Burrwood Daly of
Pennsylvania, ASCAP defender, and
the subsequent exchange provoked
threat by Representative Deen to
withdraw from the hearings.

,
As Congressman Ralph Church of

Illinois defiantly told Chairman
Sirovich 'I am not going to be
chastised by anyone' and Dean reg-
istered his squawk, Senator Duffy
also kicked about the manner in
which committeemen treated him.
After asserting he will not be 'badg-
ered,' Duffy truculently refused to
say what Daly wished him to say
and responded. 'You've got my an-
swer and that's all you're going to
get.'

Disc Reviews
By Abel Green

Current releases are very accent
on 'Follow the Fleet' The seven
Irving Berlin tunes from the As-
taire-Rogers fllmuslcal have been
canned in divers manners but
Brunswick has a natural advantage
in Attains'* collaboration with
Johnny Green and his orchestra on
that label.. Between Asfalre's vo-
calizing and taps and Green's forte
piahology, in a series of carefully
conceived orchestrations, Brunswick
had the jump on the market and is

set to do all right on its disk turn-
overs; Green has done ah extraord-
inary scoring job throughout- His
arrangements definitely enhance the
Berlin tunes and it's little wonder
that he's Astaire's favorite maestro.

Best tune of the score, '.Let's Face
the Music and Dance,' is paired on
Brunswick 7608 with 'Let Yourself
Go,' Astaire . tapping only In the
latten No. 7809 is a novelty vocal-
dance version of "We Saw the Sea'
by Astaire and a quartet backed by
Tm Putting All My Eggs in One
Basket,' One of the poorest ditties

in the score. . No, 7610. pairs, a nov-
elty arrangement of 'I'd Rather
Lead a Band/ wherein Astaire re-
verts to taps and also- vocalizing.
This is paired with a pop' tune, 'I'm
Building Up to an Awful Letdown,'
co-authored by Johnny Mercer and
Fred Astaire. In all, the tiptop
Green arrangements do much to
bolster the recordings.

Anybody partial to "Eggs In Bas-
ket' will like Louis Armstrong's
torrid version oh Decca 698 coupled
with TeB-Tes! My-My!.' a pop
by Cahn-Chaplliv which goes very
swingo under the Armstrong
trumpet and Vocal treatment All
the boys get opportunities for some
fancy licks notably the slip-horn.
Armstrong's hoarseness in the vo-
cals is no particular handicap, how-
ever.

Painstaking scoring is also evi-
denced . by Ray Noble on Victor
25240-41, all but one -being 'Fleet'
tunes. He has orchestrated 'We
Saw the Sea' as a march foxtrot
with Reed Kennedy and The Fresh-
men In the novelty vocalizing; paired
with 'If You Love Me,' Noble's own
composition, a smooth fox, A1 Bowlly
vocalizing. The other disk dffers
•Let Yourself Go' and TLet's Face
the Music,' a nifty orchestration.
Bowlly and the trio officiate vocally.

Ozzie Nelson naturally is assigned
•But Where Are You?,' and 'Get
Thee Behind Me Satan' from the
Berlin-Astalre picture, and Har-
riet Hilliard, the maestro's wife and
dance band feature, does the vocal
interludes of the songs she handles
in the film. Miss HUliard's showing
in *Fleet' won for her an RKO-
Radio contract renewal. This is
Brunswick 7606.. No. 7615 is an-
other Nelson-HilUard foxtrot pair.
'Don't Count Your Kisses' and 'I'm
Gonna Clap My Hands,' latter a
Farley-Riley nonsense .ditty,, .with
both doing a novelty vocal double
interlude against a sprightly fox-
trot arrangement. In all the same
smooth Nelson dansapation dis-
tinguishes the terp scoring, with the
trumpet especially fancy.

'Satan' and 'Rather Lead a Band'
are Richard Himber's Victor 25243
assignments, ranking No. 2 to Noble
in Importance as regards the 'Fleet'
songs on the Victor releases. Stuart
Allen vocalizes. Arrangements are
sprightlier and with a dash of nov-
elty in 'Band,' a departure from the
usually too-smooth Himber style.

Quietly lethargic are Guy Lom-
bardo's 'Fleet' chores on Victor
25242, 'Eggs in Basket' and 'But
Where Are You,' with the over-
reedy arrangements Inspiring to
nothing exciting. A poor assign-
ment for the band, but probably one
of those intra-studio things as re-
gards the choice of numbers. It's
in formula Lombardo orchestra
manner which is effective with cer-
tain types of tunes but not these.
Carmen Lombardo vocalizes. The
Lombardos were for a time Bruns-
wick artists, then Deccas, now Vic-
tor exclusively. While at Bruns-
wick they recorded 'Vilia,' the Lehar
classic, and 'Give Me a Heart to
Sing To' out of 'Frankie and
Johnny,' Herb Yates' film,which has
been censorially delayed for more
than year. This accounts for
Brunswick 7611 now finally issuing
the numbers as the film is about to
be released. It's here that the Lom-
bardo style is eminently effective
as contrast to the n.s.g. chores
with the Berlin tunes.
With Lombardo's departure from

Decca, that company acquired Jan
Garbers orchestra, put his radio
billing of 'the idol of the air lanes'
right on the Decca label, and is
successfully substituting one for the
other. Garber is No, 2 Lombardo
in stylo, technique and even selec-
tions. The same tunes from 'Fleet'
that the Lombardos do for Victor
are Garber's chores on Decca 699.WhereAre You and 'Eggs' likewise
lay a disk. omelette for uninspira-
tional.hoof music Lee Bennett and
"AT

1? ,

are n°tated as vocallzers.
Garbers pops, 'Love Came Out of
the Night' and 'Little Rendezvous
in Honolulu' on Decca 693 are better
entries.

Ted Fio Rito does nicely by 'Face
the Music and Dance' backed by 'It's

Been So Long' from Metro's 'iStcg,

fold' film wherein Stanley Hickinau
Muzzy Marcelllno and The Debu-
tantes split the vocals. Decca 687,
The maestro's pianplogy and Ham*'
mond organ interludes highlight the
arrangements.
Glen Gray's Gaaa Lomaites get a

lot of novelty out of 'Rather Lead
a Band' and 'Let Yourself Go' with
Poe-Wee Hunt featured In the vo-
cals. Good dansapation. Decca 698,

The Swingotogistt
Some Interesting swingo. Fata

Waller's 'West Wind' and 'Sing an
Old-Fashioned Song To a Young
Sophisticated Lady,' on Victor
25253 run the gamut of the Waller
piano-vocal Btyle and some inter*
estlng slap-bass and trumpet tech-
nique. The push-pull riffs and the
kid who slaps the swollen violin
shine in the arrangement.
The advanced students In thev

School of Swing will go big for Joa
Venuti'a 'Black Satin' and 'Red Velw
yet' wherein Ruse.Morgan, the ar-
ranger-maestro at the Hotel Bilt*
more, N. Y., collaborates at the
Ivories and In the composition, Co*
lumbla 3105.
Bob Howard, WHN's vocal ad lib.

ber, surrounded by a snappy swing
combo, gives out 'Whose Big Baby
Are You?' from 'King of Burlesque'
and 'You Hit the Spot' from 'CoU
leglate' on Decca 689, It's mostly
Howard's engaging vocal pianologjr
but the supporting dance team is
highly effective. Appeal of this
disk is the minimum of cacaphony
proving that swing can be melodic.
Benny Goodman's Victor 25247 is

a swing classic coupling 'Stompin*
at the Savoy, and 'Breakin' in a New-
Pair of Shoes.' Clarlnetlng that's
toe-tickling -and a barrage of brass
and reed modulations and figura-:
tlons that are unusual highlight this
disk. Mean slip-horn and barrel-
house keyboarding feature the latter
piece.
With Frankie Trumbauer maesx

troing his own dance combo on
Brunswick 7613 and Jaok Teagarden
part of the team it's, a cinch that
•I Hope Gabriel Likes My Music'
(Dave Franklin) and "New Pair of
Shoes' are competent for the hbof.
The brass teamwork is superb and
the general musicianly niceties
very ultra.
Teddy Wilson swings In melody

on Brunswick 7612, 'Nursery
Rhymes' and 'Life Begins When
You're in Love* out. of 'Music Goes
Round.' Bilfie Holliday clicks with
her vocal interlude on the latter.

Wilson's piano-maestrolrtg is ably
supported by a snappy terp orches-
tration.

ilniusicals

Although Jolson's 'Sonny Boy*
holds the record for. top sales of a
pop, he, Cantor, Harry Richman and
many another highly effective song,
salesman on the stage hasn't been
a consistently good bet on wax.
Decca however, has taken some

(Continued on page 68)

R0BBINS' CHATS
A Best Bet Batoneer Is

KAY KYSER
Now »t Pittsburgh's William

Fenn Hotel and heard via

WOR and the Mutual net-

work.

Wisely Kajr Kyser's library
features:

"LOVELY LADY"
"I'M SHOOTING HIGH"

, "LOBT"
"WELCOME STRANGER"

"ALONE"
"THE OLD OAK TREE"
"BOLL ALONG PRAIRIE

MOON"

ROB BINS
MUSIC CORPORATION
199 M V|>IH AVOU -M W >ORK.

• FEIST •
MTV OF THE HOUR
An Artlstie aiid Musical Success

la His First Season on Broadway

RUBY NEWMAN
Talented Young: Maestro from

Boston

Fentares:
'•IT'S GREAT TO BE IN LOYB

AGAIN'*

'IT'S BEEN SO LONG"
"HAWAIIAN PARADISE"

and
"THE WHEEL OF THE WAGON

IS BROKEN"

LEO FEI/T. mc
1629 Broadway- New York
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College Rhythm
The 10th and final'of a series of articles on collegiate likes and dislikes

as regards dance music and dance bands.

The writers, staff members of publications at their respective schools,

•have been asked by' Variety to give the opinion of the student body as a

whale rather than pass personal judgment Neither has Variety given fur-

ther instruction as to what was to be said or how. These articles appear

qs the undergraduates have written them, with the expressed opinions

being their own.

variety publishes the series to give music men and band leaders a cross-

ipctlon of current undergraduate opinion on dunce music and bands with

the'hove that it will be both informative and instructive. For what the

college Jfroup has to say about dance music is deemed important in the

trade.

WASHINGTON
By Martin Trepp '3G

(U. of W. 'Columns')

This is the- 'Pacific-
-

-
northwest, 'way off up yere in the musical last

rivine here they learn from their more worldly-wise Seattle brethren the

following principles: (1) the local style of dancing is absolutely un-

naralleled by any style of dancing anywhere else; (2) the local dance

bands are no good; (3) Seattle is a lousy town when incomes to night

life* (4) new names and unfamiliar names oh the. dance. band horizon

are 'to be viewed With suspicion; (6) there are several good orchestras on

the Pacific Coast and how come Seattle doesn't ever get any of them;

(&) Guy Lombardo is no good; (7) Guy Lombardo is great; (8) what's a

awing band?; (9) yes, and what's a jam band?
Seattle and the vicinity from which come Washington students is far

removed from the nation's centers of dansapation, and by virtue of

this fact is unable to get down to personal acquaintanceship with the

leading bands. Because of the lack of .first-hand musical environment

the local collegians, as? a whole, are not band conscious* They, like to

talk about dance bands and to masquerade as connoisseurs, but their

powers of discernment are hone too fine. They may say quite honestly

that they don't like a certain orchestra, but their reasons for the dislike

are not definite. Or, they may dishonestly express distate only because

someone before them has done so. On the other hand, there are a few

ta mere smattering) of Washingtonians who really have some idea of

the game, the teams and the score.
olasses Trend

The rhythmic speed-up-and-slow-down pussyfoot sway which rules

Seattle dance .floors (and Which Californians call 'Ancient, it went put

down south four years ago') calls for music of from slow to moderate

tempo It also calls for well accented rhythm. When they dance Wash-
ingtonians like to bo lulled along-^with an occasional fast one thrown

into the program just to remind them to stay awake. The waltz (weep

in your own beer, Grandpa) is a rare bird—and glad of it. And as far as

local dancing youth is concerned, the torrid stuff is O-U-T. Recently at

the Olympic Bowl a young lady from California pleaded with maestro

Dick Jurgens, 'Won't you please play, just this once, a fast one like you

used to play down in Balboa?' Into Mister Jurgens' eye came a nostalgic

gleam—and a few moments later dancing, youth was scooting about in

high fever and wondering who wound the phonograph up.

But bands cannot be judged here strictly on a basis of danceablllty.

The students dance to the orchestras they can get, and listen to the or-

chestras they like. With the .exception of Jurgens, Who rates tops locally,

Washingtonians go nowhere just to listen to the band attraction. So dial

flicking is one of the most popular of indoor sports. And hence the

shibboleth that local bands are odoriferous and that all good things come
from elsewhere. (Jurgens is not home grown.) . _ .

Seattle's night life is termed awful by many simply because of the lack

of outstanding orchestras. There are, right ndw, more cabaret dances

running, full blast than there have ever been in the past. But the or-

chestra situation minimizes this fact.

Only one thing at Washington can be gleaned from phonograph record

sales: the phonograph fiends (the birds and blrdesses who buy records for

the sheer joy of- revelling in the orchestrations thereof) are few and far

between. There are 9,000 students in the .
University, and about 60 fra-

ternity and sorority houses along Greek Row, yet the only record store

in the University district "went bust last year for lack of biz. When rec-

ords are bought they are bought for .the titles; execution is secondary.
" Popularity's. Long Pull

hat leaves radio the main means for the introduction of big orches-

tras to the local populace* The dials in the fraternity and sorority houses
are operated by the connoisseurs or would-be connoisseurs. They can
tell you when Ray Noble, Fred Waring, Ben Berriie, Eddie Duchln, Orville
Knapp, Ozzie Nelson, Glen Gray and others are due on the air. And
you'll find that they'll have the dial tuned to the right spot at the right
time. Thus, these radio explorers furnish the main guide to student
tastes in orchestras.
Their exploring, however, moves slowly; retarded by a loatheness to try

new fields. So it takes time for a new band that has the stuff to gain
popularity. But once the music maniacs 'discover' an orchestra, that
outfit climbs in popularity. Popularity is based on. familiarity, plus what
it takes. And what does it take? The stylists catch, attention; the
Nobles, the Duchins, the Lombardos, the Ellingtons, the Fio Ritos, the
Kemps, the Goodmans. .. Out here they'll take more fast and novelty
stuff on the air than they will on the dance floor. Many students
grimace wryly if Lombardo, Wayne King, and Jan Garber are mentioned.
But; these gentlemen still, have plenty , of popularity,
Ray Noble really rates the laurel wreath on this campus. His variety

and sophisticated, polish put him ace high. 'Piano' Duchin'B following
has dropped slightly, just because he is 'Piano' Duchln. But when he's
on, an awful lot of radios are on too. Ellington, Fio Rito, Knapp, Bernie,
Ozzie Nelson, Glen Gray, Garber, Isham Jones and Jimmy Grier are
among those who rate well. Jack Hylton is a new factor to the local
collegians and is just beginning to make a favorable impression. Paul
Whlteman. is liked as an. institution, and Richard Himber for somewhat
the same reason. In the- case of the Latin lads—^CugaV Madriguera and
Manzaneres—well, some do and some don't.

Aside from Ellington the colored contingent gives no cause for un
mitigated praise. Cab Calloway's 'hi-de-ho' how jangles the nerves of
riiariy. Claude Hopkins is not well known. ' Les Hlte, on the Coast, does
not appeal. And most of the localites never heard of Teddy Wilson.
Benny Goodman is just beginning to come into his own, but still goes

unappreciated by many. Washingtonians have only a vague idea of

'swing.' And as for jam bands! What did you say the word was?
They've heard Fats Waller plenty, but not enough to catch the drift of

things.
Campus Outfits

Prom committees are forever casting longing eyes down the list of

nationally prominent orchestras, but usually end up by engaging a campus
band. And some of the campus bands aren't too bad. Standout orches
tra of this type is that of Cec Smith. A law student; Smith has been in

this 'earning my way. through' game for some time. He works a band of

from five to 20 pieces (all union) depending on the occasion..

But a national name is always a lure, and isn't used more often only

because it's difficult to bind the big ones barnstorming out this way.

Oil BOUL' MICH'

GOES ASWINGIN'

HELEN MORGAN NITERY

SEEKS RE0RG VIA 77B

Special imaster was appointed by
Judge Coxe in. the Federal Court,

N. Y., to take testimony in connecr

tioh with a petition for reorganiza-

tion which had been filed by Harjk,

Inc., operators of the. House of

Morgan at 49 East 64th street. Petir

tlon gave Harry Karinen as prez of

the company, and Murray Geller,

secretary and treasurer. Date set

for a hearing is Api'il 2. Hark, Inc.,

coined from combination of Harry
Kannen's name. Helen; Morgan's
stellar presence accounts for the

House of Morgan trade name.
Plea, asking that the nitery be al-

lowed to readjust its obligations un-
der section 77B of the Bankruptcy
Act, stated that there were a total

of '101 creditors who had claims

amounting to $80,000. Only names
in the creditor list were those of

merchants.

Weber Rides for Levys

On 3 Points in Philly

Union Mess; 1 to Go

^ FOX''
New Hits Sane by Phil Rcgiin
In the Picture, "J,itughlng
Irish Eyes":

"All My Life"

"Laughing Irish Eyes"
"Bless You Darlin'

Mother"
Pro-Sane by Dixie Duribnr In

feaslonal Soldier"

"Joan of Arkansaw"
Going Places!

"Green Fields and
Bluebirds"

SAM FOX PUBLISHING COMPANY
MOVIETONE MUSIC CORPORATION

IJS0 SIXTH AVENUE
nCA BUILDING HAOIO CITYl

^ NEW YORK

Nile Club Reviews

.yt NOTES
R»y NobU's LatestI

The Touch of Your. Lips"
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py an<1 nilcy'H

• m Gonna Clap. My
Hands"

«e ^-Sil"
1 an '' Burke's

5o This Is Heaven"
_ •
From the music nirti "nnnrlns Feel"

#Jme 1 Look at You"
Dancing Feet"

Uulj Armstrong'! N:w Swing Hit!
'•01' Man Mose"
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MAYFAIR CASINO
(CLEVELAND)

Cleveland, March 13.

Not as spectacular as some of

Harry Propper's former editions,

but the Casino's new show has
some new chorus lookers to give it

flash and better talent for variety.

Revue's backbone is Rex Weber,
the slick ventriloquist-singer, who
doesn't have to> boondoggle for

laughs. Hi3 comedy tricks are legit-

imate, carrying a sock when he
does his hidden voice gag through a
frozen pan and closed lips. Falsetto
bit with a stooge stampeded flrst-

nighter-j, although in straight sing-

ing he owns some good baritone
pipes. As the vet who popularized
'Brother, Can You Spare a Dime?'
one-time of "Wilton arid Weber, he
had ho trouble as m.c. when asked
to pinch-hit at last moment. In

fact, it's a swell build-up for his

unexpected comedy twists. His
parody-pippins on 'Music Goes
Round' and 'Old Black Joe' make it

tough sledding for Saundra Brown,
from radio, who tries to go hotcha
in her own number. Probably
sounds okay on air, but behind foot-

lights she doesn't have quite the
poise.
Fastest hoofers on. bill are Sunny

and Hilton Hale, two pert half-

pinlers in transparent black-laced
pajamas, who wriggle like shimmy-
shakers. Might be a little more ef-

fective if they sliced out some con-
tortions for more tricky taps.

Usual curse against ' stere.olyped

ballroom' teams is taken off by
Grace and Mike Romoff, whoso ex-
aggerated take-off on snooty adagio
dancers is loaded with devastating
satire. Girl, with flaming red hair

plus hot gowns, is an amusing
comedienne. Arline and Evans in

some smooth strong-man acrobatic

work fit in hfcely for contrast.

Mike Spcclale has lined up about
16 new chorus eye-fulls, apparently
picking 'em for curves. His six

tallest showgirls might be too hefty

for a Broadway musical, yet as
nudists in a coupla posing numbers

(Continued on page 71)

CHEZ AMI REGAINS ITS

LICENSE; CHURCH LOSES

Buffalo, March 18.

Chez Ami, downtown night spot

whose license Was revoked last

month following a court battle, was
awarded a new license by i\i ABC
Board .this week and reopened
March 17.

The original license was revoked
when the Calvary Presbyterian
Church secured an- injunction based
on the state law which prevents

selling liquor within 150 feet of a
church..
Following revocation further

hearings were held here before

Commissioner Edward Schoeneck,

at which it was shown that the

church property was used for other

than religious purposes, following

which the license was reinstated.

HUNTLEY'S 4G JUDGMENT
Buffalo, March 18.

Lloyd Huntley, orchestra leader

at the Hotel Statler here, was
awarded a $4,300 default judgment
in. Supreme Court against Easton
Shaw of 111 Broadway, New York
City.

Huntley claims that in 1931 he
gave Shaw the money for Invest-

ment in a Canadian gold mine and
that Shaw had failed to return the

money.

KYSER TO CHI
ittsburgh, March 17.

Six months' engagement of Kay
Kyser's orchestra at the William
Penn hotel will end Friday (2G)

when the band pulls out for Chi-

cago's Trianon ballroom.

Successor here will be Basil

Fomcen. Fomcen will fall heir to

Kyser's twice-weekly Mutual net-

work shots via WCAE.
Fomeen is expected to stav fo-

a month, with Paul Fendarvis re-

turning first of May to reopen Wil-

liam Penn's Urban Room, summer
dance spot.

Philadelphia, March 17.

Unable to settle their differences

with Ike and Leon Levy, operators

of WCAU and KYW, regarding asr

sessments for remotes last summer,
classification of programs, contracts

with house bands and closed shop
policy for all studio musicians, local

union execs huddled last week with
Joseph N. Weber, national president,

and the Levys. Weber ruled in

favor of the Levys on first two mat-
ters and the third was won by same
pair. Final Is still being discussed.

Union has edge in that one, prob-
ability being that studio accom-
panists will have to be union mem-
bers.

Dispute with Hotel Pennsylvania
over 'benefits' within the hotel

premises, with show: being paid, is

still on fire. It's largely a finely-

drawn technical question, Joe
Frasetto's union band, after being
out for two days, is still back in

i pending settlement, and confabs are
the rule these , days. Hotel Man-
ager. Buddy Crawford has repeatedly
expressed his indignation at what
he considers 'arrogance' of unibn.

He says he'll close the spot before
he makes concessions,

There's also trouble at Walton
hotel, where show is being given on
roof. Manager Charley Duffy
booked shows in on contract to work
seven-day week. Ho has deals to

send entertainment to smaller clubs
wher6 shows are permitted - Sunday
nights, but union is nixing that.

Like Crawford, Duffy is also plenty
heated about it.

Lengths to which union is going to

end the 'benefit' practice, which it

abhors, are seen in action last week
in a case Involving Bob Roltner, m.c.

at Cafe Marguery, Hotel Adelphia.
Roltner was offered job for Satur-
day night (14) at a private party at
the Ritz-Carltori. He. was to bring
two other acts, one being singer with
piano accompanist (non-union).
Talent was to be paid.

He was notified early Saturday
evening by Ritz-Carlton manage-
ment that the date was cancelled be-

cause unibnhad threatened to yank
dinner-dance band from regular din-

ing room . If the 'benefiV were played,

whether for coin or not. Roltner
phoned the union to protest. His
arguments that an outside date, for

pay, not involving any bands or
union musicians, was of no con-
cern to union, were met with the
statement that union was deter-

mined to stamp out 'benefits' and
'that he'd, have to suffer.

By DAN GOLDBERG
Chicago, March 17.

Clap yo' hands and swing it, man;
Harlem's come to town with a.

rhythm that has the college mob
by the ears.- Some 800 studes
jammed the swank Urban Room of

the Congress hotel March 7 to hear
a swing concert by Fletcher Hend-
erson and his orchestra. Sponsor-
ing the- jam session was a rapidly
growing organization " titled the
Chicago .Rhythm Club arid associ-
ated, with the club In bringing the
Henderson band was- Benny Good-
man, who, in a few short months
-at the Congress, has zoomed into
national prominence.

At first the ducats were peddled
at a buck a copy, but the demand
boosted the price to $1.75.

There was not an inch left in the
room for walking, much less danc-
ing. But nobody came to dance,
They came to shake their shoulders
in tempo, shout In spontaneous uni-
son When the c.ornetist hit a hot
note and yell 'swing it, boy, swing
it.' It was Harlem come^to Michi-
gan boulevard.

While the Harlem, blaring style of
the 1920's is rapidly passing into the
discard, the swing off-shoot of the
Harlem tempo has become a na-
tional fever, While the old-time
Harlem blare might have been too
lowdown for. the college crowd, the
new stylized rhythms and embel-
lishments of. the same basic has
found the right note for this ofay
mob. It retains enough of its Har-
lem, and before that, its jungle an-
cestry*

To many In the music business,
the swing music is a reaction
against the saccharine tempos of
the Wayne King, Jan Gai'ber, Guy
Lombardo school. How long it will
last they do riot profess tp know,
though there are many who claim;

it's strictly a . passing fad because,
in the final analysis,' the soft music
is the romantic music and the ro-
mantic music will always be the
right music for dancing.
But whatever the viewpoint may

be, there is still the fact of 800 peo-
ple planking down $1.75 each to
hear a colored orchestra give a
swing concert.

From 3:30 until 5:30 these people
huddled together in a feverish jam
session; their hips moving in time
with the drums, their feet tapping/
the tempo and their eyes shining.

Hall Johnson bringing 40 more
choristers to Coast for 'Green Pas-

tures' at Warners.

Coast Musikers Reelect
Los Ansyeles, March 17.

Officers of Musicians Club Of Los
Angeles fAFM, Local 47) were re-

elected for another year fit annual
meeting of board of directors Fri-

day (13).

Renamed were: president, J. W.
fMilr-tte; vice president, Harry
Baldwin: secretary, F. W. Forbes:
treasurer, C\ L. Baglcy; trustees,

F. 1). Pendleton, W. B. Harrington,
George W. Teasdale.

FRANCES WMS. IN PHJXLY
Philadelphia, March 1?.

Frances Williams begins a two
weeks' engagement at Town Casino
Thursday (19), following Ramona.
Also going in are Pete Woolery and
JJmmie Llttlefield's band.
Miss Williams is on guarantee ariv

percentage. Booked by Universal
Artist Bureau.

1
•

THE BEST ' IN MUSIC

Hear The

CASA LOMA
ORCHESTRA

AT THE

RAINBOW ROOM.

RADIO CITY, NEW YORK
Their most requested tunes are

From 'Follow the Fleet'

Words and Music by

IRVING BERLIN

"LET'S FACE THE MUSIC AND
DANCE"

"I'M PUTTING ALL MV EGOS
IN 0XE ISA.SK.KT"

"IJCT 'WHERE ARE YOU"
"LET YODKSKM' GO"
"WE SAW THE SKA"
"I'D RATHER LEAD A RAND"
"GET THEE KEHIND ME
SATAN"

I

i

i

\

i

Trom "The MiimIc Goes
Oolumblu rivturc

T'cufiirSnjf Hurry Rl'hmiin
"Life Hctflnif When You>e in <

1,0ve'' i

"R-t/.iiun/.-l)"

"There'll Ho No .South"

I

<

HARRY IINK G P M
IRVING BERLIN n

79<7-7tmAVC. N-VC-
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NEW ACTS
ROGER :F»RYOR
T^l^ Sohjin •

9 Mins.; One
Century, Baltimore .

. BjOger Pry.or as an act .does not
Karrife6s

t
himself, as many, another

s'creen player slumming in. vaude,
but gives 'em entertainment from
start to shut. '

.

Eschewing the shuffling of (fleet

arid shy1 mugging that ' preface ' so
many other screen figures' personals,

Pryor hops off ' by kidding himself,
the customers arid Hollywood with
some aptly driven gags, and sinksi

first pin with a song. ., it's, smooth,
sailing from then on. His chatter is

lively and brightened by bringing; in

names of other pic players. .'Tween
yarns, he warbles in pleasant voice.

On strength of what' he's doing
.•here, Pryor is primed for -spotting
anywhere,. .He. may. not ,be. s,o t$S<!

ging as a.' screen.name, .but. he'll pe-
liver on entertainment. "*' "

HUM and STRUM (3)
Songs
1Q Mins.; OneC O. H.;

.
ti.y^

generally becbhie siiitiduttted d'uj

the-'^predoniiilaiice ' !6f ^radio -and
• nightery <talent • » Jn isinging chores*
They're; specialising; ini . innocuous
npvel.ty, so.hgs,\\ ;

yvith^ an < occasional
nostalgic tune .tossed in. .R'eeled :*>f£

ithrjee. ribveKies' herV' in- thjs '-'drace*

plus. 'WHe/ii You're jWHrig/''"-'
Sihglhg' ifii dorter b>' a due- with ,'the

third member ' at
'

'the/Triano..'- ' Both
• planology and, voices ';are good 'arid
evoked an. encore,, jTherelS; no. cater

-
--

ing to hotcha whatsp'ever . arid 'no

chatter, though'. the' boys, acquit
themselves as pleasing p'e'rsdhalitiesk

•trse" the 'mika ali the 'through.
'

'

" '-Edga^.:'.
i

'
i

i -i i't

'.

i

FOUR SKI
Tumblers'
6 Mine.; Three
Grand O. H., New York
Usual knockabout: tumbler stuff

performed- by a' quartet- of huskies
clad in blue sailors and -white caps.
They slap each other around, for
laughs and take various pratfalls.

Not origirial,..but Satisfying small-
time perforihance. Weirreceiyed'as
opener here. ' '&7ia».

use

STgARNS. ANNAVAN and SEYr
MQUR (5)

Flash Act
10 Mins.; Full

G, 0. Hi,

Somewhat more ambitious than
the vusual

v
run of closers here, in

that tap dancing; is subordinated to

ballroom and adagio work. Curtains

part oh the ballroom stint, which
is carried out okay and classifies

as standard; During the whole act

one femme is seated at the piano in

decorative capacities.

'Femme solo" specialty next occu-

pies the' stage: It's acrobatic stuff

with a flair' that could be improved

by more experience. It's followed.hy
a comic. tap, executed by a lanky^

lad; who .knows his laugh, values..

When it's" oVer he. has 'em begging
for more-. Original mixed duojthen
re'ajmears . fbr ah adagio that again
rate's. '

'
' * "" '•>'

":* : Ensemble ' closes. Special jirops

would lend a little weight, corislder,-,

ing . the type
. of dancing, but ' right,

noyr,. as. is, it/; gets, awifcy. .^^fftC

CASE BROS, and MAR I E (3)

WirjBkAct ft-vi*'
'«'••

? MifisT; "•t

G, Oi H.,- *
j

i aQuafltyJ rthls'orie; sells strongly,:

%u't""the" spee'd division could stand
bucking up. While the complicated
repertoire, requires; time for unfeel-
ing, more work Is

1

needed to develop'
vsome^hoke that .will make the pice>
seem 'less, draggy-i •* •»•

; ...

/ Male duo, does all the victual work,
with , the , femme , in , assist. . only."

.Sljuhta, inpiude a .
fair. .' Tjvlre tap, a

somm'ersault " on the, t&pe; jumping
through: a' 1n6Qp and dive aqross
fbu^ dhairs;

1 Surefire if" they can
learn to look1 Across 1

1.the footlights

a little steadied arid .step, harder oh
the accelerator: Costumes and props
adequate. < > .,

•..Bdga.

(Coritlhued trofti.
.
page :.X).. „|

during the summer and has'advlsed
the Albany Savings ftAhk that it

wants It *fpr another full college

year.
.

.•
''

„ \'

"

As highlights of ,his 'brief experi-
ence as shp'vvTOah-ex'Hibitdr, Prof.

Falk cites ' & uhipn' cbhtroversy that
h.etted picketing; ahd fprcfed ' cancel-
lation 'of 'r64d''ho0kings| protests
against the pre

:

sehtaflb'h of Russian
films that eventually ' reached the.

Governor; Open War' by a Frehch
pedagogue on the proposed booking
on "The Passion of Joan of Arc,' with
a threat to complain to the French
ambassador.
Result Jg:',th4,t; Uni^ye^ty wil]

not attempt to go through with i;tg

p;annied] tbookings ofr.:3-he;iNew Guliir
ve"r*,

v 'The Making ofW king,' |The
Tfp^th^f'MaSini: ahjd 'Lot in Sodom.'
' Afs'bf-k^e>pldl'hB' why 'Tobacco
Boad' won't get a date at the Civic.

15 YEARS AGO
(Ft<m ' .VABirtt. and Clipper)

.

Disappointed in their vaudeville

plans, Shuberts switched to film

road ahowa<

.
Tabulation best, eellerp put

jairacje Man*, at the top, with

•Binth of . a; Natlpn* In the deuce.

'Traffic' In Souls' was Jthird. and
dha^liri'a' 'ji bog'i Life' £o'urth.. Only
ones' to gross more ' than a million.

Willia-m Kent and 'Walter Scknlon
left fortunes ^by-' relatives with : the

proviso they did not use the cdlii In

show business.

>v
j!iartln ^'ecfcJop

,

k over ' the' bc;ok-

Ihg • OrpWeum shows,': ''Ordered

eightf
vacts aTfid

1

blggfer iriames. '

'

sey. " Arinounp
(
e

i
(|.,t;he ;^ji^^r tfie! bljtl

the larger the' take, so .mbre jbl^
names. I

$5.'- tv*'- Grifeth^Snl'hed^ three irun

spots: for^jDreato ^tree,t' Film (was

(Continued from page 1)

topped '•ii^poo
1 weekly at the height

of .its run in
;
a. moderate . capacity

theatre (Playhouse).
A numher.of London .shows gar-

ner between
.

$4,000, arid $6,000

w'pekly, yet operate tp a profit which
best indicates the difference between
the .average, straight play there and
over here. Almost every dramatic
success on Broadway is grossing
two to' three times as much money
regularly..

No Cut Rates
The two-fdr-one cut-rate, thing

has sprung up iff the "West End. At
"least four attractipris are"~j)sTh"g''tIntt

type . :pf bargain admissions . there
London managers as a '..group do
not favor reduced price ducat sales

and it- Is reported they will attempt
t,o eliminate them.
.--Ag, for musicals, London . is much
better .Jpffi than . . Brpa.dway,_4hei;e.
being eight 'but of 23. as against New
^Oi'k's current tour but of 3}.

There are four
.
attractions con

current in both', metropolises

—

'Pride and Prejudice,' 'Call, It a Day,
'Lady Precious StreanY and 'Three
Men.* ' Latter is how in , the 60th
week .on Broadway. 'Day' is one of

jferpadw
<
ay's standout comedies, un-

usual,, .^since British , jjlays rarely
'click oye.r here.

. Ort, th§. .other hand
'Love oh the Dole/' sensational in
England (especially- in' the prov-
inces) has fared badly so far on
Broadway.

The THEAIRE of the STARS
i •" uyyv x«« ir» 7ti \$S£Fii"' ^?ty 1 ' ' Z^'' ,.>m.*li n Alii'. \ ,

"< .i }''.--, hHii»? vro uis '^jl&yllK^ ''-r/.v'T -uii --Mm

^'Jll^r''u, '' ^f ,,j'jff**Sii/!
''

1 XfV,W ,
- ?>^5^^L

, '

<?'''' ?"

^-'C— _ _ _

•!.-J

.': ,»lSy>: VCHJ;'? tui.r.v-.-;

GENERAL EXECUTIVE OFFICES

LOEW BLDG. ANNEX
160 WEST 46™ ST. NEW YORK

B*yaht9-78O0

J . H . LUBIN
GENERAL MANAGER

H. PIERMONT
BOOKING MANAGER

Famous Players reported • $21.77

net per share. Added i% to. '.the

quarterly 2%;

, Jlengler circus /gave a, cbmmand
performance,' .at. Windsor „ castle.

Filrst. ,eriter,ta(
inTneh.'t Her Majesty

had attended since the death of the

Prince GonsPrt, and her second cir-

cus. Show given in the., riding

school of the castle. Clowns nbt:

perriiltted ; f6' talk and perfbianers

had'to back! but of 'the^rlhg.- .Peir-

-formers got' lapel buttpps 'and the^

right tp shpw tho royal arms in the-

ads. " *
'

Willard Mack
,
collapsed on .

the

stage during the performance of his

SmooUi>as Silk/.and play shut dpwii
to await his recovery. Due tp. over-

work.

Keith, -Moss 'tind -Proctor liouses'

using slides to urge patrons to J wait
for the'- closing act; often the best

onr the blU. '

' .

'

Ted Lewis and Al Robin?, out in

Frisco, had a new song. Sang it

over the phone to Louis Bernstein,
of -Shapiro-Bernstein^ Song was in
the press the following day and
copies mailed to the writers.

&
Grady's Old Fashioned Amerlcap
One Ring :

Circus, Pickett's R<j>yal,

Roman Hippodrome and Primrose'^

Mexican Racing Association.'-.; In

•6ther'wor^Vdst>.6ne.-¥lft#^how*-
•/I .ij.'.Vii

,'' a-ii-y 'str>i-.„v. :>
i

•'CinciiihiitrVW-'bail lh f ttt^'thj-pes

of 'its' ; riO-Sunday: crusade, y. Some
sfePojip.es putt.jip $^5i bajl.,?ind fpj-got

.Those w.h.^.m^de^.appe^rances

were -fineici $16 arid costs.' (ahother

tenner). German -hafls? bVei* thd

Rhine; were rgb'itig^pbiitical.
'

:,r:.
—

rrv v.: i. .>

Nixon. $ . ,2immer,man, ,. of. Phila.,

hp,d a. .p^ece' pf Booth and' SaLlvihi in

a,.'joint, e!nga^ Seats

• r> . .1 ..

,'

"'Bunnell, the museum man,; had
announced a giveaway of $400 worth
of silverware to his New Haven
patrons.- At> the Jast riloment : the"

Knights' of Labor advised him thai

the firm supplying* >the goods was
non-union. "Bunnell- had to', call off

the distribution to avoid a boycott.

Nora Bayes announced her will-

ingness to return to vaude If she
got $3,000 a week.

Zena Keefe quit pics for vaude
Broke in at New Orleans. They
liked her.

Four Marx Br'os. topped the Pal-
ace (N.'Y.) bill with an 11-people
presentation- written " by Herman
Tlmberg, Groucho was Julius then,

and the star. Whiting and Burt did
27 mins. on the same bill.

Frisco. dropped his jazz band and
put Loretta .McDefmot back into
the act. Sharing top spot at the
Colonial with Tom Wise, from legit

Latter had a sketch,

TJOug Fairbanks and Mary Pick
ford In Mexico celebrating their
first wedding anniversary.

Olsen and Johnson doing a piano
act at the Majestic, Chicago. Only
two men with them; - No girls.;

•' Maude; Earle, 'Virginia's - sip ter,

battled with the marines at a ' San
Diego ...theatre.^. Soolded 'tiremj for
tossing pennies at : her. -Beach; pa-
trol- had to'iclear -the uniforms: out
oJ'the*;house>c: : - »i

sowmm
[(FtpiitypUpper)

McNish, Johnson & Slavfti's^miri-
strels in Frisco for a run and keepj
ing their promise to change hii'Isi

A comp^^yj^ii&w program elacli

Monday. O'Jl

[Wiyiajn3Bport,: Pai, shy on drajmai
Salyajtioin

. Apmy. ..was /ocated. in ! the

:

o>;y av^fa%
f
hall..;, ' '

\

•'

Folicwing the leadbf certain min-
strel managers with, more L

than' one
troupe, John Stetson consolidated
his three 'Mikado' troupes in ' one
big

'
show, using about 100 people.

For the last Of 20 weeks in Boston.

Tim Murphy, later a standby in
the Hoyt farces, was playing the
variety theatres, doing- imitations:
Clipper reported he could draw a
little, but positively could not sing.
Didn't seem to matter.

Manager of a dime museum *was
soaked $50 for admitting minors.
Now it's picture houses Which take
the rap.

Jujius Cahn, later Charles Froh-
man's

.. booking manager and cpnlf
piler of Cahri's Guide,

, was manag-
ing the 'Aphrodite' company, which

smashed,- ' Got. the company back

to N. T^, but' the railroad held the

trunks for transportation. When
legal action threatened, Cahri raised

the coin to release the- trunks..

J. J. ^hrdock, 'asst. tl*eas, of -C'hl-

ca'gof* Q'pera' house; 'married to May
Bates, nori-pro. ' / ' ;

'NeW- circus
1 handle W'

Invasion

(Continued from page 7) j

majors increase, their output but
the extensive distribution accorded,

therii. Major leaders recognize jth'at

such would not have been^ possible

without the -extensive spread Pf

double bills. ' 1

While the amount, of revenue; de-

rived from the secondary' spot on a
dual. set-up is' hot reported high,

bigger U. S. picture companiesi are'

determined hot to idly permit .this

extra cream go to independent and
foreign producers.
Accentuating, this .-angle -..is the

belief of most majors that their

.product, • even- if^ gjlveri. only' 'C
J

classification/"^eari : be-'itriade as ac-

ceptable as the foreign and indie

footage. Figure that the established

trademarks for their' product give
their' -own pictures' added prestige

with' patrons.

Shorts' Demand, Qff

/ Coincident with > the -> demand for

'B' -and 'C features; .majors -note- a
decided slump in demand for. shorts.

This 1 is deemed 1 «; natural devdlop-
ment, with numerous 1 housed eliow-

' ing -two ( feature 1
: Alms', that"' occupy

:more • than.- -two hours !of <> flaying
time; With- the -'hijv-e^tt tlie> Ti'uihber
oi trailers. tO'' ,

.

-

.baliyKbb^ dtiajR' WX%.
many exhitltors r 'i<sa-n't' :s!(iuee^ '-"'in';

more than a one or tw:o-reel short.

Industry figures .reveal- that lap-..

'Jiir\>xTmaielyr2(^
(including^ two^^l subjects) Mrp

(

Ve,'

made^oir-.the i«
ies

:

enf}'
,
'
/

s6aBon. Actual
.P?fiSrath !V budge^^^.-fpr,.: majors .: nay
seft,Jth^{^i.mJl^at4b« t#t. a,bput •?"ft%v

l
o

r

E

.

tftes«j; or ^(.s^t^upt p^iiaxpun.dc^.^QO,
i^ls^incl'udtns,^e\y6re»eJ^,f,.-,, K <;

}

-
,, Mivior, |

pro4ucei38-
) ,bgJift'Ke ..that I ad^'

4ustn^ent.,<in ; th^^;^^arvt.mentr Iwi^l

par^jally: .,t,alse,,vca)ii9 -jpf

:

,r%\^ ...jfcjlt ,in

.feature pvodu.Qtj|oiw^>Jn jpltheAI. words,
a-, tentative- Putline, r <ja,iis '• for.velim-
inating three or four -short subjects
for each feature that is added for
1936-37.

Trend in short feature field al

ready is reflected in some newsreels
which have begun to divide footage
into four general classifications. In
addition to about 25% devoted to
actual news coverage, a fourth is
given over to sports, another 25%
to

r
travelog and fashions ' a,nd i the

remainder to comedy or humorous
incidents in world happeningii. One
news weekly also introduced a car-
toon comedy.

ffl$G*Reviews

,.(Conyt\ued frbrii page 5C)

.
,^^»chrt«n-a'nd: his

six numbers on Nosr.' 700^02 evidence

'There'll Be No South' and 'Suzan-
nah* on No. T0L, Third couples two
popular filmusical excerpts from
othe).v- pictures^ 'Alone' and 'if i
Should tose You.' , Jn ajl Richihan
I'egisters' most effectively and he
should, sell well. ' '

;

' Fllmizatlohs of "Rose- Marie' and
.'Show Boat/ latter, a talker remake,
has prompted the diskers -

to meet
the- ''market. Victor has 're-issued
Heleo Morgan's 'Can't Help Lovin'
Dat-Mah' arid 'Bill'; -Pawl White',
man's versions. oft 'Make Believe' and
'Ol' fMaUtRtver';...an.d

;
Nat ShjljkretV

hufribei^' VrotPr ••^2*8^- BO; The
same vocal pathos of the JrWrgan;
singing technique registers, now as
then, and similarly the sturdy
.White^

1936 „a;s when .fl;:st recorded years
:*b

(
ao^'lT^0*;^t^*ij^s»*emade .'In-

diah -libve Call,V;arid. 'Rose' Marie*
for 'IJeo^Ca, 69£{&i .-!v.

',_. v
";'

J rv^i^l^^^lh^WKv1iiltra 1936
tunes on Viotor, 25251-2. The hill-
billy. influericie"persists with 'Saddle
your Blues to a Wild Mustang' and
'The Wheel bf'the '"Wagon Is Broken,'
latter

1 ah lEngltsh 1 excerpt. ; wherein
Boh Lawrence and the< .K i ng's. Men
vocalize, t The. -Pither Is. more 'billy,

'Wah-Hbb,' ;plu.s a ;dash of 'Music
Goes .-Round and Round,' Cliff

Frierid's nPVelty, whvchi Onrelle and
the Gang' arid a ribald Whlteriian
cretf pf ' Vippee-evs give but in lusty
manner.' • Bac'kei'-upper is the nov-
elty 'What's' the Narrie of That
Song.?' - Johnny Hauser Vocalizing,

Leo Reisnian's version oS 'Wah-
Hoo* on "Brunswick 7614 is equally
iusty, paired with 'Tours. Truly is

-

Truly Yours' wherein co-writers
Benny! Davis of that tune also con-
tribs the vocal chorus. Larry Stew-
art wah-hoos.
- Tiptop smooth dansapatlon by
Hal Kemp pn Br. 760O, 4That
Moment^ pf Morh©"^3 ' and 'r Can't
Get. Started,' both froiri new Zleg-
feld-Folllesi ahd a little swlrigy on
No. 7601v 'Gonna' Write Myself Let-
ter' and 'The Bride Comes Home,'
machine-made turie to fit a fll

title.- Skinny Ennis vocalizes.

Joe Moss arid his 'society' dance
orchestra, say.-j the billing, meanar
that they're sirioo.th .rather than hot
on Brunswick 7617 with 'West Wind'
and. 'Saddle Your Blues' ; 'Here's to
You' and 'If You Love- Me' on 7616,;

,
Manny Kline, nee Klein,, crack

musician who flits from radio com'
ihei'pial

'

" to .
.recording date, heads

his own combo On Brunswick 7605
doing 'Ringside Table tor Two' and
Tin in- Love'; No. 7606, 'Juba' cou-
plcd^with r'Hot .

Spell' (another ver-
sion of kHeat Wave,' including the
r.umba. influence). All . four tunes
are out of Jrving Mills and. Earl
Carroll's ill-fated 'Palm Island
Casino' .'Revue' . and while it cost.

Mills about" 20 grand to bankroll
Carroll'arid he riiay have to wait un-
til the -preseritatiori' tour to get his

money hack, 'in- tho- meantime "Mills'

music publishing.-, a'ffjliate, also 1ms

a good score. AH tunes, are .sprightly
and under the Kline. baton,. very en-
gaging. He has a nice full orches-.
tra backing him up, Beatrice Wain,
Bob Carter, and The Bachelors of-

IfSbiate^^cllljj, ,rQSi,' 'Golijntbia:: 3112-

13, the'sariie turies by "Jay Ra'ndell,

'Take This Little Rose'; and on
No. 3J13, 'When April Comes Again'

- from •the.rBi'.oadway Hollywood, res-

<..<&ura44i,f\pjprv shp\y, .backed^hy 'Tins

mance^,rj?ne of
is-

'NighV W£m%&&$* Jaciir t€6nara
-vocalia^. ii^riglftiy Wfelo'dl^ foi:es,

;bo th: iwttlt> itltid sHp'-Utpfri ^-sweet - hot,

.,49pk:>S{hiH!!r«t'\<)OjtiitBrunswich>' 7602

is also geographic.- . t.'JJonplitljV arid

'Misty Islands o':' the Highlands' .are

his chores, latter an English fpx-
tro.t ballad. More brisk in style is

Shilkret's Brunswick 7603 couplet,
'Sing an Old Fashioned Song' a«d
'The Day I Let You Get Away.
Chick Bullock vocalizes.

BUY DOROTHEA ANTEL
invalid' Actress, Famous ("ireelinff

Cords. 21 Oi-lRlnnl and Exclusive De-
signs. One Dollnr. Afients Wnnfed to

Sell Cards. Liberal Commission. Call

or wrlto' 1

DOROTHEA AN'I'KL
220 Went 7?rt«I Street. New V.ork City

/ ME LBA
THEATRE BLDG.

CUSHMAN
CIRCUIT
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in Route

On Talent Hunt

For

f. London, March 6.

Bertie Gelardi, son of Comrr.ejda-

Gelardi, «ener&l manager pt the

gSff boM sails for America

^mWon'ls to, establish a

vaudeville agency, in conjunction

Henry Sherek, for the purpose

^STicts for the Bitz and

SayS hotels cabarets. 'Between

5Swb «pots, ShereK and Gelardi

^SJiardl 1b also taltfns a - "st #
ok^b*! English «** continental

pKin- America, it Pbssi

" v-

fi^ Vaiide Hq^ Goes

Spec on Its Ow^b
For B* Minevitoli Show

" Paris, March 8.

Legal ticket speculation has been

Wived in Paris as a result of the

phenomenal click at, the A. B, C. of

th0 vaude bill headed by Tino Rossi

and Bbrrah Mirtevitch,

House Jaoked its previous $1 top

un to $1.25, but this wasn't enough.

8o when customers came to the box

/ office they were told that no seats

were left, but. they might And some

'at the 'concessionaire's -office* across

the lobby. '

. .
. . m

'

vConcessionaire's price for orches

.Ira seats was usually about $1.76

Stub's bear the name and address

of the theatre, plus- the word 'con

Bill Comes Through

Hollywood, March 17. .

While Bill. Robinson was in

Hollywood hospital having his

appendix yanked, he promised
the nurses there he .would give

them a private showing of his

new routines when
-

the doc.

gave the word. ,-v

.Last week the tap king
kicked up his heels for the

ladies, begging off hear ex-

haustion after an hour of

hoofing.

SEVEN MORE WEES AT

$12,500 FOR BENNY UNIT

jack Benny's; unit; currently In

Washington for Loew's with Balti

more to follow, has been set. for

seven additional theatre weeks be

fore disbanding.
Unit lays off for. two weeks fol

lowing Baltimore and opens at the

Earle,- Philadelphia* April 10, at

$12,500. .then goes to Bridgeport

'for .Loew's- on '.a straight 60.-50 deal

before resuming at Its regular sal

ary the following week at the Met-
ropolitan, Boston.
Another week's, layoff precedes

Benny's playing the Michigan, De-
troit; Loew's State, Cleveland, and
Chicago, Chicago, In that order.

Besides Benny, who will broadcast
from ev.ery town except Philadel
phia and ' Bridgeport, unit includes
Mary Livingstone (Mrs. Benny);
Georges Metaxa, Stuart Morgan
Dancers, Chicken Sisters and the
Llazeed Arabs.

.March 17.

Somewhat belatedly picking up

the amateur idea, Famous-Players-

Canadlan is ,now preparing to Bend

out units to some 40 of .their owned

or controlled depending

upon the the fro. 1

group's tour.

Three potential sponsors are dick

eriiig for the broadcast rights.

Jack Arthur, stager for FP-C
when the

.
Uptown, Imperial and

Regent housed stage shows, is m.c..

Amateur shqws aVe being Staged at

Shea's : Hippodrome each Monday
night, this being a 30-minute thrpwr
in with the regular stage and screen

fare.

First unit, when, selected, will

number some 12 acts. Present

plan of assembly has awarding of

three prizes, $50-$25.-$10, to. sue

cessful contestants. Winners are

[
not necessarily promised, a job with

the on-the-road unit, FP-C reserv

ing the right to make the unit se

lections irrespective of prize-win

ners, Understood the Shea shows
will run another four weeks before

the personnel of the No. 1 unit can

be assembled. .
Famous had also

planned to broadcast the shows over

CFRB, Toronto, but likely now that

rights will be sold to one of the

|. three commercials.
Routing of. No. 1 unit means work

for a band and stage crew in addi-

tion to the amateurs. Some of the

40 theatres they will play have
either never had a stage show, or

backstage has been dark for years.

MILES 1NGALLS WITH

FISCHER-BLUMENTHAL

Miles Ingalls is leaving the -Cur-

tis & Allen office, to head the new
agency

.
(International Theatrical

Corp.) organized by Clifford C.

Fischer in association with Louis F,

Blumenthal (Haring & Blumenthal)
and Jack. Shapiro, owriers and oper-

ators' of the' French Casino, "-New
York.
Fischer made the Ingalls appoint-

ment prior to- departing for Europe.

March, 13, in company with Blumen-
thal an;d.the 'Folies.Parlslenne' com-
pany, for London.

1

in addition to

heading the New York agency, it is

understood -Ingalls .will represent

Fischer, personally. .the ' French
Casino,'- ; '

'

!. . i' !

.Ingalls has been the Curtis. & A1-;

len RKO.-. floor i representative f.oit

several years. "Prior to that he was
an Orpheum and Keith-Western
franchise holder ,in Chicago. .... -

\

On their arrival abroad Fischer

and Blumenthal . will set tip a Lon-
don agency. branch.

J

Expect 24 Weeks, New Low, of Major

Time Next Summer; Par Will Lea

Be Careful

.Shanghai, Feb.. .

.American acts should tie'

careful ~ot ' cojmlhg vt;o
;
China

right now 'unless . bookings -are'

arranged .by competent ,
agents.

Never come on spec.v. "..

..At the«monTient: : -th«^
}

CAttay
Hotel atod Paralmdunt ^llrbom

[.. are^payihg. salaries,.,butj&thers

are' ail strictly shoes.trh>ging.
*

Prinz Spots Girl Show

Of 75 in Mexico City

Hollywood, March 17.

LeRoy Prinz; currently negotiat-

ing new yearly contract at Para-

mount, is in Mexico City, arranging

for presentation of girl show of 75,

which he sold to a theatre there for

eight weeks.
Outflt.wili be rehearsed here fol-

lowing Prinz's return, then sent to

Mexico City intact, Without further

rehearsals.

Si L.WA Vaud Show

Debuts Before 2,200

St. Louis, March 17.

Before an audience of 2,200, many
of whom are on relief, old time

variety performers made their WPA
debut in the Opera House at the

Municipal Auditorium Thursday

(12). Fourteen acts Were pre-

sented and there was no a'dmls-

sioh charge.

A WPA orchestra of 21 furnished

the . music.

j

Kit. Howe Repeal!

Utde Jack IJttie's

Ork in Bandtycle

Pittsburgh, tyiarch 17.

.
till.hard-.preSsed.:for. stage' book-

ings, , the Stanley, wis deiuxer, IS:

playing another quick .repeat .week

of March 27 in Little Jack Little's

band, running theatre's brk fever,, to

a new high? 'Last week it was ;Jan
Garber,' this '.welek Xavier Cugat.

Onlyv
Major- Bowles, unit, fourth .to

play here since last "August, opening
Friday (20) will break steady Suc-

cession of musical outfits.'

Little follows Bowes, with Wayne
King tentatively pencilled in for

Week of April 2 to fill oft-postponed

date. King was originally booked

for last month, but cancelled en-

gagement to await arrival of an
heir.- For Easter Week, beginning

April 10, Stanley gets Ted Flo

Rito's band, first time for this ag
gregation in Pittsburgh.

Nothing in sight after that, al

though house expects to continue

with vaude right through the warm
months. Management is making an

effort to bring in a ^lock of film

names during their off-picture sea-

son.

I
Marcus Show to Debut

New Mexico City House

tee Murray'sKiiee Injury

Leads to Spinal Meningitis

Chicago, March 17.

Lee Murray (Stanley Twins),
vaude dancer, is in County hospital
here in a serious condition.

... Murray injured ' h.ls knee while
playing in Kansas City a couple of
weeks ago. Paying no attention to
the hurt, Murray played the State-
Lake last week, but was removed
to the hospital immediately follow-
ing the engagement, suffering from
spinal meningitis.

Hickey Hurt in Crash,

Danny Collins Uninjured
Auto crash on the Queensborough

Bridge Monday (16) resulted in in-
juries to John Hickey, unit pro-
ducer,

> He was taken to his home
In Merrick. L. I., where he was
treated for two fractured ribs.
Danny Collins, RKO agent, driver

ni ^ wnlch was in collision
with an auto operated by a drunken
driver, was uninjured.

BRITTONS AUGMENTED
Dave Van Horn's orchestra has

°«>n signed, to augment the Frank
and. Milt Britton comedy band in
the latter's unit,

»7an Horn iolned the Britton

Chicago
Week at state Lak«'

Bowes' Tyros Balk at

Playing Non-Union Spot

Lynchburg,. Va., March 17.

Orders by telephone from Major
Bowes office in New York were
necessary before No. 2 unit would
go on at the American theatre, in

Roanoke; Amateurs stalled when
they found the house was non
union. a
Theatre retaliated by seizing the

unit's property.
Finally, after missing show in the

afternoon, unit got orders to go

ahead with two-day run Friday

night (13). Came on to Lynchburg
Saturday night.

Morris Agency Moving

Into RKO Bldg., R. C.

William Morris agency will move
its New York home-office and staff

into the RKO building in Radio City

in about a month, J. V. Mullen,

who designed the interior of the

William Morris' home, is likewise

decorating the new quarters.

Morris office has'been in the May-
fair theatre building for the past

four years.

Saranac Lake
By Chris Hagedorn

Colds last week struck Sally

Ragone,- Herb Elder, Doris Gas-

coigne. Jack Edwards, Marie Blanchi

and writer. All okay now.
Armand Monte expecting to New

York-It to see mother and the gang

for a week or. more.

Milton (WB) Pollack is up and

about again.
Margaret .Newell taking daily

exercise periods and is showing im-

provement.
Bee Lee. hit another cake day with

a flock of .candles.

Jimmy Cannon looking very well

on his weekly visits to see the frau,

Mrs. Marion Cannon.
Garry Sltgreaves on a two week's

visit to bedside, of his wife, Letty,

who has been ill.'.

Dr. Karl Flschel in N. Y.

Write to those you know at

Saranac.

Chicago, March 17.

Juan. Toledo, owner and operator

of the new Teatro Lirlco, Mexico

City, which is opening April 24, was

in town last week with his booker,

Abraham Castro, and signatured the

A.' B. Marcus 'La Vie Paree' show

for a four-week engagement as the

house starter.

Castro and Toledo now negotiat-

ing with 'Bring on the Dames' unit

to follow the Marcus shoW for an
additional four weeks. Policy of the

house will be straight stage shows,

running two performances nightly

and three on Sunday.

Vaudeville time booked out of

:New York *y the majoir circuits this

coming summer will amount to only

34 weeks in all, which wlll,be.an all-

time/low.^

Summer* --will /find •: Para-

mount's booking 'offlce- 'way out- in
y

ifrent," with"'Jevln !

;we«ks

of;" stfe*4y. Uinie, , and-' • now *'n*

thehiwieeks.'; J^w's will- be second,'

retaining! its prestent lineup -of 1 four.:-

full weeks, -which-doesh't include' the

Stanley, Pitt.,.
'

I house ; it
1 jointly

books,, iwirh V^arhera>^ in •. .'pooling

arrangement.
.vR|CO; b$hv all indications, will, be
at ihW bottom 6? khe ^eap "of major
clrc^ts; .with possibly only„ one full .

week's ^T^nav'-' and?' iwd -weekend
houses, -its full*weeker may be the

Palace, Chicago, though-that^s *mes-
tionable because of - the ' possible

Balkban & Katz takeover of the

htnise;- Palace Is ;currently1n straight

pictures .With follow the .Fleet'

(RKP). Other RKO vaude spots,

including. Cleveland, Schenectady,

Troy and. Boston, are 'expected to

go. straight pictures as\ soon as the.

summer begins.

RKO's two .weekend spots prob-

ably will be the'Tilyou, Coney Is-

land, now in straight pictures, but

expected to reopen for the summer
season at the beach resort, apd New
Brunswick, N. J„ a now 'h* then unit

spot.
WB At ts

Warners' time will stick as Is with

the Earle= theatres In Philadelphia

and Washington, and the Stanley,

Pitt.

Paramount's lineup of . steady

playing time includes the Chicago,

Oriental and Uptown theatres in

Chicago; Loew!s, Montreal; Shea's,

Toronto; Michigan, Detroit; Metro-

politan, Boston, and the Paramount,

N. Y. Its now 'n' then spots are the

Minnesota, Minneapolis;. Marbbro

and Southtown, Chicago; Orpheum,

Omaha, and the four weeks in the

Interstate houses. Latter, however,

are open only to occasional attrac-

tions. ^. .

.

Loew's weeks are the State, N.

Fox, Washington; Century, Balti-

more, and Fox, Detroit.

Independent bookers in N." *

Whose playing time has been ex-

tremely low all season, aren't ex-

pected to ease the burden.of acts and

agents alike this summer. Their

time will dwindle, as usual, to prac-

tically nothing by the time June

rolls in.

Nazis

RITA BIO INJURED
Chicago', March 17.

Rita Rio, here at the State-Lake

with the N. T. G. unit last Week, fell

Into the footlights on the last show

on Monday (9) and bruised her back

and shoulders.

Was able to go on next day, how
ever, and continued throughout the

week.

WILL GREEN RECOVERED
Will Green, vaudeville booker, has

returned to his" office following an

I
auto accident in upstate N. Y.,

while on a honeymoon trip. Green

suffered a crushed chest and a

broken knee-cap.
Bride, Frances Rose, non-pro, was

uninjured, except for shock.

(Continued from page 1)

nose to spite its face that it's hav-

ing breathing difficulties. One inr

stance he mentions is 'Episode'

starring Paula Wessely and made
in Vienna. An agreement was made
between Gbebbels and the Vienna

authorities to allow Walter Relsch,

a talented Jewish author and

director, to direct the film provided

that the name of an unknown
'Aryan,' Herr Beyn, appear in place

of Relsch. At the eleventh hour it

was discovered that someone had

.blundered. Cat got out of the bag

and the blame for 'mismanagement'

fell on Beyn, who was duly thrown

out.

Popkin's Frisco Spot

San Francisco, March 17.

Harry Popkin, operator of the

Million Dollar and thn Burbank,

Los Angeles, burlles, has added the

Capitol here to his string. Abe

Gore accompanied him here for the

opening of his 'Brown Skin Revue*

Merman, Little and

Spitalny for N. Y. Par

Ethel Merman 'and Little Jack

Little's band, on separate bookings,

go into the Paramount, New York;

In April. Miss Merman agented by

Lou Irwin, while CBS handled the

deal for Little.
-

They'll follow the Richard Him
ber band, 'Which goes in after the

completion of the. current run of

Fred Warlng's orchestra and Mae
West's 'Klondike Annie' (Par).

Phil Spltalny's girl band is also

set for the Paramount, ahaugh
there's no definite date for this,

either, but probably in May.

Rube Wolf Unit Ends

|

16-Week Island Booking
Los Angeles, iT vch 17

After 16 weeks at J. J, Franklin's

ace picture in Honolulu, Rube Wolf

and entire Fanchon & Marco stage

unit, wind up April 2 and return

to the mainland.
Complete new unit,^ ^eluding

M. C, now being built by Fanchon

to replace* Wolfs show In Hono

lulu.

N. T. G. AT STATE

Nils T. Granlund's unit, currently

on tour, goes Into Loew's State,

N. Y.. April 3 (Holy week).

Film that week will be Charles

Chaplin's 'Modern Times' (L'A),

Coast Vaude Off

After Two Weeks

And $25,000 Loss

Hollywood, March *7.

Two weeks ,
a, vaude-picture

combination; were; enough for George

Shafer ' at Hollywood Playhouse*

With venture .folding after- former

Pennsylvania indie exhib had sunk

around 125,000 in advance rentals

and equipment Shafer will keep

house dark at least two weeks, try-

ing to work outcome type of policy.

Inability to line up- suitable film

product, as adJtmot . to standard

vaude show, responsible, for Shafer »

closing. Take on two weeks ran

around $2,000 mark which put ven-

ture plenty in red.

Sally Rand to Solo

At San Diego Expo
Sally Rand, who, with her unit,

has been playing Canada, New Eng-

land and the south steadily since

last September, will make a solo

hop to the San Diego' Fair in Call*

fornia for a two weeks' booking

commencing April 11. William Mor-

ris office agented.

After the fair stand, Miss Rand

resumes with her unit for further

theatre dates. '

GABBER FOB BOSTQN
Jan Oarber's band goes Into the

Metropolitan, Bofftoji, for Para-

mount the week of May 8.

Music Corporation of America

agented.
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Variety Bills
NEXT WEEK {MARCH 20)

THIS WEEK (MARCH 13)

Numeral* in connection with toflls below indicate opening day -»t

show, whether full or split week

BOSTON
Boston (19)

Polios Comlques
(12)

Shayne & Arnnrtr'B<
C Fredericks Co
Ralph Bellamy
Nirska
Sims ft Bailey
MellB Kirk & H

CINCINNATI
Palace (20)

Blondes Redheads
Aunt Jemima

(13)
BobTjy May
Ross & Stone
Sylvia tFr-ooe

.

Barto ft Mann
CLEVELAND
Palace (30)

Daniels & Lyon

Continental Co
(13)

Cab -Calloway 'Ore
KANSAS CITY
Malnirtreet <!*)

E - Carroll Vanities
MINNEAPOLIS
Oqthoobt ,(13)

Coconnt Grov Rev
Eddie Pea-body
SCHENECTADY
HettH's (10-81)

Mae Wynn 4
Reynolds & White
'Carl Shaw Co
Steve EvahB
Lester Cole Co

SYRACUSE
Keith's (30)

H'wood Secrets
TROY

Keith's (26-^8)
Nobh? Steele 3d

NEW YORK CITY
State (20)

Martin ft Martin
Jean .Travers
Nina Olivette
SKarry Rose
(Pats Waller . Ore

BALTIMORE
Century (20)

Jack Benny
.Mary Livingstone
Laizeed Arabia
•George Metaxa

'Chicken Sis
Stuart to TB Ens

DETROIT
Fox t(m

"Ben Berate Ore
PITTSBURGH
"Stanley (20)

Major Bowes X!

WASHINGTON
. £*»'..«$•)

Bnddy Rogers Ore
•Happed In Wash't'.n

JACK POWfLL
OPENING LOEW CIKCCIT

SHORTLY
Dir..' XEDDY fe SMITH

'TNEW'TORK- CITY
Parameoat <2A)

warlng's • Pprtns'lVs

BOSTON
'

Metropolitan <30)
•Count - BJernlvlci <5o
Paul Lukaa. Co °

CHICAGO
•Chicago <S»)

Jan (Garner Ore
. Oriental (SO)
Begin Toomey
Benny "Rubin Co

T>ETBOIT
Mirhlcaa (20>

16 Sophisticates
Harriet -Hayes
Alice Dawn

George Glvot
Floyd- Christy Co
Geril' DeQuIocy & X.
MINNEAPOLIS '

Miaaesota <2*)
Horace Heldt Bd

"MONTREAli -

Xoestfs <3fl>)

Meta Carlisle
"Ward ftMitford
Joe Morris Co
Blrdlamd

TORONTO
Shea's Wlpp (30)
Lb Paul
Kingsley & Case
Pat Henning ft B
Pops ft Jjonle
Watson Sis

Wiftur Ctsfaaaa

' ABILENE
Paramount (2S-2B)
Comedy Stars
Browne ft LaVelle.
Clifford

,
Wayne e

.

Jerry &
' Jean

ClaTehce & DeLoreS
Grey W6)f
Iron Heart
I.lUle Deer .

Carlyte "Wayne
P. Patrick Sutton
Hollywood 'Co

, BARABOO .

Al BJaojHmr X2*^t4)
Sine Paradise Rev

'

DeBarrles- Birds
Carvelle Sis
Carl Thorson
Lbs Nic"hois .

1

•Gay to Marole
Margie . R'ichman
'Tony Francisco
.Billy Burt

,

.Dot. HIgglns
Paradise fe'yfni Bd

BEAUMONT
Jefferson (22-24)

Passing . Parade
.

Dub Taylor
Bin .Martin's Bd

' tWESEJNNE
Lincoln *19-29)

March of Rhythm
Jed Dodley Co
Shay & Parker
Dane & Harper
Billy Joy
St CMt Sis
JTuanlta
Wanfeta

. ORKSmUT
Strand (23-24)

PairlB on Parade
Ted to Art Miller
Phil & Dolly
Wells & Powell
Jantz Sis
BaiYna Loomls
•6 Rhythm Steppers
Rlch'rt Shannon Bd

DUBUQUE
Orpheum (22-24)
B'way Bandwagon
Bllry Fairrell Co
Slror 3
Richardson
Udell 3

OFFICIAL DENTIST TO THE N. V. A.

DR. JULIAN SIEGEL
WW : Broadway, Nwv York .

This Wk.t Ja*k Denonae; Agnese TJbbetta

Bradna Bdys '

6 Gales
•Great JCoban
:Chftn Knoll 3
iEdlthe1 Rogers
D, Sis
Mickey Reynolds
7 Rhythm Makers

BILLINGS
Babcock (23-24)

Town Scandals
Joe ft Ed Dayton
Butters Tr
Art Gleason
Phil Bernard
Mayfalr Sis
Allyn & Gaudraux
Joyce Rogers
Town Crier's Bd

BOISE
Pliiney (22-23)

Cavalcade Of T^afts
Murand & Glrton
Charlie Bvugge
Evans & Rud'te
Leroy & Pals
Danny Harris
Dan & Ann Manoa
Mile Llla
7 Play Boys
CEDAIt BAPinS
State (21-23)

Top Hut Rev
Great Tocro
H Fuller & Sis
Mack & Miller
Elmer Brown
Nancy Tate »
Anita Muth
Joyce Barker'

Rich "Barnsdale
Harper Rotsman

'J DULVTH
Garrlck (210-27)

Tlmetf'Sn: Topics
Ijoretta- Grey
Lutes Bros
Sherman & McVey
Fenwlck &. Kocher
Hoist 2
Ginger Stover
Buddy Mack
Glenn Mason
Joe Clausers Co-

FABGO
Fargo (20-21)

H'wool Holldny
Johnnie Dunn
Mildred Perlee
Slalac Bros
Syble Lee
Billy Thornton Co
Spud Sonl
Stone & Kane
Joe Donaldson
Hollywood Co
PORT MADISON
Iowa (20-21)

B'way Bandwagon
Billy Farrell Co
Slror 3

Richardson 2

Udell 3
Rich Barnsdale
Harper Rblsman

HELENA
Rio (20-21)

Town Scandals
Joe & Ed Dayton
Butters tt

At-t Gleason
Phil Bernard
Mayfalr Sis
Allyn & Gaudraux
Joyce ^Rogers
Town Crier's Bd.

HUTCHISON
Fojr (20-21)

Kit Kat Klub Bev
3 Payne Bros
2 "Kanazawa Japs
Barney Star.
Jluth Sue Powell
Wagner Sis
Jeanrtte Lee
Richardson' Sis
Paul Cholet
0 Kittenettea
Krazy .Kat Bd

KEOKUK
Regent *K-2S)

Chatterbox Rev
Al DeGarr & S
Frazler Bros;
Cappa Bros
3 Doyie Sis
Dolly "Capps
Ann & C Howard
7 Tunesters

'

"LACROSSE
Majestic (21-22)

Blue Paradlee Rev
DeBarriea Birds
Ciuweille Sis
Carl Tborson
Xes Nichols
Gay & Marole
Margie Riohmaa
Billy Burt
Dot Hlgghra
ParadlBO R Bd
Tony Francisco

IXNCOLN
'. Orphomn (20-22)
Rainbow Rev
Elddlers 3
Orloft 3
Hashi & Osal
MaTlene BIb
Connie Mitchell
Jimmy Mack
Slack. Panther.
7 Sirens

IjONGVIEXV
Rembert (20-26)

Passing Parade
Bradna Boys
6 Gales
Great Koban
Chan Knoll 3.

Edithe Rogers
D Sis
Mickey Reynolds
7 Rhythm Makers

MACOMB.
Illinois (24-25)

H'wood Holiday
Johnnie Dnnn
Mildred Perlee
Stalac Bros •&. P
Syble Lee
Billy Thornton Co
Spud Seal
Stone ft' Kane
Joe Donaldson
H'wtoo'd Ambass'4'si

MASON CITS
«eoB (W-20)

Mardl Cras Nights
Glen Dale
Hadji Baba 3
Shannon ft Harris
Jack (Lowe
Dorothy LaRue
Bol» So^t11 c»
'George XftfTour
Maequeraders ; Bd

MOliNE
- Claire (20-21)
•Chattefbdr Rev
Al IJeearr & Sp'fty
trailer .Bros
'Capps Bros
3 Doyle Sis
Dolly Capps
A ft C Howard.
1 Tunesters
MONMOUTH
Rteolt <2B-2C)

Paris on Parade
Ted ft Art Miller
Pill ft Dolly
Wells ft Powell
Jantz Sis
Sanna ft Loomls
6 Steppers
Rlch'd Shannon Bd

MDSKOGEE
Rita (25-20)

Xiets Have a Party
6 Deriise' Dancers
Billy/ Jtaymond Co
Carlton Sis

°

Fraurk Sterling
Elaine & Douglas
8 Melody Men

OGPEN
-Oroheom <20-31)
Cavalcade of Laffs
Murand. -tk, 'Glrton
Charlie Brugge
Evans ft Rudie

Leroy & Pals -

Danny Harris
Dan ft Ann Manos
Mile Lila
7 Play Boys
•OKLAHOMA CITETUberty (21-24)

Ijets Have a Party
6 Denlse Dancers
Billy Raymond Co
Carlton Sis '.

Frank -SterilTig

Elaine & Douglas
8 Melody Men

OTTCMWA
Ottnmwa (10-20)

Top tfat Rev
Great Togo
H Fuller & Sis
Mack ft Miller
Elmer Brown
Nancy ;'Tate <8

Anita Muth .

Joyce' Barker
-Dub Taylor
3111. Martin's Bd

PENSACOLA
flaeager (20-21)

Sirens In Satin
Shannon Stanley
Bitty Baird
Comer ft Parks
3 .Aristocrats
Faye Sis
Lahgflon 'ft Storey
Lertry ft Sharp
6 Satmettes
Stanley "Meyer's "Bd

PITTSBURGH
Coxy (2a--J5»)

March of- Rhythin
Jed Dobley Co
Shay ft Parker
Lane ft Harper
Billy .Joy
St -Clair Sis
The Claira
Juanlta
Waueta
Hilly Joy's Bd

SAPUXPA
Criterion (28-24)

Rainbow Rev
Fiddlers 2
'Orlo« 3
Hashi ft Osal
Marlene Sis
Connie Mitchell
Jimmy Mack
Black Panther
7 Sirens -Synco

SEATTLE

-

Bex (1V--25)
Chicago Follies
Col Cbes Davis
Henri NelBer
Skating Swinger*
Bobby- Bedford
Bobby Dyer
Ellison Sis
Frank Peg Jones
Emlle Leone 3
Chea Davis Bd "

WACO
Orp"henru (20-22)

Comedy Stars
Browne -ft ILaVelle
CHJford Wayne 6

Jerry ft Jean
Clarence ft DeL
"Grey Wolf
Iron Heart
liittte Deer
Carlyle Wayne
R Patrick 'Sutton
Hollywood -Co

WATEfMbOO
Paramount (Sl-23)
Mardl Gras "NlghtB
Glen X>ale
Hadji Baba Z .

Shannon & Harris
Jack Lowe
Dorothy LaHwe
Bob South Co
George LaTour
Mascruerafters Bd

WICHITA
-Orphemin (22-24)

Kit Kat Klub Rev
"3 Payne Bros
2- Kanazawa Japs
Barney Star
Ruth Sue Powell
Wagner Sis
Jeanette -Lee
Richardson Sis
Paul Cholet
6 Klttenettes

WINNIPEG
^^rrphBum (W-^l)
Times -Sn itoplcs-
Xiorette Grey
.Lutes Btob
Sherman -ft McVey
Fenwlck .& Kocher
Hoist /2
Ginger Stover
Buddy Mack
Glenn Mason.
Joe Clausers Co

CHICAGO
State Lake <14)

Kay Donna
Sandar ft Wynters
Vox ft Walters
5 Elglns
Abbott & Robey
Bliss Lewis ft A
KANSAS CITY, MO

Tower (20)

Yvonne ft Vernon
Willie Solar
Grauman'H Stairs
Jack Carson

lOUISVlLLE
National (20^23)

Elackstone
NASHVILLE
Princess (20)

Homer Coghlll
Harry Holmes
Irving Edwards
Rochelle Bros & B

st. tons
Grand O. II.. (20)
Rellly Thrower ft L
Conrad ft Emersyu
Estelle ft Harvey
Homer Cog?i(ll
(Two to till)

PHILADELPHIA
Enrie (20)

Panics " V
(13)

Buddy P.rtgcra Ore
Jeanle. Lang
Conkln Bov.-f>i-n

Betty Kean
Bill Steele
Roberta
PITTSBURGH
Stanley (20)

Bowes Unit No. I

(13)
Xavler Cugat Co
(irorges ft Jalna
Lime . 3

WASHINGTON
Eai-16 (20)

Major Bowes U
(13)

Balnbanow S
John Tlo
3 Wlere Bros
June Knight

London

Week of March 16
Astoria 9.. H.

7 Fredy Sons
Canterbury M. H.
1st half (1C-18)

Leslie Weston
Masa Hlrukawa

2d half. (19-21)
Taylor ft MaTco
Shaw ft Weston

Dominion
Bobby Howell Bd
24 Sherman IF GJs
De Wolfe M ft F

New Victoria
-4 .Franks
7 Aus* Tokay'
Lee Donn

'

tCrooadcfo Cab
Fited Duprea
Nora WJlHoms
Hal Mencken
LaJoa .Barsony
Geo Hurd
Maurloe

AEBsMRD
Grannda

Trols© Mandoliers
CHADWEUL. H'TH

Pateoe
Songs from FH
Mastersingersr

CLAPTON >

|

Rink
Masu & Turl
8 Girlies
Anna Rogers.

EAST HAM
Premier

Songs from Ellms
Masterslngers

'

EDGWARE ROAD
Geand

Evelyn Hardy IBd
EDMONTON
Empire

Bennett ft WUlllams
G .-ft J TDermonde

HALLOWAT.
Marlborough

Bertlni ft 'Clarice
4 White Flashes

.

•B Eflm-onfl 'Boys
HAMMERSMITH

Pn1a«e
3 Carlton Sis
Alfred Tbrlpp
Chevalier Bros

ILFORD
Super

Meyer -ft Kltsoa
Sereno. & June
Reggie' Radcliffe

ISLINGTON
Blue Hall

. 1st half (1C08)
Taylor ft Marco
Shaw ft Weston

'2d half (10-21)
Lesllo Weston
Masa Hiru-knwa

KIIJBVKS
Grans* _ a

Evelyn Hardy BS
{EWISHAM

Palace
Cora Farretl
Van Alto ft Mary
Awnand, Peg to R

LEWISTONE '

Blotto
-Coram _

•

NEW CROSS
K'lnema

T'eH to IFrancls
Wlnsor ft Wilton
C & N Kay
OLD KENT ROAD

Paramount
Rosalind Wade
% Dancing Girls

Astoria
Terrys Juves

PECKHAM
Palace

Eell ft Eranicls
Wlnsor ft WItton
.'C -ft N Kay
SHEPJI'RBS BUSH

FavTllon
Mona Grey. ,

7 Eredysons
.

STAMFORD HIT.L
Regent

Bertlni ft -CJarks
4 White- Flashes
3 Edmund Bovb

STRATFORD
Broadway

Meyer ft Kltson
Sereno ft June
Reggie Radollfte

TOOTING
Granada i

Harold Ramsay
TOTTENHAM

Palace
Masu * Yuri
a Girlies
Anna Roger . ._w .

.

•WALTHAMSTON
,

Granada
Haver ft Xiee
3 Matas .<

G -ft J Dermohde

Provincial

Week of March IB

Annl Nowak
Bros Kuehn
2 Hennlnge
Mac Turc Co
4 Fellers

Haass
6 Fosoas
3 Golfers
Heraldos
4 Flochls
4 Boudrons
Tracey to Hay

.

Maurloe ft May
Don Del Monte
Satsomay Ono

Harvey Sis
Adolf Gbndrel

Ufa Palaet
Natl Morales
Scala Girls
1 Sloans

Varteriond
Ldtte Werlnncister
Ellen Wntteyne
Xilttle jOsbI
Richard Schwarz
2 Franks
Glrnrdl Sroe
Bela Knuemann
E Munfler OT-o

NEW 70BK CITY

•ABERDEEN
Tlvoll

Dave Willis
Caprice Proud
Pratova -ft Jules
10 Tiller Girls
CHlt Harley
Gee Boys -

Joe O'Ronrke
Jimmy "MoKlnlay
Valente A Martell

EDINBURGH
Theatre . Royal

'Caligary > Bros
Marino Norrts .3

Pat ft "V IAnnox
6 Cyclonlcs
Bert Bert -ft Bert
Wilbur Hall
J 'Screwy' Douglas
10 Moonbeams

Regent
1st half (a 6-18)

Roy Davy .

2d halt (19-31)
3 Adalra

GLASGOW
PavKlon

Horace Goldln
Leon Pierre
Herbert ft Hatton
Crastonians
Jock McKay
D Hare -ft Pianist
Lotto ft Constance

KINGSTON
Euipliie

R'm'nce In Porcel'n-
MacarJ Bd
Goutler'a Erlckl'y'rs
Jack Edge
Sam Barton
David Poole
St Joihn Sis
Bob Lloyd ft Joy

IEEDS
Paramount

•Cocktail Time'
Alec Maurice B4
iDlnah Miller
Fred Rene
12 Mangan Glflq

LEITH
. . Capitol
1st half (10-18)

3 Adalrs >

2d. half (19-21)
Roy Davy

MVERPOOIi
. Paramount

Anti Penn
WllBons Rogers & T
8 - Veronas

Shakespeare
'Blackbirds'
-MANCHESTER

' Paramount
Mario Lorenzl
JjasslteT Bros

NEWCASTLE
Paramount

Rawlcz -ft Landaiier
BEADING
.Palace

Larry Adler
J Howard -ft King
Nlcol ft Martin
Terry Sfs -ft Tovey
Rhys ft Elsie
Henri Hilton
Dudley's Midgets

STOCKTON
;Gk>be

Archie's Juve Bfl
Gaston Palmer
Joe . Young Co
Donald Peers
Chester's Dogs
Jean Kennedy
3 Hiltons

Germany

Month of March
RERUN
Europa

Jonny Gueldner
2 Manlngos
Monland
Nettelmanh Oro

Femlha
Daron 3

3 Favorites
Oscar Joost Oro
Boulanger Oiic
Valentin Marzell

Kabnret der
Komlker

Wilhelm Bendow
Maria Ney
Blaindlne Eblhger
I/onl 'Heuser
Hellmuth Kreuger
Robert DoTsay
Alfredo ft Paolo
3 Rulands

Scala
Pola Negri
Gypsy Choir
Peter Kreuder
Lutzy' 'Grip 4
Willi Schaeflere
2 Pierrltys
Capt Alberty
Stadler -ft Rose
4 Robehls
Mlmosea ft C'bell'ro
The Mongaclors

Valerland
Margit Hockey
Omorl Sis
Gertl & Yvonne
3 Nagels
Severa ft Tcrvano
Mia ft CIria

Wilholmshnlle
Hartsteln Co
Marga Gare
:f Roth, ft Rotbonas
Bafberina Bhllet
-Elfrie.de Zaeeh
ITlm ft Piiir
Rocaslml's Lions
Alex Alexandroft
Joe Astbr

W4nt«rgarten
Ballet Sablife Hess
Li Die Clause

Ben Dova
! 2 Barleys
Mila Mars
Geschw Ryle
4 RaapinlB
Kurt Haupt
Lange Bros
4 Iwanows
Van de Velde Co
Michel ft Hera

BRESLAU
Alcnznr

Edith Zlmmer
Elly Blondina.
2 ROggees
2' Zintl
Tatda Moerna
Stups
Theo LaengirchW Gruendal
Elll Sato
Buegler's Lions

ESSEN
.. Llclrtbnrs;

Berg's Bears
2- Erwln<jos
Deszoe Retter

HAMBURG
Circus Sarrananl

SaTra'sanl's Horses
Josef Kugler
Sisters Modrano
Belleys
Sarrasanl's Elep'ntB
Schulz Tigers
Lul-Gul-Lue Tr
Shlmotos Japs
2 Garcls
Romanos
Los Wortleys1

2 Brunners
Billy Jenkins
Fernandos
FedettI Co
-Albertl Ballet

Eden -

Bu-Bu Chimps
Kasaary BalletW ft M Ihauea
3 Golfers
8 Flemings
7 Florettys
L Fluher
3 Paolos

Bal Musette
Ann Kennedy
Flo HIU
Geocgle Daniels
Goraon Davie
Bobby Leonard
.Tonvnry Martin
Parisian Serenttders

(Barrel ..of Fna

Bo . Brummells
Bobby Tremaine
Percy Stoner,

Beachcomber Bar
Rex Evans
Marlon Butler
Leslie LJtarny
Ann Suter

Bill's Gay
Joe B Howard
Kay Pareons
Gus Wicke
Willi Ward
Bill liorralne
Ed furimm
Ethel Gilbert
Jerry White
Paul DaVln

|

Black Cat
Ted "Levis '

Congblma
Amanda Randolph .

Stump to Stumpy
Dot Sautter l

3 Tom 'Cats '
I

liOniry Simmons &
Rhythm Kittens <

.Cs^e aavBvtHe--

Burt Stevens oro
Calleiite

Alice Lawlor
Joyce Santell ,

Cecity - Rogers
Violet Arnold

;

Chic Goldman
Terry Gray
Sklppy Smith Ore i

Uaslno 'VcneiJa

V.SracciantB Bits

Chsjt«aa *Moderne
BHly tJastle

'

Elena .McCoy
Muriel Rogers
iFrik McFarlane -O

Che* Josy "Baker
Joeephlne Baker
Willom ~Vjm Loon ;

Gene Ashley .

Alice Delano "Weeks
Ray Benson Ore
Antobal's Cubans

Club Gsucho
Dlmltrl
Virgil
Persa Ravel
Los Gauohos
RfBa X)au
/Munoz ft Bolau

•Club Rlcliman
Lee Carr
James Sherry
Harry Bernle
George Oliver
Freddie Monroe
Jack Mayo Oro

Club Sharon
AJ Appollon Oro

Cocoanut Grove
Jean MoCutley
Raye Prince ft C
Bill Wrnans

'.'Dick Moasnei* Orb

•ComnVH lim
Anise ft Aland
Hotcha jDrew
Maxle Armstrong
Eddie Green
James Anderson
Ttalulra
Don Redman Bd

Delmonlco's
Murray Alfen
Jay Mills Oro

Sack Dempsey's
Peggy CalveTt
George Walsh
Heat Waves
Jan Brunesco Bd
'Eighteen' <0lob

Mary. Mercer

El Chico
Consuelo Morena
•Portia Bortar
Emlle de Torre Oro

El Toreador
Ramon ft Xiuclnda.
Toreador 4
Fermln -ft Gloria
'Fantasia -Novoa
Medaro
Don. Gllberto Oro

El Morocco
Ernie Hoist Oro

Famous Door
Red McKenzle Bd

French Casino
'Folles de Femmes'
Emllee Adreon
10 Argentina Ladles
Alphonse Berg
8 Bredwlns-
Georgos Bruyais
Choppy
M'rg'erlte DuFresne
Estelle ft LeRoy
Marlta Farell
'CHly Feindt
Dany Flore
Little Fred
Vera Nargo
Orbal
Mile Paris
Plroska
Andre Randall
Sherkot
Soriia Gansaer ft A
Jack Denny's Ore
Vlncont Travere Ore
RusscU Pattersou'a
Personettea

Glno'a Cedar Gord'n
Don Martin Oro

Gloria Palast
Paul Tremaine Ore

Gr'nwlch VIII. Inn
Albert Pronto
SJlena MOCoy
Pat XJlayton
littllnn 'Cnlrnes
Antony Tosca Ore

-G^P*' Tavern

Bert Linden
Aifla Luciano
Bukku
Chubby. Ross
Jules Keaton. Oro

Jim Healey's

Jaote White
Kay -Hamilton
Vincent Padula Ow

Anna Held's
Anna Held Jr
Hilda. BHorrte
Irene Burke
Ruth Tonipleton
Llndy l4>u
Tedts'
Sunny Lambert
Paul BasB Ore
mekory 'Boom

Klrby Walker
MaTjorie "Naylor
Franoetta MaUoy
Ted Lane
Arthur nansTrted,
WJngy Mamone Bd .

HUyWd Resraoraitt"

Abe Lyman 'Oro
Benny Fields 1

•Jwik' Wa;iaron
Blltle -Bums '

Denny White \

Chariot LanVberton -

Mltal Haynbs -

Marion . Martin >

.

Rosa Blano
'CasFT Dailey
E Jelesnlck Oro
Hotel Ambasflador

\

Clara Belle Walsb -

Maria ft Florla I

Fred Ijowery
Maxlne Taupem
Vincent Bragale
Vtnreent Lopez Oto

Hotel Astor
Jack Berber Gto
Hotel Bav"b*Bon-iP*si

Ivor Peterson
Hotel Biltmore

Ross Morgan Oro
Linda Lee
Joe ft Botty I^e
NaOlne ft Olraldo
Hotel Booldagham
Pierre Beaujean

Setel Comnuidore
John Johssbn Ore
Ruth ft <B Ambrose.
Terry Green
Claire V-ermonte

Hotel Ed|non
Sammy Wilson -Ore
Mac Coogan
Frank Cornwell 3
Hotel Esses House
Mtre'tcnl .Rogues
Hotel Fifth Ave ,

P Handetman Ore
"

Music Masters
Hotel Gotham

Raool Llpoff Ore
Hotel Gov Cflatoo
Eddie Lane Ore
Hotel Grrt Norrh'rn

A Eerdlnando Ore
.Hotel Lexlngtoo

Ozzle Nelson Oro
"Harriet Hllllard
Eugene -Jelesnlck Or

Hotel l.lncohi

Loretta Lee
Barker 3
Tsham Jones Oro

. Hotel Xontbnrdy
Tot! Josefovits

Hotel' Madison
Val. Olman Ore

Hotel Meurlce
Mlml Mnriel
SylvJa liight

Hotel McAlpln
Enoch Light Oro
Mary Danis
Hotel Montclalr

Don Richards Oro
Coral Islanders
•Lillian Kenny
Jaysnoff Sis

Hotel New lorker
Bob Crosby Oro
Vera "Van
l'lrank Tennlll
Ray Baduc

. Leons
Scrlppy. ft Pals
Hotel Park Lane
Max Bergere. Ore
Hotel Pennsylvania
Hal Kemp Ore
Knott & Towns
Yost's calif Co

Hotel Pierre
Pancho Ore
Gregorl Franzell Or

Hotel Plaza
Eve Symington
Xiydla ft Joresca
Henry King Ore
George Sterney Ore

Hotel -Rltz-Carlton
Arman Vecsey Oro

Motel RooBevelt
Esther Velae Ens
Guy Lombardo Ore

Hotel Savoy-Plaza
Dwight Flske
Dick Gasparre Ore
Maurice ft -Cordoba
Basil Fomeen Oro
Habaneras Ore

Hotel Sheftoa
Bert King Oro

Hotel Sherry-
Ncrnerland

'Russian EaglV ,

Alex Bunchouctrwu
Gypsy Choir
Lldla Saoovskala,
Jemme Hurok
Raphael
Hotel St. 'Mori!*

Nlklta Ball eft
'

'Cimuve .Sourli
Dorothy JTok
Ron Terry Ore
Sunny Rice
Irene Antarova
Andrea Saloma
Leo ResnlcU
Leon Navara -Ore
fldtel St. R«sjb

iKay Thompsoh
Hortmnnne
Jules I^ande Oro
Emll Coleman <Orv

Hotel Taft
Geo iHall Oro
Dolly Dawn
Hotel Vacnderbllt

Murray Danoers
iBeritte Xkolep Oro
Hotel W«ldOrI-

•Aaftoria

Corlnna Mura
Enrloo ft Novetlo
Dr. obs
Obarles Magnantl
Orvllle Knapp Ore
Mlohafe>l Znrm Bd

Hotel Wanvlck"
Arthur ain'lhjw Ore

Hotel We.VHn <

Chartle Wfiniht
Bobby "Brooks pro
Bouse et Morgaa

Gillian Roth
Clifford Newdahl
can .Randan
Phyllss Cameron 4

Don Alberto Oro.
Lou Bring Oro
Howards Shostdbont

•Joe Howard
Walter Lopez En«

dttnniy Kelly's
John RocTtwood
IDvolyn WtlBon
Mary Lane

|

Janice Andre
Warren & Bodie -

Carter & Sobaub
Mldffie Parks
Joan "Mftler
Bltly Mack
Mary Barton
3 Raymonds
Danny Hlggins
Dorothy Dorr
Kitty Mulligan
Gene "Walter
Joe Rlcar.de! Oro
Joe Oapella Oro

Kit Kat
Alfredo Allman
Toots ft Al
Alda Ward
Donna Clara
Jaokle Mavley
Bob HargTave Ore

La Rue
CostaJn ft Crane
Marie Almonte
Nick Vouzen- Bd.
Eddie Davis Oro
Leon ft Eddie's

Eddie Davis
Patricia Gllnrore
H, Gardner, Carter
Princess Ahl
Wm Farmer Oro

Madeleine's
Jaclt and Jill
Lucille Jaraett
Damar Ore
Joe 'Gray ^
Man-About-TowD

Helen Lambert
Al Manutl Ore
Maisonette Russe
Cod olban Ore
George, Orda
Jasha Nazarenko
Boris .BeloBtoxeky >

.

Nadla Kortez
Mon Paris

Jimmy Rogers
"Versatile 8
Barry Wlnton Oro

Monte Rosa
Pola Borgia
Sandy Robs
D PeCorano ore

No. I Fifth Ave
Michael Tegnor
Vivian Howard
Joe Lilley
Harold Woodall
Haael Webster
New Moatmartre

Elsa. Maxwell
Eddie Garr
Jacques Fray's Ore

Normandle
Hal Hope Oro
Old Roumanian

'Thais
Sadie -Banks
Jack Hlrech
Russian Gypsy 8'

Mickey Mai lory
'

Sol -Schneider
Rpumanla Gypsies

Onyx Club
Stuff Smith Bd

• Paradise
Eddie Garr
Georgie Tapps
Tie Toe GlTis

aiickey Alpert
Sam Ted & n»»
Vera Nlva y

Kathryn Rana
Nancy Loe
Betty Kean
Bobbins Fam
0_ Dotnberger Or,

Vlftce Elegant,
Tommy Milia
jiRtave Lentl
Eddie Blanchard
Bill iFarrcll

fienn jKauff.
rve Hamis
Leo Lazb.ro Oro

Rainbow Grill
Hollyn ft e Keht
«»\

me J&ousseau*.
^-Mildred Morison
Ruby Newmmi -oro
Rainbow ItsoBa

Glen Gray
Casa Loma Oro
Sheila Barrett
Jack Holland
'June Hart
Pee Wee Hunt
Kenny Sargent
Nawcy "Naland
Nano Rodrigo Od

BosBlah Rear
-Balalaika Ore
Sostya Krurntn
Kuban CoBsacka
Sergey Sokoloff
Jollan Attman
Nloholal WhaflefHr
Fronia Stanlsl'vAy
Ivan Kornllott
MIsb Nightingale
Etlza Ramova
Nadja Duehlnsks
Russian Kretobnuin
Gypsy /Markoft

«dl
5. to?2oetzoir

^latla Poliakoiii-a
THcUolaa VOsllieff

jMura Touma'nova
35arlo Birse
Orllk! ft Lolik
MIscha
"Nicholas Matthey
Gleb Yollln Oro

.
HoBfllan Troyka

Amstel'B Bd
•San Soool

'Jerry Blaine Oro.
aWflewolltfi vf .«*,

Roboob Alls .

"Mammy Jinny
Helen Stone
Clark & Verdi
Anthony Trial
Betty Lewla
Small's Paradise

Charlie Johnson Oro
Pairnlrb* Vales
Gnunk Robinson
Ollie Potters
Arnette
3 Blink Boys
Amos Bonds
Marion Hetrstqn

Stork do*
Teddy Lynch
Gus Martel Oro
<N Brandwynne Oro

Tony'-s
Beatrice Kay

Town liar

Gypsy Erma
Brook 2
Ann Kennedy
Barbara LaPorte
Gordon Davrs
Chubby Smith

Town Casta*

Armand Vuliere
Ann White
Jimmy Vincent Oro

. 'Thoraashefsky's
Harry -Liftman 'Oro
Cheo Doherty Bey

Ubangl
Gladys Bemiey Rev
'Pearl Baines
Ray -White
3 Melody Maids
Avoii Long
Hot Foot Watson
Lnclcy Sis
^ Lang Sis
Edna Mae Holly
Ken -ft Bon
Willie Bryant Oro

Yacht Club
Edith Roahk
Bee Kalmua
GoTt & Kerr .

Jbtmny ft George
' Sid Fraiiklln Oro

Tersnllles
^Norma TerrJs
Rocky 2

Helen Gray
Brlto's Rumba Bd
Jos Smith Ore.

Village Barn
Roy Cropper
Kirk ft Lawrence
-Mildred Bragdoa
Collette ft Barry
Milton iMann Oro.

Village Nut Club
Riviera Boys
Lou Raymond
Iris Ray

Dickie Wells
Kenny Watts
Shim Sham Rev

Wlvel
Marianne
fESrale Maran
Boring ft Lazar
Betty Bear
Baron Gyldenkorn
Maina Kinova •

Frank LaSalle Orff

Bob Lee
Wynne Rolph

Independent Burlesque

W«ek of March 22
"Flying High"—Gayety, Baltimore.
"Vanity Fair"—Troc, Philadelphia.
"'Ann Corio and Her Girts in Bruo -»

Republic, N. Y. C. „,
"Htnda Waasau and Her Legs an*

Laughter"—Werba's, Brooklyn.
"High Jlnks"r-^Hudson, Union City.

"Night Birds"—Variety, Pittsburgh.
"Jolly Girls"—Howard, Boston.
"They're OK' 1—Empire, Newark.
"Smart Sef'^-Gayety, Washington.
"Hello Paree*—Lyric, Allentown, Mon.

and Tues ; ; New Earn, Mahanoy City,

Wed.; Majestic, Willlamspoit. Thurs.,

Orpheum, Reading, Frl. and Su.t.

Cavalier's Bain Shed
' Norfolk, Va., March 17.

Cavalier Beach Club, swank center

at Virginia Beach ia sinking SB- 000

for a top dock to cover dance floor W
case of rafn.

Three name bands being discussed

for dates during the season.
Squalls rained out number o'

ritzy affairs last summer.

J
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SEE LONG CONTRACT FIGHT
National, Washington, Opens Doors

To Negro Customers for 'Porgy Run
Washington, March 17.

NegroeB are being: admitted to

every performance of 'Porgy and

Beas' lthout segregation and to

any part of the house during cur-

tent engagement of the show at

the National here. According, to

management of the theatre this

marks the first time in the. spot s

100 years of operation that racial

barriers have been completely

dropped. .

Last time Negroes were admitted

to the house was for 'Green Pas-

tures' four years ago, when a spe-

• clal performance for colored people

was put on oh Sunday of the fol-

lowing week.
Major white papers here laid off

the race angle, making, no mention

whatsoever in advance of opening

that the audience would be mixed.

Washington Tribune, local colored

. 'sheet, however, played the story

-with a page one .banner: Interest

jn the show on the part of local

negroes was greatly Increased by

the tact that Todd Duncan, Who
plays Porgy, is a professor -at How-
ard University, local' negro college.

The capital, which has approxi-

mately, one-third colored popula
:

Hon, Is strictly southern in the mat-

ter of theatres and schools, with

no mixing of colored and white.

Negroes are admitted to concerts

at Constitution Hall, although very
- few avail themselves of the oppor-

tunity and usually sit in corner

tiers;

Upset of the theatre's policy for

Torgy and Bess,' is understood to

have been the "result of a request by
the Theatre Guild and Is for this

week only.. Opening night (16)

drew an excellent house, of which
less than 100 were colored, few In

the orchestra and majority In bal-

conies!.

More Coast Bard

'JUMBO'S' BIG

CUT-RATE SALE

What is believed to be the largest
percentage of box office returns on
two-fpr-dhe distribution yet is be-
ing, recorded at the Hippodrome,
N. Y., for 'Jumbo.' One night last

week there were 3,600 reduced price
• tickets sold, or about 80% of ca-
pacity.

Most of those, attending on the

, cut-rate basis are buying tickets in
* the middle brackets, range being
from $1.5.0 to $2,60 plus the full ad-
mission tax, as required by the
government,
Ned Alvord is in charge of the

distribution, which principally goes
to commercial and manufacturing
plants in the metropolitan area,
each establishment getting enough
bargain slips for about one-fourth
of the number of persons employed.
That limitation has resulted in re-
quests for further allotments from
40%. of the plants visited.
This week '50% Industrial dis-

count* tickets for 'Jumbo' were to
be had for the taking in chain gro-
cery stores and such in New York.
Alvord now bills attraction as the
'biggest girl show In the world.'
Cut rates do not apply to Saturday
and Sunday matinees. *

March 17.

Community Players will go in for

another summer season of Shakes-

peare, productions this time taking

In the Greco-Roman cycle. PJays
will be presented over a period of

seven weeks, from June 15 to

Aug. 1,

Productions Include 'Troilus and
Cressida,' 'Tlmon of Athens,' 'Peri-

cles, Prince; of Tyre,' 'Coriolanus,'

'Julius Caesar,' 'Anthony and Cleo-

patra' and 'Cymbeline.'

to

Authors Guild Backs Dram-
atists «— Mgrs. Showing
Solid Front Thus Far—

-

May Seek Legal Action

HOPKINS' PLAN

NEW FEES FOR

U. S. ACTORS

IN LONDON

Continue; Equity Strong for it

Though Managers Still in Doubt

New ' scale of dues for American

arid other alien actors now applies

In England. British Equity re-

quires the payment of approximate-

ly $25 as initiation for temporary

membership, managerial roup

known as the London .
heatre

Council agreeing not to engage

aliens unless mernbers. In addition,

aliens must have a' permit from

the Ministry of. Labor.

A fee of $5 for each engagement

must also be paid to Equity oyer

there. Aliens here are required to

pay dues to Equity and, in addi-

tion, 5% Of their, weekly salary,

minimum to be $1Q weekly. Foreign

players who have . appeared in

shows played In the United King-

doni for 100 or 'more weeks prior

to Jan. 1, 1936, are not subject to

these fees, but are required to pay

dues, generally lower than here.

BUDAPEST NO LIKE

YANK 'MERRILY' PLAY

Budapest, March 6.

Moss Hart and Georges Kaufman's
'Merrily We Roll Along,' at the
"Vigszlnhaz Is not a success here,
in spite of a good production and
niuch advance publicity.

Play, redubbed 'Eternal Waltz' in
xne Hungarian Version, evoked the
cHUcism that there was no call for

f iJ?
np the course of the story-

's aid not enhance the effect
was merely confusing.

and

More Fireworks at

Equity Meet; Loeb

Clash vs. Gilimore

That an extended, conflict be-

tween managers and the authors

will ensue jover the new Dramatists
Guild, contract, which limits pro-

ducers' share, of subsequent rights

to plays, particularly on the pic-

ture end, is indicated. Both fac-

tions are making claims of united

strength. Authors say six man-
agers have already signed stipula-

tions to abide by the terms of the

new instrument. At least one of

that group, however, Is a play-

wright-producer.

Authors' Guild, with a much
larger membership than the Dra-
matists' Guild, met late yesterday
afternoon (Tuesday), and voted to

back the dramatists in any fight.

Also adopted the new dramatists
contract insofar as it. affects any
books or dramatizations from books.
So far the managers are sticking

together and have plans for a series

of moves. Producers' contract com-
mittee decided that

t

the. first mdve
would be to request' arbitration of

points which are objectionable to

managers. If the Guild does not ac-

cede, as is now likely, managers
will go ahead and frame a con-
tract which they believe to be more
equitable, offering to sign with any
dramatist.
Monday (16) Arthur Hopkins pre-

sented a plan to Sidney Howard and
others of the Guild. Manager said

he was acting on his owrt and not
representing fellow producers. Un-
derstood, however, that he urged
the authors to consider proposals
which are to be made by thfe-man^.
agers collectively. Guild called a
contract committee meeting for to-

day (Wednesday) to discuss this.

It was claimed by Guilders, after

scrutinizing the list of showmen
at a Theatre League meeting last

week, that only a few representative
producers attended the session.

Managers explained that producers
who were out of New York had sent

telegraphic, messages declaring
themselves as opposed to the new

Equity's general meeting, called

principally to name the nominating

committee which will place 10 coun-

cilors on the ballot for the annual

election in May, was held Monday
(16) at the Astor, N. Y., accom-

panied by verbal fireworks between

Frank Gilimore, Equity's head, and

Philip Loeb of the council and" the

Actors' Forum.
Apparently only. Loeb was active

during the session for the forum

Latter has been quiet, since it was

voted down last fall, when a vote

of confidence was accorded to the

administration. Chair ruled that

the members vote for nominators

without discussion, Loeb then

charging that to be gag rule. Gill

more answered that it has been the

custom of Equity since inception

Loeb proposed changing the pro-

cedure, but lost the motion.

Loeb also charged the distribu-

tion of handbills containing names

of the administration's nominees

was 'undemocratic,' Gilimore coun-

tering by stating that the forum

began that sort of thing.

.Forumite further criticized the

expenses of the legal department,

claiming that one-third of Equity's

income had been so expended. Gill-

more explained that this was occa-

sioned by the appeal of the Robert

Du Roy ('Right of Happiness') case,

which Equity won, justifying the

expenditure.
Committee named by members:

Claudia Morgan, Selena :Royle, Ed-

mund Breese, Jerome Cowan, Kath-

erine Emmet and Franklyn. Fox;

three named by tlie council were

Effle Shannon, Leo CUrlcy and

Blanche Yurka. —

Merry-Go-Rdund

Actors switching from one
show to another is becoming a
habit on Broadway, but why
they sometimes leave hits to

take a chance in new plays is

a. puzzle. Some, however, play'

safe by getting a leave of ab-
sence, with the privilege of re-

joining.

That is the case with Margie
Lytell, who withdrew from 'Boy'

Meets Girl'- to appear in 'Star

Spangled,' which opened last

week to a weak press.

In the cast of 'Spangled,' also

are Garsori Kanin, who was
first In 'Three Men On a Horse,'

then 'Boy,' and Millard Mitchell','

who left 'Three Men' for the

part. Joyce Arling, who: is in

'Boy,' was originally in 'Men,'

too.

contract. These, however.v were not
made public. As for . the younger
managers, it was claimed by the

managers' group that they represent
future leaders of show business and
are just as important as others.

In the event of failure to settle

their differences, recourse to the

courts is- a possibility mentioned.
Way for such course is believed

opened by a, clause In the new con-
tract, whereby the authors suggest
arbitration to settle certain points.

Managers' contract committee au-
thorized to retain counsel already.
Incorporated Society of Authors'

Representatives, which takes in all

the top play agents, sent out a
statement denying that it favors the

managers in the dispute, as men-
tioned in daily newspapers. Claims
it is 'not interested either way; it

is none of our business.'

John W. Rumsey of American
Play was a bit more positive in a
personal statement, to the effect

that managers have done a walk-
out act every time any new agree-
ment has come up, 'but nothing
really happened.' They came back
to the fold as soon as they needed
new scripts. Paul Streger of the

Leland Hayward office said that

'New terms will not deter any man-
ager from producing a play which
he would otherwise produce.'

Equity Collecting Old MPA

Salary Defaults From Shubert

Salary claims which were

scrapped when the basic minimum

contract between Equity and the

defunct Managers Protective Asso-

ciation was drawn up are being

slowly reduced by means of weekly

payments made to the actors' as-

sociation by Lee Shubert. Coin is

due to members of 'Alison's House^*

also players in 'The Constant Wife'

and 'Thunder In the Air,' dating

back several years. Exact amount
of the weekly remittances are not

given, but Shubert told Equity he

will pay more if and when he has

an outstanding success.

Claims came up for arbitration in

the spring of 1933 and to Equity's

surprise $23,979.43 was awarded,

that being the total amount claim-

ed. Since that time Equity has been

trying to collect, disregarding con-

tention of the manager that the

money was due from d<;funct cor-

porations which were Shubf-rt sub-

sidiaries. M. P. A, had been or-

dered to pay off in quarterly in-

stallments but, as anticipated, no

payments were made.
Under the arbitration award, if

M. P. A. guaranteed salaries due

easts by member managers. Man-
agers' association, however, went
broke.

Not generally known that Equity's

council reduced the claim total to

$19,000 in.January of this year; per-

mitting a deduction of $2,900 which

was reputed to have been paid or

settled directly by the Shubcrts

with Ilse Marvenga, one of eight

players who had individual claims.

Further deduction was $750, Which

had been received by Equity, leav-

ing $15,350 still due.

The Shuberts offered Equity

stock In its new corporation, which

followed the liquidated Shubert

Thetare Corp. Basic offer was 7c.

for every $100 worth of claims, with

the privilege of buying more stock

at $12.50 per unit. Same proposi-

tion was mad'' to creditors gen-

erally after the Hubert receiver-

ship was terminates, but later was
withdrawn. Equity rc-jected the

offer to settle f'ir stock in what is

now called the .Select Theatre Corp.

Equity- call

With production activity ebbing,

the indicated affect during the in-

itial season of enforced rehearsal

pay is being mulled in show circles,

Actors are strong for it and Equity

leaders, some of whom were scepti-

cal as to workability; have

changed viewpoint and now all seem

to favor it. That Equity will con-

tinue rehearsal pay requirements in-

definitely with few if any' changes 1

the rules, is virtually certai

Some managers claim that musi-

cal show.production this season was-

held down by the additional coin

expended for rehearsals,

not substantiated by Chorus Equity

recor , which are reported to show

as many people good standing

this season as last. However, there

were more musicals supposed to be

in the making and which did not

materialize for one reason or an-
other, with the rehearsal factor

mentioned.

There is little doubt that what-

ever impost is placed on man-,
agers by rehearsal- pay, applies

mostly to. those who produce musl-
mais. There is a distinct difference

between that class of attraction, and
straight plays, involving an entirely

different type of performer than

those concerned with the drama. In

addition much more money is re-

quired, as well as many more actors.

No Classification

Equity, although realizing the dis-

tinct cleavage between muslcalsand
drama, plus the other differences,

declares/there will be no .classifica-r

tions made In rehearsal pay rules.

The $20 weekly allowance for play-

ers and $15 for juniors and chorus

will continue as it. Equity explains

it would be' too difficult to draw the

line between people in straight

Shows and those in musicals. Any
possible change in requirements may
exempt the managers from pay re-

hearsal coin to high salaried people.

Yet It is said that few players of

that class have declined' to, accept

rehearsal allowance.

In addition to the fact that it Is

possible to equalize the rehearsal

money outlay in straight plays (If

closing, within one week) no such
possibility applies to musicals un-
der the present rules because such

productions are in rehearsal for

longer periods and never fold as fast.

That makes the outlay an addition

to the production cost and, where
100 or more players are Involved, the

Item Is
: not insignificant. Equity

still contends, however; that If

$100,000 Is expended , in production

an addition of $4,000 or $5,000 should

not stop any activity.

EQUITY'S NEW

Equity, working on Its, now con-

tract for two years; will issue the

new forms for next season's use, al-

though all of its provisions have

been operative this season.

Long series of delays occasioned by

matters in and outside the associa-

tion resulted in the necessity of fre-

quently changing actual phrasing of

the contract. Passing of the NRA
brought about the inclusion of some

of the legit code provisions. Change

of policy by Equity accounted for

o(h»r new clauses.

Claimed, too, that not a little of

ttention t-.» its policy i th? Equity oflleers' lime was used to

of not accepting managerial conten-

tions that bankruptcy dismisses

the M. P. A. defaulted, Equity could ;
actor ..alary claims a d it is re-

Phat
;

ported thereby in have eventually

collected nearly all the money duescrap the basic agreement

it did July 24, 1933. One provision

of the agreement was that the member

answer the numerous queries made
by the Actors Forum. Latter fac-

j
tlon has quieted down since monthly

j
meetings started and Equity head-

aches have correspondently de-

i creased.

r \
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If Hey Don t like It, lake It Off,'

Says George H. Cohan; Yanks Darling'

PLAYS ABROAD

Der Ministerpraesident
('The Prime Minister')

Berlin, Feb. 29.

Play in ftve acta by; "Wolfgang Qoetz,

. -Hilda /Welssner

It they don't like It, we'll take it

off,' laconically remarked George M.
Cohan last week, when he decided

J

to close 'Dear Old Darling' at the

Alvin, N. Y. Author-actor-mariager

folded up his. play on Saturday

(1-4). Two 'week engagement was produced^ at the""""state*. -Theatre-Klelnes

the shortest eyer for a Cohan play. pr*{^ M!nlBte^. v Emir Jaitni'ngs

Star orierinallv did not intend f Princess, bis Wife .....Helene Fehdmer
SStar originally aia not ""ena

3ecretary ; of state, hls son Paul Hartmann
bringing his play to New York, but Privy councillor ....... Paul Henckels
after attendance steadily improved [ Count ..Paul Bildt

out of town he ..decided on Brdadr
g»«tateMv.v..,/;^-r. l;..,v. i,...Blstt .W««»e*

way.- 'barling* toured nine weeks
and probably *ould have played out., Thou_h thft ca_, of characters
the season on

$
the^ road. Detroit's .eoSS^o^tlSSf o£ SS only

gross bettered $M,500 and business to loDk on ,the Bt&
'

ge to know who
in the eastern keys topped that, [ng 'prfine Minister' is supposed to
Boston's two weeks being $15,000 .[ibe. For there* Tannings': ample
and ?16.000. L shape is metamorphosed into a

.. Debut in, New :Tork ;was. a ^^Sk^^^^stsi^
break, with business on the down m

Jn
c
Jf STKJentoT-

Sr^d'S°
ew!£^MWiS!tt ^oven: around this

21 J™ Tha^ would ..explain theklstorical flgure the not very close
weakness s<>f .the, ..advance -sale, web of an intrigue, very much in
Other than several theatre parties, the affected style of the last ''90's,

arranged . prior to the
;
premiere, that of.the French school of roman-

very- little coin came into; the' box tic heroism;- The one character that,

office. After/ 'Darling' =' opened, the breaks the bounds of this artificial

elevator. Mrike^further handicapped framevls that of Bismarck. For the

Attf.nrinTiPA historical flgure of Germany's Grandattendance,
Old Man, who, singlehandedly;

COhah has depended ,on theatre-
| shaped iihe course of a whole nation,

goers rather than critics in judging

does not fit Into this mid-Victorian
theatrical brlc-a-btac
Convinced that, under the. leader-

ship of the all-powerful prime min
later, the country Is heading for an-
other war, the: count, who is lead-
ing the opposition, is determined to

overthrow him. To undermine from
Within it is decided that his daugh
ter is to attach herself to the prime
minister's son, who is in loye with
her. She even gets him to ,elope

With her,
Bismarck, who has. Just received

implicating wires from France,
which might engulf Germany in an
other war,, must use ..all his dlplo
matic resourcefulness to ward off

this danger. Everymoment is val
uable, but he himself, follows ..the

pair because' • he
v
never underesti-

mates his enemies. \He knows what
a union between his son and the
count's daughter. ..would mean for
him and refuses his permission. His
son, who ip also secretary of state,

must return ' within' three dayd Ijo

his office or he himself will resign,-

an .
unthinkable calamity for the

country at that 'critical moment'.
Son . returns and Bisraatfck makes

his Historically famous plea before
the Reichstag In, favor of . peace.
By it he . riot only, averts the im-
pending- war

.
danger but,- for the

first time under his rigid -rule, op-
ponent and'.enejhy stand, enthusi-
astically behind him.

:

:He how oofj-/

vinces the girl that, 'for 'the' sake of
the country, she must, give back; his
son's promise of marriage.,
Janhings' performance as the

prime minister Is in no way com-
parable to. the .extraoriJinary char-
acterization in . his recent film
'Traumulus,' which was the best
this acter has done In years. His
return, to the stage shows too clear-

continued oil page 64)
'

First 10 rows for 'Saint Joan,' which opened at the Martin 6eck theatr
N. Y., last week, ai'e how priced at. $3.85, last eight rows being 30
Latter top applied for. the entire lower floor the initial week through «
error in ordering the tickets, It is therefore really not a boost in price?
Katharine Cornell' presents herself in 'Joan,' but is not starring. Cast

has six .name players- in support,
.
Miss

.
Cornell billing nersolf

I- last' it 1

a costly show to operate, which explains the $3.86 top, the largest item
being the royalty, Bernard . Shaw1 receiving 15% straight. Judging from
the first week's pace the veteran author will receive between $2 5o'0 airS
$3,000 weekly from 'Joan.' .

'

Starting with' a $5.50 premiere performance, 'Joan' got around. $20 500
for its opening-week. 1 That Is ; vlrtiial capacity, but with the do^nstaira
lift, takings may top that figure this week,

"Bury The Dead/ an anti-war propaganda drama, was. presented at
the 46th. Street theatre, . N. Yv,.- Saturday .and Suhday (14-15); Whether
It will be' regularly played has not yet been indicated, performances
"having been given as_ benefit sponsored a'radical theatre magazine. Sub-
scriptions ft* the mag ^*ere. solicited between acts arid after the show

; Play was -accorded a«- favorable press, but Us radical nature was
stressed in the reviews. Curtain raiser,; 'Over : Here,' was rated Insig-
nificant and it was indicated that If 'Dead' is further presented, another
bv.ejrt.ure sketch will 'be' Selected. Principal play ifl too . short to be used
al&ie;'' • *"?>;> ' '

'

Triple A Plowed Under

the' worth of his plays,' which gen-
erally improved in attendance -at. a I

leisurely gait. In one1 instance he
went .to- bat with -reviewers .anent
'The Tavern.' He claimed- b.6 was

|

over -

the heads- of the: critics and
bought;' extra- space ads in the
dailies. /Tavern' made a ' run of it,

having three different leads—Ar-
nold Daly, Jbhn Meehan and Cohan I

'A .fortnightly edition of. Hying news-
. „ .' ^ , paper' sponsored by Newspaper Guild of

-agoing in the cast at Various £jew York. Produced under supervision, of
times.; Play Was later recognized MorrJs Watson. Story staff headed by
as a- cnfnaAV f>tj»««ilr«

Watson, Howard Cushman and Arthuras a comeay classic.
Areiit; associate producer, Ned Glass; gen

Some question Of Whether 'Barl- feral manager, John Brennan; directors

lngf. got 'box Office
f
-notices'' b)it the K?0 Losey and H. Gordon Graham; musical

r«_^_jij • .. director and composer, Lee Walnfer; light-
play W*S accorded an unusually hng by Harold R. Solomon; orchestra con
good, press,."six reviews being fa*i ducted by Myron Roman (Federal Mu6lc

vorable, one moderate and but one ^- Ject); At P»t,nore
'
N

- T- March 14,

adverse; First .Week's gross was
J

Cast: Bentley Wallace, Ben Lewis, Fay
somewhat '

' over-estimated, takings [
Courtney, Robert Brennan, David Lelght,

being ^ound .$8,000: Claimed the gSS, ^ffi^ SS? .2Sft g£KShow could -continue profitably ttt Lawrence Clarke,. Helnze -Hohenwald, Edl
.'that/ gftltiv but'- attendance- 1 looked 1-J[2»* J*D«g, Guido .Alexan;4er, Charles

weak- 1n.' the rather large capacity
a
gSS5 gS3.

K
iSffi S£

AlVin. Jane Jonson, Robert Donaldson,- Eddie

Cohan nfxed the •suggestion that: CbStg^mEft^fr
he take the show fd'the< road again. WWte, Charles Bunnell, Walter Palni,

He said mt. when a; show quickly p^J
Stops on Broadway It is through. Robert . Horowitz. William Randolph,

].R«0ttt
;

. 'Hiniry; Ivan
. Acharj, Charles

Randolph,-; Cobilrne Goodwin. • Eleanors.
Barrie, 'Clifford Green, Charles Bunnell,
Jules Ferrar, Jack Denver, Andre Dumont,
Jean Bauer, James Bradlelgh and Armln
Bekalty.

WPA Reviews

5)ear Old Darling* was the only UAS^ sev<*al squads of police

. .how. Which closed on Broadway last *S!2£fn?
8 th6a"

• SaW :v. Brief stay of two weeks
| Sed^by^J$^%£T«was surprising. in light . of the busi- New York, launched its first thespic

ness drawn on the road. Paced effort 'Triple A Plowed Under/ loud
around $8,000, despite the favorable applause and hisses mixing in re-
press accorded it

'DEAR OLD DARLING'
Opened March 2. Only Brown

(Pos0
.

ijed to. flive. . George
M, Cohan's latest much of «
chanoer deeming it. a pity that
•Cohan, the playwright, haa not
4,one more tq cancel his enor-
rnous indebtedness, to Cohan,
the actor.' Other first stringers,
however, gave the' Comedy' a
good .eendoff.

Variety (Ibee) sal • 'tt should
attract plenty of beople in' ad-
dition to regular Cohan
fans.'

'The Fields- Beyond' played three
performances at the Mansfield.. It
was announced as resuming this
week, but failed to relight.

•THE FIELDS BEYOND'
Opened March 6. Hardly a

line of praise in the rowboat
full of first-stringers for this
expose of college life., Gabriel
(American) declared that 'those
who sat through it found it a
pretty trying business.'
Variety (Kauf) said: 'Chances

are it will wither rapidly.'

MICHIGAN CONCLAVE
Detroit, March 17.

With Valentine B. "VVindt of the
University of Michigan as principal
speaker, the third annual Michigan
Little Theatre conclave will be held
in Bay City March 28.

Representatives from ' little the-
atres in Saginaw. Dearborn, Owosso,
Flint, Kalamazoo, Grand Rapids,
Bloomfleld Hills, Midland and De-
troit will attend,

ception of the initial performance.
Energies of the cast and cops

seem wasted as far as the course df
future American dramatics is con-
cerned. Obviously propaganda for
the AAA, selection of su<" a theme
for launching the 'living newspaper'
appears to be an unhappy one.. Play
has all the earmarks ..of being an
earnest endeavor, to show that
something should be done about the
farmer's plight.

Where the dramatic effort falters
is that it .fails .to clearly show just
how. this miracle is to be brought
about. The one-hour production
takes a crack, at: the wheat' pit
gambler and a hefty dig at the
rugged individualist, typified by the
grain speculator and his gorgeously
gowned girl friend.

Staging is the best part of the en

-

tiro performance, directors and
light experts having co-ordinated
microphonics, picture effects and
novel spotlighting with good results.
Writing job is mediocre for the
most part. Acting, when any is
done, rises far above the level of the
script.

Leaving the impression of a
series of blackouts, weakness ap-
parent early is the failure to de-
velop any particular scene to a
proper degree. Even the projection
of the Sherwood case, one of the
more vivid ones, fails to follow
through. Scenes in the Chicago
wheat pit loom as the most graphic
though symbolic.
There are few chances offered to

display individual effort. Fav Court-
ney contributes a seasoned por-
trayal In her two brief appearances.
Bontley Wallace gets everything
possible out of his numerous perti-
nent speeches. Jane Jonson does a
magmflcient pantomime in . her
Sherwood girl skit, while Gertrude
Perry is satisfying in a short scene.
Charles Danforth's top portrayal is
as the minister. Norman Llovd andJames Bradlelgh are effective as
the two Sur.-eme Court justices.
Entire erfect of the Supreme

Court sequence, nicely executed,,
with' nine justices silhouetted on a
light screen, Is wiped out through
the introduction ,of figures r-pre-?

senting a congressman, Al Smith,
Thomas Jefferson and Earle Brow-
der. Not pertinent and meaningless.
Al Smith is badly burlesqued, and
others are poorly done, with audi
ence hoots' and cheers drowning out
what Browder was supposed to s'ayk

. Looks like the 'living newspaper'
if it is- going to live, will have to
expend more energy on dramatic
writing and research. As Currently
projected, it looms as a good idea
gone awry. ' Wear.

Particularly galling to many natives proud of .their Baltimore was the
heavily 'underscored line, 'This play cannot play; Baltimore this season,'

:

which featured ads and posters spotted In that town, for legit shows
appearing at 'the -National, Washington, during

:

the season. Sensitive
localites thought it belittled the burg and made their town seem strictly

small-time. 1

*

Bruised Baltlmorean feelings were soothed last week when program
for 'Idiot's Delight' at the National carried an ad for the three-day stand
of Met Opera in Balto in April, which featured "cannot play Washington
this season/ '

'

* " '

Maurice Barber, presenting 'Love on the Doje? at the Shjjbert, N, T„
planned to have ."an admission

,
scale of $2.20 top, but the' Shuberts' insisted

on .the usual $3.30. In England 'Dole' was supported by middle-class;'
patronage mostly. -. In the

.
provinces, where it was 'received exceptionally

wellj top price tickets were rarely disposed of.

'Star Spangled,' Golden, N. T., was presented by Arthur Hopkins with
Columbia backing- the production in total. Understood house has been'
guaranteed for three weeks.
Manager ls~ reported having relinquished all interest in the show, in«

eluding possible film rights.

CONJUR MAN PIES
Neprt Theatre .(Federal Theatre- Project)

presents mystery comedy In three acts (14
scenes) by Rudolph Fisher; at Lafayette
theatre, N. T., March 11, '38; staged by
Augustus. Smith, Joe I.osey; sets, Manuel
EaBman; muslpal -director,'. Joe Jordan;
05c top.- <••'

•
•* '-/

.

. Cast: Lionel Monages; William Brown,
Irving Ellis,- Dooley Wilson, Estelle
Hemsley, Dorothy Paul, Paul Johnson; Jay
Mondaaye, Louis Sharp, Phil Thomas,
Walter Brogsdale, Bertram Miller, Eman-
uel Mlddleton, Jacqueline MarthV Percy
Verwayne. Wardell Saunders, Francis
Smith, Julian Costello, Fritz Weller, Wal-
ter Puke, Mozelle Holmes.

Average outlander might con
s|der it an evening dully spent, but
'Corijur Man pies' patently wasn't
written for .the outlander-.. - It was
set down for the amusement and
amazement of Harlem folks and as
such it rates as hotsy totsy enter-
tainment.

Even though he went back to the
'90's • for • his meller technique,
the late Rudolph Fisher has peopled
his script with a conglomeration of
types that is sure enough Harlem
1936. It is a creakily conceived
whodunit which fails dismally oh.
the spooky side, but when it comes
to lowdown comedy hokum there's
far more than enough to sate local
appreciation.
Directors have wrapped a pretty

good bunch of actors around
Fisher's play. As a whole, they give
a lusty performance. In' several in-,
stances the work reveals talent
that is due to go places, if ever it gets
a real chance. Cases in point are
William Brown. No. 1 comedy man
in the piece; Louis Sharp* as the
double-dealing undertaker; Percy
Verwayne, who plays the snow-
bird; and Dooley Wilson, who, as
the sergeant detective, does a swell
job of sustaining' Interest in a mess
of tritely fashiohed lines. Staging,
however, leaves a lot wanting. Fre-
quently the element of pace is com-
pletely lost sight of, this being most
felt during the proceedings that
lead up to the anti-climax, or the
uncovering of the murderer.
Considering the small amount of

coin lie had to play with, the scenic
designer. Manuel Easmaii, earns
himself lots of credit. He has imag-
ination, plus a keen knack for using
colors in heightening dramatic ef-
fects.

Fisher's travelog of Harlem
starts off at an undertaking parlor
and brings the spectator in con-
tact with the area's samples of
soothsayers, cokies, policv racket-
men and night dives. Included in the
gruesome melange are a couple
shootings, a dissecting room, a doc-
tor giving a corpse a minute going
over, an exhibition of a snowbird
on the loose and a bit showing how
parts of & murdered man's anat-

'Dead End' is campaigning for suburban business via display ads in

the Connecticut press.- Ben Washer, shows p.a., was mimeographer ait

Lawrence Larigner's Country Playhou.se . in Westport last summer and
knows the territory. ! '

omy are disposed of in a -burning
furnace.
Mystery angle stems from an at-

tempted slaying of M'Gana Frlinbo,
the Conjur Man. (Frit? Weller).
Ma,n actually slain is the conjur
man's faithful servant;' With no
corpus delicti to work On; the Har
lem gendarmes, aided by the Philb
Vance deductions of a. neighbor
hood practitioner (Lionel Monagas),
go on a merry round of tagging
suspects. Mumbo-jumb.omaji does a
sudden

.
reappearance, .- stages a

seance with all. the suspects pres
ent, and,' applying the psychology of
his tribal swamplands,' solves the
enigma, Odec.

An Enemy of the People
Chicago, March 15.

Theatre No. 1 (Federal Unit) In revival
ot Henrlk Ibsen'd sociological comedy,'. 'at
Great Northern theatre, under direction
of Theodore Ylehman> March ;10,*3b; 7Sc.
top. •

Alternating casts: Arthur. Peterson and
Edgar Tegner. Robert Shrewsburv and
Walter T. Krause, Charles O'Neal and
Earl George, Robert L. Hagan and Oliver
Hennlng, Alfred Clarke and Dnrrcll Lvall,
Everett Marshall and Larry Brooks. Wil-
liam . Tule and Lee Hadyn. Edward
Schmltz and Jerome Rosen. Jack Ford and
Maurice Harries, Karen Nielsen and Mabel
Leigh, Lucille Colbert and Frances Harris,
and Nell Calvin. *

This example of Ibsen, written
when he was going strong with the
Continental and British intellectuals
an'd his name was creeping into
'cultural' coteries in this land, stands
up well after 54 years—even though
the director fusses it up a bit in a
well-meant effort to achieve the
little-theatre ideal of 'action'
Nothing in the play ever won the

box-office public, even in. the larger
American cities, although Walter
Hampden some years ago forced it

through a run in New York. Piece
classifies as a novelty here, where
the only recent record is of. a per-
formance or two in '24 by the Mos-
cow Art Theatre in Russian.
'Enemy* was in Beerbohm Tree's

repertoire on " his first American
Jtour 1894-'95. but remembered only
by the old-time critics, although
regarded by the London intel-
ligentsia as Tree's best role. Legend
is that Ibsen wrote the play in
hitler reply to writers who assailed
him. for 'Ghosts/
Double cast is used, patently, to

make use of as many of the - 75
actors on the payroll as possible,
but explained by the management
as due to a desire to 'build up
'repertoire ensemble, for a long stay.'
Both casts were scanned for pur-
poses of this .review and the prin-
cipal difference found is in varying
personalities, director having man-
aged to impress nil the actors with'
his- ideas of how 'Enemy'. Should be
performed. Best that may be said
of either cast is that- it gives what
would pass for a fffir performance
by a neighborhood stock company.
Attempt to capture in sets and cos-

Ibsen is alien rather than foreign,
silly.

Limit of : run Is not defined, but
management says the next play will

be one of .three, 'all in preparation.'
Donaghey.

A TEXAS STEER
Chicago, March 16.

.American Repertoire Company (Federal
Theater . Unit) presents revival of. Charles
H. Hoyt's four-act comedy; March 9, '88.

at Blackstone Theatre, under, direction pf.

Harry Minturn; COc. top.
Cast: Oscar . O'Shed, William Noltner,

Brerit Wienn, Guy Hickman, Bert Storeh,
Charles A. Qordonler, Harry C. LaTler,
Robert Merrlhian, Thomus J. Browne,
Roland Ardery, Jock Herman. Otis G?rd«
onler, Forrest Smith, Leon Beach, Leslie

West, William Sexton, Charles N. Luntf
Patrick Butler, James Rice, Myrtle BIgden,
Constanco, Herori, Emetta Germalne, Ade«
latde Clyman, Madeline Broadhurst, May
Adams. •

-

tumes. the 'period' of the play's
premiere is wasteful and, because andlervi"^^ supers." ^Dwaghev*

After months of preparation,
changing plans, cancelled bulletins
as to when and where, and. unreel-
ing of millions of yards of red tape,

the WPA arrived at public exhibi-
tion in this regioh with the restora-.
tlon of what for years was. always
spoken of with ' awe as 'Hoyt's
masterpiece.'

,

It was okay for Its time; it was
both funny and topical in the early
'90s, When Texas was a far-off plate
of legend with every man ' openly
toting a pistol, drinking his whisky
straight and expectorating with
studied contempt wherever lie saw a
dude. But the fun and the. topical
aptness didn't last long; even before
Hoyt died in .1900, it was out of
date.
And that's why ?A Texas Steer*

Isn't funny or topical today, regard-
less .Of ' how It is done. The.gass
and japes have no meaning now;
and, as there was no vitality to the
story or situations In the beginning,,
the piece doesn't revive .well,, even
as 'period drama,' It isn't reason-
able to expect reactions of laughter
to jokes about blowing out the gas,
or to a plainsman groaning in the
pressure of his first pair of modish
oxfords, or to a group of illuminated
cowboys shbotlng nictures off the
walls of a swell Washington hotel.

And one scene, meant by Hoyt to be
tear-jerker wherein a. Negro

voices the plaint that politicians
break their pre-election promises to

black voters, got onlv la\ighter from
the first-night gathering at the

Blaclcstone.
Performance is of the kind Riven

by weekly-change stock companies,
as if the script had been learned
and stacred in a seven -day rush.
Oscar O'Shea in the role Hoyt wrote
for the late Tim Murphy is at no
time anything like the shaggy, rug-
ged cattleman sent to Congress
against, his will, and is at all times
like Jiggs of the comic strips.

Others are on a par. Two quartets,
one- colored, sing in the nroloe,

wherein the statre is crowded with
actors oh pay but not in the cast

Ir
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Current Road Shows

Week March 16

'At Home Abroad,' Forrest Phil-

adelphia*

'Boy M«ete Girl/ Selwyn, Chicago.

, Children's Hour/ Curran, San

Francisco.
'Cyrano' (Walter Hampden),

rand, Chicago.

'Dod»worth' (Walter Huston),

American. St. Louis.

'Ghosts' (Nazimova), iltmore,

Los Angeles.

'Ghost Trai / Copley, Boston.

'Great Waltz,' Auditorium, Chi-

cago.
'Her Week End/

Princeton, .
N. J., r

Wilmington. Del., 20-21.

'Idiot's Delight' (Lunt-Fontanne),

Nixon, Pittsburgh.

'Larger Thair Life/ Court Square,

Springfield,. Mass., 16-17; Shubert,

New Haven, 19-21.

'NiflM pf Jan. 16/ 1 Capltan, Hol-

lywood.
'Old Maid/ Plaza, El Paso, 16;

travel, 17; Majestic, San Antonio,

18; Paramount, Austin, 19; Majes-

tic Houston, 20-21.

'On Your Toes/ Boston,

'Personal Appearance/ lymouth.

Boston.
'Personal Appearance/ Shrine

Aude, Des Moines, la., 15; Audi-

torium, Sioux City, 16; Coliseum,

Sioux Falls, S. Dak., 17; Metro-

politan, Minneapolis, 18-21.

'Porgy and Bess/ National, Wash-
ington.

'

'Sailor , Philadel-

phia.

San Carlo Opera, Auditorium,

Seattle.'

'Squaring the Circle/ Maryland,
altlmore,

'Three en oh a Horse,' Cox, Cin-

cinnati.

'Three Men on a Hor6e/ Garrick,

Philadelphia.

'Three Men on a Horse/ Fair-

banks, Springfield, 0„ 16; Harris,

Flndlay, 17; Ohio, lima, 18; Eng-
lish, Indianapolis, Ind., 19-21.

'Tobacco Road/ "Ford's, Baltimore.

Tobacco Road/ Erlahger, Buffalo.

'Winterset/ Chestnut, Phlladel-

. phia..

Hard to Find

.. Indianapolis, March 17.

First production of the WPA
stock company here, 'Clar-

ence,' was shelved when pub-
lishers couldn't locate Booth
Tarkington to okay a royalty
cut.

Author was living within
five minutes walk of the local
theatre at the time;

Pitts. Season,

Best in Years,

Bridgeport's WPA Stock

Troupe Gets Good Start

Bridgeport, March 17.

Park Theatre Players, Connecti-
cut's third federal- theatre, project,

opened, with James Gleason's 'Shan-
nons of Broadway,' first legit show
on Main street in 10 years..

Inaugural biz leads state WPA
execs to believe that the Bridgeport
unit will do better than troupes in

Hartford and New Haven, largely

because of the talent available in

this section.-

'Shannons,' featuring Cecil Spoori-

er .and Hal Clarendon, who also

staged the comedy, was treated
kindly by the local press, Cast, in

addition to Miss Spooner and Clar-
endon, Included Arthur Brooks,

r Arthur Malloy, Cliff Fpye, Earl
Barnes, . Thomas Frouge, Dorothy
Weller, joe Burns, Carl Goodman,
Mae Barry, Marlon Belmont, Roger
Belrne, Paul Kennedy, J. Burleigh
Morton, Norma Button, Jimmy
Scalo, Julio Noblll, Jean Manti, Dick
Cimarolli and Lew Loomts.
Supplementary variety bill, direct-

ed by. Homer Mason, uses Ross &
Ross, Frank Work, Charles & Lil-
lian Gerard, James Brockett, Cosrho
& Anita and Three Chocolate Drops.
Harold Brown leads the pit band.

Scale is 55c. top, with two mati-
nees.

Shifts in Coast WPA
Los Angeles, March 17.

.Ernest Bacon, of the San Fran-
cisco Works Progress Administra-
tion project, has been transferred
here as district supervisor. He suc-
ceeds William L. Dean, moved to
the San Diego division as office
manager.

Shifts were made by Kenneth H.
Meeker, aide to Harry L. Hopkins,
national director of relief. Personal
changes in the Long Beach area
were also made by Meeker.

Clive 111

Colin ciive left the cast of 'Libel.'
filler, N. Y., last week because of
illness. Operated on for intestinal
ulcer and will, be out of the show
ior another week, at least.

i*olin Hunter Is subbing.

Pittsburgh, March 17. .

Regular legit , season at the Nixon

-will wind up earlier than expected,

curtain ringing down the week of

April 13 with Nazimova's 'Ghosts,*

sixth arid last of the ATS subscrip-

tion, offerings. That's due prin^

clpally. the fact that MGM is

rushing in its 'Great Ziegfeld' for a

two-a-day run, getting under way
April 26. Between that and 'Ghosts'

will be. the University of Pittsburgh

Cap and Gown Club's annual mu-
sical.

Nixon was dark last week, first

time since mid-December that the

house has been without an attrac-

tion. 'Idiot's Delight' is current

under subscription auspices, with
'Three Men On a Horse* following

in Monday (23) for a two-week en-

gagement. That brings on a pair of

ATS., shows ..in ..a,, row, 'Winterset'

preceding 'Ghosts/

Promised for the greater part of

the season, 'At Home Abroad' will

pass up Pittsburgh; Shuberts have
informed the. management it could

have the attraction following thie

Chicago run but that woUldtake the

house into late May or early June
and the : Nixon isn't willing to risk

the usual warm weather decline-

House will shutter immediately fol-

lowing the end of the 'Great Zieg-

feld' engagement.
Present season has been one of

the Nixon's best since the depres-

sion. The Lunts will play to prac-'

tically capacity in 'Idio'ts Delight'

this week, advance sale being

enormous.

HERE'S ONE WPA UNIT

WHICH CLAIMS PROFIT

Indianapolis, March 17.

WPA group is now in its third

week here, and is doing" well enough

at the box-office, without threaten-

ing grosses of any of the downtown
legit or film houses. Lee Norveile,

former' drama prof at Indiana Uni-

versity heads the group, with

Charles Burkell. directing, and Henry
S. Burton, house manager.
Burkell first made stock profitable

here
: when he -repeated for several

summer seasons, but further ad r

ventures were" hot so profitable and
he lost part of the bankroll trying to

recoup. Burton was house manager
of Keith's and the Lyric In former

years.

Howard Delays -Hamlet*
Hollywood, March 17.

Contemplated stage production of

'Hamlet* by Lesile Howard lias

been postponed until September.

Actor had planned to do the piece in

New York upon completion' of his

part in 'Romeo and Juliet' at

Metro.
Instead Howard will go to Lon-

don for rest, returning in August.

BALL SHIFTED
William Bull, who was a major

hi the AEF, has been shifted

from the personnel department of

the WPA theatre project to the

requisition bureau, following agita-

tion of the-Veterahs League against

alleged communism, within the proj-

ect.

He was requested to resign from
the League by Philip Barber, re-

gional director, but refused.

FIVE WEEK TAKINGS OF AIL WPA
SHOWS IN NEW YORK TOTAL $5,367

Upstate Date Switch

For Stock 'Old Maid'
if

Syracuse, N. T., March 17.

' Federal Theatre Project will ro-

tate Westchester dramatic

troupe ,to Syracuse March 25 to
present .'The Old Maid,' rather than
attempting to do the Zoe Aklns play
with the talent embraced in the
local. Federal Theatre Players. Lat-
ter likely will troupe elsewhere that
week* but bookings are as yet in-
definite.

First Syracuse vaudeville unit
federally sponsored Is expected to
make Us debut about April 1. Ap-
propriation for the project is ap-
proximately $29,000.

WPA TO REBUILD N. 0.

FRENCH OPERA HOUSE

New Orleans, March 17.

The old French Opera house, for

over 100 years the center of culture
here, will be rebuilt with WPA
funds. Understood that a replica of

the magnificent old edifice, which
was completed early In the 18th
century, will be erected on the for-
mer site.

If unavailable, another site will

be sought in the French quarter.
Opera house was razed by fire in
1919. **

Rebuilding of the old opera house
has long been a cherished ambition
in these parts.

Copeland Vice Zatkin ..

Reynoss Copeland is in charge of
publicity for WPA relief shows in
New York succeeding Nathan Zat-
kin, resigned.

About 20 persons Jri the depart-
ment, each assigned to a play pro-
ject.

Negro Theatre Best at B. O. thus Far, but Limited

Appeal—Lack of Advertising Allowance Hurts

Attendance to Relief Broadway Tryouts
r—^- —

:
;—

KAUFMAN CONFINED
. Specialists were called in Sun-
day (15) to examine Harry Kauf-
man, Broadway ticket broker and
showman on reoccurrence of an ear
abscess, A nurse was engaged, with
orders that no visitors be allowed.

Tuesday Kaufman was reported-

somewhat Improved;

'Jeff Davis' Gets $72.57

At B.O., $1,150 Expenses

On Richmond, Va., Date

'Jefferson Davis,' first WPA relief

show to be sent on. tour in the east

by the Federal theatre' project,

fared badly in Richmond, Va,,

March 6. Two performances were
scheduled but only one played. De-
spite the fact that 'Davis' played

the big-capacity auditorium, the

company's share was only $72.57.

Capacity sale had been claimed in

advance, but it is reported most of

the tickets were given away gratis

to patriotic organizations. Players

were in Richmond three days, ex-

penses amounting to $1,150.

Charlotte, N. C, March 17.

'Jefferson Davis/ Federal theatre
project piece written by John Mc-
Gee, regional advisor, with head-
quarters at Chapel Hilli N. C, and
endorsed by the United Daughters
of the Confederacy as a vindication

of the only president . of the Con-
federacy, has been booked for five

playings in North Carolina.

Bookings are for Chapel Hill,

Charlotte, Raleigh, Durham and
Greensboro.

'Living Newspaper in Trouble

Again on Charge of

.
,Works. Progress Administration's

theatre project unit.krtowri aa > the

'living- ^e^spaper/ which 'has hedn
a storm center of relief show ; ac'--

tlvlties in New Yprk' since 'Ethiopia/

its ' first playy VaA, - scrapped on.

!orders from Washington, again dreW
press attention when it finally

opened . Saturday; (I4) at: the lit-,

indre with a^playlet called 'Triple -A

ploughed Under/
>;
First, perform-;

ance found a flock*' or ;cpps put-sitfe

an* inside the. house. That, cameras
the"]r^sul| of a charge made b^' the

Veterans ;League , that. the. script is"

communistic..
' Was. reported- .prior to opening:

that 'trouble intent halt the show,

a 34-mlnute. performance given

twice' nightly for>.26c., .admission.

"Charges Were made , at a league
meeting in the afternoon by ex-

soidlers oh the WPA theatre pay-

roll. They stated that mention of

Washington and Lincoln had been

deleted from the script but that the

character of Earl Browder remained.

Latter is secretary Of the Commu-
nist Party lh the U. S. and his

criticism of the ..U. S. Supreme
Court's ruling on the AAA was
spoken;

from the stage virtually In

tpto.
'

House was hand picked for the

first performance and no tickets

were for sale late in the afternoon.

However, two objectors raised the-ir

voices during the performance and

were ejected. Claimed Monday that

the duo had been technically sus-

pended but that they had been re-

instated and the incident is a 'closed

book/ However, another .'anti-Com-

munist' who raised a rumpus when
unable to purchase a ticket, was
pinched and found guilty of disor-

derly conduct.
Willis Browne, stage manager of

'Triple A/ was taken off-- the job

after he verbally attacked Morris

Watson of the Newspaper Guild,

sponsor Of the show. He charged

Watson with being a communist and

claimed that Watson had corralcd Assallin

airthe, pickets and distributed them
to. his 'communist, friends/'

'

: After tiayihg read", a. report in the

Rallies
'

'6f a dress rehearsal of

/Triple ! / Congressman .'Bacon of

Long: Island issued a statement in

Washington, referring to the play

as a 'New Deal Absurdity/ also say-

ing\ that 'subsidized political drama
represents the flower of Brain. Trust

comm'hnisih.'ln
1

the American gov-

erhrnent' today.'
•

There'were mixed boos and cheers

\vhen the B/p'.wdei* incident occurred

onthe.sta^e/''. v *
•*

. Xi wa*. fuFther charged." that the

federal; relief show project in the

metropolis is preparing another- and

more distinctly red play called 'Clas£

of '^9'/ slated fpr
:

the Manhattan
next -month. Hallife -Flanagan said

she had not read the script, and. al-

though the play is In" rehearsal, it

may be withdrawn, as others have

been recently.

Edward Goodman, director of the

'popular price theatre,' WPA unit at

the Manhattan, said there is a Soviet

march song in 'Class' but it is ren-

dered in a moment of gayety. Play
calls for four Harvard grads and
two from Vassar seeking jobs dui'r

ing the. depression. Claimed that

only one of the characters is sup-
posed to be Com munis lie.

Monday, Harry L. Hopkins, na-
tional WPA administrator, was sent

a telegraphic message by Major
William L. Ball, head of the- Fed-
eral Theatre Veterans League in

New York, asking an investigation

of red propaganda In the relief show
project.

In Washington
Washington, Mar. 17.

Works program's 'living newspa-
per' was blasted last wvaK by Con-
gressman Robert L. Bacon, socialite

.Rppnh.lir-.ari from Long • Island, who
declarc-d scenes built around the

Supreme Court decision on the New
Deal's agriculture program re

'shocking.'

That the WPA relief shows of the

Federal theatre project in New
York have limited appeal is demon-
strated by smill box office returns.

In the first five weeks, during which

admissions were charged the total

takings amounted to $5,367. Most of

the gross Was drawn by the proj-

ect's hew shows.
Admissions are low rates,

usually 26c and 65c, and the failure

to advertise is believed to be the
main reason why receipts are insig-

nificant. No coin allowance for ad-
vertising Is permitted by Washing-
ton. Upstate, however, the WPA
shows are advertised in the dallies

and on billboards. Explanation is'

that the attractions are booked on
a 50-50 basis, house being required
to pay the cost of ads and posting.

Similar deals are being arranged
for Some attractions in and around
the metropolis, but, having leased
five theatres in the city, the WPA
finds itself stumped there on the
advertising angle.

Best, money thus far was drawn
by 'Walk Together Chillun' (now
withdrawn), which played in Har-
lem to $6.65 the first week.- Twice
the weekly takings were .slightly

over $200, with, two other weeks re-
,

corded at $142 and $130.

'Chalk Dust' at Daly's 63rd street
is paced at less than $300 weekly.
'American Holiday/ which closed
Saturday (14) at the Manhattan, got
slightly over $300 weekly.
'Woman of Destiny' at the Willis,

Bronx, first of the managerial try-
pu.ts, drew less than- $300 its first

week and last week ' the nightly
gross Included figures like $30 and
$26.- Show moves to Brooklyn next
week at the Symphony, former
Shubert-Teller, with- • 'Heaven and
Earth/ long In rehearsal, following.

Other units, not" leelt, have got-
ten about the same average pf re-
ceipts, although a circus got as high
as $7S5, in one week. A ,jninsti;el ;

show in two performances, got $167,

there being no other bookings that
week. 'Idle Inn,' a Tiddlsh play,

'opened, to $48. It rehearsed two
months, the average .of "all WPA
shows, all> concerned being paid the

'Usual wage ' throughout.
'Around the World in 80 Days*

was rehearsed sljx . . weeks, „ theii

dropped when It was1 estimated, the
cost of production would be $156,-

000. Script called for 18, scenes,

'Saava/ reputedly communistic, was
placed In rehearsal their cancelled,

A piece called 'Black Spulir*

also dropped.

drama' as a form" of communism;

-

Bacon said the 'living newspaper' is

neither relief nor drama, but, pure

and unadulterated politics' and de-

manded curtailment of further1 Fed-
eral outlays for propaganda of this

character.

'It is shocking to note that the

administration's open ' warfare

against the Supreme Court' of the

United States now has been ex-

tended to the stage of the W. P. A.

theatre in New York/ Bacon assert-

ed. 'Tonight our government-subsi-

dized stage will offer, at the Bllt-

more . theatre, the world premier of

its latest pagentry in political prop-

aganda, "Triple A Plowed Under/
'In the. melodramatic finale,. as\

presented .in the dress rehearsal, the.

lights were .
dimmed impressively

and the entire cast chants lugubri-

ously the official script of Secretary

Wallace which characterized the

A. A; A. decision as 'the greatest

legalized steal'In all human history.

The show ends with the figurative

nation chanting in the general di-

rection of a soil erosion act 'We

need you! We nerd you.:'

'Every agency of government now
Is directed to the presidential cam-
paign and every Federal payroller"

is a militant part of Mr. Farley^

gigantic spoils machine. A really

faithful drama would climax with

the postmaster general chanting to

soil erosion. 'We need you! We
need you!'

'I suggest the time has come
;
tor

the American people to put a stop

to this particular New Deal, ah--

political surdity/

c



IECITIN4TE
the most damning statements 'that

can he made about any new ,piay.

Nevertheless, -Star Spangled' 'calls

forasigh d£ regret^it. could have

Case of Clyde Griffiths

Group Theittre ana Milton Shubei-t pres-

ent trapredy In two nets, adapted by Erwln
Plscator and L.ena Goldsohmldt from novel

'Amorlrnn Tragedy,' by Theodore T)relfipr;

Enptfish translations uneredited; directed by

iee Strnsberj;; -sets, Watson JLV ,— - — N. T., Wnrdh 13,' 3d;T5tbol Unrrymore,
S-<.30 top.
•Sneaker
Clyde Orl.Hrhs.......
Roberta Alden
Pondrn Flriohley . . . .

.

Titus A'rten
Mrs. Aldrn ,

Emily Aldpn
Samuel Griffiths
7irc

. ftomuel 'OrlfHths

C-llhert Crimtlis
Bella Qrlflltha
Joqlah Eabs
"Wleghnm

. .Morris Cnrnovaky

.AlexRnaer KlrklaTid
Phoebe Brand

...Margaret "BnTVer:
Art Smith

.......Ruth Nelson
Paula Miller

Roman Bojinon
"Virginia -Stevens

Walter -Coy.

TCdy LniKjhlin.
Gorrlt .Krirber 1

,
...Ppntor'l Ktelsnor'

Ella Kazan .

Grovcr ' IJrrpess .

•W.llllam Qhnllee:
Jules. Gnrfiold
Anthony 'Ross

f Eunice. Stoddard'
i Helen "Walpole
[ Jlloh I-nnge.

Bob Lewis

f
trchltney fRoutne

[
Rentrlce Cole

J Paul J^orrlsnn
IVondell Phillips

I Jerome Thor
Doctor X,uther Adler
District Attorney. TiwIr LeverPtt
rMrS. Asa Griffiths Dorothy iBaiten

,

Working Men. .........

Working GlrlB

Orrln Short..

It probably sounds like something
of an anaohrohism to 'that 'The

<3ase of Cllyde OrifRths' 1b old-fash-

-ionea-^ana .yet, tor all practical

purposes), that Is What Is wrong
with the play. It 1s a garga "drama-
tization -ot The American 'Tragedy;'

by Theodore "Dreiser, In that -im-

pressionistic, spotty, -Jerky, ;lse3f-con- 1

«dibus manner so ibeloved ut *hBl

Continental 'j^-coimcious theatre *>f
\

ihe 'twenties.
It "had its place in drama, this

kind of theatre. Gordon Craig, "be-

fore the war, In England; IPitoeff,

Jn TParls, itnid rttscator, In Berlin> stf-

*er the 'war, (did « lot <with -it and
ibr 3t TChe New Playwrights toyed.

'Wiith.ii in WewTtorkAlang-ahouttiasB
r( 'Processional,' •.Macbinai,'' tetcj.

But it never really .-succeeded aoross
the ocean beoause it wasn't (genuine,

and it never even got started in
America because it. wasn't sul-
inciBntljr •vital or guts-y.. ATfid -now.

4n '^38,. -the 'Group Theatre tn New
York goes "bacTc to it andTemlnas x>f

A truck, driver, flnfljkr Sunday off

TOfth ia. -ssoond-haind Ford ;and tires

, {tainted rod, '

The play itself has a lot'. *to do
with it; nl course. . When Theodore
Dreiser dug into the case itles -of

•the "Chester Gillette Thurder -in up-
state New T>OTk -and turned it into
a itw^vrihitne aioveI,1he made 'a long

, and .ijfcflpngand earnest iJob 6f It. It

was simplicity «nd definttiori to the
. dpoint, /almost, of boredom. But (that

^eryiaci made it.a novel which will

Jive .and he rememberedJong beyond
mast American product, ' Patrick
Jteathey turned it into a play and
aid ' u teoxfiL. Hod along urflnsp'ired
9ines; stressing the ihelodramatteB
Knd scooting through the miles -of

Jiadkgfound. In XSermainy, lErwin
apisoator made this modernistic
version of it, <underlminK the socio
iofiicai lagpeots. - it is this version
retranslated back dnto . Bnglish .by
an anonymous translator, that is
itpw tftxown. And in the adaptation

!

into -Che 'Qerman 'arid Tetranslation

;

Tltrto English it *as lost whatever

.

Tvarmth .and streng'th ibi language;
it Uad.
That the story has sociological

import is undeniable.. Stand taken
by Dreiser in the original novel
and xaccied through, with" under-
scoring, by Plscator, is. that Clydei
sGtrliflths was a iviicttm x>f the 'eternaa
.-strife 'between classes. He .came
•from the working class and- tried to
.move into the upper strata of
drones and it was this transition,
the authors claim, wnich led him to
commit murder. It. Is a true enough
argument somewhat mitigated, im
jfortunately, by the Jact that, dn .spite
-of all arguments, Grifnthfl was a
-cheap CQwar,d >and weakling who

probably would have gotten into

trouble no matter what society he

was in or came from.

As played here, there Is one sta-

tionary set cut into various seg-

ments.. One side of the ^stage rep-

resents the poor class and the other

the rich class. In the center ;Is no-

man's land, where Griffiths struggles

for a Tooting, hopelessly lost be-

tween, the twp. Out in front of the

foots, in the pit, is '!The Speaker,

who constantly breaks into the ac-

tion to tell what Is going on, to

discuss the various points that came

into the action., 'to. discourse occa-,

flibnally with the -various charac-,

tors in the play as to liheir potions;

and to generally (as one lobhyite

nut it) kibitz :
the proceedings.

.Lighting shifts the scene of action

across the various segments of stage

and back and forth between The
Speaker and the actors.

It is ia difficult manner oT pro-

.

cedure, for several reasons. The,
Speaker is constantly cutting into,

and detracting from, the .play

proper. 'Also it serves to annoy be-

cause of the constant dotting 'ot i*s

and crossing of t!«. After .all, played

as it is, it is pretty obvious to most
that any senu-^ritelligent Touflience

cannot help "but get the point. Re*
peating it again ,and again merely
serves to obscure the issue.
Once the premise that the play

was to be done as it was is 'hurdled,

fihere can 'be nothing but praise due
the ©roup :Theatre for fthe »ferfeou-

rttort. The actors handle themselves
adptirably throughout, the technical
dif&oulties are iiealt with .Intensely

and intelligently, the direction .(far

that .type of play) is A-l, with espe-
cial hends due also; to the lighting
arid setting departments.
A* <uBual ;in ©roup Theatre pro

auctions the male taction .'among
tthe actors ^predominates. Atexamler
JCLplBland-in the title' role is fine,

performing *evenly and with <agile-

ness. lilorris Garnovsky, the Group's
most versatile actor; almost con-

vinoee as The Speaker, 'but has the
inscnlble tuirden ttf an unhappy as-
^iBnment >to .fight with. One >canU
;help being annoyed with his. philo-
sophic discourses -and interruptions,
no ma!tter how Deautifuay ..he ut-
ters them. Ttoman "Bohnen Is at his

.

top form as -Sam 'Griffiths, the col- •

lar pTutoorat, -Temlriding in 'his iex-
'

lecution ©T Richard ®|enne:tt at -his-

best. Xin&er Adler "has a W, ibuTt

handles it with his usual dispatch.
Margaret iBarker, jus Sondra :<played;

by "Miriam Hopkins in (the ibst
'American Tragedy' piay in New
Xork) xiomes through tor the .first,

time since she's been with the
group, really .Sitting and hanftlinsr.

er assignment to tbe letter. Phoebe

:

Brand, as ROherta, «gahi .'annoys by]
her uninterested mannerisms . and
droning' intonations. .She . reminds,
•all the way ' through, ' ot the w, k.

tooncert maestro who Just .didnt Tike
music.
The many small parts are handled

in excellent fashion, as ousual in.

Group Theatre productions.
'Chances are that, .adding np the!

regular Group Theati'e following;
with the Social-minded' mob and
the 'new theatre' addicts, it will
result in ihe pllay's getting a mod-
erate run, but that is the very trest

that ft can expect. K'mtJ.

be
D"mcuity~i6 that no one seemed Der Minislerpraesideiil

to know What tD do with the play.

It was directed on the honor sys- (Continued from page .62)
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g
co!oralSatea pS and p^formance^ fcutnot iforg.

i ^ rt« j-onfusing terms - TThe e-vening imlgnt ha-\e oeen

*£Sb?iiome Mernnia is;grown up characters so nigefardry that it

and H Zm< chUaren well beyondJ merely turn-out tcifce
fl

a
Hfl

cr
t̂anr ^rr. „ i„ „ ni,DDn -r.hu- I contraption •wTildh looken as u it

had been produced *olely because ot

Emll Jannings' iihycioal Jt»t.neKS
puberty. One son is a cheap -poll

tician, one is -a .eangster, one is ;a

second-rate baseball <player and the

daughter is a ploture house dancer

with a yen tor Tlollywood fame.

'With those characters to play -wlth^

it is understandable that the script

enlisted ia lot -of (sproducer linteres't.

Arthur Hopkins scabbed it *rdt

for the lead. Trask,

Children to Bless You
London, March 4.

^nTa^teVlt^shasttcal^^ I

it well but somehow failed to .brine Herbert -JW m '°«13unc,,1(
i
n
, /1^

it in a winner, Only a three-day aa ton «t •Amimssiiaora tiwatrc,

ndt.'give hhn ^ime ^nousfh to eee
, V\V;«".'.'V.

*»'.'... ».-.i5the» C«i^,
uxnd flxitheiiawfl.

x< . .. ,
| -ironte i. . , uirpK''1

George Tobias . as the gangster is Uiartin **> •,wv^lit« Hail
a particularly h»P»y 'Choice.

+

He
does so well by the .part- • that- LgUae Lawrence

^ ^ -Dua^on
(again) it seems a shame he won t 7 ^RT^T>«rn?i

l
-

be playing ,it Jong. JSot ifar *e- Ronnie Trent

htaiflI «reT KEichaei Vtearoff 'as an | Stella Harringway. . . ,-Itene Blown

otly -political 'boss; 'Garson Kanin
wlio quit .'Boy JSIaete <5irl* to 3>'e thei| A cohveTftiohal domestic comedy
li6imcian-vbw)tiher,; l^iUard^MItchell, ... something right up

SS^SIhMSf'^^|wi-M^.)H*f«*'*-i-
Natasha Boleslavsky as the ampr-r

| Sis, its (promise,

ous mother of the oddly assorted, j^o^^ -indulgent imother i'ears a
quartette -plavs ^m^^J^L y}™. .family -Of -flw iselflsh -children who
,but Beeme ^jyow^ -for ^^^J make a slave of her. At the end of
eignroent. Mardoric XytcVI, ^efirst -act the eldest boy is <th*eat
who walked on IBoy Meets EUrl

e^d wlth ^all for^bezalemeilt, ain
seemB nebulous as the sifter, thei !^ th

a
raise $1,500. At this

TOry wea!k 'spotin3» pa^
«5fb]y due to ladk jol 'f

irecWonl.
. ©H^^g^jg ^^hajtisgorng^,

aides nothing. -actually 'happenB to ^ ^ rooney Jn the next
her-

x ^ ^w™^ nSnii scene the "house is transformed Ifom
Two Parts, those^wS,*X,£?Jn 1 TPandemoriium into-ii ;

truiet*ani ?

aild .Axhury *md C«ww
r̂lu^ ^heTe mother lies upon- the

seam not to At at oouch and all the children wait on
they had been written .to.-Jto^jdve.. ™» « ««

thfe >entlrB gftuation is re-

STRATOSPHERE
•Ramc, I'>b. 28.

JJoV play by Cosarc Glullo Vtolii at An
gentlnu tHcati-p; LMgl Cavlnl, Murla MeU
ktp and fcbo 2Iarl IcatureU.

This and another play "by the same
authdv, 'Ahd He Is Jesting,' opened
the same night. A famous German
author, Havtmario, jneets ,a young
compatriot .of his, Hons 'Kabila, at
a small inn in the "Italian moan-
tains. Hans was expelled two years
ago from his own university, and
forhiddeiv attendance at any other
uriivei'sity 'in 'Germany, for having
iought at duel with <one of his pro-
fessors, \vhom he challenged for *t-
taofeing the reputation of Frida
Stonneiv Hartmann's .mistress,

Now, 'beqause of this romanticism,"
Hans is an outcast from his own
world and has 'decided to go to ,

Africa. . - .

Horomann, ifull. of paternal con-
cern and sympathy, «asks the young
student to visit 'him at Capri, and.
tries there to get him straightened
oat.. 'But without -success; Hans
seems deteiwined to. resist all kmd--
ness. - Reason (being !Elrlda,. Worn
Hans .knew, years ago, and with
whom ho was in love: even before
She 'became Hartmann's girl. Now-
having found her again, he ardently
desires, her, 'and -she responds by
falling in love with him, but does
not want' to leaw Hartmann.
Hans,

1

with ail the brutality of
youth, tells Hartmami that he and
•Frida lore each, other. Author's
nrsf reaction is one ^bf jealousy and
rage; -but itttmn ;he bbntrolls 'himself,

and, retweatin.g ito *he tonely 'heighta
from Avhich he, .the writer, is w«nt
to view humanity, 'intellectually and'
oalmly, "bids the young lovers fare-

well; After they go, he brealvs doiv

andsdbs.' Heln.

the hoys a couple of weeks' work,
^diunibia. Pictures 4s 'Wtere^ted

before the ^nal
Wiamcially^;^^aJ^^Sfc1 auntie retSto% continent
why (since it^obvioncly .cant raake ™^ ^ h .departed than t!

a film in anything like its P^n, -^J^lltha ^anae roode-ot living,
form> will probably forever remain '| S?^!*^* trJ^«-„^ .w^o"

curtain,
No

things

a ahystery.

BUND ALLEY

l|tfqr ifhe tfamtly that existed before

her aitirivai. ..

Piece was written iby a .novelist,

which means there is some good
character drawing. There are also

.wnftBKY I
some very bright dialog and situa

T^rama in three actVwesfentea ibv .Oham-' tions. ^But -this does not «ufflce to

ibwiate (Bwr^" bSSSw at National, ! ma*ke -one half ,as -excellent .an *Men-
N. T„ March 10, '36; written 1>y James

; ,jng'S entertainment ;as is -abtvtally

Warwick; Btffged l?y Bruce Aaams. f1
, ^e?ete^. ,,t0 ,-the jiniformly ox-

l

°Casf Elizabeth Council, James Reo£fln. , -ceiient abtirig by the entire *om-
Robert o^i.. -fl.ueusta Wallace, Waiter.

,pauy,. plus outstanding perform
Binott, Alice Fleming, Bruce Adome, aBces hy Irene 3rowne and Mary
Helene Ambrose, Hal. James, Nick Denrils. 3-^^
and George Spelvlru^

! ^thusi&Stlcally TC

riwm%fe*Ltn iRrowji onened hts : 'ceived hy a 9rlendly andienqe and

ne^s^ocf vSSr? a??h? Na- \<M**t MMr is ^understood to^ve

Sonal, down on E. Houston St. Ithe American rights. ffolo,

and 2d Ave., .in the lower .East

Side sector , -of ' SI. Y'., Monday
night '(Iff) with a jpreseritation of

Blind Alley,' seen earlier this sea

^Sanliitt WayeT* in "S, €.

Ghariotte, N. C„ March 17.:-.

DSv. and Mrs.. Joe 'Sauline and
Celia Crawford, who appeared here
for several summers with the Bert
Bertram -Players

.m
and who have

•made, winter headquarters here Jot*

the past several year.^ have .again
'set vip 'here for several weeks. .*f

small >Jorth and Sorith Carolina
dates with a traveling stock com-
pany.

iTimrnle Bras-well, also known here
for his worls with the "Bertrams is

with ,the company, as are Virginia
Howard,-- Julio Averill and -WSjktA
Haskin..

E LVl GIOCA

STAR SPANGLE©
Jbrthur Hopkins presents opmedy in thr

acts Tpy Bobert Ardrey ; staged *y. -pro

iduoer; -set IRa^-monfl iSovey; at Golden,'
N. r.. March 10. '30: $8.30 top.
Mn3 Mary Dzieszieneivskl,

MatBBha Boleslavskj"
.Gregory . . . . ,

Stftr* «

Vincent
.Amna : .

.

'. . ...

.

Brofessor A'lebleskl.
Hzysko •

Steve'
Jlfceters

, .'George Tobias
. . lllard Mitchell
, . . ,'Garson KanIn

. .Matdoxle. ILytell— Ivan Irieaault.
. .Michael VlsaroK <

. . .Donald Arbur>-
, . .Edward .Craven

There could have been a good play
here. Which is, -of course, one of

Of Course They Buy Their

Small Size Shoes
1 to 4—^AA to O

. . . from New York's largest

Manufacturer of Small Sizes!

*5-inch Opera Hose, m All Colors, 2.50 a pair,

28.00 a dozen. Mail Orders Filled.

"Ingenues," 8.75

'I. Miller Beautiful" models, 11.75, 12.75, 13,75

"I. Miller DeLuxe" models, 14.75 and up

I. MILLER
1552 BROADWAY

<son cm Broadway. Guest. star policy,

is supposed to be in effect, and, ac-

cording to iobby idfisplays, sonte

stellar names are toeing assembled
for the fnture. But not yet.

To establish a chummy feeling,

house management gives a dance
afterwards on the stage, perm'ittini;

It to run until 1:30 a.m. Scenery is

cleared, a ipiatform is pushed to one i

•side, and Frank. Silwer and his'

orchestra (10 pieces) jplays. iPit has
been covered, -space 'being .used far

dancing, and there's a rope-chain in-

stalled hetween seats and. stage

proper so the people can't dive .off.

It's all very'informul, with a lot. of

the male patrons at the opening not

bothering to shed (their winter over-

coats or hats but dragging their gdrj

.friends out in 'view -as is, and getting

into the swing of things ipronto.

'Alley' contains quite a bit of

cussing and gun-nre. overshadowed
by a 'cloak' of psychology, Down
here, the customers .accepted the
toullets, but ditched the mind
machination.

,Play .only affords two. parts which
.amount to anything before the foot^
Ughts, the. killer and the prbfessor.

Rohert Xiyhn aaid Bruce Adams play
the -roles TespectivelT. 'Oompahv in

igene^al Ib good looking, with JBliia-

ibeth Council and Helen Ambnose,
among the temihine players to at-

;

tract attention. Adams also staged
the play.
Show is in onlv one set, so the.:

overheadis low. Stase lcoks shabby,
nevertheless, with a too obvious at

tempt to file down the pennies.
Brown -stepped before the curtain'

Monday night and went netotv. talk

Borne, Feb. .28.

N#w iplny -by Geaape Glulio A'iola inw-
c-cnted at Valle theatre, with Elra Mej>
linl. Margherlta Bagnl, Renato 'Olalente

featured.-

C B, GOCMHAN presents:

STAMaA!KD the world over OF PERFECTION in FEMININE FOOTWCAR

ing about his plans. They're big
\

plans and they ought to start any
'

week now. In the meantime. ruR-
tomers are -expert-ed to pay to help
formulate the plans. Bral.

Glacomo has spent three years

dividing his time between two
households—one headed :by his wife,

'Gisella; and the other, by his mis-

tress, Daisy, by whom he- has had'

the -son he wStnted and that his'-wifle

was unaible to give him.

After three years of this rather
complicated >eKAstence, he decides he
can't stand it any longer. How is

hie to break the news to the wife
and get her consent to have his
marriage annulled and malve.Ms un-
official family legitimatte? At this
point the chambermaid very con-
veniently -brings up the stfbject of
lillegLtlmate children 'by trying to
iorestail the ibirth >of hers. Wife
-Gisella is duly indignant, and thus
-allows hubby to develop the theme:
If it is. wrong to take away the life,

of an innocent child, is it not much'
worse to make an innocent child
grow up without a father?

Gisella sees the point, and thinks
the situation would be nicely solved
if Daisy would let her and Glacomo.
.adopt the child, Daisy, not so
pleased with this idea, makes 'dff

with the baby.' <Giacomo begs "his
old friend Navarra to find Daisy
and. Na'varra. who .has "known and
liked Daisy for years, /finds her and
asks her to marry him.
And so; if GiacomO had been sat-

isfied, all would have been well. But
the ' hitch is that he really wants

'ANYTHING GOES'
(In JBtliel Movroan'B role)

Alter- 5 T»|onHis frt the 4Pxluqe, London.

Now ToaTlnff
Week Mtrroli la- A'lhambtn, OIobbow

American Academy

«f tramatic Arte
i

Founded (884 :by .FrOThlln ti. «artBDt

THE ftrst and tforcmost in-

JititatWn tor ©ramatic and -

'EKpr.essional a'apairiing. Thein-
: struction fumtehes the essen-
I tlal preparation .for iDlrecting

I and Teaching, as well as for

.

I .Acting.' ; •:

,
'Spring Term B*0ins April 1«t.

'• Catil« of -«ll OburtM (from Mia SeereUry

JBoou Cnrnesle 'Ball, ^

Ciii Groun Tryout

Chicago, March. 17.

'The Ghost-Ship,' rew whodunit
by Dorothee Bates, will he tried but
March 20-21 by the 'Chicago Group
Theatre, semi-proTessionals with a
slant to the left.

Theatre in Chicago Woman'*? Club
will be used. WPA conmetition hi

scale is met by giving 20% off the
50c-75c-?l schedule to all who make

( reservations .by mall on -coupon.

Daisy, and that all this concern
about the baby's having a father
was just a' pretext. Gisella is first

to realize Giacomo's true imotiv<?.

and—being a good loser—to urge
him to marry Daisy, if he can suc-
ceed In having their own marriage
annulled. ' Helu.

"JUM&O7
' - WfeW YORK

RICHARD TX)C'KR«>GE, X*W Yortt Hvm. soli!: "The Woi-ia's premier jusfrW
did Irhnossihle trlclcs" . . . Stp* Knvanngh \s \he juggler aforcmentloneil, anil

probably the only man in the -worl-.l who can Uans balls and inrtinn <-luiis

in the air • oWl piclc 'Ihem omt when he pets jjood arid ready. His capers
would cmonrrwsti Newloiv n-nd .probably baffle Einstein. What do you mean
the 'law bl gravity' ?"

STAN KAVANAGH

)
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pyfljrieg^ Zoflfling; 'Three Men

LEClTIMilE

Biz Looks Up Again; Cornell 'Joan'

to Splendid SZO.mistWk.
Philadelphia,. March 17.

^ ;

Activity
- goes merrily on liv

**w^s^legit sector, with, indica-

1***tMt «» season which started

"iKrtd; then slumped, w"i end in

*°?Suple of heayy rains laetweek

kurt hte- some but in general' it was;

fw^eeaian. "Three Men on, a
' wmSe' droppinff a couple of hun-

ffidonarsTVas- (stilt approximatelyS Vtth. * robust $16,500 foe

SS ffid week a* the Gaarlck.

Sfanagftmsnti declares, matinee tola

JJ^tKone- here aa- in any previous

^St^j^Sa' Abroad* had trouhia

MlHEg- its seats, like an many
d*erN|OQWs here this year; but up-

teles was- verjF biff' and> matinees
* ware nujtuat aelt-oute;. Gross, cm-

; Arakweelf-at the? Forest reported at

:/«k<W<V with ar jump, expected, this-

:,?Tobacco Road/ In its final week
at the- Gftfisnut, jumped some and.

. clfctaH* |lfl,MH>. R-'gaes out of tavm
sad returns next Monday to> the

ffofckest for, an additional,two weeks;
'Squaring, the Clrctef 'got a. pale

ftfiW til ita second* and* final week
at tfte Broad1

.

: tJJIll* week.** newcomers are 'Wlnt-
• tawst*' in f°» two weeks on sab-

MTlttSon, ait the- (ChflBnut with, good
?

prospects,, and 'Sailor Beware' in for
.afc lOdaflnlt*. stay at tha Broadv and-

fl5£uced.fbr good, grosses. . .

. Na new ones next week: (except

for return- of Tobacco Road') but
'. «i* SRM^h' 30;. the- Eflanger; which,
jwrbeeni nint for ftve. weeks; returns
to fe§£ts with, the- new Anme Nlchota
&XB»U 'Her, Week-End.' On Anrir
12; the Chesnut goes into films witih

•The: Great Ziegtbld* as a, roadshow
attraction, Same- week, the- Mask,

> and Wig's show. 'Red- Rhumba' is
'' attedflBdi Cot' the-Forrest.

Estimates For Last Week
Three Meh> on a- HSorse' (Garrick) :

v (2d! week). 'Virtually same as first

•w.eett; with >Wt5fli0, diKetence o£ a
eouple of. hundred; dollars- being
credited to- two> rainy nights,

; 'At Horn* Abroad.' (Forrest,). (1st
week). Downstairs weak, at nights,

.

with'^biliy patrons still afrafd of a
$3- top, but big' upstairs and mat-
inees; going capacity gave it $24-000.
One room Week; then 'Tobacco Road'
conies- hack*
'Tobacco. Roadf • (Cheamit). C2ii

week). Fifth week. In town and. up
•a little, with $10,0.00

-

quoted: House
has 'Wiiiterset' this week for a fort-
night on subscription.
'S&jsring tha Circle'- (Broad) (2d

week)* Return of this one, didn't
raaa», ,mueht . Maybe )4,Q0O. 'Sailor

• ' Bfiwatfi' m/tfcls week for indet run.

Hollywood, March- 17.

The Bl Capitan with 'Night of
Ian. ,' had another week of soli-

dary sailing, downtown area being
shuttered with, the- exception of two
;
WFA projects not geared aa compe
tition.

The Biltmore relighted last night
(16) with. Alia Nazlmo/vai coming- in
for a nine day run in 'Ghosts-.'

Estimate for- Las* Weak
Night gfi January? to*/' El: Capitan,

Hollywood (D-l,5ZDr *l',fifi>. Pecked
up> a. bit on second week and- with
several theatre parties plus.' contin
ued cinema, trade- biz lumped to
$$,5Qf),, plenty okay.

"

'ML IONEL A.

Washington, March 17.

. 'Idiot's DeUght,'- marking the first
.
unie Iiunt and Fbntanne have

i;.pl&yedv the capital: in four years,
wound- up a week, at the National

.

^^ay; with, approximately $25,-
^ft ftnfclO performance at $2.75 top:

.. ^WW is easily. the ; best of; the local
: sewottj ^the sellout sign was, up two
..
days, Before, the week began. Extra.£M«ay mat, scheduled on three
aays

-
.notice, found' only a handful

or no» seats vacant.

--Rao ?
re

5,
t
,
attractitm is 'Porgy and

Sr^4 Negra PatEons to regular
. Performanaea.

'"itoS^"
00 Roa(i'

k which house, lias

fflT Ai
e
n^r-

of season, Is now set
;uLt t?

1
a
1 ?'" KSPresentatlyes of the

.-ihrSLS' A " s °mc* caught the show
; im>^T

mom
,
^evWAj: weeks> ago, and

Ja^n ^f6 "as been, no indi-
cation of any interference.

'Cyrano' GaorJ $3,100

Bays^. St Louis
.pVMnn ,

ŝ Louis, March 1.7.

tei- Hn^?®
de Bergerac.' with Wal-

to S,nSe" n
,
the star' role, played

tev
P
ft«

0
„
X
i
ma

i
e-y 53 ' 100 ^r three-

2k £,5 the American last

to fti 7fi: ? AVas scaled trom 84c.

sood ^r^V^® Ava* considered

wX? wrix
l
s Lenten season.

. moved Tntn
H

+\
,st0

u
n ,n 'Doa»wor.th'

' SeS Jith v°
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Detroit, March 17.

Following a week.'s rest from! legit,

town jumped in with & splash; last

week to. see< 'Porgy- and Bess* at the.-

CasSi Fblk operetta Was handed- a
lot of ftee- pubircity in daily and
weekly press, plus a good paid ad-
vertising scheme, andi grossed- a re>
ported $15*500 for eight perform-'
ancssi one of the; better- takes- here
this season.

Lower priced seats, were sold out
days in. advance, and most of the'

top $2.75 chairs wer.e also gobbled,
up. Show could haye stayed over an-
other week and still netted' a niae
profit. Like, several other- plays this
season, the. 'Porgy' management
erred by not figuring- Detroit as a
two week possibility.
IJouse is dark; again this, week,

with the next attraction starting
March ao^ when Hampden's 'Cyrano
de Bergerac' cornea in tor a week.
After that the Cass schedule: is all:

tentative, but includes though
shows, to keep house open until:
some time m. May.

Eatimater for- Last Week
'Porgy and Beas' (Cass; 1,400;

$2:75 top). Theatre Guild musical
received a good helping hand from
the press- and grosses- were around
W5 K560; fine.. Could have stayed, at
least another week with a nice
profit

. Lower-priced seats were
gobbled up fast for the eight per-
formances. House is dark again this
week, with the next attraction 'Cy-
rano de Bergerac," coming in March
30- for a week.

Few Plays Due

Only two shows were re-
ported In- rehearsal by Equity
this week, They are- 'Bitter

' Stream' and 'Summer Wives.,'
'On Your Toes' spring's, sole

musical, in sight, and. 'Her
Week-End? leave for pre-
Broadway try-outs' today.'

'

'

12G on I Short

Nashville, March 17,

With a: $2.75 top, Walter Huston
in 'Dodsw.or.t?h' did sjl estimated $2.

2Q0 on- his one*-night stand: at the
Ryman Auditorium last Wednes-
day. Local audience- and- critics

gave the performance .a hearty re-
ception. It was Huston's first visit

here aa- a star;

Louisville, March 17.
'Dodsworth,'' with Walter Huston

starring*, was the attraction at Me-
morial- Auditorium Thursday. (12)
for matinee and! night performance
Play gcosaedi an, estimated $3,400
for. the two shows,, concluding the
legit season for.,this city.. •

Ethel Jackson, member ot the-
company, was stricken- with influ-
enza while here and' i* recuperating:
at an- infirmary.

Indianapolis; Match 17.

Walter Huston stappedi over with
'Dodswortlv; at .the English theatre
for three performances in two days
.(13„ 14), and played to near-ca
pacity, houses to garner a very good:
approximate $6,500.

f.

GOOD KG, HUB

Balta Gets Twfr Shows

At Occe, Beth Returns

Baltimore, March. 17.

As. often happens here in the

legit line, when tt rains it pours.

After some- blank weeks, two tour-

ing shows started week-stands last

night (Monday). 'Squaring the

Circle* opened at the indie Maryland

and 'Tobacco Rtoad 1

' returns for an-

other stanza at the UBO Ford's.

'Road' played the house week of

Feb. 3, and did swell biz; advance
is very light for this engagement,
which was not announced , till mldh
dte of last week and came as a
complete surprise to everybody.
Shows need buildup here. The
Henry Hull starrer had to interrupt
its Philly run because bookings
gave it no roost for the current
week, and the UBO figured this was
the best spot available. Understood
it will' return to Philly next week.
As far as touring shows are con-

cerned, Balto faces a bleak aspect
and' prospects are that, the season
will crawl on and out. Ford's has
nothing definitely listed save Walter
Hampden, week, of April 20. Mary-
land has the premiere of Anne
Nichols' 'Her Weekend' next week,
and nothing beyond, but has some
other type bookings, such as a Yid-
dish film for week of April 6, Pftint

A Powder Club (social set) annua),
radio show, etc.

Boston^ March 17.

'WInterset' perked up. in its sec-

ond- and. final week her* and led the

town; with 'Personal Appearance,'

new entry, a close second; Latter

looks set for a few more satisfac-

tory frames.

'On Your Toes,' a new musical;
opens here Saturday (21).
Talk of "Tobacco Road* playing

here is- mostly just, that at present.
Understood that the censor boand
may not welcome it warmly and
two- Hub crix (Elliot Norton and
George Holland) have already de-
clared themselves negatively in
print. Although, neither, suggests a
ban, Norton was . noticeably out-
spoken in his- blast against the-

piece.
Met Opera plays one week here

starting. Monday (23) at the Opera
House.

Estimates for Last Week
'Wihteraet' (Shubert, $2.75, 2d

week)^ Gained momentum in its

second' week to $12,500 as compared-
with satisfactory $11,400. for the-

first stanza,
'Personal Appearance* (Plymouth,

$2,20, 1st week),. Comedy clicking
here and. shapes up aa a fairly long
termer. Opener around $10;000.

After being on the skids for the week) (C-1,000; $3.30). Has been ox
past three weeks, Broadway perked
up Monday

.
evening, when material-

gains over the first night of the
previous^ week were reported by all
the leaders. Reduction of pressure
brought about by the elevator
strike, partially settled, and passing
of the federal income tax payment
date, are credited.
Busy box offices Friday and.. Sat-

urday nearly, retrieved what looked
like new low gross, marks last week.
As a matter of fact, week-end pat-
ronage has been the life-saver
throughout the

:
season. Theatres

still have the state income tax dead-
line to face, ln ; mid-April; plus the
later stages of Lent, but business
tone is improved and the toughest
of winters .ending.
In the face, of adverse: conditions

Katharine Cornell entered the list

last week in 'Saint Joan/ and drew
more than $20,000' at the Martin
Beck. That spots- the exceptional
revival, as* runner<»up to . .'Victoria:

Reglna,' which maintained, its great
pace, $23,500.
Debacle of 'Dear Old. Darling'

rather countered the triumph of
Miss. Cornell; the- George M, Cbhan
show; stopping at the Alvitt. after
only two weeks.

,

Two other entrants last week,
n,s,g. 'Star Spangled' at the. Golden
has no chance. 'Case of Clyde
Griffiths,' 'Barrymore, looks doubtful

Only- arrival this week is a WPA
drama, 'Murder at the- Cathedral,'
Manhattan, set foe Friday (-209 „

Next- week 'tha highly touted- 'Idiot's-

Delight? cornea to* the- Shubert, 'Love
on the Dole! moving to tha Long-
acre, and 'Larger Than Life" opens
at the. 46th Street.

'Triple A Ploughed" Under* (WPA)
drew^ unexpected publicity at Sat-
urday's' opening, and

.
Monday

capacity- was claimed; It is a 45-
minute pla-y, given twice nightly at
25c. tops.

Estimates- for Last Week
'Boy meets. Girl/ Cdrt (17t3i

week) (C-1,059*
.
$j3.85). Went over

capacity late last week, squaring off

attendance earlier; claimed over
$18*600-.

'Gall It- a Day,' Morosco (8th:

week)- (C-961; $3.30). Affected
slightly early in week, too, but With
extra matinee takings bettered
$15,500.
'Case of Clyde Griffiths-,' Barry-

more. (2nd Week) * tD-1,006;' $3.30).

New version of 'American Tragedy'
opened late- in week and drew mixed,
press.

'Children's Hour/ Elliot (70th

week) (D.-957; $3,30). Standing up
very well- for period of the run;
matinee strength continues, with-

pace approximating $7;000; figure

okay for this show:
'Co- Respondent Unknown/ ' Rite.

(6th Week). (CD-918; $3,30 )v Mod-
erate draw piece appears to be get-

ting by, but unable to climb in face
of conditions; around $6,000'.

'Dead End/ Belasco (21st week)
(D-1.000; $3.30). Although some-
what oft in past, three weeks, is big.

money show; with long' run in sight;

around $14»500 last week.
'Dear Old Darling/ Alvin, With-

drawn Saturday, after two weeks;
around $8,000; could have stayed
but pace- unsatisfactory to star,

George M. Cohan.
'End of Summer/ Guild (6th

week) (C-914; $3.30). Subscriptions-

provide goodly part of -takings, with
figure rated above $14,000; should
climb after this week.
'Ethan Frame/ National (10th

week) (D-1,164: $-3.30). Has been
slipping, but stll some profit; last

week around $11,000, sell out party
helping.

First Lady/ Music Box (17th

Chi in Doldnuns; Boy Girl' S10.SC0

'Great Waltz' $16600. Both Good

'Do Re Mi' by Alladino Bell to be'

produced by Henry Forbes. Sellings

by S. Syrjala*

Chicago, March 17.

Lenten's single legit entry this

week is-Walter Hampden in 'Cyrano

de Bergerac' at the Grand, set for

tw'o weeks. Town will have to wait
until April 12 for its next new show,
'At Home Abroad.'

f
All of which indicates that Chi-

cago has done a turn-about and is

doing its best to ruin a season
which started out like a house afire.

Sbuberts are hunting for material

for both the Grand and Harris.- but
thus far haven't found anything.
Still talk of 'Night of Jan. 16* for

the Harris, but thus far no rhttc set.

WPA projects at the Black-stone

and Great Northern opened with
plenty of hurrah for 'A Texas Steer'

and 'Enemy of the People.' Critics

were kind and the shows have a
chance of scraping through with
enough to pay expenses.

'Great Waltz' is in its final three
weeks at the Auditorium, while 'Boy
Meets- Girl' continues to gallop

along in great shape at tho Selwyn.

Estimates for Last Week
'Boy Meets Girl/ Selwyn (1,000;.

$2.70) (9th week). Comedy has. set-

tled down for a run, having built to

steady patronage on fine word-of-
mouth. In the neighborhood of $10,-

800, excellent.
'Cyrano de Bergerac/ Grand (1,-

200; $2.75) (1st week). Opened last

night (Monday) and looks an easy
winner for top grosses on its two
sessions in- town.
'Great Waltz/ Auditorium (-1,000;

$2.75) rU'l'h we«k). Throe more
weeks before being pushed out by
tho San Carlo Opera company,
which held a previous contract.

Mammoth musical lias been sock of

the season on take. Again nearly
$16,C:0 last week. neat.

WPA
'A Texas Stcor/ Hlflxikstone. Farm

revival unit under Harry ..Mint urn.

'Enemy of the People/ Great
Northern. Tbsen revival show as
project So. 1, directed by Theodore
Veihman.

cellent grosser through winter and
should run well into warm weather;
oft with field- again last week, for
around $14,500; up Monday.

'Fresh. Fields/ Empire (6th. week)
(D-1,090; $3.30). Supported by cut
rates but skidded downward to
around $4,0.00; doubtful if bettering
even break.
'Jumbo/ Hippodrome (18th week)

(M-4,327; $3.30). Wide cut rate dis-
tribution getting crowds and circus
musical rated around $31,000 last
Week.
'Lady Precious Stream/ 49th St.

(8th week) (D-700; $3.30). Imported
novelty with American cast getting
slim- coi ; around $2',500 i

'Libel/ Henry Miller (14th week)
(D-944v; $&ait). English drama
among the moderate successes, and
may last through spring; somewhat
oft last week, but around- $8,000.
,'Love on the Dole/ Shubert (4th

Week) (D-1,385;'
, $3.30). Business

improved,, but gross- still unimpres-
sivev around- $8,000.; moves to Long-
acre next week.

'May. Wine/ St. Jamea (16th. week)
(M-1,520;. $3.85.). Chorusless mu-
sical bettering, even break, around
$9,500, and, " with' field, narrowed,
may- stay through; spring.
'Moon Oven Mulberry< St/ 44th. St.

(28th Week) (D-1,325; $3.30). Little
change lit takinga;. nearly all cut
rates tor gross of around $3,0.0j0.

Mulatto/ VanderoUt (22nd weejc)
(D>-804;. $3.30)-. Has been sticking to
small money and doubtful- if out of
red? also estimated around $3i0(Wl

'Niflht: of Jan-. IffiEh-/ Ambassador
(27th weekt> (D-tl56i $2.75). Al-
thoughi mentioned to toup, will stay
through April; pace last week esti-
mated at $8,000 and okay.

'One. Good* Yaar/ Fjultoir (17th
week) (C-913; $3:30) > One ot several
One set small: cast attractions- stay-
ing to slim; coin,' mayba $3,000; cut
rates.,

'Postman. Always, Rings Twiqo/
Lyceum. (4th week), (D-957; $3.30),
Some strength early last week;
book melier got modest total on
week: around $6,600.

'Prid» and Prejudice/ Plymouth
(20th week) (D-L046J $3.30).. SHU
turning hr profits and will. probably
stay through season; off again, like
others last week, for takinga,around
$11,000.
'Russet Mantle/ Masque (9th

w.eek) (C-900; $3.30). Not getting
grosses figured at start, but some
profit around' $6,000;

'Stan Spanojed/ Golden (2nd
week) (D>1,04S! $3.30). Drew

:
Weak

press and very little money after,
opening;, slated, in for three weeks
regardless.
'Sweet Aloes/ Booth (3rd week)

(GD-708; $3i30). Another, doubtful
entrant after this week, around
$i4,00ft first full week, not enough..

'

'Scandals/ New Amsterdam. (13th
week) (R-1,717.; $4.40). Has been
considerably off lately and extended
date depends on, whether business
improves, this week; around- $18-,000;
mild for a major revue; notice up.
'the Fiefdk Beyond/ Mansfield*

Failed to relight; played three per-
formances.

Three Men on a Horse/ Play-
house (60th. week) (C-869; $3.30).
Run. musical In second year got ex-
tra attention through press reports
of London success;, around $9*000,
okay, last week.
'Tobacco Road/ Forrest (1211th

week) (C-1,017; $1.65). Under
:S8,0OO. last week, but profit; number
three show in Ohio and West Vir-
ginia one-nightera got nearly $14,»
000.

'Victoria Regjna/ Broadhurst
(13th week) (D-1,118-; $3.30). Still

the exception that conditions fall to
disturb; top grosser among dramas;
got $23,500 to standee attendance;

Ziegfeld- Follies/ Winter Garden
(8th. week) (R-1.425'; $5.50), Paced
around $28,000, which is hardly ex-
ceptional for costly revue; should
improve this week.

Revival

'Saint Joan/ Eeck; accorded
strong press, and excellent business,
with- initial week's gross quoted at
$20,50C

WPA
'Triple A Ploughed Under/ Bilt-

more; 'living newspaper' playlet;
rumpus at opening Saturday (14)
because of alleged communism;
twice nightly at 25c admission.
^Murder in the Cathedral/ Man-

hattan; slated to open Friday (20). s

'Woman of Destiny/ Willis;
Bronx; little chance for regular
presentation.
'Chalk Dust/ Daly's 63rd St.;

about the high school system Ills.

'Conjure an Dies/ Lafayette;
colored mystery play strictly for
Harlem.

'Men' for Youngstown

Youngstown, March 17.

Legit season here, most active in

years, will extend into next month.

'Three Men on a Horse' is set for

three performances at Shea's Park

theatre, April 28 and 29.
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Hsarst Ware on Puffs

Under orders from W. K. Hearst
at San Simeon, Los Angeles
Examiner editors are trimming close

to the; bone all publicity matter.
Purge came to a head last week
when entire radio column and plug
matter was scrapped after one edl

tiop hit the street. What made the

order from ?the chief* all the more
sweeping was the expunging of

Louella Parsons art layout and lead

off position in the pillar ahent her
guests on Hollywood Hotel. broad
cast,

Chatter columnist pays off her

guests in space, the radio page
splurge being one of her main sell

ing points. Examiner went out for

several days with only agate log on
radio page, despite fact that sev

eral display ads were spotted; PiC'

ture houses will also feel the pub
Uclty pruning knife.

Suit vs. Collier's Withdrawn
Collier's mag was relieved of net

cesslty of defending Itself in a libel

suit when the plaintiff last week
withdrew his action shortly after it

was filed; Randolph Leigh, of Fair-

fax, Va., who is a candidate for. the

U. S. Senate
v
h6w warmed by Carter

Glass, had alleged libel In an article

penned by George 0reel; suit asked
for $200,000 damages, and was filed:

in the "Washington (D.. C.) Supreme
Court,
Creel was named as defendant

along with the mag.

Two Contests
. Harper & Brother* la sponsoring.

Its eighth - biennial - Harper Prize;

Novel competition. 'Contest la open
to any. American -citizen- who has.

not had a novel .published in book
form prior to Jan. 1, -192L-

p
Time limit is Feb, 1, 1930. Judges.,

are Sinclair Lewis, . Thornton Wilder
and Louis Bromfleld.
Saturday Review of Literature

announces opening of second $1,000

John Ahisfieid Award. Award is

made ' annually after August 1 of

each year to; a sound and significant

work published in "previous twelve
months on subject of racial rela-

tions In ' contemporary world.

Judges are Henry Seidel Cfcnby,.

Henry Pratt Fairchild and Donald
Young,; Only books published- be-
tween August 1, 1936 and August 1,

1936 are eligible.

Best Sellers

Beat Seller* for the week ending March 14, as reported by the

American News Co., Inc.

icti

'The Last Puritan* ($2.76) By George Santayana

'The Hurricane* ($2.50). . . . .By Chas. Nordhoff and James M. Hall

'The Exile* ($2.50) .By Pearl S. Buck
'Faster; Faster* ($2.60) ^ .............. , .i «By E^M. Delafleld

'If I Have Four Apples' ($2.60) .............By Josephine Lawrence
•A Tree Grown Straight' ($2.60) ... . ..By Percy Marks

NonrFictibn

'North to the Orient* ($2.60) Anne Morrow Lindbergh

•The Way of a Transgressor' ($3.00) .By Negley Parson-

'Hell Bent for Election' (50c) . . . .
.'. .By James P. Warburff

'Life With Father; ($2,00) ...................... .By Clarence Day
•Man the Unknown' ($3.60) ....................... .By Alexis Carrel!

•Woollcolt Reader' ($3.00) ..By Alexander WooUcott

George Lait Promoted

George Lait moved upward at
Universal Service headquarters^

N..-Y., now being news editor. He
succeeded William P. Reed, who is

taking over the London office.

Bill Hlllman, who handled that
assignment, has become general
manager of U's European service.

U is; the syndicate which supplies
the Hearst morning .papers.

: Popular'* First Pulp Issue

:
popular Publications have just-

Issued first number of Big Book
Western, . one Of' the trio of pulps
bought from Roy Horn last Decem-
ber* Mag. to. he a *i-monthly and
will carry regulation • western stuff.

Rogers Terrlll Is editor. Nothing
definite has been decided about the
two other Horn - purchases, New
Western Mag and New Detective
Mag.

.

' Sherman's. Play .on Twai
Harold Sherman, who has over

60 published books to his credit,

was recently granted. the sole right

to do a dramatization of Mark
Twain's ' life by the Mark Twain
Estate.

Sherman>.- who, has also had ' a
number of plays produced on Broad,-'

ivay,,' has.;also- been, granted 'access
to Hitherto unpublished notes of the.

'famous' author.
'

Belfrage. Off Express/
Cedric Belfrage terminated his

post as dramatic critic of the Lon-.
don Dally Express with, the review
of 'Pride, and Prejudice' at the St.
James. Feb, 27. He has no. definite
plans for, the future, other than^o
once more take to the road.
A year or so ago he did the same

thing, starting oh a hiking trip
through Europe with an open as-
signment to. write for the paper
any time he saw fit.

'

Spencer Bull Dies
Spencer Bull, American newspa-

perman in Paris, died in the Ameri-
can hospital there, aged 47, as re-
sult of injuries received during the
war.

Bull had been working in Paris
almost continuously since the ar-
mistice. He had filled almost every
job open to ah American newspa-
perman in France, having been city
editor of both the Chicago Tribune
local edition and the Paris Herald,
as well as an agency correspondent.
Despite physical weakness, - he was
on the streets during the February.
1934, rioting, for the International
News Service.

Claude Kendall's New Venture
Claude Kendall announces forma-

tion of new publishing house to be
called Claude Kendall, Inc. Editor
of new enterprise is to be Geoffrey
Marks, attorney and author.
Associate ed will be Frank Owen,

author of 'Wind That Tramps the
World.'

New L. A. Shop Guide
Shopping Guide, claiming gratis

circulation of 350,000, has made, its

appearance in Los Angeles, as op-
position tc town's long established
Shopping News, sponsored by larger
downtown L. A. merchants;

...

Guide is > combination, of display,

and editorial,
: as compared with

straight' display : space policy of
Shopping. News: Will -.splurge^heavy
in radio news, since shopping news
discontinued this feature.

NEA Plans Coast Wire Photos
Herbert- Walker, Newspaper En-

terprise Association's gen, mgr., is

in Hollywood arranging for inBtaU
ation of a wire, transmission, .of

photographs,, similar to that of As-
sociated Press wire photos, .and
similar service being installed by
Hearst, Like latter's system, that
for .NEA will utilize telephone
sound waves for transmission. AP
pics come over telegraph wires.
Walker will probably set up Coast

equipment in plailt of L. A. Dally
News, and from there serviced to
other Coast points.

New. Firm Leaning to Right
Madison & Marshall, new pub-

lishing house, is to concentrate on
publishing 'right-wing' books. John
B. Snow, its founder and head, has
published ni.ariy^ pamphlets under
imprint of "League for Constitu-
tional Government.
New firm's first book Is to be

'Pool's Gold,' by 'The Senator from
Alaska,*- and will be published this
month.

Finn's Book on Sound
A technical book .on sound has

been turned out by Jim Finn under
the title of 'Sound Picture Circuits.'
It is designed as an aid to theatres.
Finn, who is publishing the book

himself, is the editor-publisher of
'International Projector.'.

Paris Competish
Rival Paris evening papers; In-

transigeant and. Paris Soir, haVe
gone in for competitive:- mountain-
climbfng expeditions in the Hima-
layas. Intrah bought: exclusive
rights to the French group that's
going to take a craok at Hidden
Peak,.' and , Paris' Soir countered by
buying the British Mt. verest ex-
pedition story.

Paris Soir then bought the James
A. Ryan Amazone exploration yarn
4s well, putting it one up..

CHATTER
Coy Poe novelizing his original

screen, play, 'The 'Four Harrigan
Boys.'

Kathleen Pautz O'Neal, writer,
filed petition in L. A. ' federal court
to be adjudged bankrupt.
'Swamp Shadow,' a first novel by

Katherine Hamill, of Fortune mag
staff, accepted by Knopf.

G. • B; Stern coming east from
Hollywood^ for few days before sail-
ing for England March 27.

Robert E. Sherwood's new play,
'Idiot's Delight,' to be published in
book form by Scribners in April.
Romance Range has changed its

name to Romantic Range and Ains-
lee's to Ainslee's Smart Love
Stories.

April issue of Detective Story
mag has .first novelette by Bryan
Edgar Wallace, son of Edgar
Walla cp.

'Phases of the Moon' is a first
book of poems- by Charlotte Wilder,
younger sister of Thornton and
Isabel Wilder.
ricture rights to Max Brand's

'Internes Can't Take Money,* which
appeared in March Cosmopolitan,
sold to Paramount.
Ethel Peyser, who calls her his-

tory of "Carnegie Half 'The House
That Music Built,' was born a block

away from that auditorium.
;

Article on reportorlal highlights

being entered by Joseph Jefferson

O'Neill, Warner studio publicist,

Readers Digest $5,000 contest on
personal experiences.
Spring list of newly established

Lee Furman, Inc., restricted to four

books; two first "novels, book on
gems,..and purvey of contemporary
American playwrights and the stage.

New biog of William Randolph
Hearst is skedded for April publica-

tion,: Title, to be. ''Imperial Hearst:,
A Social

.
Biography,' the author is.

Ferd,inand Lundberg, . and: the . pub-
lisher. .Equinox.- Cooperative J^resji. ; .

George DeWitt, former executive
editor of the Chicago Herald &,
Examiner, who was transferred, last

summer, to the. Hearst, Morning
Herald in Washington,' D. C.,' has
been promoted to be managing
editor of that publication,

Asserting that he Is ' known to

publishers and. friends, as Laurence
William Pendleton, and ,wants that

tag to he made legal, Laurence Wil
liam Blumberg, short story writer,

has filed amended petition in Los
Angeles for moniker substitution.

Fiction and Films

By WOLFE KAUFMAN
Colorful* Scribe

For many years newspaper yarns
were considered anathema by book
publishers. Just couldn't be sold.

Then, just to disprove the theory,

perhaps, .
something happened, and

newspaper books began selling,

Past few months, have seen several
such, most outstanding being Vin
cent Sheean's 'Personal Adventure'
and Will Duranty's 'I Wx'ite as
Please/ Now comes a. third in the
same group, and as likely a big

sales and chatter-stirring yarn as
any of its predecessors. It. is 'The
Way of a Transgressor,' by Negley
Farson .(Hareourt-Brace; $3).,
" It is likely to surprise some read
ers of this book how many unknown
newspaper-adventurers there are
around the world, unheard of, un
sung, unknown, who yet manage to
have .constantly exciting careers.
Farson,. for instance, isn't an espe
dally well-known name, even in

news circles. Yet he was in Russia
when the revolution started; he was
in' the British flying corps; he' spent
years in an Egyptian hospital; he
sailed 3,000 miles in a 26-foot sail-

boat; he beach.cbmbed in British
Columbia; he was. a star roving re-
porter for' the Chicago Daily News
for 11 years, And he tells all about
It. clearly, Interestingly and with
surprising illumination in his book,

'Nudes'

(Continued from page 1)

see outside of a - disorderly house.

And it's supposed to be American.
Varna never spent much on these

Alcazar shows, and- this ..time he
Seems to have invested a little less

than usual. There are no perform-
ers who rate star billing or who get
high pay. Sets look familiar; they
may have done previous duty at
Varna's' Casino de Paris.' There is

a line of eight girls set in by Helena
Greasely, Casino's ballet mistress.
With- so little, Miss Greasely does
wonders.
Idea seems to be that the Alcazar

public wants stimulation, not enter-
tainment. Same baldheads come
back week after week for their

kicks. Unnecessary to change the
show.
Heavy sensation this time is

flagellation. Sldell Sisters (who are
AmerTcah. ' ahd

1

' once- did' a good
;knockabout •Aumher) . contribute* • a
whipping- =scene/ " set hi- . a . medieval'
torture 'chamber; in Which Billfe-

Sidell plays! the sadistic .'empresb

and. Pierra Is her victim. T>ero is

also a . veil dance by Vana Yaml
called 'Adoration of Priapus/- rd'one-

with a 100% nude male, statue which
faces the audience.- •

In line' with the Alcazar tradition
to present- unclothed a type of work,
which is usually done dressed,-Anny
Myra plays, the accordion and. two
pianos, naked to the waist.
There's also, after all, a certain

amount of actual performing. Mel
and Melma, dance team, with Billy
Bourbon, haVe worked up a- bur-
lesque adagio number of the Sonla,
Gansser and Andre type. It's just
fair. Best, is a little girl trapezist,
Mirellly, who seems to be about 12,

a,nd does really nice stuff on the bar,
over the ork, which Is where Chrysis
de La Grange used to-wbrk here.
Varna will' go on making money

with this one. Stern,

Hearst

(Continued from page 1)

porting anything on 'Klondike,'
wrote a review of the stage show.
The other two Hearst papers, Jour-
nal and American, skipped all com-
ment.

'That Certain Picture'
Los Angeles, March 17.

Fox-West Coast houses got
around the Hearst ban on 'Klondike
Annie' by advertising pic in the
Hearst papers as. 'that certain pic-
ture,* or 'a very important or spec-
ial' feature. Regular copy in other
L. A. dailies carried picture's title
with star's name*

GtS Operetta* at $1
• All 14 of- th© Gilbert and Sullivan
plays are 'included 'In- a. fine volume;
'TWe <?Omple>te' Play's! Of Gilbert- and
Sullivan' (Modern Library ; $1) . It

makes a big and Interesting volume
and. one that Is a splendid (and
cheap) addition to any theatrical

library.

Nicely printed and edited; book
Is also Illustrated by original' draw
ings of W. S. Gilbert, who, it seems,
could do other things than write
brilliant librettos.

Rushes into Trouble
Philip Wylle is one of the modern

young American writers who, be
sides a gifted and facile pen, has
an overdose of ., impatience. Thus,
in trying to be a sort of American
Aldous Huxley, he frequently sue
ceeds only . in falling into the .errors
of Tiffany Thayer. His Writing is

always Interesting,
. and has fre

quent flashes of brilliancy, but just
as often and Just as inevitable it is

synthetic.

Wylie's newest novel is 'As They
Reveled'. (Farrar & Rihehart; $2).
It is a bit more,' honestly, conceived
and executed than 'Finnley Wrenh,'
Wylles' most successful book, but
still fails in the clinches. It is the
story of three married couples who
try to go modern in Connecticut
during the summer by getting all

mixed up in their inter-marital re-
lations. First chapter is a dead
giveaway, arid the book never over-
comes It, despite some good charac-
ter portrayals. Not for films.

imp Between Covers-
For a long, time" ''E'thah '. Frome','

by,Editli .Wharfpp,,.has ' been"- a. mas'r
terpiece . of American- literature.
.Now it has. been, dramatized by
Qwen and

. Donald Dayls, and is a
current Broadway success, in play
form' the book is -now published'
(Scribners;: $2J50).

. It Js, between covers, .pale drama,
it. "Is/ ididap^lRU*n£r,. 'perhaps,! more
than anything',

. because'' It /doesn't
stand Up! against' the -simplicity of
the original, it is more Wordy and
more artificial. The story; as first

told by Miss Wharton, is still avail-
able between covers, making this
play version (for readers) an un-
necessary, item.

Omnibus of Crime
Inspector Piper and Hildegarde

Withers romp through another good
Stuart 'Palmer adventure in 'The
Puzzle of the Red Stallion* (Crime
Club; $2). The two characters are
now established and successful, and
this s^ory is right in line. Well
plotted and logical, it holds up
throughout. RKO has made all the
past ones and can use this one, too.
Whitman Chambers tells an out-

standing and strong yarn in 'Thir-
teen Steps'

. (Doubleday^Dorah; $2).
It is of the rough-and-tumble mod-
ern school, but unusual and stir-
ring. Story is unfolded in the mind
of a spectator at a hanging, In
flashback form, while the criminal
is talcing his last steps to the scaf-
fold to be hung. A peach of a sur-
prise finish helps. Should film well.
Todd Downing is another who-

dunit spinner who has been com-
ing along stronger and stronger in
the past few years. His yarns are
all spotted in or near Mexico, and
the newest of the series, 'Murder on

By EPES W. SARGENT
Full Delivery

Sincerltyi knowledge ind artistry
meet In Naomi Lane Babsori's

flr'at

novel, 'The American Bodleys' (Rev
nal & Hitchcock; $2.50). It's a flrsti
novel, but she has done short storv
Work in the intervals of her teach,
ing here and in China, where she
went as a, school teacher and not
as a missionary. -

•

It Is the story of Horatio Bodley
and the seven children he and his
wife, Adelta, reared in a New
Hampshire sea-coast village . it
had belonged to the Bodleys' for
generations. It is the simple, annal
of. a family, varied, often eventful
and always of interest, vividly pre.
sente'd, told without literary extrava-
gancies and convincingly real; it is
the sort of books that will satisfy
users of lending libraries, and yet
will give full satisfaction to the
more discerning. It is a real book,

Four—One Good
Greenberg's March output of $2

books offers a couple of usuals, one
weak western and one that stands
head and Shoulders above the rest,

The topper' is 'The Californian,' by
Thomas Grant Springer, who- last
penned 'Rodeo.' This is not properly
a western, as the title would stig*
gest.

•It Is a keen iiitit sympathetic
study of mental reasons told in^
eagy, fluent stj'le^ "^With; action >a»
plenty, though fpr picturizatlo^ the
climax' might, worjc out top tamely,
But Mr. Springer har turned . out
sbmfething tliat will rise above: the
rental shelves, It is genuine.

•Horror. Range,' by Cliff Austin,.1$
supposedly a murder mystery on, a
ranch, the murders supposedly done
by soriie hairy monster. It ceases
to be a mystery to the practised
reader when in an early chapter one;

of the motley crew is described as
having been a Hollywood cowboy,
After that it is just a rambling yarn,
machine made and told with a
singularly poor technique. The au-
thor, has no inventiveness in style.

Saddles" are invariably 'forked,' and
horses are 'rowelled,' but never
spurred. The constant recurrence
of similar stock phrases becomes
monotonous after ~a while. Not -"

good even for the libi'aries,

Netta Muskett's 'Pocket Venus' Is

strictly rental. Poor little office girl

marries her boss, who. conveniently
dies just after Jiis honeymoon cruise.

She marries a man she met while oh
the cruise, but has .to compete with
her newly acquired step-daughter,
who has prior rights. Just so-so

and no new picture material.
' kyrockets,' by Adelaide Hum-

phries, is another marriage between
a poor girl and a rich youth, but a
young man this time. The sort of

stuff shopgirls and Stenogs wallow
in. Good rental material but prob-.

ably few individuai purchasers.

Arizona Nights
It. is somewhat... unusual for 'a

thesis', prepared, for .a - degree- in 'OBe

.

Uhiversity to" be printed by- aridtbfcr:

but 'Mines and Miners' (University

of Arizona, Tucson; $1) providea'a

reason-. Although it was part of the

courstf-of-^eiai r. Eugeii^Wlfflawtfrr
his Mkster's degree in' Northwestern
Univers'i'ty',- it is a study of the^ the-

atre-in Arizona • from 1§80 to 1917; *; -

•It- is a carefully made suryeyibf

local and' touring.,drama in the «lay?r

when Arizona was profitable theat-

xical territory (which it is not to-

day), documented from the files of

the Arizona Kicker, Tombstone
Epitaph and other papers, embody-
ing bits of the emphatic criticism

which marked the early journalism.

It has a distinct reading value for

the entertainment of those inter-

ested in- the theatre, but it is far

more important from the theatre

history angle. A similar series of

state surveys would hi time become

invaluable.

Formula
Bright writing and well knit in-

cident save 'Lova;ble' (Hopkins; $-')

from being just another of those

stories in which the poor girl mar-

ries the rich lad. Mary Raymond
has: managed to kink things UP

nicely, but it is more the style of

telling than the Incidents which help

the yarn.

Nothing distinguished, but it i>

better than the rank and file. Might

even make a picture.

the Tropic' (Crime Club; $2), is
'J

step. It is fast, actiony and v^';

thought out. Murderer's identity »

a bit obvious,- but that doesn't de-

tract. Could film, the exotic bacK-

gtound helping.

\
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Nazis, AtterfianyAtieiipsi

Drive Out Hans Knappertsbusch

Berlin; March 6.1

'

*T*atis Knappertsbusch, director of

!3?Mnks second among German-

2 post Official announcement

ffinga to a close one of the most

SStio struggles between the

Sn House, the Na^l party's

^quarters, and the entire German

musical world.S almost two years, the rown

House has made every effort to oust

Snappertsbusdh.. The opera direc-

tor had aroused Nazi enmity for

two-reasons: first for refusing to

remove signed photographs of emi-

nent composers and musicians sim-

ply because, they were not of Aryan

descent from the walls of Wb of-

fice; second for disregarding the

Nazi ban, on producing operas by

nbn-Aryan composers.

Knapp^rtsbusch, who had a life

contract with the Bavarian . State

, opera had, refused to
;
retire 'volun-

> tar'iiy/ Last April when ,
another

ertsis arose, Chancellor Hitler In-

tervened. He had attended a per-

fbrmftnce of a Beethoven/symphony
'

in. xbA Munich ,BxhiWtioii Hall find

witnessed the enthusiastic ovation

Knappertshusch. -received from the

audience of lbiOOO..

; -Two months .ago, however, the
: Brown House made another deter-

mined attempt to oust Knappers-

hupch and th(s time was successful.

, ASstatement was issued that. he.had

gone* on sick leave. Knippertsbusch

^U' probably settle, down ,in Vienna.

Clemens Krauss, from the. Berlin

t
. State7 Oper$, is reported to become

successor.

TalkUp Stoky for N.Y.

Withdrawal of Wilhelm Furt-
...waeiigler frpm batoning Philhar-

t monio Symphony next winter in

N. IV has thrown the board of direc-

tors into a turmoil. Most discussed

'iiname at the present moment is Leb-
r.pftld Stokowski, who will only coni

4uct a few guest - dates with " the
Philadelphia- Symphony, next year.

-Bp's now in Hollywood huddling on
.. possible picture deal.

:
.Those on the inside 'now say the

• Purtwaengler affair was a mistake
the Worst kind, as the political

angle was much too strong for New
Tbrk,, Philharmonic big shots per-
sisted in this decision despite ad-
vance warnings. They welcomed
the Maestro's withdrawal, alter the
Storm broke.

St. Louis Orch on Tour
St. Louis, March 17.

St. Louis Symphony Orchestra
and its conductor, Vladimir Golsch-
mann left town Wednesday (11) on
southern tour which will continue
until (26). Orchestra opened (12)
at Memphis, Tenn. First time in 11
years it has appeared in Tennessee
metropolis.

'Cities arid date of intinerary in-
clude Birmingham, (13); New Or-
leans (14)

-

r Houston, (16); San An-
,
tonio, (17) ; Austin, (18); Dallas,
(19) i. Denton, (20); Oklahoma City,

Tulsa
. (24), and Jbplin, Mo..

(25), Ork's entire personnel of 86
Players, are making tour in special

.train.

Grace Moore's Big B. O.
Detroit, March 17.

"With the aid of little exploitation,
wace Moore jammed the 6,000-seater
.Masonic Temple aude last week, the
gross hitting an estimated $8,000 at
?<S.7o top.

Aude has been filled on a few
other occasions this season, but not
with so little -effort.

Proclaim 'Xullman Pay'
New Haven, March 17.Town win put on a iocal .boy .

.makes-good act next Tuesday (24)

rwl
cl"zens turn out to honor™ Wo°lsey Hall. Mayor issued

^proclamation designating the 24thas Charles Kullman Day and locals

KulwJ0
l°
wn oh the occasion of

cralSn
S
^flrEt concert her* sincecrashing the Met Op.

BafffL K
aa

,

suPP.ose<i to have
ing of ivr

bookings abroad on clos-

exterislhn ^1ason but obtained an

Opera P
0f tlmo from Vlenl™ State

contract/*
Wh0to he 13 "untlcr

Mrs. Roosevelt Curtails

! Lecture Tour to Week
Mrs, Franklin Roosevelt is doing

one week, of speech-making starting
in Grand Rapids and including To-
ledo, Cleveland and Dayton. Tour
was booked and is' managed by
Clark Getts. It's a curtailment from
original month-long tour which the
president's wife could hot manage
at this time but may pick up next
winter;

All revenues from the talks go to
charities, mostly children's hos-
pitals. Mrs. Roosevelt's talking on
'The Way to Peace.'

to Buy Tickets

a Public Not

to ons

.
Louisville, March 1,7.

Over BOO persons from Frankfort,
Lexington, .Evansville, and other
cities attended the final concert at
Memorial Auditorium, Friday (13)
with Lawrence Tibbett as the at-
traction.

Through the exchange; privilege
extended by" Community Concerts
Association, out-of-town members
were, enabled to attend the Tibbett
recital frev of charge. Similarly,
large groups Of music lovers drove
to Lexington some weeks ago, , to

•

enjoy the Rose Bampton concert at
no expense.
Demand for ducats for the Tib-

bett concert by the general public,

was. great, but no tickets were sold.

Under the arrangement made by
Community Concerts. Assn. the local

Wednesday Morning Music Chab
conducts a drive in the fall for

memberships, When the required
sum is pledged, subscriptions are

closed, thus closing, the doors to

anyone wishing to purchase tickets

for single concerts. Music Club
feels. that this polloy is fairest to its

membership, although inability to

purchase tickets for an outstanding
attraction like Tibbett on the part

of the general public has caused
some bewilderment, until explana-
tions are made.

AMERICAN NEGRESS IN

THIRD RUSSIAN TOUR

When Marian Anderson, colored

contralto under S. Hurok banner,
returns to Russia thl$ summer, it'll

be her third consecutive personal
appearance in the Soviet state. Her
tour is, to be much longer than be-

fore.

She sailed last week to fill a
series of .European concert dates

before making the Russian visit

slated to get underway in June;
Will do 48,American engagements

next winter.

-$175
T
0Q0 DETROIT DEFICIT

Symphony Had 56,000 Paid Admis-
sions at $1.80 Top

Detroit, March 17.

Paid admissions, at $1.80 top, for

Detroit Symphony ork's season

which closed last week totalled

56,6.00, highest in several years but

still far under the actual cost to run

series. Budget allowed $250,000 for

season.
,The 56,000 persons paid approxi-

mately $75,000 during the series,

leaving a deficit of $175,000. On this

figuring, each person therefore re-

ceived around $4 -worth of music for

slightly over a dollar.

Deficit is taken car© of, however,

by annual spring drive in city, gen-

erous citizens donating enough to

balance the ledgers.

Lawyer-Savoyard Eeneats

Chicago, March 17.

Chicago Comic Opera Company,
semi-pro group devoted to Gilbert-

Sullivan pieces, is busy on May re-

vival of 'Pinafore,' with scores lin-

ing up for voice try-outs. Jan; ary

revival of 'The Pirates of Penzance'

for week broke even at box-office

despite competition with below zero.

Chicago Woman's Club theatre

will again be used. Far outside

playgbing belt, but Ralph Helperin,

who mixes law-practice with sohg-

and-dance, insists factor is offset by

low rental and union concessions in

stage-hands and musicians.

Cincinnati, March 17.

Eugene Ofiosens and the. Cincin-
nati' Symphony will present Wag-
ner's, 'Der Meisterslnger' for the
first time in English on this side,

Friday arid Saturday nights, March
20 and 21; It's the fourth and final

opera of the Symph's 1935-36 series.

Cast includes Frederick Jagel, Ar-
thur Fear Inez Gorman, Hubert
Kockritz, Eugene Lowenthai; Franc
Trefzger and Frances Renner.'

Monte Carlo Ballet Sets

Novelties for Met Opera

Monte. Carlo Ballet Russe: returns
to New York, on April. 5.. Lay-off a
week : before opening at the Metro-
politan Opera on the 12th. New.
York engagement will see consider-^

able refurbishing, as two n.ew pro-
ductions are to be presented, 'Les

Noces' and 'Gypsy Dances.'

Vernon Duke Is working on new
arrangements for his music ;which

is used for5 'Public Gardens.' 'Noces'

has music by Stravinsky and is for

.four pianos^ seven percussion in-

struments, a chorus of 60 and minus
a regular' orchestra. This will be
the . main novelty of the repertoire

this', spring.

,
Showmanship stunt for., the

troupe is tie-up of N. Y. opening
with 20th anniversary of Nijihsky's

U. S. debut at the . same spot His
sister Bronislava Nijinska arrives

next week to begin work on the

'Noces*' performance. ..

Col. De Basil plans to enlist many
more soloists for next season's tour,

lifting the company personnel to,

around 100. Now around 66. dancers.

Berlin Concerts

,. March 6.

Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra

gave a second Beethoven concert

under Robert Heger and several

concerts, in which the following

soloists appeared: Elnar Narby-
Copenhageri, Wilhelm Backhaus, and
Conrad Hansen.
Johannes Strauss played with his

Viennese -Orchestra at the Beetho-

vensaal.
Miliza Korjus giving her last con-

cert prior to her departure for the

States and Metro.

A lieder evening was given by
Erna Sack at the Philharmonic Hall

with works of, Schubert, Schumann,
Brahms, Mozart, Rossini, Verdi, Joh.

Strauss and Richard Strauss.

Louis Grayeure sang at* the Bach
Saal, where also appeared the

Landes. Orchestra Berlin under Gus-
tav Havemann, with Conrad Hansen
as soloist.

Mignon Spence, American so-

prano, made her German operatic

debut at the State Opera Bremen in

'La'Travlata/

Haunt Toronto Opera Attempt;

Twice Put Off 'Faust' Now Cold

Kolar, Molinari, Enesco,

Iturbi Set for 1936-37
Detroit, March 17.

Detroit Symphony ork has already
scheduled its guest conductors for
the 1936^37 season. Sharing the
podium with Associate Conductor
Victor Kolar, who is In charge of the
symph during the two-year absence
of Ossip Gabrllowitsch, ill for some
time, will be Bernardino Molinari
(entire month of January, 1937),
Jose iturbi (two concerts, appearing1

also as sqloist), and Georges Enesco,
Roumanian violinist, also doing a
soloist-conductor dual chore.

NBC CHOOSY

ON MET STARS'

Question of continuing Metropoli-
tan Opera broadcasts during the
contemplated supplemental spring
season is. being pondered, now by
NBC, What's puzzling radio execu-
tives is whether talent going into

this spring season warrants sus-
taining pick-up.

If there are no. stars it's reported
very dubious if NBC will take the
spring series, feeling .Its own sing-

ers' would, be preferable to music
school novices, eyen with the Metro-
politan Opera blessing.

Film House Goes Opera
Portland, Ore., March 17.

Evergreen's 3000 seat Paramount
went dark for pix and. went boiled

shirt for San Carlo Opera this week.
Ducats were 55 cents to $1.65, with
advance sale heavy. Paramount
figured there was a build up insti-

tutional value in booking the popu-
lar opera troupe.

—Besides whieh— biz is . good for

opera in this burg. Last season Sari

Carlo Opera clicked off a 20 grand

gross in. seven days, at the Audi-

torium. Looks some./here near as

good as that this -time.

Woodforde as 'Aida*

Hollywood, March 17.

Title role, of 'Aida' in Hollywood

Bowl grand opera festival in June
will be sung by Eleanore Woodforde,

Southern California soprano, en-

gaged for part by Maurice Frank.

Festival runs from June 23 to 26,

with 'Aida' done night of June 24.

Film Theatres Want Opera to Gamble;

41090 Guarantee Cools 'Em Off

ChipagO, March 17.

Coe Glade's opera company opens

March 21 in Madison, Wis., with

'Carmen' in Parkway, theatre. Town
is In J. B. DeKeyser's 'circqit' for

his Chicago Opera, but his return

there Is doubtful because he has

been unable to date Orpheum the-

atre with its 2,400 capacity. De-

Keyser gave 'Rigoletto' in Madison

Feb. 22, so Glade company will not

touch that work there, although it

is the only other opera besides 'Car-

men* In company's repertoire.

Coe venture will be known as

Civic Opera Productions, with name
'Chicago' not used in advertising or

press-matter, although arrangement

has been made for use of scenery

and costumes of Chicago City Opera,

and choristers will be from that in-

stitution. Tour after Madison, break-

in includes' Minneapolis Orpheum,

March 23-24; Duluth, . 25-26; Ro-

che-ster (Minn.), 2C-27, with both

'Carmen' and 'Rigoletto' in three

cities.

DeKeyser, in the Rockford (111.)

Coronado, makes his fourth revival

tonight (17) with 'Faust.' Mary Mc-
Cormic as Mar uerite makes first

appearance with company. .Spring-

field, Peoria and South Bend follow,

with Madison, as indicated above,

doubtful unless Publix-Grcat States- h(!a(1 a IriPt-mlnute four-act vaudc

I finds'"
a" way of letting him into the J

to replace 'Rigoletto.'

big Orpheum. Joliet, where the

company flopped with 'Rigoletto;' is

off schedule. Film theatres in In-

dianapolis, Louisville and other

cities are reported interested but

unwilling to give minimum guaran-

tee of $1,000. With Coe Glade head-

ing rival organization, DeKe-y6er is

dropping 'Carmen* from" ready rep

ertore.

Detroit, March 17.

Because opera had not been cut

sufficiently and 'name' cast was not

assured,. Fox theatre here cancelled

vaudfilm house debut of the II MI-
lano Co, production of 'Rigoletto,

1

slated for Friday (13).

Dave Idzal, manager of the Fox,

dropped in on a couple of the

opera's one-night stands in Illinois

last week, found that the show ran

hour and a half instead of the

agreed hour, and cancelled when he

received no positive assurance from
Director A. I<\ Thaviu that it would

be cut according to contract and
that the 'name' cast would be on

hand. Cast of 40 was headed by

Ruth Page and the Chicago Opera
Ballet, and opera was to be in Eng-
lish.

Forced cancellation left Idzal in a

hole, but he quickly lined up Eddie

Rio and his 'Vanitlefl' company to

Toronto, March 17.

Postponement twice of the sched-

uled 'Faust' performances and the

inability to locate further monied

guarantors marks the outcome here

of the' first season of the Canadian
Grand Opera Association and labels

'

the venture as a cultural success
but a financial failure.

In the wake of" the collapse are
a flock of unpaid bills, quarrels
with the musicians' and stagehands'
unions, bitter charges of civic 'pro-,

vincialism' and other factors which
may definitely mean the end of the
project unless some angel is forth-
coming, an eventuality which seems
remote at this date.

Meanwhile, two rival opera groups
are exultantly going ahead with
their plans,- one announcing that
Carlo Peronl will take over direc-
tion in May.

Critical raves followed the Can-
adian Grand Opera productions of
'Aida' and 'Rigoletto,' the music-
lovers jamming Massey Hall, 2,782-

seater, scaled, at a dollar top. While
Impresario Joseph .Urban points out
that the enterprise was never in-

tended to be a private venture but
rather a community venture to he
bolstered by civic pride (h'ehe'e the
low scale), production overhead ab-
sorbed, most of. the. opera., coffer'a
contents.

Stories of large liabilities are de-
nied. Dr. Richard- Hageman, here
from the Chicago Civic Opera as
musical director, claims that a
check-up. of outstanding indebted-
ness totals $2,500-only-and-that-itT
$1,000 could . have been raised the
first night to cover marked cheques
With the musicians' and stagehands'
unions, box-office receipts ' would
have ensured' the 'Faupt'- perform-
ances.
Most of the . $2,500 indebtedness

covers arrears. In salaries. While
the 80 Canadian choristers were
willing to take a small fee in ex-
change for the Hageman .training,

principals were imported for -'Aida/

'Rigoletto'. and Faust.' The orcheg-r

tra numbered 53. . Also, ln the pay-
roll's upper brackets, in addition
to Dr. Hageman as musical direc-

tor, were Frank Miceli, assistant
e on d.u c t or; Angelo Canarutto,
choral rehearsal coach; Charles
Drumheller, staler; William Drake
and Victor Dell'Angelo, set-de-
slghers.

That intrigue and confusion
which marked the demise of the
Toronto.Grand Opera has reputedly
attended the struggles of the Can-
adian Grand Opera Association.
Leading in the free-for-all rehears-
als of two other groups that of
Count " de Bystrice a«d~~of-"Doris-
Godson Gilmour, the Canadian
Grand Opera got under the wire
with two productions. Each group
suspected the other of dire doings.
Close on the heels of the announce-
ment of the Canadian Grand Opera
production of 'Faust' came that of
Count de Bystrice that he was pro-
ducing the same opera. This brought
a publicly-expressed burn -up from
the rival impresario, Urban, who
claimed that de Bystrice was 'steal-

ing' the Canadian Grand Opera's
paid advertising and publicity.

Youngsters motivated by a burn-
ing yen to break into opera found
three groups bidding for their serv-
ires and added to the excitement by
Jumping from camp to camp. Then
the baritone in the de Bystrice com-
pany walked on the eve Of the lat-

ter's production of 'Faust/ joined
the Canadian Grand Opera entour-
age and left the Count high and
dry without a Mephisto. Present
situation leaves two groups who
are proceeding %vith rehearsals but
no announced schedule of perform-
ance dates.

Next Season's Bookings
Detroit, March 17.

Attractions for 1536-37 were an-
nounced by Masonic Temple Audi-
torium society this week.
They include Jascha Helfetz,

vionllhist. Oct. 12: Jooss European
Ballet, Nov. 12; Boston Symphony
Orchestra, Serge Koussevltsky con-
ducting, Doc. 9; Gladys Swarthout,

Jan. 11; Vladimir Horowitz, plan*

1st. Feb. 1 ; and James Melton, tenor,

assisted by the Orpheus Club of

Detroit, Charles Frederic Morse con-

ducting, March 30* 1037.
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Broadway

Herman Shumlln back from
Coast.

Ann Sothern in from Coast for a
brief stay,

Joe Relchman in fronr-Boston for
a short visit.

Jake Lubln back from Fla., and
all corked up.

Jack Hylton in town over the
weekend from Chi,

Bob Gillham at Key West, Fla.,

trying his luck at fishing,

Fred Day, London music pub, due
to return to England shortly.

Murray Alper planed in from
Hollywood for funeral of -mother

Kit Klein, champ femme skater,

deserting the amateur ranks to turn
pro

Irving Weingart of Loew's book-
ing office in the hosp for observa-
tion.
Sam Dembow, Jr., is planning to

shove off for Florida for a short
rest.
Paul Sabin up from Florida by

mid-April to continue his dance
chores.
Charles Bayes Schmertz, who fol-

lowed Boris Morros to Hollywood,
is back.
Spence Cliff Swayer doWn with

grippe, with Lou Lissner bh job day
and night.
Bobby. Gordon (Gordon, Reed and

King) has 'quit hoofing . to agent
with Paul Small.
Betty Bowker recovered from

' the grippe and back- at the Man
About Town nitery,
Ray Connor, manager of the Pal-

ace, shed his appendix in Elizabeth
General hospital,. Eliz., N. J.

C6L Ed Schiller, Loew's- v.p., has
returned' to . his home in Atlanta
after four m'6nths in Florida.
$am Williams, formerly... vaude

partner of the late Kate
.
Ellnore,

back in Wall Street brokerage.
C. N. Odell, Parmount exploiteer,

returned to his desk late last week
after swing through Ohio and Ken-
tucky.

Russell Swan, magish who Just
finished 16 weeks at the Waldorf,
goes to the Palmer House, Chi,
-May -.30.

Conchlta Moreno, Bowes amateur
Winner, ..begins professional riite

club career at Dimitri's Club
Gaucho.

Elliott. MeManus, formerly with
publicity forces at 20th-Fox, * has
been promoted to executive spot in
ad sales division.

. Frank Hughes, theatrical adver-
tising agent, who broke his left
wrist recently« when he slipped on
the ice, is mending o.k.

Jack Robbins due in from Hohy-
wtsod the -26th " fbr N. T. biz visit.
Hag taken home in Beverly for
permanent California residence.
Jack Lewis and John Butler open-

ing a theatrical Democratic club at
68. W. 46th street. That makes two.
No connection with,the one on 46th.

The Gary Cooper? are remaining
In.Bermuda another month or more,
Par notifying him studio won't re-
quire his services for at least that
lortg.

Arthur Johnston In from the
Coast for a quickie around Broad

-

war. Songwrlting team of Brown
and Freed also in town for a brief
vacash.

Fernando C. Tamayo, Columbia
Picture's foreign publicity chief, off
to~Venezuelarxtn—a-rac'atlon.— - Will

London

plane from Miami to Caras, where
bis parents live.

Monte Prosfer back on Broadway
after driving to Miami for eight
hoyr*' vacash -when he was> tele;
graphed by the French Casino man-
agement: to return prbhto. Mrs.
Prbser (Julie Jeriner) staying 'on
in Florida.

fffy ,7«9 7th Avenue, 'housing Ber-
lin .and: r-RobHInsFmusic flrmBf ' the
Elks,, Mills A*fls'jfcs;

v
et jil, has been

Without, heat or: lift service due to
the- strike. Staffs worked in their
overcoa.ts and hats, during the
brisker- days hist week.

Bufdapest
By E.. P. Jacobi

'Roberta' (RKO) a hit here.
Zit'a Perczel recovering in a sana-

torium.
Thea von Harbou,. Germany's

leading woman scenarist, here.
Szoke Szakall studying English, in

the hope of a London engagement.
E. D. Leishman, RKO's European

manager, here on -the lookout for
scenarios.

•200 a Month' is title of Laszlo
Vadnay's burlesque, now being shot
at Hunnia.

'Hernani,' a classical Victor Hugo
play in blank verse, revived at the
National, a total flop.

Benno Moeblus,. German film
architect, here to discuss Gevman-
Hungarian picture possibilities.

Istvan Gero, of the Royal The-
atres Trust, bargaining for "Modern
Times" in London, but not agreed
on price yet.
Magyar theatre, in which 'First

Legion' has passed its 100th. per-
formance, has obtained rights to
Ernest Lavery's "Monslgnor's
Hour." Alexander Hevesl will again
Adapt and direct the Hungarian
version.

Grade Fields due back from Af
rlca.
Alfred Drayton in hospital with

gout trouble;
Naunton Wayne added for m. c

work at the Dorchester.
Dorothy Ward dangerously ill

with ptomaine poisonings
Three matinees a. week expert

ment current at the Haymarket,
Jack Hyltbn's 'She Shall Have

Music' opens at the Regal, March 6

Ballet Russe due here June 16 for

a two month season at Govent Gar-
den.
Monty Banks moving out to WeK

wyn.. Claims its nicer to live near
the studios.
Bob Hale, local publisher, has split

from Hutchinsons and is forming
his own press.
Prince. Littler off to New York. to

Hne up novelties for his pantomimes
for next year.

Willie Clarkson's premises, prop-
erties and costumes up for public
auction March 18.

'Milky Way' (Par) goes into the
Carlton March 3, replacing 'I Dream
Too Much* (RKO).
Guy Morgan, Daily Express re-

porter, in line for: the Qedrlc Bel-
frage films critic desk.
Henry, Edwards' completing pro-

duction of 'In the Soup,' which he
is directing for Twickenham*

'

Following their pantomime en-
gagement, Blllie and • Renee Hous-
ton will, do singles in vaudeville.
Harry Roy to do another pic for

Joe Rock in June, as soon as- he gets
through at the London Palladium.
Dennis King's 'Petticoat Fever' a>

flop; never moved after bad press
arid folded March 7, three weeks.
The. Academy running French

version of 'Crime and .Punishment,'
for four weeks, starting end of
March.
William Walker's new revue,

starring Nelson Keys, originally in-
tended for the Savoy, going to the
Saville.

Cliff Whitley thinking of the new
Une-up for the next Dorchester floor
show, although it is not due till end
of April.
Peggy Maguire, Australian, who

made a hit in 'Heritge,' an Austral-
ian film, has been signed by Gau-
mont-British for two years.
Patric Knowles, under contract to

Irving Asher at Teddington, is to be
.^nsferjr^...bxJKftrjiera..j».jaojUy.T.
wood. He will play the lead in
Charge of the Light Brigade'
'The Frog,* adapted from an Ed-

gar Wallace thriller, 'Brotherhood of
the Frog,', being done at the Prince's
by Firth Shepherd. Gordon Harker,
Jack Hawkins. Grler Garson in cast.

After seven years, British Inter-
national will film 'Funny. Face,' Fred
and Adele Astaire musical success.
Will change title not to conflict with
the Joe E, Brown picture of the
same name. Betty Ann Davies to
play the Adele role.

.«,
Dlana Wynyard's new play Is

The Ante Room,' adapted by Kate
O Brlen from her hovel of the same
name. Will be done in the fall by
Harry Tennant and Hugh Beau-
mont* newly formed producing com-
pany, at either Globe or Queen's
theatres.

ATTE
Foreign Minister Euguen Chen, an
outstanding exponent of modern
dancing ; left for Moscow for dates.

Tay Garnett in Hongkong await-
ing arrival of yacht Athene before
proceeding to South Sea Islands.
Jeannette Loff and husband In the
party.
Box office bests of the week:

'Magnificent Obsession,' (U); 'Cap-
tain . Blood,' (WB); 'China Seas'
(MG) and 'Last Days of Pompei,"
(RKO).
Di Gaetario Quintette, formerly

Denver, and Portland, recently at
Cathay Ballroom, now touring
Malay and India, under direction of

Ai Carpi.
Worth Sisters, from San Fran-

cisco, concluded a. Paramount con-
tract and now nightly at the select

Park Hotel. Lilian Green, crooner,
also at the Park.

Berlin

By Cal S. Hlrsh

Robert
., ,Koke,.. Holiywood, a

Shanghai visitor.-
Rebuilt Blue Danube nlte_ club

opened and packing them, 1
'

Chinese rumor • that Shirley Tem^
pie was killed by falling: off a lad-
der.
Bel Monte an attraction for

American tourists, Thurman Hyde
manager. •

. , .•: • /
•

Charles Thode, composer of 'But-
^erfiv

.
Wu," leaving In one month

for Frisco.
Canidrome dog track, owing to of-

ficial pressure, now restricted to two
nights weekly.
Anna May Wong visited here en

route for a six month vacation in
the South Sea Islands.

;

J. P. McEvoy, after six months in
China, resturned to the States, ac-
companied by his daughter.
Metro's 'China' Seas' oked by

Chinese censors after months'. Now
showing a-t Nanking Theatre.

'Ben&a,l Lancer' (Par) held up for
nearly a year by Chinese censors,
now released with only 24 foet cut
out.

Tolla ^edemlkoff, 15-year old
Russian pianist, coming to U. S.
soon, patroned by a Boston million-
aire.

Harris and Yvonne Ashburn,
dance team, set for a month in Co-
lombo. Will return to New York in
April.
Rogotta, Los Rossilianos and

American born Chinese girl, Anna
Chang, featured on Paramount Ball-
room bill.

Dr. Arnold Franck, ace German
photographer,- stopped in Shanghai
en route to Japan,, where he will
shoot mountain scenery.
Sylvia Chen, daughter of ex-

Jack Raymond in from London.
•King Kong Lives/ ballyhoo for a

chimp act.
Herbert Maisch directing new

UFA talker 'Boccaccio.'
Casanova, swank nitery in the

Scala building, folded once more,
General music director Leo Blech

invited by the Stockholm Royal
Opera.
Monster concert at the Sport

Palast by 330 military musicians
and 180 vocalists.: .-.

Jules Marx, former Scala gen-
eral director and proprietor, now
managing a Hungarian orch.

Television' service, Berlin-Leipzig,
boasting 49 long-distance Connec-
tions in the first, three days.

Bill Powell back from Karlskoga,
Sweden, after a visit to winter
quarters of Circus, Mijares Bros..

Pola Negri booked a personal ap-
pearance tour in Sweden, Denmark,
Holland and. Belgium after the.

Scala date;
Rossini's 'Barber of Seville* and

Donizetti's 'Lucia of Lammer-
moor' broadcast on same night by
German stations,
Paula Busch alarmed by terrific

opposition* of Circus Sarrasani,
Hamburg; decided to play only on
three nights weekly.
Too much carnival hoopla In

Mannheim; authorities angry with
mob going nuts over Visiting film
stars Willie Fritsch, Annie Ondra,
etc.

Paris
By Bob Stern

Berlin's 'Via Triumphales,^ Olym.-
plc Games' street of splendor, 35
kilometers long, stretching from
Alexanderplatz to Relchs Sporting
Fields, now getting final touches.

S. Africa
By H. Hanson

Jack Payne and his band arrive
here March 30 for a South African
tour.
A grand prlx motor race will be

held in Cape Town during the
summer.
Gambling by means of pin tables

has been referred to the Govern-
ment . for legislation.
Don Alfredo, non-stop dancer,

put up a, South African record of
127 hours" in Cape Town. He will
tour the country.
The 1936 Rosebank (Cape Town)

Agricultural Show will carry a
novel item in 'Hell Divers,' brought
over, from Chicago World's Fair.

Albert F. Ross, aged nearly 70,
and first general manager of Afri-
can theatres, married In Cape
Town, Feb. 5, to Mrs. Agnes Whit-
field, widow of an English bar-
rister.

Henri, van Wermeskerken, novel-
ist, dramatist and scenario writer
from Holland is here. He is ac-
companied by his wife, Sophia
Spree, actress and theatre owner.
They are collecting details for a
Vob'rtrekker film, to be released in
Holland In 1938

David Souhami off to Rome.

.

Jack Lawrence, off on a trip to
Vienna,
Zemganno trio, of trapezists at

the Rex.
Alfredo marimba band in from

New York.
Iris Kirkwhite signed by the

Casino at Nice.
George Archibald, of United

Artists, over from London.
Esme Davis putting finishing

touches on her hew aerial act.
'

Edouard VII cinema cutting prloes
to $1 top for 'Christmas Carol.'
Teresina kicking that lots of

Spanish dancers, aren't Spanish. •

Maurice Lehmann postponing, re-
vival of 'Cyrano' tHl next season.
Marie Dubas . set for next season

in Jean Tranchant operetta, 'Per-
nelle.'

'

Pierre Foucret of the Ambassa-
deurs spending evening chez Flor-
ence.

Fratellinis getting the signature
of the King of Sweden in their gold,
book.
John Murrary Anderson here,

seeing Spadolinl and other local
dancers,

: Jimmy Witterled putting on part
of the show for Lace Ball at Hotel
George V.
Serge Lifar back after putting-, on

'Icarus,' his melodyless ballet, in
Bordeaux. .

Hildegarde singing at the Bagdad
and Revva Reyes at Nicolai'a Casa-
nova nitery. \
Local press kicking that surplus

of fake yarns about Hollywood stars
Is reaching it.

'

Paul Oeraldy, lyric writer, making
vaude debut, reciting his own Verse
at Noctambules.

Curtis Melriltz helping Douglas
Fairbanks through maze of French
marriage red tape.
Victor Francen, . after short ill-

ness, back in cast of H. Bernstern'a
'Heart' at the Gymnase.
Alexis Granowsky's .'Tarass Bulba'

film opening at last at the Marlgnan
March 6 after four remakes.
Mario Belottl, Kbrda's rep here,

seeing 'Tarass Bulba,' of which
Korda plans an English version.
Martha the Corsican, woman lion

tamer, badly clawed at Bordeaux
when working for the first time
with a new_ cat.
" Talk"" of AmBassa'deurs' ' theatre
going vaude for the 1937 expo; Also
reopening of Empire for vaude is

discussed again.
Raspail 216, Left Bank showcase

once run by Saul Colin, to be re-
opened, specializing in 'foreign pix
again, by J. J. Menques.
Stefan Zweig talking about his

Hollywood offers:- one to help on
script of 'Manpn Lescaut' and the
other to do an original.
French Film Artisans' Association

putting in fresh kicks to the Min-
istry of Labor against employment
of German refugees on local lots.

Jules LadoumegUe, runner, con-
tinuing as star of Casino de Paris,
show, although Joan Warner - was
supposed to have replaced him after
March 1.

Hollywood

The Hague
By M. W. Etty-Lfcal

Rome

Gherardo Gherardi's 'Partire'
('Leave'.) now playing at the Argen-
tina.

Eliseo playing Mario Frederlcl's
'Lunga Marcla di Ritorno' ('Long
Return March') with some success.
During Littorial dell'Art at Venice,

various orators discussed theme
'The Cinema as a Document of the
Civilization of a Nation.'
Princess Marie, daughter of the

King and Queen, attended showing
of La Rosa's comedy 'In Guardia
Pippo' ('Watch Out Pippo')..
Royal Academy of Santa Cecilia

has organized a study course for
scientific production music designed
fpr films, radio and phonographs.
Ernesto Cauda in charge.
Anna Bonacci's 'La Casa delle

Pubili' ('House of the Clouds') was
noisily received at the Eliseo the-
atre, but had a short run. Miss
Bonacct .is one of . the . first Italian
women to get a play produced.

Radio-tenor Joseph Schmidt tour-
ing Holland.

Martin Heuckeroth, conductor,
dangerously ill.

Nelson Revue back again in Galte
Cabaret, Amsterdam.
VARA broadcasts melodies of

Shirley Temple fllfn, 'Curly Top.*
Dutch filth of submarine' tour pro-

duced by Polygoon a. big hit here.
Premiere of Dutch film, 'Spring-

song,' this week at Studio theatre.
Charlotte Koehler reciting in

Brussels, and another Dutch-actress;
Marguerite Couperus, in Paris.
Dutch actor Paul de Groot, -who

has' been touring South Africa for
six years, now back to Holland.
Leo Kbk, who was to appear to-

gether -with Mistinguett in her latest
revue 'Fleurs de Paris,' muffed date;
ill.

Rika Hopper theatre, Amsterdam,
billing premiere of *Mr ; Carroll's
Two Wives,' by Marguerite Veiller
and Martin Vale.
Two hundredth performance of

'L'Autorltaire' by Henri Clerc in
Dutch version by Michael at Hol-
landsche Schouwberg in Amster-
dam.
French composer Albert Roussel

coming over to hear own composi-
tion produced by ConOertgebouw
orchestra, conducted by Bruno
Walter.
Dutch soprano Jo Vincent guest

of. Berlin Phllharmohic Orchestra in
Bach's 'Mattheus Passion.* Concert
was broadcast and relayed in Hol-
land via KRO.
Gala Karsenty French troupe at

The Hague in 'Arlequin Poll Par
1 Amour* with Dutch military band
of Royal Grenadiers doing accom-
panying music. i

Carole Lombard floored by flu.

Jack Durant moving to Bovhilla,

Aubrey Scotto nipped by polo bug.

;
Harold Hurley vacationing, w

motor.

Sam Wood sailing for Honolulu
vacash.
John Wlldberg on play-readlna

bender.
Purn^ll Pratt pulled in after Lon^

don stay.
Newest recruit to plcts Is Edna

Goodrich.

'

BUI Thomas suffering from ln^
fected eye.

Charles Kenyon home from Hono-
lulu vacash.
Alma Lloyd took a header at rld^

lng academy.
Curtis Harrison took the water

route to N. Y.
Arthur Stebbins .laid up at home

with pleurisy.
Joe: Novack quit

caster at Col.
Ed Olmstead heading east fbr new

Columbia job.
Dick Powell fighting laryngitis at

Palm Springs.
Mary Brian, in town after making

plx in Europe.
William LeBaron into new offices

.

at Paramount.' .

Gregory Hatoff directing and acU
lng in 'Turmoil.'

. Viola Shore Brothers concluded
long stay in eaBt.
Charlie Skouras bowed to Jeffrey

Bernerd at golf; .

"
,

Frank Lloyd pulled out for Mex*
lean hunting trip. .

Nick Stuart showing Oklahoma;
friends the sights.
Paul .Kelly latest to turn -San.

Fernando rancher.
Robert Montgomery to Mexico for

three weeks siesta.
Ben Berlnstein home from Miami V

MPTOA pow-wow.
Jack Seld now associated with

Ben Rinaldo agency.
Mark Kelly and Gene

chowed Jim Cbffroth.
Bob Presnell now full-fledged su«

pervisor at Warners.
Harry Brand fighting sinus attack:

at Arrowhead Springs.
Arthur Horhblow, Jr., in Bwank

shorts on tennis courts* .

Divot diggers at 20th-Fox 'stage
annual tourney April 6.

Norman Taurog sending the gang
Grand Canyon postcards.
The Ray Mlllands home after bo-

journ in. London and Paris.
Crew of 34 men using 14 cameras

on Metro's 'San Francisco.'
Virgil Miller .making test shots at

Yuma for 'Garden of Allah/
Hugh Hippie becomes. John Mar*

lowe for part in Republic pic.

Mrs,_Louis (TL Selznick calls her
Hbwer shop Tbrget Me NbtJ T

James Flavin planed to New
York for burial of his father:
William Jennings Bryan, Jr.,

working on new color process.
Good Neighbors of Hollywood

feted -Mary- Carr on her birthday,
James L. Grainger here for prod-

uct pow-wow with Carl Laemmle.'
Carta- Laemmle doing specialty

dance in Universal's 'Show Boat.'
Milton Krasner flashing new sev-

en-year ticket as cameraman at U.
,
Edward Small's flu attack halted'

production work of his Unit at RKO.
Univerjsal's

1

basketball team en-
tered AAU tournament in Denver.
Grace Wilcox, Detrqit Free Press

scrib, rushed to hosp for appendix
op.
Binnie.Barnes Off to New York to

sail for London on six weeks' va-
cash.
Mel Baker planed in from New

York to go on Columbia scribbling
staff.

Falling plaster almost kayoed
John LeRoy Johnson in his office

at U.
Leon D'Usseau now with Acad-

emy-Halperin Pictures in exec ca-
pacity.
They're using 30 Scotch bagpiP- ;

ers in Warner short, 'Changing the
Guard.'
William Jaffee, associate of Sol

Rosenblatt, Here on biz for Rosy's
clients.

Nate Blumberg to Frisco for pow-
wows with Cliff Work, before head-
ing east..

- ..Al Smith returned tn Central .

Casting, replacing Frank Roderick,
resigned.
Ruth Biery arid Jim Reld here

gathering feature material fbr east-
ern mags.
Rosanna Kaiin, here from N. Y.

for test at 20th-Fox, having nose
retreadtd.
William Mueller pinch-hitting for

Major Le Vinson during latter's
N. Y. stay.
Joe Lewfr, from the night clubs,

goes into 'Lightning Strikes Twice'
at 20th -Fox.
Harry Holman giving boulevard-

lers a sartorial treat in those nobby
English togs.
Sam Hellman, Eric Hatch and

Clifford Odets latest to join Screen
Writers Guild.
Arthur Loew due shortly for con-

fabs with brother, David, on fll

production, plans.
Ed Corcoran here to replenish

Hollywood Museum exhlb for Atlan-
tic City stfeel pier.----- —

-

Bill Thomas handling trailer de-
partment at Columbia studio, in ad-
dition to publicity. .

Hal Roach is combing L. A. and
Frisco Chinatowns for an Oriental
boy, 'cute and -clever,' 4 to 8, whom

(Continued on page 70)
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News From Dailies
TkU department contains rewritten theatrical news items as pw6-

'

a^ed during the. week in the daily papers oj Nev, York, Chicago, San

xZjusttca Bollywood and- London. VAmbit takes no credit for these

^gitent'a.; each haA been rewritten from a daily paper.

f i East

«flflltively Anal decree in the

Seynolds will suit gives the

~5Result for LibbyvHolman and.

SftJT tatter gets $7,00.0,000. and

JSber draws $.75.0,000..

WFarld-Telly out Thursday with a

«*»ort that Garbb and Fred Astalre

Sheen offered. ?8,000.,QOO for eight

JS Later editions cut to $1,000,000

See for four films from each.

A^tadre is said to have refused, feel

toKff need of a rest. He admits
• ^statement on the. contract re-

°°2utfi aet a variant to, a run of up-

iid*'d«wn kids. Oakland/ Calif.; has

host with his stomach in his left

^fw &. Bart in. town and remlnisc-

tur aBout old times. Has a 200-acre

rt^ch near Los Angeles with 32

Howes and seven cowboys.

Now it's 6th ave., to- get the

/•V,.|480far.. Gars withdrawn Thursday;
^fySsit Hayes renorted to be can-

jeering a trip, to Australia with
^Victoria. Regjna,'
-.

'Ktofe Jersey theatrea faced a 10%,
.^uiria the new tax. program, which.

itself to almost everything,

Boit by- one vote.

Idifltt'* Delight" premier* moved:
ftcta Monday C23): to. Tuesday. Guild
needs more time to mcwte the show
iafitam Pittsburgh.

I
.' Ittip- edition- q£ 'St* Joan' issued

. Snitw.ee^ Is illustrated with. plx. q£
Vtbfr Cornell production;

.

'Biiuity diemlsaed charges of in-
efficiency preferred< against 53.

'•gUmkall , Equity's representative on.

ti» WBA theatre project.. Charges
.ystiKned by one inembev of- Equity
and two others not affiliated;,

; Mm Toltely back- from Limnon,
imnounces. he. will open: an office

... there; to operate thft-severeJ, produc-
'tfonene plans to'make there.. '.

£h$ce Moore announced in De-
troit abe is/gpihg. on. an artistic

. strike- against Hollywood. In her
test picture e*:e had to> sing 'all- day'

, aitff millc a cow. Sne dldttt mind
th&cow„ shfr saysj.but sinking is not
% bjMhe-day. Jobi

... LUIiifui Surastein; an' art student,
bought the; millionth, ticket to 'To-
bacco Jfoad' at the Wednesday mat.
Given a bouquet, too.

,

Jjernard: Thornto^ former
acter and.niore recently .on PWA
reereatiohal; work,,, found' guilty of
ffiisfr degnee arson at Hastmgs^on.-
«pdftain and will be -.sentenced
MaJ?elt.2*. Faces, term of from: one-
te> ,#;yeaa?s. . Set flee to o> Christmas
trea. to-.the hallway of. a house.
31Uy .Ilose. plcka Albert Johnson

tp design the set for -the Ft. Worth
Fron&e*j&(ay.s.., ..- .; . ,

If, 3*. sector of PWA theatre pro-
add a radio division. To

ooB^-froutfWNyc, city-owned -sta-
ttabr'-

; ,

'

Jtoe -Gooner back in 'Scandals'«W several- day* illness ' •

Smith & Ayer. ha-ve 'Left Turn.'
By Jean. Burton and William
DuBois;
Colin Gllve out of 'Libel' cast for

ajjeek to, keep, a- date With some
««WtSi Minor operation necessary.
CeteOJuniar. wilt pinch hit.

hiW1"8 Wayne replaced Muriel'
Shjwt -in 'Errante' ballet .at. the
^Thursday, when. Miss Stuart
Pecfwnelli. ^

^/^yrlves Ruth Greenburg $1,000
or the $1*0,000. she. demanded of Ed!

WSnit fbr the, alleged care otf hie-
£2*=' /Nothing: to heir husband,*ho aaked: $-16,000: .

J*!*?^bach. andt Frank. Mandel
Iftlntw

0J?£S
' To produce solo, or

*mly- -"they both like a -play, it
Will be a, duo;.

•

'Tri^
1^?1^1,3" o£ Metropolitan

taKS^
CW °Pera«n» the Jamaica

K8^ se«,tlinS' to eompeV Mira Kate—^S^Lmaj0Bity stockholder, to .

she is building, too, big a surplus.
'

SS 83,/^' Katharine
SSS ~ ^ is tossing oif a little

' P^^ably for the Eunts.

:

!n?L h rJ11188 McLean sell.

S?? ?nm
thfr *146 -00('i Hlop.e diamond»b a come-on. *

Roanoke, Va., last week. Unit
manager refused to let the ams
play non-union house, and an at
tachment was issued.
Detective Edgar iNeal, Detroit

; police censor, pulled a girl out. of
'Hotcha Girls Review' last week.
Married her.

: Henry Forbes says he Is going
to stage 'Do, Re, Mi,' by - Alladine
Bell
Lucrezia Bori's illness caused the

'Postponement for the gala perform
.ance of 'Pelleas' at the. Met Mon
day. Now carded for a special mat-
inee tomorrow (Thursday).
Marilyn Miller Cancels a European

trip fbr a bed in the Doctors' Hos
•pital. Badly run down and needs a
complete rest.

Uniform eight o'clock curtain for
opening nights in N. Y. is on the
ice. Did not work out well. Maybe
next season,
Randolph Echols now male un

derstudy for 'Dead End,' with Julia
MeMahoni the. femme pinch-hitter,
except for Martha Sleeper. Latter
ih&fl Helen-. Craig ready to replace
her if needed.
• N. T. chapter of the Dante All
ghiere society made Edward John-

! son, -.oft the. Met;, hone*? guest at the
reception, which; marked the- opening:
of Its, new auditorium la Rockefeller
Center. He brought along his
chirpers and gave 'em a concert, i

Jewish Theatrical Guild held
memorial; services at Mt, Neboh
temple Sunday (lfi^

Gilbert Miller will sponsor *Boy
Meets. GtrU in London, George
Abbott wilt stage
B'way report has the Lunts join-

ing th& 'Music Box Revue.'; Have
played with the idea before.
McSorley's ale house- in East 7th

street sold after being, la the family
since 1875.
Snake show at the Grand Central

Palace starting May 8. Ph*st of its-

kihd.
•Libel* will be given as a benefit

performance for the Stage Belief
fund next Sunday (22)
Bertha Kalisch will make her first

B'way appearance since 1926 at her
own benefit at the Majestic . tomor-
row (Thursday).
William. Furtwaengler declines

post of leader of the N. X Philhar-
monic-Symphony. Due to. the anti-
Nazi crusade against his engage-
ment.
. ..Earl -Carroll made a personal ap-
pearance at the evening "show of a
department store fashion pageant
Monday (16)
George Abbott back from. Fla„

soon with the script of 'Sweet River,'
nee 'Uncle Torii's 'Cahin.* Fair pro-
duction.

Police turned- up another fake< lot-

tery Saturday, Known as the Monte
Carlo sweep; Police charge/ no ef-

forts were being made to : prepare
for a' payoff. Eight men taken at
two offldes. 'Mario J. Montrezza and
his son, Ren6, charged- with heading
the concern. Four held.

First circus pite hit the N. Y.> pa-
pers last Sunday.
Longchamps restaurant, takes, over

the former quarters of the Bank of
U. Sv^at B!way and. 41st. Lease is

for 21 years, with $46,000 a year for
the first decade, and $5ET,000 after,

plus a percentage of the gross sales.

Committee reoorts- that the Will
Roiwra Memoria.1 Fund now exceeds
UJBOvDOO; That includes the NVA
Sanitarium at Saranao and tlie

$500,000. pledged by the picture in-
terests for its support. Remainder
is $'66,489.16 from 541,490 individual
contributors.

Elsie Janls had a birthdiav Mon-
dav. Born in 1889, she-- admits.
Entire contents of Central Park.

Casino, at auction- Monday (16), In-
cludes even the . walls, painted by
Urban. Prices were low.
Jack Doyle, Irish heavyweight,

booed off the stage of a Dublin,
music hall Monday. Audience ob-
jected to his. marriage to. a divorced
woman?

*i?nnn nn
C
ft

d that N
- Y - ^ buying

«5£00 000 worth of Pitney hair

herT^.' * Grah^ -decliw^-. to take

0^m^nC
J tKOUPe to. the Berlin

uncone?S3
atmo^he^ ™«ld be

»Dn-su£H?"
lld t0 add *

St' feKlbe
1S,

mab Q£ 'M****
^Ulrri; /; „

Play °Pens March 24.

«n lelf? }°Jlv* *Tuesday mat
^S^L°l St^ »«Uef instead

J" an^of£«nfi
y

u
P^ed C°P brought

t^nod Z. £81 wno his car set
°«' the evlk

a
.
se8sl<>n over WpG

tossed, h' °fv ??eedlnff - So Gn "

CS Uhlt
„ 4" in a jam at

Harriet Hayman, Sebastian, for-

mer dancer, suing Lieut. Sebastian
for divorce in Miami.

:
Left his last

year, charging he beat her. Reve-
lation he was married while still a
cadet cost him his seniorage.

Al Woods decides, to keen 'Ni.cht

of Jan. 16* on Bw.ay. indefinitely.

Biz perked when strike ' ended.
At insistence of Theatre Guild

entire house was open to Ne^i'oes
for 'Porgy and Bess' in Washington.

eral Court to give Carewe's attorney
chance to. straighten out tangle
which, it is claimed, came about
thrdugh misunderstanding- oh for-
eign earnings.

.

William T. Lackey, associate pro-
ducer at. Paramount, and Bonnie
Blackwood, former chorine, filed
notice of intention to wed in Los
Angeles.

Suit filed in L. A. against Walter
Wanger for $152,141 by relatives of
Mrs. Lilliam Aller, killed in crash
with car driven by Wafiger.
Lorraine Eddy MacLean, actress

-

wife of Douglas MacLean, writer,
filed suit for divorce in L. A.

Suffering nervous Collapse, Alice
Lake, former film actress, confined
in Hollywood hospital.
In speech to co-eds of Pomona

and Scripps Colleges, May Robson
said education was prime factor in
stage success.
Divorce granted in L. A. to Mrs.

Phyllis D. Flanagan, wife of Ed-
ward J. Flanagan, screen actor.
Mrs. "Virginia Myer Hymer, wife

Of Warren Hymer, had former hus-
band, Frederick Meyer,' haled Into
court; in fight oyer custody of four-
year-old son.
Margaret Sullavan announced In

Hollywood she was divorced from
William Wyler in Mexico.
Albert F. Colley, astrologer,

known on radio as Daddy Rango,
jailed in L. A. on drunk driving
charge.
Irene Hervey and Alan Jones

announced intention to wed as
soon as actor's divorce became
final.

Divorce- granted in L. A. to Mar-
jorie De Havens Lockwood, daugh-
ter" of Carter De Haven, from Paul
Lock-wood, cameraman.

Superior- Judge Charles S. Bur-
netii of Los Angeles, before whom
Busby Berkeley was tried on

(Continued on page 70)

STEW IN LOVE

BalUrin* Thinks That's What Was
Wrong With He Who Got Slapped-

./Judge, I Imagine, he was In love-

with me as he embraced me and
sought to kis&.me,' aaid Sana Dante,
prima ballerina at the "Russian
Troyka to Magistrate Helen Cap-
shaw in West Side Court, New
York, when Charles W. Seaman, 28,

married and jobless,, of Jackson
Heights, was arraigned on a charge
of disorderly conduct.

7

Hyman Kaplan, law student and
accountant at the Troyka, was ar-
raigned for simple assault. He was.
alleged to have severely punched
Seaman when the latter refused to

desist his- unwelcomed attentions.

Both charges Tvere 1 withdrawn and
the cases were dismissed; Seaman
showed that he had been thumped
plenty, but he declined, to prosecute.
Seaman, quite filled, with 'joy

water,' centered' his unwanted at-

tentions on the ballerina, He was-
ejected. He returned soon after.

Again he was ushered to the
street and there received his 'lumps'
from Kaplan* he asserted. Kaplan
proudly told the court how he
'dropped' Seaman after the latter

had made a 'pass'' at him. The'
court scored Kaplan about his

prowess. in> striking a patron, whe
was under the influence of liquor.

JOCK SEES DARK CLOUD

MINUS SILVER LINING
By JACK PULASKI

Hopes of an.Englishman copping
world's light-heavyweight boxing
honors went glimmering Friday
(13) at the Garden when John
Henry Lewis, western colored fight-

er, clearly outpointed Jock McAvoy
in a limit contest. Latter was the

best prospect sent here from Eng-
land in a long time, but the wise
guys had the betting odds too close

at 7 to 5 on lanky colored party.

Both men were vertical for the

whole distance, with neither in

danger of kissing the canvas at

any point. Looked at first like there

would be big doings, but as the

rounds went on, alternating from
John to Jock and' vice versa,; the

scrap got monotonous. When the

decision was announced there was
some booing from Jock's com-
patriots.

The fact is that Mack started
fading after the 10th round, indicat-
ing that the guy is not used to the
title distance (15 rounds). He was
effective with left pokes, jabs and
jhooks, but forgot, to use those
sockoa frequently. He was hardly
a whirlwind fighter against the fine-
ly set up Lewis.

Lewis- Improves
; Lewis is a heap much better
; scrapper, than in the Braddock bout
—he forgot to duck, and few rings-
men cam take- Braddock'a straight
right smash. But he was plenty-
wild against McAvoy. JOck crouched
and weaved while John Henry
lashed out swings that never even
touched "him. There was some
chance of Lewis dropping his crown,
by the number of misses alone. At
times he seemed to be shadow box-
ing.

It was figured that on his show-
ing in two previous appearances at
the Garden, Jock had climbed into
the moneyi 'Friday's attendance was
the best of the winter and at, $10.

top—double the usual, ante—the:
Britisher cut himself a good: chunk
of coin. He plana going back home'
and boxing Jack Peterson, for the
European light heavy title,, but over
here he should stick to the middle-
weight division.

There will be no pro fights in the
Garden until May 8j when Tony
Canzonerl will step out of his dt"

vision, to, mix it up. with Jimmy
McLarnin. In between the Ringllng
clrcusr will occupy the place,.' but
first the' Golden Glo.ve inter- city

(New York-Chicago) amateur, flghta-.

will be staged by the Daily News.
That card is. sure of capacity.

Lift Strike Settlement

Expected to Reflect

Favorably on B way

Settlement of the building service

strike is expected to reflect favor-

ably for Broadway show business.

The nlteries, especially, suffered

with the edicts In many apartment
houses that the emergency elevator

service was operating only

11.30 p.m. or midnight.

The Times Sq, office buildings that

were hit by the strike towards flie

tag end of the general walkout are

now normal.

Only the hotels are now affected,

through being part of a special

group that has refused to submit to

arbitration.

RK'O and RCA buildings in Radi
City, maintained uninterrupted ser-

vice during the elevator strike. The
operators have their own union, not

connected with the AFL operators'

union, and were not forced to walk
out.. Building superintendents saw
that they had plenty of protection

just in case the union men out on
strike attempted to interfere.

Wide Open Seattle

Seattle, March 17V
John Dbre,. re-elected mayor

after being defeated two years ago,

says he will give Seattle Sunday
beer and' wine.
His victory is looked upon as in-

dicative of an open1 town, with the
sporting element supporting him.

Ex-Actor Convicted

Of Firing Apt. House
Bernard Thornton, 67, ex-actor

and former WPA recreational in-

structor, was- convicted Wednesday
(11) by a jury before Judge. Wil-
liam Allen, in General Sessions N.Y.
of the charge of arson. He will' be
sentenced March Zi, . when lie can
be given a, maximum term of '40-

yeans.

Thornton ^et. fire to- a discarded
Christmas tree^ in the halliWay ' of

an apartment house at 153 w: 16th
st.,. N.Y., early Jan. 14* Taxi di-iver

put out the blaze.

Thornton did not take- the stand
in his own- behalf. He had pre-

viously- told the' police his mind had
been a blank since before the first

of the year.

MARRIAGES
Dorothy. Lee, film actress, to . A.

G. Cox Atwater, vice president of

William Wrigley Jr. Co., ift Crojyn
Point,'. Irid;, March 7;

Harriett Goodman, receptionist for

Iowa Broadcasting System, to Geo;
Engelterh traffic manager, KSO and
KRNT, in Leon,, towa, March 7.

Roberta Beatty, actress,, to Julian
Cohen, Montreal mining engineer,
Jan. 9", In Rochester;

Cecil Eiseman to Myron Dattle-
baum, of Columbia trailer depart-
ment, March 14, in Los. Angeles!
Grace Hardlngham to William

Weldori, Jr., in Plainfield, N. J.,

Mar. L4". Groom is with J'oltir31a1r-

& Co., radio station reps.

Adelaide Thompson to Guy Kings-
ford, film writer, March 14, in Los
Angeles.
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Coast

Residence established in Reno by
Mrs. Barbara Loew, reported with
intention to divorce Arthur M.
Loew.

L- A. court decision cleared
Claudette Colbert of blame in $1,600
auto damage suit.

J.uanita Hansen,, former film slnr,

called a,s witness in ci'ab. murder
trial in- L. A.
Jimmy Nelson, screen actor, at-

tempted suicide by poison in L. A>
downtown theatre. He will recover.
Charges brought against Edwin

Oarewe in 1932 for nllopred Jnfoine
tux evasion dismissed In L. A. Fed-

BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Hasein.: n,

daughter,. March 8, in Akron. Father
on staff of WADC, Alcron.

Mr. and Mrs. Wayne King, son,

in Chicago, March 8. Father is

orchestra leader.

Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Miller,

daughter, Feb. 19, in Topeka, Kans.
Father is manager of Fox-Midwest
theatre, Marshall, Mo.
Mr- and Mrs. Harrison Carlisle,

daughter, March .10, in San .Fran-
cisco.. Father is with Claude Sweet-
eit's orchestra.

Mr. and Mrs. Larry Fine, son,

March 15, In Los " Ahg^iss. "Father
is One of the Three' Stooges. (How-
ard, Fine and Howard)

.

Mr. and Mrs. Lee Cxarmea, daugh-
ter, Feb. 27, in London. Father is

cameraman -director, now w i t h

Alexander Korda,

CAPITOL
WARNEB BAXTB» in
44ROBIM HOOD
Or Eli DORADO"

Ei-tra t Pete Suoith & Metro Colortoon

Stiirts Ftl.t Robert Montsromery
nnd Myma, ILoy Id "PETTICOAT

EEVER."

iNtimi
HOWT DONAT

"The Ghoat Goes West"
JEAN PARKEB
VAUDEVILLE

AKTHCB TKAGT
'The Strwt Singer*
Ilormnn TIMBICRO
2«c to 1 )?, M.

TRAND B'WAY
4 4 7 TH

PARAWOlMfT.*""*rsmiABE

MAE WEST In

"KLONDme ANNIC"
with. VICXO& M«iLAGXEN

Qa the Stage . . .. FRED WARlNOi
and Hie Pennsylvanianr

7th At. & 60th St.

Y
ALL OCo TO
SEATS6'*' 1 P.M.

CAROLE LOMBARD
"Love Before Bftak-

fust"
PRESTON FOSTER
CESAR ROMERO

PISKY TOMXIN
In Ptrtoir

with Btti STAGE RBV4iE

DfCK POWELL
RUBY KEELER

"COLLEEN"—2nd SMASH WEEK
Rpftinitlng Sa(i»r<lH.v. Mnrcli 21

"livUlvb Are Like Tltut"

SSS°MUSIC HALL
50th Street arid 6th Avenue

Starting Thuraday!

"The Country Pqctor"
wilh JEAN HERSHOLT and

The DIONNE QUINTUPLETS
A 20th Century-Pox Production

.Snectncular Stng^ Productions
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he plans to add 'to his Our Gang
troupe. During 15 years of Our Gang

. pictures,, cast .has always included
all white children' excepting .one
colored ! youngster.

Leslie Howard buying' acreage',

Nick Foran building, on his lots in

San Fernando "Valley.

Tom Reed's skiff nosed put Bill

Stewart's in Informal race from
Catallna to' mainland.

'

Bob Montgomery and Elliott Nu-
gent gave- Eddie Nugent enough
olive trees to start a grove.

. . ,
•

Herbert Maas's, attorney for Ir-

ving Thalberg, to New York after

putting in month on Coast.
Mary Ellis slipped 'Fatal Lady'

production • crew . members, gold cig

lighters, when .pic *wound up.
Ken Whltmore and . Mftrjorie

Decker, from Par, join
;
B1U Thomas/

publicity staff at Columbia,
Sol, Lesser hosted 60 film leaders

at dinner to discuss plans of Uni-
versity,Religious conference.
Fred Keating, Lina . Basquette,

Myron Siezhtck and ;i3arry Fitzger-
ald all doing nicely at hospitals:
Barney Balaban, back from Ha-

waii vacash, will stick around for

week .before returning to Chicago.
Dick> Pritcbard copped hundred

smackers for giving General Foods
an idea for Maxwell House coffee.

Hooked Vy 'umbrella handle more
than 20 times, in scene, in 'Dancing
Pirate,' Jack LaRue nursing sore,

neck'.. . ,

Charles Skouras,> George
.
Tupper

and Charlie Buckley returned from
looksee , of -F-WC -. properties in
Frisco. . - . . ;.

: A,lan "Freedman returned e.astafter.

conferring with 20th-Fbx officials

and members of Adademy research
council.: ''..-•"

-

;

'
.

Frank Factor pulling, out. March
.fop- Europe, seventh of Factor"

Ptganization to go abroad in recent
months.

'

Eddie Manhix and Edgar Selwyn
planed -out- .for ^ast trip to . N. Y1

-.,

•former, to help father celebrate '85th-

birthday.
William Tummell, former as,-.

. sistant director at Paramount, re-
turning to lot as production business
manager,''/
Beulah /IJyingstone . shooed . east

after' five weeks' on Cbast working-
on exploitation for, world, preem of
'Sutter^ Gold,' '. -./

, ;

' After years handling real, estate,
Harry Depp,' one-time actor, '"again,

dons grease' paint -for 'spot' in Joe"
$J. Brown pld . ••!

.
;' Veda Ann Borg;.: Boston, ^model.:
here .under contract to Paramount
.with ho -assignment yetj but nam?,
chang^t certain. 1

"

' .; ;
!..''' '.- " '

Sam W. 'Bl . Conn1

'., stepped- Vlpwh

.

as Hal ' Boaeli ' publicity purveyof',,
witb-Fred^Purrier frbm, Santa.'Anita

wplaclnsv;, ^'..<''.<>• •«.«!; ;

V Returning. ; from . Panama, .cruise,"

Sam Kat^/.jack McGdwan and -'Sid;

Silvers Sttve:' §tbry' :

. * idea ° ready" to
-wtiirvSnt6Vfl^p:e;;'^; ' •-..-•'

Richard Carroll' In .from _Y'-1

*where-he xjbnciuded arrangementsto
, produce > SFs?-' new.' -Vpl'j^V'^Made In
;America>' earl;y^h.ext.aeasqh.*''

;'"•"'•* •'

;

. Replica, of fft«t^ Jtaiee*>liarid. and
•-.rnouth< impressiohfi of .fljtti celeb^: ip
Chinese, theatre foretbUrli.. wilt- be
exhibitlrf : to Atlantic- City :

yokels,
this summer. "

.
•.

. .

'

v-Jack- Oafcie has. It- figured>but; {hat
Ba^.?^brf .lastfoiVihei old Pa?a-
mbwntv^ua^^'.will get- one. of :the
dressing:. ''roo

fms
;
vacated -by: Mae"

West and Marlene Dietrich.
'

Quebec

Adolph Hlrsch back to Newj
' Clarence Robson' in from Toronto.

C! Weber iff town from Winni-
peg.'

' ...... ,

Pat Stephens managing the Re-
gent.

• L, • from New
York.
Duke Norman m.c.'ing at Kraus-

mann's. '•

H. T. Coleman here from
c'ouver.
A. -.W. Perry back in' town from

Quebec, •
. .

<

Maurice Davis new manager of
the Belmont. .

Campbell Carroll tar
from Can. Press. •'"'.

-- Allan Irwin going nautical again,
oh Lake . St. Louis.
Chez Maurice cabaret introducing

Canada's first gigolos.
Harold Bishop" screening British

pix. for Trade Commissioner here.
'

•Montreal orchestra -ends, season
with midnight cbncert at the Capi-
tol.

Helen Huffman, social register-
Ite, working as extra in local-made
pic.

*

B. M. Garfield, manager of the
Rlaltb, president, for .fifth year of
North End Business Men's Asso.
Associated Screen News,' •. Mont-

real, finished one pic and' undertak-
ing- Seven others - for British-Cana-
dian- quota.-

,

United Amusements Corp., op-
erating 22 film house's in the pro-
vince,, .suing Imperial for $2,000
damages for second run of 'Mutiny
on Bounty-.'

[ Under children's law barring
minors from cinemas,- 18 .Montreal
houses Were ihaled " into 'court and
fined $50 ea,ch. Police Director
Dufresne states he will call for can-
cellation of licenses e'f at least four.

By 'Hal Cohen

Buzzy' KbuntZv dickering, for Sky
club this summer. '

"'

Max Shulgold deserted bachelor
rank's over' weekend.
Ai Splhk.. around "behalf, of.

'Three Men on a Horse,' ..-

Joe Feldmans h)aking
nual spring.' ;"hbuse^hurtti !

Dave RUbinbff' home for ar

couple,
of days to Visit his" parents.

"

Buck Crouse made a-'flylng tiflp;

hel-e to grab some 'Idiofs Delight'
stills.

n

Princess Wliitewlng (Mrs. Jerry
Salisbury) out' of -hosp, but still in
a cast.

The Harry Kalmlnes expect an.
other visit from the stork next
month.
Tom Gorman in .town for- G-B

and the Walter' Huston flicker,
'Rhodes.'

Jimmy Balmef jback. on the j.ob.

after a txvb-week' session with
ptomaine.
Business forcing George Jaffe to

forego his annual spring trek to
Hot Springs.
Al Barnetts skipped: off to home

town. Buffalo, to celebrate 21st
wedding anniversary;, >

"'

Aileen Demiison. celebrating first

; anniversary':' as. Italian ..Gardens'
mistress of ceremonies.

;

Wade Wittmer here from Clever
land breaking into assistant man;
agershin for Loew's at Penn.

• Ned Holmes visltilig. dranva 'desks,

getting -sentiment on pbssibllity of
Gilbert a:id Sullivan Season here.

By Les. Bees

Journal running tap .dance les-

sons. .

~ •

: Father of U
booker, died.
. Many . fllhv salesmen.

:

^ on-
Iron Range by ghowstbrms'. .

.
J.'. F; Stern, pf

.
Ibpal/J^ajestic .ex-'

change, proud * daddy of- a- 'girl—his
third. ',.

" ' ' •':

. Eddie, Peabbdy; ^ew" bere ; from.
Indfenapolls s

to join ?C6coanut Grove
Revels.' " " ' .,

'

-.
. PubUx theatres.; sUil;.bii{ .of Shop-;
pinjg -News. Latter cbrisist'ently pan
nihg 'their pix:

%
J ,

N
,' ; ; .

•'

,r
» Professional 'hockey 'back in- Min-
neapolis with- transfer' Off Oklahoma
•City' franchise, here.--': ;

'
'

Ozzle Nelson -and band expected
•

:tb;l'a^rfeh%Nicolle'lb^hotei -run bf hdnie;
vbaiids'.ln mid-April.- '..

\"
.;

:
:
'

!

, State- liquor revenue-, for first two
months" this .year- was' $.61,567 mbre
i;than hi'<;brrespondirig. period.'

-One- of most productive-.oil well's

iinj'Texas history; tias 'be.eh>s'unk on-
ranch1

: of Eddie : Ruben's-. tath>r.-in;-'
'law. .' • ?

'*-;V
'.'.->.

?
: j

•*•]••

V Robert Blbtcky^son.pf :Ben, Para-
imount, district manager,; .ace runner
bn ; University ..bf Minnesota- track'

team. . k
.'.University of Minnesota singers,
augjuented: by .' "s&veral='New "•' Yoiflc

principals, to present £omberg!s
'New -Moon.; - - -

v
,

' -v.; • '

,W H. Workman, ,MG - exchange,
and Variety clyb. prealderit, spehd-
ing spare moments reheai'sing Tbrer
adbr'rQie :^or: 'Cai^nen/ V-..

Practically all ' df.'. .
independent

neighborhood e xhlbjto.r s
:

. have
yanked their advertising, from. Star
as. resultj of that sheet's .25 .per cent
rate boost." , '

Heat is. on and, .tpwn . Is being
closed .up tightei*, than a

;
drum, re-

sorts and rambling.
:
establishments

being, shuttered and night clubs toe-

"

ing-.ithe mark. •
' '

' .
'

,

\
Plng-porig match' be tween Jascha

Heifetz and- Eugene -Ormondy, Min-
neapolis Symphony brc^esti'a con-
ductor;, ^attracted-: ..plenty of news-
paper ..attention. •

'
r '!

Baltimore
By Albert Scharper,

National Fjower Show current at

Armory.. ' , , . ..

Mark Silver bff to Richmond to

p.a. 'Fauntleroy.'
Norman Goldstein still roggy

from the grippe. -

Larry Murphy, ex-newspaperman,
has joined WRAL. pales. .

Bert Lyon and Bebe Daniels inked
into Hipp for week of Apri| 10,

Eleanor Klein tossed a party last

week for Lou and Shirley Brown,
Meyer Davis stopped oyer couple

days last week; sought to spot some
of his bands for summer.
Charley McCleary back at mana-

gerial duties at Loew's Parkway af-

ter three-month sick siege.

Bill in the hopper down inAnnap-
olis at. current session of legislature

calls for 10% tax on all amusement
admishes.
Up for passage in state legislature

are bills legalizing bPokmaking and
'numbers' betting. Bobkmaking up
in '33, but, voted down..
Fred " Arnold- Kummer, novelist,

has new play,. 'Fatal Lady/ Which
first faces the footlights tonight (18)

at Play-Arts (little) theatre,

B. & O.-r.r, will run special 'opera
trains'- from. Washington when Met
troupe appears at Lyric ;here April
2-4. Opera does not play Capital,
Jean Harlow played one bf leads in

play-v presented by studes at Western
Maryland College last week; not the
pic player, but dotter of Dick Har-
low, -head grid coach at Harvard. '

•Life., is just a round, of sickrooms'
for Eddie ' Sherman; son Confined
with scarlet fever and dotter threat-
ened -with it, sister given three blood
transfusions and father ill in hosp:.

New Haven
By Harold M, Bone

Valencia Cabaret took financial
bath.- '

Sportsmen's Show at Arena this
week.
Harry Shaws feted friends On 12th

anni.
'Larger ' into Shubert

19-21. '
"

;•
; .

'
'

F
'

Monte Carlo Ballet Russe due at
Shubert (28).
WPA p.a. Charles Mahoney now

at Park. Bridgeport,
Beri

.
Parker-, readying annual

'Town Topics' reyue.
Charles Kullman mulling concert

date at Woblse'y Hall (24).
Officials okay Bank Nlte,

serye decision on SCreeno.
.

;"

Ben- Cohen got. himself elected a
publicity committee .chairman.

"

Belle Baker and Mary Small set
for Jewish Home benefit (23);

• ; Harrjr- •Berman 'fcbnducted : tmrd
Children's - Concert H;t;WbbIsey;Hall.
l. Dayfd:, Stanley Smith: batpnned

•;N, H. Syniph's: seasonal swan 7 sphg
d'6). '

, , .

' Harry ' Lavietes,. prez newly or-
ganized Independent

. M.'P.T.O. , pf
Conn. :

:
/• " ."'.

' Reffls'tratlbns "closed, for annual
Drania . ToWrney at Yale theatre
April 20-23. ;

' -•: . - ..

rbm

BUZZ BAINBRIDGE
A. . 'Buzz' Bainbridge, 50, vet-

eran Minneapolis showman, former

mayor and prominent Shriner> died

from heart disease in the U. S.

Veterans* hospital, Minneapolis,

March 14.

Hip first theatrical job was at.-'the

age of 17 as a billposter with' the

Sells-Fprepaugh Bros, circus. Dur-

ing his first three years with the

circus he served . as. one of the ad-

vance agents and at the age of 20

he became a press agent and ad-

vance man for the Barnum & Bailey

circus, a post he held for six years.

Mr. Bainbridge . served as general

manager bf the E. J. carpenter the-

atrical, enterprises in Chicago dur-

ing the winter of those six years.

He left Bar^un> .& Bailey to help

organize the Miller Bros. 101 Ranch
Wild !West iShow with which he

served in almost every executive

capacity.

In 190? Mr. Bainbridge organized

his first dramatic stock' company in

Minneapolis in association with the

late Willard, Mack. Then he joined

the Shuberts and helped to promote
the construction of the Minneapolis
and St. Paul Shubert theatres. -He

was an adyarice agfent and company
manager for several Shubert attrac-

tions.

When the World War broke but

he quit, the 'show business to serve

overseas for two
'.
years. He spent

eight months in France, as' a, field

artillery first lieutenant. When he
returned he managed , the Shubert'

as a leading legitimate roadshow
theatre for the Shuberts. Later he
organized ' his dramatic stock com-
pany and operated this and musical,

stock companies in the Twin Cities

and Duluth for more than 20. years.

For a short time he also managed
the State theatre lor F. & R. when
it was the city's leading movie
-house. v •

He was elected mayor of Minne-
apolis in 1933 and served one two-
year/ term. He is • survived, by his

wldowi the former Marie Gale, long
the. leading, lady of his dramatic-"

stock company here, and two sons.'

.Al Stool managing the M. M. Cole
music office.

Milton Berle guest comic at the-
Cliiselers ,'Club) .

•'

.- -V
John Balabaii ' preparing for a

visit to New Orleans.
Arch Herzoff- took his family over

to
; Sioux City, for, a-: week;

•

'
.•'•

1

; Lou Cowain moving, his publicity
.offices, to fancier quarters^
• Ada Leonard • once. Again topping
the l ;rip • i*outines at the Rialto. •

'

' W. H. Steiri in ' the loop' after a
long, session on the Coast for MCA1

.

Phil Fein' of 'the : Chicago Civic
•Opei-a directing 'The Mikado' for
Michaol Todd. .

•• Joe Rogers and-Lew Dufour plan-
ning.' bn-tlYree' shows- and'a.. I'estau-^
rant fofc'the Dallas: Fair.

• Balaban - Ivatz. give Milton
Ber'.e a- wrist watch, inscribed with
•the- firm's thanks to- Berle-. for halv-
ing- .sa-ve<l- shows in emergencies at
the Chicago and Apollo.

- Al Leary on- a. dlet.-

/Will DurantJn town
Harry • Bedllngton

Bermuda.
Don Epmanelli. and. band info the

>Walsingham. - - I

Dlek : Tarshls now assistant
booker foi* Regal-.

• Bert Niosi :and his band into
.'Hot Spot' revue.'

-

Johnny OampbelTs orch into the
Blpor St. - Blue Room. .

Trumpeter Eddie Smeall now
manufacturing batons.
Tenor Bill : McClintock has

switched his tag to Billy Mack. 1

.
Gordbn Sinclair finished 'Khyber

Caravan', for Farrar & Rinehart.
Billy Bell cancelled warbling en-

gagement at. the ' Imperial ; becaus.'e.
of larynx trouble.
G. G. Garrette doing, the ear-muff

route with the survivors of the
'Dumbbells Revue.'

.
Chet Smith ' being slated .as new

film censor chief, following Joe"
Hardwicke's resignation:
Bobby Cornfield slipped on the

ice.; while leaving a . cab; three
broken bones in his ankle.

Merle. Johnston., up .frpm -New
fork and taking the sax- at - the
Old Mill, with .Gilbert -Mason's brch.-

THOMAS WILKES
Thomas .Wilkes, 58, 'veteran legit

.produce^ died Suddenly of""heart
attack in. Los Angeles March. io.

Wilkes at ohe' time was but^tand-'
ing legit manager of. the. west, hay-
ing a -'string of stock houses in San
Francisco,- Los Angeles,

.
Seattle,

Denver, ' Salt Lake and Spokane.
; .He was first ' io present Duncan
Sisters in their Topsy and Eva
characterizations, knd, .through.' af-
flliatlbn with, -Sam; :,Har;ris . in New
Yoric,. had •; first 'call on- Broadway
plays ;f.or . the. Cpagt.

*

Wilice's'is iaurvived by the widoWj
'a son," Alfred^ ah'd ^a'^daughtei',

Mary. Cremation ' followed funeral
services.

'

: Windsor French
. again Idolng^iol i-

',

lyWood. chatter -for.''Press.:.'' '

•'

.
No, plays for Harins until 'Tlwee

Men on Horse* arrives, in April.
'

William F. McDer^nptt: getting.
ready fpr another 'fbund-the-world
:cruise:

- l^omators angling' fbt' c'ancessibhs
d-irlng Cleveland^ IftO-day Great
-Lakes Exposition.
Bay .Henderson,-, singer, with.

.Bpbby GeltmanJs. ork, -divorced">• by'
wife- oh grounds of non-support
John Lovejoy Herrtnan, ^Vho' was

official cameraman • on Byrd'B ' last
Antarctic expedition, made head* bf
^Paramount Newa. staff, in - this- see*
Lion. .

*

> MARVIN E. SINGLETON
Marvin • E; Single'tbh, who had

been identified' With nearly every
leading theatre 'In Greater Kansas
City at some time during his life,-

died March 10, ii't Research hospital,

Kansas City, Mo., of pneumonia.
At- the- time of his death he was
stage manager of the Elecric thea-
tre, in Kansas City, Kansas.
For several years, before the clos-

ing pf the Shubert theatre, he was
advertising agent for the house; and
in previous, .years ' had; been 'with'

the Empress, Uptown, Gayety;
Royal, and Orpheum. His wife'

survives.

M. BERT RIDpELL
M. Bert Riddell, 66, theatre oper-

ator of Luzerne,' was ohe of three
men killed March 10, when their

sedan collided with a 14-ton truck
pn a fog-bound road near East
Creenbush. The trio, with two
qPjjh^anlons (one of whom died later

tof^hjurles). had left., .their homes
•jeatiy. that, morning, for .Springfield)
. ]\fass., to .attend ,an auction of trot-

ting .horses., fhe group staged
^rotting- races on .the. ice at Luzerne,
'tfc'is. winter- and also entered horses
in • county, fair competition.

JENNIE QUIGLEY
.

Jennie Quigley,. 84, dubbed by
rBafnurn the 'Scottish .....(iueen' oi
midgets, d'ied in. Chicago March 11.

Brought to. this country by Bar-
num.when but 13- years of age, she
was toured -for 60 years, retiring in
1-917,' but emerging from her retire-
ment to

. go. Into Midget Village- at'

the Century of Progress in. 193/3. She
•was 41 inches tall. ...

In compliance with her wish, her

remains were cremated and the
ashes strewn in the rose garden of
Jackson Park.

LOUIS NETHERSOLE ^
Lbnls Nethersple, who had be^'

presB agent and- manager for the!

American tours of his sister, Qlga,;

died In London March 14, of
bronchitis.

He
,

spent several seasons iq,

America, and it was. here that hjj!

met and married Sadie Mar'tlnot,,

He has spent most of his time re*
cently doing press work, for yarloui,

London shows. In his earlier year^
he was an actor but not an 'out-,

stand'e'r. ' .

' '

'

"

'

MRS. HARRIET N. ATTERBUftV
Mrs.' Harriet! N. Atterbury, '6$,*

president of Detroit. Civic Opera
J

Co., died of a Stroke March 12 Hi
Detroit. "., A musician herself anl
widely known in music and social;

circles, , she was. born Jn Battlo

Creek, . MicXi.

A daughter, Mrs. Witter. J.
*

body, survives, . . Burial in Detroit,'

CHARLES . FALLON
'

Chartes Fallon (von Der Beiin),

51,. died MarcH II in Hollywood o£
a . heart attack. , He was a native'

of Belgium; and had been, an acfpif':'

for many years,. 40 years having,

been spent in America.
He was for long time Identified

with' the French Theatre in-Saut
Francisco. His widow • survlvesi

ROYAL MACK
Royal ' Mack, '62, general matl|

of Sari Bernafdlno (Cai.) Ot
Show for past .16 'years, died tl

March 11, after long illness.

He was Chamber of Commerce*
officer there and active In many'
civic, enterprises. His widow sUn
vlves.

FRANCIS TURNER ; . ^
• Captain » Francis- Turner; 88, 'Of*

Soldier Fiddler' in patriotic taud*
turn popular- before the World -Wait,'

died in Rochester, N. Y., -March 1,
'•

He retired 15 years ago and lived

in Roohester -with, a dayghter w)w,

survives him., • ''V-

MRS. GERTR4JDE OWSLEY

v

.Mrs. Gertrudei Owsley, 63, former

light op^ra and concert, singer, dlejl..

March .13 ,in .
Hbliywobd. .

She an-*

peared
,
with .

DeWolf Hopper la.

'The aiikadp! and other 6perettf|i-

Survived' by spn,. tiipntoi'. Owelej^

stage and screen actor. .

'

.IRVING FEHLBEBG
.

i
s

Irving . Felilberg^ 36, ass'i3Unt.

manager of Midwest , theatre, Clit«'

cago, was' shot ;and killed by-

mbron being ejected from the how?-
for annoying^ a' yo\tn^,girl. SiirylveA

by widow and daughter. Burial will

be In Chicago.

,
JA^MES RYAN 4 .

James -Ryan, ibn'g" a vice presl*

deint of the Wurlltzer Music Co., died

in New York March 14.

Interment . in Gates of H^aVea.

Cemetery, Westchester, . N.. Y, V,'

,
DAVID WHITE

David White. .69. property n)an^.

ager at Wrarner studio the past tfett;

years, died in Burbank March .12.
"

,

Widow and two daughters. Mf?
vlve; "

'

J. W. GHATTAWAY
J. W. Chattaway, weir known -W^

the trade- as a- music arranger, died

.

in , his home at Milford, CoWhk \

March 13.

Father of Louis Lipstone, booking

manager .of. -Balaban & Katz, diedl^
Chicago, oh March 12. ' -.•

NewsFrom Dailies

(Continued from page 69)

second degree murder
growing put of autb crash, iaBuefl

statement to L. A. press that iw

had been threatened with removal

by. friends of dance direbtor if iw

didn't give him best of retrial, anq

that immediately thereafter he V**
ordered transferred to civil aivi*-

tiion. i-

L. A. cpurt approved contract w
Lynn. Roberts, 16 -year- old actress

with Republic: *
..n

First" wife of George Bancrow

granted 'divorce from actor in

'

Plan to open L. A. Coliseum to

pro-football or pageants V^JTn.

'

down' by Coliseum Commissi";
which held that ' although Vr0

ff!-'
sional ptbgrams wbuld pay for bi»

dium, - colleges Would be driven lw

build their own,

!
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Chicago, March 17.

"
«,«/»rate has been organized lo-

?r
d
tb erect a new ;

amusement

tib? tagged 'City of Mars-

ha siie o« White City, which

dark for the. past three

2*J
,

fcaeic plan for- the -new

SmeTt pirk is that it will be

SleTS roofed over and will be

ffSSSto** to attract the sum-

^ «fthd Figure on a site 8,000

SSuSSrt in area, containing 40

SSf bu«ding3 and 182 minor con-

• "Svndi6ate
:

is now, seeking conces-

-f£S on a rental and pe.rcent-

SSl. Concessionaires will be

X>n .five-year lease, ,and the

mm* ^iU be erected by the syn-

Ete according, to the .concession-

's specifications. Building is de-S on' a flat .rental rate for

which' the concessionaire will pay

«& Aown on execution of the lease

and fthother 26% when building is

Jeady for occupancy. Balance of

fa% can be paid in monthly install-

. i&entfl over two years.

. In making deals with prospective

coiBcessionaites the syndicate states

MX all.;mbney .paid on leases will

to held in escrow by the bank until

UOfflclent' space has been sold to

•Justify construction.

Guiding individual in the project

ts Martin J. Green, architect arid

enitaeer, with Howard . #ox, now
operating the balroom, roller. sHat-

tog rink, boxing arena and bowling

alley p>i the old grounds, also asso-

in the enterprise. This group

Erpi

liMLjiecvred a 20-year lease oh the

tJNtt City property ^ and Carroll &
•Co, headed by G. F« Carroll, will

hchdle the leasing details on con-

cession space.

Planned on a basis of $4,000,000,

the 'City of Mars' amusement park

will go into actual construction

when 60% of the leases Have been

ttfl&i Schedule : is to cell these

wtthiri four months and With con-
etructlph to, start in time, to "open
the park: ^arly in the spring of 1937.

^Hlred- aB technical scientific ad-
vfiWW Martin- Green will be Dr.

James Moulton, who was chief con-
cession consultant at the . Chicago
Centu^iof;; Progress.'

7 >''•'

'jAiffpflg 'those' proposed . build Inge.

-arTvinCgeV after 'the; Worl&'s Fai'V.

oii^er> >. rilte ..clttb" 'to
:

"be tagged
tjrt

,

'iSfonte
J
Carlo,'' motion' picture

thWirt,' ;hlig'e roller rink, and the
rlg^ar-recii noise rides. Among the
rides planned is a ''25th Century*
Jopirier which is stated to cost
1300,000. iExplpittition "building will

ito'a j85'-foot tower of light

'Joinbdy Easter Week

Stay at Hipp Ccrapetish

hi fiardien $ Big Show

'Jumbo4 at the Hippodrome is fig
uring on actively competing with
the Ringling-Barnum & Bailey cir-
cus, during its New York engage-
ment at Madison Square Garden,
During Easter week daily 'Jumbo'
matinees will be played at $1.10 top!
That halves scale for matinees.
Show started on a twice daily

oasis but dropped all but Wednes-
day, Saturday and Sunday matinees
alter .the first of the year.
No deal has yet been consum-

mated for touring tho show either
under canvas or auditoriums.

LEGION SHOW A FL0PP0
CANT'T PAY OFF ST. LOO

st
- Louis, March 17.

Urcus sponsored by St. Louis

H?. and Buffle CorPS of the
American Legion, which was to
jave received 50% of profits of slx-«ay stand at Coliseum, folded up

Morwi
Gne Performance at Coliseum

iRnorVj/
9^ Sh0* wa* virtually

anT i

y publlc
- leaving sponsorsana clrcus managers without, funds

AdveiL^USlcl
J

ana an« stage hands.

Searg WS p" Pr°Sram enabIed

ClrcuS t? ;
ae<?1 mgr

- American

wff un ,

n
^TMwB 0f Peru

-
Ind

-
t0

celnt^
and he anti«lPated gate re-

Afte? ZT\*
enab:e Wm to carry on

Sn^S?' 8 fl<>P Page could do
lock 3?o^

nt"rn o« »^ts and pad

"raighuS '

H
°i'

e™ih*d..in city to

Bop.
len out financial nxuddle of

(Continued from page 23)

talnment by a picture.' Darby , ex-
pressed belief the 'freedom-of-the-
screen/ Issue raised by Judge Nields
.'involves a very important matter
of public policy/ He quoted a Su-
preme Court decision tying, up pub-
lic entertainment to the problem of

public health.

Darby" .'contended the contracts

with producers were void because
they provided for no real termina-
tion. He argued they were perpet-
ual unless terminated by ERPI. On
the repair and replacement pro-
visions of the contracts with exhibs,

Darby quoted " Judge Nields' tem-
porary injunction opinion in 'the

same action that testimony would
not change their import and argued
they, were illegal on their face.

'Clauses like this/ he said, referring

to the 'equality' provision, 'are in-

herently illegal even though they
attempt to Inject an atom of le-

gality by allowing a little loophole.'

Later Judge Nields asked Darby:

.

Dp you feel that it would be in-

appropriate for the court to take
judicial notice of the fact that
people operating theatres are those
:o. and with whom very specific

terms' could be made?' Darby re-

plied there waB no reason for re-
quiring that all 'replacement . parts
be purchased frorii EttPI.
As to the mass of testimony pre-

sented at the trial by defense coun-
sel to show the difficulties ERPI
met in the transition from silent to

talkers, Darby said he did not ques-
tion the difficulties, but insisted

Deforest, as the GTP predecessor,
had met the chief difficulties before
that.

< Hurd for Defense
George . F. Hurd of New York

handled the arguments for the de-
fense, for which he is chief of coun-
sel. The court,- he hypothecated,
might ask why ERPI should fight a
permanent .injunction if, as it

claims, the things against which
the injunction would be. directed are
not,, In force • anyhow,?: In answer,
he jpointed to the, $65,(100,000 Voca-
fllm damage action in the Southern
District of New York and other ac-
tions, Including Berger's, .aggregat-
ing $40,000,000, -//.which actions,
he. said, a permanent injunction in

the Wilmington court would be used
before a jury to the great disad
vantage of ERPI.
The equipment contracts were not

illegally restrictive, Hurd con
tended,- because there was always
the possibility pf arbitration when
any question arose as to the equal
ity of other, equipment with that
produced by ERPI.
ERPI, he contended, never had

any disagreement with the prod-
ucers as to distribution, the arbitra-

tion, clause never, being invoked. He
argued that this was proof that the

producers were .satisfied with the

arrangement. As a matter of fact,

he continued,, the producers made
their agreements with ERPI for

equipment only after considering
for a year and only, after careful

examination of all other types of

equipment.
He contended that the 'use pf

technical knowledge' clause was
perfectly legal, because ERPI had
a legitimate proprietary interest in

its technical knowledge. The $500-

per-thousand feet charge of ERPI
was 'not a burden on the industry/

he insisted, because it applied only

to negatives, after cut for release,

in the first place, and because the

charge was meagre when compared
with actors' and directors' salaries

and other costs In the Industry gen-
erally.

As to the long term of the 11

censes, he declared, this was nee
essary to Insure an honest attempt
at pulling talkers over, assurance
that he held was required to protect

the big investment of ERPI in the

picture industry, The Duovac case

Hurd contended, is distinct from the

GTP case, it being concerned only

with the replacement provisions in

the contracts. Duovac manufactured
tubes.

"

Judge Nields raised a question as

to GTP's position in the industry

when he asked whether GTP pro

duced pictures. Learning GTP did

not, he asked how much of rcpro

duction equipment' that company
manufactured, and Hurd replied

only the 'sound head', of machines
adding that GTP bought the rest

of the machines elsewhere.

Girl Grows Older

Grace Elizabeth Hannaford,
who is working with her
daddy Poodles in 'Jumbo' at
the Hippodrome, N. Y„ Is now
16. She was born while the
Hannaford Family was play-
ing in 'Happy Days' at the
Hipp and when three months
old was taken on stage by
chorus girls.

Miss Hannaford attends the
professional children's school
and in between receives les-
sons from Poodles.

TOM MIX CIRCUS

Biggest French Circus Starts; 6,000

Seats Under Tent Wired for Sound

Santa Monica, Cal., March 13.
First trick to take to the road in

this country is the Tom Mix aggre-
gation. This is Mix's, second year
as owner of the onetime Gentry
show. In tho season on the road,
Mix. learned a great deal 'bout the
operation of a truck show, -now has
under his wing the largest motor-
ized, unit of its • kind • traveling on
some- 110 trucks.

It's a three-ringed show under a
160 foot round top -with three 50
middles. ' Kid show is of the pit
type.. .Joints are all owned -by the
show. Dale Turney, former Mix
manager, is manager of the .show
with Rhoda Royal, equestrian- direc-
tor, and Alfred Cadona, former fly-
ing ace, as his assistant. Harry
Rogers Is assistant manager, with
his wife acting as p.a. Tom. Metz
operates the -kid show.
Performance this year is woven

around Mix, Max Gruberg's Jungle
Oddities, former standard vaude act,
Homer Hobson's riding act, Irma
Ward and her muscle grind, Hal
Silvers, tight wire artists, and the
Arbaughs, an offshoot Of the .many
Ward flying acts with Irma Ward
featured.
In between are sandwiched the

standard circus acts, all doubling.
However*, the .features are so -well
spotted that the absence of anything
outstanding is hardly noticed and
the multiplicity of repeats over-
looked.
This year Mix will play all around

Los Angeles but will -stay out of the
city, proper. Last year he played
three days here to poor business.
Mix name means most in the smaller
communities as evidenced by the
two straw, houses at this town.
Opening is the usual spec walk-

around with Mix leading. From this,

show opens, with small dog acts in

the three rings going into the usual
swinging ladder routin.es by 15 girls
Following this is a horse drill by 10
lads 'dressed as Canadian Mounties
Now comes Mix. introduction." He

works Tony Jr. at liberty, goes to
a sharp shooting act. Manages- riders
next, .with the 15 girls dressed, in

polo outfits. Stock is all new,' works
badly, with' most of the horses and
girls unable to follow the prescribed
routines, something; that. Royal can
work out in short order.
Three rings then follow .with one

horse riding- acts, all Hobsori stock
with the Hobsons' up. SJlver'a next
in the center ring, works strong
with a drunk routine on -the tight
wire, finishing with a swing. Good
performer and sells his stuff well
Long concert* announcement next,

then the two Mix bulls arid the
Gruber act, latter in the center. Mix
team does little, Is- pulled after
elementary trick with Gruber' s" act
being featured. It's the show's high
spot. Gruber bull does about every-
thing including bowling, marking its

own score, cooch dance and topping
with a plank "walk. Pony drills next,

all Hobson stock-.

Tumblers follow, with everyone
who can. do a handstand doubling.
Makes a good flash but nothing ex-
cept a teeter-board chair catch im-
pressing. Miss Ward next featuring
hei* grind.
Liberty horses next in the center

ring with Royal working. Quartet
of animals has looks, do intricate

maneuvers but are still a little

strange. When working in order, act
should be a standout. Second con-
cert announcement. Hobeons in

their feature equestrian act spotted
next doing the same as all family
riding acts.
Closing has the Arbaugh flyers

featured on a simple routine with
their rigging spotted lengthwise in

the top. Cross rigging would show
the act Off to better advantage. .

Only its third day on the road,

show was draggy, not due to per-

formance but due to green crew who
stalled on props and handling rig-

ging. Could be snapped up consid-

Mix is in evidence throughout the

performance, watching the running
of things. Personality adds consid-

erable flavor to the show, indicates

gopd showmanship.
Show looks exceptionally good on

the lot. All canvas is red and white
striped, with the familiar TM brand
In evidence everywhere. All equip-

ment carries the same color scheme
and at least half of the trucks arc

Ford ami!™ 01

California for a month, before mov-
ing north and east, beats the Al G.
Barnes .show into numerous spots
by at least two weeks. However,
they are not opposition this year,
both outfits finding it to their dis-
advantage last season.

For- 25, 50 and 75 cents, show is

good value. Going on its own around
here, however, may work merchant
tieups later. However, if business
continues: as it has started, latter
won't be necessary.'

New line of pape-r has been added
this year with all playing up Tom
Mix.

. Show could stand a better public
address system arid the throwing
out of names on the announcements.
Names always impress v audiences
and 'a group of young ladies' rhe-ans

nothing.

Usual clown walkarounds between
displays- are in order with the "circus

world in general still in need of, a
good producing clown. Call.

Night Club Reviews

(Continued from page 57)

they seem to knock the bald-headed
contingent of Cleveland diners corrir

pletely coldi Dahce routines are
very elementary, made appealing by
glittery costumes that are mostly
very brief. Excellent cuein§r by.
Maurice Spitalny's orchestra is

largely responsible for show's- stac-

cato pace/ Pull,

RUSSIAN BEAR
(NEW YORK)

One of the' pioneer vodka nlterles

In New York, the Russian Rear, at

Second avenue and 12th street, has
become something- of a noted spot,

in over 20 years at the same loca-
tion; Place is authentic in its Russe
atmosphere to the' smallest blini

avec smetana and the entertainment
is commensurately McCoy.
As the Boniface of the Russian

Bear entreats, the crack balalaika
orchestra, maestroed by Costyd
Krumln, would prefer to adhere to

native music, although for a string
combo, as the hours grow smaller,

they also Jthow.how to give out not
bad dansapatioru even .

though it

seems rather laboriously performed
from special orchestrations. T.his

becomes £ necessity due to the, all

string instrumentation.
'

Kuban Cossack Choir, . conducted
by Sergey Sokoloff, is the imposln;
headllner, a double .quintet of i;o

bust voices, who -are part pf the

famed Kuban, choir which, has
girdled, the globe several times-, on-

concert tours. ;

One wonders- how the Bear can
stand the overhead, which is: pre-
possessing on numbers alone, in

view of the $2 table d'hote, served

at all hour's, and np couvert save
for- a $1 minimum weekdays and
$1.50 on Saturdays. 1

Eiena Slavnala is the prima who
runs the gamut from 'Bubllehkl' to

•O Chichorni.' Nlcliolai Khadarik is

a baritone with an iriiposing pair

pf- pipes who earns several well-

deserved encores. ' The inevitable

'sword daricc-r Is also present, Ivan

Kornlloff, always a good flash on a
floor.

Julian Altman is a precocious

violin virtuoso, in his 'teens, billed

with a 'master' in front of his name.
He is quite an expert technician.

Fronla Stanislavsky, tenor, Eliza

Ramova and Nadja . Dushlnska,
gypsy singers, and Miss Nightingale,

coloratura, are others billed; It's

an unique entertainment for a cafe

floor more parlor- than nltery,

which is, of course, its chief charm.

Table d'hote is a buy; a la cart*"

menu is high. Wine card varied and
reasonable. Ahel.

, March 8.

Biggest recent show event of
Paris was the launching pf R. and
J. Medrano's new circus under can-
vas, which played three days ph the
outskirts of the big town before
hitting the road.

Opening was put over via two
pages in the evening Intrangigearit,

split into three-column ads scat-

tered through the paper,
,
plus minor

space in other sheets. No billbpard-

ing. Customers were turned .away
for three first performances and be-
fore the boxofflce. closed for the
second show, all advance publicity,

which will carry the circus all over
France, had been paid for.

Tent measures 100 yards the long
way, and covers 6,000. Only one
ring, plus a stage behind the ring,

which was discarded after the first

performance because of low visi-

bility from certain seats. In. spite

of its. size the show thus, maintains-
the intimate character of the French
fixed circuses, and talking , acts are

us.ed.' Especially, the' bulk of the
clowning depends on patter.

To put this over the Medranos
have wired the tent for loud speak-
ers, arid claim .to be the. first in

France tp apply this system.

At the opening performance• the
crowd seemed to be preparing
trouble because .. the seats proved
insufficiently banked, and riot every-
qne could get a view of the ring
a|rid stage.- Cops were called and
strategically -placed. But nothing
broke,' and for succeeding perform-
ances things we're fixed.

Headline act is Togare with »
group of tigers* a number that goe-s

big all over Europe. Second spot is

filled by Ritter's Midgets, with Wei--
rter Rltter, billed as world's smallest
man .appearing only in the side-

show.
Clowning- is done by the Calroli-

PhUlp-Carletto trip, which can be*

rated as the best current in France
and the only topnotch local clown
troupe since .the decline of the .Fra- >

tellinis. Couple of aerial acts, Chi*
nese jugglers and' acrobats, Arab
tumblers arid ' equestrians complete
the hill. 6loser is a sPrt. of ballet,

'Shanghai Fairyland,' put on. fey

Floyd Du Pont, American.
, Nothing extra as a circus, but a
local sensation because of the way
it's put oVer. .Jean .Coupan did the

press agentry all alone. in,'the primi-
tive French fashion, without . even
the - help of an office boy and de-

serves a real hand. Stern;

BARNES CIRCUS

San Diego, March 17.

When Al G. Barnes' circus opens

its 1936 sea-son here with three day
stand, starting March 28, outfit will

be pitched on parking lot Immedi-
ately adjoining California-Faclflc

Exposition.

Through deal made between Fan-
chon & Marco and S. L. Cronin,

Barnes gen. mgr.; entrance will be

cut from circus lot Into fair

grounds, permitting circus patronfl

to pass to the exposition grounds

without payment of gate rilck;

Stunt is figured to attract extra

mobs, to exposition grounds, with-
Hotel Pennsylvani

(NEW YORK)
Unique act for a hotel floor is ! pay concessions profiting

Ben Yost's Varsity, eight, but they

repeat the same click as when first

hitting New York at the Hollywood
restaurant. In the .staid surround-

ings of a hostelry, the robust young
men in their dashing, musical com-
edy getups are even more effective.

They're doubling from the current

•Ziegfeld Follies' at the Winter Gar

Off to the Wars

Canton, O., March 17.

Sterling (Duke) Drukenbrod, sfev-

—o . oi-al vcars sideshow manager of the
den, necps.«-:itating- an early frollc a,

l Majjenbecif- Wallace circus, shifted
the dinner sessions here

j e A]< ( , Barne.s circus this
Hal Komp's corklnp; <lam:apniion <<> U1C

continues ;ir.d seemingly is all tho

youngsters' desire for their hoof-

ology. '

.

With tho Yost octet alone for id-

able, that's all the floor fntcrtain-

Tho usu.'il b-illroom learn.

^RoSlM'of the Mix show Is.th* strr.n-.vih looUin

performance, tca'rdown, sleep, feed,

teardown of kitchen then the move-
ment. Most Other motorized shows
move following the teardown.
Show will stay around Southern

tiiec in tlicir miles

and riving nut the .viand." id cnrl pop
ballads. The rousing I'male is a

eolletre men* lev., apprmiriatc ' nfuc?li

for their billing as Ya l'ltyiies.

reason has departed for BaldvVin

Park. Calif! to ready bis outfit for

the opening late this- month.

ROSE'S TEXAS INC.

Julian T. Abole.s, attorney f«r

Billy I'vose, has formed Territorial

i'roilueiions. Inc., to operate Hose's-

Kn.nlJer City festival in Ft, Worth,

Texas. v,

Abele.s is en roule by plane to

Fort Worth- to arrange the financial

details in. Rose's bebal
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floods in Pennsy and New England

J
Sectors Cause Big Theatre Loss

Pittsburgh, March 24.

; The worst flood in Pittsburgh's

^0-year-old history will cost thea-

tres, in the downtown area plenty,

rit Wlil be impossible to. estimate the

total until the. •wreckage has been
cleared and some semblance of order

• restpred to the .stricken districts. In

Virtual ruins lay the. delude Loew's

; Penn; Warner Bros.'. Stanley and the

.Harris Anius.fCo.'s Alvin. Battered

also beyond recognition is. Shea-
Hyde's Fulton, with the small-Wat
Art Cinema likewise seriously dam-
aged. The only, two first-run 'sites

Jn^the Golden Triangle to escape the
Tftglng waters were the Warner and
the Casino, where water reached
paly the basement.
•Sights in the theatre section as

the flood reached its crest were
enough to stagger the imagination.
The Alvin wasn't even visible. At
the Fulton, the balcony had been
reached when the gushing torrents
began to recede. The last row at
the. Penn was six feet under water
as the currents rushed through the
lobby and buried the box-office.
Chairs at the Stanley were uprooted
•by the dozens and sent swirling out

(Continued on page 18)

COTTON-JAZZ CARNIVAL

'BLUES DADDY'

Horizontal Plug

St. Paul, March 24.

'Tiger* Gabrlsch, local heavy
irt a recent, amateur boxing
tournament, sported the most
provoking ad seen here in
years

:

Soles of his brograns were
stenciled '620. Club* (nitery near
here) and since the Tiger Was
on the floor Ave times in one
round it spelled good adver-
tising for the sponsor.

Southside Ministers

Say Chi "Bank Nites'

Now Hurt Collections

•
.

Memphis, March 24...
I

:

r$W."the Cotton Carnival in May
tps year, Handy Sq., in the Beale
street (colored) sector of Memphis,

,
Will be the centre of a jazzique rev-
*lry la special honor to W. C. Han-

t' .ay, 'father of the blues.'
The now almost blind colored

composer is coming to Memphis
irom New York in May, when his
Beale. St. Blues,' 'Memphis Blues'
jWd 'St. Louis. Blues'- will be signal-
ized as a. civic celebration in con-
nection with the Cotton Carnival.

To Film Roxy's Life

^ Hollywood, March 24.
Screenplay based >on life of

Samuel Lionel Rothafel (Roxy) Is
Being developed at Republic by
Alexander Leftwlch.
Leftwich joined Republic several

weeks ago as production aide to Nat
Jjevlne and has been working on«ory secretly during that time.

'JOHNSTOWN FLOOD' AGAIN
Los Angeles, March 24.

Walter Kofeldt and Gilbert Hey-non. local -attorney, will seek to

troug fl00(Jg in Pennsylvania, as well«s other eastern states. New com-

SL^'°
Ul
l,

acqulre 1)rint of 'The^hnstown Flood,' silent, from Larry

Corn n '
of stan<iard Capital

erai
a Centaur Production of sev-

date IT? f
S0, and brl »ff Jt UP to

OhI? ?
C

-

Ude P^sent menace.
olnal ^od occurred in 1889,

Chicago, March 24*

Bank night is now interfering
with religion, According to 112 min-
isters on the great colored south-
side of .Chicago. All these shep-
herds have entered a strong pro-
test tp Balaban & Katz that the
bank night drawings on Sundays
have decimated attendance at the
churches and as a result the collec-
tions . have fallen off alarmingly.
B&K has been asked to change the
bank ' drawing to some other night
in the week but the circuit gave
them.. no satisfaction, it's reported.

The ministers nave appealed to the
city and are seeking an injunction
against bank night at the B&K
Regal. Last week the prize ac-
cumulated to $1,200 there. It Is the
top deluxe colored house in the
world,

Uncerftai Quality of Radio
Versions Based oh Broad-

way Musicals Hurts Out-

of-Town Patronage—

'

Showmen Explain Disap-

pointing Box Office for

'jumbo' and 'Ziegfeld

Follies- on That Logic

DENTS REPUTATION

Broadway musical show produ-.
cers who a short time ago visualized
grand possibilities in the idea of
commercial radio serving as a new
bankroll source have lately cooled
off on the subject, due to the far
from happy results obtained through
radio versions of 'Ziegfeld Follies'

and 'Jumbo.'
Neither of these major musicals

realized even a part of the direct

financial returns and advertising
benefits that were hoped for through
radio deals. On top of that, other

(Continued on page 19)

1ST RACKET STRIKE

'Numbers' Bookies Ask Boost of

25% Commi ion

Easton, Pa., March 24.

A new kind of a strike started
at Coaldale, near here, last Week,
when 'numbers' agents, demanding a
bigger commission, organized and
started picketing. As result of

strike, the racket has been having
some lean days in this town, which
is full of miners, all union men. The
bookies refused to sell any numbers
on the old commission and picketed
the streets to see to it that no one
else sells them.
There--are about 100 bookies in

the town, it is estimated. They have
been getting 33% commission, but
it was reduced to 25% by the three
.'banks' running the racket here.

COAST'S GEISHA LINE
Hollywood, March 24.

Gait Bell, producer of 'The Drunk-
ard,' now in third year at Theatre
Mart here, has gone night club and
taken long lease on the Hollywood
Barn.
Floor show will include Geisha

girls in the line.

ASCAP's Figures

Show Music Biz

Off 80% fromH
Washington, March 24.

Statistical story of how com-
posers' income has faded since the

coming of radio and, decline of

vaudeville and legit was given Con-
gress last week in a brief on copy-
right legislation filed by the Amer-
ican Society of Composers, Authors
and Publishers.
Asserting that the piano, phono-

(Contlnued on page 51)

Windows for Sale

London, March 24.

With royal weddings, Jubi-

lees, and the recent funeral
procession following in rapid

succession this town has de-

veloped what seems to be a
semi-permanent box-office —
the processional route.

Seats for the funeral pro-

cession of the late King
brought up to $125 in some
cases, and windows were sell-

ing at $l,0CO and over.

Bookings are' already brisk

along Ljie Coronation route for

the procession to be held in the

spring of ,1937.

I

Paris Correspondent After 10 Years

Returns to Find N.Y. More like Paree

Boomerang

Los Angeles, March
Femme patron" after sitting

through Major Bowes No. 12

unit show at Orpheum, went to ,

box office and demanded her
admission refunded,
Said she had heard all the

talent on the air and Couldn't
understand why' she should . be
obliged to pay for sitting
through same show.

Sen. Ashurst Likes

Acting, Wears Taint

Home to Show Mrs.

Washington, March 24j
Senator Henry F. Ashurst, of

Arizona, who has defended the
screen many . times, and always
shown himself to be a friend of the
industry in his official capacity,
went even further last week. He
turned actor.

Carter Barron, Loew's local divi-

sion manager, grabbed the Senator
for the leading role in 'It Happened
in Washington,' local version if

Irving Yates' traveling picture-

making troupe which is playing the
Loew time. Film was made on the
local Fox theatre stage with ama-
teur juve talent and will be shown
there next week.
Senator got his script a week in

advance and spent two whole days
in rehearsal. When Yates called

at his house to bring him to the
theatre for the first 'take,' the
Senator was still rehearsing. He

(Continued on page 54)

WHITE PATRONAGE UP

Negro Singers, Cafes, Shows
Patronized in Knoxville

Knoxville, March 24.

Color line is fading In these parts
of the deep South In the show biz

at least. Concerts here recently by
George Matthews and Roland
Hayes, both Negroes, drew packed
audiences liberally sprinkled with
\v.hl'te patronage. Otis Holly,

soprano, attracted as many whites

as those of her own race when
she sang recently in Negro church.,

Negro cafes also get .
white

patronage, but mixing a la Harlem
strictly taboo. Film house in col-

ored neighborhood has heavy white
patronage for Saturday midnight
frolics, with university boys in lOud

attendance.

CARNIES OMEN PROSPERITY
Chicago, March 24.

Nation must be out of the 'red

and on Its way to prosperity once

more, because the carney boys, who
know quicker than anybody else

what the public's fund of ready cash

in, have suddenly blossomed out and

are hurriedly setting up schedules.

By ROBERT STERItf
They said that after id

:
years In

Paris one finds the town, all changed.
But Broadway is still, Broadway.

It's swing stuff, now* Ten years {

ago It was jazz. Before that it was
ragtime. A difference?

The boys and gals do open danc-
ing 'now—when the floor's big
enough. They shake it hard,,and do
things w4th the feet and everything
else. Ten years Ago they did- the
Charleston.
Everywhere you go, now, you find

colored entertainers, on Broadway,
52nd street, everywhere,,* They
used to be mostly in Harlem, but
there were just as many, , And gust
as good.
The legit has changed. It's made -

progress.
As for the music shows, the main

attractions, the £irls, are still in
same shape as 10 years ago. And
what a shape.
The liquor situation has Improved

a lot. Booze is cheaper and better.

But a reminder of "the old days was
in a place near Eighth; avenue after
three a. m. Sunday "morning. The
boss,, after peeping through the door,
opened it furtively and said: 'Come
on in quick,, and don't fool around
over your drink. If anyone comes

(Continued on page 51) I

BREWERY'SVAUDE SHOW

AT BOTTLE TOP ADMISH

Lbs.- Angeles, March 24.

Nightly floor show, amateur hour
and dance staged free by Balboa
Brewing Co. to persons presenting
24 bottle tops of Its product, .is

proving tough opppsish for picture
houses on the east side of town.
Show is put on at the plant's dance
hall, adjacent to brewery.

Spot, which sells nothing but beer,

has been drawing mobs for some
time, and recently was enlarged to
accommodate the bottle-top toting
bunch.
Entertainment runs around $1,500

weekfy, with amber fluid sales eas-
ily topping this. Dance hall holds
about 3,000. Brewery has plastered
town with 24-sheets in its battle for
patronage.

'Radio City' at Paris Expo
Paris, March 24.

A French 'Radio City' to be ready
for the 1937 Exposition is the plan
Georges Mandcl, minister of Posts
and Telegraphs, Is busy pushing
through.
To be built at a cost of approxi-

mately $050,000. Mandel's plan/calls

for a building large enough to house
all of the broadcasting stations in

Paris and be equipped with artists

studios, etc., fjlong the lines of

Radio City and1 the British Broad-
casting House in London. It will be

constructed on the Exposition

grounds as a permanent building to>

do service after the expo has closed,

its doors.
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Breen Body Okays 345 Fix Since

Jam 1; Organization s Heaviest Load

Hollywood, March 24.

Since •> first of January total of

345* pictures have been sealed by
.Joe Breen's office here, including fea-

tures and shorts. Relatively small

-number "of • shorts are looked' over at

this end, but recent heavy, Impor-
tation of foreign features to, this

country has . resulted in overflow

beyond, capacity. of. the Hays organi-

<5ation's. New .York .office, which
necessities, the Breen staff ,

here

handling a large group at this end.-.

Production peak, both in 'finished

•product and story preparation, at

this time has the. Breen organiza-

tion viewing five features arid five

"shorts daily for approval stamp.

iFrom Indications this pace, will be

maintained tor several weeks, with

pictures caught including those

from both major and. independent
producers,

.

During 1935, Breen sealers passed

816 features, of which number 305

were reissues. - In .
addition, seals

' were- handed put to about
,
1,000

short subjects, including 150 re-

issues. Expansion of production this

year, according to present indica-

tions; will send totals far above last;

year marks,, despite the large, num-
ber of reissues which were pulled

off company shelves for added coin.

Submissions of atc:':«ry synopses
,and ;Scripts

t
tQ" the Brc.sn offices by

major and Independent companies
average around -12. daily at this time.;

Number includes second, _third or

fourth submissions of one "script or

•'story treatment in various- forms.
On tabulations of last year, av-

erage submission " per story to the
' Breen office was 3% times. General
procedure is filing of book or play

numerous times before studio pur-'
• chases .the •property,' to get 'reaction,

oh suitability of the material." Later,

^screen treatment; of about -20 pages
rOlls .'in, 'followed' hy .first or final

. draft of ' script. K changes fire rec-

ommended in latter, revised script
' Journeys up to the offices, again.
.' Results of > the Breen purity seal-

Ing method prior and during pro-

duction is shown by fact that cen-
. sorship eliminations by political,

state, and . city censorship boards
V around the country are down t'o a
minimum. No really serious eilmlna-

- tlons have been made by these cen-
sors on any .purity sealed picture

during the past six months. Result
is elimination of impairment of

grosses in percentage spots through
mutilation of completed production
of censor • shears.

PIC IN ITSELF

WB. Using Prod. Crew on 'Adverse'

Teaser

Hollywood, March 24.

Trailer for Warner's 'Anthony

Adverse' will be made as a regular

Short subject; requiring- a week for

production.
Trailer unit is being handled, on

short subject ".basis on production

sheets, with its own manager;
budget) director- and crew. Trailer

will not include any scenes from
the picture, but will feature' history

of the book.

Gary Cooper May Sign

Up with Sam Goldwyn;

Latter Sets Bergner

Hollywood, March 24,

• Gary Cooper may swing- over to

-Samuel Goldwyn when v- his Para-
mount contract runs out. Jack
Moss, actor's, manager, went east'

last' week to talk deal -with the -pro-

ducer on latter's " return from
abroad;
Switch Is largely one of senti-

ment, as. Cooper. le.els .that,Goldwyn
gave him his first brjeak in '.Win-

ning of Barbara Worth.! Actor has
a .one.-plcture commitment with
Emanuel Cohen.

London, March 24,

Sam. Goldwyn left for the Con-
tinent today (24) after completing
de-tails with

.
Elisabeth- Bergner . and

her husband, Dr. Paul Cztnner, on
her pictures for United Artists.

•Will return here for another .ses-

sion before going back -to New
York.

De LawdY Cloud

Hollywood, M4rch 24,

Having completedhis chores

in 'Green Pastures' at Warners,
arid, severed marital ties in lo-

cal courts; Rex Ingram ('De

Lawd') is journeying south-

eastward in a specially con-,

structed land - yacht. .:

Auto cruiser is labelled 'Sil-

ver Cloud,' and is equipped
with radio, ice box and sundry
gadgets for mundane bliss on
*De Lawd's' hlgera.

IB'

John BarrymOre and Elaine Bar-
rie, his protegee, have been tenta-
tively set for two weeks of personals
at $7,500 net. weekly as a team, by.

the William Morris agency. They're
scheduled to-open April 17 at the
Chicago, Chicago, With the Michi-
gan, Detroit, and. indie Hipp, Balti-
more, following.

Barrymore and Miss Barrie, who
filled ttte columns of the tabs in

New York for several months,- will

do a sketch.

. Another film name being offered
to .N. Y. vaude • booking offices is

Elissa Landl, who is asking $5,000
a week. ShC's being agented by
Charles. Morrison.

Hollywoofs StilHensers* £ute

Ways to Make fin Stars

BUSY GAL

Four Pix Await Return of Eleanor
Powell to MG

Hollywood, March 24.

Allan Jones gets assignment to

play opposite Eleanor Powell In

•Shove Off' at Metro, stepping into

part from which Robert Montgomery

walked because he felt cast con-

tained tOb many comics. T*lc set to

start upon arrival of Miss Powell,

Hollywood, March 24^

temperamental as the Vtai'S

they photograph ' the "freelance

fan mag and syndicate
' photog-

raphers who . Munt. Hollywood's

cafes, night spots, parties, opening!)
and other, social arid Industry gath- •

-/'

erings to gvAb unusual pictures ot
the cinema's great and near, great."
Bulb-squeezing lads, . ahout a dozeji
in number, can turn the heat on. any-
picture name' who makes it tough '

to get a good negative. Some of the
•lads- work on' straight salaries but-
most of them, are paid according to
the reader -interest contained- jn

expected here in two weeks.

Studio has three other stories l"". 7"lltineu '

ready or'in wofrk foV the^dancer. I

t^pl?*ffi
es'

nJJf?
fo*«

They are 'Hats In the Air,' 'YoursfeT^^^^S^ "d.'*hW'
and Mine' .and 'Broadway Melody of -

the
. Auffi^ * M*

?om> Aii Inc ahnnt « ,i»hP«P to --bring them to time.

Film Writers WiB

Vote for Closer Tie

With Anthers' League

DIETRICH TESTS FOR

SELZNICIT COLOR PIC

Hollywood, March 24.

Marlene Dietrich has completed
exhaustive color tests for David O.

Selznick. made under supervision of

Director Richard Boleslawskl. Pos-
sibility is player will make a tlnter

for Selznlck-International upon her
return from England.

Studio' has deal on with Walter
Wanger for loan of Charles Boyer,
to be *co-starred with Merle Oberon
in 'Garden o'f Allah.' Paramount
shelving 'Hotel Imperial,' makes
Boyer. available almost immediately
for the Selznlck picture.

THRING TO HOLLYW'D

ON PIC TALENT HUNT

Sydney, March 4.

F„ W« Thring; Efftee, leaves this

we'ek/for "Hollywood to. ^equre play-
ers and technicians for -Australian

,pfx. Thrlng will' also have expert
scenarists whip . several- scripts- into

shape for use oyer here ]ptei\ .Prov-
able that an American director will

return with him.
.After being out of the production

-game for some time. Thrlng decided
to transfer his activities to N/.S.
Wales, because of the quota arid.

Joined with • Mastercraft. Efftee-
Mas.tercraft unit expects to produce
six pix annually and an agreement
has. practically been completed with
a major American distrib on this
6ide.

Par Testing Nazimova
Hollywood, March 24.

Nazimova, who recently closed in

'C hosts' at the Biitmore, is being
tested by Paramount

It's her first camera try since her
Metro stint 12 years ago, She was
a silent screen star at that time.

WOODS, MOERISON ON COAST
Hollywood, March '24.

Al Woods and Charlie Morrison
planed in over the weekend. Mor-
rison working on picture deals with
majors, in negotiation before arrival.

Pair to spend a week at Palm
Springs.
Woods is here trying to get five

fairly well-established Hollywood
names for 'Night of January 1C*

which Tom Waller will produce in

London Aug. 1.

Myron Selznick Sailing

Hollywood, March 24.

Myron Selznick pulls out Thurs-
day (26) for New York and sails

for London April 4.

Remains In Europe two months.

Hayes to Get Buildup

For Sherman's Hopalong

Hollywood, March 24.

Harry Sherman, has ticketed
Ceorge Hayes to. a termer and will
feature the character player along
with Bill Boyd and James Ellison In
new series of Hopalong Cassidy pic-
tures, which Sherman will make for
1936-37 Paramount program. Hayes
appeared in three of the Cassidy
films this season.
Sherman Is also negotiating with

Paramount to produce; talker ver-
sions of 'The. Barrier' and 'Ne'er Do
Well,' also -for 1936-37 release. 'Bar-,
rier* would be' made in color if deal
jells.

<
' Hollywood, March 24.

Closer tieup of Screen Writers
Guild under " banner of Authors
League of America will be sought
at' the annual election set for April
18. In addition to election of officers,

members w|U -be- called, upon to ap-
prove new scale of dues,, to become
effective with such approval.

Directorate of Writers' Guild,
along with boards of Authors,
Dramatists, and Screen Writers,
Newspaper and Radio Writers
Guilds, has approved plan to have
Authors League, function as parent
body tp* the several organizations.
All groups must' ratify before plan
cain be made operative.

"'

Reported that new dues*, plan
would prove beneficial to highest
and lowest bracket writers,' so far as
savings are concerned, over present
setup, but middle class, with incomes
ranging from $5>000 to $50,000, would
pay increases over present dues.

Junior Screen Actors Guild will

elect offcers April 19. Present offi-

cers .have all been renominated, with
no opposition so far. They are:

President, Pat Somerset; vice Presi-
dents,. Bob. Ellsworth and Jay
Eaton; secretai'y-treasurer, Aubrey ! arts,
Blair; asst. secretary, Nate Ed-
wards. Nominees for directors are
Dick Allen, Louis J. Becker, Jack
Cheatham, Helene Caverly, Betty
Blair, Oliver A. Cross, Larry Em-
mons, Mel Forrester, Peter Gard-
neri Sam Garrett, Charles Graham,
Mabel Ingraham, Mike Lally, Harry
MayO, Jack Mower, Lee Phelps, Max
Pollack, Jean Valjean and JTlo Wix.
Buck Moulton, Bud Winters, nom-
inated as alternates.

WB to Hold Connelly
Hollywood, March 24.

Marc Connelly, upon his return
here after three weeks vacash in
New York, will discuss a term con-
tract at Warners.
Jack L. Warner wants to keep

him on the Burbank lot.

RUGGIES' 'P00B SAP'
Hollywood, March 24.

Wesley Ruggles assigned by Par-
amount to direct pic tentatively
titled 'Poor Sap;' with Carole Lorn
bard in femme lead.

Charles Laughton sought from
Metro for male top spot.

1937.' All yarns are about a dahcer
who goes on the stage .and makes
good.

'-'

Elfish Actors' Rugby

Funds, $10,000, Go

South, So Does Treas.

Currently one jemme star" is a pet
peeve and . the lads have their cinn-

I eras loaded waiting and hoping that
the lady will make a - misstep so that
they can photograph it. Otherwise
she can't get pn a. picture for

.this
particular satellite has offended

the lads by refusing to pose. When
[

they do manage to get her -in

['group, ,she -jams things up by stick-

ing but her tongue or covering her

|

face with her hands. After a num-
ber of attempts .to get a good poso.
the lads gave it- up " and are no\v ;

waiting to photograph her at a dia-

Hollywood, March 24.

John Waite, treasurer "of South-

ern California Rugby Union, 1 who I advantage,

under name of G. .Beaufort West No^Bulbt, Puleeze

was# ..fi.e.cretary of the ,Writers club .Another on the. , photographic

here, »is reported missing, along blacklist is a male star who dls-

. .1ftflAA w AftV.
Mkes posing. Recently he allowed

with 510,000. ' Mtmey, lai'gely con- \ * ^„„„^j. i.^ „w„. -i ,- i 2^
l ,t -i. j-L . _ a cameraman to snap him in an
trlbuted

I
by members of film^ony,.

t^y th^n . proteste4 to the m*' :

was. to be.used to bring Oxford TJnl- L gemen)t & n̂it aUowlng the bute
versitj

r
rugby team here

t̂
LJuiM^.i'-.ta the plice. One slaT

land for series of matches with \

\ fee ttm ^e chm ^cauL
teams representing^Southern Santa Anita race ^trkek he took'

a?Lo
a
s AngeVe"

ver«lty ^ Call^'n1a
a swing at a.photOg. Now when

\T a ^^t..K»fn,0 he wters a spot, where the camera
Hollywood centrlbutors ,

to fund
batt ^ i3 Jlned u^ the canie(.a.

reported to include Nigel Bruce, men lv6 ^^ b )a (

-

Ronald - Colman C. Aubrey Smith. boxeg the fl<J &
*

Victor McLaglen,. Ralph Jorbes,. h likea t<y make the fan
Herbert Marshall and- C, B. DeMille: cUW.entJy getmg t,ie , same; treat

nient because, he refused to pose at

a party and talked to the boys ,too

rough to suit them. A femnie star

who. turned the lads down often

now gets passed by unless the pic-

ture looks particularly attractive;

Ability to' get her to pose, depended

Museum of Moder "Art film [entirely upon wn'o was her escon,

There are others who are on tlie

in and put list, with the photoga

FILM MUSEUM NAMES

ADVISORY COMMITTEE

library has formed an advisory com
mittee which Will meet monthly to

discuss activities of the project, ' In-

cluded are Will Hays, Jules Bruky-

tpur, Stanton Griffls, trustee of Cor-

nell University and- member of • the

firm of Hemphill, Noyes & Co., Dr.
Irwin Panofsky, Professor o'f Fine

|

presently having them oh proba*

tlon. Certain stars who 1>avfc

given the lads the works on severe!;;

occasions at present are on. th^
good behavior when cameras !«V^*

around. Some onetime tough sttW
Jects now pose without a murmur*
More trOublo than the hardrty)

Arts at Princeton, David H. Stevens,
|
handle- stars are the executives and

director . for the Humanities of

Rockefeller Foundation, and Irving,"

Thalberg.
These men will meet - with JOhn

Hay Whitney, president of the
Hbrai'y; A. Conger- Goodyear, Ed-
ward M. M. Warburg, John E. Ab
bott and Iris Barry. Library will be
in closer contact with film industry,

education and philanthropy,
these' associations, it's

(Continued on page. 12).
'

JACK FIER TO PRODUCE

0ATIES AT REPUBLIC

Champ Figure Skater's

Pro Tour, MG Test Later

SOnja Henie, Olympic figure skat-
ing champion, considers her pres-
ent - schedule of: public appearances
at indoor ice shows, first since her
return from recent triumphs at the
German championship games, so
important that she is foregoing a
screen test until they are com-
pleted. She just signed a $200,000
pro tour.

As soon as her present schedule
of indoor shows is completed; Miss
Henie will be tested by Metro.

Hollywood, March 2i.

Jack Fier, who gave up western

division sales job for Republic week

ago with J. J; Milstein, of Metro,

replacing, will be upped to produced

through
thought.
This summer certain members are

to make a European survey, gather . _ -.. .

ing foreign films of noteworthy in- berth at Republic. in charge of west'

terest which will be acquired 'for in- erns.

elusion in the, collection already in' Fier, under setup, would handle

circulation on'this side. Two groups Gene Aiitry productions, as well as

arc now being serviced to schools, Pix of another -western star, wiio

societies and other organizations for. will replace John Wayne whehi -lat'

general study' and observation. |
ter goes over to Universal.

Clements on Dicker for
SAILINGS

n i» i\ w i i

A PriI 4 <New York to Lona
°?!;

Kouhen, Par Release ^?'ro
1

n s&lM
>

senator um i

r
1 (He de France), .

March 28 (Now York to Genoa},

Grace Moore (Conti de Sav'oi).

March 28 (Los Angeles to Hono-

lulu), Mr. and Mrs. Harold Huvl«J

(Lurllne).

March 27 (Los Angeles to Shang-

hai). Clyde Eliott (Chichibu SfaW-

March 27 (New York to LonddWi

Hollywood, March 24.

Frank Z. Clements, New York
producer, who announced himself as
set for production here, is negotiat
ing with Raul Roullen oh a starring
contract

Clements, who Is dickering for
Paramount release, will use General Barry Trivers (Aquitania). .

~ March 25 (New York to COnflon/iService studios.

WALLACE MAY DIRECT AT M-G
Hollywood, March 24.

Metro Is talking a one-picture
deal with Richard Wallace.

Director is reading a script by
Louis Lighton he's anxious to pro-

Hendry's Double Duty

Hollywood, March 24.

\yhitey Hendry, - chief, of ..Metro
studio police, is taking over per-
sonnel department in addition to his
policing duties.

Head of personnel berth vacated
by Mel Harris, who Is returning east
to resume post with union organi-
zation he quit when joining studio
few years aa,o.

Richard Arlcn (Manhattan). . .

March 25 (London- to New.Torp

Edmund Lowe (lie de Ivrance).

March 21 "(New York to Pa««»

Jack Connolly. Samuol
T r u"d i

:

Schoop, Alfred-

(Paris).

..JTiaWfl

ARRIVALS
Patrlc Kuowles. .lulii'S

BronJslava Nijinska/] Inrrison

Fisher.
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JAMS
METRO'S MASS

SEARCH FOR

Old Home Week

Campaign of -major picture com-

panies to go to sources outside of

the theatr for new faces received

a real boost last week when Metro

announced initial steps looking

towards establishment of company's

school for Howard

let? and Al Altman, representing

M-G-M, rthur, of. the

Brooklyn Eagle> launching

personality* contest In Long Island

district which will cull approxi

niately 7,000 prospects on film pos-

sibilities.

Search for talent, by this means is

understood to be held as a trial bal

loon by Metro-Goldwyn to test pos-

sible value of the nori-professional

field. Satisfactory x-esuits, it is un-

derstood* will prove a clincher in

speeding actual establishment of a

company-operated training school.

Metro's traveling 'studio train last

•year discovered. Ann • Lorlng, a

Brooklyn girl, whose; first film as-

signment is in 'Robi Hood of El

•v.porado,'

Al -Altman, talent executive for

Metro, intends to supervise coach-
ing and spotting of suitable talent

that crashes- the semi-finals.

Veda Ann Borg. Terry Walker and
Elizabeth Russell, three

.
graduates

, 6t Paramount's eastern talent

school; have been signatured by the

-company. Miss Russell already has,

been- assigned to her first produc-
tion,. 'Murder With Pictures.' She
was chosen- by Oscar ..Serlin from
the .

ranks of topnotch m.c'dels
.
in

New York city. Miss Walker, who
'hag been singing with a dance
orchestra, was signed for- musicals.
Miss Bor ; selected from letter sub-
mitted to Par's talent department,
already has been sent to Hollywood.
Success of Paramount's coaching

school' and demands for .new laces
now indicate that the company's
dramatic academy shortly will be
greatly enlarged. At present time
it is being operated at capacity with
two instructors and a director In

charge of pupils.

/wood, March 24.

Cast' assembled at . Talisman
f o r .

remake of 'Clutching
Hand,' Universal serial of 220
years ago, had so many vets it

looked like Old Home week.
Oldtimers included Bryant

Washburn, Jack Mulhall, Rex
L e a s e , William Farnum,

.

F.ranklyn Farnum, Mae Bush,
Ruth Mix, Reed Howes and
Gaston Glass.

Producers Will

Maintain Wage

Scale for Xtras

TAKE LOSS SO

10

Demand Change in Acad Award

Voting to Frustrate Write-ins

Metro Scraps 'Witch* and
'Musa Dagh' to Soothe

Ruffled Pride of Alien

Powers-—Trade Treaties

Protect Smaller Nations

HEAD OFF TROUBLE

RKO-Arzner in Deal

Hbllywood, March 24.

•RKO and Dorothy Arzner are

huddling over a directorial deal.

Only femme director has been i -

active since making 'Nan ' for

Goldwyn two years ago-

Hollywood,

Agreement that all major com-

panies will live up to wage scales

foi* extras and regulations as laid

down, and that casting offices be
properly instructed so that no- fur-

ther complaints are lodged,, was
reached .at meeting of Producers'.

Association last week,
Makeup situation was " also dis-

cussed, stress being laid on ground
that one concern is operating an
outside business while conducting
studio makeup departments. Pro-
ducers reached- decision to take

cognizance nd watch develop-

ments.
Producers welcomed Charles R..

Rogers - and William Koenig into

group, as representatives of new
owners of Universal.

PEARSON'S 200G SUIT

VS. HOLLYWOOD HOTEL

CROSBY WANTS FiiMME

CO-STAR IN 'RHYTHM'

Hollywood, March 24;

With ins Crosby not wanting to

be solo starred in 'Rhythm on the
Range,' Paramount is still on hunt
for femme name to play opposite
crooner.

Jean Arthur and Olivia de Havl-
land have been mentioned but no
<l(?al set.

Coogan's English Pic?

Syracuse, N. Y., March 24.

Jackie Coogan in his late father's
home, town -this, week for a per-
sonal appearance at' RKO :

Sc.hinc
Keith's la- considering, an English
JUm contract. Present revue lour
for Fanchon & Marco is expected t<

continue into the early summer and
at its expiration Coogan may go
abroad returning in the fall to re-
sume, his law studies on the Coast.
He's six months awav from a de-
gree.

Both he and his fiancee, elty
Oable. are getting a heavy play
in the. local press.

Los Angeles, March
Damages totalling $200,483.75 are

asked by Humphrey Pearson, screen

writer, in action filed in superior

court here charging unprovoked as-

sault; Suit ' directed against

Hollywood Roosevelt Hotel Co,
Hull Holding Co., and John Doe
Hartman, asserted to be resident

manager of hostelry.

Writer charges that on Jan. 4,

last, while seated in hotel's Cine-

Grill with his wife and friend,

reading and commenting on some
Christmas greeting cards, Hartman
approached' table a"d began violent

abuse, then knocking card from
hand of Pearson's wife and to have
insultingly advised group to stop

their noise.

Preview Assault Suit

Hollywood. March 24.

Damages totaling- $30,000 arc

asked by Tommy MacLeod, former

Warner theatre press agent,.; from

Fox-West Coast and Thornton Sar-

geant, circuit publicist. Complaint

charges that MacLeod was evicted

Liv the notice from the press show-

Tnjf"~oT
—

ilTkvFTo's" Chaplin's 'Modern

Times* at .the Chinese theatre at

Sargeanl's instigation.

False arrest, assault and battery

are charged.

Hollywood, March 2f,

res produced in Hollywood

in which the subject material may
offer foreign sensitiveness are be-

ginning to take on a magnitude akin

to international complications. No
matter how small the nation af-

fected, ramifications mak their

objections look like a matter for the

League of Nations.

Recently Metro .was called to task

by Great Britain over 'The Witch of

Timbuctoo.' Subject matter of . the

story was voodooism. To offend the
British possessions would mean a
serious crimp in the picture's rev-

enue were it banned, so the changes
were made to eliminate" the

.
objec-

tionable angles.
Metro at the same time had pur-

chased the best seller, '40 Days of

Musa Dagh' ahd prepared it for

production. Story based on the

Turkish atrocities against the
Armenians'. Studio was notified by
Turkish officials that the story was
offensive to the Turks and should
not be made. Investigation followed
and it was discovered that 1f any
picture showed a; profit of $20,000 in

Turkey, it was extremely lucky. It

was felt in the studio that the story
would make an exceptionally, good
picture and that the small loss in

Turkey Would mean nothing to the
eventual gross.

-Here the studio discovered its

mistake for it was soon notified that
the picture if made would In all

probabilities be banned in France,
Belgium and Poland, with several
other central European powers op-
posing its production. This is ex-
plained by these countries all hav-
ing trade alliances with Turkey. In.

addition, other treaties, with inter-

national aspects
,
must be respected

and that Turkey could turn on the
heat with each of the countries in

protest against the production of the
picture. Result is that Metro has
called off 'Musa Dagh.'
Same pressure has been brought

off and on on several other studios.
Recently both Mexico and Spain
brought influence to bear in cases
where, the national feeling of their

countries was displayed as anything
but proper. Studios now find that
in every case where a story is writ-
ten around some foreign country,
unless the nationality is fictitious;

that some objectionable angle will

arise that might as well be elim-
inated immediately before the trans-
atlantic _w_orJ\ff_come into play.- -Sur-
prise has been the potency of small
nations through their treaties with
larger nations when their national
pride has been ruffled.

Can't Charge Off

Femme Finery,

Tax Dept. Rules

Washington, March 24.

retties, including. $2,262 worth

of underwear, are not • 'ordinary and

necessary expenses,' government

ruled last week, in socking Ruth

Chatterton for conglomeration of

mink coats, satin whatsits and other

intimate . apparel.
Attempt of Miss Chatterton and

her husband, Ralph M. Forbes, to

top 50% of her expenses for clothes

from her income tax was frowned
on by Internal Revenue men, who
claimed that Washington should be

allowed to collect its cut on a $10,-

156 wardrobe purchased in 1931.

Miss Chatterton's' heaviest ex-

penditures in that year" included

$4,200 for a little mink number;
$2,719 for a fitted case; $574 for

pajamas and $331 for hankies.

Score was settled when Chatter-

tola-Forbes coughed up a deficiency

of $1,309 to cover 5-year-old finery.

Campaign change Academy
method of Voting oh annual awards,

launched by members of technical

branch immediately following re-

cent awards banquet, is expected to

come to a head at next meeting of

organization's boar

.Sentiment }s growing against con»

tinning procedure in .effect this- year

whereby Warner niembers were en-

abled to . stage lone. ' campaign of

write-ins for various candidates,

with storm clouds likely to preei

tate wholesale resignations from the

Academy groups;

Warner surprise attack through
write-ins enabled most of its can-
didates to get in the runner-up posl-

tl6ns, and one into first
,
place.

Member of technicians branch,:

who, was on nominating, committee
for best photographic achievement,
protested voting! this year that re-

sulted iii write-in winning, a method
he charged unfair to the 19 commit-
tee members who spent two weeks
judging pictures without sound so
that photographic excellence could
be determined-

Stanwyck Wins Agcy Suit
Zep Parts With Pair

Hollywood, March - I.

Hollywood, March 21. SIg. Marcus and Leonard. Spigel-

Barbara Stanwyck has been held gass have severed connections with
by. court not. lo be indebted ^0,500 to ' Zepi>o Marx -Agenc.-. Marcus, who
A. and S. Lyons, agency for alleged came over from the Selznick-Joyee
unpaid commission. agahcy a few months ago. plans

Actress contended her contract a South American trip, with prob-
*ith Paramount, obtained by the able return to Myron Sclssnick

Lyons agency, was cancelled when. |
agency upon his return.

,

ie studio failed to lind a suitable Spigelgass is joining Irving I'nal-

Lory
* 1 bora's unit at Metro.

Garbo Defers Return
Hollywood, March 2-1.

C.arbo may spend an extra month

in Sweden at Metro's request.

Studio is having di ciilty ready-

ing production of two pictures in-

tended for her. 'Camille' and

'Madame YValewska.' and cabled the

actress to delay her departure.

Cummiiigs Clips Eight

Days Off Temple Pic
Hollywood, March 24.

Production of 'Poor Little Rich
Girl/ Shirley Temple starrer at

L'Oth-Fox,. was brought under wire
by Director Irving Cummiugs eight

days ahc-ad or schedule.
Ecfore going/ on next .assignment,

slated for April 25. Cummiugs will

lake a month's vacash.

HARDING AND DUNNE

SET FOR 'OLD MAID*

Hollywood, March 24.

Although both Helen Menken and
Judith Anderson, who co-featured

in the original legit version, were
tested by Paramount during show's

run here, top roles in Par's screen

version of 'The Old Maid' go to

Irene Dunne and Ann Harding. Pair

were the original choices of studio

for parts.

Deal was held up through Miss
Dunne's contract at RKO.
Ann Harding and Capitol Films.

London, are discussing a one pic-

ture deal, to be made following the

player's completion of 'The Old

Maid' at Paramount.
Harry Edingtou is handling the

negotiations.

'Winterset' Gets

Call Oro 'Dance'

As Astaire Tiffs

Hollywood, March 24.

Contract difficulties. betwefen 'Fred
Astaire and !RKO, with halting of
'Never Gonna Dance/ filmuslcal in
which stepper was to have co-
starred with Ginger Rogers, has
Pandrb Berman rushing., prepara-
tions for 'Winterset,' picture • being
moved . up/.:on schedule.
George Stevens,. assigned to direct'

the Astaire-Rogers film, has been
switched to 'Winterset.'

0 Brien-WB Patch Up

Howard's London Pic

Hollywood. March 2"4r

William K. Howard hops ty .Lon-

don on completion of ''Princess

Comes Across' to direct 'Glorianna'

for Alexandra KOrda.
Merle Oberon, Conrad Veldt and

Lawrence Olivier will have lop spots

in film.-

Hollywood, March 24.

Pat O'Brien was restored to

Warner payroll after 10 day suspen-

sion, following His refusal to ac-

cept role in 'Stage Struck.'

Actor reported lack to studio yes-

terday (23.),' having pate cd up mis-

understanding with ;ack L. Warner.

"First assignment is top spot

with Margaret Lindsay in 'Public

Kncniy's Wife,' Nick Grintlc direct-

ing.

Film on Scotti's Life

Hollywood. March 1M.

Metro is discussing with Law-
rence T/ibbett the idea of a film on

the life of Antonio Scot 11.

Tibbett. has. one more picture at

'JOtli-Fox.
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Washington, March 24.

Proposed revision of portions of

copyright, statute relating: to films

was assailed last week in a lengthy

brief submitted to the House Pat-

ents Committee by the American

Society of Composers, Authors and

Publishers, which declared various

provisions of the pending Duffy bill

will injure producers in order to

benefit exhibitors.

Professing no interest In whether

studios or theatres pay composers

for use of their music, ASCAP de-

nounced the plan to merge the right

lo produce and exhibit films and aU
low acquisition of performing

rights at one move. The idea of

stipulating that the right to. pro-

duce a film shall include, the right

to exhibit was termed a direct vior

lation of divisibility requirements

of the Berne convention.

Another feature of the Duffy bill

drawing ASCAP fire, was the sec-

tion which exempts newsreels trom
infringement proceedings for inno-

cent, incidental and unavoidable
use of copyrighted music; 'This

clause, the society said, is entirely

superfluous.
Argument .that under present law

composers can hold up both film

producers and exhibitors was
termed 'a shallow pretext' for

changing the law, with ASCAP de-
claring no case can be cited where
creator attempted to collect at both
ends* Such a change would bar
composers from taking advantage
of best opportunity to dispose of

performing rights to music written

for legit, the brief said.

.

'Upon the opening night of a legr

itimate musical attraction, all the
buyers for the motion picture com-
panies attend with a view of ascer-

taining its availability for repro-
duction in motion pictures,' ASCAP
explained. 'The competition is then
keen among these buyers to acquire
the rights for motion picture repro-
duction. The legitimate manager
has perhaps invested $260,000 in

making the production. He must
be protected in his run before a
motion picture of the attraction can
be made, which otherwise would
run in competition with his attrac-

tion.

Customary Practice
Under the customary practice the

contract for the,sale of the picture
rights of the attraction provides that
no exhibition shall take place until,

after the rut of the attraction is

concluded. Under the Duffy amend-
ment, exhibition is merged with pro-
duction, and the composer is de-
barred of the right to control the ex-
hibition rights 50 that he is con-
fronted with one of two .altera-
tives: either to . sell .the. -.picture

rights at the most opportune mo-
ment when competition to acquire

—

the rights is -very keen otf to await
until the attraction has run- its

course before entering negotiations
for the sale of the picture rights. By
that time all interest in the attrac-
tion has been lost and the composer
will suffer Irreparable loss.

"This Duffy amendment Is not for
the benefit of the motion picture
producer. On the contrary, it is

aimed directly at hi 1 for the bene-
fl. of the exhibitor. Motion picture,
producers with the advent of sound
reproduced musical works jpo.n
discs and later on sound tracks
without the license of the composer
on the claim of right so to do upon
the payment of 2c. for the record
or sound track under the compulsory
license provision of existing- la' v."

ASCAP dismissed the provision
concerning newsreels with the ob-
servation that in order to avoid in-
fringement all the pioducers havr<
(o do is remove the sound track
whenever copyrighted music lias
boon picked up,

In Its brief, the. Society also hit at.

fno. shows by broadcasters pointing
out lhat this unfair competition af-
fects exhibitors and in the end hurls
creators.

RKO's 1'liss' Revival

RUSSE SINGERS PEEVED,

ASK $250,000 OF METRO

Russian Symphonic Choir, which
has quite a rep on both sides of the

Atlantic, was not shown proper re*,

spect m Hollywood when Metro
substituted their voices with those
of natives of the Coast, according
to a $250,000 suit filed in N. Y. Su-
preme Court. The choir claims .that

MGM's action tendered to ridicule

them and did 'irreparable damages.*
to their international rep. .

In the complaint papers attorneys
for the. Russian singers declare the
choir was engaged to do six num-
ber for Greta Garbo's picture
'Anna Karenina.' They carried out
their part of the contract, but when
the picture was released the plain-

tiffs say the voices were, not theirs,

but those of Hollywood warblers.
However, the- choir was prominent-
ly advertised in. the release of the
picture.

FILM TOME TOPPER

Claim 8,000,000 Copies. Sold of 'In

His Steps'

PAR STUDIO TO

Hollywood, March 24.

Paramount output ..for 1936-37,

consisting of around' 50 features,

was outlined and discussed at prod-
uct confabs staged by, William Le-
Baron, studio production chief, at
his home last week., Russell Hol-
man, head of the eastern editorial
board, sat in with a batch of story
material rounded up by his depart-
ment as likely yarns for next sea-
son's picts.

Studio output of 50 or 52 features
will not include pictures, delivered
by independent : producers -releasing
through Paramount, Latter include
Winfield Sheehan, who will turn out
six or eight for the new season, and
Harry Sherman, delivering six Hop-
along Cassidys.
Day and night sessions were held

at the LeBaron menage, producers
and: execs attending, including Ben-
jamin Glazer, Arthur Hornblow, Jr.,

Albert Lewis, Henry - Henigson, A.
M. Botsfbrd. Lewis Gensler, Harlan
Thompson, Chandler •Sp'ra'gue, Fred
Leahy and Jeff Lazarus, Wattersbn
R. Rothacker and Henry Merzbrun
showed up for the new powwows.
Elements of - studio operation will

gauge how many pictures LeBaron
turns out for new progra.m. 'Gen-
eral Dies at Dawn,'' in preparation,
which Lewis Milestone will direct,
will be under LeBaron's wing, and
released on next season's slate.

Hollywood, March 24.

•In His Steps;' authored by Charles

Monroe Sheldon in £899, with royal-

ties paid on approximately 8,000,000

copies, will be transferred to screen

by Ben F. Zeidman, ;Karl Brown- is

adapting and will direct.

'Steps' claimed to hold all time
record as best seller, with. 'Freckles,'

(Gene Stratton-Porter) next with
2,000,000 copies.

Start Revising Neely-PettengiD

Bill to End Stalling in Senate

WB AND RKO'S 23

TOP PROD.

LINEUP

U SIGNS ELISHA COOK, JR.
Elisha Cook, Jr., legit juvenile, has

been signatured by Universal, via
the Lou Irwin office.

Hollywood, March 24.

Warners and RKO Radio studios

hit production activity peak this

week with nine features going at
Burbank and 14 in work or skedded
for the Radio lot, a dozen of them
lined up by Sam Briskin, produc-
tion chief. ,.

v

Four of the nine at Warners will

be new starters; 'There's Millions

in It,' William McGartn directing,

and 'Public Enemy's Wife,' irected

by Nick Grlnde, got into produc-
tion yesterday (23). 'Stage Struck'
gets firing order. Wednesday (26),

with. 'Charge of the Light Brigade'
set to go Saturday (28).

. Quintet, continuing in work at
Warners are 'Bullets and Ballots,'

'Earthworm Tractor,' 'Love Begins
at Twenty,' 'Angel of Mercy' and
'Case%f the 'Velvet Claws.' .
Previous top at Radio has been

eight features in production at one
time.- In addition to 12 going in
for "Briskin,.. Pandrb Berman, exec-
utive head of his own unit, will
have two pictures in work. Briskin
pictures slated to start Wednesday
(25) are 'Bunker. Bean,' 'Last Out-
law,' 'Grand Jury,' 'Daddy and I,'

'M'Liss,' 'COunt Pete,' 'Make a
Wish,' 'Save a

.
Lady,' 'Mother

Carey's Chickens,' 'Riddle of the
Dangling Pearl' and 'Marry the
Girl.'

BERNERD HELD WEST

FOR 'RHODES' OPENING

Hollywood, .March 24.

Instead of pulling out for. New
York as planned, Jeffrey Bernerd,
Gaumont-British gen. mgr., is stay-
ing oyer at request of Charles
Skouras, following preview of
'Rhodes.' Film opens March 27 for
Fox-West Coast at the Four Star,
Arthur Lee, American v.p. of G-B,.

and Jimmy Campbell, British
song publisher, who came here with
Bernerd, hopped east.

Carey io 'Last Outlaw'
Hollywood, March 24.

Harry Carey gets a featured role
in RKO's Robert Sisk production,
'Last Outlaw.'
John Twist and Jack Townley

wrote ori inal and screen play.

r

ilcox to Align New DAD Staff

Hollywood, March 24.

Radio has ac uircd Rim rights to

'^tlfsV"''"^'"^!^
ley. with Robert Sisk functioning as
associate producer. Dorothy Vast
preparing screen play.
Mary Pickford starred silent

version of story in 1918.

'Sailor Beware - Up Again

Hollywood, March 24!

Paramount will make 'Sailor Be-
ware' with an entire new story be-
ing written by Eddie Moran. Rob-
iM\v Florey will direet.

Surge piece was bought originally
Cor Ring Crosby, who refused to go
into it. on account of the dame
angles.

McDonald-Eddy's Next
Hollywood, March 24.

Falling to land a desired Victor
Herbert operetta for Nelson Eddy

.

a
.

n
\!

•J* 5* 11 ^ !•<•<• Mat-Donald, Meiro is
puTLTmg^W
cent Youman's 'Great Day,' also a
stage piece.

t

Meantime the studio is negotiat-
ing with. Paramount which owns
most Herbert musical

London, March. 24.

Contrary to expectation;;, Herbert
.Wilcox will not rebuild the- British &
Dominions studios at Elstrc-a which
recently were burned down. Instead
he will transfer the entire activities
to Pine-wood studios, now under con-
struction at Ivor, in Buckingham-
shire.

Will have four floors, of modern
design, up-to-date in every way.
Behind the venture are Arthur
Rank, Lady Yule and Jesse Boot,
trio of millionaires who arc also
behind the C. M. Woolf film
projects.

Wilcox sails shortly for America,
going directly to Hollywood to line
up a full Ifciinical staff ana also
WfiWaWAYiTh^^
is director of production for all
Woolf production units and is act-
ing as the Woolf emissary on this
ti'ip..

Exact sailin

Washington, March 24.

Senate Interstate Commerce sub-
committee ended fortnight of stall-

ing today (Tuesday) and began
revising Neely-Pettehgill bill, ban
ning- block booking, with hopes of

-getting the legislation 'before the.

Senate during the closing weeks of

the present* Congress session.-

Still puzzled by. complexities of

film distribution problems and
violently-conflicting testimony by
exhibitors,

- reformers -and. distribu>

tors, solons started closed-door con-,

ferences this afternoon but. gave no
indication of general subcom-
mittee attitude -on the drastic pro-
posal to force rental of films singly.

No hint forthcoming of how much
time may be required to present the
legislation, to the full, committee or
Whether the entire Interstate Com-
merce group will consider the
proposish before adjournment^ now
carded for late May.

As- the Senators got down to seri-

ous ' work, the House Interstate
Commerce subcommittee entered its

third week of. rambling discussion,

of film morality and. distribution
with. George -J. Schaefer, vice-presi-

dent of United Artists telling the
representatives on Monday (23) that
no business in the entire nation ex-
periences hotter rivalry and com-
petition' than the picture industry,
Schaefer entered, blanket denial of
monopoly charges, fired by reformers
and indie exhibitors, declaring con-,

ditions are of the 'dog eat dog'
variety.

'Intensive Competish

Asserting that distrlbs fight

anxiously to book films into chains
controlled- by rival producers,
Schaefer told, the committeemen
there is no truth to" the charge that
conspiracy of studios compels ex-
hibitors to take films they dp not
want and cast reflections on pious
stand taken by Indie theatre own-
ers who squawked about being
forced to show unwanted sex films.

Both indies and affiliated." houses
dislike too sophisticated pictures for

neighborhood trade, U.A. exec said,

but the principal offenders are the
independent theatres-owners.

1

Distribs are forced to designate
play-dates for certain films in order
to get a decent return on huge in-
vestments, Schaefer told the law-
makers during intensive quizzing by
Chairman Pettengill about the indie

charge that week-ends were
snatched for percentage films. He
said - ~art exhibs try to get out of

divvyiug the take with distribs by
slipping in "Costly films on poor days.

Cancellations for price reasons
rather than moral objections are

common, Schaefer testified, denying
implications that distribs 'shuffle'

films in order to collect all the traf-

fic will bear in different territories.

He called the committee's attention

to' figures given the Senate group
showing that in 400 principal cen-

ters most contracts are for less than
full blocks and that exhibs buy
from more than one studio.

Vaudeville and Pix

Uproar of alleged showing of an
indecent vaudeville act in theatres
belonging to two indies who had
testified for the bill on grounds that
they were forced to shov/ undesirable
pix because of block booking, high-
lighted Tuesday's- (2i) hearings.
Shocked and indignant congress-

men hush-hushed reading of lines

allegedly aired from stage in houses
belonging to Nathan Yam ins, Fall
River, Mass.. independent, and
Walter Littlefield, Newton, Mass.
Solons shut off Schaefer in his.

opening sentence and ruled obscene
could not be introduced into the
record.

Committeeman Cooper scored the
two indies, saying 'any man who
will permit any such show to go on
in his theatre' had no right to come
before the committee with com-
plaints about block booking, based,
on grounds of decency.

Protests of Abram Myers, allied
counsel, wl.o th -atelied to bring in
the department of justice were- an-
swered by Charles O. Pettijohn, Hays
attorney. Pettijohn. said the bars
were down and his organization
would not 'pull its punches* from
now on. Myers then asked refer-
ence to the Justice Department be
withdrawn. ._ .-. ___
Proposing negotiations, to be car-

ried on within the industry, for
liberalizing existing cancellation
clauses in contracts to 20% mini-
mum, Ed Kuykendall. president the
MPTC-A, declared the small in-

depedent would be 'destroyed'
through anti-block booking legiaia*
tion. Films would be sold to highest
bidder, with big houses picking off
the box office attractions, he i„..
slsted.

M.P.T.O.A. at recent Florida con
vention took 'definite and positive
action' oh question of higher rejec
U6n

.
privileges, Kuykendall told

committee, arid is receiving coopera-
tion from producer - distributor
representatives.
Hopes that hearings might fold

thifl week faded, with several wit"
nesses waiting to testify against bill
and proponents of the legislation
jockeying for the chance to elan
back in rebuttal.

v

Kent and Schaefer Rebut
,
Two industry tops resumed the

stand last Tuesday (17), when Sid.
ney R. Kent; Fox prez, and George
J. Schaefer, United Artists* v. p. and
general manager;, bayed persistently
on the trail of alleged false t'esti.
mony given the committee by inde-
pendents; Hearing, skedded for
Wedneday was telescoped into the
afternoon session.

ill does, not destroy block book-
ing but rather sets up the machin-,
ery for. synopses, furnishing swell-
alibi for exhibs, Kent charged.
Squeeze can be put on producers
and distributors through cancella-
tions, any time, because exhibitors'
will only need to say that film did
not click with impression they re-
ceived through reading the synop-
sis, he told. the committee.. Be'st way
to. spike exhibitor squawks would
be to arrange screenage of each
film before selling, Fox exec de-
clared, thereby depriving owners of
small houses of their excuse that
pictures hud been 'misrepresented.'
Agreeing with Kent's proposition

to make exhibitors 'see before buy-
ing,' Schaefer accused the commit-
tee of 'putting the industry on
trial,' and neglecting, real object of

the hearings. 'We. have had very
little on the bill itself,' he com-
plained.

Placing a stack of documents -on
the. stand before him, the United
Artists exec attacked, paragraph by
paragraph; testiriiony of. the . bill's

proponents. Starting with Congress-
men Culkens and Connery, both of

whom endorsed
,
the Pettinglll bill,

Schaefer worked down to the small'

independent exhibitors who had
screamed loudest against hardships
imposed by producers.
One of the saddest wails came

from an Indie who, Schaefer proved,

had been trying to haggle with

Paramount for entire two-year out-

put. Appearing before the commit-
tee with sob-story that ho was
forced, under block booking, to 'buy

a pig in a poke,' individual hid
been offering, at the same time, to

'make it profitable' for. local Para-

mount dealer if he would take a

contract for all 1936-1937 pix, the

UA g. m. pointed out.

Schaefer produced further evi-

dence that the same exhib had been

attempting to throw his oniy com-

petitor out of business by the deal,

since his own theatre had a monop-
oly on all studios with the excep-

tion of Fox and Paramount.

WB's $50,00*0 for 'Gall It

A Bay,' 2d Ephraim Play

Warners closed for film rights to

'Call It a Day,! current leg-it play,

yesterday (Tuesday). Reported
paying $50,000.

Piece was produced here, by 1"?°

Ephraim in association with the

Theatre Guild. Ephraim also pro-

diiced' 'Sweet Aloes,' current,' with

Warner financing.

MG Sets Down Lenser

Hollywood, March 24.

Failing to report for duly Satur-

day at Metro, where ho. has been in

charge of photography on Norma.

Shearer starrer,. 'Romeo and Juliet/

William Daniels, cameraman, has

been put on studio's suspended" H*"

Daniels is reported to have hopped

plane for Chicago, without notifying

studio of his intentions. Merritt

Gerstcd replaced.

Metro's Tito Guizar

.....mUa^-.ulzarTr-.pon-,ea^
is being coached by Al AHman.
Metro talent executive preparatory

to being lensod.
Guizar is to.be given thorough test

for possibilities as singer and ac10'

by pix company*

i
n
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RADIO TALKS HYPO B. 0.
laemmle s Cash Preference Means

New Recapitalization Plan for D

Tentative -recapitalization plans

'hich Standard Capital Corp. (J.

Cheever Cowdin-Lawrence W. Fox,

jr.) had ia mind for Universal had

to „be scrapped because of the un-

expected move of Carl Laemmle in

accepting the cash terms of buy-in

by the Charles R. Rogers^Standard

group. -Laemmle took the cash pldn

in preference to the time' offer, call-

ing for $4,000,000 oh the line within

20 days after initial payment of

$1,500,000.

Contemplated recap proposals of
Standard

.
group had been entirely

predicated, on the belief; that Uni-
versal would be certain to take the
time plan because it meant niore

money to Laemmle's interests in the
long run. ^

Consequently, when the
. easlv. roject was accepted, an en-
tirely new recap- alization align-
ment had to be considered. Stand-
ard is- now- reported-td be-at woi-k-
on this.

Few associated with new interests
in control of Universal thought the
time payment offer would be turned
down for the cash proposal since
the former Involved paying of $1.-

500,000 down in -cash and payment
of remainder, over a period of eight
years at the rate of more than $500,-
000 annually.

Ordinarily these time payments
would not have meant so much at
prevailing interest rates on gilt-

edge securities. ,But Laemml£ in-
sisted that securities offered as
guarantee of payment for remain-
ing $4,0.00,000 should draw 6% in-
stead of around 3%.

Standard- Rogers Saves 3%
Picking up of the cash offer was

an agreeable surprise to the Rogers-
Standard group, because it means
virtually a saving pf 3% in interest
payments scattered oyer a period of
eight years on a diminishing total
starting at $4,000,000.
But under present arrangements,

the new interests controlling Uni-
versal wlil .be able to obtain funds
needed to cover i*emaining $4,000,000
through 3% loans and probably less
it short-term, notes are employed.
Several major amusement compa-
nies have secured such low interest
;ates' of late. Radio Corporation's
recap plan , -urporates a 5-year
bank loan of $10,000,000 at 2%%,
Simple stock realignment probably

will be worked out involving the 8%
preferred on the N. Y. stock ex-
change and the common which is
listed on the curb. Tossing out of
old proposed reccvp set-up paves the
way for elimination of any big bond
iasue if any. Such an issue oLliens
probably would be small and bear-
ing a small interest rate, if found
necessary at all.

Nick Schenck Back

Nicholas Schenck, in Florida
following his recent Coast visit, is

expected back today or tomorrow
(Thurs.),

David Bernstein, Loew's treasurer,

and Felix F. Feist, v.p. of Metro in

charge of sales, are remaining in

Florida..

'S

PIC SHELVED

PRO TEH

San Antonio Taxicab Com-
pany Instils 'Let's Go'
State of Mind by Daily
Dinner Time Broadcasts
of What's Going On in

Theatres, Roadhouses,
Cafes, Etc.

GOOD RESULTS

Par Board Meeting Thurs. (26)

To Take Up Negative

and Its Writeoffs

Oh, Him!

Hollywood, March 24:

Asked how he liked George
Bernard Shaw, following an
interview, unit producer, who
makes no concessions to any-
one, cracked:

'Oh, he gave me half a dozen
laughs.'

Hollywood, March. 24.

Paramount's, 'Hotel Imperial' goes
on the shelf until Margaret Sulla-
van's broken arm mends, which
will be about six week icture
now stands the studio around
$1,300,000,

Decision to call off the produc-
tion came when the studio was un-
able to substitute Bette Davis or
Claudette Colbert, Charles Boyer,
male lead, returns to Walter Wan-
ger, with the studio hopeful of
again borrowing him. Paramount
paid Wanger $75,000 for the loan.
Director Henry Hathaway and

Scripter Grover Jones have been
assigned to another picture.
Metro, with around $600,000. al-

ready sunk in > 'Tarzan Escapes,' is
undecided whether to try and cut
film as it stands or to rewrite story
and salvage as much present foot-
age as possible to incorporate, in a
special, which would, add another
$500,000 - or more to negative cost.
Picture has been in and out of pro-
duction since last spring.

PATHE THIS WEEK TO
SET F.D. PROD. FOR '33-7

wet-up- for First ivislon's produc-
tion schedule nexL. season probablv
will bo determined by Pathe Film

• executives at a confab this week.
In the past season, money was

advanced by Pathe for individual
production- units but it is under-
stood that some companv officials
flesir* more, active control of re-
Rasing alignment. As currentlv
constituted, Pathe is acting virtual li-
as a financial holding companv.
Pathe financial statement cover-ing period from time of reorganiza-

t0 .* ,lft nild(11e of February prob-
ably, will be issued this week. Favor-

TZ^'mnS?
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IE MAIRE TAKES EXEC

POST WITH UNIVERSAL

Hollywood, March 24.
Rutus LeMaire lias, joined Uni-

versal as executive assistant to
Charles R. Rogers, studio executive
chief, and William Koenlg, general
manager.
LeMaire, who had contemplated

embarking in . the managerial field,
will start building a stock company
at U, checking local horizon as well
as eastern and foreign fields for
new and experienced players. He
will also Interest hi iself in acquisi-
tion of story material.

By Vv\ E.

.
Show an industry

might profitably; study the implica-

tions and results of a San Antonio
taxicab - company advertising cam-
paign over station KMAC. Primar-
ily intended to increase taxicab pat-
ronage, the advertising campaign
provides a perfect tie-up with, the-
atres, night clubs, sporting events
and all other attractions which seek
to uproot people, from their arm-
c* air laziness and get them out
of their homes to spend money at
the box office or its equivalent.
Sah Antonio itself affords a good

study for, in addition to. bridge
parties, home drinking and other
distractions which are well-recog-
nized as 'enemies of the box office,'

San Antonio Jies in Texas with
semi-tropical heat conditions that
make the citizens prone to relax.
Spanish 'mansana' attacks San An-
tonians. This tendency to 'put it

off' or fail to act while time per-
mits is not helpful to theatres, etc,

"What the Silver^Blue taxicab line

does to offset this attitude of mind
Is to broadcast every day, just
ahead, of the dinner hour, a list of
the films, night club- diversions and
similar paid entertainment on view
that evening. An active effort to
instil a- 'let's go* state of mind in

listeners has paid the. taxicab cdihr
pany handsomely in a year's experi-
ence. Has 75 more cabs now than
when first going after business oh
this basis.

Other cillss and other cab com-
panies have been involved in co-
operative deals with theatres and
cafes, but usually the angle iir such
cases has been a deal whereby the
theatre or cafe okays the, taxi bill

of the customer in order to encour-
age attendance. In any event the
San Antonio experience is more
complete as an object lesson in pos-
sibilities.

°

Amusements spots, aside from
theatres, do not splurge on nevvs-

(Continued on page 62)

JUDGE BOOTY'S

Judge William Bondy in U. S.

District Court, New York, Monday
(23) signed an order permitting a

committee of five New Yorkers to

intervene oh behalf of .common
stockholders in all proceedings re-
lating to the RKO reorganization.
This committee will represent about
6,500 holders of approximately
170,000 shares of common stock of
the film and theatre company.
Committee is composed o£ Gray-

son M-P. Murphy, banker, Herbert.
Bayard Swope, Robert C. Adams,
Ferdinand1 Eberstadt and Maurice
Goodman. Attorney for the commit-
tee is Sullivan & Cromwell.
RKO has been in process of re^

organization sirice 1932. Judge
Bondy's action affords .the common
share-holders their 'first oppor-
tunity to be represented In all legal*
proceedings.

ZUK0R AND 0TTERS0N

COASTWARD TOGETHER

Adolph Zukor will accompany
John E. Otterson to the Coast, when
Otterson departs oh Friday (27). The
purpose of such an intended trip
by the two Paramount chieftains- is

to line up the company's 193G-37
production set-up.

In their currently scheduled Coast
stay of two weeks or more, Zukor
and Otterson arc expected lo sur-
vey the Paramount studio situation
also with re fe reive to plans and
policy.

Hirliman Snares Metro

Release for Mojica Fix

llh-Fox Spending

To Center Prod, on Westwood Lot

Paramount is stiil wresting with
a method of. caring for the com-
pany's excess negative filni cost for

the 1935-36 season, amounting to

under $6,000,000. Final determin
tion of the issue Is- expected to b*
revealed following the company's
board meeting on Thursday (26),

when the firm's financial statement
for 1935 is expected to be made pub-
lic.

It. amounts to a question for th

company whether to stick by its.

first premise of writing down only

$3,000,000 of this excess negative

film cost, or half of the total amount,
against the" company's 1935 income,
orr ^vTiether To

-
write off the" "TuTf"

$6,000;000 excess negative film cost
against the 1935 operations. .

By writing down, as at first

premised, only $3,000,000 of the total
excess negative film cost of 1935-36;,
against the 1936 income, would have
the company show earnings for 1935
amounting to under $6,000,(rp0, be-
fore debenture interest requirements.
However, to write down the^full
$6,000,000 negative film cost would
have the company show earnings
for 1935 of approximately $2,O00 ;000.
Debenture interest is around $1,
500,000.

President Johh. E, Otterson is ex-
pected to submit his studio report
to the full board at the coming ses-
sion, at which time the matter, o't

writing down this excess Jiegat'.v
film cost will also be- submitted. Qv-
terson. submitted his report pr
viously at a meeting of the com-
pany's executiv e committee oi
Thursday (19).

•The Indications ' are that neither
the hew arrangement made by- Oi-
terson with William LeBaron fop
operating the company's studios on
the Coast will come before the forth-
coming board meeting, nor that Ot-
terson will propose the contemplat
arrangement with Winfield Sheehan,
tor unit production, at this session.

Int'l Revue Off

Hollywood. March 24.

Jose Mojica has been signed to a
three-picture contract by' Cionrge

j

Hirliman. films to he made v. i ih in
;

one year an released by Metro.
|

First production, probably to ho :

made in both Kngli.shja.nd Spanish, \

will be "Canto Clara,' Spanish nui«i-
j

cal by Ron ul a Gellcgus, acquired ;

from 20th -Fox.
j

Hirliman plans. In move* produc- i

tion activities (mm Talisman to
:

UKO Pathe studios.
!

^am
London, March 12.

iiuevnn ,

r0l(1 'VJ'n
'

a "loa of doing an
JS-y

'^° n
_
al

.
revue with

'I? Korila is cold.

evH-uh,n"
0dU

,

CerS g0t to*eth*r on

eve-. • ssT ^ but could,1,t
°- !,5> t0 spectacles on the revue.

Yates in London
London, March -t.

-•-••Hwi7m==¥iri^
Film, is here on a holiday and talk-
ing to independent producers about
•building a modern laboratory in

London to do their printing.

Depends on how much interest' he
can create locally before he actually
starts business here.

No Film Plans for

Kennedy Until Nov.
Joseph P. Kennedy, who -returned

briefly lo the amusement scone to

map our. Radio -Corp. of America's

recapitalization plan, has.no inten-
tion of reentering the picture busi-
ness in any way, a 6. least until next
November. Kennedy, how in Palm
15 yeh <>n vacation, plans to visit

X. Y i.exl-weolc and lake bis fam-
ily back to Florida with him.
Intimites of Kennedy aver that

he will devoir.- himself to J 're-iileni

Knosevclfs campaign for reelection
(nd tint this activity will keep him
occupied unlit late fall. He will

I>eaT-flr
J

aTter^lffi-r

hurried jaunt lo Manhattan, until
April L0 when be will come north.
Kennedy was the first head of the
Securities Exchange Commission,
retiring from that position latr> last

year after Its operation had been
fully perfected.

I

f lolly wood, Man-h 24.

KxpendlUire of around $4,00
!0,-0fi0

on consolidation of. the Westwood
and Western Ave. stu ios of "'Jtli-

J-'ox during next, four months was
announced by Joseph M. Schenck
just before he pulled out fur New
1'ork last week.

All production activity -will

cell 1 (-red at Westwood lot under
new setup, Schenck staled; with
ei?.vht new st; es being erected
then* to take eare of I ho increased
production. Also there will be new
property building, culling room*
and new vaults constructed.

Schenck. who is e.\pe'-;id b; m
Hollywood around May 15. will talk

"Jinii- Fox producl for nc\t reason
^Tilr^Sldfrey ^KerYi"
York. lie plans to take a o.uick hop

NOW IMS OFF

Winfield Sheehan's -negotiation,
with Paramount as a unit producer
now look cold. No contract has
been signed. Sheehan expects to
leave for the Coast tomorrow
(Thursday).

It had been presumed In the trade
that Paramount was negotiating
with Shcchaiv for the latter to make
.10 films on a unit basis, at the Erpi
studios on the Coast, apparently to
replace the. spot made vacant by
Walter VVangor's exit from Par.
What plan Par may h: ve ty fill

this gap now isirt known.
Xol so long ago Sheehan, It. was

figured, could have had. the 'top
production berth at 1'ar, jf. hr.

wan led.

LAEMMLE EAST TO

COLLECT $4,000,000

Match 2-\.

•ast fmi

atl'Miding

premiere at

|
SaerTimenTo

'

Wants to bf-

the Tib]

in New
lit previous.
York April 3

to Europe, covering all LOtb-Fo*
j when the final payment of $4. OOO.OfO

exchanges on the c'lnliiienr. stress'
ing on their opera-tors the .impor-
tance of compaio 's fori hcoining
product an ni>c«\ssii j of gelling
top rental

is lo be made and I'niversal taken
oyer by Standard Capital Corp.
Tralnload, of :-!J studio exec\

iil-ivfj'K and press went north to
aeu 'Sulic unveiled.

r
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L BUp5% Leads Amusement

Advances; Flood Reflected by Market

By MIKE WEAR
Irregularity marked the trend . In

stock values. In yesterday's (Tues-

day) market, with numerous groups

showing minor losses at close.

.Amusements followed general ten-

dency of Industrial Issues to slide,

ptt although few large losses were

Softest were Columbia. Pictures

Btocks, Paramount 1st. pfd., East-
man Kodak and Westinghouse. Al-
though common of last named was'

down nearly 3 points -the preferred

lifted almost two. Columbia Plx
preferred was off more than 2 points

to a new low at 45% while common,
certificates also dipped to a new
1936 low at 35%. Radio B .nearly

equalled Its new high ai lUO and
showed a minor gain oh- the day.

Stock values fell as flood waters
rose last week, but the decline? for
the most :part were notiufflclent to
wipe out the sharp advances 'made;
In earlier tradin*. "Early rally gained
Its impetus from more favorable
developments . ,tn the war-like
German situation. ..

Amusement sector followed the
general market trend with . most
IssueB of this classification winding
up week with .gain*. Amusement
Group showed an advance of 0.693

of a pdlnCat th«~ close- (43%), a*
measured by the averages, for 12
stocks. Group came within striking
distance of ltaold high but feU hack
after nearly . reaching- 44%. Low
point waa 42%, considerably above
lowest mark In preceding week. *

.; Showing by these 12 representa-
tive ' Issues followed the general
trend of smaller groups on the big
board, eygn as to volume which was-

. lower, than In *he preceding week.

;
Sensational performer In late

trading .was . Radio Prefenred B,
which finally hit the century inark
In

,
Monday's session. Radio B

eventually wound up at 98%, after
being quoted at lOOV At this level
It was up 5% points on the week.
Appearance of certificates for the

(Continued on page 24)

IS ROADSHOW DATES

ON '2EGFELD' SET

'The Great Zlegfeld,' which
,
is fo

16 reels and cost Metro close to

$2,000,000, will be extensively road-
shown at $1.65 top. So far is dates
have been set, first of Which will

be the Aetor, N. Y., opening April 8

at $2 top. Metro has Astor for eight
weeks with Options, Others , are
Chestnut St, Philadelphia;, Cass,
Detroit, rlanger, Buffalo, Ameri-
can^ St. . Louis, Colonial, Boston, ' Er-

.

lahgetv .Chicago; Geary* San Fjran-
Cisco,: Mvmicl vHall,- '. Prattle, - all

April 12; Alexandria, Toronto, 18;
National, Washington, . 1?; Carthay
Circle,. Los Angeles, IS; . His
MaJestyV Montreal, 19;. Hanna,
Cleveland, 26, .and Nixon, Pitts-
burgh,, April 26.

Metro .is putting on .special.men
to handle roadshow engagements.

McKay Unloaded on 0

Stock, Cohn Added Col

, . Washington, March 24,

Willard: S. McKay, officer in Uni-
versal Pictures, unloaded part of

his holdings. in the company during-.

December and January, whileHarry
Cohn, president, of Columbia Pic-
tures, Increased his interests* Fed-
eral Securities and Exchange Com-
mission reported last week. :

Containing few deals by insiders

in film companies, S. E, ' C, semi-
monthly statement showed McKay
during December disposed *? 532
shar«B of. U common a,nd 46 shares'
of second preferred, cuttlng^respec-
tiw holdings to US an.d zero. In
January, McKay " Bold. 30 shares of

8% cumulative 'first preferred and
SO shares of the same , paper held
by WHkay "Holding. Co., wiping out
the .holding, company's Interest .and
cutting .hla direct investment to 317

shares.
Samuel Sedran, Universal officer,,

acquired 100 shares of. the firm's

common' during January;
Harry Cohn boosted his holdings'

in Columbia through the stock divi-

dend method, adding 37 shares of
c«mtnori> bringing lifs; total to l,&y
and getting pother i#30 shares «*
common through the Voting trus-
teeship -and raising these holdings
to 70,968.

National Screen

Elands Into the

Accessor; Market

The ^National . Screen.... Service,

headed' by Herman Bobbins;; is ex-
panding into the accessory market.
The first step in this direction', after,

much planning, is "through organi-
zation of a new company, National
Screen Accessories, In co-operation
with the oldest display service com-
pany in the Industry, American
Display Co., Inc., headed by Charles
L. Casanave.
National Screen Accessories be-

gins operations with the line -of ac-
cessories Which American Display*
has: beeni furnishing exhibitors right
along on product of the major dis-
tributors. v

Yesterday's Prices

Sales. Hlgb,IiOW.I**t.chit.
500 Col. Plot.. 8t» *«H4
400 Con. Film. «H W4 6% + Jt
700 East. K. .162 161% 101V4 — K

7,900 Cton. El. .. 8C% 88% 38% - %
2,200 Loew .... 47% 47% 47%- %
2,100 Paramount 0%. W 9H — %
3,400 Do 2d pf 10% 10% 10%- %

18,800 Pathe ....10 .0% fl% - U
80,300 RCA .....13% 13 13%—%
7,400 Ha<Ho B... 00% 08 08%+%
3,300 RICO ..... 8 IK 7%— %
200 20th-Fox .. 20 38% . 28%

10.400 W, B,..». 12% 12% 12%- %
CURB

'

2.700 Tech. .... 20% 28% 28% - %
700 Trana-L . . 4* 4 4.

BONDS
$23,000 Ctan. Th.. 29%- 29 29 - %
8,000 K*lth .... SB% « W- + %
1,080* Iioew. ,...102%Ktt% 102%
5,000 Par-B'way B7% 57 57% + %

lS.OOtt Paramount M% 90% 01 — %
43,000 W, B..... OT 08 06%+%
""•N«W 1036 low.

F&H GIVES UP

2 ST. L HOUSES

LESSER TIES AB1EN

FOR OUTDOOR TRIO

Chicago, March 24.

Metro will open roadshow of
legfeld' at the Erlanger April 12.

This is the second roadshow of the
season; -Midsummer Night's.Dream'
(WB) showing at the Balaban
Katz Apollo, it's Metro's first road-
show since "Dinner at Eight/

Hollywood, March 24..

Metro has booTted ^Zlegfeld* into
the .Carthay Circle for April 15 on
a roadshow scale after .a -$5 open-
ing.' Admish scale will be 50c to
$1:60..

*

Skippy Exits Par
Hollywood, March 24.

Alison Skipworth is departing
frohi Paramount, studio not lifting

its opinion.

Also leaving Par is Barry Trlv*
ers,- writer, who is sailing from New
York for England March 27.

Arnold's Personals

\ Edward Arnold comes east for his
scheduled personal at - the JRoxy,

N< Y., within a few weeks following
the opening of his starring picture,

•Sutter's Gold' (U), at R. C. Music
Hall, N. Y., tomorrow (Thursday).

Tentative dates for Arnold at the
Roxy are the last week in April or

the first in May.

Hollywood; -Mareh - 24. ,
",

• Richard Arlen goes with Sol Les-
ser ,to be starred in. -three Of six-
Harold Bell Wright and Zane Grey
features" that Lesser-Principal will
make for 20th-Fox release -on 1936--

<37 program. . First will be 'Alias
Briah 1 Kent,' going into production.
In August.
Arlen pulled out midweek for

New York, where he sails March 25/
for London. <He'4.1 star in The Bar-
rier' for Gaumont-Brltish.

v

, Seriin .on 'Carmen'
Initial production Tvhlch Oscar

Serlin will make for Paramount at
Eastern Service Studios, Astoria,
will be 'Carmen.' Director rtot picked
as yet; but company, is defintely
committed to producing this with-
story stressed rather than operatic
slant. Serlin. expects to begin actual
shooting either in May or early
June;

Boris Kaplan is slated to become
Paramount's new eastern execute.
Kaplan is presently first aide to
Serlin.

Hollywood, March 24.

Oscar Serlin goes east in a few
weeks to round up stage and radio
talent for, Paramount's 'Artists and
Models.' Also function as producer
of the musical to be made in New
York.

'2 Flags' at $1.50
Hollywood, March 24.

With Daryl .Zanuck personally
supervising the cutting job on 20th-
Fox 'Under Two Flags,' it's down
to release footage of 10,500 feet.

Opus may follow 'Zlegfeld' into
the Carthay Circle at $1.50.

St, Louis, March 24.

Loss of about /f276,000 hi opera-
tion of the Ambassador theatre in.

teat 17 months* attributed to In-
ability to obtain vatlefaetory first-

run feature films, .has resulted lh
:

decision of Fanchon '& Marco to
nhutter downtown deluxer Thursday
(26). In surrendering this house and
New Grand- Central theatre, which
lias been dark moat of time in last
few years, F&M Interests expect
to drop a $70,000 cash guarantee.
Harry C. Arthur, Jr., v.p. of F&M,

said loss on Ambassador,' New
Orand Central and Missouri houses,
since, taken over by F&M Aug. 4,

1934, after a bondholders' reorgan-
ization of properties, had beeh S368,~
000, of which 75% . was at Ambas-
sador. Missouri has been a second
runner. Weekly rent of Missouri
an.d; Ambassador, $2,350 each,' has
been paid 'regularly, Arthur said, but
the landlord; Ambassador Building.
Corp., ha* rejected " F&M. offer to
keep, up rent if permitted to close
Ambassador.

instead, Arthur stated, landlord
intended" to declare, default, resume
possession of two houses and pocket
cash guarantee.
F&M owns; 71% of stock in St

Louis Amusement, . Inc., having
taken over 25% interest of Allen L.

Snyder, engineer,, who figured In

original reorganisation deal. Other
stockholders are Charles E. Kurtz

-

-man, mgr. Ambassador; Harry
Oreenman, mgr. of Fox theatre and
Dr. J. Probsteln, brother-in-law of
Harry Koplar, who has figured In

background of F&M operations. •

The caBh guarantee was posted in.

proportion to stock holdings as com-
pared with others.

F&M will continue showing first-

run films at Fox and second-run at
Missouri, while St. Louis theatre,

another unit- in. local .chain, will re--

.main. 'padlOcked. .. -TUe -.98 "employes
of'Ambassador have* .received two
week's notiee of' dlsmlssali- Kurtz-
man shifts to Missouri and Ralph
McGowan, * brought here from Salt
Lake City around Jan. 1 When stage
shows were resumed at Missouri,
returns to Utah metropolis. Stage
shows at Missouri were dropped,
after five weeks of unprofitable
business.

Delayed payroll reports sent to Congress by the U. S.; .Treasury De-
partment Friday (20> discloses Will Rogera heading .the list with $324,.

314 from Fox Film during the fiscal year 1034 before his death. He's
second in the ranking of big-salary actors, however, -a previous report
showing Mae West collected $16,000 more than the cowboy humorist.
Second fattest pay-envelope handed out

,
by Fox went tp Winnie

Sheehan, whose compensation amounted to $300*000. Columbia Picts list

is tdpped by Harry Colm.
Figures for Loew's, Metro and a few miner companies- still have not

been submitted to Congres, but otherwise virtually the entire film in-

dustry has complied with requirements of last, year's law making re-
ports oh payments over $15,000 mandatory. ^Paramount was the biggest
producer, turning over data in' the fli'st list which went to the Capitol
two months ago.

PAR POWWOW IN N. 0.

Number of. Paramount theatre
operating heads, are trekking to
New. iprleans "for ;semi-official cen-
fibs with Y.''Frink. Freeman and
With E. T. Richards.

L. A. to N. Y.
Jack Oakie.
ArChie Mayo,
Ed Finney,
John Mlljan.
Harpo Marx.
Arthur Richman.
Howard Hughes.
Lincoln KlrBtein.
Milton Bender.
Sherrlll Cohen.
Cal Kuhl.
Lupe Velez.

Abe Lastfpgel.
Cedric Gibbons.
Dolores Del Rio.
Tim McCoy.
Myron Selznick.
Howard Lang.
Robert Pirosh.
George Seaton.
Rob Collier.

Jack Moss.

N. Y. to L, A.

Shapiro, Bernstein & Co. has settled its differences with 20th Century-
Fox over the latter's parody on 'River Stay Away From My Door' in
Poor Little Rich Girl.' Publisher had insisted that the parodied ver-
sion as done toy Shirley Temple be clipped from the picture, but on the
request of Buddy DeSylva, producer ol the film, S-B last week with-
drew Its objections and agreed to let the hit stay in and at the regular
sync fee.

Publisher's opposition to the parody, was that It tended to lessen the
value of a piece of . property which had been built up to the point where
It has become part of the standard repertoire of alL classes of baritones.

During past year Sol Lesser (Principal) with small and compact pro-
duction unit and staff, has turned out eight feature films, with one to go
for a May 1 windup. Producer during year is responsible for bIx George
O'Brien starrers for

N
20th-Fox. release; two Harold Bell Wright pictures,

featuring .Richard Arlen, tor Columbia, and first Bobble Breen feature.
Unfinished Is. one O'Brien »ic. Statistics interesting to trade as indica-
tive of how unit production of Indie operator can push, product through
Without waste motion and heavy overhead, customary on major lots.

Broadside ot quesUoimalres has. beeiv. sent to 2,*00 exhibs, critics and
picture fans by PickfOrd-Lasky on' returns from which will be based re-
lease policy of future Francis Leder^r -productions for that : company.
^Questionnaire ,will. ask.how many pictures star may appear in each year
without hurting: hie popularity, what type of features and roles seem
best suited to him. Result Is expected to throw interesting. sidelight on'
•controversy between James Gagney and WarnerB and between other ac-
tors and their studios over frequency of screen appearance.

Harold Kemp.
Charles Einfel

To protect his client, Berg-Allenberg Agency, Atty. Martin Gang has
filed a new action hrLos Angeles- Superior. Court,.'seeking to collect $80,000

-alleged unpaid commissions from Wallace Beery. New Suit filed to pro->

tect client against dismissal of similar suit that has been hanging fire

In courts for nearly two years. Under California statute of limitations,

trial of -an action is -expected to cOme up -wltnlp two. years, after filing of

complaint, -Agency claim is for commission on Contracts negotiated by
it for' actor at Metro and 20th Century.

Number of ' Fox-West Coast house managers are being criticized for

their handling of bank night, particularly as regards their insistence

that absentees, whose name are drawn as prize winners, be notified^ by
their friends or acquaintances afterwards of their misfortune. Idea back
*pf it la that persons registered will attend theatre at every drawing.
Several elderly .patrons are said to have suffered severe shock when
notified they - were out several hundred dollars because they did not at-

tend a particular drawing.

A meeting of theTtioard of directors Of Paramount on the last Thurs-
day of each month- is to be a regulation procedure. Directorate will

sit. down at the big table at headquarters on that day 12 times a year,

providing, a quorum is present, but may also meet on other days, depend-
ing on matters that require board attention. Directors meeting again

tomorrow. (Thursday), with Adolph Zukor, chairman, presiding,, and John
E. Otterson, president, in attendance.. Latter is remaining in New York
Indefinitely;

Portrait painter of note, In Hollywood .for several years, was told by
writing team that the post of art director at an indie studio would be a
cinch to grab off if painter made 'portrait of studio's production chief.

Painting, was-made with artist waiting around several weeks for call from
studio, only to learn that scribblers, had presented portrait as a gift 'In

-iheir own names and grabbea.' year's contract for themselves.

.'Criticizing type of * character he portrayed in 'Ceiling Zero,' wherein

he was rather\free in his way with femmes, number of girls in an east-

em Institution have written form- letters to James Cagney. More than

half the' missives contained a postscript In which girls said they havo

been: forced to write the letters, by school's head, but urged actor to con-

tinue, playing same type of rolea.

Two of six- girls brought to Coast from New Orleans by Paramount
three .months ago as possible screen bets, have . had 'their options lifted.

Two of sextet have been dropped and two have -several weeks to go

before option time. Those optioned are Wllma Francis and Ann Evers,

latter assigned to part in studio's 'Something to Live For.'

Ralph Cohn, -2&-year-old son of Jack Cohn, Is being1
.groomed at Colum-

bia to fill vacancy created by departure of Sid Rogell, now. at RKO.
Youngster has Just completed supervision of studio's "Panic In the Air,'

his first screen production assignment. Previously youth worked as a

stage manager in New York under name, of Ralph Morris.

Old shorts, mostly of the travelog type but Including .
cartoons,

being dressed up and shot out as new releases, according to -managers

who are spotting them here and there.. Claimed that new treatment and

narration being given the Oldies in the hope that, they won't be recog-

nized.

Two years ago when RKO studio execs were tepid on filming of .

'Lost

Patrol,' John Ford directed opus on percehtage-of-proflts deal.. During

past few months Ford has dragged down around $7,000 in royalties, and

pic still going strong In subsequent run locations.

In its search for color process of its own, Paramount has Imported

Oscar Fishinger, German color processor and one-time producer, to work
at studio on his own ideas. Fishinger is conducting experiments with

special crew and promises results of his first tests within 10 days.

Third picture next season- at Metro with a racetrack background Is

•Broadway Melody of 1937.' Others are 'Saratoga* and the Marx Bros,

new film.

Producers association is considering, proposal to appoint David Wai'K

Griffith an ambassador of good will for pictures, as possible contact for

Women's and other organizations.

They came to Hollywood as Pearl Ginsberg. Shaindel Kalish, Martha-
drew Bonini and Arthur Jacobson. Their studio paychecks are made out

respectively to Paula Gail, Ann Preston, Sunnie O'Dea and Henry I-iunter-
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No Shuteye While LA.'s Jitney

Keeps 'Em Shootin'; 5c

By GEORGE McCALL
..Los Angeles,- March. 24,

Porcapolis tlie

.theatre .'s Main

which .compares favorably,

wtfh tlie other, side of the tracks in

,.any American city. Joe is a show-
'

, only four years removed from

.:

k
#ie Atlas Dairy Lunch.. The Athens

caters to the lower strata, operates

'
24 hours daily, charges 5c. for two'

' western -features, and thereby hangs

Joe's showmanship..

When interviewed, Joe. admitted

he played nothing but westerns, but

that he didn't really like horse

operas. Joe readily admits he has

never been in the wide open spaces

and thinks, or cares little of horses.

In fact, joe., seconded by Charlie,

•his Chinese doorman and janitor,

adds that he doesn't like pictures

'at ail. His operation of the theatre

is just one of those things necessary

to Supply the simple heeds of his

everyday life.

. Joe's monosyllabic versation

was illuminating.: After admitting

th'at his soul had never burned with-

in hi .
yearning for boots and sad-

dles, he was- ask~d about his and

hts.. customers' preference for the

more decorative of the screen's per-

sonalities, such as Garbp,-.-Di&ti4ehr

Crawford arid others of their set.

Joe said that for a nickel the cus-

tomers of the Athens .had no pref-

• erencej they "took what*, he gave
them,

^Mystery surrounded" his attitude.

He was a strong silent Grecian
.figure, planted in front of his box-

; where he also made a few
dimes on the side by selling candy
bars. Suddenly he became alert, his

ears pointed like Cavalcade at the

barrier. Through the doors of the

theatre came the sound of shpts^

The cowboys were shooting it out
with the horse thieves. Joe smiled.

A few moments later the hpuse
broke and a few' bleary-eyed cus-
tomers emerged into the daylight,

blinking in the afternoon sun.

'See?' asked Joe.

'See* what?'

'Them guys.' he replied. 'They
came in here, to sleep. Wit' Garbo
and Crawford, they can sleep, but
with Buck Jones and Tim McCoy
and them fellahs, who go 'bang
bang' with their guns, they can't
Bleep. The noise wakes them up
ana I get a turnover. That's show-
manship.'

FILM EXCHANGE UNION

STILL PARLEYING WB
'nable. to make any headway with

Warner Bros, after meetings for the
film Exchange Employees Union
vrere arranged by an emissary of the
U. S. Department of Labor. Com-
missioner Charles J. Post is en-
deavoring to reopen an avenue for
negotiations with WB.
Meantime, the FEE' is driving

hard against Republic, with all
nouses exhibiting this company's
Product being picketed. Starting
yesterday (Tuesday) when 'Leaven-
worth Case' went into most of the
ivKO houses in Greater New York
lor three days, PEE started picket-
ing. Starting tomorrow (Thurs.) it
is scheduled to picket another Loew
house, the 175th St., which brings in
Jimmy Valentine,- also a Repub re-
lease. Pickets appeared in front ofHarry Brandt's Globe for the first

™f Saturday (21) when 'Leather-

on •

ave Lantod' opened there,
vtner mdies are also being picketed.
J)uHnS the past week Republicuc e an nffoy t0 thc union u , t .

,..

I ?
U lmt' <« the 11 men who walked

<h- oC that company's X. Y. branch.

for n/.^V
1

.

8
'

0 daIm(?a 11 >™sdns

Wh "i

!

t

f

t

u
kl,

J
R back l^ of the men.

off!. •,

th
I

° m< «-»™p<I clown this

ti-jiu ,i

Ieador* are willin to nrbi-

hdJ,, -
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Hollywood, March 24.

use his wife is a legal
minor, and an orphan, George
Chandler, Metro actor, will
have to either adopt her or be
made her legal guardian be--
fore Department of Motor
Vehicles will renew her auto
driver's license.

Requirement arose-when Mrs.
Chandler attempted to get her
1936 permit;

RKO EXTENDING

Chicago, March 24.

Midwest distribution meeting was
held in town last week by the RKO
Pictures chieftains under the guid-
ance of Jules Levy and Ned De-
pinet. Midwest head, Walter Bran-
son, assembled all branch managers
and the two field men in the divi-

sion for the get-together.
Meeting discussed spring crop of

flickers, liquidation of current con-
tracts, play-dates and general RKO
picture .biz in this territory.

Of most importance to the RKO
situation in the midwest is the new
hlghi in contracts and commitments
among the four important circuits,

taking in Balaban & Katz, Est
saitess, Great States and Midwesco,
which- has boosted RKO picture dis-

tribution in this territory terrific-

ally. This zooming spread of RKO
contracts into situations where they
had formerly been completely locked
out is admittedly due to the inter-

cession of Leo Spitz, and the ap-
pointment of Sam rlskin on the

Coast.

Theatre Men Burn

At Knoxville s Air

Shows at 10 to 25c

Knoxville, March 24.

Theatre managers here have
squawked plenty to city officials for

allowing WNOX to use a munici-
pal market hall in heart of down-:

town" section for daily hillbilly

broadcast. Kicks were loudest

when station slapped a 5c gate on
the show.

They are louder now, with sta-

tion having a 10 -25c admission to

barn dantie opera put on the air

from 8:30 p.m. to 10:30 p.m. each
Saturday night.

Spot tagged WXOX parnival, and
is staged in the market hall audi-

torium with cast of 85 and eight-

piece . band. Acts include Jo Jp,

station monkey, and a trick dog.

Theatre men say the broadcasts

are hurting biz. Station says it

pays $100 monthly rental on hall In

addition to regular amusement li-

cense fee of $51.50 every three

months to city, county and stale.

City officials say nothing.

M. C. is Horace Hunnicutt. for-

merly with NBC at Washington
and now handling radio publicity

for Scripps- Howard paper here.

Loew's B'klyn 'Bank'

Tjoew's is putting on a $1,000 bank
night to cover 19 of its houses in

Brooklyn, with coupons handed out

each day from FYiday (-7) up to.

the night of tlie drawing, April 2L\

This Is the period, given over by the

circuit to ils 'spring festival,' a

campaign on spring releases.

Loew's recently dropped hank

night and screeno in its Bronx

houses.

the
Rata

'Associated Press* of
Newsreels to Pro
C en tral Costs—Would
Automatically Insure Eco-
nomic Bolstering for All
Five Newsreels

UNION'S ANGLE

" Move to consolidate operations of
flv.e major newsreels in past week
went off on a new tack, with only
one news weekly expressing opposi-
tion to proposed solution of eco-
nomic difficulties. Latest proposed
working agreement would incor-
porate the setting up of some form
of an Associated Press for the.

newsreels.
Such a term has been designated

because virtually the same routine
and sharing of costs as now em-
ployed by the A. P. wotld be fol-
lowed; Proposal is to. establish
either a subsidiary operating com-
pany or a bureau to be used by the
five neWsreel companies, with the
bureau or subsid company acting as
a- clearing-house for. news shots On
all national events.
Whether a bureau would be es-

tablished or a separate company
servicing the five companies, funda-
mentally the same operating plan
would be instituted.. This calls for
assigning of a newsreel crew of

three or four for each eyent of
nation-wide import. After news
event has been shot all negatives
would be available to editors of

various newsreel companies for in-

dividual use. Cost of running the
bureau would be pro-rated among
the five member-companies. Should
some other working agreement be
decided on, such as assigning a dif-

ferent Camera crew from one of the
five companies in turn, this would
automatically distribute the cover-
age costs. Such a plan would at the
same time make available the. single

covering to all five companies.
Big Economies

The vast economy to be obtained
is seen when it is realized what
elaborate steps are taken by news-;,

reel boys every time the President
leaves Washington. Whenever the
nation's chief executive, goes travel-

ing, there are 15 represshtatives of

the different news weeklies who go
along. With some sort of an A. P.

newsreel set-up, his migrations
could be handled efficiently by a
crew of three.

With national news covered
(Continued on page 30)

A. P. IDEA
> •

.
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Allied Again Flirting with Group

Buying Plan, but Looks Like No Dice

I H'wood Miracle

Hollywood, March 24.

Jean Madden, newcomer at;

Warners, gets her first part in

'Stage Struck,' without under-
going name change or make-
over by remake mob. Warbler
was given usual .scrutiny and
catechism and found to be okay
as to nose," mouth, eyebrows,
h < and all.

IN LOOP

Chicago, March 24.

Bit by bit the loop houses are

working back to the former, peak
box-office scales of the pre-depres-

sion er Experimental and tenta-

tive, price boosts at straight picture
and vaudefllm houses with excep-
tionally strong' attractions naVe
proven successful from- every.stand-
point. Public has shown .no adverse
reaction to the price tilt, where the
pictures and stage shows have been
of strong quality.

Loop generally is angling for a
retu; n to a price- top of 75c at the
first run houses, other than in the
notably bargain spots of the State-
Lake and Oriental. Originally
opened at. a .55c peak admission, the
Balaban & katz Apollo and Garrick
have successively boosted their

rates to C5c and then to 75c. Gar-
rick hiked the rate to 65c, on 'Mag-
nificent Obsession' and corralled a
mighty gross. Last week the Apollo
topped that figure when it went to
75c on Saturday and Sunday for

'Pasteur (WB). This places the

Apollo on the same level at the ace
Chicago. United Artists ran at 75c

top for 'Modern Times' and that

picture wll. continue at six-bits on
its holdover at the Garrick.

Evea the Oriental and State-Lake
are looking for some angle to get

their prices above 40c top. State-

Lake has a 35c top on week-nights
and 40c op week-ends, but would
like to boost this to 40c all through
the week.-' Is waiting until the

Oriental goes to 45c or 50c before

making the move, however.

Exhibs Fear Possibly Increased

Overhead When Ops. Merge Unions

Notable progress is reported in

the proposed merger of Local 306

(New York Operators), Allied Op-
erators and Empire State, with an
agreement following numerous con-
ferences regarded as close at hand.

George E. Browne, president of the

International Alliance of Theatrical

Stage Employees, who has given his

approval to the merger, may lend a

hand" in reaching merger accord.

The I. A. is vitally interested in the

matter since it would Mike to see

New York organized: Three unions

up to now have caused a disorgan-

ized and complicated state.

One of the most important prob-

lems to ho worked out prior to ef-

fecting the 30C-AHied-Empii'O. mer-
ger is some provision for the loiv-i-

Iprm enntrne.ls many Gi'eater New
York exhibitors have with Allied

Operators. This contract, original-

ly written for 10 years and binding

both ways, has about seven years

to go. The theatre owners an* de-

clared f.avoring the merger, but will

j*nol: approve scrapping of I His AI-

ll"d vonl fact with new seahui *nd

conditions to be Imposed at the will

of the combined unions when merg-
ing into 306. While they declare

that increases may be worked out

here and there, where most deserv-

ing, but that on the whole their un-
expired' Allied contracts will have

to be considered.

The 306 policy of two men In n

booth at the same time as against

one is another matter that ex-

hibitors are watching with interest.

Kxpectation in their ranks is that

once the merger is effected tlie. com-
bination of the unions will make an

effort to put more m^n to work by

increasing the number necessary in

booths. The exhihs will want to be

assured on this point before the;,

make any concessions on their Al-

lied agreein'Mils.

The IJi'-t) demand for wn.

mnnb'-r oT men in boolhs is ex-

plained as the rc'isnn for the or-

ganization of Kmpire and Allied,

with imni< , di.',.le support from Inde-

pendent theatre men. Ix'eaus-e i!ie>,'

'unions did not in>i--t on I'm- sun--

demands as utMJ.

rch 24.

two ' years' '" Allied

locally is once more starting to put

out feelers for the possible resump-

tion of a general buying circuit for

the bulk purchase of pictures.

Aaron Saperstein, chief of the or-,

ganizatlori, is understood contacting

every indie exhibitor in this city for;

possible association with the buying

group despite the fact that two

years ago all cooperative buying
circuits were Wiped out by the re-

fusal 'of the distributors to. sell

product to unaffiliated groups.

Allied is starting, : reports of an
80-theatre circuit, which, if it went
through; would make it the most
powerful buying group in the. mid-
west. Exchanges, . queried on 'this

possi ility, .all. have the same state-'

nient: they, individually, will not
sell pictures to such a group.

Distributors le'arned:their strengt

two years ago when they licked. the
buying groups on this plan, .and it

is unlikely that the exchanges! .will

change their minds at this time,

since a buying circuit for the indie

houa.es would mean at least a 15%
reduction in rental. prices.

Court

Allied off and oh jias threatened
to go to the courts to force ,the ex-
changes to sell product to the buy*
ing organization, .and there., is a.,

good likelihood that if the buying
group is- again formed and the dis-

tributors again reject negotiations
with the group, that the. buying cir-

cuit will appeal to the courts.

Exchanges, have steadfastly

stated that they will sell to circuits

only when those houses are-' under
the same management, and tli

they won't" dp business with a group
which is formed solely for the pur-
pose of group bartering.

For Allied it means a resumption
of a battle which it. has been dis-

cussing in its meeting . rooms for

the past two years, Allied has been
pretty quiet' in town for the past

year, and this buying circuit angle.

Is the evident crux of a new battle

which will again bring the indie

exhibitor organization into tli

limelight.

Exchanges have okayed booking
circuits as a convenience, and today
there are three fairly important
groups for. organized independent
booking: the Allied group with
some 15 houses, Lou Reinheimer
with 10 houses, and Jack Rose with
five.

Indie exhibitors are talking

boycotting exchanges which will re-

fuse to .sell to indie buying groups,

and.' with the distributors -showing

a united front, the indications are
for a genuine knockr'em-down-and-
drag-'em-out battle in this territory

by the start of the new film selling

season. Distributor, arc being

careful to keep out of any official

meetings, but they are all of the

same mind on this buying circuit

question.

DISNEY STAFF COMBS

EAST FOR ANIMATORS

Hollywood, March 2

Unable to line up suitable ani-

mators on Coast, Bon Graham and
George Drake of Walt Disney ear-

toon animation art department, an

Garter Ludlow, business rnanagt-s-,

are currently In Xew York to can-

vass drawing talent.

Trio plans to remain east for two
months, hoping to cull 10 to 50 ani-

mators from among 4. .Via appli-

cants.

EINFEID WEST. FOR A WEEK
j

("ha: lie K.mfeld leave, tomorrow
' fThiirs.) by plane to huddle o

' pi" n'lMCl.

V\ i'l b" nest less than a week,

1 Ulld'-r pi:'
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Tine Sugars Trail to L. A. Par,

$21,500; 'Three' Strong $20,000,

H,0.; life-Sec Duals to $24,500

Los Angeles, March 24.

(Best Exploitation: Pantages- RKO)
Paramount is hitting over the

$21,000 mark this week with Xone-
some Pine' and varied stage show,

including badminton contest, to lead

the town in take. Picture got off

to heavy start, getting consistent

matinee play and geared to hover

in the house for two week stretch.

'Wife vs. Secretary* not playing

to smash business figured for what:

was considered a 'Gable-Harlow-

Loy*. natural. Trade at the Chi-

nese and State pretty good and
above average take, but short of
what the management calculated it

•would be.
'These Three,' with every con-

ceivable type of exploitation back
of It, is going /to very big returns
at the Pantages in the Hollywood
sector, while trade is very good at
the downtown RKO house. Picture
figures to hold for second stanza, in
both.
Though Warners went after the

sensational type of display adver-
tising for 'Road Gang* at the Down-
town and. Hollywood, the ticket
buyers are hot biting as calculated
and the houses just hitting a so-so
stride with the picture. 'Fang and
Claw? in for. two -weeks at Filmarte
just another pic and garnering very
little- coin.. 'Country Doctor* in
moveover from State to United Ar-
tists bolstering up take .consider-
ably above what: house has been
getting previous weeks with double
bill policy.
With a United. Artists home office

expjoiteer on hand and Sam Gold

-

wyn
; reported to have gfone for

$3,000 on sales campaign,
. 'These

Three* at Pantages and RKO is out-
standee on the exploitation phase
current week.'
Unusual stress was given, co-

operative layout ads in local dailies
with merchants helping In this di-
rection. L. A. Times had three
pages of this type in one edition
Including extra editorial matter- on
pic. Went for extra heavy display
In Examiner using 70 inch ad and
in other papers 60. inches.same day.
Also used 24 sheet boards, window
cards and tieups,- besides spending
bunch of coin on radio announce-
ments and plugs.

Estimates for This Week
Chinese (Grauman> (2,028; 30-40-

65)—.'Wife vs. Sec' (MG). Started
and keeping going at fair pace and
should hit around the $10,500 mark.
Last week 'Country Doctor' (20th-
Fox), second week. Just as cal-
culated came couple dollars short
of the $7,000 counted on for the six
day holdover.
Downtown (WB) (1,800; 30-35-

40)—'Road Gang* (WB). Strictly
so-so attraction and will milk
around $5,600. which is figured as
fair but not exciting. Last week
•Colleen* (WB). For the nine day
run did plenty eke in hitting an
even $9,200.

Fifmarte (Fox) (900; 40-65)—
•Fang and Claw* (RKO). Nothing to
write home about. Started with
plenty ballyhoo but it's going to
be rugged climb to hit an even
$2,200. Last week 'Third Floor
Back* (G-B)..Set house plenty back
and in 'red' by limping through to
a $1,300' finale.

Four Star (Fax) (900; 30-35)—
'Bugle Ann' (MG) (3d week).
Rather too long a stretch' for this
one but being held five days so sell*
ing camp can be started on 'Rhodes'
opening (25). For five days 'Bugle'
will be lucky to hit an even but
bad $11,000. Last week, second
stanza for it was most disappointing
with take short of $1,760.
Hollywood (WB) (2,756; 30-35-

40-55)—'Road Gang' (WB). Pre-
views helping to bolster this one.
Start very mild and will come
somewhere within the $6,000 range.
Last week 'Colleen* (WB). For the
nine dayB here did oke but little
short expectations, getting a fairly
good $8,600.
Orpheum (Bdwy.) (2.270; 25-35-

40)—'Silly Billies' (RKO) and 'F
Man* (Par) split and vaudeville.
With stage show helping, current
stanza will hit to a fair $4,300. Last
week 'Yellow Dust' (RKO) and 'Wo-
man Trap* (Par) and stage show.
Management had plenty of nose
bleeds with this duo which wound
up bit short of $1,900.
Pantages (Pan) (2.700; 25-35-40-.

55)—'These Three* (UA). They are
going for this one like hot cnke.s at
both mat and nite shows. In line
for a very good $11,500 and set for
holdover. Last week 'Fleet' (RKO">.
Third and final week, cam? through
on final stanza to n more than sat-
isfactory $5,500.
Paramount (Partmar) (3 595: 30-

40-65)—'Pine* (Par) and stair*
show. Women folks troihc: for it

strong with the badminton feature

getting younger element, too. That
means house is a cinch for a hit

$21,500 on first week. Last week
'Desire' (Par) and stage show. Was
just a good but not overhealthy
week for Dietrich at $16,700.

RKO (2,950; 30-40-55) — 'These
Three' (UA), Though riot getting
that night play which Pan house is

getting in Hollywood should hit a
very good $8,500. on first stanza.
Last week, 'Fleet' (RKO). For third
and final week came through, in ship
shape to the anticipated $6,000 for
the bow out stanza.

State (Loew-Fox) (2,024; 30-40-
55)—'Wife vs. Sec' (MG). 'Off at
much faster clip than it's doing at
the Chinese, and though short of
anticipations is set to do a good
$14,000, Last week 'Doctor' (20th-
Fox). Second and final week of
six days ran beyond expectations
closing 'the abbreviated week with
little short of $10,000.

United Artists (Fox.UA) (2,100;
30-40-55)—'Doctor' (20th Century-
Fox). This one stimulated: trade
plenty here and will be considered
money maker for house . with around
$4,500. Last week '.Godfathers' (MG)
and 'Song and Dance' (20th-Fox)..
In the weakling class, ' getting just
bit over $2,100 which Is plenty red
for the house.

Nat'l First Runs

PARAMOUNT
'F Man/ RKO Downtown,

Del., March 27; Orph, St. L.,

Apr. 24.

'13 Hours by Air,' Newman,
K. C;, Apr. 3; Orph, St. L., 3;

Denham, Denv., 11.

'Florida Special,' Rlalto,

L., Apr. 24.

' ive Us This Night/ State,

M pis., Apr. 3; Denham, Denv.,

4; NA.Det, 16,

'Till We eet Agai
St. L., Apr, 17.,

COLUMBIA
'Yog May Be Next/ Orph,

Bost., March 27; Loew, Syr -

cuse, 27.

'Don't Gamble With Love/
Loew, Roch, March 27,

'

'Hell Ship Moraah/ io, Al-

bany, March 27; Mayfair, Ptld,

Ore., 28; Tower, K. C„ April. 3.

Eastern Time Means Later B O. in

Loop; 'Annie-Garber $30,000, Chi

'Three $20* Pasteur/ H.O.,

'Brides in Wash.

asm Cobb i9G

Washington, March 24.

(Best Exploitation: Earle)

Flood didn't do any physical dam-
age to theatres, but it proved a
stiff slap,at the b. o. Waterfront
bridges and shores were lined with
gaping thousands and traffic jams
kept' them froih dropping into the-

atres . afterwards. By time waters
lost their interest, balmy weather
set in and weekend had 'em scur-

rying out into country.

Result is that mats are way off

ail over tpwn, but nights are. pick-

ing up. Proportionate top this week
is Earle with 'Brides Are Like That,*

which had its world premiere here,
with a Major Bowes unit on stage.
'Modern Times,' which bowed in

at the Palace Saturday (21) drew
mixed reviews and is headed for
above house average, though noth-
ing sensational.

Earle rates exploitation honors
for campaign gags on BOwes ama-
teurs, including posing various
simon pures with senators from
home states and annuoncements in
schools that kids could go to thea-
tre and see result of 'self-confidence
and hard work.'

Estimates for This Week
Fox (Loew) (25-35-60)—'Old Man'

(Fox) • and vaude. Pic nicely re-
ceived, but Irvln -S. Cobb not yet a
pic draw and suggestions that he
is attempting to follow in Will Rog-.
ers footsteps seem to be hurting.
Buddy Rogers heads nice stage bill,

but won't pull week, above fair
000, Last week 'Bugle Ann' (MG)
and Jack Benny unit hit above good
$23,000.

Earle
. (WB) (2,424: 25-35-40-60-

70)—'Brides' (FN) and vaude. Word
of mouth on pic and bally on Bowes
amateurs

' on stage sending house
toward good $18,000. Last week 'De-
sire' (Par) and June Knight personal
took good $18,000.

Palace (LoOw) 2,363; 25-35-60)—
'Times' (UA). Critics pro and con
but Chaplin still draw. Looks like
big but riot sensational $22,000. Last
week 'Wife. vs. Sec* (MG) (2d week),
oke $11,000.

Keith's (RKO) (1,830; 25-35-60)—
'Fleet' (RKO) (3d week). Sailing
toward
$12,000.

Met (WB) (25-40)— 'Forest* (WB)
(2d run)* After big week at Earle.
headed for nice $7,600 here

FAUNTIE FAIR

$11,000 IN K. C.

Kansas City, March 24.

(Best Exploitation; Uptown)
Loew's Midland's 'Little Lord

Fauntleroy' grabbed reviews that
gave it a swell sendoff, but business
is just fair. At the Mainstreet 'Pas-
teur' is drawing the medical- and
'high brow' trade, while the New-
man, after two profitable weeks
with 'Lonesome Pine' starts the.

26th with 'Colleen.'

Tower, In connection with Its

stage show, has 'Bugle Ann.' The.
hounds featured in this pioture are
from the kennels of Sheriff Torn
Bash of this county.. On account Of
this the picture has been given col-
umns of advance publicity in spe-
cial storiesr and the local angle will
bring cash into the coffers.

For 'County . Doctor* Manager
Stanley Chambers of the Uptown
opened up his bag of tricks and
gave it the works. Started itwo.

weeks.ago with 24-sheet stands, se-
cured a lot of advance stories In

the papers with art; used special
heralds; number/ of nice window
displays from stores handling baby
supplies; broke a policy of long
standing by going into the Journal-
Post with a half-page display arid
a quarter page co-operative ad fur-
nished by a local merchant. This
attracted a lot of attention as the
house has been an exclusive Star,
advertiser.

Estimates for This Week
Mainstreet (RKO) (3,200; 25-40)

—'Pasteur' (WB), Special invita-
tions to the dental fraternity and
cards on irillk bottles gave the pic-
ture extra notice. Opening fair
with prospects of around $7,000,
light. Last week 'Bet' (RKO) and
Carroll's 'Vanities,' $16,000, big.

Midland (Loew) (4,000; 25-40)—
'Fauntleroy'

.
(UA). Opening fair,

and picture looks close to $11,000.
Last week 'Shark Island' (20th) $9,-
000. not so good.
Newman' (Par) (1,900; 25-40)—

'Pine' (Par) (2d week). Held up
nicely for $12,000 on nine days,
'Colleen' (WB) opens the 26th.
Tower (Rewot) (2,200; 25-36)—

"Bugle Ami' (MG).. Got away to
swell start and likely to hit around
$8,500, good. Last week 'Monte
Carlo' (WB) sagged toward the last
and finished with $6,000, fair.

Uptown' (Fox) (2,040; 25-40)—
'Doctor' (20th), with the 40c price
for the downstairs seats at. night,
it looks like the picture Was set for
several weeks. Saturday opening
all the house could hold and a rec-
ord for the prices' may be hung up.

1 Looks like close to $7,000, great.
Last week 'Mercy' (20th) $3,700 ort

nine days.

'Rose Marie' $4,000, Has

Stuart, Lincoln, in Black

Lincoln .March 24.

(Best Exploitation: Stuart)
'Rose Marie' is being honored with

milling patrons about the b. o. this
week, with prospects of bettering
$4,000 by quite a margin. This is
the third straight week of in -the
money operation for the house and

.......
--i^s-™

jj 5as& !s»S»2
recent zero weather.
Orpheum is getting a fine run with

two stage, shows,- 'Rainbow Revue'

week 'Walking Dead'.(WB) took^g i u^fo^wf
9

iKft? o^eftne
$4,000 mark, too. Other than that

$6,500

Columbia (Loew) (1.853 25-40)—
'Goes' (Par) (2d run). After big
week at Fox looking at good $5,500.
Last wef>k repeat of 'Shark Island'
(Fox), oke $4,500.

Belascp (Radin) (1,100; 25-35-50-
60)—'Dancing Feet* (Rep.). Yanked
yesterday (23) after three days with
floppo $800. Last week revival of
'Arrow-smith* (MG) took good $5,000-
for 10 days.

things are pretty quiet
Biggest news this week is the an-

nouncement that Joe Cooper will
drop the Colonial, action house,
from his LTC and cut down to five
houses. The Colonial will probably
go to the Westland Theatres Corp.
Music tieups on 'Rose Marie' were

about the Only exploiting of note.

Estimates for This Week
Colonial (LTC) (550; 10-15)—'Ne-

vada' (Par), with 'Red Wagon' (Al-

liance) and 'Leavenworth Case' (In-

die), dual. Good for whole stretch

at $950. Last week 'Oregon Trail'

(Rep) and 'Conquer the Sea' (FDr,
split, very nice at $960.

Lincoln (LTC) (1,600; 10-20-25)—
'Forest' (WB). Will likely gather
about $2,600, not so bad. Last week
'Lady Consents' (RKO) got around
$2 200
Orpheum (LTC) (1,360; 10^15-20-

25-36-40)—'Monte Carlo" (WB), with

three days of 'Rainbow Revue' on
stage; replaced afterward with two
days of 'Preview Murder' (Par) and
Benny : Meroff, then three" days of

'So Red the Rose* (Par)., which Is

heading the week for $4r100, nice.

Last week 'Marriage' (20th) with
vaude bill headlining Jack- Pepper
for three days, followed by dual
'.Melody Lingers' (Rel) and 'Church-
mouse* (FN). Whole stretch cor-

nered $2,700, not bad at all.

. Stuart (LTC) (1,900; 10-25-40)—
'Marie' (MG). Third straight win-
ner in a row for the house and the

b. o. will bulge with a $4,300, at

least. Last week 'Doctor' (20th)

stepped out early and on the mats
all week for a good $3,900. Last
three nights were slim, which dug
into what otherwise had earmarks
of strong run.
Varsity (Westland) (1,100; 10-20-

25)—'Society Fever* (Invinc) and
'My Song' (Col), dual. Fair at $900,

Last week 'Morgan' (Col) down In

the general hades direction at a sad
$700.

Fauntleroy' 5G,

Topping Denver

Denver, March 24.

(Best Exploitation; Aladdin)

'Fauntleroy Is doubling the aver-
age at Aladdin and being held for
second week 'Colleen' is good enough
at Denver to be moved to Broadway
for second week, while 'Wife vs.

Secretary' is being held second, week,
at Orpheum. Major Bowes' ama-
teurs helping 'Preview Murder Mys-
tery' to big gross at Denham.

All these houses enjoyed repeated
and sometimes continuous stand-
outs, but worst snowstorm of win-
ter hit Sunday night .and hurt
grosses; 'Hitchhike Lady,' backed
by stage show, doing good business
at" Center, and 'Country Doctor' de-
livering fine gross at Broadway.
National basketball tournament
drew thousands every night, but did
not seem to. hurt picture grosses.
Huffman broadcast an interview

with- Dolores Costello Barrymore
over phone hookup to eight theatres
at once, and surprise interview was
well received.

Estimates for This Week
Aladdin (Huffman) (1,500; 25-40-

50)—'Little Lord Fauntleroy' (UA).
Heading for big $5,000. Will hold
for second, week. Last week 'It Had
to Happen' (20th-Fox) got above
average $3,000.
Broadway (Huffman) (1,500; 25-

40)—'Country Doctor' (20th-Fox).
Following a week at the Denver and
four days at the Paramount, quints
are drawing nice $2,500. Last week
'Music Goes Round* (Col), following
four days , at the Denver where it
was pulled, and 'Man Hunt' (WB)
and 'Man of Iron* (FN), double bill,
split, .finished with below average
$1,200.
Center (Allan) (1.500; 20-25-35)—

Hitch-Hike Lady' (Rep) arid stage
show, So-so at $3,000. L&st week
'Laughing Irish Eyes' (Rep) ditto.
Denham (Cooper) (1,500; 26-35-

50)—'Preview Murder Mystery'
(Par) and Major Bowes Amateurs
on stage. Heading for strong $9,000.
Last week 'Trail . of the Lonesome
Pine' (Par), on its second week, did
$7,600, Very good.
Denver (Huffman) (2,500; 25-35-

50)—'Colleen' (WB) and stage band.
Combo_ show drawing $9,500.' good.
Last week .'Prisoner of Shark Island'
<20th-Fox) finished with $7,000, fair.
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 26-35-40)

—'Wife vs. Secretary* (MG). Gross-
ing neat $9,000. Holding over. Last
week 'Follow the Fleet' (RKO), in
second week, got $5,500. about half
the initial stanza figure, but still
good.
Paramount (Huffman) (2,000; 25-

40)—'Next Time We Love' (U) and
'Dangerous Waters* (U). Combo is
heading for fair $3,600. Last week
'Bohemian Girl* (MG), following a
week at the Aladdin, and 'Country
Doctor' (20th-Fox), following a
week- at the Denver, split, grabbed
okay $4,000. , - " *

Chicago, March 24.

(Best Exploitation: State- Lake.UA)
After three weeks of a new East-

ern Standard time system, Chicago
has noticed a tendency toward a
later box pffiQe play throughout the
day. Business starts later, but lasts
longer. The early morning une8
have become thin and the matinees
have fallen off about 20%, especial-
ly on feriime trade* but the night-:
parade of customers lasts until
10:30 and 11 p.' in. instead .of stop-
ping cold at 9:45 or 10 p. m. as be.
fore.

Night play is noticeable currently
for such . pictures as- 'Klondike.
Annie,' 'These Three,' 'Louis Pas-
teur' and even 'Follow the Fleet*
'Annie' started weakly on Friday
matinee at the Chicago, but canw
back sharply .that night; Picture
picked up stearin right through the
week-end and will easily lead the
pack on gross by the close of . the
session. .Despite and perhaps be-
cause of the Hearst ban the picture
is building on talk and comment.
Presence of Jan Garbor. orchestra
also counts. Garber has long been
a. band name in this town through
his Work at the southslde Trianon
and his WGN broadcasts.

'Pasteur' has come through a.real
winner.. Clicked a mighty gross
last week for the tiny Apollo and Is

continuing at the same pace for an-
other session, which will, make it

the first picture to go on an honest
fortnight in this house in quite
some. time.

. Balaban & Katz sent 'Modem
Times' into the Garrick for another
two weeks after four weekg at the

.

United Artists to fulfill its agree-
ment on the flicker. Goes into the.

Garrick considerably in the red as
far as the B. & K, rental guaran-
tee is concerned, but B. & K, is

figuring on the low nut Garrick to
pull the chestnuts out of the fire.

Replacing 'Times' at the United
Artists is 'These Three,' which
showed building .strength on rave
reports' and- strong Avord-of-mouth.
'Children's Hour* angle powerful
locally, due to legit jam of drama
with City Hall.
Fritz Block", is pounding out a

smart round of publicity stunts for

the State-Lake on the Brltton com-
edy band, while Ed Levin used the
key club and newspaper tie-ups on
'These Three.'

Estimates for This Week
Apollo (B&K) (1.200; 35-45-55-

75)—'Pasteur* (WB) (2d week).
Will make it a: smashing .fortnight

on current $6,500. Touched off.

bang-up $10,800 last week. 'This

Night* (Par) to replace Saturday
(28).
Chicago (B&K) (4,000; 35-65-75)—'Annie' (Par), and Jan Garber or-

chestra. Got away meekly Friday
matinee, but perked immediately at

night and week-end -with gross run-
ning better than $30,000, good. Last'

week 'Forest' (WB) managed neat

$36,000.
Garrick (B&K) (900; 36-55-75)—

•'Times* (UA) (2d run). Fifth week
in Loop for Chaplin flicker. Heading
for $7,000 easily current session.

Will stick ,tWo weeks here to round
out rental contract. B. & K. ex-

pects to recoup most of its United
Artists run losses at this house.

Last week 'Milky Way* (Par) came
through to good $6,400.

Oriental (B&K) (3,200; 25-35-40)

—'Woman Trap' (Par) and 'Going

Hollywood* unit. About the only

attraction in entire line-up is Benny
Rubin on the stage. Getting $13,000,

fair. Last week $14,200 for

'Ghosts' (MG).
Palace (RKO) (2,500; 35-55-65)—

'Fleet* (RKO) (3d week). Will stay

a fourth. While grpss is under ex-

pectations, house is on profit side

due to lessened nut without vaude.
Touched good $18,800 last week, and
will stick to $14,000 currently.

Either ' 'Sutter's Gold' (U) or

'Breakfast' (U) will follow incum-
bent picture.

Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 25-36-

65)—'Pine* (Par) (3d and final

week). Color, film has held up
strong in three powerful sessions.

Goes out tomorrow (Wednesday) 'n
favor of 'ROse-Marie' (MG), which,

has been howling for a release for

the past four weeks. Around $7>-

000 for final seven days after splen-

did $11,700 last week.
. State- Lake (Jones) (2,700; 25-3o-

40)—'Cook* (Col) and vaude. Frank
and Milt Brltton band headlining-

House has boosted steady patron-

age and is now running around the

$13,000 mark weekly .without any

difficulty. Maybe do close to $14,000

currently, big. Last rveek "Lone

.Wolf* (Col) melodious at $12,800.

United Artists (B&K-UA) (1.700.-

35-45-65)—'These Three' <tTA)
;

Opened Saturday (21) with (he best

of reviews and word-of- mouth. Close

to $20,000 for initial stanza. La^
week 'Times' (UA) finished fourto

round to good $9,100.



VARIETY 9

Comedy Tops in West End; Chaplin

2dWk,

Marx Bros, $35,000, All Sock Takes

.London, March 15.

Seems like a sudden onrush of

comedy films in the West-En
,
with

laughter scoring 1

all along the line.

Three smash .comedy films in a

roW is something that has not. hap-

pened, in a -lone time. Looks like

everyone, is comedy, bound, -with;

laughs 'always assured of good pa-

tronage.

Laughtermakers are Chaplin at

the Tlvoli; the Three Marx Brothers

at Metro's Empire, an rold

Lloyd at the Carlton. And they are

•selling in the order named,

Of the weepies, those the

money are the Korda-Wells* 'Things

to Come/ at the" Leicester Squ re,

and 'Captain Blood,' at the New
Gallery.

Estimates

(At $5 to the £)
Carlton—'Milky Way/ (Par) (2d

wk.). Opened fairly,; with most
papers favorable, and is picking up.

First week's take topped $l2,50o,

which is good .for this 1,100 seater,

even at $2.50 top, Now . getting

plenty df word of mouth, with some
audiences acclaiming it. as best

Lloyd picture ever. Seems: easy for

. a fllx. week stay.
Apademy^'Hohe Schule/ (Aus-

trian), (4th wk.). Never really got
going, despite considered worth-
while. Probably title, which Is too
.Teutonic. Has averaged around
$3,000, and bowing put to less, Being
replaced by 'Crime, et Chaitment,'
a -.French 'version of" Dostoievsky's
'Crime and Punishment,'
Curzon—'Bonne Chance/ (French)

(3d wlc). This arty seems, to be
more fortunate in picking 'cm.
Sacha Guitry comedy still in • the
money at around $7,000 and easily
good for another, two weeks.
Empire—'Night at . the Opera,'

(MG) (1st wk.). Sock getaway at
$33,000, which means a must hold-
over despite Metro's heavy schedule
necessitating weekly changes. 'Ah,
Wilderness' (MG) replacing.

Le. icester Square—'Things to
Come/ (Korda) (3d wk.). Creating
a lot ,of interest Obviously not
everybody's meat, and not a. wo-
man's" picture: But despite that is

in the . money. Opened to $29,000
with second week, nearer $20,500.
Present stanza should see around
$18,000, and expected to stay an-
other five; Replacer not yet de-
cided iipon. but may be 'Love in

.Exile,' starring dive- Brook and
Helen Vinson, if ready.
London Pavilion—'When knights

Were Bold' (Wolfe) (4th wk.). Not
Jack Buchanan's best effort, hut
star's reputation brought plenty
first week, grossing around. $15,000.
•Has dropped considerably below
that and will finish fourth and final
week to around $8,000. 'Strike Mo
Pink,' (UA). replacing.
Marble Arch—'Jack of All

Trades/ (GB) (3d wk.). holding up
fairly. First week was $8,000; sec-
ond nearer $6,500. This week will
do about $5,500, with house revert-
ing to second West -End runs, after
-two more weeks of this Jack IIul-
fcert pic.
New Gallery — 'Captain Blood.'

(WB) (4th wk.). Came In quietly.
'but soon made its presence folt, and
is in the hit class. Topped $15,000
on first week, with second slightly
lower. Third stanza chalked up
$12,000, which is verv good going
for this house. Current week likely
to touch $9,000, and bowing out to
make room for 'Rhodes,' (GB).
House, which assumed an all-Brit-
ish film policy 18 months ago. is
now playing what ever comes along.
Paramount — 'Queen of Hearts,'

(ATP). This is Paramount'?? latest
doluxoiv on. the fringe of the West-
TCnd, but specializing in prereleases,
llctiire is one of the best Graoio
Fields locals. In for one. week, oh
a weekly change policy, and will
not around $12,500, splendid.
Plaza—'Rose of Rancho.' (Par),

t.ood for one week and onened to
lair money, considering the star.
v\ ill do in the neighborhood of $15.-
ono with. 'Crime and Punishment.',
Hoi) scheduled to replace.

,>„
Re

.

(,?'~'S1,e Shall Have Music.'
.'Twickenham). Called about the
«'«'«t

.
musical made locally andMnmng Jack Hylton. -who is a def-

l\- ll1
'3 "' Should register around

&i.r.ooo, and seems assured «>r n

s'i'.nv" - r-^
01''

,
'*aff.nincent Obsc's-

V ' < ). replacintr.

vi« \

,

?TodM*n Times' (UA) (Uh
Husinoss oxoeptional'v good

'ANNIE' $9,000, MONTREAL
'O'Shaughnessy' and 'Air' Dup Set

for Same Figure

Montreal, March 2i
(Best Exploitati : Capitol)

With mid-Lent passed, downtown
theatres here are showing little
damage, except the French houses,
which have- been hit as have the
napes in French sections.'

Quints did well over weekend last
week but faded later with good mat
and only fair nite biz. 'Klondike
Annie' followed, at Palace and $9,000
as. probable. Capitol may hit on
high currently on 'O'Shaughnessy's
Boy- and. 'In. the Air,' Which are
getting some good exploitation.
Loew's reverts to double billing with
'Next Time We Love'. arid. 'Dancing
Fleet/ which with a specially good
stage show, ought to gross $11,000.

Harry ishpp, of the Capitol, tied
up with streamers in 1,000 stores on
the Jello program and Jack Benny,
with a'; plug in Sunday program lo r

cally, extra space oh advertising and
special ads on radio pages.

Estimates for This Week
, Palace. (FP) (2,700; 50)—'Annie'
(Par). May get $9,000 with this one,
or more; according to how the luck
breaks. Last week 'Doctor' (20th)
faded late in week to $8,000.
Capitol (FP) (2,700;: 50)—

'OlShaughnessy' (MG) and 'In the
Air' (MG). Hopes, to reach $9,000,
Last week 'First a Girl' (Brit) and
•Another Face' (RKO), $7,500.
Loew's (M.. t. Cb.) (3,200; 50)—

'Next Time'" (U) and 'Dancing Meet'
(Emp), . with good stage show.
Okay, $11,000. Last week 'Irish

Eyes' (Rep) andstage show, $10,000.
Princess (CT) (2,300; 50)—'Round'

(Col) and 'Wolf (Col). Taking
$7,000. Last week 'Pasteur' (WB)
and 'Valentine' (Rep), $6,000.

Cinema de Paris (France-Film)
(500; 60)—'Amants et Voleurs' and
'Le Cheri de sa Concierge.' May
get $900. Last week 'Varietes' and
'Saer© Le'once.' $800.- .

St. Denis (France-Film) (2,300;
34)—'Le Bebe de l'Escadron' and
'Touche a Tout'. Hitting $4,500.

Last week 'Homme de Trop Abord'
and 'Retour au Paradis,' $4,000.

Tasteur-Bernie
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Detroit, March 24.

(Best Exploitation: Fox)

Biz. not so forte here current
stanza, due chiefly to a couple of
holdovers and some n.s.g. product.
Nice weather, too. Only house doing
nicely this week is the Fox, which
continues its fast pace with a nifty

$32,000 on 'Louis Pasteur' and Ben
Bernie on stage. Combination re-

ceived the best all-around exploi-
tation in several months here, and
is repaying at the wickets.

'Klondike Annie.' which started
off with a bang with Hearst's 'aid,'

has settled back to normal at RKO
Downtown, where pic was shunted
by United Detroit Theatres, Par
subsid. First five days of opening
week drew heavy dough, but b.o;

dropped off when natives discovered
film is not all it was panned up to

be. Figures for only $6,000. fair,

currently following big $12,000

open ing session

.

Plagued again by rather weak
flicker product. 'Petticoat. Fever,'

the Michigan remains down in the
dumps this week with $19,000 due.

George Givot heads vaiule, and is

doing his share. 'Country Doctor,'

moved to Adams from th** Fox after

two good sessions, still proving
popular and should bring in around
$4,500. nice, this Week. 'Rose' Marie'
fairly strong at the United Artists

for second week, makes room
Thursday (26) for 'Lonesome Pine.'

Aided by expensive Hearst and
WB advertising on 'Pasteur.' lire

Fox did a dandy job. on exploiting

j both the pic and Ben Bernie. Held
,
a special preview of flicker for dov-

i
tors, and another one for about l.OtiO

i
nuns, quite <t f«.-at during Lent. Had
dairy tieups on milk: ad tieups with
clothing, department and jewelry
stores on Bernie. as well as. hav-
ing latter appear on special Tied

Cross flood relief benefit show over
local station.

estimates for Thi9 Week
Fox trndle) (5,000; 30-10- C',1—

Pasteur" (WP.) and Ben Bernie on
stage. Dandy campaign gives house

only big biz in town current week.
Both drawing for a swell $32,000,
best in two .years. Oke $16,000 last
week on second, session of "Doctor"
(20th)., rather disappointing, though,
in view 'of first session of '$33,000.

Michigan (United Artists) (.4,000;.
30-4.0-65)—'Petticoat' (Metro) and',
George Givot on stage. Not so forte,
and b. o, stays 'down to $19,000.
'Bugle Anne' (MG). laid clown on
Major Bowes amateurs last ^vcek,
and gross hit $26,300.
Downtown (RKO) (2,500; 25-40-

55)—'Annie' (Par) (2d Aveek). Biz
dropped sharply here, . .About $6,000
this session, mild compared to open-
ing week's $12,000, big. Probably,
will be jerked this week,
United Artists (United Detroit)

(2.000; 25-30-55) 'Marie' (MG) (2d
week). McDonald-Eddy film stick-
ing in good money, with about
$8,000 due this week, following a
heat $11,500 first session. 'Pine'
(Par) moves in tomorrow (26).
Adams (Balabari) (1,700; 25-40)^

'Doctor' (3d week). Dionne film
moved in here after two -nice ses-
sions at the Fox, figures to do an-
other good week, about $4,500. 'In-
visible Ray' (U) and 'Gamble' (Col),
dual, got nice $5,0~00 last week on
strength of Karloff pic.
State (United Detroit) (3,000; 25-

40)—'Tough Guy'' (MG) and 'Bo-
hemian' (MG)i diiai. House keeps
up steady pace, with good $4,300
this week. 'Monte Carlo' (WB)
pius 'Lady in Scarlet' (Chesterfield)
snagged $4,100 last -stanza.

'COLLEEN* SETS

PR0V. PACE

WITHIOG

Providence, March 24.

Rather confusing situation in

these parts. While floods confined
to small sections, mostly in northern
Rhode Island, Providence exhibitors
place their troubles onto the raging
waters. Plenty of bill-switching, but
situation seemed to ease over the
week-end. Just three days after
Strand opened with new dual bill,

'Preview Murder Mystery.' and
'Laughing Irish Eyes,* program was
yanked Sunday and 'Womantrap*
and 'Bar 20' substituted in an effort
to get new momentum.
While Strand was having its

troubles, Loew's and Majestic gath-
ered speed with duals, auguring
swell grosses.
'Shark Island' and 'Bugle Ann'

giving Loew's much better results
than expected, while crowds are
flocking to see 'Colleen' and 'Boulder
Dam' at Majestic. Latter house will
pro.bably -lead the field with dandy
$10,000. Loew's seems set to beat
that figure, but comparatively the
Majestic's pace is the best.
Albee switched programs twice in

as many days, opening last Tuesdav
afternoon with 'Follies Comique' on
stage and 'Leathernecks' on screen
for two days, corraling an unpre-
cedented $3,500 for the short run.
Thursday house back again on all
picture standard, supplementing
stage attraction with 'Love Before
Breakfast' and retaining 'Leather-
necks.'

Publicity staffs coasting this
week. Routine stuff around on
'Shark Island* and 'Love Before
Breakfast,' but nothing off the
beaten track.

Estimates for This Week
Loew's State (3,200; 15-25-40)—

'Shark Island* (20th) and 'Buglo
Ann* (MO). Natives .and cricks
alike raving plenty; buildup will
likely put this one in. $12,000 class;
good. Last week 'Wife vs. Secre-
tary' (MG) hurt by torrential rains
and flood conditions;, but wonder-
ful business over week-end kept
things, up to $16,000.

Majestic (Fay) (2.200; 15-25-40)—
'Colleen' (WB) and 'Boulder Dam'
(WE). Musical Is the one that is

bringing them in this week, and
house should do $10,000. very good.
Last week 'Charlie Chan at Circus'
(20-th -Fox) and 'Song and Dance
Man* (20th-Fox) did poorly at $',-

500.

Strand (2.200; ] 5-25-40)

—

'Wonianuap' (Par) and 'Bar 20'

(Par). New bill had advantaged of
Sunday start, but finish is specula-
tive. On a three day run, "Preview
Murder Mystery' (Par) and 'Irish
Eyes' (Rep) barely garnered poor
$2,000. Last week 'Civ'e l's This
Night" (I'ar) and 'Gamble' (Col)
slipped and. wound-up with 3,500,

so-so.
Fay's (2.0QO: 1 5-25- 10) - 'Man

Hunt' (WB) and vaudeville, Picture
drew unfavorable notices and pace
is just about average, $6,00.).

week 'Don't Get Personal" (.
U) drew

$6,000.

RKO Albee. (2.5(10; iri-25-40)—
'Breakfast' (I.') and 'Leal herncd;.-'
(Rep). Likely to catch nice fi.OOn.

Last week 'Follies Comuiuc' on
stage was top attraction I'm- two
days with 'Leathernecks' and gut
$3,500 in two days. Stage show due
back ag.'iin next month 'f'>r v\c"k\s

run.

These Three Standout

'gish Bway; Mae West's

2d Week 32£, Ireakfasf 8
(Best Exploitation; ivoli)

|

Five new pictures came in -with

the official arrival of spring. With-
only tw more weeks of Lent to go,

warmer weather is more than wel-
come. What the managers would
prefer along with it, however, are
better attractions.
Taking everything into consider-

ation, current conditions haven't
reached the headache stage exactly.
'These Three/ at the Rivoli, is the
best of the five new entries of the
week. It will get $32,000 or there-
abouts on its first week. The Cap-
itol is running behind this ..house
with 'Petticoat Fever' unable to lure
more than about $28,000. Mont-'
gomery-Loy names are inveigling
most of this rather disappointing
amount. Remaining three new pic-
tures are in the doldrums but a
couple holdover attractions and good
business at the State (2d run) are
offsetting that.

'Preview Murder Mystery' takes
the Rialtc- to its lowest gross sihCe
opening Christhias day at about
$6,500. House just gets by at this
rather dangerous figure. 'Brides
Are Like That* opened very weakly
at the Strand and

:
won't get $10,000

on. the week, bad, while at the Cen-r
ter 'Charlie Chan at the Circus' isn't
any better at $9,000 on the week,
ending last night (Tues«). Center's
new picture is 'Everybody's Old
Man.' With this one the house,
started Tuesday night previews last
night.

'Klondike Annie' and 'Love Before
Breakfast,' both in their' second
(final) weeks, are strong holdovers.
The -Mae West starrer, aided im-
portantly by the Fred Waring or-
chestra, is $32,000 on its second week
ending last night (Tues.). New at-
traction' in on a preview last' night
is 'Milky Way/ which has been
postponed twice. Dick Himber band
in with the Lloyd comedy. At the
.Roxy 'Breakfast' scored stoutly on
its first week at $39,600, and will

wind up the second with $30,000 to
its credit.

On the holdover (2d) week of
'Country Doctor' the Music Hall will
be fortunate to get $55,000, with
Dionne picture falling off consider-
ably after its strong start and a
first week of $80,000. Astor is on a
second week of 'Rhodes' (2d run)
at a $4,000 pace. House has been
taken by Loew's for eight weeks
and options for opening of .'Great

Ziegfeld' on a two-a-day basis at
a $2 top April 8* just ahead of Easter
Sunday.
With 'Lonesome Pine' on its

screen this. week the State is hold-
ing its own remarkably well con-
sidering .that 'Pine' is here after
there weeks at the Par. About
$25,000 indicated. Palace is playing
'Follow the Fleet' singly this week,
looking a pretty good $9,000. House
has been in duals for a long time.

Rivoli and United Artists heavily
advertised and exploited 'These
Three,' doing a bigger job than on
any of the. other four new pictures
brought to town.

Estimates for This Week
Astor (1,012; 25-35-55)—'Rhodes'

(GB) (2d run) (2d week). About
S4.000, mild,, indicated. First week
$6,200, okay. House brings in

'Boulder Dam' (WB) Friday night
(27) oh a first run showing. Mean-
time, it is being prepared by Metro
for opening April 8 of 'Great Zieg-
feld' (MG) on a two-a-day $2 top
policy, Metro having house for ei ht
weeks and options.

Capitol (4 ; 620; 25-.°,5-55-S5-$1.25)

—'Petticoat Fever' (MG) (1st week).
Montgomery-Loy names saving this

ohe from dipping lower than $28,000,

disappointing, but stays a second.
Last week 'Robin Hood" (MG) only
$115,000, poor. House has been "try-

ing to get outside pictures.

Center (3,525; 25>35-55-{:5-$1.10)—
Than at Circus' (20th). Week's take
of .?9,000 ending last night (Tue.\)
makes this one another disappointer.
'Song and Dance Man' (20th) last

week only around $7,000. Starting
last night (Tues.) house with 'Ev-.

ory body's Old Man'
:

(20th) begin;
previewing its new attractions

Palace (1,700: •^.-35-55)—'Follow

at -$80,000 but hardly merited hold-
over at pace current '(2d) wc-k of
$55,000 tops.

Rialto (750: 25-40-65)—'Preview
Mystery' (Par). Poorest here since
house opened Xmas day, probably
hot over $6,500, but at low nut here
gets bj'. Last week's 'Tough Guv'
(MG) did nicely,. $8,600. ' ill. Bil-
lies' (RKO) opens Friday night (27).

Rivoli (2,092; 40-75-99)—'These
Three' (UA) (1st week). Best the
street offers, about $32,000 first week
and holds. Six days on final (6th)
week of 'Modern Times' (UA) re-
ported at $15,000..

Roxy (5.S36; 25-35-55)—'Love Be-
fore Breakfast' (U) (2d week) and
stage show. Mighty business-get-
ter, $30,000, big, on its second week.
First seven days rolled up smash
total of $39,600.: Pinky Tomlin, stage
feature, here four weeks, goes out
Thursday, night (26) but may be
brought back later. House would
hold 'Breakfast' third week but for
booking commitments, 'DahCing
Fleet' (Rep) being next.
. Strand (2,767; 35-55-6.5-85)—
'Brides Are Dike That' (WB). One
of weakest draws the Strand ever
had, under $10,000. Last week, sec--
ond for 'Colleen* (WB), $16,400.

State (3,460; 35-56-75)—^'Pine*
(Par) a.nd vaude. A steady gross-
getter, this house again is going to
do very well, around $25,000. -Ghost.
Goes West* (UA) and, on stage, Ar-
thur (Street Singer) Tracy and
Herman Tlmberg, under $20,000.

Fleet* (RKO), Singles with A.stai.'e-

Kogcr.x picture at hand: coasting,
toward about $9,0C0; pretty good.
This has been above the average
with duals. Last week 'PetrHied

I Forest' (VVU) and 'JOvcry Su(unla>
,

Night" (20th), f.lualcd. under $t).0oi).

I Paramount (3.6GI: 2.',-35-,-;5)—
| -Klondike' (Par) (2d week) and

J
'•'red Wining orchestra in pit. On I

! ..-ocond lap of seven day* en.iitr; i

jl.'Kt night (Tues.) 32.000. st r ;';•.,:
J

I
I. in in', held, a third v.c' 1

'. du.- to'

j
increas-ed nut. First week wes S4S,-

: (inn. -Milky Way' ri'HV) and Hid'.-.

,-fd Ilimli'-r oivh'-slia in 1-ij-t iuyh;
j

iTue'v) on cu.Sioin'ii'y »irev i'-w.

i Radio City Music Hall ,'",:iri: 40- !

I tin-*:, -!i:i-?,!,io-v.i.05) 'Goutiu-v lii.r- ;

C'Olh) CM week) :iii.l .rui' !

) ,-,:iow. IJnjojcd a. gond fn. l v, Cl-U 1

FRISCO GATE

TO $22,000

San Francisco, March 24.

(Best Exploitation: Iden Gate)

Topping the town
.
by almost

double the business of Its nearest
competitor, the Golden Gate, with
Burns and Allen and their stage
unit and a third irate feat re,

'Leathernecks Havo Landed/ had
things pretty much its own way
from opening day.

•Country Doctor* still holds town's
attention in third week on the
street, especially the feminine fans.
Chaplin's 'Modern Times' still sat-.'

isfying the management, in its

third week, but rest of town in the
dumps, with mediocre product.

Estimates; for This Week
Clay (Roesner) (400; 35)—'Petefs-

son Sverlge' (Marmstedt). Slightly
less than usual Eui'opeah product,
$1,000. Last week 'Royal Waltz'
(Vienna) $1,100.

Embassy (Cohen) (1,512; 25-36)

—

'Follow Fleet' (RKO). Moved in

from its three-week stay at Gate
and trade up to near double house
average with nice gross cf $3,000.

Last week 'Irish Eyes' (Rep) and
'Lawless 90's* (Rep), only $1,900.

Fox (Golaenoerg) (5,000; 25-:0)— r

'Song and Dance Man' (20th) and
'Lady in Scarlet' (Chos). Weaker
than general fare here and letdown
to $5,800. Last week 'Three God-
fathers' (MG) and "Man of Iron'

(WE) little bettor at $0,200.

Golden Gate (RKO) (2,fi50; 35-40-

55)—'Leathernecks' (Rep) and
Burns and Allen p. a. with stage
unit. Feature buried under heavy
blast in ads for Burns and Allen;

capacity almost all' week, socko
$22,000. not a record but plenty good,
the 10c. .price boost allowing- the
house, heavy sugar. Very welcome
after last week's 'Follow Fleet'

(RKO) dropping buslno:'::-! to $10,800.

Orpheum (F&M) (2/. 40;- 30^35-40)

'Don't Gamble. Love' (Col) and
'O'Mallcy of Mounted' (20tlj). Lower
than usual figure here, only $6,700,

Last week 'Love Before Breakfast'

(U) did better single with $7,000.

•Paramount (KWC) (2.7:9; 30-35--

40)—'Shark Island' (2Cth) and
•Snowed Under* (VVB). Letdown at

this house alitor several weeks of

record business, but profit at $12,800.

Last week wood for second week of

'Wife vs. Secretary' (MG) and 'Pre-

view My.'-'a-ry' (Par;, $13,000,

St. Francis (FWC) (1,470; 30-35-

4 0 J - 'Country Doctor' (20tli) and
'Bugle Ann' (,M(ij (3d week). Still

holding up. Sil.OOU, not far from last

week's Jfi'j.tii'iu.

United Artists (FA) (1.270; 25-35-
40-55')— -Modern Times' fl.'A) (3d
week).. Sailing* along nicely, satis-

iactory $7,500. Last week (2 ; g.ir-

nered $S,Sd0.

V/arfiol (FWC) (2,080: 35-40-55)

--'(..'oilr-en' (U'B; ahd-'T.oo Many
Parents' (Par). Not so hot at $13,-

fi'Oo. Last week 'Lonesome , Pine'

(Pai; and 'F-Mau' (I'iir), $17,400.
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Tine' Plus Lukas Nice $27,
i.

Tolies Comipes Revue Ups to

Boston, March 24.

(Best Exploitation: Keith's)

Top honors' in the film district

will be diyided this .
week between

•Lonesome Pine,' with Paul Lukas,

In
:

person, at the Met; and 'Folios

Comiques' on the stage of the

Keith-Boston, screening1 'Love Oh a

Bet.' Technicolor special is draw-
ing commendable biz

:

at. the big

house, and a lavish Frenchy show, i

produced bv Charles Koerner and
William Howard, is socko at the

Keith stand. '

.
.

-

Chax^lin's 'Times' on a dual ,
bill

at the Par and Fenway is okay, but

not alarming. 'Wife vs. Sec' at

'Orph and State won a holdover at

both Loew houses, but withered

after opening day of second .week,

making the- decision look, dubious;

Flood, which came within 25.

miles of Boston, had some effect

on weekend trade
Keith exploiters concentrated on.

the 'Folies' stage show and. worked
un some creditable gags. Planted a,

gang of lobhy sleepers 'waiting in:

line, all night for- the b.o., to open;

distributed some extra special
teaser flyers;, sent around a flashy

Sound truck; snared a. banner
across Washington street*, used
radio plugs; ran a guest ticket pro-

motion on a classified, ad page;
blossomed, gut with' extra outdoor
paper; and socked with a special

valance, with legs running from
marquee to sidewalk. Extra, news-
paper ad space did the • iciest.;

.Estimates fop This Week
Keith-Boston (RKO) (3,000; 35-

60-65)—'Love On a Bet' (RKO) and
'Folies: Comiqiies' . on stage. Pow-
erful combination; if it. hits the

$32,000 indicated over weekend, this

will be a house record for any week
without a holiday. Although the

film, is incphsequerital alongside the
undraped Frehoh show, it is prov-
ing a satisfactory, companion. Stage
Bhow set for two .weeks. Last week,
okay $18,000 for .'Farmer in Dell'

(RKO), and Ralph Bellamy* p.a.

Met (M&P) (4,2.00; 35-50-.65)—
Lonesome Pine' (Par), and Paul
Lukas on stase. Looks' like good
combo at $27.0001 Last week, $28, t

000 for 'Desire'^ (Par) and Louis
Armstrong with Mills Bros.! 'on
str""e. >

Orpheum (Loew) (3
fc
00Q; 25-35-

•40-50)—'Wife vs. Sec" (MG) (2nd
Wk). Skidding to $9,000 after dandy
opening week of , $23,000: 'These
Three/ (UA). film version of 'Chil^

di*en's Hour,' banned" here in legit

season, comes in nex-t Friday (27),

but 'Hour' title; not being men-
tioned in any way.

State (Loew) (3,200; 25-35-40-
60)—'Wife vs. Sec' (MG) (2d wk).
Although very good opening frame,
did not warrant h.o; here, as $7,500
p«i oft indicates, Initial stanza about
$15,500.

Keith Memorial (RKO) (2,900;
25-35-50) — 'Love Before Break-,
fast' (U). Frigid, aiming for only'

$9,000. 'Fleet' (RKO), fourth week
drew $8,500, satisfactory in view of
total gross for entire run.
Paramount (MfcP) (l'.SOO; 25-35-

'60)—'Modern Times' (UA), second
run and 'Give Us This Night' (Par),
first run, dual. Riding at average
pace, about $7,500. Chaplin flick

drawing about as well at pop prices
as at roadahow tilt. Last week,
okay $7,500 for 'Klondike' (Par).
2nd run, and 'Irish Eyes' (Rep), 1st
run, dual.
Fenway (M&P) (1.600: 25-30-40-

50)—'Times' (UA) and 'This Night*
(Par), double. All right $4,500.
Last week, $4,000 for 'Klondike*
(Par) and 'Irish Eyes' (Rep), dual.
. Scollay (M&P) (2.700; 25-35-40-
50)—'I-Iad to Happen' (20th). 2nd
run and 'Klondike' (Par), 3rd run.
dual. J.ust' fair at $5,500 gait. Last
.week, about $6,000 for 'Pasteur*
(WB). 3rd run and 'Tango' (Chest),
1st run, dual.

to an oke $4,200 on second week.
Poli (Loew) (3,040; 35-50)—.

'Fauntleroy' (UA) and 'Bugle Ann*

(MG). Should word-'of-mouth its

way to nice $9,500. Last week
•wife-Sec' (MG) drew close to $10,-

000, which was light against weak
opposish; „_
Roger Sherman (WB) (2,200; 3o-.

50)— Colleen" (WB) and 'Boulder'

(WB)v Building after moderate

start for pleasing $8,200. Last week
'Fleet* (Radio), holdover, fell off to

tepid $4,000. . . .

College (Loew) (1,565; 3o-o0)—
'Wife vs.- Sec! (MG) (2d run). Looks
like box office girls can catch up on

their knitting;- weak $3,300. Last
week 'Lady Consents' (Radio) and
'Trouble* (20th) {reaped a, nice $3,800

at 25c- 3uc scale.

'See' Dives to $3,300 in

N. H. 2d; Tauiitie' $9,500
New Haven, March 24.

(Best Exploitati : Poli)

Business is fair enough all
around, except 'Wife vs. See,' hold-
over, which is doing a nose dive.
Yale studes' spring exodus will be
felt somewhat.

Poll put on a heavy campaign for
'Fauntie.' Plugged the- Dolores Cos-
tello Barrymore coiffure via beauty
parlorsj made special play for kid
attendance; essay, contest in public
schools with copies of. the book for
prizes; bookmarks in public library;
special bally on Freddie Bartholo r

mew; contests via local air sta-
tions; giveaway fan mass with cor-
ner adv.:.. tieu -With..JPostal Telly
distributing oil'uulars: banners 11 on
newsdealers' trucks tleing in with
a fan mag; special. editorials, trail-
ers, one-to-24 sheets, etc.

.Estimates for This Week
Paramount (M&P) (2,348: 33-50)

--•Desire' (Par) and 'Eagle's , Brood'
(Par). In for- nine days and get-
tiny good $9,000. Last week 'Pine'
(Par) and 'Timothy' (rar) held up

'Leathernecks' with Ams

Lands $12,500 in Indpls.;

'Annie'-Trap' Dual, $3,800

IndianafiolisV'March 24.

(Best Exploitation: Lyric)

Major Bowes' current unit is; sur-

passing the business done by the

two previous troupes of tyros to

play the town, with $12,500 at

the Lyric vaudfilmer. Linked .Avith

'Leathernecks Have' Landed' and
exploited neatly, the amateurs are.

pulling the natives in and making
necessary five shbws daily instead

of the usual four. Nothing much
else in town.
Display ad tieUps with the femi-

nine members of the Bowes ams
posing for department store silk ho-

siery ads, spring wearing- apparel,

and with the customary reception

for the unit's arrival ,coupled. With
classified, ad tieups, a special front
and extra radio coverage, stood out
in the Lyric's campaign on the NBC
neophytes.

Estimates for This Week
Apollo (Fourth Ave) (1,100; 25-40)

—Colleen' (WB). Okay, but riot big
at $5,000. Last week 'Doctor* (20th),

$3,000, fair, for second. week.
'

Circle (Monarch) (2,600; 25-40)—
'Annie* (Par). Repeat. Dualled
with 'Woman Trap' (Par), not extra
at- $3,800. Last week 'Fleet* (RKO),.
repeat, hiild at $3,500.
. Indiana (Monarch) (3,100; 25-40)
-^'Pine' (Par), -dualled. with 'F Man'
(Par). Former plugged heavily, but
extra space failing to pay for itself,

with prospects for only fair $5,S0O.

Last week 'Desire' (Par), dualled
with 'Bet' (RKO), light at $5,000.

Loew's (Loew's) (2,800; '25-40)—
'These Three' (UA). /Moderate at

,$5,300. ...National assist ads did not
bolster pic. Last week, 'Wife vs,

Sec' (MG). swell at $10,000.
Lyric (Olson) (2,000; 25-30-40)..—

•Leathernecks' (R e p u b 1 i c) and
Bowes' unit. Latter plugged heavy
with Lew Ayres given the play in>

the' picture. About as much as the
house can do at this price scale with
take headed for dandy $12,500. Last
week, Tersonal' (U) and Bebe Dan-
iels and Ben Lyon unit, excellent at
$10,S50.

'Desire' Moderate $6,500

In Moderately OK B'ham

Birmingham, March 24.

(Best Exploitation: itz)

Arrival of spring finds business
moderately good in most of the
houses. Toughest winter in inany
years has hurt show business, caus-
ing folks to stay indoors. Nights
during the next few weeks will find
theatres enjoying much better busi-
ness with satisfactory pictures, and
the line up is almost certain to do
pretty good. *

Bits tried hard to pep up 'Whip-
saw* with a flood of cards scattered
throughout the town. Not what' one
would call an,exceptional campaign
but better, than the other houses.

Estimates for This Week
Alabama (Wilby-Kincey) (2,800;

30-35-40).— 'Desire' (Par). Nice
start but draw will be principally
Gary Cooper and not Marlene Diet-
rich who doesn't click here; $6,j500,
moderate. Last week, 'Captain
Blood' (FN) around $7,000, good;

Ritz (Wilby-KJncey) (1,600; 25-
30) 'Whipsaw* (MG. About $3,300,
good. Last week, 'Burlesque' (20th),
$3,500.

Empire (Acme) (1,100; 2o).~
'Prof. Soldier' (20th).; Tri for "nine
days, two days longer than usual
run but renlaced 'Metropolitan*
(20th). which flopped after five davs.
'Soldier' will get around $2,800 for
run. while 'Metropolitan' got around
$1,300.
Strand (Wilby-Kincey) (800; 23).

—'Call of Prairie' (Par) — About
I
$1,500, fair. T^«tt week, 'Bohemian

• h'l'-'(MG), $1,700.

1st Runs on Broadway
(Subject to Change)

Week of Marcfi-27

Astor—'Boulder Dam' (WB).
Capitol—'Petticoat Fever'

(MG) (2d wk).
Center.— 'Everybody's O 1 d

Man' (20th-Fox) (25).

Music Hall^-'Sutter*

(U> (26).

Paramount—'a

(Par) (25>;

Rivoli—'These Three' (UA)
(2d wk).
Rialto— ' (RKO)

(28).
Roxy—'Dancing Feet' (Re-

public).

Strand —
(WB) (28).

Week of April 3

Capitol — 'The : Unguarded
Hour' (MG),
Center—'House of Thousand

Candles' (Republic) (1).

Music Hall—'Little Lor
iTauntleroy' (UA) (2).

Paramount— M i 1 k y Way'
(Par) (2d wk).
Rivoli—'These- Three* (UA)

(3d wk).
Roxy—'Smiling

(Republic).
Strand—"Singirig Kid* (WB)

.
(4),

Snow Paralyzes

Buffalo; 'Fleet'

Buffalo, March 24.

(Best. Exploitation: Great Lakes)
Two record-breaking snowstorms

in rapid succession and with only
one day between administered, a
knockout to Buffalo box offices.

With nearly two feet of snow fall-

ing in 36 hours, beginning Tuesday
(17) and with another eight inches
laid on- top of that before the town
had a chance to dig out from under,
everything came to a complete
standstill.

Not, a street car moved for two
days, and automobile traffic was at
a practical standstill. Not even a
flood could have paralyzed traffic

any worse than .the snow, while
overhead conditions, due to wind,
hazards from falling ice and driv-

ing snow added to the difficulty.

Downtown, theatres were practical-
ly deserted.and hardly a mouse was
stirring anywhere throughout the
lobby or the auditorium. All man-
agers agreed it would have been
cheaper to go dark entirely.

Currently things are looking up,

although Saturday openings were
knocked galleywest by a resump-
tion of the blizzard activities,

which continued all day!
'Fleet' had a bad opening day, but

looks to come ho;ne with the week's
high gross. 'Pine' won't be so close,

but 'Shark Island' building.
Music and fashion hookups were

used to good advantage in exploit-
ing "Fleet." One department store
had a complete, blouse, hat, gown
and ensemble tieup with newspaper
advertising all pivoting on Ginger
Rogers. Beauty shop, cleaning
company, milliners and 'fleet blue'

wearing apparel helped build up
tbA campaign. Navy recruiting
office sent out one-sheets and Lib-
erty took 25,000 circulars, after
having run the story.

Estimates for This Week
Buffalo (Shea) (3,600; 30-40-50)—

'Pine' (20th). Press and public
fr'ifd to get very much excited
over this, the technicolor angle be-
ing rather severely handled by the
reviewers. May get up to $10 f000,
but disappointing. Last week,

j
'Fauntleroy' (UA). Weather cut
into what looked like nice business
and. takings got down to $9,000.

Hipp (Shea) (2,400; 25-40)^-
. 'Shark Island' (20th) and 'Satur-
day Night' (20th). They seem to be
liking this bill, with credit going to
former. Flying start for probably
$9,000. Last week 'Happen' (20th),
fine' at nearly $8,000.
Great Lakes (Shea) (3,400; 25-40)

—'Fleet' (Radio). Best business in
town and ought to better $13,000..
Last week 'Times' (UA) (2d week).'
Failed to show expected strength at
$5,800.
-Century (Shea) (3,400,- 25)—'An-
other Face' (Radio) and 'Whisper-
.ing Smith' (20th). Normal activity
for around $6,000. Last week 'Host-
ess' (WB) and 'Human' (Radio)
came in with under $6,000" '

"Lafayette" Xlnd) (3,400; 55)—
"Waters' (U) and 'Breakfast* (U).
Nice opening, but fell away during
second spasm of storm, then picked
up over the week-end and should
go to $7,000. Last week 'Grand
Exit' (Col) and 'Clairvoyant* (GB).'
Storm and no particular strength in :

the program drove .-figure down to
the lowest in a couple of months.
Under $6,000.

LYON AND DANIELS WITH

'HAPPEN' $21,400, CLEVE.

Cleveland, March 24.

(Best Exploitation: State)

'It Had to Happen' is the leader

for grosses, chiefly duo to the Eebe

Daniels-Ben Lyon unit on Palace's

stage. In comparison with expected
$21*400 at Palace, the State, is roll-

ing merrily along with 'Desire' to

about. $1S,500. Hipp sees $17,500

with 'Colleen,- so there are no tears

on film row.
For best ballyhoo, Milton Har-

ris made a smart tie-up with Pon-r
tiacs for 'Desire,' ranging from free

rides to theatres by 15 auto agenr
dies, parade with banners and a de-

partment store modeling show to

plug 'Desire' pearls.

stimates for This Week
Palace (RKO) (3,200; 30-40-60)—

'Happen' (Par) with Bebe Daniels
and Ben Lyon unit. Latter is doing
good work, indicating a sweet $21,-

400. Last week 'Wolf (Col) and Cab
Calloway came up to a satisfactory

$16,550.
Hipp (WB) (3,000; 25-40)—'Col-

leen' . (WB), Light but building
steadily through astute exploitation,

and looks like $17*500,- Last week
'Pasteur' (WB), despite fine han-
dling, came a shade below what was
hoped for at $16,500.

State (Loew's) (3,750; 30-35-40)—
'Desire' (Par). Given a neat send-
oft by hovel campaign, this one will

do a ;
pmart- $18,500, 'Shark Island'

(20th) last week hit only $16,800.
Allen (RKO) (3,000; 2.5-40)—'An-

other Face' (Radio). Shoved in at
last moment for a split, week, with
hardly any ballyhoo. Will have
trouble going over $2,200. Three, days
of 'Round* (Col) collected about
$1,500, not enough. "Doctor' (20th)
on last holdover lap was more
cheerful at $4,500.

Stillnian (Loew's) (1,872; 25-35)—
'Timothy' (Par).. Picture nothing to
brag about, but matinee and juve
biz helping it along for $4,000. Sec-
ond week of 'Wife vs. Sec' (MG)
landed a swell $7,500.

Blackstone's Hocus

Good for $5,500 in

Louisville; T $6,400

Louisville, March 24.

(Best Exploitation: National)
Week he-re is marked by only two

items which are worthy of empha-
sis. 'These Three' at Loew's State
will probably pull the class trade,
and should wind up with around
$6,400. National, with 'Man of
Iron' on the screen and Blackstone
pulling them in with his magic
show, should be a good second; and
indications are for .$5,500. The
prestidigitator is in for four days
only, .the remaining three days
turned over to double feature re-
vival, 'Count Of Monte Crlsto' and
'Six Day Bike Rider.'
Exploitation to National, for

Blackstone's magic unit, and Dale
' Houston putting forth plenty of ef-
fort to give the show a good, shove.
For first time- in weeks house has
gone in for billboards in a big way,
and newspaper space exceeds by a
considerable amount the usual cov-

;
erage.

Estimates for This Week
Loew's State (3,000; 15-25-40)—

'Three' (UA). Class product at-
tracting considerable attention from
those familiar with 'Children's
Hour', critics being particularly
lavish In praise. Srfaring $6,400 or
thereabouts, okay. Last week
'Round' (Col), dualled with "Pagans'
(MG). okay, $6,400.

Rialto (Fourth Ave.)- (3,000; 15-
25-40)—"Pine' (Par) (2d- week).
Coming through for nice $3,800.
matlncs draw continuing heavy.
Color pic received benefit of word-
of-mouth advertising, justifying two
weeks' stay. Last week fine $7,200.
Brown (Ind) (1,500; 15-25-40)—

'Obsession' (U). Return engage-
ment, Returns never great shakes
in this town, and this is, no excep-
tion, even taking into consideration
the light opposition. Will be lucky
to get away with $2,500. Last week
•Secrets' (Col) and 'Ghosts' (MG),
dual, took good $3,200.
Strand (Fourth Ave.) (1,500; 15-

25-40)—'Breakfast* (U) and 'Per-
sonal' (U). dual. Pair of program-
mers doh't augur well, but steadv
trade at this house should hold
gross well up to average, $3,500.
Last week 'Doctor' (20th) did well
oh its second week, with heaviest
biz at matinees. Took $4,300, good,
but move wars" hoped" for:

'

Mary Anderson (Libson) (3,000;
15-25-40)—'Colleen' (WB). Town
more .or less fed up on the stock
company names and faces, and not
getting excited about 'Colleen.'
Neighborhood' of $2,800, light. Last
week 'Boulder Dam* (WB) and
'Walking Dead* (WB), dual, fair
$3,300.

National (Ind) (2,350; 16-25-40)—
•Man of Iron' (Ftf) and Blackstone,
foiir days, and balance of week re-
issues, of '"Monte Cristo' and "Bike.
Rider' (WB). Currently Blackstone
is the big n6ise

t and with special
kids matinee Saturday morning and

HOUSTON IN m,
SHOW IN ST. L;

RHODES' lip
March. 24.

(Best Exploitation: Loew's)
Big noise of the tpwn theatrically

is the double appearance ot -Walter
Huston on the legit stage and in

'Rhodes.' A general perking up of
business Is noticeable with the first
touch- of spring. Sad note is tlie
folding of F&M's Ambassador
Thursday (26) for an indefinite
period.

Particularly noticeable last ..week
was the failure , of 'Magnificent

.Ob- .

session' to do above average biz in
about 10-nabe houses which counted
on it. to revive the Lenten dip, At
the Ambassador the continuation of

•

bad biz, despite stage , help, brought
decision' of operators to close down
and await outcome of its federal
suit for films.

At the Municipal Auditorium
opening Saturday (21) was the 'St
Louis On Parade' exposition, .fea-
turing Wayne- King's band. Opening
Was o.k., though 1 not sensational,

'Colleen' is going it alone and big
at Orpheum, downtown WB house,
and will give Loew's with a dualer.
'Shark Island' and 'Bugle Ann' a
nip and tuck battle for 'best b.o;

take in downtown section.
Fox, with 'Rhodes,' got a lot of

publicity of Walter Huston's per-
sonal in "Dodsworth' at the Amev-
ican, where biz was very big. The
Huston pix opened only fair, 'With
noticeable absence of femme apnea!.
"Bugle Ann" story, laid in Mis-

souri, enabled •Chic.k, Evehs, mgr.,
and Loew's to utilize the late ^Sen-
ator .Vest's eulogy to the dog for

an above average exploitation.-cam-
paign.

Estimates for This Week-
Fox ,F&M) (5,038; 25-35-55)—.

•Rhodes' (GB) and 'Gamble' (Col).

Lack of femme appeal will hold take
to $11,500, Fair. Last week 'Doc-
tor' (20th) and 'Tango* (Maj) (2d
week), $10,700.
Ambassador (F&M) (3,018; 25-35-

40)—'Chan at Circus' (20th) and
'Valentine' (Rep). With house
.shuttering, customers are staying'

away and $7,600 will be a lot at end
of week. Last week 'Breakfast'

(U) and Ed Lowry on stase with
amateurs, dandy $13,300 through
Lowry and the ams.

Shubert-Rialto (WB) (1,725; 2S-
35-55)—'Pine' (Par) and shorts (2d

week). Second at $7,600 will he a

good return on this after an $11,200

first week.
Orpheum (WB) (1,950; 25-33-55)—'Colleen' (WB). Heading to an

o.k. $11,800. Last Wc?k 'This Night'

(Par) and 'Boulder. Dam' (WB). Not
so hot at $7,100.

Loew's (Loew) (.3,1^2; 25-3r)-!).V>—.

...

'Shark Island' (20th) and 'Bugle
'

Ann' (MG). Shouldn't miss $14,000.

and may even beat this for good
week. Last week 'Wife vs. Sec'

(MG) (2d week). Collected $10,400,

good.
Missouri (F&M) r3.5l4: 25-40)—

v

'Ghost' (UA) and 'Saturday Night'

(20th). At $5,100, below average.

Last week 'Pro Soldier' (20th) and
'Marriage: (20th). Poor $*-,700.-

Grand Opera House (Ind) (2,200;

15-25-35)—'Confidential' (Mas) and
vaudeville. New vaudeville contact

should enable house to do $3*400.

good. Last week 'Lady in Scarlet

(Chos) and vaudeville. $3,100, fair.

$7,000 START LOOKS OK

RUN FOR TIMES', PORT.

Portland, Ore., March 24.

(Best Exploitation: United Artists).

Exploitation contest was heavy with

week between 'Modern Times' (UA),
and "Country Doctor' at the Ever-
green Orpheum, with the Chapli
pic getting the edge on the bally.

'Times' started In to sock 'em in &

big way at the U.A. and is obviously
set for a run. The other big b.o.

drag of the week. 'Country Doctor,
is in line to put the Orph over foy

seven gold standard days, but hold-

ing is doubtful.
Most other pix are light with ex-

ception of 'Shark Island' at th<3

Paramount. That house did a good

exploitation job by running the

serial story in a local daily, thus
-

(Continued on page 31)

'spook show' as added hypo, th
rtiagician should bring in $5,500,

which includes the seven-day
stanza..- Last. week 'Harrlgan* (FN)
and Britton band for the full weeK
took nice $4,800.
Alamo (Ind) (900 L . iS'HlZ'

'W£tersr (U)"ahd 'Consents' (RKO).
dual, splitting with 'G Man's Re-

venge' (state rights) and "Dreany

Too Much' (RKO), dual. Hitting

average pace at $1,700. Last v/fW
'Fang' (RKO) and 'Leathernecks
(Rep) couldn't steam thLrigs up

much, taking $1,200, fair.
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Bennys

Hart Unit Biz; $18,500, Red, in Balto

Baltimore, March .24.

(Beat Exploitation: Hipp)

'Lonesome Pine' at Keith's got off

at a gallop and is soaring up to

socko $10,000, ^rhich will be one of

the finest weeks the house has had
this season. H.o. is assured.

Quite a surprise is the unsteadi-

ness of the vaudfllm Century. 'Bugle

Ann' on screen isn't drawing, hut

house counted on the Jack Benny
unit for business. Benny took a cut

this week for Batto, getting $8,600

Instead of the usual $12,500. With
indications of an $18,600 gross, that

means red for the house. Start was
slow, with first buildup Sunday
matinee. That evening biz was
brutal, since Benny aired two
broadcasts from the legit Auditor-

ium. There was so much local in-

terest in the broadcasts many
people seemed to think he was not
playing Century all the evening
shows; the phone switchboard buzz-
ed all day with public Inquiries as
to who, was replacing him at Cen-
tury during his broadcasts. That
query was understandable since

most radio names skip to New York
for their airings when playing here,

thus- missing a few performances.
Biz spurted a trifle yesterday (Mon-
day) but the poor start keeps the
chances down.
Against Benny Is the N;T.G. unit

at Hippi with 'Love on a Bet."

Looks good for $16,600, excellent.

New is experiencing one of its

worst weeks with 'Everybody's Old
Man.' Tried to sell Iry Cobb as a
Will Rogers, but no dice. Lucky
to get $1,000.
' H. Ted Routson of . the Hipp built

plenty advance interest In the
N.T.G. show and climaxed by haVr
Ing some of the girls and Granhind
appear at the Flower show in

Armory for plenty notice from pub-
lic and press. Show laid off before
current date and Granny came in
early to personally make the
rounds and stir up interest.

Estimates for This Week
Century (Loew.-UA) (3,000; 15-

25-35-40-56-66)—'Bugle Ann' (MG)
and Jack Benny unit. No pull in
pic, and Benny offstride for. red
$18,600. Last week same for Fats
Waller band and 'Fauntleroy' (UA),
With nut much lighter.
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,300;

15-26-35-40-55-66)—'Bet' (RKO) and
N.T.G. unit. Stage show considered
getting glowing comment. Grand
'$16,600. Last week 'This Night
(Par) and' Ray Perkins' purees,
$10,500, off.

Keith's (Schanberger) (2,500; 15-
25-30-36-40)—'Pine' (Par). Socko
$10,000, and will h.o. Last - week
•Breakfast' (U), good, $5,400.
New (Mechanic) (1,800; 16-25-30

35-40-56)—'Old- Man' (Fox). Poor
$1,000. Last week, second of 'Doc-
tor' (20th), oke- $2,900.
Stanley (WB) (3.200; 16-25-35-

40-65)—'Colleen' (WB). 0.1c. $8,000,
but under expectations. Opening
day was fine in face of downpour,
but collapse thereafter. Last week,
Becond of 'Pasteur' (FN), $5,600,
fine.

SEATTLE CHANGES MGRS.

BUT GROSSES ARE OKAY

Seattle, March 24.

(Best Exploitation: 5th Ave.)
Four of the six downtown Ham-

rich-Evergreejh houses are sporting
new managers this week, with
MusJo Box and Blue Mouse "telone
unchanged. Bill Hamrick advances
to manager of Paramount; Andrew
Saso is manager .at Fifth Avenue;
Don Geddes at Orpheum and George
Appleby at Coliseum.
Best exploitation is at Fifth

Avenue for 'Pasteur,' tops being
special preview for committee of 25
leading medics from Kings County
association, and first time in history
that the association endorsed any-
thing commercial.

Estimates for This Week
n_

lue Mouse (Hamrick) (900: 27-
o< -42)—'Wife vs. Secretary' (MG).
From Fifth Avenue for extended
I'un, going great guns here at $4,300
pace. Last Week 'Follow the Fleet'

I?KO) in six days of third week got
53.100... good.
Coliseum (Evergreen) (1,800; 21'-

32)-irafc.Raff . (MG) and .Kl of
Burlesque" (20th-Fox), dual. Draw-
ing okay. $3,600. Last 'week 'Bride
X?^s

, ,?ome ' (ParT "and 'Paddy
<2°th-Fox) dual, $3,200, fair.

97 17
V
?P

ue Evergreen) (2,400;
£7-37-42)—.'Louls Pasteur' (WB).
vZIaL il

eavy campaign; drawing
good $9,000 Last week 'Wife vs.
Secretary' (MG), $11,800, big.

—-n.rt

ty
^ (J -vH ) <1.9°0; 11-16^27)

-an??B.l-
G
fmble with Love' (Col >and SUhsetotPower' (U). Though

eSL *?? anDeals to Liberty's cil-

ia noft
taklnes slowed up and only

IK0 expected. Last week 'Heil

•Si! ftW? (Co1) and-'Two Sin-M •,«•??' Ianded -M.400. very good,

t7-4"r
0
.n
B0X

i
(i?ftmrlc^> (90°: 27 '

•i Country Doctor' 20th-Fox).

Third and final week; still okay at
$3,5Q0. Last week 'Doc' got $6,300,
big.
Orpheum (Evergreen) (2,700; 27-

37-42)—'Next Time We Love' (U)
and 'Ghost Goes West' (UA), dual.
Getting moderate $7,000. Last,week
'Klondike. Annie' (Par),, second
week, $6,100, good.
Paramount (Evergreen) (3,106;

21-27-32)—'Silly Billies' (RKO) and
•Another Face* (RKO), dual. Rating
$4,200, fair. Last week 'Boulder
Dam' (WB) and 'Bohemian Girl'
(MG), dual, $4,900, good.
Rex (Sterling) (1,400; 16-21-32)—

Tteturn of Jimmy Valentine' (Rep)
and ' vaude. Getting okay $3,600.
Last week 'Laughing Irish Eyes'
(Rep) and vaude, $3,400, good.

flood Too Much

'Colleen $7,

Cincinnati, March 24.

(Best Exploitati : Palace)

Ohio river rampage is clinching

attention of .natives. JVIost of. those
hot directly "affected are either ,view-
ing flooded, sections or hugging
family radios for news reports of

the deluge. Whole thing is a back-
wash on general trade, with down-
town b. p. at low ebb.

Screen subject giving best biz ac-
count of itself currently is 'Petti-,
coat Fever,' fetching $13,500 for the
Albee. Next best is 'Modern Times,'
tagging $11,000 at the Palace.
Keith's is the dope upsetter, regis-
tering $7,000 on 'Colleen/ warrant-
ing a. holdover.
Lyric is scraping close to its all-

time basement figure with $2,000
on 'Woman Trap.' Two holdovers:
'Fauntleroy' for $4,000, big dough
for the Grand, and 'Annie' feeble
for $2,700 at the Capitol.
Press puffs, in the main went to

'Modern Times.' .

Estimate* for This Week
Albea (RKO) (3,300; 35-42)—

'Petticoat' (MG). Aiming for $13,-
600, fair. Last week 'Annie' (Par),
$12,000, Blow going for Mae West.

Palace (RKO) (2,600; 35-42)—
•Times' (UA). Splendid reviews.
May hit $11,000. Last Week 'Faunt-
leroy' (UA), $11,500, dandy.
Shubert (RKO) (2,150; 35-55)—

'Gamble' (Col) and 'Redheads vs.

Blondes' unit. Limp b. o. at $9,000.

Last week 'Bugle' (MG) and 'Let's

Swing It' unit approached season's
low at $8,000.

Keith's (Libson) (1,600; 30-40)—
'Colleen* (WB). Triumphing for
$7,000 and a holdover. Last week
'Happen' (20th). $4,600, normal.

. Grand (RKO) - (1,200; 26.-40)—

.'Fauntleroy' (UA). (2d run). Trans-
ferred, from Palace; $4,000, big. Liast

week 'Fleet' (RKO), held on for
fourth downtown week at $2,600,

good.
Capitol (RKO) (2,000; 36-42)—

'Annie' (Par). (2d run). Switched
from Albee; $2,700, poor. Last week
•Doctor' (Fox), moved over from
Palace, $4,600, swell.-

Lyric (RKO) (35-42)—'Woman
Trap1 (Par). Maybe $2,000, flirting

with theatre's low. Last week
'Breakfast' (U); $6,000,. heavy.
Family (RKO) (1,000; 16-26)—

'Muss 'Era' (RKO) and 'Great Life'

(Par), split. Okay at $2,100. Last
week 'Drift Fence' (Par) and 'Dan-
gerous Waters' (U), separate, $2,000.

Strand (Ind) (1,300; 16-25)—
'Tango' (FD) and 'Dark Hour' (FD),
dualed, $1,400, slow. ' Last week
'Irish Eyes' (Rep), with 'Federal
Agent' (Rep), tossed in as last-halt

extra measure, $1,300.

and 'Lone. Wolf Returns' (Col) got
$1,700, big.
Music- Box (Hamrick) (1,400; 16-

27-37)— 'Follow the Fleet' (RKO).
Astaire-Rogers musical delivering
$6,000, very good. Last week 'Petri-
fied Forest* (WB) and 'Three Live
Ghosts' (MG), dual- disappointed
with $3,100,
Roxy (Hamrick) (1,300; 16-27-

37)—'Country Doctor' (20th-Fox).
Heading for $3,000 in second week,
but may not hold full seven days.
•Wife vs. Secretary' (MG) will re-
place. Last week 'Country Doctor*
(20th-Fox) got $6,200, exceptional.

Newark Par Jerks Ads

From Eagle as 'Annie'

Aftermath; 9G on H.O.

Newark, March 24.
'

(Beit Exploitation: Loew's State)

Loew's will cross the tape this
week ahead -of them all. It won't
be hard as all the rest have hold-
overs, but 'Wife vs. Secretary' : on
eight days will take $19,000, which
is plenty.
Some commotion was caused by

Paramount-Newark taking its ads
out of the Star-Eagle 'for good.'
This is a Paul Block paper and
house naturally took out 'Klondike
Annie's' ads. Then the paper pub-
lished an extra slam and this was
too much for Adams, who took but
all ads.
Shubert is announcing, a series of

plays, mostly old, at low prices.
This was the old policy at the
Broad and Shubert.
For 'Wife vs. Secretary' and 'Hit

and Run Driver' Loew's arranged
for McCrory's to distribute P.OOO
photos of Clark Gable. The police
have... put ..a. display- in -the - lobby,
with a police lieutenant assigned.
One sheets were arranged to be put
on Newark Safety Council signs, 50
in prominent spots. ' Editorial in
Newark Star-Eagle and break in
news pages on lobby display.

Estimates for This Week
Branford (WB) (2,966; 25-75)—

•Forest' (WB) and 'Breakfast' (U)
(2d week). Better than expected
and if it holds at all should take
$8,600. Last week nice $17,300.

Capitol (WB) (1.200; 16-30-40)—
'Pine' (Par) and 'Bohemian' (MG).
Near $3,600. Last week 'Man Hunt'
(WB) and 'Pink' (UA) didn't make
it, doing only 13,200.

Little (Franklin) (299; 30-40)—
'Rozkoszna Dzlewcyna' (Muzok).
Even in Lent. Polish pictures go
well here and this one will take
about $1,000. Last week, final for
a German film, ' 'Melo* (Gen) in six
days got $676,
- Loew's State (2,780; 25-30-56-65-
75)—'Wife vs. Sec* (MG). Put in a
day early and taking. Will probably
run to $19,000. Last, week house
pulled 'Bugle Anp' (MG) and
'Wolf (Col) after six days at $7,400.

Proctor's (RKO) (2,300; 20-65)
and Lyceum (roof) (770, same,
scale)—'Fleet* (RKO) (2d week).
Will stay only five days of the sec-
ond, but okay with $10,000. Last
week nearly $19,000.
Paramount- Newark. (Adams-Par)

(2,248; 25-76)—'Annie' (Par) (2d
week). Also stays over five days
only, at $9,000. Last week good,
although not the old Mae West
gross, at $14,000.
Terminus (Skouras) (1,600; 15-

20-26-36-40) 'Tarzan* (Burroughs)
and 'Waterfront' (Rep). Looks good
for $6,200. Manager Ungerfeld got
a prize of $60 for his work on
'Spy 77.' Last week 'Leathernecks'
(Rep) and "Valentine' (Rep) nice
at $6,800.

TINE': AND 'PINK' BOTH

AROUND 9G IN OMAHA

inner

Wks. in Mpk; 'Colleen -Heidt $15,000

tor's first session In this house.
Double billed with 'Timothy' (Par),
which won't hurt. Will likely top
$9,000, at lot of money. Last week,
'Doctor' (20th), pulled in excep-
tional matinee biz and held up sat-
isfactorily nights for top money,
with 'Ghosts' (MG) ajs second half
of bill, for $10,500.
Omaha (Blank-Trl-States) (2,100;

25-40)—'Pine' (Par). Good bally-
hoo campaign getting this one
$8,600. House still on Saturday
openings, brought about by recent
holdovers. 'Saturday Night' (20th),
as dual partner, rounds out nice
bill. Last week, 'Shark Island'
(20th), coupled wltn 'Song and
Dance' (20th), average at $6,100.

Brandei* (Singer-RKO) (1,250;
26-35-40)—'Silly Billies' (RKO)
and 'Road Gang' (FN), with 'March
of Time.' A light /week at $3,500.
Last Week, 'Pasteur' (FN), topped
expectations- to. come out around
$6,000. 'Hitch Hike' (Rep), was
dual partner.

Boys Are Sellm

'Em m Brooklyn

H0TSY TAC0MA

'Fleet' Heading for Big $6,000; 'Doc'

Holding Over

Tacoma, March 24.

(Best Exploitation: Music Box)

All spots look to go to town with
attractions and weather on the up
and up.
Blue Mouse la only house not

singling this week, with the two ace
Hamrick houses going it solitaire

With 'Country Doctor,' holding over
at Roxy, and 'Fleet* at Musi p. Box.
Music Box rates top exploitation

With special front getup and radio

plugs on "Fleet.*

Estimates for This Week
lue. Mouse (Hamrick) (760; 16-

27)—'Silly Billies' (RKO) and 'Crime
and Punishment* (Col). Two
extremes in film entertainment
drawing fair $1,300. Last Week
'Widow Xrom Monte Carlo' (WB)

Omaha, March 24.

(Best Exploitation: Omaha)
Contest for the lead this week is

between the two Blank-owned
houses, Orpheum and Omaha. First
with 'Strike Me Pink' and other
with 'Lonesome Pine' have the go-
ing to themselves, while Brandeis
with a double bill of programmers
looks oh. Edge will possibly go to

the- Orpheum, with the margin de-
clared on the score of capacity
available.
Weather continues to lavishly fa-

vor theatre biz making the recent

—

only three weeks past—cold spells

stand out paradoxically. Balmy is

the word, and it's phenomenal how
long It has continued. Forecasts
are for extension of same at-
mospheric conditions for while at
least.
Theatres have some outside com-

petition of the sharper sort in the
annual Aksarben-Tangler Shrine
indoor circus at the Coliseum for

the week. Sawdust outfit. Is made
a real draw by robust campaign
and influence of two of the city's

stronger organizations, and drawing
upwards of 30,000 to 40,000.- -Good-
weather makes this factor leas no-
ticeable. -..

Exploitation from the Emerson-'
Renne team at the Omaha on the
color picture , haa the edge.

. Estimate* for This Week
Orpheum (Blank-Tri-S t a t e s )

(2,976; 25-40)—'Pink' (UA). Can-.

Brooklyn, March 24.

(Beet Exploitation: Fox)
Spring's- here, feather balmy and

clicking turnstiles at downtown de-
luxers. Plethora of good product
on screens" with ballyhoo evidenced
throughout town* Paramount with
'Colleen,' Albee> with 'Follow the
Fleet' (2nd week) and Loew's Met
with Baxter and Ann Loring, local
contest winner in 'Robin Hood of El-
dorado' and Fox with 'Rhodes' and
<Ddn't Gamble With Love,' all look
to healthy grosses.
This borough of churches where

anything can happen, and generally
does,, lived up to Its rep last week
as far as big downtown theatres
are concerned. Surprise was .

the
mild patronage for 'Follow Fleet' at
Albee, which was ready for a big
week's biz. with the Astaire film,

but grabbed $18,000 for first week's
take. Met and Par, both figuring
they had a tough .one to fight,- went
to town with extra coin in gazettes,
and also went after exploitation in
big way. Both houses agreeably
surprised at b.o. returns and about
neck and neck as far as grosses
Were concerned. The Albee; got
$18 (000 on 'Fleet/ While Met With
Gable and Harlow drew $15,700, and
the Par with 'Lonesome Pine' drew
to the extent of $16,000.
This week at Albee/ 'Follow Fleet'

continues very industriously.. Will
get good $16,000. 'Colleen' at
Par. with good list of name star
cutting in heavy into opposition
houses. 'Colleen'- opened at pre-
view Thursday to' turnaway biz. and
playing close' to 6,000 patron's dur-
ing evening of heavy rain. Figured
to do good $14,000'- for' week.
Although nothing sensational on

screen at Met, 'Robin Hood of El-
dorado' and 'Tough Guy' will draw
pleasant. $16,000, dut to plenty of
publicity In the Eagle and other
local sheets oh Ann Loring, local

lassie, who won MGM screen test
many months ago* This is her debut
here. Eagle- running personality
contest Is plugging girl consider-
ably.
Larry Cowan at Fox with the

'Rhodes' flicker, tleup with Ameri-
can South Line and received men-
tion of the* picture in their ad ma-
terial. Display in lobby one week
before playdate of Zulu spears,
shields, native tom-toms, elephant
feet and electric display of African
continent. Letters sent to school
heads inviting teachers to observe
educational angles. Radio tleups
with WMCA and two local outlets.

Several thousand electric signs in

Better Merchants windows. Adver-
tising sound truck on picture. An-
nouncement of picture sent to mem-
bers of British Great War Veterans
In metropolitan area, etc.

Estimates for This Week
Paramount (4,000; 25-35-50)—

'Colleen' (WB).
.
Off to excellent

start. Basketball on Friday and
Vincent Richards in badminton
match expected to show $14,000 for

week. Last week 'Lonesome Pine'
(Par) $15,000, good.
Fox (4,000; 25-35-50)—'Rhodes'

(GB) and 'Duh'l Gamble Love' (Col).

Good notices for Huston picture plus
aggressive exploitation campaign
and aided by the Monday night
amateur hour, will produce fine $14,-

000. Last week 'Jimmy Valentine*
(Rep) and- 'Dort't Get Personal' (U),
$13,000. okay.
Loow'e Met (3.400; 25-35-50)—

'Robin Hood' (MG) and 'Tough Guy.'
Local gal, Ann Loring, in 'Robin

Minneapolis, March 24.

(Best Exploitation; Orpheum)
Combination of Horace Heidt. and

'Colleen' on the stage and screen

is shoving <he Minnesota back into

the local box office lead again after

a stretch of playing .second fiddle

to Mort. Hi Singer's - Orpheum. But
while, the ace Publlx deluxer has
a considerable edge on all opposi-
tion, it isn't setting the town afire.

Mild, pleasant weather hasn't
been any particular .box office tonic
so far, with business, in the aggre-
gate, Reaving much room for im-
provement, General Motors' big
free show at the municipal audi-
torium is probably keeping some
folks away.
While not scaling the box office

heights, 'Music Goes Round' prom-
ises to turn In a profitable seven
days for the Orpheum. Able
ploitatlon helped this one.

'Trail of Lonesome Pine' finished
strongly enough at the. Minnesota
to warrant a second successive week
so it was moved over to the. State
for another seven,days at advanced
prices.

. It is moving along at a good
pace,, but not showing any excessive
vigor.

'Magnificent Obsession' finally
ended a 10 Weeks' loop run, estab-
lishing itself as one of the sea-
son's box office marvels. After a
very big $14,000 seven days at the
Orpheum, Which was unable to hoi
it over because of a booking jam;
it moved over to the 350-seat World
where it remained for an additional
nine weeks at an advanced 65c top.
It copped approximately $23,500 at
the World, netting the house »
beautiful profit. Total loop gross of

: nearly $38,000 puts the film in the
front money row here. Its biggest
World Week was its sixth,. $3,200,
and it never fell under $2,000. Dur*
Ing njUch of the ruwtbere Were 10
to 30 below zero temperatures and
three or more blizzards.
Exploitation tops go to the Orphe-

um where Jack Thoma, Columbia,
exploiteer, and Manager Bill. Sears
did a. neat selling job for 'Round'.
They put

. out 10,000 'luck charms'
in offices and a similar number of
heralds, got a two-column break
front the Journal and had a special
radio, broadcast.

Estimates -for This Weak
Minnesota (Publlx ( (4,200; 35-40-

60)—'Colleen' (WB) and Horace
Heidt Band on stage. Stage show
overshadows picture. Cast names in
film, however, drawing some trade.
Pretty good $16,000 in prospect,
Last week, 'Trail' (Par), $13,000;
good,
Orpheum (Singer) (2,890; 26-35-

40)—'Round' (Col). Well sold, and
heading for pretty good $7,000. Last
week 'Breakfast' (U) and Eddie
Peabody's 'Cocoanut Grove Bevels'
on stage, good, $14,500, with Pea*
body mostly responsible.

State (Publlx) (2,300; 25-36-56)^
'Pine' (Par). (2d run). Moved over-
bore from Minnesota at advanced
prices. Most of cream taken off at
•Minnesota, but may reach good
$8^000 here; - Last • week. 'Forest'
(WB), $6;000, good. •

''' -

World (Steffes) (360; 26-35-40-55)
—'First a Girl' (GB). J.jsie Mat-
thews building a following here,,
.but this one not. so hot and eh
route to fair $2,000. Last week 'Ob-
session' (U)" ended 10 weeks' run to
fine $2,100.
Time (Berger) (290; 15-25)—'Dan

Matthews' (Col). First run for this
house and reaching toward satis-
factory $1,000. Last week •Devil's

Island' (RKO), hold-over, aiid
'Arlzonlan' (RKO), revival, spilt,

$700, light.

Lyric (Publlx) (1,300; 20-25)—
'Preview Murder' (Par). Built to
order for this theatre. Even without
cast names should garner good $1,-

800. Last week 'Tough Guy' (MG);
$1,700, okeh.
Uptown (Publlx) (1,200; 26-35W-

'Marie* (MG) and 'Pink* (UA), split.

•Good for fine $2,700.' Last Week
'Goes' (Par). and 'Marie' (MG), split,

$2,500, good.
Century (Publlx) (1,600; 15-25)—

'Collegiate* (Par) and 'Zero* (FN),
second runs, split. Fair $1,700. Last
week 'Burlesque' (20th) and 'Blood'

(RKO), $l,500i fair.

Aster (Publlx) (900: 15-25)—
'Timothy' (Par) and 'Dudley' (£0th),

first runs, split. About $700. Light.

Last week 'Riff Raff* (MG). 'Mutiny'

(MG) "and 'Master's Voice' ' (Par),

$1,000, okeh.

Hood,' with extra special billing,

plus considerable free space in the
dallies will give house fine $.16,000.

Last week. 'Wife vs. Sec' (MG)
snared good $16,000,

Albee (3,400; 25-35-50)—'Follow*
Fleet' (RKO) (2d Week). Figured
to do very good $16,000. Last week
house received fine $18,000.

Strand (2.000; 25-36-60)—'Walk-

ing Dead' (WB) and 'Song of the

Saddle' (Rep). Okay $5,000. Last
week 'Road Gang' (WB) and 'Hitch

Hike to Heaven' (Rep), $6,600, good.
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Fifteen Pix in Work at London

Studios as Lull Sets In; Heavy

Skeds Being Lined Up for Future

London, March 15.

British film production hit a low
this week—with only 15 subjects on
the floors, lowest figure In. months.
Production :

6n 30 subjects has
been the, average around London
since the local lndustr started

booming.
Reason for the dive is the partial,

darkening of the three main film

plants—Qaumont-British at Shep-
herds Bush, British International at
Elstree, and. Korda's London Alms,
spread between the new Denham
studios and Worton Hall. All three

companies are between schedules
and, until they get under way again,

production- will be at low ebb.

Two years ago production of 15

pix at r6ne time would have been
thought big.

Conni

Gaumont has Constance Bennett.

Jn 'Everything is Thunder* ' held up
pending the' actress' recuperating
from a splash of tonsil trouble. Con-
stance Cummings and Eddie Lowe
are current, there In 'The Wrecker.'
Largest film on the floors is prob-

ably 'Love in Exile,' a Max Schach-
Capitol production, with Clive -Brook

and Helen Vinson. Picture is cur-

rent' at Worton Hall, recently con-
verted studio on which Kor has
a renting contract
At British and Dominions,. Her--

: b,ert Wilcox Prod, has Anna' Neagle
and Leslie Banks making 'The

.Three Maxims,- trapeze yarn. Film
its for C. M* Woolf distribution.
• Picture , by a new company,
ranco-Lpndon," which aims at bi-

linguals to be made in London, is

current at. Ealing—'Guilty Melody/
with Gitta Alpar, Hungarian singer;

JTilsi A-Sther, and John Loder. '

Programmers
Remainder' of the: productions are

mainly, in the programmer field,

being headed by ' 'In the Soup,* a
Julius Hagen' pic- at- Twickenham,
with Ralph Lynn and Nelson keys.
jRtenry

.
Edwards, one-time comedy

• star here, directs.

. - Gaumont - Gainsborough has
*Where There's A Will" at Islingr

ton.
Fox-Britishy/with-'its plant on the

•bid exposition ground at Wembley
has two current, 'Find the Lady,'

"Produced by Roland Glllet and fea-

turing Jack Melford, and 'Highland
Fling/ just starting, With Manning
Haynes directing and Naughton and
Cold starring*

Frances Day and Neil Hamilton
•rare teamed' in 'You Must Get Mar

-

'
ried,' a City Films production, being

made at Nettlefold. Same unit has
rented space at the B. & P. studios

!

.. for 'Postman's Knock,' to star Stan-
ley Holloway.

British Lion, is at work on. .'In-

terrupted Honeymoon,' at its Bea-
consfield plant, teaming Jane Carr
and Hugh Wakefield, and produc-
tion by Leslie Hiscott.

onty Banks,

Monty Bank's took over and
finished 'Gay Adventure,' from the

Walter Hackett .play at Welwyn
studios for Grosvenor Prod, Orig-
inal director, Sinclair frill; got sick

during the third week's shooting.
"Warner plant, headed by Irving

Asher, has Ralph Ince finishing pro-
duction on 'Fair Exchange,' with
Roscoe Ates and Patric Knowles
featured. Knowles leaves imme-
diately on completion for Warners,
in Hollywood.
Butchers has a programmer,

•Melody of the Heart,' being com-
pleted, at Cricklewood, with Derek
Oldham leading.

Julius Hagen, who opens his con-
verted am recently purchased plant
at Elstree shortly, has 'Dusty Er-
mine' on location in Austria.. Phiy
from which film is taken opened In

London at the' Comedy on March t>.

About 45 films are around the labs
here, waiting registration and trade

show on their way to the public

Some of them, like Bergner's ver-

sion of the Shakespearian 'As You
Like It,* suggest world importance.
This goes for 'Marriage of Corbal,'

•Limelight,' Hitchcock's 'Secret
A gen.' and others.

G-B Programs

Jn the .immediate future Gaumont
will put final shape to a hefty line-

up; of pictures, most of which figure

on a Hollywood personality angle.

George Arliss is due in for rehear-
sals on 'Hands Off.' Story gives

Arliss his old 'Green Goddess' tur-

ban makeup, rlental

background.
Boris Karloff Is about to start on

'The Man Who Changed His Mind,*
for G-B, to be megged- by Robert
Stevenson.
Victor McLaglen is due in for

G-B to star in. 'Soldiers Three,' Kip-
ling yarn. Maureen O'Sulllvari

Weighs in for the same picture.
' Joan Bennett is due for 'The
Northing Tramp,' an Edgar Wallace
yarn; .and Sylvia Sydney is to star
in' Hitchcock's next 'Gaumont film.

With 'Courier of the Czar/ based
on the silently successful 'Michael
Strogoff,' scheduled for fall produc-
tion, G-B has Chester Morris inked
for the lead. May Robsbn comes
over , to play opposite. Charles Rug-
gles will come oyer for- 'The World
Without a Mask,' and Roland Young
is to star in 'King Splomon's Mines.'
Korda, who steals more space in

the local press than most of 'em,
has 'Hamlet' lining up for Robert
Donat, 'Cyrano' back ,

for script al-
terations, with Charles Laughtbn
scheduled, and a Mariene Dietrich
picture to be shot in the fall.

British International, with heavy,
floor > spaco rental commitments, is

not likely to shoot up its- usual 25

a year, despite earlier plans. Its

major problem is the preliminaries

at present.' on 'Glamourous Night/
Ivor Novello . melodrama -which ran
a long time at the Driiry Lane.

Ascbe Dies at 65

London, March 24.

Oscar Asche, 65, died here yes-

terday (23).

Originally a Shakespearean actor,

Asche turned to writing and one of

his most distinctive successes in

that line was the. libretto of 'Chu
Chin Chow/' which created several

World's records and earned him
close to $i,000,QOO. —

•

Asche died poor, "however," follow-

ing a bankruptcy.

TWO MORE CINEMAS

PLANNED IN CALCUTTA

Calcutta, Feb. 29.

Same interests which control the
New Empire theatre, flrstrrun spot
for British pictures In" India, have
obtained sites for two new..cinemas
in. the immediate vicinity. Building
operations are scheduled to start at
once. Both will be modern and in-

corporate latest equipment and
decorative features. Bulk-1 of pic-

tures for the duo will be supplied
by RKO and United Artists,

This Construction program is re-
ported to be a direct result of rapid
growth in picture popularity"' here
within the last 12 months. Open-
ing of the Metro theatre last No-
vember started the ball roiling. It

is ultra-modern' in design; with
giant floodlights, Neon signs and
multi-colored bulbs. In addition to

the luxurious interior, which im-
presses Calcutta theatregoers, it has
a big bar.

Opening of the house exerted a
vast influence on other cinemas;
Who have gone in for redecorating
and general refurbishing.

Americans In London
London, March 15.

Gilbert- Miller wants 'Hazassag/

('Marriage')^ current Budapest Wt,

for Broadway. Meanwhile, Henry
Sherek is landing it for; London.

Bernard Finean here In capacity, of

right hand man to Max Shach.

Berinoff -and Angeline, currently in

Stockholm, due at Mayfalr hotel for

month of June,
Hildegarde has made a hit in the

Florence Desmond part in 'Seeing
Stars/ Leslie Henson's Gaiety show.
Dwight Fiske to return to the

Ritz and Carlton hotels cabaret in

June.
Gordon and ReVel to broadcast for

British Broadcasting Corp on March
26 for 45 minutes*
Mary Carlisle discussing a busi-

ness proposition with Max Shach.
Russell Medcraft appointed story

editor for new Warner Bros.' Ted-
dington Studios..

Harvey Watkins niovlhg to an-
other flat.

Sam Eckman; suffering from
lumbago.
Herbert renon wears his hat

while directing.

Bill Beaudine keeping Irving.
Asher waiting while he finishes a
pic for G. B.
Marcel Varnel on a flat hunt.

' Val Guest dialoging a new indie
pic.

• Ralph Ince writing, producing, and
leading in a new local made film for
Warners.
Earl St, John most anglicized

American: always invites callers to
tea.

J. C. Graham on a health cruise:
West Indies. •

Neil Hamilton making an indie
film at Walton'.
Walter Hackett completed a new

show.
Constance Bennett In bed with

laryngitis, necessitating a week's
postponement of her G-B film
'Everything is • Thunder.'
.Edmund Lowe looking- over some

of the boxing, bouts at Blackfriars.
. Harriet Hutchins .to the. A,. ,B. C.
Paris for a fortnight, and then back
on the General. Theatres circuit.
Will do an act in. French there.

,Tommy Russeli fiat hunting for
the Mrs. and Kid; due here in a
month's, time.
Gaylene Sisters to double Into the

May Fair hotel from the Palladium.
Beaumont Alexander throwing

a surprise party at his Luxury Liner
uilery for Ohaz Chase.
Stanley Wathon still scouring the

continent for novelties for next
year's circuses.

Arthur Ceasar rented a real.Eng-
lish cottage, the . property of Lady
Meredith, near the Brompton Ora-
tory.

Alex Yokel expected to return to
London In June to spend his' honey

moon. Also negotiating tot Ameri-
can rights to 'The Two Mrs. Car-
rolls/.and 'Anthony and Anna/ cur-
rently in London, at the Garrlck and
Whitehall.

Alexander Korda and John Max-
well both bidding for Gordon and
Revel's services, but boys not in-
terested unless " Gaumbnt-British
consents.

•John Flood, Hollywoodian, here
to produce for Associated Talking
Picts. Complains he can't sleep,

can't drink the water, can't get any
heat, and has a headache. But he's
getting to iike the place.

Sam GoldWyn in. Arrived by air

from' Cherbourg, was met by Alex
Korda at the airport and went into
immediate, conference with Korda,
Murray Silverstone and Max
Schach. Has stayed in conference
ever since.

Monty Banks now signed ahead
for seven more pictures. 1

Fay Marbe, who was engaged by
British. Lion for a lead, is out ; her
part has been given to Jane. Cam
Marion Harris, doing standee

trade at the swagger Cafe de Paris.
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., to direct

Accused' for himself.
Charles Cochran taking a look at

Cy Landry, with the Tro'cadero res-
taurant floor show in mind.
Dave Badei" has Noah Beery un-

der exclusive contract.
Gina Malo gone all peroxide.
Jules Bledsoe and Clarence John-

stone split after a "fortnight. John-
stone claims he is quitting till his
income tax trouble passes; led-
soe will go solo in the future for
good, he says.
Bobby Crawford throwing a party

for 30 at kahn's kosher eatery.
One of newest teams on the ether

is Joe Hayman and Joe /Cohen.
Hayman was formerly of Hayman
and Franklyn, and Cohen was many
years ago with Sam Lowensworth.

. Chaz Chase developed 'flu sud-
denly, Which ' held up his Paris
dates.

• Lassiter Brothers back from an
Axistralian tour.

Laddie Rlgoletto, a former Swan-
son sister, in from America.
Jack Tracy here alone from Aus-

tralia, with Vinette having gone to
Hollywood.

Kremlin Wipes Out Second Art

Theatre, Once Important Troupe

Britons In HVobd

American Cast Set

For Sydney 'Horse'

Melbourne, March 4.

Ray Seabrook, Betty Hanna, Jon-
athan Hole, Louis Tanno, and Fred
Sherman have arrived here under
contract to Williamson-?Tait for
'Three Men oil a Horse/ with open-
ing set late In March,

Performers were engaged in New
York by E. J. Tait.

Polly Moran did splendidly here
on opening in 'Hot From Holly-
Wood/ vaude unit for Frank Nell at
the Tivoli;

Much Hush-Hush

Hollywood, March 24.

Alan Mowbray and Geoj-ge Brent
celebrating the latter's birthday to-
gether, by throwing a large shindy.
Madeleine Carroll, moving to a

new house in Bel-Air so that she
may find horses (for riding) more
accessibly.

Lester Matthews spent the week-

Film Quota Law

London, March 10.

Backstage negotiations continue
to surround the British quota situ-
ation, due to the fact that. Films
Act comes up for reconsideration
this year..

Urns Group of the Federation of
British Industries is likely to con-
fer with the TCiiiematograph Exhib-
itors Asso. and the Renters group,
before sending its' findings and sug-
gestions to the Board- of Trade,
which will have final say in the
drafting of any supplementary leg-
islation planned to take the place
of the quota when it. expires.

Understanding so far, after a
number of conferences, is that at-
tempt to introduce a 'quality clause*

into the revised quota will be slung
overboard.

Original idea was to strive for
a paragraph barring all home fea-
ture footage costing less than $40,-

000 from availability as quota.
Strong pleas from indie produc-

ers and distribs, many of whom
make a ten-penny_ living on the
shoddy stuff, have." resulted "in tliis

being unofficially discarded.

Likelihood, as a result, is that tlie

existing loophole in the quota leg-

islation will continue.
Regarding the proportion at which

the. quota should be fixed it having
now been a sliding scale rising from
5% to 17%% of all product-^ex-
pectation .is that both producers and
distribs Will agree that it should be
standardized at lV/z%.

end searching for his sail boat,
which drifted away from its moor-
ing.

Ronald Howar , who hopes to be
a playwri ht, deep in a discussion
of plays with Hugh Walpole, G. B.
Stern, John Balderston, Constance
Collier and his father, Leslie How-
ard.

Douglas Walton, playing in 'Mary
of Scotland,' building a house in the
hills overlooking Hollywood. Says
It is chiefly windows, with just
enough wall in between to hold them
together.

Alison Skipwovth finds her house
is too far out in the valley to be
convenient for work, so wants to sell

it and move back to town.
Cyril MacLaglen planning on

bringing his wife and little girl from
England to settle here.
Frieda Inescourt and husband, Bert

Ray Redman, taking a house in
Westwood. They plan to remain on
the west coast.
Briandon Hurst in. training for the

forthcoming Bobby Jones golf
tournament at Catalina. Island.
Molly Lamont, working in 'Mary

of Scotland,' displaying a bouquet of
chicory cheese to the cast. It ar-
rived by airmail from her South
African home;
Wilfred Lucas has bought,another

chow pup, the first one died sud-
denly.

Sybil Jason learning to tap for her
part in a new techniclor short.
Charles Croker-King, Nigel Bruce,

George. Curzon, Halliwell Hoggs,
Ian Hunter and Georgia Caine cast
in 'Florence Nightingale.'
Pat Knowles arriving this week

from England to take part in
'Charge of the Light Brigade' with
Errol Flyrtn.
Brian Donlevy claiming to be the

only Irish (actor) poet In Hollywood.

Moscow, March 7.

Holding that -the Second Art
theatre lias hot justified its name
wasn't really a first class theatre
and that there was no reason for its
continuance, the Kremlin has wiped
It out of existence by decree.

Premises of the shbwhouse have
already been turned over to the up-
and-coming Moscow Children's the-
atre—to be known in the future as
the Central Children's theatre.
Natali Satz, playwright and, di-
rector, recently decorated by the.
Kremlin, is named to head

, the hew
theatre.-

Actors au<3 other personnel of the
liquidated Second Art do not suffer
financially. Salaries go on until'
they have found other jobs. De-
cree stipulates that they can func-
tion as a group (but not under the
name of Second Art Theatre), in
Sverdlovsk, Saratov, Novosibirsk,
Gorki, Samara or other designated
provincial towns, or break up and
augment troupes ' at the vai'ious
Moscow and Leningrad theatres.

Russian actors have no great love
for the sticks, so it's a safe bet that
most of them will, bob up on local

stages.

Second Art was born in 1913 as
the First Studio of the First Art
theatre, with a small group of ac-
tors, organized to work out the
basic principles of stage art laid

down by Stanislavski.

In 1924 the theatre entirely di-

vorced .itself; from .the First Art,
taking the name Second Aut and
putting on, as its first production,
'Hamlet,' with M» A. Chekov, now
In New York, in the title role,

Chekov was director of the theatre
at this period, and was enjoy
ing tremendous- success, alhough
charged with 'having cut itself oft

from Soviet life."

Again in 1928 the Second Art was
reorganized, and has since produced
many modern Soviet plays, The-
atre's best efforts went into the

classics, howeverj even in recent

years.

This is the first Moscow theatre

of first raiik to close in recent

years.

Leasers

(Continued from page 2)

writers who insist on worming their,

way; into groups. There's little or no

reader interest in these lads but you
can't tell them that. Consequently,

cameramen have a hard time with
them for they can usually mess up
9, picture. Actors know how to

pose but execs Usually want to be

clowns when facing a lens. Here
the lads have learned to set off a

flashbulb without exposing the

negative, rearrange the group for

another picture without the lens

hounds.

Getting Around the Kirs,

Same goes for wives of players

who . mean nothing in selling the

picture. They get the flash bulb

tx-eatment. Players seldom bother
about the pictures after they are

taken, but execs, writers and wives
usually get in touch with the photpg
later to find cut where the picture

will break and get a few extra

copies for themselves. Boys give

them the runarourtd. However,
they never seem to get wise.
For players who ire the earner

men, the treatment sometimes ber

comes severe. Lads often pho-

tograph, them at bad angles and
have everyone in the picture except
their menace x'etouched. They send

out these pictures with the players

looking their worst. A few of these

negatives and the player usually

becomes regular.
FOr some time the photogs were

completely off a filmusical girl and

gave, her the heat oh all occasions.

After a couple of months of this

she threw up the white flag, took

all the bulbsqueezers to dinner and

called a truce. From then on,

things have been lovely and she

gets all the breaks they can give

her.

Lads take care of their favorites.

Carole Lombard is one who can

ask them to lay off and the boys

do just that but when she gives

them a break, nothing is too good

for them. There are a number of

players who come in this classifica-

tion for whom the cameramen &°

the limit.
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Paris Theatre Strike Postponed;

Radio Commercials to Split Tax

Paris, March 24.

Country-wide strike that threat-

ened to leave every theatre in

Prance dark on -the night of March

20 has been averted—at least for

time being.

Minister feh

mogul in the govei'nment- of the

country's post arid! raph min-

who also keeps an eagle eye

on broadcasting, has worked out a

complicated scheme whereby he

hopes to keep everybody happy and

'busines going as ,usual.'

Mandel is go|ng to make the radio

network .pay part of the tax the

theatres, music halls and cinemas

were protesting about; footing. As
it works, law will impose a certain,

tax on radio, publicity, and adver-

tising broadcasts—the amount?, to

be fixed in agreement with, city

councils in which the stations are

located.. Furthermore, the tax thus'

collected can only be- disposed of

. in the .principal commune in which
the. broadcast is made.

doing this Mandel ' cleans his

hands of the affair and leaves it to

the broadcasting stations and the

city fathers to fight it Out with the

theatres, as to who is going to pay
much and when. A compro-

mise is expected to be reached which
Is agreeable to the strike threaten-

ers and will take some of the bur-

den of the poor: tax off their backs*

Law, drawn up by Mandel after

consulting Jean Chiappe., pre-sident

of the Paris Municipal Council,

has already been tabi«*l at the

Chamber, of Deputies, by Minister of

Finance Regnier.

HERMAN FELLNER HANGS

HIMSELF IN LONDON

London, March 24;

Herman Fellner, one of leading

German film and stage producers

who has been trying to get a start

in London for the past couple of

years, was found hanged in his

apartment Sunday (22). He was 68

years old.

After a lengthy career on the
Continent, mostly as a, producer of
musical stage productions in a part-
nership with Louis Dreyfus, of Lon-
don, Fellner went pictures. Last
year he was signed to form his own
producing unit for C. M. Woolfe's
new distribution setup as Cecil
Films. After making one film he
decided to drop that and was set
to join Gaumoht-Brltish as associ-
ate producer, first assignment to
:be the next Jack Buchanan film.

Fellner also was a member of the
H. B. Marinelli agency at one time,
the sole survivors of that once im-
portant company now being Cliff

Fischer and Erio Wollheim.

Whitney's London Prod.

London, March 24. .

Jock Whitney is negotiating to
produce one picture in color here
annually at the Denham Studios.

Studios are the new ones being
put up by Alex Korda currently/

American Fanner Into

Casino de Paris Show
Paris. March 15.

Joan Warner is back after a two
week's tour in the south, and will
join the new Casino de Paris show
on April 3.

American will do more than wave
a
,l
an

'
thls tlme - Co-Starrlng with

O'pett, female impersonator, Miss
Warner is going to do all the turns
from tap dancing to singing and
wise cracking in French,

'Goes' Oke in Sydney
Sydney, March 4.

*
e Goes/ American^ im-

?« J\ffoes iht0 its fourth week and

»J Payable biz. Yells against2 lal0B have *i'ed down ahd no

™*L?l!Z™9 talten
-
though °»

wer«Ti i?ts membevs of the force

W?i,
attendance.

Williamson .Talt producln

New German Plays

Berlin, March 12.

'Der Goldene Kranz' ('The Golden
Wreath');, comedy by Jochen Huth,
produced at the Munich Playhouse;
centers around a washerwoman,
called upon' to act the role of a
'real mother* in a film..

.

.'Christian De Wet,' drama by
Arnold Krieger, at the Municipality
theatre, Halle; tragic life story
of the well-known Boer general,
finishing up with the world war
and De Wet's imprisonment as a
'rebel.'

'Engei
r
Hiitensb?rger'

^
ngeT),

drahia by Georg Schmueckle,' forth-
coming premiere' at the Municipal-
ity theatre; Cottbus.

< 'Man Tut Was. Man Kann* (.'If

Ever Possible'), musical, by Hanns
Laube and B. R. ' Huebner ; forth-
coming premiere at the Komoedienr
haus, Dresden.

'Warbeck,' drama by Hermann
Burte, due at the Volksbuehne,
Berlin.

'Diana im Bade'' ( iana Takes a
Bath'), comedy by Werner von der
Schulenburg; acquired by the Sax-
Oni fate Theatres.

COL PONDERS

Hollywood, March 24.

Production huddle at Columbia
this week has conferees going
heavily into foreign requirements,,
which is figured important element
in 1930-37 output. Harry and Jack
Cohn, with Abe Schneider, company
treasurer, and studio executive staff,

are huddling with Joe Seidelman,
in charge of foreign sales; Joe
Friedman, British sales chief and
Henri. Pincus, French distribution
head for company.
Foreign contingent will spend

around 10 days at the studio before
leaving for their respective posts.

Columbia will release series of
Spanish dialog features being pro-
duced in Mexico City by Impulsora
Cirtemayograflca, S. A. Spanish
versions will be distributed by Col
in all countries outside of Mexico,
while English versions of first three
films will be handled in this country
by First Division.

'MUTINY' OPENS BIG;

SYDNEY'S BIZ GOOD

Sydney, March 4.

'Mutiny On the Bounty' (M-G)
came in last week to a smash.
Critics all gave pic raves and biz

should carry well into six weeks or

more.
'Top Hat* (RKO) goes out after

six good weeks and will be replaced

by 'Splendour' (UA).
"'Man Who Broke Bank at Monte

Carlo' (20th) opened this week to

nice biz and looks okay. Prince

Edward management is making
some quick changes, playing 'So Red
the Rose' (Par) for two weeks and
.then bringing in ' ride Comes
Home' (Par) on a similar run. 'Dan-

gerous' (WB) also opened last week
and should do Oke.

'Escapade' (MG) is weir set, with
seats selling fOur weeks ahead.

'O'Shaughnessy's Boy' (MG) may do
well. Figured for two weeks.
Cooler weather has seen a big rise

in biz all over town.

Melbourne, March. 4.

Very nice biz here with 'Mid-

Summer Night's Dream,' (WB), 'So

Red the Rose' (Par), 'She Married
Her Boss' (Col), 'Rendezvous' (MG),
'Here's to Romance' (Fox), 'Becky

Sharp" (RKO), and 'Come Out of

the Pantry' (B.D.).

Hague Nixes 'Frisco'

The Hague, March 13.

For quite some time no pictures

were banned in Holland by the

Board of Film Censors. This week,

however, Warner Bros, got its

'Frisco Kid* marked taboo.

Appeal has been made.

All Clear Now

Paris, March 15.

Jacques Natanson, author,
and. Jacques Natanson, pro-
ducer of films, respectively or
yice-versa, have gotten the So-
ciety of Authors and Dramatic
Composers to do a surgical
operation to their Siamese
names.
Hereafter Jacques Natanson;

author, will be known that
way. but Jacques Natanson,
producer, will be. known
Jacques Jean Natanson.

9 NEW FIX IN 11

DAYS; NEW RECORD?

Paris, March 15-,

What is claimed to: be a new rec-.

ord for film, release was set here
for the 11 days ending March 13,

with 11 theatres showing nine new.
films. One more would' have been
added to the list had the censor
been , more lenient.

Starting On March. .2 'The Mutiny
of the Elsinor' opened at the Agri-
culteurs, the Bonaparte and at the
Cine^-Opera. Two days later Hohry
Bernstein's 'Sampson' was .an open-
er at the Paramount 'Dark Angel'
(UA) also made- its appearance on
that day at the Baizac.
'Ahne- Marie,' at the Madeleine

and 'Bichon' at the Colisee started
their- initial ru,ns after an inter-
mission of one day. 'Things to
Come! (Korda) started at the Paris
to be followed by "Taras Bulba' at
the ' Marignan. Next day 'Michael
Strogoff' showed up for remiere
at the Marivaux. '

And Chaplin's 'Modern Times'
was shown for the first time- in

Paris on Friday '

(13).

'King of the Damned' (GB), with
Conrad Veidt, was the one the cen-
sor frowned at, so it did not have
a chance to open as scheduled at the
Edouard VII.

Stuart Doyle Departure to London

For Bankroll Starts Bitter Fight

On American-British Anzac Split

Chaplin Pic Sock

Premieres in Paris

At $7; Also Madrid

Paris, March 15.

Leon Volterra opened 'Modern
Times' at the Marignay on Friday
(13). And just to prove he is not
superstitious, he charged $7 for
every ticket with ho free passes for
opening night.
• Volterra guaranteed United Art-

.s $135,000 to. get the picture, and
a 50-50 slice oh all it brings in over
that amount.

Madrid, March 13.

Chaplin's 'Modern Times' was
given a smash opening at MGM's
Capitol theatre, Madrid's ace show-
case. Excellent promotion helped
Chaplin's natural draw and house
was packed to the rafters, with
crowd paying $1.40 per, about triple

the usual charge.
Premiere was a top social event.

Francisco Ramos de Castro, who
does the spieling for Spanish Movie-
tone, went on a national hookup
over EAJ t, Union Radio, from the
lobbjr

, with his description of the
opening and remarks on the biggies
arriving being rebroadcast by radio
outlets in Barcelona, Seville, San
Sebastian, Bilbao and Valencia.
First time this has ever been done
in Spain.

Angst to Japan

Berlin, March 13.

Richard Angst is leaving via
Russia, Siberia,. Manchuko, for

Japan to make a film with Dr. Ar-
nold Fanck, with whom he worked
as cameraman in 'Piz Palau.'

Japan has invited both to make a

cooperative picture; 'Germany-
Japan,' intended as a Japanese pic-

ture seen thr >ugh European eyes,

and to be sponsored by Kalwacita,
Japan's biggest producer.

Angst just returned here from
Borneo with Count Plessen, after
making a film of head hunters in

peaceful, times. His 'career as an
expedition cameraman started in

1926. when he first went to Green-
land, and ho was also present in

Spitzenbergen at the talcing off for

the North Pole, of Byrd, Benoet,
Nobile-ahd Amundsen.

CLAUSE IN

Sydney, March 4.

Mucb bitterness still goes on over
the 25% right of rejection clause
covering foreign pix, although the
government has not acted in the
matter so far. Strongly . believed
here that the government will event-
ually act along lines similar to those
proposed for (he Victoria territory.

American distribs are up in arms
against such a measure, and they
are backed by a group of indie ex-
hibs, who -ask the government to re-

frain from introducing such a -clause

into contracts.

Bigger exhibs are in favor of the
measure and seek quick action be-
fore new contracts are signed.

Government, it is reported, has re-

fused to prevent theatre erection,

but seems Impressed with the idea

of the 25% angle.

PAE'S JUNGLE PIC
Sydney, March 4.

Cherry Keaton, English big game
hunter, has sold his picture to Par-
amount for distribution here.

Pic was offered to Hoyts, but
turned down. *

Hunter has been here some time
trying to place his film' and shooting
local scenes for use in another pic.

BATONEER GUILTY
New Zealand, March 4.

Eric Mareo, orchestra leader, was
found guilty by a New Zealand
jury of murdering his wife by ad-
ministering poison.

Mareo was at one time in charge
of the. orchestra at St. James, Syd-
ney, and first met his wife during a
season with an" Ernest Rolls revue.

Official Communist Paper Pans

Russ Pic Biz, 'Egotistic, Wasteful'

Moscow, March 7.

In an. article called .'Masters in

the Movies,' Pravda, -official news-
paper of the Communist party, calls

Soviet film directors to order,

charging them with having swelled

heads and with sabotaging Soviet

scenario writers.

The 1935 film plan was a flop.

Pravda points out. It called for 120

full length films, but only 43 were
produced, out of which eight were
shorts.

Directors are held entirely re-

sponsible for the failure.

'The egotistical directors scorn to

think that they are leaders in art

and can get along without writer's,'

paper says. 'This is a dangerous
theory, .entirely groundlc-ss and has

affected both the quality and quan-
tity Of Soviet films.'

The 1936 - plan - calls- for 130 - full

length films, 31 of which arc to be

written by directors. Only 45% of

the plan has been carried out thus
far.

Or the 43 full length pictures made-
yenr. five were .thrown, out by

the Board of Censors on first show
because of their 'low ideological and
artistic value.' and four were dis-

carded by the producers before thc-y

ever got to the censors.

'How can you explain away all

of the films on which studios work
a year or two. which cost millions

of rubles, and which finally have
to be rejected, 1 the newspaper
wants to know.

Sydney, March 4..

Stuart F. Doyle's trip abroad (he
sails .this week for London), is cre-

ating plenty of bother
Theatres.

The Hoyt division of G. i.

strongly against Doyle going abroad
to represent Generul Theatres; Okay,
they say, if -Doyle makes the trip

solely on behalf of Greater Union, •

Cinesound, and British Empire-
Films, all his end, and loaves out
G, T. Board meetings have been held
all week and much bitterness has
been expressed on both sides.

Outside of the trip, other im-
portant matters have had both the
Hoyt division and the Greater Union
division of G. T. up in arms. Th,e
Fox-20th Century contract with
G. T. has been creating trouble, al-
though three 20th pix. have been
booked- this week to play the cir-

cuit, 'Metropolitan,' 'Man Who Broke
the Bank' and 'Thanks a Million.'

• At one time there wad. a deadlock
on contract renewal, but a com ro-.

nii.se was arrived at.

Doyle's Idea

Doyle is understood to be anxious
for General Theatres to buy the
product, of Associated Distributors, a
British unit in which he is interested
here, On the other hand, Hoyts are
holding out against a buy because
50% of this; product was sold to
Snider-Dean, indie, with the balance
offered to G.T. One high official of
the H^yt division states that had
Doyle offered G.T. first choice o.f

buying 100% a deal might have been
cohsumated.
At the various board huddles the

Hoyt division has been fighting for.

a Fox-20th huy, and the Greater
Union division fighting for a buy on
Associated. In other words. Amer-
ican against British pix. Fox has a
big ownership hunk of Hoyts.
The Snider-Dean unit is a pretty

sore point with members of Hoyts
because it has been stated that
Doyle is financially, interested in the
unit, although Doyle denies this.

Sam Snider was until recently an
executive of. Hoyts, quitting to join
with George Dean in the new setup.
Stuart F. Doyle intends to interest

British capital, in Greater Union
while he's away and has a deal on
the fire with C. M. Wolfe in London.
Hoyt division also has been at

work in this respect.. British Do-
minion Films will be released
through 7'ox in association with
G-B. Ernest Turnbull will retain
his po.sitic-i as head of B. D, and
Alan Williamson will still have-
charge of G. B, with Fox offices

handling distribution throughout
Australia.

Therefore each side is lining up
forces against the time when the
break actually comes.

GRIFFITH HEADS KRS,

SEE GB RETURN TO ORG.

London, March 24.

Annual meeting of the Kinernato-
graph Renters Society today (24)

elected David Griffith, head of First

National here, as its president for

the ensuing year.

Likelihood is that late afternoon
sessions will result in Gatimont-
British returning to membership of

the organization after an absence
of four years.

New Anzac Censors

C'ranbcrfa, March 4.

Federal government has reap*

pointed Creswell O'Reilly, L. J.

Hurley, -and- Gwendoline, iiansen. as

members of the Film Censorshi

Board for three more years.

Brigadier I. G. Mackay has also

been reappointed as appeal censor
for three years;

Sands in Rio
rvlo de Janeiro,- March 12.

Ual Sands arrived here ori a visit

last week.
Agent has booked three shows

running for the Atlatttlco casino

and travelled from New York with

the la.st of these, set for 12 weeks.

As previously. Jimmy Soluire

manages the troupe.
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LOEW'S STATE, N. Y.
Much to praise about tills Aye-

acter, which includes no b.o. names,
but plenty of entertainment -from
this opening acrobatic turn to the
closing, Pats Waller- orchestra. One
of the hallelujahs for the show is

that it contains nothing approxi-
mating a close repeat in talent,

which' is something quite foreign to

so-called variety layouts these
vaudeless days.
The Waller act, on " State

showing, brings .another colored

band to the foreground. Waller, who
started as a pianist-singer single,

was thrown together with the .
14-

plece aggregation quit? by accident

by Sid Flermont of Loew's when he
was booking the Academy on 14th

street. It was a happy combina-
tion, developing in little over a year
to the point where It must com-
mand plenty of respect in its field.

Wallers mammoth personality,

plus . his innate vocal and
;
ivory-

tickling pianding (and he swings it),

blend neatly with the finely attuned
band. Latter Includes some excel-

lent specialties by the musicians,, a
'soprano-saxist who doubles in a
truckin' routine, and a long-winded
clarinetist. There's another boy
Who should be worth his weight in

trumpets, .and a femme vocalist

Who's plenty iflweet and' hot.

Harry Rose, next-to-closing, car-
ries the! brunt of the blU'a comedy,
and. Well,.' with Nina Olivette's

khockabouting with' a couple of

male partners also doing, well on
the humor side. Miss OUYette's
turn; however, is hardly original,

but carries enough of the standard
tenime's finesse and experience, to

jscor'e* .

Jean Travers, 9,. torcher. who
hadn't allowed the mike to cramp
her style, was also an applause
standout Friday night with an au-
dience that went for everything.

Jlliss Travers has all the necessary
Voice and appearance, but could use
something leas corny than 'I Peel a
Song Coming Oh' for her opening
number.

.

Martin and Martin; mixed aerlal-

"conto'rtion and balancing team,
open. Man does, the contortion work
and the girl the balancing oh a
double-trapeze to okay results.

They open the 65-minute show.
The biz has been left to 'Trail of

the Lonesome Pine' (Par). Okay
house opening night. ScTio.

CHICAGO
Chicago, March 21.

Tan Garber orchestra came . in

•Here with plenty of trepidation on
.the part of Balaban & Katz. The
circuit had in* mind the Wayne
King engagement at the .Palace

a couple of. weeks ago; Both the
•Garber ahd King- orchestras have
been resident In Chicago for the
past .

number, ot years, at Andrew
Karzas -two ballrooms, Trianon and
Ar'agon, and ajrlng over, the Chi-
cago Tribune (WGN) transmitter.
When King nosedived the opinion

"was divided into; two.'. camps; first,

'that he was too well known in Chi-
cago to be .much'..of novelty- 'in

person' at the theatre after years at
the ballroom; <second, that he had
waited just about a .year too long
before succumbing to the entice
ments of the heavy theatre coin.
Oh Friday matinee at the Chicago,

with Garber, things looked 7
pretty,

gloomy, with business plenty., off

Box office zoomed strongly at night,
however, and Indications were
boosted considerably. It now looks
.like a genuine money week for the
B.&K. flagship.

.

' Garber is giving them plenty pf
.Garber, ' despite the booking of
specialty acts in unit form. It's 90%
Garber orchestra, with the rest,

divided among some singers and
one outstanding dancing act, which
has built a strong reputation among
the upper reaches at the Palmer
Mouse. This act is Josephine Buck-
ley 'and Lorraine Santschi, class
from every, angle and entertainment
every minute. Two stunners in a
dance routine that has everything.
Open with a waltz number that's a
honey.and then repeat with a styl-
ized hula that's a lulu.

. Besides the Garber musical num-
bers are the regular, vocalists that
he has assembled, and all known
over the ether: Lew Palmer doub-
ling, from the drums, Fritz Heilbron
doubling from the trumpet, Lee
Bennett, Judy Randall; Weakest in
•the

;
lot was Miss Randall, ' a stilted

singer up there oh the- stage. May
get over on the air, but couldn't
sell this audience.

Garber- has also a seven-year-old
kid, Georgia Larue, who sings loud
and remarkably well. Gets over on
the usual surprise element of a kid
warbling, hotcha. stuff.. .Weak,, how-
ever, on an attempted tap routine.

Picture, 'Klondike Annie' (Par).
Gold.

but played with a higher net, lighter
racquets arid a shuttlecock Instead
of a ball. It's fast and spectacu-
lar enough for the audience to get a
thrill. Willard, who operates a bad-
minton club here, is a, master with
the racquet. His gets are sensa^
tional, his backhand perfect and his
strategy in fooling his opponent is

laugh-getting. Set lasted about 10
minutes; score 15-4.

Game can be played on most any
stage, with the court about 30 feet

long and 18.' wide. Audience went
for it in a big way. Willard's. show-
manship accounted for most of the
interest. After about two minutes
of play, both players got hands oh
their hard gets i.ud the audience
burst Into applause on overy rally.

Attraction cost F. & M* little- or
nothing with Willard. anxious to

boost the game here and get pub-
licity for his club. Braven Dyer,
L.A. 'Times', sport writer, handles
the explanatory remarks nicely.

Rest of the' bill is mostly fill-in

material, with Murtaiigh Sisters,

vocal trio, and Bee-Ho Gray the
toppers. Latter does his familiar
knife throwing, rope spinning, and.
chatter. Well received.. Murtaugh
Sisters do okay vocaling 'St. Louis
Blues' and an -operatic ooniedy num-
ber, Beatrice Hagen, soprano,
handles two classical numbers in

good style. Nick Cochrane and Bob
Rogers, vocalizing band members,
handle their solo work nicely, with
Cochrane contributing his usual
comedy number, this week, 'Every-
thing Stops for Tea;'
Fanchonetts, precision line* work

two ensembles, both good. First is

a modern adaptation of the old hoop
dance. Closing, they do a 'modified

tap.
Al Lyons band continues to build

up, though the combo does but one
number due to getting off the stage
and into, the pit for the badminton
game. Lyons' personality has
clicked solidly so that anything he
does Is well accepted.
'Lonesome Pine' (Par), feature,

with Pair news arid 'Color Classic*

completing; the screen fare. Busi-
ness- good for the opening show.

Call.

PARAMOUNT, L. A.
(BADMINTON ON STAGE)

Los Angeles, March 19.
Searching for ' a stunt to equal

Doc Lee's Brooklyn basketball
game, Fanchon & Marco spotted
badminton, made a deal for Jess
Willard, top American professional,
and Bill Hurley, Coast champ, to
stage a one-set game on the stage.
Badminton is a natural for stage
presentation.

Similar to tennis in appearance,

GAYETY, BUFFALO
Buffalo, March 20.

They are calling this one 'Emer-

ald Isle Follies' In hofior of. St. Pat-

rick. For, a clincher and to give

the fans a break the finale has

Shamrocks pasted, on the props.

Aside from these distinguishments

the show, by any other name, would

be Just as green.

These Gayety productions are

growing stronger, but they can

hardly any longer ' be said to come
under the. head of vaudeville, The
marked tendency is toward increas-

ing the routines and decreasing the
costumes of the stock chorus. Some
of the numbers and undress are
pretty close to strip , stuff, although
done in ensemble.- The girls'are be-
coming more surefooted: and the
proceedings have been stepped- up
to a faster and more effective
tempo.
The bill this week includes four

specialties, all in 'one.' Any further
cutting down on the acts and it will
begin to look even ' more like bur-
lesque, the novelty and. comedy In-
terludes being spotted as stage
waits between production numbers.
The idea, probably for economic
reasons, seems to be to increase the
emphasis on' the resident chorus
and principals,

.
the quality of most

of the- imported talent- being disr
tinctly on the downgrade.
Kolb and Allen are on early with

a dual cartooning stunt. If there is
any lingering doubt as to the ques-
tionable entertainment value of
cartoon acts this ought to decide it.

Of .course, that never went for nov-
elty cartoonists like Bert Levy.
Meyers artd Nolan, singing and
comedy team, employ comedy tac-^

tics low enough to be depressing.
The male member 4s 100% in eclipse
while the missus is rough and tum-
ble. Her attempt- at .a serious sing-
ing bit at. the finale is the funniest
thing in the act. Mack and ' Fay
are in with their standard xylo-
phone turn, and get a safe, recep-
tion.,

Henry Burblg. radio comedian, is
the sole redeeming comedy spot on
the bill. He works quietly and
draws surprising returns from a
crowd which previously seemed un-
responsive to anything but the
broadest kind of slapstick. Burbig
has plenty of talent and shows good
sense in the selection and delivery
of his material, besides an ear for
the theatre; which gives him a dou-
bly effective punch. Without appar-
ent effort he had them rolling
around their seats, at which he ap-
peared as naively surprised as any-
one else.'

Among the house principals, Bor-
uine and Carol appear to better ad-
vantage than previously; particular-
ly in a 'Bolero" number, which Is
considerably more than half. good.
The unbilled adagio team, this week
augmented to a trio, again is one of
the best things In the show. The
house Is no longer furnishing pro-
grams, which is the tip-off as to
the importance of the personnel.
'Laughing Irish Eyes' (Rep) com-

pletes the bill.

Wintergarten, Berlin

Berlin, March 12.

A rattling good show of straight

vaudeville, made up of 12 acts, at

$2.60 top admish. Surely a sign. that

a music hall conducted on principles

still has a chance in the old world.

House is packed at overy show,
but those who believe in the $2.60

bally are just those tourists from
across the border, 'since the large'

majority of the Wintergarteri cus-
tomers pay ho more than 40c. for

their orchestra seats, Saturday arid

Sunday excepted. It's a special re-

duction for shopkeepers displaying
the Wintergarten placard but, even
so, these people have to come from all

parts of Greater Berlin and must
pay 40c. for the trolley or subway,
an amount that admits them to the

film hou.se in their own neighbor-
hood.
Three Lange Bros, open In a novel

cycle act, with one of the boya doing
rlsely on a pedestal carried by the
other boy on his bike, finishing up
with high monocyoles and a slight

comedy attempt" with /funny ma-
chines. .
Mila Marx, a good-looking young

girl,, is it dandy, instrumentalist on
the concertina and cornet.- Two
Burleys.'man and wife, inject a por-
tion of hokum In an act that played
in the States as 'Knight and
Knappe,* a Paul Conchas or Paul
Spandonl heavy ball-throwing act,

climaxing in catching a torpedo on
the neck. Girl is excellent in com-
edy,,,while the man lqjoks the part as
a cannon king.
'Van de Velde Co., two girls and

one man, do brilliant stunts in head-
to-head acrobatics and other gym-,
nasties,, sold in ah easy manner and
with; the dark, girl outstanding; in
showmanship. Lillian Claus, vocal-
ist, and a 'name* singer" from recent
operetta successes, is a looker. Four
Iwanows, acrobats' on triple bars,
with one man attempting comedy,
are first-rate.
Michel Howe.& Hero, Americans,

outstanding as experts on the bell -

xylophone, the girl looking charming'
and the boy a fine comedian. Ballet
Sabine Ress (14)), known here from
film work in 'Light Cavalry' and
other flickers, IS • a dandy group,
smartly dressed, and with novel
effects, with one soloist a marvel in'
pirouettes. They come on again
in the second,. part with. more,
dancing, finishing up with the Can
Can but, owing to those racial laws,
without the. original music froifn

Offenbach.
Four Rasplnis, three men, one

girl, equilibrists on ladders, with the
three-mien-high on one ladder and
head-torhead-work on ladder fea-
tured; also perch on ladder; a swell
act; AH youngsters and godd look-
ing. *

j
• Ben Doya. American, has 'em
rolling with his funny antics and
hokum on the lamp post. Four
Ryles, roller skaters oh small plat-
form, have a' novelty in doing a
double-swivel held by one boy. Curt
Haupt, comic, pleases the customers.

LOEW'S, MONTREAL
Montreal. March 21.

Current show here, last before. in-
troduction of regular yaude next
week, is best since opening of
Loew's: under Curtis management
and Miss Barney Cole's production.
Meta Carlile, who later puts on a

singing' act before the mike, opens
as mistress of ceremonies,

,
introduc-

ing each turn. She starts crowd out
in good humor by' introducing her-
self and show in excellent French
and * continues this throughout.
House line then on as roosters with
forest backdrop and, as usual, get-
ting quite a hand. Deucer is Oswald
Benand with a flock of trained
pigeons. Translating his patter into
pidgin French does his act no harm
and he uses his birds to best effect
in impersonations ' (Mae. West, etc.)
and calling them by name. They go
through a routine oh balls, hoops,
miniature merry-go-round and doll
houses.
Don Cummings, rope trickster,

talk and singing, together with
fooling with the orch, starts rather
slowly but

.
speeds up fast. Hand-

springs sideways and front through
the ropes at finish bring a flock of
curtain calls, .with Meta leading him
back for short encore, and more
calls.

Ward and Milford, pianist and
freak songstress, another wow with
Ward at piano most of the act. He
has a voice that can imitate any-
thing from dog yowling to yodell-
ing, and his work at piano is alone
enough to put him over. The team
had a tough job getting away from
the crowd.
Miss Carlile comes back, singing

at mike for an imitation French
song. Nifty dresser and looker, plus
her good French, put her across.
She does a soft shoe to. accompany
the girl line in summer chiffons and
floppy hats. Throws a few flips at
finish and gets her share of ap-
plause. .

Joe Morris and Dorothy Ryan,
headlined, hit the house from 'the
moment the statuesque ' Miss Ryan
takes the stage and Morris and an
assistant dressed as boy, stooge
from a box. This is a fast, clever
turn.

Girls
,
In cellophane scanties and

headdress do a snappy finish dance

with song for finale and all acts re-

introduced' by Meta in black sequins

for curtain.
•Next 'Time We Love' (U) and

•Dancing Feet* (Emp), features.
Lane.

EMBASSY, N. Y.
For a change there's plenty of

hot hews and the reels have all

gone after It. First 20 minutes of

this one-hour show are taken up
with the floods throughout the coun-
try,' and the coverage is, A-l from
.all standpoints. It Is one time
when the reels have their , chance
of excelling In their own particular

field. All five are in on the material
used here and the theatre-, wisely,

lets It run. Surprising how .
little

of it is x'epetltious, there being
enough angles for everybody.

Theatre doesn't bother too -much
with the current layout. Maybe. It

doesn't matter, because biz Friday
night (20) was capacity with hold-
outs in the lobby; From a show-
manship standpoint it's rather, a
shame a bit more time wasn't taken
with the editing. After that first

20-minute solid barrage, which/ can't

help.but impress, it seems a pity ndt
to have followed through on the
whole ^program.
Thus, immediately following the

flood items comes the march on the
Rhine. This, too, is hot news arid

well handled, but comes on too sud-
denly and should have been sepa-
rated from the flood by something
lighter. Pathe pictures the Ger-
man Rhine invasion excellently with
good, color sidelights, while Fox
follows up on shots, of the other
side rwlth Prance preparing, . and
then gets in a bit about Italian boys,
barely in their 'teens, rehearsing
bomb and gas' maneuvers.
From there on there is nothing

of importance, though - a few good
spots. " Par pictures the King of

England inspecting, the Queen Mary,
riew boat; U gets a load of the St.

Patrick's Day parade in New York
and Jafsle returning; Parariipunt
shows George Bernard Shaw in

Mexico City; Fox does its usual
sports mop-up and follows with
fashions; Paramount tells about a
new invention, talking books:
Hearst describes the war. against
crime in New York; Paramount
shows Doug Fairbanks' wedding in
Paris; Lew Lehr has two separate
Fox items on a bit better average
than usual, .but nevertheless one
too many; U tells about how hard
it is to get a job as an airline
hostess.

Score: hisses' for Hitler; applause
for King Edward, President Roose-
velt, Jimmy Walker (in that order)

;

mixture of hisses and applause for
Al Smith. *

,
' ' ' KauJ.

GRAND O. H., N. Y.
It isn't always that, the G. O. H.

gets better than average fare, but
at; this viewing two acts, Goff and.
Kerr (New Acts) and Joe Phillips,
were

;
above par, and audience re-

,

sponded greedily. No encores to
speak of, but general bill was so
much livelier and -interesting than
usual that it was a. holiday for the
customers, Film program dualled
according to the regular policy, but
stage department overshadowed,
this portion of the draw.

Torillies .Circus an opener, with
dogs, ponies, monkeys and a stub-
born mule. Latter is the main
punch in the one-ring affair, stop-
ping in his tracks arid garnering
laughs for his. unwillingness to
shove off. Youngsters liked it

especially, but it's passable for most
appetites. Two girls assist, with
two men handling the reins. Goff
and Kerr pext and somewhat chilly
at first in this spot, but after re-
laxing they got over nicely!

Joe Phillips Is in next to closing
groove, and with only one girl
stooge this time. Calibre of gagging
a strange thing here, and high-
geared repartee had them reacting
heartily. Madeline Killeen out this
time, with the pinch-hitter handling
her insurance

: sales talk, singing
and sundry other duties well. A
real laugh-getter.
Mann, Dupree and Lee (4) for a

closer and quite good dancing fare.
Outstanding member is a loose-
jointed fellow who snake-hips and
rubberlegs liberally in his two ap-
pearances. Dance team sticks to
modernistic routines, not too hot.
The limber boy carries the act. Girl
Is at the piano for accompaniment
purposes. Act used to be costumed
in campus attire, but this has been
discarded for talis and top hat.
Regular 45-minute show, with

business good. 'Java Head' (FD)
and 'Riff Raff (MGM) on the
screen- Bral.

SHEA'S, TORONTO
Toronto, March 21.

No signs of Lent at the Shea snot,
where Harry Anger has assembled
70 minutes of ear-and-eye enter-
tainment. Dance production num-
bers, nicely costumed and lighted,
contribute much to the stage pro-
ceedings. Routines are by Dorothy
Wood, and clever.
Perennial favorites here, the Wat-

son Sisters are toppei's and stopped
the show when caught; ditto, Pops
and Louie. Kitty and Fanny still
doing their lusty work, with ma-

(Continued on page 60)

PALLADIUM, LONDON
London,. March 12.

This new Palladium show, title

'All Alight at Oxford Circus,'

not as pretentious as the last one
and is not meant to be.

Last show cost around $40,000 to-
produce, and ran seven months.
This one probably cost less than
$5,000, and is only intended to run
f6r two months,, being replaced by
a short vaudeville season early

iu Manageriient flgweg on get-
ting sonie of Americans headUnev
during these off months. Then a
new 'crazy' show scheduled for
August.
But the fact that there, are no

big scenes in this one does not make
it any - poorer* ' It is one of the best
shows the Palladium has staged to
date and will be even better when
played awhile.

Lineup has given plenty of head-
ache to the' management. Origin-
ally intended to be built around
Jack Hylton, but Hylton ducked
figuring his American trip a better
proposition and Harry Roy . was
brought in, Then, for comedy, it
was thought to have Mitchell and
Durant, but trio team Is too busy.
Martha Raye, hot singer, practically
sighed, went cold, due to a Holly-
wood nibble. With all that, the
Palladium show has plenty of Im-
ported talent clicking all the way,

. Al Trahan is ho newcomer here,
but very welcome. .-Tralian's crazy
antics fit in perfectly with the gen-
eral atmosphere, work of his cutup
wife-partner, Yukona Cameron,
helping.
Four Ortons, back here after eight

years, are another highspot on the
bill. They are on earlier," and de-
liver the first real sock. Duck is

as funny as ever* and wire walking
an eyeopener.

Cavolyrt .Marsh, another, of Al Se-
gal's discoveries, lands solidly. Has
poise, personality, diction and all

the ingredients.
Gaylene. Sisters, doubling at the

Mayfair hotel, .bring in a few new
tricks' in' control' and contortion
work. And Jack. Starr, on very
late, manages to garner. apprecJa-.
tion despite given a back round of
the Palladium lookers.
Some of the bits are good, while

others are hot so hot. The 'Peanut'
bit' first cracked by Lou Holtz on
the air, gets a big laugh. .at the
hands of Flanagan and Alien. -

. A semi-ballet,. 'The Wishing
Lake', gets derisive, laughs from
the audience. Too rough* Will
probably be out of the show- in a
couple of days.

.. 'Re-Union in Moscow,' comedy
skit done by Al Trahan and his
wife', was getting weak, especially
when Trahan muffed his lines, but
built Up for a surprise climax.
Harry Roy. and band do-anything

they want with the audience. But
Roy in his solo work, when he is

stooginer for Bud Flanagan, seems
out of his element.
Big scene on the bill Is 'Amateur

Hour on the . Radio,' which is a
takeoff of Major Bowes, with full

credit given to the Major. In its

present state it is just so-so. biit

it lias great build-up possibilities
and will undoubtedly be one of the
hits of the show. Thus far the
.'gongdng' part seems to be the big<-

gest' laugh.
Show opened to capacity, and

will probably continue to heatthy
grosses till folding.

MICHIGAN, DETROIT
Detroit, March 21.

George Givot, heading a pretty

fair show at the Michigan this

week, has been imitated too much
hereabouts. 'Petticoat Fever' (WB)
hasn't the necessary punch for De-
troit, and the resuli. Is the natives

aren't coming in to see Givot alone,

regardless.

Sharing the spotlight with. Givot

on the five-act, 50-minute show, is

Frank Christy and Co., who turn in

seme rollicking aero comedy of &
different nature. Get nice hands for

their antics and 'slow motion' tumb-
ling. Christy's partner reveals a
potential singing voice in an encore.

. Following a Victor Herbert over-
ture, featuring jac.'t Baker as solo-
ist, vaude is opened by the 16

Sophisticates, eight, girls and a like

number of boys, who have the rou-
tines but not the appearance. Come
back later for 'an okay Spanish
number and still later as back-
ground for Gini, De Qulncy and
Lewis, dance burleskers seen here
before. Harriet Hayes, a looker in

nimble hoofing, works with the li"&

and scores.
Christy Is deuced, followed by

Alice Dawn, torcher, who played a
local nltcry a few months ago. H«
nasal-warbling got only a ripple o£

applause, but she came back any-
way.

' Following the Spanish number by
the Sophisticates and. Miss Hayes,
Givot does his usual riiispronuncia-
tion bits ahd keeps the crowd happJ'»

Receives a big hand and after
eral bows, returns to sing
Greek,' okay, Gini, DcQuincy nna

Lewis close with their knockabout
dancing; i'cle.
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THESE THREE
wt it.ii Artists release of Samuel Oold-

VS orodUct on. Stow Miriam Hopkins,

J OtexBW. features Joel McCrea,

-Eted by Wliltnm W.vler. OrlKlnal nnuvp
JE&tlon by Lillian Hellman (fr6m her

•SSSSSt Broadway play, 'The Children'*.

but the legit aource, 1» not to he'

SSbited). Photography, Ore** Toland;

IS -Alfred Newman; Wm editor. Danny

WrtsW -Merle Oberon

n?^Joaepn Cardln, .
;' Joel McCrea

S™ Mortar. . . ...... .Catherine Doucet

Mrs" Tllford. ....... ........i.Alma KrUser
'

Mary TJKord , .
,'-. ........ . ;

Bonlta Gronvllle

Rosalie .i./.V..Marcla Mae Jonea,

rSelvn .....i...».....Garmenc4ta Johnson

Amtha 77T.;i77;.vt ....iaarg«ret Hamlltrin

wllen -Burton- ....... <Marl« Louise Cooper

$a«I Driver...;...,>.-....'.;..; /Walter Bienrioir

A thoroughly fine cinematic trans-

mutation of Lillian Hellnian's dra-

matic smash, "the .Children's Hour'
—still current on Broadway arid In.

• Its irist week—Is her own scenarizar

tlon,' reedited' and -retMed for

Hayslan purposes as /These . Three.'

Stripped of its ^unsavory original
' theme, qiiite patently Samuel Gold-

wyh didn't need any of the play's

Well of IjbnellneSs' background, for,

• if anything, the film version is ,ain

even 1 more • appealing presentation:

for* popular constthiptibri. Fortified

byv ft abeko* trio": for the marqufce; in
'Jtirl&tti HopkinB, Merle- Obero'ri and
JoeIv -McCreaV- 'These ..ThYee'...'

^Gibraltar bVo. for a.boye average re >•

'turns; '

..
'

;

i

'

'*!. sparring : the tungsten threjjso'nie,'

however, ''are' two';, a'd'otescepts,

'Boriita Granville as the. hateful

Mary -TUford, doing the original
' Florence 'McGee role, and Marcia
'Ma$ jories. -as- the - subjected;' Ipr'

hlblted child. Theirs are inspired
•performances.' Whether the brilliant
histrionics manifested "by both chil-

dren stem from a", native' source, or
'is ' tribute' to ' some ' directorial
' alchemy ' via Wlllam Wyler, the
megger, the coihbinatlon will rate
a flock; of plaudits for,. their achieve-
jnents,

Wyler has paced 4 canny tempo
in sturdily, firmly,

,
u.nreientijigly

setting the hiotlf arid motivating the
hlgh-tensioned dramatic action. He
has been most capably abetted by
Lillian Hellman in her own adapta-
tion of the still current dramatic
hit. Miss Hellman, if anything,, has
improved upon . the* ' original in
scripting: the triangle a dramatis
personae of romantic frustration,
•thveei.'' basically wholesome victims
<jf an unwholesome combination of

? circumstance..
The stellar trio are tops in them-

selves. McCrea was never better in
translating- a difficult assignment
intelligently "a^d ' sympathetically.
The ' well, bred restraint of Miss
Hopkins and Miss Oberon in thejr
travail with the mixture of juvenile
emotions at their boarding school is
likewise inipressIVei Miss Oberon is

the ..sympathetic Karen; Miss Hop-
kins has .the assignment of 'un-
requited love. -

General casting Is. well nigh
perfect. '.Catherine Doucet as the
thespic.gjddy-diz; Aima Kruger as
the aristocratic Grandma- Tllfordj
oven. Margaret Hamilton as the
housekeeper and Walter Brennan
in. a punchy hit as the dour station
Jehu, make every foot -of celluloid
count.. When Miss Hamilton smacks
the, hateful young brat (Bonlta
Granville, who troupes her thank-
less, role to the hilt) the audience
approves with audible applause.

.-Marcia Mae Jones as- the panicky
' child is neck-and-neck with the
adolescent menace for top playing
honors.

"i-hese Three* is ultra in every
department Danny Mandell's edlt-
Jftgjob was corking; the 90 minutes

.
footage Is. just right. Alfred New-
man's musical background is like-
wise primed to effectively set the
various moods. Withal 'These Three'
.ias almost everything. And not the
least of its assets should be the
Press, comment oh the skillful

.;
halation of a supposedly taboo

]»iay; it may be verboteh to bally

-

'400 the original source,_but there's
nothing- to stop the reviewers' com-
mentaries and analogies to the
original. And that's not going to
hurt the b.o. either. Abel.

PETTICOAT FEVER
Mctro-Gpldwyn-Mayer release ot Frank

.V,,\L
3 'Pro£?ctlon;.::, SUfa Robert • "M6ni-

-«r,'
y a™ M> >-na Loy ; features Bejrlnuld

.»>,t\c». Directed by George FiUmaurlco.
i ...in p.tty of some name by Mark Reed:
P.p,ii

au
r
nv "ar°W Goldman: Aim editor,

i leilerick Y. Smith;, camera, Ernest frailer,

f'^ft N. .y ; , wce it March 20, '30.
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X'im'n
x' el ton..... Reginald Owen

(•inifii.'.' • • • -Otto Yamaoka
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handly
• George Jlaarfell

(-.,,.)
>•'•-".. Forrester Harvey

Rl" Who i
Irving Bacon

l<htle Seal'.'.
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cal
• ; Iris Yamnoka

ery, effort has been made to
?' MolfeCn h0Wl OUt °C thelet icoat I'pver'.play, which l-'rank

1)

i.
oduced as his first for

: ?ut the I*a»U ish't much.
the Zulu UP t0 lts ear3 ln hoke -

the livJ* <

0ns ai'» often, silly and
st^nl

e
n

lnte
,

rest fcik to gamer
I SuW- An .expert cast
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l
the niatevlal at hand

there
few lau^h« h{Jre and

«> » one, but the Robert Montgom-
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ery-Myrna Loy naanes may keep
grosses from being bad news.
The play had a moderate run in

New York in 1935. Picture screens
as though It was a play and most of
the sets of Labrador country look
pretty stagey. This could be for-
gotten,, but the circumstances which
throw people together up In the-
wlde'rness are-quite ridiculous.
Montgomery is -a wireless oper-

ator in Labrador, miles from
civilization. What the script and
director has him do, which is
acting more or less like a sap,
doesn't start the proceedings ff

•very well. To begin with, he doesn't
live in just, a little wireless station.
He has most of the comforts of
home, and when guests arrive It

isn't anything for Montgomery to
step into tails.

Myrha Loy and her fiance,, Regi-
nald Owen, crash in a plane in
Montgomery's back yard. . Morit-
gomery is so excited over seeing a
white woman, that he unnecessarily
detains them .(In case there was any
Way for 'em to get back 'to. civiliza-
tion), much to the annoyance of the
Sir James Felton, who's Miss L0y !s :

amusingly British fiance. He goes
on the make openly and often
ridiculously, the- girl finally giving
in.- Just about this-, time an old
•fiancee*'

,of;"Mohtgomery's : tt»rns up
in the frozen wastes !tp claim 'hiniu

!She had learned he 'inherited a title

.and riches, her ''purpose' being to'

rush up to the' 'Icebound wireless
station to marry-htm. He gets wise
and cop's Miss Loy even after, latter
was Teady to take the boat back.

'

' The story is emajr^excuse' for
.anything' but the ijokum treatment
that has been .given it. Montgom-
ery acts the. Clown throughout, and,
with the aid of 03V'en, gets a few
laughs. At times Montgomery over-
plays the. srnart-aleck stuff. The
laughs Owen gets are .more genu-
inely .founded. The dialog, whether
lifted'..from the pU\y or written by
the adaptor, is. sometimes, fairly

crisp, at. other times tiresome and
almost as pointless as the plot it-

self.

Miss Loy gives a steady and pol-
ished performance all the way, but
has been favored by much better-

assignments. Her presence in the
picture as Montgomery's teammate,
with the two going well, together,
means more to 'Petticoat Fever'
than anything else it can boast.

Picture, is quite long. It could
have been edited down to about 70

minutes or less in view of the fact

the plot has nothing very substan-
tial and" the laughs, none of them
big, are not very close together.

% Char.

Charlie Chan at Circus
20th Cenlury-Fbx release of John Stone

production. Stars Warner Oland. Directed
bv. Hurry . Lachman./ Original by Robert
Kills and Helen Logan;- camera. Daniel B.

Clark. At Center, N. Y.. week March 18,

'30. Running th 72. mine..
Charlie Chan ....Warner Oland
Lee Chan.. Keye Luke
Tim and Tiny,.;. nd Olive Brasho
John Gaines Francla Ford
Marie Norman.: .Maxlne Reiner
Hal Blake .....John McGUlre
Louise Norm .Shirley Deane
Joe Kinney., .Paul Stanton
Tom Holt. J. Carrol Nnlsh
Dan Farrell .Boothe Howard
Nellie .Fsfrrell.. ....V.Drue Leyfon
Lieut. Macy Wade Boteler

"Su Tov; .Shla Jung

Taking Earl Derr lggers' Ori-

ental detective arid his 14 children

as the pivot an original yarn with
a circus background has . been
written by Robert Ellis and Helen
Logan. There have been better

'Charlie Chan' whodunits. And
worse. This one may qualify as
satisfactory companionship for an-
other feature in need of a melo-
dramatic running mate.

Story carries sortie charm in that

Charlies Chan himself, as made real

by Warner Oland,. is always attrac-

tive and his over-size brood is good
for some giggles along off-the-

beaten-path humOr lines. Cute twist

too is having the Vaudeville midgets,

George and Olive Brasho, promin-
ently participating in the story and
also doing a hot rhumba. Girl gets

considerable close-up footage and
photographs as a pretty doll-baby.

Folks Will respond to this. bit. An
exceptional pair, the midgets are

one of the. film's chief merits.

Plot. while worked out logically is.

not too gripping. It's the character-

ization that carries it. Comedy,
romance between Chan's son (Keye

Luke) and' a Chinese performer
irphla Jung) is developed for laughs.

Lotta.

Brides Are Like That
Wnrncr Bros, production and release.

Features' Ross Alexander,' Anita Louise,

Directed bv V/lillam McUann. From play,.-

'Applesauce.' by Barry Connors: adapta-

tion, Ben Markson; camera. Sid "IcwW/
At Strand. N. y;. week March 21, 30.

Running time. 0<> Ins.

Bill McAllister Boss Alexander

Unset Robinson Anita Louise

Fred Sc'hullz J<"> Cawlhorn

John Robinson •. ...C.enc LoeUnort

Mrs. F.llh Robinson Kathleen Loclilnirt

Jennie iMnry T.ou Treen

Mary Coleridge ..Alma Lloyd

Carter .Craig Reynolds

Dr. Randolph Jenkins Iflchnrd rurcell

A family type, of picture, appeal

and limited bo.r office possibilities'.

Probably missing majority of the

single, run houses-, with its enter-

tainment strength not enough to

carrv, the duals will be its market.

'Brides Are Like That' is from the

Miniature Reviews

'These Three' (Goldwyn-
UA), A sock boxoffice entry
with Miriam "iHopkins, Merle
Oberon and Joel McCrea. Film
version of 'Children's Hour.'

'Petticoat rever' (MGM).
Robert Montgomery-M y r n a
Loy combination in a hokey
adyeriture romance that fails

to excite. Cast names arid title

may protect the grosses".

'Charlie Chan at the Circus'
(20th-Fox). Falr-to-niiddllhg
addition to Chiriese sleuth
series.

'Brides. re Like That'
(WE). Lightweight comedy
romance, largely for the dou-
ble-blllers.

~

'Preview Murder ystery'
(Par). Trite story, but well
played and directed. Should
do all right.

'Song of the Saddle' (WB).
Esclting western, lacking ;o»ly
in strong marquee dr . Pick
For.an tops good. cast. ...

'The Leathernecks • Have
Landed' (Rep). Lew Ayres and
Isabel Jewell featured in ari

actionful • piq which should
count in the.duals^
.'Lucky Terror' (FD). Tepid

bats opera that won't .help

Gibson's popularity;- Lean enr
tertalninerit even as secondary
dua?er.

play, 4ApplesaUce,' produced Iri New
York in 1926,. a- fair hit at the time,
but the years have dated it as
screen material.
In addition to being a simple and

undr'amatic little piece about a boy
who's, full of applesauce arid a girl

who falls for it, 'Brides'; is loqtiaT
clous and tiresome at times de-
spite its comparatively short run-
ning time of 66 minutes. Stretched
into feature length, it has to eat
up reams of celluloid that's just gab
and not much more.

In' Ross Alexander the -caster has
a good type as the mushy, flattering
nephew of a rich apple merchant
who has gained the rep of being a
loafer. 'The way the script has
Alexander dish it, the applesauce
sometimes becomes a burden for the
spectator. He's a likable character,
but he goes a little beyond the polrit

where he gathers complete audience
sympathy, Anita Louise, opposite,
is a srnall town girl who falls for
the lad's blandishments and rnarrles
him although knowing he hasn't a
dime. Miss Louise is. sweet and
cute in this one but no Bernhardt.
Joe Cawthorn does his usual Dutch
character who gets his English
mixed up. He's more entertaining
than any of the others. Gene Lock-,
hart is also amusing. Richard Pur.-.'

cell okay. • Char.

Preview Murder Mystery
Paramount release of Harold Hurley

production. Features . Reginald , Danny..
Frances Drake, Gall -Patrick, Rod LaRoque.
Directed by Robert Florey. Story. Garnett
Weston; adaptation, Brian Marlow, Robt.
Yost; editor. James Smith: camera, Karl
Struss. At'RIalto. N. T„ week March 20,

'30. Running time, «2 mlns.
Johnny Morgan Reginald Denny
Peggy Madleon Frances Drake
Claire Woodward Gall Patrlok
Neil DuBeck ..Rod LaRoque
E. Gordon Smith ...Ian Keith
Jerome Hewitt ....George Barbler
Edwin Strange Conway Tearle
Lt. McKane .Thomas Jackson
Tyson , Jack Raymond
Tub Wilson. Eddie Dunn
Jennings ; ryant Washburn
Chief of Police Lee Sr.umway
Self Chester Conklln
Screen 'Heavy'....... Jack MUlhall
Screen 'Actor'. .Henry Klelntoach

Apparently planned to meet the
Indie competition on duals, but
thanks to good direction, excellent
acting and a good script, this pic-
ture gets beyond its class in spite of
a trite central Idea. It should be
able to solo in the smaller , spots and
front the lesser duals. Selling angle
is the fact that it gives an excellent
glimpse of film studio processes.

Story is the oldie about the
murderer who telegraphs his shots,

with everybody trying to trick the
audience, iritb the belief he is the
guilty person. Turns1

out to be a
rnan supposed to be dead. The chief

suspect, Ian Keith, gives out a good
argument until he, too, is killed'..

That presumably leaves it any-
body's murder. On story alone it

would fail, but the Scenarists' have
•handled the scenes for a maximum
of action and have avoided over-
stressed dialog in spite of the

sinister angle of the story. They
have kept it rnoving at a rapid
pace. There is considerable sus-
pense in spots and sufficient action
to stir those who do no*, react to the
general story.
A novelty angle is a television bit

in which a machine is able to tap
any studio regardless of the lighting

and not only that but make close-

ups all over the place. Done so well

that it convinces for the moment
and adds much to the general effect

of the mounting action. In retro-

spect It's a laugh, considering the
present stage of television.

Keen direction by Robert Florey
got the most out of a cast including
many old timers. Reginald Denny

TALKING SHORTS
'STUDY AND UNDERSTUDY'
With Frazee Sisters and Virgi ia

. Vorrill
Musical
20 Mins.
Strand, N. Y.

Vitaphone No. 1029
Excellently produced, with sets

and costumes adding much class,
here's a little musical with good
cast that deserves a place on all

film programs. Frazee Sisters and
"Virginia Verrill head the company,
others including Alice Kavin arid
•Danzi Goodell, latter of Dave Apol-
loji's revue.

Students' school show forms the
basis for the short. Two of the
girls are jealous of each other. One,
understudy for. the other, frames
her .. rival and gets the coveted
chance. A^cout fiom.a picture com-
pany in the audience .goes back-
stage afterward and picks the girl
who|d been framed after she's start-
ing a row about it,

' this . providing
a surprise finish.

.
In " between,, .specialties, .produp-.

tlon numbers, with ..a Hrie of, girls,,

carry, the ghptt. .Miss. yen-Ill,,,who
has.. a striking personality and a
nice .voice, is,:much iriore at . home
Singing.. 'Novy You've Got Me. 'Do*
ihg IV. than. 'Slapping the Face-
She screens' well' enough to.,suggest
Hollywood possibilities. ...

Frazee girls," harmonists plus, put
over 'Where's That'Maii' very eri-.

gaglngly, and also a Spanish num-
ber, for the finah?. . They ,alsp photo
well. Alice Kavin',. tap dancer, in.

male attire for Her' number,, while
Miss Goodell Is a sailor for another
of her-fllouch darices. Char.

'DESERT DEATH'
'Crime Doesn't Pay' Series (No. 3)
22 Mins.
Capitol, N. Y,

"~

etro
In this- Series ('"Grime Doesn't.

Pay') the producers attempt to con-
firm the theory the title suggests,
selecting for each short some out-
standing case which proves the
point. Actual cases are ostensibly
chosen. Fairly interesting material
of convenient two-reer length and
well done.
.At the opening Burton James, in-

surance Inspector, Is being Inter-
viewed. He, begins to tell about a
case that required skillful detection,
film then cutting to Scenes which
enact the story. In this instance
it's about a man, eventually found
guilty of murder, who had killed a
cousin in isolated desert country in
order .to collect heavy insurance he
had taken on himself, with the
cousin named as beneficiary. Stunt
was to grow a beard and imperson-.
ate the. cousin. Means by which an
Investigator gets at the bottom of
the plot are covered in detail and,
While quite obvious, nevertheless
prove interesting.
Raymond Hattoh and Harvey

Stephens are featured in the small
cast. Char.

'STORY OF MONEL METAL'
Commercial
7 Mine.
Loew's State, N. Y.

Int'l Nickel Co.
This is a commercial short that's

absolutely devoid of even false color
or angles which might hold an au-
dience. A straight sales talk, and
poorly illustrated, It's Incongruous
In a theatre before audiences who
have paid to be entertained.
Only portions of the film, which

has an- off-screen commentator, to
hold even slight interest .are the
shots in the monel metal foundry.
But here, as in the other portions,
the photography is bad and the
commentator's Vocal personality Is

blah. Major portion of the short is

given over to stationary shots of
monel metal products,- such as boil-

ers, cable, wire arid sinks, with the
latter getting the- biggest play;
Audience reaction to the interna-

tional Nickel Co.'s contribution to

the show at Loew's State, on Broad r

way, could hardly be considered fa-
vorable. Scho.

DUKE ELLINGTON
'Symphony in Black'
9 Mins.
Rialto, N. Y.

Paramount
Duke .Ellington and his band in

excerpts from one of his eoiuoosl-
tions in four parts; X.abor> a trio

of the dativf, jealousy and blues,

a Harlemanla and a song Of sorrow.
Alternates between the band and
action illustrating the theme, with
some highly effective stuff in the
first, with the laborers at their

tasks in the rhythm of the music.
The third section shows four girls

In dance steps and a torrid male
dancer. Double and triple exposure
to get the. effect here. Last move-
ment Is effectively lighted, but not
so well planned.
Should appeal both to the musical

and jazjf elements. Chic.

carries enough comedy to lighten

the situations, and plays with less

of the overstress which has hurt
some of his recent appearances, but
the topper is Thomas Jackson as
the detective in charge (arid believe

it or not, there's no bull-headed

(Continued on page C3),

FRENCH WAR REEL
Propaganda
12 Mins.
Pans-Soir, Paris

(In French)
Paris, March 13.

Films step in as a propaganda
agent for the French government
in the form of this .12 minute reel,

,

Produced by Charles Fai'chy of
Canavd Journal arid distributed by
Pathe, reel departs, from usual sub-
ject matter and, 'instead of filming
actual events, shows • -pictures of
treaties and maps while. a commen-
tator tells what .it is all about.
The Versailles Treaty and the Lo-

carno Pact are treated, -and. so ef-
fectively that the, man. in.: the street
can understand 'Why all the diplo-
matic noise is being made In Eu-
rope.

'

Articles 42, 43 and '44 of the .Treaty
of 'Versailles are 'first shown—the
articles which -deal with the de'ihiL.

lta'rlzatloh of the Rhirieland zone
and' stipulate that it can't - be' re-
fortlfled:

"
' .

; '

A map of the Rhinelbnd. JEastern.
France,- Belgluriv arid Britain follow;
Then," moving : arrows " show

%
hovr

mechanized forces -
.could advance

through ' Belgium,'' cut - the line to
Paris and menace England.
' During all

!

this explanation -the

French fortified zone remains still

arid- undisturbed, marked as it Is

by a! Strong black line: drawn all

along the frontier.

Ari explanation of : how the Allied
troops Occupied the Rhineland zone
for' 15 years, .follows; with state-
ments of .how they were withdrawn
before the fixed date. Lastly comes
the signature of the Locarno, with
explanations, of what all the fight

Is about,.
Although the commentator does

an Impartial job, it '.is easy „to see
that the' reel' was produced- not only
as a means of informing the man
in the street

.
what it is all about

but' also of convincing him that the
action his statesmen have taken
are justified.

BUSTER KEATON
'Grand Slam Opera'
Comedy
20 mins.
Globe, N. Y.

Educational

Buster Keaton was one of the co-
authors ot this Satire on Major
Bowes' radio amateur program and
deserves plenty of credit from both
the authoring and comedy stand-
points. It's a good Job . both ways,
with' the guy portraying Bowes
turning;, in a straight, but expert
imitation.
This Is a wholly funny t\vo-:reeler,

showing Keaton as a. small-town lad
from Arizona who juggles and wants,
to make good on the air. He finally

gets, on Major' Crow's program, gets.,

the gong quickly but refuses to take
It, arid winds up nearly wrecking the
studio. There's a stock shot of the
RCA Building in Radio City to cinch
the resemblance Just in case audi-
ences don't get the 'Major Crow*
billing.

It's pretty near good enough to be
sold as a baby feature. Scho.'

LEON ERROL
'Counselitis'
Comedy'
1f. Mins.
Rialto, N. Y.

RKO- Radio
A very funny Leon Errol comedy.

A bit shorter than two reels.. Per-
haps it was

:
cut down to that in-

stead of the customary 18 or -20 by
an editor who realizes the value of
meat without gristle. Worthy of
best dates.
Errol is the likable husband

again. This time he takes;- the ad-
vice of a friend to bring a present
home to his wife. His good inten-
tions are mistaken and he ends up
in jail after a court session that
finds him accused of everything but
murder. The courtroom sequence is

very funny and punchy.
Short is a credit to Al Bbasberg,

who wrote , and directed it. Lee
Marcus is the producer, and cast

support, which is good, includes
Landers Stevens and Edward Kane.

Char4

BERT LAHR
'Gold Bricks'
With Roy Roberts,
15 Mlns.
Center, N. Y.c

Educational No. 6113

Well above average In comedy
items. David Freedman, radio
writer, fitted together a semblance
of a 'plot' so that the unspoollng
develops a story as well as gags.

With Lahr to squeeze out the

laughs the tout ensemble is

amusing.
It's college boy stuff. Strictly im-

probable when not downright -im-

possible but still mirthful. Bert
Lahr is a college, boy. His Initia-

tion Into a secret society occurs the

same rilght that he is scheduled to

ask his girl's dad for an okay. In-

terview with the latter, a psychia-

trist, Is on a special leave of

absence from the initiation but With

the conditions of the lodge requiring

an eccentric style of behaviour.
Land,
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Floods

(Continued from page I)

Into Seventh street, Itself , a gush-
ing river.

Everything Is desolate beyond
description and everything will "have

to -be rehabilitated. It is .conserva-

tively estimated - that it will be at

least seven or eight weeks before the
houses In the flooded sections can
reopen. Even that is. doubtful. Rush
orders have already been dispatched
for seats, and fixtures,

,Until 'wateris pumped out of still

submerged basements and sub.-base-

ments, Officials CannOt determine
.whether heating arid cooling

,
plants

have been 'affected. ,.Th case they
are, the,damage will be increased by
hundreds of thousands of dollars.

Penn's Heavy Damage
Most seriously hit of all is the

Penn.. Here five men nearly
lost their lives by drowning when
early last Wednesday morning, while
they were frantically- trying to •re-
move seats, the water" came rushing
in through side doors and the audi-
torium .'quickly filled. They scam*
pered .to., a point of safety on the
balcony deck where a big. front win-
dow was . 'broken and screams of .

help brought rescue skiffs to the
. side of the house. Fire escapes were
lowered- and the endangered em-'
ployees'dropped' into boats to safety.

At the Alvln, where almost $200;-

000 had been spent on remodeling
less thah ' two years ago, there is

practically nothing- left to salvage.
' The seats were gone, so were the
thick plush carpets, the lobby fit-

tings, all of the wall < outfitting'^; the
backstage equipment and valuable
music libraries.

Although the Fulton was closest

tc the', rampaging Allegheny river,

the damage^ to the Shea-Hyde house
" not' as <great becai.se, of the

comparative lnexpenslyeness of its

fittings. Another hard-hi'> spot is

the Barry,.' formerly: the Pitt, re-

cently taken..oyer by a group, of

Cleveland operators. Only two
weeks ago tbejy nad finished spend-
ing more tli'an $25,000 on new deco-
rations to reopen the house and now
it lies tinder two or three feet' of

slimy iriud.

WB's deluxe Stanley will likewise-

have- a big loss. Here the entire

auditorium was -submerged, with at
leasjt 12 feet of water checked off in
the .orchestra pit.

;
The crest reached

the second floor side boxes and came
within a few Inches of pouring Into

tlie front lo'ges.:Workers had already
'begun to remove the expensive carr-

pfits "when flood warnings' were first

.sounded but, like the men at the
''Penh, they, too, were caught by the
onrushing torrents, forced to leave
their job' unfinished and flee for" their
lives.'' " Some of the more valuable
furnishings were removed to safety
Iri the: balcony but more" than $25,-
000' in musical instruments' a'n'd band'
-properties were washed away.

AnOtHer house in tlie Penn avenue
'-vector,' where ..the flood w«is worst,,
was the

;
Variety, burlesque site*

.iHere; as elsewhere, the entire first

floor was undejf water , artd the 'per-

sonal wardrobes of the 'Flying High*
company carried away .or

. reduced
to- . soaked ruins. The smalL-seat
Cinema ..came off with only about
$15,000 damage, since only its 200
seats were laid waste. In addition,
however, the ' front

, lobby was
wrecked.

,

Unaccountable Losses
In. most cases,- too, the personal

belongings of employes.were ruined,
with unaccountable losses on this
end.
Although the Warner and Casino,

further uptown came out safely,
they were not in operation after
Wednesday (18) morning when the
power went off and the entire city
was plunged into total darkness.
They are expected to resume just as
soon as light and heat have been
restored, probably this week, unless
something unexpected develops.
At the same time, Warners an-

nounced that it would also re-
open the Davis, closed for several
months, to take care of the Stanley
screen bookings. It wasn't expected,
that the Davis would accept the
Stanley's stage commitments, as
well, however.
By plane and whatever, other

transportation facilities were still

available, theattc executives from
the various circuits began to pour
into town over the weekend to speed
the work of repairs and reconstruc-
tion. In perhaps one or two cases,
houses will not reopen until fall,

since the two-month period neces-
sary to put them in shape would
carry over into the warm Weather.
Only loss to houses in immediate

suburban districts will be that suf-
fered from interrupted operation.
The only other spot where WB felt

about 70 miles away, where at

least one known theatre, the Cam-
bria, was a desolate waste. Here,

curiously enough, the Screen at-

traction wa.s 'Dangerous'. Waters;'

Two minutes after the title had'

been flashed, water began pouring
through the- lower floor and 100

patrons ran up to the, balcony for.

their: lives. They were marooned
there for several hours.

Other Sectors Hi

Scattered, reports from outlying
areas ' Indicated that several towns

The Twist

St. Paul, March 24.

Local theatres finding the

heat on anent bank nights, and

up against local lottery laws

in advertising money, prizes in

the rags, solved; the situation

by doing it this way:
'250 Reasons Why You

Should See 'Mutiny,* or '425

Reasons Why You Should Be

at Blank Theatre Tonight/

Public caught on pronto.

rnents will probably have to be

„_ made. —
. .

through western Ohio and West |" Among the_ circuits,/Warner^ro?
Virginia were also wrecked. Wire
facilities were at a premium most

or elsewhere have protection, will

now . have to wait for film unless

adjustments and releases are made

in order to clear some pictures.

None of the theatres msnaced b.\

the flood carried insurance to cover,

operating sources' pointlnj out that

houses in- vulnerable areas would

have to pay so* much In premiums

that the insurance companies would

get more in Ave years coverage than

the flood damage will amount to.

' was hardest hit. While the damage
will run high In Pittsburgh for this

company, Harry Kalmine,of the time, hieing used' for casualty
lists and spot flood hews, and it was
impossible to get any definite, check
from these communities.

Circuits refused or were unable to

give out any definite Information.
For the most part, they were stymied
by complete darkness which voided
any inspection efforts inside the
deluged houses. Water pumps to

clear basements were at a premium
for days. But- the Stanley, Penn
and Alvln managed to corral a few,
although hardly enough to spill with
any degree of rapidity..

While plans were being made to

swing into action/again within a
few days, the .few. houses all set -to

go are faced with the possibility of

a closed downtown for several more
days in a guard against, vandalism
and disease7"Aithough the city was at

no time under martial law, several

troops of national guard were
brought Into town •' t0

; patrol the

stricken areas-and keep, outsiders

behind the Golden Triangle bound-
aries. Sewage : problems were also

to be faced, -with Indications that

this might. delayvresumption another
week or so.

All in. all, it . is easily the worst
blow the motion picture business
has ever suffered here, being itself

far' greater, than the depression.

Most observers likewise, see in it

more than ordinary tragic results
because it comes right on the heels

Of the city's coldest- winter since

1397. Grosses have suffered 'through-
out the freezing months and the
flood adds endlessly to the suffering

physically and • financially.

On Tuesday (17) night, late shows
went on -as usual in the .downtown
district; It. was generally knOwn ' at Troy, N. Y., were hit butwere out
that the .

waters were rising but-nb- of operation only, two days. RKO

district

manager there, receivedWord, of the

flood and had all rugs, furniture and
other movable property taken to the

top of the Stanley. The William

Penn, a Loew house in the Warner
Pittsburgh pool, was more seriously

damaged, it is believed, while the

Warner there also suffered heavily.

Joe Bernhard, WB's general thea-

tre operator, flew to Pittsburgh

Sunday (22) to personally survey the

situation and supervise reconstruct

tion plans. He will be back by the

end of . the week. Herman Maier,

Warner's construction and main-
tenance chief, is iri Pittsburgh and
will survey the other towns in that

territory and New England which
were hurt by the floods. The Cam-
bria, at Johnstown, one of three

houses WB has in that town, was
seriously damaged and feared; that

most all equipment will have, to be
replaced. Water went to the roof
of this house.. Warners' two houses
in Scanton not as seriously injured

but both out of operation. The
Strand and State, Hartford, both
WB, badly damaged and also closed
down. Both.Xioew houses in Hart-
ford also affected,

Warners Hit- Elsewhere

Warners had to . close down Its

Memorial, McKeesport, Pa., and also

had to suspend operations at Ports-
mouth, p., -where the circuit has two
theatres- but reported that in neither

of these two spots was the damage
so great. Warners also has a house
at Hagerstown, Md., which - missed
the worst part of the flood's . wrath.
This is also true of the Roger Sher-
man, New Haven.

AH of the. three Warner houses

body dared to believe they would
ever get beyond Duquesne way, next
to the bank. By midnight,
however, it was still coming up and
a short time later, house Staffs were
propelled Into action, to save what-
ever they could. But it was too late.

Without a word' of warning, the
crest leaped, two - and three feet^
swamping the workers' and sending
the torrents in through

:
doors, lob-

bies and exits.
~

Despite the havoc to the picture
houses, the., Nixon, legit,., played
right through with Idiot's. Delight,'
curtailed only by Lynn Fontarine'S
neuritis. 'Three Men on a iHorse'
opened' on schedule Monday night
(23).

Another downtown house to feel

the flood was the. Aldine, a closed
Loew property. Water got Into the

theatres here were also affected but
damage all around said to be slight.

While understood, that theatres in
i Wheeling, W. Va„ also suffered, the
three houses which . Warners had
there were recently .returned to the
Dlpson circuit. Comerford circuit

and other indies in the - stricken
zones have numerous houses out' of
operation and no telling how soon
any of those hit by the flood waters
will be able to resume.

. At present
in Pittsburgh,. Johnstown and other
spots where, waters . have, receded*
operators, .are pumping their cellars
dry and hope that heating and other
equipment can be dried out.

'

Following a weekend trip to Pitts-*

burgh by Joe Vogel, LOew operator,
who flew out to inspect the .William
Penn there; Harry Moskowitz of the
Loew construction department, has

lobby here although the house for gone there to supervise' work. House
the most part has been stripped for
some time and the damage was be-
lieved only to be a few thousand
dollars. For a while, It was believed
that Loew's might open the Aldine
to take care of the Penn's product
but this wasn't felt feasible since it

would cost too much to get the
house in operation again.
More than 5,000 theatrical em-

is being pumped out now. The wa-
ter rose in the Penn so high that it

engulfed half of the loge seats.
Loew's fears reseating and many
other replacements will be neces-
sary..

Loew's In New England
In Hartford where Loew has two

houses, the damage will not, be so
great since water merely flooded

ployees^will be affected ranging for basements in the Poll and Palacea period up .to two months.

N, Y. Execs O.O. Damage
With flood waters subsiding in

stricken areas in the east; theatre
operators out of the New York
home -offices are surveying damaged
theatres and . laying, plans for as
early a restoration as possible.
While not yet possible to estimate
damages and the amount of repair
work ox' replacements necessary,
hope is that those theatres which
are closed down will be ready to re-
open in two weeks or. shortly after.
Much depends, in numerous in-

stances, on whether generators,

Both are closed. Most of the equip-
ment in these two theatres were
moved higher as the flood ap-
proached. This was also true of the
Poll, Springfield, Mass., which Loew
operates.

With the flood waters threatening
Cincinnati, fears are held that dam-
age may result there. RKO has sev-
eral houses in this key. Further
down on the Mississippi grave fears
are reported felt by the Saenger
circuit and other operators in states
bordering on the river.

With numerous theatres closed
down in flood ravaged centers^ dis-
tributors are suffering loss in delay

°°°H
u? !.f^

m
^
and gating plants on playdates and possible cancella'

t'ons due to interrupted operations
In the stricken

can.be repaired or will have to he
replaced. This isn't known as yet
in the hardest hit of the flood-struck
towns, including Pittsburgh, Johns-
town and Scranton, Pa., and Hart-
ford, Conn. It is hoped that seats
in some of the affected theatres can
be reconditioned. Rugs and other
decorations, stage equipment and
furniture were also so badly dam-

tae flood was at Johnstown, Pa., J aged in most cases that replace-

areas, even after
theatres reopen, it will be some time
before business is restored to nor-
mal and the same flow of patronage
as before may be expected; with-.so
many people either wiped out com-
pletely or suffering heavy damage.
Theatres which were not affected

by the floods but over which closed
houses in Pittsburgh, Johnstown

Hartford Theatres Reopen

Hartford, Conn., March 21.

Despite the big loss in box ofttce

receipts ,as result of four-day close-

down of some 60 theatres in Hart-

ford, Springfield and neighboring

cities. and towns, as result of the

overflowing- of Connecticut; River

bank, theatres are optimistic and
hope to be open again ' this week.

Every motion picture house and
theatre in -this metropolitan area

was forced to close , when .
electric

power gave out arid streets were
blocked by overflowing water.

Opening days for new productions

meant nothing here. Theatres

simply were water, logged and in

many cases theatre men could not

even get near their houses.

On Friday night at a performance
of the PWA theatre group, audi-

ences were driven out of the. State

Theatre by incoming water. Every
theatre in this city will . give a
benefit, performance for flood suf-

ferers on Sunday. (29), entire pro-

ceeds to be turned 'oyer to the local

Chapter of the Red Cross.

At 5 : 30 Friday night when !
rising

flood waters shut off Its regular

source of electric- power- station

WTIC turned to batteries, which it

maintained for emergencies. The
broadcasting, however, was inter-

mittent and the. station issued

periodic news bulletins, * relaying

programs coming to it over the Red
network from WEAF in New York.
Station WDRC discontinued broad-
casting at approximately 6 p.m.,

Friday night and has been silent

ever since.

,
Holiday spirit covered the city of

Hartford . over the weekend. Hun-
dreds of thousands of sightseers,

gathered In the flood zone and pea-
nut Venders reaped a harvest.

Candles were at a premium. Ex-
actly when electric .facilities will be
restored in this city Is not definitely

known.
Approximately two out of more

than 60 theatres in this vicinity will

be reopened for business by Wednes-
day morning. In greater Hartford,
area many of the theatres are
flooded and in most cases lack of
electrical current was the cause, of
the closing.

Meanwhile residents Of' this town
cut off from, the rest of the world are
making their way. by other methods
to nearby towns to 'attend' films. It

is said that more' than : 6,000 resi-
dents of .Hartford by one method Or
another made their way to New
Britain Sunday to see pictures. The
New Britain theatres were Unable to
take care of the overflow after 7.30
p.m.

' Jack A. Simons, manager of the
Poll theatre, narrowly escaped
death when escaping fumes from an
oii burner, almost suffocated him
while sleeping. Water seeping into
the. basement of the theatre caused
the fumes'. An usher looking for the
manager found him asleep iri his
office and called for aid. SimonB is
recovering.

More than 500 people jammed the
doors of the first theatre to open in
Hartford today within an hour after
the opening. Entire theatre seating
2,500 was filled. Hartford,, regard-
less of the terrible flood conditions,
was in a gay and festive mood. The
only thing missing on the dry streets
was the circus balloons and side
shows.
Candles being used by householders

without power were selling for 10c.
a piece for the ordinary dime a dozen
size.

leveland's Benefit
Cleveland, March 24.

Upper Ohioan cities. Including
Cleveland, not hit by any floods yet,
and possibility ia very thin. Near-
est flood area is in Portsmouth, O.,
300 miles below Cleveland.
First benefit for flood victims was

given by Station WGAR, handled
byi Sydney Aridorn, gossip commen-
tator. Show netted $1,300. LoeW
Warner and RKO houses joined all
local cafes in putting on another
00-act benefit on Hipp's stage to-
night (24), with proceeds to be
given to Red Cross relief fund.

Easton's Free (Ice) Shows
Easton

'
Pa- March 24.

Although few of theatres in Le-
high Valley suffered any physical
damage by floods during the past
two weeks, business was consider-
ably affected as thousands of people

Pittsburgh, March 24.

Pittsburgh's first-run houses, i«„
spite Lent and high-water,

"'

heading for the best week in month*
when the flood broke and kayoed
grosses everywhere.

. At the Penn*
•Wife vs. Secretary* in Ave days «ot

;

around $10,000, while at the Stanley
'Louis Pasteur' and Xavier Cugat's
band were headed for an excellent
$21,000 session. As it was, the
combd wound up with about seven
grand less than that.

in the. second week of its Alvln
run,- 'Country Doctor' had collocted
around $6,000 and was scheduled .to

remain a third week, while at the
Warner, 'Modern Times,' moved here
after its \yeek at the Penn, was saH*
Ing to a $6,000 take. Before it was
shut down Wednesday (18) when the
power went off, it had reached a bit
above. $4,000.

At the. Casino, the screen attrac-
tions, of all things, was 'I Conquer
the Sea;' with Ann (Betty Boop)
Little's '45 Minutes from Broadway*
unit, on the stage, and had reached
$3,800 when the flood broke, while
the Fulton managed to get about
$1,600 out: of "King of the Damned'
and ' Ifst a Girl* in the abbreviated
session.

General realignment of grosses
expected all along the line for next
few weeks; with best break of all

looming for Casino, which George
Jaffe, former burlesque operator, re- ;

'

cently took over as Combination
policy house. Untouched by flocfl

waters, Casino "will probably resume •

operations this week and with only
stage show In town; and at 40c. top
should clean up and recoup losses
suffered' in last couple of weeks. '

It'll mean & boom too for Warner
and Davis, which is to reopen, while
nabe biz is expected to jump, too, as
result -of abbreviated downtown
operations. It was reported that one
or two first-run headquarters might
be established in East Liberty dls-

-trict until situation is back to nor-
mal again,

were
homes.

Several parts of Easton were cut
off from the central part of the city

by the flood and were unable to get -

into the theatre zone, except by
using boats to leave their homes.
All theatres in Easton had slim

nights? for several days while .the

flood was -

at its height.
At Allentown and Bethlehem th.

same situation . existed, and theatres

felt the drop in business.
Instead of going to theatres

thousands went to witness tlie dam-
age done by the floods. The banks
of the Delaware in Easton wire

crowded by thousands of people .(lay

and night while the river was' In

flood stage, and spectators were en-

tranced by the millions of tons of

Ice which were carried down -the

river.

altimore,. March 24..

Last week's flood threw out of

commission the Sti-and, Maryland,
Capitol and Garden theatres in

Cumberland. Water averaged about

10 feet In depth in each, and man-
agements figured it will be three to

five weeks before they can reopen;

none is figured hopelessly damaged.

In Upper. io Valley

Steubenvlile, O., March 24.
.

Theatres in the upper Ohio valley

suffered heavily from the series,

floods which swept the area from
Pittsburgh to below Wheeling,
W.
Theatre operators said no effort

was .mrdwin several of the towns

to open during the peak of the flood

stage, while, in other towns along

the valley film houses were several

feet under water. Fllrn deliveries

were retarded by blocked highways
out of Cleveland and in the East

Liverpool district main highways
were under water resulting in film

trucks turning around and seeking

the higher levels. In some instances

film deliveries were made by boat

Attendance In many of the more

seriously affected towns was off »s

much as 60%. Stage shows-
perienced difficulty In-reaching sev-

eral of the towns and in some i«*

stances stage units were complete*

to Cancel bookings.
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Pittsburgh Flood Chatter

J5y Hal Cohen
:,

'?

o*wes amateur troupe

ro'oned in the Roosevelt hotel

with §0(J
.other guests, a good per-

cent^e^'CrC .them performers^ put on

tin' Impromptu show by candlelight

for two days and. two nights while

the' water hovered'' around the sec-

hcrwdoaV author of

Delight,' got one of tli '" rst

nes out of town after the flood

iji-oi;
' h he was' ,

fbreed tq

leave his personal belongings behind

when' the elevator service in the

' William Penn hotel was disrupted

a few minutes before his departure.

Sydney Greenstreet, vet. Theatre

Guild actor, was frantic for 24

hours trying to locate, his 15-year-

old' son, who was on his way front

school in Plttsfleld, Mass,* to Visit,

his father for a few days. The boy

was finally located in Beaver Falls,

Pa., about 40 miles distant, where
his train had been detoured.'

Lo.e Simonson; of the Guild di-

rectorate, lost a $200 speaking en-

gagement when the Tuesday night

train scheduled to cairy him back
to New York couldn't, leave the sta-

tioii on account of rising waters and
a bridge washout along the main
line.

Harry Kalmine finally managed
to get a plane back to town on Fri-

y morning to survey the damage
arid ;direct salvage operations for

WB.
^..Bepause. .-the power at Carnegie
H^all Is. generated by Carnegie
Tech's own fpiant, the NBC broad-
cast of the Pittsburgh Symphony
orehestra went out from here last

Thursday night (1ft) as scheduled.
May Beegle postponed indefinitely

r the last attraction of her concert
series, Lawrence Tlbbett, who was
to have" given a recital at Syria
Mosque Friday (20).

Ill; from drinking water, Connie
Crowell, one of the chorus girls in

. 'iSiot's, Delight,' was* out of the

:
ehqw ' from. Tuesday night on and
an> understudy, Una Val, went on in

iter'p\ace.

C. A. -Ross, booth operator. and an
aviator, , was held ' in readiness at
the county- airport to fly serum to
Johnstown if needed, but word came
irom there before he took off that
It wasn't necessary. \

Through the two nights of ter-
ror, the Nixpn cafe had a floor
show since the spot gets light from
a plant in the building. Two of its
chorus girls, however, were flood-
bound in the Roosevelt hotel..
Russel (Buck) Crouse got- back to

New York by taking a train first
to Buffalo, and then to Manhattan.

Stars Dish It Up
With food scarce and a majority

of the restaurants closed, Alfred
Lunt and Lynn Fontanne cookedfor
most of the 'Idiot's Delight' com-
pany in their suite at the Hotel
Schehley, which was several miles
outside the flood area.

... Mike Cullen.was reported missing
for SC hours but the Penn manager
got out of - the theatre in a boat, and
was.unable to report his safety since
.-all phones were down.
Water in the Alvin basement

ruined Jerry Mayhail's library of
music, valued at more than $3,500.
Dave Broudy saved most of his at
the •Stanley.

Allen Converse, 'Post-Gazette' re-
porter,- acted as midwife for a col-
ored woman he picked up in his
sknf .while covering the flooded
Bottoms district in McKees Rocks
When last seen, the expensive or-

gan at the Penn was. floating around
lI|

V.
1eai

' the house '

s balcony.
The Bernle Armstrongs and their

paDy son moved out of the heleag-
ured Roosevelt hotel Just a few days
before the flood hvoke.
Bobby Erannigan of the Nis-or.

hii-rrt a skiff and rowed two ma-
rooned 'Idiot's Delight' musicians

th £r
*h' "ot01 in tIme t0 make

the Wednesday matinee.

on.
V
n°ru

CuSa1; use<V»is Picture in
th* capers as his necessaryden iflcation to get through the po-l» e lines, in the. stricken area.

the T"nu
e,lt°n ancl °wen Vk&ry ° r^e I ,i t?n 3 ust. managed to get out

berJ^?
k d Ce wln<*°w in a boat

oj£lLf
h
!,

c?,rrent insldG the ho».se°^rtook them.

to^'/w3 Fonta"ne tried in vain

out°o t \ t0 take their company
?.l™YVate Wla*r when
l?™i^der _

of thoir week was
nne's ill-

aneelled bv Mi** t" *
,a<,c

03 aili5s. Fontann

Honor V
ll

'
e
'n.

days lh* of all1111,01 *o Pittsburgh, after 6 p.m.

was prohibited by the city authori-
ties.

One woman, caught in the .tor-
rents inside the Cambria theatre,
Johnstown, berated an usher be-
cause there were no lifeboats in-
side the. house to transport her to
safety."

Jimmy 'Banner had a difficult
time getting anybody to take him
for a. skiff ride.. Everybody was
afraid that his 300 pounds might
upset the apple cart.
Most of 'the marooned show folk

got out of town as quickly as pos-
sible by any means, afraid of a pos-
sible quarantine, which did not,
however, develop.
Dick .Powell from the Coast wired

friends asking them to telegraph
him all the details.

Kap Moriahari cracked . . it

was the first time he had ever seen
such a. rush on the. downtown box-
offices.

An orchestra pit seat at the Stan-
ley was uprooted and 'sent swirling
out through the front dbqrs

virito

Seventh street and down Penn ave-
nue.

Three of the hotels patronized
chiefly by theatre folk, Roosevelt,
Fort Pitt, and Strand; were, serious-
ly damaged, jn each of these the
marooned guests Were placed on
food; rations for two days.
Most of the out-of-town papers

were trying to learn whether, there
was any truth to the report, that the
Lunts had played 'Idiot's Delight5 by
candlelight. "there wasn't, of
course.

'Jmnbo'^-'Follies'

'PROMOTIONS' WARNING

ON FLOOD BENEFITS

Theatr Authority, which sanc-
tions benefit performances around
New York, requests actors, asked
to appear in performances designed
to aid flood sufferers, to contact the
TA before appearing in such per-,

formances. Same goes for mana-
gers approached to sponsor flood
benefits. Affair proposed for Mad-
ison Square

.
Garden, N. Y., next

week was found to have promoters
behind it.

TA states it will riot sanction
flood benefits unless okayed by the
Red Cross. Pointed out that so
much money is. required to aid vic-

tims that benefit show proceeds
would be of small aid.

Pneumonia Hits Duo

ittsburgh, March 24.

At least two possible theatrical
casualties as result of the flood.

Robert Newkirk, treasurer of the
Penn; is in Homeopathic hospital
from double pneumonia. Suffered
exposure when he labored 'far. into
the night with others at the Loew
house trying to ..save some of the
expensive furnishings. Physicians
over the weekend pronounced his
condition 'dangerous.'

In the Mercy hospital Is Ken
Coffman, artist at the Alvin, also
fighting against pneumonia. Coff-
man was rescued from the swirling
water when a skiff carrying him to

safety from the Alvin upset.

There were several other ex-
posures among emergency working
crews in the theatres, none of them
serious, however.

Glucksman Freed
Hollywood, March 24.

Forgery charges against Man6

Glucksman were dismissed for lack
of prosecution.
Former theatre operator was ac-

cused 6C forging Bela Lugosi's name
to a $000 check drawn on a Lon-
don bank.

Ayres' Sea Pic
Hollywood, March 24.

Lew Ayres' first directorial job

under his two-way ticket at Re-
public, has him assigned to 'The
Gloity Parade.'

. Yarn concerns < between
Monitor and Merirmae during the

Civil war.

ROXY'S $2,039 FOR FLOOD
The Roxy, N. Y., did its bit for

flood sufferers.

House passed the hat among pa-
trons on Saturday, Sunday and
Monday (21-22-23), collecting $2,-

089.50. which was 'turned over to the

Red Cross.

(Continued from page 1)

producers are now of the opinion
that radio has not only failed to live
up to its promise, put that the
broadcasts have done irreparable
box office damage to both shows.

Both the 'Follies' (CBS)" and
'Jumbo' (NBC) programs in their
early broadcasts were judged below
standard radio entertainment- It

was this fact that did the damage
in both instances, producers who
closely followed the radio reaction
from the theatre box, office view-
point, now are of the opinion that,

an inferlo," radio program can hurt
the best stage show in the world;
Since there is no way of ascertain-
ing whether a radio program, will

click until it . is actually broadcast,-

the Broadway impresarios are how
hesitant about entering "into any
radio deals for proposed next season
musicals.

'Jumbo's* radio counterpart pre-
ceded the show on the air by a
couple of weeks, due to production
delays- in the legit version. Observ-
ers contend that lukewarm ether
reaction had thus set in before the

show itself even opened, and that

the reaction was bad father than
good was illustrated by the fact

that •Jumbo,' at the New York
Hippodrome box office, never came
close to the $90,000 weekly gross for

which the show's producer, Billy

Rose, had hoped.

$63,000 Down to 30G

'Jumbo's' best week was its second
Which, on word-of-mouth as to the

stage performance's excellence, drew
$68,000. With the weekly broadcasts
from the Hippodrome continuing
meanwhile, the business slipped off

to its . current average of $30,000 or

thereabouts^

For its first 13 radio weeks, with
Texaco sponsoring, the 'Jumbo' pro-

gram contained Jimmy Durante,
Arthur Sinclair, Donald Novis,
Gloria Grafton, a male chorus and
a large orchestra conducted by
Emery Deutsch. Total cost to the

sponsor was $12,500 a week, of which
$4,000 went to the Billy Rose cor-

poration for the use of the Hippo-
drome for free admission broadcasts

oh Tuesday nights (show eliminates

.its regular paid performance that

night), and the rest for. the talent.

Charles MacArthur arid Ben Hecht,
who wrote the 'Jumbo' book, got

$1,500 a week in royalties from the

air show, which was" based ion the

stage script in theme and charac-
ters, and Dick Rodgers and Larry
Hart, composers of the 'Jumbo*
score, drew $500 a week. In- addi-

tion Texaco paid David Freedman
$660 a week for additional, gags and
continuity.

Rose did not share in the $12,500

beyond the. $4,000 rental for the

theatre, but felt he was compensated
at that figure for loss of the Tuesday
night receipts.

From Rose's viewpoint the deal

was advantageous chiefly from an
advertising and exploitation view-
point, with the title plugged weekly
on a national network and reaching
millions of. listeners all over the

country. His intention was to get to

out-of-towncrs, who are estimated
to make up anywhere from 50% to

70% of the attendance at all Broad-
way legit shows, musical and other-

wise. But other producers now feel

that the radio advertising discour-

aged, rather than encouraged, tran-

sient trade.

Failure of the 'Jumbo' program to

land with a sock was attributed to

the impossibility oC projecting the
show's circus atmosv'. ere, sight un-
seen, over the ether.

Free Show Menace

• Average out-oC-town listener

seems to accept a legit show's radio

counterpart at -face value. The- fact

that the 'Jumbo' air program was
inferior to the legit version was not
known to most listeners who
thought that in hearing the pro-

gram they were hearing the actual i

show. When they reached New
York the transients, if sufficiently

interested, preferred to patronize

the free broadcasts rather than
Spend $2.20 or $3.JlO to witness a

regular performance of the show.

A similar impression of inaccurate

representation of the show for

which it is named has been created

by the 'Follies' broadcasts, although
they contain practically nothing
from thft stage revue, except Fannie!

Brice and the 'Ziegfeld Follies' title.

'Follies' sponsor, Colgate-Palmolive -

!
Peet, pays around $9,000 a week

'

for Miss Brlce and the title, plus

authors' royalties and the rest of

the cast, which includes Benny
Fields, Pattl Chapin and Al Good-
man's orchestra. Blllie Burke Zieg-

feld shares in the royalties, along

Adventurous Newsreelers Braved

Plenty in Covering Floods Stuff

Pitt's Dailies Carried On

ittsburgh, March
.. Even if the shows didn't go on,

the newspapers did, in the greatest

city-wide emergency Pittsburgh has
ever faced. None of the three dailies

missed ah issue although all of them
were forced to go out of town to

publish.

The morning Post-Gazette was'
put out first in New Castle, Pa., and
later in Youngstown, O., while the 1

Press moved to Washington, Pa..
and the Sun-Telegraph to Greens-
burg, Pa'. Staffs were kept going 24

hours a day in relays as wire serv-
ices temporarily went Into the dis*
card:
Only the. Sun-Telegraph escaped

the flood's, wrath and it is set to go
just as soon as power has been re-
stored. The Press was the worst hit

of ail, with the water completely
submerging the presses . at the
Scripps^Howard publishing, plant.

At the Post-Gazette, some- of the
machinery was under water but it

was figured this could be repaired
within a week at the most.'

,

The critics and columnists were
all pressed into s'ervice.as reporters,
covering hospitals, fires and flood

beats the same as the regular leg-

men.

'Reviews* Prior to

Films' Screenings

May Bring Action

Minneapolis, March 24.

Whether a particularly adverse
newspaper 'review' of a motion pic-

ture constitutes the basis for a
damage suit alleging the biased
defamation injures the film's com-
mercial possibilities, may be tested
by the Minneapolis 20th-FOx ex-
change. ' The adverse review ap-
peared in the Minneapolis Shopping
News & Guide, weekly with - a 150,-

000 gratis circulation. Grounds for

the threatened action are the alle-

gation that it appeared before the
picture - opened at the Minnesota
theatre here and that it Was writ-
ten by the publication's 'critic' be-
fore he •witnessed the .film.

Shopping News has been pan-
ning practically all pictures .playing
local Publix housta, its reviews by
Bob Scott appearing before the at-
tractions' opening. PublijJ theatres
are the only local loop sho.whouses
that do not advertise in Shopping
News. Despite -the pans at the
Publix theatres the circuit declines
to advertise.

'There is no question regarding
the right of a newspaper to state its

opinion of a picture,' explained Moe
Levy, local 20th-Fox exchange
manager, but a 'sight unseen' re-

view is something else again. We
are studying the matter to deter-
mine if grounds exist for a dam-
age suit.. Certainly the notice may
affect the picture's percentage en-
gagements in nearby towns and
lessen the revenue which we other-
wise mighi receive from the attrac-
tion.'

with the show's producers, the Shu-
be rts.

'Follies' program had script and
other trouble right from the start

and still hasn't clicked in the way
that a $9,000 Outlay- requires. Box
office results from the radio adver-

tising have been .negative as far as

the show at the Winter Garden i.«

concerned. 'Follies* ppenc-d up to a

brisk $35,000 a week pace, but now
has declined to $25, 000 or there-

abouts, which is off business, and
in its eighth week the stage cast

has already found It necessary to

take a salary cut.

s a rc-.s.iilt of the rndl<» experi-

ence of Billy Rose and the Shuberts,

with 'Jumbo' and the 'Follies.' re-

spectively, other producers are no

longer so anxious to seek or accept

ether angeling for expt-nsive mu-
sical productions. unless some
means of insuring the quality of

the radio programs Is found.

'Folles Bergere of the Air' Is an-

other experiment aiong similar lines

that's due on NBC in April. Its

effect on French Casino trade will

be watched. Last year another inu-

Hcal. The O'Flyn ,' found a radio

version no help.

Rising flood waters that swept
seven or more states last week kept

newsreel camera crews jumping
from one district to another In an
effort to give full coverage. Each
of the five news weeklies had crews

of 15 to 24 men shooting various
phases of the flood. Companies
kept tabs on activities of their pho-
tographers via maps, with newsreel
executives directing their operations
by 'jihorte, wire and radio. Office
staffs worked without interruption
for 36 to 48 hours in order to keep
crews movin into new flooded teN
ritbries.

So much ground had to be cov-
ered by camera grinders that the
news executives re-routed, crews
from, one district, as soon as flood
hit crest and waters began to re-
cede,, to nether area where floods,

continued; Most newsreel weeklies
withdrew crack camera grinder
from Pittsburgh and Johnstown
area by the end of the week and
rushed them by plane to Hartford
and the Springfield areas. Others
were withdrawn from New York
cities and transported to Ohio, Indi-
ana and other middle-west spots
where rising, waters threatened to
duplicate scenes in the eastern tier

of states.

In many instances the- newsreel
executives were forced to depend
on- radio messages sent out from
company operated planes to keep
track of their crews, since the four
to six-hour delays on phone mes-
sages were impractical.
Cameramen converged oh Johns-

town and other. Maryland, and West.
Virginia "cities earlier in the week.
Next outbreak was in Pittsburgh
and at New York points; Crew
fnom Universal, headed for Johns-
town by plane, was forced to use
automobile. Dashed over last

bridge giving admittance to that
town only a few minutes before
eight- foot rise swept out bridge
structure;

Unable to get into Johnstown^
Paramount started early enough in
a plane to grab shots of flooded
Pittsburgh and Johnstown districts.

Crew was able to get excellent:

coverage before fog ciosed in and
blotted out ground.
While most of the newsreelers got

to vantage spots by row boats, best
scenes were photographed from
windows ift nearby buildings. Ma-
jority of cameramen using automo-
biles ' wore life preservers. One
company employed rubber,"boats' at
Hartford because of ea6e in trans-
porting them.
After strenuous task of getting

scenes and developing negatives,

the news weekly staffs encountered
further di Iculty In getting pictures
to exhibitors because of irregular

and uncertain plane and rail serv-
ice. Airplane schedule;-) were
aiterexl on short notice with news-
reel executives re-charting ship-
ments- of film hourly in or to

reach theatre operators on- tii

Portland Par Reorg
'Portland, Ore., March 24.

Financial adventures of the Port-
land Paramount Corp. entered a
new chapter with plan for reorgan-
ization. The company, composed
largely of local stockholders, built

the big Paramount for Publix In

boom days. Theatre rental was
then set at $110,000' annually;

Theatre is now leased to Ever-
green for $55,000 annually. Properl.
is said to be worth $1,350,000,

againstwhich a building bond issue

of §,1,100,000 is outstanding. Fed-
eral couvt is asked to approve re-

financing of the entire concern, so

that stvcklioldrrs will not be left

holding the sack.

Evergreen theatre's lease of the

Paramount in recent times has been
fairly successful with the house
getting a nominal share of biz.

B&K's 39-Year Chi. Lease
Chicago, March 21.

Balaban & Katz, through the

Oriental Theatre Corp. subsidiary,

has taken a lease on the downtown
Oriental, for the next «9 years to

Dec. 31, 1975. Lease calls for an-
nual rental of $200,000 to Dec. 31,

1973, payable monthly; rental of

$58,000 for year of 1974 and $20,0.00 for

the final year.

During -the peak E. & 1C. pal

?31 2.000 annual rent for the house In

a bidding buttle with RKO.
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STTOCO
Big Natural Color Romance
Proves Ace Build-up Picture
01 Year. East, West, North, South ... key cities

. .
. small towns . . . all report the same success story!

Record openings . . . record second days . . . record
... x^Vi

«

iixjMYj v cia. rLiieauy "Trail" runs
and neck with the all-time big money grossers . . . and
it's only the beginning, boys, only the beginning . .

.
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LOOK 'EM OVER, BOYS!
SENSATIONAL IN DENVER Denham Theatre reports biggest

gross in 18 months; held over. A WOW IN PATERSON . "Trail"

tops five biggest grossers of '35 at Paramount Theatre. A SMASH
IN NEW HAVEN . . . Holiday figures topped as "Trail" hits new high

at Paramount Theatre, TERRIFIC SOCK IN K. C. ...Newman Theatre

reports biggest gross in ten months. Held over. TREMENDOUS IN

CHICAGO . Roosevelt Theatre reports "Trail" up with all time

grossers. Held over. A THREE-BASE HIT IN HARTFORD . . . Ailyn

Theatre holding for third week. A PUSHOVER IN MEMPHIS .

Malco Theatre had the S.R.O. signs out with business tops. A
TRIUMPH IN POUGHKEEPSIE . . . Beats every big grosser for

'35-'36 at Bardavon Theatre. DES MOINES EATS IT UP . . . Des

Moines Theatre reports "Trail" way out in front of industry's ace

pictures. A TEXAS LEAGUER IN DALLAS . Palace Theatre

reports "Trail" neck and neck with year's big grossers. AMAZES
MINNEAPOLIS . . ."Trail" shooting over top grossers. Held over.

A BROADWAY BONANZA . . . New York Paramount holds "Trail"

for three weeks to new high grosses. Biggest opening day to

date. A LOUISVILLE SLUGGER ... Rialto Theatre says "Trail" draws

biggest gross of any Paramount picture to play theatre. Held over.

BEATS OMAHA'S RECORD.. .OmahaTheatre. ..reports biggest week
in nearly a year. RINGS THE BELL IN ATLANTA ...Fox Theatre says

"Trail" tops any first three day gross since October. BIG FULL WEEK
IN CHARLOTTE... Carolina Theatre holds "Trail" for full week after

showing top gross since September. HAS HOUSTON CHEERING
. . . Majestic Theatre reports best opening since last September.

THE TRAIL OF THE LONESOME PINE"

SYLVIA SIDNEY -FRED MacMURRAY- HENRY FONDA
Fred Stone • Nigel Bruce • Beulah Bondi • Robert Barrat • Spanky

Mc Fa Hand . Fuzzy Knight • A Walter Wanger Technicolor

Production • A Paramount Picture • Directed by Henry Hathaway \r^>, .

1 'V y- ~ <~* ' -*
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Advance Production Chart

Hollywood, March 34.

a score of 35 features before the cameras last week as compared to 38.the

Production activity at the major studios continues on the decline with

previous week. This is despite the fact thai nine new features went be-

fore the cameras during the week. Added to this activity there are 43

features in the editing stages and 65 being groomed for future production.

Of the nine features placed before the cameras last week Metro and
Warners contributed three each while Columbia, Republic and 20th-Fox

each started one.

,

With current production season having only three months left to cowj

vlete the season's product there tematns an aggregate of 85 features yet

to go before the cameras. This is in addition to de features now before

the cameras and 43 features in the editing stages. Only 272 features of

the 441 promised at the beginning of the season have been completed ana

shipped for general distribution'
. . ... .

Warners, Fox and Columbia are the only studios abreast with an ahead

of schedule, Metro, RKO-Radiq and Republic are the heaviest in arrears,

si,

Colombia

Three in work, four editing, four preparing. In work:
'AND 80 THEY WERE MARRIED/ reported Vaiubtt* Issue Feb. 19;

'BLACKMAILER,' reported March 11. Started this week:
'QUEER MONEY.' Produced by B. P. Schulberg. Directed by Erie C.

Kenton from original by William Rankln/adapted by Rankin and Bruce
Manning. Cast: Cheater Morris, Margot Grahame, Marian Marsh, IdOyd
Nolan, George McKay, Nan Bryant, Victor Kilian, John Galloudet, Pierre

Watkihs, Ed McKehna, FranciB Wright, Jim Mllliken. v
Story depicts new efforts of gangdom to regain foothold on, the easy

money rackets since; repeal. Contact college graduate who becomes mas-
ter mind for hoodlums purveying counterfeit notes (queer money). They
kidnap a treasury department engraver and force him to make, the plates

and print the money. Federal men's operations are authentic revelation

of how they track dowii counterfeiters.

Next Blated to go into production nere is 'LOST HORIZON,' directed,

by Frank Capra, Ronald Column starring, Jane Wyatt opposite.

Last Capra picture made here under the title of 'OPERA HAT' has been
changed to 'MR. DEEDS COMES HOME.' Will have pretentious pre-
view at: Carthay Circle March'45. '.

Being readied far production 'FER DE DANCE,' Edward Arnold star-

ring, Schulberg producing. Writers have been assigned on treatment of

•SKY WRITER.' 'THE MAN WHO LIVED TWICE* Is a&o ready for
production awaiting suitable cast.

Metro

Seven in work, five editing, eight preparing. In work:.
'SMALL TOWN GIRL/ reported Vajuktt, Issue Jan. 16; 'ROMEO AND

jULIET,' reported, Jan. 22; 'GOOD EARTH' and 'MOB RULE,' reported
March 4; 'SPEED/ 'WITCH OF T.IMIUCf00' and 'SUICIDE CLUB/
ftll stfltit^d. this "V^tclc* *

.

'SUICIDE CLUB.' Produced by Louis D. Lighten, directed by J. Walter
Rubin, from story by Robert Louis Stevenson. Cast: Robert Montgom-
ery* Rosalind Russell, Reginald Owen, Frank Morgan, Guy Bated Post,
Virginia Weidler, David Holt.
. Story. Is fantastic adventure of Prince Florizel of Karovia and Princess.

. Brenda of Irenia. From childhood' a royal match is arranged, but they
dp not like each other.. Fifteen years after their .first -encounter the prlnee
goes to England Incognito, m^ets a mysterious .woman en route, who later.

. leads :him.to the .mysterious Suicide Club, an organisation of partly de?
mented^ people. . Method

,
of supposed suicide is Indirect, "with members

elected ;t<v -kill- -each -other. • Prince -draws ace- of .-spades -white "the .•young
woman draws ace of clubs. Girt is elected to kill the prince hy. leading
him into lion's den to be clawed. Sacrificing -death she refuses to go
through and both wind up in an imi where her identity- discloses her to
be the prince's childhood sweetheart. .

'SPEED/ Produced by "Lucien Hubbard, Edward Marin directing.
No' writer, credits- Cast headed by Una. Merkel and James Stuart.
. Story' centers around automobile manufacturing plant and speed- test-
ing field where' engineers are continually defying death in hair-raising
tests to see that: automobiles can. be made safer. Publicity girl and

/-engineer for the. plant fall' in love creating -a triangle with one of the
chief testers. This is carried throughout the picture until the cllma*
where the tester, having competed in national speed races, breaks all
records, and wins the girl.

'
'

•THE' WITCH FROM TIMBUCTOO/ Produced by Edward Mannix,
' Tod Browning directing; Lionel Barrymore heads cast.

Story—Marcel and Duval escape from Devil's Island. Duval has-been
railroaded by thr-ee Paris bankers. His blind mother is left in poverty
and his daughter, not knowing the. truth,

- hates him. From Marcel he
learns secret of reducing human beings to doll else and controlling their
Urtlls, Returning to Paris determined to revenge himself on his enemies,
Duval poses as woman Who sells dolls. He learns of his daughter's hate
and is prevented from identifying himself to her. He entices first of his
enemies to his doll shop and reduces him to a doll; the second is stabbed
and paralyzed by this doll in obedience to Duval's will, the third is frantic
with fear, sure that he will be next. Police guard %lm and the doll that
is sent to kill him is discovered and recognized: Doll leads police to the
shop. In order to spare disgrace of .his mother and daughter Duval -sets
Are to the shop: «.nd.is killed in conflagration: .

•

"

> v$Iew stories .being set for- production -lists John Ml Stahl to direct
;- ;r J?A'*NELL/.'from 'stage • play ,of same name. . Irving Thalberg planning
.^picture based on life of Napoleon -with. John Barrymore.

Two In work, three editing, six preparing. Pictures in work:
'THE HARVE8TER/ reported Vajuktt, issue March 18; 'THE GLORY

PARADE/ -which started- last week. Credits are:
'THE GLORY PARADE/ Supervised by Colbert Clark, directed by

Lew Ayres, original by Wallace MacDonald, screenplay by Bernard
Schubert and Olive Cpoper; adaptation, Karl Brown.- Cast: James Dunn,
David Manners,vM8* Clarke, Charlotte Henry, BT. B. Walthall, Oscar
Apfel, Clay Clement, Frank MeGlyim, Sr., Ben Alexander, George Irving,
Etta McDanlels,.Lane Chandler, Sniiley Burnett, Frank Marvin.

Story i& hletoricaTdramatization 'of. naval conquest between the Monitor
and Merriimtc during the -Civil War. Characters topped hy Abraham
Lincoln (Frank MoGlynn, -Sr.). .Romance between two boys and -girls

separated by the Mason-Dixon line builds to climax of the historical
naval battle.

Lined up for early, production: 'MY OLD KENTUCKY HOME/ with
Marion Talley; 'LEGION OF THE LOST/ 'TICKET TO PARADISE/
'NAVY BORN' and 'SINGING COWBOY,' next Gene Autry starrer.

Paramount

Seven- in work, seven editing, 10 preparing. In work:
'HOTEL IMPERIAL/ formerly '1 LOVED A SOLDIER/ reported in

Z^STFl.*6*™ 3&tl - 16
! 'PRINCESS COMES ACROSS' and 'BORDER

f.yrHJv.£2.*orted 26; 'POPPY/- reported March 4; 'CASE AGAINST
MRS. AMES' and 'FORGOTTEN FACES/ formerly called 'SOMETHINGTO LIVE FOR/ reported March llj .'EARLY TO BED/ reported March 18
No new pictures started or previewed here last Week.
Lined up for early production, 'AND SUDDEN DEATH/ to co-feature

Shows current standing of the various producing oompani
duction.schedules for the 1995-36 season.

Quota
of Pix
for

Studio Season
COLUMBIA 40
GAUMONT-BRITISH 16
METRO 60
PARAMOUNT ...... 65
Westerns.. 6
RKO-RADI 43
REPUBLIC 32
Westerns <. 21

20TH-FOX 63
Westerns 4

UNITED ARTIST8
3am Goldwyn. . . ... 7
Selzriiek- Inter n'l ... 5
Pickford-Lasky . ... 4
Reliance 1

Korda- London. .. ... 5
UNIVERSAL ........ 36
Westerns 9

WARNER8 .......... 60

Totals 462

-Number
.Completed
or Shipped

for
Release

26
Made i

24
42
4
26
14
7

44
3

Made
19
6
49

Number
Wowin '.

Work
or

Editing

Balance
to Be
Made on

Program
7

,14
9

,15
14
13

Number
New

Stories
In Final
Prepa-
ration

4

8
9
1
7'

5
1

3
1

Frances Drake and Randolph Scott; *OjilTCtl^^^^tGe^
einia Wledler and Henrietta Crosman; 'THE DUCHESS/ with George

Rtft; THREE CHEERS. FOR LOVE' and 'RHYTHM ©N THE RANGE/
Latter delayed by story trouble and will start as soon as suitable fern

lead la found* Will ster Bing Crosby.*
11M___M __ „AWn. .«r»TNew stories set for production are 'INTERNES CANT ACCEPT

MONEY/ 'THE OLD TIMER/ now feeing readied by Al Lewis who will

produce with Francis Lederer starring; WilUamvRankin working .on

treatment for 'KINGDOM. COME/ Company planning to-make 'CAR-
MEN' in the east. . .

'

, of\f\B
Negotiations pn to secure Charles Laughton to star In THE^POOR

SAP/ which will be patterned somewhat after 'RUGGLES OF RED GAP/
with Carole Lombard in femmfe spot

RKO-Radio

Three In work, lour editing, seven preparing. In work: .

'THE EX MRS, BRADFORD/ formerly H3NE TO TWO/ reported

Vawh5. issue Feb. 26; 'MARY OF SCOTLAND' and •8PECIAI, INVES-
TIGATOR/ reported March 4.

No. new pictures started last week. •
.

,

Lined up for early production, 'WINTERSET' will go Into production

before 'NEVER GONNA DANCE I 'M'LISS/ produced in' 1918 with

Maty- Plckford starring, will be produced with Anne Shirley starring.

TWINKLE-TWINKLE' has been changed to 'MAKE A WISH/ to fea-

ture Harriet Hilliard. Company is.lining up an all-star outdoor with old

western box office names in the cast; Title will be THE LAST OUT-
LAW/

RepnbBc

20th-Fox

Six in work, three editing, four preparing. In work:
THE ROAD TO GLORY/ reported Variety, issue Feb, 5; 'POOR LIT-

TLE RICH GIRL/ reported Feb. 26; THE FIRST BABY/ reported March
4; TURMOIL/ reported March li;. 'HALF ANGEL/ March 18, and
'WHITE FANG/ which started last week.
''WHITE FANG.' Produced by Bogart Rogers, David Butler directing,

frpm Jack London novel of same name, adapted by Hal Long and S. G.
Duncan. Cast: Jean Mulr, Slim, Summervllle, Charles Wlnninger, Jane
Darwell and 'Lightning,* the dog.

7"

Story is sequel to 'Call of fhe Wfld/ showing offspring of St. Bernard
dog who mates up with' she-wOlf. Plot concerns boy and his sister who
go north to claim uncle's mine in Alaska. Guide consents to take the boy
but because of the hardships refuses to take the «lrl. Girl turns back
and both set out for. the Yukon. They endure' many hardships during
which they meet the dog. ' Within mile of. the. mine young lad finds he
cannot last any longer and commits suicide. Guide Carries on and arrives
at the mine, only to meet xompllcations of< present claimers. .iatter learn
boy has been killed and they accuse the guide. . He is about to be strune
up when lad's sister* shows up and vindicates him '• ' '

x.+2^J1&?£t'2R Soon wlH be 'TO MARY—WITH LOVE' "andVATE NUMBER/ starring Loretta Young with Robert Taylor.'
'PRI-

United Artists

272

London
7
1

15

78

4
3
1

10
2
4 over

95
4 over

2
2
1

1

5
1

14

65

None in work, one editing, six preparing. Studio continues to be in-
active-except for preparation.

Selznick-lnternatlonal, still preparing to put 'GARDEN OF ALLAH*
before the cameras, is expected to start any day.
Plckford-Lasky^company still editing *ONE RAINY AFTERNQON' andpreparing to put first Nino Martini picture before the cameras.
Samuel Goldwyn has several writers working on treatments for his

first group of features for 1936-37 program.

Educator Burns

At Exhibs Tabu

On Pix in Schools

Minneapolis, March 24.

Because .Northwest Allied States

has used Ha Influence to stop ex-
changes here from, supplying fea-

ture fllma to the
.
public schools for

exhibition at the noon hour, HYw.
Schoonmaker, superintendent: of
West High School here, is threaten-
ing to launch boycott on films' by
public schools. The threat was
made at a conference with John J.
Friedl and Theodore Hays of pub-
lix and S. D, Kane of Northwest
Allied States. Schoonmaker meant
by his 'boycott* that no Schools
would cooperate in the exploitation
of worthy pictures and that school
teachers would discourage attend-
ance at fllm theatres..

Schoonmaker, in a militant mood,
claimed exhibitors 'constitute
monopoly' and that 'now is the time
to take a crack at monopolies of
every sort* Speaking for North-
west Allied, Kane said the body
'never will consent to the showing
of feature pictures in the schools
in competition, with theatres .which
contribute , to the support of the
school system/ Friedl and Hays
took a similar stand and all three
men declared 'that, if necessary,they
will carry their ftght to the school
board. They agreed to cooperate,
however, to obtain shorts of every

'

description tor the schools.
Practice of .

West High and a
number of <other schools has been
to obtain the older features and
show them a reel at a time every
noon. Proceeds of the free-will of-

fering'taken from pupils in attend-
ance went -to school funds.
.Schoonmaker declared the noon

shows' In the schools kept pupils out
of nearby beer parlors during that

hour. He was asked what hap-
pened to the pupils after school let

out.

In an effort to bring about an
amicable settlement, Fried), Hays
and Kane will attempt to confer

with other principals and school of-

.

flclals.

SEE NW ALLIED SCHISM

WITH CUNTON'S OUSTER

Universal

nruJ&tSSS&SKV1 •*tlna,-«ix preparing. In workt
•UNCON6CIOU3,' reported in Varietx March 11.Two important pictures of this, company's current nroirrnm in

cludihg fSHOWBOAT' and 'SUTTER'S GOLD^n^ flnSy coSTcWsed
5'rT¥wft^LB.t

2SJJS*
!?mcer

?'?d'
bot

.

h Anal editing stages with
-SJt

G
r
ol-D

'J
8lat€d for world premiere at Sacramento, March 26.a°w^ ^ew Y*>rk Marc»» 2«- 'SHOWBOAT' will follow a month later.

JS^JS^^ F*1?*. about to take over trniversal, Charles R Rogersnew production head, is greasing Btiidio machinery for full speed aheedto complete the current program and make"'.'ready^fbr the new. Stories

iSWavpm. rhedue
,

for eariy Production include VoNEY FROMHEAVEN,' formerly knoWn as 'IT'S A SMALL WORLD.' This was
i^rSL^****1?* ^mySLn starrer, but since access was loaned

Sl22SK-Si!^.5^JS.l.L?y??_ A SOLDIER,' RolerrSIs

Minneapolis, March 24.

With the election of Wr-ArSteftes-

and Bennle Berger to the Northwest

Allied States' board of governors

and the 'railroading' of J. B. Clinton

of Duluth out of the presidency,

seeds .of..dissenstpn are being planted
1

which may: split the, 'independent,

exhibitors' organization wide- opeb.

The CUntoh faction is charging

that Steffes and Berger, former

heads of the body, are trying to'.re-

gain "the rcontrol which they held

.until Clinton.came .into power.
President Clinton, *way on a

South American pleasure jaunt, was
eliminated—as a candidate for re^

election a.t the April 20-21 conven-

tion here by his defeat at Berger's

hands at -the
. Duluth regional meet-

ing to choose its representative on

the board of governors; The organ-

ization's by-laws and constitution

Drovlde. that only members" of the

hoard of .governors .shall be eligible

to the presidency.
Steffes, who has run Northwest

Allied during nearly its entire ex-

istence, was elected to represent the

Minneapolis district on the gov-

ernors' -board, succeeding Sol

Lebedoff who refused to -run. for rer

election. All other governors have

been relected at the regional meet-

ings during the past fortnight.

£2^^^ 'RENa IN THE FALL/ 'RpXANHA/ and 'Sy.

Warners

OF MERCY* !1«I
H
*
E
^
BA6 H

J?H.
8E

-i.
rePwted in Variety Feb. 26- 'ANGELSLMh^TYStaer?e0dtelas^1wetk" ? EAR™W°RM ^RACTORS/ reported

(Continued On page 24)

Bemis' Vita Shorts
Hollywood,' March 24;

Upon completion of their chore In

•Kelly, the Second,' Billy and

Beverly Bemis go east to do series

of Vltaphone shorts for Warners.
Plcts will be made at the Brook-

lyn studios and completed PV

June 1.

TITLE CHANGES
Hollywood, March 24.

Handle of Laurel-Hardy feature,

'Money Box,' switched to 'Our
lations.' «

'Twinkle, Twinkle,* retag£° a

'Make a Wish' at RKO.
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Blowing the, Works
'tai'vb'e 'Worth Bay'. Opt,, 1b not a

'^V^St sDot but John Nelson, of

•rr Sltoi; a Famous Players-

SS house, is .riding the waves
°%nif the ble&st exploitation for

Gentry Doctor- yet to be re-

In times past he, has- col-

SSSff&dVh the Nugget, the local,

naner, on special sections, so he

foifnd it easy to- tie the paper, to a

5 Sase supplement on the picture,

ind the quints. About half in read

-

/•^matter on the children and the

hift^fnd a lot ot if4B -.cJ.early

fdSill^written- to supplement theS book material. In- addition -to

• ?le full section; other advertisers

snot the picture in their displays in

, the main sheet. There is- so much
original matter that exhibitors with

• Subsequent dates plight find it prof

-

nable to ask for a, copy. An inter-

national reply coupon would prob-

• ably bring a. copy, Address the

" Nugget and not the theatre.
.

'The News, a weekly (the..N\Ugget

Is i'H-weekly), also came in for. a

CO
North B

P
a
a
y
ge

is close to Callender,

and local pride probably - helped a

loti but Nelson could, see the oppor-

tunity, and make the best use of it

Personally. Reserved

ilaiiager who tried out ..the' plan

*of •reserving - seats in .the evening

had to boost the admission a dime

•to -pay: for ticket printing, extra

,'ushers and incidentals. Business

promptly dropped, but there- .. were
nearly , 50 who told him they would
riot attend where seats were not re-

served. They would gladly pay the
' additional price to be assured their

favoiitfe seats, ' ,"•
.

MSfiager tried the. experiment of

chaining the seats to be held, -but

- that got him in hot water with other

palrons who claimed the right -to

i-any unoccupied seat, . To beat that,

be conceived the scheme of getting
' some young men , to .

hold down the

'seats until wanted. Boys.' just be.-

yond school age, come in before

seven, take designated seats and
hold them • until the reserved seat

holder .comeB along. M they, have
not iseen the. show through, ' they.

. move to some other seat; No pa-y-
' ment, but they get free admission
'"'

and now arid then " the manager
hands Out a. pair so the boy can
bring his best girl.

.

' Reserved seats are printed in bulk
with Hoes for the date and. seat lo-

cation. They are sold still at. the
advanced price, and hold some busi-

ness that might otherwise be lost.

Boys are glad to work for the free

admission, and there's a-waitln-.tr list

to provide against . an enlargement
of the reserves. Boys work in ro-

, tation. so they, all get a chance.-

Very Exclusive

San Francisco.
A new wrinkle in exploiting class

.attractions being successfully intro-

duced by FWC managers in these
here parts,

'Life 'of Louis Pasteur' was the
flhn and Al Wasliauer, Pavamount
manager, was the instigator.
Pulled high-hat preview for col-

lege profs and made private show-
ing so exclusive that even owner of
preview room was bounced out
when caught trying to sneak peek
at feature. Profs and high rank-
lug medicos liked idea and poured
out no end of praise which press

• hereabouts bit at with rare avidity.

Two. Builders

Spartanburg, S. C.
Criterion, opposed to trio of chain

houses here, is going. . places with
two neat good will buildups.
One is an attractive throwaway

which is placed with all deliveries
of local cleaning house. Throw-
away splits publicity 50-50 with
cleaners and cleaners' deliver the
publicity along with- suits, coats
and dresses, assuring city-wide, cov-
erage- Further teaser i's

: issuing of
number lucky ' numbers with
throwa\yay. Numbers correspond-
In ..with arbitrary selection posted
in the lobby .draw ducats; . .

Mgr. .Pat McSwairi 'has lined up
an- arrangement with .morning apd
evening, papers whereby- two C'ri-*

terjon ducats go to finders - of lost

articles; rovlsion being that finder
return ' to ; owner, then have owner
phone papers to verify. Theatre
gets ; a boxed publicity spread.

^ Something New
Teletypes in" the lobby is getting

a bit passe as an aid to a picture,
so Loew's State, Cleveland, branched
out for 'Wife vs.. Secretary* and
iv-ide an office setup in the. lobby
with a pretty girl in charge. Gag
was, that patrons could speak briefly
into, a^ dictaphone and then»!ltsten
to their voice reproductions. Slip?
posed to be the same dictaphone'
Used' in the picture.

j

.
Made for- a bright spot in the

lobby and fitted in with the picture

On the Job
Under date of.. March 10 the

Motion .Picture .Theatre Owners of
Eastern Pa.. Southern New Jersey
and. Delaware sent a form letter
urging all members, to contact the
local ' Red Cross and arrange for
benefits and other co-operation, for
the relief of the flood sufferers.
Probably there were many who did
net wait for this urge in the face of
the widespread calamity, but the
action was timely.

Plenty of Ideas
retaining the best of earlier ex-

ploitation stunts, the new Film
uaiiy Years Book lias added the

illinium of sales ideas right up lo
ine moment and of sufficient covcr-

u?.nn°
SUppIy au idca to lit on prac-

tically any flipp,
L Is presently the only live
'K on exploiting ihiit should be
evi-ry theatre.

Legit Raffles
' Chicago.

Publicity tie-up arranged by Hal
Over and Beauvais Fox for 'Boy
Meets Girl- at ' the Selwyn in Chi-
cago with the. Hearst evening. Amer-
ican. It's called a 'Boy Meets Girl'

contest, wi i a $50 award" for the1

identification' of a -girl" by any -'boy'

from. 16 to 60 years Of age...

Boy must have copy of Chicago
American In his hand when he ap-
proaches girl who walks on a stated
itinerary each day. Included in the
itinerary are two stops at the Seir
W.vn theati*e entrance: one at 1:30
p.m. and the other at 8 p.m.

* ,

Buildups
Years before the .Hollywood

opening was invented the late
Ralp Ruffner, then managing a
theatre iri San Francisco, . stretched
a red carpet from, the curb to the
box office. No particular reason,
but he figured the carpet would
make people think. It did. Ruff
put the lobby porter, a huge Negro
on the broom squad to keep the
•carpet clean and just to give him
an excuse for being busy' he
sprinkled a couple of cans of talcum
powder on either side of the runner;
Just the carpet might have .turned
the-' trick, but the. build'up. Jtiiade it

certain.
Another manager •used "cutouts

from the small paper to make new
three sheets. Instead of tacking
them flat, he raised them on inch
blocks. That looked better, so he
put a small, bulb under the blocks,
using a showcase, lamp, the only
thing that would -fit under the
raised figures. That was still

better, but he put a final touch by
pasting tinsel to the flat board to

reflect the "light. Each successive
stage built up the idea until he had
a sign that stopped everybody. He
did not rest content until he had
built up to the last degree.
A theatre which put in an air

conditioner blew the chilled air into

the lobby during. the hot weather as
an at-tractor. Then one day, out for

a drive, the manager passed
through a pine barren. The slightly

aromatic air gave him ah idea. He
got a preparation initially intended
to be used in lieu of bath salts and
put a solution in the duct. The
faintly pine scented cold blast

seemed to be twice as inviting. Not
used for the house supply, since it

might be tiresome, but the lobby
whifi! got them in to a marked in r

creased in bu iness. Just another
buildup.
A stunt is never finished until

nothing more can be done.

Cripples' Matinee

Because one of the business lunch
clubs have taken the crippled under
their care, a theatre man .gives- a

cripple matinee each hursday
afterrion to a;bout 60 unfortunates
dug up by the club. The members
bring the guests in their cars, either

in person or by proxy, and call for

them after the show. Aisle seats

are reserved, so that they will ex-

perience no trouble in getting in or

out of their seats and an effort is

made, through the co-operation of

the merchants, to present some lit-

tle gift; a small bag of candy, a roll

of life savers with now and then a

star picture presented by the man-
agement.
Only those are selected who are

unable to come, to the theatre with
the aid of their friends, and this

very real charity has -brought the

house much praise. No direct ticket

sales, but it all helps.

Ams Need Pushi
Indianapolis.

Ted Nicholas, manager of the
Lyric, theatre, went gunning for ex-
ploitation honors this week with
both barrels loaded with Major
Bowes, Previous booking of unit
number three proved that grosses
depend plenty on boost, so unit,

number' one, opening Thursday (20),

was given ample attention: In addi-
tion of a healthy advance cam-
paign, Nicholas arranged .for a trip

through lock's Department Store
for Sara Berher, accompanied by
Marsh Bostwick, Star feature writ-

er. Fritzi Bobbins, former, model,
was taken to Ayres- for fashion
photos with a big. spread of the

pics in the News,.' The Star also

contributed a classified ad tie-up
with slugs in all the ads for one

' day.
Ah air story was carried In the

paper covering flight of amateurs
from Jacksonville,

.
Fla.. to replace

Youman Brothers, hospitaled at De-
troit. A special irorit was built, and
a .large flag- hUng in front of the

building.

Revolving Ams
Sparta'nbur ,

With 29 large textile plants, each
with a village, in the county, Strand
lias inauguratc-d a new amateur
night' feature that is calculated to

ring in. a cargo of coin at the box
office! This time, instead of taking
'em as they come, units '..are being
booked entirely from a village at a

time, With no comp permitted from
anywhere else. The. neat part of it

all is that some villages have around
3,000. pop. and the sho'w is a sellout

With lines at the door
.
Waiting for

pasteboards on amateur nights. Mgr.
D. B. Austell plans to hold a contest
every ' four ' weeks for the winners
from the four villages, - one set of

winners from a village per week,
and that one is calculated- to bring

'em in from four villages to- watch
their favorites perform.

Contests can run several months,
once a week, on .basis' set up, since

there are 29 mills and. there must
be seven' contests of four roups
each at" the end of--every four weeks-,

In addition. to the' 29 "individual-, vil-

lage contests.

It i«
iiik

hi

Quashing the Quints
fluffa In

Unique reason is being attributed

Tor failure <;C "Country Doctor' to

hold up to high estimates herd For
over a fortnight before the showing
the Buffalo Times rah a serializa-

tion of the story.
Inhibitors slate that, result was

that public got wise lhat the quints

were used only for a few shots at

the end t»( the roat'ure and Hint the!

story and film was really about the

doctor.

St. Louig. I

Circuit Judge Frank C. O'Malley
has granted General Theatrical En-
terprises, Inc., Warner Bros. Pic-

tures, Inc., subsidiary, owner of Hi-
Pointe theatre, nabe, right to can-
cel lease on theatre in which Will-

iam Lyris; L6> Angeles, claims to

have ; an Interest.-" ' Lyris, dist. mgr.
for St; Louis Amuse; Co., another
WB subsidiary, until 1929 owned
49% interest in Hi-Point theatre,

which, was acquired-, by: General
Theatrical Enterprises in 1935 from
the A. Jay Kuhs Realty & Invest-

ment Co.

Ben Reingold, local mgr. 20th>

Fox back from Ashing trip at Flor-

ida Keys.

Max Sanowsky, owner of Fairy
Theatre, habe house, sporting sum-
mer tan acquired at Miami.

'• Fred 'Wehrenberg, pres. MPTO of

St. Louis, Eastern Mo. and Southern
111; back from meeting of national

board of body in Miami, Fla;

Interstate Film Delivery Co.,

Kansas City, Mb. has received in-

corporation .papers from Secretary

of State.

Newark.
Charges have been made against

some independent theatres that they

are cutting wages, contrary to the

agreement with the union. M. Cas-
well Heine, receiver for the union,

has made these charges before Vice-

Chancellor Berry, Israel B. Greene,

who represented several of the the-

atres accused, challenged the juris-

diction of the Court of Chancery to

enforce the contract. He stated the

remiedv for any breach was in an
action at. law. The vice-chancellor

took the case under advisement and
reserved decision until this week.

Among the houses cited by Heine
are Palace and Colonial, of Orange;
Libertv. of Irvington; Essex, Con-
gress. National, Garden, New Mar-
ket. Newark. None of tin* houses

are chain -operated.

Spartanburg, S. C.

Employes of the State, one of

Wilby-Kineey chain's local units,

pulled surprise party for Mgr. Andy
Hutchinson, transferred to. chain's

two Lenoir. N. C. houses. Erwine
Stone, new mgr. and Mrs. Stone,

plus Bob Talbert, chain's local city

manager, among guests, Fred Reid
of State introduced and Judy John-
son of regional radio faine was
nt;-c.

First genuine strip tease act

caught in a CaVolinas house within

a decade! so far as reviewers can
determine,, was pulled by Dan Fitch

minstrels at State here. Fans saw
more, for fewer kopecks than did

multitudes who journeyed TO miles

to see Salty Rand and her fans and
IVloons in Asheville the week pre-

viously.

Tve Sanders, Universal News-
reel, routed into Carolina mount-
ains- for March blizzard seenesr Ar-

rived in Asheville airplan'ing. since

roads tied up by drifts.

Strand has added a 1 :
-".0 p.m.

Satti show to catch, big em-
ployees, turnout as stores and shops

close, plus dance .crowds. House
packed', balcony and all. Feature

with one short usual fare, with

.showing closing at U' p.m. sharp to

keep under Sunday curfew.

to Coliseum,. Seattle; . Don Ge.dded

from Paramount, Seattle, to Or-
pheum, Seattle; Bill Hamrick from
assistant mgr., to manager of Para-
mount,'. Seattle; Ronald Kelly frpn?

the door -to assistant .mgr., Para-
mount, -, Seattle; Jack • Rosenberg
from Coliseum, Seattle, to Mount
Bak Bellingham*

'

Denver,

Santa v Jewel and Cameron
theattres have been taken over from
the W. J. Carter estate by the Atoz
Amusements, Inc., of which Charles
(Bank Night) Yaeger is president.

Three new theatres are tinder

construction In New Mexico. Arch
Hurley is building a 500 -seat house
In TucUmcari, to be bpehed about
May 1. He also owns the- Princess
there. J. B. McMahart is replacing
his Palace which was destroyed by
fire, by a 350-seat house, at Hatch,
and .will open it .near May i. . J. R.
Foss is building in Socorro. It will

be a 400-seat house, to open about
Julv 1, -

W. K. Van Sant... formerly con-
nected with the • Washington Park
theatre," lias taken over the Ma
jestic. *lll reopen as Amusu.

Played Up Vest
St. LouiH.

With the story set hi "the l}eart

of Missouri the boys, at Loew's took
advantage of the local angle to sell

'The Voice of Bugle Ann-' A spe-
cial screening was held for Sena-
tor Vest's grandson, nosy one of
the city's most prominent judges.
Event was covered by all local

rags which carried feature stories
on game and editorials . on pix.

Jimmy Harris, p.a., and Harold
'Chick' Evans, mgr. of Loew's, ar-
ranged thegag. .The hoys also- imr
ported some of the dogs used in the
pic (they were owned by a sheriff,

in Kansas City), and exhibited them
in a large window next to the thea-
tre; They tied up with local, gro-
cery chain to offer a- special series
of ads featuring ' specials, oh dog
food and playing up feature. Book
stores and department stores used
window and. counter displays on
book arid passed out book marks;
with theatre copy ' printing oh' them.

In addition,'
(

the exploiteers had a
tie in :with. a 5 arid '10 cent.' store
that distributed 25.-000 herald ,jand

pasted two 24's In vacant store win-
dow .in heart of ^downtown business
section. Several nice co-op . ,adis

were promoted . out' of department
stores which 'gave "screen 'attrac-

tions and theatre a nice plug. Caro-
Tiaign- was topped off with a huge
Greyhound bus, plastered with two
24's and parading through down-
town sector in advance of Opening,
of program and during first, few
days bf run. I

Charlotte, N. C
C. " orvine Stone, manager of tbe

Imperial, Charlotte, since its open
ing a year ago, has b6en trans
ferred to the managership of the
State,. Spartanburg. .

' Succeeding
Stone- in Charlotte is Bernal Lewis,
who comes from Palm Beach. Fla.

Ben V. May.: of Burlington-, has
purchased the Graham . theatre
building. GraUam. from the United
National bank. There will be no
interruption of the lease held by
Allen Thompson.

Personality Cards:

One' to'f the best' continuous stunts
for sniall town '"stuff has 'freen.

worked for -several years by.:a,,sniaU

town man with ,a large rural draw.
He has hald the same . house for. a
number of years and is known/, to
pretty , much everyone in th'e sec-..

tion.; H«i uses go.vernment postals
for stock ' and leads off with; a
thumbnail portrait in line cut. The
rest is all solid six-on-severi point,

a chatty running, story of the weeVs
bill (three changes) including the
shorts, arid - often something from
the .newsreelr
He does hot blow' up the weak

ones beyond their value; hu.t- slides

with some appeal such as: 'This is

not up to top mark, but it offers

two favorite players in a pretty fair

story about 'salmo'n fishing. You'll
enjoy the scenery. And there's a
corking short with; it,

J Players are
named and.- the short given its -title

and ; piayers: • Manager has found
that if , he tells the . truth they are
more apt to accept the picture than
if lie stressed it too heavily.

Card goes into the mail' dri Sat-
urday, for' MOriday delivery, and.fre-

cjuently some pafron .phones in- if

the card does pot arrive oil tinie.

All built on personality and confi-

dence, but it is. a steady seller.. It

will take a couple of months, to get

the idea planted, but after, that: it

is a feature.

Lincoln.
Ernie. Llndeman has joined forces

with Cal Bard, the 5^,000,000 film

peddler. Covering the state with
sOme: indie product.
The worst exhibition situation in

Nebraska is agreed to be in -Grand
Island, a town of 17,000" people' and
with five .operating pic houses:

Jim Schoonover, who, .)jes_ides

owning the- Mazda and -Pawnee,
Aurora, Neb., is the mayor of the

town, is vacationing iri ' California,

His son Harold is handling the show,
business.
Bob Brown, the Erpl guy -.in this

territory, has been sent to Kaycee
and his place was taken by J. L.

Phelps, late of Omaha.
L. ,T. Finske. J. H. Cooper divi-

sion head, was here from Denver
this week arid, spending some time

with City Manager jerry- Zlgmond.

irmingriam.
Cluntersville, where- the Tennessee

Vallev Authority is building a new
dam. wants Sunday shows. A bill

has been introduced in the legis-

lature' legalizing Sabbath shows
there.

Ainory. Miss.

M. L. RosenWel? of 'Columbus has

tp-ken over th.e MiMKo from J. A.

Owen-.

I tost on.

VicLfir .1. Morris; .manager of lhr-
;

Orpheuni theatre for the past LJf*
j

vears, was honored at a surprise

,

limeheon hf'-e Tuesday (I7r by aj

u i r,u jj of 'J7 frl'-nds and associates.:

Seattle.

.Managerial changes for llamrlck-

Evergn-en circuit in Norllisvest e|'-

feclive tliis week; l-'rank Newma ii.

,lr.. froin nth Ave,, Seattle, lo Or-

pheuni. Portland; Andrew Saso

frohi Orpluium, F'ortla.utl to ."th

Ave.. Seattle; Herb Solcollka roni

Orimeiiin, Seattle to .i'.lue Mouse.

Music J-iri.x and T'laylutl^e. I'urt-

lan ; COoi go Appleby from tlu.s Hi

T-.ov; Anjri'l.es. i

Ki"d Tlapoort. U"\\ uvina'ii g|
Arrii.v.i lor Fox West

>

Coast. )Vns

roiT'ier!" liianati'-r at ciri-uil's We.-l

-

u (.r«'d \'il!a^i tln-ri; -, e.
|

Just Diffetent

A nifty for lobby display where
space permits is' the intermittent

portrait sheet; A one sheet is built

up with a fairly large sheet of

ground glass set In, the gilt mould-
ing used to retain the glass. being

used for a frame, though any mould-
ing will serve. ,Back of the display

Is a small magic lantern w|th
A a

mazda lamp- on./a slow flasher as

the Jlluminant. The copy'iir wrlttfen

around the frame and- is preferably

in strong- dark letters against- a
light ground, since the sheet should

be In a dark spot. A colored lan-

tern slide of. the star is placed in

the lantern and flashes on and iOff

as the flasher- button acts. When
the light is On. the picture is bright

enough to attract attention In its

own right. By using Oil cloth and
water color paint the sign can be

used repeatedly with a change of

slides*
Another good eye-catcher Is to

make a glass tank, lighted from be-

hind and with a perforated tube at

the bottom. Air bubbles moving up
from the pipe through the water

are eye-catching. .
It soda water, js

used (buv a tank, hot -siphons);,

mothballs' can . be dropped in.

These Will acquire- gas, be buoyed
to the surface and drop to the bot-

tom when the bubbles burst. One
in action, it gives practically a con-

tinuous performance. Best effect

i« to mask off top and bottom, of

the tank. Tank can be ade from
strips of nalntrd wood, with th

•;l."'s set in wllh a marine unity.

Latter Is crftial parts of en mon
imttv and wl-.ite l"a>l. poundM to-

uethei' and permitted to cret llior-

riii'elijy dry.

Novelty Pram

,
About a year auo a manager put

' oiM a iwo-nrin elenhant to adver-

iso 'ii«.e a picture, blanketing the sld'-s

|„y i with banners for the attract k-ii. Tt

7.7;niiir
1

iroi lot of attention,, but the hind

1 (Continued on page SI)
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new preferred, which will be Issued
when the recapitalization plan is

approved early next month, and the
large number of Radio B stock-
holders who have deposited their

stock, provided the stimulus for this

;
drive.

The Radio B certificates were
traded in on the N. Y. stock ex-
change for the first time Saturday
(21), original selling price being
97%. Activity picked up on. Monday,
with the quotation moving to 98.

Since each Radio B preferred
stockholder will, receive one, and
one -fifth shares of the new pre-
ferred, these early certificate quota-
tions were considered unusually,
high when compared with prices
being quoted for RadlaJB stock. Un-
doubtedly a desire to adjust this

price disparity prompted some of the
Radio B buying. Traders saw in the
increasingly large number of Radio
B shares turned in for deposit,

definite signs that the Joseph
Kennedy recapitalization set-up
would be approved.

Pathe's New Peak
Only other amusement stock to

register a new 1936 peak was Pathe
common which pushed ahead nearly
2 points: to 10. After its sharp, up-
turn .on Saturday, which put the
issue up to- new s.1936 : highs, the
stock was taken in hand early Mon-
day, With nearly as many shares,
changing hands as during, the
previous four and a- half trading
sessions, Pathe again shot ahead to
.finish at highest quotation.

As damaging flood waters receded
In many sections of the' country,
industrial stocks also revived in
Monday's trading. Result was that
the Dow-Jones' industrial averages
tyere able to show ah advance .of

4.37 points for the week at the clos-

ing 'quote, as measured by the aver-
ages, "at, 16V.62. Other groups

. similarly came back with renewed
vigor, even the rails, jwhich had
;been sold because of damage
Wrought by high waters, managed

* to sport a neat gain.
Several leading, amusement issues

were pushed back on the flood hews.
..This overclouded encouraging hews
of box office returns and, favorable
financial, statements. In the face of
reports that'

- picture houses were
closed and in some instances dam-
aged by high water in several" kfey

cities, these stocks held well.
Although new highs were the ex-

ception, substantial gains were
shown by Paramount 1st pfd., Co-
lumbia Pictures (on curb). Radio
common, and Warner Bros, common
and preferred, Westinghbuse and
General Electric as well as the new
trail blazers, Pathe and Radio B.

Par Continue* Strong
Strength in Paramount issues conV

tinued, with the first preferred in

. the van. This stock, hit 76%, nearly
4 points 'higher than close, of pre-
ceding week. The common got. up
to 10% and. the second preferred

'.to .11. RKO recovered in sympathy
with the Radio Issues.
Radio common felt the optimistic

attitude towards Radio B. It
climbed to 13%, after being churned
in vast volume oh Thursday and
Friday. The stock was one of 12
most active ones on the big board
last week. It wound us near its

highest mark for the week and a
net gain, of 1%.
"Warner Bros, also was unusually

active and remarkably strong. It

showed a gain 'of 1% points at one
juncture and was up more than a
point at the closing quotation of

12%. Universal preferred and com-
mon failed to. get up any additional

steam over the Rogers-Standard
buy, traders apparently desiring to

wait until. Standard x*evealed what
new recapitalization plans it had
in mind for. preferred and common
stockholders. The preferred, slipped

back to 87 '% in Monday's transac-
tions but rallied later to 89. It was
down 2 points at: this level.

Both Columbia Pictures ctfs, and
the preferred displayed little

.
rally-

ing- power. The certificates . re-
treated to a new low

.
at 36% while

the preference issue hoVered about
the recently established low at 47;

Eastman Kodak common put on
a nicely sustained advance that
carried it forward nearly four points
after an excellent earnings state-
ment for past year was released..

Much of this advance was wiped
out in subsequent dealings. Com-
pany's earnings report showed a net
profit equal to $6.90 per common
Share against $6.28 In 1934, after
covering the $6 annual divvy re-
quirements on the preferred. The
company's net for the year ending
Dec. 28, 1935, totalled $15,913,261

against $14,603,247 in the preceding
year or approximately a million and
a half greater. Eastman Kodak
pays $5 annually on the common1

at
present plus cash "extras which run
about $1 per. year.
Keith-Albee-Orpheum and B. P.

Keith earnings statements issued
last week while .excellent . furnished
no element of surprise since- they
Were about as anticipated In the
street. Keith bonds and Keith pre-
ferred held about even on the news.
Keith. Memorial Theatre Corp. and
subsidiaries reported a net loss of
$108,100 against $149,391 loss In the
preceding year.' Marcus Loew The-
atres declared $L75 per share divvy
on 7% preferred stock on account
of accumulations. It is payable
March 31. Company now is $43.75
in arrears in dividends on this
stock.
Warner Bros; 6s, Paramount's 6s

and General Theatre Equipment
bonds led the way on the bond list.

Warner Bros. Hens climbed 2%
points to 96 while Paramount Pic-
tures bonds wound up the week at

91%, an advance of a -

point. Para-
mount-Broadway 3s, though inac-
tive, sported a gain of nearly a
point at 67%.
General Theatre obligations held

close- to recently established high
on the news that the reorganiza-
tion plan soon Would be in full

force. After last-minute. weakness,
these 'bonds came back to ''29%' for
an advance, of one point over the
previous • week's close. Loew 6s
dropped an eighth to a new low at
i02%:
Further irregularity Is expected

by some traders as the stock mar-
ket marks time until full appraisal
can be made Of the extent of .prop-
erty damage caused by sweeping
floods. ' Indicative of the way in

which high waters have hit eastern
industrial centers was the abrupt
drop in the steel operating rate es-
timated for current week.

GTE Reorg Plan in Vim Advance Production Chart

Summary for week ending Monday, March 23:

General Theatres Equipment re-

organization plan was declared, op-

erative the latter part of last week
by the reorg committee' headed by
A; W. Loasby. This was effected

after Chase National Bank had
agreed to waive its original condi-

tion that substantially all claims and
debentures be deposited with the

committee.

Such a step was essential because
deposits amount to about 88% . of all

allowed claims to be adjusted un-
der the plan.

afTH-FOX'S NET

PROFIT FOR 15,

-1030-
Blgh. Low. Sales.
27 20% 1,500
43%. 35% 1,000
«y* 47 300
7% c% 5,100

18 1,000
107% 166% 2,600
100 158 130
41% 30%. 42,500
»1% 85 20
54% 47 10,600
108% 105% • 300
12% 8% 1,000
12 e% 40,900
87 70% 4,000-
12% 10 10,500
10 . 7%. 70,500
14% 11% 330,700
ne% 54% 3,400

100 82% 28,000
t)8 97% 300
0% 5 33,000
92% 22% 3,000
41 81% 6,000
92 50 580
14% 0% 80,800
57% 50 100
122% 04% 20,500
140% 123% 230

STOCK EXCHANGE

Issue and rate.
American Seat..'
Col. P. vtc. (l)t
Col.

-

Plcta. pfd. (2 ......
Consol. Film
Consbl. Film pfd. (%)*.. .

Eastman Kodak <5)J .

Do, pfd. (0)
Gen. Elec, (1)

Keith pfd. (1

Loew (2)|...
Do; pfd. (0%)

Madlspn Sq. Garden (00c.).
Paramount » . .

.'

Do. 1st pfd
Do. 2d. pfd.

Pathe
'

Radio Corp,......;...
Radio pfd. A
Radio pfd. B..............
Radio pfd. B. .........
RKO
20th Cent.-Fox. ;..

-.Do. pfd. (1%)... .........
Universal . pfd .........
Warner Bros.'.-

Do. pfd. . . „
Westlnghouse (3)
Do. pCd. (3%)

Net
Low. Last, - • • eng.
2:»% 28% + .%

136% 30 -,%
47% 47% + %
0% «%
18% 18% = 8
101% 102 + %
105 105 -i
88% 80% + %
01 «i: - %
47% 47%
100% 106% +i%
11 11 - %
«% 0%
72% 75% +2%
10%
7%

10% T- %
10 . +1%

12% 13% +1%
65% 55% + %
03% 08% +5%
07% D8 + %
7% 8 + %
28 28% -1%
3B% .80% - %
87% 80 —2
11%. 12% H-V%
53 53 +1
112% 110 +3%
134 135 +1

Net profit of $3,563,087 was shown
by 20th Century- for year

ended Dec.. 28, 1935, according to

annual statement. This is an in-

crease of $2,290,018 as compared

with the previous 12 months when
the company reported, only $1,273,-

069 net for 1934.

Profit amounts to $1.24 per com-
mon share outstanding -after pro-
viding $2.62 on all preferred shares.

Company has 1,359,041 shares of

cumulative convertible preferred
stock outstanding on which it is

currently paying $1.50 annual divi-

dend, and 1,226,530 shares of
common.
No earnings from ,

the National
Theatres - Corp, In which 20th~Fox
holds 42% interest are included in

company's net profit statement.
This interest would give 20th-Fox
an additional $920,721 as figured

from the National Theatres net

earnings of $2,192,194, upping the
earnings per preferred share to

$3.30 and on common to $1.99.

Company's gross revenues for the

62-week period amounted to $43,-

942,678 as against $37,546,586 in

previous, year.

For the 13 weeks ending ort Dec.

28, the operating profit, after federal

income tax, v as $1,566,763 compared
with a loss of $233,143 for the last

quarter In 1934.

The net worth of the corporation

as shoWn by its consolidated,

balance sheet on Dec. 28 was $43,-

679,123, Including a earned surplus

accumulated since April 1, 1933 of

$6,096,947.

The consolidated, balance sheet

shows current assets of $26,644,572,

including $7,116,003 } receivables,

$1,840,968; inventories, $16,701,643

against current liabilities of $6,260,-

522. Of current
.
liabilities, an out-

standing' item is $1,6*6,600 in five-

year 6% debentures that mature on
April 1 this year.

Investments and advances to

affiliated companies stand at $16,-

721,446.

• New 1030 high,
t PIu» stock dividends.
t Paid this year.
I Plus cash extras.
1 New 1030 low.

36 30 Columbia Plots. 37U
17% 0,300 Technicolor 30<A
3% 4,500 Translux (15 4%
4%^ 100 Universal 10%

30% 10 $114,000 Geh. Thea. Eq " 30 28'i
80% 1>2% 8.000 Keith 0s, '40 05 04%
104% 102 0.000 Loew Ca, '41 :. .....102% 1101!'/,
60 50 1,000 Pnr-Brondway 3.M, "55 37% 57
07% R«% 170.000 Paramount fls; '55 01% %
82% 75% 17,000 RKO debs Os 75% 75%
08% 80 103,000 Warner Bros. '30..... 00 03%

OVER THE COUNTER, NEW YORK
Bid. Asked.
51% 62% Col. Broadcast A (2)
«8 .100 Pathe Films pfd ..

t Plus stock dividends.
t Paid this year.
% New 1036 low.

+1%
- %- %
+ %

20% +1
04% - %
102% - %
57%
01% V*
75% - %
00 +2'/4

H0ENE CAMPAIGNING
Hollywood, March 24.

Hal Home planed in from New
Yofk to go. into huddle with Walter
Wanger on advertising and exploita-
tion on four pictures to be released
during next two months.
Quartet are 'Moon is Our Home,'

'Big Brown Eyes,' 'Fatal Lady' and
'Palm Springs.'

NORTON LN MEXICO
Mexico City, March 24.

Barry Norton is here to play leads
in two pics a Mexican company is
to make.
Engagements Will occupy him.

from three to four weeks, after
which he will return to Hollywood.

Fight Md. 10% Rap
Baltimore, March 24.

With what constitutes the largest
assembly of Maryland showmen in
anyone's memory, 150 congregated
and swept down to Annapolis last
week to stage a somewhat belated
fight against the bill up before cur-
rently convening legislature which
proposes to levy a straight 10% tax
on all amusement admissions.

Bill had been up for a week before
they got together. Mostly exhibs,
with Leonard McLaughlin, operator
of the two indie legits. Auditorium
and Maryland, and Harry Henkel,
manager of the UBO Ford's, along
to represent the legit field, and Ed
Hunt, from the musical union*

(Continued from page 22)

Humphrey Bogart, Frank McHughi "Addison Richards, Joseph Klne
Joseph Crehan, Frank Bruno, Loulse.Beavers, Richard Purcell, '

Story is anti-crime yarn depicting dramatic symposium of the new
rackets that have sprung up in metropolitan cities since repeal. Bulk
of material used is based, on authentic facts collected by Martin Moonev
in his racket expose which rah serially in the N. Y. American for which
writer was sentenced to 30 days for contempt of court in refusing to
reveal source of his information. Robinson plays the strong armed eon
who stages a one-man fight against the higher polished gangsters and
succeeds in busting up the flow of easy money.
'CASE OF THE VELVET CLAWS.' Produced by Bryan Foy, William

Clemens directing, adapted from Erie Stanley Gardner's novel by Tom
Reed, Cast: Warren William, Claire Dodd, Winifred Shaw, Dick Foran
Alma Lloyd, Eddie Acort, OHn Howland, Dick Purcell, Paula Stone;

Story Is fourth of series of detective mysteries by Gardner in Libertv
mag prior ta novellzation. Warren William is the lawyer brought in to
solve an unusual Will. Circumstances Jead to the proverbial whodunit
finger pointed at everyone in the household of the victim.

'

'LOVE BEGINS AT TWENTY.' Produced by Bryan Foy, directed bv
Frank McDonald, from Martin Flavin play of same name, adapted bvTom Reed and Daltpn Trumbo. Cast: Patricia Ellis, Warren Hull, Hugh
Herbert, Hobart Cavanaugh.;

Story centers around Hugh Herbert, absent-minded, henpecked hus-
band who works in broom factory of small town. Is father of Patricia
Ellis, who falls In love with Warren Hull, the town's leading business
man, Herbert, sent to bank to make deposit of securities, when bank is
being stuck up and he is relieved of securities. Herbert proceeds to get
drunk and turns tough. With another old crony both go to :

the lodge
meeting, where two bandits seek to. evade detectives on their trail; ban-
dits slip, securities into Herbert's pocket. Still under the Influence
Herbert finds himself incarcerated with the. two bandits and he proceeds
to demonstrate his physical prowess. Herbert .is finally acquitted

' and
later threatens to sue for false arrest if not taken in as partner. All
ends well. >

Stories in preparation definitely set for production: 'CHARGE OF THE
LIGHT BRIGADE,' to. star Errol Flynn with Olivia deHaviland; 'CAtN
AND MABEL,' H. C. Witwer story for Marion Davies; 'INVITATION TO
A. MURDER,' with Marguerite Churchill and Gale Soridergaard; 'NO-WHERE/ with Ross Alexander and Beverly Roberts; 'THE WAY OF A
PIRATE,' with Guy Kibbee and Sybil Jason; 'CHINA CLIPPER,' 'OVER
THE WALL,' 'SO YOU WON'T TALK,' 'GREEN LIGHT' and 'SCHOOL-
HOUSE IN THE FOOTHILLS.'

Incorporations

NEW YORK STATE
Albany.

eyday Corp.,. Manhattan; general
theatrical- and motion picture business;
capital stock; 100 Bhares, no par value.
Incorporators: E. K. Nadel. 67 West
46th street, New York; Harry Crawford,
Mohegan Lake, Westchester county; Nat
Sv Jerome, 1270 Sixth avenue, New Tork
City.

Lido Boat Corp., New Tork; theatrical
business v capital stock, 200 shares, no
par value. Incorporators: Harry B.
Kurzrok, Mortimer Bernstein, Joseph
Berger, 60 Wall street, New Tork City.

Ken-Whip Corp., .Manhattan;' indoor
and 'outdoor amusement enterprises;
capital stock, 200 shares, no par value.
Incorporators: Harry B. Kurzrok,
Mortimer Bernstein, Joseph Berger, 60
Wall street. New York City.

The National Rodeo, Inc., Manhattan;
to carry on, cpnduot and promote amuse-
mont enterprizes of all kinds; capital
stock, 200 shares, $100 par. Incorpora-
tors: Carlton . Z. Solomon, Abraham
Sperber, . J, Sidney Bernstein. 250 West
67th street, New Tork Cityr
H. XV. E., Inc., New York; general,

theatrical and. motion' picture business;
capital stock, 200 shares, no par value.
Incorporators A. Michael Katz, ' Elsie
Fischer, Philip Kaplan, 342 Madison, ave-
nue, New York City.

Frle-Blch Amusement Co., Inc., lngs:
theatrical business; capital stock, 300
shares, ' no par value. Incorporators:
Meyer Creiman, Paterson, N. J.; Wil-
liam Rosenberg, 1901 Hennessey place,
New York City; Morris Schwartz, 1880
Billlngsley terrace, New York City.

. Chelsea Pictures Corp., New York; mo-
tion picture business; capital stock, 100
shares, no par value. Incorporators:
Tina Schwartz, 1450 Broadway, New
York City; Joseph Green, 60S West 140th
street, New York City; Godfrey Julian
Jafle, 1450 Broadway, New York City.

Seaboard Sporting Club, Inc., Bronx;
to employ actors, boxers, wrestlers, etc;
capital stock, 100 shares no par value.
Incorporators: Sidney Abranis, 1240
Sherman avenue. Bronx; Gus Ruckert,
3034 Bronx Park, East, Bronx; Beatrice
Geschwlnd, 1937 Clinton avenue, Bronx.
American Tob's Corp., New York; gen-

eral motion picture and theatrical busi-
ness; capital stock, 100 shares, no par
value. Incorporators: Johannes Pleter
Van

.
Tlenhoven, Hans Henkel, 10

Museumpletn, Amsterdam, Holland; Mil-
ton Diamond 113 West 67th street, New
York City.

Sho-Window Inc., Manhattan; the-
atrical business; capital stock, 200 shares,
no par value. Incorporators: Gus* Ed-
wards, Sam Levey, 1683 Broadway, New
York City; Charles Katz, 511 Fifth ave*
nue. New York City.

Clneroma Corp., Manhattan: motion
picture theatres, etc.; capital stock, 200
shares, no par value, incorporators:
Elizabeth Wood, Herman S. Rosenblatt,
Marjorle L. Sopera, 630 Fifth avenue,
New York City.

,
Statement and Designati

Theatre League, Inc., 19-21 Dover.
Green, Dover, Del. j theatrical business;
New York o ce,. 310. East 44th street,
New York City; Catherine M. Newmarch,
secretary -and 'treasurer; capital stock,
1,000. shares preferred, $100 par value;
10,000 shares commort • stock, no par
value.

CALIFORNIA
„ _ . .

, „ Sacramento.
Gus Deinbling, Inc.; capital stock, 100

shares, none subscribed. Directors: Gus
Dembllng, Sylvia Blank, Evelyn Fitz-
gerald, all of Los Angeles.
•Certificate changing name of AI

Kingston, Inc., to A] Kingston-Walter
Myers, Ine.

MISSOURI
_ . . . Jefferson City.
Robertson Amusement, Inc.; ion

shares. Incorporators: R. R. Glasgow,
University City; David J. Massa,. Victor
J. Massa, Normandy.

TEXAS

v.T
,mes P'OftdcnsHng Co., WIcMt^Falls;

broadcasting; capital stock, J6.000. In-

so
0
n
PO
Bt

t0
D
rB

.

:Do^. "M J
' »' A1»-

AS* Brondcoiitlng Company, San
»Rft nSi ' T

broadostinB; capital stock,

veit, w. M. Mcintosh, Emlle J. CJougU.

KAO '35 NET, $403,073;

KEITH CORP.'S $464,644

Annual statement of Keltb^Albee*
Orpheum Corp. and subsidiary com-
panies covering year, ended Dec. S,

1936, shows net profit of $403,073, m
previously estimated by ofnclale.

Report showed that theatre adihln*
eions, supplying bulk^ of revenue,
rose to $12,998,229. Rentals and
other Income totalled $1,602,831.

Trend away from vaudeville was
revealed in expense statement
which showed that only $826,250

went for artists' salaries ' whereas
Aim service and - other production
expense totalled $3,424,023. The net

was considered excellent in. view of

$116,316 loss in preceding year.

B. F. Keith arid subsidiaries' net.

profit of $464,644.94, after charges
and federal, tax, as reported to

stockholders last week, for the year

endi.ier on Dec. 31, 1935, was equal

to $1.16 per share on 400,000 shares

of capital stock. This compares
with a net loss of $136,035 in 1934.

Company statement showed that

only $730,547 was paid for artists'"

salaries while $2,291,190 went for

film rentals and production ex-

penses.

Carewe's Stock Issue

Washington, March 24.

Permission to unload preferred

stock to the public and dispose of

common stock to insiders was

sought from the Federal Securities

& Exchange Commission last week

by Bdwin 'Carewe Productions, Inc.,

of Los Angeles.
Company, which has received ap-

proval from California authorities,

proposes to put 40,000 preferred

shares on the market at $25 and to

sell to officers and directors .40,000

common at 26c each, on a basis of

one share of common for each share

of preferred. Another block of 40,-

000 common will be held In the cor-

poration treasury for use in raising

funds to redeem the preferred at

some later period.
S, H. Woodruff of Los Angeles is

listed as corporation, prez.

Chi Ops/ 10% Tilt

Chicago, March 24.

While the new operators -ex hi Uors

contract has been postponed until

September, it is reported that the

new papers will call for a 10% in"

crease In scale for the projection-

ists. This represents the fust In-

crease in three years.
In the future, the operators con-

tracts will expire in September in-

stead of January.

Par Puffers On Move
Hollywood, March 24.

Gabe Torke has switched around

his femme publicists at Paramount*

Gretchen Messer handles fashions

for syndicates; Lois Weiss moves

up as personals editor; Kathleen

Coghlan will be fan mag contact.

Ella Boros will sec for 'feet CarW

and Joe Shea.
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United in danger, laughter and love...

in a glorious and courageous venture

that decided the fate of three nations!
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O^fh Century- Fox is again

happy to offer you an out-

standing money entertainment. Its

triple-starred cast alone assures its

box-office future. Add to that its

title, an inspiring by-word in every

home and school • . • its theme of

unselfish heroism, high adventure,

undying love • , . its robust, up-

roarious hilarity. All this woven

together with the unerring show

sense that makes 20th Century-Fo:

the industry's envy!
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THE KEYSTONE
OF YOUR FUTURE
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OF CURRENT
1940 Broadway,
New Vork. N. V.Chesterfield

s etnHai A story baaed on the famous bridge of sighs. Onslow SteV-
r,^nl Dorothy

P»'p
-
Ph» Ro3en

-
66 mln3

-
ReL Feb

-
10-

^ .
" j |vt (Invincible). Horror Story. Ralph Morgan. Russell Glea-

Cond^JJ« ^)oyle. Dlr, Frank Strayer. 62 mlns. Bel. Aug, 16. Rey.

_ . 1^ %.h A murder mystery from the popular novel, 'The Last Trap.'
p*rK i3ith Ray Walker Irene Ware. Berton Churchill. Dir. Charles Lamont.

- . i oVatnniet. Modern love story. Sidney Blackmer, Irene Ware. Russell
F*' Hopton" Dlr7 Charles Lamont 67 mlns. ReL Sept. 1, Rev.. 6ct. 30.

Miko to Heaven. Movie-struck girl takes a Hitch Hike to Heaven.
H,t

Henrietta Crosman, Anita Page. Herbert Rawllnson. Dir. Frank Strayer.

64 Kb- *e, « Nov- *' Ppv, March 18.

in Scarlet. A mysterious woman In a mysterious setting. Reginald

tlenny Patricia Farr, Claudia Dell. Dir. Charles Lamont 65 mlna.

Rel. Oct. 16. Rev, Jan. 8.

i iuu Red Schoolhouse* The.. A story of school days, with Junior Coghlan,
Utt

Dickie, MotiV DU-. Charles Lamont, Rel. Feb. 26.

u..«iar at Glen Athol. Crime Club story of a G-man on vacation. John Mll-
MarHaon. Dir. Frank Strayer. 68 mins. Rel. Oct.

Jan, Irene Ware, Noel Madison, Dir. Frank Strayer.

1, - Rev. March 4.

ttiita Around the Moon. Story of love on the rebound. Three people who
• -dared love. Donald Cook, Erin O'Brien Moore. Dir. Charles Lamont.

68 mlns. Rel. Dec. 1. Rev. Feb. 21.

ftArtrtv Fever (Invincible). Proud but impoverished family struggles to keep
^° -

tn> appearances. Lois Wilson, Lloyd Hughes. Dir. Frank Strayer. 66

roW ReV Oct. 1. Rev. Nov. 27.

TahflA. The modern '.Tango' girl, A story of a professional model. Marian

-Nixon/ Chick Chandler; Warren Hymer. Dir. Phil Rosen. 66 mlns.

Bel, Jan. 1, Rev. Feb. 21,

ces, 729 Seventh Ave.,
New York, N. V.Columbiaittudlot Oower at Sunset,

Hollywood. Cal.

Ahrful the Damned; The story, of AbdUl .Haihld n of Turkey. Nils Asther,

AdTierine Ames, Frits Kortiier. Dir. Karl Grune. Rel. pending,

date ot the Missing Man, The. Candid camera turns detective. Roger
• FryOr, Joan Perry. Dir. D. Ross Liderman. 68 mliis
-.';•'. Rev. NoV. 27.

Calling of Dan Matthews. The. Harold Bell Wright's novel. Richard A rlen,

.• Charlotte Winters. Dir. Phil Rosen. 66. mins. Rel. Dec. 10. Rev. Jan. 29.

Cattle Thief. The. Western. Ken Maynard, Geneva Mitchell. Dir. Spencer

Gordon Benhet. Rel. Feb! 28.

Crime and Punishment. From the novel by Dostolvsky. Edw. Arnold, Peter

Lorre/ Marian Marah t Tala BlreL Dir. Jos. von Sternberg. 92 mlns.

Rel. Nov. 20. Rev. Nov. 27-
. , „ , ,_ „ „

Danaerous Intrigue, Famous surgeon does a comeback. Ralph Bellamy,

Gloria Shea. Dir. David SUman, 59 mins. Rel. Jan. 4. Rev. Jan. 22.

Devil's Squadron, Richard Dlx, Karen Morley, Dir. Erie Kenton. Rel,

March 12. .,.'

Don't Gamble with Love. Expose, of gambling backed by a dramatic story,

Ahii Sothern, Bruce Cabot, Irving PlokeL Dir. Dudley Murphy. 66 mins.

Rel. Feb. 15. Rey. March 4,

Catape from Devil's Island. Just that Victor Jory, Florence Rice. . Al

Rogell. 64 mlns. Rel. Nov. 1Q. Rev. Nov. 27.

Feather In Her Hat, A. . Vivid story 'of a mpther'a sacrifice. Pauline Lord,

Blllle Burke, Louis. Hayward. Dir. Alfred SantelL 72 mlns. ReL Oct.

241 Rev. Oct. 80. .

Gallant Defander, The. Western. Chas* Starrett, Joan Perry"." Dir. Dayld
' Seltnan. 67; mlns. Rel. Nov. SO. •

Gentleman- Goes to Town* A. ; Formerly 'Opera Hat.' Gary Copper, Jean Ar-

thur,. Plr, Frank Capra. Rel. March 21.

Grand Exit. Novel story of a fire investigator. Ann Sothern, Edmund Lowe.
Dlr, Eric Kenton. 68 mlns. Rel. Oct. 25. R*V; Nov. 13.

Guard That 'Girl. Mystery death threat story with an odd twist Robert
AUenV Florence Rice. Dir. Lambert Hillyer* 67 mlns. Rel. Sept . 20.

Rev; NpV. 13.

Heir to Trouble. Ken Maynard' Inherits a baby. Ken Maynard; Jnan P«n
Dhy Spencer Gordon Bennett. ' 6? mlns. Rel. Sept. 26. Rev. Feb. 12.

Hell 8bT|* Morgan. Purgatory on a tuna fishing boat. George Bancroft, Ann
-" Sb^hern// Victor Jory*. Dir. D. Ross Lederman. 64 mlns, Rel. Feb. 8.

Revv March 1L •

If YOU Could Only Cook. Kitchen masquerade that ends In a wedding. Her-
bert Marshall, Jean Arthur, Leo Carrlllo. Dir. Wm. A. Selter. 72 mlns
Rel. Deo. 80. Rev. Jan, l.

Lady of SecreU» Love corn.es at last to Bealed Hps. Ruth Chatterton, Marian
Marsh, Otto Kruger; Robt. Allen. Dir. Mario nGering. 73 mlns. Rel.

Jah; 26y

lawless Riders. Western. Ken Maynard, Geneva Mitchell. ir. S. G. Ben-
nett. 67 mlns. Rel.-Dec -28.

Lent Wolf ; Return*, The, Favorite screen and fiction character reappears
V :

;
Melvyn Douglas, Gall Patrick, Tala Blrel. Dir. Roy W. Nell; 68 Hrins.

Rial. Dec. 20. Rev.. Feb. 6.

Muilo Cms Hound, The. Love: on a showboat goes sour on Broadway. Harry
Richman. Rochelle Hudson, Ed 'Farley and Mike Riley (authors of the
.song). Dlr; Victor Schertzlnger. 85 mins. Rel. Feb. 27. Rev. Feb. 26

Myatirloue Avenger* Chas. Starrett, Joan Perry. Dir. David Selman. Rel
? : .-$VXu 17.- _
One Way Ticket. Love in and out of prison, and a girl who weds a convict

Lloyd - Nolan, Peggy Conklin. Dir. Herman Blberman. 71 mins. ReL
. Nov. 25. Rev. Jan. 8.

Public Menace. Crime reporter on board ship. Jean Arthur, Geo. Murphy.
• Dir. Erie Kenton. 72 mlns. Rel. Sept 30. Rev. Sept 25.

«h* Couldn't Takei It. Gangster seeks to tame wild, socialite. Geo. Raft, Joan
vBennett, Walter Connolly, Blllle Burke. Dir. Ty Garnett. 77 mlns. Rel
Oct. 20. ReV.^Nov.. 13.

She Married Her Boss. Title tells the story. Claudette Colbert, Melvyn
Douglas^ Michael Bartlett Dir. Gregory LaCava. :

»f> mlns. RehSept
19; ReV. Oct fr,

N *

Superspeed. . Speedboat environments Norman Foster; Mary Carlisle and
Florence Rice. Dir. Lambert Heliyerv 57 mlns. J*el. Spt. 1; Rev. Dec 4.

thundering Hoofs. Western. Ken Maynard. June Gale. Dir. Spencer Gor
don Bennett Rel. March 28. •

Too Tough to Kill. Newspaper girl saves a hardbolled hardrock man. Victor
Jory, Sally O'Neill. Dir. D. Ross . Lederman. 68 mlns. Rel. NoV. 23

Rev. Dec. 25,

United states Smith. Charles Blckford, Florence Rice. Dir. D. Ross Leder-
man. Rel. March. 16.'

'

Weatern Courage. Western. Ken Maynard, Geneva .Mitchell. Dir. S. G
Bennett. 68 mins.

, Rel. NoV, 15. Rev. March 18,

Western Frontier. Ken Mayhard meets a blonde Queen of the Range.
Maynard, Lucille . Brown; Nora Lane. Dir.- Al Herman. 69 mlns.
Aug. 26. Rev; Dec. 26.

. A super criminal defies the world.' Ann Sothern;
Al. Rogell. 67 mins. Rel. Pec. 31. Rev. March 4.

- -f

These tabulations are compiled
from information supplied by the
various production companies and
checked up as soon as possible after

release. Lifting is given when re-

easa dates are definitely set Titles

are retained for six months. Man-
agers who receive service subse-
quent to that -.period should, pre-

serve a copy of the calendar for
reference.

The running time as given here
• presumably, that of the projection

room showings. and can only approx-
imate the~ actual release length in

those states or communities where
ocal or state censorship may result

n deletions. Running time in the
reviews as given irr 'Variety' carry
the actual time, clocked in the the-
atre after passage by the New York
state censorship, since pictures are
reviewed only ' actual theatre
showings.

While every effort Is made to hold
this list accurate, the information
supplied may not always be correct,

even though official. To obtain the
fullest degree of accuracy, 'Variety'

will appreciate the co-operation of

all managers who may note discrep-
ancies.

Ken
Rel

loyd

DuWorld Ice: 729 Seventh Ave.,
New York, N. V.

Prasqulta CG^r). Austrian-made of Lehar musical. .Tarmla Novotna. Dir
Carl Lnniac. 86 mlns. Rel. Jan. 1. Rev. Jan, 22.

l-eflong. Technicolor version of Hall with plenty, nudity. Dir. Marquls.de la

Falaise 60 mips. Rel. Oct. 1. Rev. Oct 9:

Pecheur d'lslande (Fr). Pierre Lotl's Baga of fishermen.. Vvette Gullbert
Dlr ; Pierre Guerlnls. 76 mlns. Rel. Sept. IB. Rev. Sept. 26.

Second Bureau (Fr). Spy story. Jean Murat. Dir. Pierre Billon-. 105 mlns,
Rel. Feb. 15. Rev. Feb. 19, \

T?-_l r^;. • „ Offices: R.K.O. Bldg.,
rir8t LI IVISlOll New York. N. V.

Releases Also Allied. Chesterfield and 'Liberty
ircumstantlal Evidence. Reporter fakes murder in campaign against death

ponnlty and almost goes fo chair. Chick Chandler, Shirley Grey. Artlr—
Vinton, nit, CharleB Lamont 70 mlns. Rel. Aur :

L
anCe

^?,1d <Al»ance). A girl and boy band leader find a peppy, tuneful

tm. VU8 w*y to overcome rivalry. Charles 'Buddy' Rogers. June Clyde

Dark w
Marcel V*™*1. Rel. Nov. 8.

nr?,hiiJh
.
e ( hesterfleld). A fast-moving mystery, presenting a baffling

Problem in crime detection. Irene Ware, Ray Walker, Burton Churchill.

Orak *u'

Lhnrles lamont. ReL Jan. 15,

dev««Sra
tS <AW«nee). England's virgin queen In a human tale ot

ReL^rcn J
tne8tB;i Lane> Jan« Baxter.. Dir. Arthur Woods. 78 mlns.

Death from a Distance. (Invincible). A gtri reporter and a police detective

Studio Placements

Hollywood, March 24.

Eddie Acuff, Ollh Rowland, 'Case
of the Velvet Claws/- WB.
John King, 'Crashing Through,'

U.
Pardner Jones, 'Special Investl

gator,' RKO.
Rae Dagget, William Wayne, Ed

die Borden, Tom Wilson, Brooks
Benedict, 'Early to Bed/ Par.

William Rankin, screen play,
'Kingdom Come/ Par.

"

John Stahl, directing; S. N,
Behrman, screen, play, 'Parnell/
MG,
Laird Doyle, scripting, 'Cain and

Mabel/ WB. .

.
Melville Baker, . screen play,

•partner, You're in Love/ CoL
Esther Dale, 'Mob Rule/ MG.
Maude Allen, 'San Francisco/

MG.
Oordon Hart, untitled short, WB.
Three stooges, - untitled short,'

C01.
Kubec Glasmon, scripting 'Postal

Inspector/ U. .

Herbert Fields, - screen play,
'Kitchen Privileges/ U.
Dan Maxwell, Billy Mauch, 'Angel

pf Mercy/ WB.
Warren Hymer, David Sharpe,

Maryan Dowling, Arthur Wilitams,
Ed Cassldy, 'Desert Justice/ Berke
James' Dunn, Henry B. Walthall,

Mae Clarke, Charlotte Henry, David
Manners, Frank McGlynn, Sr.,

Oscar Apfel, Lew Ayres, direct-?

ing 'Glory Parade/ Rep.
Bob Andrews, scripting 'Narrow

Corner,' WB.
Sidney D'Albrook, C. L. Sher-

wood, 'Blackmailer/ Col.
Lionel Stander, Edward Arnold,'

'Fer de Lance/ Col.

Virginia Weldler, David Holt,
'Suicide Club/ MG.
Virginia Howell, 'Florida Special/

Pai%
Louts Matheaux, Edward Mc-

Wade, Rosalind Keith, ' Harly to

Bed,' Par.
Billy Lee, 'Three Cheers for /

Par.
.Robert Emmet Keane, Alonzo

Price, Hess Flowers, 'Something to

Live For.' Par.
Alyce King, 'Unconscious/ U,
Edgar Kennedy, 'San Francisco/

MG.
Robert 'Hotel Imperial/

Par.
. Ed Hartman, screen play, Untitled

original, RKO.
Sam Hayes, 'The Ex-Mrs. Brad-

ford/ RKO.
Sidney Toler, 'F-ll/ Roach.-
.Ralph Morgan. 'Speed/ MG.
Dora Clement, Ruth Warren, Jerry

Fletcher, 'Something to Live For,'

Par.
John Gallaudet, Pierre Watklns,

'Queer Money,' Col.

Gene Morgan, Martha Tibbets,

Arthur Rankin, Mary Lou Dix. Alf

James, Philo McCullough, Robert
Walker, 'Blackmailer.' Col.

.Thomas Beck, 'White Fang,' 20-F.

Emma Dunn, 'The Harvester/
Rep.
John Craham Spacy, Case

Against Mrs. Ames,' Wanger.
Ralph Remby, Billy Gilbert, 'The

First Baby/ 20-F.
Nicholas Soussanln, 'Turmoil,

20-F.
,

Wallace Smith, screen play,

'Senor Troubador/ PL.
. Mike Simmons, scripting 'Tower

of London,' Par.
Guy Bates Post, 'Suicide Club,

MG. T .

C. Henry Gordon, Anita Louise,

•Charge of the Light Brigade.' WB.
Marc Lawrence, Earle Buhn, Bill

(Continued on page 29)

match their wits. Russell Hopton, Lola Lane,- George Marlon. Sr. Ir.
Frank Strayer. 62 mlns. Rel. Sept. t.

False Pretences. Sympathetic tomance of a shady lady, powerfully devel-
oped. Sidney Blacktner. Irene Ware, Russell Hopton, Betty Compeon,
Edward Gargan, Lucy Beaumont. Dir. Charles Lamont. 66 mlna. Rel.
OCt; 22.

Frontier Justice (Futter). A rip-roaring out-door drama of might nn'd right.

. ,.
Hoot Glbson - ^ Robert McGowan. 68 mlns. Rel. Oct, 1. Rev. Jan, 8.

Girl Who Came Back, The (Chestertleld). The regeneration of a girl hope-
lessly Involved In a vast counterfeiting plot. Sidney Blackmer, Shirley
Grey, Noel Madison. Dir. Charles Lamont 66 mlns. Rel. Sept 8. Rev,
Sept. 18.

Gun Play (Beacon). Western. Big Boy Williams, Marian Shilling. Dir. Al-
bert Herman. 69 mlns. Rev. Jan. 1.

Happiness C.O.D. (Chesterfield). Hilarious solution to the money problem
that besets tvery family. Maude Eburne. Donald Meek, Irene Ware,
William Bakewell Polly Ann Young and Lona Andre. Dir. Charles La-
mont. 69 mlns. Rel. Oct. 16.

Hitch Hike to Heaven (Invincible). Story of actors in a traveling troupe, and
how they crash Hollywood. Herbert Rawllnson, Henrietta Crosman,
Russell Gleason, Polly Ann Young, Anita- Page. Dir. Frank Strayer.
63 mins. Rel. Dec. 1. Rev. March 18.

Hong Kong Nights (W. Futter). An exotic story of American courage and
Oriental cunning. Tom Keene, Wera Engels. Warren Hymer, Tetsu Ko-
mal. Dir. E. Mason Hopper. 69 mins. ReL. Sept. 15.

r

I Conquer the Sea (Halperin). An exciting yam of Newfoundland whaling
waters—an outdoor story oi unusual action and drama. Steffi Duna,
Dir. Victor Halperin, 67 mlns. Rel. Feb. 1.

Java Head (Associated). An adaptation of the Joseph Hergeshelmer prize-
winning novel also serialized In the Satevepost. a gripping drama of
the barriers of race and prejudice. Anna May Wong, Elizabeth Allen,
Edmund Gwenn; John Loder. Dlr, J. Walter Ruben. 70 mlns. ReL
Sept 1. Rev. Aug. 7.

Law of the 45's (Normandy). A dashing tale of reckless courage triumphant
over great odds. Mile-a-mlnute romance geared to the speed of ham-
mering hoofs and rapid gunfire. Big Boy Williams, Molly O'Day: Dir.
John McCarthy. 56 mlns. Rel. Dec. 1, v

Living Dead, The (Alliance). Coffins and. chills—terror and thrills, and dead
that live again! 'George Curzon, Sir Gerald du M&urler. Dir. Thomas

.
Bentley. 65 mlns. Rel. Feb.

Ml I (Alliance). Murger's immortal love story freely adapted from 'l*a vie
de Boheme. Douglas Fairbanks,. Jr. and Gertrude Lawrence. Dir. Paul
L. Stein. 76 mins Rel. Oct. 8..

Murder at Glen Athol (Chesterfield). Crime Club story of a G man on vaca-
tion. John Mlljan,' Irene Ware, Noel Madison. Dir. Frank Strayer. 68
mins. Rel. Oct. 1. Rev. March .4;

Old Curiosity Shop (British.made).. Dickens story, Ben Webster,
Dir. Thos. Bentley. 90 mlns. Rel. Dec. 25. Rev, Dec. 25.

Penthouse Party (Liberty).. Children reunite their divorced parents. Marguer-
ite Churchill. Bruce Cabot, Evelyn Brent, Reginald Denny. Dir. Wm.
Nigh; 77 mins. Rey. Feb. 21.

Red Wagon-
(Alliance). Life under the big top with cross currents of love,

hate, and revenge. Charles Blckford. Raquel Torres, Greta Nfssen, Don
Alvarado, .Anthony Bushell. Dir. Paul L. Stein. Rel. Dec. 8.

Ring Around the Moon. (Chesterfield). A strong human interest drama of the
daughter of a newspaper publisher and a reporter. Erjn O'Brien-Moore,
Donald Cook, Ann Doran. Dir. Charles Lamont. 69^ mlns; Rel.. Jan. 22.

Scotland Yard Mystery (BIP). The gangsters go abroad. Gerald du ilaurlerj
Geo. Curzon, Grete Natzler. Rev. March 18.

Society. Fever (invincible). A mad. merry saga of the zany Proutys. Lois
. Wilson. Lloyd Hughes, Grant Withers. Hedda Hopper. Gulnn Williams,
Marlon Shilling. G?org*» Irving. Sheila Terry. Dir. Frank Strayer. 66
mins. Rel. Sept. 18, Rev, Feb. 21.

Southern Maid (Alliance). Romantlo story under Southern skies.' Bebe Dan-
, lels. Dir. Harry Hughes. 60 rains. Rel. Feb. U

Spy 77 (Alliance), Italian war espionage highlighted by spectacular airplane
warfare. Greta Nlssen, Don Alvarado, Carl Dlehl. Dir. Arthur Woods.
77 rains. Rel, Jan. 15. Rev. Feb. 12.

Swlfty (Diversion). A murder mystery of the range. A cowboy saves him-
self from the gallows -In a story packed full of* excitement. Hoot Gib*
son,. June Gale. Dir. Alan James. 60 mlns. Rel, Dee. 27,

Tango (Invincible). The brilliant story of a- glittering night club dancer who
picked the- wrong partner in her dance of life. Marian Nixon, Chick
Chandler, Warren Hymer. Dir. Pbil Roseq. 70 mins. ReL Jail. 10.

Rev. Feb. 22.

First National m
Z.VZ&'.v.

Itudlos; BurbanK,
Calif.

Broadway Hostess. Glamorous drama of Broadway's bright lights, Winl
Shaw, Phil Regan, Genevieve. Tobln, Lyle Talbot, Allen Jenkins.- Dir.
Frank McDonald. 69 mlns. Rel. Dec 7. Rev.- Dec, 18.

Captain Blood: (Cosmopolitan) < Based on Rafael Sabatlnl's smashing tile :of

the sea rovers of the 17th century. Errol Flynn. Olivia rfe HavPland,
Lionel A twill. Basil Rathhone. Ross Alexander. Guy Kibbee.' Dir. Michael
Curtlz. 119 mlns. ReL Dec. 28. Rev. Jan. 1.

Case of the Lucky Legs. Detective story in a beauty contest Warren' Wil-
liam, Genevieve Tobln, Patricia Ellis. Dir. Archie L. Mayo, 77 mlns.
ReL Oct 6. Rev. Nov. 13.

Celling Zero (Cosmopolitan). Story of three war buddies who, In developing
commercial aviation, are thrown ' together in the most exciting events
of their careers. James Cagiiey. Pat O'Brien, June TravK Stuart Er-
wln, Barton. MacLane. Dir.. Howard Hawks. 95 mln9. ReL Jan. 25.

Rev. Jan, 22.

His First Wife. Adventures of young men with all-feminine triangle, George
Brent, Genevieve Tobln, Glenda Farrell, Patricia Ellis, Frank McHugh.

.
Dlr, Raymond Enright, Rel. March 28.

I Found Stella Parish. International trials and tribulations, of a famous
actress. Kay Francis, Ian Hunter, Sibyl Jason, Paul Lukas. Dir. Mer-
vyn LeRoy. 84 mlna, Rel. Nov, 23. Rev. Nov. 6.

Irish In lis, The. Three brothers of Irish extraction with Cagney leading In
the mischief. Jas. Cagney. Pat O'Brien, Olivia De Havllland. Frank
McHugh, Dir. Lloyd Bacon. 84. mlns. R*l, Aug. $, Rev. Aug. 7.

Man of Iron, Comedy-drama which treats of the adventure* In high society
or an unpolished workman. Barton MacLane, Mary Aat,dr, John Etdredfce,

Dir. Wm. McGann. 61 mlns. Rel. nec. 9.\. Rev. Dee; 11. *» .'

Murder of Dr. Harrigan. Murder mystery. Kay Linnaker,: Rlcardo. Cortez,
Dir. Frank McDonald. 6:7 mlns. . Rel. Jan. 11, Rev, JanJ-

Payoff, The. Sports columnist Is put' on' the r<>cks by his cheating wife, but
makes heroic comeback. JameB Dunn, Claire Dodd, Patricia Ellis Alan
Dlnehart. Dir. • Robt. Florey. 64 mlns. Rel. Nov. 9. Rev. Nov. 13.

Road Gang. Powerful dramn with the . glamorous romance of a girl who
battles to establish the innocence of the man she loves who .has been
framed and sent to a terrible r>ena I ln«fltijte hv crooked noHt|clan«.

Donald Woods, Kay Llnaker. Dir. Louis King. ' ins, ReL Feb; 15.

ReV. Feb, 26. ...
Shipmates Forever- Made at Annapolis. Dick Towell. Ruby Keeler, .Lewis

Stone. Dir. Frank Bbrzage. 10U mlns. ReL Oct 12, Rev. Oct. 23.

Song of the Saddle. Stirring Western drama with music. Dick Foran, Alma.
•Lloyd. Dir. Lou King. Rel. Feb. .29.

Story of Louis Pasteur (Cosmopolitan). Dramatization of the stirring events
in the life of Louis Pasteur In his battle against Ignorance and his efforts

to save life by science. Paul Muni, Josephine Hutchinson, Anita Louise,

Donald Woods. Dickie Moore. Dir. Wm. Dleterle. Rel. Feb; 22.

The Murder of r. Harrigan. Kay Llnaker, Ricardo Cortez. Mary Astor, John
Eldredge, Joseph Ciehan. Dlr; Frank McDonald. 67 mlns. Rel. Jan. 18.

GD 1600 Broadway,
'D New Vork.

Alias Bulldog Drummond. Comedy chiller takeon*. Jack Hulbert Fay Wray.
Dir. Walter Forde; G2 mltis. Rel. Sept. 1. Rev. Sept. 11.

Born for lory. Naval warfare, with aid of Rrltl6h gov't;.

Dir. Walter • Iforde. 70 mlns. Rel. Oct. 15. Rev. Oct; 23.

First a Girl. Muslc-al comply romance. Jessie. Matthews, Dir. Victor Savllle.

78 mlns. Rel. Dec. 25. Rev. Jan. 8.

King of the- Damned. Heavy melodrama and action. Conrad ,Veldt.

Vln.-on Noah Beery. Dir. Walter Forde, 81 mins. Rel. .UK). 20.

Feb. 5,

Mister Hobo. Tramp picked up because his name is itothschild acts as the

dcus ex machtna. George A rllss. Rel. Nov. 22. Rev. I eb. 12.

Morals of Marcus. Comedy. Lupe Vclez. Ian Hunter. Dir. Miles Mander,

72 mlna. ReL Jan. 1. Rev. .Ian. 15,

Passing ot the Third Floor Back. *-.-om the play ot the same title. Conrad

Veidt. Dlr, Berthold Vlertel. Rel. pending.

Rhode*. Adventure drama depicting exploits or^ Cecil " l,0^3
tt

'^outh African

diamond lefilon. Walter Huston, Oscar Homolka, Bnsll^

^

Sv
,

d
1

Celller. Dir. P.erlhold Viertel. 89 mlns. Rel. *el>. 20. Rev. March .

(Continued on page 29)
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an fiteoi. Romantic melodrama. Rob'ert Doriftt, Madeleine Carroll.

fred 65 mins. Rel. Sept. 1. Rev. Sept. 18.

Transatlantic Tunnel. Fantastic 'story of undersea pathway between Eu-
rope and America. Richard Dix, Helen Vinson; Madge Evans, Basil
Sydney. Dir< Maurice Elvey. 90 mlhs. Rel. Oct, .15. Rev. Oct. 30.

MAnrnf- lce8
' 1776 Broadway,iViaBCOl New York. N. Y.

confidential. An expose of the numbers racket. Donald Cobk, Evalyn Knapp;
Warren Hymer. Dir. Edward. Cabn. 6S mins. Rel. Oct. 26. Rev. Nov. 20.

Brown. 80 ni iris. . Rel. Nov. 29.

Waterfront Lady. Fast moving romance, of two who loved—and Joked with
the shadow of the law across their lives. Ann Rutherford. Frank Al-
•bertson.. Dir. Jos. Santley. 67 rains. Rel. Oct, 6. Rev, Nov. 6.

! Culver City,
Calif. Metro : 1540 Broadway,

New York, N. Y

Ah» Wilderness. Film version of Eugene, Q'NcIirs. comedy success.. Lionel
' Barrymore, Wallace Beery. Cecilia Parker; Eric: Linden. Dir. Clarence
BroWn. 93 mins. Rel. Nov. 29. Rev. Jan. t.

Anna Karenlna. Tolstoy's famous novel of a: woman's struggle for love.
Greta Garbo, Fredric March. Basil Rathbone. DJr. Clarenco Brown
85 mins. Bel. Sept. 6.. Rev. Sept. 4.

ishop Misbehaves. A cleric Impressed Into duty as a detective. Edmund
Gwenn, Maureen O'Sulllvan, Norman Foster. Dir. E. A. DuponL 85
mins. Rel. Sept. 13. Key. Oct. 2.

Ian Girl. Derived from the opera of that .name, but well awav from
It. Laurel and Hardy. Dhv James W. Hornc. 80 mins. Rel.- Feb. 14.

Rev. Feb. 21.

roadway Melody of 1936. Big song and dance show. Jack Benny, June
Knight. Eleanor Powell, Buddy and- Vllma Ebsen, Dir. Roy Del Ruth.
102 mins. Rel. Sept; 20. Rey. Sept. 25,

Exclusive Story. Martin Moo.ney's' numbers expose. Franchot Tone, Madge
Evans. Stuart ErWin. Dir. Geo. B. Sellz, 70 mlhs. Rel. Jan. 17. Rev.
Jan. 22.

reat Ziegfeld, The,, Based on the life of the late, great impresario. William
Powell. Louiso Ralner, Fannie' Brlce. Ann Pennington; Dir. R. Z. Leon-
ard. No release date.

Hero Comes the Band. An ambitious song^ writer and a stolen melody. Ted
Lewis and his band.. Virginia Bruce, Ted Healy. Dir. Paul Slbane.
82 mins- Rel. Aug. 30. Rev. Sept. 25.

I Live My Life. . The archeologlst and the society girl. Joan Crawford,. Brian
Aherna. Frank Morgan, Aline MacMahon. Dir. W. S. Van Dyke, t'5

mins.. Rel,- Oct. 4. Rev. Oct. 16.

It's In the Air. High pressure comedy with stratosphere setting. Jack
Benny. Una" Mei'kel, Grant Mitchell. Mary Carlisle. Dir.- Charles Rlesner.
80. mins. Rel. Oct. 1. - Rev. Nov. 13.

Ind Lady. Based on the Broadway play by Edward Chodorov,* stemming
from. a Hugh Walpole tale. Aline MacMahon. Basil Rathbone, Dudley
Dlgges. Dir. G. Seitz. 78 mins.. Rel. Dec. 6. Rev. Jan. 1.

'

Last of the Pagans. Love story of the South Sons. Mala, of ICskJmo' fnrne,.
and Lotus Long. Dir.. Richard Thorpe. 70 mins. Rel. Dec. 20. Rev.
Jan. 15.

Mutiny on the Bounty. Based on famous historical episode of South Seas
mutiny. Clark Gable, Charles Laugh ton, ' Franchot Tone. Dir. Frank
Lloyd. 131 mlhs; Bel. Nov. 8. Rev. Nov. 13.

Ight at the Opera. . Wild adventures In mistaken Identity of three rtallans,
Groucho, Chloo and Harpo.Marx. Dir. Sam Wood. 9C mins. Rel. Nov. 15.

Rev. Dec. 11.

O'Shaughnessy's Boy. A father and son who follow the circus. Wallaoe
Beery, Jackie Cooper. Dir. Richard Boleslawski. 87 mins. Rel. Sept.
27. Rev. Qct. 9,

Perfect Gentleman, The. An actor who- comes back. Frank Morgan. Cicely
Courtneidge.. Dir. Tim Whelan. 73 mins. Rel. Oct. 18. Rev. Dec. 25.

PQrsult. PseUdo kidnap story,
. Chester Morris. Sally Eilers. Edw. L.

Martin. 76 mins. Rei. Aug. 9. Rev. Oct. :

9.

Rendezvous. Based on Major Herbert O. Yardley's 'Black Chamber.' William
Powell. Rosalind Russell, Cesar Romero. Dir. W. K. Howard. 95 mlns\
Rel. Oct.; 25. Rev. Oct. 30.

tffraff. Story of the California tuna fishers. Jean Harlow, Spencer Tracy.
Dir. J. Waltetf Ruben. 85 mins. Rel. Jan. 3. Rev. Jan. 16.

Robin Hood 6f El Dorado. Drama of a frontier days' 'bad man.' Warner Bax-
ter. Ann Lorlnjf. Dir.. William Wellmani 84 mins. Rel. April 17. Rev.
March 18.

Row-Marie^ Rudolf Frlml's
.
operetta. Nelson Eddy. Jennette MacDonald.

Dir. W. S. Van Dyke. 110 mins.: Bel, Jan. .3}. Rev. Feb. 6.

Tale of Two Cities, Based on DlCkens' famous novel of the French Revolution.
itonald Colmnn Rllzaheth Allan. Edpa Mav <>ij Ver Basil Rathbone
Henry B. Walthall. Dir. Jack Conway. 121 ins. Rel. Dec. 27. Rev.
Jan. 1.

Tarzah Escapes. Further adventures of the ape man. Johnny Welssmuller,
Maureen O'Sulllvan. Dir. James McKay. No release date.

Three Godfathers. Three tough guys give their lives for a baby. Chester
Morris, Lewis Stone, Walter Brennan. Dir. ich. Boleslawslcy. 80 mins.
Rel. March 6. Rev. March 11.

Three
_
Live Ghosts. Based on the novel by Fred S. Isham

Ann Lorlng, H. Bruce Humberstone. Rel. Jan. 10.
Tough Guy. Two men and a dog in an odd friendship.

Callela, Rln^Tln-Tin Jr. Dir. Chester M. Franklin;
24. Rev. March 18.

ice
v°,

f fugl.e Ann. Dog story. Lionel Barrymore, Maureen O'Sulllvan, Eric
Unden. Dir. Richard Thorpe. 70 mins. Rel. Feb. 7. Rev. March 4.

Whlpsaw. Spencer Tracy as a 'C'-man on the trail of pearls with a fortune.
Myrna Loy, Harvey Stephens, Dir. Sam Wood. 80 mins. Rel. Dec. 13.
Rev; Jan. 29.

Ife vs. Secretary. One office wife who was on the square. Clarke Gable,
Jean Harlow, Myrna Loy. Dir. Clarence Brown. SS mins. Rel. Feb. 28.

. Rev. March 4.

Richard Arlen,

, Joe
Jan.

TA4___„„__- New York. N. Y,Monogram office: RKO Bldg.,

(Released through Republic)
Trail Beyond, In the. John Wayne. Verna Hlllie. 65 mins. Rel, Oct. 22.

•tudloe: 6851 Marathon St., Po-0 »««ii»»f Officee: 1601 Broadway,
Hollywood, Calif. faramOUnt New York. N.Y.

Anything Goes. Broadway musical hit. Blng Crosby. Ethel Merman. Chas.
buggies, Ida Lupino. Dir. Lewis Milestone. 90 mins. Re). Jan. 24.
Rev. Feb. 12,

'

Bar 20 Rldea
i
Agajh. HopalOng Cassidy western. William Boyd. Jl Ill-

son, Ethel Wales. Dir. Howard Bretherton. Rel. Dec. 6.

w!^a
,

st
i>
ot

i
193B - Th«- Jacls Oakle, Lyda Robertl. Burns and Allen and

vvenay uarrle carry along a fanciful story which serves as background
lor an array of radio stars. Dir. Norman Taurog. .97 mins. Rel. Sept.

- ,l3i Rev. Sept 18. •

«Kde C^omes/Home
f The. A girl "with spirit and a boy with a temper. Clau-

wlJLC<&her!:
' l^fd- M,cMurray, Robert Young. Wtri. Collier, Sr.. Dir.

Wesley -Riggies. 83 mins. Rel. Jan. 8, Rev. Jan. 1,

"Western. ' Ohe of the Hop'aldng Cassidy series. William
•ooya. Dir. Howard. Bretherton. Rel. March 6

voiiegiate. Muslcoil Jack Oaklo Inherits a girls' school

Jan" 29- •

S
i
Parl^-.. Pir- Ralph Murphy. SO mins.

.Toe

Rev.

Coronado. Story of Coronado Beach; Southern California swank resort. Johnny

.m^n.'MoT.f"
y ^2r?!«?» JWU Haley,- Alice White, 'Leon Errol. Dir. Nor-

ft.Gold.
Hogah. Rel/March SVT

beserrr™ iJ
ICLe0dv 76 m,ns

-
' Rel

- Nov. 29. Rev, Dec. 25.

Hoiralv »*,ne»Pr®y western. Larry Cmbbe, Marsha Hunt. Dlr; Jas.

Oesi re
volvili ^.

m
*u

lctttV enelneer Oh vacation in France and Spain becomes In-

Fraifir SI h a band of crooks. Mariene Dietrich, Gary Cooper. Dir.

Drift P
Borzaee. Rel. Feb. 28.

• Fence. .Frorn^a Zane Grey novel. Larry Crabbc, Kathcrine De Mille,Tom tJ\s- L tt ^ane «jrey novel, i^arry crabbc, Katncrine ue Mine

Eaale's B
Dir. Otho Loverlng. 07 mins; Rel. Feb.. 14. Rev. March 11

Jlmm
0
v
d
£iLho? T,

SecoCd ln tu« Hopalong Cassidy series. William Boyd.
61 rnlnq tPI' J^m- ^arnum. Nana Martinez. Dir. Howard Bretherton.

J*
13,

' Rel - °ct. 25. Rev. Jan. 29.

BVadl^v
W

rll
ls be 11 G-man but' he orily gets an F. Jack Haley. Gi\

ni *u*'
D,r< Eaw

- CUne. Rel. .March" 13.

Man
B

Give Us This Night. Musical,
Rel. March 6.

Jan Kiepura, Gladys Swarthout.

acc

Alex.

bard IvYl, I?? 1*- The story of a barbershop manicure. Carole LOm-
°ct. 18.^ Rev Nov""

117
'

Ralph BeUam y« Dir
<

MitchglL.Lelsen. Rel.

'hhf^wn ^ice* Everett Horton pets Into trouble for flirting with

Kel. Jan V7 t»
Staffe n,t - Teggy Conklln. Dir. Jos. SaHtley. 75 mins.

*«. .ReV. Feb. 2 1

Here Comes Cooklci Grade Allen gets her father's fortune and starts aprivate theatre for out-of-work actors. Geo. Burns. Gracie Allen Geo.
Barbler. Dir. Norman McLeod. 65 mins. Rel. Sept. 6. Rev. Oct. 16.

U'*
"c'li!

3*^ 1
^-. *

l<£y,?J^OS CCC aunps. jbe Morrison. Paul Kelly. Chas.
Sale, Rosalind Keith. Dir. Edw. F. line, 63 mins. Rel. Nov. Rev.
DCO, 5.

Klondike Annie. Mae West warms up the- frozen north. Mae West, Victor
McLaglen, I)n\ Raoul Walsh. 7S mins. Rel. Feb. 21. Rev. March 18.

Last Outpost, The. From n\ Britten Austin's striking fiction story. Carv
Grant, Claude Rains. Gertrude Michael. Dir. Chas. Barton. 72. Ins.
Rel, Oct. 4, Rev. Oct. 9.

Little America, With Byrd in Antarctic. Special. 62 mins. Rev. Oct. 16.
Mary

T
Burns, Fugitive,. G-men story. Sidney Silvia, Mulvyn Douglas, Pert

v Kelton. Dir. Wm. K. Howard. 80 mins. Rel. Nov. 15.. Rev. Nov. 20.
Millions In the Air. A romanoe of the radio amateurs. John Howard Wendy

Barrle, Willie Howard. Dlr, Bay McCarey. 72 mins. Rel. Dec 13.
Rev. pec. 18.

Milky Way, The. Harold Lloyd, production taken from a stage hit; Lloys,
Adolphe Menjou, Venee Teasdale. Dir. Leo McCarey. Rel. Jan. 3.

Nevada. Larry Crabbe in a western story. Monte Blue, Kathleen Burke.
Dir. Chas. Barton. 58 mins. Rel. Nov. 29.

Palm Springs. Romance in a desert paradise. Frances Langford, Smith Bal-
iew, Sir Guy 'Standing. Dir. Aubrey Scottp. Rel. April 3..

Peter Ibbetson. George Du Maurier's famous love classic. Gary' Copper, Ann
Harding, John Halliday. Dir. Henry Hathaway, S3 mins. Rel. . Nov. 8,
ReV. Nov. 13.

Preview Murder Mystery, The. Inside studio stuff used to unravel a couple
of mystery murders. Reginald Denny, Florence Drake, Gail Patrick, Rod
LaRocque. Dir. Robert Flor'ev. Rel. Feb. 23.

Reunion. Spy story of the World War. Herbert Marshall, Gertrude Michael,
Lionel Atwill, Guy Bates Post. Dir. Robt. Florey. .Rel. April 7.

Rose ot the Rancho. Richard Walton Tully's and David Belascos gorgeous
story of old California. . Gladys ywnrthout. John Bolea. (Miarles • Blrk-
ford,. Willie Howard. Dir. Marlon Gering. t'5 mins. Rel. Jan. 10 Rev.
Jan. 15.

Scrooge (BrRish made). Sir Seymour Hicks and Donald Calthrop In Dickens'
'Crlstmas Carol.' Dir. Henry Edwards. 72 mins. Rel. Dec. Rev. Dec. 18.

Ship Cafe. Waterfront, story of a stoker who sang, Carl Brlsson, Arllne
Judge, Mady Christians. Dir. Robert Florey. 64 mins. Rel. Nov. 1.

Soak the Rich. Pink .columnists and' one red. Walter Connolly Marv Taylor,
John Howard. Dir. ' Hecht-MacArthur. fc'5 mins. Rel. Jan. "17. Rev.
Feb. 12.

So. Red the Rose. From tark Young's best seller. Margaret Sullavan. Walter
Connolly, Randolph Scott. Dir. King Vidor.- i'Q. mins. Rel. Sept.. '27.

Rev. Dec, 4.

.Thirteen Hours by Air. Saga of a transcontinental plane pilot. Fred Mac
Murray, Joari Bennett, ZaSu .Pitts. lr. Mitchell Leiseri. Rel. March' 27.

;

Timothy's Quest. Kate -Douglas Wiggins' child story. Eleanor Whitney, Tom
Keene, Dickie. Moore, Virginia Weidler. Dir. Chas. Barton. 66 mins.
Rel. Jan. Si. Rev. March 4-..

Too Many Parents. Cadet story. Frances Fan ir.

Robt. F. McGowan'. Rel. March 20.

Trail of • the Lonesome Pine, The. All Technicolor production of John Fox's
story. Sylvia Sidney, .Henry Fonda, Fred MacMurfay, Fred Stone. Dlr;
Henry Hatliaway.-- 100 mins. Rel. March 13. Rev. Feb. 20.

Two Fisted. Two pugs enter Park Avenue society. Lee Tracy, Roscoe Karns,
Gail Patrick. Dir.. James Cruze. 60 mins. Rel, Oct. 3. Rev. Oct. 9.

Two for Tonight.' From. the stage hit by Maic and J. O. Lief. Gay-hearted
playwrights on the loose. Blrig Crosby, Joan Bennett, Mary Boland,
Theima Todd.. Dir. Frank Tuttle. 60 mins. Rel. Sept. 27. Rev. Sept. 4.

Virginia Judge, The. Based on Walter C. Kelly's vaudeville character. Wal-
ter C. Kelly, Stepin Fetchit, Marsha Hunt. Dir. Edw. Sedgwiok. 60
mins. Rel. Sept. 27. Rev. Oct. 23.

•Wanderei' of the Wasteland. Zane Gray story. Dean Jagger, Gail Patrick,
Edward Ellis. Dir. Otho Loverlng. 62 mins. Rel. Aug. 16. Rev, Oct, 16.

Wings Over Ethiopia. Topical. 62 mins. Special release. Rev. Oct, 16.

Woman Trap, The. Adventure story of, a reporter's search for diamond thieves
in Mexico. Girl complications. Gertrude Michael, Geo. Murphy. Dir.
Leo McCarey, 04 mins. Rel. Feb. 14. Rev. March 11.

Studio Placements

Studios: Hollywood,
Calif. R.K.O. Radio ids.,

, N.Y.C.

Annie Oakley. Events. In the life of Annie Oakley, famous woman rifle shot.
Barbara Stanwyck, Preston Foster, Melvyn Douglas, Moroni Olsen, Pert
Kelton, Andy Clyde. Dir. George Stevens. 90% mins. Rel. Nov. 15.

Rev. Dec. 25.

Another Face. A killer has his face remodelled by plastic Burgery and be-
comes a movie actor in Hollywood, Brian Donlevy. Wallace Ford,
Phyllis Brooks, Alan Hale, Dir. Christy Cabanne. 72 mins. .Rel; Dec.
20. Rev. Jan.. 1.

Chasing. Yesterday. Adaptation of an Anatole France classic. Anne Shirley,
. O. P. Hegeie. Dir. Geo. Nichols, Jr. 78 mins. Rel. May 3. Rev. Oct. 23.

Chatterbox. An orphan with a vivid Imagination yearns to becomo an. act-
ress, but finds happiness, with the man of her dreams, Anne Shirley,
Phillips Holmes, Edward Ellis. Dir. George Nicholls, Jr. 68 mins. Rel.
Jan. 17. Rev. Feb. 21,

Fahg and Claw. Frank Buck's latest expedition Into the Malayan Peninsula.
Frank Buck. Dlr, Frank Buck. 73 mins. Rel. Dec. 20. Rev. Jan. 1.

Farmer in the Dell. Retired midwest farmer accidentally crashes studio. In

Hollywood and, much to his own surprise, rises to fame as an actor.
Fred Stone, Jean : Parker, Esther Dale, Moroni 0|scn. Frank Albertson.
Dir. Ben Holmes. 67 mins. Rel. March 27. Rev. March 11.

Follow the Fleet. A oong-and-danCe man who joins the navy meets hlg
former girl friend in a dance hall and helps her salvage a ship by
staging a big show. Fred Astnlre. Ginger Rogers, Randdlnh Scott, Her-
bert Rawllnson. Dir. Mark Sandrich. 110 mins. Rel. Feb. 21. Rev.
Feb. 26.

Freckles. Orphan boy who conquers fear In order to save the life of a little

girl and thereby wins the love and esteem of his benefactors. Torn
Brown, Virginia Weidler. Carol Stone, Lumsden Hare, James Bush,
Dorothy Peterson, Addison- Richards. Dick Alexanaer. Dir. Edward
Killy. 69 mins, Rel. Oct, 4. Rev. Oct. 30.

HI Caucho. A romance of the plains of Argentine. John Carroll, Steffi Duna,
Rod LaRocque, Montague Love, Dir. Thomas Atkins. 69 mins. Rel.
Oct. 11.

His Family Tree. Old Man Murphy comes from Ireland to visit his son only
to find that the family has changed Its name to Murfree. James Barton,
Margaret Callahan. Addison Randall, William llarripnn. Maureen De-
lany. Dir. Charles Vidor. G8V6 mins. Re). Sept. 20. Rev. Feb. 12.

I Dream Too Much. Lily Pons debut picture. While trying to sell her hus-
band's opera, a great Impresario discovers Lily's marvelous voice. Lily
Pons, Henry Fonda. Osgood Perkins. Eric Blore, Paul. Porcasl. Dir..

John Cromwell. 95 mins. Rel. Noy. 29.

In Person. A motion picture star who fears crowds runs away to a mountain
hideout, Ginger Rogers. George Brent. Alan Mowbray, Samuel S. lilnds.

Grant Mitchell. Dir. William Seiter. 87 mins. Rel. Nov. 22. Rev. Dec
18.

Lady Consents. An ideal marriage is broken up by a scheming siren, but the
wife gives the other woman a taste of her own medicine. Ann Harding,
Herbert Marshall, Walter Abel, Marparet Lindsay.. Dir. Stephen Rob-
erts. 76 mins. Rel. Feb. '23. Rev. Feb. 12.

Last Days ot Pompeii. The destruction of the City of Pompeii. Preston
Foster; Helen Mack, Alan Hale. Dir. Ernest B. Schoedsack. 96 mins.
Rel. Oct. 18. Rev. Oct. 23.

Love on a Bet. To win a bet, a meat-packing, heir starts out from New
York hi his underwear. By the time he reached his destination ho has
money, clothes, and a charming fiancee. Gene Raymond. Wemlle
Barrie. Helen Brodorick. Dir. Leigh Jason. 75 mins. Rel. Feb. 7. Rev.
March 11.

Muss 'Em Up. Private detective solves the origin of extortion notes and a
kidnapping. Preston Foster, Margaret Callahan, Jack Adair. Dir.

Charles .Vidor, Rel. Jan. 31.

Old Man Rhythm. An adoring father deserts business to Join his son as a

college undergraduate. Six new songs. Charles Rogers. George Barhler,

Barbara Kent. Dir. Edward Ludwig. 74 mins. Rel. Aug. 2. Rev.
Sept. 26.

Powdersmoke Range. Ah epic western laid In a Southern California cattle

town ih the late '60s. Harry Carey. Hoot Gibson, Bob Steele, loin
Tyler, Gulnn Williams, William Farnum. William Desmond, 'Buzz. Bar-
ton Wally Wales, Art Mix. Buffalo BUI, Jr., Buddy Roosevelt, I<ranklyn

Farnum. 'Boots' Mallory. Dir. Wallace Fox. 71% mins. Rel. Sept. 27.

Rev. March 11.

Rainmakers. A rich but dishonest farmer trlea to stop Wheeler and Woolsey
from working their rainmaking invention to help the llrna bean farmers.

Robert Woolsov. Bert Wheeler. Dorothy Lee. Fredric Roland. Berton

Churchill, George Meeker. Dir. Fred Gulol. 79 mins. Rel. Oct. 25. Rev.

Nov. 6.

Return of Peter rlmm, The. From David Warneld's hit. Uotif-i Linrrymore

Helen Mack, Edward Ellis. Dir. George Nicholls, Jn 82>£ mln.s Rel;

Sept. 13. Rev. Oct. 9.

Seven Keys to Baldpate. Remake of the Cohan play. Cene Raymond, Mar-
garet Callahan. F.rlc Blore, Erin O'Brien Moor<\ Moroni Olsen, Grant
Mitchell. Dir. William Hamilton and Edward Killy. 69 mins. Rel. Dec.

in. Rev. Dec, 18.

Silly Billies. Wheeler and Woolsoy In the middle ot the California gold rush

(Continual on page 30)
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Dill, George Lloyd; Rollo Dix, Bill
Brown, Bob Wilbur, Clay De Roy,
Jack Long, John Wagner, Eileen
Taylor, Rebecca Wasson, 'Queer
Money,' Col,.

William Gri
ingale,' WB,
Bob Perry, 'Born to Fight,' Conn.
Alan Dinehart, 'Private Number,'

20-.F.

/Wallace Gregory, "Frank Faylen,
Edna Harris, 'Bullets and Ballots.'
WB.
Fern Emmet, Burr

Harvester,' Rep.
Ben Alexander, Earl Eby, Smiley

Burnett;. Lane Chandler, Billy
Arnold, Etta McDaniel, Paiil Blon-
ton, Frarikic Marvin,.

. 'The Glory
Parade,' Rep.

Myra Marsh, Marie Toomey,
Holdevness, Laura Treadwell r

Houghton, Madelyh D0H:

.

Baby,' 20-F.
Edward Earle, 'The Case against

Mrs. Ames,' Wagner.
Dorothy Vaughan,

at Twenty,' WB,
Libbey Taylor,

WB.
Eddie Shubcrt, '

Claws,' WB.
Biily Watson, Tommy Bupp,

'Mary of Scotland,' RKO.
Claudia Coleman, Daisy

'Forgotten Faces,* Par.
.
Frank Darien, 'Early

Par.
Lynne Overmahn, Veda Ann Bovg,

'Three Cheers i'o'r' Love/' Par.
Pat West, 'Turmoil/ 20-F.
Pat Flaherty, 'Princess Comes

Across," Par.
Robert Glecklerr

Twenty," WB.
Yacht Club Boys,

WB. \
Jdsepti Cawthorne,

lions in It,: WB.
Claudia-. Dell,

low Cargo,' Paci
Carol Hughes; '

Claws,' WB.
William Powell, Myrna Loy; 1

Howard Emmet Rogers, Maureeu
Watkins, screen play, 'Libel Lady.'-
MG. *

Alec Craig, 'Mary
RKO
Rosalind Marquis,

Ballots/ WB.
Robert Middlemass,

Velvet Claws/ WB.
Wade Boteler, Gene Morgan,

Karnan Cripps, Charles Irwin, 'So*
They Were Married/ Col.
Ruth Mix, 'Clutching Hand/

Weiss,
George Oppenheimer, scripting

'No Hero/ MG.
Gene • Towne, Graham Baker,

scripting 'History Is Made at Night,'-
Wanger.
George Walcott, 'Mob Rule,' MG.
Tiny Sanford, George Gray, Tom

De.mpsey; Les Goodwin, directing
untitled short, RKO.

'

Aubrey Scotto directing
to Paradise/ Rep.

'

Roy Del Ruth, directing- untitled
fiimusicai. MG.
Ross Alexander, Beverly Roberts,

Andrew Tombes, Eddie Conrad,
Harry Burns, Paul Graetz. JosepU
Cawthorn; William McGann direct-
ing, 'There's Millions in It,' WB.
Harry "Cording, 'Angel of Mercy/

WB.
Andre Beranger, 'Case of the Vel*

vet Claws,' WB.
Bodil Rosing, 'Glory Parade/ Rep,
Nora Cecil, 'Mob Rule,' MG.
Anne Nagel. Dick Foran; Wllliani

Jacobs adapting, 'Two Gun Buok-
aroo/ WB.
John T. Murr 'Lost Horizon/

Col.

CONTRACTS
Hollywood, March 24.

Mflville Baker sealed to writing5

termer at Columbia.
Paramount exercised option on

Mao. Greene's writing pact.
Paramount exercised option on

John C. Mo t's writing pact.
Norman. Rellly Ralne handed long

term writing contract at Warners.
Radio tabbed Irwin Shaw with,

writing termer.
Louise Ktuart, photogriapher'

model, given term covenant at Para-
mount.
Roach .sealed Fred Ncwmeyer to

term directing pact..

Francis Faragoh. Edward T. Lowe
aiid John Patrick handed term writ-

ing contracts at. 20th-Ii ox.

Paramount lifted six-month op-
tion on Frances Farmer's stock?

pact,
John ' Callaudet sealed to termei*

at Columbia.
Warners picked up Bobby Con-

nelly^ option, giving dance director

substantial salary tilt.

Stuart Erwin drew year's stretch,

at Metro on option pickup,

STORY BUYS
Hollywood. March 24.

•Metro purchased Garret Smith*
'Old Uutch Lives up to It/ -

'Without the Net,' Frank R,
Adams Cosmopolitan yarn, bought
bv Republic.

I'Oth -Fox purchased Leonard
L'oo'h McCall mag serial, 'Island In

» the Sky.'

I
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Bank Insurance

Violates Calif.

Laws Is Charge

Los Angeles, March 24.

Attacks on so-ealled bank night

insurance- have spread to southern

California* with officials in Los
Angolcs and Fresno filing criminal

complaints charging violation of

state insurance and lottery laws. In

complaint filed in Los Angeles, five

counts of violation are. changed

against C. K. Franklin and J. Gaf^
ford of Theatre Bank Night Guar-
antee Co., Ltd. Franklin is named
as managing: director of the concern.

Complaint alleges pair, with head-

quarters in Hollywood, have been

active for weeks establishing

agencies and guaranteeing persons

registered for bank night against

loss up to $150 if patron fails to be

present in house when name' fs

drawn at bank night award.

Springer & Cocalis Win

20th-Fox's Film Suit

Wednesday; March 23, 1935

Suit In N. T, supreme court which
20th Century-Fox brought against

Springer & Cocalis has been decided
in favor of S&C. The case involved

20th Century-Fox's right to profits

• on certain- allocated pictures of a
program under, contract between
the patti.es. The terms concerned
six such allocated- percentage 'A'

pictures, out of" a contracted pro-
gram . of ,68 films, of. which number
the balance were at a flat ra^te per
film. Two of - the films, .showed'-

a

profit while the other, according' to

S&C allegations, did hot. 20th Cen-
tury-Fox figured to

r
collect" its.

profits as earned on each, but the
court ruled that the percentage
stipulation covered the six allocated

films
. as a block ' and not individ-

ually.

Louis Nizer represented the 20th
Century-Fox company. Bruce Brom-
ley* of Cravatli, DeGersdorff,
Swalne &, Wood, successfully repre-
sented Springer & Cocalis. Case
was tried before Justice Cunning-
ham.

Theatre Men in L A.

Hollywood, March 24.

Columbia's preview of 'Mr. Deeds
Comes to Town,' at the; Carthay
Circle today (Tuesday), has brought
many circuit heads to ,town.

Those, here are Bob' O'Donheli,
Interstate Circuit; Barney Balabari,
qf Chicago, coming up from Palm
Springs; Cliff Work, western RKO
operator in Frisco; J. Von Herz-
berg of. Seattle, and Harry Huff-
man, of Denver.

Newsreels

(Continued from page 7)
through a central bureau, it is esti-
mate! that the overhead of news-
reel companies would be trimmed
25-60%, depending on how much
special, individual or freak news
stories were sent through the hop-
pers by the individual companies.
Which would insure all five units,
operating at a profit.

Biggest difficulty to be overcome
at present is. the threatened Union
cameramen opposition. No question
but that union -would frown upon
such a Generalization if for no other
reason than that it wouid cut down
employment of cameramen,

This proposal is said to be
meeting with considerable favor be-
cause it Incorporates no merging of
the newsreels nor diminishing, of
individual effort of the representa-
tive news weeklies—Pathe, Para-
mount. Fox Movietone. (20th Cen-
tury-Fox), Universal -and- Hearst
Metrotone. Enthusiasts with the
newsree companies in favor of the
proposition think it entirely reason-
able because it follows the general
outlines of the present news gath-
ering of the Associated Press. It

would furnish a vast amount of

footage for newsreel editors to pick
from as presently done by the A. P.

in supplying a large supply of news
copy to suit the dallies' needs. The
newsreel eds could similarly pick
their shots. Plan also follows the
A. P. set-up as to, 'sharing costs. It

is extremely dubious if the working
plan will go through unless all live

reels swing into line.

calendmofcdr™rhhses
(Continued from page 29)

and Indians. Bert Wheeler. Robert Woolsey, DorothyXeeV Harry^oods,
Ethan La Idlaw, Delmar Watson, Dick Alexander, Dir. Fred Gulol. Kel.

March 20.

Sylvia Scarlett. A father takes his daughter to Epglana and dresses her- as

a boy; Katharine Hepburn. Edmund Gwenn, Gary Grant. Dir. George

Cukor. 90 mlns. Bel. Jan. 3. Rev. Jan; 15.

Thoroughbreds Air. A champlori race horse Is stolen by gangsters and is

helped back to his trainer by his staunch friend, a dog. Rel. April 3,

Three Musketeers. From the Dumas classic.
.
Walter Abel. Margot Orahame,

Rosamond Plnchot, Onslow Stevens, Paul Lukao, Heather Angel. Moroni

Olsen. Dir, Rowland V. Lee. 97 mlns. Rel. Oct. 26. Rev. NOV, 6.

to Beat the Band. A befuddled heir to $59,000,000 with strings tied to It mar-
rles his girl to a disillusioned chap about to commit suicide. Hugh Her-

bert, Helen Broderlck. Roger Pryor, Fred Keating. Eric^ Blore. Phyllis

Brooks. Dir. Ben Sroloff. 65 mlns. ReL Nov. 8. Rev. Nov. 27.

Top, Hat, American dancer who tails in love with a young girl* but has a,

hard time winning her on account of mistaken Identity. Fred.Astalre.

Ginger Rogers, Edward Everett Horton. Helen Broderlck. Dir. Mark
Sandrloh. 101 mlns. Rel. Sept 6. Rev. June 29.

Two In the Dark. A man; his memory gone and his Identity unknown, gets

involved In a murder mystery.. Walter Abel. Margot Grabarae, Erie

Blore. Dir. Ben Stolon!. , 72 mlns. Rel. Jan. 10. Rev. . Feb. 5.

We're Only Human. Cop loses a convict on his way to prison but recaptures

him. Preston Foster. Jane Wyatt Dir. Jas. Flood. 67 mlns. Rel. Deo.

27. Rev. Jan. 22.

Yellow Dust. Bob Fairfax finds gold and romance in the same day, but a
crook tries to horn In on both. Richard Dlx, L*lla Hyamj^ Jessie

Ralph, Andy Clyde, Onslow Stevens. Dir, Wallace. Fox. 62 mlns. Rel.

Jan. 24. Rev. Feb. 26.

Republic
ce: RKO Bldo.,
New York, N.Y.

Burning Gold. Fast action. BUI: Boyd. Rel. Dec. 1.

Cappy Ricks Returns. Peter B. Kyne's familiar' Action hero. Robert MoWade,
Ray Walker, . Florine McKlnney. Dir. Mack Wright. 67 mlns. Rel.

Sept. 23. Rev. Dec. 4»

Crime ot Dr. Crespl, The.. Original story suggested by.Poe's 'The Premature
Burial.' Eric von Strohelm. Harriet Russell. Dwlght Frye. Dir. John
H. Auer. 64 mlns. Rel. Oct. 21. Rev. Jan. 15.

Dancino Feet. Capitalizing the modern craze for tap dancing. Eddie Nugent,
..Ben Lyon,.Joan Marsh. Dir. Joseph Santley. 72 mlns. Rel. Jan, 31. . ..

Federal Agent, Swift action. BUI Boyd. ReL March 16.

Forbidden Heaven. Suggest!. e or , 'One More Spring. , tour derelicts in an
abandoned Loridon bouse. Chas. Farrell, Charlotte Henry, Beryl Mercer,
Fred Walton, Dir. Reginald Barker. Rel. Oct 6. 1

Fo?ced Landing/ Murder mystery. Thirteen passengers ride with death on
A transcontinental aeroplane. Toby Wing. Esther Ralston, Onslow
Stevens, Sidney Blackmer. Dir. Melville Brown. 66 mine. Rel. Dee. 8.

Rev. Jan. 1.

Frisco Waterfront. Drama. Orlglnalstory by Norman. Houston. Ben Lyon,
Helen TWelvetrees. Rod La Rocque. Dir. Arthur Lubin. 66 mins. .Rel.

Dec. 7. Rev. Dec. 25.

Hitch - Pike - Lady. Comedy-drama, Four characters of the road unite to
keep, old lady from discovering son la In prison, Alison Sklpworth. Mae
Clarke, Arthur Treacher, James Ellison. Dir. Aubrey H. ScottO. 77
mins. Rel Dec. 20. Rev. Jan. 22.

House of a Thousand Candles. Fast moving plot centers around efforts of an
international spy organization to gain control of papers which will plunge
Europe Into war. Phillips Holmes, Mae Clarke. Dir. Artnur Lubln.
Rel. Feb, 29.

Laughing Irish. Eyes. An all-Irish cast. Phil Regan, Evalyn Knapp. D\r.
Joseph San tley. Rel. March 10.

Lawless Range. Western. John Wayne. Dir: R. N. .Bradbury. Rel. Nov; 4.

Leathernecks Have Landed, ' From the or! rial story by Lieut. Franklyn
Adreon. Lew Ayres.

Leavenworth Case, The. Anna Katherine Green's detective story. Donald
Cook, .lean Rouversol, Erin O'Brien Moore. Dir. Lewis D. Collins. 66
mins. Rel. Feb. 10. Rev. Jan.. 22. .

Melody Trait. Western. Gene Autry, Ann Rutherford. Dir. Joseph Kane.
'60- mins.- Rel. -Oct. 14, Rev. Dec. 11.

New Adventure of Tarzan. Herman Brlx* Ula Hoyt Dir. Edw. Kull, W. F.
McGaugh. 71 mins; Rev* Oet. 16.-

New Frontier, The. Western. John Wayne. Dir. Carl Plerson. 64 mlns.
Rel. Oct. 6. Rev. Dec. 18.

Racing Luck. Fast action.
t

Bill Boyd. Dir. Sam Newflcld. Rel. Oct. 2V.

Red River Valley. Western. Gene Autry, Frances Grant. Rel. Feb. 24.

Return -of Jimmy Valentine. Fast-moving and suspense-filled mystery , com-
edy. Roger ' Pryor,

. Charlotte Henry, Robert Warwick. Dir. Lewis D.
Collins.

.
72 mlns. Rel; Feb. 14.

Sagebrush Troubadour, The. Western. Gene Autry. Barbara Pepper, lley
Burnette. Dir. Joseph Kane.. Rel. Dec 2.

Singing Vagabond. Musical western. Gene Autry, Ann Rutherford. Dir. Carl
Pierson. 52 mins. Rel. Jan. 5.

Spanish Cape Mystery, The. From the novel by Ellery Queen, Helen Twelve-
trees, Donald Cook. Jack La Rue. Betty Elythe. Dir. Lewis D. Collins.
Prod., M. H. Hoffman. Rel. Oct 17.

Thousand Dollars a Minute. A. Newspaper man makes a bet wherein he has
.., to spend $1,000 a minute. 70 mins. Rel.. Nov.. 6. - Rev. Dec. 25.

Tumbling Tumbleweeds. Western. Gene Autry. Dir. Jos. Kane. Ins.
Rel. Sept. 9. Rev. Feb. 6.

Two. Sjnhers. From the Warwidk Deeping story. Otto Kruger. Minna Gom-
bell, Martha Sleeper. Dir. Arthur Lubln. 72 mins. Rel. Oct 10. Rev.
Sept. 18.

West of God's Country. Romantic western. John Wayne. Kel. March 9.

Westward Ho. Western. John Wayne. Dir. Robert Bradbury. 65 mins.
Rel. Aug. 18. Rev. Feb, 21.

itudlo: For, Hills, OAfk fVnl-iiro P"*w OtTlcesj 444 West 66th St.
Hollywood. Csi. AUul- Le"«iry-rOX Ntw Vork. N V.

Bad Boy. By Vina Delmar. James Dunn, Dorothy . Wilson, Louise Fazenda.
Dir. John Blystone. 56 mins. Rel. Oct 25. Rev. Oct 30.

Black Gang, The. Paul Kelly, Slim Summervllle, Mona- Barrie. ir. Lewis
Seiller. Rel. Feb. 28.

Captain January. From the book .of that name.. Shirley Temple, Guy Kibbee,
Slim Summervllle. Dir. David Butler. Rel. Apr! 17.

Champagne Charlie. Paul Cavanaugh, Helen Wood. Dir. Jas. Ttnling. Rel.
May 1:

Charlie Chan at the Circus. Warner Oland, Keye Luke, Geo. and Olive Brasno.
Dir. Harry Lachman. Rel. March 27.

Charlie Chart In Shanghai. For once Chan operates In the home port War-
ner Oland. Irene Hervey. Dir. John Blystone. 70 mins. Rel. Oct. 11.
Rev. Oct 16.

Charlie Chan's Secret. Warner Oland; Rosina Lawrence. Dir. Gordon Wiles.
71 mins. Rel. Jan. 10. Rev. Jan. 22.

Country. Beyond, The. Rochelle Hudson, Paul Dir. Eugene Forde.
Rel. April 3.

Country Doctor, The. The story of the Dionne quins. Dionne quintuplets,
Jeaii Hersholt, .Tune Lang, Slim Summervllle. Dir. Henry King. 93
mlns. Rel. March 6. Rev. March 18.

Dressed to Thrill. Tutta Rolf, Cllve Brook. Dir. Harry Lachman. 68 mlns.
Rel. Aug. 16. Rev, Nov. 27.

Everybody's Old Man. Irvin Cobb. Rochelle Hudson. Dir. Jas. Flood. Rel.
March 20.

Every Saturday Night. Domestic drama. Jed Prouty, Spring Bylnglon. Dir.
' Jas. TJnlnig. 62 mins. Rel. Feb. 7. Rev. March IS.

Gentle Julia. Jane Withers, Jackie Searle, Tom Brown, Marsha Hunt Dir,
John Blystone. 63 im'ns; " Rel". April" 24. '

'* '

Here Comes Trouble. Geo. Raft, Rosalind Russell, Arllne Judge, Leo Carillo
Dir. Lewis Seller. C2 mins. Rel. Feb. 21..

Here's to Romance. Story of an opera singer. Nino Martini, Genevieve Tobln,
Anita Louise. Dir. Alfred E. Green. 82 mlns. Rel. Oct. 4. Rev. Oct 9,

In Old Kentucky. Final Will Rogers release with Dorothy Wilson, Russell
Hardie, Bill Robinson. Dir. Geo. Marshall. 84 mins, Rel. Nov. 22. Rev
Dec. 4.

It Had to Happen (20th). Geo. Raft, Rosalind Russell. Ir. Roy del Ruth
80 mins. Rel. Feb. 14. Rev. Feb. 19.

King of Burlesque. Warner Baxter. Alice Fave, jack .-Oak'lft. Arline .Tudpc.
Mona Barrie. Dir. Sidney Lanfleld. 85 mlns. Rel. Jan. 3. Rev. Jan. 22.

Littlest Rebel, The. Shirley Temple, John Boles, Jack Holt, Karen Morley.
Bill Robinson. Dir. David Butler. 73 mlns. Rel. Dec. 27. Rev. Dec. 25.

Man Who Broke the Bank at Monte Carlo (20th). Ronald Colman Joan Ben-
nett, Colin Clive, Nigel Bruce.' Dir. Stephen Roberts. 68 mlns. Rel
Nov. 29. Rev. Nov. 20.

Message to Garcia, A, (20th.) Developed from Elbert Hubbard's essav Wal-
lace Beery, Barbara Stanwyck, John Boles. Dir. Geo. Marshall. Rel.

April 10.

My Marriage. Claire Trevor. Kent Taylor. Pn^ilhip Frederick;
y

' alnband. 68 mins. Rel. Jan. 31. Rev. Feb. 20.

Metropolitan <£0th). Musical. I,awrence Tlbhett. Vlrgliila Bruce, Alice Brady
Cesar Romero. Dir. Rich. Boleslawskl. 75 mlns. Rel. Nov. 8. R^'
Oct 23,

Music Is Magic. Alice Faye, Ray Walker, Bebe Daniels Mitchell and Dm
Dir. Geo. Marshall. W mins.. Rel. Nov. l. Rev. Nov. 20 ^— • " " Dir. Allan Dwan, -72 mlns. Rel.Navy Wife. Claire Trevor. Ralph Bellamy
Nov. 29. Rev. Jan. 8.

O'Malley of the Mounted.. Western.
• Howard. Rel. March 27.

Paddy O'Day. Jane Withers, Pinkie Tomlln -

Rel. Jan. 17. Rev. Feb. 12.

Prisoner of Shark Island, The. (20th). A little, known" story of America's Dev.
lis Island. Warner. Baxter, Gloria , tuart Dir. John Ford, 95 mins
Rei. Feb. 28. Rev. Feb. 19;

Professional Soldier (20th). Victor McLaglen. Freddie. Bartholomew,
' Stuatt. Dir. Tay Garnett. 75 mins. Rel. Jan. 24. Rev. Feb. 5.

Show Them No Mercy (20th). Rochelle Hudson,-Cesar Romero. Dir. Geo
Marshall. 76 mins. Rel. Dec. 0. Rev. Dee. 11.

Song arid Dance Man, Claire Trevor. Paul Kelly.

Rel. March 13. Rev, March 18.

Steamboat Round the Bend. Rival captains In a river row with

angle Will Rogers, Irvin Cobb. Anne- Shirley. Ir. John For
Rel. Sept. «;' Rev. Sept 26.

Thanks a. Million (20th). Musical. red Allen,

Patsy Kelly, Paul Whlteman Ins. '-Ret

Nov. 15. Rev. Nov. 20. , . .
.

This Is the Lite; Runaway youngster takes a fancy to a derel ct. Jane With,

crs/ John McGulre, Sally Blane. Dir. Marshall Nielan. 65 mlns. R«|,

Oct. 18. Rev; Oct. 9.

Thunder In the Night. Murder in Budapest
Paul Cavanaugh. Dir. Geo. Archalnbaud.
Sept. 20.

,

Thunder Mountain. Zane Grey Western. Geo. O'Brien, Barbara Frltchle,
' Francis-Grant Dir. David Howard, tt mlns. Rel. Sept. 27. Rev. Oct i

Under Two Flags. <20th.) The Oijlda Btandby. Ronald Colman, Victor Mc-
Laglen, Claudette Colbert, Rosallng Russell. Dir. Frank Lloyd. Rel. May 8.

Way Down East. Remake of the Griffith silent version. Rochelle Hudson,
Henry Fonda. Dir. Henry King. 84 mlns. Rel. Oct 26. Rev. Nov. 6.-

Whispering Smith Speaks. Western. Geo. O'Brien. Dh\ David Howard.
mlns. Rel. Dec. 20. Rev. Feb. 21.

Your Uncle Dudley. Ed. Everett Horton, Lois Wilson.

68 raihs. Rel, Dec. 13. Rev. Dec. 18.

Studio: 1041 N. Formosa Blvd. I rn:i.Ac| Artifttft
0fflce* :

Hollywood, Calif. wnKca
Amateur Gentleman. Jeffrey Farnol's story of a young man who gambles to

save the life of his father. Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. and, Ellssa Landl,

Dir. Thornton Freeland. Produced by Criterion Films, Ltd. Rel. March
20. Rev. Feb. 6.

Barbary Coast. A blazing story of America's last frontier of untamed, emo-
tions. Miriam Hopkins. Edward G. Robinson, Joel McCrea. Dir. Howard
Hawks. 90 mlns. Rel. Sept. 27. Rev. Oct. 16.

Oark Angel, the. A loye story that will give love ;a new meaning.,
March. Merle Oberon. Herbert Marshall. Dir. Sidney Frankli

mlns. Rel. Sept, 6. Rev. Sept 11.

Ghost Goes West.- A gay romantic comedy with RobertrDonat, • star of 'Count

of Monte Crlsto"; Robert Dbnat. Jean Parker. Eugene Pallette. Dir.

Rene Clair. 86 min. : Rel. Feb. 28. Rev. Jftn* 15.

Little Lord Fauritleroy. Frances Hodgson Burnett's famous novel. Freddie

Bartholomew and Dolores Costello Barrymore. Produced by David SeU-

nick. Dir. John Cromwell. Rel. March 6. ^
Man Who Could Work Miracles. Based on an original by H. G; Wells. Rolalid t

Young; Joan Gardner and Ralph Richardson. Dir.- Lothar Mendes.

Modern Times. A dramatlc'-oomedy based on mass production In a big fac-

tory, Charlie Chaplin, Paulette Goddard. 87 mlns. Rel. Feb; 12. Rev,

Feb. 12,

Melody Lingers On, The, Lowell Brentano's best-aeller. Poignant mother-

love. Josephine Hutchinson, George Houston. Helen Westley. Dlr%Dayld
Burton. 66 mins. Rel. Oct -26. Rev. Nov. 13..

Red Salute. Two voung lovers who And themselves tangled in a fast-moving

series ot amusing difficulties. Barbara Stanwyck. Robert youne.- Hardie

Albright Dir. Sidney Lanfleld. 77 mins. Rel. Sept. 13. Rev. Oct 2.

Strike JVIe Pink. Eddie Cantor's first comic melodrama with songs. Eddie

Cantor., Ethel Merman, Parkyakaka* and the Goldwyn Girls. ..Dir.. Gor-

man Taurog. 99. mins. Rel. Jan. 16. Rev. Jan. 22.

Splendor. A country girl marries into a society family. Miriam .
Hopkins,

Joe! McCrea. Dir. Elliott Nugent 7C mlns. Rel. Nov. 23. Rev, Nov. 27.

These Three. A dramatic story of how three young lives are nearly wrecked

by the malicious lies of a spoiled child. Miriam Hopkins, Merle Oberon,

Joel McCrea. Written by Lillian Heliman. Produced by Samuel Gold-

wyn. Dir. William Wyler. Rel. Feb. 28.

Things to Come. A dramatic adaptation from the 11. G. Wells story. The
Shape of Things to Come.' Raymond Massey. Ralph Richardson. Main
rice Braddell. Dir. Wm. Cameron Men zies (London). 110 mlns. 'ReL

March 13. Rev. March .4.

I ln;«.»..l Offices: 30 Rockefeller Center,
Universal New York, N. Y.

itudlo 1 -Universal City,
Calif.

Affair of Susan, The. Comedy. Zazu Pitts, Hugh O'Connell. Dir. Kurt Neu-

man. C2 mins. Rel. Oct. 7. Rev. Nov. 6. :

Dangerous Waters. Drama of the sea. Jack Holt, Robert ArmstronR, Diana

Gibson. Dir. Lambert Hlllyer. 62 mlris. Rel. Jan. 13. Rev. Jan. 29.

Don't Get Personal. Comedy with music. Sally Ellcrs, James Dunn,. Pinky

Tomlin. Dir. Wm. Nigh, 70 mins. Rel. Feb. 24. Rey.. Feb. 26.

East ot Java. Drama. Charles Blckford. Elizabeth Young. Leslie Fenton,

Frank Albertson. Dir. George Mel ford. 72 mlns, Rel. Dec. 2. Kev«

Dec, IS.

Fighting- Youth. Football story. Charles Farrell. June Martel. Andy Devlne,

J. Farrell Macdonald. Eddie Nugent Dir. Hamilton Macfadden.
mlns Rel. Sept 30. Rev. Nov. 6.

For the Service. Western. Buck Jones, Beth Marlon. Dir. Buck Jones.

Rel. April 6. '

'

Great Impersonation, The. Drama. "Edmund Lowe, Valerie Hobson. tVer

Engels. Dir. Alan Crosland. 68 mins. Rel. Nov. 9. Rev. Dec 18.

His Night Out. Comedy. Edward Everett Horton. Irene Hervey, Lola Lane,

Billy Burrud. Dir. Wm. Nigh. 74 mlns. Rel. Nov. 21, Rev. Nov. 20.

Invi ible Ray, The. Mystery drama. Katioff; Bela Lugosl. Frances Drake,

Dir. Lambert Hlllyer; 82 mins Rel. Dec. 30. Rev. Jan. 15.
to

Ivory Handled Guns. Western. Buck Jones, Charlotte Wynters. Dir. IW.
Taylor. 58 mlns. Rel. Nov. 11. Rev. Jan. 22.

King Solomon ot Broadway. Musical drama. Edmund Lowe, Dorothy Taee,

Pinky Tomlin, Ed. Pawley, Louise Henry. Philip Brooks* .Dir. *,an

Crosland. 72 mins. Rel. Sept. 30. Rev, Oct, 23.

Love Before Breakfast. From novel by Faith Baldwin. Carole Lombard, Pres*

ton Foster, Cesar Romero. Dir. Walter Lang. 65 mins. Rel. March t-

Rev, March 18. ' 1

Magnificent Obsession. Drama. Irene Dunne, Robert Taylor.
Stahl. 110 mins. Rel. Jan. 16. Rev. Jan. 8.

Next Time We Love. From Ursula Parrott's 'Say Goodbye Again.'
Sullayan, James Stewart, Dir. Edw. H. Griffith. 85 mins.
Reb. Feb. 6.

Remember Last Night? Mystery drama. Edward Arnold. Sally Eilers. Con-

stance Cummlnes, Robert *oung» Dir. James Whale. Rel. Nov.
Rel.' NoV. 27.

She GetB Her Man. Comedy. Zasu Pitts. Hugh O'Connell. Ir. Wm. Nlfib.

66 mins. Rel. Aug. 19. Rev. Sept. 11.

Show Boat. From the Stage play. Musical drama. Irene Dunne, Allan Jones*

Helen Morgan. Paul Robeson. Dir. James Whale. Rel. April 13.

Storm Over the Andes. Drama. Jack Holt, Antonio Moreno. Gene Lockhart,

Mona Barrie. Dir. Christy Cabanne. 82 mins. Rel. Sept 16* Rev. Oct.*

Stormy. Outdoor drama. Noah Beery, Jr., Jean Rogers. Arizona Wrangler*
Dir. Louis Frlendlander. - 67 mlns:' Rel. Nov. 25. - Rev. Dec.H.

'Sutter's Gold.' Historical romance. Edward Arnold, Blnnle Barnes,
rracy Montague Love, John Mlljan, Katherine Alexander, MorganiW'
lace, Addison Richards, Piiscllla Lawson, Nan Grey. Dir. James Ciuz«
Rel. March 23,

Sunset of. Power. Buck Jones Western. Buck Jones, Dorothy Dlx. Dir. fa*
Taylor; 66 mins. Rel. Dec. 23. Rev. Feb! 21.

Swe6t
„*Surrender- Musical. Frank Parker and Tamara. Dir. Monte Brie*

77 mins. Rel. Nov. 25. Rev. Dec. U*.
Three Kids and a Queen. May Robson, star. Comedy-drama. lTenry

/

,'

l« i4metta, Wm. Benedict, Frankle Dano. Billy Burrud. Dir. Ed. LudWi*
85 mins. Rel. Oct. 28. Rev. Nov. 13.

ReLThrow Back, The. Buck Jones western.
Sept. 16. Rev. Nov. 6.

4tud|be: Burbank.
Calif.

Boulder Dam,
ground.
Donald.

Ray Taylor. 60. mlns.

Warner Brothers omM* !

%SfY?r
!

f.8v.

Powerful drama with tremendous government project f'^J53,^'
Ross Alexander, Patricia Ellis* Lyle Talbot. Dir. -l"raiiU

Rel. March 14.

.(Continued on page 31)
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mi? musical revue loaded with comedy and songs. Ruby Keeler.
'C^&-? lowell; ^oan Blondell, Jack Oakle, Paul Draper, Hugh Herbert,

Tniilse Fazerida, Hobart Cavanaugh, Dir. Alfred E.. Green. 89 mins.

Bel March 7. Rev, March 11.

«n* Dramatic story of a beautlrul and brilliant actress who wrecks
Dinjarpu"; bf tnQge sne contacts and also her own. Bette Davis, Franchot

nvfni Margaret Lindsay, Alison Sklpwbrth. ./Dlr, Alfred E, Green. 78

•,J,||S: Rel. Jan. 4. Rev. Jan.. 1.

j.''•^,..m' Medicine and gangs In conflict. Paul Muni. Ann Dvorak* Baf-
•
;v'ft *?Sn MacLane,. Robert Barrat; Dir." William Dleterle./ 70 taint Rel.

Oct, 19. Rev. Oct. 9.

*r .ui**X Love. Frartk McHugh, Patricia ElUs, Warren Hull, Joe Cawthorne.
r^,H5S Wm. McGann. ' Rel. Jan, U.

V (-.a Kid
' Barbary Coast action Btory, James Caghey. Margaret Lindsay,

F'. "Ricardo Cortez, Llll Damita, George E. Stone. Dir. Lloyd Bacon, Rel.

Nov. 30. Rev. Nov. 27.

flifiirk rtlahbrowt Kansas farmer suddenly rises to riches through the Btocit
flpI %Het Guy Klbbee, ZaSti Pitts, Edward Everett Horton. Dir. Robert

*'Ffor«y. Ml! *Otab Muddled motives In. a mountain shack. Rel. July 6.

Rev, Sept' 4. , .
.

, 'rt«'n«tf' arid the Gander, The. < Genevieve Tobln,

^^RAlDh Forbes/! Claire 65 mlns, Rel.

Sept. 21. Rev, Sept. 18,

f i'iui *or Leva. Spanish artiste' 6n American stage. Dolores Del Rio. Everett
^ "Marshall. Dir. Btfeby Berkeley.' 64 mlns.. Rel. Sept. 28. Rev. Oct. 23.

i it* ni' Louis Pasteur. His trials and triumphs.. Paul Muni, Josephine Hutch-
> & Anita Louise. Dir. Wm. Dletcrle. 85 mlns. Rel. Feb. Rev. Feb. 12.

^ i i«ti Bid Shot. Two tough guys as ft baby's guardian," Sybil Jasbh. Robert
Armstrong, Glenda Farrell. Edward Everett Horton. Dir. Michael Cur-.

Seflt. .7. TRw; Oct.' 9.

'; 'Mih Aunt. * Stirring drama with a 'thrilling chase for a'murderous bank robber
'

f'.'w Fedbral agents and the part played in it. by a hick reporter, and his

^sweetheart.
' Manruerlte Chnfchlll, ' Wm. r.nrgan, Ricardo- Cortez, Chic

.iMfcivjaflft*. JMr. Wm*, Clemens. 65 mlns. Rel. Feb. 1. Rev; Feb. 12.

itrtfium'mer Night's, Dream, A. Spectacular production or the Shakespeare
comedy. Extensive cast of 'stars. Dir.. Max Relnhardt, Wm. Dleterle.

133 mine. .. (Roadshow.) Release pending. Rev. Oct. 16.

• Mitt 'Paclfle Fleet. Hilarious comedy romance. Joan Blondell, Glenda Far-
rell, Hugh Herbert, Warren Hull. Dir. Ray Enrlght. . 66 mlns. Rel.

Dec. 14. Rev. Dec. 11.

^(ielh«n-.fakes-'a Walk. •. (Brltlsh'.Made); Merchant prince brings his busl-
' riess t6 the point. where he Is shoved out. He takes to the road. Paul

•<Cjraetz. J>lr, William Beaudlnei 79 mlns. . Rel. Feb. Rev. Feb. 21. .

rtoonffOht on the Prairie. Upper class' western story. Richard Forap. Sheila
•r 'Manners, George B' Stone. Dir. D. Ross Lederman. 63 mlns. ReL

Nov. 2. Rev. Feb. 21.

. Miss Glory (Cosmopolitan). Living prototype of ideal beauty in Holly-
wood. Marlon Davies, . Pat O'Brien, Dick Powell, .Mary Astor, Frank
McHugh. Lyle Talbot, Patsy Kelly, Allen Jenkins. Dir. Mervyn LeRoy.

;.. ,...,• 82. mlns, Rel. Sept 7. Rev. Sept.. 4.

' ' Ptnohal. Maid's Secret, Housemaid manages her employers Into prosperity.
' Margaret. Lindsay, Warren Hull.. Anita Louise. Ruth Donnelly. Dir.

^ Arthur G. Collins. 68 mlns. Rel. . Oct. 26. Rev. Dec. 11.

Fstrijried .Forest. Based, on the Broadway stage piny. With Leslie Howard,
•" Bette Davis; Humphrey-Bogart. Dir. Archie Mayo. 75 mlns. Rel. Feb.

. 8. . Key, Feb. 12* -

-BplClal Agent (Cosmopolitan). Woman G-man has her troubles. Bette Davis,
George Brent, Jack LaRue, Ricardo Cortez, Henry O'Neill. Dir. Wll-

„
.. -,11am Kelghley. , 78 mlns. Rel. Sept. 14.

Star*. Over Broadway. Broadway theatrical story. Pat O'Brien. James Mel-
, ton, Jane Fromah, Dir. Wm. Kelghley. Rel. Nov.- 23. Rev. Nov. 20.

8? mlns..

- Walking Dead, The. Thriller revolving about discovery of Lindbergh heart.
Boris Karloff, Marguerite Churchtll, Warren Hull. Ricardo Cortez. Dir.

. Michael. Curtiz. 62 inlns. Rel., March 21. Rev. March 4.

•- Widow from Monte Carlo, The. Farcical comedy of a social climber. Wm.
-Warren, Dolores Del Rio, Louise Fazenda. Dir. Arthur G. Collins. 60
'mns. Re). Feb. 1. Rev. Jan. 29,

Miscellaneous Releases
Between Men (Supreme). Western. Johnny Mack Brown, Beth Marlon. Dir.

, ,

Robt. N. Bradbury. 60 mlnS. . Rel. Jan. 25. Rev. Jan. 29;

Flit Bullets (Reliable). Western. Tom Tyler, Rex Lease, Margaret Nearing.
- ' Dlr, Henri Samuels; 69 mlns. Rev. March 4.

' Und of Promise (Urlm). Photographlo survey of the Palestine of today,
.

,• ;,-M mlns. Rel, Nov. Rev. Nov. 27.

Outlaw Deputy (Syndicate). Tim McCoy Western. Dir. Otto Brower. 65
.mlns. Rev. Dec. 4.

Penthouse Party (Liberty).
Bwlfty (Diversion). Western. Hoot Gibnon. Dir. Alan James. 62 mlns.

Rev. Jan, 29.

Tlihber War (Ambassador). Curwood western. Kermit Maynard, Lucille
' Lund. Dir. Sam Newfleld. 56 mlns. Rel. Nov. 20. Rev. March 4.

Tra,
"L?.t

*n< w,,d (Ambassador), Canadian mounted story. Kermit Maynard,
Blllle Sftward. Dlr, Sam Neufleld 61 min*. Rel. Aug. 7. Rev. Deo. 4.

Tpll of the Desert. (Commodore). Western. Fred Kohler, Jr., Betty Mack.
Dir. Lester Williams. 69 mlns. Rev. Jan. 15.

PORTLAND, ORE.
(Continued from page 10)

Whetting interest. It connected for
ft lively response,

Parker's Broadway went dual this
iwiek, an unusual policy, for that

• liouse, with 'Next Time We Love'
ah* 'Invisible Ray .» Idea was that

- these twins have worked up. a good
Wz

. elsewhere together and wdrth
Playing in the Siamese style.

; Estimates for This Week
roadway (Parker) (2.000; 25-40)

^Next Time' (U) and Invisible
ffty' (U). dual. Working out for

5.3-500. Last week 'Pasteur'
UN) collected more raves than
many a pic in several moons, and
while okay at the b.o. for a good
week, was not strong enough to

• Hold; closed nicely at $4,700.

9* ^tecLArti8t8 (Parker) (1,000;25-40)—'Times' (UA)
- Opened with

a bang after several weeks of ad-
.vance^exploitatlon and due for long-
run. First week $7,000. Last week
«lf

e
,

vs
- Sec -' <MG > cl°sed a good

second week at $4,600.

•9.- A"?
m<^nt (Evergreen) (3,000;

'pit
^ )
^T-^lark Island> (2°t») and

JS?; R^O). Getting nice results

•fiSSLi r
e

,

advance exploitation of

hriS
^land,' and will put thisK S-^ r

Y
bfS ?7 '-^° -on .eight

/T
ast week no Pix. with SanMjUo Opera in £0r six days at $1.65

(2?5o
he"?1

, ft

(Hamrlck " Evergreen)
25 -

1

40>- Doctor* (20th). A
thil hm,

and
,
goln t' ovor the top at

$ e

3

pf,
ou?^or big $9,500. Last week

ieel- .^KO) ,

closed bj ff second
it SBftftf.

4
?°,

Ul<i have held

^ tio.oool
e record for eom6 time

(lUo^
3
^ ^! Parker - Evergreen)

dayg. ^o-reeler, fair $2,000, five

Exploitation

(Continued from page 23)

legs came in with a wrenched back
and declined to officiate again. It

looked like a bust.
^hen the manager noticed an ad

vertisement for G-B with the gi-

raffe, and adopted it for local use.

He made ia. bamboo frame into
which two men could be strapped,
the hind legs being a five-foot odd
jobs man and the front a six-footer
whose head extended up into the
neck of the giraffe with a scrim
window. The neck and head was
a vc-ry light framework strapped to

the shoulders of the front man. Now
he can blanket his beast with the
line 'The Mural Theatre Tops
Everything' and keep his pram out
all day. The giraffe, gets even more
attention than the elephant and is

no harder to carry. Only the head
caused any trouble, this being made
in papier mache by an interior dec-
orator in the key city.

In another town the novelty pram
Is a three-bodied man, picked up by
the theatre from a theatrical store-

house where there were ' several;

made for a local carnival. They qan
easily bo constructed with a frame-
work body riding on either hip of

the real man in the centc-r. Here
the gag lino is always 'It takes three

men to tell the. merits- of — '

whatever • picture is being adver-
tised. Several masks permit the

false heads to be made into women
or men. Arms project from the

outside shoulders of the dummies
and the right hand glove is weight-
ed with sand to keen off small hoys

who are ant to gather round. One
swat and they keep their distance.

Did You Know That

—

Dr. Edgar Mayer bought 10
acres near Greenwich and will
build.... Nora Delaney is here
from London. . . Wllma Soss
gave a cocktail party last week
:'.

. that was Ben Piazza, lunch-
ing at Sardi's, with Martha
Sleeper and Hardie Albright.
; , . Kitty Doner is planting acre's
of vegetables on her chicken
farm . . Harriett Hllllard used to
work in a department store in
Asbury Park. . ."Reglna Crewe
and Herb .Cruickshank week-
ended w'ith the Neal Andrews
in Mamaroneck. . JMarlon
Spitzer .looked very smart and
tailored in brown and white
check at the Broadhurst mat-
inee the other day. , JDennie
Moore will be under, the Ralph
.Blum banner... .Jane Ace has.,

been laid up for a couple of
weeks but still broadcasting

. . .Gwen Heller Lang ill with
a cold. . .Grace Perkins and
Fulton Pursier are back from
South. America. . .Harry Archer
has been in Florida. . .Kate :

Smith's first talk for the Red
Cross was magnificent. . .Dave
Marx was beaming all over
Dinty Moore's about his new-
baby. , .Carlin and Buddy-Mor-
ris have been fishing off Flor-
ida on Pam Blumenthal's
yacht. . .Lucrezla Bori, in her
last performance of 'La. Ron-
dine' at the Metropolitan, was
even more exquisite than usual
.. .. .Dorothy Fields is recovering
from that ear abscess. . .Grace
Moore's concerts in New Or-
leans and Atlanta, last week
were sellouts. .. .the John Hen-
negans. of Cincinnati' were in
New York last week.

Among the Women
By The Skirt

Best Dressed Woman of the Week
JEAN TRAVERS

(State)

State theatre with 'Trail of the Lonesome Pine' and five act
ville should do nicely this week,
Martin arid Martin, mixed combination on the bar, has the woriiau in

a blue backless gown. Doffing the skirt, her legs are revealed encased
in. shiny silk tights.

'

Scouts would do, well, to look in on Jean Traver.s, a comely brunet
with an unusual voice. Miss Travers' gown is of seafoam green- made
perfectly plain with, a bow at the throat of a darker, green. The only
ornament is a diamond bracelet.
That clown, of clowns, Nina Olivette, jchooses for her first costume a

dark blue
'
satin skirt with a three-quarter tunic of white satin; The

blue is carried out in, the belt, buttons' and slippers. She changes to.

a costume consisting: of black satin lvided skirt with 'silver sequin bod-
ice. A sash was of. c'ei'lse. -

A sash was of ;cerise.

Fats Waller and Harry Rose, rounded out an amusing program.

•F'arewell, but Here's Hoping
Lucrezia „ori is going to ,.be /sadly "missed at the Metropolitari Oper

House. The coming Sunday night
:

heralds In the farewell appearance
of this Star. Satiirday afternoon (21) ,'Miss Bol'l chose for her laSt'.mati-
nee Puccini's 'La Rohdlne,' a work of this composer's less inspired mo-
ments. But it served its purpose inasmuch as' it is a dressy role, with
Miss Bori gorgeous in the full hooped sTcirts- of the period.

lie first act. finds the star in a gown of white satin, arid throughout
the act, she :gracefully waves a" fan. Later, disguised as a grisette, her
tiny feet fairly.twinkled in a few minutes ..of dance. .The ...'dress,, ankle
length, was of a; blaclc material' with a rose 'hem bordered at the top

witn a r'usche.

But it was in the last act that Miss Bori, appearing- at the top of some
stairs leading down to a terrace, brought forth, a storm of applause. The
gown of white chiffon' bad ruffles running -up; and down the skirt. 'A

large' hat was draped with a long black lace veil.

And. so, "farewell to a. lovely artist. Here's hoping Miss .Bori": changes
her . mind and comes back

,
again, for the Met is in .need of fe-minine

stars, and there seems too few in the offing.

Informal and as far. removed as
possible from the usual style of
spiel.

:

Film is off the screen at the
breaks and the chatter stops as
soon as the feature starts again
Sends them out with the thought
Of coming back again. Seems to
work well enough to pay a profit on
the investment in cones.
School with a, .class in public

speaking permits the pupils one day
a Week to address the class on the
subject of the theatre/s new fea
ture. All get the press book to look
over and start from scratch with
a pair of ducats to the pupil getting
ovor the picture beat. The instruc-
tor y Sls it is a good incentive . and
t):t pclieme seems

,
set. Reaches

aloac 40 in the class but figured
that they'll pass the word along
outside the classroom. Now the
manager is trying to sell the com-
mercial teacher the idea of having
the stenography class take notes
(for practice) on. the speeches to

widen the audience:
House with a kid club has a spe-

cial card to be signed by a. mother
stating that the__ holder has eaten
his spinach and other healthful but
possibly distasteful, foods without
an argument during the week.
These children, and these only, are
permitted to remain after the meet>
ing for a special extra reel. Rule
Is strictly enforced and the stunt
has made a greater hit With parents
than anything else put over by the
theatre. Child hands the ticket to

mother when he comes from the
meeting. Gets it back only if it

has earned approval.

Maybe
At the Strand this week is a picture, called 'Brides- Are Like This *

Well, maybe so. . But the picture concerns Ross Alexander more than it

does the bride, Anita Louise. Alexander has one of those smart-aleck.

roles and is a bit of a bore.

Anita Louise is Sweetly pretty in a black frock with lace yoke, collar'

and cuffs. At a fartcy dress ball she is a Priscllla in grey dress with the

apron, bertha and cap. A large checked sports di-ess is worn under a
polo coat with a two-bUckle belt. The hat is a soft felt slouch. Look-

ing, too, too sweet baking biscuits in a plaid dress with a white gulmp.

Miss Louise will have .hard, work Jiving down this- .one.

By-Products

Manager of a theatre with one of

those long lobbies has strung half

a dozen small loud siieak *s along

the corridor. At the breaks the de-

parting audience is told of the rn>xt

attraction. Done from a script

which is planned to be chatty and

Chain Tickets

Just for a flyer a manager had
100 ticket envelopes printed up
which were used to enclose 10 other
tickets, all bearing a like number.
These were handed out to 100 likely

looking prospects. Face of the en-
velope was printed up: 'Hand these
10 tickets to your friends. If eight
are turned back to the office,., each
with a paid admission, you will re-

ceive a free ticket and they will re-

ceive similar sets. Distribute them
carefully"
The 10 enclosures were printed;

'Present this card with a paid ad-
mission to the box office of the

Hanway' theatre and receive a set

of cards which will enable you to

receive a free ticket for yourself."

The second set of tickets ran from
101 to 1,000, it being figured that

some of the chains would be broken.

The third set called for almost too

many tickets, but only 25.000 were
printed up and. proved to be more
than sufficient. These definitely

broke the chain, the copy being

changed to: 'Present this card when
buying an admission to the Hanway
theatre and help your friend get a

free ticket. No cards wore handed
out with this set., it being fisnrM
that the next progression would be

too large.
Probably this would have wpn

true, but the stunt raised such a

stir that another set of 1C0 orisinals

was prepared and disposed of, and

the house figures that the stunt

should be good Tor still another re-

peat.
Ah expiration date should be set

to kill late tickets, one month bring

allowed on originals and two
months on the second and third se-

ries,

When Clothes Don't Matter

Those that trembled when it was announced that 'Children's Hour^

was coming to the screen will get the surprise of their lives when they

view, the picttirization ('These Three') at the Riyoli. Lillian Hellroan

has aone .a swell job and made the picture even' more convincing than

the stage play. ....
Merle Oberon arid Miriam Hopkins are nobly cast and the children

are remarkable. Misses Oberon and Hopkins graduate from college in

gown and cap and then show a series of well made dresses Suited for

their jobs as school mistresses. These two girls couldn't wear unbecom-

ing clothes if they tried. .

.

The tailored coats and slouch hats and, for the most part, one-piece

dresses are shown. Slacks and overalls are worn, along with sweaters

and whatnot. But clothes matter little in this picture. One isn't con-

scious of clothes, only the parts these two young women, play are 1m-

^As^for the children, Bonlta Granville, as the menace, will go down

irt picture history. Katherine Doucet also does a good Job as the aunt,

fussily dressed in chiffons and furbelows.

yrna Goes' Eskie

'Petticoat Fever' as a play with Dennis King was most annoyin

it's less so as a picture with Robert Montgomery.
, a

Myrna Loy is lovely, done up in. furs worn in the Labrador country.

She makes her first appearance in a beaver lined coat and small, cap.

Underneath is a tweed suit. She looks quite cute in^an Bsquimo cos,

tume An evening dress is of white . crepe with no trimming. The

bodice hTin fo?ds and loops surround the armholes with long hanging

ends. A velvet negligee is belted in with a wide sash.

Winifred Shotter makes an Unexpected appearance in a mink coat and

tailored* suit and also shows a satin negligee.

Behind the Keys
(p. Faughnan, Moe Grassgreen.

.

Directors: Moe Silver, Clayton

Eastman. Abe Stone, Lou Goldlng,.

Henry Grossman and Pete Dana.

(Continued from page 23)

neighborhood picture house In 151

Paso's Fi\'e Points district Aprit i.

Norfolk, Va.

Yeggs got into the Plaza, nabe

house, last week, but the safe was

one they could not crack.

Des Moines.

Tri- States Theatre Corp. here has

acquired an interest in, the Ottum-
wa Theatres, Inc. In forming a

partnership with Tri-States. Ste-

phen Braun and .Take Cohen. Ot-

tum'wa theatre operators, acquire

exhibition rights.

Rochester, N. Y.

Rimer Lorifz. manager of the

Lnk , Sehine nabe. sur>r<«<vilui!r Bin

White, who" returns to the State as

assistant.

Rochester. "X. Y.

Rurflars got $700 by smashing
the safe in the iJabeock theatre.

Shine hous»- in Bath. X. Y. .Harold

Lee. manager; said the theatre wins

I closed, at 11:45 and the loss was not

[
discovered until he returned next

morning.

Albany. N. Y.

Charles A. Smak.witz. disirlct

manager of Warner Bros, theatres,

elected Chief Barker of the Albany
Varietv Club. Tent No. 0. succeed-

ing Ralph Pielow. Metro. Other
officer's, Phil Fox, Ray Smith, James

Buffalo.

Gayety (vaudeville and pictures)

changes" its name this week to the

State. Change announced by Dewey
Michaels from the former burlesque
moniker to present label 'due to

suggestions of press, pulpit ana
public' '

t, Louis.

Leko Realty Co. planning erection

of ij-500-seat theatre, to cost $100.-

000 in . north St. Louis, site for

which has been purchased.
Fifty, cases of diphtheria In Mex-

ico, Mo., recently caused Mayor W.
A. Debu and city council to slan
ijan oh picture theatres, churches
and all places of public assemblage.
Epidemic was successfully combat-
ted and ban was lifted Sunday (21).

Buffalo.

Mac McKwen appointed assistant

manager of the northside Granada
rs-'chine), succeeding Al Baulmer.

"The First Lady" (Of the Land).
Persons interested in produc-
tion of this famous historical

play, either for stage or for sound
picture, should apply to William
Gilderman, attorney for author,

1300 AVidener- Building, Juniper

and Chestnut Streets, Philadel-

phia, Pennsylvania.
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LINE-UPS, STANDEES AND MARVELOUS WORD-OF-MOUTH PRAISE ARE SENDING RECEIPTS TO UNPRECEDENTED HIGHS

FROM MIAMI TO LOS ANGELES AND NEW ORLEANS TO NEW YORK. THE MOST ENTHUSIASTIC REVIEWS IN MOTION

PICTURE HISTORY HAVE MADE "THESE THREE
1' THE STRONGEST BOX-OFFICE CHAMPION OF RECENT YEARS!
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Directed by

WILLIAM WYLER
Screen ploy by

LILLIAN HELLMAN

Now in its second smashing week at Rivoli, N. Y. 9
where the second

day's gross exceeded the opening day's intake , the third day topped

the second... and the fourth day's figure was the biggest of them all!

UNITED ARTISTS CORP.

7.29 SEVENTH AVE.

THESE THREE IS CERTAINLY THE BEST WORD GF MOUTH PICTURE WEVE HAD IN

MANY YEARS STOP AUDIENCE COMMENTS RATE IT AS A SURE ACADEMY CANDI-

DATE FOR THE BEST PICTURE OF THE YEAR CONGRATULATIONS.

JACK GROSS MGR RKO HllLSTREET THEATRE

in Chicago at the United

ArtistsTheatre first three

day's receipts equaled

the normal weekly take

...held over, of course!
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NEW PACT EORi Closed File of WNBF Case Made Available

NETWORKS AND

UNION

New York musicians' union and
the' national networks have agreed

on a new year's agreement, replac-

ing the' one that expired. March 4.

Under the terms of the new con-

tract the sustaining salary" remains

where it is, $100 a week, but a staff

man may not be employed more
.than five hours out of eight hours

per day, NBC ' and Columbia are

also required to put on a substi-

tute each seventh day at $25.

It is figured that the
.
new

;

work-
ing conditions will add to NBC's mu-
sical payroll $100,000V year and to

CBS's, "about ^O.flOO for the com^
-ing year.: Maim source of the boost

is the Aye. -hours..within .eight at>.

rangeme.nt, with the. webs planning

to. put on extra hieri instead of al-

lowing' overtime' to staff musicians.

Networks • and: the' union' got to-

gether, on. a compromise as regards
the, firing clause.. -The union had
asked that a staff man be consid-

ered employed' for >" year if ' hot
Blveh his hotice^ in"' four-weeks. As
provided for in the new- agreement,
each, staff man rnust^ receive eight
weeks' notice or else be paid o'ffV

Students' Snappy Style Is

News Coal at KfOR-KFAB;

U. of Neb. Gives Credits

•

t Lincoln March 24.

Radio -stations KFOR-TCPAB have
* deal with

.
the University of.

Nebraska's journalism' department
^whereby' two 'senior students will

• work with the. station in the prepa-
ration. Of news bulletins for broad-
casting, Students will get a few-
bucks and school creditst for the
Work done. Station- gets manpower

• cheap;
.
plus the advantage of the

fresh viewpoint and snappy style the
students .are expected to. provide;

yv Regular staffman Dick Kiplinger
Is kept- plenty busy as over a dozen
ne"wcast >periods daily are handled
• by the twin stations whos.e-.boss Dee
Dirks is strongly news-minded.

FR0MAN TO CHANT FOR

COAST CHAIN STORES

Hollywood, March 24.
Jane Froman, Warner contract

player, has been signatured for se-
ries, of weekly broadcasts over WHJ
starting April 14.

Program labelled 'Califoniia
"-Hour/ will ,be sponsored by -com-

.
bined chain stores of California.

CONNOLLY JOINS BRANHAM

Newspaper Rep Into Radio Next
Month j

James H. Connolly, radio time;
buyer for the N., W. Ayer agency,
has been named by the Branham Co.,
newspaper rep which recently added
radio to its repertoire by acquiring
the selling rights for.KRLD, Dallas,
to head up the new. ether depart-
ment; Connolly becomes associated
with the outfit April 1 and will work
tinder Vice-President Monroe ' H.
(Pete) Long in New York.'
Two more men are to be' added

shortly, one for Detroit and one 4Tor
Chicago. Neither of these phiifj
as yet.

Meantime Branham is. defining Its
radio policies as aimed only at those
stations -whose newspaper parents
Branham now represents. A list of
such stations would include the fol-

lowing: WSB, Atlanta; WHAS,
Louisville; KTBS and KWKH.
Shreveport: WTJS, Jackson
(Tenn.); WMC, Memphis; KTItH,
Houston; KFH, Wichita; and
KXYZ, Houston.

Stuart Doyle Due in June
Sydney, March 4.

Stuart F. Doyle, Australian show-
man, is due In. New York in June.
Primarily a

_
picture man Doyle is

also managing director of Common-
wealth Broadcasting here and. seeks
ideas on American, radio show-
manship.

Will also visit London and con-
tinent.

"Washington, March 24.

Federal Communications Commission last week
quietly removed seals from documents complied dur-

ing lengthy investigation of bribery and favoritism-

charges growing but of controversy over New York

state radio assignments. Papers were made public

by general agreement Wednesday (18) after the Jus-

tice Department declared there was no objection to

releasing reports of sleuths who Interviewed persona

involved in the so-called Willard Hotel incident.

Fantastic tale of amateur detective work by A.

Mortimer Prall, son of Chairman Arining S, Trail, is

one- of the principal points of the. papers, which com-
prised sworn statements or numerous. Commlsh em-
ployees and persons interested, in getting. better, fa-

cilities for WNBF, Binghamton. N. Y. Other note-

able, angles which came to light included:

1. Disclosure: that Commlsh engineers strongly op>

posed granting of application by Knox Broadcast!

Co. for new station at Schenectady, - N. Y.

2. Inability of Commlsh examiners and attorneys

to account foi: unusual handling of rival requests' by
Knox and the Howitt-Wood Co., which owns WNBF,

3. ' Revelation that hearing on the Knox applica-

tion speeded up at the request of the Broadcast-
ing, Division arid 'the chairman's- office.'

4. Assertions that Senator Robert F. Wagner of

New. York .was. interested in the Knox plans.

; ,5. .-. 'Evidence. ;that! the Knox group was. listed

telephone ,
directory

. as. $ .broadcasting station before

application., for permit to build a transmitter was
ftled..

: .

Vigorous denial by, Commissioner -Eugene O.
Sykes,. chairman of broadcast division, that he was
on the. payroll of Columbia Broadcasting System or
had been . approached' in - connection with the Sche-
nectadyrBinghamton tiff.

The intricate web of. gossip, hear-say evidence, un-
substantiated 'accusations, .and conflicting testimony
contained a half-dozen emphatic • disclaimers that
persons interested in- WNBF ever discussed—.as was
charged by Chairman Prall's. son—they were willing

to pay $26,000 or $50,000 to get new facilities for their

station or had. talked about possibility of influencing
the Commlsh. through Harry Butcher, local CBS man-,
ager and-, web ^vice-president.

G- Men's Part
Evidence ,submitted to thej Commlsh by Justice De-

partment agents who worked for several weeks on the,

case showed that the G-men were called' into action
initially last September by Chairman Prall and Sec-
retary. Herbert C. Fettey, were called off by Prall be-
cause the 'psychological moment' frfr pressing the in-
quiry had passed, and reappeared in the radio muddle
in" Decemer at the invitation of the entire Com-
mission.

Senator" Wagner Was involved, confidential papers
reveal, by Chairman Prall who assertedly told Butcher,
that the Knox group had been recommended in a
letter from the Senator. The record contains no de-
nial that the Senator is interested in helping the
Schenectady crowd win consent for a new station.
Butcher testified that Prall told him 'while the Se'nr
atoi* never made any requests of Mr. Prall for favor-
able or unfavorable consideration in any given case,
nevertheless a friend of Senator Wagner's was a
friend of his as he felt very kindly toward Senator
Wagner and that they were . old friends and that he
knew Senator-Wagner did not,recommend anyone who
was not right.'.

A second Senator figured in the probe in a second-
ary capacity, but was not shown to, have taken any
part in the tiff: He is Senator Hugo L. Black of
Alabama, who refused to give G-men the name of a
reporter friehd who told him there were rumors about
money passing in connection with the WNBF-Kriox
rivalry for the 1210 assignment.

' Efforts of the Commission's five-man investigating

body to clear up puzzling angles in the handling «f

the competing applications Were shown to
;
have failed

as two examiners and two attorneys were at a loss

to account for extraordinary speed in the WNBJ'

case, Quartet of Commlsh hired hands likewise wiu.

unable to explain conflicting recommendations In the

pair of examiners' reports.
. ..

Examiner John P. Bramhall, who heard the WNBF
application, testified someone Inquired how soon his

report would . be ready, but insisted no one tried to

ihfluenco his conclusions ' discussed the case with

him. Examiner P. W, Seward, who took testimony on

the Knox pica, said he was quite certain nobody

talked With him about his report, although possibly

an Inquiry might have been made about -when his

findings would be submitted. Both examiners in-,

slsted they had not talked about each other's cases,

although Seward said he might have read the un-

favorable Binghamton report before writing up his

report, Which recommended favorable action on the

Schenectady application.

One angle which interested the Inquiring group

.and was riot wholly cleared up was how Bramhall

happened "to get in his report in much less time than

he customarily requires. Commissioner Iryin Stew-

art, who directed the probe, emphasized that the

WNBF report was dubrtiitted in one month a,nd 23

days while Bramhall, as shown by examination of

JT; other cases, usually took two months and 26 days}

The Examiner, saying he felt that In the Bingham-
ton case he took 'a little longer than I usually take,'

maintained there was. no significance to this aspect

of the case.

Examiner Seward minimized his recommendation
that; the Commlsh disregard fact .that 'granting the

Schenectady application would farther increase the

excess in facilities assigned to New York State, say-

ing 1 have recommended the grahtirig of several ap-

plications where the state Was overajuota if :

I- felt' the

granting of the application would be equitable and
afford a local community broadcast service which
it did not enjoy.'

No Orders to Lawyers
The two .attorneys, John Wesley Weekes (who

handled the WNBF case) and Tyler Berry, also were
firm in their insistence no one told them how to .han-

dle their cases.- . Each lawyer was quizzed closely

about the possibility he had .been advised to present
a strong or a weak case for the Commission but de-

clared there were no orders from higher up.

During Berry's appearance before the investi-

gators, evidence was produced showing the Commlsh
engineering division had submitted a strong adverse
recommendation on' the .Knox application Which Ex-
aminer Seward disregarded.

Berry admitted he had seen a memo from Andrew.
D. Ring, chief broadcast engineer, saying the Sche-
nectady station should not be established because
the state was considerably' overquota, possible inter-

ference might be expected,.,and the area already was
adequately covered by programs . from other stations.

In the face of these objections, Berry sided with
Seward in justifying the favorable recommendation
and the disregard of quota conditions. The attorney
told the Commlsh that stations are 'quite frequently*
allowed although states have more than their equi-
table share of facilities, adding 'I am sure there are
innumerable cases in which grants have been recoitt--

mended in spite of quota conditions.'

Senator Wagner's name was brought in by testi-

mony of Aaron Kellert, sales manager of WOKOy Al-
bany, While C. M. Jansky, transmitter engineer re-
tained by WNBF, also said, there was discussion of
the possibility the New York solon- '-was taking a
hand in the controversy. Kellert told G-men that in
conversation with Herbert Gordon, member of the
Knox group, there Was intimation that Wagner was
batting for the Schenectady people.

N. J. MAY

KEN MURRAY CBS SHOW
AIRS FROM WOR'S SPOT

-CBS now has six places whence
it is originating commercial broad-
casts in New York. Latest source
added to the ilst is the studio atop
the New Amsterdam theatre. Ar-
rangement in the latter instance Is

Oh a per.' roadcast basis, which also

allows- WOE, Nlw York, to con-
tinue the smaller, seater whenever
required. CBS show coming from
this spot Is Rinso's Tuesday night
stanza- with Ken Murray, Phil
Regan and Russ Morgan's band.
NetWork has under regular lease

three Times Square theatres, the
Hudson, Little and Avon, while be-
sides the studios in its headquarters
building at 4S5 Madispn it makes
occasional use. of Carnegie Hall for
commercial originations.

Extend Pickford Show

Mary Pickford and the National
Ice Industry have come to terms on
a renewal to oxteiid for six weeks
only beyond the present 13-week
deal. Miss riokford wants to go to
Europe for the balance of the
summer.
Renewal period starts May 12.

Sponsor has an option ,of the re-
maining se\Mi woeks of the 13-
weok stretch following Miss Pick-
ford's six, but is undecided whether
to build another show for that brief
period or let the CBS Tuesday eve-
ulng spot go and droi> off the air.

CBS AUDITS OWN SURVEY

Mew Data Not for Price Waterhouie
Checking

Latest survey which CBS has
launched in several towns to find

out the popularity rating of local
stations will have the network not
Only interpreting the findings hut
auditing its own returns.

. Latter
function in previous inquiries was
handled by Price WaterhoUse.

Questionnaire now being cir-
culated among listeners uses as the
return address, Radio Research
Bureau, 4S5 Madison Aye., instead of
a postofflce box, as was the previ-
ous practice. The Madison avenue
address is that of Columbia's home
offices.

WIND Joins Insult Web

Chicago, March 24.
Ralph ALlass last week okayed a

deal .with the new Samuel Insull re-
gional Affiliated Broadcasting com-
pany network which will make
WIND the Chicago coverage outlet
for the chain.
According to the deal- Atlass will

serve as the local ABC outlet for
any and ail commercials when time
Is available on the station. ABC will
pay regular card rates lor the
time.

WIND will also pick up sustaln-
ings from the chain, the choice of
sustaining pk-k-ups being strictly at
the option of the station.
Understood that there is no sig-

natured contract between ABC' and
Atlass, all agreements being sealed
merely on an exchange of letters.

ARTHUR BARTON IS WPA
RADIO DIRECTOR IN N Y.

TO RADIO

Radio -stations with studios
trahsmltter3':in New jersey are wa^,
ing a campaign against tho r<£
posed. Radio-Photograph bill, now
up in the New Jersey legislature
which would bar radio microphones
and news photographers front 411
courtrooms In the state. Other sta-
tions are reported interested in
squelching measure because of
precedent for pther. states to follow.
Broadcast officials are combating

drive for this bill on angle that
spectators do as much jo obstruct,
and.injure dignity of court as. pros*
ence; of', radio; newsreel and camera,
operatives. . Other ammunition 1b

that such a bill would tend
, tjo ob-

struct freedom of the press and
radio.

Clear Hobby Broadcaster;

Static During WSGN Labor

Strife Deemed Innocent

irmingham, March 24;

Charges against Claude M. Gray,.

Jr., of violating the communications
act of 1934 were dropped last wfeek
by the ir, S. district attorney's office.

Gray' was accused of causing inter-

>

ference with WSGN during the sta- .

tion's labor troubles while OrmdndV .

Black was manager;. '-'i

Gray ' contended that $e had '

'

amateur's license to operate, a code;,

transmitter and that he hoi beefct-

made a victim of circumstances, He
contended, his station was operated
only on particular night when re*

ceptlon was bad for WGNS. Gray's
equipment was seized by federal of-

ficers after raiding his place. It was-
returned to him after the charges
were dropped.

Arthur Barton, lm press agent

and Broadway playwright, has been
appointed to head .the WPA* radio

division in New York.
Formerly with 20th Century-Fox

and Columbia pictures, Barton is

author of two plays, 'Wonder Boy'
and 'Man Bites Dog.'

In New York
S: C. Vinsorihaler, ICLRA, Little

Rock,
A, L. Chilton, WCST. Atlanta.
J. Thomas Lyons, WCAO, Balti-

more.
John C. McCormaek, KTBS,

Shreveport.
Guy C. Hamilton, KFBXX, Sacra-

mento.
James W. Baldwin, NAB, Wash-

ington.

Elton Johnson,
Toronto.
Albert A. Cormier, hlladel-

phia.

In Chicago
Earl Gammon, WCCO, Minne-

apolis.

Wm. Ellis, WFAA. Dallas.
Harry Burke. WOAV, Omaha.
Don Gillln, Wow, Omaha.
Herschell Hart, Radio Editor

News, Detroit.
Paul White, CBS, New York.
Bill Ensign, CBS, New York.
T. C. Hagman, WTCM, Minne-

apolis.

A. S. Foster, WWL, nSi

5,000 Watt Regional*

Up for F.C.C. Attention

Washington, March 24,

First move on a proposal to ih«:

crease maximum night power on re*

glonal channels to five kilowatts,

came last week with 13 transmitters

crowding each other for juice-jumps
to the new limit. Entire gang will

be heard by the Broadcast Division

of__ the ' Federal CommunlcajloriS
Commission, probably in a joint

hearing.
• Commlsh has been stalling off the

rush for several weeks as recom-
mendation to increase regional night

power has been on hand 6lnce It was
sent up from the engineering
division some time ago.
Four of the stations applying are

sharing the • regional frequency of

940 kc; two each are on 590,900 and
950 kc, channels, and one apiece on

920, 1,430 and 1,300 kc. The ma-
jority are operating at present with

1 kw. power.
The quartet on the 940 kc. assign-

ment are WDAY, Fargo. N. Dak., re-

questing, night jump from 1 to 6

kw.; WAVE, Louisville, ' Ky., power
Increase from 1 to 5 kw. unlimited;

KOIN, Portland, Ore., night boost

from 1 to 5 kw., arid WCSH, Port-

land, Me., whlMi requests jump from

1 kw. nights, 2% kw. days, 5 lnv. nll

times.

WEEI, Boston, Among 'Em
WEEI, Boston, operating oii D90

kc. with 1 kw.. unlimited, wants Hie

5 lew. jump applied to bpth night and
day operation. Station KHQ, Spo-
kane, Mrash., transmitter on the

same frequency, demands Increase,

from 1 kw. nights 2 kw. days, to 6

kw. unlimited.
On the 900 kc. channel, KIIJ, Don

Lee station of Los Angeles, Calif.,

asks unlimited increase from 1 to 5

kw, while WJAX, Jacksonville, Fla*.

requests night boost to the new
maximum.
WRC, Washington,. D. C,

operating on 950 kc. with 1 kw days

and 600 watts nights, and lCFWR
Hollywood, Calif., on the same fre-

quency with 1 kw. nights and 2%
kw. days, both demand 6 kw. power
night arid day.

Station WWJ, Detroit. Mich*

operating on 920, and ICKCA, Los

Angeles, Calif., are applying for plain

night jumps, from 1 to 5 lew., w|»w
WIOD-WMBF, Miami. Fla.. renue^W
frequency change from 1,300 to 97f

kc. with unlimited boost from 1 x?

6 kw.
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OFFERS 5-YR.
Chain Income from Time Sales

NBC
1936

January .$2,681,816

February ?i707,143

1935

$2,895,037

2,758,319

1934

$2,391,667

2,211,637

1933

$1,869,885

1,742,784

$5,388,963 $5,653,356 $4,603,304 $3,612,669

January .

February

1936

.$1,901,023

1,909,146

CBS
1935

$1^768,949

1,654,461

1934

$1,405,948

1,387,823

1933

$941,465

884,977

.$3,810,169 .$3,423,410 $2,793,771 $1,826,442;:

MUTUAL
1935

.$157,720

. 154,064

Total ... V .$311,784

(Note: Mutual figures are net and do not include business placed

Oil supplementary stations as part of MBS Hookup.)

Columbia's Feb. Biz 154% Over 1935,

NBC Blue Tops $1900,000 for Month

,
Columbia last month grossed

15.4% more in time , sales than it

did In February, .1935, while NBC
showed that, its revenue' was defi-

nitely again on the upturn by doing

$74,000; more than obtained during
the previous month of January.
NBC's tally for last month was
$2,707,148, which represented a dip

of 1.8%: under ,the figures for Febru-
ary '35, but for the first time in the

history of the blue (WJZ) link the

"Matter's share of the gross was over

$1)000,000. CBS's gross for the past

month was $1,909,146.

In. all previous years February
grosses have been less than those
in January. The reverse of the rule

finds CBS ahead of this year's

January by $8,000. The major part
of NBC's boost in this respect de-
rives, from sales on, the blue net-
work. The NBC breakdown gives
the red (WEAF) link $1,691,624 artd

-the blue, $1,015,624. Compared with
the same month

:
of th previous

year NBC's January '36 was minus
7.4% but last month the web
'checked the slide to the point where
the drop read but 1.8%. For the
blue link the February, 1936, bill-

ings constituted a jump of 9.6%
over the January '36 level.

- Aside from the loss of the Palm-
olive Colgate business, NBC's down-
ward graph the past several months
may be accounted for by the huge
difference' which was created when
National Biscuit quit its 'Let's
Dance' program. This stanza, due
to the fact it ran three hours and
had some 70 stations, was last sea-
son one of NBC's major revenue
sources.

KENDALL NOT AFTER JOB

Oregon Attorney Withdraws—Payne
Now Unopposed

Washington, March 24.
Drtvo to replace Commissioner

George Henry Payne of the Federal
Communications Commission with
John C. Kendall of Portland, Ore.,
reported last week to have col-
lapsed, with Payne now unopposed
for reappointment when his current
term expires in June.
Kendall drive came to a stop after

fri nds of the Oregon radio attor-
ney indicated ho would not care to
relinquish his lucrative private prac-
tice for a berth on the strife-ridden
commission.

Devins to Detroit

«/"-S3^.
Devins

' assistant manager
tw« « *

Pl'ess
' department, leaves

IS m
Vl1ay (28) ' t0 J01" the. De-tun* office of the J. Stirling Getchell

on t?ft ^J
Cre

*?e wU1 do publicity

Devin* ^y^uth-DeSoto account.

£r e.ll
iaS been wllh »e network«p eight years.

Skinner"
St wc<* ™ Jiu'k

CANADIAN PROGRAM FADE

General ing of Shows Due for

April 18

CALLS WB-ASCAP

Herman Starr and James
Baldwin Work Out Basis

for New Contract—Re-
vises Rates Downward for

Smaller Stations

251 WB STATIONS

Toronto, March 24.

With -dozens of regional programs

being dropped for the summer, only

two Ontario programs, George

Young's 'Let's Go to the Music .Hall'

and Bernard K. Sandwell's 'Broken

Arc' series, are, to be retained by

the Canadian Radio Commission,

according to Ernest Bushnell, the

CRC program chief. General scrap*

ping of programs is effective April

IS.

CRCT, Toronto, will drop Don
Henshaw's .'Forgotten Footsteps'

drama series; Helen and Bill Mor-
ton's 'West to East' programs; Ed-
gar Stone's kid serial, 'Young Tim';

A 1 e x a ndev Chuhaldin's 'Melodic

Strings' orchestra; Adolph Want-
roff's 'Cossack' series; the Guards-
men's 'Men of Melody' shows.
CRCH, Hamilton, will drop the.

'Across the Bay' programs. Fading
from CRCW, Windsor, are 'Sunset
Silhouettes,' 'Twilight Moods,' 'By
Candlelight' and 'The Surprise Box.'

K00L CIGARETTES TO

SPONSOR KY. DERBY

Columbia figures on closing with

Kool cigarettes this afternoon
(Wednesday) for the sponsorship
of the forthcoming Kentucky Derby.
Mutual has also been trying to sell

the race, with Wrigley and. Schiltz

being among those contacted.

Mutual's solicitation includes the

Kentucky event as one- of 20 major
races taking- place at various tracks

throughout the summer a;nd fall.

The 20-race idea is that of Bryan
Fields, turf expert for the New York
Times. Lucky Strike had for a while

entertained getting behind it, but

grew chilled by the possible gam-
bling angle.

Wayne King on Mutual

Wayne King moves into the G : 30

to 7:00 EST spot on Mutual Sun-
day nights starting April 22 lor

Lady Esther Cream. Besides the

network's basic four stations his

program will go over WCAE, Pitts-

burgh; W AL, Balitmorc; WFIL,
Philadelphia; WGAR, Cleveland,,

and WNAC, Boston. All but the

last, a CBS outlet, are regularly

affiliated with NBC.
'

Mutual release will give him- four

programs a week.. with NBC having

two, niid Columbia, one.

Warner Bros, will be prepared by
the end of this week to offer to

broadcasters a five-year licensing

agreement, effective April 1. Basic

terms of new contract were

worked out at meeting Monday
(23) between Herman . Starr, WB
v.p., and James W. Baldwin, manag-

;

ing director of the National ' Asso-
ciation of Broadcasters. By maki
ing available this, long term pact
Warner, hopes to convey to the.

broadcasting industry Its determr
ination not to return to the Amer-
ican Society of Composers, Authors
and Publishers, but to stay on. its

own as a performing- rights licensor.

Along with deciding to put its

business relations •with stations on
a five-year basis Warner has recon-
ciled itself to a long knock-em-
down-and-drag-em-out fight by the
legal and other ro.utes. It was de-

nied by WB that the withdrawal of

the radio columns In the Hear.it

newspaper last week had any con-
nection with the non-use of War-
ner music on the webs. One report
last week had it that William Ran-
dolph Hearst had issued the col-

umns . out order as a gesture of

support to Warner Bros., through
which he releases his Cosrhopoli

tan productions. Latter has on the

way Marion Davies' 'Hearts Di
vided,' the musical performing
rights of which are controlled by
Warner. With NBC and CBS con-
tinuing to hold out against WB, this

picture would be barred from get-

ting any important plugging.

As for the terms of the new five-

year agreement. the fee is to be low-
er than that which prevailed for

the first three months of this yeai\

Instead of the monthly charge be-
ing four times the national rate it

will be four times the local rate,

which invariably is less than the

former. This change is expected to

rectify the disparity which many
small stations claimed they were
put to under the original Warner
agreement, holding that, even though
their cards showed a national rate

practically all their business came
from local sources.

Rates As of arch 1

Warner rate will be based on the

time prices carried on a station rate

card as of March 1. If the local

rate goes up the WB rate will go
up with it. WB contract will con-
tain a clause giving the licensee the

right to cancel in favor of a, per

piece or use contract, in the event
any other performing rights organ-
ization agreed to a license which
was hased on a per piece arrange-
ment.
Baldwin returned to Washington

Monday night (23). It is under-
stood that he will this week issue

to NAB members a circular letter

covering the terms of the new WB
agreement. WB list of licensees

totals to date 251 -stations.

Among the stations sued for

copyright infringements by Warner
last week were WMCA, New York;
KFT1, Twin Falls, Idaho; WDSU,
New Orleans ; WTOC, Savannah;
WOWO, Fort Wayne; WTAL, Talla-

hassee, F.la,; WSPD, Toledo, and
WHIO, Dayton, O. in the ense of

WTOC three separate complaints

were filed.

WSJS, Winston-Salem, has been
broadcasting two games each day,

afternoon and evening, of the an-

nual high school basket ball tourriar

ment, Norris O'Neill doing descrip*

lion.

Reported $500,000 a Year NBC Income

On Bowes Unit Bookings an Issue;

NBC Talks More One-Nighters

Too Law-Abiding?

Norfolk, Va., March 24.

Traffic court . broadcast,
scheduled for 3:35 to 4:15 shot
over WTAR every Wednesday
afternoon had to be cancelled
last

- week because only hand-
ful of violators were sum-
moned into court. Broadcast
wouldn't have been long
enough to have been worth-
while and two commercial pro-
grams contingent upon the
broadcast, had to be cancelled
for the day;
Looks like the station• will ;

have to give bonus to cop
handing out the most tickets

•next week to insure its com-
mercials.

Promise with Loophole Is

Run-Around—Monaghan;

Seeks Test on KGIR, Butte

Washington, March 24.

Seeking test of statute requiring

broadcasters to treat ail candidates

for office: alike, Congressman Joseph

P. Monaghan, Democrat, of Montana
last week requested "IL . S. District

Attorney at Butte to file petition for.

writ of mandamus compelling KGIR,

Butte, to allot him time on the

night before the Montana primary
election.

With declaration that KGIR is

controlled by the 'power trust' which
he has been fighting, Monaghan told

the House of Representatives last

week he. has been given a ruh-
arbund in trying to x'eserve time for

a radio -speech to wind up his com-
paign • for the Democratic nomina-
tion to the Senate from Montana.
Station has tentatively given him
seven o'clock but reserved the right

to switch him to another spot in

case 'some outstanding national

program' is booked for the hour
reserved.

Renewal of Major
booking deal with the NBC artist

bureau, which expires April 1,

still undetermined up to yesterday

(Tuesday). Both Bowes and the

network declared, however, that " an
-amicable settlement' is in the offing.

Loath to step out of the stage

show booking, field which has been
so highly profitable to it this sea--

son, NBC was reported last

be consideringvmean3 of 'protecting*

itself against \he possibility of

Bowes walking out entirely and,

taking his unit representation,
elsewhere. Among plans contem-
plated by the artist bureau,, from,
accounts, is the formation of units
bearing the names of other com-
mercial programs now on- the net-
work;
One proposed series of NBC-pro-

duced units would contain talent
that has appeared on the Vallee-
Flelschmann variety " programs,
with these shows carrying the.Rudy-
Vallee name. Another unit -discusse l

would comprise chorus girls pre-,
sented in the past by N.T.G.* (Nils
'Granlund) on the Bromo-Seltzer
broadcasts.
NBC's artist bureau personnel Is

reported to feel confident that it is

sufficiently familiar with roadshow
booking, through having booked the
Bowes -units since last summer, 'to
be able to handle unit placements
and make correct percentage deals
itself. Booking, territorial and box
office information' gained through
placing the Bowes- units in hun-
dreds of towns through the U,' S.

Oh every type of engagement from
one-niters to week .stands, may
prove invaluable' for its' future unit
hooking activities, NBC believes.

,Its income.fr.pm the Bowes units,

at the rate' of 10% commission
against one-third of the profits, has
run well over $10,000 a week for

NBC. That's in excess of $500,000

a year, and NBC won't give it up
without a tussled

101,000 FREE BROADCASTS!

Federal Housing Programs Help
Renovating Spree

Washington, March 24.

Huge dimensions of on-the-cuff

radio broadcasts by the Federal
Housing Administration last week
was revealed to the House banking
and currency committee by FHA.
Administrator. Stewart McDonald.
High-powered Government adver-

tising to the* tune of 101,000 radio

broadcasts and 7,000,000 lines of

free newspaper ballyhoo resulted in

16,000,000 property owners sprucing

up their homes, McDonald declared;

Before the FHA was organized,

McDonald told the committee,

"There were less than 150 institu-

tions making installment loans for

modernization. Now there are

6,083.

McCLATCHY GROUP UP

FOR NBC ALLIANCE

Guy C. Hamilton, gen. mgr. of

the McClatchy string of newspaper

and stations on the west coast, ar-

rived in New York Monday (2&).

While in New York he is expected
'

to discuss with NBC & proposition

that may lead to an alliance, with
that network. Hamilton's primary
purpose in the east. is vocational.

McClatchy group is now affiliated

with CBS through the former's di-

rect connection with the Don Lee
Network.

Sam Moore Gets the Job

Sam Moore has been made di-

rector of the radio department of

the William Esty agency. He re-

places Edward Byron, who resl ned

a> couple weeks »go.

Moore was brought on from
Hollywood where lie was on the

writing staff of J. Walter Thompson.

Eric Tomsett To Chi

Chicago, March 24.

Eric Tomsett has shifted into

Chicago from New York to become
western manager here for the Clark-

Hooper advertising research outfit.

.Stephen Hartshorn returns to New
York. jl_

Flood Damages Paradise

Showboat at Troy, N. Y.

Troy, N. Y„ March 24.

Paradise Show Boat, 400 -ton

schooner converted into a nlte club,

was damaged by flood waters of the

Hudson river, which overflowed into

the downtown section here-.

. The. ship for two days was
perched at a dangerous angle on
the; concrete municipal dock: state,

troopers succeeded in securing a
loose hawser to the dock. Fearing

it would be loosed from moorings

and thrown against the nearby

Congress street bridge, police were
stationed all night on the bridge,

prepared to warn persons from tho

spnn.

Flremen> rescue*! from, the boat

musical instruments valued at

$1,000. Dishes and other equip-

ment worth $2,000 were lost. Tw6
contracting firms were engaged to

haul the vessel back into the river.
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COMMERCIALS
WEEK OF MARCH 25-31

(ALL TIME EST)

This Department lists sponsored programs on the NBC, CBS, and.

Mutual networks arranged alphabetically under the advertiser's name.

All time is p. m unless otherwise noted. Where one advertiser

has two or more programs they are listed consecutively.

An asterisk before name Indicates advertising agency handling

account.
Abbreviations: Su (Sunday); M (Monday): Tu (Tuesday);

W (Wednesday): Th (Thursday); F (Friday); B: (Saturday).

AMERICAN CAN
O-Tu-W'JZ

Ben Bernle & Lada
Ethel Merman
Fuller-Smith -Rosa

AMERICAN
HOME PRODUCTS

( Anncln

)

WJ7.-7 I'.M.
Tnes.-Wcd.-Tliur.

'Easy Aces'
Goodman Ace
Jnne Ace
Alary Hunter
Helen Spring

(Knlynns)
Mon -B-WEAF

Hanunersteln Music
Hall

Ted Hammersteln
Mable Tallferro
Earl Ojcforrt
Pat Redingtnn

'

Lucy LaughUn
Lazy Dan
Blaclcett

AMERICAN
TOBACCO

8-Snt-WEAF
(Lnrky Strike*

•Your Hit Parade'
Carl Hoff Ore
T.nrd ft Thnmo
10 p.m.-W-WEAF
Bay Sinatra ore
•Lord - & Thomas

AMERICAN
RADIATOR

7i80-Sun-WEAF
"Fireside Recitals'
Sigurd Nllssen
Willie Morris
•Frank St. Loger

»s> Ore
v*Blah'er Adyt.

Armro iron
8:30-W-lVJZ

Bennett Chappie
Armco Bd
Frank Simon
Gardner-Grelst'

A. * P.
9-M-WEAP

Fftrry Hnrllck
Howard Price
PnrlH ft Pear*
BABBITT CO.

10:45 ajn.-Mon. 'to

Frl-W.IZ
'David Harum*
Wllmer. Walter
Peggy Altenby
Edith Spence
Walter Soderllng
•Blaclcett
BEST FOODS. INC.
.11 n.m.-Xii-Tli>

WEAF
Ida Bailey Allen
Benton & Botvlea

BETTER SPEECH
INSTITUTE
S-Snn-WJZ

Tour English'
•Auepltz ft Lee
BOURJOIS SALES,

INC.

J
Mon-8:S0-W4Z

(•Evening In Parte")
Marton Downey
Plckln* SIstere
Mark Wnrnow Ore
•Lord ft Thomas

BOWEY'S
Su-1:30-Thurs-
5 p.m.-WEAF

•While the City
Sleeps'

Finney Brlggs
Forest Lewis
Vivian Fridell
Jess Pugh
Clare Baum
Charles Eggleston
Cecil Roy
Marie Nelson
Pauline Hopkins
James' Goss
•Comer
BRISTOL-MYBBS

9-W-WEAF
(Sal Hepatlca)

(Ipana)
Fred Allen
Portland Hoffa
Eileen Douglas
Jack Smart
Peter Van Steednn
•Young & Rublcam

CAMPANA
10 F-WEAF

•First Nlghter'
Francis X Bushman
Betty Lou Gerson
Carlton Brlekert
Clllt Snubler
Harry Jackson's Or
•Aubrey Wallace
CARNATION MlHi

10-M-WEAF
Lullaby Lady
Ireene Wicker
M L Eastman
Ruth Lyon
AErwtn. Wasey

CHEVROLET
0-S:it-WEAF

RublnolT
Virginia Rea
Jan Peerce
Graham McNamee
•Campbell -E
CITIES HERVICIi

8-F-WEAF
Lucille Manners
Rosarlo Bourdon Or
Quartet
•Lord & Thome.*
CLICQUOT CLUB

3-Sii-WEAF
Harry Reser ft

!

Clicquot Club O
Lynne Gordon
Brnlo Wcbcr
John Zellner »

•N. W. Ayor
COOK & SON "

G:30-Su-W«IZ

Maicolm LaPrade
Lpw White
Wertliolmer
COX GELATINE

11' n.m.-Tliurs.-WJZ
Jack Bercti
l Katz
I). L. Si W. COAL
tl:IA H.m.-Tti-W-

Tli-WKAF
•Studio No. 7
Jaclt Clemens
Loretta Clemens
•Ruthrauff ft! Ryan
ELGIN WATCH
10-Tu-WE.VF

Eddie Dowliiig
Ray Dooley
Helen Ward
B'ny Goodman's Ore
•J. W. Thompson

FORI)
FrI-9:30-W.IZ

Fred Warihgs Penh-
sylvanlans

N. W, Ayer

FIRESTONE
8:30-M

rtVEAF
Vocol Rnscmhle
Richard Crooks
Margaret Speaks
'Sweeny-James

FITCn
7MG-SU-WEA11

Mbrln Sisters
Ranch Boys
L. W. Rumsey
8:lG-Fri-WJZ

Wendall Hall
•Ramsey

GENERAL
ELECTRIC

11 p.m.-Son-WEAF
*M"att Clemens. Th
Melody Master'

Conrad Mayo
G. Martlnelli
Alan Jocelyn
Virginia HoWar
Edwin Jerome
Frances Nordstrom
Robert Strauss
William Stickles
Charme Allln
•B. B. D. ft O.
'Dealer Broadcast'
Mon-11 a.m.-WEAF
'This Hour of Ours'
Gerard Swope
Dr. W. D. Coolldge
C. E. Wilson
P. B. Zimmerman
G. B. Girls Glee
Club

Richard BonelU
40 Piece Ore
Harold Levy, Dlr
Revelers.

GENERAL FOODS
9-Tli-WEAV
(Maxwell)

'Show Boat'
Lanny Ross
Conrad Thlbault
Prank Mclntyre
The Westerner*
Virginia
'Molasses' 'n' Jan'ry*
Gus Huonsrhe'n '

-

Walter Tetley
Laurie Mnssey
•Benton & Bowie?

7-Sn-W.IZ
(Jell-O)

.Tack Benny ,

Mary Livingston
Johnny -Green's Or
Kenny Baker (

•Ynunir * Rublonm
GENERAL MILLS
10:45-W-F*«VEAF

(Gold Medal)
Betty Crocker
Cooking Recipes
•McCord Co.

4-Dnlly-W.IZ
(Blsqulck)

Betty ft Rob'
Edith Davis
Dorothy Slildler
Elizabeth Reller
Lester Tremayne
Loretta Poynton
Frank Dane
Blacken
GEN. MOTORS

10 p.m.-Su-WEAF
Y. Menuhln
Erno Rnpee. Cond.
G Motors' Ore
Campbell-Ewald
HOUSEHOLD
FINANCE

8i30-Tu-W.IZ
Edgar A. Guest
Bernard I ne Flvnn
Sidney Ellstrom
Galllcchlos Ore
•a D. Frey

nORLICK'S
M to F-7:30-W.IZ
(Malted Milk)

Lum & Abner
Chester Lauck
Norrls Gnff
•Lord & Thomas
HUMPHREY'S
MEDICINE

G.lS-Wed-FrMVJZ
•Sweethearts of the

Air'
Peter De Rose
May Slnghi Hieen
Andy Sanella
•Blow

•IERGEN
0:3»-SiMV.IZ

Walter Wlncliell
•J.' Walt. Thompson

• JOHNSON Si SON
(Floor Was)

8 p.m.-Mon.-W.IZ
'Fibber

. McOee ft
Molly'

•Man From, Cook's' Marlon ft J Jordan

Lynn Martin
Charles La veer
Master Singers
Emery D'Arcy
U. Marcelll's -Ore.
•Needlmm, L. & B.

S. C. JOHNSON &
SON

7:46-Tli-\VEAF
( Glu-Co)

'Life Studies'
Tom Powers
Need ham, L. & B.

UEI.M>GG
5:30-I)jiII.v Ex. Sn-

S«i-lV.Tfr

ISInglng Lady*
Ireene Wlck6r

. fl;S0-F-W..!Z
James Melton .

Hed Nlchol'e Oro
N. W. Ayer

KRAFT-PIIENIX
10-Th-WEAF

Blng Crosbv
Jean Hersholt
Gvcte Stueckgold
Virginia. Bruce
ICay Weber.
Jimmy - Dqrsey Oro
Bob Burns
•j ..Wn.lt: Thomp.
LADY ESTHER
8:S0-Tu-W-WEAF
Wayne King Ore
J. W, Thompson

LARL'S & BROS.
(Edgeworth Tob'co)

0-Wed-WJZ
•Com Cob Pipe Cl'b'
Pat-Bfn^ord
Squire His
Sue Hathaway
B. B. D. & O.

GEORGE W.
LUFT' CO.
(Tan gee.)

10:30-Tu-WEAF
Jimmy Fldler
Cecil. W. C.

MACKAIIDEN
0:30-F-WEAF
(True Story)

'Court of Human
Relations'

Percy Hemus
Ned Wever
Wilmcr Walker
Alice Rhelnheart
Helen Spring
Vera Allen
Fred Felkel, Org
Lucille Wall "

Allyn Jj>slyn
Arthur Kudner
DR. Mn.RS LAB'S

( A Ika -Seltzer)
0:30-Sn-W.IZ

WLS Barn Dp nee
Ridge Runners
Uncle Ezra
Lulu Belle

• Maple City I

7:15 M-W-F-WEAf
'Uncle Ezra.' Radio
Station EZRA

Pnt Bnrrett
Cliff Soubler
Carleton Guy
Nora. Cunneen
Wade

BEN.!. MOORE CO
11:30 n.m.-Wed-

B'EAF.
•Betty Moore
AIODEKN FOOD
PROCESS ro.
4M5-M-W.1Z

Charles. Sorce
Harry Swan ;

-

Clemenls Co.

MOLT.E
0 p.m.-Tu-WEAF

'Voice of the Peo-
ple'

Parks Johnson
Jerry Belcher
Stalk-Goble
PACIFIC BORAX

9-Th-WJZ
'Death Vall'y Days'
Tim Frawlev
Edwin W. Whitney
Lonesome Cowboy
Jean King
Jack McBryde
Joseph Bonlnie Ore
McCann-Erlck

I'EI'SODENT
7-baIly Ex. Sat Sua-

WEAF
Amos 'n' Andy
Freeman Gosdeo
Charles Correll
•Lord & Thomas

fi p.m.-M-0-Frl
WJZ

Al Pearce & Gang
Mable Todd
Morey ' Amsterdam
Arlene Harris
Harry Foster
Monroe Upton
Andy Andrews
Tony Romano
3 Cheern
WllJIam 'Wright
>Lord & Thomas
PHILIP MORRIS
8-Tu-WEAF

Phillips Lord
Sdlly Singer
3 Sweethearts
i.*o RMnman's Or«
Eton Boys
Phil Duey

I'lLLSBtRT
I0:^()-I)nll.v-\VJZ

'Today's Children'
Irma Phillips
Walter Wicker
Bess Johnson
Irene Wicker
Lucy GlllmAn
Fred Von Amon
Jean McGregor
Hutchinson
PITTSBURGH
PLATE GLASS
8-Thurs-W,lZ

.

Pittsburgh Symph'y
Arttonla Modarelil,
Con.

Pascha Kogan
B. B'. D. & O.
PRINCESS PAT

OiSO-M-W.IZ
'A Tale of Today'
Joan Blaine
Harvey Httys
Laurette Flllbrnndt
Wlllard Farnum
Rbhort Griffin
Harrletto Widmer
Frank Pnscelli
Isabel Randolph
•Jvlc.lunlUn

P'CT'R « G'MBLK
3:30 Daily Ex. Sn-

Su-WEAl?
(Crlsco)

'Vio & Sade'
Art Van Harv
Billy Idelson
Berhndlne Plvim

7:15 rW-F-WJZ
Ivory Stamp Club
Capt. Tim Healey
Btorkmah
Mon-Wed-FrI-13

H'EAF
Pat Barnes.
Blackett-S-H.
Gardner
3;45-M to F-WEAF

(Ivory Soap)
'The O'Neills'
Kato McComb
Jnne West
Violet. Dunn
Jimmy Doneliy
Jack. Rubin
Jimmy Trinsejr
Janet Gilbert
Bla'ckmnn
3:16 Dally Except
Sa & Su-U'EAF

(Oxydol)
Ma Perkins'
Virginia Payne
Marjorle Hannon
Chas Egelson
Hilda Gfaham
Charner Bateon
John Mathews
Corlne Dearth
Butler Mnndevllle
Ken -Griffin
Blnnkett
10:16 a.m. Dnlly
Except Snt & Sun-

WEAF
fOh Ipso)

•Home Sweet ome'
S. G. Smith
Harriett McGlbbon
Billy Halop
•Blaokman . .

Mon to Frl-3-WEAF
(Camay)

'Forever Young'
Curtis Afnall
Betty Wragge
Marlon Barney
Jaok Roslelgh
•Pedlar & Ryan
4:45-Mon.-Thur.»

Frl-WJZ
'Magic Voice'
Gertrude Hitz
*7antos Ortega'
QUAKER OATS CO.

6:30-Sat. WEAF
'Kaltenmeyer's Kin-

dergarten'
Bruce Kamman
Marion Jordon
Jim.- Jordan
•Johnny Wolf
Thor Erlcson
Merrill Fuglt
Harry Kogen Oro
Lrtrd A Thomas
RALSTON I'UKINA
5:30-M-W-F-\VEA V
Tom Mix Adven-

tures'
Gardner
RADIO CORP.
AMERICA

. « p.m.-Hun-W.IZ
'Magic Key or RCA'
John B. Kennedy
Frank Black
Ina Claire
Brian Oherne
Osgood Perkins
Charlos Coljurn
Goss Lon. Singers
Efrem Zlmbalist
Lord ft Thomas

REAL KILIi
0-Su-WJZ .

Chaa Previn Orch
01ga Albani
Betty Bennett
Singing Knlnhts
•Leo Burnet*

REGIONAL
ADVERTISERS
10:30 a.m. W-F-

WEAF
'Mystery Chef
•McCann-Erlckson
REMINGTON

RAND
:30>Mnn-W-F-
WEAF

Edwin C. Hill
B: B. D. A O.

RITCHIE CO.
8-Tu-WJZ

(Eno)
'Eno Crime Clues'
Clyde North
John MacBryde
Mark Smith
Alan Devltt
Georgle Drew Men-
dtim

Ayer .'

SIIKFITFLD
FARMS

(Jt4A-M-Tli-F-WEAF
Billy and Betty
•N. W Aver

SHELL
(Petroleum)

9:30-Sn-WEAJr
Al Jolson
Pat O'Brien
Trene Taylor
Sterling Holloway
Abe Roth
Jack Stanton
Peggy Gardiner
Victor Young Oro
•J. Walt, Thompson

SHERWIN-
WILLIAMS

3:30-Sn-WEAF
'Metropolitan Opera

Auditions'
Edward Johnson
Cecll-W-C

SINCLAIR
9-M«WJZ

Malcolm Clair
Qua Van
SJnolalr Qt,
Bill Chi Ids
Fritz Claris
Joe Parsons
Cliff Soubler
Harry Kogen
Federal

SPRATT'S
5:L3-Ta-WJZ

Albert P. Terhune
•Paris & Peart
SMITH BROS.
2-Suii-WEAF

'Melody Ma,tlnce*
Vlcter Ardens' Oro
Brown & Torcher
STAND. BRANDS

8-Su-WEAF
(Chase. & Sanborn)
A. K. Spencer, Dir.
Amateur Show
Ma.i. Edw. Bowes
Graham McNamee

8-W-WEAl!
(Royal Gelatine)
One Man's Family'
Carleton E. Moore,

Dir.
I. Anthony Smytbe
Mlnetta Allen ,

Michael Rafetto
Kathleen Wilson
Barton Yarborough
Bernice' Berwlp
8-Tliurs-WEAF
(Ftelschmann) .

G. Thompson, Dir.
Rudy. Vallee and
His Conn. Yanks .

Brian Alievne
Dorothy Thompson
Eddie Grcon
Frank Fay

7:30*Su-WJZ
(Royal Gelatine)
'Bakers Broadcast
Robt. Ripley

'

Rhodi Rainbow
Will Purvis
Ozzie Nelson Oro.
Harriett Hllllard
•J, Walt. l"hqmp.
STERLING PROD.
0^0-Su-WEAF

( Bayer's)'-
Frank Munn
Lucy Monroe'
Arden & Arden
Gun Haenschen Oro
Bert HlrscM

9-F-WEAF
(Phillips Mag)

Waltz Time'
Abe Lyman Oro
Bernice Claire
Frank Munn

9-Sit-WEAF
(Dr. Lyons Tooth-

paste)
Rodney McLennon
Ttachel Carlay
Men /.bout Town
Andy Sannella Ore
Blackett

'

4:M-Mon to Frl-
WiIZ

(Dr. Lyons Tooth-
powder)

•Back Stage Wife'
Vivian Fridell
Ken Griffin
Henry Saxe
Mary McCormlck
James Goss
Blackett
4:30-Tn & Thurgo

WJZ
.(Phillips . Milk)

'How to Be Charm-
ing'

Beatrice De Sylvera
•Blackett

SUN OIL
6:45-Dally Except

Sn-Su-WJZ
Lowell Thomas

•Roche WH llama
SWIFT

9:30 p.m.-Mon
WEAF

'Studio Party'
Sigmund Romberg
Josephine T u m-

' nilnia
Felex Knight
Lionel Barrymore.

.

J. W. Thompson
TASTYKAS'i;
12-Sn-WJZ

'Pageant of foufb'
Clements

TEXAS CO.
9:3lt-Tu-«'EAF

'Fire: Chief Revue'
Eddy Duchtn Oro
Donald Novis.
Jane Pickens
Hanff-Met7.|i«r
UNION CENTRAL

: (Insurance)
fJI-Su-W.IZ

'Roses ft .Drums'
H. Williams. Dlr,
Helen Claire
Reed Brown, Jr.
John Griggs
Brio Dressier
Krwvn Mulch
ffi'iward ,!erom«
Jack Rosleigh
•J. Walt. Thompson
WANDER CO.

(Ovaitlne^
lt:45-Dnll.v-WJZ

'Little; Orphan A'
Henrletfn Tedro
Jack Mather
Art Van Slyke
Forrest Lewis
Vfc- Smith
Eugene McGillen
Blackett
CHAS. WARNER

10-W-W.IZ
(Vince)

J, Charles Thomas
Frank Tours Oro
Cecil. W. >& C.

9:30 n.m.-W-wjZ
(Sloan's)

'20.000 Years' In
Sing Sing'

Warden Lawea
C,-W.-Cecll
WECO PRODUCTS

10:30 p.tn.-Snt-
WEAF

'Dr. West's Celeb-
rity NMglit* '

'

George Olsen
Ethel Shutta
Ethel Barrymore
J. W. Thompson

WELCH
(Grape Juice)
87F-WJZ

Irene Rich
Kastor
WHEATENA

7 :15'TuThurs-Snt-
WEAF

'Popeye the Sailor*
•McKee, Albright

WISCONSIN
ALUMNI

BESEARCH
FOUNDATION

4:15-Frl. & Mon.
WEAF

'Phillip Lord Call-
ing You'

Phillip Lord
Seth Parker Quartet
Geyer, Cornell, N.

WOODBURY'S
9:4(5-Sa-WJZ

Paul Whltetrian
Ray Bargy
Ramona
King's Men
Durelle
Johnny. Houser
Bob Laurence
•Lennen & Mitchell,

Inc.

Columbia

ACME PAINT
0:30-6n-WABC

Smiling McCnnnell
Henri. H. ft McD.

AFFILIATED
PRODUCTS

(Louise Phllllppe
Cosmetics')

7:I5-W-WABO
Paris Night Life'
Armlda
Pierre Le Kreune
Blackett-S-H

ASP
7:30-Tu-W-Th

WABO
Kate Smith's Coffee
Time

Ted Collins
Jack Milter's Oro
Paris & Peart

AMERICAN
HOME PRODUCTS
(Edna Wallace

Hopper Cosmetics)
U:1C n.m.-M to F-

WABC
'Romance of Helen

Trent'
Virginia Clark
Marie Nelson
Eugene McGillen
David Gothard
Hilda Graham
Audrey McGrath
Mary Calvert

(Kolynos)

WAItC-ll:30 A.M.
Mon. to Frl.

'Just Plain Bill'
Arthur Hughes
Ruth Russell
James Melghah
Curtis Arpall
Geneva Harrison
Ray Collins

(Kissproof)
(Outdoor Girl)

11 !4<5 n,m.-Mon to
Frl-WABC

•Rich Man'a
Darling'

Peggy Allenby
Ed Jerome
Ethel Remey
Carl Swenson
Ona Munson
Blanche Sweet

(BisodoH
8:30-F-WABO

'B'way Varieties'
Oscar Shaw
Carmela Ponselle
Elizabeth Lennox
Victor Arden'* Ore
(Old English Floor

Wax)
Frl-7:1S p.m.-WABC
'Lazy Dan, the
Minstrel Man'

Irving Kaufman
•Blackett

ATLANTIC REF.
7-Su-WABC

'Atlantlo Family
Tout-

Frank Parker
Bob Hope
Honey Chile
Jack McBryde
Rosemary DeCamp
Joe Granby
N. W.- Ayer

CAMPBELL
(Soup)

8-F-WABO
'Hollywood Hotel'
Dick Powell
'The Informer'
Victor McLaglen
Margot Graham
Heather Angel
Raymond Patge Ore
Frances Langford
Anne Jamison
Igor.Gorln

(Tomato Juice)

8.-30-W-WABO
Burns & Allen
Milton Watson
Ken NUes
Jacques Renard's O
•F. W. Armstrong

CHRYSLER
8-Th-WABO

'Chrysler Ahshow'
Alexander Gray
Chaa Hanson TowneM Warnow's Oro
Chorus
•Lee Anderson Adv.
COCA-COLA CO,
9:30-W-WABO

•Refreshment Time
Connie Boswell
Al Bowlly
Ray Noble's Oro
•D'Arcy
COLGATE-PALM-

OLIVE.-PEET
(Palmollve Soap)

8-Sa-WABC
'Zlegfeld Follies of
the Air 1

Fannie Brlce
Patti Chapin
Benny Fields
Jack Arthur
Al Goodman's Ore
6:45 M to F-WABC

(Super Suds)
The Goldbergs^
Gertrude Berg
James R; Waters
Everett Sloane
Rosalyn Super
Rosemary DeCamp
Richard Clark

10-W-WAIIC
(Palmollve Shave)
Gang Busters'
Phillips Lord
Alice Reinhart
James VdnDylc
Howard Smith
Matt Crowley
Benton & Bowlei

CONTINENTAL
BAKING

(Wonder Bread)
6:46-M-Tn-T"'-F-'

WABO
•Renfrew' of- the
Mounted*

Laurie York Ers-
klne, Au.

House Jameson
*Bt . B. D. & O.

CORN PRODUCTS
la:16-M-W-F-Sa-

WABO
•Musical' Reveries'
Stuart Churchill
Orson Wells
Ken Wood's Oro
»B. W. 4lellw1g

CREAM OF
WHEAT

e-M-W-F-WABC
'Buck Rogers'
Matthew Crowley
Adele Ronson
Edgar Stehll.
Joe Grnnby
Walter Tetley
B. R; Johnstone, Au
•Thompson
DEL., LACK, &
WSTRN COAL CO.

(Blue Coal)
6:35-M-W-WADC

'Vanished Voices'
Clyde North. Au.
Bennett Kllpack

.

Crank Novak's Ore.
Clark Andrews, Dr.
Ruthrauff & Ryan^

E. I. DU PONT DE
NEMOURS & CO.

8-W-WABC
'Cdvalcado of Am."
Arthur Pry or, Jr..

. Dir.
Kenneth Webb, Au.
Harold Levey's Or .B B D & O '

FELS & CO.
(Fe.Is Nft'pth.a .Soap)
11 h.ni.-Tu-TIi- '

WABC
'The Rhythm Boys'
George Mdcdonald
Al Dary
Ice Swltzler
.Ray Kulz
Young & Rublcam

K()l{l> MOTOR
2:30-Sii-WABO

Jose Mn,n?:aiiares. &
his So. Americans.

Dolores
Ramon Ltttee
Paqulta Anderson

9-Sn-WABC
'Fot;d Sunday Eve-.
nlng Hohr'

Nelson Eddy-
Detroit Sym Orcb
Victor Kolar ,

9:80-Tu-WARO
Frnd Waring
Stella Friend .

Rosemary.& Prlecll-
la Lane

Poley McCllntook
Tom Waring
Bill Marshall
Trey Peters
Stuart Churchill
J'ohnny Da via
Tubby Hanlon
Gene Conklln
Charles Newman
Feme
•N. W. Ayor
GEN. BAKING
6:30-Su-WABO

Julia Sanderson
Frank Crumlt
Carlyle- Stevens
Three Jesters
Jack Shllkret Oro
GENERAL MILLS
6:30 I Dally ex.Sa-

Su-WABO
Jack Armstrong,

All Am. Boy
Jim Omechl
Sara.lane Wells
John Gannon
Bill B. Myers
•Blackett

GULF
7:30-Su-WABC

Phil Baker
Beetle and Bottle
Agnes Monrhead
Maxlne Gray
E Smalle's 7 Voices
'Sklnnay' Ennls
Bob Allen
Hal Kemp's Ore
Young ft Rublcam
I1KCRER II-O

(Force)
8:l.r>-M-W-F
WABO

'Bobby Benson &
Sunny Jim'
Neill O'Malley
Florence Halop
Eddie Wragge
Dotmar Poppen
Lorraine Pankow
Joe Wilton
Teter Dixon
Billy Halop
John Battle
John Shea
Brwln-Wasey
II. J. HEINZ CO.
10 n.m-M-W-F-

. WABO
Josephine Gibson
Lois Miller
•Maxon

JULIAN &
KOKENGE

(Footsaver Shoes)
l:30-Sn-WABO

'Musical Footnotes'
Vivian della Chlesa
Franz Imhof
John Weicher Ens,A Moore & Wallace

KLEENEX
2:30-M to F-WABC
'Story of Mary

Marllh'
Basil Loughrane,

Dir.
Jane Cruslnberry,

Joane Blaine
Robt. E. Griffin
Bob White
Jesse Pugh
Carleton Brlckert
Betty Lou Gerson
Jack Daly
Bob Flske
Murray Forbes
Marjorle Hannan
Anne. .Davenport
Isabel Randolph.
Lucille Hustlng . yLord ft Thomas"

G. KRUEGER
„ (Beer ft Ale)
7:16*-Tu-Th-WABC
'Kret^ger Musical
Toast'

S Schermerhorn
Jerry Cooper
Ray Block's Oro
Blow
LADY ESTHER

_ 10-M-WABC
Wayno King Oro
Stack-Gobi*

LEHN ft FINK
(Pebeco),

7-Su-WABO
Eddla Cantor ,'.

Harry . Einsleln
,

Jimmy. Wolllnfftpn
Betty Garde
Bobby Breen
Louis Gross Oro
Lennen ft Mitchell

2-Su-WABC
(Hind's Honey &
Almond Cream)

•Thp Second Man*
Leulle Howard
Graham Harris Ore
Kenyon & Eck-
hardt
LEVER BROS.
(Lux Soap)
0-M-WABO

Botte. Davis
(Rlnso ft Lifebuoy)
8.30-Tu-WABC

Ken Murray
Eve Arden
Sassafras
Phil Regan
Rusa Morgan' b ore
•Ruthrauff ft Ryan

LIGGETT A
MYERS

(Chesiorfiold Clga)
ft-W-WABO.

Rosa Ponselle

0-Sa-WABO
Nino Martin)
Andre Kostelanetz
Oro throughout

•?Nowcll-Hiumett
lOnAWK CARPET

MILLS
13:45 Dnlly Ex, Su-

Su-WABO
B Star Jones'
Johnny Kane
Elizabeth Day
Bill Johnstone
IMill Vnn Zante
Florence Malone
Eddie Ma rr
Arlene Francis'
Blackett-S-H.
NATIONAL . ICE

ADV., INC.
10-Tu-WABC

'Parties at Plckfalr*
Mary Plcltford
'Al Lyons Ore
Donahue & Coe

I' ll I I CO
7:45 <fniiy ex. Bo*

Su-WABC
Boake Carter
Hutchlns '

,

PLYSIOUTH
MOTOR

9:30-Tli-W'ABO
'Gulliver, the
•Traveller'

Ed Wynn
John S: Young
John- Mclntyre
Lennle Hnyton's Or
Lovely Girls 8
King's Merry M'n 4
J. Stirling Getchell

POMPElAN
12:16-Tn-Th-WABC
Jerrycboper
Ted Royal's Ore
.Topping & Lloyd

REMINGTON-
RAND & TIME

10:30-Dall.v Except
Sat-Su-WAItO .

'March of Time'
•B B D ft O
R. J. REYNOLDS

TOB. CO.
(Camel Cigarettes)
9-Tu-Th-WABO

'Camel Caravan'
Walter O'Keefa
Louis Sorln
Alice Frost
Kenny Sargent
Pee Wee Hunt
Deane Janls
Ted Huslng
Glen Gray's Oro '

•Wllllm C, Esty Co.

SOCONY VACUUM
8-F-WABC

'Flying Red Horse
Tavern'

Walter Woolf King
Bee Llllle
4 Red Horsemen
Tavern Singers
Lonnie Haytoh Ore
•J Stirling Getchell
STANDARD OIL

OF N. .1.

8-M-WABO
3uy Lombnrdo ft his
Royal Canadians

MarHChalk & Pratt
STERLING PROD-

DUCTS
8-Tu-WABO

(Bayers Aspirin)
'Lavender and Old

Lace'
Frltzl Scheft
Lucy Monroe
Frank Munn
tub Haenaohen's Oi

6-Su-WABC
(Phillips Dental

Magnesia)
'Melodlana'
Bernice Claire
Abe Lyman
Oliver Smith
BlnoltPtt

STEWART.
WARNER
(Alemtte>

10-Th-WABO
Lysbeth TTugt»e«
Bob McCoy
Art Thorsen
Horace Heldt Oro
Bernie Mattlson
Campbell Sisters
Radio Ramblers
Jerry Browne
Charles Goodman

U.,8. TOHACt'6
(Dill's Bent)
8:30-M-WAB0

'Pipe Smoking Time'
Pick ft Pat
Landt 3 ft White
Benny Kruger's Or
MeOann»ErlCk
WARiy BAKING
0:15-Tu-Th-Sn-V

WABO •

'News of Youth*
Laddie Henman
Jackie Kelk
Ethel Blume
Alfred Corn
Lester Jay
Joyce Walsh
Hanley Stafford
Hlmart BroWn, Dir.
•Fletcher ft Ellis

WASKT PROD'CTP
7:30-M-WABC

'Singing Sam'
Harry Fraofcel
12-DoIly Ex. Sa-Sn-

. WABC
6:4ff-Sn-WABO

•Voice Experrenca'
i M; Sa y'8 Taylor
I *Erwln Wasey

WILDBOOT CO.
7.*18-M^-WABe

Ted Huslng
Charioteers 4
•B, Bt D. ft O.
WM. WHIULEY
7-Dally Ex. 8m*

Sa-WABO
'Myrt ft Marae'
Mrytto Vnll.
Donna Damerel
Vinton Haworth
Les Tremayne
Ray Hedge
Karl Way
Marie Nelson
Franco* Hooper

ZOTOS

Permanent \y$y
o-su-WAjiifj

'*<m & Charm-
P
«rf*gg*

M
r

axVn
6
e
Pran^

3 Little Wqtd*
Evelyn Kay '

Gypsy Cooper-
HochelloftLola

°r0y A^v

Mutual

axtom-fisher
.. .(Spud)

Tu-H p.m.-WOR
Soldiers of Fortune'
Tex O'Reilly
Enooh Light Oro
Craig McDonnell
Oyangureh
Jofry Lesser
Keny'n ft Eckh'rdl

CAL-ASI'IRIN
12:4B-M-W-F-

WOB
'Painted Dreams'
Kny Chase
Mary Affllck
Alice Hill
Bess Flynri
•Relncko-E.-Y.-O.

•ft F,

CROWN OVERALL
7:45 i);m.-Thu-

WOR
'Crown .Headlight

Frolics'
Charles- Seel
Charles Wayne
Devore Sis
William Greene
Clalro. Gronvllle
.Too Lu,gar Orq

W. Kastor
CRUSADERS

- Mon-8;15-WOR
The .Crusaders'
Fred Q. Clar.k
•Mnrnchalk ft. Prut 1

H:4u-Aiolr. to Frl-
w.on

• lacltett .

GORDON
BAKERIES

7 :30-M-F-W-WOR
'Lone Ranger'
•Sehl

ORUEN
7:45-Tu-Sn-4VOR

'Time Turns Back'
De Gormo ft Kllb'ne

HOUSEHOLD
FINANCE

10:30 p.m.-Snt.-WOR
'Shorlock Holmes'
Richard Gordon
Harold West
Frey

MACV
9 o.m.-Thu-WOR
•Morning Mat .with'
Nellie Bovell
Vlvlenne ' Segal
Vincent Lopez
•Donahue & Coe

., MURINE
„(Eye Wash)

Listen to This'
Johnny ft; Doty
Lew Diamond Ore
Nelsser-Meyerhott

„ PINACb

WOR
Alice Day
Pearson Oro
Octet
•Lord ft Thomaa

PURITY
BAKERIES

B:lf?-M to F-WOR
the Mygtlo*

M.H.H, Joachim Dir.gulph Schoolman
Ethel Everett
Ann Sedgewlck
Jeff Sparks
Edm'nd MacDonttH
Arlene Jackson
E.ddlo. Vreeland
C^HIe Joaclilm
Hanfr-Metzger

SSS CO.
(SSS Tontcl
8.30- F-WOR

The ^iusl<v Box1 '

Mtiry E. Wood
Bailey Axtori
William Stoesa Oro
•Johnson-Daiils

WASEY
— . 'CSftnoJ.
-M (w .Tliu-li:l5 Sa.

: 2:30-WOR
•Lampughter:
Jacob. Tarshlsh
•Brwln-Wasey
R.L, WATKINS
9:46 n.m.-M to F.

WOR.
(Dr. Lyons' Tooth

Powder)
•Back Stage hV
Vivian Fridell
Ken GrKfln
Henry Saxe
Mary McCormlck
James Goss
•Blackett-S-H.

WANDER CO.
(Ovaltine)

„ 3-M to F-WOR
'Molly of Movies'
Klrby Hawk
Gene Byron
Blackett-S.-H.

Network Chart

NBC NEW PROGRAMS
Sterling Products (Bayer As-

pirin); 'Lavender and. Old Lace,'
8:30 to 9 p; m., "Wednesdays; start-
ing May 27; for 62 weeks. Basic
Blue. and WLW, Cincinnati,

Sterling Products (Dr. Lyons
Tbothpowder) ; 'Folies Bergere of

the Air' (comedy- musical with
Willie and Eugene' Howard), 8 to

8:30 p. rh., "Wednesdays, starting
April 15; for 62 weeks. Basic Blue,

Group B.
Studebaker Sales Corp., icharcl

Himber and his 'Champions,* 10 to

10:30 p. m., Tuesdays, starting

April 28. Blue weh.
CBS RENEWALS

G. Krueger Brewing Co.; 'Krueg-
ers' Musical Toast,' beginning April

28; for 6 weeks. Over 28 stations,

Kleenex Co.j 'Story of Mary Mar*
lin,' b&glnnlng March 30; 62 weeks.

Over 31 stations.

Note: Time purchases in c/mnks
bigger than 13 weeks arc generally
cancellable in 13 weeks cycles on 30

days' notice.

Pinaud on WLW Only

Cincinnati, March 24.

Commencing April 1, Pinaud's
'Lilac Time' drops from the Mutual
System to continue solely on WLW,
its originating station. Alice Day,

songstress, and Paul Pearson's or-

ohestra carry on, the male octet and
several femrae support voices fad-

ing from present set-up.
Program has been on Monday*

Wednesday and Friday nighty frort

7:15 to 7:30. On new schedule, same
nights are retained but time moves
up

.
to 6:45 spot.

Lord & Thomas, N.
agency.

WPA Program Unheard
Buffalo, March 24.

Buffalo dialers roamed the v.'8^
bands irt vain Tuesday (17) search-
ing for widely publicised ' WPA
radio series, 'Answer Me This.' Se-

ries given wide publicity in dailies

through AP, but WBEN, local red

outlet, did not carry it, and neltl"*

did any other transmitter in reach

of average receiver here*
WBEN sister station, W8XH,

ultra short-waver on the 7,3 meter"

band, fed broadcast but few sets are

equipped for the ultra.
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STATIONS NIX SWEEPSTAKES
Barthelmess Won't Sue Thompson

On 12-Hour Contract Cancellation

Neither ichard Barthelmess nor GUlOn's Predicament
the Curtis & Allen office will make

In Jasue of the 'Postman Always

Twice' censorship incident; to* the

itent of proceeding against NBC
. Stempting to hold the J. Walter

Thompson agency to its contract.

Both have decided to set.it down as

Jne of those things and Jet it go by

the boards,
Barthelmess, Mary Phillips and

Joseph Greenwald of the 'Postman-

cast were .booked, to d.o a scene

from the current Broadway show on

the Vallee-Fleischmann program

last week (19). Reporting for re-

hearsal the. day (Wednesday) prior,

to
-' the scheduled broadcast, the

three legit players were informed

that NBC had decided the. script

tvas 'too hot' for radio use.

In its place the agency booked,,

ftnd NBC okayed, a script called
'

'Inside -Story,' written by Jonathan

gtone. To placate Barthelmess, -who

was burning over the 'Postman'

cancellation, the agency offered him

the lead in the substitute script.

The former screen actor read it and

turned it down oh the grounds that

in his opinion it was far more
offensive than 'Postman.' The sub-

stitute, story Involved the murder of

a boy by his owfi brother. It went
on the Vallee program with Alex-

ander Kirkland and Reed Brown,

Jr., also legit actors, playing it.

NBC first attributed the cancella-

tion to the fact that it was 'impos-

sible* to condense 'Postman', down
tjb the required radio script running
time, but the censorship for moral
reasons was later admitted by
spokesmen for the network. NBC
maintained the cause for the delay

in the cancellation, which gave the

Thompson agency less than 24

hours to fill'the hole was that no-

body, at the network had seen the

script until Wednesday morning. It complalnt whicn had been filed by
was learned that the Thompson
v
agericy lately ha'd refrained from Isham

.

Jones
-

At a hearing it held

last Saturday (21) the governing

boaiv. ruled that Russ Morgan

might go through with the contract

he had signatured for the agency's
Rinso program on CBS pending a

Pittsburgh, March 24,

Jack Glhon, program direc-

tor of. KDKA, was kept under
ice packs for 48 hours at the
Mercy hospital last, week while
physicians awaited restoration

of p.ower in order to permit.

X-rays to be taken. Gihon
was believed to be suffering

from gallstones but medicos'

were unwilling to operate: un-
til pictures had been made. Of

afflicted area, \
He was taken to hospital day

flood broke arid was being, pre-

pared for X-rays When power
went off. His condition was
reported favorable over week-
end .although he will remain
there under observation for

several more days.
At the same time, Gihon's

wife, Jane, Hamilton, radio edi-

tor of Sun-Telegraphy was
suffering from partial paralysis

of the left jaw, due to a small
abscess at base of brain. Phyr
sicians, however, said there

was no serious dangeh

COIN CONTEST BIZ

Ask Ruthrauff & Ryan

To Answer Isham Jones
9

Rinso Booking Claim

Ruthrauff & Ryan have been

asked by the governing board of the

New York Musicians' Union to have

a representative present at union

headquarters tomorrow (Thursday)

"to give the agency's side of the

submitting scripts until a day or so

before the broadcast, because no
difficulty had previously been en*
countered with legit show condensa-
tions.

Barthelmess company was to have
received $1,000 for the broadcast, decision on the Jones case Rinso

That's the flat rate for all current
legit abbreviations on the Fleisch-

• man ri program.

WSM PROGRAM TO BRITAIN

. Special Easter Show For ritish

Broadcasting Pick-Up

Nashville, March 24.

Felix Greene, American represent-
ative of the British ' Broadcasting
Corporation, was in Nashville Fri-
day to arrange for the appearance
of Fisk University Choir and the
Fisk Jubilee Singers on an all-
Negro program to be rebroadcast
in England. James Weldon John-
son, professor of creative literature
at Fisk, will read his poem 'Crea-
tion.'

Program, scheduled for 12:15 p.m.
(CST), Easter Day. will originate
in the studios of WSM. and will last
30 minutes.

Crosby Wants Breather

J. Walter Thompson Is trying tii

induce Bing Crosby to stay on the
Kraft show (NBC) beyond June IS,
on which date his contract permits
him to leave for a 10-week vaca-
tion.

Crosby wants to quit then with no
«s or buts. but there' is a chance
or continuing for three or four more
weeks if his picture schedule keeps

liod
m Hollywood during that pe-

program with Morgan debuted last

night (Tuesday).
In his complaint to the union

Jones claimed that R. & R. Had
through the agent which submitted
him, Jerry Saphier, accepted his

services for the program and that

he was under the impression that

the band spot was his until the

agency announced It had retained

Morgan. Jones argued that though
the understanding was verbal it

was still a contract, and told the

governing board that because of the

coming air job he had passed up a

road tour which had been laid but

for him by the CBS Artists Bureau.
Latter outfit has also, been asked

to have a rep present at tomor-

row's hearing.
Ruthrauff & Ryan contends that

it had not made a definite commit-
ment to Jones or his agent, but

that it had advised the latter that

Jones' services were okay as far as

the agency was concerned but his

engagement would be subject to. the

approval of the sponsor. Lever

Bros. This approval, says the agen-

cy, was not obtained.

Report Lottery Promoters
Trying to Ascertain Atti-

tude of Federal Com-
munications Commission
in Order to Allay Fears

of Broadcasters

COME-ONS

romoters of sweepstake projects
are having a tough time getting
even consideration for offers they
have made to broadcasters of spot
business* Station men aren't tak-
ing any chances on anything that
smacks of money giveaway regard

-

less' of the merchandising stunt
behind it. It was reported: last week
that the No. 1. man of one of the
sweepstakes outfits that . are trying
to get on the air was in Washing-
ton trying to feel out the Federal
Communications Commission on
what its reaction would be if the,

business were accepted by stations.

Station reps: who. have been ap^
proached with the sweepstakes
campaigns have in all. known in-
stances pointed out the lottery im-
plications and opined, that they
were sure their station clients would
steer clear Of the proposition. What
has. particularly put the station reps
on guard was the indictment in New
York recently of a group of sweep-
stakes promoters. One of these
committed suicide oh°the eve of ar-
raignment.
One of the newer outfits that was

trying to buy time last week was
the Travel Contest Corp. Air cam-
paign would involve asking listeners

to send in $1, in return for which
they would get a travel magazine,
Trips, and an official entry blank to

a contest offering $60,000 In cash
prizes, and $90,000 worth of travel

certificates. The first prize calls

for $37,600. in cash and a trip around
the world for. two persons.

.

Another of this genre that has
contacted station reps Js the Golden

Hearst Network Seen Readying;

Mutual or Warner, or Both, Figure;

Hear Bids Made WEEI, WXYZ, Lee

Fighting Pose

Washington, March 24.

Sense of humor of bickering
Federal Communications Com-
missioner has not been blunt-
ed by internal tiffs and re-
peated scrapping;
One day last week, photog-

rapher for Time mag visited
the commish to snap members
sitting around the council table
in stiff formal poses. After
making several stereotyped
shots, fotog asked commission-
ers to relax and let him make
a picture of them 'as you usu-
ally are at work.'
Request brought a snapper

from -One member who asked
with mock astonishment, 'Are
you serious? re .you by any
chance getting this picture for

the sports page?' Whole group
broke out in one of the best
belly-laughs heard in commish
quarters for months.

States Sweepstakes, with Hlrshon-

Garfield acting as the advertising

agency. This has advised the reps

that it has • $100,000 in prizes in

escrow and that Alfred J, Smith, Jr.,

son of New York's former governor,

was its general counsel.

Station WEBR, Buffalo, has dur-
ing the past several months per-

mitted itself to be used as mail ad-
dress by promoters of a word-un-
scrambling contest offering cash
prizes. Promoters insert paid ad-
vertising in newspapers (not just in

Buffalo) calling attention to contest.

What average contestant gets in re-

turn for an entry fee of $1 is a col-

lection of publicity stills of film

stars. Use of the radio station's

prestige and address but not of its

broadcast time is involved in the

deal.

Hearst's Tata on Radio Publicity

A Paradox; Building Own Network

William Randolph Hearst's latest

station buying splurge and the

tendency of his radio organization

<to play with the Mutual Network
has NBC worried. Incident, wiiich
lasted a week, drew a heavy scowl
from NBC was .the. service that

WCAE, Hearst's Pittsburgh mouth-
piece, gave Mutual on covering the
local flood. WCAE, which is allied

with. NBC's red link, fed Mutual
with thrice daily comments on the

disaster. by Norman Twigger,
WCAE staff man.
Impression gathered by NBC is

that Hearst is out gathering sta-

tions with a view to aligning them
with Mutual immediately or soon
after the presidential election. NBC
sees the setting in of permanent
lines into Pittsburgh and WBAL,
Baltimore, by Mutual as more than
a co-operative relationship. To
NBC it is the initial;, step of an al-

liance that will find, providing the
Chicago Tribune's (WGN) antago-
nism tbwai'd Hearst can be over-
come, Mutual and the Hearst owned
outlets in a strategically placed
hookup. This possible maneuver
plus Hearst's., penchant for pushing
around the radio departments in his
newspapers presents a serious prob-
lem for it, avers NBC. Also close-
ly watched by NBC are the possi-
bilities of a joint venture in broad-
casting by Hearst and Warner
Bros.-

Rumors of Hearst buying more
stations were rife last week. One
report has "him bidding $1,750,000

for WEEI, Boston, another had him
negotiating for WXYZ, Detroit, and
a third had him holding an option
on the Don Lee network. WEEI
is now allied with NBC's red link,

while WXYZ is a recent Comer to
the blue. WXYZ's management de-
nied that there had been any talk

of a buy between Itself and the
Hearst organization. Report about
the option on the Don Lee came
after it was disclosed that CBS and
Dick Richards, of WJR, Detroit,

were huddled with Guy Earl on a
purchase ot KNX, Los Angeles
50,000-watter. It was said Monday
(23) that, the option details on the
deal hod been worked out and that

all remaining was an exchange of
signatures.

Jack Gross Resigns

T
Shrcveport, March 24.

#
Gr0fts

' commercial man*
S~v°

f KWKH
'

on* of the two

has IT" Tlmes ' sister stations,nai resigned.

I»i7^
d

| .

lhat h0 intemls t0 Bo into

Witt Li
mself

'
but dW »ot say ofUt natui'e his venture would be.

Den Shaw's New Job

j
Don Shaw leaves NBC March 31

to become assistant to Harry

McCann, president of .the Mo.Cann-

Erickson agency. ShOAv's network

title is eastern sales manage;:, lie

steps into his new ;oL April 1.

i
Shaw joined the NBC time" selling

staff three years ago. and in a few

months was boosted Into the execu-

tive position.

7,753,793 English Sets

London. March 15.

The number of radio licenses in

force in England last month regis-

tered a high total of 7,753,793.

This is an increase of 94.0G0 over

the previous month.

Some 38 Hearst-owned news-

papers scattered through the United

States have pared their radio de-

partments to a minimum on direct

orders from William Randolph
Hearst. Radio editors have been

transferred to other duties.

Speculation is rife in the radio

industry as to Hearst's motives for

the action. It seems generally un-

derstood that the publisher reacted

to the Earl Browder (Communist)
speech over CBS and decided to ex-

press his displeasure with the

broadcasting industry by refusing

all publicity co-operation.

At the same time other theories

Were heard. One sought to trace

a squeeze play between Hearst and
his film ally, Warner Bros., against

the network -ASGAP condition
which is blocking song plugs on

the new Marion Davies picture re-

leased through Warners. Anoth<r

|
explanation discerned a connection

between the Louolla Parsons- Mary
Pickford feud over radio guest stars

but that was generally pooh-poolied

as far-fetched. Hearst -organiza-

tion itself was a bit confused by

the decision.

Tempering Fire

Original orders were modified at

the request of higher-ups in the

Hearst organization who persuaded

publisher to carry out the new pol-

icy gradually rather than over-

night. It was also arranged that

where individual Hearst papers

have reciprocal publicity deals with

radio stations these will be carried

but until the date of expiration but

not thereafter renewed.
Only logs plus (in some in-

stances) 'best bets' boxes are to be

printed. In New York the agate
listings bobbed up in eight point

type. Nick Kenny of the N. Y.

Mirror is running a general column
with tin pan alley non-radio stuff.

Mike Porter and Louis Held not' re-

adjusted but still oh payroll. Similar

situations out of town reported.

How long Hearst's peeve on radio

will last is anybody's guess. Para-
doxically, as the Hearst papers cur-

tail radio publicity. Heart himself

is husy negotiating for stations.

Besides the five stations he. has just

acquired in Texas, Hearst is re-

ported secUing transmitters in Bos-

ton, Detroit and California.

NO RAY NOBLE RENEWAL-

CONSIDER BLACK, NBC

Coca Cola, which is on CBS
Wednesday nights, is not rencwinfr
for Ray Noble when the present 26-

week contract expires April 22. It

hasn't been decided by the account
whether it will withdraw altogether

from- network broadcasting on that

date.

Pribram which Coca Cola Js giv-

ing consideration is to a replica of

the one It had on NBC last season.

Latter show had Frank Black head-
ing an orchestra of 40 pieces and
included a mixed chorus.

Conti Shifts to WMCA
Conti Products switche': its nma-

;
(fur show .March 31 to WMCA. New

j

York-, from WOR where It has been

running for the past year. Deal

with the former is for 26 weeks,

after which it proposes to return to

WOR.
Among the "Z new accounts

brought in so far this month by
WM'OA are Natural Bloom Cigar

and Loft Candy Stores. With Natu-
ral Bloom it will be a daily baseball

resume on a basis of .10 weeks,

Fred Waring aired 'On 1' out-

goes' music last night (24) on hl.s

CBS program. New Rodgers-1 Wirt

musical comes into Broadway in

two weeks' time.

Union Interpretation Ends

Jesters, Divano 3 on WLW
Cincinnati, March 24$

Two WLW musical groups—the

Rhythm Jesters and the Divano

Trio—have faded out because Oscar

1 1 lid, prexy of the local musicians'

union, classrd theni as Instrumen-

talists requiring union affiliation.

Have been sustalners on WLW for

the past two years.

Jesters comprise- four lads and a
pianlste, Gladys Lee. They doubled

j vocal and Instrumental Divanos ar.o

male' string musicians.

Lee Baldwin and Eddie Birnbreyer

of the Jesters combo will continue

on the, Ci osley staff as arranger and

vocal pipester respectively.
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PROGRAM SHOWMANSHIP TOPS STATION

'HABIT' THEORY IN NEW CROSSLEY TEST

Listening During Peak Hours Zigzags Between Sta-

tions According to Program Entertainment

Values—Popular Shows Light Up Dead Sets,

Swelling Circulation Markedly

A strong vindication of. program

appeal—which in the last analysis

means showmanship—as the magnet

that produces listeners for one web

station as opposed to another is

contained in a new piece of research

Just completed by Crossley, Inc.

Theory that listeners prefer one
particular station out of habit

mainly, is emphatically designated

as a fallacy. Although web promo-
tional departments are ardent exr
ponents . of the 'habit* slant, .

and
have made much ado over it, Cross-,

ley states that 'this (new piece of

research) pretty clearly demon-
strates that the program' is of

greater importance than the net-

work.*.

Crossley's study was made with
the financial aid of some of the 10

sponsors whose web shows hit- the

ether between 8 and 10 pm.» EST,
on January 15 and 22. Following
pair of mornings 4,000 interviews

- were conducted in 11 big 'station

cities' and 42 smaller burgs like

Pottstown; Pa.; Annapolis Md.;
Sedalia, Mo., etc. Sponsored pro-

grams about,which the interviewees

were questioned included One Man's
Family,- .Rendezvous, Cavalcade - of

America, Lady. . Esther Serenade,
Armco Iron Master, Burns and Al-

lien,
1

Town Hall Tonight, Lily Pons,
"Warden Lawes.. and Refreshment
Time with Ray Noble.
Chart drawn froin the, web sta-

tion dialing on these two nights
looks as zlgzaggy. as a piece of
Chain lightning, and the factor of
habit doesn't appear to have a great
deal of leeway left for it. From

.8 to 8:30 the Red web had a
.
big

preponderance of listeners . as One
Man's Family was in>progr6ss. Dur-
ing .the next half hour vthe audience
shifted most' strongly to CBS where
Burn* and Alien held forth, though
the .Red also had a solid following
for Lady Esther. Serenade. From
9 to 9:30 the Red again was tops
with Town HaU Tonight as the at
traction. From 9:30 to 10, the Red,
featuring the second half of Town
Hall continued to be the lure, but

the Blue with Warden . Lawes took

an appreciable nick out of it.

Program strength, as the chief

element in station selection, is

further supported by the fact a
potent stanza will cause dead sets

to be lit up, For instance* when
Burns and Allen come on, better

than four-fifths of the evening's set

users turn on the juice. During the

prior half hour, only three-fifths of

the. evening's users were listening.

Dead Seta Light Up
This expansion of the audience

further indicates that arguments
used in the past by newspapers
against radio are erroneous. Pdpers'

claim was that one good web pro-

gram will steal the audience com-

Percentages of Set

Owners Using Sets

Station Bemot©
Time Cities Towns

8 — 8:30 82.3% SR.3%
8:80^9 43.3% 40.4%
fl t- 0:30...... 38.9% 44.0%
9:30r-10 ......37,8% 42.6%

viewed in station cities had their

sets on some time between 8 and

10 p.m. on the two Wednesdays in

question. In smaller towns the per-

centage, was six points higher.

Comparison of the figures, with a,

breakdown for half hours, is listed

in an accompanying table. There

was some slight difference in pro-

gram choice between big and little

cities, but it was not radically great.

Third chief point in ttie investiga-

tion involved the reasons why
listeners tuned in one program as

opposed to its . web competitors;

Plethora of answers came forth

here, with the main ones being- tab-

ulated oh an accompanying chart
Study additionally contains sev-

eral subsidiary .findings which are

of specific Interest chiefly to the 10

sponsors whose program were in-

volved. One of these is a measure-
ment of product purchases between
those- set owners who heard the

radio programs and those who did

not. Conclusion .here , is that radio

advertising causes a marked -.
stimu-

lation lh sales, though Crossley does

not vouchsafe absolute 'accuracy

for his percentage figures. Tack is

one of those problems needing
further research' In the future, and
its inclusion in this study is purely

of a 'feeler' nature.

pletely from all competitors. Cross-i

ley's findings show that two good
competitors side by side (as for in-

stance, Burns and Allen and Lady
Esther) expand , the listening audi-
ence. One may outstrip the. other,

but the lesser one still.' can- have a
large audience. Room for both is

occasioned by drawing dead, sets

into the listening.'clrcle,

Aside from this line of investiga-

tion, the Crossley work contains
two other main - findings not . fre-

quently touched on. One of these
is phrased as 'a measurement of

the audience in remote cities and
towns , in comparison with the audi-
ence in station cities.' As expected,
the ratio of listeners in. smaller
towns is ..higher than In the big
station cities. Reason is obviously
that. the. smalltowners have less out
side diversion and don't spend so
much' time commuting, etc. In
toto, 52.2% of Set 'owners inter

Agencies—Sponsors

Ai Pearee and gang, slide off the

Pepsodent show on April 3. Lasted
26 weeks.

Neva-Wet Bottling Corp* (Neva-
Wet Liquid for -textile products)

planning a campaign through Len-
nen. & Mitchells New Tork, with
radio contemplated.

Natural Bloom Cigars, through
the Montrose agency, again is sked-
ding re-:enacted . baseball over
WMCA, New York, starting March
28, r tanzaL hit the air four times

a week at 7 p. m. and give a
:

quar-

ter hour dramatization of the day's
best game, with Irwin Cooper,
WMCA production exec, in charge,

Harold F. Ritchie & Co. (Eno)
Injecting a novel guester angle into

its 'Eno. Crime Clues' stanza over
the Blue. Through N. W. Ayer, the

sponsor has lined up a bunch of ex
convicts who will spiel on their ex
plolts after the tegular mysterjr

yarn is unfolded. Names of the boys
not to be, given, and they will appear
masked in the studios. Another"

guester (this one the victim of
crime) whom Ayer is eyeing is

Mary McElroy, daughter of the city

manager- of Kansas City, Who some
time ago was kidnapped and held

for a large ransom. Peal was. not

set yet,

WHY THEY TUNE IN
(Some Individual Reasons for Selection of Each Program^s Be-

ported to Crossley)

ONE MAN'S FAMILY: Newspaper listing, human interest, women
prefer, like serials, children enjoy, true to life, likes characters, likes

drama, men prefer, likes station.

RENDEZVOUS:. Newspaper listing, good music, likes station, chil-

dreh enjoy, radio guide, family prefers, likes drama.

CAVALCADE: Educational, newspaper listing, men prefer, good'

music, radio guide, children enjoy, women prefer, likes station, likes

history, „
,

LADY ESTHER: Good music, likes Wayne King, newspaper list-

ing, likes products; women prefer, family prefers, likes advertising,

children enjoy, men prefer, likes station, radio guide.

ARMCO; Newspaper listing, good music, men prefer,

lilccs 'StfttiOH-

BURNS AND ALUENi Amusing and entertaining, newspaper list-

ing, likes characters, children enjoy, family prefers, likes Grade, meu
prefer, saw in movies, likes type, radio ^gulde, l^es advertising,,

women prefer, good music, likes station, llkeB products; original.

TOWN HALL: Likes Fred Allen, newspaper listing, likes ama-

teurs, children enjoy, men prefer, family prefers, likes type, women
prefer*. radio guide, amusing and entertaining, likes Portland, likes

advertising, likes characters, good music, Baw in movies, original,,

likes products.

LILY PONS: Newspaper listing, voice, good music,

women prefer, radio guide, educational, likes advertising.

WARDEN. LAW E8! Likes drama* newspaper listing, educational

children enjoy, likes advertising, men prefer, family prefers, radio

guide, enjoyed his book.
\

REFRESHMENT TIME: Good music, newspaper listing, women
prefer, likes characters, likes advertising, .

like Ray Noble, children

enjoy, family prefers.

(Note: By 'newspaper listing' .is meant the station log carried in a

paper's editorial columns, and not 'spotlight
1 radio advertising. 'Radio

guide' means a similar log for fan mags, etc.

J

Not a Crusading Station, Says
:
——— •>:'>-•. .-1

Denies Air to Attack on Telephone Com-:

pany—Consumers Group Peeved

day eves to. the 7:30 niche as of

April 4. Program has been hitting

three Mutual stations^ but with the

time change will hit another three

for a total count of six. Are WOE,
New York: WLW, Cincinnati;

WGN, Chicago; CKLW, Detroit;

WKBW,. Buffalo, and WBAL, Balti-

more.

Boat T o ot h p asta , Kreml and
Musterole have renewed for. the

Jacob Tarshlsh 'Lamplighter; show
on Mutual network for an addi-
tional nine weeks.

Palmolive soap's 'Zlegfeld Follies

of the Ah" program is now hitting

KGMB, Honolulu, in addition to its

regular CBS schedule in the XT. S.

Contract calls for 13 weeks.

Key Adverti infl Agency, Cincin-

nati; has elected" B. C. Herrlck, radio-

director since he came over from
Schwimmer and Scott last fall; into

a vice-presidency.

Midwest Radio Corp., through the

Key Advertising agency, making
radio tests in cities where retail

stores are located. Programs to be
local musicals running 15 minutes
thrice-weekly. Object of the test is

described as. 'to determine the re-

spective .pulling power of news-
papers and. radio , in . attracting the
retail buyer.'

Gay Products Co. (Gay White shoe
cleaner) releasing a campaign
through the Lake-Splro-Cohen
agency, Memphis, with radio among
the media. *

KPO serves not only northern California

but leaps the mountains to Nevada, Idaho

and Oregon, giving spot and local adver-

tisers a plus that spells^dAed sales impetus.

KPO 50,000 WATTS
NBC Pacific Coast R«d Nolwork

SAN FRANCISCO
One ofNBC's Managed and Operated Stations

Lady Esther stanza for the Mutual
web, now running Sundays from
4:30 to 6 p. m., will shift, on April
2.6 to the 6: 30 to. 7 p. m. spot. This
will put if directly behind Feena-
mlnt's amateur program. Cosmetic
sponsor ' is buying five stations:
WGN, Chicago; CKLW, . Detroit;
WPIL, Philadelphia; WCAE, Pitts-
burgh, and WBAL, Baltimore.

B. B. D. & Oi has received ap-
proval from Electrolux for a spot
campaign that will before the end
of the summer take hi some 70 sta-

tions in farm areas. Slated for

plugging is the refrigerator's kero-
sene version. In addition to A' re-

corded series with Carson Robinson
the account will use news bulletins

and market and weather report?.

Starting dates 'for the programs
will be determined by each station's

geographical position. Campaign
will first, be put under way in the
south and gradually work north;
with the stations in North and
South Dakota getting their start-

ing Orders in late May or early
June.

Goldman chain stores signing up
for 13 weeks of amateurs (half
hours) over WISN, Milwaukee.
Account placed direct for Friday
eves with Hearst Pvadio.

Andrews Pharmacal Co. (Pear-
lotion) planning a campaign through
the McCord Co., Mlnneapolls7 and
has an appropriation of about
$20,000. Good percentage of it to be
allotted to radio. L. Melamed is
account exec.

Household Finance, through the
Charles Daniel Frey agency in Chi-
cago, will shift its ^Sherlock Holmes'
stanza from 10:30 p. m. EST Satur-

Tydol gasoline has taken the 'In-

quiring reporter' program on
WFBR, Baltimore, on twice-weekly
basis; started last week. National
brewery had sponsored, but failed

to renew. After two broadcasts un-
der its guidon, Tydol made arrange-
ments with WFBR to have Henry
Hickman, who does the 'reporter'

stuff, released for a two-a-week
similar broadcasts over WFIL,
Philly, starting next week under
Tydol sponsorship. Hickman will
do his 'inquiring' in Balto on Tues-
day and Thursday evenings, and in
Philly on Wednesdays and Fridays;

Rather than let the impression

get around that it was developing

into a crusading station. WNEW,
Newark, last week postponed indefi-

nitely a talk blasting the telephone

company for its . high rates and'-,

severed itf.elf from the service of \

Jay Lewis, the outlet's special

events booker, John A. Trinchere,

chairman of the Utility Consumers
League, whose scheduled spiel on

telephone rate: reduction had been

put off, declared Monday (23) that

the lawyers for the league were

preparing charges against the sta-

tion for submission to the Federal.

Communications Commission.

Trinchere was slated to speak last

Saturday (21) but when .he got to

the station he was told that the

airing would have to be 'put -off for

three weeks or longer. WNEW'a
management took the view that it

didn't think that the FCC would
like the idea of haying the A. T. &
T.. attacked while the commission's

inquiry Of the latter was on. The
UCL had planned the WNEW talk

~

as the opening shot in a statewide

campaign for phone rat* reductions.

Trinchere averred Monday that- it

was possible that the station was

influenced by the fact that it had

an advertising contract with the New
Jersey Telephone Co. WNEW *ald

that there was such a contract but

that it amounts to merely two an-

nouncements each weekend, plug*

glng the reduction in Sunday long

distance rates,

WNEW charged that Lewis had

also got it jammed up with Repre-

sentative Edward A. Bergen, of

New Jersey, when he invited the

rep to deliver a talk demanding that

the toll for the Holland Tunnel be

reduced. Kenny was permitted to

go through with his mike appear-

ance.

Wheeler Sues KMTR
Hollywood, March 24;

Breach of contract charged in
$5,000 damage suit filed in Superior
court by Bruce Wheeler against
KMTR,
Wheeleiv diet and health lecturer,

alleges in complaint that after pay-
ing studio $52.60 for six 15-mih
talks, and submitting script four
days in. advance, he was halted in
middle of first broadcast, causing
him loss of $2,600 from sponsor.

WJAY's New Address
Cleveland, March 2.4.

Finding its present piano-store

location too cramped. WJAY, 500-

watt indie, has taken a lease! said,

to be for. five years, on the. entire

second floor of Carnegie Hall. WW
also build a new transmitter with

special directional antenna.
Prospective setup, covering near-

ly "10,000 ft;
'

of' floor :spa"ce, to- be

ready within a month. Regular

broadcasts will continue in the In*

terlm.

WKBZ's Quick Recovery

Muskegon, Mich., March 24.

Although WKBZ's studios In the

Occidental Hotel were gutted by a

recent fire, the station was back on

tho air 30 minutes after the ^arneZ
were- out. An auxilliary studio ana

the transmitter were saved by »re '

proof construction.
Station now angling for a

(studio site.

he*
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RADIO'S IMPORTANT ROLE IN CRISIS
WABC, N. Y., Falters

^Tinrj,- water at Way , . J.,

wWe CBS has the. transmitter for

\VABC its main outlet, caused the

?ay station to go off the air period-

ically
'

last Thursday and Friday.'

Flood interfered with the workings

of the cooler system and produced

blank ' spaces of about a minute

apiece on half a. dozen' occasions.

WIVA's 87 Hours

Wheeling, W. Va., March' 2.4.

For 87 consecutive hours WWVA
laid down a barrage of messages,

info, appeals for help, etc., as the

fiopd here reached a crest- of 55 feet.

Station had predicted the disaster

from tJ, S. "Weather Bureau statis-

tics, and was prepared in advance

for emergencies.

Throughout the actual, flood res-

cue work was directed largely via

the 5,000-watter. Later, as the

water subsided, appeals for food,

shelter and "cldthihgr
: as we.ll as man-

power to' clear the debris, were
broa-dcast. Red Cross donations,

called for by the station, reached

$50 ;
006 -in three days and aue ex-

pected tb attain $100,000..

Rochester Off Air

Rochester, March 24.

Heavy sleet storm" last week took

Wth' Rochester radio stations off the

air for more than two hours.

WHEC's antenna broke down at
9:55 Tuesday night and broadcast-
ing was not resumed until next
morning. Just after WHAM opened
Wednesday morning all four tele-

phone linea broke down between the
broadcasting studio in tlie Saga-
more Hotel and the transmitter sta-
tiohi'in Victory, 20 miles away.
Talent and equipment were load-'

ed "on- trucks arid automobiles, and
rushed to. the WHAM transmitter

station: where an emergency studio
was set up to save- the commercial
programs.
Seven live-talent programs, re-

quiring 30 people; were put oil from
there under d.idlcultic. When piano
had. not arrived for the opening pro-
gram, station engineers helped
whistle the theme- song, tyailjiv
equipment to a table was done in
rhythm willv the. bass drum of the
ll-pietfe Smith-siverson orchestra
during the Fete-Naphtha- period.

Chief; Engineer John J. Long, Jr.,
ill at his home, kept- the studio in
touch with..the trans itter station
with his short-wave set. Two hours
later three of the telephone, lines
had been repaired, but with part of
the talent still at fhe station, it was
necessary to switch back and forth
until the schedule, could be defi-
nitely reestablished at the studio.
With possibility

., of other breaks,
an announcer with wax equipment
remained at the transmitter station
throughout the day .and evening.
Most of the wire connection be-

tween the studio arid station is
underground cable,, the break com-
ing in a short stretch of overhead,
wires at about the half way mark.

2,000 Messages

Lowell, Mass., March 24.

After broadcasting 2,000 messages
for anxious friends and relatives

;

giving flood -and safety info;, aiding

the mayor's, office, police and fire

departments, and mobilizing relief

for flood victims, WLLH'S man-
ager, Robert Donahue, took a turn
at the mike to administer his own
station a suave pat on the back.
Reminded listeners of th.e' serv-

ices WLLH had rendered, and then
indicated that the station is sup-
ported by advertising—ergo, patron-
ize the advertisers. Also rang in

some sweet plugs for the Lowell
Electric Light Corp. and the tele-

phone company. Concluded with a
rousing motto: 'The friendly voice

of the Merrimac Valley pledges con-
tinued service in every worthy
cause.*

Deliver Taper' by Air

KnoxvillOj March 24.

WXOX came to the aid of the
Scripps-Howard .paper here, the'
afternoon NcwsrSent'inel, by broad-
casting -the entire news contents' of
a complete paper when circulation
trucks Were unable to make deliv-
eries in the flooded areas of Ken-
tucky, Virginia and North Carolina.
Page-by-page account was given

for subscribers and listeners-in in
marooned' communities.

WBEN Sends Crew

Buffalo. March 24.

Radio very much 'oil the job with
flood news service here.,
WBEN sent Spieler Lou Kaiser,

Technical 'Supervisor Ralph G..

Kingsley and Short-wave Techni-
cian Ernest H. Roy to Binghamton
for first-hand description. Crew-
had to leave car on outskirts of
town, Jug 150 pounds of equipment
in, row down, the street, climb over
a billboard " into a garage before
setting up equipment. First broad-
cast, Thursday (19), was success-
ful. •"• Another try Friday "went by
the board—too much static.

WKBW staying open after hours
during flood to present late bulle-
tins. Tjsuai sign-off is 1 a. m.. Now
staying on until 3, 3:30 with U. P.
dispatches from stricken areas.
Also Announcer Stuart Metz, a for-
mer ham, has been picking up
short-wave amateur reports at
home and phoning them to studio.

Estimated cost of $50 an hour for
overtime service.

Philadelphia's Part

Philadelphia, March 24.

Last week's floods gave, local sta-

tions plenty to' do and offered them
record field day with listeners. They
crashed through, generally,' in neat
fashion. All studios issued fre?

quent news bulletins, vary-in inter-

vals from every half-hour to every 1

two hours, with hot items always
good for interruption regular
programs,
WCAU, with short wave a "liate,

W3XAU. not only had an in with
news from flood territory, but was
instrumental in handling communi-'
cation duties for various relief

agencies. Station was in constant

touch with KDKA and its short

wave station, WSXK, - and directed

movements of relief -workers, troops,

instructions from Red Cross and
news bulletins to • stricken, territory.

Station was' clearing point for ma-
jority, of orders, situation finally

getting so Harrisburg arid other

points issued instructions for .all in

flood area to stay tuned to WCAU
or W3XAU.
W1P, with two reporters in flood

territory, reporting conditions by
phone, (whenever they could get'

through), also used Trans-Radio
service and bulletins from Mayor
Wilson, who was in close touch with I

situation. Station also broadcast
j

mayor's appeal to Pliilly citizens ' for

!

contributions.

KY.W, picking Joseph 1

Vancheri's short wave descriptions

from W8BWH, Punxsutawne-y, Pa.,

put them on NBC hookup. ickup
was completed through intermedi-

ate shore-wavers.

|

WOL Gathers Copper
|

AVashington. Maivh 2-J.

WOL, local 100-jvatter; getting in

a deal of showmanship and Hearst
publicity as the result of an id*a

that started out to be pure aluu-
ism. Tying in with the flood sit-

uation, Art Brown, m,c. of the 'Mu-
sical Clock,' asked his Friday audi-

ence for pennies for- the Red Cross
fund of the* Washington Herald
"(Hearst).. By afternoon $255

copper was -on. hand.
Noting the. temper of"the audi-

ence; WOL then decided to. break
up its eve schedule arid put on a
dance stanza, to thank listeners for

contributions. Although the outlet-

signs off at midnight, the Test went
on until :30 a. rii. Next eve the
same thing happened,, this lime
lasting" until 3 a. nr.

WHP-WKB0 Broadcasts

WDEV's Nice View

Waterbury, Vt, March 24.

WDEV, located on a slight rise

of land in the center of Water-
bury, aired some of the best de-
scriptions of the recent flood in this

district and announcer Silvio Car-
antini could gather his material by
glancing out the studio windows, as
both ends of the village were cov-
ered -with from three to six feet of
water form the Wlnooski River.
There was no damage to the sta-

tion, but several local buildings, in-

cluding the State Insane Hospital,
were flooded over the first floor

level. State Institution's difficul-

ties added plenty of color to the
broadcasts.

Harrisburg, Pa., March 24.

Two local stations here, W'HP and
WKBO, have been keeping an eye
on the flood situation since 10 day.'

ago. Knowing that the vast Ice
sheath over Pennsylvania, rivers
was sure to result in ice jams and
floods, stations tied together all in-
formation sources they could so as
to be able to report When the actual
break would corrie.

Info tie-ins included telephone
companies, Are departments, Harris-
burg Telegraph newspapers (which
own an observation plane), weather
and hydraulic authorities, etc. Even
got oldtimers to broadcast thojr
knowledge of river conditions. When
the actual floods started, both sta-
tions were in an A-l position to
broadcast alarms.

Bad Luck Dogs WFBL

Syracuse, March 24.

WFBL, Syracuse, almost had a
flood broadcast. Samuel Wood-
worth, station manager, and Bruff

(Continued on page 46)

'THE

The WLW audience is representative

of the entire United States* No single

group, no particular class of Americans

make up the habitual listeners to"THE

NATION'S STATION" Northerners,

Southerners, Easterners, Westerners

—

from farms, small towns, and great

metropolitan centers— combine into

the largest group in the world who

STATION"
* Not simply the best known slogan

in radio broadcasting, but a recognized fact

/
'

y

listen regularly to a single broadcast-

ing station.

WLW's audience is the perfect cross-

section of the whole nation. Over the

widest area covered by any individual

broadcasting station, WLW Carries

radio's finest programs into every type

ofhome that can be accurately labelled

"American."

Yes, WLW ^
"THE MTION'S STATION"

THE CROS LEY RADIO CORPORATION/ CINCINNATI
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Luxembourg Seeks to Shake English

Time Brokers; Court Fight Looms

London, 'March 15.

Sir Patrick Hastings and Norman
Birkett, two topnotch English law-

yers, have been retained by Radio

Publicity London und Radio Pub-

licity Universal, joint plaint! , in

an action to prevent Radio Luxem-
bourg from doing business directly

with advertising accounts that have
heretofore been placed through the
plaintiffs. Efforts of the commer-
cial station to escape commission
payments is behind the litigation.

Radio Publicity London has a
contract said to run eight years giv-

ing it exclusive rights to brokerage
English language-devoted broadcast
time over the station in the. Duchy
of Luxembourg. Ovaltine, Pond's
Horlicks's are American firms that

have advertised on thlr commercial
transmitter for the benefit of the

British market.

Amateurs Walk Plank

'Sklpper
: . and Amateurs' Is

label for a new series over
WNBW, New, York, Friday
ights. Broadcasts are from

stage of RKO Capitol, Union
City, N. J. Sears-Roebuck Is

sponsoring for 26 weeks.
Instead of getting the gong, :

entrants who fail' are to walk
a "plarik at the skipper's com-
mand.

Differences between Radio . Lux-
embourg and Radio Publicity orig-

inally developed when the Crazy
Water Co. became irked at the price

it had to pay for the station and
withdrew its British representation,

from the Erwin, Wasey agency.

Latter had dealt ,for. the Laxative
through the International Broad-
casting Co., a sub selling agency for

RP. Crazy Water's burn derived

from the discovery that the rate it

was charged was considerably more
than that shown on the station's

rate card. Account sought to can-

cel the contract, and when the IBC
refused, it took its plaint direct to

Radio Luxembourg.

ALL-CANADIAN STARS

ON PROPOSED PROGRAM

Toronto, March 24,

Elton Johnson of the. Locke,

Agency, Toronto, is In New York
seeking data oh costs for a pros-

pective radio program that would
include Canadian-born celebrities.

A big Canadian advertiser may
bankroll a series. Would involve

pick-ups from New York, Holly-

wood, etc.
' Walter Huston, Fifi D'Orsay,

Douglas Dunbrille, Norma Shearer,

Mary Plckford, Ned Sparks, Edward
Johnson are among the Dominion
made-gooders on. the list.

"5-STAR FINAL'

TO REMINGTON

Deal was .oh yesterday (Tuesday)
between Donald Flamm, WMCA
head, and; the Remington-Rand Co.
for the latter to assume, sponsor-
ship March 30 of the station's 'Five-

Star Final' on a basis of. five nights
a week. Proposition as discussed
involved airing the news dramatiza-
tions over the Inter-City Group, of
which WMCA is the key, and also

over WQR, New .York, -with other
Mutual stations added in the falK

Contract, all around was to be for

a minimum of 26 weeks.
Remington-Rana has for the past

three . years, been tied . up with the
joint bankrolling of 'The March of

Tlnie' series over Columbia. It is

likely that the office equipment
manufacturer "will stay along with
this feature when it goes, to a
weekly half hour,

WIBW, KFQRTO CORN BELT

Lincoln Substitute for KFAB, -

peka New

Des Moines, March 24.

WIBW, Topeka, and KFOR, Lin-
coln, have been added to the Corn-:

belt group which is being fed the
Gene and Glenn program daily by
WHO, Des Moines* for Kellogg.
KFOR replaces KFAB, which was
forced by. CBS to drop the series.

Addition of the two Outlets

makes seven that are taking the
program by the device Of rebrOad-
castlng WHO's long wave signal.

UNCHALLENGED
DOMINANCE

In the great northeast—tKe wealthy markets of

eastern arid centralNewYork State aridwestern

NewEngland—no other radio station can equal

the power, the prestige,and the selling record of

WGY. There is no better way to serve this great

area whose population exceeds four million.

WGY
SCHENECTADY

One of NBC's Managed and Operated Stations

50,000 WATTS
NBC Red Network

WBNY Agitates for NBC

Blue Service in Buffalo;

Downey Special Nixed

Buffalo, March 24.

WBNY. Is trying for NBC blue
network service which doesn't come
into Buffalo. Periodic station an-
nouncements ask listeners to write
NBC requesting service... Roy Al-
bertson, WBNY owner, announced
'bank and newspaper interests have
tried to keep, blue web out of here
for 'some time.' Did not elaborate
this comment. WBEN, owned by
The News, . carries NBC red web.
WGR-WKBW, closely allied- -with

Marine Trust '

Co., divide CBS
service.

WBNY, 250 watts to sundown
and 100 thereafter, got backing of

'Evening In Paris' sponsor (Bour-
jois) in attempt at one-time chain
service to air Morton Downey here
Monday (23) in his regular blue
network half-hour but NBC execs
nixed It on. policy grounds.
Sponsor wanted Downey broad-

cast . heard hei*e to help capitalize

oh his personal appearance at Gen-
eral Motors Spring Show beginning
today (24}, Xavler Cugat . orches-
tra through Thursday (26) and
Emerson Gill's band Friday (£7)
and Saturday. (28) also set.

KGO, SAN FRANCISCO* TO

SEEK 50,000 WATTS?

NBC, which- operates the. outlet,

and General Electric Which owns it,

are reported - oiy the verge of asking
the Federal Communications for
permission to; boost the power 6f

KGO, San Francisco, froni 7*500 to

50,000 watts. The station is located
on 790 k.c, and another GE trans-
mitter; WGY, Schenectady, being on
the eastern end of the channel. Lat-
ter is licensed for 50 kilowatts.
The 790 wavelength rates as hav-

ing made radio legal history, It was
the.- battle, that Charles' Evans
•Hughes put up for GE arid WGY in

1927 that resulted in the breakdown
of the channel and set a precedent
that resulted in a general realloca-
tion of wavelengths and the pas-
sage of the Davis amendment to the
Radio Act.

Gulf's Summer Show

Good Gulf , has handed the Phil
Baiter show a 13-week renewal tip.

to June 21 for the remainder of the
season and will come back with it

In the fall for 39 more, commencing
•Sept. 21.

For the Intervening 13 summer
weeks the oil sponsor will retain
its CBS Sunday night spot with a
straight musical show consisting of

Hal Kemp's orchestra and the
Seven G's.

June 21 Is the final hot weather
date for the Jack Benny show as
well as Phil Baker's, and both re-

turn to the air the same night next
season.

Clark Luther Steps Up
Davenport, March 24.

Personnel at WOC here has un-
dergone a revamping, major change
being that Clark Luther, heretofore

commercial manager, is now assum-
ing the unfilled post of station man-
ager. Morgan Sexton, program di-

rector, moves into the commercial
department and additionally be-

comes publicity director.

Kenneth Gfeller meantime leaves

WHO, Des Moines, to take over
traffic, and program chores at WOC.

Americans in Berlin
Berlin, Ma>-ch 18.

Three American radio men are
here making a study of Gorman
radio and a hew television station.

They are Dr. Max Gordan, NBC's
European representative, C. W..
Horn, director of research and de-
velopment for NBC, and Dr. R. L.

Jolliffe, formerly chiet engineer, for

the Federal Communications Com-
mission and now director of RGA's
frequency bureau.

longf Eange Anticipation

Cincinnati, March 24.

Signs of spring? At L. B. Wil-
son's WCKY they're far ahead of
the season. National Carbon Co.
just signed for spot announcements
on its Prestone auto radiator anti-
freeze to start October 19.

Account through J. M. Malhes,
lnc, Y,

Lehn & Fink Goes 100% Live Spot

Lehn & Fink' has become so thoroughly sold on the use of Hvo
spot programs that it has decided to pass up network affiliation

completely for the next year and ^concentrate its air appropriation
for Hinds Honey Almond Cream and "Lysol on spot broadcasting.

With the execution of this . new policy will come another change.
Hinds Honey account is to be moved from Kc-nyon & Eckhurdt
agency , to William Esty & Co.

Decision to go spot all the way followed a survey which Lehn &
Fink made oh the. contest response It got from both its spot place-
ments and. the CBS series with Leslie Howard, In either instance
Hinds H. &"A. Cream gave away a Pontine car each week, The

..'inquiries' that the spot programs pulled far exceeded the returns
from the network show.
As soon as the winter campaign on the cream has been com-

pleted L. & ' F. will renew contracts with about .the 1 same list, of
local stations nut with tub plug involving Lysol. The present*
Columbia "hookup comprises 37 stations, while the outlets which
are rounding out 26 weeks of local live program broadcasting for

' the same -cosmetic numbers 28.

Lehn & Fink is now In the market for script shows. his search
stems from the fact that the study of the contest responses on local

.live shows showed that script programs outpulied all other types
by a wide margin. "

'

.

Lehn & Fink proposes to keep some of -these Hinds & . A Cream
shows going through the summer but with Lysol as the substituted
plug. .. The Lysol spot stuff will be confined to the: large cities, but
outside .of WGfN, Chicago, and WLW, Cincinnati, which will con-
tinue indefinitely, the list Of stations has not been decided. Because
of the restrictions which radio imposes on the product, L & F .will

move warily in placing the Lysol business, Same company is^.doing.

some live spot testing- for Pefceco, having a show each -under the-

toothpaste banner on WSB, Atlanta, an WLW.
Eddie Cantor winds up for Pepeco-.the end of April. No renewal

has been worked out with the comic for the coming fall.

and Decisions
Washington, March . 24.-

New day transmitter, for New Albany, Ind., last week was okayed by.

the broadcast division of the Federal Communications Commission. Sta-
tion, owned by the North Side roadcasting Corp., will be Operated on
1370 kc with 250 watts.
Extension of special experimental authority to operate days' with '2'/4'

kw, was granted WDAE, Tampa, Fla., and license of KREG, Santa Ana,
Cal., was renewed until July 1.

Harry H. Culver, Beverly Hills, Cal., lost his application for new sta«i

tion to be operated on 710 kc with 600 watts, for failure to show.
Commish relented, however, in the case of . WLAK; Lakeland,. Fla., an*

okayed plans for a new station to be operated on 1310 kc with 100' watts.
Transmitter, which had previously failed to comply with Commish rules
but now is toeing the line.

The following applications were referred to. examiners;
Station WWAE, Hammond,. Ind., change of hours Of operation from

sharing unlimited with WFAM, South Bend, Irid.,\ to sharing nights;

Waterloo Times-Tribune Publishing Co., Waterloo, la., new experimental
bi-padcasting station, to be operated on 1550 kc with 1 kw, using antenna
array of special design; Times Publishing Co., St. Cloud, Minn., new
station to be operated on 1420 kc with 100 watts. —

Examiners' Reports
Problems of WOOD and WASH,. Grand Rapids, Mich., stations sharin

the same transmitter, were mediated by Examiner Melvin H. Palbc-r
who took under advisement their- squabble with W.FBR, Baltimore, an
managed to divide the 1'equested assignment among all three.

Trio operates on the same 1270 kc frequency, each using 600 watts, and
simultaneously applied for a boost to 1 kw. Finding Michigan's State
and Zone quotas are considerably under the limit days, and that Mary-
land daytime interference would be only slight, Dalberg recommended
denial of night time operation for all three stations but advocated that

daytime boost be granted. Nighttime interference from WJDX, Jackson,
Miss., would result from granting the full request, Dalberg pointed out.

Troubles of KVI, Tacoma, Wash.-, which must move from its present

location to make way for flood control projects, were .Increased by un»
favorable recommendation of Examiner Ralph L. Walker. New site pro*

posed by the station, was not approved by Walker, because of program
duplication with a. Seattle station, and an increased coverage in the north-

ern part of the State, where it Is not needed. Big daytime juice-jump
also was frowned on, since State of Washington 'Is now assigned ap-

proximately 13% more than its equitable share of broadcast facilities for

daytime operation.'

Station, which is owned by the Puget Sound Broadcasting Co., im\,
expanded since 1928 from a 50-watter to its; present power of J

However, 'the transmitter, antenna and ground System now used by
station have remained substantially .unchanged since 1929,' Walker',

port points out.

Located on sandy soil which gives poor transmission, KAT has been In

a tough spot—through constant danger from floods and thrush inability

to increase its 150-foot- antenna because of proximity to an airway. Sta-

tion requested permission to locate on Vashon Island, install new equip*

jnent and jump its day power from 1 to 5 kw.
Tuscaloosa, Ala., will get its first broadcast station' if the Cominissh

passes on recommendations of Examiner John P. Branihall for a smallid

to be operated days on 1200 kc, by James R. Doss, Jr.

Describing Tuscaloosa transportation facilities as 'three rail lines,

Warrior River barge line and four paved highways,' Bra hi hall's report

tells of the practical isolation of the small southern city from normal

radio entertainment. Underquota condition exists both slate and

zone, report points out."

Plea of Champaign News-Ga7,ette, Inc., Champaign, 111., for a station (.

to be operated on 1370 kc with 100 watts wras seconded, in part, -by

Examiner George H, Hill. Application for unli itod hours should ho cut

to daytime only, Hill decreed, since Illinois night quotas are heavily over*

subscribed.

Inauguration of nighttime service and jump in day power to -."0 watts,

from 100 watts — requested- by KVSO. Ardmore, Okla., likewise wa*'

trimmed to 'daytime only,' by Examiner R. H. I-Iyde. At present operat-

ing oh 1210 kc with 100 watts, days only, KVSO requested unlimited houi*

and the daytime increase in power. Finding Oklahoma's night quotas

over-burdened by 29% In the third zone and 17% in the stale zone.

Hyde ruled that only grants possible would be for daytime, which is un"

derquota. —

Wiltard J. Purcell, chief engineer
of W(.iY, Schenectady, is slowly re-
covering from pneumonia. Bernard
Krucger lias charge in Purceils
absence.

Bill Lawrence, once with M>?

Lincoln (Neb.) Siar here, has in the

short space of three weeks son

from the AP to KFAB and the" 19

VV'PA.

fa
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Beware Phoney Flood 'Benefits'

Chiseling- brigades, always .quick to capitalize oh emergencies

that arouse the sympathies of the public at large, are reported ac-

tive in promoting 'benefits* for flood relief.

Radio stations should be extremely careful how they land their

facilities and prestige to proposals of this nature.

WFAB, WHOM IN

SHARNG DEAL

Consummation of deal whereby

WFAB, New York, will take oyer

operation and active control of

WHOM, Jersey City, now awaits

onJy final .okay by Federal Com-
munications Commission. Joe Lang,

. director of WFAB, and Paul Har-

xoh, until recently with that sta-

tion and now sales director at

. WHOM, figured in the deal with

Harry F. O'Mealia, present owner

o* tfee Jersey City station. O'Mea-

lla will retain an Interest in WHOM
If and when the deal gets the offi-

cial sanction of FCC
^VHOM, which already Is a full-

time station, maintains its princi-

pal studios and operating office

Staff at the West 57th street ad-

dress, while WFAB, which has been

sharing time with two other out-

lets, has studios in Carnegie Hall,

'HI
Whether or not WFAB Is . to lose

Its official identity may depend on

, deal whereby. W£VD, New York
city, would buy into the station. In

that event It would, give virtual
• fuH-ttme operation for WEVD,
something; It does not have at the

present time.

Clyde Hunt, CBS presidential en-
gineer in Capital, rates trip to Flor-
ida with President .Roosevelt, de-
spite no scheduled network broad-
casts on jaunt. Special mike stand
used by F. D. for both radio and
p. a. speeches was. built by CBS and
Hunt is. only man who can set it

. up In a hurry.

CHARLES GREEN JOINS NBC

Brings Several Bands With Him
oh April 1

Charles Green is. replacing Harold
j

Kemp as head of the band depart-
|

ment in the NBC Artists Service.
|

Green has had his own booking of-
fice, with Noble Sissle's being
among the bands on his roster. His
aide, Charles Ryan, also shifts over
With him.
Kemp resigned several weeks ago

to head up Fanchon & Marco's
booking office on. the Coast.
Green officially joins NBC April

1, bringing with him Noble Slssle,

Stuffy Smith, Harry Reser, Red Me-
Kenzie and Irving Aaronson and
the Frank, and Milt Brlttoh act.

Before becoming a producer of
vaude acts and head of the Con-
solidated Radio Artists Booking
Office, ., Greeh was a musician
and a musical supervisor in Ohio
public schools.

Following the departure of Harold
Kemp from the NBC Artists Bureau
Ruby Cowan will take oyer picture
contacts, on the New York, end,
which function had. been part of
Kemp's job. Cowan will continue
to -handle theatre bookings. Band
department is to be expanded so as
to allow for extensive staff to travel
on the road with bands on one-
night tours, to contact the hotel and
nitecltibs in New York for business
and to make the rounds of the ad
agencies.

Balto Radio Station

Nixes Burlesq Tag
Baltimore, March 24.

When is burlesque not burlesque?
Answer: When it is advertised over
WFBR.
Station has account in Hon Nick-

el's burley barn, the Gayety, for
series of spots, but has" put official

curb on copy used, and the word
'burlesque' is carefully eliminated.
Names of shows, featured strippers
and comics are used, but the house
is referred to only as 'the Gayety,
Baltimore's playground.'

The Miseries-Other Peoples-Looks

Like Big Results-Getter for Radio

Graham McNamee, born a St.

Paullte, is to be master of cere-
monies at the second annual police

show, to be held in the St. Paul
munie aud, April 13. McNamee will

fly here immediately following his

April 12 Chase & Sanborn stint.

CLERGYMEN ASK

BOWES TIME

Toronto, March 24.

Because the Major Bowes pro-
gram is allegedly interfering with
evening service church attendance,
ministers of the Presbyterian church
in Ontario, convening here, will

write a formal request to Chase &
Sanborn asking the. coffee sellers'

cooperation in 'changing an hour
which has always been regarded as
a church, hour.'

If the program should be. put
ahead or back an hour, this would
'interfere' as much with church at-
tendance to the east or west, de-
pending on that five-hour time
spread between Halifax and Van-
couver by time zones.

Sheboygan Station's Tower
Sheboygan, Wis., March 24.

Following approval of the FCC,
Station WHBL, owned by the She-
boygan Press, will start construc-
tion of a new 235 -ft.' transmitter
tower and transmitter building on a
28-acre tract couple miles south of

town.
When the new equipment is fin-

ished, the station, which now oper-
ates on a split daytime schedule,
will go fulltime. Is a 500-watter.

Another Radio 'First'

Her job as personal assistant
to Lenox R.. Lohr, new NBC
prez, rates Miss Martha Mc-
Grew as the first woman to

hold a high command in net-

work broadcasting. Femme
bosses in the business have
heretofore been confined to sta-

tion managers and lesser ex-
ecutive positions on either local

outlet or network rosters.

Miss McGrew held a similar

post with Lohr when he was
managing director of the Chi-
cago World's Fair.

Cut Basketball Phy-Offs

Indianapolis, March 24.

Iggest single radio attraction in

Indiana is cut down this year with

the Indiana High School Basketball

Tournament cut Into sectionals,

regionals, and semi-finals, and only:

three games played here to decide
the victor..

In former years 15 games were
played Over a two-day period, which
were broadcast from the playing
floor, with practically every, set in

the state tuned in for results.

This year only eight teams will

complete, and games will be played
In afternoon and night. This cuts
the radio revenue down- to about
one-fourth, of previous time costs.

Ford Motor Cars is sponsoring the
broadcast over WIRE, and the Mid-
western Oil Company is plugging
Hy-Red Gasoline over WFBM.

Arch MacDonald, WJSV, Wash-
ington, sports commentator, to

Orlando, Fla., for 15-minute chatter
from training, camp of . Washington
Senators ball' team four times
weekly. Station and sponsor, Peoples
Drug Stores, splitting line charges.

ications are that by the end

of the current year the air will be

flooded with personal problems pro-

grams of the type in which the

seekers after advise participate.

Latest stanza of this description to

have garnered commercial is 'Hus-
bands and Wives,' which has been
on WOR, New York, since last

August. Standard Brands will do
the underwriting. Slated, to start

next month for True Story Maga-
zlne is WMCA's 'Good Will Court/
with the hookup combining the
Mutual Network With the Iriter-CIty

Group. A third program of this

classification, which is being readied
by an agency for submission to a
client, would have top name, femme
authors sitting in judgment on the
love problems of the younger
element,
Ad agency impresarios see this

Wearing-of'-the-heart-on-the- sleeve
trend as an offshoot of or step better
than the type of selfrexpose enter-
tainment exemplified by the 'Voice
of Experience,' the 'Family Counsel-
lor,' or the 'Friendly Advisor.' Na-
tional advertisers that have made
use of the problem, answering ex-
pert include Ward Bread, Hinds
Honey and Almond Cream and
Wasey products.
Opinion in the trade is that

listening audiences will react, to this
form . of exhibitionism even more
enthusiastically than they have to
amateur programs. This viewpoint
is founded on the same theory which
had actuated the advice column in

the dally newspaper, that the aver-
age person derives a big kick from,
a recital of the other person's woes.
'Husbands and Wives' will take

over the spot now filled Sunday
nights on NBC's blue (WJZ) link:

by Robert L. Ripley and Ozzie Nel-
son. Problem retailer will likely

have Standard Brands' seasoning
product Royal Aspic tagged onto it.

Richard Ullman, WGR-WKBW.
Buffalo, vacationing in Bermuda;

carries more programs voted

BEST in nation-wide popularity

polls than any other Philadelphia

station. Let this be your guide

in choosing radio coverage of

the Philadelphia marketing area.

PHILADELPHIA, PA—10,000 WATTS
RALPH A. SAYRES. Director of Sales
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New Business

CHICAGO
Webster Cigar Co.; 15-mlnute

platters twice weekly. T
. W. Ayir

Agency, Chicago. WGN.
.4.. S. Boyle Co. (Samoline) : .15-

mlnute platters twice weekly. Black-
ett-Sample^Hummert Agency, New
York. WGN.
Climax Cleaner Mfg. Co.; one-

minute participation announcement
daily for two weeks starting April

13, -1926. WGN.
Guarantee Mutual Life Insurance

Co., Chicago; one-rminute announce-
ments. Sundays. WENR.
Bulova Watch Co.; five evening

time signals dally. -Bi Agency,
New York. WMAQ.
Neu-art Clothing. Co., Chicago;

morning weather reports, daily. Mal-
colm - Howard Agency, Chicago,
WiMAQ.

scriptlons. . Placed by Tracy-Locke-
Dawson Agency. WBAL.
Consolidated Byproducts (Marko),

13 quarter-hour transcriptions.

Placed by McLain Organization.
WBAL.

BALTIMORE
, Florida Cilrup pommiss'on, 26 five-

minute transcriptions. . Placed by
Ruthrauff &. Ryan. WBAL.
Household Finance Corp., of Chi-

cago, 52 tie-in announcements. Placed
by • Charles Daniel Frey Co. WBAL.
' Max Mehh Port. Worth, Texas,
numismatic,' two quarter-hour tran-
scriptions. Placed by Guenther-
Bradford Co. WBAL.
•Cdrleton <£• Hovey, of Lowell, Mass.,

manufacturers:- of Father John's-
Medlclne, 26 ahnouncenientsv Placed
by> John W: Queen. WBAL.
?' Chevrolet,.. 65 quarfeivhour tran-
scriptions., placed- by. Campbell-
lijTpald. WBAL.
„> merican Washing Machine, 26
five-minute, transcriptions. Placed
by. Meldrum and Fewsmith. WBAL.
. .Bernard. Perfumer, oV St. Louis,
Bib,, 13 five-minute programs, and
13 .

participation periods. Placed by.

Hiimer V. Swenson.- WBAL..
Zerbst Pharmacol Go. of St. Joseph,

Mo"., 1,2 announcements. Placed by
B&rron Adv. Co. WBAL.
\: Standard Oil (Esso), 312 five-min-
ut© hews broadcasts.

' Placed by
Marschalk & Pratt. WBAL.

.

^:tr. F. Straub & Co. of Chicago
(;Lake Shore honey), 39 participating
announcements. Placed by Mitchell-
Fatist Co. WBAL.
'

Jtf. Breltenbach Co., of New
York (Qude's .Pejito-Mangan), 54
dne-m!nute. announcements. Placed.'
)iy Brooke, Smith & French. WBAL.
' Dethol Mfg. Cjo., of Wash.j B« C,
62 ;-one-miriute transcriptions.
Kynet Agency: WBALi

'

;

Continental Oil, 26 half-hour tran-

GRAND RAPI ICJH.

G. Dun, cigars, sports review,
six times Weekly, for 13 weeks.
Through Epstein Agency, Detroit.

WOOD-WASH.
Fidelity Corp. of Michigan, 52 five-

minute programs. Placed direct,

WOOD-WASH.
Morissey Farm and Orchard Sup-

ply, spot announcements, six times
weekly, 52 times. Direct. WOOD^-
WASH.
T, C. Young Market, spot an-

nouncements, six' times weekly, for

300 times. Direct. WOOD-WASH..
.'Radio Distributing ' Co., 26 an-

nouncements. Direct. WOOD-WASH.
Ekftardt 4

' Becker Beer, 26 flve-

miriute programs. Direct. WOOD-
WASH.

;

Nyhuis Beauty Salon,.. 100 -jflve-

miriute talks and 100 announcements.
Direct, WOOD-WASH.
Hanger Stores, men's clothing, 52

announcements. ' Direct. WOOD-
WASH.

Builders* and Traders' Exhibit; ve
15-minute broadcasts , from exposi-
tion, Direct. WOOD-WASH.

HuTt: Clothing Co., 100 -.announce-
ments. Direct. WOOD-WASH.

BOSTON
rewer" & Co., nine 15-minute pro-

grams, twice- weekly;, starting March
28 and ending April 25. Through De-
forest Bureau of Merchandising,
Springfield, WNAC.
Wolf My Clothier,, six. 125rword

participations • in 'Spotlight Revue,'
x>he weekly; starting- March - 13 and
ending April 17, Through Salinger
& Publicover, Boston. WNAC.

. ,

C. E. Fay C, 52 announcements;
once weekly. Through Harry M.
Frost, Boston. WNAC.
Flower Show (N. Y.), 100-word an-

nouncements, ' daily including Sun-
days. Through John W. .Queen', Bos-
ton. WNAC.
American Pop Corn Co., new; flve-

mlnutes, Jolly Time Program, once
a, week for three' weeks, starting Feb.
9. Through Cbolidge Advertising CO.,
Des Moines. WBZ and WBZA. .-"

John Morrell & Co., new, flve>min-
utes, Prldo Program, three times a
week for 26 weeks. Through lienri.

• " .

It is as ifWTAM's service aireas were tailored

to 6t the concentration of purchasing power

in northern Ohio. 1,017,600 NBC radio fami-

lies are its potential circulation,WTAM is the

only Cleveland station which blankets the

entire Chamber of Commerce market area.

WTAM 50,000 WATTS
NBC Red Network

CLEVELAND
One of NBC'$ Managed and Operated Stations

BLurst & McDonald, Inc. Chicago,

WBZ and WBZA.
Florida Citrus Commission, re-

newal, one minute announcements.
10 times a week for two weeks.

Through Ruthrauff & Ryan, Inc.,

New Yorlc_WBZ and WBZA.
Bigclow «£- Dowse Co., new, one-

minute, temperatui-e reports, daily

for 13 weeks. Through Stoddard
Sampson Co., Boston. WBZ ond
WBZA.-,
Spencer Chain Stores, Inc., roj

newal,. 15 minutes, Musical Clock,

six times a. week for 39 .weeks.

Through Chambers & Wiswell, Bos-
ton. WBZ and WBZA.
Milton Bradley C6., renewal, one-

minute announcements, six times a
week for one week. Direct. WBZ
and WBZA..
General Electric, new, 15 mi

Old Timer Discovery Drive, twjft

t'mes a week for 13 weeks.. Through
Maxon, ' Inc., Detroit. WBZ and
WBZA.
Bay State Nnrseri < Inc„ new

one-minute weather report; daily for

three weeks, starting March 2z.

Through Broadcasting Advertising,
Inc., Boston. WBZ and WBZA.

ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Dodge Bros.. Corp.. five spots week-
ly. Placed, by Ruthrauff &. Ryan,
Inc., New York. WHAM.

Chrysler Corp., 15-minute tran-
scribed variety show, three evening3
a week for three weeks. Placed by
J. Stirling Getchell, ' New York.
WHAM;
Beechnut Co., spots once a: -week

for three weeks. Placed by McGann.
Erlckson & Co. WHAM.

Hichfleid Oil Corp., 15-m!nute tran-
scribed dramatic program, Jimmie
Allen, .three -evenings a week for 52
times. Placed by Fletcher # Ellis.

WHAM.
Utica Mutual Insurance Co.,' spots

one evening a week fojr three weeks..
Placed by Devereau & Smith, Inc.,

Utjba. WHAM.
j olin; Morrell «f Co., spots three

mornings a week for 13 weeks.- Placed
by* HenrJ, Hurse & McDonald, Inc.,

Chicago: WHAM.
EQpr. Brbs.. iiriiit), transcribed an-

nouncements' 'four mornings a week.'
Placed- direct; ^:WHAM.
Milton . Bradley Co., Springfield,

Mass.," ; spot : . announcements , five
mornings a week for three weeks.
WHAM.'

'

Sibley, Lindsay & Curr Co.. depart-
ment store,. ISrininute talks six
mornings a ' week for one year.
Placed direct. \, WHAM. . .

General' Mills^ Inc., Minneapolis,
In-laws, 15-minute transcribed dra-
matic ^program, ^five mornings a
week .for .J3. weeks. Placed by
Blackett, Sample, Hummert, Chicago.
WHAlSt,-

"

-Procter : & Gamble, five spots a
a week for four weeks advertising
Drene.-- Placed by- Kastor & Sons,
.Chicago. WHAM.\,..
.. -Fefs <£• Co., 15-minute studio pro-
gram, Smith-SIVersbri Orchestra with
Edward- Jardon. tenor, two morn'ngs
a> week for- nine months; 'Placed by
Young & Rubicatn, New York.
WHAM..;

:
,

" '

'

> Bei'haifd Perfumers'; St;- Louis,
spots: two mornings, a week indefi-
nitely. .. Placed by Hiimer V.< Swen-
son ' .WHAV:

Inside Stuff-Radio

Again exorcising a policy .of flexible station tte-ups to land more- biz,

the Mutual web has entered into a dicker with Macfadden Publication*

which calls for a link belween the four main stations 6£ Mutual and the

nine stations of the Intercity hookup. This deal is b'c-ing made to allow
Mkcfadden to expand his 'Goodwill Court' stanza,, now running on Intei-i

city, over a, bigger area. Starting date is not set, n>ut will probably be \
Juno 2, 10 to 10:30 p. m.- In ils present Intercity form,, the 'Goodwill

Court* runs for three-quarters of an: hour on Sunday eves, but under the

expansion plan will be chopped to a half hour on, Tuesday.

With four Mutual stations, added to his list, Macfadden plans to settle

the matter of an organization point, for the stanza by hiring a theatre

in New York. Coverage in the metropolitan -ave-a will thus be at a
maximum, including the theatre, WMCA (Intercity station and present

originators) and WOR (Mutual station). WMCA, however, will continue

to produce the progr m with the Ruthrauff & Ryan, agency, since it

owns rights.

Mutual stations set for the deal are WOR, New York;'
, Detroit;

WGN, Chicago, and WLW. ClhcinnaU. Exact day and time period ot.

the expanded stanza will depend, on when clearance can be arranged.

With the quota system due. for the ashcan whenever Congress gets,

around to abolishing the Davis amendment, the Federal Communications
qommission during the past two months has been disregarding the still-

existent requirement that broadcasting facilities must be allotted equi-

tably between .various state-s and zones.. -

While improving conditions in a few instances, Commish has intensi-

fied, overquota situation in several states and has further reduced facili-

ties assigned to some underquota states. Latest tabulation, dated March

14, showed 19 states short on night facilities and 30 short on day facili-

ties.

Although many slander arguments in France are still settled by the

duelling sword instead of in the courts. France is to have a law to deal

with libel and slander by raxilo. Felix Gbium, Socialist deputy, has

tabied. a bill putting1 the clamp on such offenses. This: left winger's, bill

proposes that the provisions of : the law of 1881 concerning libel in- the,

press should be: made applicable to broadcasting and the same penalties

applied.
,

If the bill passes—and it stands a good' chance—all statements broad-,

east by ridio. stations will have to be registered and initiated by the

French post offlqe which controls' broadcasts.

Vince Barnett, Hollywood ribber, was chased off air few nights' ago

during National Broadcasting remote from Los Angeles Biltmore hotel.

During St. Patrick's celebration, Barnett, while doing ,his routine, used

word 'dam/ which was condoned, but when he. followed later with * I get

paid good money and ail the extras I can pick up,! in referring to his

picture work, he was cut off. Studio felt latter too rough for family

trade. However, incident will be forgotten except that -Barnett' scripts-

hereafter will be closely scrutinized, with ad libbing no go.

B. B; Grabs Air Coiir

•Philadelphi , March 24.

Having cracked the Ice, Phllly ball
clubs are grabbing all the radio
dough -they can mitten. * This week
.b6th clubs signatured deals for At-
lantic Refining to bankroll daily
ball-by-ball descriptions of home
games over WIP, ditto with pre-
vious deal with Wheaties over
WCAU. For years having turned
frozen -face to radio, they're now set
with double dose of it. i

Atlantic deal, set ,by N. Y. Ayer,
,will air', six days weekly, with
chance of Sunday added if WIP can
clear its board. Deal with Wheaties
for WCAU broadcasts calls for six

days a week, "with no chance, of

Sunday. No 'announcers mentioned
for series, but WIP Is understood
to be anghhg for a 'name!'

Vjrgj ia Robinson and' Bob Ack-
erley li ndling KOMO-KJR, Seattle

publicity ..and news broadcast de-

partment, following resignations of

Al Balch and Ralph Jones, who
have gone into real estate promo-
tion;

Negotiations are still going on for the placing of the General • Mills

'Jack Armstrong' kid show this coming fall. Though going off Colum-

bia on April 24 and scheduled to return to either CBS or NBC on Aug.

31, no commitment has yet been made by General Mills or Blackett-

Sample-Hummert.
NBC itself has a standard ruling that no time can be guaranteed pre-

vious to 60 days before, the start of the contract program.-

WKRC, Cincinnati, owned by CBS. has definitely slgriified that it

will not join the newly-formed Ohio regional web. In declining a bid,

the station politely signified that, parent CBS interfered with the hitch-

ing; but gave no sldeli hts on this situation.

Ohio crowd now scratchingMts head over an affiliate for the southern,

end. of the state, nd may. possibly scatter bids in northern Kentucky.

Terrell in turn instructed John M. Sherman, northwest inspector for

F. C. C, to call on the bed -ridden lad while on an inspection trip in

Wisconsin and give him a special examination. Ordinarily, the commish

requires applicants for operator licenses' to go to regular. -examination

points for tests.

When Cecil R. Malmgren, crippled' youth of Weyerhaeuser (Wis.), re-

cently wrote to President Roosevelt for suggestions on how he could

get an exam to qualify for class A amateur radio operator rating, presi-

dent turned' the epistle over to W. D. Terrell, chief pf the F. C. C. held

section.

Here and There

Dan L. Winn, previously with sta-

tions in Texas and Arkansas, join-

ing KELD, El Dorado (Ark.) as op-

erator and relief announcer.

Edward Bumpass added to the

mike staff at KFRO, Longvlew,

Texas.

Dr. George Gallup back is

Young' & Rubicam desk after y-

u'p with flu.

gene Howard gets her final papers

as a U. S; citizen April 14; one clay

before the program starts.

Kent Josef now addressing 1 lie

mike at WJIM. Lansing, Mien.

Don Holaday coming over from

WDAY, Fargo, to KVSO. Ardmore,

as chief engineer.

Don Aidrich new at. KGVO, Mis-

soula, Mont,

Winder R. HarHs, managing editor

of the Norfolk Virginian-Pilot, re-

newed for 13 weeks of news com-
ment over WTAR by Pender rbcery
stores.

Bob Dillon back at WOC, Dav-
enport after hospital session during

which he parted with his appendix.

Fifi D'Orsay hired to give 'French'

atmosphere to the hew Dr. Lyons
radio pro rani with Willie and Eu-

Gene.ral otors am show,

twice daily for six days in

tie, Portland and Spokane,
applicants at KOMO-KJR*

Bob Murphy new mike addition at

WDAY, Fargo,: Used to be with

KG'FK, Bismark.

Ethel Kreppel, WGR-WK r

.

Buffalo, secretary, wins free elec-

tricity for life In General Electric:

contest.

Art Shcpard, conductor of the

cur.bstone forum at WMT, Cedar

Rapids, tried a 'Break the Jin^

stanza recently ancV hauled 100 mir-

rors onto the street for inle 1
'*

(Continued on pa.se 4G)
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New York Radio Parade
By Nellie Revell

Radio Problems Always Emergenci

Last week the National Safety Bank program on WOR, Sidewalk
Interviews from In front of the Hotel Astor, was airing as usual. Pres-
ently Boger Bower the productioneer on the program heard music from
a, blind fiddler working down the sidewalk in front of the Astor. Bower
jn a- dither for worry the mendicant was playing a restricted Warner
tune but couldn't break

,
through the crowd to look into the situation.

AU through the rest of the program there ran an undertone of violin
music. Luckily the tune the blind fiddler played was in the clear.

Btill Versatile «t 78

Tom Broadhurst,. brother of George, the dramatist and former theatri-
cal Impresario, at the age of 78 is a hit on radio. Doing a series of
tea stories on CBS. At 20 he was an AB seaman (wtlll has his papers
framed); at 25 on Board of Trade; at 30 a theatre manager; at 40 a
playwright; at -60 * farmer; at 6* an arbitrator; at 70 a novelist, and
now . a broadcaster.

'And 8© It Go»«—

'

6am Taylor's program on"WOR sought Phil Regan to interview. Con-
tacted Republic Plx and received written okay. Next went to Regan's
Manager and got verbal okay. So to Ruthrauff A Ryan Agency and
another verbal okay, since Regan will air for one of agency's accounts
oyer CBS. To be on the safe side he huddled around luncheon table
with Regan, manager; agency man. All said okay. Taylor then announced
on air and released publicity. Some 48 hours later the manager
called, everything off and shuttled from manager to agency and back. No

.reason or guest star. Offered to mention Regan's sponsbr and station
to bo Heard but no dice, Same manager did ditto on Taylor with an
okayed request for Jim Melton. Quashed -set-up Just three hours belbre
air time.

Scrambled Notes
Charlie Martin,1 who writes on March of Time radio' scripts, into

partnership with Irv. Rels the CBS production demon. Martin writes,
Rels directs, CBS sella. Have one of their experimental drama-musicals
cif one hour length on verge of the dotted line. . .Howard and. Shelton,
Peg LaCentra, Doug McDunnough swing band, Paul Stewart as m. c.

goes locally on NBC for Melo-Roll May first Pedlar & Ryan client.

Sterling Products has 12 programs coming to NBC networks. Script and
musical shows. Spread over all their subsidiary companies. All Black
ett-Sample-Hummert clients. . .Steve Hamas the heavyweight fighter
with the Penn U diploma is about offering agencies a program.. Script
show that intends teaching boxing to juveniles. Written by and being
offered by Steve in person. . .Joe Moss, the band man, had a birthday
last Monday. His musicians threw; him a surprise stag dinner- and
ribbed him crimson. . .Gus Haenschen to Bermuda for vacash. . .Martin
Rackln now doing p. a, for Meyer Davis office. .• .Wonder Bread show
on CBS, Renfrew of the Mounted, will, shift to four a week serial in
stead of as present a three a -week short story. Goes Monday, Tuesday,
Wednesday and Friday. Starts March 30. This show has a broadcast,
a pre-broadcast and a rebroadcast. . .Dot McNulty of .WNEW goes to
coast for Fox Films. . .Ralph Klrberry with three Lipton's Tea programs
on WJZ each Week did an additional show last week for • sponsor on
WINS. . .Josef Isreals goes* as hews commentator on WMCA. Sup-
posedly a sponspr in the shadows.

Philadelphia, March 24.

Affairs between local music union

and Ike and Leon Levy, of WCAU
and KTW, are once more at arm-
in-arm stage; Final adjustments
were made in huddles .last week
and, as usual, concessions from both
sides being the rule.

Levys agree. t6 employ only union
members as studio accompanists,
but held out .for and obtained right
to employ them for longer stretches
than visual musicians. Point they
claimed is that accompanist chores
are only minor part of duties, major
part being hostessing.

Short Shots
Kay Thompson, Andre Kostelanetz and Ray Heatherton will be the

summer program for Chesterfield at CBS. . .Among other tunes last Frl
day night the Waring program at NBC featured the song of their Alma
Mater which, is Penn State. Strange to see. the entire ork reading lyric
from; mlmeo. sheets. Despite name few of the lads are from Pennsy. .

George Schmidt of WOR. sales Is at the Polyclinic HpBpital. with his
appendix missing. . .Jay Mills ork to Piping Rock Club In Saratoga. .;.

Maurice Hamilton of the NBC program dept. has Written a tune, 'Ah
Love of Mine.' Will be sung by Lucille Manners on Cities Service next
Friday night:, .Dick Schroder of CBS press is first vacasher. Left Sat
(21) for two weeks at Virginia Beach. . .No ork follows Lombard? into the
Roosevelt Hotel when he leaves on May first even though spot is usu
ally upen until June. . .Norm Segal of Cleveland Press In town again
making -the rounds. . .Fran* Parker and confidential secretary Dot Mar
tin are a romance. . .With spring here the exodus starts. Folding at
WOR are. Drug. Trade Products on 27th; Lou Little on. 28th; Coriti,

Olson ;Rugs on the 29th and The.' O'Malley family on April .12th. •«.

i Sherlock Holmes: program goes froni 10:30 to. 7:30; . .Bill Sweets has
Severed iris connection with Phil Lord. After a short two weeks they
started directing each other. . .Ray Noble filing for his USA citizenship
papers.

LEVYS-UNI0N AT PEACE

Philadelphia Broadcaster* Patch Up
a Musical Truce

'Ought to Be a Law/ Says Solon

McFarlane Claims 'RunarouncT From Sta-

tion on Critical Speech

WWJ's Soprano Tind"

Detroit, March 24.

From hundreds of auditions WWJ
selected this week Nancy Basker-

ville, soprano of. Gallatoti, Tenn., as

its 'find' of the year. Miss Basker-
vllle, chosen by Vai Coffey to appear
on several of his music programs.
She will replace Winifred Heldt,

.who shortly will take: a leave of ab-
sence.

"Washington, March 24.

Demand that broadcasters bo

compelled to make transcriptions of

all political speeches was voiced in

Congress as aftermath of debate

about Communist speech over Co-
lumbia networks.
Suggestion came from Represent-

ative W. D. McFarlane of Texas,

who charged a station at Wichita
Falls made 'untrue* statements,

about him and then later refused to

(Continued, on page 64)

Stand By
. Bubinoff folds for Chevrolet in three weeks. May do an *. .t. series for

sponsor. . ..Victor Moore goes on Shell Oil from Hollywood on April 12
for a*one shotter. May get an.extended contract. . .Charles Schenck ex-
NT. CBS production joined the WBBM-CBS Chi staff on Friday. Re-
cently had been with Blackett-Sample-Hummert and Lennen & Mitchell
agencied. . .Jane Pickens went to Ravenna, O., to visit friends last week.
Wound up stranded in Cleveland because of floods. Pickens Sisters date In

Pittsburgh week of 21st postponed to April 4th. '.• .Bob Simpson, man-
ager of CBS playhouse at «Mth St. will wed Miss Sheila M. Proctor of To-
ronto on June 1 in Toronto. . .DeU. Sharbutt the CBS announcer, wed
Meri Bell, a radio songstress, Saturday (21). No honeymoon as bride
opens at Loew'« State on 27th.. . .Jimmy Sahpier is. year older oh 31st

March. , .Stoopnagle, and Budd replace Fred Allen for the summer,
months. . .Bonny Ames hiked to Miami, Monday, for some sand dunes
and sunshine. . .Two NBC.pages went to their dance on the cuff thanks
to Alois Hayrilla. . .Burt McMurtrie was flood -bound 1n Pittsburgh last

week. . .Loretta Lee has a busy few months ahead of her. Starts' a
CBS. sustalner, coast to coast, on April 4. On April 11 -is due in Boston
for some two-a-day dates in Normandle Ballroom. Then to Detroit on.

the 24th for vaude. ' On May IB she goes south for six weeks of one
highters with the Joe Haymes Wnd. . .Lanny Ross goes to the coast this

summer for a brand new legit musical to be produced by Henry Duffy
in L. A. and Frisco. . .Eadie Lang, sister of late Eddie Lang, the guitarist,

Signed by Gene Gaudette and goes NBC. Swings a hot tune and ditto

on. the guitar, . .General, Electric program folds on Easter Sunday pre-

sumably for the summer. . .Jerry Cooper weds Joan Mitchell in April
She Is of the Hollywood line. He sang at the cabaret some weeks back

Memo
_ Jimmy Walker will m. c. the final program of the Sherwin Williams
Metropolitan Opera Auditions at NBC, when a winner is to be selected.

Hizzoner rates a $1,500 check. . .For this broadcast the program shifts

from large studio 3N to huge studio SH. . .Maxwell Showboat changes

vace ln the next £our weeks. Many plans are being considered with
nothing definite as yet. . .Harry Bluestone, radio musician, owns the
Glovine Co. Tis a hand lotion product and he just sold Saks Fifth Ave.
the exclusive NYC rights. . .Charles Dornberger now at the Paradise

vpr.
aUrant 18 an "-fraul Whlteman saxophonist He airs bi-weekly at

W u,'
* -Fr*ncls Coakley set at WNEW to do sport series. Mickey

•p^ k,«
ls nUl"Der one. . .Benny Goodman has order from Macauiey

publishing Co. for book on swing music. Title: 'This Thing Called
°wing.

. .Jack Hylton gets a sustalner on MBS.

Presents . . . A STARTLING ARRAY OF PROGRAM BARGAINS

STATION-TESTED—GUARANTEED AUDIENCE!

1W
••vs. . \ i£?>v

CRBRI£l HEBTTER
ttlMilS P. M. MONDAY TO FRIDAY INCLUSIVE

One ofthe air's foremost news

commentators. A dynamic,

vibrant personality for your

product Has pulled 80,000

letters on one product, each

representing purchase of 45#

worth of merchandise. Offers

you an immediate audience

of thousands of loyal WOR
listeners. Ideal program for

the advertiser eager to ©btai

immediate results at a price

well within his appropriation.

TRANSRADIO NEWS . . .WmMw
9:00AM., 12:30,5.-00,6:45, 1 U00P.M.

(11:30 PM. TMMfaiyo W#rc
10,00 AM, MS, 11t30 PM. Th« only

mwi Mtvlc* en^M «b hi (ha mrtopollWft

which tWt* Kit campMt ncwi. A
fulsri with mWbi pow«i In Bit

CMMMMtty. TIME AND TALENT COST

(Tkrt* M-hcm hKMdcMbl $850

JAZZ NOCTURNE . . . M*J*ft •*

t.JO PM. Jutted! Us «oedt. Unlaw

•KbtlM «TMfltMMlt Ududlnf wood*

wfatdi, braiMt, MHn. SUwtai H«l«s«

DmWb/ Ktv Mm, Bmileff't Oidtnta

ntf "Vok« el Jui". Om ol MMI

•bit presrami in blf riimIc«I fltld.

TALENT COST, $1^009

THE UOLLISTCRS . . . T««rfar ««W

Jhundsr, 9-.4S PM. A IJ|M coatdy

•ketch, SwUl+xtd iUhvn •** Vttn

chMKtaHulien. SpontM«oin hiUrity and

centUUat m«Hcm« ntpon* Imtlln lb

demlMlinf poiRIon tmeni cempttMIv*

TALENT COST-TWO PROGRAMS
(15 mMu «*K) $300

WEEKDAYS«P.M^««IN»AYSUiltAJI.

Children's perermial-^vorite. Now streaming into

his eighth year of record-breaking sales. 'Enthusi-

astically endorsed by agencies and advertisers.

. . . Will mention your product or service before

and after each daily program and give it a com-

plete half-hour once each week for $700. Satur-

day now open—Thursday spot available April 11.

SALES OFFICE . . . 1440 BROADWAY at TIMES SQUARE
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'MORNING MATINEE'
With Ben Bernie Orchestra, Edna
Woolman Chase, Gladys- Swarth-
out, Nellie Revel I.

45 Mins.
MACY'S (cooperative)
Thursday, 9 a.m., EST
WOR, New York

(.Donahue ft Coe)

Department stores have not pone
, In for radio on the grand scale as a
rule because of the cost of talent.

This Donahue & Coe cooperative
set-up permits local store cut-in
sponsorship of a network; (Mutual)
program. By spreading the cost of

the name orchestras, Nellie Revell
and other talent the local stores arc
able to have the type of attention-
commanding entertainment that
presumably guarantees a large
listening audience yet without over-
loading the advertising budget. On
paper Its a nifty merchandizing
notion.
Ben Bernie led the parade of top-

flight orchestras; It was nine o'clock
in the morning and Bernie hadn't
been to bed (this being his Idea of
the best way to safeguard . his own
appearance at such an hour). Bernie
of course Is a regular he-vampire
where a radio microphone Is con-
cerned and even , at nine a,m. he's
'romantic' for the dames. Which is

of course carrying out the pro-
gram's fundamental thesis.
'But the pulJL and draw of a sue-;

cession of orchestras will depend on
the showmanship manifest in their
presentation. Showmanship is a
factor that was slighted in the
initial Morning. Matinee. Program
brought its personnel to the mike
without continuity or build-up other
than routine, announcer and m.c.
introductions/

.
Consequently an ab-

sence of blendingx and easy-flowing
program development is a point for
criticism,

Nellie'.;Revell who has been a
steady fixture on NBC with her
chummy and chatty - interviews is

the chahge-of-pace from the music.
Nellie is permanent but the orches-
tras change each week. Nellie is a
lady conversationalist of experi-
ence' and showmanship and should
add the human interest note, to the
program;
Donahue

:

: & Coe must, however,
provide a better framework for the"
•program as a program: it is not
enough to . book good talent and
then strand it in front of a micro-
phone. The * bigger

t
the" attraction"

the greater the ifefed for supervising
showmanship in order" to.' get' the
full -values inherent in the talent.
Morning Matinee, ;

if it continues
with stars of a calibre , equal to its
first batch, naturally commands at-
tention. There's no competish at
nine a.m. Setting of ihe first pro-
gram, however, did not approach in.
excitement . the expectancy engen-
dered by its: impressive, list of
artists. It never got hot. :

And His ORCHESTRA
"ZIEGFELD FOLLIES OF

THE AIR"
EVERY SATURDAY—WABC

8-9 P.M., EST

Columbia Network
Goast-to-Coast

•
4 STAR RATING
FOR SOLID YEAR

LEON

And Hi ORCHESTRA
LOWRY HOTEL
St. Paul, Minn.

I'll., Muslo Corp. of America

IV. Mgr.. HERMAN ItEKNIR

BENAY
VENUTA
SUNDAY ...... MAR. 29—10 P.M.
TUESDAY .... MAR. 31— 6 P.M.
WEDNESDAY ; APR, 1— 5 P.M.

WABC—and Entire
Columbia Network
Exclusive Manftsrcineiit

CBS ARTISTS BUREAU
Personal Mitnitgrmcnt

JII.E.S AJMtKKTI. fil* Mndluon Ave,
Sew York City

GEORGE M. COHAN ...
.

'Song and Danes Man' with Walter
Gilbert, Charles D. Brown

60 Mins.
LUX (Lever Bros.)
Monday, 9 P. M.
WABC, New York

fj'.. Walter Thompson)
George M. Cohan did a series for

Good Gulf gas a year or so ago and
is in no sense a stranger, both com-
mercially and on special sustainers,
to the - kilocycles. This, however,
was his first attempt at an hour-
long radio adaptation of one of his
ow'n plays and easily his most pre-
tentious radio acting chore.
Four decades of assorted show-

manship experience stood out in the
Lux performance of 'The Song and
Dance Man.' Unusual indeed, . as
the Lux stage director, David Gar-
rick (phoney billing) pointed out,
is the combination of a guest star
who is also his own author and
what it means to have a guy who
understands both scripting and
writing wasn't ;hard to realize, for
this session stood out among the;

Lux radio productions. Cohan must
have had plenty to do with the con-
tinuity. If he didn't do it, his in-
fluence, at rehearsal' is strongly sus-
pected. It was definitely Cohan-
esque...

Unlike so many legit . and film
Stars who come to radio, it is evi-
dent that George M. devotes brain
power to his broadcasting problem,
tie has the showman's intelligent
awareness of the conditions he must
cope, with and he adapts his mate-
rial • and his tempo to fit the re-
quirements. He tailored his 13-year-
old salute to a vaudeville porkerpo
into a steadily-paced constantly-
bellevable and frequently-touching
radio epic. Using 'epic' advisedly!

. Walter Gilbert and Charles D.
Brown carried the other two chief
roles , very ably. Indeed the whole
production was well cast. There
again Cohan's influence is suspect-
ed,, as he was always devoted to a
well-weighed choice of supporting
players. But Cohan himself, with
his customary contempt for ardu-
ous self-assignments and page-long
speeches, as Happy Farrell gives
radio a truly memorable perform-
ance. In the. coughing and chok-
ing-up bits at the audition he final-
ly gets the flops on, the song and
dance man was acting as acting
usually ain't on the radio. And
when .delivering the routine about
wanting moire than anything, to be
a good s. and d. man, but refusing
to be a bad one, the about-rto-sob
reading of the lines was wailopy
listening.'

. Cohan hypoed the Lux. stanza. It

leaped into a gallop before he was
through. And he made it abundant-
ly evident that any time he wants
to line up a series of radio dramas
it is—or. should be;—a' clear-all-
tracks special. Announced as the
author . of 51% plays, his own
archives will supply plenty of ma-
terial. Land.

EDDIE DOWLING
With Rav Dooley, Helen Ward,
Benny Goodman's orchestra

Music, comedy
30 mins.
ELGIN WATCH
Tuesday, 10 p.m. EST.
WEAF, New York

• ijf, Walter Thompson)
There are some good ingredients

here, but. the. mixing job as evi-
denced by the' first stanza (17) n.s.g.

Program does not play to over-
whelming opposition from other
webs, and with the right touches is

in a position at this hour to reap a
moderately satisfying harvest. But
before the hay is hauled In, it's going
to take some industrious sharpening
of the sickle.
Where the opening shot teetered,

was on the matter of dividing the
time equitably between 'three
batches of talent, each of which is

high-bracket stuff. In short, Good-
man and his band, with Helen
Ward, need ample display space,
especially with Goodman's strong
catering , to the ripening swing
trend. Dowllng and Dooley are 'In
the . same boat, necessitating- a big
pond for them. The division of
duties.thus is a. ticklish job which so
far lias been approached with rtrepi-
datidn. Production is doubly hard
because there are no lesser .lights
among the performers who could be
used simply as pace dividers and
breaker's.
Goodman's account of himself was

peppy, and yet suave. He's got. what
it takes when it comes. to serving up
piping hot rhythms. One number
consisted of a swing trio (clarinet,
piano and drums) going to work on
a sizzling number with 'a frenz 1- that
couldn't help but sock. Goodman,
for the rest of the stanza, had plenty
of stretch In which to perform.
ITolen Ward, warbling once with the
band, passed her entrance require-
ments.

.. DowHn^'s m.r.'Ing proved smooth
enough, although it was particularly
the close of the program that
showed him to best advantage. Ditto
for Rac Dooley. Early in the stanza
both of them tried to jab in little
two- line gags that faltered for lack
of room, and some of the gags were
pretty cheesy, in the homestretch,
however, a chance to unlimber
proved more advantageous,.
Rearrangement could feasibly be'

made where thev would be moved
out of some of their -cramped quar-
ters. The two-line gag stuff just'

BENNY Fl
Songs 1

COLGATE-PALMOLIVE-PEET
Saturday, 8 p.m.
WABC, New York

(Benton & Bowles)
For the* past month a Broadway

bestseller story has been 'The
Strange Case of Benny Fields.' This
Is the, story of the peculiar quirks
of fortune that befell an experienced
graduate of big-time vaudeville who
Is suddenly 'discovered' by a street
that-knew him by sight, name and
performance for 20 years and by an
advertising industry that, with
characteristic program short-sight-
edness, would not buy him when he
could have been had cheap, -but
waited to pay larger fees when
other people's enthusiasm convinced
the self-doubting judgment of the
Madison Avenue kind of showman'
ship.
So . now Benny Fields is on the

Palmollve idea of the 'Ziegfeld
Follies.' Every Saturday at eight
for the next two months at least he
Is set to give radio a bombardment
of the type of songs he has ;beeh
singing for two decades. And which
is now suddenly and Incredibly
called 'hew.'. Fields has been broad-
casting Intermittently since 1931
with his wife, Blossom Seeley, her-
self a queen of rhythm and as
plausible a candidate for 'discovery':
(if that's the vogue nowadays) as
her team-mate. Among their air ap-
pearances were guest spots on the
Fleischmann Yeast varieties. ...

Oct. 27, 1931, Variety, reviewing
Seely and Fields on WGN, Chicago,
wrote

:

'What they do to a number
,
is

not simply to croon it or render
it softly and sweetly. They build
a. sons into a miniature produc-
tion. They make a story out of
it. That is something radio,
should embroider its call letters
into. Anything that can bring.

a

new twist or an enhanced tech-
nique to radio entertainment
ought to be- given sober con-
sideration. Fields' baritone ob-
bligato to Miss Seely's heated
melody Is abundantly persua-
sive.'

Fields sang- four songs on the Ben-
ton & Bowles program Saturday
night. ' Sang, them with the assur-
ance and ease and sock that no
newcomer, however talented, ever
quite has. In the smooth blending
of. continuity, and lyrics, and in the
fullsome round intestinal baritone
richness of the voice, it was old
stuff suddenly become hot stuff. And
for once the studio , audience .reac-
tion in' its hand-to-hand music
sounded real and spontaneous, and
not : staged.

Fields who used a megaphone for
hot singing before Rudy Vallee left

Yale and who was boo-boo-ba-doo-
ihg while Bing Crosby was a school
hoy. in Spokane is working along
lines even somewhat, unique for
himself. He evidently and perhaps
wisely wishes to sidestep any
grounds for* comparison with
younger but better known person
ages.
Benton "..& ' Bowies gave him a

strong Continuity buildup. Perhaps
too. strong as such buildups often
work in reverse ratio. Fields can
and did make good on the puff stuff
but that still doesn't lessen the
probable soundness of not gushihg-
it-up too heavily. Land.

ALEXANDER KIRKLAND, REED
BROWN, JR.

Dramatic
15 Mins.
FLEISCHMANN
Thursday, 8 P.M., EST
WEAF, New York

(J. Walter Thompson)
Two topflight legit juves, Kirk-

land and Brown, Jr., were hurriedly
drafted to take the place of Rich-
ard Barthelmess for the sketch
portion of the Rudy Vallee broad-
cast. The short notice given them
to select and rehearse a script is

probably the chief reason for the
negative results achieved.
Sketch concerneU a famous aerial

explorer and his brother, the former
a coward and the latter, who pilots
the plane, disgruntled because his
blood, relative gets all the credit
for doing nothing. The windup re-
sults in the . killing of the pilot by
the alleged -explorer after they had
been grounded in the Arctic wastes,
with the murderer explaining later
that his brother had gone insane
and killed himself.
There was little suspense in the

16 -minute vehicle and Alexander
and Brown, though able actors;
could not bring it up to scratch.
One of the longest sketches ever
presented bn the Fleischmann pro-
gram, It was also one of the dullest.

Scti<o.

doesn't click.. Dowling could also
take tucks in his sugary lines in
places. This is heard on radio by
people listening in small groups and
doesn't register as in'theatres.
Miss Dooley's precocious child

routine is an ace card, and is played
with just the right touch of sophisti-
cation to match Goodman's ad-
vanced form of strumming. Combo
has okay personality, but couldn't
completely find Itself in several of
those snippy time bits. Edga.

Mary Aloi has returned to WSYR
(Syracuse) after a siege of the
measles.

CANADIAN HOCKEY BROAD-
CAST

With Foster Hewitt, Gordon Sin-
clair,. Roland Besudry, .Louise
King/ Beau Summers, Jimmie
Shields, Carroll Lucas orchestra

Hockey, Music, Songs, Talk
GENERAL MOTORS OF CANADA
Saturday, 9 p.m. Till Fi ish of Game
CFRB, Toronto

(MacLaren)
General Motors hockey broadcast

Saturday (21) marked the end of
the fifth season for this largest
hookup commercial in Canada; 39
stations

. from ' coast to coast. A'
third of the fan mall comes from
the U. S.

Set-'up is Unique in that it is a
two-language proposition for these
National Hockey League play-offs
for the world's championship, if
teams are .-"playing in Montreal,
broadcast goes put in English arid
in French simultaneously ; if game
is being held in New York, Boston,
Chicago- or Detroit, broadcast 'is

picked up in the Montreal studio
and then translated into French and
piped to the seven stations covers
ing Pr.ench-speaklng areas in
Canada. Game in French, is only
about a minute behind the English
broadcast which goes to 32 stations
across Canada.
Foster Hewitt does the. actual

broadcasts other than in Montreal,
where he and Roland Beaudry
broadcast from ..the same booth
simultaneously, Hewitt in English
and ,Reaudry. in French. Both are
tops on play-by-play recital and-
enjoy a heavy following. It is
Beaudry who translates Hewitt's
running story into French for the
out-of-Montreal games. When play
is held up. owing to injuries -or"

Hewitt becomes a little incoherent
with excitement; the glib tongue of
Gordon Sinclair takes up. \ Some-
times he . has a wire rigged-, up in
the dressing rooms or gives per-
sonality spiels on the players. Sin*
clair has also' been using guest-
stars this season.
Worth mentioning that the guest-

stars have to be a bit of a steeple-
jack as

:

gondola-booth is up in the
rafters over centre ice, George
Raft and Little. Jack Little were
among the guest-stars who quit cold
when they saw the climb ahead.
They were interviewed in the con-
trol room,

Season's cost to General Motors
is about $200,000, or -just under
$5,000 a broadcast, this mostly for
land wires. 'Hewitt has. been an-
nouncing for five, years. This is
Sinclair's first season oh this com-
mercial since his return from Ethi-
opia.. In addition to using the
largest hook-up of any Canadian
ether advertiser, GM broadcasts are
probably the . most popular special
-stunt here.- First year they used
CFRB, Toronto, only; second. year
used five Ontario stations; third
year 51 stations, but latterly cut
down to 39 to save duplication and
costs. Present set-up gives a com-
prehensive coverage of Canada plus
seepage over the U. S. air-waves.
Fan mall from America is heavy.
Another peculiarity is that the

broadcast is for the duration of the
game and usually runs well past the
hour. At one game in Toronto iri

'34, for instance, the game started
at' 8:30 and continued until 3:29
a.m. until the tie was broken by the
Maple Leafs slipping one past Bos-
ton.

Pro"rra*n th's season is also using
Jimmie Shields and Louise King,
singers; also Carroll Lucas and a
33-piece band, latter getting $400
per broadcast. Rights for each
game in Toronto puts $500 into the
Maple Leaf Gardens treasury. Land
wire charges approximate $4,000 per
broadcast. In other seasons, as
henchmen to Hewitt have been
Bobby Hewitson, 'Toronto Tele-
gram' sports writer;- John Holden,
actor , who knew nothing about
hockey; Gordon Castle; ..John Por-
ter, captain of the Canadian team
which won the hockey champion

-

sMn )h the '28 Olvmplc Games.
Foster and Sinclair' broadcast

from the Gardens; singers and or-
chestra from CFRB, Toronto, dur-
ing

.
game intermissions. Beau

Summers is m.C. Stay.}.

'

THYRA SAMTER WINSLOW
Talk
15 Mins.
WOMEN'S PLACE
Mon., 9:30 a. rri. EST
WABC, New York
Thyra Samter Winslow, novelist,

is a new CBS talker on Monday
mornings, with material aimed
primarily at women listeners. Her
hand at sifting news-gl§anings is
apparent in the variety assembled
at this hearing. Copy started with'
a good samaritan tang, discussed,
front-page visitors, dipped into the
current 'Ziegfeld Follies' production,
and folded with a Lenten diet menu*
Opening bit was the weakest, con-

cerning doing that good deed regu-
larly. Otherwise it's smooth. A
homey hour, smacking of a typical
ladies home journal idea. Miss Win-
slow's radio voice relays well.

Br

SONGWRITERS' OPPORTUNITY
CONTEST <•. „

With Joseph E, q \ t
Singer

'

Songs, Talk
30 Mins.
Sustaining
Sun.,"" 1:30 p. m.
WMCA, New York'
.Difference, between this se-ss-k,

and the one that Pat Ballard is con-
ducting on WOR. New York, is that
the contest angle at WMCA has
several branches and the eveni la
marked, by considerably more show-
manship. Direction of the WMCA
program is shared between Joseph
E. Howard, who has written a raft
of successful ballads, and Dolf
Singer, who has but one hit to his
credit but has authored considerable
stag stuff. Pending the arrival of a
sponsor with prize money, the pair
are seeking to work up amateur
song writers, by offering to put the
best lyrics submitted to music or
to write a lyric around the best
title;. .

Between these two task? Howard
relates hbw he came to write some
of his lilts and Singer engages in
crossfire arid puns, some of which
are good and others not. The duo
are inclined to over-kid the stuff
submitted. Even though most of it

is brutal there is a chance of this
policy frightening off the more timid
would-be songsmlths. Without
these sophomoric contributions the
reason for the program would run
thin. An example: of the incoming
titles that the duo have to contend
with is 'They're Trying to Put Too
Much Red in the Red. White and
Blue, but Our Flag Doesn't Need
a. Transfusion,' And around this
they actually built a lyric.

Occasionally a submitted lyric
lends itself to melody confection,
but fruits forthcoming so far indi-
cate that the odds against a sal-
able article are at least 5,000 to 1.

The tune that Howard thinks has
commercial possibilities is to be
turned over to the E. B. Marks
Music Publishing Co., with the
amateur lyric writer getting 600
copies for himself and a contract
giving him a third interest in all

royalties that might be brought by
the song.
Amateur lyrics as melodized by

Howard get. their airing, by. singers
regularly Connected with WMCA,
with the latters' treatment fre-
quently covering the defects of the
written wares. Proceedings could
be perked 'up somewhat by having,
the origin of one of Howard's songs
dramatized in brief but pointed
fashion and by eliminating Singer^
6plash *ot Joe Millers at the fore-'

part of the program.
Stanza offers, good merchandising

possibilities. Odec.

Bill Perkins is back at WFBL
(Syracuse) after recurring trouble
from a fishbone which caught in
his throat while vacationing at At-
lantic City last summer. It finally

sent him back to a Philadelphia
hospital for surgical attention.

No
ir on. i_
' tourI

IVABC
9;30 P.M. EST
Wednesdays
COCA-COLA

X

EXCLUSIVE MANAGEMENT
ROCKWELL-O'KEEFE INC.

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY

* 9°
Bermudiana.

Bermuda

NBC

Dccca
Record*V 0

E X C l U b i V r MANAGEMENT
ROCKWELL - O'KEEFE INC.

EXCLUSIVE MANAGEMENT;
ROCKWELL-O'KEEFE I.N.Q.j

ALEX HYDE
musical director

WHN new york
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Civic Pride in Tennessee

Radio Salutes to Small Towns Brings Forth

Old Time Oratorical Exaggeration

Nashville, March 24.

pure il's salute to Tennessee

cities heard each Wednesday night

over Radio Station WSM has be-

come a contest in- fancy rhetoric on

fa part of speakers from the towns

signaled for recognition.

Judge James D. Richardson,

speaking for Murfreeshoro. first

town saluted, started the bragging

and claimed he had figures supplied

!v Middle Tennessee State Teachers

college to back
:

up Ahls statements.

"If all the cows needed to supply

Ilk for Murfreesboro's creameries

were merged Into one large cow,'

Wed! Judge Rutherford 'she

could stand on bottom of the

Atlantic Ocean Its greatest

depth of six miles and. look down

on the Empire State Building. And

the Udder of this cow, if filled with

milk would be large enough to float

every battleship in United

States navy.'
„,

A speaker from Lebanon, Tenn.,

claimed his town's cow would be

able 'to stand with her hind legs in

the Chicago Stockyards and her

front legs 'in New York harbor and

would be tall enough to lick, salt

from the hand of the Statue of

Liberty.'

The spokesman for Tullahoma,

Tenn., on the next week's show put

in a bid to supply the hide for the

cows mentioned on the preceding

broadcasts, claiming that enough

leather came through the markets of

his home town in one month to

supply coverings for several such

animals.

Old-time .oratory, is not dead. Not

in Tennessee,_
janyway.

KPDN, PAMPA, STARTS

Bob MacKenzie Manages New Texas
Station

NOW IT CAN BE TOLD

R<?d (chols No Longer
Whiskers on CBS

ind

Transcriptions

Procter & Gamble, through the
Blackman Co., have ordered 32 onc-
minute disc announcements from
World Broadcasting. Station list

not set, and the product not indi-
cated. Understood be P & G
White Naptha, however.

, "Writh folding of Kellogg Prom,
series scheduled on April 17 Atlantic
Family program is now free to give
full air billing in Red Nichols' band
on its Saturday night run over CBS.
Due to NBC's exclusive usage of

Nichols' label On a commercial,
CBS program could not bill bands-
man.

Full identification begins this
Saturday (28). Nichols' also ready-
ing for one-night touring dates next
month.
Date for filming of James Mel-

ton's. Pic 'Let's Pretend' (WB) has
been set for the last of April with
the folding of the Kellogg show.

Texas Co. (Texaco gasoline),
through. Hanff-Metzger, are sked-
ding a disc Oamjaigri for a dozen
southwest stations: Platters to run
15 minutes apiece, with Conquest
Alliance on the cutting c:id. Cam-
paign in its present stage is not
completely mapped out, and all de-
tails tentative.

Goetz .Brewing Co. .(Goetz Coun-
try Club beer in 'cap-sealed' cans)
will soon release a series of 13 quarr
ter-hour musical platters through
the Potts-Turnbull agency of Kan-
sas City, Mo. Intended to hit 25

stations in the midwest (mainly
west of the Mississippi). Will start
end. of this month.. Allen B. Russell
is account exec with the agency, and
World Broadcasting is doing the
cutting in Chicago;

NBC Draws Three Conclusions

Analysis of 1,196 Advertising Accounts

Basis of New Study

G. ACE'S FORM

ANSWERS FOR

FAN MAIL

Chevrolet is renewing its 'Musical
Moments' platter series over 375

stations.

Colgate-Palmolive • Peet (Colgate
Dental Cream) is placing 52 quar-
ter hour 'Jimmy Grier' discs over
KGMBj Honolulu; with the starting

date set for next week. Through
Conquest Alliance.

Pampa, Tex., March 24.

KPDN, Owned, by the Pampa Dally

News, skedded to hit the airwaves
for the-flrst .time this week. . Open-,,

ing ceremonies will include ad-

dressed . by '.' local celebs, - including

Governor -Alfred, and various special

start fr.oli.es.'

Manager, of the newcomer Is Bob
MacKenzie,* formerly with WJAY,
Cleveland. Several sponsors
ported lined up, with the new-casts
(10 daily) .completely signatured.
Innovation in' the sale of these
periods is selling 80 word insertions
into them on a spot ad basis.

Goodman Ace has evolved a sim-r

plified system of handling fan mail

through form letters. Rose Hallow

of the Blackett-Sample-Hummert

agency, who handles all his routine

fan mail has six form letters to fit

as many situations. Letters are

along these lines:

(1) . Routine thanks note for those

who just write in to say they like

program and offer no suggestions,

criticisms or gags.

(2) . Regret note for those who say

they would like to. listen, but Amos
'n' Andy are on at same time. 'We
are also Amos 'n' Andy fans,' writes

Ace, 'and share your -feelings.'

(3) . Denial note for those who
want to know if Goodman and Jane

Ace aren't really Jack Benny and
Mary. Livingstone.

(4) . Explanation note for those

who suggest 'Easy Aces' should be

on five times a week instead of three

times. It's tough enough to think

General Electric washers and Hot
Point Ironers platters have been
placed with various stations. A
home laundry equipment campaign,
sponsored by local dealers, is tied

up. with 'old.. timers discovery drive'

in which $1,000 .'"of prize money will

be awarded for ancient electrical

equipment turned, up. Twice-weekly
discs feature 'Edde and Ralph' and
the Three Stars^ instrumentalists.

NBC has Issued the second in a

series of studies designed to ex-

amine radio in the light of the ad-

vertising . agency. New one is en-

titled 'Straight Across the Board'

and follows by about a year the

initial 'Let's Look at Radio To-
gether'.'

In making the current study,

NBC reports that it examined the
media, records, of the leading 1,196

advertisers (who accounted for 80%
of advertising in the three big

media during 1934). Amidst a ple-

thora of charts, graphs, and tabula-

tions, the 65-page study comes to

three main conclusions.

First is that radio's big increase

in the past five, years 'has come at

the highest rate from those classes

of products whose newspaper and
mag expenditures were also on the

upbeat. Conversely, newspapers and
mags did best by way Of appropria-

tions from big radio users.

Second, radio's share of the ad-

vertising appropriation for different

classes of goods is high or low ac-

cording to how the total appropria-

tion for each class stacks up with

the 1929 expenditure. Additionally,

the closer the class comes to the

1929 expenditure, the bigger radio's

share of the per dollar appropria
tioh. The moral of this, from' the

agency angle, according to. NBC, is

that 'if recovery continues, more
and more of the main groups of

products may reasonably be ex-

pected to come back closer to the

level of their 1929 appropriations

and the more nearly they approach

their 1929 appropriations, the larger

the share they may be expected to

put into radio.'

Third big conclusion is that there

is no evidence to the contrary that

radio will work as Well for one class

of products as for another.

HOLLAND-R'MANIA FAIL

TO SETTLE WAVELENGTH

The Hague, March 13.

Intercontinental radio- conference

at Paris ended without having

settled controversy between Holland

and Roumania. Both are on same
long wave 1875 metres. Provisional

talks were rather promising, but

did not lead to a settlement.

It is the intention to go into this

matter shortly again,, as both King-

doms suffer by present conditions..

CKAC, Montreal, reports the fol-

lowing marital engagements: Yvon
Bourassa, program, director; Roy
Malouin, chief announcer; Roger

Baulu, announcer; Bill Beaulieu,

engineer, and Eileen Monty, steno.

Bruce Wendell, another mikeman,
recently hitched to Dolores Dupont,

New York nitery warjbler.

MARK

!

•With Station Tested Programs

Many of the stations on the John
Blair .list have outstanding sus-
taining programs of proved sell-
iftO ability which are now avail-
able for sponsorship, locally Or
nationally. Complete case his-
tories and merchandising plans
are also included.- These pro-
grams have been, transcribed, and
are ready for immediate audition.

• With John Blair Service

Agency men may With confidence
call iri a John Blair man because
»is experience iri the '-field of
advertising and broadcasting en-
ables him to make valuable and
timely suggestions regarding the
selection of stations, markets and
Programs. Complete station pres-
entations, including a reliable-map
of the merchandisable coverage
area,-, are but part of his ready
information. Call him today!

Chevrolet, starting with the week
of April 19, is again renewing its

'Musical .Moments' platter series.

This renewal drives the Chevy disc

plugging into its second splid year,

and continues to pile up the spon-
sor's lead as one of the biggest wax
buyers that's ever hit the ether.

New schedule brings with it a
fancier set of programs and a sta-

tion list of 375, each to receive three

15-minute stanzas' per wtek for 13

weeks. Talent on the program in-

cludes Rubinoff. and his orchestra;

Jan Peer.cej Virginia Rea, and
Graham McNamee. Later other

gucstcrs- will, be added. World

McGregor and Sollie reported

moving headquarters from San
Francisco to Los Angeles.

Broadcasting cuts the disc for

up plots for three programs' is the campbell-Ewald.
gist- of this reply.

(D). No- tickets -available note.
This disposes of requests for ducats

to watch program (which does not

appear before an audience).

(6). This-is-how-it-is note, which

attempts to explain why in certain

towns the program is on discs with

the story two weeks behind the net-

work original.

Fan mail not- falling under these

groupings or containing special

complaints or other angles is

answered directly by Ace. One of

Commonest express skepticism that

anybody could be as dumb as Jane

Ace.

&C0.
.... ° NEW YORK fc

'
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March Snowstorm Crimps

Buffalo Siunt Programs

Buffalo, March 24.

A record snowfall here which

tied up traffic for five days caused

postponement of an NBC broadcast

to have originated at WBBN. Five

hundred school children were to

have broadcast on the 'Music and

Youth' scries Sunday (22). Pro-

gram called off because of transpor-

tation dl cullies getting children to

studio.
Gulf-Jlygradc gasoline broad-

cast and dance at 174th Armory on.

Tuesday (17) drew nearly 10,000

people, despite 20-inch snowfall, no

street car service, cabs tied up, pri-

vate- cars stuck in drifts. Next day

(18) part of the Armory roof col-

lapsed from weight of snow.

Had counted on 20,000 -at show

with Beetle, Bottle and Don Wilson

but sponsors were satisfied with

half under circumstances.

WEBR here was first to go on

the air with regular bulletins on

weather conditions., street car serv-

ice, etc. at 15-mlnulo intervals.

WGR-WKHW set aside regular

spots for announcement of cancel-

lations anJ postponement of club

and' social activities dun to storm,

Flood of phone queries suggested

service.

iri addition to three stations al-

ready signatured on a previous oc-

casion (AVGN, WFAA, and WTA11),
Webster-Eisenlohr cigars, through
N. W. Ayer, are now adding some
more outlets to receive the 'Witch's

Tale' platters. Are KOA, Denver,

WOAT, San Antonio, and WHO, Des
Moines.
KOA skedded to broadcast the

series on Thursdays, 10 to 10:30

p. m. WOAI gets the 9:30 to 10

p. m. niche on Fridays.- And WHO
has two quarter hours, 9:45 to 10

p. m., Mondays and ^Wednesdays.

Lord and Thomas last week of-

fered Quest, the deodorant, to the

Mutual network. The stations in-

volved unanimously vetoed the ac-

count.

Moravian Easter on WBT

!

Winston-Salem, March 24.

Broadcast of the Moravian Easter !

sunrise services 'Easter Sunday will

be handled again this year by

WS.JS feeding through WBT at i

Charlotte.. Moravians, will furnish

minister to give the historical back-

ground for the service, which origi-

nated in 1732 and have been held

annually since.

WSJS has been broadcasting for

several years, but this is first year

the broadcast will extend beyond

tlio local station. Service attracts

from 35,000 to 30,000 persons each

year from all sections of the na-

tion.

Irving Orton, pianist with Victor

Miller's Gang over WFBL, Syra-.

cuse, has lefl to sail the briny with

his own orchestra aboard "the S. S.

Volendani of the Holland-American

line, With him go William Stafford
;

Robert ortcz. Charles Lumpbero,
Charles Tlufllne, Raymond Ames,

G curse Feary and Kenneth I'ropsl.
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Radio's Flood Activities

(Continued from page 3!>)

Olin, news editor, /with Harold
Mabes, engineer, drove into the

flood area around Marathon, New
York, planning on a remote broad-

cast for the station. Before they

.could get to Marathon, they ran

into a- blizzard, the c&r lights went
out and the car skidded and turned

over.
Wood-worth suffered two broken

ribs and Bruff Olin was badly

shaken. Trailer to the car contain-

ing fhe short wave equipment

wasn't harmed.

Cincy Stations Busy

Cincinnati, March 2&.

Stations here were among those

that ..turned in ten-strike jobs on re-

lief service arid news flashes of Ohio

River flood.

Super WLW went on a 24-hour
operating basis when disaster hit

Pittsburgh. After 2 a.m. sign-off of

regular trick, the 500,000-watter con-

tinued right through, interrupting,

e. t. programs when necessary with
warnings and prdei'.s received direct

from Governor Earle of Pennsyl-

"New King of Syncopati

(HARLEM EXPRESS)

AND HIS ORCHESTRA
Tills Week (March 20)

IJNCOLJf, PHILADELPHIA
Next Week (Mnrrli 22)
APOLLO, NEW YORK

•
Direction: HAROLD F. OXLET

II E. 40th St. New York City

JER R Y
P0MPE1AN

:CREAM
I2:|5 .P.M.

Tues. & Thlirs.

KRUEGER
BEER

7:13 P.M.
Tuet. 4. ThurJ.

,
vanla, to whom Powel Crosley, \,

extended the station's facilities.

Crosley's act recognized with com-
mendation of Pennsylvania Publish-

er^' .Association, plants of some of

whose members were idle due to

high water.
When stream bulged out of bounds

in Ciricy area, Crosley's WliW and
WSAI localized efforts. Had David
Booth arid Louis' Barnett, staff en-
gineers, and announcers aboard
Naval Reserve launch doing patrol

duty in this area., Craft linked with
receiver atop Union Central sky-
scraper by short wave and frequent
messages' were relayed through both
stations.

LB. Wilson, prez of WCKY, and
William A. Clark, manager. - of

WCPO, had their ' stations chiming
in when' necessary with urgent local

notices and news reports of the
flood. Timothy S. Goodman, mariar
ger of WKRC, had hij station ren-
dering similar service, co-operating
with authorities.

Plate Glass Show Moves

produced on tho air here Friday

night, going out over all three At-
lanta radio stations, WGST, WSB
and WATL, simultaneously, in be-

half of appeal for relief .funds.

So many sound effects used that

five, persons were busy in studio on
sounds—while only four in cast of

play. Big listeners' response was
reported, both in telephone calls and
contributions."

,

WSM.WLAC Raise Funds

Pittsburgh, Plate Glass aired its

regular weekly symphony hour from
New York last Thursday night (W)
because of flood conditions. Frank
Black and NBC 'symphony, substi-
tuted for Pittsburgh orchestra under
Antonia Modarelll.
Joseph Bentonelli, guest singer,

was about to fly from Newark air-

port for date When he'Tyas stopped.
Ken Fickett and Arthur Pryor, Jr.,

of B. B. D. & O. agency left earlier

for Pittsburgh, landed. at Columbus
and' stayed 'overnight-before turning
back.

River-Bank Reporting

Schenectady, N. Y„ March 24.

Warren Miinsbn was at the mike
and . Gene Darlington handled the
engineering for flood' broadcasts
over WGY via the General Electric's

police car portable with two-way
communication.

. Boys did plenty of river-bank and
road cruising.

Pittsburgh, March 24^

Two local radio stations, KDKA
and WCA|>,. both NBC outlets, kept
going last week all through the flood
terror although both of therii were
forced ' to bperate constantly on
batteries since power had been shut
down all oyer town.

While WCAE was feeding only
the network, KDKA kept up its local
news flashes although only recep-
tion was by automobile radios.
WJAS, it's understood, operated
also, for a time by battery.

Waterbury Up late

COOPER
Mgt. CBS Artist ureau

DON NORMAN
Chicago's Leading

NEWSCASTER
Williams Oi|-0~Matic (32d Wk.)

Tel. WHITEHALL 4450, CHICAGO

DODGE PROGRAM—APR. 4th
"PEXTHOl'SK" -

SUNDAY NITE
AT TEN

Waterbury, Conn., March 24.

• WlXBS, owned by Waterbury
Republican and American stayed on
the air uritil 2 a. m. reporting flood

conditions, both in neighboring New
England sector and nationally last

week.
;Mike set up in Republican's As

sbclated Press room to speed cov
erage, with telephone corps at work
•to answer fan inquiries. David H.
Halperh, station manager, and Jim
Dudley did broadcasting stint.

Nashville, Mai-ch 24.

Local radid stations are assisting
In the campaign of the Red Cross to
raise $3,000,000 for flood sufferers,

With' a two-hour benefit Friday
night beginning at 10:30 o'clock,

WSM raised nearly $1,000 of the
$.7,500 asked of the local Red Cross
chapter. Francis Craig's orchestra,
Jack and His Buddies, Marjorie
Cooney and Bobby Tucker, pianists,
and Fanriye Rose Sliore were among
the artists who donated their serv-
ices. David Stone and Ottls De-
vine were the announcers and
George" Hay was master of cere-
monies. Names of persons contrib^
utlrig to the local drive were read
out.
WLAC IS giving time for special

speakers and announcements.

KDKA, WCAE Survive

DISAGREEMENT EXTENDS

Ralph Atlass' Second Station Off
Free. & Slei inger

RADIO SHOWMANSHIP
Stunts, Novelties, Tie-Ups

ledge Card
Buffalo.

Radio still getting plenty of fan
mail response here New Roger
and Jlmmie series, for kids drew
8,949 letters in its first week.
OIRourke Blue Seal Bread is spon-
sor.
Kids get card, from bread pack-

age instructing 'em to. obey par-
ents, cross streets carefully, etc.

They sigri and send in. In return
get Roger and Jlmmie club button.

Wako Up, Qhi
Columbus, Ohio.

Saluting nearby cities on early
morning hours has been instituted

by WBNS from 6:30 to 7:30 every
weekday in a spot once occupied by
a 'musical clock.' Programs .are

labeled 'Hello Otiio,' and consist of

recordings .interspersed^ with his-
torical facts about the' towns
honored, plus names of townfolk,
etc. Topics are also offered for
letter-writing, with the winner at
the end of every half-month getting
a radio set.

... Russ Canter, staff announcer, in

charge of the stanzas.

rogram Boomerangs
Detroit.

.

The 'Try and Stick Us' program of

WASH, Grand Rapids, has proved a
boomerang, so stunt had -

to ' be
abandoned.
The morning organ request pro-,

gram, conducted direct from. Our
Theatre in Grand Rapids for 1 the
past seven months, entered a new
phase a few weeks ago with promise
of a free ticket to the theatr for.

those listeners who could 'stick' Or-
ganist Russell Thrall on a number.
Despite the fact more than 30 pieces
\yere played during the half-hour/
program. could not keep up with re-
quests, which rose to several hun-
dred daily.
Rather than disappoint listeners,

Station was forced to abandon gag.
Organist Thrall wasn't 'struck,'
though.

-on the annual. awai'tUs,

tained 'em as well;

Each year throughout the nation,
the Camp Fire Girls celebrate the
organization's anniversary with a
regular birthday, project. If the gals
fulfill all requirements, they recent*
awards.
So Tom. Worked, up the birtluky

celebration into a party at the Ri<6
Orph'eum, with the station taking
over the house for two hours anil
Inviting the girls; each girl; in tu.;i,

was permitted to invite one guest;
thus fulfilling her year's project on
hospitality.
Besides films and speeches by the

mayor and the Camp Fire Girl pvc::,

there Were greetings, folk songs and
folk dances,

Why DON'T You Listen

Indlanapoli .

Station WIRE is making a heart-
to-heart .talk survey with Its llsten-

ersi. Each week is asking its listen-

ers a different question pertaining
•to their likes'- and dislikes not only
In radio generally but about WIIU3
itself.

Asking such questions as WYliy
Don't You Listen to WIRK regu-
larly?' and 'What Programs Do Ymi
listen to and Why?'

Chicago, March 24.

Other Ralph ' Atlass station,

WJJD, has followed WIND away
from the Free & Sleinlnger rep
outfit.

When Atlass withdrew WIND
from the F. & S. fold

rdue to his
•unwillingness to have one firm rep-
resent two stations in one market,
F. & S. burned, and in the course
of- bickering both, parties- decided to

call everything off.

Here and There

WLEV, Erie, Active

Erie, Pa., March 24.

Red Cross relief funds solicited

by WLEU without newsnaner. <^r

any other aid,' total $2,500 so far,

98% of the money being in denom-
inations below ?10.

Station has consistently been
broadcasting info on the floods,

aided by short wave equipment, and
the staff is now so overworked that
an emergency crew has been
drafted.

Dramatize Floods

Atlanta, March 24.

'On 12 hours' notice, a drama of

the flood was written, rehearsed and

YOUR OLD FRIENDS

THE O'NEILLS'
NOW RADIO S MOST POPULAR

FAMILY BRINGS YOU MORE

[AUGHTER "[EARS and j-| EART-THROBS

Presenfod by Ivory Soap • 99 J1/
!ou", o puro

M$TEN 3:45-4:00 P. M.—E. S. T., WEAF
NBC Network—G<Ja3t- to -Coast

r>IN . . £very Mon t TucS t Wed f
Thurs., Fri. w

Mflt. Ed Wolf, 1270 Sixth Ave., N.Y.C.— Dir. Blaekmari Advertising, Inc.

(Continued from page 42)

viewees to smash. Only three were
busted.

Chick Mauthe selected by Ruth
Lyons, musical director of WKRC,
to follow Carl Kennedy, who joins
Rudy Bundy's ork.

George Case, announcer, WCPO,
Cincinnati, recuped from three-week
siege of scarlet fever.

ricket in Florida
St< Petersburg. Via.

Neighboring burgs getting sore at
WSUN, St. Petersburg, because its
Junior Chamber ' of Commerce
Dances are allegedly luring visitors
from outside. That's a big offense; in
Florida, and the peeved ones want-
ing.td be mollified are new request-
ing free bally over the station.
WSUN is owned by the St.

Petersburg chamber of commerce.

3-Way Amateur Program
Buffalo.

WEBR has set a three-way tieup
involving the station. Basil Thea-
tre chain, and the Buffalo Jewish
Review. In 13 -week series of ama-
teur contest, winners each week
will get a seven-day appearance at
one of the Basil film houses.
Jewish Review is bankrolling pro-

gram in behalf of a different Re-
view advertiser each week.

Frank Zwygart, mlk'oster of
WCPO, Cincinnati, ired Reds train-
ing camp chatter w ile Harry Hart-
man, station's sportcaster, trailed

club on Florida citrus circuit.

Bill Roweti In from KRMD, re-
placing Hal Lansing as WTCN,
Minneapolis, mikeman.

Ivan Flanery out at WTCN, in at
KSTP, St., Paul. >

Stan Hubbard all mended after
an operation on his jaw.

Paul LeMay resigned as assistant
conductor of the Minneapolis Sym-
phony to devote full time as con-
ductor of Duluth Syrnph.

Gunnar Back out o[ the WTCN,
Minneapolis, continuity dept.

Herschell Hart, p. a. at WWJ,
Detroit, gathering chatter in Chi-
cago.

George W. Trendle, pres. 'XYZ,
Detroit, back from Florida.

Rollyn Thomas on production de-
tails at WJR, Detroit.

H. Allan Canrpbe'l, g. m. WXYZ,
Detroit, to Florida i.ext week.

Ted Robertson, chief sound tech-
nician at WXYZ, Detroit, father of
a girl.

Iways Spring in Auto Biz
Washington, D. C.

Tiff between Arthur Godfrey,
WJSV announcer-entertainer, and
local auto dealer, resulted in upping
of revenue for both station and an-
nouncer, but places Godfrey on
spot.
Godfrey had been plugging Fords

for Cherner Motor Company both
on morning Sun Dial show and
special night turns for year. Other
auto dealers wouldn't touch him
with ten-foot pole. Cherner objected
to Godfrey making crack about
spring being still in offing, however,
claiming that to auto dealer, it's al-
ways spring. When word got around
that Godfrey-Cherner were through,
three other dealers hopped into
hitherto taboo Sun Dial.
Two weeks later, split was

patched up and Godfrey now plug-
ging Ford, Chevrolet, Pierce Arrow
and Studebaker all in same two
hours. All want him to sell used
cars and ballying each without
treading on the other's toes has lad
about nuts.

BARRIE
ITE'S

Sole Direction, HERMAN BRKNIE,
1010 Bruadway, New York

Camp Fire Girl Program
St. Paul.

Discovering that 193C is 'Hospi-
tality Year' for Camp Fire Girls.
Thomas Dunning Rishworth, KSTP
educational director, Tuesday (17)
worked out a stunt that not only
gave the lassies a chance to cash in

WA LTER

TETIEY
BrondcaatlnR with
HELEN HAVES

"THE SHOW MOAT?
FRED ALLEN

"Bli'CK ROGERS"
"BUBBV BENSON"

PA I.MOLIVE
OUT I.OMItAKDO

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF THE All;
CBS—NBC *

EMERSON GILL
A
M
N
i§ ORCHESTRA
EN ROUTE

Irectlon

FREDDY MACK
Conductor nnd M.C.

ROXY THEATRE
"YOUNG IDEAS"

"PERFORMANCE BY CHRYSLER"

A CBS Super Air Show EVERY THURSDAY
AT 8 P. M., EST—COAST-TO,COAST

Per. Mgt.,. CBS ARTISTS BUREAU
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Uustry Sees Probable Sheet Music

Return in Woolworth s New $1 Top

Music business sees In Wool-

Vbrth's possibility of going: Into the

'20c' \o $1 retail- business a strong
'

Visibility tor the- Return of sheet

music -to the former. nve-andrdlme

'chain Stored Already In Canada the

Woolworth syndicate Is i retailing

-beet music at 26c, and 35c, with the

-chain store requesting the music

Jobbers to make as much of ttavall-

i able at the two-bit price, excepting

of cpurge the iiigh-claSs production,

^tuff :wtilch must vatall at 35c or,

three for $1. .

Tin Pan- Alley has always; rooted

for the return of sheet music to the

*

large; Woolworth chain. Ever since

''sheet music went up from its old

dime retail price and Woolworth's
;
. oUated it, such things as 1,000,000

4n<j 2,000,000 copy sales of song lilts

*
have been few and far between. Un-

der the Woolworth aegis and . Its

large . outlets they . were quite com-

monplace and that was the period

of the music business' greatest pros-

ipetftyV

.. MubIc men for years have been

•urging Woolworth's to reinstate

ttt'uslc. They've pointed but that

Woolworth's benefited more from

the inusic counters than the mere
retail merchandizing, . because their

.pianos <rcere. always parked in the

^farthermost recesses of their stores,

or in the basements, aiid; always at-

tracted -the shoppers far back Into

-the stores,' to the advantage of

*other counters.

MPPA Collects $14,000

for Feb. transcription^

Expects 25G in March

Music Puhllshe'rs'Protective Asso-
ciation, last week' .distributed1 among
copyright j o\vn$v&: $14,000 collected

during ^briiary. from transcription

.^ource.Si.'
' Indications are that, ,the

'•
;?'c'u'rVent:m9ntfi"wi^\brins;tte

: MPPA
. at, least; $25,000 in radio .disc royal-

ties, which.' will establish a record
.h'jgh,

.

',.

. By April' 1 - the organization ex-
pects to collect $10,000 on the Dodge
platter campaign and a somewhat
larger sum on the latest recorded
series / bankrolled by Chevrolet.
MPPA's distribution for January
•Was $12,00C.

Music Notes

Shep Fields opens at new 'Hotel
terre rqof, New York, May.

Ben' Pollocks orchestra opened
at the Greyhound, Louisville, last
-week.

:
Joe Sanders orchestra due back

tor the- Blackhawk, .Chicago, early
In April,

Harold Arlen and £'. Y. JIarburg
.penning numbers for Warners 'Stage
•Struck.'

Frederick Hollander scoring Para-
mounfs next for Gladys Swarthout,
'Let's .Get Divorced.'

Art Schwartz swinging through
Arizona and Colorado to establish
music counters for Warner ditties,

Sam Stept and Sidney Mitchell
completed 'Hidden Valley,' to be
published by Sam Fox. Tune is
fhemer for Buck Jones' 'The Phan-
tom Rider,' tl serial.

Berriie Cummins orchestra will
Play

, the Edgewater. Eeach, Chicago,
this summer. Leaves the hotel May
1 for some one-nlting and then re-
turns In June for the season.

Charles intz has closed with
ham Pox Music Co. to use group of
musical compositions from Fox and
-Movietone catak>gs. Numbers will
»e used as theme song* for ro-
cucer's cartoons.

EUGENE WEST'S CO.
Eugene West, songwriter, has

Rone into music publishing biz in-
dependently.

|
His own first two Issues are 'The

wSr\r
R

!

nes the Qon*.' tie-up
* th .-\rajor Bowes. Amateurs, and
•m-2 .* tx

Dem qcratic Partv.' Both
by Wf>sti Henry ye

-

: nd
-

°ei i Ganise.

Report Mpls, Symph After

Kostelanetz; $25,000 Job
Minneapolis, March 24.

Local association is reported
dickering with Andre Kostelanetz
to succeed Eugene Ormondy as con-
ductor of the Minneapolis Sym-
phony orchestra. Post pays be-
tween $20,000 and $26,000.
Ormondy goes to the Philadelphia

Symphony.

S-B PAYS DICK MYERS

$2,500 FOR INFRING'M'NT

ic'hard Myers last week received
$2,500 from Shapiro, Bernstein &
Co. In settlement of his claim that
the melody, of 'Red Sails in the
Sunset' Ayas an infringement on a.

tune, ' rom Now On,' which he
wrote some 15 years ago. The song
was part of the score of 'The. Street
Singer,' which the Shuberts had
produced and copyrighted.
Shapiro-Bernstein discovered the

similarity before it released the
British' import,.'Red Sails,' and made
a clearance deal with the Shuberts.
Myers ' subsequently advised the
publishers that his rights, were also
involved and that a separate deal
would l.ave to be made, with hi

Sheila Barrett's Dates

Hollywood, March 24.

Sheila Barrett, now In the Rainr
bow Room iri JJ. Y., comes to the
Coast the end qt April, where she
plays one. week at the Orpheum
and then goes into .the Clover club

beslde-s going on the Bing Crosby
program May 2.

Bookings made by Charles and
Leo Morrison, who are not related.

Books Cincy Hotels

Cincinnati, March 24.

General Program Service, recently
formed to book talent for broadcast-
ing and appearances and working
with CroSley's WLW and WSAl on
radio, signed last week to supply
bands to the Netheriand Plaza and
Gibson, Cincy's ace hotels, tor the

summer season, starting April 10,

Combos, not yet announced, will

be picked up by the 500,000 Watt
WLWi

Versailles Bunch Taking

Over House of Morgan
Johnny Borgiani, Nick Prounis

and Arnold Rds&field of the Ver-
sailles restaurant are taking over
the House of Morgan, N. Y., now In

a 77b reorg.

Harry Kannen, who founded the

nltery for Helen. Morgan, will par-

ticipate on a profit-sharing basis in

exchange for" turning over the room
to the Versailles syndicate.

Composer's $7,000 Suit

St. Louis. March 24.

Irving Rose, musical director of

KWK, is defendant in a suit for

$7,000 damages filed in Circuit

Court by F. Kenneth Albrecht,

songwriter, .who alleges Rose
wrongfully used 34 musical arrange-

ments composed by Albrecht. Peti-

tion states Albrecht, between Nov.

28, 1930 and May 1, 1931, wrote and

orchestrated musical arrangements

of popular songs to which he had

exclusive title.

Rose, according to petition, copied

them into Ills own books and played

them over various radio stations

without Alb,echt's consent. Suit

asks $1\000 actual and $5,000 puni-

tive damages.

Morrison Sues Jarrett

Chicago, March 24.

Morrison Corp. of California (Leo

Morrison) has filed suit here

against Art 'Jarrelt, asking for a

permanent injunction against his

working for any other management
and an accounting on previous

bookings.
Morrison claims Jarrett broke an

exclusive representation contract,

Jane Williams, formerly on the

Campbell hour with Dick Powell,
debuttcd as a nitery entertainer 14-st

week at the Hotel Commodore.
N. Y., with Johnny Johnson's or-

chestra.

Most Played on Air

To familiarise the trade icith
the tihies most on the air arou.id
Tfeio York, the folloicing is the
listing of the songs most played
on the cross-country networks
last week, in relative standing,
according to the y-appranimate
number of combined' plugs on
WJSAF, WJ-Z, and WABC.

Let Yourself Go
.Goody Gopdy
Let's Face the Music
It's Been So Long
Lost
All My Eggs in One Basket
I'm Shootin' High
If You Love Me
Cling to Me
West Wind
What's Name of that Song
Lovely Lady
Wake Up and Si

Alone
Breakin' in Pair of Shoes
Gonna' Write Myself a Letter
Lights . Out
Touch of Your Lips
-Yours Truly is Truly Yourf
You Hit the Spot
Every Minute of Every Hour
Rendezvous in Honolulu
But Where are You?
Melody from the Sky
So Thi is Heaven

ASCAP Applies for

Change of Venue

In Tacoma Hearing

Tacoma, March 24.

State Supreme court has ordered
Judge D. . Wright,

. pf Thurston
county, to show cause ' at a hear-
ing March 27 why he should not.
transfer the case of the State of
Washington against the American
Society of. Composers, Authors &
Publishers to Judge John M. Wil-
son, another Thurston county judge..

Judge Wright in a hearing last
year restrained ASCAP from oper-
ating in the state, and ordered a
receiver appointed. The state
charged the Society with monopoly
in selling rights to music and writ-
ings to radio and theatres. Judge
Wi-ight refused to transfer the case
at a recent hearing.

Committee Sets April 15 Stop

Date for Copyright Hearings;

Chances of Action This Session

CAMPBELLPR0P0S1TI0NS

SPIER FOR U. S. FIRM

Jimmy Campbell is en route back
from the Coast to open an Ameri-
can branch of Campbell-Connelly
and Cinephonic Music Corp., both
London music houses. Campbell has
approached Larry Spier, general
manager of T. B. Harms Co., to or-
ganize the U. S. adjunct and assume
a partnership interest in the new
business.

Spier is also financially Interested

In T. B, Harms Co., Warner Bros,
subsid, In partnership with Max
Drej'fus and Jerome Kern.

Sam Stept and Eddie Moran,
lrtter Paramount scenarist, have
written 'Double Talk Song.' Rqb-
blns publishes.

Wont Fight Petrilio

NBC Gives Up Band Biz in Chicago as Not
Worth Court Action—CBS Undecided

: . 4 —
;

NBC Artists Service proposes to
j TITS F NftT fftPYRfGHT

wash up its band booking business HV1 VVi 11UUE11
in Chicago by the end of this

month, while t'B.S hasn't decided
whether also to call It quits or re-

sist the demand made by James Pe-
trilio,. head of the Chicago musi-
cians' union, that all network band
business in that area be submitted

him for approval. Although it be-

lieves that Petrlllo's order is op-
pressive and could be overcome by
resort to the courts, NBC figures court,

that the little band revenue it takes

out of Chicago wouldn't make the

effort worthwhile.
CBS' baiid hooking department in

Chicago is still operating with the

setup unchanged. Petri! lo's differ-

ences with the networks op local

band bookings came to a head last

month afU;r he had obtained from
Little Jack Little an affidavit re-

garding the circumstances of the

latter's engagement at the Con res«

hotel. CBS had im ml !^-«J. the Little

I booking.

otic* Furthermore, it is very
doubtful if such legislation would
be held valid by the courts, he said,

since the. Constitution gives Con-
gress the right

(

to protect creators,

put riot interpreters.'

''There is .no . way to covet gesj«

tures, nuances, tenipos and. inflec-

tions,' Kaye. explained, 'This bill

places an enormous premium on be-
ing the first interpreter. To attempt
to extend copyright to such riebu*

lous things Would be disadvanta-
geous in the extreme, not only to

broadcasters, but to authors and
composers.'

A lengthy array of complaints,

about the Sirovich bill was inserted

in the record, by Kaye, who said th

substitute measure sponsored by
the committee chairman contains
damage provisions 'even more oner-
ous than those in the act of 1909,*

goes to extremes in protecting non-
dramatic- works and musico-dra-
matic works, and closes " the door
on American entry into the world
copyright union.

Licenses fot Parlor

Under the Sirovich bill, speakers
at high school commencements and
members pf Congress would

.
be

compelled to obtain licenses, before
quoting various writings In their

remarks, Kaye pointed out, while
members of the^;House would be in

danger . of . Infringement suits for

singing numbers from operas and
musical comedies in their baths. He
focused attention on a clause in

the .Sirovich measure which .-pro*

hlbits even private performances
without licenses', saying this would
bar families from gathering around
the piano to have a song-fest.

i

roadcasters feel the Duffy bill

corrects inequities in the act. pf 1909
and the Paly.and Sirovich. bills are
even more disadvantageous than
the 19.09 law,' Kaye summarized.
'The only thing a copyright bill

should do is bring the act of 1909
into conformity with the actuali-
ties of 1936.'

A detailed picture of the perform-
ing rights problem" was sketched by
Caldwell, .'who emphasized that

;
broadcasting Is a hazardous busi-
ness and denied the industry is un-
der control, of monopolies.
Asserting that ASCAP is not the

sole licensing agent and does not
give full, protection against litiga-

tion, the X.A.B. counsel touched oil

the controversy between grand and
small rights and the lack of infor-

mation about holder of copyright or ,

performing rights to various pieces.

He pointed out that since 1909 a
total of 470,000 compositions has
been registered" here, plus. 226,000
unpublished numbers, and quoted
frohi testimony in Canada by JB. C.
Mills, ASCAP general manager, to

the. effect that, there are 16,000,000

pieces of music in existence.
Broadcasters cannot 'rely on pub-

lic domain music, Caldwell told the
lawmakers, since numbers on which
copyright has expired either are not
generally available or have been
recopyrighte'd by arrangers who
control the various adaptations; He
said, 'The public domain music is

somewhat of a mirage' and although
there is 'a great wealth' of mate-
rial in this category the Industry
must have current tunes in order to

c&ist.

The principal difficulty confront-
ing broadcasters Is in finding out
what pieces are available under
ASCAP licenses, Caldwell declared,
pointing out that because of uncer-
tainty accidental infringement oc-
curs and Innocent users are in

, danger of $250 penalties:
Los Angeles, March 21. •

.xKfe ASCAP repertoire is vitally
Refuting charges of. copyright inr

|
important to the continued* exig-
ence of the broadcasting industry
and an ASCAP license- is essential,'

the attorney averred, 'but If the

Washington, March 24.

Fading hopes of enacting copy-
right revision legislation at the cur-
rent session of Congress were ma-r
terlally revived Monday (23). when
the House patents committee agreed
to wind up prolonged hearings on
modernizing bills April 15.

As. advocateis of abolition of the
$250 minimum infringement pen-
alty rallied against the' committee
leadership, the patents group voted
to put a gag on long-winded
speeches by members and to hold
witnesses to a stringent time sched-
ule which will permit' closing, of

hearings a week ahead of. prevous
plans. Under, this arrangement,
supporters of Duffy bill hope . there
will be ample time to get legisla-

tion; before the; House, obtain a vote,

and straighten out differences With
the Senate.

In an effort to overcome ob-
stacles, committeemen agreed to

appoint two or more subcommit-
tees if necessary" to hear all re-
maining witnesses and to begin
work Immediately on redrafting
Duffy hill. Supporters of the mod-
ernizing measure also indicated a
willingness to make numerous con-
cessions in order to speed up con-
sideration and prevent legislation

from being caught in last-minute
rush for adjournment.

With the present session of Con
gress now - likely to continue until

the middle or end of May, chances
of whipping copyright legislation

through the House are much
brighter than they were a- week
ago when the committee appeared
to settle down for an indefinite se-

ries of public gabfests.

Broadcasters riddled the Daly
and Siroyich bills, proposed sub
stitutes for the Duffy measure, at
last week's hearings and entered
further arguments in favor of wip-
ing out the $250 .minimum damage
clause.:

Declaring the broadcasting indus-
try would not be relieved of any
obligation to pay for performing
rights if the Duffy bill passes, Sid
ney M. Kaye and Louis G. Caldwell,
appearing as special counsel for

National Association of Broadcast
ers, told the Houee group that the
Daly and Sirovich measures con
tain numerous features which are
even more objectionable to. the in

dustry than the existing antiquated
statute. They reiterated . that
ASCAP would be 'adequately pro-
tected' if the Duffy bill is enacted
pointing to strong alternative en-
forcement provisions as preventa-
tive of piracy.

The Daly bill 'introduces a
wholly novel and revolutionary
theory that Is not found in any
other country' by attempting to

extend copyright protection to in

terpreters and performers, Kaye as
sorted, predicting that such an ex-
periment, would create a- condition
that can be described only as cha

INVOLVED, KFI CLAIMS

fringement and asserting that court
was without jurisdiction, Earl C.

Anthony, operator of -KFI . and
KECA, filed answer in T". S. District

to complaint brought by
T.temick Music C'r.rp. Answer .as-

serted controversy in suit did not
arise under copyright la'ws but in-

volved question of • title between
American Society of Composers.
Authors and Publishers, Remlck
and writers of song, 'Whistle and
Blow Your Blues- Away.'
Anthony denial >-\\<-A that station

was lic-nscd. by A.SCAT to broad-
cast tunes contained in its catalog,

and invl'-ted Tl^rnick charge that

j
ivir.f had he°n y»eii without license

I was made in bad finih.

Warner Brothers' claims- are right
that repertoire has been reduced
by 20%-'

•The ASCAP 'black book.' only in-

dication given 'broadcasters' about
what Is covered by Society licenses',

contains -41,000 namies, Caldwell ex-
plained, but expressly avoids any
guarantee as to ccwipleteness and
includes names of Iflhfthors who be-
long,to foreign societies with which
ASCAP has n<« Wfcip'rocal.- agree-
ments. He said 'the. list which the

broadcaster gets contains many
namfcs of authors whose music ht

(Continued on page 50)
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Swing Stuff
Personals

Gordon 'Chris' Griffin, now on
- NBC in place of Bunny Berlgan,

likewise to be heard on Fridays
with the Instrumentalists. ..Frank
Froeba, recovering from illness,

-waxed 'Just to Be In Caroline,'

'Sweet Lucy Brown,' 'It's Nobody's
Business,' and 'Hanging On a Star.'

...Bill Tennent, arranger tor Jack
Hylton, back in Chicago. K . Charles
Bush drumming for Joe Haymes at

Roseland since Jack -Malsel left.

This ork cut 'Christopher Colum-
bus' *or American Record. . .Chi-
cago lawyer Reed Dickerson au-
thored best scholarly, exposition of

swing music to date in current Har-
per's magazine; . .Deane Klncaid
prefers arranging for Bob Crosby
while riding trolley cars. ...Eddie.

Condon and Bud Freeman in combo
at Hoagy Carmichaers wedding re-i

ceptlon. . .UHGA Chicago club
scored second social success with
Fletcher Henderson at the Congress
...Teddy Hill to wax 'Uptown
Rhapsody* for Brunswick . . .Bud
Freeman shaky before Whiteman

f!

THE BEST IN MUSIC

I

I

f

:

I,

Hear

RUSS
MORGAN

f
AT THE

Biltmore Hotel, Mew York

His most requested tunes are

From follow the Fleet*

Words and Music by

IRVING BERLIN
"LET'S TACE THE MUSIC AND
PANCE"

"I'M PUTTING ALL HI EGGS
IN ONE BASKET"

"BUT .WHERE ARE YOU"
"LET YOURSELF GO"
•«WE SAW THE SEA"
"lit BATHER .LEAD A BAND"
"GET THEE
SATAN" '

BEHIND ME

From "The Music Goes Bound"
Columbia Picture

Featuring Harry Rtrhrrinn
"Life Begins When You're In
Love"

"Suzannnh"
"There'll Be No South"

"Moon Over Miami"
"Building Up to an Awful Let-
down"

HARRY LINK G P VI

IRVING BERLIN n

777-TtmAVC. N-Y-C-

1

i

I

I

R0BB1NS" CHATS
The new California . musical
tlirlU is

STERLING YOUNG
.and His Orchestra

Currently heard from tHe
Wllshlre Bowl - tat Los An-
geles and aver, the Columbls
chain.

Hear him feature:

"LOST"
"WELCOME STRANGER"

'LOVELY LADX"
"I'M SHOOTING HIGH"

"ALONE"
"THE OLD OAK TREE"
''ROLL ALONG rRAIRIE

1 MOON"

ROBBINS
M l) SIC CORP O RATION
V;Q SI VI M H AM NL'l -M W >OHK

airing. . .Bill Basle's colored combo
causing comment in the mid-West.

On the Air
Debut of Elgin's 'Swing Time

Revue' needled plenty controversy
among the jitter-bugs as to han-
dling of Benny Goodman. Helen
Ward was high-spotted with her
best number, 'Top of Tour Head,'
to the disgust of one faction;: while
another thought Jess Stacy was a
poor substitute for: Teddy Wilson
on the trio. But all agreed that fea-
turing the trio was aces and they
wanted more music and less loose
talk about swing. With a special
plug to watch the drummer man,
the trio composed of Benny: Good-
man, Gene Krupa and Jess Stacy,
carved some fancy licks that rocked
the radio. Sailing from 'Goody
Goody' into 'After You've Gone/
Gene. Krupa took a full chorus in
which he did everything but play
the tune on the traps. Unfor-
tunately, although Jess Staoy is

tops on honky-tonk piano, he
couldn't fit as closely as Teddy Wil-
son, whose style is confessedly mod-
eled on the Goodman technique.
So those "Victor waxlngs. remained
untouched, the last ensemble se-
lection of 'Bugle Call' "was a little

rushed despite a good all-around
performance.

latters
On Brunswick, Duke Ellington

has ctit a more than the usually
competent platter in 'No Greater
Love' and /Strangest Thing,' First
side features some fine alto by
Johnny Hodges above, a well-balr
anced rhythm section. On the sec-
ond side, Barney Bigard hits his
stride on clarinet while the brass
lays down some okay flat chords;
Be sUre to batch the Larry Brown
slip-horn behind Ivy Anderson's
vocal. Incidentally, don't miss the
Bunny Berlgan discs now out on
Vocalion. Genuine - barrel-house,
poor recording can't conceal ;Berl-
gan's crack corneting or the tenor-
ing of Forrest Crawford. Catch, the
latter's chorus on 'Swing Mr.
Charlie,' and hla screwy coda to
I'd Rather Lead a Band.'
On Decca the Bob Howard re-

lease of 'Spreadin' Rhythm Around,'
and 'Wake Up and Sing* shows that
Babe Rusin's tenor sax work is still

close enough to Bud Freeman's.
The cornet of Berlgan gets a break
while Fllburn's trombone proves
again he's underrated. 'Decca
Stomp,' by Red Norvo, repays close
attention. With a nice build-up,
Stewie Fletcher steals the platter
on the French horn,- with Herb
Haymer outdoing himself after the
release, and Norvo himself con-
tributing his usual sensitive inter-
•pretlrigs.

On Victor Fats Waller gives out
one of the best of his recent Jam-
fests. 'The Panic Is On' and 'Sugar
Rose' are the work on the git-box.
The Waller routine of a piano
chorus, a vocal, instrumental, and
then out, with vocal trimmings,
works well with his. present combo.
It's • commercial s'wlnff that can't
miss. Incidentally, the Victor ver-
sion of 'I'm Getting Sentimental
Over you,' is the' finest of the many
•recorded by Tommy Dorsey, and
will stand plenty ; repetition.

'WAY PAR LINING UP

MORE PIT BAND ACTS

• FEIST •
HIT/ OF THE HOUR
In the beautiful Marine Dlnlni Boom
of The Ediewater Beach- Hotel . . .

Chleaio'i Smart Set -have acclaimed
The Talented

BERNIE CUMMINS
and His Orchestra

Hear- him feature tho sensational
songs from "The Great Zlesfeld"

"HOV"
nnd

"YOU NEVER LOOKED SO
BEAUTIFUL"

also

"HAWAIIAN PARADISE"
"IT 8 GREAT TO BE IN

LOVE AGAIN"
"IT'S BEEN SO LONG"

: . . and
"THW' WHEEL OF THE
WAGON IS BROKEN"

Hector's Pub

Hector, who went into a receiver-

ship with .his Club New Yorker,
plans reopening that nitery In the
fall.

Meantime he's at a new spot on
East 54th street, Cafe de la Ville.

Disc Reviews
By Abel Green

Nite Club Reviews

RUSSIAN EAGLE
(Sherry-Netherland)

(NEW YORK)
In what was formerly, the Nether-

land room (grill) of the swanky
Sherry-Netherland hotel, Gen.
Theodore A. Lodijensky, who has
Russlan-Eagled himself from Coast
to Coast, has reestablished a New
York room of that cognomen and
calibre. This marks the Geni's re-
turn from ; Hollywood where he
Eagled and also maestroed a Rus-
sian-American Ait Club, catering
to the hand-kissing film bunch with
result that the Hollywoodites, on
eastern visits, are already searching
him out.
.
The recent, renaissance of the

vokda type of niterles inspired the
S-N's move. The Hotel St, Regis
is doing well with a replica of the
famed Maisonette Russe of Paris,
and so the former grill of the
Sherry-Netherland was tricked up
into a caviar aura. Highly attrac-
tive and atmospheric, it's conducive
to the 8 : 30 p. m. dining idea, Alex-
ander Bunchouck's excellent string
quintet gives out the concert music*
and dancing doesn't start until after
10 p. m.
Gen. Xiodljensky, who also has

been a technical advisor:on Russian-
type pictures, such as 'Rasputin and
the Empress,' etc., is merely the
conferencier and chief greeter. An
impressive personality in formal
habiliment, he's an excellent choice
for

: the spot.
Supporting e h o w in c 1 u d e s

Raphael, roly-poly Franco-Russian
concertina virtuoso, who came over
with Lucienne Boyer's

:

'Continental
Varieties,' and whb proves a show-
stopper here. Other soloists (vocal)
are Mme. Jemma Horok, Mme.
Sadovskaja and Mme. Dvorjesky. In
charge of the coatroom are a couple
Of Russian princesses, or so. George,
former maitre d'hotel of the old
Rector's and . now here, avers.
They're billed as Princess Xenia
Shahowskaya and Countess LaLa
Ralle. There is also a Russian choir
for vocal interludes.
Bunchouck's ensemble comprises

two pianos (at one of which pre-
sides , Sam PokraSs, who fashions
ditties for the Shuberts), a viola,
bass viol and the violinist-conduc-
tor.

Dinner is $2.50 ($3 with h'ors

d'quvres) and the wine card is more
reasonable and more authentic in
its chateau vintages than in many
another ' nitery. Withal a very
worthwhile spot. Abel*

The Paramount, N. Y., hopes to
go through the' entire summer with
the pit band policy inaugurated
Xmas day..

Latest negotiation is for the Louis
Armstrong band, price holding up a
deal.

That Union Stuff Goes
In Small Towns, Too
StroudsbUrg, Pa., March 24.

Union trouble kept Charles Lan-
terman and his orchestra from ap-
pearing at the dance given by the
Hughes -Printing company at the
Indian Queen hotel here. Saturday
night (21).

A few weeks back the bindery
department at the Hughes (closed)
shop went out on strike but the
strike wat not recognized by the
other unions, typographical and
pressmen, in the same shop.

It was alleged that several strik-
ers approached Lanterman and
threatened him and other members
of his family if he appeared at the
dance. Lanterman failed to put in
an appearance, even though his con-
tract was with the hotel and not
with any of the unions involved.
Harry Bond's band played for

both the show and dance in place
of Lanterman'*.

GROSVENOR HOUSE
(LONDON)

London, March 11.

Francis A. Mangan presents a
spectacular floor production; music
by Edward Horan; lyrics by Eddie
Pola; dances and ensembles by Jack
Donohue. It ran- 56 -minutes first

night and was well received.
There are eight items, all of them

American, with the exception of

French, ^ Parr and Childs, who are
appearing here in vaudeville in a
close imitation of the Diamond
Brothers. They are billed in vaude-
ville as the Three Loose Screws.
Dependence is placed upon them for

the comedy of the show, and they
acquit themselves well, but the
comedy hit is Edna Covey in her
dancing burlesque of "The Dying
Swan.'

. Only other act which may not be
technically classified as American
is Martinet, with his" Juggling Crow.
He has, however, played America so
much that he is generally looked
upon as a native act.
Doris Niles makes a favorable im-

pression with a Spanish castanet
dance, and. follows with a rumba,
assisted by Serge Leslie.
Remainder of the numbers are

mostly ensemble bits with, special
songs, freshly and attractively cos-
tumed. Girls are young and allur-
ing and the whole makes for a very
acceptable floor show. Jolo.

CHESAPEAKE HOUSE
(NEW YORK)

This restaurant on East 41st
street is primarily a dining resort,
but management has opened its top
floors and is presenting light, in-
formal aong and music fare for
after- theatre patronage. Neighbor-
hood is quiet, removed from the
Times Square sector.
Fred C. Schahberger, Baltimore

showman, and J. C. Llpsey are run-
ning the place.

Elsie Lange, billed as the "Victor
Herbert Girl' is the main singer,
using only piano accompaniment.
Arthur Anderson Alls in with neat
pianology. Decor Is quiet.- Main
room on the second floor is labeled
the Titian room, with intimacy
played up in its arrangement. BraU

Lots of swing to the current crop
of swings. Fats Wallsr cuts up with
.'Sugar Rose' and 'The Panic Is On,'

the former his own composition
(with Phil Ponce), on Victor 25268

and lntros some of his unique heated
rhythmpation.
Franki* Trumbauer, with virtually

the Paul Whiteman nucleus as his

team ' (Tram, In turn, is of the
Whiteman: organization), sends but
two of his. unique compositions,
•Flight of a Hay-Bag' (A Rhythm
Thesaurus) and 'Ahnouncex's'. Blues'
(Stokes-Trumbauer) wherein . is

naturally featured some of the
unique Tram slip-side stuff and the
general brass team. Brunswick
7629. Whiteman, of course, is an
exclusive Victor; artist,

'Sing, Sing, Sing* by and with the
Louis Prima New Orleans Gang on
Brunswick T628 is very trumpet,
while 'It's Been So Long' from 'Great
Ziegfeld' ' <Adamson-Donaldson) -is

smoother, swlngo.

Gene Krupa's: Swing Band (com-
prising Krupa at the at the drums;
Jass Stacey, piano; Allan Reuss,
guitar; Israel Crosby, bass; Roy
Eldredge, trumpet; Chbo Berry, teno
sax; and Benny Gpodman at- the
clarinet) - is virtually the Goodman
combo but with Krupa as the maes-
tro. They cut up With 'Mutiny in
the Parlor' (Edward Heyman-Vee
Lawnhurst) and then go very
swlngo with Riley and Farley's Tm
Gonna Clap My Hands.' . Helen
WaYd vocalizes. Many trick nice-
ties in the instrumentation as to be
expected from such a team. Victor
25263.
Benny Goodman in turn on Victor

25258 gives out his own version of
'Basin Street Blues' (as differing
from Bay Noble's orchestration,
when the English maestro revived
his own version of the .Dixieland
style) backed by 'When Buddha
Smiles.' This an old Arthur Freed-
Nacio Herb Brown ballad but hot
as the.Goodmanltes swing it. -

On Decca 737, Roy Eldridge heads
The Delta Four assisted by Carmen
Mastren, guitar; Joe Marsala, clari-
net, and Sid Weiss punishing the
swollen fiddle. Weiss slaps that
thing around pretty and Marsala
and Mastren are very modern but
Eldredge's trumpeting is the candy
with 'Farewell Blues' and another
composition, 'Swingin' on the
Famous Door;' Which is anonymously
credited to 'Leather Lip' for author-
ship. This is virtually Wingy Man-
none's combo but the Mannone name
is restricted to Vocalion Brunswick,
and Jack Kapp's outfit (Decca) and
Brunswick ain't exactly allies, so
Eldridge toots that horn instead.
Another West 52d street swingin'

fave, Red " McKenzie and his
Rhythm Kings, on Decca 734 with
'When Love Has Gone' and 'Moon
Rose.' L'otsa vocal style to the
McKenzie manner of crooning and
also nice instrumentation in support.
Ditto on "No. 721 by the McKen
zieites with 'I Don't Know Your
Name' and 'Don't Count Your
Kisses.*
Smooth dansapation by Carlos

Molina and his tango band with
'Thinking of You' (Molina-Paul
Shahin), a tango, and 'A Moment in
the Dark' (same authors) on Colum
bia 3122.
Campoli and his Marimba Tango

ore -(imported) on Decca 723 offer
'Vienna in Springtime' and 'Your
Heart Called Mine' in smooth style
• Also from England , on Columbia
312.0- comes the London Piano- Ac
pordion Band with One Night in
Monte Carlo's as a slow fox paired
with 'Beautiful Lady In Blue,' waltz.
Another Col. importation, No. 4116,

is Charles Kullman's tenoring of

'Seranade* (Romberg) from 'Student
Prince' and Love in My Heart'
(Lehar) from 'Merry Widow. G.
Walter's orchestral accompaniment
is superb as is Kullman's vocal
artistry. -

Victor has dug up two which Jack
Hylton, in America some months
now, recorded abroad. 'Song of the
Cello' and 'You Give Me Ideas,'
both by Waller-'Tunbridge are smart
foxtrot ballads, well attuned to Hyl-
ton's smooth style. Likewise Decca
has dug into the trunk and reissued
Hyltoh's versions of 'My Darling,' an
old 'Vanities' tune and 'Tell Me To-
night' -(Spoliansky) on No. 735. An-
other Hylton tune on Victor 25265 Is

the novelty 'Everything Stops for
Tea' which is paired with Paul
Whiteman's smooth dansapation of
'Awake in a Dream' from 'Desire'
(Robin-Hollander) wherein Ramona
and Ken Darby assist vocally. Good
commercial couplings of the No. 1
U. S. and British exponents of sym-
phonic syncopation.
More from England: Henry Hall

and his orchestra with two 'At Home
Abroad* (U. S. revue) tunes, 'Bran'
New Suit' and 'Love Is a Dancing
Thing.' Smith foxes both. Am-
brose, another English maestro, gets
zippy on Decca 726 with 'B'wanga'
(Sid Phillips), semi-African one-
step paired with 'Copenhagen,' an-
other fastie. Ambrose again on
Decca 724, another importation, is

more modern with Noel Coward's
comedy foxtrot, 'Mrs. Worthlqgton'
backed by 'Goodbye Trouble'
(Spoliansky-Eyton).

. In the vocal division Phi! Regan
pairs two from his Republic pic-

ture,. "Laughing "Irish Eyes'—the
title

.
song and 'All My Life.' Nice

tenoring. Brunswick 7623.
Ross and Sargent, in the accepted

intime manner of the smart bars
planolog 'The Lorelei,' by the
Gershwins from 'Pardon My Eng-
lish,' and 'Life Begins at Sweet 16»
from 'Scandals,' 'Lorelei' is a saucv
lyric. Columbia 311,9.

'

Jane. Froman's Decca 725 offer-
ings are 'If You Love Me' (Ray
Noble) and 'it's Great to %e in
Love Again' with full orchestral ac-
comp and a nice style of vocalizing.

, Smoother dansapation by Eddy
Duchin on Victor 25264, 'Love Is
Like a .Cigar.et' (Richard Jerome-
Walter Kent), very promising fox-
trot ballad, paired with 'Welcome
Stranger* wherein Pete Woolery
registers vocally. Victor 25259 pairs
'6ht Oak Tree' and 'Great to Be in
Love Again,' this time with Lew
Sherwood vocalizing. In all, the
same sparkling Duchin pianology
scintillates plus that sweet-hot
trumpet which, as a team, more thari
anything else distinguishes Duchln's
recordings.

Hal Kemp on Bruswick 7626 does
(Continued on page 49)

goV

QUOTES fi%\
This entlro page Is not We enough to
-mention all of our orchestra leaders and
singer friends for their splendid help In

establishing Bay Noble's smashing ballad.

Iiltl ...
"The Touch of Your Lips"

•
The Latest Swing Craze

.

"I'm Gonna Clap My Hands"

Louis Armstrong's Great Novelty

"OI' Man Mose"

L

he Current Well Flayed Hit!

"So This Is Heaven"

/RilTLV BROJ>JOY^
I6I9 BROADWAY, n.Y.C

ie house of mus,cai novelties
HAVE YOU HEARD? Paul White-
man, Hal Kemp, Caea Xoma, <Toe

HoJme§, "Stuff" Smith, etc., do—
"ISE A-MUGGIN'

With the Musical Arithmetic Opine
1-2-3-4-5-6-TJH-8-9-WOOF," etc. ...

Watch Tills Original Novelty Sweep!

The Brand New Swlngrer-Otiter-erl

"RHYTHM SAVED THE
WORLD"

for Smooth Intrlglng Dance Music
Hear Guy Lombardo's Rendition of

"DONT SAY A WORD-
JUST DANCE"
The Novelty Hit—

"RHYTHM IN MY NURSERY
RHYMES"

'6,9

:

B R0f>°
WA ' WKC"'

"Entertainer to the Stars

B* B« B»
Public Jester No. 1

ALAMAC Hotel, Miami Beach

Closed MaTdi SSnd—WHEM*! NEXT?
LEO FEI/T, me.
I629 BROGDumv Nelu York
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LONDON'S FLOOR
Cabaret Theatres Appear in Rio

Along American Basis, I). S. Talent

io de Janeiro, March 12,

Converted theatres in the United

States have Influenced night-club

Styles here. New lux grill in the

Urea Casino has a rising and re-

volving stage, semi-circular bal-

jjpny and tables in tiers holding

Z 000. Club is housed in a large new

wing' on the casino buildings de-

signed like a theatre, complete with

foyer and lounge. Dance floor is in

the center, leading up steps to the

stage.

New Urea grill is tops here now,

outdoing the other casinos in lavish

-

ness and trick lighting effects.

Show- goes on twice nightly, with a

lfi?piectr orch dishing darisapation

at other times. Popular feature is

Sunday cocUtaUr-matinee ' with a

halfrhour show.
Club, coming on top of the. sharp-

ly increased movement in foreign

vaude talent, more or less guaran-

tees a considerable demand for

American artists. Casino is pres-

ently under an agreement with the

William Morris office and Bobby
Vernon (Stone and Vernon) where-

by units are produced in New York
to- play the Urea here and theatres

and clubs owned by the Argentine
impresario Lombartour, in Buenos
Aires.

Bill -opened with a bill of 35,

mostly American, headed by Birdie

Dean, acrobatic dancer'. There is

also a femme dance pair from Lon-
don and a Danish combo, male and

• four '-girls.

Seating arrangements allow a
clear; view, of the stage from each
/table* Curtain and stage lighting

alio contributes to. the theatre 11-

'•luisloh, though curtain- manipulation
is somewhat amateurish. Orch Is on
a rolling rostrum brought down
stage for the dance music and
pushed back when the show is on.

Circular rising .stage is come-
thing entirely new here and pro-
voked considerable comment. Idea is

excellent for. acrobatic numbers and
pageant's. Mistake was made, how-
ever, by inaugurating the stage with
a line number, which showed it to

SONG HITS AHEAD!
Shirley Temple Introduce!*
Three New Songs In Her
»xt Fox ricture

—

"CAPTAIN JANUARY"

"At the Codfish Ball"

"The Right Somebody
to Love"

"Early Bird"
Shirley Temple Songs

Enjoy Enduring Success

r MOVIETONE
MUSIC CORPORATION
SAM FOX PUBLISHING CO.. Sole A 9 cn(j

1250 SIXTH AVENUE
» c/v &0 clDiNO (AftblO citv)

NEW YORK

nowobble perilously. Probably
cinch to dance on either.
Other casinos are meeting this

new competition with more money
spent on foreign talent. Atlantioo
has a troupe of twelve, booked
through Hal Sands, with the Delong
Sisters topping. Copacabaria show
opens March 14 with Helen Knott,
Chester Towne, Alice Kovan, Renee
Villahj Adelaide and Sawyer, Pearl
Newman, Gretchen Kimmel, Helen
Torripson, Lilian Loraine, Paul Cau-
dent. Al Morrison .orch continues at
this spot.

Disc Reviews

(Continued from page 48)

right by 'The Touch of Your HxncV
and 'Lost,' but Np. 7630 is nbt such
a happy couplet: . 'Desire'' from the
Dietrich picture .and 'Gloomy_.1.Sun-
day.' Latter is sub -captioned' 'the
famous Hungarian suicide song' and
is just that, a dirge in slow foxtrot
rhythm which makis it very dubious
for dansapation or any other song
treatment. The lyrics are those of
frank frustration arid avowed self-
destruction, and while the original
Budapest version, got some morbid
notoriety it's not attuned to the
American temperament and should
be skipped. Bob Allen, however,
tells all about it vocally in the lyric
interlude.

Bob Crosby with his band is

brighter on Decca 728 with 'Don't
Wanna Make History' and 'So This
Is Heaven'; on No. 727, 'Goody
Goody' and 'What's the Name of
That Song?' by Vee Lawnhurst and
Tot Seymour who, on the strength,
of their recent crop of pops, rate- as
the No. 1- femme songwriters of the
day. Bing's i brother Bob Crosby
knows his own idea of barytorieing
the vocals and he has.,a good dansa-
pation team behind, him.
Henry King on Dacca 743 does a

tender waltz version of 'A Waltz
Was Born in Vienna' (Loewe-
Crookef) and then comes the dirge-
ful 'Gloomy Sunday' for the com-
panion piece. None the less King's
dance style *s smooth and smart.
Joseph Sudy vocalizes.

Leo Reisman's usually ultra dans-
apation asserts itself with refresh-
ing nuances on Brunswick 7624 in
his mariner of foxtrotology with
'That Never- tb-Be-Forgotten Night'
arid 'It's Great to Be in Love Again.'
Clark Ross vocalizes to Reisman's
smoothly sprightly baton.
Bob Howard swings himself at

that ole piano recounting about
'Garbo Green* and 'Much Too Much'
on Decca 722, while on No. 720 he's
'Spreadin' Rhjthm Around' paired
with 'Wake Up and Sing.' It's

chiefly Howard at the ivories and
vocalizing but the sax and brass
work stand up and out in great
style.

. Red Norvo and his Swing Sextet
do the 'Decca Stomp' (Norvo) arid

'Gramercy Square' (Allan Grant's
smoother number) 6rT Decca GDI

,

Strictly- a swing classic, "orvo's
xylo is very swingo.

Cleo Brown's unique pianology
with a bass-guitar-drums backer-
upper shines on Decca 718, 'You're
My Fever' and 'Breakin' in a New
Pair of Shoes.'

IN HOTEL SPOTS

Mostly American Acts or

Backgrounds — Staged
Miniature Revues—
Straight Cabaret Biz Still

Held Down by Mourning

Bernstein, Bornstein, Buck and Burkan

Of ASCAP Indicted in Seattle Action

MAY PICKUP DUE

Dave Franklin has his 'Our Gang'
themer published.

London, March 16.

Revival of the floor show business

i London's larger hotels has

turned more losses into profits than

any other recent idea, and has re-

sulted in a. number of what were
previously class night spots playing
to relatively empty tables,

Idea originated at the Dorches-
ter House by Cliff Whitley. Restau-
rant, shortly after it opened, was not
attracting

. the business expected of
it, but has now. been copied at three
of the important hotel spots with
sound results. In every case busi-
ness spurted beyond expectations
'and has, in some spots, turned red
figures into healthy profits.

Shows, generally spealting, have a
chorine background, with, a troupe
of a dozen or more assisting a trio

of principals, most of whom are
cabaret names. Requiring little

production and running from 20 to

60 minutes, these staged cabaret
Shows have been proved to. bring, in

a much larger clientele at a paying
cover charge—in the cases of shows
like the Dorchester a minimum of

$5 being charged.
At the . Dorchester a clear profit

on the supper show of around
$5,000 is earned weekly, which is

good, considering the expense of the
background holding it up.
Ritz operated by Henry Sherek

and most aristocratic of hotels has
taken the vogue in hand with its

Cafe Chantant which, in the cur-
rent week, features George Beatty
and Vic Oliver alternating as m.c.'s;

Paul Meeres and Barbara Meade,
Paxil Herhried and Joe Kay's band.
The May Fair, owned by the

same group as the Dorchester but
operated by Sherek, has a similar
type of show, backgrounded by
Harry Roy, hot maestro.
Grosvenor House has the most

spectacular of the floor shows, a
largely American troupe supporting
mostly American players. Grosve-
nor has a new floor show due
March 10, all American, staged by
Francis Mangan, with 12 Ned Way-
burn girls.

So far the Savoy group has not
fallen Into line, preferring to stage
a floor show consisting of two or
three specialty turns, with no pro-
duction values outside of the act
itself. Understanding, though, is

that the Savoy is contemplating
going after floor production to

compete with the spots in Park
Lane.

Mourning

Meanwhile most of the straight
cabarets, still influenced by the

Plugging Record

Record high for plugs was
set by Harry Link's exploiteers

at Irving Berlin, Inc., for the

week ending Friday (20), with
141 major network perform-
ances of Berlin tunes, of which
113 were 'Follow the Fleet'

music. That in itself is a new
high.

'Let Yourself Go' and 'Face
the Music and Dance' were No.
1-2 in the, charting, both' from
'Fleet.' 'Goody Goody,'

-

'It's

Been So Long,' 'Lost' and
'Eggs in One Basket' (also

Fleet'), in that sequence/ gave
Berlin's three of the first six.

Chez Ami Opens with

Givot as 'Courtesy' M.C.
Buffalo, March 24.

After postponement due to the

blizzard, the Chez: Ami re-opened
Friday (20), with George Givot rh.

Ci'ing; The rest of ..the show includes

Marguerite and Art, Melva White,
Florinrie Manners, GWeri Shaw En-
semble, Long Sisters and Benny
Griffin's band. *

Givot was in for only two nights

as a . 'courtesy showing' for his

cousin, Jack Brood, Who operates'

the nitery.

, March 24.

American Society of Composers,
Authors & Publishers came under
fire in the State of Washington on

a new front last week when the

Snohomish County prosecutor, A.

W. Swanson, Indicted leading-

ASCAP officers In the Snohomish
Superior Court in Everett.

Branding ASCAP as a 'monopol-
istic institution' and charging its

officers to be in" 'conspiracy and in-

timidation in restrait of public

trade/ Swahson named as, defend-

ants Louis Bernstein, Saul Born-
stein, E. C. Mills, Gene Buck ,

and
Nathan Burkah of New ..York, and
John ~L. Stanley, local ASCAP man-
ager. Swanson said that he .would

seek extradition of the defendants.

Judge Ralph C. Bell set the bail for

each at $1,250.

Action is an outgrowth of tho
vigorous attack recently made on the

music society by the state's radio

interests and Attorney General E.

P. Donnelly. ASCAP' at present is

operating under receivership in

Washington, and its fight to wlit

back complete control for itself ia

pending in the state courts.

Donnelly had previously stated

that ASCAP officials would be liable

to criminal prosecution if they en-
tered the state, but this move by
Swanson is the first: attack on the
ASCAP officials themselves.

Robhins' W.C. Contractees
Hollywood, March 24.

Johnny Mercer, songwriter, has
been put under long term contract
by Jack Bobbins. Move"is in line

with Robbins' policy to build up. a
complete organization here to supply
film music.
Recently put under contract by

Robbins-Feist were Ferde Grofe,
Lou Alter and Rube Bloom,

BUFFALO'S SHOWS
Buffalo, March 24.

Both the Vendome and Savorlri"

have new floor shows -currently.

Vendome has Brown and Brown and
Petro and Teena, with Alma Smith
and O. C. Collins held over.

Sayorin's showing Bon Gay and
DoOley, Lois Long, Francis Sisters,

Mary Jane Lewis, four Racketeers,
Jack Lamont, m,c, and . Al Jenkins'
orchestra.

Prof. Righter Quits
Prof. Charles B. Righter of the

University of Iowa, music depart-

ment has resigned as director of the

WPA music project for the prairie

region, including Iowa, Nebraska,
Minnesota and the Dakotas.

Righter refused to comment on the-

WPA music program other than to;

say, 'Like oil and water, relief and
music can't be mixed and help
music. The human side must be
considered.'- He said duties. at the
university, the state " high school,

musio festival details, and all-state

summer music groups will require
all of his time.

Guy Maier of Ann Arbor, Mich,
will probably suqeeed.

death of King George, are not
grossing up to average, with prac-
tically the only exception the Troc-
adcro, which enjoys a steady pat-
ronage.

Class Joints
Cafe de Paris, one of the de luxe

spots, with a regular ritzy clientele,

is one of the exceptions. Cafe spe-
cializes in one American name. Cur-
rent month has Marlon Harris.
American, back in the solo cabaret
spot. Miss Harris is one of the
most popular vocal artists in this
town.
Revenue is expected to pick up

in May, coinciding with the relief

from mourning of the Court circles
and the advent of the official Lon-
don social season.

(

FLASHES
Riding Hlgl) on
1\ie Air Wavefli

"AllWUfe"
"Green Fields and

Bluebirds"

"Laughing Irish Eyes"

Ton Tunes From
The Pickfonl-T/atfcy Production

"One -Rainy Afternoon"

"One Rainy Afternoon"

''Secret Rendezvous"

SAM FOX
PUBLISHING COMJ&NY

SIXTH A V EM UE.

'

MtWYOKH

As a music man with 30 years experience, both in the. music publishing

business and as a manager of artists and musical organizations, I be-

lieve I am qualified to define SWING MUSIC, the meaning of which
has caused so much controversy,
I maintain, unreservedly, that the definition of SWING MUSIC is

"Fats" .Waller. "Fats" W'aller is SWING MUSIC. They're synonymous.

The sensational success of "Fats" Waller on records, in. the theatre,

on radio and in pictures made the whole world SWING conscious.

"Fats" Waller, best seller and exclusive RCA-Victor recording artist.

"Fats" Waller, biggest novelty broadcasting over the Columbia Broad-
casting System and under direction of their Artists' bureau.

"Fats" Waller, newest personality on screen in 20th Century Fox Pictures.

Personal Representative for "Fats" Waller (Naturally)

"Fats" Waller HEADLINING, LOEWS STATE, NEW YORK, this week (March 20)

HOLLYWOOD LEXICOLOGISTS PLEASE NOTE!
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UNIT REVIEWS
FOLIES COMIQUES

(KEITH'S, BOSTON)
Boston, March 19.

For two seasons the highlights at
Keith's have been, the shows of the
French Casino as they went out on
tour. This season 'Folles Parisi-
enne' was penciled in. then sud-
denly cancelled when the company
returned to Europe. This booking
gap threw Charles Koerner and Bill

Howard of RKO into a serious hud-
dle from which blossomed forth the
girl show that opened here after a
two-day tryout in Providence.

iTo compare it with other vaude
shows Is hardly fair because it

eclipses most of' the $3.30 stuff seen
in: this town for some .time. It is

decidedly out of the vaude class
and credit not only goes to the pro-
ducers but to. Megley. the stager,

and the designer and executor of the
costumes. These 'factqrs,. plus I 4
carload of fascinating 'femmes, tasty
scenery and smart' lighting have all-

combined to deliver' a colorful,

showmanly revue; That- it waspro-
"dueed in two -weeks makes it all the
more remarkable. But- Megley bias

always,been -a fast . stager.
Tempo Js consistently zippy, and

the talent widely; varied.' The stags
dbri't'have' tfr wait long for. 'their

first flasK/
1

Qpe'ningj with a' trailer

of a cablegram announcing the ar-
rival"of the -troupe 'by air*

,
the sceYie

"blends into .an = airport . set. . Show
girls costiimod to. represent .14 Paris
avenues and boulevards step but . of'

pn ait liner and. show, off the ; first

assortment 'of costumes. T.The Bebe.
Berrt line girls fojlow up :

wl'th : a
brief, but sightly, aviation ballet ac-
centuated- again by excellent cos-'
turning. CHmax . comes - wlien the
plane's mail compartment is opened
to reveal a nude stowaway. Jack
Whitney*. last here in 'Jubilee,' car-
ries on in

k
orie with a solo ballet

just long enough tb shift scenes for
James Evans. Pace of the show-
leads Evans, into a sweet spot for
his. foot juggling.

... 'Easter in. Paris/ next, is a knock-
out- scene; Lucien. LaRivlere and
Diane Denlse open it. vocally for a
parade of girls

.
In . show of pastel

costumes that will make them dizzy
with dazzlement. A scrim of the
Bois then flies, to reveal a sextet of
'swans' oh a chromium lake. Swans
necks are the girls'- arms ' waving
gracefully to introduce a swan bal-
let by the Berrl girls.. A talented
girl from the line is premiere
danseuse.

"

Lee Brothers (billed as Inlanders
Freres) take: over. Playing this show
dumb so as not to efface 'the French
illusion,, the Lees deserve a big nod
for their revised turn. Their hoof-
ing, eccentric tumbling and tangling
keep pace with the show, and the
pasty-faced pianist cops whatever
laughs they leave for him.

The; : ensuing 'Fiesta' number is

another; high spot.'. Aside from a
landslide of Spanieh'costumihg there
are two specialty dances that merit
mention. Dolores and ' Cahdido in

a.vigorous, authentic Spanish dance
Is' followed after a • lirfe number by
Whitney, Millard and Austin in a
bull, fight idea, with the girl, cov-
ered, only by a split cloak, tempted
by two matadors in . a spectacular
routine.
Park and. Clifford (tagged Les

Cerkos) next, and they stop it with
their ace rlsley turn. Then ' full

stage to an apache, cafe scene for a
can-can number by the line and a
sensational apache dance-brawl by
Billy Branch and his company. . of
knife-throwers. Mitzi; dog act,

serves as scene shifter after which
Diane , Denise gets a spot for. two
French vocals.

'Creation' is the next production
flash with 14 show girjs parading in
a brilliant array of costumery de-
picting Eve's warmth, coldness,
cruelty, softne_ss,

.
cunning, etc.

Climax is a semi-nude number by
Whitney, Hillard and Austin, called
'Temptation.' - Men's arms entwined
together look

:

like a giant snake. (In

an„ X-ray spot) encircling ;Eve.

Cleverly conceived routine.
Next, to shut is Ferry Convey;

the musical clown.
.
Socks with an

assortment of musical, novelties* on
a trick tooting fence, a slew, of
zithers and bells. Convey !Comes
nearest to stopping' it of anyone
on a rapid-fire program that prac-
tically prevents stoppage.

Finale, in a palace set, gradually
brings: on the entire- company in a
.brilliant mob scene, climaxed bj-

show- :'glrjs- /atid .'line "air 'whacking'
drums which they carry on. Nude
on a drum, high on the set, is un-
veiled ;fbp a fl,nts" flash, ', and Mitzi
the do£ toddles;' apross; stage.

'Folles' -is in here for two weeks.
*. Fox*

RAINBOW KEVUE
(ORPHEUM, LINCOLN)

Lincoln. March 21.

'Clipped in running time so that
each member Of the taient squad
gets' on- but .once, and featured by
the. first holdover of. an -act .for. five

years... Alvira -Morton's .'Rainbow
Revue,' drew a creditable reception
in this house. The show, which was
taking- a few minutes short' of ' an
hour on the beginning and tedious
at that;, was scissored to 45 minutes
even with the added house attrac-
tion, Raynor Lehr and Willie
Cockey. A breakneck pace, but
exactly what was needed. It!s an-
other or those units dated and
sponsored-' by, the Belasco of the
west, Wilbur Cushman.
Not unusual in

:
these units is the

fault , of being topheavy on time and
lean on talent. For this lack, every-
body is called on to change cos-
tumes and come back in some other
kind of a turn during- the life of the
bill. For those who want the time -

and , not talent, it's . oke, but this
house, with .its College trade, de-
mands snap,- which usually sees 10
to 15 minutes: out of a unit, as' was
done with 'Rainbow.' It Is a very
nicely dressed opus and has a girls'

band, which is led by the show's
producer.

.

On this date, and -because the
girls lacked the brass to fill the
house,, the male standby, freckles the
layout! -judging frdrn the ages Of

most of the boys, it looks like father
.and daughter week, or a mixed
Chorus. At the opening Alvlra
Morton, who is mistress of cere-
monies,' takes the spot before the
curtain and announces'-jthe .name of

the show,, after- which the Orion!
Trio, adagio team, starts tossing.
Team is good ahd sets the house up.
Fiddlers Three, who took the bill-

ing in preference to- . their' own
names, which are Rita Slmmer-
macher, Louise. Stablien and Edith

;
Carter, marquee exhausters to say
the least, have a short violin medley.
Raynor Lehr and Co.,. which in-

cludes Willie Cockey, is the re-
tained turn from last week's comedy
bill. Lehr is a fast talking boy, with
gags which may be old, but come
-fast enough • so it doesn't matter.
His act builds at a speedy rate and
•when- Cockey, colored boy, comes

The THEATRE of the STARS

J . H . LUBIN
GENERAL MANAGER

SIDNEY H. PIERMONT
:'ni

.

BOOKING MANAGER

out with his hoofing and top spin-

ning whirls, it's a sellout.
.

Eloise Ray, aero dancer, is next.

Fair. Miss Morton, who will be re-

membered as a prim of other days,

is still good. She takes a collection

of tunes from 'Marietta' and wows
'em. Her 'Italian Street Song' en-

core is swell. She has the pipes and
class. Jackie Mack, who hoofs very

well, and Connie Mitchell,, barnyard
mimic, fair, follow.

Dorothy Denese, In black paint.
-

does a 'Panther* number which
turns out negatively, principally be-

cause it lacks the production necesT

sary to background it. L. W.,Burns
makes the air blue with whip
cracking while the girl spins about

the . rostrum. Only a fair ' hand,

•Skeeter and Ray, comedy, are a

knockout. Theglrl is very-good. .

Shut is Hashi & Osal.Jap perch-

ists. Theirs is a -very good offering.

The 'Panther. girl' and Mitchell are

closing with the show. Business

very good here, although opening

was a day early to make room for.

Benny Meroflt, who comes in for two
days. Bar"'

BEN BERNIE BAND
(iFOX, DETROIT)

Ai
.
Detroit, March 20.

Back in the vaude again, Ben

Bernle, . and the lads acquit them-

selves .well. . The droll . Bernle . has

shown good judgment in picking

additions to the band for unit pur-

poses.

Unit'"moves '.swiftly and patrons
don't get a. chance, to squirm in

their seats,- because' show is .
cut

nicely to about 25 hvinutes.
.

A new 'find/ whom? Berhie in-

tros as someone he picked lip. in

railroad station, is the outstanding
bit of the show. He's Joe Rardin,
and he turns in some okay mimick-
ing of orchestral instruments.

'Colonel' Manny Praeger is still

with the band, and continue-s to

give his 'King's Horses' novelty
number" in . pleasing manner. Gets
off some good talk, too, witlv.ald
of Bernie. Other soloists are Billy

Wilson, whose Southern-flavored
warbling has no trouble clicking;

Ray Hendricks, ex of Ted Fio Rito's

band, who comes" on for two or
three sob songs, and Billy Severin,
a passable acrobatic dancer.

Bernie's selections and arrange-
ments are always pleasing- He gets
in a violin number himself, plus
his usual gags, etc;, and a good-
sized crowd at show caught cheered
everything. Pete.

Duffy Hearing
(Continued from page 47)

has ho right, to use under an
ASCAP license,' noting that all

Warner writers appear on the

ASCAP lists. The book is 'the

ablest job anyone could do,' Cald-
well admitted, adding 'but the fact

remains you can't rely on any name
in this list as indicating your light

to play their music.'

WB'a Withdrawal

The Warner withdrawal caused
the 'worst problem' ever confronting
the broadcasting business. Caldwell
said, explaining that if all stations

are compelled to obtain Warner
licenses the cost will be '$1,000,000

to $1,200,000 in addition to what is

paid ASCAP. '

Numerous other tricky, problems
confronting broadcasters in com-
plying with 'the 1900 copyright act
were outlined by Caldwell, who said

'there is always a chance of an-
other split in ASCAP or that some-
body,, will go across the water and
pick up whatever, is lying around
loose and then, demand that we Jake
out licenses.' He noted the danger
of acidental infringement in broad-
casting public events, remote pro-
grams, and phonograph records,

emphasizing that stations cannot be
sure that the music played will be
confined to the scope of their li-

censes.

'In all these cases, we are not
asking for a limitation of liabili-

ties,' he said. 'We are asking that
the innocent man not be forced to

pay a heavy penalty for accidental
infringement.'

The problem of infringement by
chains is serious because of the im-
mense damages that may be sought
for copyright violation ort a net-,

work program, Caldwell noted, add-
ing that the only person in position
to control web programs and pre-
vent infringement is the operator of
the key station. With a ?250 pen-
alty for each violation, copyright
owners could collect 'far more in

damages than the criminal penalties
for infringement through networks,
he said, since the infringement
minimum is $250 while the mini-
mum fine is only $100.

Pointing to another anomaly,
Caldwell said that the 'most deliber-
ate* Infringer, who might play 200
numbers a, day, would be subject to
damages of $50,000, although If the
station were unlicensed, the penalty

under the Communications Act Is

only $10,000,

Wired Radi

Idea that wired radio should .be

put in the same category with
broadcasts was expressed by Cald-
well and Kaye who told •committee-
men. they were confident the courts

would hold that the law covered this

type of entertainment. Caldwell
said broadcasters „are not trying' to

chisel on' creators through wired
radio, remarking that if this sort of

entertainment ever becomes feasible

on a broad scale' it will be. in com-
petition with radio.

Committeemen 'were obviously
.irked at failure of networks fo send,

their own spokesmen ito the hear-
ings-and sought futllely to get from
Kaye and Caldwell information,,

about web earnings, salaries and
expenses!,. Their persistent efforts at
One vtime' caused.- Kaye;, whose firm
is counsel for ;'CBS|i to *chide ,the

committee and say that questions
about private matters hav©. no re-

lationship; to vthe. oh' racier of copy;
right legislation. " * ';

'•

',

Strong .denial that chains try to
get creators to sign away rights
forever without compensation and
declaration that CBS is 'not inter-

ested' in, offer to bujr the Warnpr
housesSwere. voiced by Jjtaye,. .who
told the

.
committee that 'there Isn't

ah intentional pirate in the entire

industry,'

, .
Harry ,Warner offered . ,the four

publishing firms . .to CBS some
months ago, the attorney, .revealed,

but the network, 'never took it se-
riously' and no negotiations oc-
curred'. Warners' is 'very^'resentful,'

he said, , but CBS 'would not offer

10c' for the* properties. Neither
CBS nor any other broadcaster has
a desire to get into the music busi-
ness except as It may be necessary
to acquire performing rights, he
added.

An attempt to wind up the hear-
ings last Thursday (19) was made
by Congressman Thomas O'Malley.
oj Wisconsin, who' had been ex-.

tremely critical of the conduct and
course of hearings, but majority led
by Chairman Sirovich steam-
rollered his motion. Acting Chair-
man Lanham, of Texas, held that
O'Malley had no right to demand
the committee go into executive
session ^irtce formal, notice had not
been given the* entire membership,
but eventually permitted a motion
by Congressman Braswell Dean, of
Georgia, for a showdown Mon-
day (23).

New Acts
PAUL LUKAS
Talk
11'. Mint.; One
Met, Boston
Hollywood players now making

p. a.'s in Boston have a consider-
able list of this season's prcdecea.
sors from whom.a standard of com.
parison can be drawn. Lukas rises
'comfortably above the average..
Much credit must go to bis sagacity
in working with a smart femme
partner, Beverly Phelan, and to her
excellent support on the dialog and
sv a.. end.

Shortly afijer Lukas walks on for
brief., introductory, remarks,
Phelan crashes In as a newpaper
woman seeking ah.' interview, idea
jells very ' 'satisfactorily from all
•angles. In snaring, the interview
she asks about- love technique,- and
Lukas more than obliges with an--
proaches and clinches.. In fact he's"
too- willing,. for, her. until she gets
the- spirit, Of the thing.
.Sounds Simple,, jls,, simple, but it

registers* It also- sounds much lik
;a sk

t
etch' Maei'West played a couple

'of
1 seasons ago. :

' / '

"Fox.

GQFF and KERR.
Songs
10, Mms.j One
Grand 0.' H., N- V.

s
Male singing team, labeled 'song

stylists' oh 'the/ placards; acquit
themselves in ' nice, manner after
getting off to a slow start. They
have been appearing mostly of late
lrt hotels .and -clubs, and • intimate
surroundings may have retarded
their beginning before the foot-
lights. : -

.. Considerable chatter is inserted
in. the ditties, and a few' are slightly
sophisticated. This is something
new for G. O. H. patrons, but they
were aware of finished .performers
before them and didn't hold back.
They use the- standard radio imi-
tation stanza for a clinching song,
and utilize ' ether names other than
the usual Vallees, Penners, etc,
which is something to note.
They'll do e

(
ven better in classier^

theatres than this one. BraT.

3 AMERICAN ACTS

CLICK IN LONDON

London, March 24.

Forsythe. Seamon and Farrell
opened at the Holborn Einpire, and-
are the laugh hit of the new bill,

despite, local pilfering of their, ma-
terial. durlng-the.-past year.
Diamond Bros, and Duval are two

other American acts to score.

Moreton and Kaye, formerly
pianists with Harry Roy's band,
supported by Phyllis Thackeray and
Ossij Noble, doing a Jack Powell
takeoff, is a weak combo.

SHEA'S, TORONTO
(Continued from page 14)

terlal getting by on healthy hearti-
ness. They had to beg off after
their dance finish. Ig reception
goes to Pops and Louie, two colored
lads in white, clinching on harmony
warbling and hoofing. ^
Other turns include Le Paul for

card manipulations, using two audi-
ence plants for chatter; Pat Hen-
nihg and Betty in eccentric step-
ology, some bow-and-arrow work
and whip-snapping in the clowning
manner; Kingsley and Case' in songs
and piano numbers, notable for nice
arrangements. All get over with-
out any trouble.
House line works bar in a

rhumba-tap and a minstrel finale,
latter having the girls in white cos-
tumes and toppers.
Feature, 'Frisco Kid' (WB).

McSta

Cohen Scouting East
Los Angeletf, March 24.

"hen-ill Cohen heading east for
three weeks' stay.

While in New York he'll scout
stage talent for Orpheum here.

SID MARION and OLIVE SI
Comedy, Songs
.10 Mins.; One
Grand O. H., N. Y.

Olive Sibley, tall, shapely and an
attractive brunet, makes an excel-

lent foil for Sid Marlon's Dutch
cofriedy. Aflss Sibley has a singing
voice which can be heard easily

anywhere in a theatre. Therefore
the, use of a mike is unnecessary,
although she utilizes one here.

This is otherwise the usiial

Marion act except that that crude
.riose -kissing bit has been elimi-

nated, and wisely. '

Almost everything "the pair do is

sure-fire and. can be counted to

satisfy anywhere.. Over strong her
riext^to- closing. Shan.

TURNBULL and MARTI
Acrobatic
5 Mins.; Three
Grand O. H., N. V.

These two boys offer a flying dive

as their chief bit in a manual bal-

ancing routine which is familiar
otherwise, but well executed. The
top mounter dives over several
kitchen chairs, piercing with his

body a revolving, paper-faced hoop,
to land in the awaiting grasp of his

partner on the stage floor. Gives
the act a climatic punch.

Opener here when caught and the
trick drew Its just revyards. Simple
costumes, dark gym -'trousers witli

yellow sports shirts. Mian.

'MOODS and RHYTHM REVUE'
Flash Act
11 Mins.; Full
Grand O. H.,.N. Y.

Three girls and two boys in an
ordinary flash. One of the girls

offers a song. Other two dance, and
are okay, particularly the one who
engages in a rhumba with a boy
partner who has style. A second
boy offers soft shoe twists.

No change of pace or set, and
w ile the introductory song which
a mixed pair offer to bring on the

dancing is familiar, the act under

this name isn't in the files. A piano

on the stage isn't used. Slum.

BUY DOROTHEA ANTEL
invalid' Actress. Famous OreeMns
Cards. 21. 'Original and Exclusive. De-

signs. One Dollar. ARenls Wnnied. •«

Sell Cards. Liberal Commission. Can
or write

DOROTHEA ANi'KI.
«fl West 'JSnil Street. New York Ity

FtAMMT<
' OVtTAMMHT!

IBUR CUSHMAN
,; ME LB A
, THEATFU BIDC.

CIRCUIT AM.,
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Hood Damage Shuts Pittsburgh's 2

Vaude Houses Indef—An let of God'

According to reports in New York,

will be several weeks before,

Pittsburgh's two stage show houses,

Warners Stanley and Johnny Har-

ms' Alvln. will be reopened. Both

theatres were considerably damaged

by the flood. .

Alvln plays urtit now 'n' then, but

he Stanley has been consistently

lifllrie names and attractions,

Seclally bands. The Warner house

g
P

jointly booked, by WB and

Loew's, the theatre being operated

,ln * pooling agreement with Loew's

Fenn, straight . fllmer;

At one time last week the depth

of 'the water In the Alvln and Stan-

ley theatres reached between 30 and

40 feet, Inundating the backstage

dressing rooms as well .as the thea-

tres*" fronts. There was no stage

Bhow at the Alvln, hut Xavler

Cugat's orchestra was necessarily

cancelled out of the Stanley after

playing four days of the week's, en-

gagement,
Theatres are not responsible for

actors' salaries in the event of floods

because 6f the 'act of God' clause in

standard contracts.

Edwards Wants a Name

For Showindow' Start;

Stage Nat at $10,000

Gus Edwards is still oh the hunt

for a name m.c. for his first two-a

flay straight-yaude show at the

Broadway Showindow, N; Y., sched

tiled' to open April 12. In the event

he can't get a name, there'll' be. a
postponement in the. opening date

Both Milton Berle and Benhy
Fields were approached by Edwards
last week to head the first show,
but turned it - down,- Edwards is

now dickering for either Ken Mur
ray or George Jessel.

None of the standard acts for
- the revue-type of show has been
set as yet, though Edwards says he
has picked several 'new faces.'

Clark Robinson will design the
scenery and Bill Powers will stage
the -dances. Gene Conrad has been
engaged to write sketches. Ed-
wards states that ' the nut of the
stage end of the theatre will be kept
under $10,000 a week. ;

To Double in London

Corlnna Mur
, currently at the

Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y., goes to Lon-
don in two weeks for an engage-
ment at the Dorchester House. She's
also pacted for singing at the Pal-
ladium.

She'll be gone four weeks.

STRAIGHT FIX

AT CHI PALACE

Chicago, March 24.

It was about decided last week to

continue the Palace here as a
straight flicker spot even after
'Follow the Fleet' (RKO) has gone,

Plans are now to run the following
pictures without vaude: 'Sutter's

Gold,' 'Love Before Breakfast'* and
'Showboat,' all . Universal releases

and all available for immediate
showing.
House staff received a number of

yelps from the patrons on the dis

continuance of vaude and there
have been many refunds made.,

'' Business on 'Fleet' without vaude
at the Palace was a disappointment
to RKO.. Had expected a record
gross due to its eight turnovers
daily, but the gross of $28,000 on its

first week was far under 'Roberta'

and 'Top HaV which turned in bet

ter than $36,000 On their first weeks
with vaude. However, the loss in

gross was made up in the net re-

sults due to the lessened operating-

cost.

Retention of the straight film pol

Icy at the Palace depends wholly on
the strength of picture product
available. Should strong pictures

continue, the house will stick with
all-Aim policy and return to vaude
when product fails to hold up on its

own.

15 YEARS AGO
• rom Variety ayid Clipper)

Burlesque houses, which had
reached the tops the previous sea-
son, now planning early closings
because of the depression. Only, six
in black.

Old Mad. Sq. Garden started
work on a swimming pool for sum-
mer season. Made a hit when
opened.

15 Nifty Weeks at Fancy Coin

Available to Radio-Film Names,

But Vaud Just Can t Find 'Em

Harry Raver wrote Variety that
roadshow share on 'Cabiria' had
been $463,560150, Subsequents got
$165,700, or a total of $629,260.50 oh
the American showings, Italian

with the giant Macciste the feature.

Herseys to Shanghai

Seattle, March 24.

Edith and Betty Hersey sail from
here April 3 for Shanghai. Upon
arrival they open at the Cathay
hotel there;

John D. Williams won. a $12,500
verdict against H. B. Warner for
walking out- on 'Sleeping Partners.'
Usually It was the other way round.

Sam Harris tried out a play at a
midweek matinee, liked it, and put
it back on ice for the fall.

Actors ganged up on Ethel Barry-
more. Asked Equity for salaries
during five-week layoff due to her
illness.

Buck and Bubbles replaced Tem-
pest and Sunshine at the. N. Y. Pal-
ace. Sunshine was ill. Marx
Brothers held over, and still a wow,

Billy B. Van and Jim Corbett
topping the bill at the Hamilton,
N. Y. Before Van went soap.

Pauline Frederick to be starred
by Al Woods in the fall. Just signed
the contract.

Pat Rooney in N Y. police court
because he permitted Pat III to

make a brief appearance at one
performance of 'The Love Birds.'

Got off with a warning. Just Pat,
Jr., then. Hadn't thought of the
ritzy three eyes.

ELIDA BALLET IN LOEW'S

WASH. SPECIAL SHOW

Loew's is spotting a special show
into the Fox, Washington, the week
of April 10 (Eastfer Week), with
Everett Marshall, Patricia Bowman
and Yascha Bunchuk heading a
specially produced unit. Other acts
will be Enrico and N/ovello and the
Elida Ballet, comprising 12 girls.

Elida Ballet is currently at Para-
mount's Metropolian, Boston, where
Jt originally opehed for one week
and 1s now winding up a two-and-
arhalf years' stay. It is directed by
Betty Friedman, who continues at
the Hub theatre.
• In the event the Elida Ballet con-
tinues on the outside after the
Washington date, where it is op-
tioned for two- weeks, Miss Fried-
man will set another troupe for the
Boston house, which is dropping the
ballet temporarily because of a
string of unit bookings. Charles
Yates is agenting the troupe.

Sen. Murphy Rebooked

In Eng. for 20 Wks.

Senator Murphy returns to Lon-
don April 4 to open on the 13th at

the Holburn Empire. General The-
atres has him set for 20 weeks over

there.

It wlill be Murphy's sixth Eu-
ropean vaude trip in five years. He
returned to the TJ. S. last fall and

is currently at the Roxy, New York.

Charles Tucker, Murphy's British

agent, set the latest return.

Tiixie Friganza heading the show
at the Chicago Majestic. Holding
her own.

50 YEARS AGO
(From Clipper).

Circus season neared and Clipper
marked the fact by splitting the
circus from the variety news. Sure
sign of spring.'

Polly Holmes was wowing 'en*

singing 'Our Firemen Should Not be
Forgot.'

N. Y.-Paris

Small troupe playing 'Mikado' in

vaded Boston. John Stetson hired
away the leader and the show was
played by two pianos and an organ
Smashed biz.

(Continued from page 1)

graph and player piano have been
relegated to the horse and buggy
era, ASCAP declared sales of. sheet
niusic, records, and rolls has fallen
off 80% due to ether • competition,
living force to its argument that
broadcasters should pay through the
nose, the Society appended follow-
ing figures showing the drop In
revenues:

Sheet music flopped from $17,-
«b.7l5,in 1927 to $2,340,723 In 1933.
Mechanical royalties from popu-

lar music toboganned from $638,380m 1924 (peak was $936,224 in 1926)W ?al,770 ih 1933.
r Mechanical royalties from stand-

vSx TU
»
C 6kldded from $27,701 in

-^24 to $3,345 in' 1033.

iSiwHf of musIcal stage produc.-:
Wnfi

'

fell from 68 in 1920-21 season

derHn."
1

,
1933-H with 'hit shows'

declining from 26 to 8.

(Continued from page 1)

it was served before three and you

couldn't drink it quick enough, see?'

So the more it changes, the more

it's the same thing, as the French

say. It's the same great town it

used to be.

But there's been one real shift. I

went from New York to Paris, and

In the meanwhile a hunk, of Paris

came over to New YOrk. And I don't

mean the French Casino, either.

Cliff Fischer, George Boronski and

Le Seyeux fix up these shows in

Paris, not like the shows are there,

but like Broadway thinks they ought

to be. There's more in them from
Budapest and Warsaw and Vienna

than from Paris.

More of the real Paris is to be

found in Leon and Eddie's. That's

a real New York spot. It's got the

intimate free-and-easy, say-what-

you-please and if-they-blush-as

In Chicago Clara Beck, described

as 'a three dollar actress,' in

German stock company, was suing

her husband for divorce. He got

$10.

Ted Solomon premiered his 'Pepita

or the Glass Eyes' to which Alfred

Thompson had. supplied the book

In spite of the fact it had Lillian

Russell and Chauhcey Olcott in the

cast, it was a flop.

15G IN Pin.

FLOOD

Pittsburgh, March 24.

Xavler Cugat and his band lost

about $10,000 worth of instruments
and around $5,000 in personal _be-

longlngs here when the big flood

washed out the Stanley, where the

orchestra was- appearing, for a
week's engagement. Cugat's own
$5,000 violin was saved, however,
when Bill Beck, assistant manager
of the house, waded into the lead-

er's second-floor dressing room and
removed the fiddle to safety.

As a result Of these losses, Cugat
was forced to cancel this week, in

Buffalo, although he intends to fill

a three-day auto show engagement
there. He intends to buy enough
instrument replacements there to

tide him over until his men can get

new supplies.

One of the. few theatrical trouper

to get out of town during the flood

siege, Cugat managed to charter a
bus on Friday (20) to transport his

company to Buffalo.

The Duke Ellington and Mills Blue
Rhythm bands, playing dance dates
In the territory, were' tied up by the
Pittsburgh flood.

Boucicaulfs 'The Jilt' had been a

hit in Boston but N.S.H. in N. Y.

Racing drama that did well enough

on the road, and was revived. About
the . first to feature a girl jockey,

though the race was" not shown
whom but merely described. Then
she rode on.

Plumber fined $20 when he

knocked down an usher at Nlblo's

who was trying to make him take

off his hat. Rule was that caps

were okay in gallery but not hats.

They came off when the 'post'

rapped—or else.

Barnum haying trouble getting

'Alice,' Jumbo's mate out of Eng-

Lilli Lehman bo.unced as court

.•••.inger in Berlin, She overstayed her

leave to sing at the Met. More
profitable.

they-laugh, they like it better spirit land but promised she would ap

which is the Parisian's idea of fun. pear. Also had Jumbo s skeleton.

The wall (
1 ecorations, the somewhat

bawdy murals are like what you

might' find in a Parisian spot, only

funnier, fur the most part.

Eddie's songs are 100% .American,

but the spirit of them is pure Paris,

like the stuff the best of the French

songsters do. Fast, shady humor.

You couldn't find that in New York.

And when a young lady, an-

nounced as a Chinese girl, came out

without a bra and with very little

else and did an undulating hip

swing all saturated with hmmmmrn,
then 1 knew I was in my home town.

Both ot them.

Fields, Pressed By

Nitery, Radio, Nixes

$1,750 Vaude Offer

Benny Fields turned down $1,750

from Loew's State on Broadway,
finding, it impossible, to .do. so majiy
shows, particularly on Saturday. He
has a midday matinee show at the
Hollywood cabaret-restaurant,
dinner show at the nitery, rehear-
sals in between for that night's

'Ziegfeid Follies' broadcast, which
goes on the air at 8 p. m., and then
there's a re-broadcast. Besides
there's the usual midnight show, at
the nite club.

Loew's State plays five shows
Saturdays, which would make it too
severe a schedule for Fields.

With the shortage of stage and
radio attractions available for

vaudeville becoming more and more
acute, picture names of box .oflty

potentialities can reap a. harvest

currently with personal appearance
tours. The major circuits, Loew's,

Paramount, RKO and Warners,
have a total of 15 full weeks In

large capacity theatres in key spots

which are able to play acts in the

high salary brackets.
Qf the 15 theatres, however, only

12 are placable for a name in one
season inasmuch as the circuits are.

competitive in three of the key
towns. Loew's and Warners both
play stage, shows in Washington;
Loew's and. Paramount book thea^

tres in Detroit, while RKO and Par-
amount are .competing for stage at-

tractions in Boston.
Latest picture names made avail-

able for stage bookings are John
Barrymore, teamed with Elaine
Barrle, and lissa . Land!. The
Barrymore-Barrie p.a.,

' which will

i>e a sketch, has been .tentatively

set for the Chicago, Chicago, April
io, and the Hipp,. Baltimore, the
week following at $7,500 net. Wil-
liam Morris office is agenting Bar-
rympre's p.a/s. Miss Landl, agent-
ed by the Charles Morrison office,

is seeking $5,000 weekly. ,

RKO Producing Its Own
Shortage of b.o. stage shows has-

forced RKO, for one, into again
producing " shows. . Its 'Follies

Comique' opened Friday (20)> . in

Boston, the circuit putting up all

the necessary coin for the staging
Job by Macklln MegleyV This unit,

containing a cast of over 70, is

costing the RKO houses close to

$8,000 weekly.
The orchestra field has been thor-

oughly scoured in the past few
months by the vaude booking offices

in search of b.o. acts, with the re-
sult that, most of the name bands
available for stage, dates have been
exhausted for another six 'months
at least. Paramount has leaned
heaviest on band bookings, due to
the fact there's so little else avail-
able in b. o. acts and because or-
chestras are the • only type of en-
tertainment that .fits the pit show
policy of the Paramount, -N. Y.

Saraoac Lake
By Chris Hagcdorn

LV>s Moines organizing a society

to fight nudity on the billboards.

Chronic.
Dan Sully was playing Cincinnati

St. Patrick's Day, so he bought a

new topper and turneu out in the

parade.

JTe,iry E. Dix^y li:&d»ru a contin-

gent frori N. Y. to play an .Elk's

Harry Gordon won the domino
title from Armand Monte.
Bobby Merrick to bed with high

temperature.
Joe (WB) DabroWskl in general

hospital for a sinus operation.

Ben Schaeffer up and. around
again after a slight cold.

Dickie. Moore up to see San's film

show for the second time during
the last year;

Geo. (WB) Wicks is getting hi

okay health report to leave arounc
April 1. Ditto Oscar Davis.

Bert Ford (Ford and Price) to

N. Y. for the christening of his

grandson—a grandpa at 38.

Garry Sitgreavos back at the

Lodge to continue his curing routine

after . a 10 day stay in N; Y., visit-

ing wife, who was ill.

Brian Tracy is new .arrival. Was
assistant manager and treasurer of

several RKO houses.
Saranac hotel's St. Patrick's Day

Ball was attended by 500 people.

Write to those you know at

Saranac.

BENHY UNIT CUT

$4,000 IN BALTO

Baltimore, March 24.

The Jack Benny unit, current at
Loew's Century here, is taking a
$4,000 cut for the engagement. Had.
been booked in at $12,500 net, but
agreed' on $8,500 net for this week.
Aside from Benny, irt the unit

are Mary Livingston, Georges" Me-
taxa, Liazeed Arabs, Chicken Sis-
ters and the Stuart-Morgan dancers.

EDGAR ALLEN ARRESTED

Astoria Truck Driver Says He Gave
Him $300 to Promote Job

benefit in Wash in ton' March 17.

Back in time f'.T the show that

evening.

Edgar Allen, who surrendered last

week 'after a warrant for his arrest
had: been issued, will be arraigned
tomorrow "(Thursday) in West. Side
Court, New York, on charges that
he took $300 from William Pollack,
truck driver of Astoria, J. I.,

allegedly to get him a job as fore-
man in the Sanitation Department.
When the job failed to develop,

Pollack obtained a summons, for
Allen,, with Magistrate Hulen Hap-
shaw issuing a warrant for Allen's
arrest when he did not appear, in

court. Detective Dave Smith was
assigned to bring him in, but was
unable to locate the producer-agent.
At 347 W. 55th street,- where Allen
lives. with his wife and child, Smith-
was told Allen was. out of town.

Last Thursday (19) Allen walked
Into court alone and obtained an
adjournment. He was released in

a $50 cash bond after spending a
couple of hours in Jail. He claimed
he bad been irt Philadelphia on
business and did not .learn of the
warrant till *hls return,

According to the^i&ck driver la

search of a forirrta'nship, he met
AHe'n thi-mi&h a friend's introduce
tlon.



VARIETY

Variety Bills
NEXT WEEK (MARCH 27)

THIS WEEK (MARCH 20)
Numerals in connection witli bills below "

show, whether full or spli

BOSTOX
Keith's (20)

Folles Continues
(19)

Folles Comlques
CINCINNATI
Pahu e (27)

Major Bowes Co
(20)

Blondes vs Rcdh'ds
Aunt Jemima

CLEVELAND
Pnlaco (27)

E Carroll's Vanities
(20)

Bebe Daniels
Bon Lyon

SCHENECTADY.
Keith's (26-28)

DeMuy Moore & M
Ted Claire
Sybil Bowan.
Hal Sherman
(One to All)

SYRACUSE
Keith's (20)

H'wood Secrets
TROY

Keith's (27-30)
4 Vespers
Boss ft Stone
3 X Sin
Boss & Edwards
California Rev

NEW YORK CITY
State (27)

Mann Dupree & L
Lime 3

Roger Pryor
Lew Parker Co
Helen .Compton Ore

BALTIMORE
.Century (27)

Buddy Rogers Ore

DETROIT
Fox (27)

Jan . Garbev Ore
PITTSBURGH
Stanley (27)

It Jack t/lttle Ore
WASHINGTON'

Fox (27)
Mae. Wynn 4
Jack Powell
H.errn'n Timherg Co
Songyvrlters Parade

Drummtri' Up Business
LOEWS WASHINGTONi Week March 27

JACK POWELL
Dir.t LEDDY & SMITH

Paramount

NEW YORK CITY
Paramount (25)

Richard Hlihber Or
BOSTON

Metropolitan (27)
Eddie Garr
.Waliy Brown & A
Frazee Sis
Dick & Dot Remy
Dave -ft June
Edgar King
Natalie & Darnell
Paul Florenz Ens

CHICAGO
Chlcftco (27)

George Olsen
Ethel Shutta

Marbro (27)
George Glvot
ORIENTAL (27)

Maj Bowes IT No. 1

DETROIT
Michigan (27)

Xavier . Cugat Ore
Paul Duke

MONTREAL
Loew's (27)

Meta Carlisle
Carl Emmy's Pets
Clifford & Maribn
Pops & Louie
Tommy Trent

TORONTO
Shea's Hli> (27)

Dave Appa Ion's Co.

Wilbur Cushman

ABILENE
Paramount (20-27)
BroWne ft L'aVelle
Clifford Wayne 6
Jerry. ft Jean
Clarence & DeLorea
Grey Wolf
Iron .Heart
Little Deer
Carlyle Wayne
R Patrick Sutton

AMARTLLO
Fnlr (28-20)

Browne ft LaVelle
Clifford Wayne 6
Jerry ft Jean
Clarence ft DeLores
Grey Wolf
Iron Heart
Little Deer
C'nrlyle Wavne
R Patrick Sutton

RARAROO
AI Rlnrlln? (30-31)
Times So. Topic's
Lorette Grey
Lutes Bros
Sherman ft McVey
Fe-r.wlck & Kocher
Hoist 2

Ginger Stover
B'Jtfdy Mack

Shannon Stanley.
Billy Balrd
Comer ft Park
3 Aristocrats
Faye Sis
Langdon & Storey
Leroy & Sharp
6 Satlnottes

.

Stanley Meyer's Bd
IWLUTH

Garrlck (25-27).

Times Sa Topics
Lorette Grey
Lutes- Bros
Sherman & McVey
JJVnwIck ft I".oener;

Hoist 2

Ginger Stover
"Buddy Mack
Glenn' Mason .

Joe Clausers Co
FORT MADISON
Iowa (25-20)

Chatterbox Rev
Al DeCarr ft S
Fr.izjer Bros
Capbs Bros
3 '.Doyle 9b:
Dolly Capps
Ann ft C Howard
7 Tunesters

Waneta
BJUy Joy's Bd

LEWISTON
Liberty (2U-31)

Chicago Follies
Col Ches Davis
Henri Nelser
Skating Swingers
Bobby Bedford
Bobby Dyer,
Ellison' Sis
Frank Peg Jones
Rmile Leone 3

Ches Davis Bd
LINCOLN

Orpheum (27-2i>)
March of Rhythm
Jed Dooley Co
Shay^ft Parker
Lane ft Harper
St Clair .Sls-

Juanlta
Wa-neta •

Billy Joy's Bd
MACOMB

Illinois (31-1)
Paris Oh Parade
Ted & Art Miller ::

Phil ft Dolly
Wells ft Powell
.Tantz Sis

.

f>anna ft Loomls v-

5 Rhythm Steppers
Rlch'd Shannon Bd
MASON CITY
Cecil (215-20)

Top Hat Rev
Great- Togo
H'-w'rd Fuller ft -Sla .

Mack ft Miller
Elmer Brown'
Nancy Tate S
Anita 1 Miith

'

Joyce Barker .

Bill. Martin's Bd
MINOT

State (1-2)
Passing Parade
Bradna 'Boys
6 Gales
Great- Koba-n
Chan Knoll 3

Edithe Rogers.
D Sis
Mickey .Reynolds
7 Rhythm Makers

MOLINE
LeCInlre (37-28)-

H'w.ood Holiday
Johnnie Dunn
Mildred Porlee
Stalac/Bros & P
Syble 'Lee
Billy Thornton Co
Spud Seal
Stone & Kane
Joe Donaldson .

H'wood Amb's'dors.
MONMOUTH
Rivo'i (25-20)

Sirens in Satin
Shannon Stanley
Billy Balrd
Comer ft Parks
3. Aristocrats ' Co
Faye Sis
Langdon ft Storey
Leioy ft Sharp
0 Satlnettes
Stanley ' MeyeWs Bd

MUSKOGEE
Rlrz (1-2)

Kit Kat Klub. Rev
. 3 Payne Bros
2 Kanazawa Japs'
Barney Star
Ruth Sue. Powell

[

Wagner Sis
I Jeanette Lee
Richardson Sis
Paul Cholet
6 Klttenettcs
Krazy Kat. Bd
OKLAHOMA CITY

Liberty (27-30)
Kit Kat ,K-lub ReV
3 Payne ' Bros

'

2 Kanazawa Ja-ps
Barney Star
Ruih SUe PoweU
Wagner Sis
Jeanette Lee

OFFICIAL DENTIST TO THE N. V. A.

DR. JULIAN SIEGEL
1B01 Broadway. New York

This Week: Marwlla Sevllla; Joe DontelU

Olenn Mason
Joe Clausers Co

BEAUMONT
Jefferson (20-31)

6 Denlse Dnncers
Billy Raymond Co
Carlton Sis
Frank Sterling
Elaine & Douglas
8 Melody Men

CASPER
America (28-20)

Town Scandals
Joe & Ed Da:> ton
Butters Tr
Art Gleason
Phil Bernard
Mayfalr Sis
Allyn ft Gaudraux
Joyce Rogers
Town Crier's Tld
CEDAR RAPT 1)8

Star* (27-^0)
ChMterbox Rev
Al DoCarr ft S
Frnzler Bros
3 Doyle Sis
Dolly Cani'fl
Ann ft C Howard
7 Tunesters
Cnpus T^np

CHEYENNE
Llnroln (1-2)

Town Scandals
Joe & E'1 Daytbh
Butters Tr
Art Gleason
Phil Bernnrd
Mavfair Sis '

Allyn ft Gaudrav?rn,
Joyce Rogers . ' .

Ttfwn rrlerN Bd
TlUBUOllK

rplieum (27-2~0>

irens In Satin

HELENA
Rio' (3-3)

Chicago Follies
Co! Ches Davie
Henri Neiser
Skating Swingers
Bobby Bedford
Bobby Dyer
Ellison Sis
Frank Peg Jono
Eml'.s Leone S

.

Clies Davis Bd
HITCHISON
Vnx (27-28>

Blue Paradise Rev
3 Xyl'phone M'n'chs
Carvc-llo Sis
Carl Thoraon
Les Nichols
Gay ft Marcle.
Jlsrgle Rirh-.nan
Billy Burt
Dot Hlgirins
Paradise Rii-'m Bd
Tony Francisco

KEOKUK
Regent (20-30)

H'wood Holiday
Johnnie Dunn
Mildred Perlec
Stalac Bros & P
Ryble Lao
Billy Thornton Co
i-pud Seal
Stone ft Kane
Joe Donaldson
H'wood Amh's'aors

LACROSSE
Majestic (3-4)

March of Rhylhm'
Jed Dooley Co
"Shay ft Parker
Lane ft Haruur
St Clair Sis
Juanita

Richardson Sis
Paul Cholet
C Kltteastfes
Krazy Kt.c JBd

OTTUMWA
Ottumwn (25-20)

Mardi Gras NightB .

Gle.n Dale.
Hadji Baba 3

Shannon ft . Harris
Jack Lowe
Dorothy LaRue
Bob South Co-.
George LaTour .-

Masqueraders Bd
PITTSBURGH
Cozy (29-30)

Paris on Parade
Ted & Art Aliller

Phil ft Dolly »

Wells ft Powell
Jaritz Sis -

Sanna ft. Loomls
5 Rhythm Steppers
itich'd Shannon Bd

SEATTLE
Jtex (20-1)

Cavalcade of I-affs

Murand ft. Girton
Charlie- Brugfjo.
Evans ft. Ru'die
I/e.roy ft Pals
Darin'/ TTiii.-rl.T .

Dan A Anii Manos .

Mile Lila
7 Play Boys

SIOUX- FA f/I.S

ERvpllan (28-29)
Passing I'arailo
Bradn'a Boys
CGales ..

Great. Kobnn
Chan Khbll. 3

Edithe Rog-jra
D Sis
Mickey .

Reynolds
7 Rhythm Makers

TULSA
Kialto (3-0)

Rainbow . Rev:
Fiddlers 3

Orloff 3
Hashl..&. Osal.
Marlene . Sis
Connie Mltchejl
Jimmy Mack
Blick Panther
7 Sirens

WACO
Orplieum (4-5)

Lete .Have a Party
6 Denlse Dancers
Ellly Raymond Co
Carlton Sis
Frank Sterling
Elaine & Douglas
8 Mf lody Men

WATERLOO
Paramount (27-29)
Rainbow Rev
Fiddlers 3
Orloff 3

Hashl ft Osal
Marlene Sis
Connie Mitchell
Jimmy- Mack-
Black Panther
7 Sirens.

WICHITA
Orplieum (29-31)

Blue Paradise Rev
3 Xyl'phone M'n'chs
Carvelle Sis
Carl Th'orson
Less Ni':hola
Gay .& .Marcle.
Margie Richman
Billy Burt
Dot Hlfcglns
P-arr.aise Rhy'm Bd
Tony Francisco

WINNIPEG
Orphenm (30-4)

Mardl Gra& Nights
Glen Dale
HadJi.Baha_3
Shannon & Harris
Jack Lowe'
Dorothy LtfRuo
Bob South Co
George LaTour-
Masqueraders Bd

CHICAGO
State Lake (21)

F ft M Brltton
3 Lorraine- Sis'

Maxlne -Lee
Jordan & Grace
INDIANAPOLIS

LyrJc (27)
'Going Hollywood'
Harry Howard Co
Stanley Bros
Dunn Bros ft D
France's Wills
-Virginia Gibson
Eloanor Etherldge
KANSAS CITY, Mo

Tower (27)
HaTfy Holmes

Harrison's Circus
Jack Carson

LOUISVILLE
National (27-30)

Johnny Rcxn'.a Co
Johnny Special
Rexford ft Wallace
(T-yro to nil)

ST. LOUIS
Grand O. H.

Phelps Duo
Musical Fredericks
3 Sensatlon'l Porvys
Yvonne & Vernon
Km ft ft Oa-uf
Lostpr

PHILADELPHIA
Earle (27)

MaJ Bowes U
' (20)

Brine on Dames V
PITTSBURGH
Stanley (27)

Tj Jack Little Ore
3 Wlerc Bros
(One to fill)

(20)
Major Bowes U

READING
Astor

1st half (27-20)

Bring on. Dames U
(20)

'4 Robeys
Keller Sis ft L
Ross ft Edwards
Starnes, A ft S
WASHINGTON

Earle (27)

Starnes. A ft S
Ada Brown
Boy Foy
Paul Lukas Co

(20)
Major Bowes U

Week of March HZ
Astoria D. H,

Draper ft Shires

Canterbury M. It.

1st half (23-26)

Nallo ft Natal
Ronnva

2d half (2R-2H)
Billy irutchett
Runlcrs

Dominion
Brookins ft Van
4 Franks

New Victoria
Canjou Bros ft J
Rose Perfect
Haorel Mangean Gls

Trocadero Cab
Gaston Palmer
C'.co Boalty

Gresham Singers
Roy Peyton
Angela Parselles
Maurice

BRADFORD
New Victoria

Mary Holmes
BrazelleB
Addison ft Sylvia -
CIIADWELL U'TII

Palace
5 Magnets
Anna Rogers
7 Zio Angels

CHELSEA,
' FaInre

Alfredo Ore
CLAPTON

Rink
-De Haven ft Page
Texas Ranger's
Dan Llpton ft Debs

EAST HAM
Premier

S Magnets
An lid Rogers
7 .7.16 Angels
EDGWARE ROAD

Grand
Garyey ft. Mao
a Girlies
Austel ' ft- . Arthur

EDMONTON
Empire

Herschel Henler.e
Trevor ft.-Grayilng"
Peplno II
HAMMERSMITH

Palace
t Fredysohs
2- Atlantlcs
Terry Brown
Leon ft Lucette
10'- Rhytlunites
Low ft AVebster'
2 Accordion Kings
4 White Flashes

HOLLOWAY.
Marlborough

'Songs From Films'
ILFORD
Super

Colllspn ft Dean
Mona Grey .

Masu ft Rurl
ISIJNGTON
Rlue Hall

1st half (23 -.2 6)
Billy. Hntchett.
Runlers

2d half (2C-28)
Nallo ft Natal
Renara

K1LBURN
Grange

Ga'rvey ft Mac •

3 Girlies
Austel ft Arthur

LEWISHAM^
Palace

Alfredo' Ore
Bega 4
Carmenlta
7 Aiie Tokay,,

LEYTONSTONE
Rinlto

Ralflnl Bd ;

NEW CRO&S
Klnemu

Evelyn Hardy Bd
OLD KENT ROAD

. Aftorla
'Queen, of the Seas*
Terry's Juycs
Harry Fr'ucr B»l

PKCKHAM
Palace

Evelyn Hardy Bd
snEPiURns uusn

Piivllinn.
Teddy Brown
Draper ft Shires
STAMFORD HILL

Regent
'Songs From Films'

STRATFORD
Broudwuy

Colllnson ft Dean
Mona Grey
Ma9U ft Yuri

STREATHam
.
Pulace

G & J • D'ormonde
Lee Don ;

'

Grade S-chenck Co
TootiNa
Grnnnda

Reg Moore Bd
Grade Sclienck Co
G ft J -Dormoiide
TOTTENHAM

Palace
De :Taven ft Page
Texas Rangers
7 Zlo Angels
WALTHAMSTOW

Granatin
Chas Manning Bd
Herschel . Henier
Rolf Holbein'
Trevor ft Grayling'

WILLESDEN
Empire

Trblse- Mandollers
WOODS GREEN

Palace
Mackey 2

Ralfinl Bd
Boriijet ft. Williams
Grafton Girls »

Week of March 23
EDINBURGH

Regent
1st half (23-25)

Skating Riots
'. ^d half (20-28)
Rolv ft Poly .

Theatre
.
Royal

RadclifCe ft Rodgcrs
Frank Wilson"
Troy Sis ft Sydney
Sax ft Royan
Cy Landry
Ije Pomme ft Sis
Cliarto'n's Co .

GLASGOW
Pavilion

Callgary Bros
Leon Cortez Bd
B Steward ft Sis
Pat & V Lchnojc-
Jack Douglas
Bert Bert ft Bert
6 "Cyclotiics
Alec Finlay

LEEDS
Paramount

J^isslter Bros .

6 Lai Fnuns i

I-EITH J

Capitol
1st half (2:l-2r,)

Roly ft Poly.
2d half (2G-28)

Skating Riots
LIVERPOOL
Paramount

Younkman Bd

Shnkcspeare
Lewis ft- Moore
Holmes ft Sarony
Hap Hazard ft M
Teddy Williams
6 Claudetto Girls
Herbert ft Hatton.
Max Wall
MANCHESTER

Paramount
Rawlcz ft Lanrtauer
Mario De Pietro
3 Veronas
NEWCASTLE
Paramount

Billy Cotton Bd
HEADING
Palace

Arnaut Bros
Mltzi Bobs
Eric Randolph
Don Francisco
Jean Kennedy
Shaw ft Weston
St John Sis

STOCKTON
Globe

Les Allend
4 Canadian Baeli'l's
Rlgpletto Bros
Aimee Sis
Ju'veleys
Rapid 4

Feter Fanan
A J Powers
Thelmfna
Hope ft Ray

NEW Y0EK CITY
All Stars

Evelvn Nesblt
Kal Musette

Ann Kennedy
Flo Hill
Georgle Daniels
Gordon Davis
•Bobby Leonard
Tommy Martin
Parisian Serenaders

Barrel of Fun

Bo Brummells
Bobby Tremalne
Percy Stoner.

Beachcomber Bar
Marion Butler
Leslie Litamy
Ann Suter

Bill's Gay 90's

Joe E Howard
Kay Parsons
Gus Wlcke
Arthur Behlm
Bill Lorraine
Ed B'urnrian .

Ethel Gilbert
Jerry White
Paul Davin

Black Cat
Ted Lewis
Congolina
Amanda Randolph
Stump ft Stumpy
Dot Saultcr
3 Tom Cats
Lonny Simmons ft

Rhythm Kittens;

Cafe ironvllle

Burt Stevens Ore
Callente

Alice Lawlor
Joyce San tell

Cecily Rogers
Violet Arnold
Chic Goldman
Terry Gray
Sklppy Smith Ore

Casino Venezla

F Bracclante Ehs

Chateau Moderne
Billy Caetle
Elena McCoy
'Muriel Roger*
Fnk . McFarlane O
Chesapeake ouse
Elsie Lange '

Chez Josy Baker
Josephine Baker
Wlllem Van Loon

Gene Ashley
Alice Delano Weeks(
Ray Benson O'rc
Antobal's Cubans

Club Gaucho
Dimitrl
Virgil
Persa Ravel
Los Ganchos
RUla Dau
Munoz & Bolau

Club Richman
Lee Carr
James Sherry
Harry. Bernie
George Oliver
Freddie Monroe
Jack Mayo Ore

Club Sharon
Al Appollon Oro

Cncnanut Grove
Jean McGulley
Raye Prince ft C
Kea Rea
Dick Messner.

Connie's Inn
Anise, ft Aland
Hotcha Drew
Maxle Armstrong
Eddie Green
James Anderson
Chuck & Chuckles
Koluha
Don Redman Bd

Dclmonlco's
Murray Alan
Jay Mills Ore

•lack Dempsey's
Peggy Calvert
George Walsh
Carlos & Marchon
Jan Brunesco Bd
'Eighteen' Club

Mary Mercer

El Chlco
Consuelo Morena
Portia Portar
Emile de Torre Ore

El Toreador
Ramon ft Luclnda
Toreador 4

Fermln ft Gloria
Fantasia Novoa
Medaro
Don :Gilberto Oro

El Morocco
Ernie Hoist Ore

Famous Door
Red McKenzle B4

French Casino
'Folles de Femmes'
Emllee Adreon
10 Argentina Ladies
Alphonse Berg
3 Bredwins
Georges Bruyals
CHoppy
M'rg*erlte DuFresne
Estelle & LeRoy
Mar'lta Farell
Cllly Felndt
Dahy Flore
Little- Fred
Vera Nargo
Orbal

.

Mile. Paris
PIroska-.
Andre Randall
Freddie Zay
Sonla Gansser & A
Jack .Denny's Oro
Vincent Travere Ore
Russell Patterson's
Persohettes

Glno's Cedar Gnrd'u

Don Martin Oro

Gloria Pulnst

Johnny Hudglns Or
Gr'nwlch VIII. Inn

Albert Pryme
Elena McCoy
Pat Clayton
Lillian Cnlrnes
Antony Tosca Ore

. Gypsy Tnvern

Bert Linden
Aida Luciano
Bukku
Chubby Ross
Jules Keaton Oro

Jim Henley's

Jack White
Kay Hamilton
Vincent Padula Ore.

Anna Ilcld's

Anna Held Jr
Hilda Elfonte
Irene Burko
Rutli Templcton
Lindy Lou-
'Toots'
Sunny Lambert'
Paul Bass Oro

Hickory House
Klrby Walker
Marjorte Naylor
Francetta Mallby
Ted Lane
Arthur Gansfrled E
Wlngy Manqne Bd
H'lyw'd Restanruiil

Abe Lyman- Orb
Benny Fields
Jack Waldron
Bllllo Burns
Denny White
Phil Neeley
Cackles O'Noll
Chariot Lamberton
Mitzi Haynes
Marlon Martin
Helen Gray
Jane Casey
Rose Blane
Cass Da I ley
E Jelesnlck Oro
Hotel Ambassador

Clara Belle Walsh
Maria ft Florla
Fred Lowery
Maxine Tappen
Vincent Bragale
Vincent Lopez Ore

Hotel Astor

Jafck Berger Oro
Hotel Barblzon-P'za

Ivor Peterson

Hotel Blltmnre
R.uss Morgan Ore
Linda Lee
Joe & Betty Lee
Nadine ft Giraldo

notel Buckingham
Pierre Be'aujean

Hotel Commodore
John' Johnson Ore
Jane Williams
Marcla Wayne
Donna ft Darrell- -

Hotel Edison
Sammy Wilson Ore
Mac Coogan
Frank Cornwell 3

Hotel Essex House
Musical Rogues
Hotel Fifth Ave

P Handelman Ore-
Music Masters

Hotel Gotham
Raoul Llpoff Oro
Hotel Gov Clinton

Eddie Lane Ore
Hotel Gr't North'rn

A Ferdlnando Ore
Hotel Lexington

Ozzle Nelson Oro
Harriet Hilllard
Eugene Jelesnlck Or

' Hotel Lincoln

Tommy Dorsey Ore
EsqulreS
Hotel Lombardy

Terl Josefovlts

Hotel Madison
Val Olman Ore
. . Hotel, eurlce
Miml Muriel
Sylvia. Light

Hotel McAlpIn
Enoch Light Oro
Mary Danls
Hotel Montclalr

Don Richards Oro
Coral Islanders
Lillian Kenny
Jaysnoff Sis

Hotel New Yorker
Bob Crosby Ore
Virginia VorrlU
Frank Tennlll
Ray Baduc
Leons
Scrlppy ft Pals

• Hotel Park Lane
Max Bergere Ore
Hotel Pennsylvania
Hal Kemp Ore
Knott ft Towns
Yost's. Calif Co

otel Pierre
Pancho Ore
Gregorl Franzell Or

Hotel Plaza
Eve Symington
Lydla & Joresca
Henry King Oro
George Sterney Ore

Hotel Rltz-Carlton
Arm an Vecsey Oro

Hotel Roosevelt

Esther Velas Ens
Guy ' Lombardo , Ore

Hotel Snvoy- Plaza
Dwight Flske
Dick Gasparre Ore
Maurice ft Cordoba
Bob> Grant Ore
Hnbnneras Ore

Hotel Shelton

Bert King Oro

Hotel Sherry-
Netherlitnd

'Russian Eagle'
Alex Bunch ouc ho u

Gypsy Choir
Lldla Sadovskala
Jeinmb Hurok
Raphael ~

Hotel St, Mprlts

Nlklta Balleff
'Chauve Sourls Rev"
Dorothy Fow
Ran Perry Oro
Sunny Rice
Irene An tu.ro

y

A ndrea Salam
Leo Resnick

'

Leon Navarn Ore
Hotel St. egls

Phyllss Clare
Hartmanns
Jules Lande' Ore
Emll Coleman Ore

Hotel Taft
Geo. Hall Ore
Dolly Dawn
Hotel Vandcrbllt

Murray" Dancers
Bernie Dolen pro.

Hotel Waldorf.
' Astoria

Corlnna Mura
Boavel ft Tova
Dr. Ross
Charles Magnantl-
Orvlllo Knap'p Qrc
Michael Znrln Bd '

Hotel Warwick
Arthur -

Skrl low Ore

otel Wc.vlln

Charlie Wright
Bobby Brooks Ore.

House -of Morguu
Lillian Roth
Clifford Newdahl
Cari Randall
Phyllss Cameron
Don Alberto .Ore
Lou Bring Orb
Howard's Showbout
joe Howard. ..

Walter Lopez Ens
Jlirimy Kelly's

John Rocltwood
Evelyn Wilson
Mary Lane
Janice Andre
Warren & Bodle
Carter ft Schnub
Mldgle Parka
Joan Miller
Billy Mack
Mary Bartun
3 Raymonds
Danny Hlggins
Dorothy Don-
Kitty Mulligan
Gene Waiter
Joo Rlcardel Ore
Joe Capella Oro

It Kat
Ann Ijewls
Alfredo Allman
Toots ft Al
Aldir Ward
Donna Clara
Jackie Mavley .

,

Bob Hargrave Ore
Ln Rue

Costaln ft Crane
Marie Almonte
Ntpk Vouzen Bd
Eddie Davis Ore
Leon & Eddie's

Eddie
.
Davis

Patricia GJlmore
H, Gardner. Carter
-Princess Ahl
Win Farmer Oro

Madeleine's
Jack and Jill
Lucille Jarreu
Damar Ore
Joe Gray H.

Mnn-About-Town
Helen Lambert
Al Manuti Ore
Maisonette Russe

Codolban Ore
George Orda
Jash.a Nazarenko
Boris Belostozsky
Nadia Kortez

Mon Paris

Jimmy Rogers
Versatile 3
Barry Win ton Oro

Monte Rosa
Pola Bbrgla
Sandy Ross
D Pecorano ore

No. 1 Fifth Ave
Michael Tegnor
Blllle Trask
Joe LIHey
Harold Woodall
Hazel 'Webster
New Montmartre

Elsai Maxwell
Eddie Garr
Betty Jnne Cooper
l;ussel Swan
Jacques Fray's Ore

Norroandle
Hal Hope Oro
Old Roumanian

Thais
Sadie Banks
Jack Hlrsch
Russian' Gypsy 8
Mickey Mallory
Sol Schneider
Roumanla Gypsies

Onyx Club
Stuff Smith Bd

Paradise
' Milton Berle
Georgle Tapps
Tic Toe Girls
Mickey Alpert
Sam Tod ft r,ay
Vera Nlva
Kathryn Rand
Nancy Lee
Betty Kean
Bobbins Fam
C Dornberger Ore

Place Elegante
Tommy. Mills
Steve Lentl
Eddie Blanchard
Bill Farrell
Benn KaufC
Irve Harris
Leo Lazaro Oro

Rainbow drill-

Margaret Cray
Olive Gardner

Gall Gall
Mildred Monsoii
Ruby Newman Ore

Rainbow Boom
Glen Gray
Casa Loma Oro
Sheila. Barrett
Jack Holland
June Hart
Pee Wee Hunt
Kenny Sargent
Nancy Noland
Nano Rodrlgo Bd

Russian Bear
Balalaika Ore
Costya Krumln
Kuban Cossacks
Sergey Sokoloft
Julian Altaian
Nlcholnl IChndarlk
Fronla Stanlsl'veky
Ivan Korniloff
Miss Nightingale
Eliza Rnmova
Nadja Dushlnska
Russian Kretchmun
Gypsy Markoft »

Adla Kuzne.tzoff
Nastla Pollakova
Nicholas Voslllcff

Mura Toumanova
Darlo' ' Birse
Orllk ft - LoUk
Mlscha
Nicholas Matlhey
Gleb Yellln Ore

Russian Trdyka
Ametel's Bd

Sun Soiicl

Jerry Blnlne Oro-
Sidewalks of N. X
Roscoe Alls
Mummy jjnny
Helen Stone
Clnrk ft Vordl
Anthony Trlnl Ore
Betty Lewis.

Snmll's Paradise

Charlie Johnson Ore
Paimire ft Vnlez
Chunk -Robinson'
Ollle Potters
Arnette

.

3 Blink Boys
Amos Bonds
Marlon Heirston

Stork Club
Teddy Lynch
Gus Martel Ore
N Brandwyn'ne Ore

Tony's.
Beatrice' Kay-

Town Bar
Gypsy Erma
Brook 2
Ann Kennedv
Barbara l.ai'orts
Gordon Davis
Chubby Stall

h

Town Casino
Armand-Viilierle
Ann White
Henri Werre Ens
Mtiurlce Sfc:uv OreJimmy Vincent Ore

ThpinnslierHky's
Harry iJittiiiafl OroChes Doherty Rev

I'bangl
Gladys Ilcnlley
Pearl Balires
Ray White
.3 Melody Mai
Avon I-unc
Hot Foot Watson
Lucky Sis
3 Lang Sis

'

Edna . Mae Holly
Ken ft Hen
Willie Bryant- Ore

Yacht Club
Edith Rnnlik

'

Bee Kalmus
Golt ft Kerr
Johnny ft George
Sid Franklin Ore

Versailles
Norma Terrls
Rocky 2

Helen Grny
Urlto's Rumba Bd
Jos Smith Ore

Vlllugo Unrn
Roy Cropper
Kirk, ft Lawrence
Mildred Bragdoa
Colletto & Barry
MlttOTi . Mapn Orb
Village Nut Club

Riviera Boys
Lou Raymond
Iris' Ray

Dicklo Wells
Kenny .Walts
Shim Sham Rev

Wlvel
Maria-nns
Ernie Muran
•Boring ft Lazar
Betty Bear
Baron G.vldQnkorn
N'alna Klnova
Frank LaSnlle Oro
Bob Leo-
Wynne Rolph

CHICAGO
Bismarck Hotel

Dorothy. Miller

Phil LeV.int Oro

lackliawk

Will Osborne Oro
Dick ft Dot Rogers

.- Chez Pares
Helen Morgan-
Gus Van
Paul Draper
Henry Busse Ore

Blackstono Hotel
(Muyfalr Room)

DeMarcos
Anna - Fulton
Kavelin Oro
Continental Room

' (Stevens Hotel)
Larry Blake
Sonya ft. Romero
2 Elleens
Harry. Sosntk Oro

College Inn
Mary Ann Hewes
Evelyn Chandler
George Olsen
Ethel Shutta

Colony Club
LIU Bernard
Flo Henry
Phelps 2

Edna Rush
Rhythmeera Oro

Coloslmo's
Maggie McGulre
Don Donna ft' Don
Don Enrico
Countess Alebassl
Faith Bacon
Bob Tinsleys Ore

congress Hotel
(Urban Room)

Benny Goodman
Helen Ward.
Art Barnett

Club Alnbnm
Elliott Sis
Anthony Marks
LeMarge Sis
Eflle Burton
Ginger Woods
Art Williams

Club Miiiuet

Danny Beck
Carol Dean
Hope Parker
Helene Carol
Jay Holly
Shirley Handler
Adellnna Dosaena
Lew Sales Ore

8 Deuces Cafe
Art Tatum
ZUtty

Drake Hotel
(Gold Coast Room)

Jack Hylton
Pat- O'Malley
Mftgda Neeld
Peggy Dell
Alec Templet'on.
Erne! Atherton
Cllve Erard
Merry Macs-
Freddy Schweitzer
Georgle Lyons
Edgewater Beach

Hotel
Bernie Cummins Or
3- Queens .

Carlo ft Norma
Harriett Smith Gls

Hi-Hat
Nanty Kelly
Billy Snyder
3 Simon Sis
Joyce Flnley
Stearns ft Dean
Syd Lang Ore

Paddock Club
Mary Stone
Andy Rico
Claire Powell
Ann Rush
Jean Kirk
Jess Johnson Ore

-Palmer House
(Empire Room)

Bob Hall
Manya ft Drlgo
Giovanni
Freddy Dosh
Manhattan 4

Abbott Dancers
Ted Weems Ore

Royale Frolics

Dolly Kay
Henri Lishon
Nell Kelly
Una Cooper
Sid Tomack
Terruce Gardens
(Hotel Morrison)

Ted Lewis Co
Radio Aces
Carroll ft Shall la
Chas Whlttler
Edna Strong
Nascha
Kay Gregory

. The Hl-Hatters
' Kings .Jesters

885 Club
Carroll ft Gorman
Trudy Davidson
Eddie South

Via Lago
'Pep' Smith
Aimes ft Vlvieniie
Ruth Ennls
Dolly Doline
Farrell Sis
Flo Ray
Ed Kraus Ore
Sol Wagner Oro

LOS ANGELES
Beverly Wllsulre .

Viola Von
Larry Lee Ore

lltmore Bowl
Jeanne Blanche
B ft E Burrou*
Ann Traverso
5 Maxellos
Bob Cutter
Trudy Wood
Dolores ft Andre
Jimmy Grler Oro

Cafe Casonov'a

Martha. Raye
Jerry Bergin
Billy Gray
3 Roberts Bros
Hal Chanslor oro

Cafe de Paree
Kathlyn Bessette
Lois Graham-
Gal'nte ft Leonardo
Al Geco
Ted Dawson Ore

Cafe La Maze
Stan Clair Ore
Park Ave Boys

Clover Club
Judy Starr
Aniwa Boys
Cocoanut Grove

Veloz & Yolanda
Shep Fields . .

Eddie LeBaroh Ore
Hoffman R ft Gerad

Famous Door
Sylvester Scott

'

(Continued

Louis prima Oro

Omar's Dome
Pyramid 3

Maronl ft Joyce

.

Jeanette Sis
Yogi Yorgensch
:Anonda ft Leta
June Marlowe

, Jimmy Blttlcli Oro

Pnlomar
Bob Eberle
Inez ft DeWyn
Eddie Gordon
Hudson-Metzger Gil

Dorsey 3

Kay Weber
Jimmy Grier Or

Plrrone's

George Hall
Hobson ft Ray
Helen Lewis
Murray Peck
Dolores Ray .

John Llndhardt Offl

Paris Ion

Singing Walters
Sylvia ft Beclna
Jack Blackln
Paul McLaln
Hugo Marchettl
Lollta ft Ardp
Thora Matthsifloo

Henry Monnet
Pete Contrclll Or»

Sherry's
Mary Lone
Castlsman Sis

Ben Carter
Hazel Fitzgeral

on page 61)
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Int. Revenue Dept. Issues Warrant

Against Shuherts for Unpaid Tax

On Cutrates; It's an Old Battle

•Warrant by the government's In-

ternal Beyenue Dept. for taxes on

tickets sold below the established

prices, hastened several box office

men and auditors of the Shubert

organization to Washington late last

week to protest.' Federal people con-

tend that under the admissions tax

law, 10% of the full* or original price

of tickets, must be collected regard-

less of whether sold for less or not,

This kink In the regulations is

ionder »-PPeal in another direction,

but the government went the. limit

In issuing the warrant against a

theatre on similar claims. House

Involved is the Shubert, N. Y.,

wiero it was found that tickets had

been' sold for some- attractions at

prices under the scale, but that the

tax collected was only 10% of the

actual figure. Department demanded

the balance and estimated a con-

siderable sum as past due.

In ticket circles it has been In-

sistently intimated that the proviso

bf the admissions tax law which de-

mands the tax to be: computed on

the printed price of tickets, was
framed at the suggestion of certain

Broadway interests with the Intent

of embarrassing or crimping Le-

Wang's out-rate agency.

For the past year or. two the lat-.

ter has been collecting full tax, as

required, but contends that patrons

are actually paying a tax of . 20%
on tickets sold at half price. Gov-
ernment's claim against Leblang's

concerns the balance it figures due
on previous seasons and the agency
has been contesting this on the

grounds that it is a levy on revenue
that was never actually paid.

In the original statute, tax on
passes' was Included and even on
critics* tickets for opening nights.

Treasury, however, ruled that out.

iWhy showmen have been
,
unable to

secure the same ruling for tickets

sold under the established price is

something Of a mystery. It is a
common pratice for box offices to

sell ducats at reduced prices but
tax on the printed price is being

' collected.

Claim against the Shubert the-
atre, which will apply to most other
houses, is for sales of four and five

years ago. Data estimating what the
government thinks is due was com-

> piled by men on federal relief pay-
rolls.

McLaughlin Takes H wood

House for N. Y. Revivals

Hollywood, March 24.

Robert W. McLaughlin, formerly
\ of Cleveland, has taken a lease on

the Music Box here to produce a
series of New York legit plays,

v Initial production will be 'Mourn-
ing- .Becomes Electa,' by Eugene

•.O'Neill. McLaughlin has talked
with Alice Brady and Alia Nazimova
in an effort to persuade them to
play the same roles they acted in
the eastern production for the The-
atre Guild.

Jessel Nixes 'Heel'
. 'The. Margniflcent Heel,' which
Alex Yokel proposed producing with
George Jessel, is off, according to
the latter, who returned from
Florida last week. Jessel was to
have starred in the play but de-
elded the part did not suit him,

It was written' by Samson
Raphaelson during the time Jessel
yas appearing in .'The Jazz Singer.'
Actor and author were not on the
best of terms at the time;
Jessel is going to

:

Chl6ago and Los
Angeles to make personal- appear?
ances in picture houses • and also
has several radio commitments.

'Life' Off
'larger Than Life,' slated to

aeout on Broadway at the 46th

o, f

€
? ?hursd

"

ay (26) after trying
out in. New England last • Week, is

tvTi
Crosby Gaige, who presented

aifou?
y

' P°atPpned 'Life' while
awaiting script revisions.

t)1av
Wen

^elh CentUry-Fox backed the

Ern:«,.
W
™ Ch ha* a cast °f 40, with

outlav
TrU6x starrlne< ProductionK apnrox!i»ate3 $25,000 for the»ree* Scene attraction.

Wildberg's Coast Buy

Hollywood, March 24.

First play by Michael Markham,
New York writer cm*retttly in Hol-
lywood, a comedy mystery labelled

'Answer Me That,' has' been pur-
chased by John J. Wildberg, N. Y.
attorney acting for an unnamed
legit producer.
With a New York production in

view, Wildberg is talking with Paul
Kelly, Roger Pryor and Mary Rog-
ers for top. spots.

Genteel Tourney

New Haven, March 24.
An echo from last year's 'Waiting

for Lefty' has cropped up in. this
year's annual drama tourney, to be
conducted at the Yale University
theatre, April 20-23 with 12 Conn,
groups as contestants.

'Lefty* landed the prize cup in
1935,. but raised such a storm of pro-
test that this year's rules reject ail

semblances of " ropaganda plays*
and insist on a 'minimum of pro-
fanity and blasphemy, in keeping
with good taste/

Expect Author-Manager Fight

To Reach Climax This Wk.; Prods.

Think They Can Stick Together

itics to Name

loice

At End of Week

The Critics Circle, composed of New
York drama reviewers, will attempt

to name its selection of the best play

of the season late this week. Not
certain that there will be a winner,

since four negative votes can elimi-

nate any play in the running.

inner is named, it will pre-

cede the Pulitzer selection by ap-
proximately one month, that play
prize award, and. others, being an-
nounced for early in May. Critics

figure that, with the arrival of

'Idiot's Delight' on Tuesday. (24),

the final candidate for prize possi-

bilities' this season will have opened
on Broadway. That play is listed

as one of the top candidates, with
'End of Summer' and 'Call It a Day'
highly rated, also. Ail three are

Theatre Guild attractions. In literati

circles 'Winterset* is called the

likely choice of the critics.

'Summer' and' 'Delight* are Pulit-

zer, possibilities, too, but 'Day* is out
because of its English authorship.

Same goes for 'Victoria Regina',

leading dramatic success. 'Boy
Meets Girl', comedy success is also

in the running. 'First Lady' is out

because the author, George S. Kaup-
man, won. once before.

There are 17 members of the Cir-

cle. Originally it was intended to

include only, reviewers of dailies but
some byliners on weeklies were
added. That burned up others who
were not invited and The Stage, a
monthly, will award prizes on its

own, in retaliation.

Circle resolved not to consider

taking in any more members until

next September. It now has a cen-

tral committee to aid Brooks Atkin-
son (Times) Circle's president.

NO WASHINGTON STOCK

First Ti in 10 Years—Road Show
iz Too Good

Washington, March 24.

Capital will be without summer
stock for the first time in 10 years

this season. National Theatre Play-

ers' usual 10-week stand has been
cancelled due to length of the regu-

lar legit season, which will run at

least until June 1, perhaps longer.

House is not air-conditioned and
to begin stock as late, as June 15

would be dangerous. Rumors that

the National Players were to be

abandoned because of plans for a

barn theatre operated by Steve

Cochran, manager of the Players,

were denied recently. Cochran
claims the suburban venture is still,

on the fire but has had no influence

on stock being dropped.

Marilyn Miller in Hosp.,

Asks Delay of Query

In 8G Suit for Decor

rilyn Miller (O'Brien) will be a
patient in Harbor Hospital- for at

least two months, accor irig to an
affidavit filed in the N. Y. Supreme.
Court on her behalf. She Is under;

treatment for a severe nervous

breakdown.
Miss, Miller's condition became

known . last Thursday (19),. when
her attorney moved to postpone ex-
amination before trial of Miss Mil-
ler in a suit brought against her
for $8,359 by Thorval Anderson, in-
terior decorator. Anderson claims
that he was engaged by the dancer
to decorate her apartment at 46
East' 65th street last October. At
the completion of the job, he pre-,

sented a bill for $12^359. The dancer
paid $4,000 on account, but claims
that by mutual agreement the total

bill was to amount to only $6,800.

Anderson Is suing for the full balr
ahce.

In his motion for a postponement,
her attorney submitted an affidavit

of Dr. Laurence Whittemore, Who
stated 'that it would be extremely
dangerous for Miss Miller to be sub-
jected to a legal examination for

the present.*' Justice Lloyd Church
reserved decision on the request.

Bars Oked

Albany, March 24.

The assembly last night passed a
bill permitting the sale of beer,

wines and liquors in theatres before
and after performances, and be-
tween acts, where food is served.
Measure now goes to the senate.

,'• Theatre Guild's

pper resentation of the colored

cast drama 'Porgy,' closed in Wash-
ington, Saturday (2i). Show was
out eight weeks, final stand at the
capital getting about the best, gross
outside of New York. Takings of

around $20,000 were estimated.
Show played i6 weeks on Broad-

way, at the Alvin. There was a dif-

ference of opinion over its chances
and attendance started fading after

the first month. It never regained
its production outlay, as hoped for

on tour, and ended up in the red.

'Hour' Ups Gross

In N. Y. Against

Picture Version

'The Children's Hour', Elliott,

N. Y., held Its own against the play's

picture version, which opened last

mid-week at the Rivoll under the

title 'These Three' (UA). Stage

version got approximately $7,500,

Which is quite profitable and a gain

of $750 over the previous week.

Film presentation held strictly to

the agreement that no mention of

the stage play be made in any form,

but the reviewers made the refer-

ence anyway, stating the picture to

be based on the play. Similar men-
tion in fan magazines indicates that
the picture public Is fairly familiar
with the connection between the
two.

.
Impression -is that if the play is

to be materially affected it will be
when the picture reaches general
release in second run houses.

Lunt-Fontanne Show Plays On

In Pittsburgh Despite Floods

'Dodsworth' Folds Apr. 4
'Dodsworth' will end its season

next week in Cincinnati, closing

there April 4. It will have com-
pleted a tour Of 26 weeks on that

date. Plan to bring the show bade
to Broadway for a repeat engage-
ment has apparently been dropped.

Walter Huston, starring in the

play, is slated to make his next

metropolitan appearance in 'Othel-

lo,' robably next season.

Pittsburgh; March 24.

Alfred Lunt and Lynn Fontanne,
the Nixon theatre and 'Idiot's De-
light' made theatrical history here
last week. For two nights and one
afternoon, while this city of 1,000,-

000 people hung between deadly
flood fear and poisonous rumors,
tr,e show went on. And would have
continued to go on the remainder
of the week had not Miss Fontanne
come down with neuritis Friday
(20), forcing cancellation of the re-

maining three performances.
Alone in the Golden Triangle, the

Nixon stood lighted, its marquee
proclaiming that 'Idiot's Delight'

w'ould positively be presented.

Power generated by Its oWn. dynamo
was giving the theatre its light,

while the city otherwise was
plunged in total darkness.
Although the house had been

sold out in advance, the first night

(18) after the flood broke there

were about 7.00 unoccupied seats,

with everybody except those close

to the downtown district certain

that 'Idiot's Delight' had closed.

Matinee that day also played to

about half a house. Lunt wanted to

close, but was prevailed upon by

the house manae-oment to continue

;i.s Iojit as was humanly possible
He and Miss Fontanne agreed

and another half-house was on
hand Thursday night fill). Here
was probably the most unusual per-

formance show business has ever

witnessed. The Nixon theatre was
.Hist a few yards inside slop-lines

established by the Pennsylvania
National Guard. Getting to officials,

Harry Brown, manager of the the-

atre, arranged to have a ticket to

the fellow pass the holder through
the ropes and guards escorted lh"m
back again, at the conclusion of the

performance. Id some cases, where

seats hadn't been previously pur-
chased, troopers accompanied pros-
pective patrons to the bo.x- office, to
make sure they were going to the
theatre and nowhere else.

Tough Departure
Up to a late hour Friday (20) the

theatre management was assuring
patrons that there would be per-
formances for the remainder of the
week, but Miss Fontanne's illne.3s

abruptly closed the show. Leads
and support hired a bus that eve-
ning, reached a railhead and got to

New York Saturday. Production
followed the next day;

Starting, at complete capacity,
'Idiot's Delight' was heading for a
sensational $25,000 when the flood

let loose. Even the snowstorm of
Tuesday night (17), which led di-

rectly to the catastrophe, found the

house practically full.

Losses as a result of the flood

were placed at around $15,000, with
the company and house sharing,
it's believed. Had Miss FOntanne
been able to continue, management
figures It might have gotten an even
break on the last four perform-
ances.
Nixon has 'Three Men on a

TTorse' (his week. Even If the town
is .still in darkness, house can. con-
tinue to generate its own power for

several days. Season still has three
weeks to go, with 'Winterset,'

'Ghosts' and the University of Pitts-

burgh Cap and Gown show, first of

trio, April 6, still to come. 'Horse'

Is pencilled In for two Weeks.
House gets 'Gi'eat Zlegfeld* (MG)
film on roadshow basis April 26.

If oi der isn't soon restored, how-
ever, there may be some cancella-
tions, since companies must suffer

a flock of discomfitures. In most
casp.s holds are loaded to capacity,

with no elevator or light servicer

Along Broadway it is believed that

this week's developments in the bat-,

tie between managers and. the

Dramatists Guild over the latter's

new contract, will indicate whether
the authors out-smarted themselves,

in framing their 'take it or leave it'

contract- or-, not. Pointed put that

the managers are how free to make
contracts with new authors on any
terms,, for. the first time in 10 years.

Managers say that in cutting

away entirely, by cancelling the

agreement! the tie between the two
factions has been severed. Situation

which brought about the original

agreement is now reversed, they say;

At that time, the producers wer
fairly Well organized and some un-
scrupulous managers ch-iseled

authors out of their rightful share
Of. picture royalties. Now ' the

authors are apparently well or-

ganized, -with the managers not

bound together so well.

Managers claim they have a good
chance to win this time because they'

feel they are in the right perhaps
for the first time. They agree that

the leading authors may be entitled

to a higher percentage of film coin,

but "not the. newcomers, who are
virtually created by producers. They
say that the well knowns" among
playwrights could negotiate for a
higher split under the old agreement.

Manager* Meet
Wednesday (25 ") the managers, will

meet and expect to Issue a contract
of their own, which they feel is more
equitable, than the Guild's. It will

Incorporate some of the features of

the new author's form. They report
having assurances from some
authors who are allegedly willing to

talk terms regardless of the Guild
form. Claimed by- the managers that
plenty of Guild members' are hot in

sympathy with the new contract,
designed by the organization's of-

ficers. One in the latter classifica-

tion is. said to have walked out on
the Guild's contract committee be-
cause "he felt It was being railroaded
through.
Guild will hold a general meeting

at the Biltmore, Friday (27), at
which the points claimed -by the
managers may be discussed.
Announced by the managers at

their meeting last Friday (20) that
the refusal of Sidney. Howard, presi-
dent of the Guild, to negotiate
changes to the contract was con-
sidered. A telegram was authorized
sent to Howard and attached were
the names of 89 managers. Wire
read: 'The. League of New York
Theatres,.Jnc, having the. power of
attorney of the undersigned pro-
ducing managers to negotiate with
you, regrets that you refuse to nego-
tiate with it. It now asks you to
join in an arbitration of the disputed
points. As time Is important, the
League woxild appreciate your re-
sponse by Tuesday. March 24.

Many Names
Long list of names was appended.

Managers claimed none of them has
signed under the new contract and
only a few unimportant showmen
had accepted It. Members in the
Theatre League will be asked to
sign an agreement not to use the
new Guild contract. Stated that
signers could be enjoined from
breaching such an agreement, legal
advice being that the courts would
uphold it under precedental rul-
ings that a trade organisation c*n
control its members.
An answer to the managers' tele-

gram was expected before the ses-
sion In the League's offices today.
Further refusal is expected, since
Guilders have been informed that
there is no intention to carry on any
negotiation with the managers,
though Howard told the managers
that the Guild council would be glad
to consider any definite suggestions
made In writing.

Party, Party
Baltimore. March 24.

Ram H. Grlsman, co-producer of
'Tobacco Road,' came on from N. V.
last week and threw a party for
members of his road company
(Henry Hull) in honor of the first

anniversary of troupe's tour. Big-
gest theatrical blowout in yeara
around Balto.
Present were the cast, stagehands*

a few newspapermen, and business
fronts of the company. Kvevybi.«y
marie speeches, even, the deckhand*.
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Vallee Vindicated in White Feud,

Then Quits 'Scandals' Voluntarily

'Scandals,' which has had George

Whit© on the job. continuously since

it wobbled at the out-of-town try-

outs, came near folding at the ?Jew

Amsterdam, N. Yi» Saturday (21),

following a squabble between the

producer and Rudy Vallee. Revue

continued after a salary cut was ar-

ranged, Equity assenting* as re-

quired by regulations adopted last

season.

Tilt between the manager and.

actor came after the previous Tues-

day's performance, company being

called together on the stage. White

said then that the only way the

show could continue was through
co-operation of the players—mean-
ing a salary slice. He glanced at

Vallee, with whom he had been
rowing since "the millionaire croon-

er first joined the show in Wash-
ington, latter responding by calling

the
.

.manager a nasty name,- it - Is

claimed. White flared up and tried

to muss up Vallee, but little dam-
age was done, the actor's nose being
skinned a bit by the manager's ring.;

At the next (Wednesday) mati-
nee Vallee was told he~ was out. of
the show, White insisting 'Scandals'

would - stop .otherwise. Matter then
went to, attorneys for the combat-
ants, A, -L. Herman for White and
Hymie Bushel for Vallee. Various
pow-wows with Equity, upon
White's demand for arbitration, got
action. Friday.
.. Decision of the arbitrators upheld
Vallee, with the -comment that an
exhibition of temperament was no
cause for breaching a, contract
Actor immediately stated that he
would leave the show, satisfied at

the vindication. Around Equity
there was general satisfaction that
the revue was not forced off the
boards;

Cliff Edwards' Break
Cliff Edwards stepped into! Val-

.- lee's assignments-. Edwards and
White were not on speaking terms
since the try-out, either, and be-
cause of that Vallee. had been en-
gaged. That failed to pique Ed-
wards, who chose to stick with very
little to do) having- a run of the play
contract. 'Scandals' originally had
no names hut Willie and Eugene,
Howard' and Vallee joined op while
the show toured the east prior , to

opening on Broadway. It was out
eight, weeks, unusually- long for a
major musical.
Understood that most of the red

on 'Scandals' was piled Up during
the try-out dates. Among the -re-

marks passing between Vallee and
White, was one by the former telling

the .manager that he (White) was
supposed to be a gambler, so why
didn't he take a further chance?
That' .burned the manager, who
claimed he was in the red $60,000 on
the flhow already. Differences be-
tween them also concern the time
wnen Vallee went to the Coast or a
plcturized 'Scandals.' Crooner
claimed that assignment cost him
plenty because being forced to turn
down offers in the east.- Presence'
oh thfr Coast also involved him in
marital troubles, he says.

Business
While 'Scandals' has not drawn

exceptional business, show Jias had
few. losing weeks, because of a.

sharing contract with the theatre
calling for a 75-26 percentage in
favor of the show* and house -stand-
ing all the crew- expense. Stop limit

was $20,000. When the pace dropped
under that figure White was- in-

formed he would have to guarantee
the house end if remaining, Be-
cause of that the manager sought to

cut expenses by reducing salaries.

•Most of the leads have run of

the play contracts. Accepting the
cut does not change the status of

those contracts, but the player has
the privilege of Changing to tjvo

weeks' notice agreements, if so de-
siring. Manager has not the same
right. It is a rule set forth by
Equity's Cuts Board.
White had previously sought to

eliminate the dance team of Shea
and Raymond, who have a- run of

the play contract. They were out
of the show six weeks, and when
the case was arbitrated,, manager
lost and had to pay off about $1,800...

Team. is now inf the show, although
White recently"called . the chorus
together and^told. them that, be-

cause- the $300 ft*week pair insisted

on their contractual rights, he had
to cut down on choriutei* •

TWO BOW OUT

wo shows are definitely slated to

close on Broadway this week.
'Sweet Aloes' ends at the Booth
after Wednesday's matinee, when it

completes a three week engagement.
English piece looked fairly good out

of town, but didn't get to first base
in New York.

'"

'SWEET ALOES'
Opened March -4* Qpi ions

were chiefly negative as to this

English play's chances: in N«
Y., though two of the first-

stringers thought it was okay.
Gabriel (American) deemed it

•a pretty sorry lot ;of. tosh/
while Mantle (News) called it

a 'good substantial* sent!

tar theme.'
Variety (Ibee) thought it

' istinctly doubtful.'

'Star Spangled' will stop at the
Golden Saturday (28).. It, too, will

have played exactly three weeks,
both plays going that distance' for
picture rights., 'Spangled* got slim
pickings after a panned premiere.-

'STAR SPANGLED'
Opened March 10. First-

stringers, in the majority, saw
a. good comedy idea in 'Star

Spangled,' but poorly construc-
ted plsy. Lockridgs (Sun) was
the 'only critic who gave it a
ohanca for survival, calling it

'one of the- gayer of roadway's
minor acquisitions.'

Varibtt (K«uf) said: 'It

might have been one of the
laugh clicks of the season, but
isn't.'

Ovlatt Goes. Home
William Ovlatt, after spending

the winter in New York, has re-

turned to Falmouth Heights, Cape
Cod. Former general manager for

Comstock. and Gost had retired, but
contemplated returning to., show
business. He was hot successful in

making, a satisfactory connection.

Dorothy McNulty Into

Wine' Vice Vera Van
Dorothy McNulty, wh<S recently

returned, from Hollywood where she

was under contract to Metro, is re-

placing Vera Van in 'May Wine.'

.

Since returning east Miss McNulty
has been doing radio work.

In Suicide Try

Medford, Mass., March 24.

till suffering -from the effects of

a nervous breakdown which sent

him here for treatment, Paul T.
McCullough, of Clark and McCul-
lough, stage, film and vaudeville

team, is near death In '
Lawrence

Memorial hospital here today after

slashing his throat with a razor.

McCullough was on his way from
the New England sanitarium to
McLean hospital when he stopped 1

off. at a barber. shop for a shave.
The barber shaved McCullough and
was putting away his razor, when
the-actor seized it;- cutting his own
throat and the barber's wrist be-
fore anybody could interfere, Frank
T. Ford, of Boston, had accom-
panied McCullough to the barber.
With his teammate, Bobby Clark,

McCullough had. appeared in min-
strel shows; burlesque, vaudeville,

musical comedies, radio and pic-

tures.

Unusual specimen of a producer grabbing a great gob of billing on
a self-presented show is the amount of space

.
arid copy Anne Nichols

gives herself on window cards and dodgers used to ballyhoo 'Her Week-
end,' current at the Maryland, Baltimore! Exactly one-half of the avail-
able space is devoted to the fly copy, which reads: 'Anne Nichols.-author
and producer of the world's famous 'Abie's Irish Rose,' how presents

'- / One-tiuarter of the space Is given over to. a cut of Miss Nichols;
unusual for a producer to carry likeness of self on advertising.
'Weekend- authors,.. Alford Van Rondel and Miss Nichols, get billed,

but no cast members.

Caesar's London Show
Hollywood, Mttrch 24..

Oh completing assignment on
'Mark of Zorro' at 20th-Fox,. Irving
Caesar heads for London to do the
libretto and lyrics for a revue pro-
duced by Felix Ferry there.

AABONS UNDER KNIFE
Alfred E. Aarons was operated on

for; gallstones-at-Mtr-sinai -hospital,-

N. Y. last week; and is reported on
the way to recovery.
.With Harry. Somers he is operat-

ing several theatres for the Drydock
Savings Bank, principally the New
Amsterdam and National.

Albany, Nwark Ban; Utica Studies,

ston Hum on Tobacco Road*

Albany, March 24.

Police attended the opening of

'Tobacco Road' at tm> Capitol thea-
tre last-night' Today all* further
performances here were; banned by
order of Chief David Smurl.
•We don't want this kind of per-

formance in Albany,' was Smurl's
comment. . 'The show in general 1b

offensive.'-

Police' action was forecast • by a
blast in .last Saturday's Evangelist,
Catholic; weekly,, which led the
crusade against burlesque ''a year
ago. .Road company, headed by
Gharlcis Tlmblln, was scheduled for

four performances.

Utloa, N. T., March 24.

'Tobacco Road' barred from Syra-
cuse when Syracuse University,
lessee of the Civic theatre there,

decided discretion was thfi better
part of valor, faces clerical fire

here.
'

-Catholic—flce—non—the—piny, re-

nounced as 'immoral and unfit to be
placed before the public," was
opened at all masses on Sunday.
Not only were the faithful urged to
assist the clergy In attempting to

block the two-day engagement at
the Majestic, March 30-31, but they
Were forbidden to attend.
Bishop Duffy sent a formal pro-

test to Commissioner of Public
Safety H. R. Beebe and accom-
panied it with similar messages
from leading Catholic organiza-
tions. This is the first tlnie that
the Catholic church in central New
York has fought a legitimate at-
traction.

producer,'. Is thinking of sinking
about $3,000 in a two weeks' ad-
vance campaign, then open the
show for .one public, or private per-
formance on which the- city licens-

ing board can base its ultimate opin-
ion.

Situation offers some unusual an-
gles here. Technically there is no
censor or censor board, although the
licensing board can close any show
and suspend any theatre's license
ihdefinately if adjudged unfit.

In the case of 'Children's Hour*
the mayor declared himself as op-
posed to 'the piece, before it was
booked and '.before he had seen it.

Herbert McNary, of the license
board, unofficial city censor, caught
'Hour' in New York and reported his
opinion to Mayor Mansfield.
Shubert interests and Producer Her-
man, Shumlin thus knew in advance
that the piece stood too good a
chance of being shuttered if it were
brought In. . .

Inside Stuff-Legit

e White and Rudy Vallee have been arguing since the lattor
the 'Scandals,' but prior to last week's flare-Up some of the in-

George
entered
cidents were humorous. One had to do with a ticket Vallee .bought fpr
a friend for the New Year's eve performance. Actor-crooner returned
the ducat and aBked that it be sold—$6.60 was the top that night. Ticket
was not sold but a box office man placed someone in the seat. Vallee
refused to believe the pasteboard had not been disposed of, an

, when
he didn't get his money back, purchased something* for $6,60 and had it
charged to White.

. ,

"

During the extended try-out dates White tried to, ease out Cliff Ed-
wards,' but Ukulele Ike decided to hold on to his run of the play con-
tract, calling for $1,000 weekly. Edwards' original assignments were,
given to Vallee but that didn't bother him. When the show opened at
the" New Amsterdam, N. Y.» Edwards purchased a spear, saying he was
content to merely walk on stage, with it.

A •Jubilee' Is slated Thursday (26) for the Winter Garden, N. Y.
House front is dolled up with strings of pennants saluting the 25th year
the theatre has been operated by the Shuberts.
Garden was not included in the defunct Shubert Theatre Corp. owner-?

ship, but during the xeceivership the rent from Warners was collected
by the latter, indicating the Trebuhs (Shubert spelled backwards) com-
pany leased the house, to the Corp. Shuberts have a 99 year ground
lease on the site.

Another' celebration this- week occured last night (Tuesday) when
•Tobacco Road' played its 1,000th performance in New York. Everyone
In the audience was given a cigarette'' lighter;as a gift and there was an!
Impromptu show on stage with James Barton m.q.'ing.

Except for the comments of Philip Loeb at Equity's general meeting
last week (Astor, N. Y.)y the Actors Forum has v been very much under
cover,. However it bought 'to place people on the committee named to

nominate.. 10 .new members of the Council. «

There were 18. cahdldates ior the six berths open on the committee (ad-
ditional three named: by council). Six names were put up by the admin*
istration, an equal number was identified as being of the Forum schism
and the remainder were suggested by individuals. None of the For-
umites won.

Glenn Hunter is now foot-free, so far as his publicized obligations in

Chicago are concerned. Friends came forward and- took care of the

balance due the- Congress hotel, where the actor took quarters in De-
cember for' what lie expected to be a run of 'Squaring the Circle,' In

^hichrhe^as-8tarredv-^-Also^t-ffl^
merchants against the actor by paying, the bill. Hunter had counted on
take of his One-man show, March 2 in Orchestra Hall, to pull him put
Sale turned out way too small to even take care of the small overhead
for. the hail.

In the contest over the pramatists Guild contract, it is brought but

that Gilbert Miller was nearly prevented from presenting both TLibel*

and 'Victoria. Regina.' Old agreement called for managers to present hot
more than one play, of foreign authorship unless the writer became a
member of the Guild. This is no longer so on the new contract.
Author of 'Libel! flatly, refused to join the Guild and it was only after

the manager told the author of -'Regina' that he (Miller) risked consider-"

able loss that he- assented.-

Office , staff employed by producer went back into their sheatha
of clippings for a laUgh arid dug up reviews of productions of the late

Henry Miller, written by Freddie McKay when he was a critic on the old

N. Y. Mail back around '09.

McKay is now general manager, for Miller.

The Comedy,, ari
,
almost, forgotten Broadway legit house, has been

dusted off for the .use of amateur -presentations.- Play called 'Jealous

Mothers' opened there- last' week under. 'the- aegis of a- group- tabbed the.

Metropolitan players, hailing from Newark, N. J. Playejs are frankly

cooperative amateurs.
Unusual feature- about the project is that ads for the play appeared

among the regular attractions.

Boston, March 24.

. Whether 'Tobacco Road' will ever
reach Boston is anybody's guess,
because of Mayor Frederick .'W,
Mansfield's new non-committal pol-
icy regarding legit shows, in ' this
town.

Understood that ..Sam. Grisman,

Mayor Mansfield's procedure is

drastically different in the instance
of 'Tobacco Road.' Although he has
seen this one, he refuses to corn-
mit himself in advance, even
though the Shubert interests and
Grlsman have allegedly assured him
that the Hub version would be en-
tirely shorn of queslonable dialog or
business.

Grisman Is reported willing to
gamble here with his piece. The
Shuberts figure they're behind the
eight-ball, however, because a
wrathy licensing board might, pad-
lock their theatre.

Newark, March .24.

Notification that 'Tobacco Road'
will be stopped by police if Manager
Frank L. Smith stages' it at the
Shubert starting. April 13, -has been
edicted by Michael P. Duffy, director
of public safety. Smith contends he
will open the play .per schedule); -«

Irving Cooper sailed abroad, last Saturday <21), .being On velvet this

season through his interest in 'Three Men on a Horse.' Had. the script

originally, but no coin for production so turned it over to Alex Yokel;

who got Warners interested. 'Horse' was a first try by Yokel, who has

cleaned up.

Cooper started to produce; on his own with a piece called 'Dear

President,' but scrapped it in rehearsal a few months ago.

Group of stage hands called the Troupers will hold a benefit show at

Mecca Auditorium next. Saturday (28). It Was formed, several year

ago to aid Unemployed road deckhands, principal purpose being to fur-

nish meals at modest cost.

^OugKf-To Be a Law*

(Continued from page 43)

supply him with a copy of the re-

marks. He told fellow law-makers
he got a^ run-around, being referred
back and forth from l e station to

the speaker.
McFarlane unloosed his idea dur-

ing a brief speech by Congressriian
Usher BurdlCk of North Dakota;
boosting Columbia Broadcasting
System for giving time to Earl
Browder, Communist Party, a week
earlier. The North Dakota member
declared CBS has been 'fair' and
maintained the privilege of using
radio- facilities should not be. 'cori-

trplled by cash.'

Replying to Burdlck, Congress-
man McFarlane aaid he favors a law
compelling stations to keep record
of. speeches made, over the radio,*
declaring- that under existing regu-
lations no transcripts are required.

iSem-Ashursi

(Continued from page 1)

wanted to work in his morning

coat, but Yates feared it wouldn't,

blend with the Senator's scho

principal role in the picture.

Senator finally agreed to switch to

a dark blue business suit, but held

out for a wing collar.

Upon finishing the picture and

preparing to return home, the

Senator decided to keep his studio

makeup on. He wanted Mrs.

Ashurst to see lioW he looked as

an actor.

Before anybody even mentioned

salary, the Senator, declared himself

as desirous of contributing his play."

ing- services gratis. That -was. okay

with Yates, who decided there was

no use .telling the Senator that. h»

doesn't pay oft his- picture actot*

anyway. V
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EQUITY WINS WPA
Brady Holds 'Em Off

Goes Back Too Far for Masquers, So They
Sit Around and Take It

Hollywood; March 24.

Masquers Club threw a St.. Pat-

rick's Pay celebration in honor of

William A.Erady which started out

to be a laugh fest but wound up as.

of those reminiscent affairs,

vady and Geor Marion, Sr„. both

the speakers table, talked of

their days together some 54 years

ago as actors in 'Michael Strogoff.'

No one else in the gathering could

go back, that far, so the boys were

a little stymied.
,

Brady and Marion trouped up and
down the coast with David Belasco

and David Warfleld,, both occasion-

ally members of the California The-

atrical Co. Pair went so far- as to

play over a- few scenes from 'Strog-

off' for the boys,at' the party. There

was nothing that "Walter C. Kelly,

Frank Morgan, Frank .
Sheridan, or

any of the other speakers could do

or say to top that.

Walter C. Kelly said that he had
never known Brady professionally

but that on several occasions it took
two waiters to separate - them.
Brady picked out practically all

of, the Masquers who at one time or

other had worked for him and had
something to say about them all.

He praised pictures and producers
and said that if the stage was' to be
revived the revival would have to

start in Hollywood.
About 200 attended the dinner.

N. Y. WPA B.O.'S UP

'Murder' Opens Well—'Chalk Dust,'
'Triple A' Fair

.
"WPA relief shows in N. Y. fared

better than previously last week
and something over $2,800 was the
estimated total for Saturday (21)
alone. Top gross went to a circus
playing the Coliseum, Bronx, where
approximately $800 was taken, 'in,

mostly from children at 10c. each.
'Murder in the. Cathedral,' new

legit try which opened to about
$385 Friday (20) got over $570
Saturday evening, at 25c. to. 55c.
•Conjure Man Dies* in Harlem has
been averaging $275 nightly.
'Woman of. Destiny,' has been weak
in the Bronx. 'Chalk Dust' at
Daly's 63rd fair and indefinite.

'Triple A Ploughed Under' has
been getting $25.0 and better ightly
at 25c. top at the Biltmore.

Murder in the Cathederal
Drama. In two parts presented by Popu-

lar Pride'Theatre,. Federal Theatre Project..
«t the .Manhattan. N. Y., March -'0. '3«;

written by. T. S.. Eliot: staged by Hiilsled
v\elles; Incidental music by A. Lehman
Kngfel; suparvlsed by ' Edward Goodman;
'>,>:•, top.

i.'ast; Xona Bright. Georgia -Harvey,
Mtnnip Stanley, Caniella Campbell, Barna-
Ontertag,. Mabel Paige, . Helen Morrow,
Mnry Jtotli, Bessie English, Charlotte
i.Ioer, Robert AVilllamson. Harry Soihern.
J.oals Prohoff, Dnvjd FrleOkiii, Harry
Irvine, Tom Greenwny, Joseph Tiiapcr.
^eorge IjeSdlr, Robert Bruce. Roger De-
Kbwcn, Sjtephcn Courtleigh, Jon I.orrner.
luederlck Tozere.

.
Doubtful whether .this poetic

drama anent England's martyred
cleric, Thomas a Becket, would have
reached the boards over here had
it not been chosen by the govern-
ment's relief show project. Play is
far from commercial. "WPA people
realized that in announcing a mere
10 day date.

Yale's drama group put on 'Mur-
«ev In The Cathedral,' then shelved
Jt as too arty, even for the high-
brows up there. Still the current
presentation is exceptional in sev-
eral- respects and rates as tops
among the project's results in new
show production thus far. A single
•setting along imaginative, lines has
the players on the steps or off,
jvithin or near, the cathedral. Cos-
tumes of the 12th century are color-
fully effective, the designing being
P.v J. om Adrian Cracraf t:

•Play concerns ecclesiastic folk
en-en to dire forebodings. Con-
siderable of the first act is devoted
'o the laments of the parishioners,
vnimperirig women who predict all
manner of pestilence and hardship.
.*>ome are opposed to the return of

t*ehbtehop
, whu has been in

ridgeport, March 24.

Country's record WPA gross is

claimed by the Park Theatre Play-
ers, with an estimated $880 on the
first of the Federal Theatre Project
here. Attraction was James Glea-

- -sen^s— a-imoi^o^fHBi'padwa-yTMvit-li-
Gecil Spooner and Hal Clarendon
topping the cast.

Understood that the former high
was $665 At the Negro Theatre in

Harlem, N, Y.

Second "WPA offering in Bridge-
port, 'The House of Fear,' dropped
about 25" in attendance, to around
$500. Next play is 'Hollywood
Extra,' a first-timer by Miss
Spooner.
Frank Silva, p. a. 'of the Bridge-

port troupe, exited last week to

start work on the Democratic cam-
paign as radio spieler in Buffalo.

Successor on WPA drama job here

is Natalie Arnold.

voluntary exile.
Upon his entrance the play turns

.o long speeches. Ir the second act,when the king's men come to accuse
^ecket, then assassinate him, the
May picks up but, despite Its poetic
adences, it is a performance for
the ftw.

uJ' S
\
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s topic 13 dated at a
Time when there was, bitter conflict
Detween the king and the temporal

~
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Claims Record WPA
Gross; Reached $880

E. J. Blunkall, Actor Group
Rep oh Reclassification

Board Tired' by Head of

Project but Will Stick-
Completely Vindicated

MUCH POLITICS

Nuthin' Could Be Finer

Spartanburg, S. C, March 24.

kittle Theatre groups in the Caro-

linas ai'e enthused by an unusual

string of winter successes. Excel-

lent b. o. take is encouraging some
while others are inspired by a wave
of general interest.

Greenville, S. C, roup is cur-

rently showing 'Candlelight' by Sig-

friend Guyer. Asheville, Brevard

and Tryon units are also working

hard and keeping late hours with

rehearsals, scenery painting, etc.

Little Theatres ddn't even have

to buy a license, hire stage hands or

a director in these parts. All hands

just dive in and take a chance on a

profitable split.

Detroit Stymied
Detroit, Ma'rcOf.'.

'"

Lent is holding up the start of the

WPA theatre here, aiid it is likely

that the project won't get under way
until after Eastc". Originally set

lb open last week, project was
sty ied by the fact that the Lafay-

ette, only house obtainable now, is

being, used for noonday services

during lent.

Cast of 100 continues rehearsing

'Liliom,' while preparations are be-

ing started on the sec > i produc-

tion.

irst battle between Equity and
the Works; Progress Administra-

tion's theatre roject officials finds

the actors* group on the Winning

end. Hallie Flanagan, head of the

governmental project, demanded
that Equity replace its represent-
ative on the reclassification board
for apparently personal reasons.
Twice Equity's cduncir considered
the matter, both times upholding
its mail—and insisting that he re-
main on the job—that of weeding
out the phonies and seeing that
professional actors only are used in

relief show casts.

Mrs. Flanagan 'was annoyed over
remarks made by E. J. Blunkall,
member of the Equity council and
its appointee to the WPA board.
Blunkall is said to have criticized

the way the relief shows were
stalled and the people in charge of

the various departments. Under-:
stood "that he met Mrs. Flanagan
only twice, once when she called

him to her office for a reprimand
and -later wher she -fired' .him..,

Win. Ball Removed by Washington

Because of Alleged Anti-Red Work

Too Many Passes

Syracuse, N. Y., March 24.

George M. • Gatts, Federal
Theatre Project's regional
director, who is closely watch-
ing the Syracuse project, has
ordered a drastic pruning of

the free list and, in addition,

directed levying of a service

charge a-la-Shubert oh all

passes. This is said to be. a
safeguard for the lo'cal com--
mercial Rlalto restive under =

the 'free show' threat.

'Paper* has been Widely, dis-

tributed among home and work
relief clients, orphanages, hos-
pitals, charitable . Institutions

and house operating courte-r

sies.

COMIC 'FAUST

FOR CHI WPA

Snow Cancellation
Cliarlotte, March 24.

Presentation of 'Jefferson Davis'

by the traveling company was can-

celled in Asheville because of the

weather.
Several snowstorms virtually

halted all traffic. A new date is

being sought for Asheville following

a tour of Florida.

This was so reported to Equity,
and its delegate was unanimously
upheld. Reasons offered by Mrs.
Flanagan for Blunkall's removal
were vigorously denied, Equity de-
claring him 'to have efficiently han-
dled his job. although the WPA: of-

ficial thought otherwise. Because
Blunkall was doing the job assigned
to do, complaints were made to Mrs.
Flanagan, it is claimed, and at the
same time his comments were de-
tailed. People of show business
Who are in the WPA slv\v set-ups
backed Blunkall all the Avay.

Nabbed Phonies
Since he went on the job, some

weeks ago, Blunkall nailed no less

than 150 persons Who claimed to

be professional actors, but who
could not give any evidence in sup-
port of such claims.. At his instiga-

tion, these people were transferred

to other projects but kept on the
payroll, lie also discovered that

many pros were assigned to desk
jobs but not chosen for the plays
produced, most of which have large

casts. System of transfers in the

WPA has left the project open to

sharpshooters and despite the fact

that the Federal Theatre Projects

is Intended for pros only, others
have managed to find berths. Since
the theatro end of the WPA pays
the highest wages among the white
collar projects. It is easy to under-
stand wby people from other de-
partments tried for the show end.

All this was known in the WPA
theatre, headquarters. In New York,
and the idea of reclassification was
therefore adopted. Bbard was sup-

loosed to inclu de; people represent-
ing" actors, "stage hands' and musi-
cians, among others, and a check-
tip was slated for each person on

the payroll. Board never actually

met, however, although Blunkall
went ahead with his end of the job,

according to Equity. He is still

checking up, and is quartered In

Equity's offices.

Equity's special interest in the

project dates from the inception

of federal, state and city relief

shows. Originally, Equity kept in

the bar-kgrOund, but lat<M\ when
show relief was continued indefi-

nitely, Equity was credited with se-

curing additional allotments of

money from Washington. At the

lime. Emily Holt, then an attorney

for Equity, did much of the work
at the capital in interesting relief

administrators in the theatre's un-
employment problem.
When Mrs. Flanagan was made

head of. the WPA. theatre project

I the frequently consulted with iFrank

Chicago, March 24.

Feeling that -Faust' needs laughs,

Robert Breen, first of the mid-west

managers to get on the WPA pay-

roll, has made his own version of

Goethe's classic, and this is to be

the second play in Theatre No. 1 of

Federal units in this, region, suc-

ceeding; -'An- Enemy of the -People'

March 31. at the- Great Northern.
A pre-vie-w performance March 30

has been sold' to the Chicago As-
sociation of Commerce.
Breen's version, in official ex-

planation, 'combines parts of the
regular play with other material
from Goethe's poeni not [hitherto

used on the American stage, and
treated for the Occasion with comic
.satire.'

Cast for 'Faust' .will utilize per-
formers nqw in ' 'Enemy.'
William Gillette's 1880; play of

the Rebellion, 'Secret Service,' was
revived last night (Monday) at the
Blackstone by the American. Reper-
toire Co., second Federal unit in

Chicago. Martin Burton, described

by the WPA herald as a 'guest star,'

had role of Union spy originated
by Maurice Barrymore, and later

taken over by Gillette.

ORDER CONCESSIONS

OUT OF WPA HOUSES

Week's notice of discontinuance
has been given to candy and juice

concessionaires in theatres operated
by the WPA In New York. Ruling
passed down is to the effect that
nothing is permitted to be sold on-.

government property. The several
houses leased for project shows are
so considered.
Concessions were arranged for In

a deal which called for printing of

programs. Last week ac\s appeared
In the programs. Stated by Wi?A
people that selling sweets and such
in relief show theatres might tend
to be unfair to nearby stores.

Inconsistency in the no., conces-
sion rule turned up in other relief

show spots. Other WPA nnitK, for

which admission Is charged are
using spot bookings on a sharing
basis and concessions are part of

the house-end, with the attraction
having no say in the matter. Re-
lief circus playing in neighborhoods
has especially been a life-saver for
concession people.

An appi >priation for. adv r.ising

is being sought for New York legit

relief outfits. Thus tar publicity has
been principal!, confined to window
and tack cards.

L. Ball, in charge of

requisitions for the relief theatre in

N. Y., has been transferred . to an-

other WPA activity. Order evi-

dently came from Washington and

was confirmed by Victor Ridder tw

days after publication of a Veterans

League request for an investigation.

Veterans League, which protested

; A Ploughed Under,' 'living

newspaper' playlet at the Biltmore,

as being too radical, issued a state-

ment conveying the information that
it has addressed a letter to Presi^

dent Roosevelt seeking a thorough
Investigation of the WPA in New
York',-., charging Inefficiency and that
the project is being used for the dis-

simenation of communistic propa-
ganda.
Reported the communication asked

for the removal of Mrs. Flanagan,
national director; Philip Barber,
regional director, and other officials.

Claimed that at least one of the
plays contemplated for future show-
ing is anti-Semitic. Those also
criticized include Stephen : Karnot,
who started a number of plays but
produced only one; Helen Arthur of

the Manhattan theatre;, Irving Man-
dell, in charge of transfers, and his

wife Ann. Chapin, in charge of the
theatre project's personnel depart-
ment, was given Ball's post and her
desk assigned to Marion Nathan.

Former Angel

Ball was a. major in the army
during the war, going .overseas with
the A. E. F. and became.confidential

'

secretary to Qeneral Pershing'.

Understood that formerly, when
well off financially, he was inter
ested In several plays, which ex-
plains his- position up to now in the
Federal Theatre Project. His job
was an administrative one, not
under relief.

Ball did not sign the letter sent
to the, White House. He. stated that
Ridder has encouraged the forma-
tion of the League' and any other
organization within the WPA for

the purposes of opposing com>
munism. Also that Ridder urged
him to become a League officer with
assurances that suph activities

would not jeapordize his standing In

the theatre project. Mrs. Louise
Fischer Mandell was charged with,

being radical previously, when at-

tached to the staff at the time relief

shows were under the emergency
relief bureaus. Axel Plenn, -Alfred

Kxeymbourg and Thomas Stone are
named as encouraging communistic
activities.

Another WPA protesting group Ifl

the newly former American Writers
Association, composed of those
working on a guide book project.

Stated the group was organized in

response to the request of Victor F.
Ridder to combate professional agi-

tators with communistic leanings
within the WPA.
Ridder is in general charge Of all

federal relief projects In New York,

Gillmore. The present brea<;h is

said not to Involve their personal
eonta<:ts, Equity's council having
been Lhe deciding factor*

WPA DROPS WILLIS,

BRONX; B. 0. WAY OFF

The Willis,. one of two

outlying theatres leased for mana-
gerial try-cuts under the Works
Progress Administration's theatre

project in- New York, is to be

dropped. Lease provides for can-

cellation on one month's notice.

First try-out there was 'Woman of
Destiny,* which moved Monday (23)
to the Symphony, Brooklyn, for-
merly Shubert-Teller. Latter will

he retained for additional plays
tried out by the unit.

'In Heaven and Earth,' second of
the managers' shows, opens at the
Willis Thursday (26). It will prob-
ably be the final WPA play ther
House Is spotted In one of the poor-
est -sections in the borough and slim
attendance is blamed - oh the fact
that -every other resident ifl -on, .i'«>»

}\o[ payrolls.
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Plays Out of Town

ON YOUR TOES
Boston, March 21'.

Musical romody In two nets (11) antics)

;

produced liy Dwlplit P'eeiv Wimnn; book,

Karl nnd (JfortfR Abbott; music and lyrics,

Rodgera mid Unit; staged by Worihlns:-
ton Miner, assisted by T.lnn Aborba-ncll-;

cborenqrnjdiy. Oeorpe BolAnohlne; settings.

Jo Mielzlner: costumes designed ' by. Irene
Klin raff: at Sbubert, Boston, March 21, "30;

$:i.no too.

Ray Holser, I-nella Gear, Tamara Gova,
Monty Wonlley, Doris Carson, Dave Jones,

Ethel Hampton. Tyrone Kearney. Betty
Jane Smith. Russ MMlon. Honry . Dick,
Davis Morris. Mae Noble, Demetrlos Vllan,
V'alery Streshnev, Robert Sldnev, Basil
3nlaholT, Harold Ilashln. . ITnrry Peterson,
William Bnker, George Church, Earle Mac-
Velgh.

click forLooks like another

Dwlght Deere Wlman.
This is a straight musical of

mammoth proportions and opening

night found it to have surprising

speed, with very little to be cut.

Book was apparently written around
.Bolger- and is a- satire, hilarious in

spots and quite subtle in others, on
the old vaudeville days and the
present day tribulations of serious
ballet productions.
Scene where Bolger, as a Nubian

slave, blackens, his face but. trusts
to his robe to hide his nude torso
and then loses his. robe during the
'height c-f a ballet ensemble, looks
like the high spot of the season in
musical comedy hoke. Another

.
scene, in which, he receives a note
informing him that he is to be shot
from a balcony box as soon as. he
ends his Apache dance or tries to
leave the stage, has. unlimited aisle-
drenching • potentialities if it con-
tinues < to. build. It is a reverse of
Jack Donahue's immortal bit of
hoofing where the music just would
.not stop, In Bolger's number; his
anguish is based on the fear that
the music will not continue' until
the ' police can reach the box and
avert his impending murder.
Show is not sheer hoke, however.

Tamara Geva, as £he Russian bal-
let premiere danseuse, plays her
routines with a dead pan in which
some of her knock-heed awkward

. poses are so delicately satirized that
the" first snickers of the sophisti-
cated . were frowned upon by their
neighbors, who thoufeht the poor girl

was. doing her best and that she
was merely slightly pediculous.

Luella ,Gear is featured with
Bolger and Tamara, being cast as
the sophisticated wise-cracking
dame of wealth and love disil-

lusionment, who is promoting the
WPA ballet in, behalf of the r

Russian director who has been the

big moment in her life through
several marriages and divorces.

Opening night found her slightly

lost in the shuffle, mainly through
lack of material, much of her caustic
and scalding comedy lines failing to

register as well as they deserve due
to poor timin-r of subsequent dialog.

'Oh Your Toes' is, of course, a
ballet dancing production funda-
mentally, and the big chorus rou-
tines on opening night were sur-
prisingly set and smooth. George
Balanchine's fine Hussian hand is

apparent, but even more apparent
Is the fact that he has entered into

the elusive satire of the book and
has not taken himself, or his art,

too seriously.

"Vocally, the show is weak; score
and lyrics, seem to deserve at least

one outstanding .voice. Title song,
together with 'It's Got to be Love,'
'Quiet Night' and 'Glad to be Un-
happy' are the strong, numbers and
may click.

Nobody is running away with the
show. The production has natural
book speed and the 19 scenes,
mostly simple one-drops, carry the

i story effectively.
"Book deals with the son of the

son' of the son of a vaudeville, hoof-
ing family, who has not been al-
lowed to carry on as a dancer. He
is a natural hoofer and, once in

the arms of a ballet danseuse who
is trying to make her Russian
partner Jealous, he gets enmeshed
in a WfA ballet production, start-
ing as supernumerary and winding
up. as its star dancer, with the
Cinderella girl winning out over the
danseuse, of course.
Monty Woolley, who was the pro-

ducer's instructor' at Yale,' has the
heaviest role of the production and
Is. turning" in an outstanding per-
formance,, being 'a natural for the
role of the ballet director, beard and
all, Those, on Broadway who have
known him as a .stager will' be
agreeably surprised at his polished
performance as an actor.

' Wiman is wisely leaving himself
two And a half weeks in Boston for
prumng and polishing, and . is also
firm in his belief that the produc-
tion is a natural for Hollywood. At
this writing he can hardly be
blamed. Libbey.

HER WEEK END

C. B. COCHRAN presents

DIANA

Wilmington, Del., March 24.
Comedy In three' acts, presented and

directed by Anne Nichols, at the Play-
house. Wilmington, March 20, '30. Writ-
ten by Alford *Vah Ronkel and Miss
Nichols.
Millie Marlowe.. -. .Hancey Castle
Jean Hammond Carol Stone
Ken Arnold ' Al Rondell
Joe Dukes.. ....Damlan O'Plynn

,5?+-6enator Dextor James Spottswood
Photographer .Morgan Stuart
Photographer .-.Walter Bates
Murphy, • Thomas P. Dillon
Swesncy ' '.Ferclval Lennon
Dykes .Alfred Kappeler
Virginia Barnard ..Jessie Royce Landls

in 'ANYTHING GOES'
(In >Ethel 'Merman's role)

After 5 Months nt the Falnce, London.

Now Tourhiff

Week March 23: Alhambrn, Glasgow

Al Rondell and James Spottswood
haul but plenty of laughs in the
'new Anne Nichols play,* which is

definitely not another 'Abie's Ii-ish

Rose,' either as art <for better or
worse) or as b.o.

Mistaken identity element figures

largely in the plot, which is geared
to farce, hopping to teal comedy
only, now and then for theatrical

expediency. This gives a too sharply
jarring effect of insincerity, which.
iwiri't lm trapped, Rl-.-TPOVjtl"' second

CHEER UP, AMERICA !

"A
eockeroo."

—Zagreb
Times
Union

"Olte for

the Yokels."

—Budapest
Herald-
Exainlner

'A stnnrtnvd

act any-

where."—
Bucharest

Dally

Enterprise

"Enjoy-
able"—
Klneol

Roumanla

HARRY VAN
IS BACK!

WITH HIS SIX HONEYS . . . Known in Europe
as "LES BLONDES"

Just completed death-defying tour of key cities of the Balkans
and .Pittsburgh. Topped all records in six languages.

^ AVAILABLE FOR BOOKINGS
NITIE^POTS - CARNIVALS - PICTURE HOUSES

Sole Rep.r Al. (HIYA, PAL) LUNT, Shubert Theatre, N. Y. C.

act has plenty of lines spotted for
laughs, but the authors haul out an
unoiled deus ex machina for the
third act curtain that makes one
wish there were a climax so it could
be anti-climatic instead of what it

Is.

Hancy Castle as , the gorgeous
blonde with the bread-and-butter
love, - for -Senator Dexter (Spotts-
wood) interprets what role there is

rather well, though somewhat too
sympathetically. She is .the apart-
ment-mate of a sincere little Iriie-

love girl, whom Carol Stone makes
look just like that. Latter Is in love
with the Senator's son.
Whole business turns on the issue

of who knows who who is and Who
doesn't. Thus neither Millie Mar-
lowe, the blonde^ nor Jean Ham-
mond, her xoomwate, know that
Jean's boy friend is really the
Senator's son. On the. other hand,
only the son knows that- Ken
Arnold, a reporter who comes for a
story aft6r Millie announces her en-
gagement to the Senator, is really
not the Senator's son.

Well, it goes' on and on like that.

It's farce in words of one syllable.
The one set is splendid and so is

Millie's wardrobe.
But from the b.o. standpoint it

is doubtful. ; ' Curtin.'

LARGER THAN LIFE
. . New Haven, March 19.

Comody ' in two actB (four scenes) by
Joseph. Schrank, from short story.'ity Nor-
man Matson; presented by Crosby Gahje;
staged by Arthur Sircum; settings, P. Dodd
Ackerman; Ernest. Truex starred. At Shu-
bert. New Haven; March 10-21; '30; $2.20
top. -

.

Cast: Patricia Barclay. Frank Wilcox,
Thelma Rltter, Mary Wlckes, Walter Bald-
win, Ernest. ' Truex, Jane Seymour. Postej
J. Williams, Larry Williams, Peggy Shan-
non, Paul Everton, Eda Helnemann, Stun-
West Jones, John Irwin, Teddy Jones,
Hilda Bruce, Natalie Carpenter. Arthur
Bell, Lew Elwopd, Frank Gabrlelson, Rob-
ert Russell, Mary Jane Barrett, Charles
Kuhn, John Stevens; Malda Reade, Joaquin
Souther, Paul Sklar and Henry Steel.

After a couple of break-in days
at Springfield and Hartford, 'Larger

Than Life' hit here in smooth-run-
ning order, as far as staging is con-
cerned, but below par as a finished
product. If they can' find another
third of a play to go with the two-
thirds already written, piece will
stand a chance of moderate success.
Otherwise, it's another candidate
for Cain's.
Play is . too short, running under

two hours. It needs plenty padding,
not merely for the sake of filling out
•time, either. It must be good pad-
ding.
Production was reported as laying

off for a" re-write job following the
local stand, with two additional
writers due in to. inject new situa-
tions. If this procedtrre is followed
it will enhance the play's chances,

-fas there Is already some good com-
edy material. Several of the char-
acters are true to life and bring a
series of smiles. As it. stands, how-
ever, piece is almost entirely a one-
man affair and makes just a so-so
possibility for Truex. A large com-
pany doesn't help the nut any,
although many are probably In for
coffee and sinkers..

. Twentieth Century-Fox is behind
the production and said to bo
grooming -Truex for the film role.

Picture interest probably also ac-
counts for the presence of Peggy
Shannon in the cast; Outlook for
pix is. much better than for the
stage, despite similarity of Edward
Everett Hortpn's '$10 Raise' and
others of the Milquetoast-turns-he-
man variety.
Lambert Hunkins (Truex) is the

sap bookkeeper of the Oxo Lino-
leum Corp., on whom most of the
office work is piled. He's been
courting Violet, a co-worker, for
five years, but never mustered
enough nerve to pop the question.
He gets a five -dollar raise, and,
when "Violet's mother learns about
it, she engineers a betrothal. Young
couple, in company with Lambert's
prospective mother-in-law, attend
an auction in hopes of acquiring
furniture for their future home.
They get no furniture, but, in an
unaccountably weak moment, Lam-
bert puts in a bid for a large marble
statue of Liberty and ends up by
sinking his entire roll in it.

Seems that the statue's face re-
minded Lambert of an ideal, he had
once seen pictured' in a roto section.,
When the model of the statue turns
up and proves to be Lambert's ideal
in the flesh, complications arise
which almost ruin his romance with
Violet. Statue gets Lambert into
everything from romantic hot water
to a. communist riot. Just when he's
trying to get rid of it some bidders
crop up who want the marble work
for a secret purpose, and one of
them' eventually takes it off Lam-
bert's hands for $9,000.

If 'Life' folds early, or rieyer
reaches maturity, producers can
lift the act one, scene two auction
room situation bodily into the next
'Follies'—it's that good as a revue
sketch, Balance of play is more
or less incidental and the play
doctor's job, in this case, is to create
two or three more' "situations of
equal calibre.
Sircum has staged the play in

t-«~o acts, which makes it seem even
shorter than it is, due to the single
intermission. Addition of proper
padding could swing things into a
suitable three-acter. Auction scenes
are fast and excellently staged,

drawing the play's biggest laughs.

Ackerman sets arc nicely done .anil

handled for rapid changes un raised i

platforms.
Cast is about DOCo True, with

other roles mostly anion , those
present.. Peggy Shannon, as tin-

statue model, looks nice and han-
dles herself okay, as do jane Sey-
mour and Patricia Barclay. .Walter
Baldwin carries a comedy role i

nicely, and, others who fit well are
Paul Everton, (la Ileinemnnn,
Malda Reade and Joaquin Souther.
Mary Jane. Barrett (Mrs. Truex)
offers an authentic bit as a -tabloid

sobbi Bone.

is far from perfect, but no lo.
steady than tho. script.

Story is similar to '.Julie,' anothi>r
Kunmner. piece tried in straw hats
a couple of seasons ago. ki<>hu

THE GHOST-SHIP
Chicago, March ->i

Molorti'Amil In tlm-e ai-l.s by [)nr,,ii1M
Ualea; produced Mnreh *30. in Woman-]
,C!ub theatre by Chicago. Gnuip thr,;1I(P

Crisl : Clani Hume, Dorothea un \ PK
.Anthony Ibevlst, Allison. KhuV.,-, r.Mmun.i
Anthony, Hurry Gordw, Harry 0 -

JJrva„-
Wilfred Uaehert; Kevin O'tihoa.

J-" )Jn
>

FATAL LADY
Baltimore, March 18..

Farce in three nets by- Frederic Ai-iioH
Kummor, with ' incidental music by Jane
Amoss. Stuart Gibson and T. M. ('ashing.
Produced by Play-Arts- Guild; stacM by
T. M, Cushlng; at the riuy-.-Vrts theatre
Baltimore,; $1.10 top.
Paul Plnard ...Alexander Bouse
Anntole GIgot .......... Lester Wolf
Max Martin William Oberle'
Julie Sbrel lOuhlco Schramm
Victor Chatard A.. IUih.«gM' Single
La Rougette ....Jane Amo.«s
Daud^t .Arthur tinker
Haussmann '-. Francis Sloll
de Gourmont .Michael ISnrlght
Rachol Muriel Bodily
Ninon .Mildred "Weeks
Gabrlelle ....,.' Muriel' Leach
Plcot - John SteCunssoh

Distinctly one of the lesser labors

of Frederic Arnold Kummer. Pro-

duced for the first time at. the little

theatre here, On Kummer's native,

sod, it Will very likely die abornin,'

though it . may furnish the framo
upon which the . habiliments of a
musical comedy can belong. Gloom
obscures any outlook for the cur-
rent version as future fodder for
either Broadway or the screen.

Plot has a Parisian locale,, with a
show biz background. Non-pro
young lady breaks into, meteoric
stardom after inveigling a revue
producer to. assign her the top; role
because of her weird, . but seemingly
credible, story ot being the fatalistic
harbinger of death to four quite
prominent men. Her stage debut
clicks because of the fortifying pub-
licity ramifications. An aged stage-
door Johnnie meets her and asserts
his devotion only to succumb sud-
denly next day. That makes her a
page one figure, but also makes im-
perative the necessity of having
other men plight their love and
promptly die. in order to keep the
panting public interested. All the
eligible lads hovering in the offing
take warning and w.ing.

A young songwriter is jabbed Into
action by the producer. He makes a
publicized disappearance, but. it is

later learned that he has two identi-
ties and changes 'em instead of
jumping into the Seine; he switched
characters because protean turn-
about 'was commercially expedient.
Then the girl's story of deadly
charm is unveiled as a hoax. It's

the girl and the producer in a clinch
at the curtain.
Acting is way off but perhaps the

sluggish script baffled the troupers
to the extent it did the audience.
Lead

-

id in hands of Eunice
Schramm, lissom lass with looks,
whose only trouble is her voice,
which squeals stridently when she
has to register in the upper, keys.
Russell Slagle as the producer
squeezes to a drip his juicy role,
Willi m Oberle mimes one of those
blatant, burst-brained ballyhood-
lums who have the manners-, and
lusty lungs of an auctioneer. His
lines are banal, wooden and monoto-
nous.
Second of the pa.ir on sets by

Graham Barton is excellent. Staging

Slogan of the Chicago Group The-
atre, is belligerently:. 'Help brim?
back. the stage!'; but the stage will
remain wherever it- is supposed to
have gone,

1

so far as this play
'

concerned.
. It is 'unintentionally goofy,
never comically

, so, Hopeless.'

'

Harry Kelly, Original

¥eck's Boy/ Dies at 63

Harry- Kelly, 63, one of the original
'Peck's Bad Boys' stars and perhaps
best known. for his dead pan crea-
tion, Deacon Flood, died in Poly-
clinic hospital, New York, March
15), where, lie had been under treats
ment for heart trouble. In recent
years he had been connected with
the advertising department 6c the
Borden Milk Co.

The son of Edward G. Dobson, In

his day a leading banjo player and
manufacturer, of stringed instru-
ments, he took his stepfather's name
when his mother married John T.
Kelly, 'the Rolling Mill Man.*
He began his career at the age of

seven in the Zanfretta. troupe, of
pantomimists, headed by his uncle,

Alexander Zanfretta. Frorn there he
went to the minstrel company of
Niles, -Evan's, Bryant an i Hoey, in a
juvenile' quartet. Sudden popularity
of 'Peck's Bad Boy' found him
heading one of the companies, and
he went from there to Rice's*

'Evangeline,' playing the policeman.
Later he appeared with Lillian Rus-
sell, James 'T. Powers' and. others.

In 190.6 he created the part of

Deacon Flood in 'Ilis Honor, the

Mayor,' and this character served
him well In vaudeville when he was
not playing in one of the edition of

the Ziegfeld 'Follies' or, for three

seasons, with 'Artists and Models.*

He is survived by his widow,
Nelsey; his son,- John Dobson; hi

wife and their two children. Inter-

ment was In Greenwood.

"JUMBO" - NEW YORK

exclusively I

tented. D98748

Blue, black or brown patent gleams through 120

rows of red, white, green, yellow or self-stitching.

T MILLIE
1352 BROADWAY open until 9 p. m

STANDARD lb< n :orlU^r,-.QlVmia\tiH /// FEMININE rO.OWFAR

HERBERT DRAKr; |n "Cue" —"While In a vaudeville alumni vein, consider
Stan Ivuvanagh, the juggler in 'Ziesreld Follies.' He fs cine of thosi- afl*.
developed out of a few routine tricks, but so expertly timed, siuni-d tu>d

climaxed that It becomes a miracle of humor."

STAN KAVANAGH
ZrEGFUI.D FOLLIES. WINTEft GARDE, NEW y6kK
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Chi Squawking on Lack of Shows;

faltz $19,000, 'Cyrano' $12,000, Fine

Chicago; March 24.

Somebody, probably is to.- blame

/nr murdering the. chances the. loop

had for a comeback this ye£r. Sea-

son, started out with flying colors,

every house lighted and every at-

traction doing business. But- sud-

£>nlv in the midst of a bang-up

Sn. theyjet the bottom slip o^t

The Grand, Erlanger, and Harris

Went dark while the public was will-

ing to patronize them. So now there

aren't any customers.

Only house which has bucked the

trend of defeatism is the Audi-

torium, with a steady stream of at-

tractions: 'Great Waltz' is now in

Its 13th' week and still bier.

Meanwhile the town, must now
•wait until Easter for new life: On
"April 12 comes. 'At Home Abroad!

at the Grand, while on the follow-

ing day 'Winterset' arrives to re-
'•

light the Harris,

Estimates for Last Week
'Boy Meets Girl/ Selwyh (1,000;

$2.75) (10th week); Comedy is step-

ping along in fine Style. Still around
110,000, excellent.

'Cyrano de Bergarae/ Grand (1,-

200; $2.75) (2d week). Walter
* Hampden revival will make it a

profitable fortnight with this mod-
ern classic. In fine fettle at $12,000

for the initial session.

'Great Waltz/ Auditorium (4,000;

$2.75) :
(13th, week). Last two weeks

for this musical, which .has had a
remarkably strong run. Approxi-
mated $19,000 last week, melodious.

San Carlo Opera will follow,

WPA
'A Texas Steer,' Blackstone. Farce

revival went two weeks. Closed
Saturday (2i) and was replaced
last night (Monday) by. revival of
'Secret Service.' Both are Harry
Mlnturn units.

'Enemy of the People/ Great
Northern. Ibsen piece will continue
to March. 31 and then shuffle off in

favor of modernized version of

'Faust.'

'PERSONAL'GOOD $9,500,

TOES' LOOKS 0KE, HUB

Boston, March 24.

t
'Personal Appearance' held up

satisfactorily in Its second week and
looks capable of holding forth at
the Plymouth for a few more
frames, as planned.

'On Your Toes,' new musical,
opened at the Shubert Saturday
night (21) and, although local crix

labeled it as still in the rough, open-
ing night trade was encouraging.
Met Opera is in for one week,

with the usual big advance sub-
scription, list.

Ballet Russe returns to the Opera
House April 2 for four shows.
Hollywood Ballet, in two shows last
Friday and Saturday (20-21) dis-
appointed, with dismal takes.
Mary* Young scheduled 'Storm

Child,' a new one, for the Copley,
April 11.

Estimates for Last Week
. n
,Per*on*' Appearance' (Plymouth,

$2.20, 2d week).. Comedy fills the
blll-and $9,600 intake was pleasing.

'On Your Toes' (Shubert, $3.30,
qne performance). Continues after
gratifying $2,600 for opening night.
Aeeds fixing to land in important
money class, however.

T. A/ 5G, Mpls.

Minneapolis, March 24.
Back in the town where she

Diayed many seasons as a dramatic
Stock leading lady, Gladys George
*t?ersonal APPearance* drew a

satisfactory approximate $5,000 at
the Metropolitan for four nights and
a matinee-
Nothing underlined to follow and

tins attraction may end the legit
season here.

Henderson Sets Dates
Chicago, March 24.

Robert Henderson will open his
summer festival at Ann Arbor,
Michigan, on May 18 and run
through until June 20.
Planning to follow with repertoire

seasons in Milwaukee, Minneapolis,
Louisville and Toledo.

IND. 'POST ROAD'
Indianapolis, March 24.
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Dodsy' $16,000, St. L
St. Louis, March 24.

Aided by fine publicity, both in-

terview, nd feature stories in all

the local rags engineered by Paul
Beisman, mgr. of the American the-
atre, 'Dodsworth,' with Walter Hus-
ton starring, finished a socko week
Saturday (21) with approximately
?1 (5,000 In the bag. Opening night
saw the 'sold-out' - sign in use for
the first time in years. House was
scaled from 55c' to $2.75.

'Three Men on a Horse,' which
took approximately $33,000 .during
Xmas and New Year's weeks here,-
returned for a, week Sunday. (22),
with the house scaled, at. $2.20 top.

2WKS,€INC¥

Cincinnati, March 24.

'Three Men on a Horse' registered

an approximate $24,500
:
during the

past fortnight at the Cox; about

$15,000 being tabbed for the first

week. It was the only 14-day legit

engagement for Ciney this season.

Company had Jack Sheehan in the

lead.

House remains idle until April 21,

when Nazimova in Ibsen's 'Ghosts'

takes occupancy for four days. Next
legit attraction due is Walter Hus-
ton ih 'Dodsworth,* which will be
located by Shubert management at
the Taft, 2,500-seat theatre in the

Masonic Temple, double the Cox
capacity.

Advance ads claim show 'first

time anywhere at these prices,' $2.26

top.

'Road' Good at $10,500

On Quick Balto Return

Baltimore, March 24.

It was. a case of feast and fam>
ine at the same time in legit here
last week, Tobacco Road,' in a re-

turn visit to Ford's, did excellently,

overcoming a weak advance due to

short-notice booking. With biz cas-
cading daily, managed a swell $10,-

500 on the week. Rain hurt some,
as it also crimped 'Squaring the
Circle' at the indie Maryland, which
got only a wan $2,000 on eight per-
formances at $2.20_;top. 'Circle,' un-
der the" guidon of Jules Levahthal,
had a light nut and small cast and
production, but still didn't do well
enough.
Bleak prospects from now on.

Ahhe Nichols' new one, 'Her Week
End,' opened last night (Monday)
at. the Maryland at $2.20 top. Sev-
eral benefits and parties

.
helped

swell the advance, and outlook is
quite bright. Ford's Is shrouded,
with nothing in the offing save Wal-
ter Hampden, week of April 20.

^ewer plays touched town this sea-
ion than any previous one in recent
years, and from that standpoint, it

was pretty much of a dud.
Estimates for Last Week

'Squaring the -Circle,' Maryland
(1,700; 12.20). .Lightweight $2,000.
'Her Week End' current.
'Tobacco Road/ Ford's (2,100;

$2.20). Second week in town for
production/ on repeat within six
weeks. Got' an /excellent $10,500,
with heavy upstairs trade and pretty
good lower level attendance. House
dark npw.

All B way Shows Dp Again; 'Regina'

i, St Joan $22,700, Top Dramas

T0RGY' FOLDS AFTER

OKAY $20,000, WASH.

Washington. March 24.

Tbrgy and Bess' pulled a nice ap-
proximate $20,000 last week in the
capital, reported to .be the top gross
for show's eight-week road tour.

Show folded here, expense of trans-
portation being too tough for the
tfl.It6S.

Show made local history as mark-
ing the first time. Negroes had been
admitted to -all performances, with-
out segregation. Only about 100

Negroes availed themselves of the
privilege per performance, and there

was no trouble. There was an aver-

age of 10 refunds per show to white
persons^ Fact was kept quiet by
the newspapers, and most of those

who might have objected didn't dis-

cover the fact till they were in and

House is also admitting the few
Negroes who secured tickets to 'At

Home Abroad' this week through
the mails, in view of Ethel Waters
being in the cast. Understood pol-

icy will be discouraged in the fu-

ture, however,

Shows in Rehearsal

'Left Turn,' Smith and Ayer.

Lady Luck,' Stirling and Adler.

Summer WiveV Jack Linder.

itter Stream,' Theatre Union.

'Circle* Folds Again
Baltimore, March 24.

Jules Leventhal closed his 'Squar-

ing the Circle,' which he had been

spot booking, last Sat. (21) after

concluding a week at the Indie

Maryland.
Flans to reopen the show after

Easter In Boston, and expects to be

able 1 to reassemble the same cast.

'Circle' had a brief run oh Broadway
earlier this season, and was revived

after it had closed for a couple of

months for tngagements in Philly

and Balto.

'Ghosts' Runs Up

$15,000, 'Jan. 16/

$8,500, Fine, L. A.

Los Angeles, March 24.

Alia Nazimova's week and two
days' run at the Biltmore, ending
tonight (Tuesday), in. 'Ghosts'
grossed in the neighborhood of $15,-

000, which indicated plenty of local,

interest. House goes dark for the
balance of the . week, reopening
March 23 with Herman ShUmlin's
'The Children's Hour,', produced for
the Coast by Homer Curran.

'Night of January 16' continues
healthy drawing card at the El
Capitan, and is easily set for a
minimum of six weeks.

Estimates for Last Week
'Ghosts,' Biltmore, Los Angeles

(D-1,656; $2.65)—Matinee trade ter-
rific, with play being held for two
extra nights and Tuesday (today)
matinee. Trade excellent at close
to $11,000 for first six days.
'Night of January 16/ El Capitan,

Hollywood (D-1,571; $1.65). Film
colony Interest in this mystery
meller continues, with downtown
trade also being attracted for ah
excellent ' $8,500 On third week,
plenty profitable.

'Men' $4,000, Ind.

Indianapolis, March 24.

'Three Men on a Horse' made the
circuit too fast to return here (19)
after an il-month absence for four
performances in three days at the
English theatre.

Final count showed a not-so-forte
approximate $4,000 on the books.

Broadway's legit leaders came
back rather well last week, with
the passing of the income tax dead-,
line and the easing of ths elevator
strike, but now showmen are worry-
ing whether the disastrous floods
will retard the usual spring influx.

It is not indicated either way so far,

but Monday saw some improvement
over last week.
Those cities which were the worst

damaged were affected mostly in the
downtown or business sections,- bet-
ter residential neighborhoods being
on higher ground, generally. Resi-
dents: of the latter are potential
box office .supporters, and it .may
prove that, show business In New
York will get a break. From some
quarters it is claimed that those
able to afford it are leaving their
homes and coming to the metropolis
to avoid possible epidemics.

'Saint Joan' advanced towards ca-
pacity and is the runner-up for nigh
gross honors, getting. $22,700 as
against 'Victoria Regina's $23,500.

Definitely improved are 'Boy Meets
Girl,' .'The First Lady,' 'Call It a
Day, 'Dead End,' and 'End of Sum-
mer.*

This week's arrivals consist of
•Idiot's Delight'. (Shubert), highly
touted out of town, and a WPA
show, 'In Heaven and Earth,' in the
Bronx. - 'Larger Than Life,* backed
With picture coin, has been post-
poned. Next week|s only slated
opening is 'Bitter Stream,' presented
on 14th St. Possibility is a revival
of 'The Fencing Master,' Jolson, and
perhaps another WPA show.

Relief showrcalled 'MUrder in the
Cathedral' at the Manhattan last
Friday (20) drew good notices and
drew well although the top is 55c.

Its scheduled 10-day date will be
extended. 'Case of .Clyde Griffiths*

looks doubtful at the Barrymore.
'Sweet Aloes' stops at the Booth

after today's matineo and 'Star
Spangled' expires at the Golden
Saturday.

Estimates for Last Week
'Boy Meets Girl,' Cort (18th week)

(C-l,059-$3.85). As big as ever;
laugh show cleaning up on Broad-
way, with last week's takings rated
above $19,000.

Call It a Day,' Morosco (9th
week) (C-961-$3.30). Another com-,
edy hit which, too, is approximating
capacity; three matinees aided
figure, close to $16,000 last week.
'Case of Clyde Griffiths,' Barry-

more (3d week) (D-l,096-$3.30).
Fared badly; first full week, esti-
mated under $2,000; using two-for-
ones and other cut-rates.

'Children's Hour,' Elliott (71st
week) (D-967-$3.30), Highly rated
picture

1 version ('These Three') had
no e'ffect on stage version, which
improved to $7,600.

'Co- Respondent Unknown/ Ritz
(7th week) (CD-?18-$3.30). Showed
some life last week, although
grosses still moderate; estimated
around $5,500.
'Dead End/ Belasco (22d week)

(D-l,000-$3.30)
:
. Early drama, smash

picked up nearly $1,000 and gross
well over. $15,000; In the big money
from the start.
'End of Summer/ Guild (6th

week) (C-914-$3.30). With sub
scription period expired, gross may
increase this week; looks set into
summer; about $14,500.
'Ethan Frome/ National (llth

week) (D-l,164-$3.30). Eased off,

with last week's gross under $9,5.00;

less than previous pace, which was
helped by parties.

'First Lady/ Music Box (18th
week) (C-l,000-$3.30). Class com-
edy cairfe back strong, running
$2,000 more than the previous week
for gross approaching $17,000.

Current Road Shows

Kirkland Takes 'Cantina'

Hollywood, March 24.

'Cantina,' new play by Frank Do-

lan, has been acquired by Jack

Kirkland.
Kirkland plans to produce it in

New York this summer, with Dolan

now east making the arrangements.

Week March 23
'At Home Abroad/ National,

Washington;
'Boy Meets Girl/ Selwyn, Chicago.
'Children's Hour/ Curran, San

Francisco.
'Cyrano' (Walter Hampden)

Grand, Chicago.
'Dodsworth' (Walter Huston),

Mlzpah Temple, Fort Wayne, 23;

Keith's, Grand Rapids* Mich., 24;

Gladmer, Lansing, 25; Paramount,
Toledo, O., .26; Hartman, Columbus,
27-28.

'Ghosts' (Nazimova) Biltmore,

Los Angeles, 23-24; Savoy, San Di-
ego, 25; travel, 26; Orpheum, Phoe-
nix, 27; Rial to, Tucson, 28.

'Ghost Trai / Copley Eoston.
'Great Waltz/ Auditorium, Chi-

cago,

'Her, Week End/ Maryland, Balti-

more.
Hollywood Ballet, Court Square,

Springfield, Mass.,
t

Aude, Hartford, 28.S
Metropolitan t

era House, Boslc

26; Bushnell

Boston Op-

Monte Carlo Ballet, Shubert, New
Haven, 28.

iflht of Jan.. 1 Capitan,
Hollywood.

'Old Maid/ Collect Station, Tex.,
23; Baylor U.. Waco, 24; Denton,
25; Majestic, Fort Worth, 26; Mel-
ba, Dallas, 27-28.

'On Your ToeB,' Shubert, Boston.
'Personal Appearance/ Plymouth,

Eoston.
'Sailor road, Philadel-

phia.

San Carlo Opera, Auditorium,
Vancouver,

. B. C.

•Three Men on a Horse/ Nixon,
Pittsburgh.
'Three en on a Horse/ Ameri-

can, St. Louis.
'Three en on a Horse/ arrlck,

Philadelphia.
'Tobacco Road/ Forrest, Phila-

delphia.

'Tobacco Road/ Capitol, Albany,
23-25; Masonic Aude, 2C-28.

'Winterset/ Ch»stnut, Philadel
phi

'Fresh Fields/ Empire (7th week)
(D-l,099-$3.30), Geared to operate

at light grosses; $4,000 last week,
said to better even break both ways.

'Idiot's Delight/ Shubert (1st

week) .(C-l,387-$3.30). Presented
by Theatre Guild; written by Rob-
ert E. Sherwood ; rated sure thing

out of town; opened Tuesday.
'Jumbo/ Hippodrome (19th week)

(M-4,327-$3.30). Drawing big houses
and, with some cut rates; beating

$30,000 weekly; claimed set into

May.
'Lady Precious Stream/ 49th St,

(9th week) (D-700-$3.30). Some-
what good matinee draw/ and grbss
up; costs little to operate^; $3,000

indicated.
'Larger Than Life/ 46th Street.

Opening postponed indefinitely.

'Libel/ Henry Miller (15th week)
(D-944-$3.30). Picked up and
turned in satisfactory gross at bet^
ter than $8,500; English import is

exception from the rule.

'Love on the Dole/ Longacre (5th
week) (D-l,067-$3.''0). Moved here
from the Shubert; British .drama
not up to expectations, with gross
around $6,000.

'

'May Wine/ St. James (17th week)
(M-l,520-$3.85). Improved some-
what last week and may stick
through spring; takings quoted
around $9,500, which is profitable

for musical without chorus.
'Moon Over Mulberry St./ 44th St.

(29th week) (D-l,325-$3.30), One
of the shows ducking Monday and
playing three matinees; cut rates,

however, with pace around $3,500
weekly*
'Mulatto/ Tanderbilt (23d week)

(D-804-$3.30). Another cut-rater
sticking to small coin; house and
show under same management, with

,

pace around indicated $3,000.

'Night of Jan. 16/ Ambassador
(28th week) (D-l,156-$2.75). Ap-
proached $9,000 mark last week, and
although okay last two, weeks an-
nounced.
'One Good Year/ Fulton (18th

week) (C-913-$3.30). Staying much
longer than indicated; still changing
cast and getting modest coin, with
pace approximating $3,000.

'Postman Always Rings Twice/
Lyceum (6th week). <D-957-$3.30).
Some improvement, but seems in

the in-between class; last week
$6,500 claimed. 'Her Week-End'
may succeed next month.

'Pride and Prejudice/ Plymouth
(21st week) (D-l,046-$3.30). Came
back with other leaders and finished
to capacity; up about $1,500 for
gross of $13,000.

Russet Mantle/ Masque .
(10th

week) ("C^900-$3.30). Did not perk
like the others, but appears to bo
making some coin, with gross
around $6,000.

'Star Spangled/ Golden (3d week)
(D-l,046-$3.30). Final week; pic-

ture rights the reason for staying
after weak start and puny takings.

'Sweet Aloes/ Booth (CD-708-
$3.30). Closes after matinee today
(25); three weeks to. light coin;

about $4,600 last week.
Scandals/ New Amsterdam (14th

week)' (R-l,717-$4.40). Notice re-

scinded after Whlte-Vallee arbitra-
tion; business somewhat improved;
around $20,000.

'Three Men on a Horse/ Play-
house (61st week) (C-869-$3.30).
Up about $1,000 last week; upper
floors particularly well tenanted;
gross of $10,000 excellent at this

stajre of run.
'Tobacco .

Road/ . Forrest (121st

week) (C-l,017-$1.66). Long stayer

at pop scale continues to turn
profit; last week's pace around
$8,500.

'Victoria Regina/ Broadhurst
(14th week) (D-l,118-$3.30). Smash
seems to draw more standees every
week; incredible grosses of $23,500

and better.
'Ziegfeld Fellies/ Winter Garden

(9th week) (R-l,425-$5.50). Claimed
some pick-up and will probably—
stick around during summer; pace
estimated around $27,000 last week.

Revivals

'Saint Joan/ Martin Beck; in high
agency demand; clean-up Indi-

cated; quoted at $22,700 last week;
virtual capacity.

WPA
'Murder at the Cathedral/ Man-

hattan; drew some excellent notices,
but listed for 10-day engagement,
but may stay longer,

'Triple A Ploughed Under/ Bllt-
more; doing very well at 25c. top.

'In Heaven and Earth, Willis,

Bronx; opens Thursday (26).
'Woman of Destiny/ Symphony,

Brooklyn; moved here from the
Willis.
'Chalk Dust/ Daly's 63d Street.

'Conjure Man Dies/ Lafayette,.
Harlem.

L.A. 'Widow* Revival
Hollywood. March 24.

Edwin Lester is reviving 'Merry
Widow' at the. Philharmonic in May
with Helen Gahagan set for the lead.

Carl Brlsson may be male topper*
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Authors' League Spokesmen Oppose

World Union at Copyi%ht Hearing

Washington,: March' 24.

Authors' sharp objections to

American entry into the world
copyright union during existence of

dictatorial governments in Europe,

were recited to the -. committee to-

day (Tuesday) as a -parade of Au^
thors League spokesmen had their

say.

Opposing dlscrl ination .between

American and foreign writers arid

pleading for .maintenance1 of present
infringement proVisioris> the waiters
told the lawmakers that, as long: as.

Germany, Italy and other nations
repudiate treaty obligations, there
is no advantage^ in American par-
ticipation in the. 'Berne' convention.
Very little in- the' Duffy bill is ad-
vantageous to, writers, league
spokesmen' asserted, arid the few
benefits would be waived" in order,

to block enactment of such unwel-
coirie legislation.

Elmer Davis told the House' group,
•We don't thinlc 'much of the Duffy
bill. Nothing in it would appeal
very much- to. any author^ We feel

the same .''way as a farmer would
v/ho beard about -a farm relief bill

and then discovered, it benefitted

the Millers "arid processors.! .

.".

Price Too High
Authors League still wants • di-

visible copyright, but not . at the^
price of American entry into the*

union;, under ..present conditions,
Davis, declared,

: saying the Berne
conventionvis 'all right and a good
thing to get- but • affords no
.protection, as ..long as signatories
feel free disregard- obligations.

Duffy bill would. . 'ericburage in-

fringentent,' be asserted, ridiculing

the idea .of lightening penalties on
'innocent* infringement.* '.'If -Con-
gress desires protection for innocent .

Infringers' the legislation should be
called ""Conservation Bill,' he said,

since -'innocent' copyright violators

are 'one of the rarest forms of Wild
life in the United States.'

.
,

The : Writers' .change of heart
about a world union 'is due . to dis-

crimination against Jewish writers
''

in Germany, George Cree^- told the

lawmakers. He said the .Nazis'
'flagrant Violations' p£; treaties has
made American, writers 'unalter-

ably against a'dherence to a treaty,

which would give some members
rights denied to other members,.'

Discri ination

Objections to discrimination be-
tween native, and. alien authors in

the copyright , procedure were - en-
tered by Thyra -'.Samter Wlnslow,
who begged committee to • rant
equal treatment. .

Film producers were attacked as
Lucian Berman assailed feature's of
the Duffy

.
bill that would permit-

free editorial revision and- under-:
mine clauses establishing authors'
moral rights. Berman told the
committee - that '98% of the screen
writers in Hollywood are taking or-
ders from producers who are quite
incompetent .to direct them."- He
related how Will Rogers helped him
block • mutilation of his 'Steamboat'
script -saying. he feared at. one time
the story would become >a vehicle
for Shirley Tefnple. • Berman said,

'Often things are changed so much
In Hollywood that the author stroll-

ing around the lot doesn't know,
when he is on his own set or some-
body else's. I hope -. the day is

coming when ' w;e will have, some
control over our work. I would like

to see a law that gave us much
greater control over our rights.'

Knocks Film, Producers
Another bleat against film pro-

ducers came from. Mary ' Heaton
Vorse, who squawked about the
title 'Sea. Beast' chosen for her
story starring the late ; Milton Sills,

.

Attack on lending libraries was
-made by Mateer Howe Farnham,
who said writers would vote unani-
mously in favor of any legislation
guaranteeing a $2,50.0 annual in-
come. She added another complaint,
about a Hollywood studio which
used 'only two lines' of one of her
stories. Mrs. Farnham asked for
legislation insuring, scribblers. oC
part of the profits :made by li-

braries.

'Never Gyppsd'
Asserting he was 'never ..-yppod

or cheated' by publishers. Chester
Crowell told committeemen he re-
ceived only. ,$500 in. royalties over
a 20-year .^.period and protested
against the

.
,Duffy bill's penalty

clauses. Legislation would throw
such a burden of proof on the
plaintiff and. give presumption .o?

lnn<H>nnce to infringers that writers

could get "nothing from pirates, he
said. The. clause prohibiting, in-
junctions from tying up publica-
tion for infringement is 'absurdity,

outrageous, ridiculous,' he screamed.
Only direct plea for retention of

the $250 minimum damage cldu.se

came from Louise Sileox, who said
writers prefer to. keep the present
punitive provision, but suggested
that if the minimum Is abolished,
the coihrhlttee also should remove
the' maximum award..

Details on copyright hearlpg
testimony concerning the ' music
and picture phases will be found
in those ..departments of this issue.

rpun Jugged

Heywood Broun, in Milwaukee on
a double mission to help the Wis-
consin News editorial room .strikers
and Mayor D. W. Hoan, Socialist,:,

win their campaigns, found out
about Milwaukee's jails Instead.
When police arrested a striker for
disorderly conduct in front of the
Hearst Building, Broun demanded
that they also arrest him, ..as 'an
officer, of the American Newspaper
Guild.'

••-.<
When, the police., .failed to listen,

Broun hbpped; into the patrol WagOn.
At. Police Headquarters * he was
booked for interfering with' an offi*

cer and, after that, the hat was.
passed among strike sympathizers.
Released Under bail of $125, Brojjn
has been ^ordering the strikers .of

the. Hearst sheet to stay .out till the
snow .flies. He is also aiding Hoan,
.'who- is. being, hard pressed in the
campaign by tire candidates of the
Law and Order League. .

Wisconsin News strike ' Is now in-

its sixth week, with '22 editorial
workers but. Sti'ikers are behjig

supported
,
by organized labor. Rti-;

mored that the strike may spread an
Milwaukee to the. Journal, locally
owned, and the Paul- Block-owned
Sentinel,

Floods' News Coverage

Floods in 12 states the past seven
days raised havoc wltli telephone

and wire service, with newspapers
arid; news agencies . seriously ham-
pered for a few days last week in

getting news out of 'the stricken

areas. Several newspapers, with
their plants flooded, were forced to

print In nearby and dryer "towns.

Pittsburgh and Hartford news-
papers suffered the most, all of the

plants in both cities being under
water and each:paper was forced to

publish, limited editions in nearby
towns. For about 24 hours the only
accurate information to come into

New YOrk-xm the Pittsburgh flood

conditions came via telephone and
radio. Of the 2GO.000 phOnes in

Pittsburgh, only 3,000' were operat-

ing ' Wednesday. Emergency
booths were set up on the streets.

For a time, the city of Johnstown,
Pa., ..

which was. wiped out in the

flood of 1889, was almost, completely
cut off. Phone arid wire service,

though, was slowly restored as;, the

waters receded.
'

Telephone.and !
telegraph wires are

down over a' wide aTea in New Eng-
land, where HartfOrd, Conn:, suf-

fered terribly _'rom rising waters,

and in the Ohio and .West Virginia

valleys- jbOrdering the Ohio river,

which caught the Swell of the Penn-
sylvania floods.

•With the flood tragedy striking

at various fronts at one time last

week, photographers and reporters

in N. Y.' were extremely hard to -And,

most 'of the city's editorial workers
being' rushed into the flood zones;

One major news story in -N. Y.

whicb received, only partial cover-

age as a' result of the. floods was
the opening of the murder trial of

Vera Stretz, whb slew her German
Industrialist-lover last fall,

Lait Editor of Mirror

. Jack \Lait this week was ap-
pointed editor-in-chief of the -N T..

Daily Mirror, replacing Walter
Howie who, according' to the Hearst
business, office in Ni Y., is en route-
to California, later to return to his
Old post as head of International
News photo service, another Heai'st
organization.

. In assuming. the editorship of the
Mirror, Lait drops the editorship of
the Saturday magazine section of
the N. Y. Journal and. the Sunday
(N. Y.) Mirror mag, though he will,

continue to supervise both. He con-
tinues his weekly short story and
Broadway column' in the Journal's
mag!
Lait assumed the editorship of the

Mirror yesterday (Tuesday).

Schenectady. Weekly Aucti

The Citizen, Schenectady, N. Y.,

weekly, for which Walter Llppman
wrote in his youthful days while

serving as secretary to Mayor (now
State Public Service Commissioner)
George R. Luriri, Was knocked down,
at a sheriff's sale March 21 to Rich-

ard M. Powers, executive secretary,

of the Schenectady County Demo-
cratic Committee. The • paper; .had

been the official organ of the So-

cialist 'movement in Schenectady
since Dr. Lunn (originally a min-
ister) founded it in 1909.

Once a powerful force locally, the

Citizen lost, strength . as the . Social-

ist membership steadily shrunk, but
it was kept alive thr-ough a job

.printing department. .Hawley B.

Van Veeh'ten, .long-time editor, re-

cently was removed to a hospital

and the auction sale \\ks held to

satisfy a judgment.

Coast Scribs' lections

Recently organized society of
press '.agents and newspaper cor-
respondents of Los Angeles elected
first officers with exception of a
president, which spot was left open,
Those selected were:' Douglas
Churchlil, John P. Miles, Tom Baily,
vice-presidents; Carlyle Jones, sec-
retary; George. Shafer, treasurer;
Teet Carle, assist, treasurer. Board
of " governors: Harry' Nlemeyei',
Jerry Hoffman, J. D. Spire, Al Par-:

menter.. Bill Thomas, DanMainwar-
ing, Bill Rice, Andy Hervey, Vernon
Parton and Gus McCarthy.

Organization's first piarty will be.

testimonial banquet to D. T
, rif-

flth, March 30.

rop Paritages' Col,

,
Hearst headquarters on the Coast

yesterday (Tuesday) ordered all

Heai'st papers using the film chat-

ter column by Lloyd Paritages to

discontinue it immediately. Pan-
tages' column, filed out ..of Holly-

wood, has been syndicated for some
time.

' '

Understood Hearst took exception

to certain Items in Pnhtages* col-

umn.

Williams Off Minne Journal

Don Williams, city editor of the
Minneapolis

. Journal, and erstwhile
conductor of 'Off a Reporter's Cuff
column, out effective March 16. W.
M. Kimball, rewrite man. replaces.
Williams may line up in Washing-

ton where A. F. 'Casey' Jones, re-
cently with the Journal, now runs
the Post. Williams has his cQluhvn
title patented and will Lake it -with

him where and when he .goes.

Masters Geis Twain Medal

Edgar Lee Masters has been
awarded this year's Mark Twain
medal for preeminence in literature.

Announcement was made by Cyril.

Clemens", pre/, of Mark Twain So-
ciety and cousin of." author Mark
Twain.
Masters receives award for his

biog of Vachel Lindsay, published
last Septembe r. Previous winnors°of
Mark Twain -medals included riud-
yard Kipling. VVllla Cather-. Booth
Tiii-kin^on and liikiirt Uulioc

CHATTER
W. Somerset Maugham sailing for

Europe April 2.

Jim Tully building new home at

Chatsworth, • Cal.

Helen Jacobs, tennis champ, doing
her autobiog for Lippincott.

Joseph Lippincott back from- two
months in- France and England.
April Scientific Book Club selec-

tion is B. Schrleke's 'Alle-n Ameri-
cans.'

Vanguard's 'Studs Lonigan' to ap-
pear under Constable, imprint in

England.,
L, D. Hotchkiss. managing editor

Los Angeles, . Times, recuperating
from appendectomy bp.

Robert M. McBride & Co, has
added Thomas Davin to its staff

.as-book editor, starting May i:

Pearl S. Buck, who is Mrs. Rich-
ard J. Walsh- in private life;, has
adojDted two five- week-old boys.
Edwin Corle to New York from

Coast, carrying manuscript of new
novel Random House will publish.

Reginald LeBorg putting finish-

ing touches to his novel, 'Tide
Rises,' intended for summer publi-
cation.

Evelyn colt, author 'The Wave.'
here a iter year's absence in Eng-
land to collect material for book on
her native Tennessee.

Julien Levy, of the Jnlien Levy
Galleries, X. Y., and Alan Porter,
assistant, are collaborating oh a
book dealing with- modern art.

Arthur Crawford, head of Chicago
Tribune syndicate, and John • Fltz-
patrick, publisher of Salt Lake.

Best Sellers

Best Sellers for the week ending March 21, *'s repotted by the
American News Co., Inc.

Fiction

'The Last Puritan' ' ($2.75) .

'The Hurricane' ($2.50). . .
'

•Gaudy Night'. ($2,60): ,, ............

•The Exile' ($2.50) .'.

'It Can't Happen Here' ($2.50).....
'Faster! Faster!' ($2.50; .

,

Npn-Fi
'North to the Orient' ($2.50). . .. ...

'Way of the Transgressor' C$3.00) .

.

'Hell Bent for Election' (50c)

'Life With Father' ($2,00) . .... ... .

.

'Man the Unknown' ($3.50)

'Woollcott Reader^ ($3.00) ,

y George. Santayana
Nordhoff and Jas. M. Hall
.,..'.-, .By Dorothy Sayers

, .
.
.By Pearl S. Buck'

........ .By ..Sinclair Lewis
...By E. M. Delafleld

nne. Morrow Lindbergh
........ .By Negley Farson
. . . ,By Jariies P.- Warburg

...By Clarence Day
By Alexis Carrell

.
. . ' Alexander Woollcott

Fiction and Films

By WOLFE KAUFMAN
'Nother on Nijinsky

AnatOle Bourmari went to ballet

school with yOung Nijinsky, before

the latter became a dancer of world
import a«d therefore can shed a
lot of light on the early life of one
of the world's 1 intriguing characters;
And does in ah interesting book
titled 'The Tragedy Nijinsky'

(Whittlesey House; $3), which is

co-authored by D. Lyman.
It follows in this footsteps ,.pt..-a

balf dozen? books ' on dancing and
dancerSj is. better; than most, but
not as strong or. important as the
Nijinsky biography - written by the
dancer's wife- last;

year, which really
started the flood. A lot of incidents
in the . early life of Nijinsky. and
several anecdotes are Revealing.. The
whole is important only when used
as added material. When the boys
and girls 'all get through telling the
story, ' from . 'th'eil* : own littie angles
arid corners soriieone may correlate
the whole mass into one—arid "that

will be a biography, to hold arid to

remember.

Emphatically Wrong
John Howard. Lawson, sitting high

on his pinnacle of eminence as the
leader of the 'new theatre' revolt
of 1925 (which fizzled), and the au-
thor -of half a dozen or so produced
plays (practically all- of which
flopped), tells all in ' he Theory
arid Technique of Playwrightlng*
(Putnairi; $2.75). It is ah intelli-

gently enough writteri volume but
much top opinionated^ and one-side-
of-the-f^nce-ish for comfort. ' I

It becomes quite obvious through
reading the book that Lawson
knows- theatre and drama. Whether
or not his opinions, then, are neces-
sarily facts is another matter. Cer-
tainly he sets them down" as dic-
tates and certainly that doesn't al-
ter the fa.ct that they're merely
opinions. There is a lot of inter-
esting and informative detail lost
in the mass , of verbiage which, if

isolated, would' help students of
theatre considerably. Maybe some-
one ought to do that isolating for
Lawson and rewrite it into a book
which would be really useful.

Omnibus of Crime
The dancer in the prologue of the

biggest Hollywood picture house
gets herself murdered on the night
of a big Hollywood premiere. That's
the preihise of 'The Cat. nd the
Clock' (Crime Club; $2). by harles
G. Booth. It carries on from there
through all the Hollywood wrinkles,
with picture people, newspapermen,
an Aimee McPherson-ish character,
a riiale character who wears green
tarns and use> rouge, etc. Good
tun, a nice finish, twist and .okay
reading. Not for film use, however.

' Arthur Train has made himself
considerable of a reputation through
invention of a character named Mr.
Tutt, an ultra-shrevvd lawyer who
always beats the opposition by
slightiy irr.egular :but legal methods;
All in. the name of justice. Now
Train has decided to become more
contemporary. His newest bopk is

'Manhattan Murder'. (Scribner;
$2.50), and a duller contribution by
a name writer has rarely been seen.
It- is a. gangster story along usual
lines, with no •originality whatever
in plot motivation, action, or lan-
guage. Come back, ' Mr. Tutt, all
1$ forgiven'.

Tribune, .giving 'Hollywood studios
o.o.

Paul Engle, whose new book of
poems, 'Rreak the Heart's Anger.'
has just been published, is now at
Merton College, Oxford, on a Rhodes
scholarship.

Countess de Chambrun. sister of
late Nicholas Longwor'th, here from
Europe to do research work, on
Shakespeare at Folger ibrary in
WfisliiiiijUiii.

By EPES W. SARGENT
Familiar round;

Ruby M. Ayres' feet tread familiar
ground in 'Afterglow' (Doubleday-
Doran; $2), but the dependable fic-

tion' factory knows how to please

'

her readers, arid
,
this is book

which W1H not only appeal .to young
women .readers, but they'll prob-
ably permit their mothers to read
it, too. In other words, Mrs. Ayes
adroitly draws the middle course
between hot and stodgy.

Pain's mother dies arid her an-
nuity expires ' with her,'' At her
mother's last request, is be-
friended by the son of one . of the
mother's old friends. . He's the
strong, silent man. . She's the wil-

fuil redhead who resents being taken
care of, but who cbriies tp'love hha
while she fights him, 1 Nothing, new
to that, but the trimmings aye "quite

nicely put in. Not. new enough for

pictures.

Poor Indi

Apparently, there is only one es-

tablished formula; • for writing a
book about Indians. That's to take

a half> breed and show how cruelly

civilization
: takes toll of the poor

devil who is . trying to adjust hi

self.
'•'

This Is followed faithfully by
D'Arcy McNlckle," part . Indian, but

of French-Canadian parentage, in

'The Surrounded' (Dodd, Mead; $2).

Archllde Leon's .imother is a Salish

Indian, married to ' a Spaniard.
Archilde has been educated at (pre-

sumably) Carlisle and succeeds, in

fitting himself neither into the pa-

ternal nor maternal trail. For a
finish, the author

.
gives it up and

leaves the story without solution,

which does hot add to. reader's 'sat-

isfaction. Otherwise it is well writ-

ten,, different and apparently au-

thentic. Has merit and okay for

pictures.

Back to the Farm
On the face of it, 'Tomorrow yv\\\

Be Different' (Farrar &,Rlnehart;
$2) is just another addition to the

growing list of stories in which the

depression hits a big business, fani-

ily. which promptly moves back to

the farm. It's .a fr~yed pattern,
but Larry Baretto manages to give

it a few twists.

In the first place, they do not

achieve enormous success. For an-
other thing the children do not get

into the' usual sex troubles. The
girl makes a rather advantageous
marriage and the boy falls for. the

village vamp,..who/ instead of try-

ing to tax him with a little stranger,

puts the blame on the shoulders of

the bUs driver, where ' it properly

belongs. The wife almost elopes

with the village doctor, but the. hus-

band wakes in time; All : told it is

ingenious iri construction, easy to

reaa'and forgotten once it has been

perused.

Mild Mystery
Although 'The Blue Door* (Hopr

kins; $2) is offered as a mystery
story, Rachel Mack has not put

much mystery into the script,

though there is
, an unplaced char-

acter who, wanders through the last

third, but does not prove very ex-

citing,

Ruth Woodson walks out on her

job as clothes model to save beinsf'

fired. Slip, hops a bus and when

she rides, to the extent- of her funds

she la put off at a house with a blue

door. She is accepted as the

daughter of the owner and enjoys, a

few days of rest, long enough to fall

in love with the man next door.

When discovery moves "Oier on, the

man follows, finding her with small

difficulty. More is told by sugges-

tion than direct statement, b"'

Miss Mack has dqne a pretty u»i f

job with rather p:»>r »ia I e rial.

i Could be worked into a pid"'*-
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Concerts and Opera

v
PHYLIS GRANT

(TORONTO)
.

Toronto, March*13.

Newcomer to the DrapertSkinner

school of entertainment is Phylis

Grant, an English £lrl. She scores

on her first Canadian engagement

when the cawiagertrade filled the

hi-hat Hart house (erected here to

$e memory of their father by

Actor Raymond Massey and. Hon-
orable Vincent Massey. ax-ambas-

sador to the United States).

Extensive repertoire ranges from
tragedy to comedy and. resulted hi

a bizarre proetnwlon of characters

that set a high mark for technical

ichlevemsnti artistry and sincerity.

Played in full-Stage with only an
occasional -chair or table to aAd the

Illusion, these sympathetic charac-

terisations show a. skillful blending

of acting and writing. In which
neither dominates.

Versatility, jplua personal oharm,

<ave these jnonotog 4mpersonations

a depth and profundity which aus-

talned Interest and delight Prob-
ably will appeal, however, only to

the xo-callefl sophisticates.. Among
the outstanding Character -cameos

which drew centlnued applause
were 'The Wallflower,', a tender and
moving lmpressien of the thoughts
and' actions of a gushing social-

climber;- the clever; but anachro-
nistic doweatic scene which pre-
sumably followed the ride of Laay
Godlva; 'A. Lady Grows Old! in

which a famous tourtesan discov-

ers -that Iter physical charms are
departing: 'The-Vicars Wife Shows
the Garden? a ' burlesqued chatty
Englishwoman - Impersonation ; and,

Department Store. RhapBody,* a
slangy' shop-girl soliloquy. -These-

amply revealed . Mias Grant's con-
trol of comedy and pathos. Hen
concert work sin Canada should
prove succesTul.
Marjorie Grant Hughes at the

piano for musical Interludes. Stay.

ASRA
Budapest, March 19.

;

'Asra,* poetical Oriental play
j

which wan a great hit at the'

Kamara theatre- several seasons ago|{
was transformed into an -opera, with
music by Hungarian composer, Eu-
gene. Zador, and achieved decisive

success at the Budapest Opera
House.
ErnO Szep's play lends itself par-

ticularly well to operatic adapta-
tion, which was- very well done by
Victor

.
Lanyi. It was inspired by;

Heine's poem (the text of, the
famous much-hackneyed Rubinstein
song) about Mohamed of the. race of
Asra 'who die when they love.-* Mo-
hamed Is a stave at the Caliph's
Court and Worships Princess Leila,,
who is to wed Prince Arslan, but
touched by the •elave's <devotion,
chooses him. Overcome by the- ful-
filment of hts desires, Mohamed dies,
ttke aH these -of his raoe. when they
love.

'

Gustav Olah made a Work of art
of the colorful Oriental setting.
Zador's music Is more of the Illus-

trative order, and tends to create
atmosphere, Bather, than strike out
for itself, but it is of fine workman-
ship and outstanding for its orches-
tration.

Llvia Dobay sang , the part of
Xella and created every Illusion; so
did Imre Palls as Prince ArsUcn.
Endre Reesler, lh the character of
'the slave, Mohamed, sang ad-
mirably; it was rather a <pity that
his -chubby countenance . belied the
essential illusion of a -heart broken
With happiness. ^Asra' will prob-
ably be a Welcome addition to the
scanty modern opera repertoires of

all countries. It calls for -spectacu-

lar setting and good acting' in addi-
tion to good voices, and 'it la cer-

tainly anything but a thill opera.

PHELY SYMPH TO PLAY

L. A. NAB0RH00D HALL

Los Angeles, March 24.

..Philadelphia Symphony Orches-

tra goes into, the Pan Pacific. Audi-

torium, In residential section, in

April.

.This marks first concert In

structure originally built as hous-
ing -exposition site, .Concerts pre-
viously have stuck to Philharmonic,
or Shrine Auditorium, both in
downtown L. • A.

Behymer Hurt in Crash

Los, Angeles, March 24.

It. E). Behymer, pioneer Coast con-
.fc^t. and opera impresario, Is in
California hospital suffering from
Injuries received Jn an , auto crash
when car In which he was riding
careened from Toad and crashed Into
a telegraph pole to avoid a collision-.

Attending surgeons say he suffered
double fracture of right leg and
body contusions.
• With fiehymer was Mrs. Mary E.
Foster, driving the car, who was
seriously injured.

Grace Moore's Coin
Grace Moore's spring concert

dates piling up some nifty grosses
over the country. .New Orleans date
(17) and Atlanta (19) topping so far
garnered over $8,000 at the Audi-
torium (6,000 seater) and $6,000 in
Atlanta.

Hits Baltimore (24) and Phila-
delphia (26) and sails this Saturday
(-8) for Europe, to rest a month in
Cannes prior to embarking on a
continental concert tour.

Olga d'Allez, native of Dallas,
will give a song recital of Eastern
European folk songs and dances in
costume at the Guild Sunday night,
aiarch 2a. Tambouritza orchestra

tii £
C
?
ompany

' Performing on na-
uye Balkan instruments. NBC Art-
«ts Service is handling.

n5*
r,oa Chav«. Mexican conduc-

es":^'"Poser, conducts Boston

ll aS°oy Friday afternoon, April
'
and Saturday night, the 11th.

SM Two Weeks Ahead

Baltimore, March 24.

For the first time in the history

of
- the many annual appearances in

Balto of the Met Opera the 2,700-

seat Lyric has been sold o^t com-
pletely of all seats for the three

performances—-and two weeks' "be-

fore the engagements, April 2, -3, A.

Blll-Of-fare for the three consecu-

tive nights, 'Boheme' (with which
Lucrezia Borl Will signal finis to

American operatic career), 'Tristan'

and 'Carmen.'

Sellout for each performance is

$16,600, or $46,500 for the three days.

That amount is already' in the till..

Lyric's standing-room space will be

severely taxed at $2.50 per standee.

WARBURG SEEKS B. R.

After Deficit-Guarantor* for Amer-
ican Ballet

To assure regular ballet nights a t

*he Metropolitan Opera, N. Y., next

year, Edward M. M. Warburg, man-
aging director of the American Bal-

let, is seeking to enlist backers to

underwrite the series. Cost of

holding special rehearsals, extra or-

chestra fees, staging, costuming-and
-sundry other items, has been the

main snag in not going ahead this

past season.

Last Sunday night (22), company
presented its sole novelty of the

winter run, in presentation of !Con-

certo* with choreography by Wil-

liam Dollar, 24-year-old dancer.

George Balanchine inserted a treat-

ment in the middle, otherwise It

was a sole effort of Dollar's.

Geo. Hirst in St. Louis

St. Louis, March 24.

George Hirst, assistant conductor

of Municipal Opera ork last year,

has been engaged as general mu-
sical director for 1936 season which
opens June 6 and continues for 87

consecutive nights. Hirst served as

conductor last summer during pro-

ductions of 'Chocolate Soldier,' 'The

Vagabond King' and 'Beloyed

Rogue/
List of productions for this year

not set. Will probably Include, five

standard operettas, a comic opera

and probably a premiere production

of a foreign operetta. Laurence
Schwab will serve as producing'

director for his second season.

Closing of Metropolitan

Scatters Singers All Over
World Calling Renewed
Attention to the World-
Wide Bookings of Talent

LONDON NEXT

Closing of Metropolitan Opera,

N. Y., scatters divas and tenors for

the spring and summer months.

Hinterland festivals,. Covent Gar-

den in London and Hollywood Bowl
Claim many of them during ( this

stretch. Far-flung tours are also
set for several.

There'B been- some .doubt about
the Covent Garden -season* loeoausc
of the official period of mourning
for King. George. ' Quite a tow
singers are signatured for the two-
months' run. Season will probably
be held but with the usual .flourish

of a London spring- season played ,

down. Sir Thomas Beeehaia while:

in the U. S. for symphony #uest
dates signed several opera singers.,

; Klrsten Flagatad, Elde Norena,
Gertrude Wettergren, Lauritz Mel-
choir, Arthur Pear, Ezio Pinza,
Lotte Lehmann, Enid- Szantho are
among those set for London. Regu-
lar season is generally during 'May
and June, with appearances of the
Monte Carlo Ballet Russe also In-

cluded.
Richard Crooks will sing at the

Columbia Music
. festival, Columbia,

S. C, on April 4, one of the first

community
.
singing sessions to be

staged. Lily Pons flow In Monte
Carlo filling operatic dates, will be
back in time to sing with the St.

Louie Opera on April 20. Kathryn
Melsle- will appear with the Detroit
Civic Opera in 'Aida' on May 6. Also
Frederick Jagel with the same com-
pany for three appearances.
Richard Bonelll highlights Den-

ver Music Week on May 8. Ann ;

Arbor has a big splash set for May
also, and it's one of the most Im-
portant drawing heavily from the
Middle West. Paul Althouse, Rode
Bampton, Efrem ZImhaUst, . Glo-
vannUMartinelli, Jeanette Vreelan^,
Harold Bauer, Miss Pons and Leo-
pold StokoWskl are all listed . to ap-
pear. Miss Bampton later goes to

Bethlehem, Pa. to sing with the
Bach choir on May 22-23.

Rene Malson, new Belgian tenor
at the Met., goes to South America
for the Teatro Colon in Buenos
Aires during July and August. Mar-
Jorle Lawrence, now m Paris, Jour-
neys to Marseilles directly for op-
eratic duties,

To Java
Jan Smeterlln is to guest with

the Lemourex orchestra in Parts;
late this month. He's also pencilled
for recitals In London, Gloucester;
and Liverpool. Then he embarks
for Java for 26 concerts. He re- ;

turns to the U. S. next fall.

Gregor Piatigorsky, sailed March
21 for Europe where his spring
tour opens nine days later in

Prague. Then he journeys to Buda-
pest, Flume, Trieste, ' Milan, Flor-
ence, Rome, Naples, Palermo, Bord-
eaux, Marseilles, with a final con-
cert in Paris oh May 9. Thereafter
goes to Australia and New Zealand
where he's booked for 30 recitals.

From the Antipodes, he goes to
Java and the orient, with a brief
holiday inserted in between at Ball.

November will find him in Cali-
fornia to begin his eighth American
touring season.

Jose Iturbi may undertake some
Mexican and South American con-
cert dates. Grace Moore sails

shortly for a tour of the Scandi-
navian countries.

Isidore. Achron sails for Europe
on April 8 to fill engagements .in

Holland, England, France and
Spain, remaining seven weeks. His
first foreign date is in Amsterdam
on April 25. Salzburg festival in

mid-summer is another mecca, and
Miss Lehmann is expected to up-

one,

Looks Over New York for Singers

No Tag Day for Opera

Toronto, March 24.

That postponed performance
Of 'Faust' Is still postponed.
Only "fl.TTOO reportedly sep-
arates, the auspices and the-

musicians? union, which, wants
certified checks to guarantee
payment of its members' serv-
ices.

City government flatly re-

jected proposition from Cana-
dian Grand Opera Association
to hold a tag- day to raise the
needed funds.

Hazel Moore, Grace Denton

Form Chicago Concert Co

Claire Dpi Among Backers

Chicago, March 24.

Hazel H. Moore, widow of .Edward

C. Moore* for 15 rears music critic

for Chicago Tribune, and Grace-

Ianton, active here, for last five

years in managing concerts on per-

centage, are joined in a new firm as

Denton & Moore; for booking and
managing singers, dancers, virtuoso

instrumentalists, and special con-

certs in Chicago. ven-

ture was last night (Monday), when
Harald Kreutzberg danced for"them
in Orchestra HaH. Understood that
Clair* Dux (Mrs. Charles Swift)
heads a group of Gold-Coasters In-

backing firm.

Women have done well In concert
management here. Bertha Ott, his
office assistant since childhood, took
over the Important booking busi-
ness of F. Wight Newmann on Mat-

ter's death in 1924, and has suc-
cessfully carried It on, although the
deceased impresario's family would
not permit her to- use the Newmann
name beyond an agate line in ads
saying she was successor to the
business.
Another successful woman In

music management here was Dema
Harshbarger, who, starting with
neighborhood groups in Chicago and
expanding by. zones in all directions,

organized the far-flung Civic 'Con-
certs assocli lion, which survive'?.

She is now on the Los Angeles staff

of NBC.

Salmaggi's 99c Opera

Season of pop grand opera was
announced on the canopy of Wam-
•ers Hollywood, N. Y., to begin
Saturday. (21) but arrangements are
incomplete and the next date men-
tioned is April 1. Alfredo Salmaggi,
who operated opera at the Hippo-
drome at 98 cent? top, opened the

deal with Warners.
Metropolitan's pop opera season

is dated for May.

Forman to Lecture
Harrison Forman now Holly-

wood as technical adviser of 'Lost

Horizon' at Columbia Pictures will

hit the lecture trail next season
under Clark Getts management.
Forman is famous for penetrating

into Tibet and becoming a friend of

the Panchen Lama and Living
Budda.

Chicago, March 24.

Paul Longone, director of the City

Opera, is in New York to engage
opera singers for 1936 season .of .six

weeks in the Civic Opera-HouBe
starting' with a non-subscription
gala Oct. 31. With Longone is Jason
F. Whitney; ex-president of Kraft
Cheese, later receiver of Sheridan
Trust, who has not previously been
associated with operai
Expectation 4s- that Longone will

undertake for 1936 a .heroic, effort to.

wipe out the unpleasant memories
associated with 1936 season, with
Its record of unpaid singers and
stage-hands, disorganized staff, un-
rehearsed shows, charges of selling,

debuts, non-appearance Of adver-
tised stana, litigation, and the nec-
essity of calling on the politicians

to get from the city treasury 115,000

wherewith to meet salary obliga-
tions of final weeks.
Longone -Bays tie plans to give

'Schwanda,' for the flrot time, and
In- English; John Ersklne*s 'Jack
and the Beanstalk/ also in English;
'Louise,* out of the repertoire for
some years,, with Helen Jeps.on; and
part, if not all of Wagner'B 'Ring.*

Conductors are not mentioned, but
Richard Hageman, who helped out
last season by stepping In to cover
-emergency of Gennaro Papd's over-
night resignation, will be duly re-
warded with probable production* of
his - opera, 'Caponsacchi.'

Meanwhile, subscription-office la

open with, a minimum staff at work
on the . tough talk of solicitation.

Coe Glade and her company gave
their first performance March 21 In
The Parkway, Madison, with 'Car-
men' as- the bill. Company went on
to Minneapolis Lyric for two operas,
'Rigoietto' being the other, with
Leola Turner, for some time with
the City Opera, as Gllda. Isaac Van
Grove, left idle by 'Eternal .Road'
collapse, Is both stage-director and
music-conductor.

With Mary McCormlc formally
starred and a seat-tilt of 50 cents
'from former price of $2, J. B. De
Keyser's venture, the Chicago
Opera, took in more than $3,800
March 11 in the Coronado, Rock-
ford, with 'Fausf as the bill. This
opera will serve DeKeyser for the
other- cities on his route. Despite
success of venture to-date, he is un-
decided - whether ' to make a .fifth'

revival and carry on beyond May 1.

Detroit Civic Opera has -slightly

revised original plans for Its descent
on Chicago, early in May, in Audi-
torium; Four instead of five, per-
formances will be given) and two
operas Instead of three, 'Aida' hav-
ing been dropped. 'The Dybbuk,* will

be sung three times, with Rosa
"Raisa and Frederic Jagel. 'Prince
Igor,' will be. -sung on6e.

pear with Toscaninl in some special

offerings.

Hollywood^ rise on the concert
scene has been growing in impor-
tance during the past few years.
Big tourist populace and open-air
setting of the Bowl does the trick
in getting many plums during the
hot months. Picture scouts' pres-
ence also helps.

Picture work will occupy Nino
Martini; Grace Moore,. Gladys
Swarthout, Lawrence Tibbett,
Frank Forest, Allan Jones, Michael
Bartlett and Miss Pons.

St Louis Grand Opera

St.. Louis, March 24,

Although St. Louis. Opera Co,
dropped ?2 009 promoting a brief
Krand opera season last winter It

is going to have another go at the
'high broW stuff beginning April -16.

Edith Mason, former St. Louisan,

'

will sing Vloletta, leading role In
Verdi's 'La Travlata,' opening opera
in Municipal Auditorium Opera
House.

Mario. Chamlee, tenor and Carlo
Morelli, baritone, both of Metro-
politan, will also carry leading roles
in opera, Gennaro Papl, one of Met-
ropolitan's conductors, will direct
ork of 75 and ballet of 50 girls and
chorus of 134, ail natives.

Carmela Ponselle as

'Carmen* in Holly Bowl
Hollywood, March 24.

Title role in 'Carmen' will be sung
by Carmela Ponselle, mezzo-
soprano, in Hollywood Bowl June
23, as opener of grand opera fes-

tival.

Miss Ponselle also appears In
•Aida.*
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Broadway

Gilbert Gabriel dropped 20 pounds.
Bob Collier back front the Coast.
Jack Bobbins }n town at the

"Warwick.
Ligon Johnson better after influ-

enza attack.
Duke Wellington Is trying to

down a bad cold.
Bob "Weitman takes a rest in

Middletown, N. Y.
Larry Cowan has recovered from

his recent breakdown.
Fx-ank Conlan, vet legitimate ac-

tor, screen tested by Metro.
Muriel Roberts set with 20th Cen-

tury-Fox through Lou Irwin office.

Lee Shubert back from Palm
Beach: J. J. back from world cruise.

David Palfreyman, -of Hays office,

to Washington on legislative mat-
ters.

Arthur Jeffries' ife underwent
operation following recent birth of a
baby.

Princess Ahl tested for 'Earth'
by Metro. She's, in Leon & Eddie's
nitery,
Thyra Winslow entertained with

cocktails, with Marion Spitzer as
chief guest.
Fred Goldsmith, "big butter and

egg man, made receiver for that
kind of firm.
M. Milton Roemer has taken over

the Cocoanut Grove of the Park
Central hotel.

, Julius F. Bard, Central European
producer, in for>a look-see at Broad-
way legit offerings.
Max and Julius Kendler removed

their law offices from Loew's. State
to the Bond Bldg.-

Paramount publicity and adver-
tising offices on wheels while old
offices are feeing redecorated.
Number One Elks will hold testi-

monial dinner Saturday (28) with
Sam. McK«e the honor guest,
New talent group will give show',

at the -Sharon hotel (formerly N.
V. A., clubhouse) Thursday .(26).

•

yincerii Lopez tosded . party- for.
newspapermen in Trianon room of
the Ambassador yesterday (Tues-
day).
Ben Piazza (quartered at Sherry

-

Netherlands while conferring on
talent deals in behalf of Emanuel
Cohen.
Booked to play watersoaked New

England last week, Boyle, and Don-
nelly took along water wings,' just
In case.
Someone took- the nice white

horse statue from Frank Freeman's
office 'and painted stripes on it, so
it's how a zebra.
Wife of Edmund Breese ('Night

of. January 16') injured when taxi
.crushed into trolley In which she
tyas a passenger.

- Mabel Buell, who has just opened
her own. scenic studio, "will design
and build the sets for Jack Linder's
new show, 'Summer Wives.'
Harry Rosenquest shifting from

Warner distribution- departftien t to
WB theatre chain, as shorts buyer,
succeeding William J. Clark.

Sophie Tucker flew from Florida
to -Havana.- After visit, in Cuba,
goes direct to .Chicago to start an
engagement at the Morrison hotel.
Mike Levy, old time agent, who

h&s. been in the clothing business
in Memphis for the past 10 years.
Js back on Broadway and toting a
black book again.
Jack Connolly, Pathe News' g. m.,

on his 59th trip to Europe, to ar-
range expansion- of newsreel. cover-
age and prepare filming of hostili-
ties in case of war. .

When Abe. Lyman gets back from
Miami the deal for Joe- Moss to. buy
out his and Lou Brecker's interests
in the Hollywood restaurant ' will
probably go through.

Senile Sobel doing special 'Gre£j.t

iegfeld' publicity in the Metro Iv.o.,

nd Nathan Zatkjn is the cultural
special exploiter for another M-G
film. /Romeo and Juliet.'.

Mrs. Harold Kemp (Bobby Fol-
som)- will stay east long enough to
rent the St. Albans, L. I., house,
and then join her husband on the
Coast. Kemp leaves, this week to
Jioad the Fanchbn &. Marco agency
•in -Hollywood.

Theatrical....Square Club. :whose
mennbers inclilde stagehands, man-
agers, musicians, operators -and
other union help in theatres, will
hold- annual entertainment and
dance April i 9 at the Lipmore. N. Y.
Vincent Lopez will provide the
music. Tickets will be $1.

Palm Springs

Getting pretty hot around herd
the post few days.

A. C Blumenthal spent "but a
week here this winter.
Paul Warburg and Sylvia Sidney

seeing a lot of each other.
Frank Morgan and Townsend

Netcher In an archery contest.
T-Iarold Lloyd scored his season's

best (170) on the bowling ."Hoy.
Norma Shearer. Irving Thalberg

and Irving, Jr., in the El irador
pool.
Amos 'n' Andy go completely

native In shorts and pose for pic-
tures, too.
Jack (21 Club) Kreindler threw a

stagecoach paYty.last week for some
New York pals.

Virginia Vaui running the Racquet
<!lub with- hubfey Charles Farrell in

Australia and Ralph Bellamy busy
a pictur

CH ATTE
Berlin

Miliza Korjus to N/Y.
Lilian Harvey to- Juan-les-Pins.

.

Farabonl pirouetting at Sherblni's.
Frieda Leider signed for Covent

Garden, London.
Eighteen vaude, circus and cao-

aret agents licensed in Berlin.
Open-air stage Spandau (Berlin)

preparing opening of its 15th sea-
son.
Lea NIaka .over from Spain, giv-

ing . dance, exhibitions at Volks-
buehne..

Sybil Crawley oyer from England
and Holland, giving song recitals
at Bechstein Saah

Stadler & Rose (Scala), appear-
ing at Winter Relief, benefit show
at Marmor Saal, Zoo restaurant..
A real English plum pudding plays

an important role in 'Martha,' .film
version- of Flotow's grand opera.
'Lady Beware/ title of new Lilian

Harvey picture (UFA) to be syn-
chronized, in English and French.
Reich Theatre Chamber . ruling

that jobless legit actors must reg-
ister at the Film Bureau for extra
work.
~R. H. Savage's novel 'My Official

Wife,' taken as a screen version for
new Ernst Waschrieck film 'Esca-
pades.'
'Broadway Melody ,1936' (Metro)

a sellout at every performance at
Marmorhaus Kurfuerstendamm, in
first run, .

Maxle Herber and TSrnst Baier,
German pair-skating champions,
propose: to' give exhibitions in Japan
and China.
Lehmann at the "Chicago Worlds'

Exposition 1893,' veteran musical
play, current at Behdow's Burite
Buehne, Berlin.
Clown Rocasiml shaving a full-

grown iion with whipped cream
twice daily at local cabaret Wil-
helmshallen am Zoo.

Pola- Negri again oh sick list and
Scala forced to refund admissions.
Meantime -she signed for a new
Badal-Terra pic. 'Moscow- Shang-
hai.'

Among the 25 pictures recom-
mended by authorities for 'Jugend-
filmstunden' " (Youth Film Hours)
is" 'Pettersen; & Bendel,' Scandi-
navian ahti rJewl.sh picture.

'Die WahderkOenigin Christine
von Schweden' .('The. Strolling
Queen < Christine

. of .
Sweden'), new

drama by, Liliane Wied, premiered
at Agnes Straub theatre, Berlin.

Carl Frbelich,
. German, producer,

considering classics such as Goethe's
•Goetz,' Schiller's .'Kabale und Liebe.'
and Klelst's 'Prince Frederic, of
Homburg' as next film after success
of 'TraUmulus?
'Some of the Hollywood produc-

ers sold cheese six months ago and
now wish to judge European opera-
tic methods,' is whnt Jan Kiertuva
said, among other things, about his
American exnerienceK, on his re-
turn in Berlin. But he liked the
money.

closing a long run at the King the-
atre.
James Cruise hoping to regain

health and do some writing while
here.
A. Levoy, Republic Pictures,

honeymooned at the Royal for one
week.
Harry Owen's HawailanS doing a

special broadcast from the Royal
ballroom..

Mi*, and Mrs. Charles Kenyoh re-
mained here a week longer than
they intended.
Doris Oliver got ia week's engage-

ment at the King on. her" way home
from the Orient.

•„

Charles Chaplin, with Paulette.
Goddard and her mother, had one
very busy day here.
The Warner Olands unable to get

accommodations, . so left for, China
same day as* arrived.

.

J. P. McEvoy and daughter stbp^
ping off here for a month on wayi
back from the Orient;

The Hague
By M. W. Etty-

Argentina here.
Vladimir Horowitz, here.
Entertainment tax revenue at

Hague rising, again.
Pola : Negri denying r.umors that

she is planning a tour in Holland.
. Piet Hesse, 63, and for years very
popular on vaudeville stage here,
died.

Dorell's Three Ladles cabaret
moving fr6m The Hague to Amster-
dam.
Bob Peters, Dutch revue-special-

ist, Invited to go oyer to London to
produce there.
Theatre Royal, Hague, premierlng

Di.tirY version of. Paul Raynal's
French play, 'Napoleon Unique.'

. Dutch Industries Spring.- Fair at
Utrecht opened, to capacity with
1,645 stands let; for first time Can-
ada is off-daily represented,
Dutch ' revue, 'Laughing Is

Trumps.' with Heiirtette Davids
and Johan Kaart, billed for petv
formances In Antwerp for. two
weeks. .

Amsterdam holding a Wagner
festival this month hv Coiicertgc-
fooliw under baton of. Bruno Walter.
Film ball is to be held at Carlton

hotel, Amsterdam

Honolulu
y Mabel Thortias

Alice Glazcr at Waikiki.
Mark San.dricli enjoying Waikiki

Beach.
P.art Woodyard and band back to

California.
Consolidated building another

theatre here.
Boh Davis spend a month

here In May. ..

Marjory Boothe, dramatic dancer,
giving one recital here.
Mr. and Mrs. Barney Balabau nd

children here for two- weeks.
Fred Swartz. son of A. H..-N. Y.

theatre man, honeymoonlng»
Len Rook shooting 'Odd Oceiipa-

'tlons* for Warners here, in color.
Rube Waif and the Fanrhoneltea

Mary Carlisle in town. .

Stefan Zweig off for Hollywood.
Kurf Jooss Ballet troupe in town.
Chaz Chase opening at the

Alhambra.
Lily and Emmy Swartz leaving

for Vienna.
Madeline Guitty. gravely ill follow-

ing an operation.
Lilian Harvey vacationing at her

Juan-les-Pins chateau.
Magician Duval off for London

for the H.olbOrn .Empire.
Jacques! Bousquet promoted to.

Officer of Legion of Honor.
Cecil Sorel.as Cleopatra at fourth

annual gala of Artists' Union.
Fernand Rivers' buying film rights

of Pierre" Benolt's 'Boissiere.'
Luclenne Boyer- back -

in town;
appearing shortly at the A. B. CI

.
Gaston Baty to produce 'Madame

de Boyary' .at the Montparnasse.
Louis Lumie re presiding at

L'Entr'Aide du Cinema luncheon.
Raquel Meller back in France

after three years' absence; at Casino
de Paris.
jean Galland off for London to

play the
1

lead in 'The House of the
Spaniard.*
'Monsieur Beverly' held over for

another -week at the Theatre Sarah

-

Bernhardt.
Apollo donated a 'free showing of

'Captiain Blood' (WB) for Paris
school kids.
• Alexander Korda here on his way
back to London after a short vaca-
tion in Cannes.

,

Mary . Glory on the move for
Poland, where she is going on loca-
tion for 'Troika.'
Henry Bernstein here from Lon -

don for opening of film version of
his play 'Samson.'
Ex-King Alfonso of Spain at the

Champs-Elysees Cinema to see
'Gho.it Goes West.'
Newspaper Le Journal giving free,

television demonstrations daily at
Ga re Montparnasse.

Adolf Wholbruck looking
.
in on

Paris for three days and hotrfoot-
lng it back to Berlin.
Rehearsals for Leopold Mar-

chand's 'Life Is So Short beginning
at the 'Theatre Plgalle.
Browning and Starr doing a

quickie at Le Grand Jeu before
shoving off for Copenhagen.

. 'King of the Damned' (G-B)
banned by censors in France after
newsmen given a chance to see it.

Maurice Rostand's. 'Europe' doing
a fold at. the reopened Theater
Pigalle after scant three weeks;' run.
Studio Ra-spall reopening with J.

Bustillo Oro's 'Two Monks,-' first all-
Mexican film ever shown in France.
Maurice Chevalier to play lead in

Julien Duvivler's next fiim. 'The
Man of the Day,' written by Charles
Vi.ldrac.

'

Mistinguette at champagne sup-
per given by the management of the
Alhambra after opening of 'Flowers
of Paris.'
Andre 'Alibert and Henri Jeanson

celebrating 100 th performance of
'Hop-la-ho' at the Theatre des
Deux-Anea.
Rehearsals for 'Three Men on a

Horse,' headed for the Sarah -Bern-
hardt theatre, started by Lucien
Rozenberg.
Suzy Prim packing for Vienna,

where she is making 'Fear* by
Stephan Zuelg in French and Eng-
lish versions.
Lily Pons at Monte Carlo to sing

'Lucia' and 'Barber of Seville': re-
turning to America in April to begin
new pix for RKO.

i

' Curtis Melnitz toting a gift watch
'! from Douglas Fairbanks, in appre-
ciatioij of his greasing the wlieels
of that marriage rush.

. Pierre. Mlngand and Pierrette
Caillol negotiating with Yvan Noe
tor a new film

. after, • finishing
'Mademoiselle Mozart/
Arthur Lesser. Jofin Warner's

manager, opening,a shop of his own
on Boulevard Madelaine; may book
a few touring companies.

Line Noro injured in an auto ac-
cident returning fro.m

, th!& Epinav
studio, where she is making Andre
Berthom leu's 'The Mamc*

London

HoDywood

Otto Ludwie off to Hollywood and
a vacation.

Carlton hotel resuming its cabaret
policy shortly, .

*

,'1066 and All the
strand next month. ..

Jack Hyton sent a letter over for
British dialect lyrics.

Harry Foster recuperating from
flu at Bournemouth.
Jack Waller . latest West End

manager on sick list.

Sid Roy, brother of Harry, now
iii the music business.
Dorothy Ward has passed crisis

of typhoid fever attack.
Annual exodus of film chiefs to

Monte- Carlo has started.
Embassy play, , 'Wisdom- ,'

transferring to the Savoy.
. Jack Taylor has acquired touring
rights of 'Follow the Sun.'

Joe: Sachs in a- black tie: William
J. Wilson died .in Cleveland.

Sinclair Hill, local picture direc-
tor, around again on crutches.
Val Parnell off to Bournemouth

tb get over his recent flu bout.
Joseph Schmidt to do another

musical for British International.
Elisabeth Bergner is proceeding

smoothy after a . snatched appendix.'
Bobby Howes looking forward to

his Broadway visit in the summer.
Mary and Eric signed for the next

Palladium 'Crazy' show, due in Au-
gust.
Herbert Wilcox has leased two

floors from British International, at
Elstree.
Max Rivers going over to stage

the dances for 'White Horse Inn*
in N. Y.
Will Stone, late of the Gaumont-

British branch at Leeds; has joined
Twickenham.

.

Patrick Knowles .trying to sell his
car at half price on account of going
to Hollywood.

Scottish audiences hot too enthu-
siastic over Cochran's production of
•The Old Maid/
Not generally known that foreign

artists need a labor permit to per-
form on the ether.
Yvonne Arnaud publicly celebrat-

ing. 21 years on the stage; started
as a piano prodigy,
Hugh Wakefield has a yen for

management. Wants to produce a
play in the West End.
Vivian Ellis, local lyric and sketch

writer for revues, has broken new
ground—ballet designing.
Ralph Lj'nn goes on holiday at

conclusion of *In the Soup' film, di-
rected .by Henry Edwards.
.Antoinette Cellier to play lead in

British International's latest pic
dealing with Sinn Feiners.
R. W. Smith, branch manager for

20th Century-Fox. at Liverpool, has
resigned, replaced -by J. .Todd;
Monja Danischewsky, formerly

Pi D. C. press agent. Will do pub-
licity for Capitol's studio activities.
Henry Sherek flying to Budapest

for a couple of days to see a play-
highly recommended by Gilbert
Miller.
Prince .of Wales' theatre manage-

ment expecting trouble with its
orchestra, so joined the Musicians
Union.
Guy Mlddleton added to cast of

'The Gay Adventure,* being filmed
at Welwyn, and directed by Monty
Banks.
Lyne Clevers. from the Chez

Odette, Paris, due here May 4 to
double at the Mayfair hotel and
Trocadero.
John C. Wilson, manager for Noel

Coward, back from New York,
where he secured English rights to
'Ethan Frome.'
G. B. Morgan, chairman and

joint managing director of Reunion
Films, has resigned; intends to form
his own compare.
Rodney Ackland's 'After October,*

recently tried out at the Arts thea-
tre, will be given a public presenta-
tion at the. Criterion'.

Four authors are at work on the
next Gaumont.-British Jessie Mat-
thews film, with script expected to
be ready by end of March.

F. McMillan, general manager of
Campbell, Connelly Music Co., has
quit and opened on his own. He
calls himself Macmclodies, Ltd.
Peggy Ashcroft and John Giclgud

to appear In Tchekov's 'The Sea-
gull' following a brief tour of
'Romeo arid Juliet,' current at the
New.
Twice nightly revue craze spread-

ing here. Sir Oswald St oil, having
made cash with Tullh Time.' sub-
stituted another double night show
on March 14.

Felix Ferry's long delayed revue
now being talked of as likely to fro
to the Adelphi when 'Follow the
Sun.' Cochran revue, has exhausted
Its popularity.

'Educated Evans,' Edgar Wal-
lace's, racetrack character, will be
screened by Max Miller. To be
produced by Warners here and di-
rected by Wm, Beaudirie.
Mary Casson married to William

Devlin in Chelsea, Sybil Thorndike
did the honors for her daughter,
with brother Christopher as spon-
sor in place of her. father, who Is
abroad. '

to?r°
b Hoplcihs ttullInsr Russian

^Sam Wood called oft European

^IBen Schlyeh returned to Kansa>

Bob Collier planed east after flu
siege. .*

^ Lloyd CoiTlgan London bound la

Rex and Jean Br
Coast.
A. E; Oelnick quit as Sam Marx

aide at Metro..
Warren Stokes quit trade

after nine years.
.
Dan Bohh~ prowling studios for

Wisconsin News.
A«r t i e Mehllnger's

cleaned by yeggs.
Lou Rarisome heading RKO studio

transportation dept.
Curt Harrisonr en rbutu. td New

York via the canal.
Fred Stone's 60 yejirs in show biz

celebrated last week.
Vera Van goes into Paramount

stage show April 9.

Wallace Beery in after
of personals in east,
Edward Laemmle

year oh Universal lot.

Ann Rutherford skating dQwn
Hollywood boulevard.
Harold 'Hurley and family off oa

that ' Honolulu vacash.
: Miguel Torres now
indie films- at Talisman.
, Jock Lawrence, quartered
kitchen at Goldwyn plant.
Freddie "Kohlmar, returning from

London, will head for Coast k

Lou'Ostrow has 35 tanks of varU
ous types of . fish in his quarters.
Al Jolson and Ruby Keeler cele«

brated first birthday of Al, Jr.

Harry Brand finally came through
and attended that birthday party.
Clark Gable pulling out for that

Mexican hunting and fishing trip,

Kay Griffith, warbler - with San
Francisco ork,.handed Par termer.
Pauline Holman handling adver-

tising contacts for Photoplay mag.
Wid Gunning filed bankruptcy

petition, listing $179,7.93.11 liabili-
ties.

Lee Tracy will cruise for month
before taking on any pic assign-
ments. . .

Richard Arlen. planning trip to
Europe and picture for Gaumont
British.
Jack Moss flew to New York to

talk biz with his client, Gary
Cooper. ,

., Rex Ingram given bonus by Jack
Warner for his 'De Lawd' charac-
terization.
Fred St. Onge. oldtime vaude

cycle rider, improving at. Glendale
sanitarium.
Dave Bader, en route to London to

open agency affiliation for Zeppo
Marx office,

Curley Dresden hit by: flying

mlssle during filming of war scenes
at 20th-Fox. *.

Sam Hayes, radio's Richfield Re-
porter, dons makeup for picture
role at Radio.
Film . row-Ites tossing farewell

feeds this.week.to Milt Hossfelt and
Jake Milstein."
Ted McCbrd wound up lensing

job on 'Feud of the Rocking U' for

Walter Futter.
Rodney Bush 1 quit Par trailer de-

partment.for similar berth at RKO.
Mel Riddle replaced.
Jack Foley proudly displaying

largest collection of sound effect

gadgets in Hpllywood.
George Chandler and bride start

belated honeymoon on completion
of 'Mob. Rule' at Metro.
. Robert 'Pirosh and George Seaton
east to Work with tSeorge S. Kauf-
man on Marx Bros. film.

Carl Conley, Warner photog, . to
Bethlehem, ..Pa., to • compete in

Olympic. wrestling tryouts.
Atmospheric shots for Samuel

Goldwyn's 'Come and Get It' being
made in Idaho by Walter.Mayo.
Sam 'Schlepperman' Hearn, he!

by possibility of retakes on Par pic,

unable to join Jack Benny in Balti-

more.
J. T. Cosman returned east after

looking over 'processing and print
business for is newly opened lab

in N. Y.
Jean Bosquet and Bill Thomas

accompanied Goldwyn production
unit to Idaho to handle publicity
and stills.

Chicago

Eddie Elkort readying for .

Dallas.
Al Borde beating the robin to. the

golf links.
Sam Lutz on a weight reducli

campaign.
Claudia Dell on the mend after

hospital siege.
Tubby Garon drinking 40 glasses

of water daily.
Sam Stratton in town ahead o£

'At Home Abroad.'
Johnny MacDonald corrallin

political poster biz.

Bill Stein back in the loop with a
case of Coast suntan.-
Nate Krevltz on the milk and

cream^of-wheat diet.
Lew . Brown in. the loop for *

cbuple of handshakes.
Allied planning to . run a smoker

at the Sherman House.
Balaban & Katz press depart

(Continued on page M).
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News From the Dailies
This department cbntains rewritten theatrical news items as pub-

lished during the week in the daily papers o) Neu, York, Chicago, San

Francisco. Uodywood and London. Variett takes no credit for' these

tews items: each has been rewritten from a daily paper, '

East

>j y Wlntergarden celebrated its

25th anniversary Friday. (20). Used
"
to be a. horse market before it was
Switched to calves. Tattersall's

sales ring:,.

vr y Court: of Appeals ruled last

week that a license /hould be issued

to the Republic, burley house, since

no conviction for a .penal offense

had been found. Holds that urisus-

tained charges of obscenity is not

a sufficient bar to a license.

Lawrence Tibbett now chairman

of the opera department of the Na-
tional Music League. To promote

opera in English.

Spring season at Met skedded for

May 11 start. .Five performances

weekly, with three changes of bill.

Odd opera starts the- ne*t week's

list.

George White punched Rudy
Vallee on the nose Tuesday (17).

Fight started over White's appeal

to 'Scandals' company to take a
cut and the crooner's counter pro r

posal that the producer dig into the
> bank account.

, ,

Sidney Kingsley to start produc-

ing. Will debut with one of his own
plays.
r

Cornelia Otis Skinner to Bermuda
for a week of monologues at the

. Hamilton hotel. Starts April 4.

Reporters, news phbtogs and a

horde of just curious met the

Drottnlngholm when she docked
Thursday' (19) in. the expectation

Greta Garbb was aboard. She
wasn't.
Mr. and Mrs. Dionne in N. Y. last

week to see 'The Country Doctor'

at the Music Hall.

Lunt and Fontanne's ' iot's De-
light,' playing the Nixon,

'
Pitts-

burgh, last week; did hot: suffer

from the flood. House had its own
light plant and kept open..

Billy Rose may take 'Jumbo' to

that Ft. Worth expo. Tent gag
seems to be out, at least for the

time being.
Chester Enkine has added him-

self to the collection 6f managers
who had, but didn't hold 'Touch
Wood.' Passed it back to Dodie
Smith.
Police patrol wagon climbed 10

stories Thursday (19) to pick up a
load of PWA complainants storm-
ing Victor Kidder's office In the
Port Authority building, "Rest of

the kickers fled before the cops
could come back for another load.
P. A. building is. constructed to
handle freight and has large ele-

vators.
Light Opera Guild announces a

revival of Deltoven's 'The Fencing
Master' at the Jolson March 31.

Almost forgotten and not. seen in

N. T. in the past quarter century-
Chinese tough takes the top

honors for. . precaution. Not only
had a bullet-proof shirt, but punc-
ture-proof shorts. Picked up- in a
Chinatown raid last week.
John H. Rooney, good-will . dele-

gate from Providence, who wanted
to present a four-foot key to Major
Bowes, back home with a mad on.
Spent, two weeks trying to contact
the big eong and genius man, but
the key was too large to fit- the
lock.

Ken Woods will be musical di-
rector for 'Musical Reveries,' Roger
White's summer musical. White is

,;a. radio man and new to show biz.

Chappelle & Co. have put more
cheerful words to their 'Gloomy
Sunday,' but now comes another
psychiatrist to say its the music
that makes them commit suicide.

.
Marion "Davies filed a stipulation

With the Board o£ Tax Appeals of
the Internal Revenue admitting she

..owes ?30,000 plus interest on her
'31 tax. Compromise on a $52,044
slug-.

Florence Cubitt. nudist, who
dropped in on New York to adver-
tise the Snn Diego fair, planed out
Friday with her clothes still on.
Nfivor pot a chance to do her stunts.
The Players Club hps. selected

George.- Ade's 'The County Chair-
Man' for its annual revival. Opens
May 25.

Ous Edwards shifts the opening of
nis Showhulow to April 12. That
•marks the 40th anniversary of his
stacre debut with the Newsboys
Quintette.
Gallery Boys of the Lambs Club to

give a dinner to Tom -Lamb, the
pjubs cat, Joe Laurie fix ins.
Miortly after the benefit and for
gallery. ]}oys nnly>

»J
r

!

10atrc Guild t0 G° reminiscent
next season with 'Jane fivre.' Helen

4*
m
f }

vrit5nP the old timer.

iV?
hpRt of B'way Association,

^.T3^"18 ma1<PS il 'BroadwayS £
dcm*'' A^ociation wants tok%" th* street name in.

FiiE-h m,
Gulld seckinir to dissuade

Sent t,°-
Cl**m* it is an infringe

-

When t,?
1'^ 01!?^ I>oliUcy ask since.

wor<?
M euild ' b(?en a. proprietary

yet in complete form, but looks
likely.

Stokowsky to. discuss part time
leadership of the N. Y. Phil-
harmonic-Symphony.
RCA yictor cooperating with

Macy's In a music memory contest.
Started Monday, ends today. To
rouse disc consciousness.

Lou. Holtii and. Dave Bernstein
working on a script which may get
a staging in the fall, with Holtz in
the lights.

Report to the House Ways and
Means committee reveals a flock of
1934 salaries. Will Rogers' was pic-
ture tops' with $324,321. Janet Gay-
nor topped the women with $252,583.
Winfield Sheehan, then with Fox,
annexed $100,000 as salary, and
Jesse Lasky drew down $156,000.
Darryl Zanuck was worth $104,458
to 20tli Century, and Sam Briskin,
of Columbia, banked $139,75.0<-

'Idiot's Delight' company, got. in
Saturday from Pittsburgh after a
22^-hour trip, and the scenery came
in Sunday.
James T, Powers recovering from

an attack of bronchial pneumonia
in N.Y. A favorite in the 90'sand
early in this century in musicals.
Beauty shop owners in convention

in N.Y. Several novelties pre-
sented, including luminous , hair.
Young Circle League offering $100

for best one-act of. social signifi-
cance. Contest closes June 1.

Ethel Barrymor'e in a Port
Chester, N. Y., hospital with a
broken shoulder. Hurt her knee
on a train recently and tried to wa}k
too soon. Fell and fractured her
left shoulder.
Jimmy Walker, and the Mrs.

finally got a baby to adopt, but can't
take it home until Sunday (29).

'

Body of Charles J. Carter (Carter
the Great), who died , recently in
China, due here today (Wednesday)
with services at Columbia Circle
Chapel and private interment.
Sidney Howard, told grads of

American Academy of Dramatic
Arts Monday that cutters make
stars in Hollywood.
Reported from Boston that Paul

McCullough, of Clark and Mc.Cul
lough, attempted suicide by slash
ing his throat and wrists in a Bos
ton barber shop.
George White announces two for

next season. One will be 'Scandals'
and, the other an as yet untitled
musical.
Theresa Helburn, of Theatre

Guild, back from Florida. Stopped
off to see Eugene O'Neill, who is

still working on his eight-play cycle
at Sea Beach. Island 1

, Ga.

granted Viola Louie Mount, actress,
from Harry Clay Mount, Jr., actor,
In L.A.
Mrs. Dorothy Ripley, film dancer,

filed divorce suit in Reno, .

Temporary alimony of $100
monthly, allowed Mrs. Dorothy Mit-
chell pending outcome of her di-
vorce suit filed in L.A. against Sid-
ney Mitchell, song writer.

In Portland interview, Jascha
Heifetz said people like football be-
cause they take the trouble of find-
ing put what a ~ touchdown means,
and dislike good music because they
don't take the trouble to learn the
meaning of allegro.

Ails' Separation Trial

Roscbe Ails, vaude, is being sued
for separation by his wife Shirley
Ails, actress, trial reaching the N. Y.
supreme court before Justice Edgar
Lauer yesterday (Tuesday). Mrs.
Ails IS asking alimony and custody
of their daughter Joy.
Complainant testified that she

married the dancer in June, 1930.

>She charges cruelty. Case being
heard without a jury.

Court reserved decision after Ails
generally denied all allegations.

Ref Gets Clipped

St. Paul, March 24,

Carlos Plienrcie, volunteer referee
in a wrestling match last October
in the New State theatre, last week
filed, suit against the house for

112,577, chargin that the theatre
owners are responsible for his per-
sonal injuries.

Phenrcle was attacked by , the
mob when they failed to agree with
his decision. He says medical atten-
tion to date has cost him $77;

Bills Next Week

(Continued from page 52)

Paul kaln Ore
Three Little Pig*
Inez Claire.

. TUftone Sis
June Purcell
jQey' . Lee Ore
Pixul Roberts
Smaroft Girls

Topsy's
Leon a Rice
Doris Baker
Ginger Woldon

.

Marjotie & L. Mc
Marjorle

.
Sparks

Agnes Johnson
Geo. Redman Oro

PHILADELPHIA

Coast

Notice of dismissal filed in L. A.
court by Eddie Conrad in' his $100..-

000 suit against Eddie Cantor for

assertedly withholding salary for

contributing to 'Roman Scandals.'
Amount. of settlement not stated.

Burglars rifled homes of Kathlyn
Williams JCl3d^XEL_former film actress,

arid Jackie Fields ( one time welter-
weight titleholder, Losses estimated
at $10,000 in clothing and jewelry
by Fields, and $5, 600 . by actress.

Fine of $10 paid by Johnny
Weissmuller in Beverly Hills court
for speeding.
Duncan Renaldo, film actor, re-

cently released from federal prison

for violation of immigration laws,

faced with extradition to New York
on charge of abandoning his son,

now !).

Dickie Jones and Alberta Dugan.
child screen actors, slightly hurl

in L. A. auto accident.
Divorce granted in L. A. to Edna

Munos, .former show srirl. from
James Manos, maitre d'hotel ol'

Ambassador hotel.

Pleading guilty. Ross Alexander,

film actor, paid $25 fine in Beverly

Hills on drunk charge'
Suit filed in L. A. for $3,500 by

Elizabeth Curtis against Barbara
Stanwyck and Frank Fay Tor ser-

vices rendered Fay's fit her. .dis-

missed when case not brought to

Anchorage Inu
Oliver Naylor Oro

Aroadln Int'l
Eddy Duchln Oro'
Marin VMa'rii
Vernille & D'n'Ids'n
Barbara Allen
Alice Garry.
Sally LaMurr

Barclay Hotel
(Club Mirage)

Sylvan
. Herman Oro

. JUellevue-ytratforcl
(Planet Room)

Meyer Davis Oro

Ben Franklin
(Georgian Room)

Manny LaPorte Ore
Pauline Gaskins
Doris Winston
R & R. Light
Benny tile Bom's
Abe Salinger Ore
Eleanor Sheridan
Gypsy Romaje'
Adelaide Joy
Isabella Rook

Chez Midland
Ted Comer Oro
Frank Pulumbo't

George Reed
Alice Lucey
Charlie Wilson
Suez Si Mcin
Burns & Betty
Margaret- Sicily
Gucrttan & 'Carlton
Tonie "Waln'e
Moderriettes
Gondoliers Ore

Four Horsemen
(.'Igglc & Al.varado
Evelyn Davis
Laura Manning
Motile Wolf
Harry Adar Ore

Hotel Aclelplilu
(Cufo Mnrguery)

Bob Roltner
IS (1 die Bohnelly Orcr
Vincent Rlz/.o Oro
K'uthania & M'lc'm
Sue Ryan
l'aul Gordon
Texas Rockets
tivau U Konialne

Hotel Pennsylvania
(Mirror Boom)

Joe Frassato Ore
Ann Pennington
Joanne Andrews
A- & J DIGalario
7 Debutantes
Lee & Borde
Lillian king
"Walter Donahue.

Rafters
Frankle Fairfax Or
Johnny .

Leary
Kipple Velez
Bella Brown
Cleo & Moreno

Roof Pierre
Red Gresh Ore
Romara & Carlita
Virginia Lee
Kathleen May
Frank Milton

Silver Luke Inn
(Cnmrieh)

James & Lynton
\aughan Sis
Shirley Dahl
Charlie Grnt.'/.iaiia

Beth Challls.
Mickey Familant Or

Town Cn§lno

Frances Williams
Peto Woolpry
Victor' Hugo Ore
20tli Century Tavern
Barney Zeeman Ore
Jean ' Garry
iSrrier & Fisher
Helen ShaW
Davo Fox
Wlnstead 3

Walton Roof
A &. T Cortez
La Benton Girls
Bourhon & tain
IS Waltonettos
Milton Kelleni Ore
Dill Bilger Ore
Jack Justin Ore
O'Dire. ;<i Drew
E & T Walker
li^Uv & Barney
Fred Gruber
Elsa Hart
Kidney Golden
Gregory Quinn

G-Meit 0.0. AT&Ts Tieups with Police

Salvaging Race Track Wires in Raids

Socialite Nicks Tonic

Go., Ad Agency for 3G;

Used Her Photo in Ad

For using her photo -without her
consent in an. advertisement of, a
hair tonic, Mrs. Marie Beatrice
Sh&ppard Wright, Park ave. social-

ite, was awarded $3,000 compensa-
tory damages by N. T. Supreme
Court Justice Julius Miller Friday
(20) in her : $50,000 suit against the
R. B. S.e'jnler Co., manufacturers of
Kreml, and Erwin, Wasey Co.,

advertising agency. She claimed
the advertisement had caused /her
humiliation and embarrassment,
particularly after a friend had in-

formed her she had seen it in the
subway.
This is one of several actions

brought recently in the Supreme
Court for misuse of photos in ads.
Fred Astairel lately won a verdict
against those, who exploited: his
photo without authorization.

Chi's New Arena
Chicago, March 24.

Stadium Company has set plans
to erect an outdoor arena for sum-
mer boxing, bike racing. and other
sports events. Open-air bowl will
be erected on the parking lot space
adjoining the Stadium on West
Madison street.

Will seat. 8,000 people and will be
ready for occupancy early in June.

Washington, March 24.

Prosecution of American Tele-

phone &• Telegraph Co. loomed last

week following disclosures at Fed-
eral Communications Commission
investigation that the telephone

trust leased wires fpr dissemination

of race track reports, besides havin

agreements with police tbroiu

which teletypes \vere recoverecl in

event of raids- on bookmakers an
poolrooms.
Gee-gee activities of the company

came out when Samuel Becker, spe-

cial F. C< C. Counsel, forced officials

to admit that large part of revenues
frorri long lines came from track
followers. T. G. Miller, v.-p. in

charge of long-lines department,
said between April 1, 193.1, and Dec.

1, 1935, Nation-wide News Service
and Interstate News Service paid

$2,841(071 for leased circuits. Total
monthly . revenues run about $43,000.

Legal action was threatened later

when Commissioner Paul Walker,
telephone division chairman, ordered
transcript of testimony turned over

to the Justice Department for in-

vestigation and possible action. G-
men were brought into the proceed-
ings after the Gommish had heard
the A. \ & T., through private

understandings with police authori-

ties in various spots, was tipped off

on impending raids and thus en-
abled to prevent its property from
being confiscated.

. The telephone inquiry—-ordered, by
Congress arid financed by a $750,000

appropriation-^-came into the open
last • week with Waiter Gifford,.

president of the huge corpoi'ation,

conceding the A. T, & T. is a- virtual

monopoly. Hearings are slated t<

run for several weeks, with rela-

tions between the holding company
and Electrical Research Products.

Inc., and the system's interest in

broadcasting' and films due to 1;

covered at a subsequent stage of the

proceedings.

Chi Bikers' Gross Slips

Chicago, March 24.

Stadium's six-day bicycle-races,
promoted by Harry Mendel, took in

for week, ending March 21, $49,000,

compared with $56,000 for like

period in 1935.

Final day's gate was $15,000, as
against $18,000 year ago.

Signs Dance in Wind
High winds Sunday (22) ripped

through Broadway signs and emer-
gency police crews were called,

where pedestrians were endangered. •

Cops dismantled the Palladium siga
on 54th street, that spot having for-

niei^ly been the Casino de Paree.

Sheets of tin on the unused sign

atop 729 Seventh avenue flopped

and rattled, the noise attracting

strollers in Longacre Square,
Tarpaulins covering the incom-

plete sign atop the new Criterion

theatre held fairly well, but some
were blown from their moorings*
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Independent Burlesque

Week of March 29

'Xlicht Birds -— Gayety, Baltimore.
'Ann Corio and Her Girls in Blue'—

i Tror. Philadelphia.
'Hindu Whhshu and Ilfrr I^ega and

Lauirhler'— Renulillr', New York.
•X'prry Whirl'— Wcrlia's. Brooklyn.
'IliBh Jinks'— Hudson, Union City.
Hello Parce'— Variety. J»illsl>urjfj».

•Tlw v'ro Off—Howard. Boston.
'Smart Set'—Empire. Newark.
'l''Lving High'—Gayety, YVashinRtr.-n.
'Vanity Jr'alr'— I.yrlc, Allcntown. J'. ..

Mini, and Tuos. ; New Kam. Malianoy
cily. 1'a.. Wed.; Mnj-c-slir, 'WiHianisport.
I'a.'. Thur. Orplicum. Ruadint;. l'a.; Kri-

and Sal.
".lolly Gills"— WorrestPi'i ^'orcoKlcr.

BIRTHS
Mr, and Mi 1

. Gardner CY>\vle.< 'Jr..
trial within ncriod of two years.

Lnrraine Krtrty McLean granted ,
son, last week, in Des Moines,

divorce In L. A. from 'Dotijilas Me-
!
Kni her is ft.cn oral cliroVtor of IBS.

Lean, lilin producer, and split ->f
|

Mr. and Mrs. Paul ],liirit.sinRer.

Plin.ocO eoinmunily (jrop^riy ))1ip; s , mi ] ilst week, in Uf!.s Moines.

Robert
MONTOO.MEHIc
"PETTICOAT FEVER"

- SturtH l'VI.. Mnrcli 27 -

"MOOM.K.1IT MI'ItDKIl"

Qre*SiL
P.Xhe^re lo°l{^ff over Paul

j
in 1027.

i be Enchanted Ma-/.V Noli im ul

$10(1 weekly until she lias received

?1100fl in properly' seitlement.

L. A. court awarded custody f'f

four-year-old son to wife ul' Warren
llymer. Child is by former mar-

riage.
Dhoroe suit filed by A'era ilevn-

olds, former film or- tress, against

lloberl Ilcel, screen nc\<>v and writer;

in 1j. A.
"Willa.rd Vo:rel and nichard Fryer, i

Metro and Universal cameramen. ie-
_

spectively, sued for divorce in L. A.

lHiu*-'lns. Fairbanks' lost ?7J.lSB.fl'

tax suit to government, L.A. Federal
;

court ruiinf,' actor was not entitled
;

to refunds made t hron.vrii e*-ror.

Amount taxed was $l,000J)(in which
_

Fairbanks received for transferor

eiftlP nictiires to Elton Corporation i

•'atlier is chief engineer of K.SO
and KUNT.

Mr. and Mrs. Frank Ilarpster,

daugliter, in Mansfield, O, Father
is manager of Warners Ohio theatre

'.n tliat cily.

PARAMOUNTI SO I! A It I?

HABOLD LLOYD i

"THE MILKY WAY^
-n Hi..- ICHARD HI MB ER

and His OruheHlra

:ec of div-'iei-

MARRIAGES
Owyn to James Sewnv in

Scarsdale, N. Y.. Marcli JS. froom
is office manager of C'H.. Iiead-

fiua.rters in N. Y.

Jean J'arker, film ache. , to

fleorg«i McOonakl. newspaper man.
March '2

%

2, in Las Vegas. Nevada.
'Vanity Varden, former Follies

chorine, to Jack Oaki". film comic,

March 22, in Yuma. Arizona.

«tu •Tiirr
A 9R0A0WAV

S'ylviii

JSIONKY Ma< Mt'KK.VY

"TRAIL of the

LONESOME PlfoE
Htonf. "PATS" WALI.KIl
;nid. <)x-i Y\f'M ra - Hurry Ilosc

7th Av. & »iilh t.

ROXY
AI.Ij OCo TO

HKA'l'fi^ 1 I'.M.

CAKOLK TOMItAlt
"I^ove It«for<< Itrealt-

frtHt"
PRESTON FOSTER
CESAR roMEno

I'INKY TO.MI.I.N
In Person

v/lth BIO STAGE REVUE

TRAND!™
25e to 1 -p.m. — MiilulKlit SImav ;

Ross Alexander Anita
Louise- Joseph Cawthbrn

"BRIDES ARE LIKE THAT"
Waitif-r I'.io.a. T.ftff Ti'.ol

MUSIC HALL
50th Street and Cth Aventie

"The Country Doctor"
iviih .IKAS HKUKllOr/r ur„\

The DIONNE QUINTUPLETS
A Huh- fjftnlury-Fox I'roduotton

Spr< liK iildr IslnKa I'rOilil.'llong
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OBITUARIES
ALEXANDER GLAZOUNOFF
Alexander Constantinovitch Glaz-

ounoif, 7Q, composer of the 'Volga

Boatman' song, died in Paris March
21. .The widely known melody was
part of his tone poem, 'Stenka

RazJn,' the remaining parts of which
are little known. A pupil of Rimsky
•.Korsakoff, he published his first

symphony when he was but 16.

He was made professor of orches-

tration at the St. Petersburg Con-
servatory In 1S98 and was placed at

the head ctl that institution in. 190G.

He retained his' post following the

rise of the Soviets, .
contending :that

politics and" art had nothing, in
common.

sis made an appearance in the

United States in 1929, conducting a
program of . his own compositions at

the Metropolitan.

WILLIAM J. HENNESSEY
'William J. Hennessey, 74, old'.-

time showman and circus agent,

died in Chicago, on March 19 after

an illness of several days.

'Spike' Hennessey, he was
known,- had been in the business for

54 years; joining the kem'oh . Broth-
ers circus, one of the -first of the
wagon shows

f
. in the 80's as tickets-

seller; Later was adjuster for- the

Cole Brothers show, the bid Sells

& Downs' shdws and the Gentry
Bros, clog and pony shows. Spent
last years as ticket taker for the

Harry Thurston shows.
Burial in Chicago.

JUSTIN HUNTLEY MCCARTHY
. Justin Huntley McCarthy, 75, died

•>in Putney, England; March- 21. He
had been ill for some time.

He was perhaps best known for

» his 'If I Were King,' originally,

played- here at the old Lyceum the-
. atre. with ]|2; • H. Sothern, and. later

dene into ..the musical 'The Vaga-
bond King,' arid also as. a picture.

He was the author of many novels
and poems. ...

He. . married Cissy Loftus. iri; IS'9.4

-and was divorced by- her In 1899.
;
Ete

subsequently married Loullie Killick,

of Budapest

THOMAS B. ALEXANDER
Thomap B. Alexander, 70.. stage

actor a half century ago died March

FRANK N. HEARN. JrJ
I .

. March 2G, 1032
'

[My Dnrltng Boy: ,

|\nd bo It comforts me, yea -not in. Vain
1 To tttliilc. ot Uiy eternity gf Bleep.,/
To' know thlue eyes nre tearless tWttilnM

v-'eep. . MOTHER.

ICK WOODS
Nicholas Schaber, 78, veteran

stage and screen atftor rofessionally

known as 'Nick Woods, died in New
Rochelle, March 21.

He was one of the Tbanhouser
stars, appearing in such plays sis

'Alias Jimmy Valentine,.' 'The
Million Dollar Mystery and 'The Boy
Detective,' the latter derived for. his

stage standing. In his stage work
he more often used the billing of

'N. S. Woods, The Boy Actor.'

PHILIP E. KEELER
Philip. E. Keeler> retired, circus

clown, died last week; at rldgeport,
Conn., hospital.

Son of Arthur Keejer, theatre dec-
orator, deceased worked with Ring-
lihg; Bros., Sells.'Plot9 and Tom Mix,
from which outfit -he retired-a year
ago- . make his home in . Bridge-
port.

Widow, and brother,
Leonard A, of West Haven,
Conn.,

EDWARD OLDFI
Edward Olafleld, 65; until re-

cently in the cast of 'Libel,' died
March 18 In the New York Hospital
for the Ruptured and Crippled.' His
real name -was Leopold Lane.
Born in Manchester, . England,, he

made his stage debut in 1906 and
cartie .; to America vfith the

;

CObums
some years later'. ' He was in the
cast 'of 'Good Earth' and had been
seen in 'The Land of Promise.'
He acquired"American citizenship.

GEORGE DE DROIT
George De Droit, .76, musician ?nd

organizer ' and 'first president of the
Musicians' union, died in New Qr-
leans, March 19, after an extended
illness.

He conducted his own orchestra
which was well known throughout
thfe" south for many yeaTS. He is

survived by two 'sons, Paul^ who is

playing with Rubinoff and John,
with Ray Teal's orchestra,, arid his
widow.

March 9. He was born in Brook-
line, Mass.

JOHN LARKIN
John Larkiri, G3, negro actor, died

tf pneumonia, March 19, in Los An-
geles. *

•He recently completed character

parts in Warner Bros.' 'Farts
Divided' and 'Green Pastures.*

OSCAR ASCHE
Oscar Asche, 65, died Monday (2

:

3)

In London. ' Was a prominent actor

and writer of stage shows. More
details in the foreign newrs section.

HARRY KELLY
Harry Kelly, 63, died In New

York March 19. .
Details will be

found in the legit pages.

William H, Hyriei, 65,' father of

Jack Hynes,' former assistant irian*

ager of the Palace theatre Youngs

-

town, died in Yourigs't'owri, March 15.

Father , of Thoda Cocrbft (Whit*
more), Chicago representative of
Theatre Guild of -New Ybi-k, died
March 14" in Oakland, Cal.

(Continued from page 60)

getting new cubicles and fresh
paint.
Kay Donna hopping into the Au-

rora hotel for a warbling stay.
Don Mathers, known as !Stooge-

O,' in the loop dickering for a me-
chanical man tie-up.

Jop: Schehck arid Harpo Marx up
to their: ears in. pinochle on trip
from- Coast to New York.
Schoenstadt's running a benefit at

the Midwest for widow of assistant
manager Irving Fehlberg, who was
shot and killed.

Jack Kearns Hke'ly to be. the third
of the Kearns-Dempsey-Walker
triumvirate to snatch a bar-bean

-

ery; is negotiating for a spot in
the loop.
Prank and Milt Britton over-

turned in their auto on way to Chi
from Louisville Friday (29), but
only scratched and opened okay at
State-Lake on Saturday.

Father of Frederick Hazlltt Bren-
nan, film and magazine writer, died
in St; Louis.

Radio Talks

CORA CARLISLE
Cora Carlisle, once, prominent in

musical productions, died in New
York.; 'March 22; In -'recent years,'
with tile stage on the decline,, she
devoted more of .her time to judging
fct dog shows of the American.Ken-
nel clubs.' She"was the wife Of Har-
rison D." Bo-ytiO

'"

In 'addition 'she is survived by 'a'

sister, Emma tevens. ' Interment
to in Philadelphia, her -home.

17 at his home' in But In BAy, Ohio*,

of apoplexy." " Mr. . "Alexande'r was
selling papers on the streets of San-

Francisco when Maud Atkinson
noted actress of a half century ago
gave him child parts . in " her plays.
He advanced rapidly and was play-
ing leads at 19. He quit active thea-
tre work in 1911. He was bifiied be-
side the body of his wife a grand-
daughter of John Brown of Harpe.rs
Ferry fame who died last November.

FRANK GEOLY
Frank Geoly,

, long -known to the
theatrical profession as 'Mr. Frank,'
of the Eaves - Costume Co;,

.
died

March 1 16, -following a long illness.

He was. highly regarded by ;the
actors for his Courtesies extended
them, and was generous in his
benefices to those -who needed help.

EVELYN CARROLL MEADER
Evelyn Carroll Meader, daughter

of the late Bobby Carroll (Carroll

nnniAiivi*. o/%oe and Gardner) died in Chicago on

^ , ~ ? - "March 1.4. Her mother, Lillian
Donald W. Ross, 54, former asst. (Gardner) Carrolf. survives. Burialm

.

S1,''.
an^^reaS

-

.

LO
o
WS

' !i*
L
?
Ui

c'
at Cedar Park (MasoriiO Cemetery,

died In Bridgeport, Conn..
r
March 15.

. Chicago.
Ross was one of first- employes of

j

°

Loew's when it opened in 1924. He
served as treasurer in Kansas City
for Loew's and subsequently man-
aged theatres ! for the company in

Harrlsburg, Pa., and Bridgeport.
Funeral was held Wednesday (IS)

to St. Clair Memorial Park, East St.

Louis. Ross, is survived by , his

widow and son.

WALTER HAWLEY
Walter Hawley. 67, vaude per-

former and former Chicago repre-
sentative of National Variety Art-
ists, died in Chicago of complica-
tions on March 17. • Hawley had
been in vaude for years, first doing
a sketch and later a two-act with
May Irwin. In 1925 took over-

charge of NVA office in Chicago, a
position he held for three year..

Widow. Mabel, survives. urlal

at Forest. Home In Chicago.

PEGGY PAGE
Peggy Pagej 32, v.ii'o made her

debut at the Whiter Garden in l!»22

and who later with her husband
Louis Lockett, formed the team of
Lockelt arid Page, died in New York.
March 15,' of. a cancer. I-ler illness

caused her. '"retirement in 1931 and
It) the i'fv.ovvening five j curs yke
fiiihmittert -o' l)B5. opera lions.

She isvsurVlvea by a- son, brother
and" her

;
/fjj^&jjjs.-' Her father is

Edgar Meis* a newspaper man.

BOB NORTH
Harold Young, 55, film character,

actor known professionally as Bob
North, ended his life March 18 by
inhaling gas in his home in Holly-
wood;

Inability to find work said by
police to have prompted his act.

HERMAN FELLNER
Herman Fellner, 5S, Continental

stage an fl screen, producer who has
been in London the past couple of
years,' was found hung in his Lon
don apartment Sunday. (22.).. More
details in. the foreign news, section

MARTIN T. (HANK) BROWN
Martin .T; (Hank) Brown., old time

vaudeville and minstrel man, died
in Providence, March 22.

At one time he gave music.lesson's
to George M. Cohan. He' played his
first theatre date in 1S70.

ALICE LUPINO BACON
Alice Lupirto Bacon, who was

known to the stage
;
aa Alice Lupino,

died in London March 11. ^.

She is survived by her husband,
Grant Bacon.

C H ATT E R
house staff of all' theatres' in- to*
district.

n lli3

Willard Moore, for three veavi
music supervisor for Publix houses
in Iowa, appointed Iowa director ofWPA music projects. There
129 Iowa musicians ori relief
Janet Lou.Bouma, three, daughter
! Jack Bouma, operator 0f the

RialtO,. Pocahontas, saved the Ufe ofa three-year-old playmate who fell
into an abandoned well—just b\r
hanging, ori. . .

•
*

New Variety club officers are w
. ,

Eanford, chief barker; Stanley
Mayer, first assistant; G. Ralph
Branton, second assistant; l0u
Patz, property man, and Harold
Cohen, wagon master. Board of
directors includes Harry Hierateirier
Lee Durham, L. C. Friedman, John
Wooden, Harry Weinberg and Elmer

CHARLES' H. GARDNER
Charles' Henry Gardner, elderly

doorman at Philharmonic Audi-'
torium. Los Angeles, killed in auto
accident near San Eernardino, Cal.,

(Continued from page 5)

paper space here and there's no
newspaper .tie-in on KMAC's list-

ing. Burg proper covers a 36-

square inile area. Add to this sev-
eral outlying communities and re-

sult is widely scattered amusement
spots.' Aside from the three /first

run pic houses, there's' a scattering
of subseqiients in and out of central
area, innumerable drive-in eating
places which get a nice play be^-

cause of fairly steady warm weath-
er, half dozen hotel and other down-
town dine and dance spots, couple
of road rilteries, Alamo Downs nag
g.ery, skating rinks, auto racing
track, Texas League baseball lot,

indoor sports arena and widely
scattered school gyms, city owned
little, theatre located in a park re-

mote from, town's center, a muriy
auditorium- and Ourdoor theatre
well On edge of City. None of these
with -current attractions riiiss men
tion on the |where-to-go' stinti

Outdoor

Because of great number of

drlve-.ins and , outdoor cafes and
restaurants, most of them, scattered

in all directions, these cannot get
riightly mention, but frequent fro©

plugging is handed them* Natives'

have habit- of aimless driving
around' for eating places where
turie or two is thrown in, whether
by hillbilly band mounted on out
door platform or by canned method
Airing of ruch locations, while not
bound to result in call for & cab, is

plenty strong ori the good-will
grabbing. Anyway cab company
gets its share, figured from past re-

sults..

Howard W. Davis, manager of

KMAC, points out that Silver-Blue
policy keeps eyes of other taxi lines

peeled to radio. Station currently
carrying two other taxi accounts,
one' of them a year old. Virtually
all stations have annexed cab ac-
counts in heat of taxi competish for

trade.

ood Will

Virgil Irwin, station announcer,
reads the announcements which
are free to theatres, cafes, etc.

Cab operator and station have' gar-
nered plenty goodwill from amuse-
ment biz, department stores (which
are. also included on tlm listing

when they have a special sales

event) drive-in eating pi , cafes
and restaurants, all of ich can
get a mention on the program sim-
ply for the asking. Results aside,

from increased calls, have been that
cabs get special handling at hotel
nite club and store fronts. No small
item in *urg where taxi competish
is hot and the city requires, bonded
drivers and uniform minimum rates
and other itenis of regulation that
run up overhead. Silver-Blue is one
of 20 call lines operating locally...

While there has been no specific

attempt .to check increased at-
tendance at amusement places,
showmen generally agree program
results in more and more cabs roll-

ing to their doors: Tendency here
is for majority of pleasure seeker's
to mal-.e it light on Selves from the
financial angle. Cab company plays
to that angle by constant reminder,
that five can ride as cheap as. one.
Lots of cab sharing in evidence at
outlying niteries and "in downtown
sections wherecnarrow streets make
parking the family hack a riiajoj-

problem.

Mexico City

By D. L. Grahame

Luplta Tovar visiting here.
Three more nabes to be - built.

.

Pay of municipal ark slashed in
civic, economy wave.
Performers and musicians suing

three big local, cabarets for wages
'Pedro Vargas, stage arid radio

singer, Off on a South. American
tour.

"

•Every Night at Eight* (Par) arid
Top Hat' (Raelio) best liked cur-
rent pics.

National. Symphony ork to give
a pop concert series in the. Palace
of Fine Arts.

. Everybody, Mexicans as well ' as
foreigners, who takes money out of
Mexico must pay a 4% hick on.the
coin.
Jose Noriega, formerly with RKO,

cutting 'Vampnbs Con PanchO Villa'
('Let's. Go With Paricho Villa") for
Clasa.

Puebla. City theatre owner held
for murder in connection with the
death - of a woman in a fire in his
playhouse.
La Argentinnlta, Spanish dancer

giving recitals at Teatro Fabregas
La Argentina booked for dates here
some time itt the spring.'

Penitentiary convicts clariiOrlng
for re-establlshment of jail's cinema
which was closed because' pix
caused too much arguing.
Old Monterrey, industrial center

near the border, has become a good
show towri. Five companies play
ing there simultaneously.
'Esperanza' Iris, vet ' actress who

ha$ a name house here, playing lead
in 'Mater Nostra' for Producciones
Bueno, new native producer.
Ace Spanish corripany. headed by

Margarita Xirgu, tragedienne, is to
open a season of classic dramas and
tragedies at the Palace, of Fine Arts
(National Theatre) oji March. 20.

%

New Haven
By Harold M. Bone

Mary Hone back at Lincoln.
Lew Schaefer's an amateur hot

anisi.
Mickey Wrenn from Ber-

muda.-
Isabel Wilder ma lecturing

hereabouts.
About time for John rlnold to

dust off the motorboat.,
Harry Berman conducting Licrh

Op Guild's 'My Maryland' (27-28).
Roger Sherman pin topplers

cleanirig up all theatrical opposish
Yale drama stude. Lawrence

Carra, directs Italian plays on the
side.

Closing of Wookey Hall concev
series, gives Mgr. Day Lee a rest
period.
Ad club presented Charles Kull-

man with distinguished archieve-
nient medal.
Local theatrical history for WPA

<vrJting ni'Oject being scribbled by
Taimi Kallip.

If Billy Rose is looking for
big top for 'Jumbo' he might try

one of Harry Shaw's shirts.

Des Moines
By R. W. Moorhead

The A. H. Blanks back from Floi
Ida.

Gibson building, housing the old
Palace theatre, to be renovated.
Colleen Moore's doll house finally

got around to a local department
store.
The Gardner Cowles. Jr., hav.

welcomed Gardner Cowles, III, into
the family.

Local unit of Iowa State Police
men's Association to hold a rodeo at
the Coliseum week of!May 25,.- :

. Twenty community and original
play groups to compete at this year
play production festival at U. Of
Iowa.
Henry Fonda's two sisters flew

here from Omaha to catch 'The
Trail of. the Lonesome Pine' at th
DeS: Moines.
•Stanley A, Browh; district .mati-

ager of Tri- Stales, conducting an
advertising schOol for the front-

By Pete Wemhoff

Nino Martini due here for con-
cert April 4.

.

Urilted Detroit's Regent theatre
now on a week-end yaude policy.
Gayety burlesque airing half hour

Of- Its stage show over CKLW
William C. DeMille lectures here'

Windsor-Detroit, every Monday
night. .

Local negro performs organizing
to. combat low-wage conditions in
niteries.
Edwin Dalton;

theatre manager,
jail and an $80
driving.
Second annual 'Little World Fair*

attendance passed half-million mark
"last week, at '25c per; General
Motors' free shOw drew 300,000.

Oriole Terrace, town's largest the-
atre-nitery, may be forced to close
because R. E. Olds, owner pf
ground, wants to turn it into a.

garage. Spot seats 1,000.

Baltimore
.'Albert Scharper, Jr.

Bernie Seaman an art gallery
gazer.

Carter Barron in Florida getting
sun-singe.

• Beit Alley, iri show at Lord Bal-
timore hotel, making initial local
nitery appearance.
Floretta Brown, Negro nautch

dancer, arrested and fined for inde-
cent routine on colored cabaret
floor.

'Sam Grlsman came down from
N. Y. for a day last week to' toss
'Tobacco Road' company a party in

honor of first anniversary en tour.
Carol Stone, here in "Her Week-

end* at lthe Maryland, only member
of family left in the east. Her
mother,, daddy Fred, and sisters
Dorothy and Paula are in Holly-
wood.
Tommy Dorsey orch forced to

lay over here when washed-out
roads prevented crew making week-
end engagement at Bucknell Col-
lege, Lewisburg, Pa. Band goes
into Lincoln hotel, Y., April 1

for .a run.

Minneapolis
By Lcs Rees

A'l Netzinger. RKO head" booker,
back at work after brief illness.
RCA bringing Philadelphia Sym-

phony orchestra here for concei t in ;

April.
Evelyn Chandler to be headliner

of big Ice Show at Arena tomonw
(Thursday).
Four Albee Sisters. Minneapolis

vocalists, joined Horace Heidt at
Minnesota here.
Everett Seibel, Minnesota theatre

publicity head, proud owner oC a
prize English bulldog.

D. A, Williams, Journal city editor
and columnist, resigned, with Louis
Kimball replacing as ed.
Plenty of radio plugging and

newspaper, advertising for Gon'M'al
Motor's big free show at municipal
auditorium this week.
,-As.JT£uli^f_se.vexe_cold-xi-nrt-maiiy-
blizzards, taxicab drivers here had
best winter in six years, earning
from ?3S to $42 .a week.

Indianapolis

y Bill Kiley

'Charley Olson to New
catch, some stage .shows.
.Gladys George booked in

'

Appearance' for English.
Ken Collins reversing process.an

visiting Fred Dolle In Louisville
Tom Devine back on the .iol» at

Indiana Roof after taking baths at

French Lick.
Highway repairs on road

caused Tall Timbers, -nitery.

67

tff

build .own detour in order to

Variety Club putting on a ni'd"""

show at Lyric to raise funds v»

motion picturn equipihenl *°

Orphans Home.
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ffifon Reviews

Preview Mulder Myitery
(Continued from page 15)

flattie
"

in the . entire .layout). He
nTakes his points smartly and makes
'Sir? scene, count, helped ,not

;
a

mtle by the script! Frances Drake.

,*q "Denny's opposite, Is the..nominal

&£an lead; but Gail Patrick is

Sent on her heels, Both ' turn in

«?od jobs. George Barbier scores as ,

the studio head and Bod LaRoque
mikes the most of the star who" is

Somed to death. But It. is Ms
Sdec which, starts the story off,

;Ke is out before the real action

herins. Conway Tearie, on the other

-j&nd, comes in only for a couple of

•bits* at the very- close.

The studio scenes are unusually

Vhpd and will do much to help the

felling. With the exception of the

Se\v the action is ail ^n the

SudS, with the police holding

everyone within ' the gates, assured

the murderer is among them. One

of the scenes gives a flash of the

Mae West set, which: helps to create

•'the ••proper air of authentic!tyv

tq put herself over,
' keops > tip the

delusion. -Climax is acceptable
heavy farce stuff for this market,
and the- story gives Miss Fields an
opportunity to, air her singing ana
palter,.
John Loder, wth a local femme

rave backing,-: is good, and the rest
of the cast o.k.

SONG OF THE SADDLE
(WITH SONGS)

.Wavnor Bros, release of First Natlonol
production. Features Dlels Koran. DirectedW,.'L0^ ls

T
K'ntr- Story, and adaptation,

wllliain Jacobs;- -music 'and' lyrics by M.
K. Jerpirie aha Jack soholl; camera, Dan
S?r

?V- At Strtind, Brooklyn, week March
It}, MO, on double bill. Running time,
58. mine.

.......Dick Fornn
v... ..Alma Lloyd
Charles MUldleion

DAILLARD MANAGING

EXPO AT SAN DIEGO

San Diego, March 24.

New general manager of - Cali-
fornia-Pacific International exposi-
tion here is Wayne W. Daillard,
former Fox-West Coast

\
house and

district manager here and last sea-
son assistant managing director- of
the fair.

"

Before coming here, Daillard was
with F-WC in charge of one of its

Long Beach houses. Oscar Kant-
ner, former F-WC exploiter, now is

handling publicity for fair.

Will Show for Four Week* in Chi-

cargo—No Opposition

teathern'ks Have Landed
ltoi>Ubllc release of Ken Goldsmith

-iuStlon. Features Lew Ayres* Iaauel

SeweU. Directed by Howard Bretherton..

Story, AVeUin- Totman. James (Jruen;

Splay. Seton I. ttlUer I
camera,

^%»&«:

-viae" MacDomUJ.... Jimmy Ellison

<;or?lgan ."..•.>«,. ... . . .James Burke

incnov. ...>..... * £,
a^ 0L Nal6l

i
iui>t. Hal6Lead....i...v Clay Clement
•'nbby' Waters .... .Maynard Holmes
ex^ yWata Bond

j«'co .v. .... . ;.v> . . .'. ; Paul Porcasl

•jrlthsh- A Kent.'; Claude King
^hooiier Captain. ^.'.Christian Rub

••Kjrc, Began..' Joseph Sawyer
-British Army Major, . . Henry Mowbray
Mpviue Colonel John Webb DllUon

Fi>ank Wilson.
Jen Coburn
Phlneas P. • Hocn'.c. ..

Frank Wilson. Sr..
Jake Banplon... ...
Simon Bannlon...'.

.

Little Caslnd.
Marshal
.Mrs.- Coburn.'
Frank Wilson......
Curlcy
Tom Coburn. ......
Porter .

Jose
Uttle Jen
Tl

Addison 'Richards
, Eddie Shuuert

. . Monte Montague
. .. Victor Potel
. . .Kenneth Harlan
...Myrtle Stedmnn'

Georpe Ernest
-..*.........Pat West
w...James Farley

Bud Osbovn
. . , .Julian Rlvero.
.'.Bonlta Granville
.William Desmond

NEW RULES IN

NAZI CIRCUS

WORLD

.Chicago, March 24,

Cole Bros.-Clyde Beatty circus

will open. April 11 at the Sta-

dium.- Show will try to stay here

for four weeks due to the lack of

competition.
Last year the Cole show had to

open and run - dayrand-date against

the Hagenbeck - Wallace - Fore-

paugh Bros, circus.

cicely done indie thriller has suf-

ficient action and enough of a sales

angle in - the .'marines- are coming*
gag to make, it count importantly
on,a dual program. Besides the uni-
forms,' film has 7 something in Lew
Ayres' to sell."" AyresS' 'performance
stands out and production has a
fairly good story and dialog struc-
ture.
Howard Bretherton's . direction

paces the story nicely, .though the
camera work .in spots is faulty,
'.'lie Leathernecks Have Landed' is

also an expressive title.

Ayres, as a two-fisted, marine who
is cashiered out of the service when
lis is indirectly the cause of a pal's

. «fea i in a brawl, fits the uniform
j 00%. Same, however, cannot be
Aaid for Isabel Jewell as the deml-

Vnionde stranded in China! Her
clothes border on the atrocious and
it is not until her final scenes that
sne. is made to look well.
A number .of stock newsreel shots

:r*e run in, especially, some of those
. of the marines, cruiser at sea and
•scenes in Shanghai.. They ai-e rut

.
:n adroitly, however, and the film
o\vs_ its course, smoothly.
There's plenty, of shooting, and a

, mean, though shortlived, villain in
...Carrol Xash. James Burke, next
::o; Ayres, turns In- the film's second

.
.-best, job as • Corrfean, master gun-
runner. Jimmy Ellison

, and May-
• nsrd Holmes are fair as Ayres' pals,
with- Holmes doing the graceful de-
mise. Film's one glaring boher has
/Holmes as a marine who can't walk
because of a pair of bum dogs. .

A fair musical score is uncrpriited.
Scho.

QUEEN OF HEARTS
(BRITISH MADE)

London, March 11.
Assoplatfl rllls'h release or Associated

jToting Pict. production. Directed ty
iMonty Banks. Stars Grade Fields. ]n

-•ast: John Loder, Enid Stamp-Taylor,
••rod Duprea. Edward Rigby, Jean Ijentrr,
.Madeline Seymour. Julie Suedo. At Par-
amount, London, March S, "30.

Warner Bros, has a sprightly
bronc from the western corrals, and
one that will do well at the window
of family and western fave houses.
Title is a misnomer because giving
no hint at glowing action and
spirited abandon found in this sage-
brush Robin./Hood tale. Might bet-
ter have been 'Western Robin Hood,'
because 'Song of the Saddle' as
name for this film doesn't mean
much.

.

Interest is centered in exploits
of a young buckaroo who returns to
the west to avenge the- cruel 'slay-
ing of. his father 20 years previously.
It's far from the first time this basic
theme has been employed in an
outdoor opus, but- as. executed here
it is refreshing. That- such is the
case is due to zestful performance
of Dick FOran, 'crooning cowboy,'
deft writing Job arid highly profi-
cient direction by Louis King..Foran
has been brought along in fine fash-
ion until he looms as a distinct find
for adventure features.
Besides the performance turned

in by Foran, picture is favored by
some smart trouplng.by surround-
ing cast. Charles Middle-ton, as
the pitiless killer who dominates
with his six-shooter, distinguishes
himself in the chief scoundrel role.

Victor Potel. Julian Rlvero and Pat
West do bang-rup work as -Foran's
saddle buddies. Eddie Shubert and
Monte Montague are sufficiently

villainous as assistants to Middle

-

ton. Alma Lloyd Is effective enough,
though having little to do.
Qeorge

:
Ernest, as the lad who

see.'! his father killed by the crook
leader, ' contributes a neat bit of
pathos, although he is on the screen
only a brief time. Bonita Granville,
the mischievous brat in 'These
Three,' has a pleasant bit here as
the boy's wagon train comnanion.
Kenneth Harlan, Addison Richards;
James Farley and Myrtle .Stedman
make their subsidiary portrayals
realistic.
Foran has two or three melodious

tune?. pnp"Med by M. K. Jerome
and Jack Schoil. Producers have
gone to considerable trouble to pive

the feature authentic background
and production. Instance of this

Is the mad dash of settlers in I^itt

string of wagon trains when Indian

lands are thrown open by the pov-
e-nmenr. Camera handllnar by Dan
Clark is tops. Director Kinjr pa^ed
his storv well, his ultimate buildup,

to climax beins a nifty contribu-

tion. Laurels for trim dialog and
storv go to William Jacobs.
Absence of name draw will make

real selling essential. But prnierlv

sold, word-of-mouth should heln to

put it over. A sure bet for .d'ualevs.

and may stand alone in son"* snots.

Wear.

Berlin, March 12.

Reichsfachschaft Artistlk, Nazi
organization, had ail the leading
and numerous of the smaller circus

people listening to a lecture.by di

visional leader A. P. Gleixner as to

how a circus has to be conducted
in Hitlerland.
Such veteran showmen as Lorenz

Hagenbeck, Karl. Krone and Jacob
Busch were in attendance, as also

was Paula Busch, Franz Althqff,

Hans Etosch-Sarrasani.
Every circust must' send in its

program and its route. Foreign
acts in . circuses mu6t be balanced
by naitiye talent. Staff and musi-
cians must be German.'. Advertising
must avoid ballyhoo 'not in style

with cultural refinement.'

A minimum salary of $3.20 per
day. was also rilled in and listeners

were told, that a, new circus con-
tract is being made out.

CIRCUS ROUTES
A! .Barnes

March 28-20, San Diepro; 30. Sa'htQ, .

31, Riverside: April 1. Alhambra; 2, Long
Beach.; 3-0, Los Angeles.

Ina

Marie joins him-^for love or for
pity j both, perhaps.

If this film were taken as an
example of what screen production
can do to a play, then the theatre
would certainly win. Dramatic
seenes -which could have. been used
in the screen adaptation, like The
Bourse when Branchart's stocks
tumble, were averted and instead
the two men are shown pacing
carpeted room in the Crillon.
Some good shots of Paris are

shown but, instead of giving move
ment as was intended, they slow
up the action. And the ^dialog is al-
most unending.
Miss Morlay; could .hiave injected

more drama than she docs, but
instead is unconvincing. Suzy Prim
in love with Le Govain, although
she has a minor part, is much more
convincing than the star.

.
Oracle Fields, biggest home betm .vaudeville or radio^-shels reck-

oned to have cleared $500,000 a year
In the British entertainment field

some years, including picture
vd disc work— is not an easy prop

-

o>
-

*!:ion.

n. the past her films have been
irr," -successes-grossing- -np-to $630r--
'V!;', in the home market, despite
f!;eir general .poorness. In handing
"> nr latest film over to Monty Banks,
i".;tPd here as a certainty with b. o.
pi-.'tures, the producers did a smart
tiling, and Banks brings her films
n ;i POiisidei'ably.

•Not that this is a first-class film;
fpr from it. But leaving aside the
star's own peculiar personality, it
ranks a great deal better than her
n: ev.ions ones. Slie still, peddles the
Personality, the Lancashire accent
and the working class homeliness
which have endeared her to the
i^cal fans, but she peddles 'em In a
?p7 ln which they sit fairly well.
That's where 'Queen of Hearts'

wores< over its. forerunners, andwhy it'll probably, chalk up the
>rsest Fields gross in 'the list—in
mis country. Outside It 'doesn't

: except in the Empire;
story s a flimsy about a girl ln a

:

, f rr,oni who »;els mistaken jov
Hie big (lame baoK-|np a ]oeal sn0 ,vu «"ternrise, and who, in wanting

SAMPSON
(FRENCH MADE)

Paris. March 13.

Hal.im Production. Slew Hfrrv nn»jr r>.\m plre.-tor

ind fiabv JIorMy. Story from- l-'enry Rern

xteln's p'pv- of snmo nnr.T?. Dlrp'~tf-<1 ny

Maurice Toui^«w. Running ll.p->» «

.facqupR Branchar.t . ....

Anno-Mprip <VAndfHr«.
X'e^r- i-ouTT-d' *TiTleM^.

FAME
(BRITISH MADE)

London, March 13.

Hert'frt Wilcox production. Distributors
General Film. StaM Sydney Howard.- Dl
rented by l^tslie Hlsso'.t. Authors, John
Harding, William Hargreaves: dialog, It

P. Weaion, Uert Lee. Jaclc Marks; enmcru
Oiford St. John. At riccadllly theatre
London, -March 12, '3U. Running time, C
mlns.
nsv.2',d Eertwhisl'. ..Syi'i'.ey, Howard
Mi-f. Umudistle Muriel Akcd
Joan Riley Mlkl Hoo
£ ouglitM Cameron .....Urlan Lawre<ic
Kumnold WaHetleld .Herbert Lomas
Le-ote:--. Cordwell Guy MIddleton
The Mayor U. i\ Maltby
Keu'n«rn .Pcndl».on Krjnk. PettlnKell
Press Representative Frederick Piper

Cleveland Exposition Speeding Up

Plans for Its 100-Day Centennial

COLE-BEATTY CINCH

JAS. COLE ANIMAL SHOW

OPENS IN DET. APRIL 17

Rochester, March .
24.

James M. Cole's Wild Animal
circus, Perin Yan outfit, slated to

open in Detroit April 17.

Buck Steele, formerly with Tom
Mix, signed as trick rider and roper,

and Manuel ' King, 13-.year.T6Id Hon
tamer, to have featured spots. King
was with Clyde Beatty in film /In

Darkest Africa.'

Jlmmie Cole, who has been In

circuses" since he -was 14, takes his

own show- on the road this year for.

the first time. ' An unnamed Penn
Yan backer is said to be putting up
the funds.

Estcalantest Break With'

Barnes, Book Fair Time

Los Angeles, March ; 24.

Escalante Family (9), featured for

several years with -Al- G. Barries'

circus, is on its own this season.

Family has set up one-ring circus

and booked number of fairs they

will play as. free attraction this

summer.

New Berlin Luna

Berlin, March 12.

Olympic year is responsible for

this town getting a new Luna, park
after the failure of old Luna park
under Nazi 'showmen' in .1933.

New park is the old Vblkspark
(People's Park) at Schoenholz, way
out and In the poor- neighborhood
Volkspark was tried put a$ 'Dream
land' years ago with big- rides, fire

works and all sorts of outdoor , at

tractions. Sut Berliners didn't re

sportd.

Hunt Twins to R-B

Chicago, March 24.

Hunt twins, Glbrida and Bonnie,

daughters of J. C. Hunt, manager
for the St&te-Lake here for Jones,

Linlck & Schaefer, off to Sarasota
last week to join the Ringling Bros.-

Barnum &. Bailey circus.

Twins were with the Hagenbe-ck-
Wallace civcus for the past three

seasons. They are ace aerialists,

equestriennes, besides working with
the big ele-phahts.

, .Harry «ur
. . . .Gd>>" Mnrlav
rvA n<iw—i.eXaur-

,a. Mainiilse d'Andellne. .Ganrl'-Ue norz.at

-,race TMilfr Suzy Prim

Andre Luguet

r

n
Mps d'.Andolln

Jerome 3,e (Jovain.

(Tn French)

Tliis better than average French

film will undoubtedly attract the

home trade, but it is not likely to

take in America. Adapted from a

p.lav, it lacks the action of a good

film and is overloaded with con-

versation. Story mo'v*s. slowly also,

too slowly.
Baur, in the role of a woalthj

stock market operator, while excel-

lent- is always Baur. As Branchart.

a seasoned, self-made man. he falls

in love with Anne-Marie. He adores

her but she hates bim and only

man.'ies him to save her family.

Old triangle enters again and she

continues an affair with Le Oovain.

the man she has always loved.

Branchart discovers it and rums
himself" in' order to rnln Le Govain.

lie emerges completely lust. Anne-

A train passenger.
.\ir.V Jh>-k<:
Film slur :

.Arthur Klnn
.Sydney Kalr<>roiher

Ma Ire O'Neill
. . .UeralJtnc Hlelop

Crash Kills Clown

An excellent idea, splendidly
worked- out to a point where it

might have provided class A enter-
tainment throughout the English

-

speaking world. It mi.vses this for

several reasons.- One is the likeli-

hood that the .star ca.nnot sustain
such, billing. Another Is the dialog
contributed by oldtimers of repute,

such as "Weston and Lee, augmented
by Jack Marks. When they stick,

in lines like 'Where's the bargain
basement?' 'Top floor,'—well.

It's such things as make the di£-.

ference between good and bad.
production is sufficiently ade-

quatr- x<> create the requisite at-
mospherc. There is a supporting
company of excellence, with bit

parts; prayed by . such artists as
Malre O'Neill, Sydney Fairbrother,-

Fri^nk t-ttingejl, etc. The stai; has
jl • stock set. of mannerisms which
are funny, but there, are not enough
of them to carry the burden of an
entirf' show. They could make for

exouteni nupPori, but can't stflnd-

alone.

Lima, O., March 24.

A motor truck crashed into n

farmer's wagon killing a circus
clown, injuring two other men and
resulting In the death of a tea,m oil

horses.
Coroner Harry Lewis identified

the dead man as Michael (Jack)
Riley of cither Vermont or Connec-
ticut. Lewis said Hlley was en route
to Peru, InrL, to join one of the
Ringling circus units.

Legion Takes Over Fair
Charlotte. N. C, March 24.

A syndicates has purchased the
grounds of the Gaston County Fair.
Castonia. Purchaser is M, and W.
Realty Company, composed of 13. V>".

Wilson, Francis Wliitesides, K. R.
Morgan and Adam Melvln. They
nought the properly from Dr. It. .S.

Clinton, and will lease it. to the local

Aniorlenn Legion post to continue
operation of the fall 1

.

Lithographs were posted at

Winston-Salem last week snnlninc
Ing Harnett IJroih'-rs motorized
three ring circus for April 'J.

Ben'H. Atweli returned
;
last week

from Cleveland where he had gone

to look oyer the. site of the planned

Great Lakes - Exposition, which

starts Its 100 -day, run on June 27.

He accepted the position^of special

representative in national activities

under Harold J. Miakelt He re-

ports that there is everyvlndication

that the big eVeni wWeh ^will follow-

close upon the heels of the Repub-
lication National convention, will be

able to push off. 6n the assigned- date,

without the usual delay3,

This is due to the fact that the

plant is largely ready-made, utiliz-

ing buildings already erected for

other purposes and turned over to

the exposition for the furtherance of

local advancement, including the

Auditorium, which has been reno-

vated (largely with WPA funds) for

the! convention. The -same authority

has also contributed- funds for other

purposes in connection with the

show, which will cover Jin area ot

about 150 acres. The grading and
other work has already been done,

and the stadium, seating 86,000 per-

sons, is already ah accomplished

fact.

Although the primary idea is a
trade exposition for the promotion

of -manufactures and products,, it is

realized; that only the amusement
angles will draw the . crowds, and
stress is being, laid on the procur-

ing of an entertainment program
which will bring to Cleveland many
persons outside the indicated draw-
ing territory.. A drive will be" made
on auto associations to establish the

desirability of Cleveland- as a local

point for summer autombbilei tours,

and train excursion's w|H be pro-

moted,from distant points on all

railroads. For the farm., element
there will be an important agrlcul- -

tqral and horticultural exhibit and
the stadium will be the center of

a varied sports' program,* the. de-
tails of which have hot yet been
fully developed.
One of the chief exhibits wilt be

an elaboration -of. the 'Wings of. the
Century' display from Chicago, re-

named 'The Parade of the Years*

and amplifying the original scheme.
It' Will be under 'the direction of

Edward Hungerford, who made- the
original production; It Will, be
shown in an amphitheatre of .4,500

capacity.
There will be a marine display

fronted by .Capt. P. J. Christensen,

who will ' move his former U. S.

submarine 4& into a new berth to

form the nucleus 'of a Cpilection of
strange ships and in ' connection
'.with this there will be a Nvater ballet

and water circus.
;

A Streets of the World will re-

place the villages "of. the Chicago
event and It is announced that Fred
Wong of the On Leong tong and
Fre-d 0ee of the Hip Sing's will unite

tn
r

the handling of the Chinese
street. It will not be a fight club
Atweli insists.

There will be a speedboat con-
cession for cruises on the lake and
rickshaws and busecs will provide
effortless vic-wlng of the layout.

On the bridge crossing the maze
.of railroad tracks which divide the
huge plaza into two sections will be
the Court of the Presidents, for the
sales concessionaires. The bridge
is a eort of bottle neck which will

concentrate thp attendance past this

point, vastly different from the exile

to the island which acquired the
!^oat of many exhibitors at Chicago.
Band concerts, fireworks off the

lake front and similar attractions
will give plenty of free attractions,
and an important feature is the pro-
vision for docking, of lake Btcaniers
right on the grounds. There is also
provision being made for a Radlo-
;and, where it is. hoped many of the"
important air stars can be seen at.
varying prriods and a televlstlc

demonstration is among the possi-
bilities.

Adkins Divorced

Rochester, Ind,, March 24

esse Adkins, secretary-treasurer
of the Indiana Circus corporation
which is the Cole Bros.-Clyde
Beatty show, was divorced last

wed; by Mrs. Inez I. Adkins.
.Mrs. Adkins received $100,000 in

alimony plus a property settlement
oxi t of court. Adkins was formerly
with- .SrlJs-Floto, Hagenbeck-Wr

'al*

' ce and the John Robinson show*.
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OF THEIR BIG

HEUEf

Here's where
Bob caught
a terrible
case of Pettis

coat Fever!

v.
petticoat

^ V Out PllV"" \ (Myrna

Fevet
Entire

BOB }
PROPOSED
HERE? •

(Myrna said £

BOB
PROPOSED
HERE!

(Myrna said

'war*')".

V*

1915

f A TAME POLAR BEAR \)
' AND A FEROCIOUS V
FIANCE (Mytna's) •

CHASED BOB AND •
j

MYRNA INTO THE ! i

. PLANE CABIN HERE J J

9f

1QQ

Here's where
M y r n a ' s
fiance took
the Native
Belle for a
joy ride!

•You

BOB
PROPOSED
HERE?

Myrna said
'I Hate You'
(A-ha! She
loves him! y

WE RE GETTING
%*'

NOWHERE FAST'

IS

TO
fiOfi

TODAY Doors
Open 10 A.M.

Robert MONTGOMERY
«w m«g»,)ic««

flf|YRNA LOY

&M-G-&U's rersiot, of - -
Jhtgay stag* hit *«»*. REGINALD OWEN

• £*f"»- "DESERT DEATH'' another
A^7L7e.JT T ™„ "Crime Doejn't Pay" hitt-FitZMtrick

J*??
ly!~Mo"" EdW0Td flow"- D" Tt«v,lulV "MODERN TOKYO

NOTE TO THE

THEATRE AD MAN I

This picture officially opens

the Spring (romantic) sea-

son, so please give it plenty

of you-know-what. Here's

how the Capitol Theatre

sold it, very informally, and
that's how the folks like it in

the Springtime!
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